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Havana, Cuba

Provided

Consulado

When

91-93

They're

cigars,

stogies
and other "smokes" are
packed in Heekin cans,
you may rest assured
that your product will

Manufacturers of the old brands

reach the customer with
a supreme freshness and cleanliness
other words just

"Sol" and "Devesa de Murias"

you would wish

Independent factories
F.

l M. LOZANO

C LX)ZANO

F,

LOZANO, SON
U.

S.

Heekin's

Immediate
ter

8-

CO.

BONI>ED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

how

Our Motto:

Send

a

quality.

little

Quality, always
better than

as

it.

no mat-

deliveries,

large

m

your

order.

See the

for a sample.

Havana's Best

The Heekin Can Co.

Makers of the Famous *T. Lozano'* Brand
TRADE MARK
B«>. V. 8. raiaBt

Clear

HURIAS

Havana Cigars

CINCINNATI,

OHIO

Sts.

cans are much more
reasonable for packing cigars
than boxes. Tobacco containers
of all shapes and sizes.

AND FACTORY; TAMPA. FLORIDA
New York

New

^ Heekin

OAot

OFFICE

Culvert, Sixth and

Addrats, 437 Fifth Atmiim

If

TWO NEW

SIZES

you are a Wise Jobber
Vou will buy your stogies direct from the factory.
Otherwise you i)ay tlie agent's or broker's commission.
We do not employ brokers or agents.

YOU CAN GET EXCLUSIVE CONTROL
of one of (uir stogie brands because we sell only
ber in a territory. Our g(MMls are selling
merits ami are bringing duplicate business.
Try
Stogie Itrands.

one job-

On

tlieir

OUU

"Columbus 1492" Retail 3 for 5c.
"Columbus Dutch Tops" Retail 2 for

10c

CIGAR

Blunt and Club, in the
popular 10-top a'o -packing.

Same

real

Portuondo quality

Write

5c.

for terrritory to

CONNERCIAL CIGAR COMPANY, Newark,

Ohio

For Gentlemen of Good Taste

at the right price

San Felice

CIGARS

Cigar Mfg. Co., Philadelphia

The Deisel-Wemmer Company
LIMA, O.

—
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no mat-
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OHIO
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Heekin cans are much more
reasonable for packing cigars
than boxes. Tobacco containers
of all shapes and sizes.
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Makers of the Famous

Heekin*8

Fifth

At
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TWO NEW

SIZES

you are a Wise Jobber
You will buy your stogies direct from the factory.
Otherwise you pay the agent's or broker's commission.
We do not employ brokers or agents.

YOU CAN GCT EXCLUSIVE CONTROL
one of our stogie brands because we sell only one jobber in H territory. Our goods are selling on their
merits and are bringing duplicate business.
Try
Stogie Brands.

of

OUR

"Columbus 1492" Retail 3 for 5c.
"Columbus Dutch Tops" Retail 2 for

10c

CIGAR

Blunt and Club, in the
popular 10- top 20 -packing.

Same

real

Portuondo quality

at the right price

Write

5c,
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CONNERCIAL CIGAR COMPANY, Newark, OUo

For Gentlemen of Good Taste
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Clear Havana Cigars

TO THE TRADE:—
Twilight shadows have fallen on another scene, so
full
of good things for us all, that we must recognize pour
efficient part in the closing pear*s business drama.
Good friends, tried and true, with grateful hearts we
grasp i^our hand in generous applause.
At the dawn of morrow^the beginning of another— we
bid gou good cheer with abundant blessings
for the new
ipear
Mai; the chain of friendship strengthen as pear bp

Lopez Hermanos
Makers

pear

it

lengthens.

H.

New York

Office:

Factory:

250 Fourth Ave.

HONESTLY ADVERTISED

Tampa,

Fla.

MANUFACTURERS '^CHARLES DENBY" CIGARS

NOT MISLEADING

LA SARAMITA

The Exceptional Cigar

FLOR DE

MELBA
THE HIGH MOTE OF QUALITV
THE cigar that u giving dealers

Broadleaf

business everywhere.

big

In

Wrapped
Havana

manthip

quality of tobacco

A full
•

Real Havana

Skillfully

liiM of

cr«dit to

are equal

fI

MELBAS in your .tera b
yo«r buuiMM jail(iB«nt
3 for a quarter

•

All sizes

Pbc« tiMiB In stodi mX one* and w.tck
tKem ropML If your jobber CMinot
•upply you write toiu.

LEWIS CIGAR MFG. CO.

Blended

NEWARK, N.J.

—

Tk« UrsMi lBd.p dwrt Otw F.ctorr ia iIm w«rM.
Mtiu iMnt IK KHEna u Twi ruFiT siMiM mcius

Pre-eminent
BUSTILLO BROS. & DIAZ,

by Comparison

Inc.

GENERAL OFFICES
267 Foartk Avenue

SHIEI^DS-l^BRTHEIM COMPANY,

to

25c. straight

Tobacco

THLK

and work>

FLOR DE MELBAS

to the finest imported eigara.

a

Cigars

FENDRICH

Cleveland

New York

City

THE TOBACCO WORLD
Made at our Newark, N.

J«,

NICKEL CIGAR

We alio

manufacture at our several Pittsburgh

factories,

a very

cigars

3

and

attractive

stogies to retail

for 5 cents.

Our

"FAMOUS"

CIGAR8

Lopez

G Bro.

MAKERS

and extensive line of
at 2 for 5 cents, and

GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE

leaders

and

TADEMA
Argtielles,

ss^smm

HAVANA

Factories

ROCKY FORD

HAND MADE

THE TOBACCO WORLD

TLAG HEADS"

222 PEARL STREET

TAMPA

LEALTAD 129

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

HAVANA

Write for full Information

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
PITTSBURGH. PA.

General Offices.

THE

Key West

Cigar Factory

FadotyNo. 4t3,

KEY WEST, FLA.

Office

and Salesroom

43 to47W.

3 3d St.,

HAVANA BLEND"

"MILD

Thep Lead the Leaders

:

New York
26 SIZES

''LA

MEGA"

^SSSJ''

HAVANA CIGARS OF THE HIGHEST
QUALITY AND BEST WORKMANSHIP
Co., Tampa,
V. GuerrOs Diaz

135

&

WeA

42ncl Str«t.

New

York

Fia,

HAVANA CIGARS
ROMEO Y l UUETA
—

COPENHAGEN
Ghewins: Snuff

*

-

The Leader

•

•

—^^^^-^

**The Secret of Success

In all the

World's Markets
U. S. RepreienUtiTe:

Wm. T.Taylor, 93

To the Trade
We

Broid St.N.Y.City.

I

we

Constancy

1916 with a

enter the year

confidence that

is

to

Purpose

feeling of pride in the

have honestly earned during the past

Twenty-Five Years.

To

A

We

g:uarMit«c Copenhafen Snuff ii now and always has
been absolutely pure.
It is made of the best, old, rich leaf tobacco.
The Snuf!
Procesc retains the good of the tobacco and expds the bitter and
acid of natural leaf tobacco, making Copenhaffen the Warld's

for Both Chewing and Snufflnt.
Whenever a dealer has any difficulty in obtaining his supply
of Copenhagen Chewing Snuf! satisfactorily, we will nelp him if
he will writt us.

New York,

Favorite
with tlie

Cidar Stores
Restaurants
Hotels and

WEYMAN-BRUTON COMPANY
Union Squwe North

Motto

many

will ever

loyal friends of our products, our

be

"CONSTANCY TO PURPOSE."

BEST

BMt Tobacco

M

assure the

N. Y.

''^

Clubs

Manufacturers

PEDRO CASTRO 6i CO.. Tampa, Fla.
New York

LOUIS G. SMITH

Distributers

&

CO., 52 Beaver Street

Lipschutz's "44" 5c. and "Adlon" 10c. Quality First Cigars

*'44" Cigar Company,

^m

Inc.

Philadelphia

THE TOBACCO WOELD

6

ID

[[^

E.

H.

THE TOBACCO WORLD

GKTO CIGAR COMPANY

FOR FORTY YEARS
THE STANDARD

Our Desires
for
Peace

Write for Open Territory
Faetory: KeyiWeat. Fla.

T.

1916
and plenty

The

DIRECT IMPORTERS

of

will continue to

all

that

Street,

&

New York

of the highest grades of Cigars

of

own

4

individuality.

Price List Mailed

Upon Request.

BAYUK BROTHERS

turn

The REASON;

Havana

embody

which

Sumatra?

Co.

which are made under the personal control and supervision
of the oldest cigar manufacturers in Cuba, thus retaining for each
all

in

Advertise

New YorK

Independent Factories

your con-

we

the Imported

To

manufactured by the

tinued support and
friendship;

Necessary

Bachelor Cigar

41 and 43 Beaver

its

All''

It

of

G. S. Nicholas

shall benefit.

Above

New

<a CO.

Is

n

Prosperity from which

*'

DUNN

401-4'05 E. 9Ut Sxvx,

particularly here at
home.

all

J.

Why

New York Office; 203 W. Broadway

MaK*r«

throughout the world,

n

By Which Clear Havana
Cigara Are Judiied

shall

American Sumatra
Tobacco

merit your valued pa-

tronage

in

nVE CENT CIGAR

the cigar,

that has speited success

from

its

PHILADELPHIA

inception*

11

D

TheCigar "Above AU"

i
Grown by

"Bold"
BOBROW

AMERICAN SUMATRA TOBACCO
142 Water

BROS., Philadelphia

Street,

New

York

Fancy Cigar Boxes
made by

^i

mif

w

Heu7 H. Sheip Nfg. Co.
Columbia Ave. and 6th St.
PHILADELPHIA

S9iai

CO.,

"

THE TOBACCO WOELD
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Compaiiia Litografica De

Over lOOO Dealers in New York
During 1914 Stocked

La Habana

Officina Principal, San Jose No. 23, Habana,

Vol.

WANTS ACTION ONTHE STEVENS BILL
President Fox Writes Chairman of House Committee — CutThroat Competition Would Be Relieved by Passage
of Measure Says Organization Head — Early

Cigar Box Labels, Bands and Trimmings
Cards and Advertising Materials

106

H. SMITH,

19th

E.

St.,

New York

RESIDENT CIIy\REES FOX,

The

flower of perfect tobacco manufactured in bond has
maintained "Mi Favorita" Clear Havana Cigars at the
forefront of all brands.
Quantity shipments from factory.

1867

Alvarez

Sl

WEBSTER
CLEAR
HAVAtMA

CIGARS
Our Motto: "QUALITY"
Office

and Salesroom,

80(-803

and

THIRD AVE.

iVil

FAVORITA CIGAR CO.,

Key West

NEW YORK OTY

^^^ ^***

Fia.

Inc.

^^'*** Street.

New York

"The business of manufacturing cigars, especially
those selling at the popular price of five cents each, is today conducted on an exceedingly narrow margin, and in the
case of many establishments is positively precarious. Any
invasion of the manufacturers' exceedingly small profits to
assist independent retailers in their effort to meet monopolistic price-cutters is out of the question, and yet the ulti-

Georgia and Florida Tobaccos
new

packinir

which

mate

We Now

Offer Direct to the Trade
t the lowest cash prices
TO APPRECIATE THE QUALITY

We

Ltd.

far as legitimate retailers are

concerned their busi-

charged against a comparatively insignificant volume of
The profits of the average retailer of cigars and
tobacco are so small that usually the advent of a pricecutting dealer in their vicinity means the specdv closing of
sity

SOLICIT

Office and Packing

PHILADELPHIA.

must be borne by these same

ness is comparatively small, as the public convenience requires the maintenance of a large number of stores so that
the cost of operating these little establishments is of neces-

CORRESPONDENCE

business.

GAFLA SUMATRA COMPANY

5(fe

& BLUMENTHAL,

"So

submit on any grade.

WE

effects of price-cutting

manufacturers.

suggest that you see saini)les which we will be glad to

Clear Havana Cigar

lias

tributor.

THE FINEST OF
Will be found in our

House

QUINCY, FLA.

their stores.

"The consumer has an important stake
for

the maintenance of quality

in this matter,

prime consideration
is only practicable where the manufacturer receives a fair price for his goods and the retailer
a
reasonable profit on his operations. If the cigar business
tnd.ny were turned over to a few large concerns which
habitually resort to price-cutting consumers would find
themselves restricted to the output of a verv small number
"f large manufacturers, and they would be
unable to purchase the best brands of goods which are now widely
distributed thron-h a large number -.f small independent
is

a

with him. and this

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,

Inc.

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES

M.MBLACHRINOaCO.
KYFTIAN QGARCTTCS.

You Cannot be Mistaken II You Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes

&

M. Melachrino

stores.

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Bmbasfiies, 120 Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes throughout Europe
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venture to express the hope that vour committee
will give early cmisideration to the Stevens
bill and that it
will sec fit to report it with favorable
recommendation at
"I
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Case Brought Before Commissioner of Internal Revenue
O shorn— Holidays Delay Decision— Department
Fails to

Make

Public Liggett

& Myers

OLONEL W.

to be preof which

would redound in a greater degree to the substantial benefit
of manufacfurer^. pnxlncers and
consumers of the products
of our own and many other industries."

H. OSBORN, on account of the holidays, has been unable to render a decision in the
case of the recently introduced form of smoking

tobacco called "Smokarols," which it has been
charged evades the cigarette tax. The charge has been
laid before the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
by the
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company and the brief filed by
the
Liggett & Myers Company, manufacturers of "Smokarols,"
in defense of the smoking tobacco classification
has not yet

been made public.
The "Smokarol" was described and illustrated in the
November 15th issue of "The Tobacco World."
The R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, of WinstonSalem, has charged that the Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company, of New York, is selling a cigarette under
the guise
of smoking tobacco, and thereby escaping with
an 8-cent
tax when it should pay the cigarette tax. Colonel
Osborn
has been asked to decide that the "Smokarol,"
made by the

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company, is not "smoking
tobacco." but a cigarette.
The R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company contends:
"'Smokarols' are separate rolls of tobacco, weighing
about one-twelfth of an ounce, wrapped in
cigarette paper
and packed, unstamped, into a drum which carries the
smoking tobacco tax. These rolls purport to

be covered by letif valid, will prevent others from
manufacturing them. They are sold together with
a holder. By
merely sticking the end of these rolls into this
holder they
can be smoked like cigars or cigarettes.
If the present
marketing under the 8-cent smoking tobacco tax
is continued, serious injustice may be done other
cigarette manufacturers and the entire tobacco trade.
"Our understanding of the law is that rolls of tobacco
wrapped in paper, shall be classed as cigarettes and
that
manufacturers will not be permitted to pack smoking
tobacco in unstamped subdivisions or parcels
for repacking in
ters patent, which,

larger packages."

The

R.

I. Reynolds Tobacco Companv has
appealed to
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, urging
that "Smokarols" be held a cigarette. It charges that
the taxing of the
Smokarol" as smoking tobacco is a discrimination
and

will result in a

monopoly.
In its brief to the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue,
the R. I. Reynolds Tobacco Companv asserts:
"Under the
Constitution of the United States, the Congress
is clothed
with power to levy and collect taxes on
tobacco, as incident thereto, to classify the various forms in
which manufactured tobacco shall be put up for taxable
purposes.
".Section 3.? of the Act of August 3. 1900,
amending
sections
and .Tl revised statutes, defines a cigarette as
.-?.?

follows: 'All rolls of tobacco, or anv
substitute therefor,
wrapped in paper or any substitute other than tobacco
shall
be classed as cigarettes.'

There is a great difference in the tax on cigarettes
and
smoking tobacco. Manufacturers claim that, if
"Smoka(Contimted on Page j8)

t^aaLfLij

No.

REYNOLDS COMPANY CHARGES
'SMOKAROLS' EVADE CIGARETTE TAX

R.

of

been employed most effectively in crushing out the
retailer and the independent cigar manufacturer and in
seriously injuring the cigar leaf grower, packer and dis-

& Tilford Standard"

'The Park

SCcide

JEITLES

1,

Defense of Classification

the National
Ci,oar Leaf Tobacco Association, believes that cutthroat competition which has existed in the trade
for some time could be eliminated if the principles
of price maintenance as represented in the Stevens bill were
le^C^alized by its passage.
To that end President Fox has
addressed a letter to Conc^ressman William C. Adamson,
chairman of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreis^n Commerce to wliicli the bill has been referred, asking
for earh' consideration of the bill and to report it with
favorable recommendations. The letter is as follows:
"In no industry has habitual price-cutting produced
such widespread disastrous results as in that devoted to the
niatuifacture of cigars. It is the chief weapon of monopoly

CLEAR HAVANA CIGARS
Y. Pendas

YORK, JANUARY

Consideration of the Bill Sought
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Tobacco Companies Better Off Than Last Year

The unusual competitive conditions that existed in 1914
among the former subsidiaries of the old American Tobacco
Company resulted in earnings in the aggregate consider-

i«i25 Pounds inZMpnthsf™^^
SMfCe QUITTING
A *Mmtm

turn

TWa

••

•

I

m&KUfmkvi.

i

ably below 1913. Competition this year has been just as
keen, but the four companies have so adjusted themselves
to the new conditions that the net results for the year will
probably show an advance over a year ago. The strictly
tobacco business of the old combination was distributed
among the American Tobacco Company, Lorillard Company, Liggett & Myers and R. J. Reynolds Company.
R. J. Reynolds Company, whose stock recently scored
an advance of over 100 points, selling as high as $500 a
share, will probably showr the largest gain in earnings of
any of the large parts of the old combination. This is a
company that has really featured only two tobacco brands
and has been unusually successful with them. R. J. Reynolds is generally considered one of the best tobacco men
in this country, and even at the time when his company was
a subsidiary of the American Tobacco Company, the direction of its policies was left entirely in his hands. This ar-
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rangement was perfectly satisfactory to James B. Duke.
As has already been announced by Dow, Jones & Company, the American Tobacco Company will earn about the
same this year as in 1914. The Lorillard and Liggett &
Myers Companies have had successful years, but it is too
early as yet to estimate earnings.
The large earnings of the Reynolds Company warranted
a recent extra distribution of 10 per cent. There has been

no change
this year,

may
common
ter

Easily Comfoeiid in

8

Diyi

in the dividend of the other three

companies

but extra disbursements of a substantial characbe expected on Liggett & Myers and Lorillard
shares early in the spring.

—"Wall

Street

Jour-

nal."
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of the Advertisements

expressed policy of rendering such
will prove bencticial to the
tobacco industry, the Tobacco Merchants' Association's latest move is the ri^id investigation of the
advertisements appearing in various newspapers and magazines throughout the country claiming to cure the so-called
"tobacco habit." The majority of us are more or less familiar with the "Gaining of 25 Pounds in Two Months
Since Quitting the Tobacco Habit," "The Tobacco Habit
Banished In 46 to 72 Hours," "Stops Tobacco Habit in
One Day," etc., advertisements.
Realizing the harmful efTect such propaganda is bound
to have on the trade, the association has placed the matter
in the hands of its secretary and counsel, Charles Dushkind,
with full power to act. To this end Mr. Dushkind has procured a number of the so-called tobacco-habit curing comline

aid

Fleck Cigar

A

its

and assistance as

Company

to Build Larger Factory

real estate deal has recently

been completed in Reading whereby the plot of ground at Chestnut and Orange
Streets has been sold to the Fleck Cigar Company,
manufacturers of the well-known "Rose-O-Cuba" f^vc-ccnt
cigar.
the intention of the company to erect a large
fourstory factory there next spring in order to
care for their
growing business.
It

is

The

plot includes a frontage on Chestnut
Street of 160
and a depth on Orange Street of 180 feet.
The price
paid is said to have been in the neighborhood
of $30,000.
feet

Which

Business Outlook Promising Says R. G. Sullivan
R. G. Sullivan, manufacturer of cigars, Manchester,
N. H., says in regard to business conditions
"My volume of business at the present writing is at
the rate of upwards of 40,000,000 cigars per annum. I employ approximately 1000 hands.
"Business at present is 10 per cent, to 20 per cent,
above the same period last year. Collections are fair. The
outlook for business seems promising."

Il.h...

i^».

Will Be Investif^ted

pounds which he has submitted to an expert chemist for
analysis.
Should it be found after analysis that the advertisements are fraudulent or deceptive and do not accomplish that which they claim, the association has instructed
Mr. Dushkind to bring action against all those advertisers
coming under the ban. It is planned to prosecute not only
under the postal laws, but also under the Shirley amendment of the Pure Food and Drugs Act of 1906, making the
misrepresentation of curative or other properties of medicine
a Federal offense.

Advertisements exploiting the wonderful cures have
been clipped from different newspapers, and are now on
file

in

the office of the Tobacco Merchants' Association.

The photograph appearing on
of the advertisements to

this

page

which reference

an idea
being made.

will give
is

Lorillard Company Entertains Superintendents
.As a seasonable acknowledgment to its su[)erinten(lents.

whose

offices

to look after the manufacture of the excellent "Muriel" cigar, the P. Lorillard Tobacco Company,
of Jersey City, under the direction of its district manager,
it is

|.

Lang, on Christmas Day tendered to its guests a very
tempting Turkey dinner, followed by a cabaret show. Those
present were: Mr. and Mrs. J. Lang, Mr. and Mrs. I. Engel,
Mrs. L. Weintraub, Miss Helen Weidler, Jos.
J. dries, 11.
Weiss, of Wilmington, Del., and B. Friedman, of Jersey
City.

Lander S. Harris Leaves Cigar Company
Lander S. Harris has left the E. M. Harris Cigar Company, Detroit, Mich., whose business was established in
1878, under the patronage of such citizens of Detroit as
Gen. Russell A. Alger, James McMillan, Mayor Maybury,
E. S. and George Barbour, Emery Wendel,
John Avery and

W.

Chittenden.
M. Harris, the father of Lander S., opened his first
shop on Jefferson Avenue in 1878, moving later to the old
Russell House, when the big stairway led through Heyn's

13

Bobrow Brothers Bringing Banner Year

to Close
almost impossible to hear a discussion regarding
the growth of nickel cigars without calling to mind the
wonderful strides of the "Bold" cigar, manufactured by
It is

Bobrow Brothers.
From the smallest

of beginning this brand has continued its progress and won the smokers until today it
stands prominently as one of the most phenomenal of all five-

cent cigar, manufacturing successes. The business this year
has kept the factories working to capacity despite the fact
that a third has been added to their chain. The demand at
present gives indication of more factories to come. Shipments are going forth as fast as hands can make them ready
and all that the limits of the three factories can produce are
being manufactured every day.
Just what the business of the year will show as compared to last year has not been given out for publication.
Undoubtedly the banding of "Bold" cigar put an end to
much box-stuffing and brought again real "Bold" cigars into
the hands of smokers who had not smoked the Bobrow factory product for some time, although they had continued to
ask for "Bolds" and got them out of a "Bold" box.
The continued success of the brand is of course due to
the persistent work of the Messrs. Charles and Harry
Bobrow, but no little credit is due to the indefatigable efforts
of A. M. Schwarz, the genial advertising manager, who with
his slogans and snappy ideas, has continued to keep the
brand in the public eye and to bring the merits of the cigar
itself to the attention of the smokers.

Warner
Warner

Searle Off

on Trip

Portuondo Brands
Searle, representative of the
J. F. Portuondo
Cigar Manufacturing Company, will leave on January 3rd
for a trip to Buffalo, Wilkes-Barre and Cleveland, in the
interest of the firm's brands. Mr. Searle will spend about
a

week

for

in Cleveland, assisting dealers

who

handle the Por-

tuondo brands in that city.
Hilbronner & Jacobs Will Enter Business District
Following extensive alterations to the building situated
at 26 and 28 South Seventh Street, Philadelphia, Messrs.
Hilbronner & Jacobs, the well-known downtown cigar manufacturers, will vacate their present quarters at Eleventh
and Christian Streets, to occupy their new location. As at

present planned, the removal is expected to be accomplished about March 1st. The Seventh Street building has
a frontage of 25 feet, with a depth of 120 feet and consists
of four floors and a basement.
The removal to the new
address will place Messrs. Hilbronner & Jacobs in the heart
of the business district, in addition to supplying them with
much larger facilities for the conduct of their business.

J.

E.

Bazaar to the hotel office on the second floor. When the
baseball park was on Brady Street, tickets for the game were
sold in the cigar store of E. M. Harris.
In 1880 he imported the largest shipment of foreign-made cigars ever received in Michigan, and the customs officials found it
necessary to send to Washington for more revenue stamps,
there not being enough in Detroit to cover the

shipment.

Lander S. Harris, whose home is now at 2981 West
Brand Boulevard, has been in the firm since its establishment, and until last year has conducted its business alone
smce the death of his father a number of years ago. A
year ago he formed a company under his father's
name,
and took a partner.
Mr. Harris expects to take a vacation until after the
holidays,

when he

begin his search for another stand,
where he will engage in the cigar business for himself.
will

R.
R.

Reynolds,
Reynolds,

Investigating Utah Mica Beds
Jr., son of the president of the R. J.
J.
Reynolds Tobacco Company, has recently been at the Hotel Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.
He is in the West in connection with the interests of the American Tobacco Company with regard to the use of mica in the curing of tobacco. He says he has found a mine in Utah which will
yield sheets of mica from eighteen inches to thirty-six
inches square, while the mica beds of North Carolina produce only sheets six to twelve inches square. The mica
is utilized in drying tobacco for "fronts" of stoves and in
other uses which require a semi-metal which will withstand heat.
"We have been over the mica beds in Sevier and Piute
Counties," said Mr. Reynolds. "The Utah beds of mica are
superior to the North Carolina beds in that they give a
greater surface area.
When they will be developed is a
question for those who are in charge of the mica 'transparency' and 'transheat' of the company."
J.

Jr.,

—
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Tobacco Ads Banished From Utah University Publication
The faculty of the University of Utah recently refused

Heavy Cigar Trade

the request uf the editors uf the "Chronicle" (the student
publication) to have the question of tobacco advertisements
in the magazine placed before the student body for linal
settlement. About six weeks ago tobacco advertisements
appeared in the school publication and the faculty committee on student body affairs, of which Prof. F. J. Pack is
chairman, ordered the staff* to discontinue such advertisements. Upon complaint on the part of the "Chronicle"
staff, a meeting of the student body publications board

have ever enjoyed," said

and Herbert Schiller, editor-in-chief, and Raymond Smith, business manager, were sent to protest the
matter before the faculty. That body, however, indorsed the
action of the committee, basing its action on a rule prohibiting the use of liquor or tobacco advertising in any of

was

called

the student publications. The "Chronicle" staff, not content with the decision, sent in a request that the matter be

by the student body, as the paper is a student body
publication supported by students and outside advertisers.
settled

The

"Chronicle" feel that the discontinuing
of such advertisements will seriously involve the financial
management of the paper, as not only the tobacco advertisements, but other matter controlled by the same agencies,
will be lost.
A financial report will be sent to the faculty
by the "Chronicle" staff.
staff of the

Southern Georgia Shows Interest

So much

interest has

been shown

in
in

Tobacco
the growing

of

tobacco in south Georgia lately that the acreage of 600
acres in Coffee County last season is going to show a gain
of over 400 per cent, another season.
Not less than 2500
acres will be devoted to tobacco in Coffee, Bacon, Ben Hill
and Crisp Counties, and in other counties where a few acres
were planted last season it is expected that there will be
notable increases reported.
To assist in the promotion of tobacco in the territory
served by its lines the Atlanta, Birmingham and Atlantic
has appointed C. H. Smith, of Douglas, tobacco agent. He
will devote his entire time to the work.
Mr. Smith succeeds S. J. Brown, heretofore located at Nicholls.
In certain sections of North and South Carolina and
Virginia tobacco has been the chief money crop and from
the excellent results obtained last year in Coffee County
it is believed the growing of tobacco may soon become an
important industry for south Georgia. Some of the farmers
who have agreed to plant tobacco next year are going to
make use of land they have devoted to cotton.
Among the Ware County parties experimenting in tobacco, with success, was L. J. Cooper, one of Ware's representatives.
Some tobacco was also planted in the lower
part of Pierce County. It is a crop that is receiving much
consideration now.

Japanese Tobacco Buyers Visit Lexington Breaks
T. Maruse and S. Takbaski, of Richmond, Va., and R.
Mizntani, of Tokyo, all Japanese, were recent visitors on
tlic Lexington tobacco breaks.
Maruse and Takbaski arc
i(»l)acco buyers for the Japanese Government, stationed at
Richmond, while Mi/.ntani is a cigarette maker in Tokyo.
They came for the purpose of examining the quality of tobacco sold at Lexington. Some dissatisfaction has been
caused, they stated, at the price

demanded for the Virginia
the Kentucky Rurlcy was

and an examination of
made to determine if it might be used as a substitute for the
Virginia leaf. Some Kentucky leaf, they declared, might be
nscd t<j mix witli the Virginia tobacco, but the lUirley had
a flavor which the Japanese did n(»t like in cigarettes. They
made no purchases, as their visit was ]nirelv to make an
examination and report to their superiors.

tol)acco,

for Capital City

Tobacco Company

"Tobacco Next," Says Memphis "News-Scimitar"
"The reformers who have been fighting John Barley-

"This has been one of the heaviest holiday trades we

Tobacco Company,
easily 100,000 more
der to take care of

W.

Carlton, of the Capital City
Atlanta, Ga,, recently. "We could use
cigars than we ha\e or can get. In orall

IJ.

our customers

we have been com-

We

pelled to cut the orders quite a bit.
are taking care of
them all just as well as possible, but cannot gel the goods
to fill their full orders. It has kept us on the jump wiring

and phoning, to keep enough goods on hand to lake care of
the trade. We thought several months ago, when we placed
our main orders, that we would have enough to meet every
requirement, but with the improvement of the times, and
with everybody out, it looks to have a good time and determined to have the best there is to smoke we have been
almost swamped.
"Our Christmas packages have gone particularly good.

—

—

We

put out this year some very attractive holiday packages, and they have been gobbled up quick. We have sold
out completely. Our heaviest sales were on 'Portinas' and
'La Preferencias,' and we have sold them by the thousands.'*

W. M. Mayes Becomes General Manager
Among recent important announcements to the

trade

was that directing attention to the appointment of W. M.
Mayes to the post of general manager of the C. C. Snider
Cigar Company, Birmingham, Ala.
Regarded as an expert in the wholesale field, Mr. Mayes' twenty years' active
experience in the cigar trade will materially assist him in
his new office, as will the knowledge obtained in a former
capacity as vice-president and secretary of the Burnett

Cigar Company. The identification of xMr. Mayes with his
new connection has met with'the entire approbation of tlie
Snider forces.
Storage As Side Issue for Tobacco Warehouse Company
Following the decision of the Board of Directors of the
Cincinnati Tobacco Warehouse Company at a recent meeting President W. H. Whiteman has stated that the Executive Board has taken definite steps toward the formation of
a plan whereby the large extent of fioor space of the Bodmann Warehouse, on Front Street, just east of Vine Street,
Cincinnati, which is not needed at the present time for the
storage of leaf tobacco, may be utilized for the purpose of
conducting a general merchandise storage business. A year
ago the by-laws of the Cincinnati Tobacco Warehouse Company were so altered by a vote of the stockholders as tt>
permit of the engagement in the storage of any sort of
merchandise other than tobacco, and full power to act was
vested in the Board of Directors.
"It is not the purpose of the directors," said Mr. Whiteman, "to interfere in any way with the present business in
leaf tobacco,
'i'he present condition of the hurley leaf
market is such that our storage capacity is greatly in excess of the actual quantities of tobacco which come to us
for disposal over the regular auction breaks and at private
sale.
The Globe and the Bodmann Warehouses each have
a total capacity of approximately 6000 hogsheads of tobacco, and in the old days before the advent of the loose
leaf warehouses in the country districts, even greater quantities were frequently held by our company.
During the
past year there has been some increase in the receipts of
tobacco, but not sufficient to tax the capacity of our floor
space.
The plan upon which we are now working is for
the purpose of converting unused space into a steady revenue producer."

The Compeer Cigar Company, Division and

Schiller

Streets, Reading, Pa., report a strong call in the Middle
West for their "Varro" cigar. This is a shadegrown wrap-

ped product, retailing

at five cents.

corn so bitterly for a number of years either imagine that
the battle is won, or a part of them want to start a new
movement in order to get in on the ground floor and take
the lead. Just now a call for volunteers is being issued, an
army assembled and equipped and preparations made to
make an ungallant assault upon 'My Lady Nicotine.' Tobacco is the next victim, singled out for trial and execution. In so far as the reformers are concerned it has already
been tried and pronounced guilty, and all that remains is
to have a jury of sufficient magnitude bring in the verdict.
The work of the reformers will be made easy, because the
same arguments, word for word, and line for line, that have
been made against the liquor trafiic can be made with equal
force and logic against the tobacco traffic. Everything that
has been said against the liquor traffic can be said against
tobacco, and while this will lessen the labors of the reformers, the campaign will lack novelty, and the public mind,
that has become habituated to an intensity of hostility
against liquor, will have no trouble in transferring its sentiment against tobacco.
No doubt in due time, when
whisky and tobacco are put out of the world, we will have
crusades against tea and coffee, against all kinds of food
and clothing, against all sorts of amusement and divertisements, against all athletic exercises. The human race seems
to be destined to convert itself into mush and mollycoddle,
so that it may obey the orders issued by the superwise."
Memphis "News-Scimitar."

American Tobacco Company Stock

The

selling of a block of 4000

shares of American

Tobacco common by one

—an estate—

is

of the largest individual holders
said to be the principal reason for the recent

extreme weakness of that issue. The weakness, it is said,
was aided by the fact that certain interests close to the
American Tobacco Company, learning of the impending
liquidation, used their best efforts to buy this stock in at
the lowest possible price.

From those in a position to know, it is learned that the
present dividend on American Tobacco common is in no
immediate danger, and that present earnings warrant the
continuation of the present rate for some time to come.
Louis Opperman Opens Fourth Store in Johnstown
Louis II. Opperman has opened a new store, the fourth
of a "string" which he operates in Johnstown, Pa., in the
Park Theatre Building, at Main Street transfer. The shop
has already established itself in popular favor, the "Opperman Service" and the convenience of the new show forming
a *'get-the-business-combination."

Mr. Opperman

continuing the other three stands, the
Main Street one, that on Clinton Street, and at the Fort
is
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Providence "Tribune" Asks "Must Tobacco Go?"
"Among the 'needs of Kansas' which 'are catalogued

by the women

of that State

the 'eradication of the tohabit.'
This subject has not been taken up for debate as yet, but the presence of it on the women's list of
things which should be done to make Kansas a better place
to live in is eloquent of the inauguration of a new propaganda that may shake the State from center to circumis

bacco

ference.

"For it must be remembered that women have the ballot in Kansas and in consequence they form
a powerful
political factor which must at all times be reckoned
with.
All the other proposals on their reform schedule are more
or less familiar. But the 'eradication of the tobacco habit,'
put in that extreme form, is brand new, and it opens a vista
of possibilities for political warfare almost without
limit.
"Yet it is not surprising, now that the liquor question
is settled in Kansas, that an
organized attack should

made on tobacco
politic

and a

be

as a sort of twin evil, a blot

on the body

misdemeanor not to be tolerated in a
community. We may expect soon to see the
pioneer anti-tobacco propagandist mount the stump
and
social

self-respecting

declare that tobacco in all its forms must, like liquor,
go.
In the natural course of things this will become
a 'burning
issue' in Kansas and elsewhere, and man
will be called upon
to defend the last remaining bulwark of his
questionable

masculine

liberties.

"The spirit of social uplift is unquenchable. The
of progress tov/ard a perfect race cannot
be blocked.

march
Hav-

ing driven the rum demon from the confines of
Kansas, the
reformers now turn their attention to cleansing
society
from every foul error into which the human family
has
fallen under the reign of individual license.
"Soon the feminine orator will mount the rostrum and
ardent tones of righteousness demand 'Has tobacco
ever
made a family happy? Has tobacco ever soothed the
widow's woes or ministered to the needs of the orphan?
Has tobacco ever got a man a better job or helped him to
hold the job he has? Has tobacco ever made
a kinder
father, a more indulgent husband or a
better citizen? Is
tobacco actually good for anybody, either the sodden wretch
who craves its poisonous and body-destroying effects or
the man who smokes simply to be sociable?'
And one can
hear the clamorous 'No' of enthusiastic thousands.

m

:

"For years women have protested individually against
tobacco. They have issued their domestic edicts
against it.
But as individual efforts to suppress this malodorous accessory of masculine comfort, real or imaginary, have
failed,
the women of Kansas now propose to unite in an
organized
sisterhood whose influence shall be made invincible.
If it
is, of course, the same
campaign will be undertaken in
other States.

"Liquor is going.
"Evening Tribune."

Must tobacco

also

go?"— Providence

Stanwix Hotel.
William Demuth
^Villiam

& Company Occupy New Quarters
Demuth & Company, the well-known pipe

manufacturers, formerly doing business at 507-509 Broadway, are now located in their new quarters at 230 Fifth
Avenue, adjacent to Madison Square. Offices and sales-

room

are located at this address.

The stock and shipping
departments have been removed to the Demuth plant
a^
Pichniond Hill, Long Island, which plant occupies
several

blocks.

New

Year's Greetings are extended by the company to
Us many customers, together with the announcement
that
the year just closed has been a very prosperous
one for the
Dcnnith products.

Manila Commercial Company Receives Delayed Shipments
The cigars for the Manila Commercial Company, arriving by the "Persia Maru" and the "Darien Maru."
have at
last been shipped into New York, and the
firm is now busy
distributing the goods to fill pending orders. In connection
with the goods from the "Persia Maru" arrangements were
made to have these cigars come overland to New York by
"silk train" instead of ordinary train, in order to
make deliveries by the first of the year. This meant a saving

of ten

which is appreciated by the firm's customers.
It is understood that the "La Yebana" factory
shipped
to the United States during 1915 about nine and
one-half
million cigars, and there is every indication that
during
to fifteen days,

PJ16 this

number

will

be substantially increased.
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Fifty Per Cent. Fixed on

German Glazed Pipes

date of December 22d, Assistant SecretaryPeters, of the Treasury Department, sent out an
official notification to all Collectors of Customs in
the United States that hereafter a duty of 50 per
cent, was to be assessed on all German glazed pipes which
were imported into this country.
This ruling resulted from the fact that at Boston and
other ports it has been the rule to treat German glazed
pipes as "common tobacco pipes" specified in the tariff, and
to admit them at a 25 per cent, rate of duty. At the port
of New York, German glazed pipes were classified as a
highly finished product, and 50 per cent, duty was levied.
The Treasury Department announces in making the
uniform ruling that they have ascertained that German
glazed pipes command three times the price of the unglazed
variety, and hence should pay the higher tariff.

Representative
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Bagley Company, Seattle, Wash., will move
in a short time from their location on Pacific Block to 620
Fourth Avenue.

The John

J.
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Plans are under

way

for the erection of a six-story

Santaella & Company's "Optimo" cigar has been taken
on for distribution by Switzer & Macauley, proprietors of
the Smoke House at 4 State Street, Rochester, N. Y.

being done on the new "La
the Phillips-Trawick Company,
Nashville, Tenn., distributors in that section of the brand.

Admirable business
Preferencia" Breva by

is

"Herbert Tareyton" cigarettes in porcelain containers
are having an excellent demand at the "United" Store on
Union Street, Nashville, Tenn., under the direction of R. H.
Cartwright.

President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
:

A

new year with its opportunities is before us. The
modern oracles, our farms, banks and factories give forth
the most favorable prophecies for 1916. Actual conditions
encourage us to look forward to a long
New
heralded prosperity.

William A. Vorhauer

&

Company, Chicago, 111., disthe Wayne Cigar Company,

tributors for the products of
Detroit, Mich., were recently in receipt of a visit from AlWorch, of the company.
bert Worch, of Spietz

&

In other years, holiday sales on the "Lovera" cigar by
the J. B. Moos Company, Cincinnati, were excellent, but
a summing up of the sales of 1915, discloses increased business over even the biggest record of former seasons.

Jacob Schirmer, for the past five years associated with
the United Cigar Manufacturers' Company, in the capacity
of District Manager, has tendered his resignation to become
effective February ist. Mr. Schirmer has no immediate plans
for the future.

A

Year

The tobacco man who has

held his

hand on the sickly pulse of this tremendous industry once more feels the blood leaping beneath his fingers and foresees a quick return to a healthy
condition.

An

It

will take ninety cars to transport this

accounting by J. B. Birdsall, manager of the cigar
department of Allen & Lewis, Portland, Ore., relative to
the city business done during the year 1915 by his company on the popular "El Sidelo" cigar, revealed that the
same was the best in the history of the company.

shipment to
and it

the Atlantic coast, three trains of thirty cars each,

be en route by the first of the year. It is the largest individual shipment of tobacco ever handled by a Wisctmsin firm of Wisconsin tobacco and F, G. Borden & Company, who have the contract, expect to have every case on

must

its

all

way by the stipulated time.
The tt>bacco was purchased by agents

for a gigantic

Dutch syndicate through its agents who visited Wisconsin
some two months ago. It consists of fillers, binders and
what is known as "rags," and is from the nineteen-fourteen
crop.
It is being packed at the sugar beet warehouses
where it has been stored for some months past.
Thirty-five hands are employed at present, but the
force will be increased materially and something over three
thousand cases have already been packed. The first twenty
cars have been shipped and the remainder will follow as
fast as it can be handled.
This same syndicate has purchased some twenty-eight
luiiulred cases of Pennsylvania tobacco and small packings
elsewhere but the Wisconsin purchase is the largest by far,
and also the largest Wisconsin shipment ever made to one
firm for transportation across the Atlantic.

Mr. r.orden has personally supervised the purchase and
packing of the tobacco and stated that the crop has been
purchased from all parts of the State and at present was
in the bundle.
It is not being sorted, but is packed according to grades in cases.

The syndicate which purchased

the tobacco is one recently organized to deal in American commodities. Aside
from the tobacco it is understood they have also made extensive purchases of other raw materials and some finished
products. It is all consigned to the Amsterdam house.

Cincinnati Cigar Firm's

ical

The hearing
Company, of

Name

in Litigation

motion made by the Peninsular ChemDetroit, for a temporary injuncti»»n against
of Cincinnati, to restrain that

concern from using the name "Penslar" will be heard on its
merits by United States Court Judge Ilollister, at Cincinnati,

O.,

February 29th. Meanwhile Judge

Ilollister

has

issued a temporary order restraining the Penslar Company
from representing itself as being connected with the Peninsular Company.
The latter firm, in its bill of complaint,
alleged that the Penslar Company so represented itself, but
the latter company denies this. The Peninsular Company

makes various druggists' goods, and claims "Penslar" as

a

trade-mark for the past five years, and that it uses that
name on its bottles, boxes and cartons.
In its complaint against Samuel Levinson and S. W.
Levinson of the Penslar Cigar Company, the Detroit firm
alleges the styling of the word "Penslar" is almost
exactly
the Detroit firm's

The

company answers
trade-mark for nearly four years, and that
fact was known to the complainant, who
made no protest.
The defendant recites that the complainant has no charter
to manufacture cigars and also that no business
competition can arise between the complainant and
defendant. Attorney H. G. Frost, who represents the cigar firm,
said that
peding the outcome of the suit he advised his clients
not to
sell thdr cigars.
that

it

used

its

styling.

local

The

Goldsmith-Silver

Company

Quarters

a

long-established
cigar manufacturing firm in Boston and producers of the
"M. C. A." brand of cigars, celebrated the removal of their
factory from the old quarters in the Lockhart building at
149 Staniford Street to the new home at 1158 Tremont

Roxbury, with a New Year party.
The company manufactured the "M. C. A." cigar at the
old location for tw^enty-six years, having been in existence
more than thirty years altogether, and the employees, many
of whom have been in its employ for the entire period,
regretted to leave the place made familiar through long
Street,

association.

The new home, however, is an ideal place for cigar
manufacturing. The company occupies two upper stories
of the building located at Ruggles and Tremont Streets,
and which have an abundance of air and light with a cheerful view from all the windows.
The building construction
is modern and modern appliances and
improvements make
it an ideal place for cigar making.

The

host at the celebration was Samuel Silver, head
of the concern, and it was the first day that the company
really occupied the building, to which all of its office
furniture and factory appliances were removed.
There were
100 guests present. They were entertained with singing,

dancing

and vaudeville numbers.
Refreshments were
served and impromptu speeches made. A phonograph concert was given.
The new building has new lavatories and
wash rooms for men and women. The stock and display
room, smoking room and shipping rooms are all ideal in
space and location.

The

Significance of "Double Certificate"

Day

There is a world of significance in the simple statement given out by the United Cigar Stores Company that
the cash sales of that concern made on the occasion of
their
recent semi-annual "Double Certificate Day"— December
11th— amounted to the sum of $601,987. When one takes
into consideration that the number of 25-cent certificates
represented by that volume of business amounted to
2,407,948 and the number of 5-cent coupons 12,039,740, some
faint conception of the sales-compelling

of a

Company,

New

Old Boston Firm Moves to

Prior to January 1st over five thousand cases of tobacco, approximately a million and a half pounds and valued
at something over a hundred and twenty-five thousand dol"
lars, will have been shipped out of Janesville, Wis., for Baltimore, Md., to be trans-shipped from that port to Amsterdam, Holland.

the Penslar Cigar

SsorsUry

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCUTION
J.

Recently at 126 East Genesee Street, Syracuse, N. Y.,
Prowada Brothers opened for business as the Central Cigar
Store. All popular brands are carried.

brick and concrete factory building to be erected in Harrisburg for T. J. Dunn & Company, of New York.

TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES.

Big Shipment of Tobacco for Export to Europe

|NDER

IT

coupons

is

power

of

premium

had.

Comparing the

sales on this day with those on other
days, one cannot escape the conviction that it was the
double premium offer that was chiefly responsible for the
tremendous increase in business. Whatever may be said about
the methods of the United Cigar Stores Company, this
must
be admitted— that their prices are uniform and that when

they want to

make

a special drive on any one item the
added inducement is in the form of special coupons and
certificates rather than in an actual cut in the sale price
of
the goods. Cigars, as a rule, are no cheaper by the
box than
singly in these stores. Where then, sales have made
such

phenomenal jumps in a single day with no other inducement than the two-fold premium values, the power to bring
about such results must reside in the coupon.
It is the same public that patronizes the
other kinds
stores that responded in such a liberal manner to the
"double certificate" offer of the cigar stores. That is the
(me. big, significant fact for manufacturers, wholesalers and
(>f

retailers to realize.

to the advantage of

With a buying public already educated
premium advertising from their own

standpoint and ready and willing to confer patronage on
the premium giver, there is no reason why the cry of unsatisfactory business .should longer be

from those
ties

who

heard— and

it is

not

awake to grasp the opportunithat the premium system affords. "Novelty News."
sufficiently

—
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Appcenllniini

I)\'ERT1SING is only a phase of psychology put
This is a recognized fact. Conseinto practice.
quently, it should behoove all advertisers who are
desirous of producing, paying publicity announcements to make use of this knowledge. From a careful observation of the magazine and newspapers, one infers that
there are some who do not care so much as they should.
This is especially true of many food and drink advertisers.
Some of the latter do not seem to observe human nature
They do not appeal to the taste cnougii.
sufficiently.
Now, it is natural for a person to like that which pleases
his senses, and in foods and beverages a person desires
something which appeals favorably to his eye, to his sense
of smell and to his taste. Mainly, he wishes something that
tastes good.

—

—

There are advertisers and many of them who have
a good, delicious and pure food or confection or drink, but
by reason of harping upon its purity, upon its sanitary
qualities,
is

they

to obtain the returns they should.

fail

well enough to

tell

It

your prospective customer that your

product is pure without giving a chemical analysis of its
components. The average person does not want to know
if your cheese contains fifteen per cent, casein
all that may
be very interesting to you, but what he wants to know is
;

Does

good?
This yearning for something that ai)i)eals to the senses
is an inborn characteristic of man.
When a child cries, whv
its
does
mother display to it some pretty toy or ornament?
Why does a small boy smack his lips after eating a plate
of ice cream? Why does a person's mouth water when he
this:

sees

taste

it

The appeal to the senses
human characteristic instinct,

some dainty confection?

the reason.

you wish

And

to call

this
it

that

—

is

—

one which

it

will

is
if

pay adver-

tisers to consider.

course, one may appeal to the taste in a wrong and
in a right way.
By referring too frequently to the fact
that your bread is baked under sanitary conditions no

Of

—

no bad odors, no sand

—you

detract from
the idea of purity until impurity gets uppermost in the
minds of the readers. By suggesting purity through enticing words, mentioning the daintiness, deliciousness,
sweetness and excellence of your article, you gain the desired effect without incurring any risk of ruining the force
of the ad.
If the product is dainty and delicious, it will
most certainly be pure; if it is excellent it cannot be impure.
Running ads which contain too much mention of
purity and sanitation is as dangerous as handling dynamite.
Too many of our breakfast foods advertisers talk
dirt,

in

any

loaf

about purity and medical qualities until their announcements read like a page out of a medical journal and savor
of the hospital and sick-room.
If the advertisers would
merely bring their psychological powers into play and consider the fact tnat the taste and appearance but taste
mainly are two of the most potent facors in procuring a
sale their bank accounts would be much larger for the

—

REYNOLDS COMPANY CHARGES
'SMOKAROLS' EVADE CIGARETTE TAX

R. J.

Tai^ftce

ftlh©

THE TOBACCO WORLD

—

in

Kalamazoo, Michigan

rols" arc classified as smoking tobacco and not as cigarettes,
the difference in the tax will be so great that they cannot
compete.
The tax on cigarettes is: for small cigarettes
$1.25, and large cigarettes $3. GO.

The

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, in presenting its
case to the commissioner said: "The articles of manufactured tobacco in question come clearly within the statutory
definition of a cigarette.

"First,

as

name

their

implies,

they arc rolls of to-

bacco.

"Second, the tobacco contained therein is cigarette tobacco.
"Third, they are wrapped in cigarette paper.
"Fourth, the roll cannot be manufactured in any other
way than upon a cigarette machine.
"Fifth, each of the rolls is identified, as is usual with
cigarettes, by having its trade mark printed thereon.

"Sixth, the holders with
a cigarette or cigar holder.

which they are sold

is

.

in effect

"Seventh, the large container or drum, fully complies
vvith the regulations pertaining to cigarette packages and
cigar boxes by showing the numerals which designate the
number of unstamped articles contained therein, which is
not required in taxing smoking tobacco as unstamped subdivision packages are prohibited under the statute and regulations pertaining to smoking tobacco.
It likewise contains the customary caution notice and other requirements
for containers of cigarettes and cigars.

"Eighth, the Congress clearly never intended to permit such rolls of tobacco wrapped in smokable paper, or
cigarettes to be classified as smoking tobacco, and to give a
manufacturer thus favored such an advantage in tax over
other manufacturers of tobacco wrapped in smokable paper or cigarettes, especially in view of the fact that the
rolls in question purport to be protected by patent, which,

'*
^^ °
^* Saramita" cigars appeared in the window of the Benjamin
Q
ri,,„
t
«
u
Cleenewerck & Sons store at the
corner of Main and Burdick Streets, Kalamazoo,
Mich. The disay
was arranged by Mr. Art Atkins, who has gained quite a
p
reputation for window trimming
La Saramita cigars are made by the well-known firm of
Shields-Wertheim Company, Cleveland
'

would amount to a monopoly of tobacco in this
form, under the smoking tobacco tax.
if

"Congress has provided no other classification under
which these rolls of tobacco wrapped in stnokable paper or
cigarettes can fall.
They cannot be classified as smoking
tobacco.
"It

Lancaster Tobacco

Mr. Buchner, of

Chamber

Show

Show Third Week in January
the Farm Bureau of the Lancaster

Commerce, reports that the Lancaster Tobacco
be held for three days this year on January 18th
j
y

of

will

,

is

respectfully submitted that, as the packages fully

comply with all the provisions of the law prescribed for
cigarettes and cigars, except the cigarette stamp, and as
they have none of the requirements provided for packages
of smoking tobacco, they should be classed as cigarettes
and stamped as such."
This controversy over the little "Smokarols," R.
J.
Reynolds says involves millions of dollars, and mav revolutionize the tobacco business, if it is held that the smoking
tobacco carries the 8-cent tax and is not a cigarette.

Nestor Schloss
At the home of his daughter. Mrs. Monroe DeVine,
?7SS Broadway, New York City, Nestor Schloss. identified
with the local leaf tobacco brokerage trade for a number
of years, died

December

19th and 20th.
At a meeting of the Lancaster County Tobacco
Growers Association the motion of
Aaron Landis that ribbons
be used as prizes for the best exhibits
was adopted.
It was unanimously agreed
that every grower in the
^

county should have an exhibit, even if
they have nearly
a
their crop sold. The purpose of
the show is to demonstrate to the tobacco trade the
improved burning quality of
Lancaster County tobacco. One hand
of each class of tohacco—wrappers, binders and fillers of
broadleaf and one
each of wrappers, binders and fillers
of Havana seed-from
each grower in the county would
make a very creditable
showing: anything less from each
grower who grows either
ypc will not be exhibiting the right
kind of spirit
1

^ I'l? ^'"""^rsample—
one hand

^"

^'r^'^
of each
class.

^'•e

by the
urged to exhibit a fair

22d.

for granted that the

product is pure. There is nothing
which betrays a guilty person so easily as his continual
harping upon his innocence. "Brains."
it

?

valid,

If

pearance nor sweet in taste, while the other was crystallike and tasted good, but was loaded with typhoid germs,
the average person, being, of course, ignorant of the latter's impurity, would buy the kind containing microbes, in
spite of the fact the other was entirely pure.
The same
rule is always in force. The thing which appeals most satisfactorily to the taste is the one bought.
If vou do not
talk about impurity, your prospective customer will take

"La Saramita" Display

(Continued from Page ii)

change.

two kinds of drinking water were offered for sale,
and one was chemically pure, but not crystal-like in ap-

A

10

—

pauN, 0,rt1and Street, Rochester,
N. Y., are showin^r an

among

the stores distributing the
brand.

Two New
,

Two

Proprietors in Reading Cigar Stores

well-known Reading (Pa.), cigar stands have new

proprietors.

The

business conducted at 761^ Penn Street by William F. Bellemere, who died recently, was
bought by his
son-in-law, J. William Schultz.
Mr. Schultz

manufactured
Maple Street under the name of the Schultz
Cigar Company. After New Year he intends to
manufacture
at his Penn Street location in connection
with his retail business.
He has added a line of candies. He has the first and
second floors. Mr. Schultz resides at loio Cotton
Street.
Howard S. Hartman has bought the business of Henry
H. Roland, who died recently, and who for thirty
years was
located at 856 Penn Street.
Mr. Hartman bought the retail
and the manufacturing ends. Mr. Hartman, who
resides on
cigars at 544-6

Fifth Street near Elm, conducted a grocery
store at Ninth
and \Vashington Streets some years ago and latterly
was a
traveling salesman for the Southern Cotton
Oil Company. He
will handle a full line of popular
brands.

George Hooper, Jr., for four years a traveling
salesman
Howard Manufacturing Company, Atchison, Kansas,
has resigned, and on January ist, will take a
splendid traveling position with Rothenberg & Schloss
and Niles & Moser.
He will travel in the South; will have headquarters at Fort
Worth, and will report to the cigar concerns'
offices
for the

at Dallas.
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"something new" is what the wide-awake dealer
Something
for.
is always keenly on the lookout
new in goods, ideas and methods. Continual
search is the only way to find it. Keep searching
presented to you,
for the idea you are after, and if it is not
you will most likely evolve it, and therefore be an origmaKeep an eye on your competitor's
tor, which is better still.
methods, the lines he carries, his manner of displaying them,
and
his style of advertising, his method of winning trade—
your own. None of them is likely to be perfect. There is
always room for improvement. Study the subject as you
would any other problem, with the proper answer clearly
in mind, which is, improvement, advancement, success. The
study will bring ideas. Jot them all down, however crude
Elaborate them.
or even impracticable they may seem.
Carry them out to a conclusion. The final result may be
just what you want, but different to what you started to
look for; but as long as the desired results are obtained it

HE

I

91
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Coomateir

book wherein every line or box is recorded
when goods are received, and marked off when taken from
the room. This requires very careful and exact bookkeeping and is hardly practical without appointing a man or
competent boy for that particular purpose. To endeavor to
keep a stock book any other way would be well nigh useto keep a stock

less.

.

makes

little

difference.

Impress the public with the quality and excellence of
the lines you carry, the lowness of your prices, and your
ability and willingness to give every customer a "square
deal" and the public will be delighted to exchange currency
But first of all the
for merchandise over your counters.
impression must get among your prospective customers and
stay with them. The impression may be genuine or merely
stimulated. That makes a little difference. If a dealer can
win the popular belief to the idea that he is giving "better
goods for the same money, or the same quality for less
money" than any of his competitors he will get the big end
of the business, no matter if he is actually being undersold
on six articles in every dozen. But don't make the mistake
that your mere "say so," or any amount of brag and blow,
The effect must go
is going to establish the reputation.
deeper than that. You must show them and that requires
Eor instance, would
tact, method, nerve and knowledge.
you willingly sacrifice all the profit on some of your
strongest lines in order to gain a point in public favor?
Would you know which were the most effective lines to
work upon? Would you be willing to "sacrifice the innocents" right along, and would you know how to merchandize your stock so as to "make good" to yourself at the same

time? All this requires a knowledge of human nature in
the abstract, a very intimate knowledge of your own trade,
and a keen perception of marketing and merchandizing your
wares. Some stores have the reputation of selling cheap
all along the line; others have the reputation for their occasional bargain days.
It's all in the method of winning
trade, but the first have the people coming all the time, the
others only on occasion.
Order is said to be Heaven's first law, confusion the
open door to trouble, worry and loss. Of course, order may
probably prevail in the store or the office. These are under the constant vigilance of watchful eyes therefore order
there must be. But how about the shipping room, the
stock room, the out-of-the-way place wlierc reserve stDck is
stored? Very frequently like a dumping ground.
Especially in the height of the season when stocks arc heavy.
How anybody can find any particular line, box or package
is a mystery.
The fact of the matter is that goods wanted
are frequently not found because of being misplaced or
hidden. Then they are reported as being sold out, another
order is rushed in, some sales lost. Just as the new lot
;

arrives the others turn up. which usually leads to an overstock, confusion and loss because system and order were
lacking.

The obviously

correct

way

to run a stock

room

is

Then, if the carefully kept stock book is out of the
question, keep stock orderly and systematically; keep each
lot distinctly by itself so that a glance will tell you just
how the stock is. A lot of cigars has arrived. All the boxes
are as alike as daisies in a pasture, except for the label in
front. What a chance for a mix-up, and how easy to make
But how extremely easy it is to
mistakes on rush days
prevent all this. In putting the boxes on the shelves, just
!

each line by

from the floor up, occupying each
tier of shelves, the next brand following in like manner.
How quickly and easily the stock can be sized up. A glance
will tell. Then when any of these piles get below a certain
point you know it is time to fill in and stock up. No excuse for being out of a brand. No waiting to look all over
the stock room when goods are wanted in a hurry. Reserve stock can be and should be as well kept as forward
stock, and the only reason tliat it is not done so is the
pile

itself

carelessness that will intrude when negligence is overlooked or hidden. "Oh but it isn't necessary," says the
well-kept reserve stock
objector. "It's a waste of time."
slovenly kept
is a time-saver when time is precious.
stock is a "lazy man's burden." and in the end makes work
!

A

A

might be avoided.
It makes no difference how hard a worker, how good
a merchant, or how^ industrious and loyal a clerk may be
when at his duties if at other times he is continually talking about "old fogy notions," "poor management," "unfair methods," the real or fancied mistakes of the store.
He is an enemy and a hindrance to the store. Possibly
he sees and notices things that may be improved or rectified.
The head of the house is the one to talk to. Do not
make public gossip about it. "Canadian Tobacco Journal."
that

—

To

Trust or Not to Trust
It is a difficult and often very delicate matter, who
to trust and who not to trust. The best way to get in bad
accounts is not to have any. If you let out no goods on
But does it always
credit you will have no bad accounts.
pay to do business strictly on a cash basis? To a great
extent this question is one every retailer must, of necesThis much can be said, that in
sity, settle for himself.
the neighborhood of every tobacco retailer live men who
are as honest as one could wish who will pay for any
goods given them on credit and whose trade is worth the
;

having.

The hard thing

for the retailer to

the wheat from the chaff; to learn
men and who are the dead beats.

do

is

to separate

exactly when they
considered "risks."

must

Key West ten days
Company immediately

entire plant in

Gato Cigar

H. Duys
their

ago, the E. H.
set to work to

get affairs in shape for a resumption of work in
turning out their goods.
They have leased the factory on Ann Street, Key West,
which was formerly occupied by the Cortez Cigar Company prior to the removal of that concern to their magnificent new factory out on the gulf front.
This plant has
been refitted as thoroughly as possible and cigars will be
turned out this week. The big Gato warehouses in Havana
have already shipped large lots of needed tobacco, so there
will be no lack of raw material.

General Manager Asa Lemlein stated in New York a
day or two since that plans were now being drawn for the
erection of a new Gato factory on the site of the old plant,
and that his company contemplated erecting a factory
thereon which would be positively the last word in the
construction of a cigar manufacturing establishment.
Visitors to Key West will miss the familiar old rambling yellow factories which have been so long turning out
the famous "1871" and "Bouquet de Eduardo H. Gato"
brands, as well as the peculiarly warm welcome which was
always extended visitors there in times past, but on the
other they will watch with intense interest the erection of
the new plant which will be the home of the brands which
have made Key West famous for nearly fifty years.
The building of this new plant should be the crowning
achievement in the long and useful life of the veteran E. H.
Gato, the founder and president of the company.

Schinasi Brothers Increase Capitalization
Schinasi Brothers, Inc., manufacturers of "Schinasi's
Naturals," "Egyptian Prettiest" and other brands of Turkish cigarettes

have for years been conducting their business as a close corporation with a nominal capital of
$1000.
On December 22d, the company filed an application
with the Secretary of State at Albany, N. Y., to increase
their capital from this nominal sum to
$2,100,000, which
a fair valuation of their, business today.
The big Schinasi plant at 34 West 100th Street, New
York City, has been running to its fullest capacity for

months, and the concern has been plunging into more renewed activity than ever before in marketing their brands.

"settle their score" or

be

There can be little doubt that the cash business is
the one which pays in the long run, not merely from a
financial standpoint, from that of ease of mind as well.
Where there are no doubtful accounts standing upon the
dealers' l)noks he is at least saved the worry of wondering whether these are ever to be paid or not.

The Manila Commercial Company announces cables of
shipments of 744,000 cigars by the S. S. Nippon Maru,
due

m

.San

arrive

\\

Francisco on January 11th, and of 120,000 cigars to

on the

S. S.

Canada Maru on January

16th.

Sales of United Cigar Stores Company in
its stores in the
all Street district for the first
nineteen davs of

showed an increase of 20 per

December,

over the corresponding
period last year.
Sales in the current week, compared with
last year, represent an increase
of 30 per cent. Wall Street
business in cigars is the greatest in the history
of the company
cent,

& Company

Close a Fine Year

DUYS & COMPANY

express the utmost satisfaction with the volume of business which they
have done in Sumatra tobacco during the past
trying year, and point to the fact their combined
sales for 1914 and '15 exceed 15,000 bales of Sumatra and
Java tobacco.
John H. Duys, of the firm, has booked passage to sail
for the Amsterdam Inscriptions of 1916, leaving on February 22d. Mr. Duys will attend the first and second inscriptions which are scheduled for March 10th and 17th,
and then return home, being replaced as usual by his
brother, Henry M. Duys, who will remain abroad to the
close of the sales.

The firm is closer today
some time, but nevertheless

in

care of

new shipments

its

customers

till

Kruse, Quanjer

December

31,

firm of Scheltema

announcement
that an entirely
jer

&

Company

concern.

is

the

supply than

states that

it

has been for
can take good
it

arrive.

& Company New Firm

1915, witnessing the dissolution of the
Quanjer, importers of Sumatra tobacco,
made to the trade by William Quanjer

&

new company
will

known

as Kruse, Quanbe formed to take the place of the old
to be

personnel will be composed of J. H. Kruse,
Amsterdam, and Messrs. William Quanjer and Hugo Muller, both of New York.
The new organization which will devote its efforts to
the importing of Sumatra and Java tobacco will have its
Amsterdam office located at 40 Pieter Jacobstraat, and its
American headquarters at 180 Water Street, New York
City, though the latter offices. are only temporary.
The
permanent home of the new company will be made public,
shortly. All three gentlemen composing the firm of Kruse,
Its

& Company are well known in the trade, and
should, if competence and ability is to be the criterion, guide
the new venture to a sure and abiding success.
Quanjer

C. Fred Crosby Resigns

is

who

are the "good pay"
Quiet inquiry as to the
"standing" of this man and that will often put the retailer
on the right track, and again, he can have a straight talk
witli every customer who applies for credit, letting them

know

Gato Company Resumes This Week
OLLOWING the big fire which wiped out

Many

friends in the trade will learn with keen regret
that C. Fred Crosby, who for a number of years has been
the editor of "Tobacco," has resigned his position and as-

sociated

New

himself with a well-known

financial

journal

of

York.

During his long encumbency with "Tobacco," Mr.
Crosby has always been a constructionist in his editorial
writings, and many valuable ideas for trade betterment
have come originally from his pen. His most recent work
in connection with the organization of the Tobacco Merchants' Association will long be remembered and valued by
the trade at large.
While personally, Mr. Crosby is as genial and gentle a
character as would be encountered in a long journey he
was a disciple of Horace Greeley when seated at his desk,

and impersonally he may have left some bitter enemies in
the trade, but no one ever doubted his sincerity, and even
his enemies gave him a full meed of respect.

'
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THE TOBACCO WOBLD
Deisel-Wemmer Company Prospers
first

[MPLGYERS,

as well as employees, should make a
careful study of the rules underlying successful
salesmanship. The employer, in many cases, has

been a salesman himself, and has consequently
been up against most of the problems which confront the
This should render him not only considerate, but
latter.
should furnish him with the key to securing the highest
and best results from his staff of salesmen.
This does not mean studying to get the most out of
them for the least money. This is a procedure which usually
antagonizes, and consequently produces the very reverse of
the effect desired. Fair wages are just as essential as fair
treatment in other respects. On the other hand, economical considerations force the employer to take the quantity
and quality of service into account just as carefully as he
would any other kind of expense or financial outlay. If the
clerk is not a producer, or even if the returns upon his
labor are below the economical mean, the fact must be
known and given the same consideration which is given to
other operating expenses.
Kindly and considerate relations between employer and
employee should be mutual. There should be nothing onesided about this. The clerk owes it to his employer to use
his best endeavors to forward the latter's interests on every
occasion.

Many employees

consider their duties fully discharged
when they go through the mechanical execution of their
daily tasks in a fairly thorough manner, but never rise to
a sufficiently high conception of their work to make a study
of it, to plan and to initiate.
There is a big demand at present for initiative, as
well as executive ability. It is the key to advancement all
along the line. The ability to "start something," to set the
wheels of business in motion, or, in other words, to be a
producer, is at a premium.
The fact that some employers are lacking in generalship, that they do not know how to handle men, is no reason why the clerk should be remiss in his duties. He owes
it to himself, as well as to his employer, to use every means
in his power to cultivate the habits which command commercial success. Careless habits once acquired are carried
everywhere and prove a permanent barrier to advancement.
The salary question is one which crops up continually,
and is the source of much trouble. The salesman frequently
becomes dissatisfied with his position, and whether he
makes a change or not, his dissatisfaction is often traceable
in the quality and quantity of work done.
The surest and
best way to secure a rise in salary is for the salesman to
show by the improved quality of his services that he deserves it.

No

doubt employers are unappreciative at times, but
more often it is the employee who takes a one-sided view.
There is no more useful business asset to a salesman than

his clerks to be genial should cultivate the habit himself.

The same with promptness— no

dealer can expect his as-

prompt if he goes in and out at any old time,
and does not insist upon system and orderly methods. Some
employers go so far as to provide lunch rooms and reading
rooms for their employees. This, of course, is applicable
sistants to be

only to the larger stores or factories, but the results show
that attention to the health and comfort of salespeople not
only meets with a generous response, but secures better
results during working hours as a result of improved conditions.

The accompanying cartoon

is

suggestive of conditions

which are only too prevalent
matter

how

No

in all lines of business.
progressive the store, no dealer can afford to

make bad

friends of prospective customers by sweeping the
mud or dust from the store front upon their clothing as
they pass. Cleaning up is a necessary operation, but one
which can either be done early, or in such a way as to
avoid the conditions pictured.
little extra time taken to

A

wait until people pass would certainly be time well spent.
Prompt and obliging treatment inside the store is a
positive method of making friends.
Every one likes to
come back where such service is given. Some clerks have
the habit of looking vexed or developing a sudden frigidity
of manner if a sale is not made. This might be all
right if
only one sale were to be made to a customer, but the dealer
who knows his business wishes not only to get, but to hold
trade. He wishes his customers to come again and
again,
and would be wise to see that his plans do not miscarry
through irresponsible and unthinking assistants.
No doubt the position of the salesman is often trying.
Customers are often overbearing in manner, capricious and
hard to suit. This requires the exercise of diplomacy and
should not be allowed to develop into a sort of "armed
neutrality" towards all customers. The clerk who encounters a difficult customer should remember that
people of
this stamp have often been turned into the best
friends of

We

the store by a little skilful handling.
would not suggest that the salesman should give in at all points. He
should hold his own politely, but firmly, when he is positive that he is right, but should defer to possible
differences
of opinion. Each case, of course, should be handled
on its
own merits and will require different treatment.

Three gentlemen of the writer's acquaintance recently
went into a large down-town store and were allowed to
stand around for fifteen minutes or more without the slight-

Provides for Collection of Tobacco Statistics

Despite depressed conditions which prevailed during the
part of the current year, the gross income of the Deisel-

W'emmer Cigar Company, Lima, Ohio,
conditions are necessary for the best class of work, and this
means a kindly atmosphere, good ventilation and lighting
and the stimulation of example. The employer who wishes

in 1915

and a quarter millions of

in 19 15, will reach four

dollars, equaling the

revenues of

last year.
,

The gross output of

the great concern, which

,

.|j|

equaled by
few in the country, will be 120 millions of cigars of all grades,
which is only ten millions fewer than the record product
of 1914, when 130,000,000 cigars were manufactured.
Present indications are that the gross business of the
coming year will exceed all records by a wide margin, both
in number of cigars and gross revenue.
While the first
nine months of this year showed results below par, the last
three months have brought orders from all parts of the

country

in

is

unexampled volume.

All of the ten factories are being pushed to the limit
of ability to obtain hands and yet the company is far be-

hind demands for its product. Several hundred more employes miglit be given work in this city if they were obtainable.

The present factories are located at Lima (two), Wapakoneta. Van Wert, Delphos, Fostoria, Toledo, Findlay, Sidney and

Marys. In none of these were any employes
dismissed during the year, but the natural decrease through
retirement for various reasons somewhat reduced the forces.
Some 3500 employes are now on the rolls.
The annual gathering of officers, salesmen, superintendents and foremen, to review the work of the year and
to formulate plans for the coming season, this year will be
upon a more elaborate plan than in any previous year.
The officers, salesmen and guests of the company will
meet at a dinner to be given by the company on Friday
night, January 7th, at the Elks' Home.
A score will be
St.

the following night, Saturday, January 8th, will
come the larger gathering, in which officers, salesmen,
guests and superintendents and foremen of all of the ten
factories will break bread together at a banquet in the
Lima Club. Some 80 to 100 will compose the party.
During and following the dinner there will be special
musical and other entertainment and the post-prandial proceedings will include toasts in which the views of employer, employee and guest will be exchanged.

Scotten-Dillon Pays Big Dividends for Year
With the payments for the current quarter, stockholders
of the Scotten-Dillon Company, tobacco manufacturers,
will
have received dividends aggregating 28 per cent, for the
year.
Directors of the company at a meeting recently
authorized
payment of the regular quarterly dividend of 2 per cent, and
an extra dividend of
For each of the three pre5 per cent.
cedmg quarters regular and extra dividends of equal
amount
have been distributed.

With

the ability to place a correct valuation upon his own services.
It is safer and wiser to place a slightly lower value
upon these than they deserve than to overvalue them.
People who can form a correct judgment of their own personal attainments and abilities are a scarce article in all

For all any one knew to the contrary, these three men
were each possible purchasers of a good bill of goods. Not
only was a sale lost to the store, but a mental resolve was
formed to go elsewhere next time anything was needed in

Average Wage in Nebraska Tobacco Industry
$13.79
According to reports filed in the Department of
Labor
Nebraska, by manufacturers of cigars, and those
engaged

departments of

this line.

life,

but the employee

who

is lacking in the
sense of proportion in this respect has placed a serious
barrier in the way to success.
The employer evidently owes it to his employees to
treat them as though they were rational, thinking human
beings, though he is sometimes rather rudely jarred to find
that they are neither.
He also owes it to them to have
regard both for their health and their comfort. The best

This

is

not an

serious defect in store

got tired of waiting and

left

the

uncommon

It is a common experience to be required to wait
for
quite a while, or until the "sales person" finishes a conversation or finishes an item in the paper. Another experience
equally annoying is to have the salesman conduct a frivolous
conversation with another employee while endeavoring to
wait upon the customer.

(Continued on Page 24)

tistics.

The new

authorizes the collection and publication
of these statistics quarterly, instead of semi-annually.
It
also provides for the inclusion of all tobacco growers, correcting a condition whereby the greater part of the growers were exempted from the provisions of the census tabulations.
The whole measure is intended to correct a complicated situation, whereby the census bureau, the internal
revenue bureau and other departmental activities gathered
statistics of varying character and from limited sources,
producing a confusion and an inadequacy of accuracy.
R. L. Mitchell, of the Southern Maryland Tobacco
Growers' Association ; W. L. Crounse, National Cigar Leaf
Tobacco Association, and Charles Dushkind, Tobacco Merchants' Association, were present as representatives of the
growers of leaf tobacco. The members of the interdepartmental committee are: R. W. Lassiter and M. F. Snider,
chief of the tobacco division of the internal revenue bureau, representing the Treasury Department; L. M. Estabrook, N. C. Murray, E. G. Beinhart, Mr. Carson and
J. P.
Killebrew, of the Agricultural Department; W. M. Steuart, O. E. Oiler and H.
J. Zimmerman, of the Department
bill

Commerce; Ernest Egget, of New York; C. G. Snead, of
Virginia B. F. McGhee, of West Virginia, and T. M. Wash-

of

;

ington, of

North Carolina, consulting agents of the census

office.

On

experience, and shows a
management and salesmanship.

store.

finally

departmental committee, organized in July to determine
the best means for collecting and publishing tobacco sta-

present.

of capital stock outstanding, the disbursement among stockholders for each quarter
is' $105 000
making an aggregate of ^20,000 for the twelve months.

They

est attention.

The draft of a bill authorizing the commissioner of
internal revenue to collect and publish statistics of leaf
tobacco, intended to repeal a bill of April 30, 1912, wherein
the census bureau was authorized to collect and publish
similar statistics, has received the approval of the inter-

of

m

i?i, 500,000

the preparation of tobacco, for the
year 1914 there was a
capital of $321,136.78 invested.
Employment was furnished
to 42G, of which 169 were women.
The total paid in wages
for the year was $247,505.09
total value of stock, $359,0(.J.04; total value of production,
$746,818.89; per cent of
sales in Nebraska, 97/.. Nine
were employed under the age
ot sixteen years.
The average wage per week was $13.79.
Keports were filed by sixty-eight
manufacturers, as com;

pared with

fifty-five in 1913.

New

Jobbing House Incorporated
Incorporated with a capital of $20,000 fully paid and
equally divided, the Brinkman, Meisel & Recker Cigar
Company, January 1st, opened for business at 407 North
Third Street, St. Louis, Mo. The cigars to be featured by
the new company are both manufactured by the Powhatan
Gordon Cigar Company, of New Orleans, being the "Rex
Roy," a nickel brand, and the "El Pow-Ha-Ton," retailing
at 10 cents and two for a quarter.
Oscar Brinkman, Conrad Meisel and William Recker
are the members of the new organization. All three are
well known in the trade. George Hoppel, Jess Lillard,

Henry Schoenbeck and John Magner

will

be the members

of the sales staff.

Patents of Interest to Tobacconists
Cigarette Box, No. 1,158,826. Aaron Mendelson, New
York, N. Y. November 2, 1915.
Smoking Pipe and Cleaner Therefor, No. 1,159,642.
Frederick A. Stegner, Cincinnai, O. November 9, 1915.
Cigarette Box, No. 1,160,930. Aaron Mendelson, New
York, N. Y. November 16, 1915.
Cigarette Box or Case, No. 1,160,931. Aaron Mendelson, New York, N. Y., November 16, 1915.
Cigarette Case, No. 1,160,933, Aaron Mendelson, New
York, N. Y. November 16, 1915.
Smoking Pipe, No. 1,161,519. August W. Petersohn,
Aurora, 111. November 23, 1915.
Gearing for Cigarette Filling Machines, No. 1,162,478.
Max C. Grahl, assignor to Universelle Cigaretten-Maschinen-Industrie System.
Otto Bergstrasser Aktiengesellschaft, Dresden-Lobtau, Germany.
November 30, 1916.
Tobacco Pipe, No. 1,162,476. Bernard Gilpin, Coulsdon, England. November 30, 1916.

:
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Lauds Manila Tobacco Factories
"I have spent some time in Cuba and while there I visited practically all of the world famous cigar factories. In
none of them, however, are the conditions under which the
factory hands work so splendidly as those I found in Manila
The work rooms here are large and airy, with
factories.
plenty of light. Every part of your factories are kept scrupulously clean, and even the employes look healthy, happy
and contented."
This is what Miss Cecilia M. Wright, the operatic and
vaudeville star, journalist and adopted daughter of the
American navy, who is touring the east as a representative
of the United Press Association of America, had to say
after paying a visit to the principal cigar and cigarette

THE TOBACCO WORLD

Actress-Journalist

manufacturing plants in Manila in company with an official
of the internal revenue bureau.
Miss Wright spent the entire morning on the inspection trip and displayed keen interest in the details of cigar
and cigarette making and the conditions under which the
operators work in the factories here. She seemed surprised
at the conditions she found here as compared with places
she had visited in other countries.
"Not being a smoker myself, I can not judge of the
quality of the Manila cigars," exclaimed the metropolitan
actress, when questioned further, "but the methods of making them here are the same as in the Cuban factories, and
the workmanship, so far as I can judge, ranks with the best
workmanship found in the Havana cigars.
"What amazes me," Miss Wright continued, "is that
you people here do not have a larger trade with the United
When
States, especially with your free trade advantage.
I return to the States I shall certainly tell my friends what
I saw of the factories here, and of the cleanliness, which is
a striking feature in all of them.'*

Miss Wright expressed regret that she will not have
time to see the Philippines, as she would like to, but one
of the special missions on which she has been sent to the
Orient by the big United States news syndicate is to write

up the ceremonies attending the coronation of the Emperor
of Japan, which makes it necessary for her to leave Manila
by the "Persia Maru" next Friday, so as to reach Tokio in
time.— "Manila Daily Bulletin."
Tobacco Crop

of Greece

Shows Large

Increase

A

recent report to the Department of Foreign Commerce, Washington, D. C, from United States Vice Consul George F. Waller, Jr., stationed at Athens, states that
the Greek tobacco crop of 1915 is superior in quality to
that grown in 1914. The Macedonian yield is said to be
equal to that of last year, while in the Phthiotis-Phocis districts an increase of about 30 per cent, is apparent.
Larissa
is reported to have a crop almost 30 per cent, larger than
last year, and a similar increase is said to exist in the
Argolis-Corinth Provinces.
The official government figures of the 1914 Greek crop of tobacco have just been made
public, indicating a total yield of 67,188,321 pounds grown
upon an area of 80,361 acres.

Boyer Cigar Store

in

New

Quarters

D. P. Boyer, cigar merchant, 53-55 West Market Street,
York, Pa., has occupied his new place of business. The erection of the present building was started September 28th, just
three months ago, and the store
the extent that the business was

room has been completed to
removed from its temporary

headquarters at the rear. The present building occupies the
site of the frame structure that stood on that spot for a number
of years, and adds much to the appearance of that section
of the street.
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Lifting of

SATISFIED WITH UFTIR6 OF EMBARGO

Occ

Now

Newspaper Sees Encouragement in Allowing
Tobacco Exports "For the Present" Market
Prices Sure to Improve Now

exchange goods almost without question, or, if so desired,
refund the money. There is something pleasing about this
freedom in purchasing which inclines a person to go where
he or she can be sure of satisfaction or the money back.
Accuracy, as a habit, is of the utmost importance, not
only in business, but in social and private affairs. Slipshod methods are no doubt the cause of more failures than
almost anything else. No amount of genius can offset the
There are
effects of unreliability and inaccuracy of work.
probably more shipwrecked geniuses from the lack of a
steady hand at the rudder than from any other cause.

A

painter may paint a beautiful picture, full of action
and perfect in coloring, but such efforts have frequently
been spoiled through a lack of correct setting and costume,
or some inaccuracy as to the time or period depicted.
Accuracy may be carried to an extreme, like everything else, but, coupled with speed and originaHty or initia-

an almost sure stepping-stone to success.
cannot be safely sacrificed to speed, or speed to
but a fair proportion of the two, combined with
quality mentioned, is a winner. "The Furniture
tive, is

—

Most

of

Accuracy
accuracy,
the third
Journal."

Lancaster County Tobacco Sold

All the hail-cut tobacco in this county has been contracted for. The price paid was five cents a pound, which
figure netted the tobacco farmer $75 an acre. There were
approximately 2000 acres of such tobacco in this country,
and Bloch Brothers, scrap manufacturers, secured over

1500 acres.
Fully 80 per cent, of the 1915 crop has been contracted
The unsold tobacco is held by farmers who are holdfor.
ing for 12 and 14 cents and it looks as if they would get it
as the tobacco is in demand.
The farmers who sold their tobacco on the poles did
so contrary to the local tobacco association.
Tobacco farmers are hoping for a spell of damp
weather, so that the tobacco can be stripped and delivered.
Cigar manufacturers continue to be more than busy.
All cigarmakers making application are employed, and the
cry of manufacturers is still for more. The last of the holiday orders were shipped this week. There are, however,
many orders on file with which to start the new year. The
outlook for the cigar industry was never better.
Tobacco buyers were very busy in the lower end of
the county and hundreds of acres have been sold, and generally it took but a short time to do business. Buyers were
paying about one price, which was 10 and 3, and most of
the farmers were willing to take that price.
to Open Cigar Factory in Gloversville
John Pidwell, a well-known cigar manufacturer, has
opened a cigar factory at 20 East Main Street, Gloversville,
N. Y., and will shortly put his brands on the market. The
new cigar which he will make a leader of is to be called the

PidwcU

"Empire."

It will

be a long

filler

Havana smoke.

Not

Satisfactory

[HE

Nashville (Tenn.), "Banner," in a recent issue
says editorially regarding the lifting of the tobacco

19

The

embargo

somewhat persistent, to discredit the effect of the concession, made by the British government in reference to the
exportation of American tobacco to neutral ports without
contraband restrictions.
suspected that these efforts evidenced in newspaper publications have had in a large measure their origin
from interested sources. They have the insignia of a systematic endeavor to bear the market until the supply still
in the hands of producers and small dealers has been sold.
is

"There doesn't appear to be any genuine ground for
pessimism on this score. The British concession was quite
liberal and of wide scope.
Hon. Joseph W. Byrns, through
whose activity in behalf of the tobacco interest the concession

was

chiefly secured, feels assured that the result
necessarily raise the price of tobacco. He points out

must
for example that under former conditions no tobacco could
be shipped to Ii()lland, a neutral country, unless consigned
to the Netherlands Overseas Trust, with a guarantee that
it was not to be re-exported.
This was a practical prohibition of the export of 'Black Patch' tobacco.

guarantee will be required as to its ultimate destination.
Great Britain has, in fact, agreed to no longer interfere
with the shipment of tobacco to neutral consignees in any
neutral country, even though its ultimate destination may
be Germany or Austria-Hungary.

"Mr. Byrns points out that

this concession is virtually
complete. What it allows will leave tobacco exports without restrictions except to German ports or German consignees, and that is not important if the tobacco can pass
into Germany through Dutch ports and Dutch agencies.
"Those who are endeavoring to place a damper on the
improved prospect afforded by this concession point to the
phrase 'for the present' that it contains. These words mean
nothing more than that the concession is in advance of a
general settlement of the question of the British restrictions on American exports to neutral countries.
The right
to impose these restrictions in any instance
is not conceded, and a strong protest has been made by
Secretary
r.ansing at the direction of the President. The
settlement
of this general question will be
delayed in diplomatic
channels, but in the meantime the res'triction
respecting
tobacco has been removed. There is no reason
to appre-

hend that

"The

it

will

be restored.

officials of

the .State Department at Washington
the view taken by Mr. Byrns and regard
the removal of the restrictions on tobacco as final.
"Shipments have already been made of Tennessee
tobacco smcc the removal of the restrictions,
and large orders
have been placed that will be filled.

concur

m

"The genuineness

of the British concession and its
perpetuity arc not doubted at Washington,
and it is a lomcal sequence that with the
improved market prices

must be

of

American

chief trouble

sibility.

The

now to be made will be to have England
give assurance that the concession will be made perpetual,
and if this is refused to have some definite date set and
eflFort

guarantee made that embargo will not be re-established before that time. November 1, 1916, is regarded as about
the
earliest date that would bring any sure enough results.

"The

British concession abolishing the restriction was
full.
It will not be in the future required that tobacco exported to Holland have any special consignment, and no

flush of satisfaction over the anBritain of permission "for the pres-

first

is the uncertainty prevailing by reason of the concession being made only "for the present."
Just now the demand for space in ocean-going freight
vessels is so far in excess of the supply that ship owners
have notified tobacco dealers here that no booking will be
accepted for earlier than February.
As England's concession now stands it is subject to
withdrawal any day and without any previous notice. This
leaves the tobacco man, if such a thing could be, in an even
more uncertain state than before the embargo was lifted.
Buyers in Europe are not going to be willing to contract
for tobacco, it is figured, with this uncertainty existing, and
the contractors over here are not willing to take the respon-

"There has been an endeavor, quite patent and

"It

that the

tobacco to foreign neutral markets has passed and time has
been had for a calm analysis of the situation, dealers see
little benefit to come from the concession in its present
form, and already plans are being laid to take up the fight
again with renewed vigor.

entirely unsuitable

sale to each individual. The privilege of returning will be
subject to certain limitations, but there should be a liberal
interpretation of the idea. Some of the largest city stores

the Present'*

nouncement by Great
ent" for the free and unrestricted shipments

—

practically forced into buying, or rather into keeping a purchase, which proved to be

Another acquaintance was

and which was brought back immediately, without being used, and in the same condition as
when it left the store. This is short-sighted policy, and, as
before stated, might be all right, so far as the store is concerned, if the dealer never expected to make more than one

Embargo "For

Hopkinsville, Ky.

Nashville

(Continued from Page 22)
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Pipes for the Soldiers

Much satisfaction is being expressed by the Board of
Patrons and Patronesses of the Soldiers' Pipe Fund, recently organized in New York City with headquarters
at
505 Fifth Avenue, relative to the contributions which are
being received for the purpose of supplying pipes to the
allied troops

on the various

battle fronts.
Owing to the
restricted transportation facilities existing at the present
time, it is possible to forward pipes only to the soldiers
of

the allied powers: England, France, Italy. Belgium, Russia and Serbia.
Large orders having been placed, the organization has been fortunate in being able to purchase
not only the pipe itself, but has secured its packing and
shipment to the soldiers in the trenches for the extremely
low rate of 10 cents apiece. The pipes which have been
manufactured under a newly patented method, are not only
sanitary, but it is said will prove of equal attractiveness to
smokers in general. Those contributors desiring one of the
pipes for their own use or as a souvenir, may obtain the
same on receipt of the price quoted the organization, namely,
10 cents.

For contributions of ten cents up to ninety cents a
pipe for each dime will be sent to the soldiers, with a
general greeting printed on the bowl of the pipe. For $1
up to $24 a pipe for each dime will be sent to the soldiers,
and in the bowl of each pipe will be inserted the name, address and best wishes of the sender. For $25 up 250 pipes
will be sent to the soldiers, with a motto or sentence
printed on the bowl of each pipe, with name and address
of the sender, if desired. For $50 up 500 pipes will be sent
to the soldiers, with the sender's picture printed on the
bowl of the pipe or any sentence or motto, with or without
address, as desired.
From $1 up a certificate will be sent

acknowledgment of the contribution. Contributors are
requested to suggest to which country's soldiers they wish
to send the pipes.
in

;
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and are well satisfied with their extensive ventures
during the Exposition period. They are now planning for
some e.xtensive window and other advertising during the
winter months in all the large Coast cities.
H. Bercovich, the well known San Francisco chain
store man, returned a few days ago from a short visit to
the trade in Southern California. He reports that California all the way from San Francisco south, looks fine from a
business and i)rosperity point of view.
ICdward Wolf, the well-known San Francisco wholesaler, and until recently head of the Edward Wolf Com-

tion,

)sm Fraiiacsn^s®
Prohibition in Coast States Hurts Cigar

Trade— Edward

—

Wolf to Represent H. Anton Bock & Co. Manila
Company Takes Over Former Wolf Quarters
San Francisco, December 30, 1915.
ITII the big Exposition safely over and San Francisco getting back to the old time ways, the cigar
trade is closing up one of the best holiday seasons

Naturally, some of the stands on
Market and other streets particularly affected by the
transient trade, have felt the loss of the Exposition crowds,
and the loss of the cigar concessions on the Exposition
grounds has been felt by the houses holding those concessions; but the general run of retailers find that the improvement due to the holiday season has more than offset the
in several years.

due to the closing of the Fair.
Following the good soaking rains which started the fall
activity in the farming sections in good shape, the weather
has been fine and cold and has brought out a fine holiday
business throughout the State. Traveling men representing the San Francisco wholesalers, as well as the Coast
representatives of the eastern manufacturers have all closed
Country
their year with the best trips in several years.
dealers have been running with very light stocks; and the
upward trend of general business, combined with the favorable outlook for farming, has caused the cigar men of the
interior to give out larger orders than for some time.
The only thing seriously troubling the San Francisco
wholesale trade is the situation in Oregon and Washington.
The liquor business comes to an end in both of these States
on January 1st, and there is some question as to how much
The trade of the
effect this will have on the cigar trade.
present year has been adversely affected by the knowledge
that prohibition was coming; and a good many San Francisco cigar men hold that the worst has already been had
loss

the closing out of the saloon men
seems certain to cause more or less confusion, especially
regarding credits, in the cigar and tobacco business.
Charles H. Knubel, Western and Pacific Coast representative of "Charles the Great" line of cigars, left his
San Francisco headquarters for Southern California early
in the week. He will call on the trade at Los Angeles and
other Southern cities and will spend the holidays at the
former place. Mr. Knubel recently returned from a long
trip over the northern half of his territory, where he found
all the trade in the best of spirits and looking
for a good
winter and spring business.
Henry W. Peabody & Company, San Francisco importers of Manila cigars, report that, though shipments of
Manila goods are still delayed more or less, they are coming in fairly satisfactorily just now. Messrs. Peabody &
Company are looking forward to the starting of the JavaPacific Dutch line of steamers between San Francisco and
the East Indies to help out with the promised prompt and
regular service. The business of Henry W. Peabody &
Company is reported to be increasing right along, especially with houses in the Middle West.
The shipments
from Manila for 1015 show a slight increase over the shipin anticipation.

I'

ments

Still,

pany, will hereafter act as the factory representative of
the H. Anton Bock & Company, New York line and of the
Tampa line, of Arguelles, Lopez & Brother. Mr. Wolf
has been connected with both lines for a long time.

Kurt Hosaeus, one of the owners of the La Prueba
factory at Manila, which line was formerly carried in a
wholesale way here by the Edward Wolf Company, has
taken over the former premises of the latter company and
opened in the wholesale business under the name of the
La Prueba Cigar Factory. The new house will act as distributors of the La Prueba, which already has a large
placement

The

in this territory.

enforcement of the California and San Francisco anti-lottery laws and ordinances in this city has taken
away a source of considerable revenue from a number of
the cigar dealers and as the tip seems to have gone out
that the new conditions are to be made permanent, the
strict

;

dealers are realizing that they
business or close up sht)p.

either d») a "legitimate"

Louis Erdt, the "Milo" cigarette man is again at his
Sacramento Sti-eet headquarters after an absence in the
Pacific Northwest.
He found the Northern dealers still
talking about the coming of Prohibition but more or less
reconciled to and ready to do business under the newconditions.

George A. Pappas, of Santa Ana, Cal., has bought out
the retail cigar business of T. Karas at that place.
The Nevada County Tobacco Growers' Association of

Nevada City, Cal., reports that its 1915 crop of California
grown tobacco is now being cured. It is estimated that
the experimental yield will amount to about 3000 when
fully cured.

Wellman, Peck & Company, wholesale grocers and
tobacconists and distributors of the Lovera and Bandero
lines of the Lovera Company, have secured the services of
W. H. Tuggle, who will devote himself mainly to helping
out at the Bandero end.
Sales have been increasing so
rapidly on this line that additional attention

is

required.

newspaper report, a few days ago,
workmen completed the job of tearing down the
old house in Caldwell, N. J., which formerly belonged to late President Cleveland's father, and
known as Grover House.
Augustus Bergcr, who had the work in charge, states
that when he pulled one of the old partitions down, he
found behind it a cigar with a date marked on it to prove

M

was over

to a

years old.
The foreman gave the cigar to one of the laborers on
the work, and he smoked it, and declared that it was a fine
smoke, but a little strong.
This interesting bit of new^s brings up the question of
just how long a cigar will live or to be more exact will last.
Personally we doubt the verity of the article in every parthat

it

fifty

ticular.

perchance, the cigar behind the partition had fallen
into an air-tight vacuum, if such could be the case, it might
possibly have not crumbled to dust for several years, but
for the time specified we do not believe tliat any vegetable
substance could continue to exist in its original form, no
matter how carefully it was preserved.
In discussing this (|Ucstion with a veteran manufacturer, he said that strange as it may seem this matter had
never been presented to him. but he did not believe that it
was possible for a cigar to exist for fifty years. He thought
that it would be an interesting experiment to ])lace some
cigars in an air-tight glass case, then encase this ])aokage in
a lead covering, wrap the whole in oil paper and waterproof cloth, and see just what effect the years would
have upon them. This manufacturer expressed the belief
that the tobacco bugs Wi)uld soon destroy the goods under
any conditions that might be created.
In further discussing this, the question arose of how
the cigar was dated, and a possi!)le answer made was to the
If

have been a "Gato" cigar, with the
"1871" label on it, and that the workmen jumped to the conclusion that this was the date when the cigar was made.
Apropos of the question of cigar ages, the appended
letter, clipped from the New York "Sun" throws another
light on the subject.
"To the Editor of 'The Sun' Sir: In spite of it being an editorial utterance nf 'The Sun's' every Englishman who reads tiie statement 'Cigars are not supposed
to improve greatly with age' will simply regard the
statement as absolute and final proof of .America's proeffect that

it

nn'ght

—

Ever see an Englishman buy a cigar by listening
rather than smelling <>r seeing? That's what he df.es
just the same.
He puts it to his ear. s<|ueczes it between f. iretinger

year with a short trip into the interior.

consideration.

New

Cigar

Company at Thief River Falls
Cigar Company of Thief River

Visit an ICnglishman in his home or castle, and as
a final treat he will offer you a cigar which he may
Falls,

Cohen, the company's advertising manager.
Roth are
counting on getting home to San Francisco before the

Emaline Collins, vice-president, and Arthur J. Collins, secretary and treasurer.
The annual meetings will be held on the first Tuesday

position grounds during the closing days of the Exposi-

ftlnKg

and thumb, then, if it crackle^ sutlicietuly tn warrant his
belief in its age and dryness, such superlicial things as
aroma, cohir, shai)e. etc., he does not deem worthy of

Minn., has been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000.

&

b

M. Superstein, Pacific Coast representative of
Heinemann Brothers, of Baltimore, is now closing up the
D.

Morgan Gunst, of M. A, Gunst & Company, is in Los
Angeles this week for a short stay accompanied by Edward

close of the holiday season. M. A. Gunst
Company did
a tremendous business at the Gunst Building on the Ex-

CCORDING

Gnaft

vincialism.

W. McCormick,

representative for the "Webster"
line in this territory, has returned from a week's trip to
Los Angeles, in the interest of his line. H. L, Judell &
Company, distributors of the "Webster" in this locality,
report a splendid holiday demand.
C.

The National

for 1914.

must

^

The

incorporators are

after the first

engage

in

Monday

Thomas H.

of each year.

Smith, president

The company

the manufacture and sale of cigars.

will

confide to you was laid down in drv storage bv his
father or even his grandfather. To his cultivated taste
the smoking of that cigar is an unallnye<l pleasure: to
you the only difi'erence between smoking it and a

bundle of nld straw

is

that the latter

is

decidedly more

pleasant.

No, your Englishman will tint accei)t vonr statement as true even though he does see it in 'The Sun';
personally
"lan?

I

know

it

is;

but what's that to an EnglishFrank A. Egan."

Lnl!^
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Personally, our experiences in England, which include
visits to a number of English homes,
do not coincide with
Mr. Egan's, but we are not prepared to deny his statements.

Concerning the life of cigars, etc., an interesting story
appeared recently in the Greensboro (N. C.) "News" relative to the discovery of cigars
factured in 1866-67.

The

and smoking tobacco manu-

article says:

"There was uncovered the other day, in the offices
Judge R. C. Strudwick, some 2000 cigars and a number of packages of 'Peace' smoking tobacco. These were
of

products of Mendenhall. Jones & Company, manufactured in the old Mendenhall building, which stood
directly north of the county courthouse, during the
period just following the war between the States. The
cigars were in a wooden factory box and were in excellent condition, considering that they are nearly fifty

years old. The smoking tobacco was put up in blue
paper packages, carrying on the front the seal of North
Carolina and the name 'Peace.' On the side it was
labelled 'North Carolina Smoking Tobacco,' with the
name of the manufacturers.
"Just how these relics of a half century ago came to
be in Judge Strudwick's possession was a puzzle for a
while after they were found, but the mystery was soon
solved. It was recalled that when the Old Mendenhall
building was torn down several years ago, its owner.
Judge W. P. Bynum, moved a large amount of old boxes
and other things to his offices on Court Square. There
was so much of this 'i)lunder.' in fact, that some of the
boxes were put over on Judge Strudwick's side. The
boxes were never opened and there was probably no one
who knew what they contained. That the two were
opened the other day was more the result of somebody's
curiosity than a real desire to know their contents.
"It took the combined eflPorts of a number of the
city's 'oldest inhabitants,'

however, to figure out the age

of the cigars and smoking tobacco. That was finally
established through the fact that the Mendenhall-Jone's
building in the sixties, and the further fact that 'Peace'

tobacco was manufactured for but a few years immediately following the war.
"These relics of an age past are not to be preserved
for the eyes of posterity, as might be inferred.
They
are to be put to a very different use. They have already
been turned over to Sheriff D. B. Stafford and will be
sent out to the county convict camps for the delight of
those who are building better roads for Guilford County.
They may prove quite a delight, at that, for some of the
hardy smokers of the city have experimented and pronounce the weeds almost as good as new. A few go so
far as to say that the cigars have grown better with the
years.
How they make the comparison. ho\vever, is a
point not

made

clear."

In an informal chat, recently, with the editor of

"The

Tobacco Leaf." he stated that he recalled on one occasion
the receipt of some cigars from a Southern subscriber,
which were claimed to be fifty years old, and that had been
swapped for a nnile during the Civil War.

We
readers

sliduld be very
nii

glad

to

hear

from some of our

this subject, detailing the oldest

they have cognizance, and any other facts
of general interest.

goods of which
which might be

;
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busy as ever, as evidenced by its
large shipments of ciargs by every steamer from our port.
Partagas is also phenomenally occupied in attending to the
numerous calls from every comer of the globe.
H. Upmann is still in the vanguard of our big factories,

Coslbaiiia

shipping large quantities of cigars to the principal countries.
Por Larranaga is a beehive of activity, and has plenty of
orders on hand for the United States, Great Britain and her
colonies, as well as for the South American Republics.
Sol and La Devesa de Murias is holding its own, by never
lacking orders although the owners would not object to larger
favors in the future.

From Our
Exclusive Bureau
Pcrscveraftcia

Julieta are as

No. 8

23, 19 15

HE

tremendous activity noted in our market during the
previous month, has subsided somewhat, which however is only natural during the closing month of the

many people prefer to close their
books w^ith as few stocks as possible on hand upon the 31st
of December. After the turn of the >ear we ought to see a
renewed inquiry for our leaf, as our stocks are no longer ex'
cessive, and as business in the United States ])romises to be
of a wonderful magnitude in 1916, notwithstanding that an
election for President is going to take place, which usually
results in a lessened activity.
The coming year, nevertheless,
vouchsafes an unusual demand for all the products of the soil
and manufactured articles. Unfortunately, however, the end
of the European conflagration is not in sight as yet, which
means that the United States is bound to reap the benefits of
a neutral power, and Cuba being so closely allied, must receive
a part of the benefits upon her products.
Remedios tobacco has been again the leaf most in demand
for the North, as well as for export to Europe, and also by our
cigarette manufacturers,
\\ielta Abajo attracted more attention, as a few of our cigar manufacturers thought hot to increase their holdings of the 1914 growth,.
The 40(X> bales of second capaduras mentioned in our
previous correspondence as having been secured by Otto Eisenlohr & I'rothers, are still hanging fire, as Ventura P>lanco, their
broker in this transaction, fell sick and had to retum to Philadelphia, without having examined, weighed and received the
tobacco. Tie has promised to return here early in January, so
therefore it is only a question of a delay of a month or therecalendar year, as

abouts.

Up

now

the weather conditions for the growing crop
are favorable, but as there are always so many uncertainties,
as regards the future temperature, before the cutting takes
to

and then again during the period of the drying of the
leaves in the sheds, and finally how the tobacco max emerge
from the pilon, we prefer nt>t to commit ourselves one way or
the other, in expressing any opinion, which nught prove erroneous after all. There is only one certainty, that the crop
even under the most favorable circumstances, must be per
force one below the average in (|uantity.

To
which were distributed to the following countries, viz.
all ports of the United States, 12,468; to Canada, 211
to the
Netherlands, 8735 to Spain, 986; to England, 263 to Norway,
10; to the Canary. Islands. 17; to Panama, 40; to the Argentine Republic, 844; to Uruguay, 4; and to Chile, 141 bales.
Receipts of Leaf Tobacco from the Country
For the two weeks ending
Since January
i,
December t6, 1915,
19 15.
Vuelta Abajo
i.<><>5 bales
116,951 bales
20,226 "
Semi \'uelta
7.Sf>
Partido
412
15470
Remedios
0.1.^3
"
( )riente
().29<7
407
:

;

*•

Total

Buyers

divided represents

:

Vuelta Abajo, 3076

;

17,922 bales, which
Partido. 505
and
;

Remedios, 14,341 bales.
Buyers were: Americans. 8605; exporters to Europe,
4707; shippers to South America. 673; and our local manufacturers of cigars and cigarettes. 3937 bales.
Exports of leaf tobacco, from the port of Havana, during
the two weeks, ending December 15, 1915, totaled 23,719 bales,

of Leaf

— I">om

Total

12,613

369,271

Tobacco that Come and

New

Go

ork I.saac I'ernheim, of J. BernIieim & Son; Jose M. Diaz, President of the Preferred Havana Tobacco; and I'.dgar J. .Stachelberg also P.ernhard Lichtenstein. of Lichtenstein Iholhers.
I'rom Philadelphia: John I.. Kolb. I're^ident of the Theobald & ( )ppenheimer Company.
From Newark. \. J.: Julius Lichtenstein. of the T. Lewis
Cigar Manufacturing Company.
I'>om Tampa: I'Vancisco (lonzalez. of larcia & \ ega
Jo.se I'^scalante, of Jose l^scalante & Company.
From Key West: Harry Nichols and Antonio .\rtolozaga,
of i. W. Nichols & Comi)any.
Departures To New ^'ork Marc(> Fleischman, Eugenio
Lopez, A. P)ijur, Emilio Suarez, Morris Ro.senberg, and Sid.\rrivals

^

:

;

(

—

:

To

Philadelphia:

commission merchants, returned this week from his sojourn
in the United States, in the best of health, and with
a renewed
energy for more business than ever.

Marco Fleischman, of S. Rossin & Sons, of New York,
has made some important and heavy purchases of our leaf,
during his stay in our town.
Jose C. Puento & Company were sellers of 1780 bales of
Remedios and Partido, during the last fortnight.
John L. Kolb, the president of the Theobald & Oppenheimer Company, of Philadelphia, made his usual large pur-

cisco

<

.Manuel Corral. I'Vancisco .\raiigo. and FVan-

lonz.alez.

To Key West: Harry

Nichols and Antonio .\rtol(jzaga.

Cigars
)ur large factories are still busy

executing orders to
all parts of the w(»rld, as so far there has not been a perceptible slacking up in the calls for our cigars, although the same
does not hold true of the medium and smaller factories, as
as they seem to lack enough orders to keep them sufficiently
employed. Of course, as the busy season has ended it is rather
surprising that the big factories have not felt the receding
wave of activity up to now. On the other hand it may be the
reaction follf)wing the former policy of economy practiced so
long, that there are no surplus stocks left in the hands of im(

porters.

in

°"

on Janu^
^'l 'r'
well
known in Dixieland, having covered the
territory for several years.

.r7U''T?
ary
3d. lie

'''^ ^°'

^*"^^^"

Ulmer

IS

Business a Case of Survival of Fittest
Business is keen enough nowadays,
and is year by year

becoming increasingly so. L T. Fisher,
in "The Sample
»^ase,
lias some wise words
to say concerning
it

"Business

is

a fight.

You

•

can't even stay in the

game

if

you don

Muniz Hernianos closed transactions amounting to
950
bales of Vuelta Abajo and Remedios.
The Cuban Land and Leaf Tobacco Company registered

you are caught with your hands down
you are goin?
to get hit and it may prove
to be the 'knock-out' blow
Never underestimate the other fellow.
You may think
that he is crazy you may think
that he is on a trip to
Europe, but you don't want to let
that or anything

another 2657 bales of leaf on account of their previous
verbal compromises.
As soon as we had learned of the destructive fire of the
E. H. Gato Cigar factory at Key West, on the
17th inst.

we

hastened to see the president and other officers of the company, who are here in Havana, and learned that they
had at
once taken the necessary steps to continue the interrupted

work

in the old factory

of the Cortez cigar factory, on the 20th
there are over 500 families dependent ui)on their
daily sustenance in the burned factory, we
congratulate the
E. IL Gato Cigar Company upon their generous action,
in thus
preventing untold distress to their employees.

As

m.st.

Camejo

&

La Paz

sold 720 bales of Vuelta Abajo to

their customers.

E. A. Calves

of

To Tampa:

will receive

chases to last for the year's supply of the factory, although
as the tobacco had not been weighed yet, and we therefore
could not get at the exact total quantity, it has not been
added
to the total of our .sales reported during the past
fortnight.

E. A. Calves, A'entura P.lanco. fohn L.

Kolb.

Those who do not anticipate going to Cuba
prompt attention if they address their

Harry Levy to Represent Lincoln
& Ulmer in South
Harry Levy has been secured by
Lincoln & Ulmer to
introduce their "Rodena" line in
Southern territory
Mr

& Company

secured in

all

P^HtJ bales

of

leaf tobacco.

ney Rothschild.

Litografica's headquarters.

Leaf Tobacco

(

place,

.Sales durinjT the past fortnight totaled

;

;

visit at their quarters,

ban Jose 23 Havana, where their handsome
assortments of
stock may be examined and the
facilities for the highest
grade of workmanship observed.
Manufacturers of cigars
going to Cuba for their tobacco will no
doubt be very glad
to inspect the samples of
workmanship at the Compania

orders or inquiries
to Garrett H. Smith, 106 East
Nineteenth Street, New York
'^^' '^ ^^^^ representative of the company
for
.V^^'^T
.;
o
the United
States and Canada.

little

Hermann Upmann, senior partner of the great house of
H. Upmann & Company, bankers, cigar manufacturers and
Havana, December

the Compania Litografica
he Compania Litografica de la Habana,
manufacturers
oi cigar bands, labels, etc., have
issued an invitation to the
trade going to Cuba to pay them
a
i

might be said about the other factories, as instead of being progressive and advertising their brands, they
still follow the mistaken policy of being afraid to spend
a few
dollars, which could easily duplicate their sales.
\'ery

Havana, Cuba.

Handsome Bands From

Jose F. Rocha was a seller of 626 bales of leaf tobacco,
kinds, during the last two weeks.

all

Por Larranaga purchased 966 bales of Vuelta Abajo, of
the lOLi crop, during the past two weeks.
Herrera, Calmet & Company disposed of 443 bales
of
Remedios to their customers.

Manuel Corral added another 400 bales of old Vuelta
Abajo vegas to their stocks of leaf, thus making
the total

purchases over 1000 bales.
Shippers of leaf tobacco, during the last two
weeks,
from the port of Havana, over 200 bales,
consisted of
Leslie Pantin
4,253 ,^^^,^^
JVlaxunihan Stern
"
2 127
Ciiba Land and Leaf Tobacco Company
(<
1,807
'
Virgilio Suarez
5'fj.g4
Mark A. Pollack
ilccg
((
J. F. Berndes & Company
1 501
Jose Lezama
l'312
•

IS

a

first

you can't succeed unless you conquer
It
long drawn-out battle, hence
partial victory perches
on one banner and then the
other.
From start to

linish

t

is

It

fight,

a case of 'the sur^-ival of the
fittest.'

that

Any

time

;

else

fool you.

Eternal vigilance is the price of
success.
The
boy said that he loved to watch
'dad' play poker and he
says that^ everybody in the game
has to watch him, and if
they don t, it s easy money for dad.'
So it is with any
competitor.
There is only one safe way and that
is
to
keep your natural or mind's eye on
him at all times. There
shoud be no .such thing as hatred in
business; but one
should feel genuine pleasure in
conquest.
To outwit a
competitor should bring the same
pleasant sensation to us
that we experience when we
'outpoint' a rival in any other
c'ame.
If we love the game
we find pleasure in it, even
when we are forced to accept temporary
defeat. No general
ever won every skirmish or every
fight with the enemy.
i\o one can win every time;
we don't need to, and it is
not nght that we should;
reverses are what make us
strengthen the weak points, and we all
have them "

Carlos Arnoldson & Company
Sobrinos de A. Gonzalez

Walter Sutter

•

& Company

Hermann

Diehl
Rodriguez. Menendez

Menendez

& Company

& Company

J. Pernheim & Son
Hinsdale Smith & Company

Pridat

& Company

Adolfo Moeller
Perez, Capin & Company
iManuel Suarez
Manuel A. Suarez & Company

1,300
1,082
1,069

<<

(<

«

<(
577
(<
549
<(
490
«
434
((
424
<<
405
«
354
((
331
<(
217
«
215
Oretaniv.

—
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Manufacturers Rejoicing Over Tremendous Output— "Juan
De Fuca" Enjoyed Splendid Year— Cuesta, Rey
& Company Have Remarkable Record

Rotary Club Celebrates Five-Years Peace

THE TOBACCO WOELD

At the Clearing House,

also, for the

same week, 1915

re-

purted a total clearing of $1,131,011.13 as against total clearings fur the identical week in the previous year of
Combining the collections of all three depart^^082,887.79.
ments, amounting to $1,182,913.92, the total increase over
1911
fur
the like period, aggregate the amount of

BENHO HEDBERGER'S ESTATE TOTALS MILLIOH

—

Generous Tobacco

Wodiska y Ca. look forward to the future with
vision.
They state that 1915 was sumptuous in

ENNO NEUBERGER,
tobacco

bestowal of business on their company, and that it
would take many adjectives to sound the depth of their
satisfaction.
Ed. Wodiska, of the company, accompanied
lier

Tampa, December

27th.

doubt if there is anything connected with
day season that affords men the pleasure that is
derived from the smoking- of the Christmas cigar.
With reference to this, we do not desire to be
strain
interpreted as alluding to Christmas brands in that
which the term ordinarily implies. It is our wish to direct
genuine
attention to those cigars affording the smokers
pleasure and satisfaction, and with all due modesty, we feel
the
that we shall be pardoned in stating that such are
brands manufactured in Tampa, it is indeed a matter of
felicitation to us, that this opinion is concurred in to such a
large extent by our fellow countrymen, inasmuch as we
humbly assume that the closing of one of the biggest seasons ever known gives us sufficient foundation for the asserAnd now that the Great Day is past, our manufaction.
the holi-

E

turers are breathing a little bit easier, feeling that there
will be, for a short period at least, cessation of that tension
under which they have been laboring for the past two
months or more. This embraces the majority of our manufi

cturers.

just closed has been a record-breaking one,
and one of the hughest that has ever been witnessed and
remembered by those of keen memory speaking \yith auOrders were continually arriving at
thority in the trade.

The season

the factories only to be filled as quickly as possible and
then shipped to their destinations. So vast were the calls
coming in that there were delays in various instances owing
to the fact that the supply could not keep pace with the
demand. While this condition of affairs would lead one
naturally to infer that the stocks of raw material would
have been entirely depleted, a goodly number of our manufacturers state that they are in position to fill orders over

Ihe

New

Year

period.

Furthermore, instead of closing down for the annual
holiday period extending from Christmas Day to New
Year's Day, various of the factories this season will dispense with this custom owing to the number of orders
calling for early New Year delivery. The matter of taking
stock will be but a small element in the recording of the
year's business, due to the fact, that as quickly as goods
were manufactured, they were forwarded to their destination.
All in all, the termination of the 1915 season proved
the wisdom of the old saying that it is useless to worry
over the future, inasmuch as it frequently happens that our
fears are never realized, and if they do shape themselves
into any semblances whatever, often they are very different
phantoms from those things we had visualized. The melancholly and depressing beginning of 1915 was surely a harbinger of disaster, but the tide turned much to the good
fortune and satisfaction of everyone, leaving, our pessimists
to wail and gnash their teeth as best they might.
Dwelling on prosperous times, the figures computed a
week or more ago reveal that collections at the customs
house amounted to $29,270.99, as against a total collection
for the same week in 1914 of $11,968.61.
Also collections
for the month to the end of the same period aggregated
$80,502.15, while collections for the entire month of December in lOU totalled but $78,380.32. In the Internal
Revenue Department for the same weekly period, there
was shown an increase in collections over 1914 of $2,887.72.

welcome

the

visitors to

Tampa

recently

was

George E. Meigs, of Sanchez & llaya Company. Mr. Meigs,
who has been representing the "S. & 11." goods for a long

makes

Representing the
East and South respectively for the same company, Messrs.
Moulsdale and Thornton are expected at the factory around
time,

the

New

his headquarters in Chicago.

Year.

The Alorgan Cigar Company, manufacturers

of

the

well-known "Juan de Fuca" cigar, express their gratification
for the wonderful business done on the company's products
during 1915.
needless to reiterate the increasing volume of business being done by the Truly Spanish House of Cuesta,
Rey & Company. Their recent advertising to the trade has
carried the message broadcast throughout the land. "Smashing the Records of Thirty-two Novembers" contains much
food for thought and is a message on which many manufacturers may well ponder. Their "C. R." creed of only the
best for the production of quality, assisted and aided by
service and the right kind of publicity, justifies itself in a remarkable manner as is witnessed by the ever-increasing
business of Cuesta, Rey & Company.
The weekly dinner of the Rotary Club last week gave
itself over to the celebration of the Five-Years' Peace. This,
it may be said, alludes to the ending of the fifth year of
peace since the last serious strike between the cigar manufacturers and their workmen.
This excellent condition of
affairs gratefully attributed to the splendid work of a standing committee, composed of manufacturers, workers and
disinterested persons, to whom are referred all difficulties
It is

for adjustment.

S:'.'*4,813,

celebrate the ending of an exceedingly fruitful year,
Balbin Brothers .sent out invitations to many of their friends
for an inspection of the factory of the company.
The inspection was under the direction of Ernest Berger, president, assisted by Mrs. Berger and Miss Henderson.
Souvenir pins bearing a facsimile of the Tampa-Cuba trade

mark were given
by the serving of

to the guests

who were

factory until the

first

of the year.

down for the usual
demand they are having

close

who

will not

holiday period, owing to the vast
for their excellent

Rosenwald

&

his interests in the tobacco house, $787,370.

I

Car Fender Company have no valuation.
effects included a Benz automobile, ap$2000; an Aubusson tapestry .suite of five pieces,
at $950, and Aubusson tapestry fire screen, $10o',

The personal
praised at
.'•ppraised

and an

oil

painting,

"The Masque

Ball," by Garrido, apThe house at 55 East Seventy-fourth Street
$63,000. The legal cost of taking care of the

valued at
estate is given at $25,000, approximately.

Andrew Kammerer
years old. and at his home

Jamaica, E. I.,
Kammerer. a retired cigar manufacturer, died dur-

I'-ighty-five

Mr. Kammerer was l)orn in Germany
country when twenty-one years old.

ing the past f(»rtnight.

and came to

this

in

EW

wholesale firms make money the first year in
business, all of them do not get on their feet by the
end of the second year, but out in Wichita, Kansas,
the Schnoor Cigar Company, which is just about
one year old, has upset tradition and put on the books a
healthy profit for the first twelve months' business.
E. V. Schnoor opened his business venture on November 1, 1914, at 113 East Douglas Avenue, Wichita, Kansas,
under the name of the Schnoor Cigar Company. Since that
time the firm has opened four retail stores and now instead of twenty men employs fifty.
Since the start the company has established a branch

house and two retail stores at Oklahoma City, with two
commercial salesmen traveling out of the branch. Seven
traveling salesmen are now on the road for the Wichita
house.
They cover territory throughout the States of
Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico and Colorado.
In addition to the wholesale house, the company has
four retail stores in Wichita. A wholesale stock of $50,000
worth of cigars is carried in a big cedar-lined humidor,
equipped with an electric "humidifier" which keeps the
humidity regulated at all times. In the retail store adjoining the humidor a stock of pipes valued at $500, cigars,
smokers' supplies, candies, toilet and traveling sets are
carried.

That the wholesale house, expanding as it is with the
likelihood of a much greater increase in the pay roll is an
institution of much business benefit to Wichita, is asserted
by Mr. Schnoor.
Mr. Schnoor started on December 26th to make his annual trip through the east to visit the leading cigar factories
of the country.

He

goes to investigate the new ideas in
the trade, to examine the tobacco of which his cigars are
to be made for the next year and to discuss with manufacturers methods of placing the cigars on the market.
He
will visit the factories, where are made the "La Saramita,"
the "Pickwick Club," the "Centropolis," the "Perfecto Garcia," "La Venga," "Traveler," "Trade Mark," "John Ruskin" and others, all of which he has jobbing contracts for
in his territory.
Mrs. Schnoor, who has left for a visit
with relatives in town, will join him at St. Louis to accompany him on the trip to Cincinnati, New York, Philadelphia, Detroit and Chicago.

The company now

issues a monthly publication to the
trade and the traveling salesmen. The title is "Schnoor's

Smokes."
Mr. Schnoor started in business in Wichita but eight
years ago, with one retail store and he is now at the head
of the firm owning the wholesale house and six retail
stores.

Revenue From Sales of Tobacco
"The Economia National," published in Madrid, states
that Spain, during the first ten months of
1915, has collected as internal revenue tax on sales of
tobacco the sum
of 178.970,000 pesetas ($34,541,210),
which is about 4,000,000
pesetas less than for the first ten months of
1914.
During
the month of October, 1915. the tax amounted
to 18,396,316
pesetas, as against 18,016,734 pesetas in

October,

Lorillard Tobacco

Company

Announcement has

Spain's

Perfecto.

Four Retail Stands—Wholesale
Business Shows Splendid Advance Firm Now
Employs Fifty Men

praised at $300.

"Admiration"

cigar.

Andrew

of the

of the Automatic

is

Regensburgs' are among those factories

E.

of

member

of stocks and bonds were listed
1800 shares of the preferred stock of T.
J. Dunn & Company, appraised at $180,000, and 200 of the common and 100
shares of the preferred stock of the Banding Machine Company, which has no valuation. A statement is contained in
the report that this concern, which made machines to band
r^gars, is practically out of business, and that there are only
a few patent rights existing. The concern was incorporated
in 1909 for $500,000, the preferred stock being
issued at
$125,000 and the common at $375,000 for payments on the
patents. There are 500 shares of United Green Water Copper Company stock, listed as of no value also three shares

light refreshments.

Arango, Villazon y Ca. report excellent business on
"Pancho Arango" and "Rotary" brands.
Jorge Martin, of the San Martin 8c Leon Company, is
back from Havana, and in all probability will remain at the

a

Now Has

—

;

also entertained

their

and

Year-Old Firm

Man

who was

house

in

Under the heading

I

To

importing

RAPID GROWTH FOR SCHHOOR CIGAR COMPAMY

Brother, 145 Water Street, left a net estate of
$1,357,982 when he died on July 6, 1914, accordin 13jr
to the appraisal of the estate filed in the office of the State
Controller recently by Transfer Tax Appraiser Joseph W.
Spencer.
Mr. Neuberger left more than $80,000 in bequests to
public institutions; $150,000 in cash, all household furnishings, etc., and the income for life from a trust fund of
SS99,184 to the widow, Mrs. Stella Neuberger; the income
for life from a fund of $175,000 to his daughter, Florence,
and the income for life from $100,000 to his son, Harry.
Lena Offenbacher, a sister, receives $54,075, which is onesixth of the remainder interest after the life benefit of the
fund for the widow. There are minor bequests to other
relatives, friends, and a few employes.
The bequests to institutions include $10,000 in cash to
the Hebrew Infant Asylum, which also is to receive onesixth of the remainder interest in the trust for the life benefit of the widow; $1000 goes to the United Hebrew Charities, and $500 each to the following:
The Hebrew Benevolent Orphan Asylum, the Hebrew Sheltering Guardian Society, Mt. Sinai Hospital, the Home for Aged and Infirm
Hebrews, Montefiore Home, the Hebrew Technical School
for Girls, the Hebrew Technical Institute, Lebanon Hospital, Beth Israel Hospital, the Neubnrger Stiftung, the
Young Men's Hebrew Association and the Jewish Protectory and Aid Society.
The assets as appraised are grouped as realty, $70,800
bank deposits, $9614; life insurance, $250,759; household
and other personal effects, $10,298; stocks and bonds,

by two nieces and a nephew, arrived shortly before Christmas for the purpose of spending the holiday season in
Tampa. Mr. Wodiska makes his home in Cleveland, O.

Among

—

Made to Many Jewish Charities Large Sum
Trust Fund for Widow Many Remembered by

Bequests

$171,343.74.
Currall,

optimistic

^

1914—an

to

recently

Remain in Jersey City
been made to the effect

Tobacco Company will remain in Jersey City. They have purchased the American Snuff Company building on First Street and when alterations are
complete in the new building it is understood that the company's working force will be increased to 10,000 hands.
This evidently means that all the Lorillard factories will
remain in Jersey City and that the company will not locate
in Lancaster, Pa., as was indicated by an earlier announcethat the P. Lorillard

ment.
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Winston-Salem, N. C.

Leal?

TT^Ibacec® 3Kf®ft^s
WISCONSIN

Wis.
have opened
Several of the smaller tobacco warehouses
have been few and
for sorting tobacco, but the deliveries
The tobacco is said to be
will not start until a good thaw.
expected, will be
suffering in the sheds, and prices, it is
that escaped
lower than last season for portions of crops
season.
the wind and hail losses during the growing
Janesville,

approxiWithin eighteen days 5000 cases of tobacco,
over $125,000,
mately 1,500,000 pounds, valued at something
for Baltimore to be
will have been shipped out of Janesville
cars to
transshipped to Amsterdam. It will require ninety
transport it.

CONNECTICUT
E. Hartford, Conn.

The tobacco situation in this section has changed conThe rain
siderably for the better during the past few days.
an excellent
of Friday, together with the fog, produced
tobacco damp, and gave an opportunity to the growers to
take down the remainder of their crop. The mild weather
during the night struck into the peaks of the sheds where
most of the tobacco was hanging and it is said that the crop
is

in the best of condition to handle.

prominent buyers have been in the town
during the last ten days, but as yet few sales of the 1915
crop have been reported, although during the past two
weeks there have been several sales of the 1914 crop. Many
of the tobacco growers were dissatisfied with the prices
offered for the crop last year and held it over with the result that it has been sold this year at an encouraging increase in price. Last year, with a poor crop on their hands,
they made enough to more than pay them to hold over.
This year, with a good crop, it now looks as if they would
have a chance to more than break even.

A

number

of

After only a fairly successful fall's business the Winston leaf market closed town for the Christmas holidays,
having sold 11,750,203 pounds of the 1915 crop. This is
generally estimated to represent at least fifty-five per cent,

The Tobacco World
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'
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V5

of the total crop.

business one year ago the
As
record of the market this year is not at all as prosperous
looking. In the first place there was a commoner crop, and
there has been a big loss in weight, and it is hardly probable that, even witli all the dark common tobaccos, the
yield to the acre this past year will average as high as 500
pounds to the acre. This means that the gross revenue from
the acre will be about $47 for the grower. From this must
be deducted the cost of marketing, as well as the cost of
production. It can readily be figured out at these figures
that the growers, taken as a whole, are not going to make
•anything on this year's crop, unless there is a big advance

compared with the

fall's

^r Positively no

December

For

cigars,

for errors, duplications or

cheroots

1915.

cigarettes,

13,

cheroots,
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MR. GREX:— 31,253. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, .stogies,
chewing and smokmg tobacco. December 15, 1915.
Pasbach-

handling condition.

Voice Litho. Co..

New

Inc.,

York, N. Y.

MOGEL EMPEROR:—31.254.

have again demonstrated

stogies

chewing and

&

cheroots.

Miller. Philadelphia. Pa.

PHILADELPHIA RECpRD:-31,256.
chewing and smoking tobacco.

there are so few of them. The primings this year brought
good prices there is no denying this.

art

RED

&

For

cigars,
cigarettes,
16, 1915.
VV VV Stew

December

Sons. Reading, Pa.

COMB:-31.257. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots,
stogies,
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Waegemans

BELTAINE:-31.263.

Lancaster, Pa.

Tobacco
week practically

and by the end

MTAGAS
YC"

of the

be purchased that growers are willing to sell at the prevailing prices. A small percentage of
growers will hold for materially higher prices. A few will
not sell until their tobacco is stripped.
all will

In the past there was much litigation between dealer
and grower when tobacco was sold on the poles. There
will no doubt be considerable this season when the crop is
delivered.
The grower signs a contract which practically
makes the buyer the judge as to whether the tobacco is up
to the requirement.
The procedure in the past was to
"dock" the grower. He either stood for the "docking" or
took his tobacco home.

There were a few days

of ideal shipping

weather the
past week, but more of that kind are needed to get the
entire crop into condition for delivery.

For cicars
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desire an early delivery of the crop and
farmers will take their crops to the warehouses beginning
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real
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HOTEL TULLER

Center of business on Grand Circus Park.
car, get off at

General Agent for United States

weather for taking down
tobacco was the latter part of last week and every farmer
was busy at it and has enough in the cellar to keep shipping
for some time. It seems that all the buyers arc anxious for
an early delivery and farmers will do all they can to make
first
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smoking type are in greater
demand than that used for plug. Smoking tobacco grades
have sold at prices that were very gratifying to the growers.
Of course good wrappers also sell at profitable figures, but

the fact that tobaccos of the
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CALARAB:— 31,251. For cigars,

the growers been able to get their tobacco in
order during the past month, the market would have been
near the twenty million pound mark by now, but the
weather has been so dry up to this week that only growers
who had basements were able to bring their tobacco into
fall
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100
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Rooms, Private

Bath, $1.50 Single. $2.50
2.00
2.50
"3.00 to 5.00

*•

"
••

3.00
4.00
4.50

Up Double
'•

••

"
"

Total 600 Outside Rooms
ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET
Two Floors— Agents'
New Unique Cafes and
Sample Rooms
Cabaret Exellente

u
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JOHN F. HEILAND & GO.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
For

Wanted and

Sale,

Lftncaater County Fancy B'a
LANCASTER, PENNA.

Special Notices

RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT. THREE CENTS A WORD, WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF FIFTY CENTS
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

186 N.

CIGAR BROKER.
La Salle St., Chlcagro,

Water

fmck»r e/ mn4 D»mt»r

ADLER & MYERSON.

INC.,

JOBBERS

WANTED— To
Pansy

cent cigar.

llO-llt

push the sale of the famous "Silver Ax"

Ciirar

in

LEAMAN
Leaf Tobaooo

Offl«« anrf Sal*sp««m

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Sittings.
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

6-17-he

III.

LANCASTER STOGIE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OP HIGH GRADE STOGIES.
120

J. K.

Wantfd.

Special Noticei.

MONROE ABLER.

35

flve-

W. Walnut

St.,

LANCASTER,

PA.

War«h«ua«: Irtf-ln-Hanrf, LaiiMatar O*^, Pa.

Company, Lederach, Pa.

Lancaster, Pa.

St.,

Situations Wanted.

For
HAVANA SHORTS— Pure
New

Vuelta

flne

money

aroma.

Lopez, 353 E. 78th

St..

9-l-t£

refunded.

Edwin

the finest quality.

shorta, pure

and

clean.

Guaranteed

-!

Fifty cents per i)ound.
Alao Vuelta ahorta. of
Alexander ft Co., 17t Water Street. New Tork.

Dominican Tobacco Crop

As had been

John

a first-class manufacturer, as general superinThoroughly understands all branches of manufacturing, including hand-, suction-made and little cigars.
First-class judge on tohacco and blendlngs. Box 97. "Tobacco World."
tendent.

York.

FOR SALE— Remedios Havana
or

;

WANTED— By

POSITION

Salt.

for 1915

D. S. Erb

&

Co.,

cigar

salesman

for

Boyertown, Pa.

Philadelphia

and

You can't make a man out of a boy by
puttin' him on stilts. An' no process
will ever make tobacco mature.
You
got to let Nature do it her own way.

vicinity.

Sumatra Company, New Corporation
The Gafla Sumatra Company, whose advertisement will
be found upon another page, is a new corporation which
has recently begun operations at Quincy, Fla. This firm
absolutely packs its own goods and guarantees the same
Gafla

anticipated, the tobacco crop for 1!)15

was

amounting to 60,000 to 70,000 seroons («,900,000 to
8,050,000 pounds), having a net weight of about 115 pounds
small,

against a yield of 150,000 to 200,000 seroons
The
(17,250,000 to 23,000,000 pounds) in normal years.
farmers received from $2 to $2.50 per seroon, but the price
during the last few months has steadily risen, and recent
purchases by foreign buyers have been as high as $4 to
Lack of transportation facilities has increased the
$4.50.
difficulty of marketing the tobacco crop.
Much of the 1914
crop and the greater part of this year's still remain in the
country.
Before the outbreak of the European war the
each,

crop was shipped direct to German ports. This market
being closed, considerable amounts have been sent to the
Netherlands, and a number of .shipments have been made
to New York in transit to other F.uropean countries.

every respect. They are conducting their sales on a
cash basis and are selling direct to the trade at the very
in

closest prices.

HOW
gets

tobacco

a

Viubliihad

trade will no doubt be interested in a circular
which the Gafla Sumatra Company expects to send out
shortly, after the 15th of this month.
It will deal with
cash prices on all grades of Florida and Georgia, and it is
said that the prices will take the trade by surprise.

How

bite

taken out?
Nature's
is

New

the way.

bite

leaf?

can be

Nature, of course.

—

way

slow,

That's

for not less than

two

why

VELVET

years.

Huge wooden
Out comes the

increase of 349,582 pesetas.

facturers.

starts right

This new concern, which will engage in the manufacture of stogies on a large scale, will require at its opening
shortly after the first of the year about 300 girls inexperienced in the stogie trade, and as much experienced help as
can be secured. As these girls learn to work there will be
continued openings for more girls and women and it is
expected that within a very few years the factory will em-

the pick of the Bur-

it is

too early to

make any accurate forecast conis known that planting has been

—

Moebs & Company Pay Final Dividend
The Security Trust Company, of Detroit, acting as receiver in equity for Gustav A. Moebe & Company, sent
out checks recently for a 17 per cent, dividend to the creditors of the company. This is the final payment
and brings
the aggregate up to 71 J4, approximately' $85,000,
paid by
the receiver. The firm was well known in cigar
manufacturing circles and conducted a factory at fi46-fi5fi

Hastings

Street, Detroit, Mich.

The

receiver for

Moebs

8z

Company was

appointed by

the United States court in connection with
a suit in equity
brought by a prominent eastern tobacco jobber
who was
the largest creditor.
The plant, which included the factory buildings, with cigars, tobacco,

machinery, etc was
by the receiver to M. R. Hoffman, of
Marietta Pa
who was one of the large creditors.
The final account of the receiver has been
allowed by
sold

trie

court and

its

discharge entered.

ploy close to 1000 girls and

women.

natural

protect

the

harshness,

leaf.

commonly

called

ley crop

VELVET
by being

—considered

Learners or inexperienced hands receive $3 a week
with the opportunity of within six months making $0 to
$fi a week and within nine to twelve
months getting $8 to
$10 a week. At the end of a year cmplovcs can earn up to
$15 a week. Earnings arc secured in accordance with the
skill, speed and industry of the employe.
Experienced
hands can earn at once from $n to $15 a week.

Trial.

WaWaatY«

THE YORK TOBAGGO «0.
"

LEAF TOBAGOO

•• aa^ Warakonaa. Id Baat Oark Avaava, YOSB, FA*

MANUPAGTUMtf OF CIOAI SCKAF TOAAGCO
For Gsouin* Sawed

CIGAA BOXES. Go to

Keystone Cigar Box
Our Capacity

im

Co., SelleitriUe, Pa.

for Manufacturing Cigar Boxaa la
for Ona Mora Good Customar

MONKOE

B«lablisli*4

AHmya Roaa

D. SELLEIS. SELLERSVILLE. FA.

unequaled tobacco

The Standards of America

for the pipe.

What

are

you

smoking ?

The company has

a national reputation for the completeness and perfect sanitation of all its factories.
The
wages paid are accounted good. The announcement states
that

Glra Ut a

"bite."

In stays the natural
flavor and aroma.

And

Stock Card*.

ages

cerning ne.xt year's yield it
heavy. Should favorable weather conditions continue during the next few months, the 1915 crop should be a
large one, perhaps as much as 200,000 seroons (23,000,000
pounds). "Commerce Reports."

While

casks

OffMr Ribbons, Silk baiUtioii and Mv^faok RlbbMi
PriBtod or Stampod in G*ld or SUTor

ageing

careful

Factory If Help Can Be Procured
Procured
Announcement has recently been made by the Industrial Bureau of the Chamber of Commerce of McKeesport,
McKeesport, Pa., that an option has been signed and all details completed for the addition of a large stogie manufacturing concern if a sufficient number of girls and women
can be procured to meet the requirements of the manu-

Get

Corraapoadaaaa lell«llad

HANOVER, PENNA.
Labala.

do you suppose the

IMO

Pa.

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS

NaturCy of course.

The

May

into

"

& Co

^nd Importers •/ HA VANA
No. 143 Market Strast, Lancaatar,

<^^f^
do you suppose the

Nissly

LEAF TOBACCO

Help Wanted.

WANTED — Experienced

F.

10c Tins
Sc MetaMined Bags

One Pound

Glass Humidors

One of the VEL VET advertisements in national
maqazines that IS making smokers buv
in preference
to ani) other brand.

VELVET

Lorillard's Snuff,
Est. 1760
:
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825
Gail
Ax's Snuffy : Est. 1851

&

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maccoboys — 'Kappees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWeet and Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURED BY

GEORGE W. HELNE

CO., Ill Fifth Ave.,

New York

THE TOBACCO WOELD
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"DONAlXaS'
ROGHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

Gabto:

F.

ilANUM.

IflGUEL

MUNU

HILAaiO

VBNANCIO

TalMOM Pino* 4» ViMlla Abajo
Ptftitfo J yu«tts Arriba

SAN

THE TOBACCO WOELD

S
Grow«n

ami

Ptdwi

&

SUAREZ

M. A.

FlgunM Sf-41,

•!!

C

22Bdl

CO.

SOBRINOS
P.O.

"CUETARA" Havana, Cuba

LOEB-NUf^EZ

TOBACCO

CO.

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

145

PHILADELPHU

A.

Packers of

G«ble

Importers of Sumatra and Jara Tobacco
180 WATER ST.,
YORK, N. Y.

Ml. Ml,

NEW

LSAF TOBACCO
3M Md 3tr N. TkM St., PhltoMphta

JULRJS MARQUSEE, HI Waitr
Pucker Msid Dernier

ImportOTt of Havana and Sumatra and
w of Seed Leaf Tobacco *.'

NAi

Flne»t Retail

Department in Penntylvania

151 North 3d St, PhiUdelphim

Tor

^tticlt

A.

The World's

-*Waiit P«tf«

142 Water

Street,

.

.

.

HEINRICH NEUBERGER

New York

Established 1870

^

S. R.

YORK, No.

^

130

Water Street

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and Domestic
Cigars
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco
Leading brands-"VoIitta," "Quaker,"
"Nabobs," "1-4-5" "Havana
"^"^^"^
Cream," "Imperial Beauty," "Little
Vara"
Factory and Offices:

WRIGHTSVILLE, PA.

Office:

St.,

New York

5.

Michaelsen

Ummmmmm

MUNDCLSOHN. BORNEMAN
HABANA. AMHTAD

im WATBI

••

(XL

STmiKT.

&

Manuel Alvarez

St.

SAN MIGUEL

Puerto Rico Warfhouie:

CAYEY

136

New York
178

18 Obrapla Sir«ttt. Hevene. Cebe
OiMa "«NICIIir'
p. O.

CO.

NBW YO«K

Co.

Importers and Packers of Havana Leaf
And Packers of Puerto RIcan Tobacco
Office-

Prasse

^

l»„|,

HAVAfiA ED'S AC CO IMPORTERS

6k

CommlsAion Merchants
Leaf Tobacco A Ciftars

P»cker. .nd importer.

Offica.! 33-137

Streets

Stresburg end Lencesler

I

JsMpk

Havana

115

1

Duke end Chestnut

LANCASTER, PENN A.
Pecking Houses:

Boston. Maaa.

OF HAVANA TOBACCO
PMnt

Cor.

Leaf Tobacco

MAXIMILIAN STERN

Havana Tobacco
Qavel No.

I,

Hevsna. Cubs

165 Frost

Office-

Straat,

Nsw YoA

WATER STREET

BREMEN, GERMANY

xt

KOCHER

Correspondence with whuletalc and
jobbinR trade invited

Dome^c

Cigars

liArrENBURGH C8L SONS
StUALITY HAVANA
Cuba - 6S Broad

RANCK

H.

Packar and Daalar In

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba
I.

HAVANA, CUBA

MILTON

Factory No. n«
79
t?„

_^

Tobacco Merchant
HAVANA, CUBA— Consulado

NEW

&

MINEST ELLINGER & CO.

SPECIALTY-^'UELTA ABAJO AND ARTBMISA
O
126 AMISTAD ST.
HABANA, CUIUL

:=::Leaf

OFFICES

•

AdUnf afSmd

and Gr(xw€rs of GeorgU SamuUrM

Tobacco grown

152, 154, 156, 158,

PANTIN

Leaf Tobacco

N«pt\ino 6. Havana,

CaWe Addr««.

and

Commission Merchant

WaraluHM^ Salud

Cohn & Company
TohMcco

CARDENAS y CIA

LESLIE

Almacen de Tabaco en Rama

hi^orUrM of HMlfMns and SumsirM,

Lmf

in

THE TEST OF A GOOD
tt
AG11
l^c
XVe^ Ui Lb
TRADE PAPER
THE TOBACCO WORLD GETS RESULTS

Results
try

INDUSTRIA,

New Yotk

AllGtades of Seed LeefTobemo
TK^ITHONB 9M« JOHN

& CO.

HIPPLE BROS.

Street,

1868

varieties of

all

WAREHOUSES

AddrcM

SCHELTEMA & QUANJER

HAVANA AND SUMATRA

GONZALEZ

in the Santa Clara Province
"ANTERO"

STRAUS k CO.

^i

m

VUELTA ABAJO, SEMI VUELTA,

PARTIDO, and

of

New Yoik

Street

K.

I

LEAF TOBACCO MERCHANTS

NEW YOBK

"WATER STREET

de A.
Founded

Bro.

CSL

KRAUSSMAN Importer
HAVANA TOBACCO
IM Watar
i:.

306 NO. THIRD STREET,

IVos«nwald

'^

CHICAGO, 105 WEST MONROE STREET,
LOUIS O. CAVA, Mgr.

Reina 20, Havana

£..

r

I

NEW YORK

and Dealert of

GABLBi "Anaal" Hat
Cable

KINDS OF

ALL

Labels
Cigar Box
T ^ M

St aid Scotid Are.,

VUELTA ABAJO, PARTIDO
AND REMEDIOS TOBACCO

Leaf Tobacco

in

CHlEiS

MUNIZ HERMANOS

HABANA, CUBA

100

MANUFACTURCP OF

DIAZ. SpMtel Partaar

ITABLUHBD

ridarBiKhAiii^

^^^est assortment

of

PMi

aid Fiicr

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY
^lAttufActurtrs of Binding*, GmOoons, TAffoim*,
StMH Mttd Croi GrAht

WOODHAVEN AVENUE, GLENDALE. NEW YORK

NISSLY

SONS
CHOICE CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO
HouMs:
E. L.

8c

GROWERS AND PACKERS OF
Laaaastar, Florin.

CrilicaJ

B««f«i alwi«« find

it

SmbpU cUcrM^

H.

MboBitled i^mmi r«qiMt

lan^iH

I9M

W. HEFFENER & SON
Steam Cigar Box Manufacturers

Main Officat Rorai, Pa.

a piwMure to look over our

NEW FACTORY

1877-

AND MAKERS OF
Patented Wire Bound Shipping Caset

HOWARD

«c

BOUNDARY

AVE.

YORK, PA.
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HEYffOOD STRASSER&.V0ICT LIIHO.CO.

BELIEVERS IN PUBLICITY

25- STREET & 9- AVENUE, NEW YORK

1^

MANUIACTURERS

These foremost houses of the trade have reliable tfooda to sell and want our
subscribers to know about them.
Read their story and when writin|{ tell them
you saw it in The Tobacco Woild.
s-s
No boiius Advertisinii admitted.
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Cigar Box Labels
Bands and Trimmings
WESTERN O^V\Z^.
IC^ ^.

A

420 DREXtL

Ct

*

American
American
American
American

Naw

York

4
S7

Cigar Co
LJthocraphie Co.. New York
Sumatra Tobacco Co
Tobacco Co., The, New York

Cover IV
40

BUILDING.

PUTM FH
•

SMOKING

od CHEWING

^WvMa for \Xwk of Flavors for Special Brands
FLAVtMS. rASTB SWBBTBNBBS

FMBS A

ElO., 02 Reade

Street,

27

TOBACCO

•tON. IMIHAflim. BOX

New York

Ovf«r IV

^

6

•^oorow A^rotncrs ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.«•••••••••••
Business Opportunities
BusUllo Brothers ft Diaz, New York and Tampa

CONLY

ft

Lipscomb

ft

Marqueai ea JuUua

B

Oim nOI-OIADE NON-BVAPOBATINO
F.

LoaaM. ivSiJi * 4k' ci* ;.V.V.V.V.'.V.V.V

Luckett, Luchs

^^^
••••

^
"~

'aii:i

—n

V.V.V.V.'.'.V.V.V.TTTT'.

II

A Co.. R A.
Philadelphia
Behrens & Co., Havana. Cuba

WN.

,

••

I^viraf^JfuS^'' ^*

4

Bavuk Bros

tobacco mallow and amooth ia charactar
aad Impart a most palatable flavor

Co. IL

7

Baohla

OMAR FLAVORS
all*

ft

—

& Bro

Ar^elles, Liopez

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE,

WASHINGTON bl

LopM

ICerrall A Condit Co., New
Alvaraa
Co.. Muiucl.
York

cker,

SON i

^

6

tS

•«
ff
•«
gj

M

Melachrlno ft Co.,
Mendelsohn, Bornamann ft CiL "•^
Naw York
«or«
Iflchaalsan ft rrmmmT Jimtmua
,•.•.*.•.•.•.
Mi Favorita Cl^Tco"
V 'Z
Moahia Lithographic Ca. Tha. Braoklva
Morri. ft Sonrpffilip
/ ^^^. ..'^.J^ //////////////////////, I
Munlz. Hermanoa. y Cla. Havana
:.:::.:::.:

H
i*
i!
M

NaiSSir^HilSSSf^iJ.^i

-

I™

*.

8

c

South Secoad f traat, PhHadolpUa

••••^-

^?i?^^ /^«^Sr F*^SP*
Fla.
^^P^?oSS" ^^H^' Tampa, Havana.
Cuba
niKif"i^?«.«^®^^®^ ^^t'

RB«ULAE WBBKLY SALBS EVERY THURSDAY. CIOABB. .«
MOKBRS' ARTIGLBB. SPECIAL SALBB OP LKAP TDBAIMO
''**™"
aiOfrMBNTS SOUCITBD.
ADTANGBS MADB

MADE ON DAY OF SALE

»•
4
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Coupon Cigar Pockets

Eisenlohr, Otto ft Bro
icuin«.r ft 00, Braeat.
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-

-

-

-

S.

""
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^P
*

Co.." Juan' F.i 'philadelpWi' V. '.'.*.*.'.. .'.*.*.***

m

•!

Radna PaMr Oooda
Ranch. Mlltoii H.,

Racanabur*

^'"^ ^***

«•
3

Freeman Sidnev
rreeman,
biuney jr
*

Company
U.

:::::::::;::::;;;;:;

"44' Ciekr ro'

5

^__

Co..

Raolnc WtaL
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i?» -t><^

Son. 5.
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RodriR^. A^u'Sfes
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Gaila Sumatra Co
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Guerra. V.. Diax ft Co.. TamparFii*:::::::::::':::::::::::::::

Owners and Manufacturers

RACINE. WIS..

""

o

New York

F

q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and ara tha
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known

Sole

Portuondo Cigar Mfg.

B

AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAIN«T

Racine Paper Goods

J

—

p«£^!v5^^"£,ti.5SiShii-di:-*^^
Patterson Bros. Tob?co5 Co
Petera Loula ft Co
Pendas & Alvarez .. i! i* !
Per Larranaga
.

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

NEW YORK

»'

°-

A.

•

.
,*

i^
»j

Sanchez y Haya, Tamoa. Fla

Sehlegel. Oao..
Sellers,

Naw

Monroe

Sheip Mfg.

Co.,

Tork

.

ZZ

.'

D., SellersviUe, Pa.* *.'.*.'.***.*.*.*.*.*"**'

H. H., Philadelphia^

al

........'.'.'.*...*.'.*.*;;;.'.'

I

m
Hamilton Corporation. The
HeeJiln

1«7

M. LOPEZ

&

CO.

Formarly of

CAUXTO LOPEZ A

vmTA*lBAj(fim(m

90 Will
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Jeitlee ft

BRANCH OFFICE
170 West Randolph St. ChicagoJll.

i^'Ji^^mT'^^'

STEINER BUILDING

NEW YORK.

Blumenthal. Ltd., Philadelphia
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K
^^^^

v^^^^^^
Kocher.
8.

KrauMmaa.

"
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It
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Verplanck

Lewis, 1. Cigar Manufacturing
iJggett ft Myers Tol)acco Co

ft

^
Cpvar IV

—

Co., P., Philadelphia

w

^

Landau Charles. New York
Lane. Robert E.. New York
Leader Blectrtc Novelty Co
Leaman, J. K., Lancaster Pa

GERMAN
LITHOGRAPHIC
SPECIALISTS
FOR THE
PROCESS
CIGAR & TO BACCO INDUSTR V X^Wl^^^^
SKETCHES FURNISH FD UPON REOuTvT^'^^'B^^
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United Clear Manufacturers' Co
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.
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CO.
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These foremost houses of the trade have reliable |{ooda to sell and want onr
Read their story and when writing tell them
subscribers to knoiv about them.
s-x
No boi^us Advertisinii admitted.
you saw it in The Tobacco Wokld.
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JL ERO., 92 Reade Street. New York

FMBS
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6
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..,..,.

New York and Tampa

CONLY & SON i

F.

Ovrtf lY

Brotliers

FLAVORS

tl

RBCVLAB WBBKLY SALB8 EVERY THURSDAY.

GI6ABB. .m.

MIOKBRS' ARTICLBB. SPECIAL SALES OP LSAP TT>BAAflO
aGIVHBNTS SOUGITBD. ADTANCBS MADE
MADE ON DAY OP SALE

Cardenas r Cla, Havana

Castro & Co., Pedro. Tampa, FUl
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Cueata, Rey y Ca.
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Cuba
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Keystone Cigar Box
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Lane. Robert E., New YorlT
leader Electric Noveltr Co
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United Cigar Manufaeturers* Co

Verplanck
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Krauaaman, A. A„

WilSTEINER.SONS&CO.
CIGAR BANDS
SHOW CARDS

Paabach-Voloe LIthographls CO.
Patterson Bros. Tobacco Co

Tampa Box Co
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Eisenlohr, Otto
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Havana. Cub*
Park & Tilford
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Partagas, Havana, Cuba

^®w York
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National Caah Register Co.
Neubarger. Heinrld^ BaTsaa
Nicholas ft Co.. G. S.. New York
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American Sumatra Tobacco Co
American Tobacco Co., The, New York
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American Cigar Co
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HEYffooD.

Strasser&Voigt LithoCo.

BELIEVERS IN PUBLICITY

26^ STREET & 9- AVENUE, NEW YORK

These foremost houses of the trade have

reliable |{ooda to sell and want our
Read their story and when writln|{ tell them
subscribers to know about them.
:-:
No boiius Advertlslnii admitted.
you saw It In THE ToBACCO WoKLD.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Cigar Box Labels
Bands and Trimmings
WESTERN OFFICE.
167 W.

PH iLADELPhlA OFFICE

WASHINGTON 5T CHICAGO
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Condit Co., New York
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American
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Cover

N«w York
Sumatra Tobacco Co
Tobacco Co., The, New York
L>opez & Bro
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AffiTuelles,

Business Opportunities
BustiUo Brothers & Diaz,

CONLY

27 South

PUYIM FM POKING
•

and CHEWING TOBACCO
WvMa for Umt of Flavora for Special Brands
munjft, ABOHATISBI. BOX FLAVOSS. PASTE SWEBTENBMS
Ml ERO.. 92 Reade Street. New York
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Havana. Cuba
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Kaffenburgh 4k Bona L. Boeton. Maaa .
Keystone r^jgar Box Co
*
Ke% slon© Variety Works, Hanover,*
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Co.. Pedro.
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SMOKERS' ARTICLES. SPECIAL SALES OF LEAF TOBAflOO
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The Aclcnowledged Leader Among Mild
Sumatra Wrapped Havana Cigars

JANUARY

15th

V

\

1916

<i

mk
The

Original

Leading Features

,*\

Quality Paramount

and Genuine

CELEBRATED

Union

Central

Smoking Tobacco

a

in

Co-operative Competition Suggested as
Cure for Trade Troubles

H.

UPNANN CIGARS

Supreme Court Decision Upholds Validity
of Sherley

New Cut

Packed

Liberty Cigar Stores Company New Cor
poration Formed to Operate in
Pennsylvania

a
Pocket-proof Package

\%

ounces

in

— Scents

Would Pay Tribute to Our Prosperity by
Making February 29th "Prosperity
Day"

UniUdSUtesTobiccoCo.

ICHMOND.

VA.

BACHIAS

Leaf Tobacco Production of Brazil Equal
Quantity Grown on Island of Cuba

HiTtna Clgiii

United Cigar Manufacturers in
Strictly

Ftr

Hm

%\

CHAS.

for

Unifonnlty

t9E/fTinE9 ar the OMKKJ^ ANV OOLD 9AN9

R. A.
47 West

BACHIA

aixleeiith St.

&

Independent Manufacturer!

CO.

82

WaU

Retail Rinkles

LANDAU

Sole Agent for United States and Canada

Street

.

New

Offices

\

Naiif

Renowned

Amendment

Trade Letters of Vital Interest From All

X

Sections

New York

Latest Reports

From

News

of the

Latest

Board of Trade Bldg., Montreal, Canada

N«w York

the

Cuban Market

American Leaf
Tobacco Markets

y^

New Brands of Cigars,
Cigarettes, Tobacco, Etc.

Registration of

ESTABLISHED

1881

Vol.
PUBLICATION OFFICES:

236 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

XXXVI

No. 2
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Cans of Satisfaction

\tt'

—

HEEKIN'S
The
Havana, Cuba
Consulado

91-93

best retainers for all sorts of" smokes."

Heekin Cans protect the contents from
dust and keep the original aroma and
freshness.
They are more reasonable and
satisfactory than boxes for packing cigars.

Manufacturers of the old brands

"Sol" and "Devesa de Murias"
F.

I VL

C LOZANO

Send

THE HEEKIN CAN CO.

Independent factories

LOZANO

for a sample.

Culvert, Sixth

F.

LOZANO, SON ^
U.

S.

CO.

*T. Lx>zaiio**

and

New Su.

Cincinnati, O.

Our Motto:
a

little

Quality, always
better than

Havana's Best

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous
TRADE MARK
Ui. 0. 8. P»««Bt OAm

Heekin Cans come in all sizes and shapes
and we can make you immediate deliveries.

Brand
HURIAS

Clear Havana Cigars

^,.j
,''

OFFICE AND FACTORY; TAMPA, FLORIDA
New York AddreM, 437

5T0GIE5
MADE

IN

WnSBURGM

Piftk

TWO NEW

If
SIZES

you are a Wise Jobber
GET EXCLUSIVE CONTROL

of one of our stojjie brands Ijecaiise we sell only one jobber in u territory. Our j?oo<ls are selling on their
merits and are bringing duplicate business.

Try oril Stogie Hrands.

"Cotumbus 1492" Retail 3 for 5c.
"Columbus "Dutch Tops" Retail 2 for

10c

CIGAR

5c.

NN'rite for territory to

COHNERCIAL CIGAR COMPANY, Newark,

Blunt and Club, in the
popular 10-top ^'o -packing.

Same

real

Portuondo quality

Ohio

For Gentlemen of Good Taste

at the right price

San

Felice

.# CIGARS
:^/.,-'^

Cigar Mfg. Co., PhUadelphia

The Deisel-Wemmer Company
LIMA, O.

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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THE TOBACCO WORLD
Best

Best Quality

Known

O^rMtngB for 1310
From

and Consumer^ comes Praise

the Jobber, Retailer

LA SARAMITA
that

The Cigar Without a Peer

is

for nearly a quarter of

257 Fourth Ave.

CENTS EACH

OHIO
ADMIRAL

GSHf

MELBA
THE HIGH MOTE OF QUALITV

THE

cigar that is giving dealers
big business everywhere.
In quality of tobacco and work*
manchip FLOR DE MELBAS are equal
to the finest imported cigars.

Clear

CA/F7.\V>:

10

the

FLOR DE

1^1^

t*^^^^J^

is

CLEVELAND

CO.

SANCHEZ Y HAYA
Fla.

A full
•

A

New

Brai

d from Old Number
Samples

now

Havana

1.

"IGNACIA HAYA" Brand
These goods are the last word in fine cigars made from the choicest ''Vuelta Abajo" tobacco,
under U. S. Government bond inspection. 8 sizes onIy_Cigars to
retail for 2 for 25c. to 25c. each.
Package and goods show quality and class in every detail.
La Flor de Sanchez y Haya" have always been leaders in their field. Better than ever.

in

Tampa,

Florida

Fla.

& Co.

263 Fourth Ave.

in jroar stor* is

for

A quarter
to

*

P. Verplanck

MELBAS

your busincM juigmmnt

25c. straight
Plac* them in stock at one* mmI watch
them repeat, if your jobber cannot
•upply you writ* to u«.
I.

Made

lin« of

credit to

3

Cigars

ready for

SANCHEZ Y HAYA, Tampa,

of the Milder Quality

REAL EVIDENCE
CIGARS ARE RIGHT
a century

THE SIZE THAT SELLS AT

THE
SHIELDSWERTHEIM

Noi

in all

Manufacturing and Selling just one brand

that the

l^mpa.

that the

LA SARAMITA

Habana

Factory

BEST

continues the

Havana, covered with Broadleaf,

Calixto Lopez y Cia

New York Office—

3

New York

LEWIS CIGAR MFG. CO.

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD
Made at our Newark, N.

Factories

J.,

ROCKY FORD

HAND MADE
We also
factories,

cigars

3

for

2

stogies to retail at

Our

cents.

"FAMOUS"

for 5

cents,

222 PEARL STREET

"FLAG HEADS
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G Bro.

GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE
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MAKERS

manufacture at our several Pittsburgh
a very attractive and extensive line of

and
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NICKEL CIGAR
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NEW YORK
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TAMPA

LEALTAD 120

FLORIDA

HAVANA
r,

Write for full Information

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
General Offices.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

THE

Key West

Cigar Factory

KEY WEST, FLA.

Factory No, 413,

and Salesroom

Office
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Chewing Snuff
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taste.
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Tobacco

Compania Litografica De La Habana

Show

"44" Cigar Co. Philadelphia

and his good tobacco, VEL VET,
JOE
never have nem

HAVANA CIGARS
ROMEO Y TULIETA
The Leader

Our Motto: "OUALITY"

^igar

m

That fragrant VELVET yields.
The latch string's always hangin* oat
For good friends, old an* new.
Come on inside, my hearth is wide,
fve saved a place for you.

OInmpang

$c CHottitit

135 Wefl 42nd

CIGARS
NEW YORK

the Leaders

Fia.

Alvarez

80 J -803

r.

J

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA
Office and Salesroom,

You.

Old loga are bumtW on the hearth.
Old friends are gathered 'round.
Old pipes a- glow— forget the snow

26 SIZES

^-i^^^

1R67

&

to

That's coverin* the ground.

Ark^r. MivxvXi

&

Velvet Joe's Invitation

:

HAVANA CIGARS OF THE HIGHEST
QUALITY AND BtST WORKMANSHIP
Guerra, Diaz Co., Tampa.

Y. Pendas

Lead

Thei^

47W. 33d St., New York

MEGA"

"LA

HAVANA BLEND"

"MILD

I
I

Union Square North

New

York, N. Y.

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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MADE

IN

BOND

THE TOBACCO WORLD

The World's Standard Cigar

'ARTAGAS
YC

4^BAH^
The Real Independent

Factory in Havana

Cifuentes, Fernandez
Calle

HAVANA CIGARS
Highest Quality
Best Workmanship

&

Co.,

Industria,

172-174

HABANA, CUBA

Larrana^a Nacionales

General Agent for United States
and Canada

ROBERT

MADE BY
Y. Giierra, Diaz

De La

y Ca.

Tampa, Ha.

115

E.

Seleccion de Banquetes

LANE

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

This

is

the

Each cigar

BAYUK BROTHERS

&

G. S. Nicholas
41 and 43 Beaver

DIRECT IMPORTERS

Street,

Co.

New York

nVE CENT CIGAR

orders are placed early enough,

name

H.

By

own

T.

CImt Hav«B«

Kay.WMt.

J.

N«w York Offic*: 203 W. Broadway

Fl*.

MaK«r»

CSTABLiaHED ISSO

little

if

box inscribed with the

cedar boxes containing one hundred cigars.

New

401-405

C

<Sl

fAbrica de tabacos

New York Office
J. V. FLANIGAN

CO.

Havana, Cuba

Carlos

156 Fifth Ave.

III,

No. 225

of

Bachelor Cigar
91at Stre«t.

New YorK

5c

It
'AR FACTOP^

each

indivichials;

p0ir jLarran^ga

Upon Request.

DUNN

Cltmn Arc JmI««<1

Write for Op«n Tarritory

may have

and

monogram

in beautiful

individuality.

Price List Mailed

The
FaclecT:

Packed

its

GRTO CIGAR COMPANY
Whkh

FOR FORTY YEARS
THE STANDARD

of the host,

events, clubs, hotels

or the dedication of the event thereon,
which
would add a touch of refinement to the function.

Havana

of

in

of

PHILADELPHIA
B.

packed

For dinners, banquets, society

of the highest grades of Cigars

which are made under the personal control and supervision
the oldest cigar manufacturers in Cuba, thus retaining for each

is

at the factory.

Independent Factories
all

of refinement in the packing of cigars.

an individual box, and therefore, every guest
opens his own box, the cigar reaching his hands exactly as
it was packed

manufactured by the

of

acme

BEJT THAT SKILL. Ef/ERGY AND MONEY

H.

CAfi

PROVUCE

FENDRICH, Maker, EVANSVILLE. IND.
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THE

history of cigarettes is one of the real big
American industrial romances, rivaling in daring and magnitude the romance of the reaper,

the romance of
It is

steel, of cotton, of

the story of an industry that has

the automobile.

growh from a

Why
i

9

Is

It

Necessary

the Imported

To

Advertise

Sumatra?

total

product of 1,750,000 to 16,427,086,000 in forty-five years. And
the history of Sweet Caporal is the supreme chapter in that

brands of cigarettes
on the market, but for two generations it has been the

romance.

now

It is

leader of all in

not only the original of

volume

all

of sales.

EET urasuL
CIGARETTES
More than any other manufactured
product it has spread the fame of " Made
in U.S.A." to the far corners of the earth.

Purity

is

w^hat

the popularity of
It is

The REASON:

American Sumatra
Tobacco

made and maintained

Sweet Caporal.

one of the purest of

all

products

.•»•.. ..;.v

—just the sweetest and the mellowest
Virginia, North Carolina and Turkish
tobacco plus an absolutely pure rice
paper wrapper, making what "The
London Lancet," the world's leading

ff/.'-'.''.

'

•'f—\',:

I

Mild & Extra Fine

W0i

medical journal, declared after careful
analysis to be "the purest form in which

«*.u>Mri

tobacco can be consumed."
famous box of 10 for 5c
foil wrapped pkg., 2D for 10c

In the

AUo in

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

Grown by

AMERICAN SUMATRA TOBACCO
142 Water

Street,

New

York

CO.,

—

:
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NATIONAL
SERVICE

1897

Vol.

CLEAR HAVANA CIGARS
The

flower of perfect tobacco manufactured in bond has
maintained "Mi Favorita" Clear Havana Cigars at the

forefront of

all

brand.s.

RIGHT!

down

The Hamilton Corporation
Addre.. oept.

St.

New York

cc

Ml FAVORITA CIGAR CO.,
City

Key West,

in

v.

Dr. John-

which the Court construed

Food and Drugs Act could only be applied

in cases

of prosecutions to misstatements as to tlie ingredients in a
"cure" or medicine, and not as to its claims for curative
properties.

Inc.

529 We.t 42nd Street.

Fla.

Company

Government

New York

Following

this decision,

Congress immediately enacted

the bill known as the Sherley Amendment. This bill provided that a shipment shall be held to be misbranded, and
to come within the meaning of the act

ol(Ad&

"If its

THE FINEST OF

Georgia and Florida Tobaccos
Will be found

We Now

in

our

new packing which

Offer Direct to the Trade
•t

the lowest cash prices

TO APPRECIATE THE QUALITY
We

Clear Havana Cigar

suggest that you see samples which we will be glad to

submit on any grade.

WE

5<fe

JEITLES

& BLUMENTHAL,

CORRESPONDENCE

GAFLA SUMATRA COMPANY

Ltd.

Office and Packing

PHILADELPHIA.

[

SOLICIT

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,

House

QUINCY, FLA.

M. Melachrino

&

If

M.M&LACHRINOaCO.

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Bmbossiee, 120 Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes throughout
Europe

m THE nuNoPAL onss or
214-216

WEST

47tfi

Cek»aa. 10

(

jPW
F

WOMLO

STREET,

rWi»

invasion of the police powers of the several states,
and not
within the powers conferred upon the Federal Government
under the provision of the Constitution, Article
1, Section 8.
Justice Charles E. Hughes, who wrote the decision
in

Hughes added "We find no ground for saying
that Congress may not condemn the
interstate transporta*"tion of swmdling preparations designed
to cheat credulous
sufferers and make such preparations,
accompanied by false

Co., Inc., are

W.

state-

ment, design or device regarding the curative or therapeutic
effect of such articles, or any ingredients or substances contained therein which is false and fraudulent."
The first action under the new law was brought by the
Government in January, ll)i:{. against the Eckman Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, who put up a nostrum known
as "Eckman's Alterative" and who claimed that this was a
cure for tuberculosis, and effective against pneumonia. This
concern made a shipment from Chicago to Omaha, Neb., and
thus put themselves within the pale of prosecution.
The att(»rneys for the Fcknian Company argued that the
Sherley Amendment was unconstitutional in that it
was an

Justice

You Stock the Easiest Sold Cioarettes

St.. S.

any

Act.
CCmiAK CJGARCntS.

You Cannot be Mistaken

label shall bear or contain

which all of his colleagues concurred, said that the
Supreme
Court held that the regulatory power of Congress
in this
matter was precisely the same as that which the
Court formerly upheld in the lottery cases, and the Mann
White Slave

Inc.

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES

package or

:

and fraudulent statements, illicit with
respect to interstate
commerce as well as, for example, lottery tickets
''Congress recognized that there must be
a wide field
in which assertions as to
curative effect are in no sense
^

CARO. HMd Qftce ..d Factory

H Will
i

i.

18-20 GroiK B«>keniN»e

MOE UBT UrON

AJ*PLICATION

NEW YORK

1

honest expression of opinion, but
constitute absolute falsehoods and in the nature of the case can
be deemed to have
been made with fraudulent purposes.
The amendment of
(Continued on Page i8)

15, 1916.

No.

2.

WOULD CO-OPERATIVE COMPETITION
MAKE STEVENS BILL UNNECESSARY
New

Yorker Says Plan Will Eliminate Trade Evils— Believes That Stevens Bill Would Be Disastrous for
Tobacco Trade— Laws Have Not Challenged

New Method

rgCIIIE

trade evils for which the Stevens Bill is looked
upon as a panacea, can be eliminated by the
simpler method of co-operative competition ac-

Il'L

a decision in the case of the

that the

Geo. B. Caldwell. President

Go

Washington, January 11th.
I'nitcd States Supreme Court handed down a
(leci.si(»n on Monday, which should be of vital interest to the tobacco industry.
The unanimous
T'oSV
opinion of the bench upholds the validity of the
Sherley Amendment to the Food and Drugs Act, passed in
August, 1912, and thus opens the way for a successful prosecution of the many charlatans and dealers in bogus remedies
of all sorts and descriptions.
In the spring of 1912, Justice William R. Day, handed
I

son Cancer Cure

2 West 45 th

AND NEW YORK, JANUARY

Gives Opportunity to Reach Fake Cures Chance to
After Fake Tobacco Cures in the Right Way
"Big Stick" Is Backed Up by Decision of
Highest United States Tribunal

MI FAVORITA

and give your business
a chance to grow. New
trade needs no introduction to a store which
gives the Standard
American Discount.
NEW YEAR

PHILADELPraA

—

to

Hamtlfon Coupons

START THE

XXXVI.

SUPREME COURT DECISION UPHOLDS
VALIDITY OF SHERLEY AMENDMENT

1916

^ Make up your mind
use

The Park STilford Standard"

y§|fe|
[jjJ^J

cording to George

Benjamin, an industrial engineer of GO Uroadway, New York City.
Mr. Benjamin says that in his opinion the passage of
the Stevens Bill would prove disastrous to the tobacco trade
and that it would result in endless litigation. He believes
that co-operative competition would prove a remedy for
most of the evils referred to by President Charles Fox of
the National Cigar Leaf Tobacco Association in his letter
to the chairman of the House Committee, of Interstate
11.

and Foreign Commerce, to which the Stevens

Bill

has been

referred.

The suggestions embodied in the following letters of
Mr. Benjamin offer many possibilities for the Tobacco Merchants' Association to use its good offices.
It is a thoroughly representative body of every branch of the tobacco
trade and if co-operative competition will eliminate trade
evils

and bring men

in the trade closer

together it would
be a commendable effort to give it a most thorough trial.
Herewith are presented Mr. Benjamin's letters on the
subject:

January

10, 1916.

Editor of "The Tobacco World."
Sir: Enclosed I send you copy of a letter written by
me which appeared in the "Journal of Commerce and Commercial Bulletin" this morning. The subject matter of this
letter, I think, would be of interest to your readers,
especially in view of the proposed Stevens' bill. In my opinion,
the enactment of the Stevens' bill will prove disastrous to
the tobacco trade, as it would result in unending litigation;
whereas competitive combination would prove a remedy

most of the troubles referred to by Mr. Fox in his letter
published in your issue of January 1st.
I would direct your attention at this
time to the fact
for

that since the original publication of the subject matter of
my letter in the "Evening Post," the Association of Auto-

mobile Manufacturers have agreed on competitive combination, and have arranged for exchange of licenses on all
patents owned by the association, fixing of credits, price
per horsepower, exchange of information, and the like. I

have no doubt in my own mind that the association is entirely legal, and will prove of great advantage to the automobile industry.
Yours very truly,
Geo. H. Benjamin.

Mr. Benjamin's

Commerce"

letter to the editor of the

"Journal of

follows:

"Editor of 'The Journal of Commerce.'
"Sir Many manufacturers, as well as distributors of
all classes of goods are gradually awakening to the
fact

—

(Continued on Page i6)
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Protest of St.

PHILADELPHIANS INCORPORATE

LIBERH CIGAR STORE COMPANY
Independent Chain Has Authorized Capital of $600,000—

Also Embraces Membership Association to Be Known
as Retail Tobacco Dealers' Association of America

N

independent corporation for the purpose of conducting a wholesale tobacco business, to be known
as the Liberty Cigar Stores Company of Philadelphia, was recently incorporated in the State of Delaware with an authorized capital of $600,000. In connection
with the above corporation is the Retail Tobacco Dealers'
Association of America, a non-stock membership association, which has for its purpose the bringing together of the
retail cigar and tobacco dealers of the entire country into a

HE

Hoard

Elmo Cigar Company Overruled

The Home

United States Appraisers, in New
an opinion written by Mr. McClelland,
of

York, in
overruled recently the protest of the St. Elmo
Cigar Company, of Los .Vngeles, Cal., against the
assessment of duties on unstcmmcd leaf tobacco made by the
Collector of Customs at the Port of Los Angeles.
The importers contested the collector's action in assessing wrapper duty of $1.85 per pound, less 2b per cent, on
the entire contents of sixteen bales as wrapper tobacco and
the same rate of duty on percentages of wrapper leaves
contained in thirteen bales. As the result of the trial under that protest the collector's action was affirmed by the

age

The permanent president of
Company has not been elected, as

"The record

Liberty Cigar Stores Company of I'hiladelphia will have membership in the Retail
Tobacco Dealers' Association. While each store will be
strictly independent of the others, they will be conducted
under the same general name and will display signs about
as follows:
in the

Liberty Cigar Store No.

John Smith, proprietor, and
so on. The stores will as far as possible have the same
general appearance and will "be conducted on one system
which will have for its object the drawing of public atten1,

tion to the Liberty Cigar Stores.

This corporation is the outgrowth of a meeting of the
retail dealers of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey, Delaware, Eastern shore of Maryland, and Eastern
Virginia, held at the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce on
the evening of January 5th. It was attended by some three
hundred merchants and was addressed by J. M. Frere, of
Wilmington, Del. Philip Barry, of the Philadelphia Cham;

ber of Commerce; Albert Kaiser, president of the Retail
Grocers' Association of Philadelphia and the Girard Grocery

Company

Philadelphia, and William Smedley, State
Manager of the Retail Grocers' Association of Pennsylvania.
Mr. Smedley called attention to what had been done in the
grocery, drug and other trades and the benefits that had
of

been derived by the merchants from co-operative buying
though an association.
Mr. Frere outlined the plan of movement which embraces two organization, the Liberty Cigar Stores Company
of Philadelphia and the Retail Tobacco Dealers'
Association of America. The latter is to be a non-stock
membership corporation, the former a stock company.
The purpose of the Retail Tobacco Dealers' Association of America will be to bring together the
retail

cigar
and tobacco dealers of the entire country into a national
organization for mutual protection and betterment.
Also
to provide a vehicle for them to act as a unit
on all matters
of interest or such as may afTect the retail
tobacco trade,
whether political or economic. The association will be
divided into districts.
The first district will include the

IRREGULAR PAGINATION

in this case, in so far as

it

is

made up

It is

leaf

am

also satisfied that by a preponderance of the
testimony bales numbered 11041, 14105, 14107 and 14112
contain more than 15 per cent, of wrapper leaves, and that
the entire contents of such bales are, therefore, subject to

wrapper duty. As to the remainder of the bales
covered by the protest, numbered 14043, 14047, 14051, 14109
and 14111, each contains 15 per cent, of wrapper leaves
and that the full wrai)per duty should, therefore, be assessed on 15 per cent, of the contents of each of said last
mentioned bales, and the filler duty assessed on 85 per
full

cent, of the contents

thereof.

The

protest

is,

therefore,

overruled."

Shamokin, Wilkes-Barre,

Hazleton, Scranton,
Allentown, Pittston, Reading, Easton, Bethlehem, Norristown, Doylestown, West Chester, Chester, Southern New
Jersey. Delaware and the h:astcrn shore of Maryland and
Virghiia, with headquarters in Philadelphia.
The second
district will include Western Pennsylvania, Western
Maryland, Eastern West \'irginia and Eastern Ohio, with headquarters in Pittsburgh.

The

incorporators of the Liberty Cigar Stores
pany of Philadelphia are: Jules llennicke, James

Com-

Hey,
Jacob Fischer, David Leon, Joseph Lewis, Jacob Levitt,
all of Philadelphia, and
J. M. Frere, of W^ilmington. The Retail Tobacco Dealers' Association
of America meets the

Tuesday in each month
Chamber of Commerce.
first

Mr.

at 8 P.

M.

in the

Philadelphia

when interviewed was very enthusiastic and
stated that he was greatly encouraged by 'the
success which
had attended his efTorts thus far. He .said he was
confident
tiiat the association would have at
least 5000 members by
I'Vere

July next.

this

A

corps of organizers are now busy, and from
the latest reports there is more than usual
interest being
shown by cigar and tobacccj dealers in the undertaking.

FEBRUARY 29TH SUGGESTED AS DATE
TO PAY TRIBUTE TO OUR PROSPERITY
Extra Day

Leap Year Gives Idea for "Prosperity Day"
—Day to Boost Prosperity Say Originators—Think,
Talk and Feel Prosperity on February 29th

meet the situation bravely
and resolutely no mat-

ifca

^^MBi^hh^

^'^ ...jiM^^mSS^Sm^)

how

discouraging it
appears, that has made
ter

"'^

The Heekin Can Company one

;..:8Vti!U:i!

»M»«!IIl,

:,..;

'4mmm^

all

of the

of the leaders

world

—producing

in its field

plain

and

The home

The Heekin Can Company

of

in

is

at Sixth,

HE

extra day in 1916 is to be put to more than
if the suggestion of the Gerlach-Barklow Company, of Joliet, 111., and Toronto, Canada,
is carried out.
They have come forward with the
idea that this extra day should be called "Prosperity Day,"
and that every effort should be made on that occasion to
increase the prosperity of business in general, as well as
that of the individual.

ordinary use

Some

ideas along this line are set forth in the folder
which they have mailed out, and it is reprinted herewith
in part:

New and

Culvert Streets, Cincinnati, and its plant is said to
be the largest of the kind in the United States, under one
roof.
The building is fireproof and strictly modern, with
streaming daylight and plenty of sunshine pouring in
through the many windows. An enormous force of skilled
and thoroughly efiicient operatives is employed and the
Heekin products are sold throughout the United States and

many

foreign countries.
There is a wealth of automatic machinery, which, together with the most modern systems, tends to reduce cost.
in

A

complete art and engraving plant is maintained, equipped
to produce or reprodu«!e. The company makes its
own dies
and tools and also grinds most of its own colors.

The equipment

for the butchers' supply business is
patented, lard pails being actually lithographed, instead of
stencilled, as is usually done.
Small orders for any line of
work can be handled in two or three days and the best
service is rendered at all times.
Facilities for

shipping are unexcelled, the plant being

located on a main spur, making it possible to load
six cars
inside and seven outside the building at the same
rime.

The company was organized as a corporation on August 4, 1901, the officers being James
J. Heekin, president;

State of Pennsylvania east of the Susquehanna River, embracing such cities as Lancaster, Columbia, Harrisburg,
Pottsville,

our

least in

company ever had."
same feeling of confidence under any and

conditions; of determination to

of

tobacco having all the requisites required
by the statute to fit it for use as wrappers for cigars is imported into the United States from the island of Cuba in
large quantities there can be no doubt, and 1 am convinced
that the fifteen bales reclassified by the collector as containing more than 15 per cent, of wrapper were properly
reclassified and are subject to the duty assessed.

the

—at

pails.

the testimony ofi'ered in support of the importers' contentions, is not one to invite confidence.

"1

'can't'

lithographed cans and

General Appraiser McClelland, in his decision said:

Dealers owning stock

no such w^ord as

biggest year our

bales.

"That

of Heekin's

business," said A. E. Heekin, secretary and treasurer of The Meckin Can Company, Cincinnati, in
a recent interview\ "During 1915 there were skeptics among us, a few men who thought the country was going to the demnition bow-wows, but we scotched the demon
of dread and soon warmed up the pedal extremities of those
who were sufiering from 'cold feet'. The result was the

Subsequent to the classification by the collector
board.
of the twenty-nine bales, that officer reclassified forty bales
of the importation, but none of these reclassified bales were
involved in the above mentioned protest.
The contents
of fifteen of the bales thus reclassified were held to be full
wrapper l)ales and twenty-five of them as being percent-

national association.

the Liberty Cigar Stores
this office will be held by
the general manager and the latter has not yet been chosen.
It is understood that the directors are seeking a man who is
thoroughly acquainted with the cigar and tobacco jobbing
business in addition to having executive ability.
A very
liberal salar}' accompanies the position.
M.
F"rere,
who
J.
represents the new corporations, states that a man who can
till the position will have unlimited opportunities.

1
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Charies Lewis, vice-president, and A. E. Heekin,
secretary

and treasurer. Henry L. Gates is sales manager and
Col.
C. F. Hake, Jr., general manager.

Worms & Co. to Introduce "Flakcless" Cigar
Kaufman, Worms & Company, the cigar manufacturers
Winfield, New York City, will introduce in the near

Kaufman,
of

future a novel cigar which will be sold
under the brand
name of "The Flakeless Cigar." It will retail for 10 cents.
The feature of this cigar is that it will burn a perfectly
white ash, but will be absolutely flakeless, and
will hold its
ash until the smoker has finished the
cigar.
The manufacturers state that the cigar will be
manufactured of superior
quality tobaccos and that its workmanship
will be first class
ni every respect.
It is

further stated that the cigar will positively eliminate the nicotine taste, but that this
will not aflfect the
Jiuahty.

At the same time the

be absolutely harmless.

The
those

efltects

from the cigar

flakeless feature of the cigar will

who

will

be welcomed by

are constantly annoyed by flying or falling ashes,
and the housewife will no doubt
insist that hereafter if
the men must smoke
that they smoke a cigar embodying
tlie

flakeless feature.

"The great mint
day

in

1916.

On

of

this

Time has coined

for us

an extra

day— Tuesday,

February 29th— the
United States will become millions of dollars richer on
account of the extra twenty-four hours of time.
"You will receive on this day an extra day's revenue,
as will millions of others in the United States. In view
of
these facts it seems appropriate that Tuesday, February
Ji{9th, should be known as 'Prosperity
Day' throughout the
United States, and that on this day every effort should be
made to focus the attention of the public upon the unparalleled condition of prosperity that now exists throughout the land.
"Let the wage earner open or increase his bank account
by putting his wages for this extra day into the bank.
"Let the stores have their Prosperity Day Sales.
"Let the newspapers and orators celebrate the occasion
by explaining to the public how and why the United States
is the most favored nation in the world.
"Let the associations of commerce and the farmers*
organizations hold upon this day Get-Together Prosperity
Meetings.
"For twenty-four hours— throughout this whole Extra
Day of time— let every man, woman and child in this country forget the trying times through which the world has
passed, and Talk, Think and Feel Prosperity!
"Let us remember on this day that the prosperity of
the nation is regulated by the prosperity of the individuals
that compose it that America is America because its citi-

—

zens as a whole have prospered.
"In short, on this day, let all of us lay aside our hammers, forget our personal worries and Boost with every
ounce of energy in us for the continuation of this great

new

era of Prosperity.
"You can not only secure personal benefit, but can
also do a great good to your community by agitating the
celebration of this day. See the newspaper editor of your
city or town, talk it over with the leading business men,
write to your Congressman, see your Mayor and minister.
If

you

advertise, incorporate the idea in

your advertise-

ments.

"Get back of the movement with us and help us to
make Tuesday, February 29th, a day of national rejoicing.
Just as a suggestion, begin now to pass this 'Prosperity
Day' idea around. The idea is not copyrighted.
have
no personal axe to grind. It is given with our compliments
to you and to the nation as a whole. Use it.
"Respectfully submitted with the Compliments and
Best Wishes of The Gerlach-Barklow Company."

We
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WOULD CO-OPERATIVE COMPETITION
MAKE STEVENS BILL UNNECESSARY
(Continued from Page ii)

By co-operthat co-operative competition is a good thing.
among those proative competition is meant co-operation

goods and
ducing or distributing the same general class of
price
co-operation consists in exchanging credit information,
licenses, and in genfixing, exchange of patent rights and
of which everyeral, doing every act and thing by reason
footone in the same line of business shall be on an equal
commodity,
ing, excepting in so far as that very necessary
business intelligence, is concerned.
"Time was, when men in the same line of business
discredit
thought it necessary to do everything possible to
effect of mistheir competitors, failing to observe that the
retrocellaneous abuse, however directed, is invariably
active.

means
•'The public, within the last twenty-five years, by
and educaof advertising, dissemination of trade literature
has betional articles published in news and trade papers,
educated, and shows an inclination to shop, with the
object of not only obtaining the best article for the purpose
intended, but at the lowest price. Its shopping expeditions
have taught it that whereas there is not a very large variety
of articles to be obtained having a definite use, the price

come

asked for the same article by different distributors is widely
different, and this has taught it to distrust dealers generThe manufacturer or dealer has discovered this fact,
ally.

and many attempts have been made by
to
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illegal

combinations

fix prices.

such illegal combinations or
agreements. Co-operative competition will accomplish the
same results, and will be entirely legal. Every manufacturer and dealer has suffered from the unintelligent competition of those newly entering into a manufacturing or distributing business which they did not understand of those
who were willing to sell a special line at less than cost,
with the object of disposing of other lines of goods at an
Experience has demonstrated that such
excessive profit.
type of unintelligent competition is always destructive to
the concern practicing it.
"Germany, within the last twenty years, has made
great strides in its commercial progress, and this advance
has been largely due to co-operative competition between
German manufacturers
manufacturers and distributors.
and distributors have united themselves into so-called car-

"There

is

no necessity

for

;

or guilds, w^hich differ radically from trusts as organized in this country, in that each manufacturer is independent of the others; therefore able to apply his individul intelligence, skill and efficiency, but united to all of
the others, so far as relates to the amount of goods which
he may manufacture, price he may ask and the information

tels

which he may use to his advantage.
"The German system has proved entirely successful.
Manufacturers have grown rich, and the public has been
able to obtain goods at a comparative price, and trade
demoralization by unfair competition, price cutting and
other demoralizing practices, have been gradually cut down,
until at the present time they have ceased to exist.
"The Federal and State laws of the United States look
w^th favor upon co-operative competition. No decision has
been rendered by the Supreme Court of the United States
under the Sherman or Clayton acts, which is opposed to
co-operative competition, nor has the Supreme Court of
any of the States, under the general statutes of the States,
taken an antagonistic position but, on the other hand, have

and

credits

;

co-operative
again and again expressed their approval of
competition and their disapproval of unfair competition.
posiTrade organizations have almost universally taken the
and for the
tion that co-operative competition is desirable
which
best interests of the country. The one great difftculty
manufacturers and dealers of this country have experienced
compein carrying into effect the principle of co-operative
bankers, which
tition has been lack of co-operation among
has prevented manufacturers from readily obtaining the

This question has received careful consideration in Germany, and very subthe
stantial aid has been rendered manufacturers through
organization of credit banks, which cordially co-operate
with the cartels or guild in order to develop the business of

^
A. L. Cuesta Re-elected President of Clear Havana
Liborio Cigar Company
facturers' Association
creases Capitalization B. J. Mayes Enters

—

"The European war has presented an opportunity to
American manufacturers and dealers to enormously increase their trade, and the bankers now show a disposition
Further, the general government

to co-operate.

doing

is

everything in its power to aid manufacturers and dealers
by furnishing required information to develop American
and
trade. It is to be hoped that American manufacturers
dealers will appreciate the situation and endeavor to learn
the lesson, the learning of which has been so profitable to

German

industry.

Tampa, January

"Geo. Ilillard Benjamin,
"New York, Jan. 7, 1916."

Clarence Lebus, president of the Burley Tobacco Company, Lexington, Ky., has closed a deal with T. II. Kirk, of
Cincinnati, by which more than 250,000 pounds of tobacco
The
is transferred at a reported average of nine cents.
consignment of 250 hogsheads represents all of Lebus's
holdings of old tobacco.

Cigar Factory at Celina (lU.) Sold
The Celina Cigar Factory, formerly owned by I. E.
Wagner, at Celina, 111., has recently been sold to W. S.
Mr. Lisle will remove to Celina.
Lisle, of Rockford, III.
The factory is already in operation under the new management and twelve hands are employed at present.

Miami Valley Tobacco Men Reorganize
Dayton, O.
dealers at a recent meeting at
the Algonquin hotel, effected a change in the name of the
association and adopted a new constitution and by-laws,
which it is believed will have a better effect on the business

Miami Valley tobacco

of the

grower and buyer.

An

growers
once with

effort to secure a better class of seed for

was

also launched, this matter to be taken up at
officials of the State agricultural experiment station at Ger-

mantown.

The name

Ohio
Tobacco Association, it formerly being known as the Ohio
Leaf Tobacco Association. The meeting was attended by
about thirty dealers from the tobacco districts in the state.
Dealers also determined to make no purchases of tobacco until March of this year, believing that a better opportunity for curing would be given the growers.
It is
stated that

of the association will hereafter be the

much money

is

lost

10, 1916.

Officers elected several

weeks ago

will continue to hold

president is W. J. Lukaswitz, Dayton L. A.
Wheeler, of Troy, is vice-president, and M. E. Stern, of Dayton, secretary and treasurer.
office.

The

;

LEVELAND'S

the recent meeting of the Tampa Clear Havana
Cigar Manufacturers' Association, the election of
A. L. Cuesta, was reofficers resulted as follows

James Pendas was elected vicepresident; John Levy was elected treasurer, and Peter TayThe Board of Directors consists of those
lor, secretary.
officers already mentioned, and the following gentlemen
also: Jose Escalante, Ernest Berger, Benjamin Cosio and
elected president;

Lautano Torres.

One

the features of the Gasparill Carnival and
South Florida Fair this year will be a day devoted to the
Negroes. This should mean extra sales among the retailers
for their brands.
The factory formerly (»ccupied by Franciscao Bolano
is

of

now being

The

well

utilized

by M. Abrams

&

Company.

wishes of the trade are extended to B.

J.

Mayes, who recently opened offices in the Bonded Warehouse lUiilding for the purpose of doing a general cigar
Mr. Mayes is well known in the
rokeragc business.
trade, and is thonjughly familiar with the cigar business.
Previous to embarking on his own venture, he was identified with Cuesta. Rey & Company, his connection with that
house covering a period of nine years.
The correspondence department of the Cuesta-Rey
Company is at the present time under the direction of
A. L. Cuesta, Jr.
Despite the seeming prosperity throughout the land,
there are doubtless many concerns wondering how they
are going to pull through. This, however, is not the case
with the factory of Val. M. Antuono, where the decidedly
popular "C. H. .S." cigar comes into existence. Mr. Antuono
states that he is cmp!i»ying a very large number of cigarmakers at the present time, this being necessary to take
care of the demands coming from the outside world for his
cigar.
He also states that it appears that it will be necessary to retain this force for sometime to come, thanks to
the prosperity which prefers "C. H. S." cigars.
Listed among the recent events of importance was the
reorganization of the Liborio Cigar Company. Originally
organized in the early portion of 1911 with a capital stock
of $30,000,

has steadily grown and extended its activities,
until today its capital stock is rated at
$100,000, the increase having been accomplished at the reorganization
above referred to. Dr.
J. R. Avellanal, the leading spirit
of the company has associated with him
in its direction,
Salvador Ybor, Antonio Cuesta,
J. C. Talas, and Manuel
Fuente. The selling end of the business is in the care
of
Charles Castillo. The Liborio Company manufactures
an
excellent grade of clear Havana cigars, its
brands being

known

it

as follows:
Paratas," "Puro de

"Liborio," "Cuba's

Uncle Sam," "El

Tampa," "El Motin," "Cuban People,"

and "Dime For a Nickel."
Perfecto.

Tobacco Sales in North Carolina
The North Carolina Department of Agriculture reports
tobacco sales for the four
months ending November, 1915,
as 148 516,907
pounds. Sales for the corresponding months
in 1914 were
140,562,468 pounds.

January 11, 1916.
largest Christmas was the unani-

mous
it

:

through premature buying

during January and February.

—Louis

Banquet

i

Lebus Make Big Tobacco Sale

Biggest Christmas Cigar Trade in City's History
B. Shields Celebrates Birthday With Big

T

y Ca.

"Respectfully,

—

In-

w

0©^(gIl^raidl

Cigar Brokerage Business

credits necessary for their business.

the country.

Manu-
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verdict of all local cigar dealers.
In fact,
ran away ahead of their expectations.
Most

of their business

was on

staple brands in original

packages. A number of downtown dealers did a large business in humidors, pipes and smokers' articles. Take it all
in all it can be rightfully called Cleveland's largest Christmas.

The Fred

G. Golmar Cigar Company has just closed
one of the most successful years of its existence. All the
branch stores have shown a wx^nderful increase over last
year.
Mr. Golmar has made it a point to surround him-

with a corps of able assistants, which has helped him
build up the wonderful business he is now enjoying.
self

Tom

Crow, formerly with Frenkel Brothers, Youngstown, O., has accepted a position with the Fred G. Golmar
Cigar Company.
I'red W'itte, 1SH> Euclid Avenue, one of the new
comers in bu.siness. informed the writer that his holiday
trade ran far beyond his expectations, and that he cleaned
up on all his holiday packages.
\V.

Hallaner, local representative for "Melachrino"
cigarettes, has shown a nice increase on the sale of this
J.

popular brand all through his territory.
H. M. Stace. of 5720 Euclid Avenue, held a double
coupon day on "Mutual" coupons, which proved one of the
biggest drawing cards he ever had.
In fact, it was the
largest cash day he has ever had. He is very enthusiastic
about "Mutual" coupons.
H. Kaplan, Engineers Building, has a very attractive
Avindow display of "La Saramita" this week.
Garry Salmon, of the Deisel-Wemmer Company, starts
out this week after enjoying about a month's vacation.
George Bassett, of the Empire Cigar Store, says business was never better.
Walter Bidlingmeyer, Electric Building Cigar Store,
informed the writer that last year was the biggest year
he has had, and is very optimistic over the outlook for
the coming year.

Louis B. Shields, the "grand old man" of the cigar
game, who is vice-president of the Shields- Wertheim Company, celebrated his sixty-eighth birthday January 12th,
by banqueting the entire office and sales force of the
Shields-Wertheim Company.
That there was plenty of
good things to eat and drink goes without saying. All
present voted Louis B. Shields a grand host, and invited
him to celebrate his next birthday in a like manner.
Bert Smith, of the Shields-Wertheim Company, leaves
this week for Mt. Clemens, Mich., where he will take the
l»aths for a few days.
After which he will start his 1916
campaign. If confidence counts for anything. Bert says
1016 will be the banner year for the "grip carriers."
Mr. J. C. Leverance. the Western representative of
the Shields-Wertheim Company, will leave in a week or
ten days for his territory.
He is all enthusiastic over the
conditions for the coming year. He says never in his experience in the cigar business, which covers a good manv
years, was there a time when things looked so bright for
big business.

"Dick."
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SUPREME COURT DECISION UPHOLDS
VALIDITY OF SHERLEY AMENDMENT
(Continued from page ii)
1912 applies to this field and we have no doubt of

its

va-

lidity."

George L. Lyon
EORGE L. LYON, nephew of James B. and Benjamin N. Duke and a grandson of the hite Washington Duke, died in Alhuquerque, N. M., on January nth, of tuberculosis, aged thirty-four years.
the
Mr. Lyon from an early age has been devoted to
of world's
sport of tfap shooting and achieved the title
champion against both amateur and professional contenders.
He was a member of the New York Athletic Club and some

Death

of

Tie
seventy other organizations devoted to trap shooting.
was also a thirty-third degree Mason. Among his intimates
DurMr. Lyon was affectionately known as "Chief Bull

ham."

.

,

survived by three children, havmg
He left a comfortable forh)st his wife several years ago.
American
tune, included in which is important holdings of
T«-»bacco Company stock, which he received from his grand-

The deceased

is

father.

George Cameron Dies
George Cameron, aged seventy-six, Confederate veteran
and tobacco manufacturer, reputed to be one of the wealthiest

men

in Virginia, died at Petersburg, Va.. recently.

He

and two brothers entered the tobacco manufacturing business at Petersburg many years ago and owned factories at
Richmond and at Melbourne and Adelaide, .\ustralia. Some
years ago they disposed of their Virginia plants, but retained those in Australia, said to manufacture virtually all
the tobacco consumed in that country.
Mr. Cameron, a native of Scotland, never became a
He was a prisoner of war for some
naturalized citizan.
months at Elmira, N. Y., declining to give a pledge not to
serve against the United States if released. He was liberated finally on representations of Lord Lyons, British Ambassador.

John Thomas Houck
John Thomas Houck, one

of the pioneer cigar

manu-

facturers of Baltimore, Md.. died recently at his home, 1016
North Kutaw Street, that city. He had been ill about a
week. Death was due to pneumonia which resulted from a

heavy cold which he contracted.
Born in Baltimore, in 1844. Mr. Houck. after completing his education, became associated with his father in
the cigar manufacturing business, at 939 Linden AveUpon the death of his father, some time ago, Mr.
nue.
Houck became the head of the firm. Mr. Houck was a
well-known and active member of the Masonic Order. He
was a member of the Warren Lodge. No. 51, of the St.
John's Chapter of Masonic Veterans and of the Baltimore
Commandery of Knights Templar. He was also an active
member of the Boumi Temple of the Mystic Shrine.
Mr. Houck is survived \)y two sons. Dr. Howard M.
Houck and John J. Houck, both of Baltimore.

In the last issue of "The Tobacco World", I observe
that the Tobacco Merchants' Association, through its secretary and counsel, Charles Dushkind, is going after the
bunch of fake "tobacco cure" quacks throughout the
country, whose advertisements are now found in many publications who do not care what they print in the advertising line. This decision should materially strengthen the
association in its laudable work, and I feel sure that convictions can be speedily obtained.
The Sherley Amendment is an available bludgeon, and
is no
it is backed up today by a decision in which there
equivocation.
E. F. Haines.

Big Shipments Coming for Sidney J. Freeman
Sidney J. Freeman, the ic])resentati\ c of the La Flor
de Intal cigar factory, Manila, I'. I., with offices at 123
Liberty Street, New N Ork, reports that shipments are comLenyou Maria,"
ing forward to him on the "l)ia .Maru,
totalling
almost one million cigars.
and "Persia Maru,"
to
reach
Xew \'ork l)etween the
These goods are exi)eoted
tif
the
month,
and will consist of "Magal25th and the .')(>th
and
"La
Flor
de Intals."
lanes," "Puntacimas"
fact
that
the
steamers
plying the Pacific
Due to the
are
owned
by
trade
the
Manila
Japanese, teas, silks,
in the
o\er
preference
cigars,
despite
the fact that the
etc., have
should
have
shipments
reached
this country in
above
December.
Mr. Freeman advises that this lack of steamers has
caused a considerable advance in freight rates, and that
another advance is expected soon. Mr. Freeman says that
he has advised his jol)bers who have a steady demand for
these goods to i)lace their orders far enough ahead to care
for .such delays as occur from time to time.
Here is a man

who

dividends declared upon the common stock of the company
up to 22y2 per cent, as against 24^ per cent, of the fiscal
year previous, but the showing is considered as a great
triumph for the management when all conditions are considered.

report of the British-American Tobacco Company,
Limited, for the year ended September 30. 1915, showed
that net profits for the year, after deducting all charges and
expenses for management, were i1 .850.050 ($9,250,295).
Dividends paid during the year on common stock amounted

The

to i938,148 ($4,690,740).
The net earnings of the

company

for the past fiscal

year were £326,963 ($1,634,815) less than for the previous
year, although profits for the previous year included £211,262 ($1,056,310) profit on the sale of stock. A. M. Rickards,
.secretary of the company, said the directors did not believe
losses due to the war would amount to more than half of the
reserve fund of £1,500,000 ($7,500,000), which was set aside
at the beginning of the war.
Cigar Production in Reading District Shows Big Increase
The receipts from the sale of revenue stamps for cigars
manufactured in Reading and that section of Berks County
shows an increase for the year 1915 over the previous year
of $105,464.92. The total receipts from cigars for 1915 was
This is equivalent to a production of
$390,315.92.
130,105,306 cigars. Tt is the largest output for cigars for a
Among the big
single year in the history of the division.
selling brands manufactured in Reading are Yocum Brothers. "Y-B." Fleck Cigar Companv, "Rose-O-Cuba," D. F.
Fleck. "Courtello."

Freeman starts on his Southern trip about January ISth; F. M. Freeman leaves for the Middle West on
January 17th, and Albert hVeeman starts on January 24th
on a trip through southern Xew York and Pennsylvania.
Mr. Freeman reports that business on the ^fanila lines
is very brisk and that a big year is anticipated.
Demands
for the "Magallanes." "Puntacima" an<l "La hMor de Intal"

tact

and proffrably

salf^s

.lohhinfr rxpfiifnof ossf-nin clR-nr and toharrn hii.sjnpss.
If rnialiflratinns aro all
unfl(>rstan<i rifdita ami l)oril<i<r<i)inc.
A hip opportunity for thf>
riKht. prcffrf-nro will ho pivon Pliilaflclpliian.
Givo all iletail.s and roffn-nrfs in first Ipttpr.
State salary
rielit man.

fxperlrncf

tial.

Must

expected.

Address Box

Deisel-Wemmer Company Holds Annual Dinner
The annual dinner ol the Deisel-Wemmer Cigar Company, of Lima, Ohio, was held f>n January 8th at the Lima
where covers were

Club,

103. care of "Tiie

Tohaeoo W'orld."

laid for eighty.

The guests included members
ferent

of the firm, heads of difdepartments of the ten factories which they operate,

and salesmen from

dififerent sections of

the United States.
the heads of the firm were replete with appreciation of the co-oi)eration of the employees
and predictions that the business of the year 1016 would be
of considerable increase over that of the year 1915, which
was $4,500,000, representing the sale of 130,000,000 cigars.

The addresses made by

Addresses were made by M. C. King, Lima, Western
.salesman; Charles
llosselman, general superintendent;
Otto Malchow. Baltimore. Md.; fohn C. Fckerle, Cincinnati; David Ritter. Chicago; C. H. Higgins,
Detroit, and
A. B. Christian, Chicago; George M. Berger, Cincinnati.
Assistant superintendents Harry Snook and Fdward Yost.
Lima; Arthur Gagley. Wapakoneta. Ohio; Otto Aue, Delphos; Charles Neville, Sidnev
Bernard Wolf, Findlav
Charles O'Ccmnell,
Toledo; Frank
P.arger,
Fostoria
Charles Neumeier, St. Marvs. and C. T. Blosser. Van Wert.
;

Tobacco Business Would Save by Eliminating Coupons
Agitation of the coupon (piestion in various parts of
the country is followed by the rumor
that the bill aimed to
restrict their

use in connection with tobacco products will
shortly be introduced in Congress.
.\ prominent to1)acco man when asked
concerning the
effect of such a bill on
the tobacco companies of this country said

of probably $3,500,000.
'live wltf." with

had their first opportunity of inspecting the new American
main offices, and without exception their comments made
the chief executives of the company feel that their efforts in
newly housing the business were fully appreciated.
President Thomson, of London, spent the holidays in

America and plans to return to England shortly. His stay
in the United States this trip has been longer than usual.
Treasurer F. S. Lucey states that their business has
shown a phenomenal improvement since last October and
looks toward the coming year with great expectancy. His
optimistic outlook is fully shared by Charles J. Zeller, the
district sales manager of the company in the Middle West,
whose headquarters are in Chicago, Mr. Zeller says that in
his seven years' connection with the house, business never

Mr. Lucey received an interesting letter a few days ago
from Captain Leeson Thomson, son of the president of the
company, and himself prominent in the London management, who is now at the front with his regiment, and Captain Leeson states that the boys are all confident of ultimate and sweeping victory.
C. J. Spence, the cashier and chief accountant of the
Philip Morris Canadian branch, has notified New York that
he has just been commissioned an officer in the Canadian
troops and will shortly leave for the front.

cigars.

to the I'nited Cigar
Stores
to the American Tobacco

Wanted.
TREASURER WANTED— A

brands are steadily increasing. "Charles 111." ten cents;
"Nu-Blend," five cents, and "I'nited Wc.rknien," the latter
a union-made brand, are among their popular domestic

The doing away with coupons would mean

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

Philip Morris & Company's Annual Round-Up
The past fortnight has been an extremely busy one at
the new headquarters of Philip Morris & Company, Ltd.,
at Thirteenth Street and Fifth Avenue, owing to the presence in New York of the principal travelers of the company,
and the various district sales managers. Most of the men

looked more promising.

believes in preparedness.
S. J.

British-American Tobacco Co. Pay 'Jy2% More for 1915
Despite the very unfavorable reports on the British tobacco industry, advices from England are to the effect that
on January 13th, acting upon the suggestion of the board
of directors, at the annual meeting of the stockholders of
the company, it was decided that an additional dividend of
7^ per cent., this in addition to 15 per cent, already paid
during 1915, be declared upon the stock of the company
This brings the total amount of
payable on January 18th.
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a saving

Companv of S2.600.000 a vear;
Companv
would mean a saving
and to the Liggett
Mvers Comi't

iS:

pany well over $1,000,000.

In fact, it is my opinion
that altogether the saving to
the parts of the old tobacco
combination would amount in
the aggregate to
over $1G,000,000 a year."

Merriam Segars,

Inc.

John W. Merriam. the genial head of John W. Merriam
Company, manufacturers of the "Segar De Luxe", "Darby
and Joan", and "At the Sign of the Bulldog" brands, left
New York on Tuesday for his first big whirl since the new
t'l'

factory at 101 Spring Street has been in full operation.
This trip will take him out as far as Chicago and over
the Southern territory, down as far south as Memphis. Merriam brands have always had a particular following in the
South and Middle West and from early indications Mr.
Merriam believes that this should be one of the most effective trips of his long career.

Annual Meeting of International Tobacco Company
January 12th was the date of the annual meeting of the
International Tobacco Company, of New York, at which
were elected the following directors: Benjamin H. Wasserman, Marcus Oppenheimer, D. A. Ansbacher, David A.
Weill and Morris IT. Wasserman.
At a subsequent meeting of the directors the following
officers were elected: Benjamin H. Wasserman. president;
M. Oppenheimer, vice-president Morris H. Wasserman,
secretarv and treasurer.
;

R. E.

Lane Expected Home Friday

R. F. Lane, L^nited States and Canadian representative
of "Partagas" is out West on his first trip of the year, and
re]>orts excellent results in Detroit and Chicago, where he
was last Saturday.
Mr. Lane will reach New York next Friday and sails
the day following for his annual visit to the factory in

Havana.

A

A

Big Opportunity for the Right Man
firm about to enter the cigar and tobacco jobbing

seeking a man to act as treasurer. They desire
a man familiar with the cigar jobbing business, and preferably one with sales experience. There will be a splendid opportunity for the man to progress with the firm. Details will be found in a classified advertisement on page 18,
business

is

Ml|»
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Vice-President
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CHARLES FOX, New
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Philadelphia Manufacturers

May

Differ

With Mr. Mazer

During 1915 Detroit made more than 1,000,000 cigars
each working day or a total of more than 300,000,000 cigars
for the year. Cigarmakcrs declare that the output from Detroit in lJ)l(i will be limited only by the amount of labor
that can be employed. All of the factories have more orders
than they can till and more cigars would be made in Detroit
shortage.
if it were not for the fact that there is a labor
''Detroit is producing more high grade five-cent cigars
than any city in the country," says Jacob Mazer, of the

Mazer Cigar Company.

"I don't

mean

York

Offices. 5

Beekman

Street.

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

FREDERICK HIRSCHHORN. 14th St and Id Ava., New York. .President
Vice-President
CHARLES J. EISENLOHR, 914 Market St. Phlla.. Pa.
JOSEPH B. WERTHEIM. 81st and East End Ava., M'hafn. N. Y-.Treasurw
Secretary
8. K. LICHTENSTKIN. 40 Bxchan«s PL, ManhatUn. N. Y

pHIbADEl2i>MIA.

to say that in other

not factories that arc producing cigars equal
in quality to Detroit made cigars, but 1 mean that, taken as
a unit, the cigar factories of Detroit are producing the highest grade cigars in the country.
advertised from coast to coast
through its cigars, Detroit cigars are sold in large (juantities
in New York and San Francisco and at all points in between. They compete with the automobile in the amount
of advertising they have given the city." "Detroit News."

"The

city

is

being

—

G- H.

We

congratulate Mr. Mazer on his loyalty to his home
city, on his confidence in its products, and in the enthusiasm
with which his statements ring. Such qualities are bound
to make for success in any line of business.

In contemplating his statements however we feel that
we may express reasonable doubt as regards Detroit "producing more high-grade five-cent cigars than any city in
the country." Approximate figures show that the factories
producing "Cinco," "Havana Ribbon," "41," "Counsellor"
and "Bold" alone exceed the entire output of the First Internal Revenue District of Detroit by at least fifty million
cigars a year and very probably many millions more. Certainly these five brands with a total annual production of

between three hundred and fifty and four hundred million
cigars must have recognized merit to attain such enormous
The total production of the First Internal Revenue
sales.
District of Pennsylvania, which includes Reading, totals
two and one-half times that of the Inrst Internal Revenue

IF IbSIlsidl^IlpIflina M®^©^

George Becker was in Philadelphia recently in the interest of Arguelles, Lopez & Company, New York and

Tampa.
Nathaniel Rice, of Seidenberg
adelphia this week booking
Roi Tan" cigars.

Philadelphia has been long recognized as the leading
five-cent cigar manufacturing center of the United States,
and it is safe to assume that it will not relinquish its right
Ed.
to this title for many years to come.

some

&

clear

Havana

in Phil-

attractive orders

on "VA

who

Rosebro. formerly connected with the Morgan
Cigar Company, has become identified with the new P>ustillo house of Tampa, Fla.

some

Korn was

in the

attractive business

Furgatch y Ca.,

THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
President
VIce-Ptealdent
Treasurer
Secrstary

CHARLES FOX. Nsw York
F. M. NBWBUROH. Hamilton, O.
GEORGE BKRGER. Cincinnati. O
JOSEPH MENDELSOHN, Nsw York

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
BLOCH, Wheeling. W. Va
F. AXTON. Louisville. Ky
RAWLINS X>. BEST. Covington, Ky
A.

WOOD

President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

—

and any
a fundamental factor in service
successful business firm or individual will tell you that
service pays.
To render service you must have accurate
Education

Education
and Service

is

knowledge

of the business in

which you

Conditions are constantly
changing and it is necessary to keep inare engaged.

formed. A sure way to follow the developments of any industry is to read the publications of that trade, and read
them carefully. "The Tobacco World" is a valuable publication to the tobacco trade.

in

No

Rate

War

for

Havana

Traflfic

Despite rumors to the effect that the United F>uit Line
and the New York and Cuba Mail Steamship Company
have been contemplating a rate war for Havana traffic, the
managers of both companies deny that any inducements
are being made in the competition to secure Cuban trade.
It was pointed out that both tariffs are almost identical and
that no changes are contemplated.

was suggested

that the reports of an alleged rate war
might be ascribed to the revised freight rates which became operative on the first of the year.
It

New

Quaker City recently and closed
on "Vega Del Rev" of the S. H^

York.

Among

the readjustments which were made effective
on January first were the transition of certain rates from a
weight and measurement basis to a straight weight basis.
It was pointed out by officials of the Ward Line that the
recent changes have placed the rates from New York to
Havana on a parity with the rates from Mobile and New
Orleans to Havana.

Mr. Planco, of the Planco Havana Cigar Companv, was
Philadelphia this week.
The firm which Mr. Planco

represents are making a specialty of
size containers.

wrapped cigars

in

small

The "Girard"

cigar, made by Roig & Langsdorf, is
enjoying a splendid patronage throughout the
country.
Advertising in some of the standard magazines is
playing
an important part in the growing demand.

The Cayey-Caguas Tobacco Company, manufacturers
famous ".Savarona" cigar distributed in this city by

of the
1 erry

&

by H.

S.

Duncan, has been represented in the city recently
Michaels who has been calling upon the trade.

T. W. Hall has left for a trip to the
Pacific Coast in the
mterest of the
F.
Portuondo
Cigar Manufacturing ComJ.
pan>^ llio Sansom Street, this city.
After his arrival at
the Coast, Mr. Hall will begin
an active campaign cm the
several brands which are
manufactured by the Portuondo

Company.

Cigar Company to Take Quarters in Second Street
|N the eve of their fifth anniversary in the cigar manufacturing business the G. H. P. Cigar Company,
now located at 119 North Third Street, will re.

move

early in
ing at 21-23-25 North

March

to the three-story brick buildSecond Street.

This company manufactures the well-known "El Producto," shade-grown cigar, the "Vlncello" and the "Dakem."
All these brands are steadily growing in popularity and the
increasing business of the firm has
necessary.

made

larger quarters

quarters will cover more than 20,000 square
6000 square feet in their present factory. There will be an addition made to their working force, and it is expected that with the added facilities
they will have no difficulty in keeping up with their orders.
In April of this year the firm will pass its fifth anniversary in the cigar manufacturing business.
feet of floor space, as against

firm.

W. W.

Al.

P

The new

Company, was

represents H. Upman & Company, was
in Philadelphia recently looking after the business of this

Mr. Sugar,

District of Michigan.

In mentioning the five factories above there are a score
of other Philadelphia factories producing cigars, such as the
Juan F. Portuondo and Jeitles & Rlumenthal brands, which
are recognized throughout the country for quality, if not
the equal of others in production.

W.

Saunders, of the Cortcz Cigar Company, was a
Philadelphia visitor this week.
C.

—

J.
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"Vanette" Brand Is Making Good With Smoker
The recently launched campaign on the "Vanette"
nickel cigar, manufactured by the El Draco Cigar Manufacturing Company, is bringing results, and orders coming
to the factory indicate that the smoker is pleased with the
blend which is offered him in this new cigar.
During November and December scores of window
displays appeared on this brand in all sections of the city.
Since that time the duplication on the brand has been steady
and the consumer is indicating that he is well pleased with
the goods thus far.

At the factory the demand

for "Stratfords"

shows a

C(mtinued growth, business in the past few months having
been excellent on this brand.

Manufacturers of Nickel Cigars Prosperous
With several manufacturers of nickel brands in this city
business during the past year has exceeded any in the history of their factories while nearly all of thern enjoyed an
exceptional demand during the three months preceding the
holiday season.
The reputation of Philadelphia-made cigars extends
throughout the country and as a manufacturer recently remarked, "The best introduction for a five-cent cigar is to
be able to advertise that it is made in Philadelphia".

Philadelphian Gets Contract For Harrisburg Factory
Contract has been let by Dauphin Cigar Company to
Herman Voigt of Philadelphia for erection of new all-daylight fireproof concrete brick and steel five-story
factory
building at State and Cameron Streets, Harrisburg, Pa.
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When

Percy Waxman,
where is
the class please rise and tell teacher
busmes,
the largest mail-order cigar and tobacco
time. And
in the world? No, my son. wrong this
you in the front row, you're wrong, too. No, it is
Well,
not in Pennsylvania. No, nor in Florida. Give up?
in London.
it isn't in the United States at all, but
that's
Yes, London, England, the city on the Thames,
where it is. And in order not to prolong the suspense any

ILL

house
further, the name of the largest mail-order tobacco
And the managing diin the world is Martins, Limited.
is as
rector and sole surviving founder, Walter Martin,
English as roast beef and Yorkshire pudding.
Martins, Limited, began in ISS,"") in (iuernsey, one of the
Channel Islands lying between l<:ngland and France. Now
no
for some unaccountable reason the Channel Islands pay
duty on tobacco. Just why this is so nobody in England
seems to know. Mr. Martin doesn't know, and he was born
to
in Guernsey. I ransacked all the musty statutes relating
tobacco that I could find, but not a jot, tittle, iota or jitney's
worth of information could T unearth on that little but im-

portant point.
That curious and typically P.ritish anomaly made MarAs everyone knows, the duty on tobacco in England
tins.
of levy is
is one of the very few items upon which any kind
imposed in that free-trader's paradise. At least, this was so
before the war. Now all kinds of special imposts have been
introduced to raise revenue to help i)ay the $15,000,0(H) a
day the war is costing Great Britain.
In the fortunate Isle of Guernsey where no tobacco
duties exist to annoy mankind, Walter Martin and his

brother had a modest little tobacccmist shop. I'.eing possessed of highly sympathetic natures it hurt them to think

smokers in England. Scotland and Wales
who were compelled to pay taxe? on their smokes while the
lucky dwellers in Guernsey puffed away duty-free. The
Martin Brothers felt that something ought to be done about
Then it dawned on them that the very people to do it
it.
were Martin Brothers of Guernsey. They thereupon conceived the highly philanthropic i)lan of supplying smokers
in England with cigars, cigarettes and tobacco from dutyless Guernsey, shipped by mail.
As Martins had nothing to bother about in connection
with duty, it had only to charge a profit on the goods themThe consumer paid the duty on receipt of his order.
selves.
This, of course, made it easy for the Martins to undersell
Another thing that helped them
the ordinary importers.

of the vast

was the

army

of

fact that the holder of a

tobacco license could not

import less than 80-lb. weight of cigars at a time. And
he had to put up $1.25 per pound in cash as duty. Now
he could get credit on his importations but not on the duty
he had paid in advance, and this forced him to add a profit
on the duty as well as on the goods, to take care of his
entire investment. Finally, to complete the circle of events
so fortunately operating for Martins, a consumer could import any quantity of cigars, big or little, by mail and have
the duty collected by the postman. No restrictions hindered
him. As long as he was importing for his own consumption he could order 80 pounds. 8 pounds or 8 ounces if he
pleased.

When

the British smokers

first

saw Martins' mail-order

advertisements they fell over themselves to ])lace their
The English im])ortcrs, when they saw how and
orders.
why Martins were underselling them, raised a howl, but
with a characteristically British sense of individuality they

in "Printers'

Ink"

did their howling separate and apart from each other. It
actually took ten years f(n- any concerted action against
"the Guernsey interlopers" to be attempted by the P.ritish
importers who were suffering tlirough the peculiar laws of

own

land.

18D5, the cigarmakers and importers of Great
liritain held a hectic sort of meeting in London to denounce the injustice t»f a system that permitted Martins
to thrive. In the course of the meeting it was very clearly

At

last, in

account of the curious duty situation in
iMigland. Martins of Guernsey could sell cheaper and give
better value than any tobacco man in the country. One day
later Martins Hooded the length and breadth of the land
with circulars reporting the very llattering speeches made
Increased sales resulted at once. In the
at this meeting.

shown

that on

ten years between ISS.") and isiK") when the agitation against
Martins came to a head they built up a tremendous list of

regular customers all over the United Kingdom and at last
decided to open up business in Lon(l(»n itself.

was kept up and consumers were
told that they could still receive their supplies from Guernsey if they pleased. But it was advertised that in order to
st«»ck was carried in Londcui from
meet urgent orders
which consumers could be supplied at (iuernsey prices plus

The Guernsey

story

:i

by little the direct-importation plan ceased
to be used by customers and today the (iuernsey office is
kept open only to take care of foreign trade.
When Martins l^egan their mail-order advertising in
J 885 they had a capital of $18 in money and about $1,000,000
Their present capital in money is $'^50,000, and
in nerve.
their faith and nerve remain incalculable. Today they have
over 350,000 regular customers on their books, including
princes, lords, ambassadors, admirals, generals and men in
Normally
every branch of political and pn^fessional life.
they invest over $75, )00 a year in advertising. Their first
ads in 1885 were placed in a limited number of monthly pubLater the space was
lications, quarter-pages being used.
the duty.

Little

increased to

full

pages.

ex-

months of war Martins' staff is almost double what it 'was
formerly and the business larger than ever.
You may well wonder how this can be. The answer is
Walter Martin. He conceived and put into operation what
are knowm as the Overseas l\:>l)acco Funds, by means of
which the soldiers at :he front are being supplied regularly
with all forms of tobacco. He made an arrangement with
200 newspapers throughout the whole British Empire to invite their readers to contribute any sum from one cent up
for the purpose of supplying T. Atkins & Company with
tobacco. The newspapers jumped at a plan so patriotic, so
logical and .so circulation-building, and the scheme received
wide publicity. Martins also induced the government to
permit this tobacco to go to the troops duty-free and carThen the concern agreed to give the benefit of
riage-free.
these concessions to the donors of the cigars, cigarettes and
tobacco. As a result the people who send in contributions
to any of the 200 newspapers know that they can send approximately two dollars' worth of smokes for one dollar.
Vast sums of money from these funds pour into Martins
every day. What British subject wouldn't respond to such
Martins relieves the newspapers of all clerical
an appeal?

and

Subscribers' original
letters are sent to Martins and all contributors have the
privilege of designating whom their gifts are to go to. With
every package sent to the front return postals are enclosed

work,

all

responsibility,

all detail.

myself saw thousands of acknowledgments from solThe Overdiers who had received gifts through Martins.
eft'icient
manner
in
which
they are being
seas Funds and the
Martins
Limited
made
more
popular than
handled have

and

I

ever.
It

was a stroke

of genius to conceive of such a plan

and

Martins deserves all that is coming to it as a result. Credit
should be given for much of the successful handling of these
funds to the present advertising manager, Mr. CliflFord.
In 1904 the American Tobacco Company made Walter
Martin a very flattering offer to join it in this country, but
after looking the ground over he decided to remain at 210
Piccadilly, London.
Spend an hour or two at Martins and

you

prospered they branched out into
newspapers, using what was looked upon as very extravagant space at the time. Today Martins make use from time
to time of any and every medium, although the tendency of
the house seems to favor big space in the leading dailies.

As

war broke out Walter Martin

pected a big falling off in business and foresaw^ the possiand
bility of having to curtail his staff, reduce advertising
of
these
economize all round. As a matter of fact none
Today after over sixteen
dire happenings took place.

all

their

the present

will see

why.

their business

They

also

system of form

make use

of a

most thorough and elaborate

covering almost every possible situation that their business ordinarily can produce. ICvery letter
received is answered either by a form or personal letter. If
an order is received as the result of some recommendation
the person responsible is thanked. A customer may make
lie is greeted back into
a purchase after a long interval,
the fold with a welcome that makes him know that Martins
In every conceivable way
has missed him. And so on.
Martins tries to maintain a jiersonal sense of relationship
w ith its vast army of customers.
letters

County Sues Tobacco Warehouse Company
The Commissioners of Adams County, Ohio, through
their attorneys, E. A. Scott, of West Union, and A.
J.
Blau, of Portsmouth, has filed suit fdr $5000 damages
against The Farmers' Loose Leaf Tobacco Warehouse Company, a corporation doing business in West Union, Ohio,
which G. S. Jones, former Auditor of Adams County, is
general manager.

of

The petition alleges that the local concern, through a
conspiracy with certain teamsters named, have in violation of the road rules and regulations, promulgated by the
commissioners, persisted in hauling loads far in excess of
the prescribed limit, and in so doing have injured the West
l^nion-Manchester Turnpike to the extent of more than
$5000.

customer complains about some shipment or other the com])any doesn't wait to make in(|uiries about his shipment. It
does not matter if he is in the wrong or right. Martins
makes good to him whether he deserves it or n(»t. This
kind of treatment is rather rare in a land where people
stand (HI their just rights as a rule, and has helped Martins
to build up a valuable asset in good will.

^A
OW

''B®m®''W^'"

St.

a cigar store at 203

we have ''Tobacco Day", "Orange Day",
"Pineapple Day" and the proposed "Prosperity
Day", the Minneapolis Credit Men's Association
comes forward with a suggestion for a "Settle-Up

Day".
Llerewith is the circular which the Minneapolis association prepared

"Settle-Up-Day

"Two

small cities of the Middle

tle-up-day' and merchants

full

ward debtor with a minimum of offense.
"'Have you paid your bill today?' signs were posted
throughout the city, and the query was picked up widespread by the citizens and applied with as much freedom as
the 'Have you registered today?' query of primary politics.
"The general run of the citizens responded without difficulty to the plan, but the slow-paying debtors had to be
jarred repeatedly. The merchants mailed out a bill every
day to each of their customers who owed accounts of long
standing. The bills were mailed out on billheads of the
merchants' organization. A bureau was established where
protesting citizens could thresh out their differences with
any merchant over any bill, the amount, terms or existence
of which they disputed. Few took advantage of this bureau,
but such work as it did was effective.
"The report on the decisions of this bureau shows that
in almost all the cases the books of the merchant were right,
unless he had been grossly careless in keeping his books, as
was found in two or three cases. Forgetfulness was the
cause of 90 per cent, of the unpaid old accounts.
"When the balance of the week was cast up it was
reported that more than 2000 bills had been paid up to date,
and that bank deposits of the merchants were $40,000 higher
than ever before. The $40,000 immediately was started on
its way to the various creditors of the merchants, and it is

way almost

its

at

once

H. TREGO,
"Secretary National Credit Men's Association.
York, January 12, 1916."
"J.

North

"Laclede,'' a cigar manufactured

The boards contained poker hands
on them showed a stogie was given with
Jacobson furnished bond.

The

it's fine.

headway, and the campaign was so
pushed that merchants were enabled to remind the back-

ment was under

three pull-off boards.

each losing hand.

a 'set-

first 'settle-up-day' was held at Waukon, Iowa, a short time
ago. The Waukon merchants* organization entered on the
plan after two weeks of thorough advertising in the newspapers and in circulars distributed from house to house and
from farm to farm in the surrounding country. They then
mailed statements to all their patrons, especially those in
arrears, calling their attention to the approach of 'settle-upweek' and detailing the plan of the merchants.
"The merchants announced that they had notified all
wholesalers and jobbers with whom they traded of their
intention to use the money paid into them by their patrons
to meet the bills of wdiolesalers, as well as all other bills
out.standing in the Waukon community; and, in fact, about
half of the money taken in by the merchants was paid out to
factories and producers in and about Waukon.
"The week did not open very propitiously for the plan,
but when two days had passed nearly 500 l)ills were counted
paid. It was estimated that there were about 2500 outstanding bills. By Wednesday of that week the paying-up move-

"New

a slip pasted

West have had

and customers say

Broadway, St. Louis, Mo., was arrested in his store recently
by detectives of the gambling squad on a charge of having
games of chance on exhibition. The officers confiscated
and

^

back into the hands of the original payers.

Louis Cigar Store Proprietor Arrested

Simon Jacobson. proprietor of

Day

that

estimated that $25,000 of this found

also advertises that the motto is "The customer is alright." And this is scru])ulously lived up to. When a

It

ways

28

the F. J. Dauscha Cigar Company,
periencing a good demand.

by Garcia
.St.

& Vega

Louis, Mo.,

is

for

ex-

^*ll
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TOBACCO CROP

David H. Cargill
This
salesman

HE

prejudice against tobacco is accountable for
much disease and mortality in the United States.
In this country over 100,000 persons die every year
from tuberculosis and other diseases of the lungs
and throat. The cloudless theatre is responsible for many
of the deaths due to such diseases.
In theatres where smoking is not permitted it is very
easy to catch diseases of the throat and lungs. The air is
pregnant with microbes exhaled by diseased persons.

well-known

Jt is a

fact that

a true likeness of probably the best-known cigar
in the Northwest. "Dave" Cargill has been identified with the cigar world
for fifteen years or more,
but his great plunge into
the limelight was in 1910
as the advance agent for
"El Roi-Tan." Since that
time the number of mil-

is

"Roi-Tans" to
his credit on the books of
Seidenberg & Company,
lions

coughs and colds are infec-

the manufacturers, is so
large that we hesitate to
publish the figures lest we

In the cloudless theatres they are more contracted
than elsewhere, because all the conditions favor the propagation of the microbes that constantly issue from the throats
tious.

make some

and lungs.
are affected with coughs and colds can
easily trace their ailments to the cloudless theatres. Those
who investigate the causes of tuberculosis might do well to

include such theatres.
Whenever there is an epidemic of diphtheria in a city
the medical authorities carefully instruct parents to keep
their children out of theatres and even forbid the admission
of children to theatres.

There should be a
atrical

men

radical

change

in the policy of the-

in the ct)nduct of their places.

of public health there should be

smoking

In the interest

in all theatres.

It

has been demonstrated by scientists that the air in rooms
where tobacco is smoked contains only one-fourth as many
microbes of disease as in rooms where tobacco is not smoked.
For this reason managers of theatres should take down the
signs "No Smoking", etc., and put up such signs as "Smoking Permitted" and "Smoking Requested." To forbid smoking in theatres is to put a premium on debility and encourage the propagation of throat and lung diseases.

Among

the persons who object most strenuously to
smoking in theatres are those who suffer from throat and
lung diseases. It is an acknowledged fact that tobacco smoke
This is because the membranes of their
irritates them.
But such persons
throats and lungs are easily irritated.
have no moral reason to object to smoking in theatres, for
the very good reason that they are just the people who
should not enter theatres. It is altogether wrong that the
people who infect the air with germs of diseases should prevent others from using the best means to protect themselves
from the germs.

due

smoking within
doors that the United States owes the undesirable distinction of being the nation most afthcted with the White
It is

in great part to prohibition of

Managers

would do a great deal toward wiping out this scourge if they would be the first to
ignore the prejudice against tobacco smoking and initiate a
movement to encourage smoking within doors.
The question of manners or etiquette in this connecPlague.

tion should give

of theatres

way

to the question of health.

It

can not

be considered as good manners to propagate disease. The
proposition that the odor of smoke of some kinds of tobacco
or of over-worked pipes is offensive is of minor consideration
and can be overcome by proper discrimination which may
be exercised by an attendant in a theatre. It is within the
power of the management of a theatre to permit only the
smoking of certain tobacco, scented or otherwise, sold on
the premises,
sideration

is

the management sees
the public health and it
if

fit.

is

The

this

which makes

tion of smoking.

course, the cloudless theatre

tion at fault.

not the only instituCloudless street cars, cloudless churches, etc.,
is

most

is

besides,

phenomenal

cent success ever
in this territory.

great record

work

of

Dave

made by "Class"
Cargill.

among

may
know

It

fes"^.;:::::
New York
Maryland

•

Vh-KVirginia
.

Wef

North Carolina
South Carolina

....

fi^orKia

fef°fda

AhJo
Indfana

.

IrSs

".

Wisconsin
Missouri
Kentuckv
Tennessee

AUbama

•

T
Louisiana

.

ouSa

1914

1913

Acres.

Acres.

S «
m>

80f)

45.6f)0

43.000
5.100
370.000
90.000
30O

4.10(>

400.000
77.400
200
700
200

..1.368,400

1913

1915

Lbs.

Lbs.

1,400
1.300
1.100
1,350
1.200
1,350

1,770
1,700
1,750
1.770
1,300
1,450

1,650
1.550
1,550
1,550
1,020
1,200

740
750
870
620
580
880
910
900
840
850
900
900
810

800
650
820
650
730

740
770
680
670
760

198,400
37.700

1,000
1.000

1,000
l.OOO

1,496
3,549

900
900
780

750
750
700
1,180
650
760
720
700
450

84,330
11,340
595
36,900
3,150
356,400
69,675
100
126
100

468

560

53.808
4.920
364.000
63,468

50.740
3,315
281,200
64,800

140

210
270

116

120

300

427

520

1,060,587

1,034.679

953.734

75()

700

^900

1.223.500

1.216.100

775.1

200
500^

United States

1914

Lbs.

600
200

1,180
1,200

845.7

140
130
8,030
29,970
5,280
42,390
16,280
144.375
9.831

600
650
784.3

1914

1913

Lbs.

1915

Lbs.

177
170
11,550
35,754
5.980
47,995
17,600
113,750
8,856
172,250
36.500

Cts.

165
155
9.455
28,520
4,386
46.680
18,500
154.000
10,200
167,500
33,288
1,800
4,000
61.425

1.900
4.300
78.120
12,150

11.925

280

Dec

Price

1915

910
820
700
400
580
610

1913-1915

Production (000 omitted).

Lbs.

500
420
500
600

^
;

50,000
1.900
4.300
86.800
13.500

4.300
38.900
25.000
200.000
15.000
250.000
43.800
1.800
4,000
81.900
15.900

265.0tt)

200
•

,»

4.600
33.100
22.000
175.000
10.800

4.400
31.400
22.000
192.500
11.300
320.000
65.000
1.700
^'^OO
93.700
13.500
700
41,000
-^500
440,000
92.900

Arkansas"

1914
Cts.
18.0
18.0
17.7

Total farm value, basis
Dec. 1 price (000 omitted).

1.

1913

1915

Cts.

Dolls.

12.0
11.0
14.5
17.0
9.5
9.2
8.5
9.4
10.0
11.2
7.0
23.0
23.0
9.0
7.3
9.0
6.0
12.0
7.8
6.3
22.0
30.0
27.0
17.0

12.0
11.0
13.0
8.4
7.5
28.0
35.0
21.0
18.0

18.0
18.0
21.0
21.0
12.2
7.5
9.3
13.9
12.0
18.5
13.8
31.0
31.0
11.4
11.0
11.5
12.0
12.7
10.0
8.4
25.0
25.0
22.0
16.4

9.1

9.8

12.8

18.5

12.0
8.5
8.0
9.0
11.0
11.5
9.7
25.0
30.0
8.8

9.0

1914

Value per acre,
basis Dec. 1 price.

1913

Dolls.

Dolls.

17
14
1,664
5.095

32

30

31
2,044
6.614

28

502
3,900

718
4.080

1,384
13.571

1,408
10,238

983

974

22,221
2.639
344

19,809
3,540

816

1,290
6,875
1,094

828
54

1913

Dolls.

64

56
5,919

2,214
378
27,799

1914

Dolls.

1,986
5.989
535
3.501
1.720
21,406
1.224
30.988
4.594
558
1,240
7,002
1,312

475

7.590

1915

Dolls.

6,089
421

640

168.00
143.00
159.20
229.50
114.00
124.20
62.90
70.50
87.00
69.44
40.60
202.40
209.30
81.00
61.32
76.50
54.00

2S0.(W
300.00
79.20
81.00
93.60
129.80

KJS.m

156.(JfJ

76.44

7bM>

61. 5<)

140.00
121.80
109.80

60.48
175.no
112.50
132.00
106.60

82.89

100.72

30,576
4,760

28,12(1

52
68
26

51

39
98
24
77

85

03.18
47.25
110.00
126.00
135.00
102.00

96.041

101,411

122,481

70.18

4,.^90

22
38
27

5,443

318.60
306.00
309.75
327.45
156.00
123.25
64.00
58.50
90.20
74.75

297.00
279.00
325.50
.325.50

124.44
90.00
68.82
107.03
81.60
123.95
104.88

70.81

310.0(J

310.(J0

85.50
82.50
80.50
141.6()

82.55

196.()()

five-

known

And

[Area, yield per acre, production,

the

mainly due to the star
interest his many admirers

and De c.

TOBACCO BY TYPES AND DISTRICTS
farm
value of

1

t

obacco grown in the United States in

1915.

1914,

1913

and

1909,

by types ami

districts.]

is

T
Type

the fair sex to
that while Dave is still a
young man, he is married, and there is positively no chance.
"Ginger" adds its voice to the chorus of the great host
of his friends in wishing

.

P^misvlvania

the "Class"— the

"Dave"

Cargill the best of

good

fortune during the present year and in all the years to
come. A more generous friend, a more loyal booster than
David II. Cargill never trod in shoe leather.— "Ginger."

Tobacco Growing

in Ireland

fair.

Pipe tobacco of broad-leaved American varieties predominates in Ireland, and an American driver has been installed at considerable expense in County Limerick.
Irish
tobacco is blended with Turkish and Virginia leaf with some

and cigarettes are manufactured at Adare and at
Dublin, although plug and pipe tobaccos are the usual products.
The 1912 crop brought the growers about 11 cents
per pound, with 14 cents per pound paid for cigarette
varieties.
Irish tobacco is remitted 4 cents from the United
Kingdom excise duty, and further remissions are being
success,

earnestly sought.
L. M.*Walters, of Robrow Brothers, left town recently
for a trip up-state in the interests of the "Bold" cigar.

and
1

fthoiisa^d? oi
of acres;.
acres)
itnousanas
Cen1913
1915
1914

li.trirt
district.

^ii^
1909.

Yield per
acre.
*'

Production (000 omitted).
^

^

Cen''^5

^^^^

^'1^

*"^

Price per pound
Dec. 1.

1914

sus

1913

1909

Celi^
1915

1914

1909

~~

1909

Acres.

Acres.

Acres.

Lbs.

Lbs.

Lbs.

Lbs.

Lbs.

Lbs.

Lbs.

Lbs.

Cts.

Cts.

Cts.

29.7
4.4
31.4
60.3
41.0

27.0
4.6

24.7
4.3
38.9
51.3
43.0

22.7

1.285
1,200
1.350

1.765
1,300
1,450

1,550
1,020
1,200

1.669

37,962
5,345
46.165

16.4
9.5
9.2

960

730

763

.17.449

.S4,587

1,180
1.000

1,159

50.740

830

46.909
4^992

9.0
6.0
23.0

18.3
12.0
7.5
9.1
7.5

21.0

1.180
1,000

47.651
5.980
47.995
54.144
53.808
6,200

38,295
4,386
46.680

900
900
900

38.270
5,280
42,390
54.270
36.900
5.045

LOPf

1,051

182,155

215^778

183.350

195.960

10.4

Ohio-Miami Valley
Wisconsin

and Florida

sus

Acres.

i'ennsvlvania

1915

1914

(^,,7
sus

191J

jqog

.

4.1

1,301

Cts
15.9
8.0
9.0
V.5
9.2

Dolls
6.29()

Dolls
8.721

Dolls

»03i

Dolls
6(36

28.5

11.0
12.0
3 1.0

34.0

502
.\.<m
4.884
2.214
1.160

11.0

13.1

11.1

18,950

23,767 ~24,075~21.818

12.2
7.5

718

5?5

.1.6(X)

3,501

4.927
4.036

4,V19

5'.186

6 089

4 316

^1.765

1.798

l.W

428
4 155

5.8

41.7
71.6
40.4
6.0

172.4

172.9

168^0

186.5

1,057

1,248

244.2

244.2

232.6

267.3

890

920

760

956

217,3.W

224.664

176.776

255.4.W

9.5

8.1

12.3

13.4

JM>47

18,1'^

21,743

34.22'J

93.1

70.0

75.0

76.0

730

780

780

735

67.963

54.600

58.500

56.312

6.0

6.1

7.7

7.3

4.078

3,331

4,5o4

4.111

760
780

950
960

800
740

780
728

70.680
29,952

67.925
36.864

44.000
28.248

79.423
47,221

6.0

6.3
5.6

7.3
7.1

6.8
6.3

4.240
1,647

4.279
2,064

3,212
2,011

5 401

5.5

8.0

5.787

5,934

7.245

6,.?54

5.6_

....

Total, cigar types ...

1913
'

New Entjl-ind
New York

(JeorKia

Total farm value on basis of
Dec. 1 price (000 omitted)

Cen1915

CIGAR^ TYPES.

I

33.1

56.4
45.6
6.2

1.106

5.800^

IL CHEWING. SMOKING.
SNUFF & EXPORT TYPES.
Burley

In reviewing the industrial and economic conditions of
Ireland, United States Counsul Wesley Frost says that tobacco growing in Ireland, while it dates from 1903 or earlier,
and has attained considerable proportions, can hardly be
regarded as definitely successful. In 1904 the acreage of
tobacco in Ireland was 22434, but all except 9;4 acres were
under the supervision of the Department of .\griculture and
were subsidized at $121. GG per acre. Of the last crop sold,
that of 1912, only two out of six buyers expressed themselves as pleased with the quantity.
Nevertheless an appropriation of $309,S75 has been made for a second tenyear series of tobacco experiments, which commenced in
1914. The 1914 tobacco season was regarded as rather unfavorable, the wet and dry sea.sons being each successively
too pronounced; but the yield and quality were adjudged

district

Dark districts of Kentucky
and Tennessee.
Paducah district
Henderson or stemming
district

One-Sucker

district ...

Clarksville and Hopkinsville district ....
dissun-cured
Virginia

55.0
38.4

118.7

98.9

115.0

104.0

750

800

700

764

89.025

79.120

80.500

79.429

6.5

7.5

9.0

760
740
600
710

800
820
690
710

788
785
603
732

10,200
54,600
163,200
148,800

9,120
37.«)0
144,000
131,350

12.720
.S8,.W

8,883
62,763

6.5

165.6(X)

129.9t/i

117,150

92,5.%

8.0
8.0
10.5
10.6

8.5
7.0
18.5
17.9

12.0
65.0
255.0
240.0

12.0
50.0
240.0
185.0

15.9
71.2

240.0
165.0

215.6
126.3

850
840
640
620

2.3.9

24.9

27.6

820
400

760
450

775
332

18,164
126

280

20,976
2 70

8.5

.6

760
420

26,111

.7

33.7
5.2

20,418

3

172

30.0

1,18.3.6

1.035.6
15.0

1,036.3
10.6

1,086.4
26.2

735

778

736

772

870,048
8,384

805..M1

76.1.124

8.7

l.?,650

7,260

838.258
21,124

trict

All

71.5
38.4

11.3
79.7

Virginia dark district ....
Old bright district
New bridht district
eastern
and
Maryland
Ohio export

Louisiana-Perique
Total, chewing, etc....

93.0
38.4

101.8
64.9

other

12.7

New

7.3
11.0
11.6

8.0
35.

8.7

.

3.003

8.4

816

593

1081

7.8

4..k)8

2,701

4.087

'».9

17,l.k>

15.840

.M),b.\b

12^7

8.3

15,773

15,2.?7

20.970

7,680

1.9U9

2,167

7*.
4

8%

9.1

8.3

1,544

1,6.U

25.0

37.0

.W

98

12.8

9.7

76.074
1,017

69.908

97,466

sTTsTs

1.212

940

.1,269

_

68^

64

Cigar Factory for Keokuk, Iowa.

have been filed by the Miller,
Reimbold & McDevitt Company, of Keokuk, Iowa, for the
The
purpose of enj^agingf in the manufacture of cigars.
company is incorporated with a capitalization of $10,000.
The new concern will have its factory in the Rand
Building, located at Third and Johnson Streets, that property having been leased by the firm for that purpose some
Articles of incorporation

time ago.
All the

members

of the firm are local people

and Reimbold are experienced cigar men.

new

cigar that the firm will

and Miller

The name

of the

The

Pasbach- Voice

Lithographing Company, Inc.,
have increased their capital stock from $150,000 to $200,000.

The

"Manila Maru," due to arrive at Tacoma,
Wash., on February 5, 1915, will bring a shipment of 515,000
cigars for the customers of the Manila Commercial ComS.

S.

pany.

manufacture has not been an-

nounced.

About twenty to thirty men

be employed from the
start, and as the business of the new venture grows many
more will be added. The concern expects to begin operations on or about the first of next month.
The incorporators of the company are Charles F. Miller, president
D. W. McDevitt, vice-president; William H.
Reimbold, secretary, and V. O. Miller, treasurer.
will

Jerome Regensburg, of E. Regensburg & Sons, who
makes his home in Tampa, Fla., where the big Regensburg
plant is located, came up to New York last Thursday for
his regular New Year visit to the central offices, and the
annual pow-wow of the company's traveling staff.
Mr.
Regensburg expects to remain north for several weeks.

;

chief con-

the strongest argument against the indiscriminate prohibi-

Of

there

of our friends

And

jealous.

who

Persons

of

~191S
Acres.

state

Yield per acre.

(000 omitted).

Acreage

STATISTICS,

contribute their share to the propagation of diseases. But
the cloudless theatre, because of the numbers of people
frequenting it and the length of time they stay within it,
is the most seriously involved.
"Pacific Wine, Brewing and

—

Spirit

Review."

Washington, D. C. consumed over 1,000,000 "El RoiTan" cigars in 1916.

Henry

Straus, the prominent Cincinnati distributor, is
a guest at the Hotel Claridge on his annual buying trip to
New York. Mr. Straus expects to sail next Saturday for

Havana.

26
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rapid growth in the use of window displays as
a means of attracting business forms one of the
most interesting features of trade history during

From a comparatively
present generation.
small detail in the retailers' business, the art of windowdressing has steadily grown until it has come to be a profession. The art of window-dressing has progressed in the tobacco trade in a way that would make many an "old timer"
the

astonishment, l)ut there are still some dealers who do
not give it its proper valuation. Occasionally one hears a
retail dealer say that he does not believe that there is any
special value attached to window display advertising, and
that the only thing that counts is having all of the popular
brands on hand, and keeping the goods in as good condition

gasp

in

as possible.
The fallacy in the reasoning of these men is that they
do not place a high enough estimate on the impression that

show window makes on the mind of the average man
who passes along the street. One would suppose that the
effect of an attractive show window would be so apparent
to anyone that it could not be overlooked by even the most
the

observing. And the vast majority of dealers do recognize
the fact that there is a great deal of commercial value in
a good window display; those who do not very often make
Some
little or no effort to dress their windows effectively.
who do recognize the value of a good dis])lay have no means
of employing a competent window-dresser, and are compelled to dress their

own windows

to the best of their ability.

For these dealers :i little careful study of window-dressing would be of great value. Just what course to pursue in
striving to gain more knowledge of window-dressing is
sometimes or or less of a problem, but it is a problem that
many dealers have successfully solved. A study of the
methods of the big chain stores has proved profitable to a
large number of dealers, but this alone is not enough to enable the cigar retailer to get U]) a window display t<^ meet

The

chain stores follow a definite, set standard
that could not, and should not, be followed too closely by
the dealer who owns one or two shops. The idea of the
chain stores is to have their windows dressed in such a way
that each separate store will be readily recognized as one
of the system of which it is a part. In order to let the public
know that they are dealing with one of the "chain," the
chain store system always adopts a method of windowdressing that can readily be adopted by all of its many
branches. But this same window-dressing, if transferred to
a shop that is not a part of a large system is likely to fall very
flat.
Many of the ideas employed by the chain stores are of
great value to the small dealer, but a too close adherence
to their window-dressing schemes will often prove an utter

his needs.

Jf

W5m(dl©w Pr^^sniai

HE

an attraction.
Aside from the study of window displays by examining

failure as

the displays of the stores, and other successful establishments, there are many other methods that the dealer may
employ in seeking a solution of the show window problem.
One of these is a study of the various articles appearing in
trade papers on the subject of window-dressing. The idea
that a man should scorn the use of such advice is too mossgrown a theory to be taken seriously by any dealer who is
not sixty-five years behind the times. Tf the most successful dealer in the country were to walk into any small cigar
shop and, in an informal chat, relate his vast experiences,
no one would be r>btuse enough to question the value of
the knowledge thus gained.
Would anyone be foolish
enough to say that that same advice was of any less value
from a practical point of view when printed in article form?

Trade papers are among the most valuable sources of knowledge about window-dressing.
But the dealer should not stop with the knowledge
gleaned by reading; he should not stop with the knowledge
gained by examining other men's window displays. The
combination of the artistic and the practical is one of the
chief aims of a window-dresser, and in order to successfully
necessary to understand
something of the effect of color schemes. The object of
the dealer is to attract attention by his color schemes, and
to sell his merchandise through the attention thus gained.
In trying to effect this object he is likely to make the error
of laying too much stress on his color scheme, and not
enough on the arrangement of his cigars. Occasionally one
sees a window display that is little more or less than a
hideous array of colors, standing out with an unpleasant
eft'ect

such a combination,

distinctness that takes

all

it

is

away from the cigars
dealer who dressed the win-

attention

and impresses no one but the
dow. The result is that the display is not attractive enough
to draw much attention, and the attention that it does attract is all focussed on the color scheme.
The scheme that is of the most value is the one that
leads the eye naturally from the color scheme (or whatever devices

may be used

for the pur^xise of attracting at-

tention^ to the gt)ods that the dealer is seeking to sell. And
about the best way to become proticient in effecting the
right combinations is to follow the three suggestions that
have been mentioned study the displays of other success;

ful stores

;

^

THE TOBACCO WOELD

THE TOBACCO WOELD

knowledge

strive to gain a

of the effect of vari-

ous color schemes and to so arrange these schemes that they
draw attention to the merchandise, and read plenty of good,
reliable literature on the subject of window-dressing.
As one of the very best methods of advertising, window
displav cannot be expected to be absolutely free from expense of any kind. Many shopkeepers, especially smaller
ones, think that any money spent in getting up a win<low
I'nless the sum
exhibit is just that much thrown away.
spent is out of all proportion it is the- best kind of advertising investment. Tt brings results right away. real, tangible
You can stand inside and see the possible cusresults.
tomer halted by the sight of the attractive window and
then watch the turning of his steps toward the door. "Tobacco ^^'orld" (London).

—

shadegrown cigar, retailing at threebeing featured by the Best & Russell Com-

"Mi Carema."
for-a-quarter,

is

pany, Chicago,

Til.,

a

in the

United Cigar Manufacturers Company's New Offices
HIE general executive offices of the United Cigar
Manufacturers' Company were moved on Januarj^
3d from their old quarters in the factory at Fifty-

and Second Avenue to 119 West

New

York.
The company have leased the entire seventeenth floor
have
of the recently-built Philip Lewisohn Building, and now
the most luxurious and finely equipped offices to be found
Fortieth Street,

in the trade.

anywhere

leaving the elevator, the visitor finds himself in
a bautiful reception lobby, flanked on one side by a nest of
private offices which are occupied by the officers of the company, including Alfred Fsberg, Fred TTirschorn, Preston

Upon

Herbert, Mr. Bondy and others.
The decorations are carried <nit in silver-gray and
green, and the costly woodwork is entirely in harmony. The
table and chairs in the recepti«in lobby are most artistic and
thoroughly in keeping with the general furnishing tone.
In the wing of the floor extending through to Ff>rtyStreet the genral counting room and Ixx.kkeeping departments are located, and the modern equipment throughfirst

out

is

worthy

of special note.

The

light

each department will insure the
of comfort and work from each employee.

The

entire

removal of the company's

maximum
and the

offices

plans for the decorations, as well as the locating of departments, was made under the direction of the company's
efficiency expert.

Wall Street Cigar Business Biggest Ever
Sales of United Cigar Stores

Company

in its stores in

Wall Street district in New York for the first nineteen
days of December, showed an increase of 20 per cent, over
Sales the last week
compared with last year, represent an increase of 30 per
cent.
Wall Street business in cigars is the greatest in the
history of the company.
the corresponding period last year.

Louis

J? .Y.

Biel, vice-president of the

Company, who died August

United Cigar Stores

He gave

Juxe

his personal property, $255,91.3. to his wife,

Rosa

$130,ir)5 each to his daughter, Antoinette B.

Biel,

and

Jacobson.

$120,500.

New
best

emt most

linger the personal superofslon of

Material for Cigar Boxes

Two

Fine and Mild

H ADANA SE.GARS. Uncommonly Good V«loe«

Address JOHN

W. NERRIAN &

CO.,

101 Spring Street,

New

York

first

introduction of the goods.

Mr. Rosenthal Will Handle Van Dyck End
F. F. Rosenthal, of the United Cigar Manufacturers'
Company, will in future devote himself to the handling of
the distribution of the \'an Dyck. clear Havana brand of his
house, and left a few days ago for his first big trip in connection with this account. He will visit Boston and the big
cities out tf> Chicago as a preliminary to further widening
the distribution of this particular favorite brand of the company.

Blue Peter Cigarette Company's Annual Meeting
The annual meeting )f the stockholders of the Blue Peter
Cigarette Company is set for Tuesday, January 18th, at their
main office. 2 Rector Street, New York City, in a call signed
by Secretary J- E. Donohue.
The company have enjoyed an excellent year's business, and their g(»ods have found particular favor among
the United States naval officers.
<

Weather Conditions

sample boxes were also sent.
These samples and
boxes can be inspected at the New York district office of
this Bureau. Room 109. Customhouse.
(Refer to File \'o.

814.)~"Commerce Reports."

Affect Cigar Sales

"American Magazine" a writer tells of
a big tobacco company in New York City that studies
human nature in connection with the weather and knows
to a penny how much both will affect its sales.
In the January

"This cigar company with

many

knows almost

Special Agent Garrard Harris has forwarded from Havana. Cuba, samples of a jialm-fiber material which is being
advertised as a substitute for cedar in making cigar boxes.

atmbltrt f eoas of Iftielta jU)^jM
€obara) grown onthe Island c^Ciibn

large part in the

that reveal

"^

was tna5e from the

Mr. Ruble, that being his name, was associated as a
young man with Hilson Company, the original manufacturers of the Hoffman House brand when that make of
cigars first came into prominence, and claims for himself a

one-third of

and sons, Leonard, William and Ilerb'crt Biel. He owned
securities worth $819,818, including 1150 shares United
Cigar Stores common, $113,275, and 1100 shares preferred,
tie

shirt front.

22, 1915, left a gross estate of

$n2r).r>ir)'and a net estate of $77fi,.G0r,.

left

his atottnotemi5*<fit)Itlon

taken to introduce the "Hoft'man House Boquet" brand of
cigars to many thousands of smokers. Every litho of him
contained a HoflFman House Boquet advertisement on his

the

Louis Bid's Estate Totals $926,616

INC.

ing dress who is, literally speaking, well lit up. In
other words as you get close to him his impeccable
white shirt front becoms a blazing bulletin board, advising you in red letters to visit the Fire Show, or perchance
on his opera hat, you will suddenly discern the same invitation in letters of green or red.
If you look into his face you are instantly struck with
the thought that somewhere you have seen him before.
This is undoubtedly the case, for his picture was a prominent Broadway feature for many years, and was the means

and spacious quar-

ters allotted to

Triangulares shape.

MERRIAM 5EGAR5,

Street

fourth

The Man With the Shirt Front Advertisement
|IGHT ramblers along the Great Electric Highway
every now and then encounter a man in full even-

its

human
penny how much

traits of

to the

1000 stores has figures
nature. For example, it
loss of sales will

wind. A rainy day, or a
windy day. in New York, generally speaking, will cost the
company about $1000. The reason is obvious; it is not
Many men do their
pleasant to smoke in a high wind.
smoking while walking along the street because antismoking regulations prevent thorn from doing so in street
cars or in certain buildings. Tf they are driven into street
cars or buildings by wind or rain they do without a smoke."
result

from

a certain velocity of

—
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the second half of
had a quieter spell, as there were only a few buyers
in town from the United States, but it seems, as
of late
if this month is going to make up for it, as
quite a number of buyers have come in and more are expected yet, so that our leaf dealers will have no reason to
position of the market is
such, that, as the stocks of leaf in first hands are by no
means excessive, if there should be only a fair demand,
prices are bound to go up, at least for all desirable goods.

complain about dull times.

The

Chile

4.

France
United States
Argentine Republic
Spain

6.

'At'

Besides the American demand, there is also some inquiry from Europe by the neutral countries, and as the buyers of the Spanish Rer^ie have arrived here last week from
Spain, the chances are that all the low grades will disappear
from our market in a short time. Remedios leaf of the last
crop has been principally dealt in, although it appears rather
strange, that the Americans have given preference to the
1915 crop, and neglected the stocks still held of the 1914
growth, which in reality has more quality than the previous one, and therefore ought to be more profitable for the
cigar manufacturer in blending, than the milder 1915 crop.

United States undergone
a change, because otherwise we cannot explain this?
As far as the new crop is concerned, the weather conditions have continued favorable, although we have heard it
said, that one good rain shower is needed, particularly in
the Vuelta Abajo and in the Partidos, where no artificial irrigation system does exist. However, all prognostications
as to the growing crop are based upon future favorable occurrences and as nobody can foretell what is going to happen, it is mere guesswork for the present.
Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
Bernhard Lichtenstein, of
Arrivals From New York
Lichtenstein Bros.; Richard Sichel, of B. Rosenbluth
Howard L. Friend, of Friend Havana Tobacco Co.; Dionisio Hevia, of Dionisio Hevia; Vicente Planco, of Ruy
Suarez Co. S. Ruppin, of S. Ruppin, Inc., and Max Schwarz,
of Max Schwarz.
From Chicago Francisco Bolafio, of Francisco Bolano.
From Montreal: Max Elkan and son, of Ed. Young-

Has

the taste of the

—

smoker

Returned— Pablo Quadreny,

Havana, Cuba.

8.

in the

:

;

the

power

of attorney, of

FranHija de Jose Gener, as well as the sons of the latter,
the mancisco and Jose Torres Gener; Maximilian Stern,
presiager-general of the Henry Clay and Bock & Co., and
dent of the Cuban Land and Leaf Tobacco Company.
Sales during the last fortnight in December totaled
9929 bales, which consisted of: Vuelta Abajo, 1958; ParRemedios, 6553 and Oriente, 978 bales.
tido, 440
Buyers were: Americans. 5620; exporters to Europe,
;

;

shippers to South America, 758 and our local manufacturers of cigars and cigarettes, 500 bales.
Exports of leaf tobacco, from the port of Havana, for
the three weetcs ending January 4, 1916, totalled 23,496

3051

;

;

&

Co.

To Tampa

Jose Lovera, Edgar J. Stachelberg, Francisco Arango, of Arango, Villazon & Co.
Departures To New York: Jose M. Diaz, Bernhard
Lichteristein, Julius Lichtenstein and Baldomero Fernandez.
To Chicago Francisco Bolafio and Walter Sutter.
To Tampa Jose Lovera Edgar J. Stachelberg, Francisco Arango, Celestino Corral and Jose Escalante,
:

—
:

:

"

which were distributed to the following countries,
To all parts of the United States, 13,202 bales; to

1,440,525

Uruguay

11.

Spanish Africa

12.

Egypt

13.

Panama
Norway

14.

570,324
421,950
309,390
148,535
80,666
73,000
66,300
38,525
38,000
36,100
35,400
30,500
25,000

Canada
French Africa

10.

compared

15. Bolivia

"
"

"
"
"

"
"

"

"

"
"

"

The only decrease of importance in the month of December, 1915, as compared with December, 1914, is, Auswith 259,545 cigars.
Exports from Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1914, were 123,951,118 cigars
"
Exports from Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1915, were 121,005,775

tralia

Decrease during the year 1915

2,945,343

Canada, 3052; to Spain, 3266; to The Netherlands, 2663;
to France, 115; to England, 60; to the Canary Islands, 68;
to the Argentine Republic, 816; to Uruguay, 190; to Chile,
62, and to the United States of Colombia, 2 l)ales.
Receipts of Leaf Tobacco from the Country

Decreases

viz.:

For two weeks ending Dec. 31, 1915.
1,287 bales
Vuelta Abajo
"
468
Semi Vuelta
Partido

28,651

Remedios

28,276
5,314

Oriente
Total

((

«

Total

1,

1915.

118,238 bales
20,694 "
44,130 "

235,592
14,613

(<

63,996

Since Jan.

"

1.

Germany

2.

Canada

4,547,637

"

3.

Spain
Australia
France

3,744.445

"

2,080,396

"

1,950,026

"

4.
6.

6,187,946 cigars

.

from all the principal countries.
Por Larranaga has noted no abatement in the receipt
of orders from everywhere, and continues to work as strong
as before the holidays.
Sol and La Devesa de Murias has received very satisfactory orders in the new year, and has been compelled to
increase the forces of its cigarmakers.

Leaf Tobacco

"

6,911,887

Total

Rodriguez, the senior partner of the Romeo
inst,
y Julieta factory, who arrived in New York on the 1st
from Liverpool, is expected to get back here this week. The
factory has all the orders to keep all hands busy at present.
Charles Landau, the representative of the famous H.
Upman factory arrived here on the 8th inst. from New York,
on his usual annual visit. He has done a big business of
late in the United States and Canada. The factory is marching along under flying colors, as regards the receipt of orders

Don Pepin

"

This showing is not bad, if we consider, that in 1914
we had seven months of peace, and only five months of war,
while in 1915 we had twelve months of war, therefore we
have taken a step forward, and have not further receded.
The nine principal consuming countries, above one
million per year, now stand as follows, viz.

bales,

buyers over here from
Madrid, Messrs. Pedro Rojas and M. Kindelan, and who arrived here on the 1st inst.
The Theobald & Oppenheimer Company purchased
2000 bales of leaf, when Mr. John L. Kolb was here last
month, as we learned from a trustworthy source.
Leslie Pantin, Jr., arrived here on the 8th inst., from
his vacation in the United States, and Mr. Leslie Pantin, Sr.,
was rejoiced to see him back again, as he feared for his
health, on account of the cold spell in New York. The latter closed a very successful year, as he increased his purchases considerably over the previous one.
Lichtenstein Brothers, of New York, purchased 1200
bales of leaf, while Mr. Bernard Lichtenstein was in town
here last month.
Shippers of leaf tobacco, from the port of Havana, during the last three weeks, ending January 4, 1916, above 300
bales, were:
Sobrinos de A. Gonzales, 3283 bales; Cuban Land and
Leaf Tobacco Company, 2619 bales; Virgilio Suarez, 2308
bales; Maximilian Stern, 2169 bales; Leslie Pantin, 1933
bales; I. KafTenburgh & Sons, 1803 bales; Walter Sutter &
Company, 1125 bales; J. Bernheim & Son, 979 bales; Mark
A. Pollack, 857 bales; H. Upmann & Company, 691 bales;
C. E. Beck & Company, 669 bales ; Michaelson & Prasse, 476
bales; Perez, Capin & Company, 433 bales; Hijos de Diogo
Montero, 407 bales; E. H. Gato Cigar Company, 400 bales;
Menendez & Company, 400 bales; J. F. Berndes & Com-

The Spanish Regie

sent

two

of

Total

433,267

here, that the swollen receipts of Partido
originated from the previous receipts of this class of tobacco,
having arrived by carts and electric conveyances, as well as

17,510,450

7.

Great Britain
United States

8.

Chile

9.

Argentine Republic

the leaf in bundles which has been packed here in the city.
As far as Remedios and the Oriente leaf is concerned, it had
mostly arrived in the suburb of Regla, and not previously

832,139

"

Tobacco Crop in Ontario
Information has been received from Ruthven, Ontario,
located in the Windsor consular district, that large loads

802,053
358,411

"

of the

10,045,441

"

8,052,838 cigars

Total

Cigars
the following statistics of the exports of cigars,
from the port of Havana, up to the last day of December,
the showing is better than most people dared to anticipate,
owing to the continuance of the horrible destructive war
in Europe, although if we should compare the exports, with
the year 1913, there would be a falling oflf in them, to the

As per

extent of about one-third or 62,228,555 cigars. This shows,
therefore, to what extent our cigar manufacturers have been
the sufferers on account of the war.

"

Warne

variety of tobacco are being delivered to the
buyers at Leamington every day, and as the prices range
from twenty to thirty cents a pound quite a number of the
growers receive as high as $1000 for a single large load.
All of the

We must add, that we have left out

been taken into account.

Oretaniv.

*•

Increases
6.

We beg to add

its

pany, 306 bales.

"

:

heart

5,722,107

2,597,672 cigars

3.

9.

lURING

13,928,026 cigars

1915,

Denmark

5.

-

_•

J

December our market has

Dec,

2.

7.

Havana, January

of

with December, 1914
1. Great Britain

^^j|«Sj^

From Our

10, 1916.,

month

"

ConssBna

Exclusive Bureau
<1''*

1,

8,205,919

to Dec. 31, 1914,
to Dec. 31, 1915,

Increase by countries in December, 1915, as

-^4*

,

1,

Denmark, which has

imported several million cigars from us during the year, but
as we have not the exact figures at hand, at this moment,
we leave this matter open until our next report. It can be
seen that Great Britain has purchased more cigars from us,
notwithstanding the war and an increase in the duties, than
the United States with all her prosperity of late.
Partagas welcomed the arrival of its senior partner,

Don Ramon

Cifuentes,

who

Spain, in the best of health
representative, Mr. Gustave

returned on the 1st

and

spirits.

from
Their European
inst.

A. Padro also arrived last
month from London, in order to spend a few months in his
native country. The factory is very busy indeed.

Warne

variety which

which

was grown on sand

is

a

always sold at a higher price
than the dark-colored varieties, which are usually grown on
Quite a large acreage of Burley tobacco was
clay soil.
grown in this district, which is now being stripped and put
up in bales, the bulk of which already sold at a fair price.
A few growers have received fourteen cents a pound for a
first-class variety, while many others have sold at eleven
and twelve cents. A large acreage will be grown here next
season of both Warne and Burley.
nice bright yellow,

is

manufacturer at 129 Water
Street, New York City, has filed a petition in bankruptcy
with liabilities $8093 and no assets.
Jose Junquera,

a

cigar
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The M. A. Gunst & Company annual convention
Pacific Coast

managers came to

with the close of the year.
force of the

December in Previous Year
Manufacturers' Representatives Await With In-

December,

—

1915,

Well Ahead

of

terest Their Reception in Prohibition States

San Francisco, January

5,

1916.

FTER a

very busy holiday season, the San Francisco
dealers are taking things a little easy, taking stock,
counting up gains and getting lines on the future.
The volume of the December business ran well

company was

a close in

of

San Francisco

;

ing and instructive time is reported. The gathering closed
Nvitli a banquet given the visitors by the local Gunst organization of managers, known as the "M. A. G.'s" of
San Francisco. It was an event of surprises and joshes
and was mightily enjoyed by everybody.
Some time next week H. H. Manley, factory representative of the American Cigar Company, will begin his initial
travels for 1916.
He will cover the entire coast from San
Diego to Puget Sound before coming back for a visit with
the San Francisco trade. He reports a splendid wind-up for
the year just closed.

William Bercovich, of the Capital City Cigar Company, wholesalers of Sacramento, Cal., was in San Francisco last week visiting his friends in the trade.
Mr. Bercovich was formerly connected with his brother, H. Bercovich, in the wholesale and retail business in San Francisco.

Since Christmas, the biggest single thing affecting the
trade has been the heavy rains which have been general
all over the coast, and which are taken to assure good fruit
and grain crops throughout the country. An element of
uncertainty is to be reckoned on in the States of Oregon
and Washington, where the liquor business was entirely
eliminated on January 1st. Manufacturers' representatives
with headquarters in San Francisco will delay their first
northern trips a week or two in most cases to await the
Hopes are exfirst results of the new order of things.
pressed that the worst has already been anticipated and
that any revolution in the trade of those States will be of
This belief is fostered by the fact that
a gradual sort.
notwithstanding Arizona went dry with the first of last
year, the cigar business of that State was better in 1915
than for several years previous.

ments have been made to add two new automobile

;

Arthur Bachman, president of S. Bachman & Company, accompanied by his wife and son, is taking a vacation in the East.

He

is

expected to return early in the

month.
Big things are supposed to be under way on the Pacific
Coast for Seidenberg & Company, in the interest of their
*'Roi Tan" line, distributed here by Ehrman Brothers &
Company, Front Street wholesalers. John Glenn, Western
representative of the house, has left for the South to line
up the early 1916 business for the "Roi Tan." Horace
Gladstone, "for a number of years past Pacific Coast representative of Bondy & Lederer, has been secured to look
after the "Roi Tan" interests in the States of Oregon and
Washington. Mr. Gladstone is now in his territory and is

Glasser Brothers, Montgomery Street jobbers, are adding considerably to their delivery equipment.
Arrangeery

wagons

deliv-

for the early spring business.

Solly Siebenhauer,

have been in the wholeany other man in the State,

said to

sale cigar business longer than

again back in the harness after a lay-oflf of several years.
In connection with Kurt Hosaeus, vice-president of the
La Prueba Cigar factory, of Manila, Mr. Siebenhauer will
look after the wholesaling of that well-known line of Manila
cigars.
The headquarters will be at TYont and California
Streets, where the agency for "Ea Prueba" cigars has been
located since the line was put on sale here several years
is

ago.

The wholesale and

business of Charles F.
Cottrell, at Watsonville, Cal., has been sold to E. Garbarino.
Charles H. Knubel, Western representative of "Charles
the Great," is still taking a vacation at his San Joaquin
Valley ranch. He is expected back within a few days for
a short stay here, prior to leaving on his first long trip of
the year which will occupy several months and carry him
retail cigar

through a half dozen Western States.
• Lex Ehrman, of Ehrman
Brothers
sale cigar

&

Company, whole-

Manila for several months, is
Francisco the latter part of February or early

in

March.
Allen.

Company Will Not Buy

at

Henderson

York, telling how in
the midst of the horrors of an l'2astern winter he was longing for the sunshine and flowers of San Francisco.
Mr.
McCormick is the Coast representative of Y. I'endas &

weeks uf waiting on the part of farmers and
business men, announcement was made at Henderson,
Ky., that the Imperial Tobacco Company would not be
in the market in that judicial district this season.
The
company has not bought in this territory since being indicted by a Hender.son county grand jury more than two
years ago.
The indictment charged the company with
being a trust in restraint of trade. A Union County jury
found the company guilty and fixed the fine at $3500 in
two cases which was afterward reversed by the Court of

Alvarez.

Ai)peals.

expected to begin to get results at once.

On

the coldest, rainiest and windiest day of the last
few years, which day happened to fall within the limits
of the present week, a nice letter was received from C.

"Webster" McCormick, now

Edward Wolf, formerly

who

is

line of

in

New

Edward Wolf Company,
representing in this territory the "Don Antonio"
H. Anton Bock & Company, of New York, has
of the

established tempi »rary offices in a portion of the building
formerly occupied by the lulward Wolf Company. He is,
however, negotiating for permanent (|uartcrs and may be

ready for an announcement of his new

few days.

l<-»cation

within a

.\fter

on the part of some of the farmers and business men to induce the Imperial to re-enter the market here
have proved futile. Several largely signed petitions have
l)ecn presented to I'.dwin Hodge, local manager for the company, who forwarded them to the head office in Richmond,
After considering the petitions and reviewing the sit\^a.
uation the company decided t(» remain out of the local market f(jr the present at least.
I'^fforts

Catchy Schemes Used Successfully

INKLES

Improve,

has been suggested by the Gerlach-Barklow Company, of Joliet, 111., and Toronto, Canada, that February
29th, the extra day of the current year, be a "Prosperity
It

Day,"

and

certainly

this

aflfords

opportunity to launch their favorite pre-

Day

mium

"go the limit"

in

making the year

1916 the banner year in their history.

There

is

hardly a cigar and tobacco merchant

who

can-

some inducement to the buying public and to
boost the idea of a "Prosperity Day," whether they are
users of the premium plan or otherwise.
The thought which Gerlach-Barklow Company evinot offer

dently desire to promulgate
Feel and Talk Prosperity,"

is

for each individual to "Think,

and to follow

this in such

home-

opathic doses that calamity howlers will be unable to find a

upon which to

spot

Now

rest their tired feet.

and make this February :;i9th one real downright "Prosperity Day," that will
last until the year 1916 shall have passed into the discard.
It's surprising what results can be obtained by having
then, everybody, get together,

every one boost just a

little.

Jt

j$

j$

For those cigar and tobacco dealers who began the
New Year with a resolution to take advantage of all special
occasions, we beg to direct their attention to February 12th
and 22d, as the next available dates upon
Birthday
which their windows may be decorated
Displays

with appropriate decorations.

Coming

upon Saturday,
dealer

to

make

as this first named date does
it afifords
splendid opportunity for the
whatever sort of appeal that will most

meet the requirements of his customers. If they
be such as will take this opportunity of spending the day
out of town, present your selling talk to secure a sufficient
readily

number

of favorite cigars or cigarettes before leaving for

the contemplated visit.
If the customers be of the kind
that will remain at home direct the selling
talk toward the
laying in of a sufficient quantity that will
last over the

double holiday of Saturday and Sunday.
In any event see to it that your windows
are supplied
with fresh stock, and arranged in as
attractive a manner
as

is

possible.

^

jt

ji

There is a cigar company in Chicago that
is putting to
the test the premium system.
In introducing their new
cigar known as "City Light,"
they are offering a moire-lined,
russet-colored

^

ttgar Case
for Bands

There

padded leather cigar case
bands taken

for the return of twenty-five
from their new cigars.

These cases

fit

the coat or vest pocket,

and can be obtained from
their local dealer, or will be sent
postage prepaid, direct from
the firm's headquarters, upon
receipt of the required
number of bands.

By

Thinking

Men To

Their Business

'

.

*

one cigar and tobacco merchant who has
carved a niche for himself and his business in the minds
and hearts of the feminine members of the families from
is

whom

A

his

customers are drawn.

The method by which

"Present

this

retailer

Exchange"

has succeeded in providing himself with
the good will of his customers and their

families, has

been the establishing of a "Present Exchange"

and assign some reason as to

plan,

are prepared to

why they

Enlarge and Popularize

retail

and tobacco merchants an unusual

cigar

Prosperity

who

has been absent in
expected to return to San

dealers, of this city,

Imperial Tobacco

ETAIL

Practically the entire managerial
in attendance and an entertain-

ahead of the business of December, 1914, and well up to the
best previous Decembers. Generally speaking, the weather
was fine until after Christmas and cigar buying on a larger
scale was the rule. Many of the jobbers and larger retailers
were entirely sold out of Christmas packings several days
before the close of the season and nobody has been found
with any considerable quantity of holdover stock on hand.
;

31

through the medium of his circular
out about the fifth of each month.

Those sent out

letters

which are sent

January contained a list of presents
that had been duplicated or so nearly doubled as to make
an exchange desirable, and containing a brief description
and an approximate valuation, so that the person desiring to
take a "swap" would know about what priced article
to
oflfer in

in

exchange.

No names

are given, and everything concerning the exchange is conducted along the basis of numbers, and the
persons making the exchange do not know from
whom
the article

received nor to whom their article is given,
as the tobacconist had adopted the plan of
having each
article brought to his shop, and
redelivered from there.
On the circular letters sent out was the statement that persons using his bureau of exchange would accept
it only on
condition that no questions would be asked
as to the disposition of the articles which it was desired
to exchange.
is

J»

Jt

j$

There are many cigar and tobacco dealers, located
in
the smaller towns, who increase their profits,
and afford accommodation to many of their paProfitsfrom a
trons by making their store the headLanndry Agency
quarters for a reliable laundry, and
having the clean and soiled linen delivered at their store.

One

such merchant trailed along with what business he
had, and was trying various means to add to
this in a legitimate manner, but never could seem to put over just the
plan
that resulted in a

which adorned

his

permanent increase
cases and shelves.

in

the merchandise

when men begin to seek the light they
are seldom denied, so this cigar dealer was
after the trade
of those men who accepted this courtesy
of his
It is a fact that

laundry serbut spent very little for his own particular
goods.
When the manager of the laundry came around on one
of his regular inspection trips, this cigar dealer
engaged him
in conversation relative to some plan
whereby he could secure a larger percentage of this "floating" trade.
The result was, that between them, good stout laundry
vice,

bags were made up and announcement made in
the daily
papers and by window cards, stating that when a
customer
could show receipted slips from the laundrv, in
connection
with a given number of sales slips from the "tobacconist,
one
of these laundry bags, bearing the initials
of the customer,

would be presented to him.
There are mighty few men accepting the courtesy
of
the cigar dealer

ticular

who

"smoke shop."

are not steady spenders in that
par-
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LEAF TOBACCO GROWN

IN BRAZILIAN

TERRITORY

EQOAL TO THE ISLAND OF CUBA PRODUCTION

IS

Ranks as Second Most Valuable Crop in Bahia DistrictEurope Classes FUler Leaf Next to That From Cuba
—New Crop Smaller Than Former One

H

most valuable crop
produced in the Bahia district and forms about 30
An
per cent, of the total exports from this city.
the
idea of its importance may be gathered from

pBACCO,

after cocoa, is the

alone are worth about $5,000,000 per
annum and consist of some 60,000,000 pounds of leaf, not
State.
counting the large amount consumed within this
production therefore is about the same as or
fact that exports of

The

it

total

regarded in
greater than that of Cuba, and Bahia leaf is
Europe as ranking next after the tobacco from that island
for

filler.

grown

m

the
the small
eastern part of the State of Bahia, and centers in
comprised between the towns of Maragogipe,
area

Most

of the tobacco

produced

in Brazil is

Lachoeira, and Feira de Santa Anna,

whence

it

is

brought

cigars and cigarettes
to Bahia city for manufacture into
greatest
and for export in its natural state. By far the
annually is
proportion is exported, but a large amount
About
manufactured here for domestic consumption.
be shipped
37,000,000 cigars and 17,000,000 cigarettes will
1915.
out of this State to other parts of Brazil during
the
Bahia's record year for leaf tobacco exports during
bales of 154
past quarter century was 1902, when 621,000
pounds were shipped; 456,000 bales were exported in 1898,
these
451,000 in 1901; 427,000 in 1893; and 420,000 in 1910,

shipments
being the only years during that period when
exceeded 400,000 bales. In 1911 exports dropped to 259,360
in 1913, and
bales, but rose to 339,240 bales in 1912 361,343
leaf tobacco
374,038 in 1914. Up to November 24th Bahia's
;

exports for 1915 totaled 358,388 bales.
of
In ordinary years before the war about 40 per cent,
and
the exports went to Hamburg, 40 per cent, to Bremen,
States.
17 per cent, to Argentina, none going to the United
During January-October, 1915, the shipments to the diflerCadiz,
ent destinations were: To Marseille, 6024 bales;
35,620; New
Aires, 87,117;

6321; Bordeaux,
Amsterdam, 36,727; other
56^033; Buenos
ports, 16,363; total shipments to October 31st, 269,424

25 219;

Lisbon,

York,

bales.

United States invoiced at the Bahia
Shipments
consulate from January 1st to November 24, 1915 (most of
which were in the latter month), totaled 3,433,238 pounds,
valued at $498,092. It is believed that most of this is for
for the

temporary storage, to avoid the ravages of the tobacco
worm and to await advantageous conditions for re-export
to other countries.
Prices for tobacco

$3.25 or $3.50, which
f.

is

equivalent to $3.76 or $4 per arroba

The shipments that formerly went to Germany were
nearly all made on consignment, so that with regard to
them the f. o. b. price at Bahia was generally used, while
are practically all at c. i. f.
Buenos Aires figures. To make this price the freight of
123^ cents per arroba (before the war, now 20 cents) and
1 per cent, insurance should be added to the f. o. b. quotasales to Argentina

were and

tion at this port.
Freight rates are

still

now

75 shillings per ton of 600 kilos
($18.26 per 1320 pounds) plus 10 per cent, primage to New
York, and 125 shillings ($30.40) plus 10 per cent, primage
From this rate shippers who use only the
to Holland.
steamship lines forming what is called here the shipping
"combine" or "ring" receive a rebate at the end of every
It is announced that from January 1, 1916,
six months.

even these rates are to be very considerably augmented,
that to New York to 100 shillings ($24.30) plus 10 per
cent, primage, and to Holland in proportion.
Indications are that the new crop now being harvested
will be slightly smaller than the last— which it is estimated
will reach 400,000 bales when all shipments shall have been
made. The quality of the new crop is excellent, and high
prices are being received for it. Sales began in August at
$1.25 per arroba in the country districts, which was equivalent to $2 in warehouse here ; present prices, however, are
about $2.50 in the country and $3.25 in Bahia. Early prices
for the new crop are generally higher than later on, notwithstanding the tobacco must be held awaiting shipment
until the 1st of March and that it is generally brought in
not tTioroughly cured and loses a considerable percentage
(often amounting to as much as 20 per cent.) by shrinkage. The leaves from the first and second cuts, however,
are larger and of better quality than those from succeeding

ones.

No

kept as to the number of cigars and
cigarettes manufactured in the Bahia district, but makers
themselves estimate that not fewer than 60,000,000 cigars
are made by the large manufacturers alone, without counting the numberless very small establishments and indiOfficial
vidual makers, and about 600,000,000 cigarettes.
statistics are

statistics

show

that 128,817

pounds

of cigars

and cigarettes

were shipped out of this State in 1910; in 1911, 112,893
pounds; in 1912, 122,379 pounds; in 1913, 122,758 pounds;
in 1914, 116,719 pounds; and that from January 1st to November 24, 1915, the shipments totaled 34,364,212 cigars
and 15,024,050 cigarettes. During the year before the war
(1913) 96 per cent, of the cargoes went to other States in
Brazil and most of the rest was divided between Hamburg
and Buenos Aires.

The only

that located at
Bahia.
Its product, which one informant estimates at
100,000 pounds a year, is sold at about 45 cents per pound.
The tobacco. imported at Bahia from all countries was
snuff factory in

all

Brazil

is

valued at $177,283 in 1912; $140,918 in 1913, and $102,601
in 1914, but no official figures are at hand showing what
proportion of it was brought from the United States. The
chief local importer of American tobacco, however, estimates that about 60 barrels of 1100 pounds each come here
This, which he calls
annually from the United States.
"Virginia leaf," is stated to cost on the average from 30 to

75 cents less than the prices in warehouse at this city. The
first sales of the 1914-15 crop, made in September, 1914,
were around $2 per arroba in Bahia warehouse, that unprecedentedly low price being caused by the anticipated

40 cents per pound

before the

German market and the fear
for the crop. The price rose

closure of the

be no outlet

Bahia

that there

would

slowly, however,

around $2.25 or $2.50 during the past August (1915),
and from then on mounted rapidly to its present figure of
to

WOI^LID)

c.

i.

f.

Bahia.

The American tobacco brought

to Bahia

used only
for blending in the manufacture of cigarettes, and that from
other countries principally for cigar wrappers. No manufactured tobacco is imported, and it is not believed that
there is any opening whatever for either American cigarettes or pipe tobacco. Pipes are not smoked here, while the
(Continued on Page 34)

is
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BPEEAHJ

established in 1881, has maintained a Bureau for the purpose of Registering and Publishing
claims of the adoption of Trade-Marks and Brands for Cigars, Cigarettes, Smoking and Chewing Tobacco, and
Snuff. AH Trade-Marks to be registered and pubHshed should be addressed to The Tobacco World Corporation,
236 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
One Dollar for each title must accompany all applications. In case title or titles cannot be registered owing to
prior registration, same will be returned immediately, less our usual charge for searching and return postage, or it

The Tobacco World,

will be credited

if

desired.

p^ Positively no
will not under any
of records only.

responsibility assumed for errors, duplications or any controversies
circumstances act in a legal capacity in cases concerning disputed titles.

REGISTRATIONS.

—

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots,
4 ME: 31,278.
chewing and smoking tobacco. December 29, 1915. PasbachVoice Litho. Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.
GUAVA:— 31,279. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stogies, chewDecember 31, 1915. Pasbach-Voice
ing and smoking tobacco.
Litho. Co., New York, N. Y.
CIPOCA: 31,280. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stogies, chewCien
January 4, 1916.
ing and smoking tobacco atid snuff.
Y.
York,
N.
New
Porciento Co.,
GLARO:— 31,281. For cigars. January 4, 1916. Petre, Schmidt &
Bergman, Philadelphia, Pa.
EDLO:—31,282. For cigars. January 7, 1916. Edward J. Logue,

YOU

stogies,

—

Philadelphia, Pa.

QUANTO COSTA:— 31,283.
Wayne, Pa.
For
31,284.

D. Scanlan,

MENKERA: —

smoking tobacco.
Inc..

Xcw

For

cigars.

January

7,

M.

1916.

F.

cigars, cheroots, stogies, chewing and
Pasbach-Voice Litho. Co.,
10, 1916.

January

York. X. \.

MARSHALL MASSENA:— 31,285.

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots,
tobacco.
January 10, 1916. Passtogies, chewing and smoking
bach-Voice Litho. ('(v. Inc., New York, N. Y.
LOUIS XV: 31,286. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stogies,
chewing and smoking tobacco. January 10, 1916. Pasbach-Voice
Litho. Co.. Inc., New York, N. Y.
MONTESQUIEN:—31,287.
For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots,
stogies, chewing and smoking tobacco.
January 10, 1916. Pasbach-Voice Litho. Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.
MENEPTA:— 31,288. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stogies,
cliewiiiir and smoking tobacco.
January 10, 1916. Pasbach-Voice
Litho. Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.
MARCUS LIVINS:— 31,289. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots,
stogies, chewing and smoking tobacco.
January 10, 1916. Pasbach-Voice Litho. Co.. Inc., New York. N. Y.
5:—
CHARLIE
STOGIES 3
"or stogies.
31,290.
January ]0, 1916. Frings Bros. Co., Phila-

—

FOR

FORDS PITTSBURGH

I

war, of
course, varied considerably, but may be averaged roughly
in ordinary years as $3 to $3.50 f. o. b. vessel at this port
for best export qualities. Average qualities are worth about
50 cents less. These prices are per arroba of 15 kilos, or 33
pounds. Prices in warehouse Bahia are 50 cents less than
f. o. b. prices, and prices in the tobacco district are about

from

THE ¥@®ACC®

o. b. vessel.

delphia, Pa.

PONGEE:— 31,291.
& Bergman,

For

cigars.

January

11, 1916.

Petre, Schmidt

Philadelphia, Pa.

TRANSFERS.

RAGEN COLTS: —31,144.

For

cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stogies,

chewing and smoking tobacco. Transferred December 30, 1915,
to Henry I). Freeman, by Joe Matchews, Chicago, 111.
UNION ABE: 27,194. For cigars, cigaroos, cheroots, stogies and
tobies.
Transferred January 7, 1916, to Sidney J. Freeman, New
York, N. Y.. bv Morgan & Co., Terre Hill, Pa.
UNION PLEASURE:— 18,308. For cigars, cigarettes and cheroots.
Transferred January 7, 1916. to Sidney J. Freeman, New
York. N. Y.. by Morgan & Co.. Terre Hill, Pa.
UNION DAVIDSON:— 18,309. For cigars, cigarettes and cheroots.
Transferred January 7, 1916, to Sidney J. Freeman, New York,
N. Y.. by Morgan & Co., Terre Hill, Pa.

—

PROFESSOR SAMUEL

P.

LANGLEY:—31,807.

For

cigars,

cigarettes and tobacco.

Transferred January 7, 1916, to Sidney
J- Freeman, New York, N. Y., by Morgan & Co., Terre Hill, Pa.
GIRL FROM PARIS:— For cigars, cigarettes, etc. Transferred
January 7, 1916, to Sidney J. Freeman, New York, N. Y., by
_^. J. Freeman & Sons, New York, N. Y.
THE ORIGINAL 13:— 14,592. For cigars. Transferred January
U. 1016. to "P, & A Cigar Factorv," Philadelphia, Pa., by Petre,
.Schmidt

& Bergman,

February

Philadelphia, Pa.

been the date set by the John CaCompany, Columbus, O., for the occupancy of their
new store-room at 18 North High Street, that city.
shatt

1st lias

which might

We

arise.

We

maintain a bureau

Good Year for Ohio and Maryland Tobacco
The 1914 crop of Maryland tobacco marketed in 1915
consisted of 29,440 hogsheads, including- 1043 hogsheads
of new ground leaves of 1915 growth, and about 985 hogsheads of Bay or Western Maryland tobacco. The 1915
crop is estimated at about 25,000 hogsheads. The Maryland crop of 1914 proved to be a good average quality with
quantity somewhat above expectations.
The quality, judging from the small quantity of new
tobacco sent to market so far, is doubtless of good serviceable grades, showing much bright and colory varieties
suitable for our markets, especially the European grades.
Of new ground leaves 1043 hogsheads were received, thej
color and quality of which was very good, all being remarkably free of sand, and the bulk of the leaves were of
medium and finer grades, all of which have been sold at
prices ranging from 3J/2 to 12 cents per pound for very
bright and yellow color.

The crop of Bay or Western Maryland tobacco that
came to market amounted to 985 hogsheads, of which about
215 hogsheads were fire-cured and 770 hogsheads were aircured.
The total receipts for 1915 of Eastern Ohio tobacco,
which nearly all is sold in the Baltimore market, were
4324 hogsheads of which fully one-third were air-cured,
and as there were 881 hogsheads of the previous crop unsold January 1st, the total oflFerings were 5205 hogsheads.
During the year 3728 hogsheads were sold, leaving an unsold stock of 1470 hogsheads, the greater part of which
consists of French grades, both of fire- and air-cured variety.
Prices during the past year have been on a very uniform basis, there being no quotable advance or decline during the entire year. The demand was most active for all
colory grades, and especially for good to fine hogsheads
showing bright color, and for which as high as 25 cents
per pound was again obtained. Flue-cured tobaccos were
very much sought after for home crmsumption, and commanded full prices, but there was hardly enough of this
variety oflFering to supply the demand, which is increasing

every year.
Low grades of all kinds found a good market at fair
prices, but as this crop proved to be about the best we
have sold for twenty years the supply of low grades was
comparatively small. "Baltimore American."

—

Cigar Factory to Be in Operation in Blackwell, Okla.
The Blackwell Cigar Company, of Blackwell, Okla., has
recently leased the McGee Building and will operate a
manufacturing, wholesale and retail cigar business at that
location as soon as alterations are completed to meet the
requirements of the law governing the manufacture of
cigars.
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Lexington Tobacco Warehouse Introduces Ford Plan
The directors of the Farmers' Home Tobacco Warehouse Company, of Lexington, Ky., seeing reason in the rebate offer of the Ford Motor Company, have made a proposition to the farmers in their territoiy, whereby all profits
above a six per cent, dividend lo the stockholders will be

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
For

Sale,

Wanted and

Special Notices

returned to the patrons in proportion to the
bacco they have brought to the warehouse.

RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT. THREE CENTS A WORD. WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Special Noticei

For

.

WINNKR WHEREVER

MONROE ADLER.
CIGAR BROKER.

186 N.

La

Salle

St.,

Chicago,

6-17-he

111.

PLiACPiD

Water

For
HAVANA SHORTS— Pure
New

Vuelta

;

FOR SALE—

aroma.

Lopez, 353 B. 78th

St.,

9-1-tf

SALE— George

E.

shorts, pure

and

clean.

Guaranteed A-1

Shaw, Trustee, Assigned Estate of

& Sons. Court of Common
Term, 1915, No. 4460.
^,
..,,., v.
139 Case.s 1911 Pennsylvania Broadleat Tobacco.
10 Cases 1910 Pennsylvania Hroadleaf Tobacco.

Pleas, of Philadelphia County. No.

iJ.

.')

INC.,

cent cigar.

five-

Have a ready
factory account making cheap line.
market if goods are riglit. Address. P. C. Wiggenliorn, Brolter, 631
McKnight Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Situations Wanted.

WANTED— By

a

first-class

manufacturer, as general superin-

Thoroughly understands all branches of manufacturing,
First-clasq Judge on
cluding hand-, suction-made and little cigars.
bacco and blendings. Box 97. "Tobacco World."

Sumatra Tobacco.
Bales Java Tobacco.
Bales Havana TofSacco.

Office F'ixtures.
will be sold at Publir Auction. Tuesday, 1-ebruary 1st.
V. Comly & Son. Auctioneers, at their ware1916 at 11 A. M., bv
Samples may be examhouse. No. 27 South Second Street. Philadelpliia.
ined Monday, January 31st. and also on day of Sale.

Wm.

into-

Help Wanted.

WANTED— Experienced
D.

S.

Erb &

Co.,

cigar salesman
Boyertown, Pa.

for

Philadelphia

and

stated in the following advertise-

ment from a Lexington paper:
"The Farmers' Home Tobacco Warehouse Cumpany
has adopted the profit sharing plan. This means the net
profits above six per cent, dividend, instead of being given
to the stockholders, are to be given to you in proportion
to your patronage.
"The more tobacco we get, the larger will be the profits
This profit sharing plan is guaranteed by the
returned.
undersigned directors. We were the first house in Kentucky to oflfer our warehouse to the farmers on the profit
"Mr. Ford, the automobile manufacturer, made this
proposition, and returned $50 on every automobile if we
can get your support and sell 5,000,000 pounds of tobacco,
we can return you fifteen to twenty cents on every hundred pounds sold. We guarantee to divide the profits, the
other fellow keeps it.
;

WANTED— Cigar

POSITION

is

of to-

sharing basis.

tendent.

56 Bales

Sundry
AlK)ve goods

;

push the sale of the famous "Silver Ax"
Pansy Cigar Company. Lederach, Pa.

Labe

Marcli

1,

.

9

guaranteed pure Havana filler
5c.
good profits

JOBBERS WANTED— To

Alao Vuelta ahorta. or
Fifty cents per pound.
or money refunded.
the finest quality. Edwin Alexande r A Co.. 178 Water Street. New Yorfc.

TIirSTEE'S

—Our

ADLER & MYBRSON,

York.

Remedios Havana

Sale.

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Siftings,
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

Sale.
fine

Their proposition

Wanttd.

Lancaster, Pa.

St.,

CENTS

Retails for
cigar with genuine Havana wrapper.
Address, Lasteco Cigar Co., Quincy. Fla.
for retailer.

LANCASTER STOGIE COMPANY.
MANUFACTURERS OP HIGH GRADE STOGIES,
120

FIFTY

amount

vicinity.

"The farmers see the proposition, and in consequence
we have more than sold our pro-rata. The average of the
Lexington market to date has been $15 per hundred, the
Farmers' Home average is $10. Gl, a net gain to our customers of sixty-one cents.
This has been accomplished
by honest methods, and fresh tobacco, which is always attractive to the buyer.

"We

Heavy Foreign Demand

for

Tobacco Reported

Large purchases of tobacco in the southern part of
Kentucky and a decidedly more hopeful tone in the market
elsewhere were rept)rted recently by C. H. Berry man, of
Lexington, who attended a meeting of the Executive Committee of the Board of Directors of the Burley Tobacco
Company. Mr. lierryman said that since the I'ritish restrictions against the movement of tobacco had been removed heavy purchases for Germany and Austria, always
good customers, were being made daily, and that the outlook for a successful year was bright. Me believed Germany
and Austria were securing their tobacco, after purchasing
in the United States through Holland,
President Clarence LeBus, Vice-President A. L. Ferguson and Secretary James Ilall attended the committee meeting, held at the plant, formerly the Strater B.rothers factory,
,

manager, .said only
routine f)usiness was attended to during the meeting. Similar meetings are held every week.

5(MJ

Caldwell Street.

John

\\

.

Ilall.

Westerman Cigar Company Expands
The Westerman Cigar Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
will hereafter be known as the Westerman, Amdur & Enelow Company, jobbers in cigars and stogies.
As a result of their rapidly growing trade, they have
added facilities that will place them in the front rank in
the wholesale cigar business.

Both Mr. Westerman and Mr,

Pittsburgh.

is

ing picture theatre which permits of smoking.

;

policy of this house.

"We
you to

because

it

your patronage and influence, and invite
and inspect our house and investigate this plan,

solicit

call

means

Amdur

are former

em-

a well-known stogie manufacturer of

Weekly

a .saving to vou.

New York

and Havana
In order to care for the increasing trafhc between New
York and Cuba, the New York and Cuba Mail Steamship
Company announces that with the sailing of the steamship
"Mexico" from New York on January Gth, a weekly express service will be inaugurated between New York and
Havana. Hereafter sailings will be at noon on Thursdays
from New York, and during the afternoon on Thursdays
from Havana, each week. This service is in addition to
the Saturday express sailings which will be carried on as
heretofore by the steamers "Havana" and "Saratoga."
Additional

Service

Between

Attractive Calendar Issued by Horner Tobacco

Company

has been among those fortunate enough to
receive a copy of a very attractive calendar just issued to

This

office

by the Horner Tobacco Company, of Dayton and
Gettysburg, O., well-known packers of leaf tobacco and
manufacturers of scrap filler tobacco. The subject is "The
Trail of the Fox," reproduced in colors from the original
painting by J. A. Mehlte. As we contemplate the scene,
we are taken into one of the old homes of old England, in
the trade

We

the days of half a century or so ago.
see a party of
hunters in their typical red coats, just in from an exciting
ride to the hounds. They have hauled out an old map of
the county and are tracing the trail that the fox led them,
from the moment that the first whimper came from some
steady hound as he caught the near scent, until, half an
hour or so later, after horses have begun to feel weak and
some of the riders have dropped out of the running, the fox
is at last killed
or perhaps escapes safely into an open
drain— and a good" run is done. Altogether it is a striking

—

and

characteristic

English

country scene,

and with the

brightness of the red coats
tion

which

this

warm

makes a picture full of the attraccolor always produces.
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LEAF TOBACCO

Ofttoa and Warahoaae. 15 Eaat CSark Avaaaa.

YOMK. FA.

MANUFACTUKEBS OF CIGAI SCatAF TOBAGCO

LEAF TOBACCO GROWN

IN BRAZIL, ETC.

made

on the average at the
equivalent of 5 cents per package <if 20, though cheap makes
can be bought for 2^ cents and the best ones for 7>^ cents
per package. The best cigars, excluding extra large sizes
and fancy brands, retail at $5 per 100.
The fact that cigar boxes are manufactured in Brazil
and are protected by high import duties appears to preclude the possibility of importing them from foreign countries.
Boxes made in the southern part of Brazil arc delivered to Bahia cigar factories at the rate of $3 to $4 per
100 boxes, in the form of shooks ready cut to put together,
facturer consulted, about 1,.500,000 of them brought to
this city annually.
The paragraph of the Brazilian tariff
applying to them (sec. .3.^0) provides for an ostensible duty
of 2 milreis per kilo (22.7 cents per pound) but as part of
this is payable in gold and there arc surtaxes and other
charges, the actual duty in practice would work out at least
excellent cigarettes

A CO

JOHN F. HEILAND

(Continued from Page 32)
locally retail

Lancaster County Fancy B's

75 per cent,

—"Commerce
higher.

(The addresses

of

For Genuine Sawed CIGAlil

K.

^acktr of and D»ol»r

In

LEAMAN
Leaf Tobacco

Offio* and Salssroom

HO

112

W. Walnut

St.,

LANCASTER,

Wap«houM: Bird- In. Hand, Laneaatar

PA.

Co.. Pa.

Reports."

F.

Nissly

&

Co.

BMablished

IW

Co., Sellenrillt, Pa.
Always

Rooa

D. SELLERS. SELLERSVILLE. FA.

The Standards of America
Lorillard's Snuff,
Est. 1760
:
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825

Gail

John

to

for Manufacturing Cigar Boxaa la
for Ona Mora Good Cuatomar

MONROE

J.

BOXES. Go

Keystone Cigar Box
Our Capacity

LANCASTER, PENNA.

;

ployees of the firm of L. Goldsmith Brother & Company,
and have considerable experience in the cigar jobbing business.
Mr. Amdur had been with the above firm for five
years prior to his association with Messrs. Westerman and

Enelow.
Mr. Enelow

"Havana Ribbon." "44," "El Dallo" and "El Roi-Tan"
were among some of the popular brands shown at the recent opening of A. Rosen's Grand Cigar Stand at Baltimore
and HolHday Streets, Baltimore, Md. The location is an
excellent one, adjoining as \i does a decidedly popular mov-

have the second largest house in Lexington it
can house one hundred and twenty wagons; the stables
are separate and apart from the warehouse, with one hundred and twenty box stalls.
We have one hundred and
thirty farmers as stockholders who control and direct the

35

& Ax's Snuff,

:

Est.

1851

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

Packers and Daalers In

LEAF TOBACCO

exporters of leaf tobacco and of

manufacturers of cigars, cigarettes and snuflF in Bahia and
vicinity may be had upon application to the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce or its district offices refer
to file No. 70389.)
;

KT

'^"'^ ''nport^rs
t

of

HA VA NA

Mo. 143 Market Street, Lancaster, Pa.

Maccoboys - *K.appees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWeet and *Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURED BY

GEORGE W. HELME

CO., Ill

Rfth Ave., New York

THE TOBACCO WORLD
"DONAIXRS"
ROCHA
JOSE F.
Havana Leaf Tobacco
Cable:

VENANCIO

Putacr

K9 s

22Bd St

C

S en

ud

m^

ALL KINDS OF

t

im m^^. i^

^^

Cigar Box Labels
A\D TRIMMINGS.

Second Ave.,

NEW YORK

i

Growars and Dealers of

*

il

ifc..*.Adi^^B

CHICAGO, 105 WEST MONROE STREET,
LOUIS O. CAVA, Mgr.

VUELTA ABAJO, PARTIDO
AND REMEDIOS TOBACCO

SUAREZ & CO.

M. A.

DIAZ.

Special

37

MANUFACTURER OF

MUNIZ HERMANOS

HABANA, CUBA

100

MUNW

HILARIO

MANUBL MUNIZ

B«p*clalid«d Tabacos Flnoi de Vuelta Abajo
Partido 7 Vualta Arriba

SAN MIGUEL

THE TOBACCO WOELD

(S.aoC.>

Leaf Tobacco

""-Z^^^^Z
Figuras 39-41,

Cable

TOBACCO

CO.

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

Rosenwald

E..

A.

£.
168

STRAUS & CO.

Street

Packer and Dealer

HAVANA AND SUMATRA

in

Water

141

Street,

3956

of

Yoik

151 North 3d St, PhiUdelphia

Cabla

HANOVER, PENNA.
Ci«ar Ribbons, Silk ImiUtion and Muslinola Ribbon
Printed or Stamped in Gold or Silver
Lab«U. Stock Card*. Glva Ue • Trial. We Wsnt Your Opialoa

CARDENAS y CIA
Mmacen

^**^'*"'

INDUSTRIA,

Stnict.

Results
try

SPECIALTY-'V'UELTA ABAJO

The World*a -'Want Pa^e"

O
126

AMISTAD

N-decr'

Cohn & Company

I#4/ Tobacco and Growers

\41 Water

Street,

.

of GaorgU Sams^rm
•

.

New

York

HEINRICH NEUBERGER

=Leaf Tobacco Merchant
NEW

YORK, No.

130

Water

Street

rLArrENBURGH (El SONS
QUALITY HAVANA
Neptuno

115

6.

Havana, Cuba

S.

R.

KOCHER
Domestic Cigars

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco

Leading brands—"Volitta," "Quaker," "Nabobs," "1-4-5." "Havana
Cream," "Imperial Beauty," "Little Vara"
Correspondence with wholetale and jobbiiiR trade invited

Factory and Office*:

WRIGHTSVILLE, PA.

CigarRibbons

r:

-

65 Broad
C]Q.

Prlu

List to

HAVAJ>fA

St..

and Lancaster

Michaelsen

Boston. Maee.

9iAnufjicturers of Bindings, Galloons, TAffet*s,
SiiHn And Gros Grain

WOODHAVEW AVENUE, GLENDALE, NEW YORK

Prasse

18 Obrapla Street. Havana, Cnba
C*Me •'UNICUM*'
p. q. B*k MM

M

OX CcT^"
S09ACC0 IM1>ORTERS
|^ wATER

STRETT.

&

NEW YORK

Co.

Importers and Packers of Havana
Leaf
And Packers of Puerto Rican Tobacco
''""'° ^'^^

^•"»'—

CAYEY

New York
,78

OF

CHOICE CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO
P«d«« Ho«^.:
CrilicaJ

B^ren alwe.,

fi„d

Florin.

it

SmhpIw rh*erfu«y

M«n

. pleamire to look
Mi>initted

Havana Tobacco
Clavd No.

I,

Hmvina. Cuba

165 Front

Stroat.

N«w Yoifc

WATER STREET

NISSLY

Ua^ster,

MAXIMILIAN STERN

Offic:

& SONS
GROWERS AND PACKERS

E. L.

^

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

Sl

Commission Merchants
Leaf Tobacco & Cl|tars

Packers and Importer.

Manuel Alvarez

RibboM

DayvlBMl

Duke and ChMtnut StrMte

LANCASTER,
PENNA.
Packing Houtet: Stratburg

New York O ffice, 133. 1 37 PMmtS*.

IS.

BREMEN, GERMANY

Sas^ tai Md

Cor.

MENDELSOHN. DORNEMAN

SAN
SAn' MIGUEL
mI^?!:?'",,.
136

largest assortmiol of Plain and Fancy

Office:

I.

Factory No. 79

Established 1870

Dome^ic Leaf Tobacco

Adareaei

=

RANCK

H.

Packer and Dealer la

&

AND ARTEMI8A

HAVANA, CUBA— Gonsulado

HAVANA, CUBA

MILTON

Leaf Tobacco
Cigars
G)n«ulado 142, Havana, Cuba

HAMAMA, AMISTAD

A.

OFFICES

OF HAVANA TOBACCO

Rama

HABANA. CUBA

ST.

and

Commission Merchant

HeTenaWarehou—,S>lud

Tor

Tobacco grown

152, 154, 156. 158,

PANTIN

LESLIE

ERNEST ELLINGER &

de Tabaco en

varieties of

WAREHOUSES

Addrcu

-ANTERO"

Correapondence Sollcilwl

^'"^

all

New York

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS

Importon of Havana and Sumatra and
PadMn of SomI LmI TobacM *.*
Finett Retail Department in Pennsylvania

VUELTA ABAJO, SEMI VUELTA,

in the Santa Clara Province

JOHN

gatabl jghed 18»0

& CO.

Packers of

All Grades of Seed Leaf Tobacco

TELBPHONB

LEAF TOBACCO
Mi «i4 3«7 N. TkM St., PhMMUIphta

HIPPLE BROS.

Water

JULIUS MARQUSEE,

of

Ml, Ml.

RRAUSSMAN
HAVANA TOBACCONew

1868

LEAF TOBACCO MERCHANTS
PARTIDO, and

Importer

GONZALEZ

de A.
Founded

O.

(SL Bro.
NEW YORn

WATE:R street

145

THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHU
K.

P.

CABLRi "AnK«l" Havaaa

"CUETARA" Havana, Cuba

L0EB-NU5IEZ
306 NO,

SOBRINOS

Reina 20, Havana

ESTABLISHED

H.

NEW FACTORY

1877

W. HEFFENER & SON
Steam Cigar Box Manufacturers

Office: Fiona, Pa.

AND MAKERS OF

ow our .am,,An

Patented Wire Bound Shipping Gitet

upon requeet.

I

HOWARD

& BOUNDARY AVE.

YORK. PA.

.
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BELIEVERS IN PUBLICITY

HEYffOOD. 5TRASSER&.V0ICT LiTHO.CO

These foremost houses of the trade have reliable lioods Xq sell and want our
Read their story and when writinii tell them
subscribers to know about them.
No boi^us Advertisinf{ admitted.
t-s
you saw it in The Tobacco World.

26- STREET & 9- AVENUE. NEW YORK
MANUhACTURERSOF

Cigar Box Labels
Bands AND Trimmings
WESTERN
167 W.

A
A

Acker, Merrall
j^Y^i^i A Co.)

Condit Co.,
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New York

Muiud« N#w xork ••••••••••••••••«••••••*•«•••
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American Cigiir Co.
Amtrioan Uthovraphle Co., New York
American Sumatra Tobacco Co
American Tobacco Co., The, New York
Arruellefl, Lopez & Bro
.

.

WA5M1NGT0N bT CHICAGO

420 DREXEL

ILL.

BUILDING.

40
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B«taUi«li«d IIM

OUB HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPOEATING
.u .in
smooth

Make tobacco mellow
and Impart a most palatable flavor

k
«
character

and CHEWING TOBACCO
FUYORS FOR
Write for List of Flavors for Special Brands
BETUN. ABOMATIZER. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS

FRIES

&

Street,

F.

New York

New

COMLY & SON *"«««««"*
27

SMOKING

BRO.. 92 Reade

WM.

South Second

—
34
—
x

York and Tampa

Cardenas y Cla, Havana
Castro

&

CIGARS.

TOBAOOO

Tampa, Pla
Fernandez y Ca., Havana, Cuba

SMOKERS' ARTICLES, SPECIAL SALES OF LEAF TOBACCO. CON-

Comly & Bon. W.

SIGNMENTS SOLICITED,

Compania

ADVANCES MADE.

SBTTLEMBMT8

MADE ON DAY OF SALE

—
tl

Co., Pedro,

Cilucntes,

de la

L.itoe:raf)ca

Cuesta, liey y

6

Philadelphia

F.,

Commercial Clffar Co.

Parmenter Wax-Lined
Coupon Cigar Pockets

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

H

*

KUln«er

Co..

q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS,
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known

and are the

NEW VORK

Racine Paper Goods
Sole

Company

Owners and Manufacturers

RACINE, WIS.,

.
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S.
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& Bro
KmeaC Naw York
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LOPEZ
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90 Wall
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New York
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CIGAR BANDS
SHOW CARDS
FOLDING BOXES,
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ETC.
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MANUFACTURERS
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LITHOGRAPHIC SPECIALISTS
CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY
SKETCHES FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

.54tl IRREGULAR PAGINATION
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BRANCH OFFICC
West Randolph St. Chicago, III.
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Oato Cigar Co., E.
Gafla Sumatra Co
Guerra,
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Diaz
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Sanchez y Huya, Tampa. Fla
Schlegel. Geo..

Fla.
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Sellers,

Monroe
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New York

Sellersville, Pa.
Shcip Mfg. Co., H. H., Philadelphia
Shields-Werthejm Co., Cleveland,
D..

Sons ft Co.. Wm., Nsw York
Stralton ft Storm Co., New York
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The
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Heiland & Co.. John P., L.anca8ter, Pa.
Helme Co., George W., New York
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Nicholas & Co.. G. S., New York
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AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE
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Melachrlno &^Co., M.
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Ml Favorita Cigar Co.. Inc.
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Keystone Cigar Box Co
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BELIEVERS

Heywood. Strasser&,Voigt LithoCo

These foremost houses of the trade have reliable tioods to sell and want our
Read their story and when writinii tell them
suhscribers to know about them.
:-:
No bo^us Advertisinil admitted.
you saw it in The Tobacco World.
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Bands and Trimmings
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WASHINGTON

ST. CHICAGO.ILL.

GI6AR FLAVORS

Make tobacco mellow and smooth in character
and impart a most palatable flavor

and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for List of Flavors for Special Brands
BETUN. AROMATIZER. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS
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Year Ri^Kt

Start tKe Ne\v
Cuesta,
their history
line

V.^

Rey

&

— a success

Co.
made

just

^^«^
'-jr

mt/
%

closed the most successful year in

w

possible because dealers handling their

PROSPERED.
Embodying

the

HIGHEST QUALITY

**CUESTA-REYS" command

the

ONCE SMOKED-FOREVER

respect

every

detail,

of the cigar

world.

LIKED, and

in

%

gaining in popu-

every hour.

larity

A SURE WINNER TO THE
him a sound basis for a peimanent
and service above par.

Can any

LIVE DEALER.

business, a

line

Giving

without a

rival
'A

dealer have better "talking points*' than these?

>i

"Made in Bond"— By Cuesta, Rey & Co.
"X-Ray Sterilized Before Leaving Factory"
"Highest Grade Tobaccos Purchasable in Cuba"

"A Reputation Without a Blemish

»>

f/

I
'*'^n£^^

i%

m.

<

\

'<>

\

CuCSta,

Tampa

Rey & Co.

\

Havana

FEBRUARY

1st

1916
The

Original

CENTRAL
UNION

a

H.

UPNANN CIGARS

Many

Lines of the Tobacco Industry
Affected by European Struggle

New Cut

Packed

Otto Eisenlohr & Brother to Incorporate
With Capital of Nine Millions

a
Pocket-proof Package

CUT
NEW
SMOKING

Ij^ ounces
'

PIPE OR CIGARETTE,
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Smoking Tobacco
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Quality Paramount

and Genuine
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Meet at Busy Session
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FLOR DE

%m,

MELBA
THE HIGH NOTE OF QUALITV

WA^

Havana, Cuba
Consulado

91-93

THE

cigar that is giving dealers
big business everywhere.
In quality of tobacco and workmanship FLOR DE MELBAS are equal

to the finest imported cigars.

A full line of MELBAS in your (tore is
a credit to your butineas judgment

Manufacturers of the old brands

M,

3 for a quarter

Sizes

1

^

"Sol" and "Devesa de Murias"

to
^
25c. straight

Place ihem in stock at once and watch

them

repeat. If your jobber cannot
aupply you write to u«.

Independent factories

LEWIS CIGAR MFG. CO

I.

F.

C LOZANO

F.

I.OZANO,
U.

S.

SON

»•

CO.

Quality, always
a little better than
Havana's Best

Our Motto:

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous

"F.

Lozano" Brand

HURIAS

Clear Havana Cigars

TRADE MARK
R«t. V. a. r*MBt on«

OFFICE

AND FACTORY; TAMPA, FLORIDA
N«w York Addreu, 437

Fifth

Atmmi*

If

TWO NEW

SIZE

you are a Wise Jobber
GET EXCLUSIVE CONTROL

uiir sl«»!rlt' brands heraiisi' wi- sell only one jol»tlu'ir
lui ill ;i hiiitoiy.
<>iir itimhIs air si-lliiij; on
niriils a IK art" luiiiiziiii: Hii|ilir;i)i' l>usiiK'js>.

iif <iiM- III

I

'\'\\

or

II

Sioiric Itr.imls.

"Columbus 1492" Retail 3 for 5c.
"Columbus Dutch Tops" Retail 2 for

W

10c

CIGAR

Blunt and Club, in the
popular 10-top 20 -packing.

Same

real

Portuondo quality

5c.

rilf for U'rrih>ry lo

CONHERCIAL CIGAR COMPANY,

.

ewark, Ohio

I

For Gentlemen of Good Taste

at the right price

San

Felice

CIGARS

»

Cigar Mfg. Co., Philadelphia

The Deisel-Wemmer Company
LIMA, O.
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FLOR DE

Mt'

MELBA
THE HIGH NOTE OF QUALITV

Havana, Cuba

ViTi^

Consuiado

91-93

THE

cigar that is giving dealers
big business everywhere.
In quality of tobacco and workmanship FLOR DE MELBAS are equal

to the finect imported cigar*.

A full
«

Manufacturers of the old brands

^

line of

MELBAS

credit to jrour

II

in

y M.
F.

F.

L.OZANO,
U.

S.

Iflf.

V. t.

CO.

"F.

Our Motto: Quality, always
a

little

better than

Havana's Best

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous
1BADEMARK

SON

»•

Loiano" Brand

HURIAS

Clear Havana Cig^ars

OFnCE AND FACTORY; TAMPA, FLORIDA
Naw York AMma, 437

LEWIS CIGAR MFG. CO.

I.

C LOZANO

to

Place them in ttock .t once mad w.tch
them repeat. If your jobber cannot
•upply you wrrite to u*.

Independent factories

LOZANO

ia

3 for a quarter

,

Ail sizes

"Sol" and "Devesa de Murias"

your store

buuocM judgment

B
Fifth

Kn

If

TWO NEW

SIZE

you are a Wise Jobber
GET EXCLUSIVE CONTROL

of one <»r «»ur slo^ic braiuls because we sell only one jobber in a territory. <>nr ^<km1s are sellini; on their
merits an<l are l)rinj;inj; (hiplieate business.

Try OlTl Stogie Brands.

"Columbus 1492" Retail 3 for 5c.
"Columbus Vutch Tops" Retail 2 for
Write

10c

CIGAR

5c.

for territory to

COnnERCIAL CIGAR COHPANY, Newark,

Ohio

FBOQE

MAIBAI

Blunt and Club, in the
popular 10-top zo -packing.

Same

^^HARIJE&tHE@RI

real

Portuondo quality

at the right price

San

MADE BY

A».et to Every
A V«l««ble Busin...
NewYorh. 1600 Droadwy

Up-tc-D.te Ci^.r De.ler

Warehouse. Havana. Cub.

g^jg^/MAAgj

INTENTIONAL 2ND EXPOSURE

Felice

CIGARS

SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ
FLORIDA
TAMPA,

For Gentlemen of Good Taste

Cigar Mfg. Co., Philadelphia

The Deisel-Wemmer Company
LIMA, O.

—

—
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For Value'

Meet me at the

Service,

Taller

O^rMtnga fox 1010

Home

Comfort

From

and Consumer, comes Praise

the Jobber, Retailer

LA SARAMITA
that

Havana, covered with Broadleaf,

is

BEST

continues the

that the

in all

of the Milder Quality

Manufacturing and Selling just one brand

LA SARAMITA
HOTEL TULLER

New

for nearly

Detroit, Michigan

that the

Take Woodward
at Adams Avenue

Center of business on Grand Circus Park.
car, get off

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
200
200
100
100

Rooms, Private Bath,
"
"

"
"

••

*•

••

*•

*

$1.50 Sinjj^e, $2.50
*•
3.00
2.0f

tr.

Up Double
"

400 "

"
2.50
3.00 to 5.00 "

4..S0

"

Totnl 600 OutsMe Rooms
ALL ABSOLIIIKLY OCiET

Two

Floors— Agents'
Sample Rooms

New

REAL EVIDENCE
CIGARS ARE RIGHT

a quarter of a century
THE SIZE THAT SELLS AT

THE

is

10

the

CENTS EACH

SHI ELD S-

CLEVELAND

WERTHEIM

OHIO

CO.

ADMIRAL

ITnique Cafes and

Cabaret Kxellente

(Thia ia one of the Fatima "Sensible Cigarette "advertise- \
mentM now appearing in magazine* and newspaper*. J

The Exceptional Cigar

Finding a
plain,

COPENHAGE
Chewing Snuff

All

SENSIBLE

common

you have to do

is

to

look for three points. Take
any cigarette you know.
Then ask yourself
Is its taste just

what you

like

best?
Is

it

comfortable to your

throat and tongue

We guarantee Copenhagen SnulT
been absolutely pure.

now and always has

bite or

The Snuflf
It is made of the best, old, rich leai tobacco.
Process retains the good of the tobacco and expels the bitter and
arid of natural leaf tobacco, making Copenhaf^en the World's
Best Tobacco for Both Chewing and Snuffing.
Whenever a dealer has any difficulty in obtaining his supply
of Copenhagen Chewing Snuf! satisfactorily, we will help him if
he will write us.

Will

is

Union Square North

New York,

from

is

just

sense
Fatimas are the sensible cigaBecause
rette for most men.
they now outsell every other
cigarette in the world costing
overSc. Doesn't it seem reasonable that you, too, will like
Fatimas best? Try them

TODAY.
20 for 15c.

hotness?
it

allow you to

smoke as
to smoke

often as you'd like
N\ithout any mean after-feeling?

BUSTILLO BROS. & DIAZ,

Fatimas aren't the only ciga-

Inc.

rettes

WEYMAN-BRUTON COMPANY
M

— free

cigarette

all

N. Y.

answer "yes" on

of these points.

There

are

other sensible cigarettes. But
facts seem to indicate that

GENERAL OFHCES
267 Fourth Avenue

that

New York

City

A

Sensible Cigarette
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Made at our Newark, N.

Factories

J.,

ROCKY FORD

NICKEL CIGAR

HAND MADE
We alio

manufacture at our several Pittsburgh

factories,

a very

cigars

3

for

and
5

attractive

stogies to retail

cents.

Our

"FAMOUS"

HAVANA

TADEMA

CIGAR8

The

G Bro.

Ar^uelles, Lopez

at

TAMPA

lEALTAD 129

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

HAVANA

"FLAG HEADS"

VETERANO

Cigars

SIZE

is

the

Habana Cigar ever made
2 for 25c. having that delicate

Mildness and Fine

by Connoisseurs.

Aroma Sought
Made only by

JOHN W. MERRIAM &

Write for full Information

101 Spring Street,

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
PITTSBURGH. PA.

General Offices.

Joan

Finest All

MAKERS
232 PEARL STREET

&

Darby

GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE

and extensive line of
at 2 for 5 cents, and

leaders

and

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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MERRIAM CIGARS

CO.

New York
SUCCESSOR

INC..

I

THE

Key West

KEY WEST, FLA.

Factory No. 4t3,
^^^^^^^HT- vC -^f ^^i-fi^BVf

Office

43

"MILD

Cigar Factory

HAVANA BLEND"

The^ Lead the Leaders

and Safesroom :

to47W. 3 3d St., New York

LA MEGA''

rr

^iSj^D^^

HAVANA CIGARS OF THE HIGHEST
QUALITY AND BEST WORKMANSHIP
Co., Tampa,
y, Guerra, Diaz

&

26 SIZES

Arkfr. iifrrall

$c (llnn&it

135 Weft 42nd

Street,

New

Qlnmpang
York

Fanqr Cigar Boxes

"44" Cigar Co. Philadelphia

made by

HeuT H. Sheip Nfg. Co.
Columbia Ave. and 6th St.

Fia,

PHILADELPHIA

ESTABLISHED

Y. Pendas

1867

Alvarez

fii

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

HAVANA CIGARS
ROMEO Y JUUETA
The Leader

CIGARS

BAYUK BROTHERS

41 and 43 Beaver

801-803

NEW YORK

0. S.

ReprMenUtiYf :

of

CITY

Favorite
with the

E.

H.

own

GSTO CIGAR COMPANY

FOR |ORTY
FOBTV VCADO
YEARS

EP.5

_

individuality.

Manufacturers of

Gidar Stores
Restaurants
Hotels and

FINEST QUALITY IMPORTED
Cigar Box Labels, Bands and Trimmings

T.

—m» Cl«ar H«yan>
Casars Are Judged
-

Br Wlikb

THE STANDARD

Havana

Price List Mailed

J.

Upon Request.

DUNN

The
Write for Open Territory
Factorr: Ker:We*t. Ra.

New York Office; 203 W. Broadway

New

401-^05

H.

Bachelor Cigar
9Ut

Str««t.

H. SMITH,

106

E.

19th

St.,

Sole Agent United States and Canada

New York

New YorK

Clubs

Cards and Advertising; Materials

5c

Manufacturers
GARRETT

<a CO.

M«iK*r« of

BEST

Cuba

grades of Cigar,

of

PHILADELPHIA

Officlna Principal, San Jose No. 23, Habana,

New York

which are made under the personal control and supervision
of the oldest cigar manufacturers in Cuba, thus retaining for each
all

its

Compaiiia Litografica De La Habana

Show

nVE CENT CIGAR

Brtid St.N.Y.City.

A

Co.

Independent Factories

in all the

Wm. T.Ttylor. 93

&

manufactured by the

World's Markets

THIRD AVE.

Street,

DIRECT IMPORTERS of the highest

Our Motto: "QUALITY"
Office and Salesroom,

G. S. Nicholas

PEDRO

CASTRO & CO., Tampa, Fla.
New York

LOUIS G. SMITH

Distributers

A

3EST THAT SKILL. EJVERCY AND MONEY CAJ^ PRODUCE

CO., 52 Beaver Street
^tSTABUSHED leSO

He

FENDRICH, Maker. E V ANS VILLE. IND.

CIGAR
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The Greatest Trade-Builder
is

Originality

Why

Is

It

Necessary

the Imported

To

9

Advertise

Sumatra?

clear-cut, definite purpose.
direct and definite way to a

Back of originality you always find a
And you find that purpose carried out in a
successful conclusion.

Because it's original. Tuxedo is the fastest - growing brand of
high - grade smoking tobacco in the world today.
Because it's original Tuxedo is increasing the trade of tobacco
dealers all over the country.

The REASON;

A PARALLEL
smoking tobacco

The

original f;ranulated Burley

Tuxedo was the

— made

tobacco.

The imitations adopted a similar package,
made to res<inl>le the <>riginal Tuxedt> tin as

upright, open-end tin,
the most convenient
curved to fit the pocket
smoking tobacco package ever invented.

Tuxedo originated the

—

closelv as

—

Tuxedo originated the process
method of removing the bite from

mouth and
is

and

give

is

to imitate the

Tuxedo endorse-

but
without success, because they
are lacking in conviction and

ments as nearly as possible

;

sincerity.

Grown by

your customers genuine value

when you

sell

AMERICAN SUMATRA TOBACC

them the

142 Water

—

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

of the

back of the

Other tobaccos have tried

original
That means bigger trade and permanent trade as thousands of Tuxedo dealers
have already discovered.

One

purposes.

original.

constantly.

satisfaction only

indefinite

imitations, as you should expect, are
haphazard formulas, entirely lacking that serious

and thoughtful purpose which

mild,

non-biting and non-irritating.

You

safe.

American Sumatra
Tobacco

The

a physician's formula,
it

was possible and

Then came a flood of ''processes" of
value— being mostly for advertising

a definite
th. tobacco.

definitely prevents all irritation of
throat by mellowing the leaf until

who smoke Tuxedo

Tuxedo appeared about

Imitations tried to find other terms, and the
result was a variety of curiously named '"cuts"
meant to convey the idea of the original.

Tuxedo used the simple term "granulated"
for this convenient, eVen-burning form of

That Tuxedo's definite purpose has been definitely carried
out is witnessed by hundreds of
signed endorsements from distinguished men in every walk of life

of

five years later.

in 1900.

The '^Tuxedo Process,"

fir^l iniilation

TUXEDO

ads.

now

apix-aring in

l(»cal

and

nali<»nal publications

Street,

New

York

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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n
i;_i

"The Park STilford Standard

t"*\yA,

PHILADELPfflA

XXXVI.

Vol.

AND NEW YORK, FEBRUARY

1,

No.

1916.

3.

\i\9AWj^

HEEKIN'S

MANY LINES OF TOBACCO INDUSTRY
AFFECTED BY EUROPEAN STRUGGLE

The "Can"
A

Without
a "Can't"

Up—

Slender Supply of
Scarcity of Cedar Sending Prices
Licorice Alarms Manufacturers of Chewing and

roR,

Much

less

expensive than

wood-

flower of perfect tobacco manufactured in bond has
maintained "Mi F'avorita" Clear Havana Cigars at the
forefront of all brands.

for

—

air-tight, moist-

all

THE HEEHIN CAN
and N«w

Culvert, Sixth

Sts.,

the

many

l)ly

the fact that the cargoes of those still operating consist
principally of sugar. As a result of this the cigar box manufacturers after waiting for a return to normal conditions
have found manufacturing costs increasing so rapidly that

CO.

Cincinnati, O.

"Hee-Kin Can Since 1901"

Ml FAVORITA CIGAR CO.,
Key West,

they have linally been forced to increase their prices.
II. n. Sheip ^: Company, in an interview with a rep-

Inc.

"* ^"^ *"-'* ^*'"*- •"'" '''"''

Fla.

"Tobacco World" stated that the situavery serious and that there is a likelihood of there

resentative of the
tion is

unless conditions adjust themselves
shortly. This company has operators in the field, and these
men have secured cedar logs without difiiculty, but the
problem of transportation is one which remains unsolved,
so that this country is practically cut off from all importations of cedar. The result is that the trade will be forced
eventually to use veneered boxes.
Aside from Cuba, which produces the cedar used in
the better grade of cigars boxes made in this country, a
source of supply also exists in South Ahierica and Mexico,
The revolution in the latter country prevents any hoi)C of
securing cedar from this source.
The lack of steamers
carrying logs from South America to United States ports
offers no encouragement in the way of help from that
country.
The cigar box industry, as well as the cigar manufacturing trade, is also affected by conditions in the lithographing business. Inks have increased rapidly in price and the
scarcity of dyes adds to the seriousness of this situation,
i'hc high price of copper, which is the principal ingredient
of bronze, much used on bands and labels, handicaps this
production.

being no cedar at
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At the beginning of the war the difficulties of securing
imported labels were somewhat offset by the fact that many
of the larger and better equipped lithographing plants in
this country were able to produce labels and bands very
similar to the German process. The bronze work is one of
the most effective parts of the better grade of labels, and
consequently the scarcity of this color, together with the
high prices, will work a hardship for those cigar manufacturers who arc so unfortunate as to have failed to anticipate this condition.

The

increase of marine insurance rates due to the war
has added somewhat to the cost of Sumatra, but otherwise
there is no change in this line. The embargo on leaf to the
(Continued on Page i8)

—

—

Investigating

Tobacco World)

New

situations

ufacturers in many Hues uf the tul)acco industry
is evident from the warnings that are constantly
being issued to the trade as regards supplies and prices.
The cigar box industry is affected at present by the
rapidly growing shijrtage of cedar logs, due to the fact that
there is a lack of vessels operating from the source of supto the ports of the United States, and also because of

shapes - either plain lacquered,
painted any color, or lithographed to suit your needs.
sizes

Now

Pending at Albany Would Give Right
to Sell Tobacco Products Want Position Clearly
Defined by Law Citizens' Committee

Legislation

York, January

28.

the introduction by Assemblyman Goodman, of
House Hill No. 100 in the New York Legislature
few days ago, an important matter was brought to

^:^

ure retaining, dust-proof.
All

DIFFER ON STREET STAND {UESTION

growing out of the war
are beginning to present a serious problem to man-

HAT

The

Heekin cans are without a peer as containers
cigars, stogies, chewing and smoking tobacco.

AND INDEPENDENT DEALERS

(Special to the

CLEAR HAVANA CIGARS

Freeh, Clean, Aromatic

M. A.

Smoking Tobaccos— Leaf Growers Worried
Over Problem of Fertilized Essentials

MI FAVORITA

K eeps SmoKes

T.

the front affecting the tobacco industry, which is
receiving a great deal of needed attention at the present
momen. This bill provides that the Legislature shall
change the provisions of the law under which stoop line
street stands are now being operated in New York City,
so that in future the proprietors of these stands may include

candy and tobacco products in their wares.
This legislation it is understood was fathered by the
Tobacco Merchants' Association. This body, through its
counsel and secretary, Charles Dushkind, contends that
Greater City of New York at least eight
thousand street stands operating under city licenses and
selling cigarettes, cigars and tobacco as well as candy
products without specific legal rights to do so. Their licenses give them the right to sell soda water, fruit and
newspapers, but for many years they have also carried
there

is

in the

candy and
tobacco.
l)ositions

and in a few cases cigars and smoking
The Tobacco Merchants' Association wants the
of these dealers clearly defined by law, and the
cigarettes,

now

before the Legislature was introduced, as we are
informed, for this purpose. The fact is that these stands
have been selling cigarettes and tobacco for years and this
situation is not a new one by any means, but the very fact
that they have been thus operating for years does not give
them any standing in the eyes of the law, as far as this
branch of their business is concerned, and to an impartial
observer it would seem desirable that their status be debill

fined.

The

introduction of the Goodman Bill brought the
matter to a focus, and at once attracted the attention of the
Independent Retail Tobacconists' Association of New

who immediately

put themselves on record as opposed to the proposed legislation. Henry II. Hunter, the
counsel for the Association, issued a statement on the subN'ork,

ject as follows:

"The independent

retail store in

New York

City has
had many trying conditions to face in order to survive as
an independent, all-tobacco establishment. One of the big
l)roblems confronting the retailer has been the entry of the
chain store system, with its novel and progressive methods.
The independent retailer has to watch carefully as to how
be shall pursue his business. The overhead charges of the
retail st(tre
rent, light and heat
make large carrying expenses. Small stands paralleling,, or in close proximity to
his store have not the same conditions to meet, and, carrying the same line of goods, they will, in my judgment, bec«nne fctrmidablc rivals. They will draw custom from an
established tobacco store, carrying, as they do, a variety of

—

—

(Continued on Page i6)
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Committee on Imported Cigars: J. W. Buchner, vice-president
Park & Tilford, New Vork, chairman; T. Gales, of Henry Clay and
WasP,ock & Company, Ltd., New York; B. Wasserman, president B.
Salesmen
Tobacco
s
of
Liine,
E.
serman Company, New York; Robert

TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION

New York.
« n
Conmiittee on CiK^ar Leaf: A. Bijou, of L. Rosenwald & Brother,
New N'..rk, chairman; Charles Fox, of F. Miranda & Company New
York; Jo.seph F. Cullman, Jr., of Cullman Brothers New York;
Alfred S. Klossin, of S. Rossin & Sons, New York; J. Bernheim of
Maximilian
P.ernheim & Son, New York; Maximilian Stern, of
J.
New York.
Sons,
11. Spitzner &
H. Spitzner,
Stern, New York;
Committee on Burley Leaf: James C. Tansy, of James C. Tansy,
York, chairman; W. H. Winstead, president W. H. Winstead,
.\ssociation.

DIRECTORS MEET AT BUSY SESSION
Plan Annual Convention at Washington in May— Other
Organizations to Be Asked to Hold Conventions
There at Same Time— Two New Directors
Added and Four More Authorized

,

i

,

E^ilniMaft®dl

Comparison of the

New

N. C; S. B. Smith, of S. B. Smith & Company, MayCompany, Ix)uisville, Ky.
(i. (X Tuck, of Ci. U. Tuck &
field, Ky.
Committee on Internal Revenue J. W. Buchner, vice-president Park
H.
& Tilford, New York, chairman; John U. Fendnch, president
Augustus
of
Estate
Adm.
Hazlette,
Fendrich, ICvansville. Ind.; Howard
G. P. Waidely, president Union American
J»ollack. Wheeling, W. Va.
Kleiner & ComCigar Companv, Pittsburgh, Pa.; E. Klemer, of E
Bock
and
& Company,
Clay
Henry
of
Ciales,
pany. New N-.",rk; T.
\ork.
New
Kelly,
R.
Horace
of
Kelly,
R.
Ltd, New York; Horace
Phillip
Committee on Trade-Marks: Frederick S. Lucey, secretary
presiNeumann,
D.
Morris
Morris & Company, New York, chairman;
E.
of
H
Limlem,
Asa
Pa.
dent Neumann & Mayer, Philadelphia.
of
Estate
Adm.
Krinsky
Morns
Ciat.) Cigar Company, New York;
rurco-American
of
Farson,
P.
Y.
J.
B. Krinsky, Brooklyn. N.
1.
Tobacco Company, New York.
ComCommittee on Insurance: Charles Fox, of F Miranda &
New
Brothers,
Cullman
pany, New York, chairman; l^uis Bebrcns, of
;

;

similar conventions of different
national tobacco associations in that city at the same time.
A large banquet is planned for the last night of the

Tobacco Association

of the

;

•

United States, and the Tobacco

Manufacturers' Association.
The Stevens bill received the unanimous approbation of
the directors who went on record as favoring any legislation which is to i)ermit mamifacturers of trade-marked articles to lix and maintain the retail price.
Nicholas Khrlich was made chairman of a committee
which is to make a special effort to secure the membership

Committee was authorized to name four
ad<litional directors, two of whom are to represent the
r.urley tobacco interests and two to give representation to
l-'xecutive

the retail interests of the Pacific Coast. Two new directors
were added: (I. 1*. Waideley, t)f the Union-American Cigar
C.MUpany, and Howard ilazleet, of the Augustus Pollack

Company, both representing the stogie interests.
The work of the Association counsel, Charles Dushkind. in his attempt to eliminate fake "tobacco cures" met
with hearty approval and he was authorized to continue the
work and also to direct his attention to the work of curthe popular box-stuTfing frauds which arc being
perpetrated on an imiocent public in every large city in the
tailing

country.
report of President Jac(jb Wertheim, which appears «tn page 30, was unanimously adopted, and the recommendations as to legislation, etc., were referred to the

The

proper C(»mmittees.
The following committees were named:
IvUvard Wise, vice-president, United Cipar
Stores ('(>nii)any, oliainnaii Charles Fox. of l\ Miran<la & Company,
lafo ("inar Company, New York.
.\sa l.imlein, (»f E. II.
.\i\v Nork
Committee on Cigarettes deorj^e W Hill, viee-presitient American
'Idliacco Company, chairman; (leorge II. Ilmnmel, vicc-preiident 1'.
(itniinitUc on i-iiianoe

:

;

(

;

.

:

LorillanI Company, New York; Leon Schinasi, of Schinasi l^rothers,
New N'ork l'>e<lerick S. Lncey, secretary Philli|» Morris & Company.
(leorge L. Storm, vice-presi<lcnt Tohacco I'roduct.s
Ltd., Xew ^ork
Corporation, Xew ^'ork.
Committee on Toliacco and Snnfif: Jesse A. Blocb, vice-president
Hloch P.rothers Tohacco Company, Wheeling. \V. Va., chairman; William T. Reed, president Larns &• I'rother Company, Richmond, Va.
Rawlins l>. I'.est, secretary I><ivell-P.ul'Bn^ton Tohacco Company, CovJonathan Peterson, president Weyman-lJrnton Company,
inv,n<»n. Ky.
;

;

;

New York;

Otis A. Smith, president (ieoryc

W. Helme Company, New

York; (ieorfie II. Hummel, vice presiflent P. Lorillard Comp.-my, New
York; John X. Barley, of John J. Haplcy &• Company, Detroit, Mich.
Connnittee on Domestic Cigars: R. J. StdlivaJi, Manchester, N. IT.,
chairman; .\. L. Svlvester. president American Ci^.tr Company, New
York; Charles J. Kisenlohr. of Ott<i Kisenlohr & P>rother, Philadelphia,
Pa.; Theodore Werner, presirlent T. J. Dunn & Company, Xew York;
Company, Xew York;
D. F.mil Klein. i)resident K. M. Schwar/
AJvaro Ciarcia, of C.arcia & VeRa, New ^'ork Mortimer Rcpensbnrg,
iK:

:

presiflent

P..

Reiicnshuru'

v'l-

Sons.

Xew

York.

IRREGULAR PAGINATION

CnnlbsQ

©1!

the Port of Havana in the Years 1914 and 1915

11

principal

consuming countries, which have imported from us over 1 million cigars, per year,
Ramon La Villa, Administrator of the trade paper,

during the years 1915 and 1914, as per statistics, compiled by
"El Tabaco."
1915,

Cigars.

1914, Cigars.

Increase, 1915.

43,951,994
37,732,728
7,230,825
5,187,946
8,374,730
329,700
8,229,412
5,121,363

8,052,838
832,139

1,730,502
1,146,432
114,795

802,053
358,411

Decrease, 1915.

Great Britain,
United States,
France,

52,004,832
38,564,867
5,287,499

Germany,
Spain,

1,943,326
5,187,946
3,744,445

Argentine Republic,
Netherlands,

4,530,285
4.341,035
3,681,775
3,040,969
2,532,555
1,504,843
1,338,310

116,826,970
4,178,805

119,050,427
4,900,691

15,280,291

other countries.

17,503,748
721,886

121,005,775

123,951,118

15,280,291

18,225,634

Denmark,
Canada,
Australia,
Chile,

4.011,335
4,547,637
2,080,394

1,223,515

;

Sons,
York- Albert \V. Katifenburgh, of 1. Kaflfenburgh &
York.
New
Stern,
Mass.'; Maximilian Stern, of Maximilian
Conipany,
Committee on Legislation: Charles Fox, of F. Miranda &
Cigar Stores
New York, chairman Edward Wise, vice-president United
Brother
Company, New York; William T. Reed, president Earns &
Bloc
vice-president
Bloch,
Jesse A
Company, Richmond, Va.
E. H.
of
Lenilem,
Asa
Brothers Tobacco Company. Wheeling, W. Va.
New ^ ork.
( iato Cigar Company,
Cigar
Membership Committee: lulward Wise, vice-president United
A.
president
Scluilte
A.
D.
chairman;
Stores Company, New York,
I rodTobacco
vice-president
Storm,
L.
George
Schulte, Inc., Xew York
vice-president American
ucts Corporation, New York; George W. Hill
vice-president P.
Tobacco Company, New York; (Jeorge H. Hummel,

All

Total,

Boston,

Total Decrease

in 1915, as

Compared with

1914, 2,945,343 Cigars.

Exports of Leaf Tobacco, from Havana, during the year 1915,
Exports of Leaf Tobacco, from Havana, during the year 1914,

340,701 bales.
"
314,754

;

Increase in 1915,

i

25,947

;

;

Exports of Cigarettes, from Havana, during the year 1914,
Exports of Cigarettes, from Havana, during the year 1915,
Decrease

;

Lorillard Conipany,

of indivi<hial retailers.

The

HgDaisidl

;

of

convention at which the delegates attending the other
conventions will be invited as guests of the Tobacco MerA special committee has been apchants' Association.
pointed to take the matter up with the following associations: The National Cigar Leaf Tobacco Association, The
Cigar Manufacturers' Association of America, The Leaf

From

ftlh©

l!(Q)ir

C

C

T the first meeting of the Board of Directors of the
Tt.hacco Merchants' Association of the United
States, held in New York on the 18th, plans were
formulated for the holding of a convention in
\\ashin.-ton, I). C, in May, and steps are to he taken to
lioldini,^

T©Ibii€^© Sftaiftn^fe^

Exports of Cigars

Inc., (loldsboro,

inlhience the

15

New

York.
r-,

,.

in 1915,

1,557,773

Exports of Picadura, or Scraps, from Havana,
Exports of Picadura, or Scraps, from Havana,

in 1915,
in 1914,

313,914 kilos.
"
209,503

.

Elirlich.
Membership Committee on Retail Tobacconists: Nicholas
'-'•lamnan
Y.,
N.
lirooklyn
president Retail Tobacco Association,
Max Rosen, of Max
Morris Kaplan, of Morris Kaplan, New \ork;
Bloomberg, New
Meyer
of
Rosen New York; Meyer P.loomberg,
Company, New
Tobacco
Turco-American
\ork;* Samuel Turner, of

president T.
'committee on General Welfare: Theodore Werner
Lex.
of FortyM..
New NCrk, chairman; George
J. Dunn & Company.
Slm^tls
o
Shields,
A
rancis
four Cigar Company. Philadelphia, Pa.
Photiades.
Theodore
of
& Son Mbanv, N. Y. Theodore Photiades,
New \ ork Ben. o
New York; c/u. Spitzer. of C 11. Spitzner & Son.
Toro, of 1 orto
Louis
York;
New
R.uira, ..f r.enito R'.vira Company,
York.
New
Rico- American Tobacco Company,
\yest Indies
Advisory Committee: A. J. Eichman. president
Detsd.
president
De.sel
Cigar C.mpany. Xew York, chairman; Henry
^ei^^^"of
& K^PfJ
Wemmer Cmnpany. Lima, O. Emanuel BoasbergCigar Manufaeturing
Lewis
L
Lewis,
of
1.
A.
Y.
N.
BulTalo.
berg.
Lopez Con
Company, Newark, N. J.; A. V. Jockel, vice-president Ruy
DaxJacobson,
N.
Peter
of
naiiy inc.. New York; Peter N. Jacobson,
Association,
Salesmen
s
Tobacco
enport. la.; Sidney Powell, president
;

13,975,302 packs.
"
12,417,529

.1<

;

Increase in 1915,

104,411

Estimated Crop of Leaf Tobacco of the Year 1915, of the Island of Cuba
Calculation of Leaf

Tobacco Stocks

in

hands at Havana upon January

first

1,

1916:

Bales.

Bales.

Stocks on hand at Havana, January 1, 1915,
Total receipts from the country, from January 1st to December 31st, 1915,

200,000
433,267

633,267

Less total sales reported at Havana, during the year 1915,
Less sales made direct by farmers in the country, to exporters, and manufacturers,

348,704

;

estimated.

194,563

Estimated stocks on hand at Havana, January

;

1st, 1916, in first

543,267

hands.

90,000

;

New

York.
president
Coimnittec on Wholesale Tobacconists: Joseph Simon,
chairman; J. W. Buchner
of Tk-nnett, Sloan & Company, New York,
B. Was.serman, prcsi.lent
vice-president Park & Tilford. New York
of Best &
n Wasserman & Companv. New York; William Best. Jr..
vice-president
Heldmann,
Russell Companv. Chicago, 111.; Charles C.
;

Xeudecker Tobacco Company, Baltimore. Md.
Committee on Retail Tobacconists: Ivdward Wise, vice-president
chairman; D. A. Schulte,
ITnitetl Cigar Stores Company. New York,
&
M.
York;
Xew
Inc..
J. McDonnell, of Yahn
president A. Schulte,

ToMcDonnell. Philadelphia, Pa.; Nicholas Ehrlich, president Retail
bacconists' Associali«»n, I'.rooklyii, N. Y. Joseph T. Snyder, of Joseph
T. Snyder, I'.ufTalo, N. Y.
;

Ninth District

Cigar Factories Decreasing
iMftv-five cigar manufacturers of the Ninth Internal
Uevenue district have ck)sed their factories and warehouses
and have made announceiuent that they will not resume
business this year. Most of those who have closed are the
smaller manufacturers, though several large firms have
Forty leaf tobacco dealers have
dropi)ed fr(»m the ranks.
also ceased activities, selling whatever stock they had on
hand. Tn the entire Ninth district, at the present time are
sliohtlv more than four hundred leaf tobacco dealers.
in

Calculation of the

Tobacco Crop

of 1915, of the Island of

Cuba:

Vuelta Abajo. Semi Vuelta.
Received from the country, at Havana, from
Jan. 1st to Dec. 31st, 1915,
.Still in tile country to arrive, estimated,
C()nsunie<l by small manufacturers in the
Country,

118,238
20,000

Less estimated belonging to the 1914 crop.

Approximate 1915 crop,

Vuelta .Ahnjo,
Partidu.
Keiiiedius,
(

>riente.

Rcmedios.

Oriente.

44,130

235,592
3,000

14.613
2,0(X)

433,267
27,000

20,000

15,000

35.000

500

Bales.

138,238
60,000

22,194
3,000

44,630
2,000

258,592
90,000

31,613
15.000

495,267
170,000

78,238

19,194

42,630

168,592

16,613

325,267

Table of the Total Crops of Leaf Tobacco, of the Island of

Semi Vuelta,

20,694
1,500

Total
Partido.

Cuba, during the

last 11 years, in 1000 bale lots:

1905

1906

1907

1908

1909

1910

1911

1912

1913

1914

1915

265
25

138

275

222

.231

29
67

53

68

180
23
72

130
21

105

15

42
92
9

25
54
193

145
12

58

26
60

202
25

263
42

261
32
88
189
21

239
40
94
287
38

78

13

483

294

512

580

591

698

IJO

26

175
15

101
11

520

517

392

2

19

43
168
17

325

1

;
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AND INDEPENDENT DEALERS

DIFFER ON STREET STAND QUESTION
(Continued from Page 13)
not give
goods. The license, as I understand it, which does
enough left
the privilege of the sale of tobacco, is well

very
alone without modification, for competition is already
keen in the retail held, and in order to run an up-to-date
from the instore I believe the retailer should be protected
assortroads of other merchants carrying tobacco with an
ment of other goods. If the merchant is a fruit man, let
him sell fruit, and if a tobacco man, let him sell tobacco.
The public at large gets better service by each class hanone
dling its own line than by combinations in the hands of
class of merchants."

Judge Hunter's statement contains many truths, but
fact that he treats the'
its obvious weakness arises from the
matter as a new condition which might affect the interests
existed for
of his clients rather than a condition which has
hurt
years, and he fails to point out where the stands have
the storekeepers in past times to ?. point which would warrant their abolition.

License Commissioner Bell, of New York City, deemed
this question of sufficient importance to warrant him in appointing a Citizens' Committee of prominent men and
carefully investigate the subject and report to him with a view to his submitting the facts obtained
to the Legislature for a final settlement of the subject.

women who would

included Victor Ridder, Chairis secretary of the United Hebrew Charity Association, as secretary, and the following

The committee named
man, William Ilirsch, who

prominent social workers:
Dr. Henry Moskowitz, Dr. Antonio Stella, Charles B.
Stover, Cyrus C. Miller, Dr. Joseph N. Francolini, Charles
L. Bernheimer, Mrs. V. G. Simkhovitch, Joseph Barondess,
John S. Boschen, Alexander White, Dr. J. L. Magnes, Paul
Abelson, William H. Matthews, Antonio Zucca, Howard
Bradstreet, Francisco Romeo, F. L. Frujoni, Gaylord
White, Miss Colcord, J. C. McClintock, Samuel Rabinowich. Dr. Stephen S. Wise, Morris D. Waldman, Mrs. Edward Mandell, Antonio Pisani, J. Frank Pearsons, Edmond
Dr. Maurice H. Harris, Simon llordansky, SidJ. Butler,
ney Goodacre, Haven h'merson and the Rev. Father Dia-

mond.
committee was held in the
The first meeting
License Commissioner's Chambers, 49 Lafayette Street,
last Wednesday, January 20, and was largely attended,
nearly two hundred being present. The keynote of the
meeting as outlined by Chairman Ridder was facts, and tliis
seemed to be the stumbling block for all the opponents of
of the

the stoop line legislation.
The president of the Retail Candy and Ice Cream Protective Association opened the discussion against the
stands, but his argument was along the lines of generalities,
and a few searching questions from members of the com-

mittee failed to strengthen his position.
Judge Hunter and a delegation from the Independent
Retail Tobacconists' Association, headed by President Ike
Ochs, were in attendance, also and Mr. Ochs made a protest on behalf of his associates. At the request of the committee, the Association will present a written statement of
their claims as to the damage wrought by the stands
against the interests of the small shopkeeper.

The committee

will hold

another session, Wednesday,

Lafayette Street, at three o'clock.
A Personal Investigation Trip
The editor of "The Tobacco World" had an opportunity
of studying the stand question at first hand about ten days

February

2, at

19

ago,

when he made an

and

visited at least

extensive trip through the East Side

one hundred of these.
From questioning and personal observation

we

gleaned

the following facts:
The stands, as far as the East Side is concerned, donfine
of cigarettes
their business almost exclusively to the sales
and a few packages of smoking tobacco.
do not figure in their sales. Probably forty per

Cigars
cigars to
cent, of the stands visited carry one box of cheap
found that no cigars
retail at three cents or five cents.
over hve cents were sold on any stand we visited.
All grades of cigarettes up to twelve cents per package
were on sale. All makes' of cigarettes were represented in
noted specially the various brands
the various stocks.
of the American Tobacco Company, Liggett & Myers, P.
Lorillard Company, as well as Schinasi Brothers Company
"Naturals" and "Egyptian I'rettiests," Philip Morris & Com-

We

We

pany's "Unis," and I. B. Krinsky Estate's several brands,
as well as some brands such as "Kef," which are made and

consumed on the East Side.
We bought several packages of cigarettes, paying
twelve cents per package for Schinasi "Naturals," the same
"Egyptian Troprice which we pay at Schulte stores.
phies'' and "Ilelmars" cost eight cents per package, and in
nearly every case, we were given a box of matches with the
cigarettes.

In an area of ten blocks square we observed only three
stores which could be classified as retail cigar stores, and'
each of these establishments had cut out their show windows, and installed therein an open stand for soda water.
In one store, we found that the prices on cigarettes were
below those quoted on the stands. In none of the stores,

however, could

we

find a cigar

which sold for over

five

cents a piece.
In discussing these stands with Manager Heflich, of
the ICast Side 1 'ranch of the Metropolitan Tobacco Company, he stated that at a most conservative estimate, 80 per
cent, and more probably 85 per cent, of the cigarette distribu-

was made by the stands, and that the cigar
As a rule, the stand keepsales of the stands was negligible.
Kappal.
ers are very good credit for a limited amount.
tion of the district

Owensboro Growers Allege Restraint of Trade
At a meeting of the tobacco growers of the Green
River District held at the Owensboro (Ky.) Court House
recently, which was mostly composed of oflicers and members of the American Society of Equity, a resolution was
unanimously adopted setting forth the Owensboro Tobacco
Board of Trade, composed of the buyers and warehousemen, were operating in restraint of trade.
Another resolution was also adojSted calling upon
Commonwealth's Attorney Smith, of this district, to investigate this board and if the facts are true as stated by the
committee that stei)s be taken to prosecute the violators.
'IMiere has been much dissatisfaction in the manner in
which the t<ibacco is handled at the loose-leaf houses and
prices as a whole have been very unsatisfactory, according
to the growers.

The Tobacco Board of Trade went into dissolution
about four weeks ago. The action was voluntary. F"or this
reason it is not believed anything will come of the proposed investigation.

Diem & Company Succeeds A. H. Diem, Jr.
The wholesale tobacco business formerly conducted

by

A. II. Diem, Jr., 549 William Street, Buffalo, N. Y., will be
Company, owing to the
conducted in the future by Diem
retirement from business of A. 11. Diem, Jr. The business
of Diem &- Company will be conducted in the future by
G. B. Diem, son of A. H. Diem, Jr., and II. C. Waneni'l'

niacher.

Salvador Rodriguez in

ISri'OKS

to the

New Gotham

Offices

New York

headquarters of Salvafamous manufacturer of

dor Rodriguez, the
"Charles the Great," clear Ilavanas, ascertained
that the warerooms in the Mecca Building during
the past week had been removed to a new location on the

same floor.
For several years past, Salvador Rodriguez has l>een
located at 16(H) Broadway, occujjying spacious quarters exactly on the corner of the fourth tloor, but by the change
the offices are now in Suite 109-111, which has the big advantage of being directly in front of the nest of elevators.
The quarters are excellently arranged, a new packing
room is provided, directly adjoining the humidors which
The
latter are more conspicuous than in the old offices.
couiiting room is splenditlly lighted and a very attractive
private office has been fitted up f«>r Mr. Salvador Rodriguez,
for use when he comes up from the factory in Taiiipa.

An

coincidence in the ac(|uireinent of
the new offices is the fact that the main entrance is numbered 409, this being also the factory number and the brand
interesting

little

name of the smokers made by F. Rodriguez & Company, in
Tampa, which is a subsidiary of Salvador Rodriguez.
Claude E. Turner of the sales force has been absent for
ten days past, covering the upper part of New York State,
and his returns for the trip thus far are way in excess of
last year.
Syracuse and Rochester especially_ yielded ex-

Pasbach-Voice Close Deal for Supply of Inks and Bronze
The patrons of the Pasbach-X'oice Lithographing Coiiipany are congratulating the above firm on their success in
closing a deal whereby they are assured of a supply of
high-grade inks and bronze adequate for the balance of
1916.

affected,

William

C

Ingram, formerly secretary <»f the American
haniber of Commerce, Paris, hrance. has been appointed

to

If.

the post of assistant secretary to the Tobacco Merchants' Association, succeeding Mr. Shot well.
fill

(ieorge \V.

American Tobacco Cnmiraiiy. made a brief trip to Providence last week.
Percival .S. Mill, the j)resi(lent of the conii)auy is away on
a Western inspection trip which will take him as far South
as Texas.
Mill,

The very high

has affected bronze work, as this

price of copper

the principal ingredient
in that color.
The wide-awake manufacturer has made
arrangements to take care of his stock of cigar box labels
and bands, but there are many who failed to anticipate the
present condition.
The trade will no doubt be glad to
learn that the Pasbach-Voice Company with their usual resourcefulness are provided to care for the situation.
is

Welcher Brothers Incorporate for $100,000
Incorporated for $100,000 at Albany, N. Y.. during the
past fortnight, Welcher Brothers. Inc., New^ York City,
cigar manufacturers, name Peter Welcher as president
Dave S. Saqui as vice-president; Morris Welcher as treasurer, and Harry Welcher as secretary.
It is needless to
comment on the success of the Welcher factorv or the
associations of the "Jean Valjean" cigar.
It will suffice to say that both are high in
the ranks,
and that the same policy with reference to the Welcher
brands will continue. As heretofore, the fortunes of the
"Jean Valjean" will be under the direction of Mr. Saqui,
which is sufficient assurance that the brand will
continue
to prosper.

of

the

John W. Merriam was reported in Pittsburgh last
week, and he stated at tliat time that he was most encouraged by the rece|)tion which the trade was giving him and
his newly «)rganizcd firm. The popularity of his old brands
is in nowise diminished.

& Company, New

York,

the manufacturers of the well-kiK.wn "First Consul" and
"Monte Cristo*' brands, is at the present time making his
way to the Pacific Coast where he plans spending a month
or so in the interests of his company's brands.

Will Offer

Announcement
to the lack of colors, all lines using dyes have been

including inks.

vice president

E. R. Lincoln of P. Pohalski

cellent orders.

Due

Sidney Goldberg, of Simon l'»att ^t Company, had planned
to leave New York ten days ago for his annual visit to Havana, but found that the ships were filled to capacity, and
so has delayed his trip for a few days.

is

New

Line Shortly

made by William Demuth

& Com-

pany, of New York, that within a very short time they will
have placed «)n the market a line of pipes, adapted to the
new Sniokarol form of pipe tobacco. The Demuth Conil)any is now in the midst of plans for an extended campaign
on the line, and promises some excellent posters, in additicm to various attractive window display designs to
assist in the advertising of the new pipes.

Jack Kelley Predicts Big Year for His House
Jackson \V. Kelley. who has been associated with Salvador Sanchez vK: Company, the Tampa manufacturers,
since last Sei)teiiiber. predicts a record-breaking year for
his concern during the next twelve months.
Mr. Kelley
was in Philadelphia last week, and landed his goods in a
half dozen of the best distributing centers of the city.
He
also opened up the Mercantile Club account there, which
is one of the most desirable in the city.
Mr. Kelley left New York a day or two ago, en route
for Cincinnati, where he will join Mr. Jerry Windmuller,
head of the firm for a few days' conference. Mr. Windmuller, has been in Chicago for a few days on a special
mission, but expects to return to Tampa by the first of next
week.

—
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MANY? LINES OF TOBACCO INDUSTRY
AFFECTED BY EUROPEAN STRUGGLE

OTTO EISENLOHR

CIl(B^(gDaiiBidl

Otto Eisenlohr & Brother Plan Incorporation Control to
Be Vested in Messrs. Charles and Louis Eisenlohr
No Other Manufacturers Included in Expansion

(Continued from Page 13)

prices.

BROS. TO INCORPORATE

—

^

Central lunpires placed a heavy burden on the growers in
the Carolinas, Virginia, Tennessee and Kentucky, but now
that it has been lifted there is an improvement noted in

&

NNOUNCI^MKNT

is

made

that the cigar

turing firm of Otto lusenlohr

Change

manufac-

Adolph Herman

DOLPll HERMAN,

manCompany,

for fifteen years a sales

the United Cigar Stores
residing at 55 West llGth Street, died recently
after a four-weeks' illness caused by pneumonia.
For several months past he had been in charge of the cigarette publicity department of the United Cigar Stores

ager

for

Company.
The deceased was fifty-live years
bv a wife, two daughters and a son.

old.

He

is

survived

William D. Cross
William

1).

C'ross. for forty-seven

years a cigar manu-

facturer of Providence. K. I., died recently at Carolina, R. 1.
He was a coniniissioner of the Indian Schools for the tribe
Mr. Cross had
of Narragansett Indians in Rhode Island.

served in the Senate
eighty-four years old.

and

George

General

W.

Assembly.

He was

Jones

On January 2(>th, at his home, Riverview Manor, Hastings, N. v.. in iiis sixty-sixth year, George W. Jones, treasurer and manager of the Tobacco Trade Journal Company,
publishers of our contemporary, "Tobacco," died following
a week's illness due to grippe and other complications.
Mr. Jones was born in Talbottom, Ga. Shortly after
the close of the Civil War he and his brother, the late Col.
Charles H. Jones, came North. Always associated in business, George, with the financial and managerial departments, Charles, with the editorial, their careers covered a
large field. Starting in bSSl, at Jacksonville, as publishers
of the Florida "Daily Times", they were sul)se(|uently identified with the "Times-Union" at Jacksonville, the "St.
Louis Republic", the "World", at New York, and the St.
Louis "Post-Dispatch". Following this latter connection,
Colonel Jones returned to New York, taking over the Lockwood publications, George being made treasurer and business manager. In 11)01 they ti«)k over the Tobacco Trade
Journal Company.
Mr. Jones proved an able director of the work with
which he was associated and was untiring in his zeal. His
funeral, which was private, took place in Union Mills, N. J.

Arthur Luxenberg
Arthur Luxenberg, son of Jonas Luxenberg, the wellknown cigar manufacturer of Stein way, L. I., died recently
at his home, 115.'5 l^turth Avcmie. Tuberculosis caused his
death.

The deceased was

thirty-two years old.

A

wife

and three children survive.

All of this, however, will be absorbed for sometime
to C(mie by the chemical industries of this country which
are suffering for lack of it. Nitrate, another essential, is
try.

scarce, as well as expensive,

owing

to its use in the

manu-

Cleveland,

in

Louis

Samuel

formerly a cigar manufacturer of the
Eastern District of P>rnoklyn and the oldest inmate of the
Brooklyn Home for the Aged, died there recently at the
age of ninety-six years. The deceased was born in Albany,
N. Y.
TTari)ison,

and Charles

tobacco grower.
Burlap, which is extensively used in the leaf tobacco
The Indian
business, is going up by leaps and bounds.
market is quite strong at present owing to the fact that
the British Ciovernment has notified the mills that it will
take their full limit for the month of February.
Further, the conditions in this country indicate that
additional taxes of some sort will be imposed. The tobacco
industry will not easily escape and an additional burden
may be expected. Unquestionably there will be changes in
the tariff, but until the end of the war there is little to be
hoped for in the way of an ade(juatc revenue from this
source.

of Percival S. Hill Dies

In his recent bereavement, due to the death of his
mother. President Percival S. Hill, of the American Tobacco Cf)mpany, has the sympathy of his many friends.
Mrs. Hill died recently at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Benjamin Bullock, of Ardmore, Pa., at the age of eightyfour years.

Frederick Wagener
Frederick Wagener, a tobacco dealer of Pittsburgh,
died recently at his home in that city, 1610 Davis Avenue.
le had been in business for thirty-six years and had been a
resident of the North Side for forty-seven years.
The deceased is survived by a widow, two sons and
four daughters.
He was sixty-five years old. He was
born in Germany and came to this country in 18GS.
1

James E. LeNoir
James E. LeNoir,

fifty-six

No

the business.
this

J.

l"j"senlolir,

who

at

present direct

other niannf:ictnrers will ])articipate

in

expansion.

Otto b'isenlohr v\; llrother are the largest independent
manufacturers of a nickel brand <»f cigars in the countrv
and their afinual output at present exceeds 'j< >(),(»<)(>,( 100 cigars annually. The "Cinco" cigar is known and smoked in
every i)art of the L'nited States and the business at the
present time is showing a steady growth.
The details of the incorporation have not yet been
worked (jut. (ieorge .S. (Jrahani, counsel f(»r the firm, states
that a decision has been reached to incorporate the business
which heretofore has been operated as a co-partnership,
llalgarten & Company, of New York, will be the bankers in charge of the operation.

Lane Visiting

R. E.

in

Cuba

Robert E. Lane, the popular American and Canadian
sales agent for the Partagas factory of Havana, sailed from
New York on the 2:id ult. for his annual visit to Cuba. Mr.
Lane was a passenger on the "Havana", which left New
York crowded to her full capacity. Mr. l-'rancis Taylor
was also on the passenger list.
Mr. Lane's plans include a week or ten d;iys' stay in
Havana, and then he intends to go out to Guantanamo and
spend two weeks visiting the .\merican naval station.
Many thousands of "Partagas" are used in the United

navy annually, and this brand is a particular favorite
with both the officers and men of the fieet.
States

Tobacco Buyers See Trouble Ahead
Hie out-of-town tobacco men are up aga^^st it,
as the
Windsor Locks (Conn.) I'.oard of Assessors is in
hopes of
getting the

grand

list

tobacco packers include
Ihe

increased by having the out-of-town
what t<.bacco they have on hand in

The tobacco packers

list.

object, claiming that the tobacco
only ni the warehouses for a short
time and then shinned
* ^
out of town.
IS

It is

the intention

..f

the assessors to have these out-of-

town tobacco buyers and packers
assist in paying for the
owns exiK.Mises. This method applies
to the non-resident

loDacco packers, as the resident
packers arc now assessed
on what tobacco they
have in their warehouse at the time
lie lists are
made out. A similar move was started in SufJ't'ld and caused
trouble with the out-of-town tobacco
buyers Who were
non-resident, s(. now the tobacco is
shipped
It

of

tnere

Samuel Harbison

11.

is

town and
only a

in

the

fall

little t..l>acc<.

when

the lists are made out
remaining in the warehouses

years old, a tobacco dealer

wh«i conducted a cigar store at Delaware Avenue and South
Street, died recently at is home 523fi Race Street. He suc-

ceeded his father, James LeNoir, who established himself
in the tobacco business on Delaware Avenue in 1811.

Union-American Declares Preferred Stock
Dividend
^'"'••"-•^'"^''"ican Cigar Company has
declared the
re-nl""'
^^'^''^^''^l '^" preferred stock, of
one and
three n,/'?''"^'
^''''^"^' '^''>''^'''^ I'^cbruary
to stock
f>
;!n'^'''r''"'
stockholders
of record fanuary 25, ]91G

If,,

11)10,

(J.,

January

27, 1916.

|(^ST cigar dealers are very nnich elated over the
fact that they will be alUnved to shake
dice again.
Local dealers in dice and (lice-i)oxes did a thriving
business, as a

number of dealers had discarded
years ago. The dealers want to be careful
that they don't abuse the privilege, as some
of them did
before, by allowing gambling of all kinds.
James 11. Shields and J. C. Leverance have just returned from a hurry-up trip to Omaha. They had
a very
nice business in "La Saramitas."
Seattner lln.thers cH: Ziegler have opened up Store
No.
located near the corner of Superior and Fast
Ninth, one
them

stated that the control of the firm will be vested

All this does not tend to cheer the

facture of explosives.

Mother

stock.

It is

Administration Helps Cigar Dealers—Trattner
& Ziegler Open Third Store— Mr. and Mrs.
E. V, Schnoor Recent Visitors

&

Brother, located
Market Street, this city, with nineteen
at !).'5-.^-:>;)
factories in other j)arts ot' the State, will shortly incorporate with a capital stock issue of $!),()U(),00(>. This will
he comi)(>sed lA $;l,(M)0,(ino preferred stock and $(;,(M)0,000

common

in

Brothers

1

Materials used in pipes have advanced and as a result
the average rise in the cost of pipes is in the neighborhood
The cost of rubber has increased, while
of 15 per cent.
There is posbriar root has gone up nearly 50 per cent.
sibility that the prices of pipes may still further advance.
Smoking and chewing tobacco manufacturers are beginning to complain of the shortage of licorice and the intimation is that the prices of tobaccos in which this material
is used will be subjected to an advance. Salesmen are already complaining that their orders for these goods are
often cut to as low as one-tenth of the quantity asked.
The essential elements of fertilizer are exceptional'y
scarce, and as a result the prices are increasing rapidly.
Farmers in the Connecticut Valley anticipate an increase
Potash, in the form of potash
of from 25 to 35 per cent.
A very
salts, is to be had only in commercial fertilizer.
small supply comes from Japan and some from this coun-

19

a couple

(.f

.'!.

the busiest sections of Cleveland.
It is needless to say
that these boys will make good in their
new location as
they have made winners of Stores Nos. 1 and
2.
Phil Cohn, formerly with Shields- W'ertheim
<.t

Company,

has purchased the P.ond Street Cigar Store, formeriy
owned
by Paul .Schreiner. Mr. Schreiner has been
appointed city
paymaster. Mr. Cohn is very much pleased with the
business he has had so far.
Mr. and Mrs. F. V. .Schnoor, of Wichita, Kansas,
were
recent visitors in the city.
While in town, Mr. Schnoor
placed some nice orders with the Shields-Wertheim
Com-

pany, he being their jobber in his territory.
L. S. Polster, of ICast 554 Fuclid, reports
business very
satisfactory.
Among Mr. Polster's leaders are such wellknown brands as "Carcia", "\ega Dulce", " 4plomo" and
"La Saramita."
Charles Strand has secured the lease at the corner
of
Superior and Fast lUoth and intends to open a cigar
store,
bowling and billiard parior. Mr. Strand is no new-comer
in
the

game and ought

new

line.

Among

the

to

do a bang-up business

in

his

uptown

dealers wIkj are doing things is
T(mi Williams, h,cated at the corner of Superior and
Fast
55th.
Mr. Williams has been in his present location a number of years and has built up a wonderful business.
He is
one of the largest dealers in pipes in the citv. Mr.
Williams

has the reputation

busy

to give

them

among

traveling men of never being too
a few minutes of his time.

VV. R. Hutton, formeriy with .\be Kessler, has
opened
a cigar store and billiard parior at 105,}
Superior.
Bill
has a host of friends and undoubtedlv will do
a dandy
business.

Smith, of Shields-Wertheim Companv, who has
been at Mt. Clemens for the past few weeks, is back on
the
job again expounding the merits of "La .Saramitas"
P.ert

through

Indiana, Illinois and Michigan.
Harry Halper, of the Ohio Stogie Companv,
the "Uncle Joe" stogies, informed the writer that

behind on orders,

makers of
he

is

away

"La Saramita'' window displays ha^^e been very consi^icuous in all the Standard Drug Company's
windows the
past few weeks.
Pert Ouinn, manager at R. Jones' cigar store at
Pro.spcct and Fighteenth, is one of the most popular clerks
down
town. P.ert is always there with a glad hand and
a smile
that won't come off.

Some

very attractive display shelves advertising
"Fatima" cigarettes have made their ap|)carance
around'^town.

Dick.
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Cause of Poor Burning Leaf

as to the rights of the several thousand
keepers of stoop line stands in New York City to sell cigarettes and tobacco is purely a local issue,

The Stoop

and merely a curious phase

of merchandis-

ing in the big metropolis, but in our estimation the status of these people should
be clearly delined, and at once.
If the New York stand merchants are selling tobacco
products without a legal right to do so, and if their trade is
a serious and unlawful menace to the prosperity of the retail
cigar dealers of Greater New York, the facts should be
clearly proven before the Citizens' Investigating Committee,
and the legislature should forthwith remedy the condition,
but on the other hand, if it is shown as is contended that
these stands have been doing business in cigarettes and tobacco for many years, and that they cater to a trade which

the retail store keeper does not and will not attempt to
reach, especially as far as the East Side of New York City
is concerned, then it seems to us that the proposed legislation giving them specific rights to trade in tobacco products as they have in the past should be enacted.

We

problems which the independent retail tobacconist has and is facing in New York
City, but these do not alter the facts of the case, and the
question arises if the legislature should abolish the sales
of cigarettes and tobacco on the street stands of the city
would there be enough shops vacant, say on the East Side
to till up the gap which the loss of the stand trade would
involve, and who among our New York retailers would care
to venture into a branch of trade which is peculiar unto itTrading from stands is second nature to the vast
self.
majority of the polyglot population of the sections in which
they rtourish. Certain commodities are always sold in the
open in the countries from which they come. The tobacco
and cigarette kiosks of Turkey and Greece and Southern
Russia and Latin countries attest this, and would it be
worth w hile for our retail shopkeepers to attempt to educate
these folk in their own bailiwicks to going into stores to buy

We

doubt it, and one strong
cigarettes for a penny.
reason for our doubt is the fact that on a prominent position
on Delancey Street, which is a main artery of general travel
through the East Side, the best looking cigar shop we have

two

seen recently felt compelled to take out their bulk window,
and turn it into a counter for the sale of goods in the open.
The proprietor said that the people simply would not come

Dr. William Frear, of the Pennsylvania Experiment
Station at State College, discussing experiments on the
burning quality of cigar tobaccos during the recent farmers'
week at State College disclosed some interesting data.
At the request of tobacco growers from York, Clinton
and Lancaster counties, the Pennsylvania Station several
years ago undertook investigations into the cause of the
deterioration in the burning (juality of filler tobacco there
produced. In 1912 the burn of some of the York County
tobacco was so poor as to render it cither not salable at all
or only at such extremely low prices as t<i cover but a small
fraction of production cost.
A number of factors affect tobacco burn, chief of which
is the character of the mineral materials of the leaf.
Excessive chlorin content, or possibly an excess of chlorin in
proportion to the potash content, is the most common cause
of bad burn.
By keeping down the chlorin content the burning quality of the tobacco in the exjicriments was instantly restored
to normal.
Only good horse manure, according to Dr. Frear. or
artificial fertilizers free from minerals, should be used for
tobacco manuring. Commercial sheep manure is too rich
in salt for safety.
Where mixed manure is available the
German practice of fall plowing and manuring of lands to
be used for tobacco may be helpful to the burn of the crop.

M. W. Berriman, of Berriman Brothers, has been away
the past few days on a trip to the Connecticut Valley
country.

Mr. Kraus, head of Kraus & Company, the Baltimore
manufacturers of the "In-B-Tween" brand, spent a few days
in New York last week.
'^Harvester," "Tentador" and "Rodena" were three new
brands added lately to the already excellent stock carried by

Stark

& Hawkins,

Toledo, O.

The "Plantista" brand of the Compeer Cigar Company,

demand

Reading. Pa., is reported to be having an excellent
at certain points in the Middle West.

realize clearly the serious

"Crane's

Havana Smokers," manufactured by

Jeitles

&

Blunienthal, Philadelphia. Pa., are being attractively displayed

by the

W.

E. Eaton stores, Indianapolis, Ind.

Steven Hertz. Pittsburgh, Pa., was a recent visitor to the
Boston market, calling on hotels, cafes and restaurants in the
interests of the well-known "Reynaldo" cigar.

Missioiiar> work was recently performed at
Mass.. by Jackson H. Kclley. of Salvador Sanchez

Cooney Bayer Cigar Company
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Philip Morris Celebrates

Saturday evening, January 22(1, at Bryant Hall, 725
Sixth Avenue, New York City, witnessed the eighth annual reception and ball of the Philip Morris Mutual Aid
Association. Not only was the celebration a success finanIn addition to the employees
cially, but socially as well.
attended, there were a number of the officers. The list
also embraced a number of guests attracted by the reputa-

who

report of Manila cigars shipped into the United
States during lUlo shows an appreciable increase over the
shipments of the previous year, and they would doubtless
have been larger had shipping facilities

been better.
Manila manufacturers are recognizing

Manila
Cigars

the fact that the smoking public of the
United States is a discriminating one and that (luality and
merit figure extensively in their purchases of cigar brands.
If

the standard

is

doubtless show a

maintained the shipments this year will
still

greater increase.

Factory

Boston,

& Com-

has

and a basement.
Everything which concerns lighting, ventilation, cleanliness and sanitation has been installed in the factory, which
is one of the most complete and up-to-date in the country.
There are four humidors, one sweat room, zinc-lined
boxes for the storage of cigars, dry rooms, storage rooms,

pany, in the interests of the company's "Dulce" cigar.

At a recent semi-monthly dinner of the Jacksonville,
\'\i\.,
Wholesale Grocers' Association, held at the Seminole
lotel, "Cuesta-Rey" was the brand that jrraced the occasion.

I

five stories

electric elevator, rest

fountains,

Santa Rosa, Cal., and other adjoining
towns in the county, have taken on the well-known "Charles
Denhy" cigar of H. l^>ndrich for distribution.
D. Peyser,
represents the "Charles Denby" on the Coast.
Retailers at

electric

room

for the

women,

sanitary drinking

wash rooms,

dynamo

a splendid system of lighting, an
which continually pumps fresh air through

the building, and in fact everything that modern science
and sociology has devised for maximum business efficiency
and for the health of employees.

The "Muriel" cigar of the P. Lorillard Tobacco Comcame in for more than passing attention in a recent
window display in the Penn Street window of Charles Breneiser Sons, Seventh and Penn Streets, Reading, Pa.

"First Consul" a Leader in Colorado

From

Not only

Denver, but also throughout the State of Colorado, the "iMrst Consul" cigar of P. Pohalski & Company,
New York, has a good demand. Thomas O. Atkins, of this

company, recently arrived in Denver in the interests of the
cigar, and planned to continue the remainder of the month
of January there and in other portions of the State in fur-

N. Y., comes the news that llarrv Gross
charge of the Syracuse territory for M. MelacJirino &
Company.
Mr. Clross was formerly Division Manager at
Buffalo for the cigarette department of the
Liggett & Myers

IS

in

P.uffalo.

in

thering the interests of this popular brand.
are the distributors at Denver.

Niles

& Moser

Tobacco Company.

tion of former affairs.

The following
The

New

The Cooney Bayer Cigar Manufacturing Company, of
Fort Wayne, Ind., has recently moved into its new factory
at the corner of Lewis and Calhoun Streets.
The building

pany,

v,*nllS!!lJ!Ill
Vlca-Prealdent

in

indoors.

B.

CHARLES FOX. Naw York
F M. NEWBUROH. Hamilton. O
GEORGE BERGBR. Cincinnati. O
JOSEPH MENDELSOHN, Naw York
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The question

Stands
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are the

names

of the officers

mittees under whose personal direction the reception was
given: F. S. Lucey, president; C. II. SutclifTe, vice-president; W. R. Littell, treasurer; II. Strembel, secretary;
lioard of Governors: Anna Smith, Helen Ford, Irene Burns,
Sadie Stewart, Ben Wachner, P. Raftes, Herman Howler,

Andonian. hloor Manager, Herman Howler. Floor
Floor Committee: H. Strembel,
Director, Ben Wachner.
N. B. llaskins, E. M. Robbins and G. W. Knepley. ReEaPrest, J. Fonner,
reptinn Committee: A. Hensman,
II. Meyer. T. Hensman, A. Mealy, L. Strembel, I. Oxhorn,
V. I'. Collins, S. Soffer, A. Pinkerton and M. Morgan.

and

Louis Bythiner

and com-

Attractive displays on "VA

Sidelo" cigars manufactured
by Samuel I. Davis \ Company,
were recently featured by
the H. Bercovich Cigar Company.
San Francisc<», Cab.

which company distributes the
stands throughout the city.

line also

in

its

various

retail

•

1'-.

I'".

Louis Bythiner

Si)eaking of

ilic

business done during the present

month

January by the
J. P,. Mnos Company branch at Toledo,
<>•. f. ( hurch.
manager, stated that it was the best in seven
.vears.
He is rather optimistic about the future, and does not
Hesitate to predict that
uj\h will be a phenomenal season.
<>f

& Company

& Company,

in

New

Quarters

formerly located at '^'09
North Second .Street, will occupy new quarters at 212 North
Second .Street after February 1st. This firm of leaf tobacco brokers has been long known in the trade and its
reputation is being ablv maintained bv W'illiam Bvthiner,
who succeeded to the business following the death of his
father, Louis Bythiner, last year.
Mr. Bythiner has recently returned from a trip through
the Lancaster County leaf markets and from all accounts
this active young man seems to be getting his share of the
business.
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of Flor de

Tonias Gutierrez, and La Flor de A, Fernandez

Garcia.

From London, England

Louis Avenel, representative
of the For Larranaga factory for Great Britain.
Richard Sichel, Howard L.
Departures 'J'o New N'ork
Friend, Dionisio Hevia, X'icento Flanco. S. Ruppin, Max
Schwarz, Alfredo .Selgas and Charles Landau.
To Boston: S. Grysmich, C. A. Sullivan and L. L. Ja:

—

:

cobs.

From Our
Exclusive

Cigars

Perseverancia No.

H avana

,

We

Bureau

submit herewith a table of the exi)orts of the eleven
principal consuming countries of our cigars, copied from "El
Tabacv)", and comj)iled by Ramon La X'illa, as published in
its edition of January 10, 19 16, and which might be interesting
reading to the subscribers of "The Tobacco World." It gives
also the exports of leaf tobacco, cigarettes and cut tobacco,

8

Cubi

during the years 1914 and 1915.
Business in our cigar factories is l)etter than we dared
to hope for, at the begining of the year, and considering that

Havana, January
L'SINIvSS

24. I9[(».

(luring the first fortnight has not improved,

although we have had a nuniher of American Imyers in town, and since that thne more have arrived.
The Cuban Land and Leaf Tobacco Company has
been again in the market, and will i)urchase se\ era! thousand
bales of the X'uelta Aba jo, 1914 crop, for the needs of the

American cigar

factories, all of which,

however, have not yet

been received, and therefore are not included in the sales
reported lower down. There have also been made s(»me transactions for Europe (Spain and the Netherlands), which will
appear in our next reptrt from here.

That

American buyers have not sized up the true sitnation, at least those that came here at the beginning of the
month, becomes more evident, as the outlook for the cominjr
crop, on account of the persistent drought, in the \uelta
Abajo at least, is gloomy indeed, unless we should still have
one good rainshower before the end of this month. There has
been some tobacco cut of the very early planted fields, but
this will amount to only a drop in the bucket, and the American clear Havana cigar manufacturers may have hard work
to find any suitable leaf for them, unless Nature at the last
moment should have jnty ijpon us. Our large cigar manufacturers may have enough sto-ks on hand, to tide over this year,
the

\ uclta Abajo and Semi
which divided represented:
15J I'artido, 43J Reniedios, 5532 and Oriente, 2785
X'uelta,

bales,

1

bales.

Americans, CtJjy, exporters to Europe
were:
for Spain), jHj^: shippers to .South America,
(principallx
503, and our local manufacturers of cigars and cigarettes, 296
lUiyers

bales.

Exports of leaf tobacco, from the port of llavana, from
January 5 to January 17, igM). totaled 10,58^) bales, which
were <listribute<l to the following countries, viz.: To all ports
of the United States. i<2j;\: to Canada. S69; to Spain, 398; to
the .\etherlatids, (xi; to Denmark, yj; to Nt>rway, 20; to the
Canary Tslan<ls, n to Oran, 300. and to the Argentine Re;

I

ublic,

603

bales.

Receipts of Leaf Tobacco

From

We

not pretend, that these figures are exactly correct, as there
are too many details to be taken into consideration, which
would require more time and considerable expenses, but for

ordinary purposes, we think, they
which they are intended.

all

will

two weeks ending January 14, iqi(}.
X'uelta Abajo
1036 bales
Semi \'uelta
58
<<
Parti do
5
Remedios
1997
<<

<(

Oriente

The

stocks on hand might appear suflficicntly large to satdemands of the American buyers, but it must not be
forgotten, that perhaps one-half of this (|uantity may be unfit

for

the needs of the

American cigar manufacturers. The
by the American and .Spauish houses, who do not
sell in the open market, and who have purchased them
in the
country direct from the farmery, or made their own packings.
for account of their customers, are not inchulcd in the 90.000
bales in first hands upon January t, 1916.
Therefore, the
large American cigar manufacturers need have no fear of
being left without their usual supplies of leaf.
Sales during the first fortnight this month totaled 9901
.stocks held

far

be better in view of the exceptional prosperity
country.

all

over the

Don Pepin Rodriguez, the senior partner of the
Romeo y Julieta factory, arrivc<l here in the best of

S.

A.

health

on the i8th inst., and he told us, that he had brought
along many orders, which would keep the factory busy at least
for two months to come, or more stilly
"We have an excellent
.stern breeze," were his concluding words, when we terminated
and

spirits

our interview with him.
Partagas is doing also an excellent business in all directions, as orders have continued conu'ng in right along.
Don Alberto Upmann. of the II. Cpmami fact«»ry left for
the United States last Saturday, the 22nd inst.
1.
Ipmami is

167

<(

orders.
<<

Total

.V^M

Leaf Tobacco
S.

Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
\rrivals

— bVom

New

X'ork

Klorfein; ICrnst ICllinger, of
fre<lo Selgas,

imilian

of Selgas

.Stern:

;

X-

:

I'^rnst

Juliu^

Klorfein, of Julius

h'llinger

Company: Milton

& Company;
.Samuel, of

.\1-

Mendelsohn, of

Company.
From Chicago: N. Raphael, i>resident, and hrank Stern,
forem.'in, of Ryan \- Raphael Cigar Cf)m])any
H. \\. bVanklin,
of I. 15. I'ranklin vV Company.
(

igar

:

I

I'Vom Thiladelphia
vK:

:

ICckerson, of Felix

h'elix

ICckerson

Company,

John Alles. of Alle.s & Fisher; Samuel
(Irysmich, of .S. Grysmich
.Sons.
b^rom Detroit: Joseph Mouir, of Joseph Mouir.
Returned
Baldomero Fernandez an<l family; V. E. Fonseca. of l'\ I^. Fonseca .S. en C.
Manolo Rodriguez, of Rodri-

bVom Boston:

iS:

—

:

Menendez
Company: .Sidney Rothschild, of Sidney
Rothschild: Abe Haas, the large tobacco jilanter, of Camajuani Carlos V.. Beck, Sr.. Mrs. Beck, and Edgar P)eck.
Arrived
l'>om Xew York: John Sommcrville, manager
of the cigar department of
S. Nicholas & Company;
guez.

1*^-

:

—

Thomas

C

Ilealy. representative of

Ramon

Allones, for the
L'nited States and Canada; F. A. .Alexander, representative
I'.

Ruppin, of

New

York, was a heavy buyer (jf leaf, during his stay here, as we imderstand. he
secured around 3000
bales of the choicest vegns to be found in our
market, through
the valuable assistance of Leslie Pantin. as
usual.

Max-

Mendelsohn, BorneAllie Sylvester, president of the .American

losej)!]

man & Company

serve the object for

isfy the

.still

making heavy shipments of cigars to the L'uitetl States,
Canada and Great Britain.
For Larranaga is working at top speed for Great L'.ritain.
and has also good orders from the Cnited States, as well as
from the South American Republics.
Sol and Le Devesa de Murias is working stronger than
ever at present, as there is no cessation of the arrival of fresh

b'or the

case of need, but the smaller ones will be in a fix.
As far as the crop statistics of last year are concerned, we
herewith publish some estimates of the stocks on hand upon

with the exception of the year 1906, the 1915 crop has been
the smallest in quantity, particularly of \^ielta Abajo.
do

is

1

the Country

in

January i, 1916, a calculation of the total crop of last year
in our Island, as well as a recapitulation of the crops of the
different kinds, during the last eleven years. This shows, that

conflict for sui)remacy

;

;

;

European

from
(ireat P>ritain particularly is sending good
its conclusion,
sized orders, while the demand from the United Slates might
the terrible

the

The Spanish Regie purchased 2S25 bales of leaf, during
first half of this month, and is
still looking f(,r more goods.
Walter Sutter

Company bought for account of their
customers 1559 bales of leaf, during the same
period.
Hcrrera, Calmet & Company were sellers of
637 bales of
Remedios to their various clients.
Afax Kerzog. the well-known leaf broker
from New York.
IS attending to
the wants of Julius Klorfein. the manufactm-er
of the "Garcia Grande" cigars.
&-

Arthur Morris, whose firm of IVforris & .Morris,
of LonIS the largest cigar
importing concern of our in<lei)endent
lactones, arrived here early
in the month, to make his customary visits upon our cigar
manufacturers, after an absence
ot two years, owing
to the war.
C. A. Sullivan, vice-president,
and L. L. Tacobs, superintendent of Waitt
Bond, Incorporated, of Boston, came here
upon a short visit of pleasure.
W. .S: B. are the makers of the
Tamous "Blackstone" brand of
cigars, which has a weeklv sale
ot 1,000,000
cigars, throughout the year, upon
an average.
Jose C. T^iente & Company sold
353 bales of Partido and
Ketnedios leaf, during the
first two weeks of this month.
don,

.'^-

23

Jose F. Roclia closed out 150 bales of Vuelta Abajo, during the past fortnight, to his customers.
Shippers above 200 bales of leaf tobacco, from the port
of Havana, during the two weeks, ending January 17, 1916,
were: \1rgilio Siiarez, i\)Xi bales ;Walter Sutter & Company, 1;J08 bales; Cuban Land and Leaf Tobacco Company,
1070 bales; L Kaflfenburgh & Sons, 878 bales; Manuel
Suarez, 798 bales; Leslie Pantin, 783 bales; Menendez
Company, 632 bales; J. Bernheim & Son, 611 bales; G.
Arostegui, 561 bales; Sobrinos de A. Gonzalez, 470 bales;

&

Berndes

&

C(mipany, 433 bales; Manuel A. Suarez
iS: Company, 412 bales; Sucesores de
Juan Lopez, 300 bales;
M. A. Gunst & Company, 277 bales; Hijos de Diego Mon-

J.

F.

tero, 203 bales.

Oretaniv.

American Buys

in

Henderson Again

After being off the Henderson, Kentucky, market for
f«»ur years, the American Tobacco Company has resumed
buying tobacco there again. The firm through its local
representative,

15.
P.everly. bought several thousand
pounds of the weed at the tobacco sale on the loose-leaf
floor on the first day.
The firm has one (.f the finest factories in Henderson,
which has been standing idle for two years. Vur two years
after the firm ceased buying tobacco on the local market
the factory was let to other firms, but for the last two years
the building has been closed.
S(»me fancy prices were

B.

tobacco at the loose-leaf sales.' S(»me of the l)est
unfired tobacco went as high as $11.15, which is slightly
lower than at the former sale.
pai<l for

The American Company

will

buy

for the present

only
over the loose-leaf floor. Mr. P»everly said the company
preferred buying over that flo..!-, as in that way it buvs only
what it wants or, rather, does not buy what it does not want.

Tobacco

Fertilizer

From

Indigo Plant

The

residue of the indigo plant, after the extraction of
the indican, known commercially as indigo, is used in the

Karachi consular

district, and probably also in other parts
of India, as a fertilizer for the tobacco plant.
This substance is known here as "seeth."
The ntots of the tobacco plant require free access to

Seeth breaks up the ground

in a way to allow the air
l'!xperiments have been made recently by
the Agricultural Research Institute in Pusa, India, with
the object of securing better results from seeth. The subair.

to penetrate.

stance has been used for years by the natives, but little
.scientific work has been done in India until the last ten
years.
The experiments so far indicate that tobacco soil
in which seeth and bits of broken tile or broken chatties

(baked-day water jars) are mixed produces better crops
than soil under no special treatment.
The cost is moderate, and the results achieved warrant
the extra expense.
A plot of tobacco land near Pusa was
treated in this way nine years ago and has slu»wn marked
superiority over adjoining plots ever since.
Indigo has had
a remarkable "boom" since the war began, and the amount
nf seeth available has increased.

— "Commerce

Reports."

Robert E. Lane Off for Havana

The well-known

representative of the Partagas factory,
Robert F. Lane, has sailed for Havana where he expects to
spend about four weeks. Mr. Lane has recently returned
from a Western trip and brought with him the most encouraging reports. "Partagas" cigars enjctyed a splendid
holiday sale and the outlook for the coming season is
gratifying.

—
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Deireloping Efficiency in the Clerk

manager was asked how he got such
Here is his answer:
splendid results from his employees.
"Mv method in training the clerks is to invariably show
extreme patience, and never make even the humblest of

A

Manufacturers Glow With Enthusiasm Jorge Leon Now
Matthew
in Cuba Looking After Tobacco Crop

—

Berriman Returns to New
Verplanck Now Located

—

York

—Philip

Tampa

in

Tampa, January

T

was

to take cognizance

mind and ascertain whether
channels which we have left still unstate of

there are not certain
explored to assist the distributors of our goods. Certain
concessions made at this time, a certain line of tactics fol-

lowed, would not only bind our interests more closely, but
would also prove a bulwark for us in the leaner years, which
must surely rear their heads at some future time. Then
shall we derive the benefit of good work done now, for loyalty is a powerful asset in the code existing netween manu-

up to you manufacturers
to get busy and pry for those small loop holes which have
not always been scrutinized as well as they might have
been. And they exist, there is no doubt of that. Therefore,
be up and doing even in these prosperous days, and rememfacturer and distributor.

It

is

ber that the suggestion comes in

all

friendliness.

The aggressive spirit manifested by the Liborio Cigar
Company is certainly invigorating. We prophesy an excellent future for Dr. Avenalle

and

recent visitors to the trade of Buffalo,

his corps of splendid as-

Orders better than ever before, are reported at the
present time by the mainifacturers of the "La Venga" cigar,

Vega & Company, Chicago,

are required. To this end, a
large basement is now in the course of construction, to be
utilized as a stock room for the leaf tobacco required.
The Morgan Cigar Company, manufacturers of the

pany, that enlarged

facilities

popular "Juan de Fuca" cigar, will start their salesmen
on the road with new samples. February 1st.
John W. King, making his hcad(|uarters at Greensboro,
N. C, and Eastern representative for Cuesta, Rey t't Company, was a recent visitor to the factcM'y. Mr. King stated

The

Louis Retail Druggists' Association re-elected

St.

W.

A. lloelscher, vice-president of the Stickney-lloelscher
Cigar Company, St. Louis, Mo., president of its association.
current that the C. C. Snider Cigar Company, Birmingham. Ala., is to take over the control of the wellknown "San I-'etice" cigar of the Deisel-Wemmer Company
It is

in that district.

Regensburg & Sons,
calling on the trade of Cincin-

Meyer Schwed, representing

E.

recently devoted his time to
nati, C, and adjoining suburbs in the interests of the popular "Admiration" cigar of his company.

liirsch

&

Memphis. Tenn., report

Slagcr,

that between

distributing and retailing of Cnesta-Rey cigars, they average

from
that

J5,ocx) to 3o.o(X) monthly.

And

this,

despite the

Cucsta-Rey cigars are handled by other firms

fact

locally.

Julius V. Lockner. Howard G. Reitzel and Frank W.
Mcllugh are the directors of the J. 1*'. Lockner Cigar Company. Rochester. X. \. This company was recently incorl)oraled with a stated capital stock

manufacture and deal

of

$'>i5,(MM),

and

will

in cigars.

"El Dallo." manufactured by W'ertheim brothers, r>altimore, Md., will hereafter be distributed locally by the
Robinson-Pettit Com])any, Louisville, Ky. It was f(trmerly
distributed by R. D.

Uakrow

&

Brother,

who

recently sold

Jorge Leon of San Martin i^- Leon, is now in Cuba,
superintending the harvesting of the tobacco crop on the
plantations owned by his father and himself.
Jerry Windnuicllcr of Salvador Sanchez vl- Company,
known by the well-made "Duke" cigar, is on a trip to
Chicago in the interests of the company.
Matthew Berriman, following a two months' visit here
at the factory, left recently for a return visit to New York.
The names "Berriman" and "Jose Vila" are .synonymous.
"Shorty Clark" if one would speak in paradoxes, did
IVfr. Clark
not overlook his conference with the factory.
by the way is seven feet tall in his stocking feet. He came
for his usual new samples and outline of campaign for the
J. M, Martinez products.

n

make

customer,

statement.

I

frequently happens that in
will hear some clerk, in talkin<r to

ridiculous.

It

foolish

an unnecessary
make
always
a mental note of this, saying
a

or,

at

least,

Shortly thereafter, I call all the clerks
nothing at the time.
up
the
incident
bring
of course, not mentioning
togfthcr.

names, and in many cases so changing things that the clerk
cannot be quite certain whether I am hitting at him or not
and explaining why the procedure was foolish. The lesson
will almost invariably have its effect, not only on the one
for whom it was especially intended, but on the sales force
The trouble with a great many sales people is
generally.
that they don't know how to talk to a customer.
Their
vocabulary and choice of expressions are extremely limThe customer will apparently select a cigar, the clerk
ited.
will assure him it is exactly what he wants, and strings
along a few variati(jns on this remark. Then the customer
hajipcns to see the name of a new brand and gets incjuisitive,
and the clerk no longer has anything to suggest or advise.
To be very enthusiastic in the praise of any one article is to
leave no loophole in case the customer should decide on
something else. By being constantly around, I am able to
note these errors and our sales force shows the benefit of
this training.
At the meetings however, I by no means
dwell entirely on the mistakes that have been made by the
members of the staff. Topics of general interest that are
germane to the business are also discussed. I frequently
get ideas from trade journals and bring them up for discussion.
Articles in regard to methods used in i)articular
stores, and how they have achieved success by working
along certain lines, appeal to us very strongly.
I generally
read one of these articles and call for opinions.
I also
discuss the scheme, either commending it or endeavoring
to show why it should not be suitable to us.
I do n(>t
want to give the impression, however, that at these meetings

I

do

all

On

the talking.

the contrary,

T

encourage

expressions of opinion.

out their entire stock at auction.

Promptness

"B. & D," is the title of a new
cut-plug smoking tobacco of good (piality that is now
being offered to the trade by Messrs. Brink & Dolan, of
Kansas City. The package, which is rather attractive in
D." trade-mark.
a|)i)earance, bears the "15.

brand of granulated

t*s:

Havana-filled with Connecticut shade-grown wrapper,
is to form the make-up of the "La Rosa Espinola" cigar
to be placed on the market shortly by Seidenberg & Company. This brand is not a new one, but it is the intention
of Seidenberg
Company to revive interest in the brand.
i*^'

that prospects at present are excellent.

lt>ok

—

111.

sistants.

So well are the sales going along on the "Above the
Average" cigar, manufactured by the San Luis Cigar Com-

people

ooinir al3out the store I

26, 1916.

stances,

happy

among

my

Celestino

with a vision different from that of other years
that we gaze out on Tampa these days of 1916.
Formerly, this period was associated with dullness
and lack of orders, but not so in 1916. Our factories are being kept busy taking care of the demands coming in unsolicited from jobbers and distributors. What is
the result? Optimism! It is conceded that good business
nearly always inspires one to clothe things in rose-colored
garments. Therefore the vision. Business is good and our
viewpoint takes a new road. We can well afford to overlook many things, which under more depressing circum-

of our present

listed

Merriam, of Merriam Segars, Incorporated,

N. Y.

is

we would not.
Would it not be to our advantage

W.

John

successful store

Serving Customers
keep a customer waiting long enough for him to
make an unjust estimate of your ability, or to take an uncomplimentary inventory of your surroundings? Things look
ugly and distorted when one is waiting.
The customer may
in

Do you

waiting of his
on the other side
l)c

own

accord, but the miinite the obligation is
another matter. You may be waiting
at some wayside junction for
a train.
Instead of seeking diversion, or breathing in a supjdy of fresh air. you
wonder how

many hours

it

is

and how food could be more
ahonnnable than the refreshment you arc compelled
to take
from the only place available.
late the

train

is.

here is measurable danger in keeping a customer waiting,
even though you may be fanuliar with his
personal characteristics.
Do not presume upon his good nature, even though
he may have assured you that
"There is no hurry." Just imagme that he is in a hurry. Every minute vou
keep him wait1

Though

llicy

manufactured by

have been

distributing

"Tadema"

Lopez & Ihother,

cigars

more than
twenty-five years, the William F. Monroe Cigar Company,
Chicago. 111., arc not above knowing that even yet there are
smokers who can be converted to smoking this excelleui hrand.
.'\long this line, they recently devoted a week to the o^p<-'cial
featuring of the "Tadema."
.Nrguelles.

for

service
so

much harder.
^ou know the weak

J'|iy.

whose interests are identified with
the "El Genio'' clear Havana brand, has located himself and
family in Tampa, and will now be able to devote more of
Philip Verplanck

his attention to the factories.

Perfecto.

him just that much more time to study defects in
and in your goods, and makes your task to please him

"1? gives

Do

"Thank You" Is a Trump Card
much wisdom in the following

not permit the customer to

make

the

if

there are

same discovery.

—

There is
hints:
Say
"thank you" every time and say it cordially. Just keep in
mind that "thank you" is a trump card, and remember that
you are the company to the customer. The more pleasant you
look the more pleasant you'll be, and never tire of taking pains
to please.
Smile good salesmen know it wins. Enjoy your
work and look it smile. Soiled linen should go to the wash
don't wear it.
Tidiness in your dress is as important as tidiness in your stores.

—
—

—

Stick to the truth nothing
our stores are not court rooms.

so good.
Don't argue
Never forget that what a
customer asks for he wants. Slow to come is quick to go.
Never be late, and keep your eyes off the clock quitting time
can't be hurried.
Be a booster knocking is a waste of time.
Lift your work anybody can hold down a job.
Our success
is

—

—

—

your success, remember that.
Think for the store and you will think for yourself. Be
cheerful— cheerfulness is catching, there is always room behind
is

the counter for a smiling face.
To get the customer's attention, give him yours
the man in front of you is entitled to all

—

your attention.

A

cash register

balance always says a good
word for you. Accuracy will make you friends at the store,
(iet on the most intimate terms with the goods you sell.
Know
your stock as well as you know your way home. The store
floor is not a waste basket, nor the counter a catch all.
A
in

"thank you" is a part of every transaction.
always be given in change.

"Thank

you'' can

A

salesman's friend should be the store's friend. Make
the service you give as good as the goods you sell.
Every
customer should have a reason for coming again. Fight dust
it's the microbe of laziness.
Doesn't that sound good? There
is a good deal more to salesmanship than selling;
good salesmen study the book of human nature. Nobody needs to tell
you you're doing well you know it. Keep your hands clean
all the while, make neatness a habit
it counts.
No sale is

—

complete until the customer
the

man

iii

—

is satisfied.

front of you will say

Keep thinking what

when he goes

out.

We

are

proud of every man who helps.
A good time to look pleasant is when the customer comes
in.
Hand things— don't toss or throw or tumble them out.
Always keep your stock of politeness full. You know how
you would like the salesman to act if you were the customer.
Talk with your man, nor at or to him and above all be cheerful, smile and say "thank you."— Robt. Orr at North Dakota
Merchants' Association.

British-American Company Sells German Holdings
At a recent meeting in London of the British-American
Tobacco Company, Joseph Hood. Deputy Chairman, an-

nounced that the company's interest in German companies
had been sold to one of the largest German banks, with
the consent of the British Government.
No money can be
paid on the sale until the end of the war.
Mr. Hood said that special losses due to the w\ar were
not likely to exceed half of the $7,500,000 already transferred to the general reserve to cover such losses.
More
than 1000 of the company's employees have enlisted. Net
profits for the year ended September 30th were $9,250,000,
against $10,895,000 in the previous year. An additional
income of $575,000 was paid during the year.

Arthur Crocker, well known
points of your goods,

yonr psychology; engage his entire attention
at once, and
I
•i"''' >t
nntil he leaves you.
The good will thus gained by
prompt and efficient service goes on,
the gain being almost incalnilable.
Vnr your own good strive to be prompt in waiting
upon customers.— "Furniture
Journal."
se
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in the cigar

manufactur-

ing trade in this city, has recently joined the office force of
Bobrow Brothers, 114 South Second Street.

V. L. Kline, the well-known Yorkanna cigar manufacturer, stopped off in Philadelphia, Saturday, en route
to
his home, after a trip to Baltimore, Wilmington,
Camden
and other nearby cities.

n
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Rate to Be Established for Tobacco Trash
Railway,
E. H. Ilinton, agent for the Southern
Winston-Salem, N. C, has been authorized by the Interstate
Commerce Commission to establish a rate for the transportation of tobacco trash and dust, in straight or mixed carloads, minimum weight ;}(»,( M»() pounds, from WinstonSalem to Jacksonville, Florida, the same as tlie rate concurrently in effect from and to the same ^joints on tobacco
stems without observing the long-and-short haul provision
of the fourth section of the act U> regulate commerce.
The Commission does not approve any rates that may
be filed under this authority, all such rates being subject
to complaint, investigation and correction if in contlict with
any provision of the act.

From

N

quest

more

Tobacco
Writing on "Alcohol and Tobacco" in the London
"Times," General Sir John Hart Dunne stated: "It seems
of

relative value.

"Charles Denby" Featured in Nashville

The "Charles Denby"
rich, Evansville, Ind., is

cigar, mainifactured

coming

by H. Fcnd-

in for a gorxl deal

of

j)ul)licitv

out in Nashville, Tenn., by way of posters disj)layed in the
windows of the various retailers throughout the citv. The
Matthews-Phillips Company, which went out of business the

of the year, were the distributors of the brand formerly,

but since then, the line

Trawick Company.

is

l)eing distributed

by the Phillips-

'"d^P^"^^"t's standpoint, is price cutting
or.';/'rM
standard brand goods. Very often
the chain sells standard brand goods at or very
little above the price the
independent pays for them, and sometimes
below it
How can Mr. Independent meet such actually
competition? He
can t; or, at least, if he does, his
business judgment is L^enerally at fault.
Bear in mind, that the chain ^cannot
afford
to sell goods at a loss any
more than the independent can
nor does ,t hanker to do so any
more than the independent

does, for vvhere goods are sold
at or below cost, the amount
ioNt IS, naturally, proportionate
to the amount sold
If the
independent sells, say, Post Toasties
or Cream of Wheat
bek,w cost and the average weekly
output is two cases, he
suffers a certain small loss.
If the chain, having an
output
of oOO cases, does the same thing
it suffers a big loss
'Phe
small loss to the independent is
as severe as the big h.ss to
the chain, but remember that
the converse is equallv true
^ou tell me that the chain can offset this
loss by pushin..'
IS more profitable private brands.
Not to the extent vou
think It can. however, for, in
order to build up its private
brand business, the chain must sell
such goods below it^
cut-price standard brand goods,
yet closelv approach the
atter in quality and quantity,
and, considering manufacturing costs, you can easily see
how tbis keeps

can account for this is that his mind
on the old adage that 'the higher they
fly the further they fall.'
Such an attitude is not calculated
to bring a man success under any cimditions,
and if Mr.
Independent Retailer's apprehensions arc not
entirely

A

—

aggressiveness.

"Probably the worst feature of
chain-store competi-

I

persistently dwells

groundless he

—

be sure that such expedients are
not resorted to inadvisedly nor regarded as anything
but a necessary evil. The
fact of the matter is that,
except in rare instances, the chain
does not seriously consider
independent retailer competition, at least, not seriously
enough to enter into or intentionally mvite hostilities. It
may be accepted as a general
princip e hat the independent
retailer is only the incidental
and not the direct object of
chain-store

pessimistic.

"The only way

Ways and Means Com-

a little surprising that those who give us so much admirable advice on the subject of economy seldom, if ever,
advocate a form of abstinence that in any way affects
themselves. As the Bishop of Hereford acknowledges that
he has no experience of the advantages of tobacco, which
he suggests that we should all relinquish, will not permit
my saying that as a smoker in the army for more than
sixty-three years my experience is that smoking has done
more than anything else to put a stop to the excessive
Moreover,
drinking that was so prevalent in my youth.
in the many malarious climates and filthy smells of the
In that terrible
East, smoking is the very best antidote.
winter of 1854-1855 in the Crimea, when we were often
half-starved and had to spend long nights in slush and
snow in the trenches, we found that a pipe of tobacco
soothed the nerves and kept off the pangs of cold and
hunger. Therefore I must protest especially on behalf of
the poor of our country against the I>ishop's i)roposition
that we should all give up the moderate use of tobacco on the
grounds of economy and patriotism, particularly as the tax
on it helps much to swell the revenue, and it is undoubtedly a strong preventive against alcoholism."
Here we
have practice contrasted with theory; and we all know their

may

:

the

is all

mittee.

The Value

served for several years with

fairly

"Talk to the average indei)endcnt retailer who is, or
thinks he is, in competition with a nearby chain store, and
you will usually find him in a most depressing frame of
mind, imbued with a spirit of resentful and hopeless resignation.
He may have a well-established trade, a long list
of reliable customers, and an excellent share of that intangible but highly valued commodity known as good
will,
but, even though his business be just as good or even
better
than it was prior to the advent of the chain store, his
distress is none the less profound.
Indeed, if the' circumstances be such as to render a man ordinarily optimistic,
he

turn out from 400,000 to 1,000,000 cigars annually pay
a tax of $30, while those who make from l,(»«)n,(M)0 to
5,000,000 pay a tax of $150.
It is charged the tax is graded very unfairly, as a manufacturer who makes a few more than a million cigars pays
C<mgressas much as one who makes five times as many.
man Mapes has taken the matter up with the Internal Rev-

a really serious plight. The fact that
his trouble comes from within
more thau from without
will neither solace nor save him
unless we can prove his

Holiday Display in the window of I. Weinberger,
a popular Los Angeles tobacconist

own

error to his

Tobacco Market

at

New

Milford Picks

Up

The New

Milford, Connecticut, tobacco market, which
has been dull the past few weeks, with a gloomy outlook
for those farmers who had not already disposed of their
crops, took on a new^ lease of life recently, wdien two outside buyers came here and began buying all tobacco in
sight.
The price last week did not go above eight cents
a pound, but upon the arrival of the outside buyers, a fairly
rapid advance took place, so that fourteen cents to eighteen

cents a pound has been the figures the past week. L. Gerschel Sons Company, of New ^ ork, was one of the concerns
that stirred things by offering fourteen cents a pound, and
bought 125 acres at i.hat figure or better. Incidentally, it
might be remarked that some tall hustling was done by all
the buyers the middle of last week. Much of the t«»bacco
is being shipped away for assorting and packing.

in

is

and convincement.
"The trouble is that from the very first he
has visualized the competing chain-store
as a giant combination.
\\ hen It opened its doors he
probablv stood gazing
satisfaction

out
sorrowful reflection and. to his distorted
mental
vision, there appeared, not a
single store, but a great chain
of competitive stores.
He saw the chain in all its length
and strength; he glimpsed the
tentacle and saw the octopus
magmfied a thousand diameters. If
he was an imaginative
Hhvidual, ,t ,s hkely that he
pictured himself a clerkly
drudge in the employ of this
commercial octopus, his wan

upon

m
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was
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a sad. awful picture;
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enough
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verily,
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non-combative at-

Lancaster Country Leaf Crop Below Average

The heavy

deliveries of Lanca.ster County's

1!)15

to-

Lancaster warehouses has given the packers
the first good opportunity they have had on getting a line
on the new crop, and the conclusion reached is that it is
far from being lirst-ratc tobacco.
Aside fnjm the leaves
being small, narrow and lacking length, the texture is light
and the tobacco is away off in w eight.
The average weight per acre when the crop is a full
one is 1500 pounds, but the 11)15 crop only averaged 1300
pounds. The large amount of p(de-burnt goods is causing
considerable trouble, or it cither has to be sorted out when
poorly stripped tobacco is brought to the wareh(juse, or
the grower is sent back home with his rejected goods.
There has been no "docking" so far, and no damage suits
growing out of rejected deliveries.
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Pa>ing basis arc more or
less remote, but yuu

branch

nin

or.

"The

down

fact of the

matter is that the chain store is operated on a profit margin that would
mean financial suicide
to the independent retailer.
Two things keep the chain
store going: volume (.f business
and rapid turn-over of

cash.

T^'^'7
''"

Hut, the independent says. 'It
is a matter of indifference to me what keeps the
chain stores going- the
tact is that they can and do
undersell me and. therefore I
am unable to withstand their encroachments.'
"That brings us back to the much-discussed
but very
bve subject of 'service.' The chain store
can undersell the
independent, but it can't 'over-serve' him.
The small profits of the chain-store
business necessitate the most rio-Jd

economy

in operating cost— economy
which must be extended to the labor item. The labor' item is
practicallv an
unsolvable one for the chain store, for low

wages and 'loy-

^"PP"s,t,on to be absolutelv errone"""" '" '"^^'"^^ "^ '^'^ '^'"'^^' '>"t I

i/;'

Policies, it
-use. ^; a>mmodt

is

that chain-store organizations
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cowardice
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profits.
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ttance, and, finally, their
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nanition.
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"Printers Ink*'

well-known chain-store system recently
withdrew to go into another business. The editor
of "Printers' Ink" asked him to size up the case
of the independent as against the chain store, from his
viewpoint as a chain-store man. The following paragraphs
are selected from the letter he wrote in reply to the re-

who

enue Department and the House

who had

executive

a

Grand Rapids Cigar Manufacturer Protests
The Vanden Pierge Cigar Company, of (irand Rapids,
Mich., has protested to Congressman Carl V.. Mapes, at
Washington, D. C, against alleged unfair provisions in the
war revenue tax on cigars as recently extended for a year
by Congress. Under the terms of the bill, manufacturers

first

(

alty are rarely companionable, vet low
wages are an imperative condition. The chain is deficient
in two great

fundamentals— personality and service— and these
are the
inde|)endent retailer's means of salvation.
a

"I have said nothing new or startling or
in the
revelation.
The chain-store symposium,

way

which ran

of
in

'Printers' Ink' about a year ago. covered
the subject thorfiughly and. as far as I remember, the

conclusions therein
presented were the same as my own. I do not
believe that
the cai)able. level-headed, enterprising independent
dealer
can ever be put out of business by a chain-store
competitor,
and I do believe that the independent retailer
who suc(Contitiucd on Page 34)
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consumed almost exclusively by Chinese. Elaborate and
more or less effective advertising campaigns in behalf of

HONGKONG'S CIGARETTE INDUSTRY
Percentage of
American Machinery Predominates—Large
Indian
Output Shipped to Malay States and East
Points^Shortage of Cigarette Papers

the various brands are carried on in the Chinese newspaThe goods are pracpers, supported by Chinese posters.
tically unknown in English publications or in foreign busi-

ness

cigarette industry in the

handicapped of
in the last six
the past two years, and especially
increase
months or so, there has been an immense
from the United
in the imports of leaf tobacco
with the extraorStates into Hongkong, coincident
redevelopment of a local cigarette factory. No

N

dinary
imports of American leaf
Hable returns as to the actual
commercial sources, but it is
are to be had except from
of about 400 tierces
estimated that arrivals are at the rate
with imports ot
and hogsheads per month, as compared
year ago and a very
about 300 such packages per month a
and more ago.
small portion of that amount two years
cigarThe bulk of these imports at present go to th»
This factory is now importing
mentioned.
factory

ette

pounds of tobacco per month, largely
300 hogsheads
average of about
from the United States, paying for it on an
$25 gold per hundred pounds.
of 1050

concern is the chief factor in the
South China at the present time.
Chinese,
The factory was established several years ago by
modern machinery. It
or at least Asiatic, capital but with
9
operating thirty-one machines from 7 A. M. to

The local cigarette
entire tobacco trade of

is

P
its

now

and can not keep up with its orders. Twenty-one
machines are of the latest pattern of American make
ot

M

and the

rest are Japanese.

oneRecently the capacity of the factory was increased
machines, but it is conthird by the purchase of American
it pays to
sidered doubtful bv the management whether
machines with
operate American ' rather than Japanese
The American machines are immensely
Chinese labor.
but they are also
finer and more effective and labor-saving,
more delicate, and with the unskilled Chinese labor availJapanese
able they get out of order easily and often. The

machines require more labor but involve less capital and.
represent a
so long as cheap labor is available, probably
lower actual cost of production. Nevertheless the managedisposed to favor all extensions
along American lines and with American machines.
The factory in Hongkong is turning out cigarettes at
the rate of about 2400 cases a month or about 4,000,000 cigarettes a day. The cigarettes are put up in packets of ten
or in tin boxes of one hundred and arranged in bundles
of 1000, and are usually sold and shipped in cases of 50,000.

ment

of the factory here

is

50,000.

The cheapest grades are very cheap indeed, popular
coolie cigarettes being sold in packets of ten for one cent
local currency, i. e., ten cents local currency or about 4.5
The nature

of the cigarette sales
campaign in this field can be understood from the fact that
an opposition company sells a packet of eleven cigarettes

cents gold per hundred.

and a bamboo holder for one cent local currency. Bettergrade goods are packed in round tins, a popular cigarette
selling at thirty-five cents local currency or about 15.75
cents gold per hundred. Cigarettes of comparatively high
grade, selling around seventy cents local currency or 31.5
cents gold per hundred, form perhaps one-fourth of the facThe balance of the output is about
tory's production.
equally divided between the low and medium grade cigarettes.

Fully 60 per cent, of the output of the factory at present
is shipped to the Federated Malay States and other East
Indian points, but in recent months even the northern field
The good§ are
in China has been invaded to som^ extent.

late

by the

Mdd

Far East has been greatly

*

tt

fc.

*

^^

difficulty of securing cigarette

Since the shutting off of supplies of such paper
from Austria and Germany from which countries most of
securing stocks
it was obtained heretofore—the difficulty of
has increased to a point where it is a very serious obstacle
A large portion of the trade of the
to trade extension.
Hongkong factory at times is in tobacco prepared for rolling cigarettes. This is sold to the Chinese consumer with

paper.
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^
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January
February

3,163,308

4,219,398

4,087,703

9,120,487

March

6,142,718

7,094,886

April

4,291,776

3,800,928

May

4,331,452

3,698,659

lune
July

4,474,739

3,454,529

4,774,765

5,702,993

August
September

3,400,425

5,330,424

6,191,949

6.257,460

October

8,113,215

4.300,785

November

5,340,765

8,176.789

Total
Increase

Two

53,312,815

61,157,338

—
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of Tourists to

time of year the disagreeable, not the
unhealthy weather of the North drives thousands

mates of

and their families into the warmer clithe South.
A large majority of them

reach Tampa, and there find many delightful ways of passing the time and enjoying the climate. Tampa, the clear
Havana cigar center of the United States, is able to both in-

and instruct many of these

visitors in the

changes

raw leaf into the delightful cigars that
annually give pleasure and inspiration to millions of Amerthat transform the
icans.

Most of the sightseers are directed to the factory of
Cuesta, Rey & Company, which has every facility for producing cigars and in which the visitor can follow the raw
leaf through the stripping process and so on until the boxed
packed

ready for shipment.
The reputation of the Clear Havana cigars produced
by Cuesta, Rey & Company is known not only throughout
the United States, but in many parts of Europe as well, and
the tourist is happy at the opportunity of inspecting this
famous factory.

The

in cases

visitor will

high-grade

find a well

factory busy with
constantly producing the
filled

Tampa

7,844,523

For many years Cuesta, Rey & Company have taken deextending their hospitality to all those who visit
the factory, and it has always been a pleasure for them to
guide visitors through the plant.
light in

An

interesting fact about the conducting of tourists
through the factory is that both Senor Cuesta and Senor

are frequently the "guides"

who take the strangers
about and instruct them in the features of cigar manufacture.
And it is equally interesting to learn that the strangers depart without learning that the
heads of the largest independent clear Havana cigar factory in the
United States
have given their time
to the pleasure of their guests.
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Visit This Factory

taining the strangers.

Short Brothers Cigar

Company

Files

Answer

Short Brothers Cigar Company, of St. Paul, Minn., has
an answer in the United States district court against
the involuntary petition in bankruptcy filed against it January 10th, by three St. Paul firms.
The answer alleges that the bankruptcy petition is a
trap to force it into bankruptcy. It also alleges that J. Norman Storr, president of Kuhles & Stock, purchased a $1.75
account in the name of J. F. Lynch, from Noyes Brothers &
Cutler, a creditor, for the purpose of making a third
filed

petitioner.

Kuhles & Stock Company, 353 Jackson Street Hart &
Murphy, 445 Jackson Street, and J. F. Lynch, all of St.
Paul, petitioned January 8th that Short Brothers Cigar
Company be adjudged bankrupt because of $3046.10 unpaid
;

accounts.

Short Brothers Cigar Company has four stores in
Paul and four in Minneapolis.

workmen who are
Havana goods under

the most sanitary
conditions.
Here also may be observed the famous X-ray
machine which sterilizes every box of cigars that leaves the

^^-^^^

This year, Tampa, with her Fair and Gasparilla festivities, will welcome thousands of visitors, and Cuesta,
Rey & Company will, as usual, do their share toward enter-

St.

Dayton Time Lock Company Lands Big Order

finest class of clear

Rey

^1

'

this

of citizens

'"

'

Thousands Visit Cuesta-Rey Factory Each Year

cigars are

m

"i

-

terest

—

_

factory.

Atlanta Salesmen Enter Retail Field
C. H. Williamson, for a number of years with the United
Cigar Stores Company, and P. G. McLean, formerly with
the Capital City Tobacco Company and later with the United
Cigar Stores Company in Atlanta, Ga., have recently formed
a partnership and opened a retail store in the McClure
Building at 11 Whitehall Street, Atlanta, Ga.
The leading cigar, cigarette and chewing and smoking
tobacco brands will be featured. Among the leading cigars
which they offer are "Antonios'', "La Preferencias" and
"Above The Average."

i

t

Manila Shipments Increase
Those members of the trade who have been watching
with interest the fortunes of the Manila cigar in the United
States, will be fortified to quite a degree by an examinaManila cigars imtion of the figures appended herewith.
ported into the United States during 1915 totalled 61,157,-

considered that the shipping facilities were not all that they might have been, thus
retarding even greater importations. If it is possible to obtain better facilities during 1916, no doubt the next report
The comparative table prewill show even greater gains.
liared by Colonel James J. Raflferty, Collector of Internal
Revenue for the Philippine Islands, is as follows
1915
1914

»

1

Thousands

is

1'

«

"Commerce Reports."

it

n

s

;

when
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1

American leaf are only fairly successful. The average Chinese consumer prefers Chinese tobacco, and the
American leaf imported is used for mixing. Considerable
interest in American leaf tobacco is being shown by tobacco
interests in other parts of the Far East a buyer from Singapore recently placed a material order for American leaf
in Hongkong, and there are indications of further trade.—

nature, and doubly so,

1

i
s

1

in

amount declaring an increase of 7,884,523 over
the preceding year. These figures are of an encouraging

^**

'

;

338, this

'

•A

the required amount of paper for using it and this special
trade, usually including a large element among the lower
classes of Chinese, is greatly hampered at present.
Efforts to interest the general tobacco trade in Hong-

kong

^
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The Dayton Time Lock Company,

of Dayton, Ohio,

has opened the year with an order for one thousand time
locks, placed by the United Cigar Stores Company.
The
purchaser is the largest user of recording locks in this country.
The order was placed with the Dayton concern only
after the severest tests, and the most thorough investigation.

In addition to manufacturing a time recording lock that
shows the time a door is unlocked and the number of the
key that unlocked it, which it sells outright, the company
will this year install a regular store service in the larger
cities.
This service will include the furnishing of a daily
record to the proprietor, the company retaining the title to
the locks and charging so much per month for the service.
There is already a demand for the service, which will be
begun in several Eastern cities at once.
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Kentucky Legislation.
by Senator Littrell, imposing a tax of $500
introduced
Bill No.
giving
away coupons or selling merchandise with
dealers
annually ui)on
12,

coupons,

etc.
,

my

part attends this submission to you
real pleasure on
tirst report, as president of the Tobacco Merchants' Assosure you will
ciation,
it cannot but be warmly gratifying 1

E\'1£RY
of my

am

and every man wlio has put

hand to this
powerful
that
great work of providing fur the trade and fur himself
realize
i)rovision,
to
net
capable
of
benelit which until nuw
uue deemed
agree,

— since

to

eacli

his

—

substantial progress has been achieved
8, iyi5
few. l)ut a number of matters of vital .interest to tne
tobacco industry tliruughout tlie United States.
\\ itli your indulgence, 1 shall epitomize as briefly as possible oUT^
^
work thus far
that

Novendjer

in not one, or a

On

MliMUKKSHU' ANU ReSOUKCKS.
Xuvember 8th this body came into being \yith

members.

thirty

we

To the time of
Their contributions aggregated $9050.
have enrolled 184 memiiers, whose c»mtrii)Utions total $13,841, of which
$13,148 has been collected. Classification and analysis of our memberwriting,

ship follows

We

have forty-nine cigar manufacturers, eight cigarette manufacturers, nine tobacco manufacturers, tliirty-four leaf merchants, forty
jobbers of tol)acc<» products, sixteen retailers of tobacco products, three
stogie manufacturers, two snuff manufacturers, one cigar broker, one
unknown business, twenty-one supply men.
(ieographically, this niembersliii> represents a total of 104 memin District
bers in New York; 1 in California; _» in Connecticut;
1

in Iowa;
Indiana;
of Columbia; 1 in
5
_•
_'
Massachusetts;
8 in
Louisiana;
in
in
Kentucky;
Kan.sas;
in
1
in
3
in MonMaryland;
in Michigan; 3 in Minnesota; J in Missouri;
in New Hampsiiire; 3 in New Jersey; 2 in North Carolina;
tana;
in Rhode Island; 3 in Virginia; 2
J in Ohio; 16 in Pennsylvania;
in Vermont; _• in West X'irginia; _• in Wisconsin; or a total of 27

F"lorida

;

Illinois;

in

_'

in

1

1

i

1

1

I

States.

In regard to the annual dues the membership is <livi<led, as follows:
ij— $1; (^-$3; 15 -$.=;; .s(>-$io; i— ^u; 5 $15;
$^0; -'y—$-'5; i—
$1000.
$J.^();
-$5ix»;
6
$35; 14 -$50; 20 $100; I— $150; 1—$2(x>; 5
I

5—

Three amounts not

fi.xeil.

Afkh-iatkii Ok(;.\ni/ations.
Despite the fact that, coming into being <luring the latter part of
the year, as this association did, and consetiuently nut having invited
kindred organizations to afliliate by vote at their annual meetings,
which is the customary procedure, the Toliacco Merchants* Association
has alreacly gained the affiliated snpjjort of three trade bodies. They
are: The Tobacco Trades* .Association of Massachusetts, the Tobacco
Salesmen's Ass«»ciation of America and the Havana Cigar ManufacIt is coiihdently to be e.\pected th:it
turers* .\ssociati<jn of Tampa.
bodies will athliatc with this organimore
existing
(luring 1916 many
annual meetings. This expectation is
occasion
of
their
upon
the
zation,
certainly to be founded upon the cordial response in support of this
organization, which was forthcoming from the above-mentioned bodies
at the very outset.
Pkrmanknt Offices.
In fact, the hearty support accorde<l to the Tobacco Merchants'
Association by not only individuals, but existing organizations of prominence (the general tendency among tobacco organizations heretobefore having been one of seltish, jealousy rather than unselfish alliance
for a common end) has bespoken permanency for this body from the
To that end, we have been justilied in establishing perbeginning.
manent headqu;irters, consisting of a spacious and elaborately equipped
This location is one of the most consuite, at No. 5 Beekman Street.
These offices
veniently accessible, as well as pr<jminent, in the city.
are not only a headquarters from which diligent .service to our members may proceed, but are essentially a convenience for non-resident
members, visiting this city. Every courtesy and facility are freely
extended 'to them for the transaction of their business while in the city.

LlUKAKY AND INFORMATION Ik'HKAU.
In these oflices has been installed what wc may pride ourselves
upon as being one of the most complete, if not positively the most
complete library dealing with tobacco from its cultivation to its manufacture and common usage, to be found anywhere in the country. This
It is to be extended
library contains at present over 200 publications.
as new publications appear until it is absolutely the finest thing of its

kind.
In connection with the collection of books and pamphlets bearing

we are maintaining a bureau of staThis inlegislative and economic information.
stitutif»n is at all times feeling not only the pulse of the trade, but the
]»ulse of such other lines of business and. indeed, public sentiment, as

upon tobacco
tistical,

*

in

its

every phase,

agricultural,

Whether it is a tobacco grower seeking
protecting his crop from root-rot, or a
manufacturer contemi)lating the introduction of a new product and
desiring to estimate the possible market for it (judging by the number
(»f males, the C(jndition of wages at the time, per capita wealth, etc.),
or a stufletit desiring to prepare a thesis upon some subject relative to
the trade, or a cigarette manufacturer who wishes to know where he
can and where he cannot sell his ^iroduct, this bureau will accommodate
the iiKpiirer cheerfully. To supply such information wc have built up
a oollecti<m of data, which although now exceedingly substantial, is
simply a nucleus, as it takes both time and diligence to collect facts.
have the com|)lete reports on tobacco of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture. Washington. D. C. as well as the reports of all agri-

liave reference to the trade.
inform.ition as to means of

We

and goverjiment experiment stations active in this
have a complete file of the trade papers, indexed with
reterence to subjects, so that an inquirer may immediately acquaint
himself with the last word of the trade press uiion any subject. VVe
have also an indexed file for quick reference, giving the letter of the
law, .as it affects the iraile in any particular, in every State and city in
the Union.
Scores of professional reiiders are watching the daily
newspapers of the entire country for us, to apprise tiiis Association of
every bit of the day's news that bears upon tobacco. The minute and
constant v;ilue ui such watch and ward cannot be overestimated, fur
the proverb tells us that knowledge is power.

cultural
regard.

colleges

We

Our

.Legislative Bureau.
Perhaps the most vital feature of the active service we are providing is the legislative bureau. Law-making is at present under way
in the National Congress and the Legislatures of twelve States.
A
single step in one ot these congresses may cost the tobacco tradenot of a town, or of a city, but of a State, or of the Nation, very
dearly.
It is absolutely essential that the members of this Association
be informed now and for all the future regarding every item of State
or national legislation atTecting their interests.
To this end we have
already perfected our legislative-rei>ortiug facilities to .so great an extent that, in ordinary cases, never more than a day elapses between
the introduction of a bill and our notification of the fact. In all cases
of primary importance our correspondents are rigorously instructed
to wire the facts immediately.
This service has been brought to a
point where copies of bills introduced in the National Congress reach
our offices in less than twenty-four hours after they are printed, while
from more distant capitals our atlvices are as rapiil as the United
States mail. A system of pink slips, brielly relating the nature of new
legislation, has been inaugurated for the immediate information of our
directors.
In recent cases at Washington, the directors have been
nolilied of the introduction of a measure on the day it was introduced.
This service is to be permanently maintained. State and city legislators
are active even when Congress may not be.
The complete list of legislation that should have your attention to
the time of writing, follows.

—

In Congress.
No. 282 by Mr. Kreider and No. 575 by Mr. Steenerson and No.
3o<;7 by Mr. Johnson, prohibiting false and misleading advertisements
ill
newspapers, etc., as to the quality, merit, etc., of merchandise.
2. No. 277 by Mr. Morin, No. 287 by Mr. Sabatli and No. 834*)
by Mr. Smith, to create a TaritY Commission.
3. No. 416 by Mr. Mott, to require retailers to pay a tax of 4 per
1.

cent, of

the retail selling price of tobacco, snufF, cigars or cigarettes

sold with coupons, etc.
4. No. 417 by Mr. Mott to make infringement of trade-marks, etc.,
a criminal otTense.
5. No. 574 by Mr. Steenerson prohibiting misbranding of goods
and requiring that "all articles of commerce shall be stamped or tagged
such stamp or tag to state true name of material of which said
article is manufactured, together with the name and address of the

—

manufacturer thereof."
No. 666 by Mr. Copley, prohibiting Interstate carriers from
<).
transporting goods manufactured or produced in factories, etc., employing children under fourteen years of age.
7. No. 270 by Mr. Roberts, No. 712 by Mr. Browne and No. 4793
by Mr. I'xlwar«ls, imposing a tax on the mail order business.
8. .\o. 432 by
Mr. Helm to authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to license tobacco warehouses.
9. No. 6414 by Mr. Garland, requiruig that all packages of goods
in the United States shall bear the imprint "Made in America,'* and
that any goods of foreign countries shall not be received in the United
States unless the package bear an imprint stating the name of the
in which they were manufactured.
Nos. 3672 and 4715 by Mr. Ay res, which are substantially the
same bills that were introduced last year and commonly known as the
Stevens Bill, providing for the fixing of resale prices, etc.
IT. Joint Resolution No. 59, introduced by Mr. Kitchin, chairman
of the Committee on Ways and Means, to extend the I'jnergency Tax
Measure now in force and which expired on December 31, 1915, to

country
10.

December

31,

1916.

Senate No. 519 by Sen.itor Kenyon, jirohibiting interstate carriers from transporting goods protluced in factories in which females
are i)ermitte<l to work more than eight hours in any one day, or more
than forty-eight hours in any one week.
13. Senate No. 520 by Senator Kenyon in regard to child labor,
substantially the same as No. 666 above.
12.

New York

Lf.cisi.ation.

,

•

Vour Association not only keeps its members ui formed concerning
such measures, but also notes the motives behind them, with the view
uf furthering or opposing, according to the circumstances of each case.
I'AKE ToiiAcco Cures.
Of the many matters with which this body from its inition might
more grossly imposed upon a credulous
profitaltly deal, none was
in
viciously
need of iunnediate counteraction, than the
public, nor more
frauthileiit
sale
of so-called tobacco cures.
No one
widespread and
told
that
a
tobacco
cure is a panacea for a malady
be
to
uf us needs
W hat some of us have not realized in the past
tliat does not exist.
detrimental
effect upon smokers themselves (who
extremely
the
is
You cannot
otherwise have no scruples at all concerning their habit j.
spread statements in the daily prints, as these quacks selling fraudulent
iiustruiiis, have done with a gross circulation of many million people
daily without producing exactly the desired psychological effect upon
many minds. Besides, the anti-tobacco cranks are thus fed up with
arnuiueiit and vituperation and pestered on many sides; the smoker
gets no peace of mind until he either quits or cuts down his smoking.
Our secretary and counsel, following painstakhig investigation, is
in possession of specimens of grossly untrue and fraudulent advertisements (upon which rigorous prosecution of these fakers may be
He also has more than uk) samples of
based under the Postal Laws).
Upon
their nostrums, which are to be subinitte<l to chemical analysis.
analysis, the facts ascertained will be put in possession of the proper
governmental authorities, who will immediately institute prosecutions

amendment to the I'ure Lood and Drugs Act of
which prohibits the misbranding or mislabeling of medicines and
the constitutionality of which has just been upheld by the Supreme
Court of the United States.
under the Shirley
\i)Ui},

Refilling anu Revenue I-rauds.

Two deputies, employed by this Association, and working under
of our counsel, to ferret out and secure evidence against
direction
the
those unscrupulous manufacturers and distributors who are gaining
an unfair advantage by refilling cigar boxes (and saving stamp costs)
and who are destroying hi many cases good will built up by the honest
manufacturers at the expense of thousands of dollars and years of
time, arc constantly reporting to our counsel. The revelations of these
investigators have been so sensational as to preclude the possibility
of making them public at this time.
Literally unbelievable conditions
l"or the proofs, and for swift action, in these cases, I must beg
exist.
your indulgence until our counsel shall have drawn the net tight.

Trade-Marks.
In connection with the trade-mark question, which
most careful consider.itioii and which our counsel has

respectfully recommend that our
mittee be appointed, without loss of time, so that
bcKUU may be further carried on.

much time

to,

I

deserves our
been devoting

Trade-Mark Comthe work already

Smoking Cars.
has been estimated that a million didlars' worth of tobacco
products annually remains unsold in Greater New ^ork because of
the absence of suitable provision for the smoking public on the street
cars and rapid transit lines. It is the firm purpose of this Association,
through the etTorts of the secretary and staff, to present such argument
and public representation before the Public Service Commission and
the railways, as will admit, freer consuniiition of cigars and tobacco,
and more liberal privileges. esi)ecially on the long hauls where smoke
comfort is greatly desired.
The work ui collecting the necessary
facts has already been begun.
It

We

have not as yet

Insurance.
ample opportunity to go deeply into the

liatl

insurance iiroblem. but our members can be assured
that the matter
receive most careful study and consideration.
Ibjwever, complaints in that regard e<|ually with every
other matter alwavs receive
our prompt attention.
Thus when one of our members called attention to excessive premium
rates and unfair treatment of tobacco
concerns in .some New ICngland States, wc
at once registered our protest wuh the .\ew
F.nglaiid Insur.iiue l^xchangc, and
will

wc are now in
ommnnic.ition with that l-xchaiige with a view to establishing
a fair
|in<i e(iuital»le
basis for the fixing of insurance premiums on tobacco
our members, or for that matter other
concerns of the tobacco
hie their complaints with this Association, and they
invited to do so. whether in regard to insurance premiiims or any other
matter, the Association would only be too happy
set Its machinery
in nation in order to obtain fair treatment.
Compilation of .Statistics
rp,
Ihe oonipdation of tobacco
statistics bv the Gov ernmental De;;''';''•' *••
^-'^^"tJ^ ^^t'-'t^-•"
-}
under the present syst
stem
':^
t sis
^y^^^^^^^-^^ -'nd published by three distinct
.'
depr
part: ^
H"'^.
If

innnstry. would
are respectfully

.

nZ!

No. 100 introduced by .Assemblyman Goodman, in regard to the
of
cigarettes
and tobacco on stands.
sale
MAssArmsETTs Legislation.
Bill No. 32, introduced by Senator Gordon, prohibiting smoking
or chewing lighted cigarettes on street cars, etc.
Bill No. 802, introfluced by Mr. Joyce, making it unlawful to manu-

31

by the committee and a new bill had already
been drawn, to be introin Congress, placing the compilation
of statistics in the hands
iJcpartmeiit
Under these circumstances, our counsel
vir
w k'""'
^^'-'^ ^''^ '"^"^'^ ^'^ referred to
a committee of
nr-?-,i
^i^''^''''-"'^
.'^^l''"''*'"^^^^^^'^
tobacco
^^
organizations,
nf^t being
hi, carried
''•'' i'"'''\v'''
lliat
our Washington representative. Mr. John
G. Capers
""'
'^'^ committee and the situation now'
'"V-in"!''"''r
appears to be well
hand.

duced

1

Inl-ZTZ

The

:.

Stevens Bill.

Ihe so-called "Stevens* Bill" reintroduced
in the present Congress
hy Representative Ayres is a
matter of serious importance to the
tobacco mdiistry and should receive
our most careful consfderatiLn
Ihe bill provides in substance that
manufacturers of prZietoTy ";
^ ^^''^^^^^ oi brands and trade-marks,
Weall\now';?^t''on'"'f%/'
"*" ?^- *''^ '""'t ettective methods
of destroying the
nnhi; V
public
.

T^
contidence

vested in popular brands is by price
cutting
Thf biU
'^,V'^^t*-'^.i"to law may not entirelVelimina e%rfce
cut
tTn^'brn'-;
tamly m.nunize this practice to
a great extent
\
T 1. Association
r'" should take
1
a delinite stand in regard to such
at.on ,1, order that our Executive
Committee might be hi a position
-relation thereto, either alo^e or'in conj'unc
on
viti'otlir 'bodil?'
^'^=^"'-''''^^'<^"=^. t'l^t are interested
in the proposed
legislation'

S

f

•

S:

1

'

^.

^ince

.

Anti-Touaclo Movements.

,

anti-tobacco movements, which are
constantly fermenting
11 all sections of Uie country (as a
glance at our newspaper hTesu^^^^
show) generally Imd vent in local
prohibitory license? especialltten
t.011 has been directed
^
by our counsel to this featurt
1 wo instances for special work stand revealed,
awaiting vour recommendations. Accorduig to our information
there is an ^excellent
opportunity to secure a repeal of the
anti-cigarette law in Tennessee
at the next session of the
Legislature in that State. Also a c"garette
aw which was rejected by the last Legislature
in Nebraska ^; likerto be
put betore the people at the next
election, and now is the
t°me
to take preventive steps, if possible.
And so in the State o^MasSchusetts. as already stated, a bill is
now pending pract^caUy prohfbkng the inanufacture and sale of cigarettes.
It is, of course
hard to
'^'^ ^"^ ^^^^"^'^^ ''' ^"' ^^' t'"^ Associadon
should
10 d1;''ir''''
^'v
'" ''^'"'"'^^^^ to inaugurate a lively campaign against it if
necessary.

iS

,.v.
V'*"
extent,

at

^f^J'ties

our disposal

and the support accorded

all

that we may feel able to
future in as salutary a fashion as

sincere,

Annual

.

have

been perfected

this

work has been

come

to

such an

so genuinely
with the exigende! of the

we have during our few months

Meetings.
annual meeting

^^>'-V^'^S' o"': "f-^t

is to be held
respectively recommend that we hold the
'" Washington, and that we also give our first
annual
b'!;!onL"'?\T^
banipiet
at the same tune.
Let us make every reasonable effort to
Have a real convention of representative tobacco
men from all parts
of the United States and from all branches of
the industry. Let us make
tliat an occasion for the elimination
of personal hostility, petty jealousies
and antagonism, for the formation of personal
acquaintance and the
promotion of friendly intercourse among those engaged,
in this our
business.

in
111

ih."
the Ton!!
month ^""(""Z
of May.

1

^^"4 'St us make that convention a clearing house for the exchange
,
ot conHicting ideas and divergent views, in
order that we may reach
a clearer understanding.
A very great authority upon the practices and purposes of American business today has said that the way to organize is to
"Organize—
keep on organizing— and stay organized!"
The whole-hearted support the Tobacco Merchants' Association has received from
the very
largest and most progressive concerns in the trade
thus far augurs
admirably for thorough execution of the above precept.
All of which is respectfully submitted.

JACOB WERTHEIM,
President.

Fire Causes

Heavy Damage

Kuhles & Stock
Kuhles & Stock, cigar manufacturers and dealers in
leaf, of 353-355 Jackson Street, St. Paul, Minn., were
recently visited by a fire which destroyed stock and equipment and did damage to the extent of $200,000.
to Plant of

The firemen

battled with the flames in a temperature
below zero. Only thick walls saved the adjoining buildings. The origin of the fire is unknown.
of 10 degrees

Bill

bring cig.irettes into the commonwealth of
Massachusetts, or to sell or give them away, prohibiting also smoking,
etc.. in any posloffiee or in any hotel except in a bedroom assigned to
the persttn .so snK)king. or in a smoking room provided for that
purpose.
facture

cigarettes

or

to.

Des Moines Sheriff Feeds Cigarettes to Furnace
Ten thousand packages of cigarettes were recently

'III

the

r,(r,„...o"

'I^Ttaking.

'IqKirtim.m?"«
f^ren,,,,
''V

onr

,,:

f

"^

;!!'''*

""?'

'i."'i
''" ^'"^^"

"^

1

.nul

MiaKc a new computauou
is a very unwieldy nn-

This

<^-^'"'"'<<t"c ^vas formed bv the various
remedvinu the situation. 'Several conl-'"^'
'"•'"« '" Heccmber.
This was attended
counsel.
A plan ha<l alrcadv hern agreed upon

'^•''-

•^"'•''

'\''I,\ )'^^y

J-rrHr
*r(tar\

''^^»«^».i> iiv

'ln>artmenls.

I0

^

fed
to the courthouse furnace at De.s Moines. Ta., as the result
of a recent raid by Sheriff Griffin on one of the stands of the
United Cigar Stores Company in that city. The cigarettes
were held in the court room for several days pending an

order for destruction which was signed by a justice
licacc on the order of the county attorney.

oif

the

:
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now returned to New York. He was accompanied by Edward A. Cohen, head of the advertising department of M. A. Gunst & Company, who will spend some
iM-ancisco, has

First Reports

From

time in the East.
F. V. Welch, of the ofTice force of M. A. Gunst & Company, is preparing for a trip to the Hawaiian Islands. He
will make his headquarters with the Honolulu house of M.
A. Gunst & Company, and will be absent until the end of
I'Vbruary. Julius Unger. manager for M. A. Gunst & Com-

Clear
Prohibition States Favorable—

Man
Havana Brands Plan Coast Campaign— Gunst
Off for Visit to Honolulu Headquarters

WO

in

npennii; for
given the local dealers rather a ([uiet
condition prevails
the new year; and the same
in the
throughout the country as well as the city
The outlook, however, is the best in a numretail trade.
that in spite ot the
ber of years; and wholesalers report
by the traveling men
rains and of the difficulty experienced
fair amount ol business is
in getting about the country, a

the time.
good manv traveling

being done

all

,

representative for Frankel,
Gerdts & Company, of San Francisco, is now making a
trip throngh Nevada, where he reports plenty of snow and
a good volume of business on the "Natividad" line of cigars.
M. H. Manley. representative in this territory for the
"Chancellor," "Belmont" and other lines of the American
Cigar Company, has now begun his travels for the new-

i

i

representing local jobbing
week; but most
houses got awav'into their territories last
getting about m the
of them report hard experiences

A

men

storms.

,

•

.

The necessary rea(lju^tlng in the
States are favorable.
great friction; and
cigar trade is being made without any
feared liave n.)t dethe financial troubles that had been

results are

In a few cases, at least, some good
active men
coming to the trade. I'or example, some g.M.d
li(pior business
heretofore giving their time largely to the
trade. As an inare now allying themselves with the cigar
of the Co..s
stance of this, Albert Selig, formerly manager
liquor busiBay Liquor Company, which had an extensive
his l(»t with the
ness in Southern Oregon, has now cast
Ctms Bay country
cigar trade and will cover the entire
Comonce or twice a month for the lines of 11. L. Judell ^:
the past been
pany, of San Francisco. This territory has in
ILL.
<.f
covered several times each year by Fmil judell.
large and gn.wmg
Judell & Company, who has built up a
now requires more freciuent visits than Mr.

trade which
Judell is able to give it.
r
There are now said to be some indications of a decided
San Franrevival in the clear 1 lavana trade of this section.
town but
cisco has always been known as a clear Havana
Havanas smoked
in recent years the proportion of clear
in other
here has fallen off as compared with the trade
•

,

i

i

Koenig.

Tie

is

now

in

Allen.

;

understood that some manufacturers
looking to a
are disposed to do a little missionary work

lines.

However,

it

is

revival.

of the first of these clear Havana emissaries to
who
reach San Francisco this year was Dave Frolichstein,
tlie
arrived early in the month to look over the situation in

One

interest of E. P. Cordero.

Mr. Frolichstein found the out-

look satisfactory and last week closed a deal with the big
wholesale grocery and cigar house of Haas Brothers, of
San Francisco, to the extensive distribution of the "Mi
Hogar" line of E. P. Cordero. Mr. Frolichstein will, after
spring
a short trip to Portland and Seattle, spend the early
in San Francisco getting the line thoroughly placed.
Sello Blumenthal, one of the wheel horses in the selling force of the United Cigar Manufacturers' Company,
who has been spending several weeks in San Francisco
visiting friends and renewing old acquaintances, left on his
return trip to New York a few days ago. Mr. Blumenthal.
wdio now devotes himself to the "Owl" cigar, was for a
number of years one of the traveling men of M. A. Gunst

& Company,

in California.

Milton Esberg. of the ITnitcd Cigar Manufacturers'
Company, of New York, and M. A. Gunst & Company, of
San Francisco, who has been spending some weeks in San

Reading Jobber Renovates His Store
Clarence D. Slater,

who

recently took over the cigar

store at 2S North Sixth Street. Reading,. Pa., has made extensive improvements in order to care for his growing
Mr. Slater is engaged in both the retail and
business.
wholesale cigar and tobacco jobbing business.
The changes include the installation of a new lighting
system, the remodeling of the interior and new equipment.

A humidor with a capacity of 125.000 cigars has l)een
stalled.
Mr. Slater covers Eastern Pennsylvania with
automobile.

in-

an

Dollar for each

title

all

applications.

We

We

traveling

Los Angeles, where he has been delayed more or less by the storms. After finishing up the
work in the South, he will leave California for a trip to
Portland and Seattle on the northern end of his territory.
The Portuguese Cigar Company has been incorporated
at Spokane. Wash., with a capital stock of $10,000.
John Bossu, formerly in the wholesale business at Denver, Colo., is preparing to open in a retail and jobbing way
at San Jose, Cal., where he believes there is a good opening.
Melvin Klauber. president of the Klauber-Wangenheim
Company, of San Diego, Cal., has returned to his home
town after a run as far north as Los Angeles.
Major I'urrows, San Francisco representative of the
Lovera Company, who recently closed his record year with
the "Bandero" line of cigars made by the Lovera Company, is noNV starting out to do still better for 1916. He
reports that January, in spite of the bad weather, is in a
fair way to show up more "Bandero" sales even than last
year. It keeps him busy to get out shipments fast enough
to supply Wellman. Pack tS: Company, the local distributi.rs. with enough "B.anderos" to meet their absolute needs.
C. W. Mc(>»rmick. Western representative of Y. Pendas
L. Judell & Company that they may
i^- Alvarez, writes H.
expect him to reach San Francisco within a few days.

year.

WashingThe first reports received from Oregon and
into efVect in those
ton since the prohibiti(m laws went

veloped.

Hawaiian Islands, was for a number of year's
the wholesale department of the same company in this
Carl

must accompany

In case title or titles cannot be registered owing to
prior registration, same will be returned immediately, less our usual charge for searching and return postage, or it
will be credited if desired.
j^^ Positively no responsibility assumed for errors, duplications or any controversies which might arise.
maintain a bureau
will not under any circumstances act in a legal capacity in cases concerning disputed titles.

One

city.

•

•

established in 1881, has maintained a Bureau for the purpose of Registering and Publishing
claims of the adoption of Trade-Marks and Brands for Cigars, Cigarettes, Smoking and Chewing Tobacco, and
All Trade-Marks to be registered and published should be addressed to The Tobacco World Corporation,
Snuflf.
236 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

The Tobacco World,

paiiv. in the

San Francisco, January -i^K '>!(;.
rains have
or three weeks of almost continuous
1

I

TEE f©EACC© W©MLP

of records only.

REGISTRATIONS.
PIERE ECREVISSE:— 31,305. lor ci^'ars.
thony

J.

January

19, 1916.

An-

TROPICAL SQUARE:— 31,306.

For

ciRar.s,

ii}j;;irttti.'s,

La
chewing and smoking tol)acco. January 19, 1916.
Chicago,
111.
i'actory,
Mazora Cigar
SPANWELL:— 31,307. For cigars. January 22, 1910. IVtro,
Schmidt & Bergman, riiiladflphia. Pa.
GOLDEN ELK:— 31,308. l-or cig.irs. January 22, 1910. Tctre.
Schmidt & I'.ergnian, Fhihulclpjiia, I'a.
CHAS. W. KNAPP:— 31,309. For cigar.s. cigarettes, clieroots. stoJanuary 22, 191<>. I'asbach.gies, chewing and smoking tobacci>.
Voice Lithe Co., Inc.. New York, \. \.
POLLYANNA: 31,310. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stogits,
I'asbachJanuary 22, 1910.
chewing and smoking tobacco
York.
X.
Y.
Inc.,
Xew
Voice Litho Co..
DUCHESS ANNA AMALIA:— 31,311. For cigar>, cigarettes,
January 22,
cheroots, stogies, chewing and smoking toliacco.
Pasbach-Voice Litlio Co., Inc., .W-w York. .\. \'.
1916.
Ilensclul
For cigars. January 24. 1916. C.
R. P. D.:— 31,312.
Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.
CLOTAIRE: 31,292. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stogies,
chewing and smoking tobacco. Jainiary 15. 1916. I'asbach-V'oice
Litho Co., Inc., New York, X. >'.
NUMITAR: 31,293. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stogies.
chewing and smoking tobacco. January 15. 1916. l^lsbacll-V^Jice
Litho Co.. Inc.. New York, N. Y.
stogies,

exporters to the fact that on November 21th the foreign
oi
representatives in London were notified that cargoes
to1)acco shipped to neutral consignees in neutral countries
wonld not be interfered with and that tobacco in all
forms destined for Holland would no longer be required to
be consigned to the Netherlands Overseas Trust."
itf^

on by tbe

—

—

ALBERONI: —31,294.

For

cigars,

cigarettes,

chewing and smoking tobacco. January
Litho Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.

AVITUS: — 31,295. For
ing and

cheroots, stogies,
P.isbacb-Voice

15, 1916.

cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, sto'.-ies. chewPasbach-Voici.Jainiary 15, 1916.

smoking tobacco.

Litho Co., Inc.,

New

MAZARIN: — 31,296.

York, N. \.
For cigars, cigarettes,

cheroots,

Max

"Camel"

five-cent cigar, bas been taken

Jacobson Cigar Company,
cigarettes

tlirniigh .Ma.sun,

b.brman

"Dana Ciibscm"

is

baxing

are
^c

tbe

of a

Louis,

Mo.

an

extensive
Turtland. Ore.

Company.

title

St.

new brand

tbat

is

sale

to be

introduced to tbe trade sbortly by Messrs. Leopold Powell
Sc

Company,

I'..

"La

irriii

Tbird .\\enue.

de Sanchez

I*"lor

New

& Haya"

^'ork City.
cigars were recently

an attractive window display in the new store
of liernard. Lett & Company, on Congress Street, Boston,
Mass.
featured

in

January

was the date

opening of the place
Kahn Brothers Cigar Company, Second
and Main Streets, Little Rock. .Xrk. Three brothers form
1st

set for the

of business of the

the personnel of the

new

concern.

-logics,

chewing and smoking tobacco. Jantiary 15. 1916. Pasbacb-Voicc
Litho Co., Inc., New York, X. Y.
MELENDEZ:— 31,297. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, st<tgics.
chewing and smoking tobacco. Jamiary 15. 1916. Pasbach-Voicc
Litho Co., Inc.. Xew York, N. Y.
LEPIDUS: 31,298.
For cigars, cigarettes. cher<iots, stogies,
chewing and smoking tobacco. Jamiary 15, 1916. Pasbach-Voice
Litho Co., Inc.. New York. N. Y.

A

satisfactory

Bachelor" cigar of T.

campaign on

the

well-known

"New

Dunn

c^- Company, was ju.st recently
J.
comj)leted at Indianapolis. Ind., by a representative of the
company, iti tbe person of II. V. Mesick.

—

ROLAMO: — 31,299.

For

cigars,

cheroots,

cigarettes,

chewing and smoking tobacco. January
Litho Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.

17,

1916.

stogies,

Pasbach-Voice

KASHAN: —31,300.
ing and

For cigars, cig.irettes, chero.its, slouies. chewsmoking tobacco. January 17, 1916. Pasbach-Voice

Inc., New York, N. Y.
LA BIMINI:— 31,301. For cigars, January

His present location at 78 West Washington Street,
Chicago, 111., having been leased to other persons. Rudolph
Seifert. one of Chicago's oldest cigar dealers, will on May
1st next, be compelled to seek other quarters.

Litho Co..

&

Co.,

17.

l')16.

Greenwood

Savannah, Ga.

For cigars, cigarettes, cluiouts. stochewing and smoking tobacco. January 17, 1916. PasbachVoice Litho Co., Inc.. New York. X. Y.
ANTONIO GALVAO:— 31,303. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots,
stogies chewing and smoking tobacco.
lanuary 18. 1916. Pasbach-Voicc Litho Co.. Inc., Xew York. N. Y.
EASTERN FORT:— 31,304. For cigars. January 18. 1916. State
Kond Ctgar Co., Dallastown. Pa.

sul)ject

"As there seems some doubt as to the attitude of the
of
Allied governments toward the question of the export
tobacco the British Embassy begs to call the attention of

"Don-Ramo," broadleaf

—

gies,

Less interference with the foreign trade in .American
tobacco has been promised by the British authorities. Tht
British Embassy has issued the following statement on this

J(S)(lft§iBi^s

iluroots,

TALE-BEARER:— 31,302.

Will Not Molest Tobacco

Trudl®

Krcbs. boston, ,Mhss.

CORRECTION.

QUANTO COSTA:—31.283.

Published in the Fanuarv 15 issue as
for cigars, for .M. V. I). Scanlou. Wavne.
read cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stogies, chew-

n-ivMis: l)con registered
ra., slionid have

ing and

smoking tobacco.

m-

IQlfi

r

New Y

bnsiness on the "KI Roi-Tan" cigar is reieorge II. Scrambling Company. Cleveland.
'I lie
().
well-kn«.wn "Class." five-cent cigar, is to have a
go. .dly share of their attention now that the new
year is
I'scellent

ported by the

For

cigars, ci«.-.reltes. eher..ots. slo•'""'
sni..king (..bacco.
Transferred lanuarv 24.
"^V"*^
n:nianue1 Tunis, by Robert Link,
'jJ'''(i..J''^^^''"'^^''t^ -'"'1

(

here.

7'he

TRANSFER,
^^'^^^^•~20.303.

Link \ Company. HufTalo. X. Y., jobbers, report increased bnsiness locally im the popular "Muriel" cigars of
the i\ Lorillard Tobacco Company, and the well-known
"Charles Denby." of 11. Fendrich, Evansville, Ind.

Weakley

I't

Worman Company.

Davton. Q., state

that they arc enjr.ying an increased business in their ci«>-ar
department under the management of fames LI. Keough.
Mr. Keough is new to the department, having but recently
come to Dayton.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

to Travel for Best & Russell
for several years has i^ecn the pro-

Man

Wichita Cigar
lohn Walters,

35

who

stand in the Hamilton Hotel in Wichita,
same to J. V. Penson, proprietor of the
Kans., has sold the
Mr. Walters is disposing of his business in order
hotel
which has
for the Best & Russell Cigar Company,
prietor of the cigar
'

For

Sale,

Wanted and

Special Notices

to travel

recently

RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT, THREE CENTS A WORD, WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Special Notices.

HAVANA SHORTS — Pure

CIGAR BROKER.
La

Salle

St.,

Chicago,

6-17-he

111.

New

Water

For
FOR SALE— Remedies Havana

Lopez, 353 E. 78th

St.,

Wanted.

ABLER & MYERSON,

INC.,

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Siftings,
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

Sale.

short*, pure

aroma.

fine

9-1-tf

Lancaster, Pa.

St.,

;

York.

LANCASTER STOGIE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OP HIGH GRADE STOGIES.
120

Vuelta

and

Guaranteed -!
Also Vuelta ahorta, of

clean.

Fifty cents per pound.
or money refunded.
the flneat quality. Edwin Alexander A Co.. 178 Water Street

New

Yoiic.

CinAR MANUFACTURER

for Kood reasons wanting to retire from business, offers for sale a new ami tlioroujjhly modern liuildinff of about
24,000 square feet of lloor space, lipht on four sides, fully equipped in every
particular including, built in liumidor, sweat room, suction tables, stripping machines, etc. Labor con<litions excellent.
Now opeiating. Can be
Address, Lee I.
bought with or without valuable brands antl stock.
Hecht, Attorney at Law, 329-331 Law Building, Baltimore, Md.
;

WANTED — A

cigar nianufactunT to locate at Bowmansvilic. I'a., capable
of givinu steady eniDlos nient to :!(• to 10 uond cigarniakcis.
A nice
factory can be had at a low rent.
Anv itliable manuCacturei' wishing to
locate in a small town will do well to investigate this iiroposition. For
particulars, address Box 1"., I'owniaiisvillf, I'a.

Situations Wanted.

WANTKI>— By lirst-cla.ss manufacturer. Thoroughly understands all branches of n)anufactnring. including hand and suction
work. liest references. Box 107. iihvq of "Tobacco World."
PO.S1TION

The Labeuna Cigar Manufacturing & Tobacco Com-

Tradl®

pany, which has been located at .'57 North Seventh Street,
Reading. I'a., will shortly occupy the ()lant formerly used

^©(Iftnifii^s

by George W.
There

cigarettes of

A

a j^ood

is

demand

M. Melachrinu

recent

Company,

at Ib'iS b'ranklin Street.

in ritt.s1)urj,di territory for the

& Company,

When

the buildiiii^ at 107 Federal Street.
North .Side, Pittslnirj.,di. caused a loss of $8500 to the United
Cigar Stores Company.
fire

Lelir

in

Steele-Wedeles & Company, Chicago. 111., are now jobbing the "El Toro" cigar. It was formerly distributed by
Sprague, Warner & Company.

seen

at

Minneapolis.

Read, sales manager for II.
manufacturer of the e.xcellent
stated

that

his

doubled during

C(»mi)anv's

Minn.,

"Charles

.sales

in

Cigar CMmi)any, Wal-

ter Nordi, at Detroit, Mich., recently

opened up a campaign

J.

C.

on the "Judge Wright" cigar.

Kcjbert

luansville,

I'eiidricli.

)enby"

I

this

territorv

Ind.,

The George

Sj)illum Cigar

Company,

nf lUitte. .Mon-

The

cigar and tobacco warehouse of Wolf Friedman
on South Carolina Street, Baltimore. Md.. was recently
damaged by fire to the extent of $15,000.

Displays of "Admiration" and "Webster" cigars were
recently put on at Columbus, ( ).. in the wind«»\vs (»f the retail stores of the Perfecto Cigar Company.
Siler Cigar Store, located at 012

Tower Avenue,

Superior, Wis., was damaged recently by a fire believed to
have started from an overheated stove near a partition.

G. O.

Tuck

t^

Ky., have recently
their

maximum

Company, tobacco brokers

of Louisville,

filed articles of

incorporation increasing
indebtedness from $200,000 to $2,000,000.
of

incorporation has been filed by the
Groneweg-Chalmers Tf)bacco Company, of Kansas City.
The firm plans to do a wholesale and retail cigar and tobacco business. The authorized capital is $50,000.

^iSt-

Hopkinsville Tobacco Board of Trade Elects
The Hopkinsville (Ky.) tobacco board of trade, at their
President, L.
annual meeting elected the following officers
B. Cornett; vice-president, J. T. Thomas; secretary and
treasurer, H. H. Abernathy; inspector, F. R. Dryer; sales
committee, J. T. Thomas, W. M. Hancock, Fred Jackson,
Hugh West and Norman Mellon. Committees on appeal,
arbitration and reclamation were also appointed.

Lopez Hermanos

:

Makers

.

&

Russell Open Store in Wichita, Kan.
The growth of Wichita, Kan., as a cigar center has induced the firm of Best & Russell, of Chicago and Kansas
City, to establish a branch in that city. The store is located
at 106 South Empire Avenue, and is in charge of ]Mr. Kelly.
Only standard brands will be carried. The fact that the
firm has been in business for sixty-six years is a guarantee
of the character of their business dealings.

Best

New York

Frankel was listed among the recent visitors to
the jobbing trade of P.oston. Mass.
lie devoted his time
to the introduction of the "IHor de Melba" cigar, manufactured by the T. Lewis Cigar Manufacturing Company,
Newark, N. J. The brand retails at from tliree-for-a(|uarter to twenty-five cents straight.

The
cumbs

Company

H. O. Tobacco

Files Incorporation Papers

The certificate of incorporation of the H. O. Tobacco
Company. Inc., was filed Monday. The capital stock is
SlOOo and business will be begun on $500. Henry A. Hessand Joseph Obermiller each hold fourteen shares of stock
and Mrs. Florence Hessler and Mrs. Anna Obermiller each
ler

own

readily,

JOHN F. HEILAND
LANCASTER. PENNA.

more

efficiency

and

to

J.

i)ersonality

K.

fallen just as

is

the dominant

force.

110-112

S alVat;" LEAF TOBACCO
'•

Oflloa and Warokonse. 15 East Claak Avooaa.

YOUU

FA*

CIGAA BOXES. Go M

Keystone Cigtr Box
Our Capacity

Leaf Tobacco

W. Walnut

St.,

LANCASTER,

John

F.

Nissly

PA.

&

Co.

LEAF TOBACCO
No.

HA VA NA

"^"^ Importers of
143 Market Street, Loncsster, Pt.
*

Co., Sellerrrille, Pt.

for Manufacturing Cigar Boxaa la
for Ono Mora Good Cuatomar

Always Room

D. SELLERS. SELLERSVILLE. FA.

Lorillard's Snuff,
Est. 1760
:
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825

Gail

Packer* and Dairiars In

VT

BMabltok«4 INt

The Standards of America

WarohouBo: Birrf-ln-Hand, Lanoaator Co., Pa.

store plays a legitimate part in the eco-

nomic life of the community it encircles, while the independent retailer plays just as legitimate a part upon this
territ<.rial stage, and the rtbserving public accepts or rejects them both according to their usefulness."

LEAMAN

Offle* and Salesroom

so.

forget that

Fla.

TBE YORK TOBACCO CO.

MONROE

Tatk9r of and Dtmltr in

would have

CO,

£i

Lancaster County Fancy B's

before equally aggressive independent competition.
Centralized financial strength is a force,
but, in the retail business, the real power for success is
reposed in the man behind the counter. In this age of
invention we are too prone to stand in awe of mechanical
if n(.t

Tampa,

MANUFACTUIBBS OF CIOAI SCSAF TOAACCO

eleven shares.

Independent's Chances, Etc.

to chain-store competition

Factory:

Office:

250 Fourth Ave.

For Ganuia* Sawed

"The chain
Certificate

Clear Havana Cigars

L. T. Nelson.

(Continued from Page 27)

The

c^;>^^tcr^^^=^

incorporators

P.ert

The

(As previously stated, the British Government has made
consignments to
an exception to the general rule regarding
and such shipments
the Netherlands in the case of tobacco,
need not be consigned to the Netherlands Oversea Trust.)
—"Commerce Reports."

have

tana, has recently filed i)apers of incor]>oration for an authorized stock capital of $75.(>00; 7.500 shares will be issued
at $10 each.
The new company proposes to do a whole-

and retail cigar business in I'.uttc.
are George Spillum. Carl Spillum and

Wichita.

cigar,

1!)15.

sale

Newman

Representing the

recently

in

Shipment of Tobacco Extracts to Netherlands
The Foreign Office states that tobacco extracts and
Netherlands Oversea
substitutes must be consigned to the
tobacco.
Trust and do not share the advantages enjoyed by

Help Wanted.

MONROE ABLER,
186 N.

FIFTY CENTS

opened a branch

& Ax's Snuff,

:

Est.

1851

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maccoboys — K^appees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWeet and VlainScotchs
MANUFACTURED BY

GEORGE W. HELNE

CO., Ill

nfth Ave., New

Ywk
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CabU: **DONAIXES"
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

F.

MANUSL MUNIZ

HILARIO MUNK

VENANCIO

DIAZ, Special Partnar

22Bd St

C

S en

HABANA. CUBA

100

SUAREZ
C>
^ ma

&

CHICAGO, 105 WEST MONROE STREET,
LOUIS G. CAVA, Mffr.

VUELTA ABAJO, PARTIDO
AND REMEDIOS TOBACCO

CO.

Reina 20, Havana

Leaf Tobacco

"^oit^t

SOBRINOS

CABLBi "Anaal" Havana

P.

TOBACCO

CO.

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

E.

A.

306 NO. THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA
168

STRAUS & CO.

K.

IfltpiwMn

3f}. 3*f

Street

\4\

Water

Street,

Hid 3t7 N. Third

PhlUd«lphia

St.,

Importers of Havana and Sumatra and
Packers of Seed Leaf Tobacco
Finest Retail Department in Pennsylvania

Correspondence

151 North 3d St, Philadelphia

^"*''" ^^^'"''''

The World's "Want Patfe"

126

AMISTAD

Cohn & Company

Importers of H^t>ana dnd Sumttt'^,

Leaf Tobacco

1*42

-Nasdecr"

and

Water

Growers

Street,

.

Georgia

of
.

'^zckers of Seeii

.

New

Sumatra

York

&

Tobacco

Leaf

G)ii»ulado 142,

6.

Havana, Cuba

S.

R.

KOCHER

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and Domestic Cigars
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco
Leading brands— "Volitta." "Quaker." "Nabobs." "1-4-5," "Havana
Cream." "Imperial Beauty," "Little Vara"
Correspoiuleiice with wholetali- ami jobbiiiK ira<lf mvite<l

Factory and Office*:

WRIGHTSVILLE, PA.

Office:

Broad

New York

15.

St.,

Boston. Mase.

Office, 133-1 37 PtwntS*.

Addreaat
,

MENDELSOHN. DORNEMAN
.^"'^^'^^'^
KAaAM.
KAIANA. AMISTAD .S

.

,

WATER

STREET.

NEW

YORK, No.

130

Water

Street

&

„

NEW YORK

Co-

Importers and Packers of Havana
Leaf
And Packers of Puerto Rican
Tobacco
SAN MIGUEL
3AIM
M?A,?J!"V,.
136

'*""'° '*'^» W.rehou.e:

CAYFV

BREMEN, GERMANY

orPiKKniic
Vl^ariVlDDOIlS
r'icf

^^^^'

assortment of Plain and Fancy

Write for Sanple Card and PrlM Usi lo

WfcN«

New York Offic:
^7U
c^„,.^^
178 u/*Tr«
W^TER STREET

D<HrtMM W

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY
^AnufACturers of Bindings, GtUoons, Tjtffetiu,
Sifin And Gros Gra.in

VS^OOOHWvN AVENUE. GLENDALE, NEW

& SONS
GROWERS AND PACKERS

E. L.

™'^^

:

^^^^ B*v«*

YORK

NISSLY

OF

••k-t Hou...

CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO
Un,^,.,,
Florin.

aJw.!,. find

S^ple*

it

a

pUmire

ckeerfcJIy submittod

Main Office

to looic

:

Fieri., P..

om our uat^^

upon request

PENNA.

R,
Houses: Strasburg and Lancaster

A Prasse

18 Obrapia Street. Havana, Cuba
CMe "UNICUM"
p. ^,

CO

(Sl

SOBACCO IMPORTERS
,,.

Streets

Commission Merchants
Leaf Tobacco & Ci|{ars

Packers and Im porters

Mmdclaohn

Manuel Alvarez

115

Duke and Chestnut

Michaelsen

MAXIMILIAN STERN

HEINRICH NEUBERGER
Leaf Tobacco Merchant

Cor.

ANCASTE
Packinf
L

Havana, Cuba

- ftft

RANCK

H.

Dome^ic Leaf Tobacco

OF HAVANA TOBACCO

H*TMi«W>r«houa«,Sdud

AND ARTEMI8A

HAVANA, CUBA— Consulado

HAVANA, CUBA

MILTON

Cigars

Factory No. 79

Established 1870

OFFICES

PMJcer and Dealer in

liAFFENBURGH Ca SONS
QUALITY HAVANA
Neptuno

Rama

HABANA, CUBA

ST.

-.

I.

leacph

try

A.

SPECIALTY-'.'UELTA ABAJO

Tobacco grown

152, 154, 156, 158,

PANTIN

ERNEST ELLINGER & CO.

Results

and

Commission Merchant

Sollcilsd

Cigar Ribbons, Silk Imitation and Miulinola Ribbon
Printed or Stamped in Gold or Silver
Labels. Stock Cards. Give Us a Trial. We Want Your Opinlea

/Vlmacen de Tabaco en
Stttict.

INDUSTRIA,

LESLIE

HANOVER, PENNA.

CARDENAS y CIA

varieties of

New York

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS

& CO.

all

WAREHOUSES

Cable Addresa

"ANTERO"

in

Estab lished 1890

and

in the Santa Clara Province

of

HIPPLE BROS.

For

PARTIDO,

All Grades of Seed Leaf Tohamo
TELKPHONB 3956 JOHN

LEAF TOBACCO
Ml.

Water

MERCHANTS

VUELTA ABAJO, SEMI VUELTA,

Packers of

of

Packer and Dealer

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
And Packan

RRAUSSMAN Importer
HAVANA TOBACCONew York

JULIUS MARQUSEE,

of

NEW YOBK

WATER STREET

145

1868

LEAF TOBACCO

IVosen^wald (EL Bro.

E..

GONZALEZ

de A.
Founded

O.
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containers.
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Clear Havana Cigars
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retain the aroma, freshness of the contents
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one of the Fatima -Sensible Cigarette" advertisements now
appearing

When

is

Havana, Cuba

cigarette is not sensible for
you if it leaves your taste and

Consulado

your smoke hunger a

little

bit

unsatisfied.

—nor

Clear

bothers your throat

or tongue.

—nor

Havana

Manufacturers of the old brands

if it

mean"

after

number.

Cigars

'^Sor and ^'Devesa de Murias"

if

makes you "feel
smoking your usual
it

None of these things will happen to you if you find (and
stick
to)

the right cigarette.
But the cigarette that

Independent factories

right
one man may not be right for
another.
For instance, Fatimas
may not just suit your individual
taste--in spite of the fact
that they
are the best-selling
cigarette costing over 5c.
is

tor

Made

Quality, always
better than

Our Motto:
a

little

in

Tampa,

Fla.

Havana'i Best

HURIAS

P. Verplanck

to

& Co.

263 Fourth Ave.

New

York

magazines and net^spapers)

a Cigarette Sensible?

A

91-93

in

So they surely are

sensible for

you— except possibly for the taste.
And when it comes to that, it will
be mighty strange if you don't like
Fatima's taste they couldn't sell
so fast if the taste weren't
extra good^ could they?
Why not get Fatimas this
very day and find out for
yourself how sensible a ciga^LCNO
rette can really be?
/GAlfBTTES
Cameron A
kiFHMO^'^^'^ Co.

—
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all
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you want.
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All sizes
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Package and goods show quality and
class in every detail.
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Made

at

our Newark, N.

J.,

Factories

ROCKY FORD

NICKEL CIGAR

HAND MADE
We alio
factories,

manufacture at our several Pittsburgh
a very attractive and extensive line of

and

cigars

stogies to retail at

3 for 5 cents.

Our

2

for 5 cents,

HAVANA
TADEMA CIGAR8
ArgUelles, Lopez 6 Bro.
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Write for full information
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READY FOR USE
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Street,

&

which are made under the personal control and
supervision
of the oldest cigar manufacturers in Cuba,
thus retaining for each
all

and Genuine

for

St

41 and 43 Beaver

13 Brttd St.N.Y.City.
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NEW YORK
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New York
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CLEAR HAVANA
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Higfhest Quality
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&
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&
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Co., Tampa,
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3d St., New York
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Don't Judde

Florida -.Georgia
Tobacco By Other People's
Packings

If

of

Larrana^a Nacionales

a fancy packing of the 1915 crop
bums and
Florida and Georgia wrappers, that

you want

tastes

and

to see

f.

Seleccion de 'Banquetes

superior in yield
as good as any tobacco grown,

colors
This
i

We

is

the

Each cigar

acme

of refinement in the

packed

packing of cigars.

an individual box, and therefore, every guest
opens his own box, the cigar reaching his hands exactly as it
was packed
is

in

at the factory.

1915 Crop

For dinners, banquets, society events,
orders are placed early enough,

name

of the host,

may have

clubs, hotels

each

little

and individuals;

if

box inscribed with the

monogram

or the dedication of the event thereon, which
would add a touch of refinement to the function.

and Perfect Bum
Tremendous Yield

Packed

Beautiful Light Colors

Good

Quality

in beautiful

cedar boxes containing one hundred cigars.

f 01:

Ulairicanaga

fAbrica de tabacos

New York Office
J. V. FLANIGAN

Samples Ready

for Inspection at

Havana, Cuba

Carlos

156 Fifth Ave.

the Company's Office

AMERICAN SUMATRA TOBACCO COMPANY
142
lliilii

WATER

STREET,

NEW YORK
i^tM
Illillllllllllll!

M

III,

No. 225
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^-m: Green Stamps

PHILADELPHIA

XXXVI.

Vol.

AND NEW YORK, FEBRUARY

COLLECTOR UPHELD IN EFFORT TO

MANM

MAINTAIN
THE UNIVERSAL
is

the best

PIPE

Supreme Court of Islands Backs Up Collector RaffertjPhilippine Government Determined to Uphold
Quality Standard of Cigars Produced

kpown, most smoked

pipe in the world.

SMOKAROLS

We are also prepared to make prompt shipments of

25cts.

and up

WILUAM DEMUTH &
230 FIFTH AVENUE,

-

-

CO.,

NEW

Address Dept.

YORK.

mandamus

of

Street,

New York

City

to

certificates

were necessary for the exportation of the cigars in

question.

WiolfU

An

excerpt of the decision follows
"This is a petition to this court for a writ of mandamus
directed to Bernard Herstein as Insular Collector of Customs
and James J. Raft'ertr as Collector of Internal Revenue, re-

them to furnish plaintiff the certificate covering the
origin and the certificate of origin, respectively, of the cigars
destined for exportation from these Islands to the United
States.

Georgia and Florida Tobaccos
Will be found

in

our new packing which

We Now

Offer Direct to the Trade
t the lowest cash prices
TO APPRECIATE THE QUALITY

We

Clear Havana Cigar

WE

BLUMENTHAL,
&PHILADELPHIA.

Ltd.

Office and Packing House

M. MELACHRINO & CO., Inc.
EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES
You Cawnot be Mistaken

11

will

be

glatl to

GAFLA SUMATRA COMPANY

5(b

JEITLES

we
grade.
any
submit on
SOLICIT CORRESPONDENCE

suggest that you see samples which

Yon Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes

QUINCY, FLA.

"A demurrer was interposed

to the petition based on the
the facts stated in said i)etiti()n do not entitle the
plaintiff to the relief demanded, in that it
does not appear from
the facts stated that the Insular Collector of
Customs or the
Collector of Internal Revenue has failed or
refused to perform
any duty incumbent upon either of said
officers.
"The question before us is that presented bv the demurrer
to the petition, or complaint,
the proceeding to obtain a writ
ot mandamus being, in this
jurisdiction, an 'ordinarv action.'
"It appears that the plaintiff,
Walter E. Olsen & Company, a corporation, is a manufacturer
and exporter of cigars
composed of tobacco grown in the Philippine
Islands.
or
a horn the htteenth day
of July, 191 5, this companv applied to
tile Lollector ot
Internal Revenue for a certificate covering
the
origin of a certain
consignment of 10.000 cigars presented to
the Collector at the
time of the application, dulv packed as
re(|uired by the regulations
of the bureau, in pro'pcr boxes of
KK) cigars each each

ground

tliat

On

j-

ates Internal

at.ons ot the

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
throughout Europe
Embassies, 120 Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes

M.

Melacliriiio

AO^ W^

&

Co., Inc., are

rRIHOPAL

214-216

a™ OF ™E

WEST

47th

WO«J>

STREET.

«CE UST UPON AFPUCATION

NEW YORK

box properly stamped with the United
Revenue Stamps re(|uired bv law and the regu-

P.ureau of Internal Revenue, which
cigars are
kncnvn as 'cortado.'
having straight instead of spiral wrapper/

shaped something like
a truncated cone, which sairl cigars
he company desired
to introduce in the United State,
free of

.-uid

7

State

mmiml
t

X

rnles

o

IWl

To

^'tcd

!

Stevens-Ayres

^'^^I^'""^•'^'^'"^

o^ the Tariff Act of the

United
J'^^'"^'*'^" produced the statement
\r'
;'^''^f''*'""
'"!'' "^ '^'' ^•"''^^^" "" ^"^^'•"•'^J T^^'venue. which

V

h;b''

•

^''^''''

'^''

'''^^''''''

^'

'"^'"""•-^

'>v

the

''''' ^'"^'^^^'' ''' ^'''^ -"trv into the
"
S
r-^'?
"""'"•^^^^" provisions of the Tariff
Act <,f the
St .!
States
relating to commerce
with the

?

Philippine

(Continued on Page 24)

Bill,

number

a

of persons

have written for
was deemed unnecessary

why the above bill
and inadequate.
Mr. Benjamin attempts to answer these inquiries
specific reasons

in

the following letter:

New York, February 5, 1916.
Editor of "The Tobacco W^orid."
Sir: Since my letter was published in your
issue of
January 15th, relative to the so-called Stevens-Ayres Bill
regarding price fixing, I have had a number of
as to
terest

(|uiring

THE FINEST OF

the publication of an article in the
January 15th issue of "The Tobacco World"
which siiggested co-operative competition as a plan
to eliminate trade evils in preference to the

J.

plaintiff petitioned for a writ

•

OLLOWIXG

the

below was one

compel the Collector to furnish

Bill

—

in which
the Collector refused to issue a certificate of origin on the
j^Tounds that the cigars presented for export did not con-

The

4.

Will Not Prevent Fly-By-Night Concerns
From Demoralizing Trade Answers Request for
Reasons and Gives Seven Specific Ones

to

form to the standard.

B. Caldwell. President

2 West 45th

Government and Collector James

ferred to in the decision printed

as

Geo.

l)y

No.

STEVENS BILL INADEfiUATE TO
EFFECT RESULT, SAYS OBJECTOR
Thinks

maintain the standard quality of
Manila cigars exported to the United States, an
excerpt from a recent decision of the Supreme Court of the
Islands is printed below.
The Government is determined so far as possible to
issue certificates of origin to cigars for export to the United
States only when they conform to standard.
The case reRafferty

CC

The Hamilton Corporation

Mark

Trade

Philippine

trade, ^hey liked your store before, but Wanted coupons of guaranteed Value. Use the Standard
TUnmilton Coupon with a /National
Service behind it.

Smokarol Pipes
To ReUil at

S an example of the efforts being put forth

Folume of business is What you
UamUtntt
are looking for.
Coupons hold all your customer's

AD of the 25ct8. size WELLINGTONS fit

CIGAR STANDARD

15, 1916.

my

inquiries

specific objections of this bill,

and as it may inyour readers to know what these objections are, I

them

will briefly state

(a)

The

:

refers specifically to articles of
distributed under trademarks or special brands.
no reason that I can conceive, why articles of
bill

commerce

There is
commerce,
distributed without the employment of trademarks
or special brands, should not receive
protection.
The United
States law relating to trademarks provides
that trademarks
may not be registered which are descriptive of the goods,
which are geographical, which simulate the emblems
of the

government, States or societies, etc.
Manv names have
been adopted which are not legally trademarks
under the
laws of the United States or the several
individual States,
and the owners of such trademarks should not
be excluded
from the provisions of the law. Further, the
term "brand"
is a very indefinite one.
What a brand is has never been
judicially determined. There is no reason
whv the act should
not definitely state what constitutes a brand.
In my opinion it would be better if the term
"special brands" was
eliminated and the term "special names" inserted.
(b) Clause
of the act specifically provides that the
vendor (i. e., the owner of the trademark or brand)
shall
not have any monopoly.
This brings the act directly in
conflict with the trademark laws of the
United States and
the States. A legal owner of a trademark
has a monopoly
the mark. He is the only one entitled to use
it, and this
IS true not only of the rights
recognized bv the United
States Statutes, but also the common law of
occupancy.
(c) Clause A likewise specifically
provides that' the
vendor (i. e., the owner of the trademark or brand)
shall
not be a party to any agreement with anv
competitor. The

A

m

term "agreement" here

very indefinite. Tu the majority
of trades, the members of the trade
are members of associations. This would bring the law directlv
in conflict with
the right to combine, as especially announced by
the United
.States

and State

is

ccnirts.

(d) Clause P. provides that the vendor
shall
notice to each article of commerce.
This

mav be

a
a very
affix

comfortable arrangement for the manufacturer,
but it is
decidedly disadvantageous to the retailer. In
nine cases out
'Continued on Page 22)
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FODNDATION^LAID^FOR NEW

A. T. CO.

FACTORY

Second Brooklyn Factory to Be Completed by
Structure Will Cost $600,000

Fall-

15
14

Tobacco Firms Contribute to Hospitals
Benno Rosenwald, 145 Water Street, New York, Treasurer of the Leaf Tobacco Trade Auxiliary of the Hospital
Saturday and Sunday Association, has announced collecHe reported contributions as
tions amounting to $1685.

c^m.

follows

foundations have been laid for the new $600,000
Toconcrete and steel building of the American
bacco Company at Park and Nostrand avenues,
Brooklyn, N. Y. The building will probably be
nearly
ready for occupancy next fall. It is expected that
company
2000 persons will be regularly employed by the
considerably
in its new plant and the capacity will be

|HE

1

greater.

understood that the Nostrand Avenue factory will
w^ith
be a six-story building, of steel, concrete and glass,
various prodlight, roomy lofts for the manufacture of the
in
ucts put out by the concern. It will be the last word
It is

labor-saving
factory construction embodying all the latest
devices in the handling of goods, power plant and service.
present plant
Its capacity will probably exceed that of the

company on Wythe Avenue at Penn Street, Brooklyn.
The plant will occupy the equivalent of a full square
Park
block. The west side of Nostrand Avenue, between

of the

and Myrtle avenues, is unbroken by streets, although both
Floyd and Stockton streets terminate on the east side. The
factory will extend to Floyd Street and on the Park Avenue
side to Sandford Street.
The coming of the factory to that district emphasizes
the gradual change of the neighborhood from a tenement
house district to a heavy manufacturing center. On the

the Dunlap Ilat Factory and
cf
in the immediate vicinity are a considerable number
large factories which have come to the district within the
past two or three years. It is the center of an excellent
labor market and is very convenient of access from all parts

north side of Park Avenue

is

of Brooklyn.

Three Tobacco Organizations Unite in New Association
The Farmers' Co-operative Tobacco Association is the
name of a new tobacco growers' organization formed recently at Owensboro, Ky. There were 400 farmers in attendance at the meeting for consolidation from Daviess.
McLean, Ohio and Hancock Counties, despite the wretched
weather conditions. R. H. Ford, of Daviess County, was
elected president.
The association

is

formed for the purpose

of uniting

three tobacco organizations in the district into one. The
constitution adopted provides that none of the tobacco that
is to be pooled will be sold without a vote of the poolers.
Delivery points will be established in every county in the
The backers of the new organization are disdistrict.
all

with the loose leaf method of selling tobacco and
will make an effort to pool the greater part of the Green
River crop next year. The Board of Control will consist
of one member from each magisterial district in the four
satisfied

counties.
A resolution

was adopted memorializing the Legisla-

ture not to pass the "drastic anti-trust
introduced."

Apollo Cigar
Creditors of the

bill

tliat

has been

Compromise
Apollo Cigar Company, of Cincinnati.

Company

Offers

O., are summoned to court February lOth to decide on accepting the offer of the company to compromise by paying
them thirty-five cents on the dollar. Claims amounting tt>
SlLlfi;? are held by twenty-four creditors and nineteen of
The
thctn have signified consent: others are objecting.
I'l-rkciis Transfer C<ini])any. I'\ 11. r.crning ^: Sons and
Tillie Xicmcs have waived all their claims against the com-

pany.

IRREGULAR PAGINATION

Company, $150; E. Rosenwald &
Brother, S. Rossin & Sons, C. H. Spitzner & Son, Maxmilian Stern, $100 each J. Bernheim & Son, F. Miranda &
Company, Sartorious & Company, $50 each Elias Bach &
Son, F. &"E. Cranz, Cullman Brothers, H. Duys & Company, Ernest Ellinger & Company, G. Falk & Brother,
Emanuel Hoffman & Son, Lichtenstein Brothers, Eugenic
Lopez & Company, Mendelsohn, Bornemann & Company,
Meyer & Mendelsohn, Heinrich Neuberger, Pretzfeld &
Company, L. Schmid & Company, E. Spingarn & Company,
William' Stake & Company, William H. Stiner & Son, $25
each, and J. Cohn & Company, $-2<».
Collections in smaller amounts made up the total reGoldman, Sacks

&
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Tobacco Crop Prospects in Dominican Republic
The heavy rains that have fallen throughout the northern part of the Dominican Republic during the past three
months have been to a certain extent beneficial to the
crops, but should the rainfall (10 to 15 inches per month)

would prove

beneficial to the business

and

A.

Com])any,
in a

of

of

.Avenue.

wholesale and

Portuondo

line

this

window

Kleschick,

(lirard

brands,

city,

the

Mr.

recently

of the store of

h'ifth

Street

Kleschick

and
is

a

retail dealer in the full

and specializes on the

"Sintoma" and "All

JHbias

made by

Portut)ndo Cigar Manufactur-

i'\

appeared

a u

continue much longer, seri«.us damage will result, especially
The yield of this crop promises
to the growing tobacco.
to be large if favorable weather conditions are encountered
during the next two months. Local estimates forecast a
producti<in of 250.000 to 300,000 seroons (1 seroon=115
pounds net), compared with a crop of about 70,000 seroons
in 1015, and 150,000 to 200,000 seroons in normal years.
Should a large crop materialize it is doubtful whether
it

Jobber's Display
of Portuondo

Alike'' brands.

ac3^^^

agricultural

interests of the region. The growers would probably realize
minimum prices, perhaps less than 2 cents per pound on
the average. During the last months of 1915 some tobacco
was sold as high as 7 to 8 cents per pound, due to the small-

ness of the crop. Existing transportation facilities would
have the same difficulty in handling a large crop. Howevident this is will be seen from the fact that eight months
have been consumed in bringing the small 1915 crop from
the interior to the seaboard. The lack of shipping facilities
from this country to the ports of continental Europe is also
Freight
a factor which tends to complicate the situation.
rates are in general more than four times what they were
previous to the outbreak of the war. ''Commerce Reports."

—

M. A. Gunst & Company Absorb Denver Corporation
M. A. Gunst & Company, a $3,000,000 San Francisco
corporation, with stores in all the big cities on the Pacific
slope and in New York, Tampa, Fla., and Honolulu, has
Consolidated with the Metropolitan Cigar Company, of DenHereafter the four local stores of the Metropolitan
ver.
will be operated under the Gunst name, and L. C. Isaacson,
vice-president of the Metropolitan, will be manager of the
Denver interests of the big California corporation.
With the advent of the Gunst Company into the Col-

orado and southwestern field, it is proposed to establish a
great distributing depot in Denver to handle the products
of the merged concern in Colorado. Wyoming, New Mexico,
Nebraska and Texas.

m

Manila Freight Rates Increased

We

IPyEaidldpIhDaiMoftas

Commercial Company:

"The

Sam Wasser,

representing B. Wasserman,
York City, visited the local trade recently.

Remegio Lopez was
ducing a line of

in

of

New

Philadelphia last week introcigars from his factory

Key West made

located in that city.

of

The popular brand of "Van Dyck" which is a product
& Company, New York City and Tampa, re-

M. A. Gunst

ceived the attention of

Maurice Robin.son,

in

Philadelphia

recently.

W.

J>t

his

D. Duncan,

who

represents San Martin & Leon,
Philadelphia and vicinity, was devoting
energies to the "Hoyo de Cuba" which
is the pride

Tampa.

Fla.. in

of this firm.

Announcement

R u %u""
T JJeal.
n
a1^
Mr.
1

.1-

section.

are in receipt of the following from the Manila

is

made

of the marriage of G. Clarence

^^^'"son Landis. who is treasurer of the
Manufacturing Company, and Miss Elizabeth
Landis is well known to manufacturers in this

from Manila have again been increased, and, until the Panama Canal will be available for
regular traffic, Manila shipments have to submit to the
abnormally high rates imposed by'the few lines now monopolizing the shipping trade on the Pacific.
"However, in the case of our trade, we have had to
ask only for a small increase in prices from our customers,
as the volume of our business in the cigars made by our
freight rates

La Yebana
it

factory has greatly increased of late, making
possible for us to take over, for our account, most of the

burden caused by those higher freight rates.
"Furthermore, we have now been able to concentrate
our business on just a few sizes, i. e., the ones which prove
to be the most popular with our trade, and consequently
the best repeaters. This greatly facilitates a better organization in the factory, reduction of expenses, and prompt
execution of orders from the United States.
"The S. S, 'Persia Maru', due to arrive at Tacoma at
the end of this month, brings us a shipment of 1,098,300

""^

cigars."

C.

Hutchins Cigar Company Consolidates Stores

With

The Moss

il-

Lo\venhaui)t Cigar

Mo., have, recently

filed

i)ai)ers

ni

Company,

of

St. Loui!^.

incorporation

with

a

^^conipanied by A. L. Cuesta, Jr., of Cuesta,
V^Jt^'r
r"'P^">'' o^ Tampa, Fla., paid a visit to PhiladelnhJn
^'"•'^'

1

capital

-^look

<.f

cigars, tobacco,

Sto.ooO.
i)ii)es. etc.

They will I)uy. sell and deal in
The incorp(trator- -ire Lee Crcn-

bach and Henry Lowenhau])t.

'^^' ''^^'' TTianufactured by the "Truly
Staining new friends throughout the lo.
cal tJr.
''^"'V^''^
territory
each

Snln;!'' i'""'^-

week.

the consolidation of its two retail stores, under
one roof, on Putnam Street, Marietta, O., and with completion of improvements now in progress, the C. Hutchins

Cigar Company, of which Charles Pape and Dick C. Pape
are ])roprietors. will have one of the finest places of the kind
in the

Ohio Valley.
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the Annual Trade Review of the London Chamber
year
of Commerce, the tobacco trade of the past
by Mr. II. C.
is dealt with in an able manner
Archer (R. & J. Hill Limited), chairman of the
tobacco trade section of the chamber. He writes:
The year 15)15 will always be memorable in the history

N

high
of the tobacco trade as that in which the already
cent.,
duties were, for war purposes, raised a further 50 per
thus bringing them up to 5s. 6d. per pound on tobacco and
per pound on imported cigars. Manufacturers and
the trade generally were not unprepared for such a contingency, as it was felt and foreseen that tobacco, being
more or less a luxury, would probably have to bear its full
share of the national burden. Owing, however, to certain
new regulations issued by the customs (irregular, as it now
appears, at the time, but since legalized), by which manufacturers for some ten days before the date of the budget
were prevented from clearing out of bond more than their
average daily requirements, there was no general forestalling of duties, as would otherwise probably have been
the case; in fact, many firms found themselves on the eye
of the budget very short of duty-paid stocks and considerably inconvenienced in consequence. A high duty of this
description, which can almost be described as crushing,
necessarily imposes a good deal of loss and injury on all
Not only does it mean that a
sections of the trade.
10s. 6d.

working capital has to
never an easy matter at any time, but especially diflficult under the present financial conditions of the
country but it must have also a very serious and adverse
effect on the home consumption, a result fully recognized
and liberally provided for by the Chancellor of the Exchequer when placing his budget estimates before the
House of Commons. It is difficult to say what the full
effect of these new duties on the home trade will eventually
be; at the present time conditions are not normal, and the
new rates have not been long enough in force to be able
to form any decided opinion; but it is certain, judging from

considerable
be provided

amount

of additional

—

—

pa5t experience of high duties, that they invariably result
in loss and injury to all connected with the trade, to what
Manuextent, in the present case, time alone will show.
facturers all through the year have, however, been extremely busy with government contracts for the supply
of tobacco and cigarettes to the troops, which has more
than made up for any falling off in the home demand, and,
generally speaking, it must be confessed that, notwithstanding the difficulties caused by the high rate of duty, the
manufacturing branch of the trade, as far as business is
concerned, has not had much to complain of.
With the exception of those special growths directly
affected by the war in the Near East, prices of leaf tobacco
on the whole did not sho\y much variation, the increased
cost of some varieties being chiclly, if not entirely, due to
the high rates of freight and insurance which prevailed
during the year. The 1915 crops of Virginia and Carolina,
by far the most important of any at the present time for
British manufacturers, proved to be of fair average size

and very suitable in every way for this market. Carolina
leaf, on the whole, did not perhaps show much body and
quality as usual, being somewhat thin and light in texture,
but it possessed plenty of fair color and the burning was,
almost without exception, extremely good. Altogether, this
crop may be described as being particularly well adapted
for the manufacture of cigarettes, by far the most important
and popular form of smoking at the present time. In the
old belt section of Virginia, although the leaf was of ex-

quality and perfect burning, there was a marked
deliciency of color, and the cro^) was not so good in this
Prices here, in spite
respect as that of the previous year.
of high freights, increased cost of insurance, and adverse
cellent

rate of exchange, so far from showing any advance on the
figures of 1914, were, if anything, somewhat easier and far
lower than those ruling two or three years previously. The
same remarks apply to western leaf, the market prices of
which showed no advance, but might be quoted as steady.
The demand for Nyasa and Rhodesia leaf, which had
commenced to come into favor, and of which fairly large
quantities were imported a year or two ago, owing to the

high prices ruling for Virginia tobacco at that time, fell
Both these
off considerably, as was only to be expected.
growths, though excellent in many ways, must be looked

Eurgatch dt Company, Xew York City, manufacRev" cigar, are having alterations made
turers of the "V ega del
S. 11.

to their factory.

John

liagley

J.

& Company,

well-known tobacco manMich., have recently tiled papers of

ufacturers of L)etroit,
incorporation with a capital stock of

.^".Joo,!!))!).

current that Jacob Wertheim, president of
the Tobacco Merchants' .Association, will leave for Havana,
Cuba, in the near future, for a brief stay in that city.

Report

A

is

decidedly satisfactory increase in the deniand for their

"Gyro" and other brands is reported by W'elcher I'.rothers,
manufacturers, 530 b:ast Eightieth Street, Xetv \ork City.

upon, after all, only as substitutes for Virginia, and unless
they show manufacturers some advantage in cost over the
real article (and owing to the moderate prices now ruling
in the American market, such is not the case) they have
not much chance of finding a large sale here, except at

considering plans fnr
the formation of a corp(jration to be known as the Ad Man
Cigar Company, to be composed of members nf the club.

If the government ccnild sec their
unsatisfactory prices.
way to extending to these growths the rebate <»f 2d. per
])OUnd in the duty now enjoyed by English and Irish-grown
tobaccos, a very great stimulus would be given to their

R. Moss, of the S. R. Moss Cigar Company. LanPa., manufacturers of the well-known "h'lor de

use in this country, and

it

would

i)r(ne of

immense

ance and encouragement to tobacco growers

in

these, com-

country to grant the concession.
It cannot be said that English and Irish grown leaf
The quality
has made much headway during the year.
and flavor of these tobaccos show little or no improvement,
and the comparatively low prices of western leaf, with
which they have to compete, keep their value, even with the
duty rebate of 2d. per pound, at a figure which can hardly
de remunerative to growers. With regard to Turkey and
Latakia tobacco all supplies of these important growths,
owing to the war, have been entirely suspended: the stocks
on hand are anything but large, with no prospect of their

—

being replenished until many months after hostilities cease,
the result being that prices have risen, especially in the case
of Latakia, for which there is no substitute, to almost pro-

Importance of the

store.

by

Window

most important advertising mediums for a
It is the face of the
dealer is the show^ window.
The chief means you have of judging a person is

his

of the

face,

ft

is

the index of character.

Strength

or

weakness, firmness or vacillation, good or evil, purity or
lewdness, intelligence or ignorance, kimlness or harshness,
roughness, coiifideiuc or doubt tulness. suc'V
••,.'i!lkne->
cess or failure are all stamped thereon, and you are in«

.stinctively

attracte<l

or

repelled.

^'ou

like

or

S.

caster,

Moss"

City,

cigar.

B. Lett

& Haya

chez

New York

visitors to

& C(Hnpany,

I'.oston.

Mass.. distributors of .San-

products, were recently in receipt of a

D. H. Moulsdale, of the latter

company,

vi<il

from

the interest of his

in

company's brands.

Ed.
cently

I.

Polster, 5517

ICuclid

Avenue. Cleveland.

had an attractive window display of

land" cigars in his
a private

The

window.

"I leart

'*!

()..

re-

leart of Cleve-

of Cleveland"

is

Walter R.

Hamper was

re-elected i)resi(lent an<l general

manager, Louis E. E. Dillman was elected vice-jjresident. and
Charles M. Hamper secretary and treasurer of the (llobe Tobacco Company, Detroit, Mich., at the annual meeting held
recently.

Loritz

Brothers. Denver. Col., are being congratul;iled
on the appearance of their new cigar store, which tbev recently opened at Sixteenth

The

store

is

ment'? being

and Welton

streets, that

'

the report from Dave Cargill
that he is well pleased with the many
excellent orders he is
receiving in his calls on the trade in the
interests of the
staple "El Roi-Tan".
He also states that the "Class" cigar

coming

It

Edward

in for a

goodly share of attention.

"Bachia", "La Saramita", "La Benga", "Sanchez
&
iiaya", "Webster" and
Hay
"Charles the Great" are among some
of the brands that
are being offered to the retail trade
i
itchens, located at
30 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland.

Hitchens only recently took
over this
>v ei.ss. the
former owner.

bv Hal
O Mr.
location from Morris

wold, auditor.

Value of United Cigar Stores Stock Changed
A special meeting of the stockholders of the United
Cigar Stores Company of America has been called for

March

purpose of securing the consent of the
stockholders to change the par value of the shares from
$10 to $100. A little more than a year ago the par value
was changed from $100 to $10, but there has been general
dissatisfaction with this. Only about one-half of the stockholders agreed to the reduction in the par value of the
shares a year ago and even these have been complaining.
Under the rules of the stock exchange, it costs just as
much in commissions to trade in a stock which sells at $10
a share as it does to trade in a stock of $100 par value. For
this reason it is believed that there will be a better tradintr
market for the stock if its par value is changed to $100.
Moreover the banks that are asked to lend money on United
Cigar Stores stock as collateral preferred the $100 stock.
3d, for the

Victim of Joke Cigar Loses Suit Against Manufacturer
Angelo R. Haywood, of Wilkinsburg, Pa., recently lost
his suit for damages against the Kohler-Snyder Cigar Manufacturing Company, of Yoe, York County. Haywood claimed
that he was injured and put to considerable expense by a cigar
which exploded when he opened a box of them after winning
them at a church raffle at Wilkinsburg, and that the Yoe Company made the cigars and therefore was liable for his $300
doctor bill and hospital expenses.

The defendants

claim their cigars were inspected several
was not likely that the cartridge was inserted

times and that it
before the cigars left the factory, and contended that the explosive was probably prepared by one of Haywood's own
friends.

Sigmund Sichel May Enter Portland Politics
Sigmund Sichel, president of Sig. Sichel & Company,
wholesale cigar distributors, and Ralph W. Hoyt. a former
banker, both of Portland, Ore., are each being urged to
enter the field as candidates for the Republican nomination
for county commissioner.
Both say they are considering
the matter.

'

Commissioner W.

J.

The Broad

is an art was well illustrated
Rankin. Bo.fon. riming fbe past fnrt-

Street window of his location was
n display of "Unis"
cigarettes of Philip M..rris
^*' 'ittractiveness proved a magnet of no
Zo.rVu^'
r
nean calibre for
the many people passing the store.
•Unen over to

L. Lightner,

whose term expires

this

year, will be a candidate for re-election.

Best

That wmdow dressing
'-the store of
IT.
I'k'lit.

G. Lang.

Immediately prior to this meeting, the board of directors met and elected Joseph E. Cullman as director, to
till the unexpired term of Julius Marqusee.
The board is now composed of G. P. Waidely, E. A.
Kitzmiller, J. J, Satterthwait, George D. Edwards, Edward
G. Lang, Charles B, Evans, Joseph E. Cullman, Tilghman
Johnston and N. D. Lean.
After the stockholders' meeting, the directors met, and
the following oflicers were re-elected for the ensuing year:
G. P. Waidely, president; E. A. Kitzmiller, vice-president;
N. D. Lean, treasurer; E. S. Hurt, secretary; F. E. Gris-

citv.

up-to-date in every rcsi)ect. all the appointnew. Harry Loritz. Jr.. is in charge of the

store.

IS

Union-American Cigar Company's Annual Meeting
The annual stockholders' meeting of the Union-American Cigar Company was held in I'ittsburgh, Pa., February
11, 191G; the following directors were re-elected for a period
of three years: Charles B. Evans, George D, Edwards and

brand of Mr. Polster's.

dislike a

bv the impressiMii made upon you by his face.
It. advertises
is just the same with the "face" of the store.
you and your business, whether your display is good or
what
])oor.
It is ill your window that you can demonstrate
kin<l of a mercliant your are, an<l you will be largely judged
bv what is done or what is not done therein.
l)erson

was

is

From Minneapolis ccmies

hibitive figures.

retail

Numbered among recent

assist-

paratively speaking, young colonies. The difficulties with
regard to the payment of drawback would, however, seem
to make a desirable arrangement (^f this kind almost impossible, as the large quantities which would probably then
be imported would entail so serious a loss on the revenue
as to make it inadvisable in the financial interests of the

One

The Toledo (Ohio) Ad Club

17

&

Russell

Representative Reports Heavy Business
Harvey Hogg, with Best iS: Russell Cigar Company,
with headquarters in Chicago, has just completed
a trip
tbrr)ngh West Temiessee and reports extra heavy
business.
Mr. Hogg is probably the best-known traveler in
the State
of Tennessee, and has been identified with
the cigar and
tobacco business for a number of vears.
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Recker Cigar Company,

itself was conbacco stored there. Fortunately the blaze
office, located on the first ffoor,
fined almost entirely to the

St.

in

smoke permeated the building, and water flooded
the basement, both causing much more damage than the
flames. Estimation of the loss with any degree of accuracy
will be impossible, until the contents of the hundreds of
packing cases have been examined. It was placed conservatively at between $5UUU and $1U,()UU, although admitted that

that territory.

Telephone—Lombard 1768
Keystone Telephone—Main 1824

CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA

The Brinkman, Meisel

Louis, Mo., are the distributors of the "Delsarto" cigar

TrMunirar

PUBLICATION 0FFZCB8
236

recently
Court Alley, near i'hiladelphia Street, York, Pa.,
threatened $;^UU,UUO worth of tine grades of Connecticut to-
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Fire

BUREAUS OF SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE WUST
KBT
CHICAGO DBTROIT SAN FRANCISCO

BOSTON

CINCINNATI
LANCASTER
MILWAUKEB
TAMPA
SBATTL.B
ANOELiBS
LOS
CLEVELAND
HAVANA CUBA OFFICE—ZULJDTTA 86, CARLOS M. WINTZBR

.

front but

"Alluro", manufactured by A. Santaella & Company,
has been taken on for distribution by the C. A. Gibbs
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Satisfactory business on "Magalanes" Manila cigars,
are reported by the Holtz-Greib Company, jobbers, 33 East
Eagle Street, BuiTalo, N. Y.

Pierce
Boston, Mass.,
S.

may

be exceeded. Insurance covers the loss.
The office of the structure was gutted by the flames.
The furnishings, books and papers in the room were conThe smoke was the worst enc<juntcred by the
sumed.
York firemen for years, according lo l''irc Chief Harry L.
The firemen had difficulty in gaining entrance to
Wills.
the place, as the windows were barred and the doors sethese figures

Company, Tremont and Beacon
recently had attractive window
streets,
displays on "Romeo y Julieta" and "La Mora" cigars.

The

York Tobacco Man Suffers Fire Loss
in the tobacco warehoubc of Joseph H. Stiles, North

S.
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The "Tiger", twenty for ten cents cigarette, is soon to
be launched on the Chicago market by the P. Lorillard
Tobacco Coinpany. Extensive advertising and specialty
work will play an important part in the campaign.

To manufacture
and kindred
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CHARLES FOX. New York
ASA LEMLEIN. New York
LEON SCHINASL New York
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Vice-President
Treasurer
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York.
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Pa.
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St,
Market
884
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CHARL.BS
JOSEPH B. WERTHBni Slat and Bast End Ava, M'hat'n. N. Y.. Treasurer
Secretary
Manhattan. N. Y
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THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
CHARLES FOX
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President
Vice-President
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in tobacco, pipes

Lowenhaupt Cigar Com-

will feature the

in

twelve

Ohio Leaf Packers Reorganize
Following a banquet at the Miami Hotel, Dayton, O.,
recently, the Ohio Leaf Tobacco Packers' Association, which

President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

The Tobacco Merchants' Association is to be comfiended for the businesslike manner in which it is underThe prompt action

taking to rid the trade of its many evils.
in the matter of box stuffing indicates
that there will be little delay in bringing
Get The
Box-Stuffers offenders to justice. May its efforts along
this line not be conlined to New York.
Piiiladelphia has long been a stronghold of these parasites
riiere are
and it is to be hoped thai relief is at hand.
scores of other cities in the same category.

&

has been inactive since the flood, reorganized,

cigars,

and being

Leon" brand

manufactured by the San Telmo

retailed at five cents each

by the Roth-

cated in a section

So great is the
their best seller at the price asked.
demand for the brand, that the factory linds it not possible
up with the orders.

has been the date set by Harry Hess,
retail cigar dealer, doing business at 3 West Ninth Street,
Kansas City, for removal into his new quarters at 920 Main
Street. The latter structure is going through a process of
rebuilding, and will be further improved by the installation of new and modern fixtures. It is Mr. Iless's thought
to have one of the most up-to-date stands in this section.
1st

Following twenty-one years' connection with the jobbing house of J. W. Stevens, Albany, N. Y., Bruce McDonHe is
ald has severed his connection with that concern.
now identified with Storm, Fisher & Company, of 61
Warren Street, New York, and will devote his time to "La
Soneda". clear Havana, and "El Pendes", shade-wrapped
Havana cigars, representing the company in New York and
in the

New England

.States.

where

his

whose wives did their

is

to keep

J.

customers were principally those
own work, and were the ones most interested in reaping the benefit of the
goods offered.
Realizing that each sale must be small, and
that the good
will of the neighborhood
was a vital factor, this merchant laid
m a hue of school necessities in order that every outlay made
around school opening time might
go toward the securing of
the articles offered as
premiums.

enberg & Schloss Cigar Company, Denver, Col., are meeting with phenomenal success. This company states that
it

naming W.

Lukaswitz, president; S. E. Wheeler, of Troy, vice-president, and M. E. Stern, secretary and treasurer.
Committees
were formed in addition to the appointment of a board of
directors.
One of the committees was directed to meet
shortly in order to decide upon a date on which to
hold
regular meetings of the association in the future.
Preserving kettles, strainers and an assorted selection of
kitchen ware, spelled prosperity for one cigar
merchant, lo-

sizes.

"La Resta"
factory,

well-known "San Martin

fire is

Rochester Firm Established Since 1840
Iv.

Company, of Rochester, N. Y., manufacsmoking tobaccos and other tobacco products,

VVhalen

turers of

&.

Larus Brothers

A
P ctal

sale of considerable

whereby Larus

Inc..

Buy Another Factory

importance has just been com-

brothers Company, Incorporated.
tobacco manufacturers, become the
ywner of a Richmond property
foniierlv owned bv C.eorgc
"Pe.of New York. The
pn.perty fronts i;]r, bv' -II feet
'iqnh at the s..nthcast
''
n.nier of Main and Twuitv-first
oi

.

& Company,

Kichni„„(|,

Van Slyke

and was carefully guided through the
early years of its existence under his personal management until the year 1862, when it was taken over by
Ketchum, Woodbury & Company. The business was conA.

in 1840,

ducted under this firm name until 1863, when Edward
Woodbury took over the managerial and proprietorship
reins and conducted successfully until the following year,
when the concern was known as Woodbury & Whalen. In
1865 R. and T. Whalen became proprietors and the business
was under their management until the year 1883, when R.
Whalen and his two sons assumed control In 1902 the firm

was incorporated

as R.

Whalen

& Company

and is at the
Rochester by this name.

present time known to all citizens of
In 1912 R. Whalen passed away and since that time the firm
has been under the capable supervision of L. A. Whalen,
to whom a great portion of the credit is due for the flourishing and enterprising establishment.

'"

'

ably been a very busy and profitable one for the jobber,
according to C. K. Smith, sales manager, cigar department
of R. C. Williams & Company, of New York City. There
has been a steadily increasing demand among the retail
trade for the better grade of cigars and tobacco, and those
offering a straight known quality proposition to the retailer

have had no trouble in making sales.
"Reports from Havana show that the large factories
there are still busy executing orders to all parts of the
world, and although the busy season has ended, these factories have not felt the usual receding wave of activity up
t<j the present.
As there are no surplus stocks left in the
hands of the importers, this may be due to a reaction following the former policy of economy which has been
practiced for so

many

years.
"The season just closed, so far as our domestic cigar
industry is concerned, has been a record-breaking one, and
one of the biggest ever witnessed.
have had a big call
for our high-grade cigars this season from all parts of the

We

United States, and just from the orders coming in now for
future delivery, the market for cigars this summer will be
even greater than that of 1916."

cS.

'^
and the sale
wmI^V/"''/-r'''^'""
was
made by i..la,n .S: l.-unsten. real
estate agent..
';'''!**^^''^ Omipany. Incorporated,
will use the
nrotw.rr'V"^'

tions
ion and
nn'l

Due perhaps to the heavy demand for domestic and
Cuban tobacco for Europe the past year has unquestion-

Va.,

aireets.

'"'

^^'''

'^'''''^

"''" ^•^'^'">'

-'"'^

^-^r^i^iUK

^^''"

miprovements as are necessary

'"•''<^'

>^"^'Ji

addi-
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takes rank among the enterprising firms of that city and
points with pride to the fact that it has been established
since 1840. They are located at llii Mill Street, and manufacture the well-known "Genesee Smoking" and "Billy Boy
Smoking". Some of the other products of this flourishing
company are "Blue Bird", "Iron Horse", and two excellent
brands of scrap known as Whalen Scrap No. 1 and No. 'Z.
With every product of the firm sold there is to be found a
pink label, which when redeemed at the office of the company, one may have his choice of premiums, from a most
elaborate premium list.
R. Whalen & Company was originally established by

Tobacco Jobbers Have Busy Season

The Main Cigar and Soda Company is the name of a
new concern located at Markham and Main streets, Little
Rock, Ark. The firm is composed of L Flegheim, formerly
representing the Best & Russell Company in Arkansas territory, and C. P. Jones, of Little Rock. The new company

March

J.

Moss

thought to have started from defective wiring in the office. Linemen had been at work in the vicinity,
and it is thought that a strong wind may have brought a
highly charged wire in contact with one of those entering
the warehouse, causing a short circuit.

J^®"1*®"J

J """?«; a^n
'^'o:!! dent
J
d!nt
Vlce-Pres

W. Va.

articles, the

and to deal

The

pany, St. Louis, Mo., has been incorporated with a capital
stock of ^0,000, all paid. Haymer Lowenhaupt, Lee Cronbach and Henry Lowenhaupt are the incorporators.

TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES.
JACOB "WERTHEIM. New York
GEORGE W. HIU. New York
EDWARD WISE. New York

cigars,

is

comparatively slight, as all the windows had been immediThe tobacco stored in the basement
ately thrown open.
was partially destroyed by water.

"In-B-Tween" cigars are being successfully placed in
some of the larger cigar stores of Baltimore, Md., by J. U.
Lemnon, Jr., a newly appointed member of the sales staff
of Kraus & Company, the manufacturers of the brand.

No. 4

1916

considered to be one of the finest
It is
structures of its kind in Southeastern i'ennsylvania.
a four-story brick building, and the three upper stories and
the basement were filled with cases of high grade leaf. Mr.
Stiles said that he believed the smoke damage would be

The warehouse

19

Directors Chosen for

Novel

Ad Man

Cigar

Company

was the organization recently at
Toledo, O., of the "Ad Man Cigar Company", by the Toledo
Advertisers' Club. E. E. Troxall. E. A. Machen, Henry Gail,
Charles F. Dowd, Irving Goldman. Morris Elgiittcr and lohn
M. Schlacter arc named as the directors. It is the intention
'if the company to wage a national advertising
campaign on
to say the least

Part of the campaign calls for a special appeal
the patronage of newspaper men.
their cigar.

for.

'

on account of its excellent quality. Mr. Leon
plans to remain in Cuba until March 1st.
Beginning with the stripping and casing of the tobacco and concluding with the finished cigar, was the
process shown by the Clear Havana Manufacturers' As-

mand

TaoiMipai
PlantationsJorge Leon in Cuba Inspecting Company's
Karl Cuesta Now on Trip for "Truly Spanish"

House— Matthew Berriman Back From Chicago
preparedness the topic of discussion throughharm
out the country, we doubt if it would do any
practical
to consider the subject with reference to

ITH

of
application of the idea. Tampa is justly proud
cigar industry.
the eminent position she has attained in the
and
She has ably demonstrated to the world that she can
despite
But
cigars of unimpeachable quality.

does make

we may
the fact that she has been unusually successful,
achievesay with all due respect to the excellence of her
of.
ments, that she has not realized the full measure
in as
success which would have been possible, had she had
control, those other phases of her specific industry,
complete

end. It is
as that which prevails in the manufacturing
still various
this thought which suggests that there are
problems in the matter of distribution and dealer co-opera-

remedied, would do much towards the
trade, as
realization of a decidedly stronger position in the
admirable as is that position at present.
While this attitude is due in all probabiHty to apathy

which,

tion,

if

.

rather than to a lack of desire for further
nevertheless, we should not be too gratified
cess, but should endeavor to realize that
synonymous with more extensive business,

advancement,
with our suc-

the future is
larger orders,
more perfect service. And the spoils will go only to those
victors who have peered into the distance and properly
prepared themselves for the taking of the rewards that are
inevitable.

Don't make

the mistake of thinking that temIdealize

porary placation will mean security from
as far as is practical all branches of the business, realizing
that no cog is of so little importance that it will not be
It will be that organization which perfects its
missed.
members down to the most minute detail, that will not yield
disaster.

in the final test,

and as a natural

result will take its rightful

among

the foremost leaders.
Guests to the number of three hundred attended the
recent breakfast of the Rotary Club, given at the Tampa
Bay Hotel, in honor of the Florida State Press.

place

Harry

C. Culbreath, of V. Guerra, Diaz

&

Company,

manufacturers of the wellTknown "La Mega" cigar, has left
the city for the Middle West. Mr. Culbreath has been in

Tampa

A

since the holidays.
decided increase over the

for

sociation as their contribution tg the industrial exhibit of
the Gasparilla Carnival and South Florida Fair. The miniature factory was complete in all its phases. It employed six

most expert cigarmakers to be found in Tampa, and
disclosed every detail of manufacture, even to the final
packing in the boite nature boxes which contained ten
The
cigars each, and which were then oflfered for sale.
interest in the exhibit was manifest by the crowds that gathered daily to watch the cigarmakers at work.
The Salvador Rodriguez factory reports that January
business on "Charles the Great" cigars was the largest in
its

history.

of the "Jose Vila" factory, recently
a visit to Chicago headquarters of the com-

Matthew Berriman,

returned from
pany.
Cuesta, Rey & Company were accorded the courtesy
of the use of a window of the Tampa Furniture Company
for the display of its San Francisco exhibit.

in 1915

was

experienced by Corral, Wodiska y Ca. in their business for
the month of January just past.
Karl Cuesta, of the "Truly-Spanish House," is at present touring the South in the interests of the company's
products.
Some nice orders are being received by the J. M. Martinez Company from their salesmen, now out on the first
trip of the year.

Cigar box factories are included in the wave of prosperity being experienced locally.
In a letter recently received by Jose G. Ramirez, secretary of the San Martin & Leon Company, from Jorge Leon,
president of the company, at present in Cuba on a tour of
inspection of the company's plantations, Mr. Leon speaks
in a decidedly encouraging tone relative to this season's
crop of tobacco. He states that it is the finest that has
been produced for a period of years, and will be of superior
He intimates that while it will be necessary to pay
yield.
a higher price for the tobacco, there will be a greater de-

Personal Service

stores this

The J. Klorfeim factory is well represented in this city
a campaign on the "Garcia Grande" cigar through the

for

Victor Lopez.

efforts of

The Hart Cigar Company, of Portland, Ore., has taken
on for distribution the "iMi Hogar" cigar, manufactured by
E. P. Cordero & Company.
Walter L. Jones, of Moore & Jones, 208 Fourth Avenue,
North, Nashville, Tenn., states that they are experiencing an
excellent

demand on "Zarco"

cigars.

From

Japanese Investigating Tobacco Industry Here
The Virginia State Department of Labor, at Richmond,
had two distinguished and interesting visitors recently in
the persons of R. Mizutani, Commissioner of the Monopoly
Bureau of the Imperial Government of Taoan. and Seiki
Takabayashi, also of Tokyo. They are in the United States
making investigations with especial interest in the tobacco

and cigarettes.
Officials of the department answered many questions
propounded by the visitors. The main line of questions
were regarding the various labor laws, safety appliances,
hygienic conditions, vocational diseases and other questions

business, particularly as to cigars

covering practically all of the activities of the department.
While they covered the ground in a general way as
regards the labor laws of Virginia, the chief questions of
the visitors were with regard to the cigar and cigarette
The title of Mr. Mizutani would indicate that his
trade.
office takes in this field of work, tobacco being, it is understood, a government monopoly in Japan.
They were much pleased with the reception accorded
them by the department, and afterward, it is understood,
visited a number of local establishments engaging in one
or the other branches of tobacco manufacture or storage.

Brought Up Again.
Representative Austin, at Washington, has introduced
the old measure proposing to tax out of existence the tobacco coupon business. The measure is declared to be
for the purpose of levying a tax upon the "issuance of
coupons, prize tickets and other devices, and on the redemption, payment, purchase or exchange of coupons, prize
tickets, tags, bands or other articles, things or parts of
Bill

articles or things that shall

have been attached to or packed

formed a part of, or encircling, or given with
any manufactured tobacco, cigar or cigars, cigarette or
cigarettes, or snuff, or any stamped package or receptacle
thereof, and to forbid the packing of other things into
packages of tobacco, cigars, cigarettes or snufY."
The bill would impose a stamp tax of 2 cents on each
coupon, etc., and a stamp lax of 2 cents on the redemption,
in or with, or

such coupons, etc.
This is similar to a measure that was considered by

comes the report of R. D. Weinrich
is being done on the new Velvet
Sniokarol pipes and tobacco.
Mr. Weinrich is division manager for the Liggett &- Myers Tobacco Company.

the

House Ways and Means Committee of the last Congress.
No action was then taken on the bill, although serious consideration was given it.

Cincinnati, O.,

—

who

prepares the cuisine.
Isn't this the truth?
Well, similar to this is the advantage enjoyed by the keeper
of a small store who is able to get down on the floor and
personally attend to the wants of his customers.
Nearly everybody has elaborate ideas of his own importance, and human nature appreciates being appreciated.

Customers

H. Grashof Company, Rwhestcr, N. Y., disthe "Counsellor" of Allen R. Cressman's Sons,

C.
for

trihiitor

riiiladclphia, Pa., reports that

not only did they do a splendid
husiness on this brand during the holiday season, but
the deniaiul on the brand during the past month has
been very satis-

a thoughtless man, particularly when he is
thoughtless about us.
But a storekeeper completely wins over
l)rospectivc customers

dear

.stocked

several

Havana

cigar,

Brothers, Sig.

Sichel

of the "Perfecto Garcia"'
manufactured by Perfecto Garcia &
sizes

& Company.

they are pleased with the

manner

work which they are doing on

this

Portland, Ore., state that
in which the introductory

well-known brand,

is

being

received.

"Admiration*'.

among

"Hansel
Grctel" and ".^avarona" arc
the brands that are being carried
hv Sam
recently ,>pcncd for retail business
at ii4'l'ult<.n
.'v:

sonic ot

who

l;ordin

u^rli
\vith
the

!?'•
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United Cigar Stores Company.

Not only is the brand being
well received, but "repeat"
'•nlers are coming
in on the "Armulctta"
cigar beinjr
distrib-

IV'lr'",^Ihe ArmulettaI?-.^'--^^
,s

C'^- ^o-P-^v, BirniinXni

Ala.

manufactured by the Porto Rican-Ameri-
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—"Canadian Tobacco Journal."
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science in smiling.

Every person engaged
salesman or

m

in business,

whether proprietor,

boy, should cultivate the cheerful smile,
for it is contagious, and no customers are quite so good
as cheerful customers.
Keep them feeling good and you
will get most of their trade, and a great factor in
making

them

feel

Any

office

good

kind oi a

is

to greet

smile

which h>oks

good feelings
and the customer at hand
makes a lasting impression.
heart

full

of

them with
like

a cheerful
it

smile.

came from

a

for the balance of the world,
in particular, is the kind that

viewpoint of the customer, the people who
are in business never have any troubles to contend with,
so the smile is expected, and if not forthcoming
the man
is likely to be put down as grouchy,
and who is it who
will trade with a grouchy man in preference
to one who
is always cheerful?
I''n)m the

the resignation
Cnn^p:.ny. Mr.

'"^^^^" department
^J,\^^""ection back to the organiza-

the direction of the

when people come

him cash
to

for the

into his place of business to trade

merchandise he has purchased expressly

sell.

Columbus. O..

^'""^

f-n of the Amn
"?" ^'^''.''" Company.
P^esiden and
Ti
pints

named
Hmg C.^t

T.cahv are

nensert-Mcnermott

r ^ ^"^'VT
•

Minutes Chat With Retailers

Another thing, the business man must sell his stock in
trade if he is to make money, so he has every reason
to

^- ^^>'"^^^

;S!rr^"V'^^

takes a personal interest in

There are about as many kinds of smiles as cuss words,
but everybody likes the cheerful smile.
There is really

smile
"""'''

when he

their purchasing.

Two

Having

shown when they are
it shows he takes

all dislike

fying.

a.w

aj)j)reciate the attention

taken care of by the storekeeper himself;
an interest in them.

We

The

—

Half the pleasure of a home-cooked dinner is due to the
fact that the dear cook serves it herself.
Restaurants lose out
on this point because we don't know and can't see the man

business

that sonic excellent

Vuille

etc., of

not always so easy of accomplishment, but, even
he can always be pretty much in evidence, or at all
events easily accessible to his customers.
No matter how
efficient a staff of clerks one may have, a store which is run
entirely by the clerks cannot hope to be so entirely successful
as when
to use a somewhat hackneyed -phrase
it is "personally conducted."
In the case of small sized stores, where the
proprietor is clerk and everything else combined, it is quite a
simple matter.
is

in these,

behind

The Harry W. Watson Company, Detroit, Mich., is putting forth special efl^orts on the distribution of the well-known
"John Ruskin" five-cent brand of the I. Lewis Cigar Manufacturing Company, Newark, N. J.

Wins Trade

It always pays the dealer who has the best interests of his
firm at heart to give as much of his own personal attention to
his customers as possible.
They like it, and it is only by
doing this that the storekeeper is able to form a proper idea
of their requirements, as well as their "little ways." In large

"Bob" Wickham has resigned from the II. J. Hughes
Company, Omaha, Neb., in his capacity of city salesman.

Perfecto.

Old Coupon

same period

n

it

of the

11, 1916.

Tampa, February
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He was

company.

vice-

M. A. La Fond Takes Charge
Amiouncemeiit is made that Mose A. La Fond has taken
c(.mplete charge of the business of ]\T. A. La Fond &•
Company,
Detroit. .Mich., thi^ following the recent retirement
from active
connection with the company of Charles La Fond,
who
will

center his interests in another line. The La Fond
Company,
which conducts a chain of retail '-tores throughout
DetroiV
has been capitalized at .^qo.ooo. the nrincipal
stockholders being
Arose A. La Fond, Charles A. La Fond
and Toscph F.

Rousseau.
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N the course of a conversation a representative of
tobacco
an exchange had with a prominent retail
somewhat
dealer the other day, his attention was
a
pipe
forciblv drawn to the value of the

m

window

display.

the tobacconist in
his window
question, "by the tobacco dealer who regards
the pipe is
space as a valuable asset in his l)usines,s, that
Some retailers
an important factor in attracting trade.
If a
appear to regard the pipe as a sort of side issue.
man wants one, well and good, but no special effort is
"It

must not be forgotten,"

said

this line of
to stimulate the trade and to attract
The pipe calls for
This is a serious error.
custom.
smoking tobacco, and the dealer may well bear this in
mind in handling this favorite companion of the veteran-

made

not through with the customer,
by any means, when he has sold the pipe, for every pipe
chiefly
disposed <>f means many more sales, of tobacco
frequently of course, but also of pouches or

user of the weed; he

is

and most

For while
boxes, lighters, match-boxes, and, more pipes.
have a burned and battered
it is true that most smokers
years, a
old pet of a disreputable pipe, used for many
change now and
still larger number also like to make a
his rack
It is not only the Varsity man who has
then.
smokers of
full of various models of tobacco burners, but
every age and degree. No matter how many he has, the
pipe enthusiast is just as ready to buy the pipe displayed
if he were
in the tobacco shop that catches his fancy as
entirely without any means of getting his money's worth

out

of his tin of

smoking."

These things combine to make the pipe user, even if
he smokes nothing else, a customer worth having for the
dealer in the things that smokers use; and while it may
not be good policy to convert the man who buys six or
eight good cigars a day to the use of the more economical
pipe, it is also true that a man may take up the pipe
without giving up cigars. He may be shown the comfort
and coziness of the bowl of good smoking at home or in
the oflfice, when he wouldn't think of smoking a cigar,
which has its time and its place, just as the old Cardigan
jacket and the evening coat have theirs.
dealer in the provinces often used his window to
good effect in stimulating business in pipes. He made^
no haphazard displays, but worked to obtain a certain
effect, with the object of catching tlie attention of the
passer-by and making him look and stop; and he usually
succeeded, where the man who thinks it sufficient to fill
the window with a blank wall of boxes would hardly get

A

One

a passing glance, even from the confirmed smoker.
of his displays, which drew considerable attention, conThe
congress of pipes.
of an international
sisted
narghileh of the Turk was there, with its graceful waterbowl and long tube; the long-stemmed porcelain affair of

the

German was on hand,

and painted bowl

;

gaily decorated

with

was shown

—

P.

—

the uniform price, under the following
circumstances: (1) If the dealer should cease to do business; (2) if the dealer becomes l)ankrupt; (.'V) if a receiver
is appointed; (4) if the goods are damaged or deteriorated
price other than

—

or otherwise, and likewise in conflict with Clause
C which provides that the price shall be uniform except
as regards wholesale and retail dealers.
(f) Clause C provides that the vendor shall file in the

by

lire

r.urcau of Corporations, a statement of his trademark or
special brand, and shall pay a registration fee of $10. This

There is no reason why
fee is in fact a trade tax of $10.
any such tax should be levied. The government does not
The bill does
in any wise undertake to protect the vendor.
not provide that upon complaint of a vendor, the government will protect the vendor by instituting proceeding's.
The vendor is not given any additional rights. The vendor
has now the right of suit under the law of unfair competition, and the probabilities are that he would be more successful in invoking that law than would be the case were
he to proceed under the provisions of the proposed law.

D

provides that the goods may be sold
(g) Clause
less than the fixed price, but that prior to such sale the
goods must be tendered to the wholesaler, who must repurchase them at the sale price. So far as I can see there
is nothing to prevent any dealer from buying large quanfor

goods, immediately going out of business after their
receipt, tendering them to the wholesaler, who would probably be disinclined to accept them, and then dumping them
on the mafket at any price or alternatively, going into bankruptcy and dumping the goods, or holding the goods until
tities of

;

they became shop-worn and injured, and then dumping
them.
In short, there is nothing in the bill, that T can see,
to prevent fly-by-night concerns from demoralizing the
trade at any time.
Personally, I believe in price fixing. I think it would
be a very excellent thing for all trades, and I look upon
the bill offered by Mr. Ayres, as one entirely inadequate
to effect the result aimed at.

tassels

Geo. H. Benjamin.

which the opium
although this was some-

thing of an interloper among honest tobacco pipes. The
cob, the briar, the meerschaum, the calabash, and many
others were represented, the whole making a display of
all of
real interest aad considerable ethnological value

—

which meant also advertising value, which is more to the
point.
It may not be that this particular display made
pipe-users of men who had never smoked, although the
number of these who looked at the pipes, and at the inviting heaps of tobacco of various types which surrounded
them, might warrant the surmise but there is small doubt
;

S a climax to a quiet investigation by the Tobacco
Merchants' Association in a crusade against boxstufling, last week, on a charge of that organization, Charles J. Piazza was arrested, accused of
refilling cigar boxes that had originally contained imported
Havana cigars, and deceiving purchasers into the belief that
Previous to Januthe cigars were the genuine products.
Folary 1st, Piazza operated a factory at Staten Island.
lowing that, he located at 1510 .Second Avenue, New York,
where, it is estimated, that his yearly output would approxi-

fit.

provides that articles of commerce within
(e) Clause
the scope of the act shall not be sold or resold, except at
a uniform price. This clause is directly in conflict with
Clause D of the act which provides that any article or
articles of commerce covered by the act, may be sold for a

this

EISENLOHR CORPORATION ELECTS OFFICERS
and Directors Chosen— All Stock Acquired by
Bankers Has Been Sold

Officers

Being Made

of ten it is the retailer that docs the advertising, whereas
the bcnelit of such advertising would, by reason of such
notice, accrue t«> the manufacturer, and enable the manufacturer to divert the trade from the retailer at any time he

the tiny cavity in

fiend deposits his pill

Conducting Quiet Crusade Against Box-Stuffing— Arrests

(Continued from Page 13)

saw

MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION BUSY

TOBACCO

STEVENS BILL INADEftDATE TO
EFFECT RESULT, SAYS OBJECTOR

mate 200,000 cigars. A package containing four stuffed
boxes of imported cigars, which boxes had been previously
secretly marked by the Internal Revenue agents, was found
in the possession of Piazza at the time of his arrest.
Reports having come to the Association that among
the hotels, restaurants and clubs, that an extensive business
was being carried on in the so-called imported cigars,
Charles Dushkind, counsel* »r of the Association, was directed to proceed with the investigation.
In order that the
work might be more th(»roughly performed, the facts that
an investigating committee was at work, was kept secret.
In the meantime, the committee succcssfullv secured evidence revealing that cigarettes, tobaccos, cigars and snuffs
have been offered to the public minus stamps, and in some
instances, without boxes.
The Association has in its possession various packages to support their assertions, and
the matter is now in the hands of Colonel L. G. Xutt. Chief
Internal Revenue Agent for the district.
So far, it is estimated that about fifty-five or sixty persons have been guilty of fraud against the Internal Revenue
Act. and the investigation is still being carried on.
it being
the desire of the

Association to assist the Federal authorias much as possible in convicting all persons
found
guilty.
In the evidence secured, the .Association has
about
hfty "stuffed" boxes, purporting- to be
such sterling brands
as "Partagas", "Garcias", ''R..meo
v lulicta", "Iloyo de
ties

Monterreys", etc.
various ways,

The

some

cigars would be disposed of in
of the refillers going so far as to inti-

mate that they were "fences" in order
to assure themselves
of the sales of the brands.
It is stated that other
arrests will folhnv that of Piazza,
and that the present investigation
is the beginning of a
decidedly stringent campaign to
rid the market of these
parasites.

Penn Tobacco Company Stockholders
Meet
riie Penn Tobacco
Company stockholders met recently
at the firms
plant in .Sciith Main .Street,
Wilkes-P.arre Pa
'He husiness for the
year was discussed and glowing ac-

!rn?'7'
ipany has T'\
had

c*.

'" '^'' ''^''''''

''^

k^ainmg scores of new
friends daily.
The old officers and directors

"Happy Rill" Sassaman. a well-known cigar man in
Pa.
section, died recently at his home in Doylestown.

^'^^ "'''^^•'^•-

an unusually successful vear,

were

'^'>ie

its

Penn

products

re-elected.

Stemming Machine

formerly of the firm of Shively, Miller Sc Conv
&
pany, and more recently represented John C. Herman
Company, of Harrisburg, Pa.

A

display
but what many a man turned in after inspecting the
T0and acquired one of the models shown. "Cigar and

in

bacco World" (London).

"•^"r

—

in

Court

Room

large

machine similar to the kind u.sed
by the large
o c.>inpames of
the country in cutting Sterns from

he n

;

f'"'^'

\Viln,ington, Del., to be used as
evidence

V""^''"-'

'n
Delaware

Comn.n a
'-f^n^pany,

'^^''"'"'^

^^'^

ccjrporatioii.

Automatic Stem-

F

following officers have been elected for the firm
of Otto
Fisenlohr & Brothers, Incorporated,
Charles J, Fisenlohr, president; Louis H. Fisen-

III

lohr, vice-president;

Robert G. Cunningham, sec-

and assistant treasurer; Harry Dietsch, treasurer;
Harry Fimerbrink, manufacturing manager.

retary
C.

The

following directors have been chosen: Charles
J.
Fisenlohr, Louis H. Fisenlohr, George S. Graham, Percy
M. Chandler, S. F. Glenn.
In a recent letter, Mr. Charles Fisenlohr, who is president of the new corporation, described the history and
present status of the business.
He summarized it as
follows

"Otto Fisenlohr & Brothers have been engaged in the
manufacture of cigars for over sixty years. They are the
third largest cigar manufacturers in' the United States.
"Their production in 1915 reached the total of 181,000,000 cigars. Over 90 per cent, of their business is on one
brand, viz., the 'Cinco' five-cent cigar.
"The 'Cinco' is the largest-selling five-cent cigar in the
Ignited States.
It has attained its pre-eminence through
consistent maintenance of quality.
"The net sales of the business in each of the past five
years were in excess of $5.000,a00.
For the six months
period, July 1 to December 31, 1915, the net sales exceeded
those of the corresponding period of any previous year.

"Net earnings

for 1915, as reported

by Messrs. Mar-

wick, Mitchell, Peat & Company, Chartered Accountants,
were in excess of two and one-half times the dividend requirements of the preferred stock; the average annual
earnings for the three-year period, 1913-1915, inclusive.
were in excess of three and one-quarter times the dividend
requirements of the preferred stock.

"The new company

will

commence business with no

indebtedness and its total net assets, exclusive of good-will
and trade-marks, will be at least $4,000,000 that is to say,
$1,000,000 in excess of the preferred stock issue. The net
quick assets alone will be over $3,450,000, so that every
share of preferred stock will be covered at the outset by
a net asset value, exclusive of good-will and trade-marks,
of over $133 per share, and a net quick asset value of over
$115 per share."
All the stock acquired by Chandler & Company, Incorporated, and Hallgarten & Company, the bankers in the
operation, has been sold.
;

Revenue From Tobacco Industry Shows Increase
The tobacco manufacturing industry of the United
States, as shown by a compilation of the statistics just made
possible by the issuance of the December report of the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, recovered sufficiently
during the year 1915 to more than make up for the backset
sustained in 191

from

He was

23

all .sources

The

total collections of internal

revenue
on tobacco during the entire calendar vear

1.

amounted to $79,771,692.50,
1914, making an increase of

as

against

$7^.250.114.91 in
$1,515,547.50, or 2 per cent.
The 1915 collections also exceeded the high year of 1913.
which had a total record of $77,033,311.08. How valuable a
source of revenue the tobacco industry is to the Government
is, perhaps, best evidenced by the fact that
the collections
in the four-year period, 1911-1915. jumped from $09,008721.23 to $79,771,092.50, an increase of $10,702,971.27, Jr
about 16 per cent.
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quired to be levied, collected,

COLLECTOR UPHELD IN EFFORT |T0
MAINTAIN MANILA CIGAR STANDARD
(Continued from Page 13)

The

Islands.

Collector of Internal

Revenue refused and

still

origin of said cigars
refuses to issue a certificate covering the
cigars was
on the ground, not that the material composii'ig the
on the ground
not the product of the Philippine Islands, but
a certani reguthat the cigars in question did not cfjnforni tu
cigars to the
lation relating to the exportation of rhilipi)ine
kevenue on
United States issued by the Collector of Internal
the expiration
the 26th of January, 1915, providing that, after
issued by
of a certain period, no certificate of origin would be
being heUl
said bureau for cigars which were not 'standard,' it
the collector that the 'cortedo' cigars were not 'well made'

Provided, That all
articles, the growth or iiroduct of or manufactured in
the Philippine Islands from materials the growth or
product of the Philippine Islands or of the United
States, or of 1)oth, or whicli do not contain foreign
materials to the value of more than 20 per centum of
their total value, upon which no drawdjack of customs
duties has been allowed therein, coming into the United
States from the Philippine Islands shall hereafter be ad-

imported from foreign countries:

mitted free of duty.'
necessary, in the exportation of products of the Philippine Islands to the United
States, to satisfy the customs officials of that country that
the proposed importations are of the character described in

"Under

Revenue

to issue the certificate

prayed

for,

application

was

to the Insular Collector of Customs for a certificate of
©rigin of the material of the said cigars, which request was
refused on the ground that the certificate of the Collector of
Internal Revenue covering the origin of th.e cigars had not

made

been issued and presented with the applicatitni as rei|uired by
the customs regulations.

"The plaintiff alleges that a
Internal Revenue of January 26.

regulation of the Collector of

above referred to, relative to the exportation of cigars to the United States, is 'arbitrary, discriminating, illegal and void, and made without any
authority of law, and is an attempt to legislate and an endeavor
191

5,

by the Collector of Internal Revenue to introduce provisions
into the United States Tariff Acts governing these Islands
utterly inconsistent and at variance with the laws therein expressed.'

"The complaint

asserts that

it

is

the duty of the Insular

furnish exporters in these Islands certificates of origin of cigars and other tobacco destined to the
United States of America, to enable said merchandise to enter
into the United States free of duty, provided that they have
complied with the Acts of Congress of the United States of

Collector of Customs

'to

date of August 5. 1909. and October 3. 191 3. respectively,
known as the Tariflf Acts, and with the provisions thereof relating to exports from the Philippine Islands to the United States
and provided that they have complied with the rules and regu-

with law, made and
promulgated by the said Insular Collector of Customs of the
Philippine Islands, and approved by the Secretary of Finance

lations relating thereo not

and Justice

"The
case

is

inconsistent

thereof.'

question j^resented

whether or

for

our determination

in

this

not, in connection wMth the is'^uance of 'cer-

covering the origin' and 'certificate of origin' mentioned
in the complaint, there rests on the Collector of Internal Revenue and the Insular Collector of Customs a duty the performance of which the courts will enforce by mandamus. For convenience we will, in this decision, use the phrase 'certificate
of origin' to describe both of the certificates above mentioned.
tificate

there appearing to be, in essence,

"The

tariflF

act of

October

little

3.

difference between them

1913. entitled 'The TariflF

Act of October 3, 1913,' docs not lay any such duty on these
ofificials. having only this to sav with reference to the importations of tobacco from the Philippine Islands:
" 'C.

That there shall be levied, collected, and paid
upon all articles coming into the United States from
the Philippine Islands the rates of duty which are re-

this provision

that portion of the

it

is

Act of Congress

of

October

3,

1915, above

"Immediately on the passage of the Tariff Act

of 1909

the Governor-Cieneral of the Philippine Islands issued Executive Order No. 41, dated May 7, 1009. It dealt with that
provision of the Tariff Act of 1909 which was repeated in
the Tariflf Act of 1913 which we have already quoted. It

provides
" 'ITpon the passage of a Congressional enactment
authori/ing the free entry into the United States of
goods the product and growth of the Philippines, all

customs and internal-revenue officials will consider
themselves charged with the duty of preventing the
fraudulent export for free entry into the United States
of goods which are not the product and growth of the
In case the Insular Collector of Customs,
the Collector of Internal Revenue, or their duly authorized representatives are satisfied that goods sought to
be exported to the United States for free entry therein
are really and truly the product and growth of the
Philippines, they shall issue proper certificates to the
exporter of such goods to that effect, and shall advise
him that a duly authenticated copy of such certificates
must accompany the goods to the United States and be
presented to the proper customs officials at the port
of entry in the United States.
Philippines.

" 'The Insular Auditor

receives

it.

is

here.

Certain classes of hall-marked silver smokers' articles

Cigarette cases must hold only a single
row of cigarettes, as the double row is not adapted for common use. Men wear waistcoats only a few months in the
year, and the habit of having a pocket in the shirt is not

Such orders, whether executive

Sun

common.

glasses,

siderable space, so that

demands.
Native-made silver cigarette cases are fairly common.
They are made by hand, and usually have a pattern known
as Cutch work, so named because of its origin near the Ran
of Cutch, the swampy inlet from the sea about halfway
between Karachi and Bombay.
Cutch work is chiseled.
The usual patterns are marigold (lowers and in some cases
animal figures somewhat in the Persian style. Recently the
classical Cutch silver is said to liave changed in the character of its output through the introduction of foreign de-

much

Among

or

"Taking as admitted all of the material allegations of
the coin[)laint. as we have taken them under the demurrer,
not entitled to the relief prayed for. Its remAvith the superior power which issued the order
sought to be enforced.
is

"The demurrer is sustained and the plaintiff given five
days in whicli to amend its complaint. In case an amendment is not made within that time, the complaint will be

in

never used.

but are not

sons.

Cigarette holders are

more

in use,

common.

TraDdl®
It is

will

tJJ©M5iiii^s

rumored that the United Cigar Stores Company

open a store shortly

at

Davenport,

la.

Daniel McDonnell has taken over the cigar and tobacco
business of O. T. Benson, at Second Street and Sherman
Avenue, Coeur D'Alene, O.

John T. Rawlins,

in charge of the cigar stand in the
Equitable Building, Boston, Mass., reports good sales on
the "La Sinceridad" cigars of Berriman Brothers.

A

portion of the Wrightsville, Pa., town hall has been
leased by the I. Lewis Cigar Manufacturing Company, of
Newark, N. J., for the purpose of starting a branch cigar
factory.

A

novelty package, consisting of an oval tin box, containing fifty "Gato" cigars of the size known as "Cabinet",
are being put on the market by the E. H. Gato Cigar Company, Key West, Fla.

So successful has been Otto Hoelzer
of the Little Spitzer Cigar Store,

Huron

in the

Street

conduct

and

Jeffer-

son Avenue, Toledo, O., that it is planned to open another
cigar stand shortly in the Berlin P.lock, at Jackson and St.
Clair streets.

w ealthier classes sometimes use
European smokers' articles, while the lower classes
prefer
their own native-made pipes
and cigarettes.
[Illustrations and descriptions of hall-marked
silver
smokers' articles, showing the types
in demand at Karachi,
may be inspected at the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic
Commerce or its district offices. Lists of
dealers in such
goods and of banks for reference

purposes in Karachi may
'1,°^'*'"""^'^ ^^^"^ t'^c same office.
Refer to file No.
->?.i
i^<104. Ihe several
types are: Nos. 1 and 2, cigarette cases, in

lour sizes each; Nos.
;j
silver lighter and
tray ;

and

cigar cases; No. 5, combined
No. G, lighter without tray No. 7.
silver match box
for wax vestas.
The subject of smokers'
supp les is also
presented in the Handbook of India, issued
the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce. It
'Y be
may
obtained at $1 per copy from the
Superintendent of
i^ocuments, Government
^-,

Having

campaign in Colorado on the
well-known "First Consul" cigars, manufactured by P.
Pohalski

finished a month's

& Company, New

York,

Thomas Q. Atkins

there recently for a trip to the Coast accompanied
Lincoln, of the company.

left

by E. R.

"De Luxe", "Talma", "Darby &
Joan" and "Baron DeKalb" are among some of the fine
'TIenry

Irving",

goods from Merriam Segars, Incorporated, carried
by the Dolan Cigar Shop, corner Washington and Dearborn streets, Chicago, 111.
line of

the natives the

4,

;

Printing Office, Washingt..n.
or from the district
offices of the Bureau
]

D.

purpose of dealing in and manufacturing tobacco, and for buying and selling property, The
F.
J.
Lockner Cigar Company, Rochester, N. Y., was recently incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000. The directors
are Julius F. Lockner, Howard G. Reitzel and others.
I'or the

"El Trendo", a five-cent proposition manufactured by
Sig. C. Mayer & Company, of Philadelphia, Pa., has been
taken for distribution by the cigar department of C. T.
Cheek »S: Sons, Nashville, Tenn. Charles R. Goodrun and
Bob Phillips are in charge of the department.
*

Following fourteen years' identification with the
w-holesale grocery firm of McAllister & Mann, Louisville,
Ky.. W. r». Mann has severed his connection with that firm,
and allied himself with William Kohlhepp & Company,
manufacturers of "Endwell", "El Nemo" and "Wikoe''
cigars.

William Ouanjer. of Kruse.
Quanjcr .^ Company. Xe w
^^rk, announces
that he will sail Februarv
February '?'?nth for llnl•-i"^!. to
attend the Spring
pring Inscript
Inscriptions.
The
'*'

"So ordered/'

worn by everybody, take up conthe cigarette case has to be modest

in its

are almost

which or in which they are issued in accordance with
the law governing the subject-matter. They are administrative in their nature and do not pass beyond the limits of
the department to wdiich they are directed or in which they
are published, and, therefore, create no rights in third per-

dismissed on the merits.

made

come from Greece,
Cheap cigarettes are

Cigarettes

demand, as among Europeans here it
is customary at the end of dinner
to have the native servants
pass cigars, cigarettes, and the cigar lighter.
One type of
lighter has combined with it a tray.
Match boxes are not commonly carried. Safety matches
are used in the original box. There is,
however, a small sale
for silver match boxes to carry
wax vestas. Cigar holders

to

edy lies
which is

sold up-country.

Egypt, Great Britain, and the Levant.

fighters are

depai-tmental, have for their object simply the efficient and
economical administration of the affairs of the department

the plaintiff

may be

they

Imported cigar cases also are sold here. They are single-row cases, but rather thick. Some gold cases, however,
are thinner and plainer than the ordinary types.
Cigar

"Executive Order No. 41 is nothing more or less than
a command from a superior to an inferior.
It creates no
relation except between the official who issues it and the

who

25

signs.

hereby directed to transmit promptly at the close of each month, through this
office, to the Secretary of the Treasury of the United
States an abstract of such exports/

ftfficial

Smokers' Articles in Northwest India
There is a fair and steady market in Northwest India
Almust all Europeans here smoke.
for smokers' requisites.
The pipes are imPipes, cigars and cigarettes are used.
ported. Cigars are produced locally, and many Europeans
prefer the Indian cigar to the imported article, especially
those Europeans who have lived in India for several years.
The products of Trichinopoly and Burma are well known
here, and some of the goods in use are also imported,
Ilavanas are not comlargely from the Dutch Islands.
mon, and no American cigars have been seen here, although

are popular here.

quoted.

by

whicii
and; therefore, were 'not entitled to the standard mark/
cigars
a certificate of origin would place on them, the only
shape,
entitled to such certificate being those of the regular
having a sjiiral wrapper and with substantially the same diamOn the refusal of the Collector of Internal
eter at each end.

and paid upon

like articles

cnmi)any is
^'''^"t 'Street.
At''ippcarance on opening dav was

"'^" ''^^'''^

Inctir^'V'"
''^';\''^'
fiirthor
^""'ler n]
enhanced by

^^^^"^

-'"'

^'^'^

'

vari-colored

lowers.

fl(

In addition to the

announcement that

their business

1915 disclosed a net gain of 50 per cent, over that of
1911, Payette & Walsh, Detroit, Mich., inform the trade
that n-. new brands will be featured during 1916. but that
their attention will be directed towards featuring the "Tom
Keene", "R. B.", "Harvester" and the "Watt" cigars.
for
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Stachelberg, of Jose Lovera Company ; and Celestino Vega,
of Celestino Vega ik Company.
From Chicago: O. P. Wolflf, of the A. Hussey Leaf

Tobacco Company.

Tlh®

From

Cnnlbainii

Ventura

Philadelphia:

Blanco,

Ventura

of

Blanco.
II.

Pierce Company.
From Cincinnati:

Henry Straus,

Krauss, of H. Krauss.
Arrivals of Cigar Importers and Representatives of Local
Factories
From Boston: J. E. A. Blaise and Parkman Pierce, of

From Our
Exclusive

From Cincinnati;

S. S.

Bureau

Perseverancia No. 8

From

Louis:

St.

Henry Straus.
Lovvenhaupt, of Moss & Lowen-

11.

of

haupt.

From New York: Herman Stearn,

of The Stearn ComE.
Lane, representative for the United States
pany; Robert
of
Canada
the
renowned Partagas factory, and Francis
and

Havana, Cuba.

representative for the United States and Canada of the El Rey del Mundo factory.
Taylor,

mi>^

Havana, February 8, 1916.
|UR market has undergone a big change, during the

January, as the tobacco syndicate,
as usual, gave the impetus in purchasing heavily,
and the other buyers followed the leader. The disconsolate reports from the Vuelta Abajo, owing to the
continued drought, may have been responsible for the heavy
buying of the Cuban Land and Leaf Tobacco Company, and
which concern does all the purchasing of the raw material
for the Henry Clay and Bock & Company, Limited, as well
as for the number of cigar factories, controlled by the American Cigar Company, of New York. Also the cigarette faclast fortnight in

tories of the sydicate here are receiving their supplies of

through the Cuban Land and Leaf Tobacco Company,
therefore it can be easily understood what a power the latter company is in our leaf market.
American manufacturers and leaf dealers have not been
slow, during the last two weeks, to grasp the true situation,
and have secured large quantities of leaf for the needs of
their factories, as well as for the protection of the customers
of the leaf dealers. Our local manufacturers of cigars and
cigarettes have likewise not failed to step into the market,

leaf,

in order to increase the holdings of their leaf stocks.

The

notably among the large
plantations was "La Lechuga," near Hoyo Colorado, owned
by Don Avclino i'azus, and who has excellent wrappers,
raised under cheesecloth, and with a perfect system of irrigation. Besides having set out his seedlings early, he has
cut already the bulk of his crop, and the same is of good
size, no worm-eaten leaves, clean and drying pff with light

lately,

and saw some good

and burning perfectly.
Remedios is very backward, owing to the drought, but
as it has rained during the last few days in several sections, there is some hope of harvesting eventually a medium,

colors

sized crop in quantity.

Sales during the past fortnight totaled 27,803 bales,
which consisted of: Vuelta Abajo and Semi- Vuelta, 16,31)6
bales; Partido, 815; Remedios, 7845, and Oriente, 2747
bales.

Buyers were: Americans, 16,455; exporters to Europe,
4801 shippers to South America, 441, and our local manu;

facturers of cigars

For 2 weeks ending Jan.
Vuelta Abajo
Semi-Vuelta
Partido

Remedios
Oriente

be benefited if some good rainfalls
should occur this month.
Of Vuelta Abajo we shall have only a very small part of
good leaf from the early planted fields, while the balance

Remedios might

still

will consist of leaf

grown

artificially

in the large planta-

How

this tobacco will finally turn
tions through irrigation.
out is a question for the future to decide, although the pre-

that irrigation in the Vuelta Abajo is
not, as a rule, of good results as it destroys the aroma.
Irrigation in the Partido region has given better results in producing wrappers, therefore the large plantavailing opinion

tions will

is

have a good

class of tobacco, but the smaller

vegucros, without irrigation, will suffer severely in having
no crop at all, or only a heavy class of fillers, which may
paid a visit to this section
take a long time to cure.

We

From

the Country

Since Jan.
2773 bales
270 "
259 "
3810 "
1557 "

1, 1916.

28, 1916.

1737 bales
"
212

254

"

1813
1390

"

"

Returned: Walter C. Sutter and Ouinto Fernandez, of
Walter Sutter & Company.

Departures— To New York: Julius Klorfein, Max llcrzog, Joseph Mendelsohn, l'>nst J-LUinger.
To Tampa: Manuel Garcia, Francisco R. Diaz.
To Chicago: O. P. Wolff, N. Raphael and Frank Siena.
To London, England: Arthur Morris.
Cigars
The month of January. shows a further gratifying improvement in our cigar factories, and if the same should
continue thus throughout the year, we ought to hear less
complaints on the part of the manufacturers, although the
shortness and possibly poor quality of the coming
Vuelta
Abajo crop might play havoc with the smaller factories,
which could not afford to carry large stocks of leaf like
the
big ones.

The

month of January as regards the
exports of our cigars from the port of Havana
and as per
our custom house returns are as follows, viz.
i':xports

statistics of the

from January

ary 31, 1916
Exports from January
ary 31, 1915
Increase during the

Total

5406

Total

8669

Exports of leaf tobacco from the port of Havana from
January 18th to January 29, 1916, totaled 16,531 bales, which
were distributed to the following countries, viz.: To all
ports of the United States, 9291; to the Netherlands, 3420;
Porto Spain, 1207; to England, 186; to Denmark, 558; to
tugal, 400; to France, 148; to Canada, 800; to the Argentine
Republic, 264, and to Uruguay, 257 bales.

Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
Arrivals From New York: Benito Rovira, of Benito
Rovira Company Jose M. Diaz, president of the Preferred
Havana Tobacco Company; S. M. Wallach, of G. Falk &
Brother; Henry Bernheim, of J. Bernheim & Son; Lewis
of
Cantor, of Lewis Cantor; Sidney Goldberg, president
Simon Batt & Company, and Morton Morris, of S. Ruppm.

—

1916, to Janu-

1,

month

\U\r>,

U)

Janu-

of January, 1916

above

2o,(MK)

5,219,286

"

5,696,693

"

cigars

were

r.ritain

Chile

Australia
Portugal

^^>'.^"""t'''^^ '"

318,9.'50

<(

195,952

<<

185,512

<(

153,214
55,738
48,160

<<

From Tampa: Francisco Arango, of Arango, Villazon
& Company; Francisco R. Diaz, of V. (iucrra, Diaz & Coin-

l^'riiguav

I

tal

H. Upmann is
Great Britain, United States, South America and Canada.
Sol and Devesa de Murias are constantly seating
more
cigarmakers, as good orders are coming forward
in fairsized volume.

The other factories are all working, although partly
with less forces, as their strongholds have not
commenced
to order as freely yet.
Leaf Tobacco
principal sellers were: Sierra
y Martinez, 3213
bales; Diaz Ilermanos & Company, 1600;
Gonzalez Hermanos & Company, 1233; Candido Clandido Obeso, 1387Perez, Capin & Company, 1200; Selgas &
Company' 1207Celestmo Medio, 1193; Soto & Company, 1190;
Suarez
Hermanos, 1153; Herrera, Calmet & Company,
1150;

The

& La Paz, 850; Muniz Ilermanos, 837; Jose c'
& Company, 757; Aixala & Company, 705; Perez
linos, 515; M. Abella & Company,
503; Jose Menendez
1007 Manuel A. Suarez & Company, 395
Jose F. Rocha'
Camejo
Puento

301,

and others of a

;

number of bales.
'1 he principal
buyers were The Cuban Land and Leaf
lobacco Company, 8000 bales; Felix Eckerson
& Company, 1800; Leslie Pantin, 1500; The Spanish
Regie 1207Herman Diehl, 1147; Carlos Arnoldson & Company, 1019Cahxto Lopez & Company, 1000; Mark A. Pollack'
1000K Falk & Brother, 1000; Manuel A. Suarez, 850; Adolfd
Moeller, 580; E. H. Gato Cigar Company,
400; The Portuguese Regie, 400; Walter Sutter & Company, 395The
lesser

amount

;

Por Larranaga,

300,

and others of a

of bales.

21,500

(<

6,049,488

(I

'

The

firm of Basarrate & Higuera sold
the balance of
stocks, and is closing its leaf
warehouse of 123 Prado
Street.

(<

Its

January. 1016. as compared
'

101.050

I'ernuida

factories to seat more cigarmakers.
also very busy executing orders for

Mendelsohn, of Mendelsohn, Bornemann
&
Company, of New York, made considerable
purchases of
(inc Vuelta Abajo vegas, and
left for his home again well
satisfied with his stay here.

K

17.200 cigars
10 1.500

Inc.

two

Joseph

1

Canada

able space in the

smaller

period of 191.T:

France

and Don Pepin said to us, that now he had enough good
leaf on hand to work for the next eighteen months to
come,
and turn out the same fine quality of cigars, with which
their customers had declared their entire satisfaction.
Nevertheless we have heard, that the factory holds a good
many options on the temprano part of this year's crop, and
which would be an additional guarantee to the smokers of
Romeo y Julieta cigars. The factory continues to receive
good orders right along.
Partagas is working with all forces, the same as before the holidays, as orders are arriving freely from all
parts
of the globe.
Robert E. Lane is still here, although he
may leave at any moment.
For Larranaga is doing an excellent trade with all the
principal consuming countries, and has received some
rush
orders for high-priced sizes from the United Kingdom,
as
well as from the States. Don Eustaguio is using all
avail-

French Regie, 348

835,200

'^•Kypt

Total

"

2,986,272 cigars
1,218,990

Spanish Africa

Italy

Julieta purchased 2200 bales of choice vegas
of the 1914 crop of Vuelta Abajo, during the last fortnight,

:

as
'

1!)15:

United States
Spain
Argentine Republic

vvith^hr''''"'
with
the same

Romeo y

;

10,915,979 cigars

Denmark

;

l)any; Cck'stino ((.rral, ..f Corn-.l. Wodiska c^ Company;
Manuel Garcia, of IV-rfecto (iarcia v^ I'.rother; Edgar J-

1,

Increases by countries

lompared with
(ircat

suitable kinds of Remedies are getting scarcer from day to
day, it has been satisfied to some extent with the Oriente

Prices have sharply advanced for certain styles, and the
tendency is still upward for all grades of tobacco, as there
is no longer any doubt of another short crop this year in
the Vuelta Abajo and Partido districts, while possibly

and

cigarettes, 6116 bales.

Receipts of Leaf Tobacco

exporters to Europe have also operated quite extensively,
notwithstanding all the drawbacks, on account of high
freights, war risk insurance, and the very low rates of exchange. Evidently Europe still needs our leaf, and as the

leaf instead.

leaf,

Jr.,

27

25,770
23.975

"

102,495

(<

Shippers of 200 bales of leaf tobacco,
and above this
quantity, from the port of Havana, for
the two weeks endmg January 31st were:
Virgilio Suarez, 1874; Leslie Pantin,
1555; Ernst Ellinger & Company, 1245; Sobrinos
de A. Gonzalez, 1225Hermann Diehl, 1147; Carlos Arnoldson &
Company. 1019
Manuel Suarez, 817; Cuban Land and Leaf
Tobacco Company, 775; Adolfo Moeller, 580; G.
Arrostegui, 449- Walter
Sutter & Company. 552
Bernheim
& Son, 320; Menendez
J.
Sc Company, 320; Vicente
Barba. 320; H. Upmann
& Company. 2R0 W. H. Smith, 216;
Hiios de DIeffo Montero,
Montem
216; Manuel Perez, 200.
;

;

^

Oretaniv.
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cent.; October,
August, 34.3 per cent.; September, 68.9 per
106.9 per cent. November, 145.9 per cent.
Exportations of tobacco through the Port of New Orpounds, valued at
leans for December were 8,821,802

"Palmy Days" Smoking Tobacco Featured

;

on "King Bee"
Liggett & Myers Conducting Campaign
Brand—Perique Growers in Louisiana Form
Organization—Reguera & Bcrengher Report
Steady Demand for "Nena" Cigars

in Utica

Window

$991,486.
of L L. Lyons' cigar depart"Duke" and
ment, reports exceptionally brisk sales on
"Charles Denby", so much so, that he was forced to use

Teddy Lyons, manager

the telegraph recently in ordering a shipment.
Liggett & Myers, at New Orleans, are conducting a
advertising campaign on "King Bee" tobacco. They

heavy

New

Orleans, La., February

11, 1916.

brands
supply the
with factories working full time to
busidemand, and a host of conventions makmg

REQUENT

repeat orders on any

number

of

the features
ness pretty lively for the retailers, are
One large local firm
of mid-February in New Orleans.
cigars of three
reports that a shipment approximating 50,000
inability to get
separate brands is held up owing to their
whole, the jobbers
the cigars from the factory. On the
Similar expressions
say 1915 was a better year than 1914.
come from the manufacturers.
a visit last week of W. T. Hix, representing

Following
York, Frank Paul
the Cien Porciento Company, of New
has
announces that his firm, H. Tom Cottam & Company,
taken the New Orleans agency for "Centrosas".
Among the recent visitors were Mr. Caro, representing
Henry
"Optimos", in the new broad leaf wrappers; and
Kaftan, of the

West

Indies Cigar

Company.

Miss Ray Probette, recently connected with the St.
and will
Charles Hotel stand, has left that establishment,
branch out very shortly for herself.
The Southern Cigar Company, long-established Camp
Press Cigar
Street tobacco dealers, have purchased the
Company, at Camp Street and Commercial Place.

H. Epperson has been named Mississippi representative of H. Tom Cottam & Company.
deal
Jobbers in January were forced to order a good
congestion
of their shipments by rail, owing to the water
up East, but report that the trafiic situation has eased up
somewhat, and that they are able to get their goods through
J.

via the regular water schedule.

Wunderlich

&

DeGruy, well-known druggists, have

purchased the store of G. G. d'Autrey, 5500 Brytania Street,
and are installing an attractive cigar and cigarette line.
There has been a local shortage on "Owl" cigars. The
shortage has been only temporarily, however, and spasmodic.

Teddy Lyons, genial manager of the cigar department
of L L. Lyons & Company, has returned from a trip to
Havana and other spots on the island. Mrs. Lyons, who
until a few weeks ago was Miss Yvonne Labatt, of New
The honeymooners have been
Orleans, was with him.
showered with good wishes.
recent fire damaged the cigar factory of Angelo
Danna, 538 South Philip Street, to the extent of $3000. The
loss was covered by insurance.
The recent death of John F. Salisbury, a department
manager of Liggett & Myers' New Orleans headquarters,

A

shocked the trade. Mr. Salisbury was fifty years of age,
and prominent in fraternal as well as tobacco circles. Heart

was the cause of his death.
The American Tobacco Company, which

failure

is

conducting

smashing advertising campaign in this territory on their
"Tuxedo" tobacco, shows that sales on this product recently have broken all records. A regular mushroom increase is shown in sales from July, 1915, to November, 1915,

a

the figures being as follows: July increase, 13.5 per cent.;

territory, and at the
are gradually extending their sales
same time are advertising New Orleans' claims as a manuoldest brands
facturing centre. "King Bee" is one of the
has enjoyed a conof long cut tobacco on the market, and
tinued successful run for more than fifty years.

The American Tobacco Company succeeded

in having

Peoples'
the suit for $40,000 damages filed against it by the
Tobacco Company dismissed in the Federal Court several
weeks ago when Judge Foster upheld the exceptions of
improper. The
the defendant that service of the suit was
defendant insisted that it was not doing business in Louisiana at the time the suit was filed, and that the trial could
suit had
not be held in New Orleans. Plaintiflfs in the
claimed that they were damaged through the American
Tobacco Company throttling their business by violating

the

Sherman Anti-Trust Law.

Perique growers of Louisiana recently banded together
city The Perique
at Paulina, La., and organized in that
Tobacco Growers and Truckers' Association. The purposes
to raise the
of the organization as set forth in the charter are
the
standard of cultivation of perique, and place upon
market a better and more uniform grade of the commodity.
Louis
Offices of the Association are to be in Lutcher, La.
and
Roussel, who recently paid a visit to San Francisco,
succeeded in successfully introducing perique to the Coast,
was elected president, while he and the following will conLeopold
stitute the board of managers: Agricole Poche,

Martin, Edgard Melancon and

Henry

Armand

Streets, has taken

on the

and Canal
Orleans agency for "La

Megas", which was heretofore distributed by W. B. Moore.
Mr. William Jackson, of P. Lorillard Company, New

York

City,

was seen along the row discussing business

con-

ditions in an optimistic vein.

LeBlanc has taken over the long-established cafe
it and
at 437 St. Charles Street, and has completely refitted
installed latest brands of cigars and tobacco.
Enrique Pendas, manager of the Havana-American
visitors
factory at Tampa, was one of the first February
Havanahere, and shortly following him came another
American man, R. S. Foss, division manager for Louisiana,
Mississippi and Tennessee.
Hotel
O. E. Baxter, former manager of the St. Charles
Hotel,
cigar stand, now is connected with the Grunewald
wwhile the St. Charles is in charge of W. B. Moore, an
"La
perienced tobacco man, and factory representative of
Megas".
X.

& Company,

of Utica.

McHie-Scotten to Discontinue Use of Coupons
The AIcHie-Scotten Tobacco Company, of Detroit,
widely known manufacturers of scrap, plug and
smoking tobaccos, announce the inauguration of a policy
which will mark the discontinuance of coupons.
Mich.,

Roussel.

Keith, tobacconist, of Tchoupitoulas

New

This attractive display of "Palmy Days" smoking tobacco recently appeared
in a window of the
Dearstyne Brothers Tobacco Company, Utica, N. Y The brand is manufactured
by L. Warnick Brown

J.

is
factory in the 200 block in Canal Street
According to the report gathered in midprogressing.
from Messrs. Reguera and Berengher, more mak-

The

firm

states that

they intend to use other methods of featuring
their products, and tliat the money
formerly invested in
coupons will be given to the consumer in the
(luality and
quantity of their brands of tobaccos.
Owing to conditions arising from the
they dispensed with salesmen

giving their
taking care
specializing,

been

European war,

and discontinued advertising^
attention to keeping up their organization and
of mail order business on brands they
were
and on which an exceptional foundation has

laid.

At a recent meeting the following
officers were elected
lor the ensuing
year: George F. McHie, president and
general manager; Mr. D.
C. Re.xford, secretary and
"^

urer.

treas-

George F. McIIie has been in the
tobacco business for
tne past thirty-two
years, and has a wide acquaintance from

coast to coast.

The Nena

February
are
ers have been added to the staff, and still the stocks
in
being depleted. "Nenas" now are being manufactured
in
perfecto form. This followed a request from a jobber
declared that his clients liked the cigar,
Reguera and Berengher
but preferred a perfecto shape.
Decemsay that nineteen-fifteen was a good year, although
ber business was poor, while January and part of February
A. J. B.
were rush periods indeed.
California,

who

Death of Mrs. Henry M. Duys
^"^"^' ""^ ^^""'y ^- ^"yS' of the firm of H.
Duv?/f r^"^
^^""^atra tobacco importers, were
shocked fi"'^^"^' ^"^
°^ '^' ^""^'^ °^ ^^^ ^^'f^' Mrs. Adele Ogden
Duvs .V^
^ ^'"''" P^^"^' Montclair, N. J., on the
9th instant,
insL."' ?r''

T

m

the twenty-eighth year of
her age.

nth Vi Qrr^^

'^';:'^^''

largely attended!''

*°°^ P^^<^e on Friday, February
^" Montclair, N. J., and were
'

-*.'

•

"Lord" Cigar a Newcomer in Philadelphia Trade
The "Lord" cigar has been placed on the market in
city by the Henry Cigar Company, 316
Market

this

Street,

Philadelphia, Pa., with a new and unique profitsharing arrangement for the storekeeper. From
the way in
which the smokers are taking to the "Lord" cigar it
promises to be a big success.
The company will soon be in a
position to place conclusive distribution in
other cities.
Julius H.

Mahler Becomes a Vice-President of A. T. Co.
Julius H. Mahler, for fourteen vcars head salesman
in
North Carolina for the American tobacco Company,
has
been appointed its vice-president and buyer,
with headquarters in New York City. He succeeds T. B.
Yuille, of

New

York,

who

has been vice-president for four years. Mr.
Mahler takes hold March 1. His salary will
be $25,000
yearly.
He has been in the tobacco business twenty-two
years.

"Poncico"

New

Finley Acker Brand
cigar departments of Finlev Acker
Company are
meeting with unusual success in the distribution
of their
nexy brand. "Poncico", which sells for
$5 the hundred.
his cigar is the product of the same
factory as that which
manufactures the private brand known as "La
Comnienda"
and another new size known as "Puritanos
Especials" has
been added to this Havana cigar, which
is enjoyinir continued popularity.

The

1

Frank Rowland, who represents Lopez,
Hermanos
Company, was in Philadelphia last week, and
closed

attractive business for the firm.

&

some
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)aiia

to remove a 1 punchnorthern part of the stale, were notified
chance played a part.
boards and other devices in which
The dealers obeved without protest.
popularity of shade-grown
^till another evidence of the
a few days ago when
cigars in this territorv was revealed
the
representative
Major Burrows, a manufacturers'
soon
add
very
Hansford Block, announced that he would
already
which
shade-grown cigar to his line,

Firniaceng^s®

Storms-Edward Wolf
Coast Trade Depressed by Severe
&
Factory Representative— Boltz, Clymer

Now

Branch in 'Frisco
San Francisco, February 5, 191G.

the "Mozart"
bandero
and the
includes the "Lovera" clear Havana
Major Burrows believes that the new line
nickel brand.
assortment to please all
will give him a very complete

to Discontinue

portion of
S far as San Francisco and the greater
few days have
California arc concerned, the past
matter
shown a considerable improvement m the
almost unbroken
of weather as compared with the
sunshine has brought
succession of storms in Tanuary. The
and retail business has shown a welcome

out the smokers,
situation has
In the northern end of the coast the
revival
Portland and Seattle
not been so favorable, advices from
of the last
showing that the unprecedented snowstorms
effect on business.
few days have had a very depressing
belter part
Traveling men have now 1)ecn out for the
has prevented them from
of a month but the bad weather
justihed them
accomplishing as mucli as general conditions
supplies
'Ihe heavy rains and the abundant
in expecting.
make the outlook for
of snow in the mountains, however,
and a busy,
good times in the country very promising;
though somewhat delayed, spring is anticipated.
getting
There has been a g.»od deal (»f shaping-up and
Some
year.
ready going on here since the first of the
some fachouses have been increasing their selbng forces,
distributors
tory representatives are busy helping out local
;

and some personal changes are reported.
Edward Wolf, who closed out his wholesale business
factory repseveral months ago and who is now acting as
permanent
resentative for two of his old lines, has taken
Front and Calioffices in a portion of the old quarters at
fornia Streets.

He

will represent the factories of Arguel-

Brother, and H. Anton Bock & Company,
with both of which lines he has been associated for many
west.
years. He will have all the territory from Denver

les,

Lopez

&,

The greater portion of the old Edward Wolf Company
quarters will be retained by the La Prueba Cigar Factory,
distribution
of Manila, which will control the United States
"La Prueba" Manila cigar, formerly handled by the
Edward Wolf Company. The business will be managed
by Kurt Hosaeus, vice-president of the Manila house and

of the

Solly Siebenhauer, who has been connected with the wholesale cigar business in this city for many years, in fact, longer
than any other man now actively in the trade. Mr. Ilosaeus
will leave in a few days for New York.

T.
geles,

Murphy, a well-known cigar dealer of Los AnCal., has been in San Francisco this week visiting
J.

the trade.
Tules Willard, who recently succeeded to the wholesale cigar business of Willard Rrothers on Battery Street,
lost in the neighborhood of one thousand cigars by burglary
a few days ago. The burglar, or one of the burglars, fell
through the skylight while breaking into the store; and
from the amount of blood found, it is evident that the intruder was badly hurt. A considerable quantity of cigars

were taken nevertheless, the escape being made through a
rear door.

R; F. Stone, traveling representative of W. K. Grcsh &
Son, is in San Francisco, making his headcpiarters with the
William Cluff Company, distributors for the Gresh lines.
Mr. Stone will do some work on the "Sight Draft" brand
before leaving for other

fields.

The anti-gambling spirit Is still spreading in California. This week all the cigar dealers of Redding, in the

tensive trade builder

but there

tastes.

'

believe that a business college

We

succeeded to the retad
E. G. Waidler Sz Company have
Anaheim, Cal.
cigar business of C. E. Schroff, at
L A Sawyer, of the San Francisco branch of the Las
notwithstandDos Naciones Cigar Company, reports that
parts of the California
ing the rains the outlook in most
put the agricultural
territory is very good. The rains have
from floods, while
counties in fine shape; and the damage
widespread.
severe in individual cases, is not very
men
has lately been quite an exodus of traveling

There
bad weather
from this city for the north, in spite of the
Washington. Ihe truth
reports from both Oregon and
of the year
seems to be that immcdiatelv after the first
other fellow
everybody held off with the idea of letting the
make the first experiment as to the effects of prohibition
out that
on the cigar selling game. Then the reports came
the old scale;
the north was still doing business on about
before some
and evervbodv made a rush to get to his trade
now in the
.me else grabbed all the orders. Among others
representative of the
north are H. H. Manlev, Pacific Coast
American Cigar Company; E. C. Hull, Western representaCompany; C. E.
tive of the United Cigar Manufacturers'
of the John Bollman
Pitts, head of the cigarette department
Company, of this city and Horace Gladstone, special ambassador for the "Roi Tan".
The San Francisco l)ranch of Boltz, Clymer & Comhaving been a part of
l*any, is soon to be closed out, after
;

San Francisco's business

life

for

many

all

him.

Louis Erdt, who has been putting in the first weeks
with good
of the year placing the "Milo. Yellow Label"
with his
effect, is now leaving for the south, for a visit
Calitrade in Los Angeles, San Diego and other Southern
fornia cities.

A, B. Crail has bought out the cigar-stand in the
lobby of the Marsh-Strong Building, at Los Angeles, from

a mighty useful article, this dealer secured a

and sent

Emil Judell. who left for Nevada mining camps a few
days ago with the lines of H. L. Judell & Company, of this
city, reports finding lots of snow and a good business everyAllen.

Globe Tobacco Company Has Successful Year
Stockholders of the Globe Tobacco Company. *'^ J^^'
inditroit, Mich., at their annual meeting, received reports
cating a satisfactory growth in business during 1015.
Directors elected are Walter R. Hamper. Louis F. Dillmann

and Charles M. Hamper. The directors elected officers as
President and general manager, Walter Rfollows:
Hamper; vice-president. Louis F. Dillmann; secretary and
treasurer, Charles

M. Hamper.

letters, in

which

number of coupons representing goods purchased at his
For cigars and -cigarettes bought in quantities, for
store.
smoking tobacco in half-pound jars or more, and for pipes

costing

one dollar or more, extra coupons were given

For those

who

in

order

letter

which was mailed to the address

of the student.

whose

ji

the observing

To

obtained to account,

who gathers

in

the shekels.

facts thus

One

Trade

With Hat
Brushes

work

in

ironing board cover which was held in place with patented

was acceptable and brought increased business and
from a premium that would have fallen far short of its

fasteners,
profit

object

community where maids and footmen

offered in a

if

rule.
ji

To

jf

j«

a city-bred clerk, the purchases of some suburban

smokers would prove a revelation, for
of

rural

to

districts

cigar

it

is

not

uncommon

for

purchase their chewing and

by

tobacco

the

pound or even

larger quantities, especially during the

S'Z\.'eatcr

and tobacco dealer, whose customers were largely recruited
Getting

the

all

a clientele such as this dealer enjoyed, the offer of an

ji

man. and one who turns the

made.

keeping up the home.

smoking
It is

is

performed

families in almost all cases

residents
jt

for the return of sales slips

his appeal for support

desired the bcK>k at once, a part cash and

from the form

now, or who

is

who catered almost exclusively to customers
who were in moderate circumstances, and

Trade

coupon plan was adopted, with a cash value for a coupon

clipped

.

This fact was considered by the dealer

Kno2<' )'our

were the

sooner.

to obtain the dictionary

part

whom

a

given

Premium

and winter months, when a

H dps Sales

est

fall

trip to the near-

smokery may be made only under

diffi-

from men who spent at least some portion
of the day out of doors, noticed that in
almost every instance, that the hats worn by
his customers were in more or less need of

kind of trade conceived the idea of extending his business and

a brushing.

sent out

This knowledge suggested that many of these men would
enjoy the use of a hat brush, and a (|uantity of these articles
were purchased and placed on dis])lay along with the regular

window decoration, together with cards announcing that these
would l)e given free to each customer who jnirchased a given'
quantity of cigars which were manufactured under the dealer's

culty.

One

goods

dealer

form

who was favored

letters

announcing

were jiurchased

jirior to

with a fair share of this

Christmas

tlie

suited.

^

holidays,

a

sales slips.

In conjunction with the sweater, a pair of gloves

was

also

offered for the return of sales slips.

month of December,

In balancing his accounts for the

Further information was given that each customer might
have a hook in the rear of the store with his name over it, and
come in and use the brush whenever occasion or opportunitv

amount of

that if a certain

sweater would be given for the return of the cash register

private label.

j«

E. B. Iliggins has succeeded to the cigar business of
T. W. Clelland. at 047 Broadway, San Diego, Cal.

address form

forth the offer of a dictionary, for the return of

set

Ira II. Stubbs, the former proprietor.

where.

to their

of

list

'

or coupons, should study closely the environment of those to

but secured the gmxl-will of an enoffer of a pre-

Their Business

premiums

plans the offering of

Men To

Thinking

Every cigar and tobacco merchant who

mium to students in a business college.
Knowing that a dictionary of conveni-

the students

was

Enlarge and Popularize

usually not an ex-

community through the

tire

Conpons

ent size is

is

many cigar and tobacco merchants,
who not only increased his sales and

one dealer

Dictionarics for

Improve,

for

profits,

years.

After being systematically robbed for several months,
Marysville,
Carlin & Neimeyer, prominent cigar dealers of
thief with stolen
Cal., succeeded in catching the alleged
goods in his possession and in obtaining a confession from

is

By

Catchy Schemes Used Successfully

INKLES

m

a

Company

ETAIL

31

a

greater profit had accrued than for any other period covering
the dosing

A

line of

month of

the year, since being engaged in business.

popular and medium priced pipes doubtless helped

some.
ji

jn

j»

j$

To

estimate the value of advertising in a certain dailv
newspaper, one retail cigar and tobacco dealer announced

through

columns that for every couimmi returned, whicli
formed a i)art of the advertisement, he
Pencils as
would i)resent a lead pencil with each cigar or
Premiums
package of cigarettes purcha.sed on three
days of the week.
its

Ihe days chosen were known to be
the usually dull period.
and this small-priced
premium was given in an effort to secure

new business and
this

learn,

how many

sales could be inlluenced bv

method.

The

pencil bore the cigar dealer's

name and address, and
was followed by the giving of a clip bv which
would be kept securely in the pocket.

^^'^pa«Rn
,

ine pencil

The results led to the
introduction of
tobacconist.

premiums bv

this

The next time you
ban<|uet

are

in a

crowd of men,

or attend a convention, notice

carry a note lx)ok of convenient pocket

down to a
how many of them

size.

sit

This fact

session of a retail cigar dealer, led

The Loose-Leaf
Note Book

offer

a

loose-leaf

in ix)s-

him

to

memorandum book

of
pur-

standard size, as a premium for all
chases amounting to a given amount if made
within a perio<l of seven days.
The book was bound with soft imitation leather, and as
rai)idlji as the sheets were discarded, new ones could be purchased at any stationery store to take their place.
Tliere were no advertisements in or about the book with
the exception of the inside back cover, which contained a price
list showing the range in prices
for domestic. Key West,
Tampa and favana cigars from the well-known factories.
I
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
For

Sale,

Wanted and

of Registering and Publishing
The Tobacco World, established in 1881, has maintained a Bureau for the purpose
and Brands for Cigars, Cigarettes, Smoking and Chewing Tobacco, and
claims of the adoption of Trade-Marks
registered and published should be addressed to The Tobacco World Corporation,
Snuff. AH Trade-Marks to be

Special Notices

.
,
236 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
titles cannot be registered owing to
or
case
title
In
applications.
all
accompany
must
title
each
for
One Dollar
immediately, less our usual charge for searching and return postage, or it
prior registration, same will be returned

WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF FIFTY CENTS
RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT. THREE CENTS A WORD.
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

be credited

MONROE

HAVANA SHORTS—

ADL.br.

New

CIGAR BROKER.

186 N.

La

Salle St., Chicago,

Water

For
FOR SALE— Remedlog Havana
Fifty
or

money

refunded.

the finest quality.

Edwin

ADLER & MYERSON,

Lancaster.

St..

and

yuelU horu, oi
Al»o v^"»f'^i^_*{,'*'o}

New

York.

very cheap. Capacity 15,000 *» 25.000. BenHUMIDORS— Two for sale220
West Forty-second Street. New Yoik City.
Company.
Cigar
rosa

Cigarettes for Allies to

^t'

Be Made

in

&

WANTED —

—n:

Wants Jobbers

Richmond

II

J.w

—

Write for Samples

to

roots, stogies,
M. k'. Carroll,

gentlemen, and try one

DARK SIX

pies of the

ti>

jobbers to write to them for

sani-,

"Ambato" brand.

Incidentally this cigar

a

is

five-cent

proposition and

can distinguish between goiul cig.irand the other kind, the "Ambato" brand is sure to be

according to those

\vlu>

:t

anticipated that the force
will be divided into two shifts, working day and night to
For the convenience of these workers the
fill the orders.
company applied to the Administrative Board a few days
ago for additional street lighting in the vicinity of the
it

was

stated.

It

is

plant.

The

cigarettes being

made

are especially for Euro-

peans, although closely resembling in flavor a well-known
domestic make. They are not supposed to be sold or given
away in the United States. An innovation in their manufacture is the absence of glue at the joint, the cigarettes

winner.
All the kind things that can be said about a cigar
that is made of Porto Rico tobaccos ''through and
through," can be said of the "Ambato" brand. It burns

aroma, and

well, has a pleasant taste, a delightful
around "peach" of a nickel cigar.

is

an

located at 203

West Broadway, New York

City.

A

committee was appointed to prepare a constitution
and by-laws. It will report at the next meeting of the Ad
Club. Question to be settled at that time is whether the new
cigar to be exploited and marketed by the Ad Man Cigar

Company

shall be sold for five or ten cents.

29,

Anthony

1916.

J.

maintain a bureau

—

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stogies, chew31,321.
F. D.:
Albert Belles,
January 29, 1916.
ing and smoking tobacco.
Springfield, Mass.
Co.,
USIA:—31,322. For cigars. February 1, 1916. Greenwood

&

Savannah, Ga.

For

(6):—31,323.

February

cigars.

2,

1916.

Brown &

Mich.

Bartlett, Flint,

HAVANA KNISH:— 31,324.

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stoPasFebruary 2, 1916.
chewing and smoking tobacco.
bach-Voice l.itlio Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.
For cigars. February 2, 1916. J. M.
ED. R. DEEM:—31,325.
gies,

NIK SIR B:

—31,326.

For

is

'cigars,

GOWELL:—31,327.

For

Tampa,

cigarettes,

cigar.s,

chewing and .smoking tobacco.
Co.,

cigarettes, cheroots, stogies,
The Duquesne
2, 1916.

February

chewing and smoking tobacco.
Cigar Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

February

3,

cheroots, stogies,
Zinate Cigar

1916.

For cigars and tobacco.

& Miller. Philadelphia, Pa.
ESPANTOSO:—31,329.
For cigars.
Brothers, New York, N. Y.

February

3,

1916.

February

3,

1916.

Cans

CATLIN:—31,330. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots,
chewing and smoking tobacco. February 4, 1916. Pasbach-Voice Litho Co., Inc., New York. N. Y.
S.

cheroots,

DISPLAY
will bring pipe

tried

WHIP,

in

numbers.

they will be your

customers for good.
Try it and watch your sales jump.

of'Queed" in

the big

lOc

'^6.

Cigar Co.. Lancaster. Pa.
For cigar^.
bcbruary 10. 1916. Commercial
Cigar Co., Xi-wark. O.
LU-LU: 31,335. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stogies,
u
chewnig
and snu.king t<.l)acco.
I'ebruary 10. 1916.
Pa.sbach'-'''^'* ^'"- I"*"- ^'^'w York. N. Y.
yJ^Vr.

CADLUB:_3 1,334.

NO-BODY-HOME:— 31,336.
I'cbriiary 10, 1916.

<jPAMw,t.TT
aFANWELL:_3

Inc.

KICHMOiNU. VA.
alio

will

be

dis-

number

by

I\)r

cigars,

on package wrapper, numbered
from "1" to "50" melusive.
Corresponding

number

of stars will appear on cigarette wrappers according to their
respective packages.

Philippine Legislature Passes Tobacco Inspection Law
The Bureau of Insular Affairs, of the War Department,
is in receipt of the following self-explanatory cablegram
from the Governor-General of the Philippine Islands, dated
at Manila, February 9, 1916
"Advise tobacco trade journals Philippine Legislature passed tobacco inspection law, requiring collector of internal revenue to. inspect all tobacco products shipped to the United States, and affix inspection
labels thereto.
Prohibits exportation of non-standard
tobacco products. Provides for advertising campaign
and two tobacco agents in the United States."

John Conlon to Dispose of Retail Business
John F. Conlon, for more than thirty years a cigar
manufacturer and retailer of North Adams, Mass., has recently announced that he will shortly dispose of his retail
cigar business and in the future devote his time to manufacturing and the wholesale end. It is understood that he
will add materially to his present force of employees.

Jacobs. Holt/.inger

&

1,307.
^^'

'SS

3RD:— 30,738.

^nevvmg

-m.!

Hoston'^M"

I'or

cigars,

FINRSr QUAIJI Y IMPOR lED

'"""•'

'*^

H.

Cards and Advertising Materials

SMITH,

106

E.

19th

St.,

cheroots,

Transferred January

'^''Ston,

Show

GARRETT

cigarettes,

No 23. Habana, Cuba

Manufaclurcrs of

1-or cigars.
Registered January 22. 1916.
I'trgm.m. Philadelphia. I'a. CancelU-.l Jan-

smoking tobacco.
^'""

Oficina Principal, San Jose

La Habana

Cigar Box Labels, Bands and Trimmings

TRANSFERS.
.

Compaiiia Litografica De

cigarettes and tobacco.
Co.. Windsor. Pa.

CANCELLATION.

,,^
wl[^',A,J""'''^
uary
J';. i9if)

lint

of

stars appearing

For cigars, cigarettes,
chewing and smf)king tobacco.
February 9.

^S^

5c tin*, 10c tins, and handsome
one -lb. huoiidora.

Makers

stogies,
S. R. Moss

—

smokers into your store

And once they have

Packages

QUAKER GIRL, HAND MADE:— 31,333.

A "WHIP" WINDOW
'

packages.

Fla.

Bowen

GEN. L

registered

cigarette
tinctive

Krebs,

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stogies.
chewing and smoking tobacco.
PasbachFebruary 4< 1916.
Voice Litho Co.. Inc., New York, N. Y.
F. M. TRACY:—31,332.
For cigars. February 8. 1916. L. B. Wil•^on, Covington, Ky.

[eady Roller

PATTERSON TOBACCO CO..

ager.

January

stogies,

Tobacco

;

president and sales manager; Maurice Elgutter, secretary:
John Schlachtcr, treasurer; Harry (lail, assistant treasurer
in charge of financing; Charles F. Dowd, advertising man-

che1916.

EL AVALIO: — 31,331.

Organization of the .\d Man Cigar Company, of Toledo, O., has been completed and officers elected. This company has been formed by members of the Toledo Ad Club.
;

Boston, Mass.
For cigars.
1620:—31,320.
Boston, Mass.

DIVISION:—31,328.

Jobbers looking for something good that will
should write Baer & Brother, without delay. The firm

Company Formed

E. A. Machen was elected president E. E. Troxell, vicepresident and director of publicity Irving Goldman, vice-

all-

sell

9
Cigar

chewing and
Applcton, Wis.

Verger, Reading, Pa.

being crimped as they pass from the machine.

Ad Man

.

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots,
tobacco.
January 26, 1916. Passtogies, chewing and smoking
York,
X. Y.
Inc.,
New
bach-Voice Litho Co.,
cheroots, stogies,
cigarettes,
cigars,
For
AL RINGLING:—31,316.
Pasbach1916.
tobacco.
January
29,
smoking
chewing and
York,
Y.
\.
New
Inc.,
Co.,
Voice Litho
STANWELL:—31,317. For cigars. January 29, 1916. Petre,
Schmidt & Bergman, Philadelphia, I'a.
For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots,
HAVANA FERRY:—31,318.
January 29, 1916. Passtogies, chewing and smoking tobacco.
bach-Voice Litho Co., Inc.. New York, N. Y.
For cigars. January 29, 1916. Anthony J. Krebs,
1630:—31,319.

mately a carload of cigarettes daily.
The full force will be put to work just as soon as the
machinery is set in place. The contracts alrcadv received
by the company guarantee work tor a full torcc almost

exending an invitation

are

,,

CAYO DE ESPANA: —31,315.

S.

indefinitely,

We

February 11, 1916, by
Booras Brothers, Inc.,
New York, N. Y., for

John H. Swisher

1916.

FLORA MAY CARROLL:—31,314. For cigars, cigarettes,
smoking tobacco. January 26,

Mr. Baer states that the factory is producing 75.«)(.iu
"Ambato" cigars a week and that this, he hopes, will be
Step right up,
sufficient to meet the demand for samples.

instead of visiting the trade throughout the country,

26,

O.

Son, Newark,

Confident that the quality of the cigar will sell, Samuel Baer & Brother, of New York, who arc sole agents
in the United States for the "Ambato" Porto Rican cigar,

installation of machinery,

We

arise.

Design

cheroots, stogies, chew-

ciKiircttes,

January

ing and smoking tobacco.

By tirst-class manufacturer. Thoroughly understands all branches of manufacturing. Including hand and suction
work Best references. Box 107. care of "Tobacco World.'

POSITION

For cigars,

TALLY:—31,313.

which is
now in progress, the Richmond (Va.) stemmery of the
Export Leaf Tobacco Company, a branch of the BritishAmerican Tobacco Company, will employ between 600 and
greater
700 hands for the manufacture of cip^arettes. the
The
part of which will go to the battlefields ut luirope.
All of the machinery has
force will be principally girls.
practically been assembled in the plant at Lombardy and
Broad Streets, Richmond, and part of it has been set up
and about 200 girls are now employed, turning out approxi-

With the complete

which might

REGISTRATIONS.

INC.,

Situation Wanted.

clean.

cents per Pound.
Alexander A Co.. 17g Wafr Str««t.

desired.

Positively no responsibility assumed for errors, duplications or any controversies
in a legal capacity in cases concerning disputed titles.
will not under any circumstances act
of records only.

St.

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Siftingt^
332 East Forty-eighth Street. New York City.

Sale.

short*, pure

Lopez. 353 E. 78th

aroma.

I

I

Wanted.

LANCASTER STOGIE COMPANY.
STOGIES.
MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE
Pa.
120

fine

York.

6-17-he

111.

;

if

2^=

Help Wanted.
Pure Vuelta

•

•

will

Special Notices.

33

Mass., by

II.

stogies,
27. 1916. to

W. Young,

Sole Agent United State* and Canada

New York

-1
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Best

Best Quality
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Known
•

COPENHAGEN
Chewing Snuff

The Cigar Without a Peer
We

guarantee Copenhagen Snuff

is

now and always

been absolutely pure.

^.

has

^

n

The Snuff
of the best, old, rich leaf tobacco.
Process retains the good of the tobacco and expels the bitter and
acid of natural leaf tobacco, making Copenhagen the World's

Calixto Lopez y Cia

for Both Chewing and Snuffing.
Whenever a dealer has any difficulty in obtainmg his supply
of Copenhagen Chewing Snuff satisfactorily, we will help him if
he will write us.

Habana

It is

made

Tobacco

Best

WEYMAN-BRUTON COMPANY
M

New York,

Union Squar* North

N. Y.

New York Office—

ZtJ:^" LEAF TOBACCO

TRY A

TOBACCO WORLD WANT AD.

JOHN F. HEILAND

& CO.

Lancaster County Fancy B*s
LANCASTER. PENNA.

Oillea mmi Warakonaa. 19 Eaat Clark Avanva.

Paektr of mn4 Htmltr

In

LEAMAN

For Genuine Sawed CIGAKl

St.,

LANCASTER,

BOXES, Go to

Keystone Cigar Box
Our Capacity

B««aMlake4l«

Co., SellenTillt, Pa.

for Manufacturing Cigar Boxaa
for On* Mora Good Cuot

la

Always

K—m

D. SELLERS. SELLERSVILLE. PA.

The Standards of America

Leaf Tobacco

W. Walnut

PA.

Roll "Bull" Durham into a cigarette andyou have a smoke with all the vim,
vigor and dash of Uncle Sam*s fighting men. That's why the Americsui Army is an
army of "BulP' Durham smokers. "Bull" puts snap into their action and "punch"
into their systems. For a virile, lively, manly smoke, "roll your own" with "Bull"

GENUINE

^4

Bull
Durham
SMOKING TOBACCO
"Bull"

Offl«« anrf 8«l«ar««m
IIO-II2

Y«II.

MANVFAGTUBmS OF CIOAI SCRAP TOBACX30

MONROE

K.

Get the Range of Smoking Satisfaction

THE YORK TOBACCO GO.

FOR QUICK RESULTS

i.

257 Fourth Ave.

PA.

War«h«us«: Bird-In-Hand, Lanoaatar Co., Pa.

Est. 1760
:
Lorillard's Snuff,
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825

Gail

& Ax's Snuff,

:

Est. 1851

Durham

"roll

John

F.

Nissly

&

Co.

Packars and Dealers In

LEAF TOBACCO
HA

No.

NA

Jlnd Importers of
V^i
143 Market Street, Lancaster, Pa.

—

the mildest of all tobaccos
a fragrant,
mellow-sweet tobacco that soothes the nerves and brings the
happy, contented feeling that comes from
thorough satisfaction. Made of the famous
"bright" Virginia-NorthCarolinaleaf,"Bull"has
been the great American smoke for three generations. There is no other tobacco like it. You
is

your own" with"Bull"and enjoy a real smoke.

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

Maccobops — K.appees — High Toasts
Strong. Salt. Sveet and Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURED BY
'^)nc

GEORGE W. HEINE

CO., Ill Fifth Ave.,

New

Yirk

of the r.Ur.L

DURHAM

ads.

now appearing

in local

and national publications.

Aaft

^r FREE

paekag* of ' 'pap»rm ' *
ith maeh 6c »ack.
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"DONAIXES"

ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

Gia>l«:

F.

MANUEL MUNB
VXNANGIO

100

M. A.

&

SUAREZ
(S*

MB

l6eb-nup5[ez

tobacco

SOBRINOS

CO.

STRAUS & CO.

Rosen^wald

Er.
145

NEW YOBIl

RRAUSSMAN Importer of
HAVANA TOBACCONew Yotk

A.

Water

Street

WaUr

141

Street,

Packers of

TBLEPHONB

St.,

HIPPLE BROS.

Hatabl iihad

Phltoia l phto

CftUe

WAREHOUSES

AddreM

"ANTERO"

INDUSTRIA,

Corraspondanca

IHO

& CO.

ioUdM

Leaf

HANOVER, PENNA.
Cigar Ribbons, Silk bniUtiMi and MusUnoU RIbbMi
Piintad or Stamped in Gold or SUvor
LabaU. Stock Cards. Glra Ua a TriaL Wa Want Your Optelaa

i.

(Bl

The World's "Want

Patfe

126

AMISTAD

Hm>mm

and SumstrA, Tacker^ of Stoi

Leaf Tobacco and Growers

142 Water

Street,

.

of Georgia
.

.

Samatra

New York

HAVANA, CUBA— Gonsulado
130

Water

Street

S. R.

KOCHER

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and Domestic Cigars
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco
Leading brands—"Volitta," "Quaker," "Nabobs," "1-4-5," "Havana
Cream," "Imperial Beauty," "Little Vara"
Correspondence with wholesale «nd jobbing trade invited

Factory and Offices:

WRIGHTSVILLE. PA.

Dome^c Leaf Tobacco
Duke and Chestnut
LANCASTE R, FENNA.

Office;

,

Salnd IS.

(BL

MAVAffA m09ACC0 IMPORTERS

AMITAO

aS

!•«

Importers and Patkera of

And Packers

of Puerto

&

115

SAN MIGUEL

Prasse

IS Okrapla Street, Havana, Cnba
AM^9mmi GaMa ••«Nie«ir'

P.

•. Brnm MM

CO.

MAXIMILIAN STERN

Co.

Havana Leaf
Rican Tobacco

Havana Tobacco
Clavel No.

I.

Hsvana. Cuba

163 Front

Street,

New Yeik

Puerto R,. r. ^V.^,..^,ru,r: N.> « ^ ork O ff ice:
136
CA"S FY
!?« WATER STREET

BREMEN, GERMANY
BSTABLISHED

fitfarRiKlianc
VIgttI IVlll Wlla

£i

Commission Merchants
Leaf Tobacco & Cigars

WATOt STKUT. NEW YOWC

Manuel Alvarez

Streets

Michaelsen

P«:ker. «nd importer.

New York Office,! 33- 1S7 FWat St.

Cor.

Paddnf Houtet: Straeburg and Lancaster

Boston, Maaa.

St.,

RANCK

H.

Packar and Daalar la

MrvnnB 0"irr

Factory No. 79

Established 1870

Broad

MENDELSOHN. SORNEMAN
HABANA.

Leaf Tobacco Merchant
YORK, No.

ftS

AND ARTEMISA

HABANA, CUBA

ST.

HAVANA, CUBA

MILTON

OF HAVANA TOBACCO

HEINRICH NEUBERGER

NEW

Cuba -

ERNEST ELLINGER & no

SPECIALTY-^'UELTA ABAJO

Cohn & Company

Importers of

OFFICES

Cuba

SONS
RArrENBURGH
QUALITY HAVANA

Ma^—aWarahou—

A.

and

Cigars

Gonsulado 142, Havana,

CaWeAddre... Naadacar

Almacen de Tabaco en Rama

Results

&

Tobacco

Neptuno 6. Havana,

CARDENAS y CIA

Tobacco grown

152, 154, 156, 158,

PANTIN

LESLIE

Hm JOHN

151 North 3d St, Philadelphia

try

varieties of

New York

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS

Sumatra and
^^iiiiiim of Havana
ftkckers of Seed Leaf Tobacco
Finest Retail Department in Pennsylvania

Stuiclt

all

Commission Merchant

anci

Tor

MERCHANTS

in the Santa Clara Province-

I^ker and Dealer in All Grades of Seed Leaf Tohaeee

LEAF TOIACCO
N. Tkird

1868

VUELTA ABAJO, SEMI VUELTA,

PARTIDO, and

Am4 PMlMn«f

3«7

GONZALEZ

de A.

LEAF TOBACCO

(SL Bro.

WATER STREET

JULIUS MARQUSEE,

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Md

CAVA, Mgr.

Founded

PHILADELPHU

•f

Mi

O.

P.O.

CABLE: "Ansal" Hati

168

Ml, Ml.

i

WKST MONROK STRKET,

10.5

LOUIS

Reina 20, Havana

E.

306 NO. THIRD STREET,

-Lj»i«^j.Trt

CHICAGO,

Cuba

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

K.

NEW YORK

C«>

Figuras 39-41, CabU "CUETARA" Havana,

Ave.,

Growara and Dealan of

CO.

KINBS OF

Labels
box
Cigar
A vD TR.MMlNGS.

VUELTA ABAJO, PARTIDO
AND REMEDIOS TOBACCO

Leaf Tobacco

^TS^*:^

2Zui St aid Second

G

S en

HABANA, CUBA

ALL

SpmM Fwtaw

MUNIZ HERMANOS

p>oi«ll<«<l Tabaco* Flaos d« Vuelta Abajo
Partldo 7 Vuatta Aniba

SAN MIGUEL

DIAZ.

MANUFACTURER OF

MUNK

HU^AaiO
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Vrtt* for

Sai^

eiri iid rrice

List to

Dtpartaal

W

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY
MMumftbeturtrs 0f Kndings, Galloons,
Satin And Gros Grjtin

&
SONS
OROWERS AND PACKERS

^

E. L.

TAffwtta,

WOODHAVEK AVENUE* GLENDALE, NEW YOKK

NISSLY

OF

CHOICE CIGAR LEAF
'Mfcia, Houta.: Uiica«tar,
Floria.

Cnical

B«^«n alwa|« &od t

TOBACCO

H.

owr

our f^^Jk»

^*"plet chaarfuPy M^Hialled upon raqueat

I9M

W. HEFFENER & SON
Steam Cigar Box Manufacturers
AND MAKERS OF

Maia Officat Floim, Pa.

a pioaaure to look

NEW FACTORY

1677

Patented Wire Bound Shipping Caiet

HOWARD

«c

BOUNDARY AVE.

YORK.

PA
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BELIEVERS IN PUBLICITY

HtYffooD, Strasser&,Voict LithoCo

These foremost houses of the trade have reliable i^oods to sell aad want our
Read their story and when writind tell them
suhscrihers to know about them.
No bodus Advertislnd admitted.
t-s
you saw it in The Tobacco World.

26^ STREET &9- AVENUE, NEW YORK
MANUFACTURFRS

OF

Cigar Box Labels
Bands AND Trimmings

A
Acker Merrall

AWai^z &

Co..

New York

& Condlt Co..
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New Yofk'
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Liozano, F., Son
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& Co
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&

•

Cover

06AR FLAVORS
^ smooth
.u In character
Make tobacco mellow and
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.
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*

WN.

F.

27

and CHEWING TOBACCO
FUTtRS FdR
Write for List of Flavors for Special Brands
BBTUN. ABOHATIZEB. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENEKS

Street,

New York

.

—

and Tampa

New
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South Second

Cardenas y Cia,

Street. Philadelphia

RBCULAI. WEEKLY SAi.B8 EVERY THURSDAY. CIGARS, TOBAOM
SMOKERS' ARTICLES. SPECIAL SALES OF LEAF TOBACCO. CON-

SIGNMBNTS SOLICITED. ADVANCES MADE.
MADE ON DAY OF SALE

SETTLEMENTS

Havana

16

M

Co.,

Mendelsohn, Bornemann
Merriani Segars, liic
Aliechaelson & Prasse.

Parmenter Wax-Lined
CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

Coupon Cigar Pockets

&

Co., Pedixj,

Compania Ltitograflca de la
Cuesta, Itey y Ca

.

Cover IV
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40

Habana

Co.,
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New York

1
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AH Fa\ orita Cifjar Co., Inc
Moehle Lithographic Co., The^ Brooklyn
Morris A Company, Philip
Muniz. Hermanos y Cla, Havana

5
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Neuberger. Helnrich. Havana
Nicholas & Co.. G. S., New York
Nissly ft Sons, E. L., Florin, Pa.
Xissly ft Co., John F.. Lancaster. Pa.

&

Dunn &
Duys *

1
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7

New York

—

EiBenlohr. Otto, & Bro
ElUnger ft Co.. Ernest,
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.

-

-

-
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S.
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Cuba
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Tilford

5

Partagas. Havana. Cuba
I'asbacli-Voice Lithographic Co
Patterson Bros. Tobacco Co
Pendas & Alvarez

Cover IV
1
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6
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Co.,

Juan

2
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New York
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1

R
Racine Paper Goods Co.. Racine, Wis.
Hanck, Milton H., Lancaster, Pa.
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Brother,

New York
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Cigar Co
Preeman. Sidney J

7
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H

Qato Cigar Co., E.
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267 Foartk A?eMe

New York

a quarter of a century

City

CO.

is

the

REAL EVIDENCE

CIGARS ARE RIGHT

THE SIZE THAT SELLS AT

10

CENTS EACH

CLEVELAND
OHIO
ADMIRAL
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FLOR

25^*

75''

to

are

Increased Sales

made by many

dealers in

Tii« world's

DE>

MELBA

best cigaretto

THE HIGH NOTE OF QUALITV

•a

giving dealers

that
THE cigar
business everywhere.
is

tobacco- Vir^nia

big

In

maoship

and work-

quality of tobacco

FLOR DE MELBAS

are equal

cigars.
to the finest imported

A full l»"»« «»' MELBAS in your •lore U

CIGARETTES

credit to

It

3

,

since our big

Outdoor Painted advertising campaign

PUco them

'^f^IRGINIA gave

tobacco to tkB world

,_

LEWIS CIGAR MFG. CO.
NEWARK,

arc Sweet Caps sold in the
highest'class clubs and hotels?

earth

N.

lUU

IMDS

m

lEIEEMEl

U

left

are

shown

long.

TWI PMFIT

choicest,

in lb* world.

into

mellowest Virginia.

SIMIM VOHCinS

"Want to know why Piedmonts
are the biggest -selling ciga-

12 feet high

They

And

to the

and from 25 to 50

(UK Dad, be knxno^

there.

Piedmonts goes only the

^i

Painted Bulletins like
the one

grows

J.

Th. Urt«i«Io«'«P«"<l«»' CifW F.elory

.

—

the best cigarette tobacco on

once end watch
your jobber cannot

in rtoek at

them repeat If
supply you write tout.
I.

cigarette

a quarter

for

to . .
2Sc. straight^

All sizes

started.

^/>?>v\

bunnoM judgment

your

feet

rette in

are paint-

ed in striking colors
and are placed along
the most heavily trav-

America? Try them

—today!

.^y^,t/^5«.eJU««ai

C\^

eled thoroughfares in

im.

the
ity

immediate

viciniv*Ml

of dealers' stores.

VALUABLE COUPON

TBHl''.

IN
Meet

me

EACH PACKAGE

For Vtlne,
at the
Service,

Taller

Home

Comfort

We have proven conclusively to the American Tobacco Co.
that

by concentrating

their

Wall and Bulletin Advertising

in the dealers' im-

mediate neighborhoods, that their dealers will sell more Sweet Caporal
Cigarettes, and incidentally increase profits to their mutual advantage.

We

have a long
will benefit by this campaign.
term contract which guarantees permanent advertising through the biggest
and most dominating advertising medium it is possible to secure.

Every dealer

Every dealer can

lay in a fresh stock,

assistance in selling

knowing

that he will receive plenty of

it.

Ask Dad, he knows
is

the slogan.

YouVe

seen

New

HOTEL TULLER
Detroit,

it.

Michigan

Center of business on Grand Circus Park. Take
car, get off at Adams Avenue

CHICAGO

"fhos.(usack:

(ompany

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

NEW YORK

Largest Advertising Company in the World

NATIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR

87

Woodward

PRINCIPAL CITIES

200
200
100
>00

$1.50 Single, $2.50 Up
"
.^.00 "
2.00
•*
4.00 "
2.50
4.50 "
3.00 to 5.00 "

Rooms. Private Bath,
"

••

»•

'•

..

..

••

"

••

Double

THE CIGARETTE
'*

"

Total 600 Outside Rooms
ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET
Two Floors— Agents'
New Unique Cafes and
Sample Rooms
Cabaret Exellente

^^4r

^^^

Pa(
Also Packed
20forl10c

OF 9UALITV

lO for 5^

Tobacco World

THE TOBACCO WOBLD
Made at our Newark, N.

Factories

J.*

ROCKY FORD
HAND MADE
We alto
factories,

cigars

3

for

manufacture at our several Pittsburgh
a very attractive and extensive line of

and
3

NICKEL CIGAR
2

stogies to retail at

cents.

Our

"FAMOUS"

3

for

cents,

and

leaders

and
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HAVANA
TinCliA
lAUCIflA
CIGAR8
Ar^uellesp Lopez

G Bro.

MAKERS
GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE
222 PEARL STREET

TAMPA

LEALTAD 129

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

HAVANA

"FLAG HEADS"

Write for full Informatloo

Clear

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.

Havana Cigars

PITTSBURGH. PA.

Oenaral Offices.

THE

Key West

Cigar Factory

Factory No, 413,

KEY WEST, FLA.

"MILD

r/^gy

43 to47W.

3

3d St., New York

"LA
MEGA''
HAVANA

the Leaders

Makers

26 SIZES

''^SSil''

135

CIGARS OF THE HIGHEST
QUALITY AND BEST WORKMANSHIP

We«

42nd Sitmi.

New

New York

York

Factory:

Office:

Tampa,

250 Fourth Ave.

Fla.

"44" Cigar Co. Philadelphia

& Co., Tampa, Fia.

ESTABLISHED

Y. Pendas

Lead

Lopez Hermanos

and Salesroom :

Office

F. Cuerra, Diaz

HAVANA BLEND"

1867

Sl

Alvarez

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

HAVANA CIGARS
ROMEO Y l ULIETA
The Leader

CIGARS

41 and 43 Beaver

DIRECT IMPORTERS

and Salesroom,

-

80f-S03

of
U. S.

ReprMtiUtiTf :

Wb. T.Tayler, 93

Broad St.,N.Y.City.

of the highest grades of Cigars

all

of

Havana

which are made under the personal control and supervision

of the oldest cigar manufacturers in

NEW YORK QTY

its

own

BACHIAS
Hafana Clttri
tf

NMBi

Uniloimity

t9K/fTinK9 Sr THE OttEEfl AN9 OOL9 9AN9
47

W«t m

Hi St.

&

CO.
Hmw Y«dc

GKTO

THE STANDARD

CIG3CR

COMPANY
WUek
Havuu

Br

dmmt

T.

ClaM« Ar« iwAm»d

Union

Central

Smoking Tobacco

a

New

Packed

for

H.

TOR FORTY YEARS

The

hn Open Tarritory

N«w YorkOfHc*: 203 W. Broadway

J.

DUNN

New

4^01-405 t.

Cut

retaining for

each

Upon Request.

M«K*r«

in

Renowned

BACHIA

and Genuine

E.

Writ,

Tw Hn

R. A.

Original

Cuba, thus

individuality.

Price List Mailed

The

New York

Independent Factories

World's Markets

THIRD AVE.

Street,

Co.

manufactured by the

In all the

Our Motto: "OUALITY"
Office

&

G. S. Nicholas

<a CO.

of

Bachelor Cigar
91at Str««t.

N^w YorH

a
Pocket-proof Package
in

1^ ounces— 5

5c

cents

United Stataa Tobiooa C«.

RICHMOND.

VA.

BEST THAT SKILL, EJ^ERGY AND MONEY

H. FEINDRICH. Maker.

CAff

PRODUCE

EVANSVILLE. IND,

CIGAR
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Don't Jud^e

Florida ^^Georgia
Tobacco By Other People's
Packings

How do you know
I

What becomes

you want to see a fancy packing of the 1915 crop
of Florida and Georgia wrappers, that bums and

and

i

as

any tobacco grown, superior

in yield

colors

We Are Now Ready to Show Our
1915 Crop
and Perfect Burn
Tremendous Yield

Beautiful Light Colors

Good

Quality

That this new feature of ours is appreciated is shown by the increasing number of
Readers
letters received by us daily,
that they can here obtain the unbiased and
impartial judgment of those who have spent
years in study and analysis, and who are
qualified
through personal experience and
knowledge to counsel wisely.

KNOW

this.

It

no more important subject than
touches every phase of human activ-

How

is

avoid the snares of the stocksharpers and financial "three-card-monte" men
and the magazines with ''financial departments" as adjuncts to their advertising departments has been told in previous issues of

ity.

a

the Company's Office

AMERICAN SUMATRA TOBACCO COMPANY
142

WATER

STREET,

NEW YORK

your

character
interesting

Our work has
You will
also.

and valuable
surprisingly
things how the money trust controls and
uses the people's money for a pittance and reloans it, or sells it back in trust-made, tariff
protected products, to the money earners and
savers of the country at high rates and tremendous profits, but of even more importance, you
will learn how large fortunes are made and
why they are made the knowledge financiers
hide from the masses.

—

BANK BALANCE

many

interesting articles in this progressive
journal.
FEARemember, this is a
also
TURE. INVESTING
gives heed to the safeguarding of its readers'

REGULAR

FOR PROFIT

— whether

they be merchants, manufacturers, farmers, laborers, widows, trustees, or
what not, everyone can and should read these
funds

—

01

articles.

a holder of securities you may desire
you
to inquire about what you already own
are at liberty to do so, in strict confidence, and
without cost, by addressing ''Inquiry Department," if you are a subscriber.
If not already a subscriber, send us your
and
THIS
name and address

As

—

COUPON
SIX MONTHS FREE

ON

we

vou
as an introduction no
will

send

it

to

—

liability

on your part

whatever.

Coupon Before You Turn This Page

Clip the

H. L.

BARBER

VVBLISHER
20 W. Jackson Boulevard,

CHICAGO

3HE
HP'

BARBER,

Publisher
R-4 11-18 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago
send me FREE for six months your magazine Investing

H. L.

Please
for Profit and enter

my name

on your li>t for Free I'inancial Adyears
of rge, and have never asked
vice.
1 am over twenty-one
your
paper.
for
subscribed
for or

Name
Add res*
State

dtp

osd

important

you and you wish to use it so that it will
earn and return to you its full and legitimate
EARNING CAPACITY, you will not miss the

—

'Hl^

is

to

to

CONSTRUCTIVE

learn

If

for the

investments largely advertised or recommended
by many of the so-called leading magazines
and financial papers.

There

i

from
manner every year?

very purpose of warning its
readers against bad investments in addition to
instructing them in the fnndamentals of good
investments, business and personal, municipal
and corporate, that INVESTING FOR PROFIT recently instituted a regular department
wherein is set forth each month facts concerning the various forms of "Get- Poor-Quick"

was

INVESTING FOR PROFIT.

Samples Ready (or Inspection at

securities sold

of the millions taken

the public in this

If

good

whether or not the

you by some glib-tongued stock or bond salesman,
or advertised or recommended by some newspaper or
magazine financial editor have noW any real Value?

It

tastes as

Your Money Safe ?

Is

°

I

0[Si

III

III

I

c

T^lTllI

II

11

III!

3€
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In all the Tobacco FieldVol.

no containers

are

there

in quality, strength
satisfactory results with

compare

'

IN PITTSBU[?<iM

MADE

TOBACCO EMBARGO HITS
CIGARS

UNITED STATES TOBACCO TRADE

Blow to Manufacturers Catering to English
Houses Union of Manufacturers Investigating
Order Great Distress Among Cigar Makers

Nearly Fifty Per Cent, of Tobacco Imports Come From
United States Large Stocks Said to Be Held in

SERIOUS
Terrific

for the packing of Cigars,

BLOWJT COBAN

—
—

Feared

Embargo

if

is

—
England— Embargo a Serious Blow to

Applied

Southern Growers

Smoking and
Chewing Tobaccos

behooves you to

vast superiority over any

Less expensive than

aroma -retaining

All shapes
lacquered, painted
with any design.
your disposal.

(Special to

pMlip

investigate their
other containers.

wood— air-tight

—dust-proof.
and sizes — either

Wo

dDms

;S±t Cigarettes

Higli^rad

Plain

End or Cork-Tipped

plain or

any color, or lithographed
Our corps of artists is at

The

Uttle

Brown Box"

Heekin Can Co.

Culvert, Sixth and

CINCINNATI,

New

Sts.

PHILIP
0.

72

"Heekin Can Since 1901"

Fifth

MORRIS &

LTD.

CO..

Avenue

m/fidj^

New

York

Georgia and Florida Tobaccos

We Now

new packins which

Offer Direct to the Trade

t

the lowest cash prices

TO APPRECIATE THE QUALITY

We

Clear Havana Cigar

suggest that you see samples which

& BLUMENTHAL,

will

be glad

to

submit on any grade.

WE

JEITLES

we

SOLICIT

CORRESPONDENCE

GAFLA SUMATRA COMPANY

Ltd.

Office and Packing House

PHILADELPHIA.

permits to the English importers of cigars
and it is therefore hoped that this harsh measure may at
least not be carried out in an arbitrary way, and that the
pending orders may be executed before the 29th inst.
We are somewhat in the dark yet whether this measure
is really owing to the scarcity of British tonnage, which is
needed to carry the absolute necessary articles of life, as
well as the ammunitions of war, or whether it is aimed at
British gold, in order to keep the same in the country.
If
the decree was aimed only to reserve the English tonnage,
our Minister proposed to admit the importations of cigars
under the neutral flags, but to this proposal we have not yet
received any reply, although it seems that the Government
or Board of Trade has this matter under consideration.
The
Trust also proposed to admit British bonds, in place of gold,
but while the Trust perhaps could bridge over this abyss
in this way, surely the majority of the manufacturers would
not, and could not, accede to such a makeshift.
The last
message of our Minister held out some hopes that eventually further shipments of cigars might
be allowed, but restricting the quantity of cigars, which might be admitted
to

THE FINEST OF
Will be found in our

QUINCY, FLA.

to

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,
M. Melachrino

&

if

Inc.

M

'

.

M«U<lirii»o
M«U<liriBO

* C*.. lac
.

You Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes

Co., Inc., are

ilfmAm,6RegB»tS» S.'V.
lCapa»iwm Smi(i Airin

AGENCIBS IN THE PRINCIPAL

214-216

CalculU. 10

GowmaMm

Ala—lAia.

Wu« Ohwil

CmBS OP TNK WORLD

WEST

47th

STREET,

Place

FVU

ftlCE

d

CAJRO. HaMi Q
Fadoty
Hwriiwa. Ift-lQOi^
K BaakeMVH
LIST

UPON APPLICATION

NEW YORK

be imported.

The hardships of our manufacturer will be more felt
by the cigarmakers, strippers, and other help employed
in our factories,
as they are living from hand to mouth on
the amount of
wages earned, and we hear that already
last

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, 1 20 Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes througbout Europe

DEPOTS
GRANP
^ ^ ^^
-^OF

grant special

still

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES
You Cannot be Mistaken

"The Tobacco World".)

Havana, February 22, 191G.
TERRIBLE blow has been struck at our cigar industry, when on the IGth inst., the cable inh)rmed us
of the decree of the British Government, prohibiting
the importation of all articles of luxury, which included cigars and leaf tobacco, on and after, the first of
March, next. At once our Union of Manufacturers took the
necessary steps, through our Secretary of State, to communicate with the Cuban Minister at London, in order to
get the confirmation of this notice, and if possible to obtain at least a prolongation to admit the entrance of cigars
after the first of March on the pending orders previous to
the 16th inst., and which were then in transit, or left our
According to the exchange
port previous to the 29th inst.
of cables, it appears that the Board of Trade has the power

TRADE MARK

IL'

No. 5.

1916.

ENGLISH EMBARGO WILL AFFECT

Stogies,

It

1,

and

Heekin
Cans

STOGIES

AND NEW YORK, MARCH

that

BRITISH

^.
%'

PHILADELPHIA

XXXVI.

Saturday a

number

them were discharged. The
abor Exchange is trying to devise means to alleviate the
impending misery, and a deputation called
upon the president. General
Menocal, proposing that the Government
should levy a tax
of 20 cents per bag of sugar produced in
of

"rder to

have funds to assist the cigar industry in its dire
stress at
present.
As Great Britain is our best customer,
^nd takes almost
half of our exports of cigars, this embargo
Would cause the ruin
of those manufacturers who work exclusively for
the English markets.
As far as the prohibition
of the imports of leaf toliacco
's
concerned the decree would
be less felt, as our exports to

(Continued on Page i8)

|HE

royal proclamation in Great Britain prohibiting
the importation of certain articles after March 1st
has excited considerable interest in tobacco trade

undoubtedly

circles as

from the embargo.

It is

this article will suffer

most

believed that the order will be in-

terpreted to mean that goods shipped from this country
prior to March 1st will be admitted, but this has not been
officially confirmed.

Several reasons are advanced as to the cause for this
order. One is that it is desired to curtail the expenditures

much

as possible.
Another is that it is
desired to protect British gold as much as possible.
third,
of the people as

A

and the most

advances the theory that owing to
and
the scarcity of ships
the importance of food it is desired
to eliminate from the cargoes all articles which are not
plausible,

absolutely necessary to the welfare of the people.

The embargo,

of course, will have a tendency to curtail
for luxuries, which will naturally assist in

expenditures
easing the financial burden of the United Kingdom.

The list of articles barred by
after March 1st follows:

the royal proclamation

"All materials for the manufacture of paper, including
esparta grass and linen and cotton rags paper and candy
board, including strawboard, pasteboard, mill board and
wood pulp board, and manufacturers of paper and cardboard, all periodical publications exceeding sixteen pages
in length, imported otherwise than in single copies through
the post; tobacco, unmanufactured and manufactured, including cigars and cigarettes furniture woods, hard woods,
veneers, stones and slates.
;

;

The tobacco growers

in the

Southern States, especially

Kentucky, will undoubtedly lose trade by reason of the
embargo. It is pointed out that tobacco exports to Great
Britain consist largely of the hogshead tobacco grown in
the South, which is* used principally for the manufacture
of smoking and chewing tobacco. It is said that only small
quantities of the Connecticut wrapper tobacco are exported.
It is also stated that

the exports of cigars and cigarettes

are not very large.

As

and cigarettes are concerned, these
goods are at the present time being exported chiefly by
British-American companies, some of which have large
contracts with the government.
far as cigars

More than

unmanufactured
tobacco from the United States goes to the United Kingdom.
The total for the first eleven months of 1915
amounted to 402,905,930 pounds, valued at $18,741,314,
r;reat Britain taking 181,250,000 pounds valued at $23,25S,0O<\
The exports of tobacco to the United Kingdom
for the

half of the total exports of

same period

in 1914

amounted

to

1

valued at about $18,000,000.

(Continued on page i8)

in. 000, 000

pounds,
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Former Ambassador Choatc Heads Organization— Planned
To Raise $50,000 a Week for Smokes
Belgian army is the only one in the war that
does not get tobacco with its supplies from home.
As a result some 20(1,000 Belgian soldiers at the

IHK

front have nothing to smoke.
to
Joseph H. Choate, ex-United States Ambassador
England, is president of an organization which has started
cigarettes and
a movement to supply these soldiers with
asked
tobacco. The men who use tobacco in any form are
to help these Belgian soldiers.
To this end it is planned to raise $50,000 per week m
America as long as the war lasts. While the amount seems
smokers in
large, when distributed among the millions of
this country the burden will be heavy on none.
Belgian
If any smoker will send twenty-five cents to the
Soldiers' Tobacco Fund, which is represented in Philadelphia by Drexel & Company, bankers, fifty cents' worth of
tobacco will be purchased, through special rates, and sent
A postcard bearing
direct to some soldier in the trenches.
the name and address of the man who gives the tobacco
will be sent with the parcel, so that he will probably receive
the
in return a postcard mailed from the front, containing
thanks of the soldier who gets the tobacco. It will bear
the army postoffice mark and the censor's mark.
Through the Overseas Club, with headquarters in London, it is guaranteed that all expenses connected with rais-

1

According to the Maritime Customs returns,
Hankow's imports of foreign matches in \d\2 aggregated
l,073,-^oO gross, with a value of $107,110 United States gold;
11)13—$1,317,255 gross, value $11)3,075; in 1914—1,143,695 gross, value $153,640. (The customs values were converted from haikwan taels to gold at the rate of 74.17 cents
for 1912, 72.9 cents for 1913, and 66.7 cents for 1914.) Of
match-making materials Hankow imported $72,990 worth in
1912, $71,345 worth in 1913, and $64,870 worth in 1!)I4.

in

poor second.

(Hankow, Hanyang, and Wuchang)
have a population of some 1,500,000 Chinese, buying in the
main matches turned out by three different factories, one
Japanese located at Hiogo, Japan, and the other two
Chinese, situated at Hankow and Shanghai. The Chinese
establishments are really two separate factories of one and
The foreignthe same concern. Set Chong & Company.
population, which numbers about 1600 or 1700 whites, uses

The Wuhan

their

in

amount

of

own Province.
The local Chinese match

their

also

ad-

dressed a letter to Count Alexander van der Stegen de
Schrieck. another member of the luiropean Committee, expressing the appreciation of the Belgian people for the aid

given them by America.
By packing the tobacco in bond and avoiding the payments of duties and all freight and carrying charges, these

charges being waived by the British and r>elgian authorities, the corhmittee will be able to supply large (juantities
'i'he
of tobacco for a comparatively small sum of money,
Belgian army is the only one in the war that does not get
tobacco with its supplies from home.
l'>ancis R. Jones, who leads the delegation to this
country as organizing secretary, said while in Philadelphia:
of the surprises of the European war is the realization that tobacco, instead of being a luxury or the evil that

"One

(Continued on Page i8)
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tion of the

factory

is

in the Japanese Coneach

It

showed

It comes from
very crude.
the
Japan, and is employed in preparing and dipping
wmw
matches. The splints are placed between pieces of
paraffin
held together in a frame, dipped in the first place in
the
wax, and later in the solution used for the head of
am
match. This method appears quite as economical as
other on account of the exceeding low cost of labor. Jap'
tnc
anese woods of low quality are imported already in
pac
form for making matches. These sticks are put up in
b<"'/-^
ages of 7200 bundles, each containing enough for 20
hem;'
The boxes also come from Japan, the various parts

•

for

,

,

quiry,

that of the

new packing

etificiency.

^^^°^

Hhds. &Tcs.
Imported

in

I'^^^yj^j

January, 191G

^^
l(;o.3!M

Total

7,175

Delivered in ditto
Stock, 31st January,

1916

^^^"^^

Against 1915
Ditto 1914
Ditto 1913

i'i7'I()7

\f;\ll
^'^'^^^

1st
1st
1st
1st

January
January
January
January

Exported in

December,
December,
to 31st December,
to 31st December,

to 31st
to 31st

in-

which increased as the month progressed, covering

^u,.Uj^

January, 1916

"

"'
;

;

.

,

,

-

i

:

Month Ended

31st

December

Home Use
Export
Total

19

1914

1915

Edwards, Goodwin

1;;

10,256,711
998,192

9,563,976
643,574

.s,583,oir»

11,254,903

10,207,550

8,801,681

Home Use
Export

Total

Remaining

21H.(Jr,(;

1914

&

the leading brands having
a decided call at Clyde P. Burrett's retail store, located in
Rochester, N. Y. Relative to the excellent business which
he enjoys, Mr. Burrett attributes his success to a keen
desire to be of service to his customers at all times, com-

Regensburg

113,518,523

107,183,187

4.255,879

3,698,0(;9

136,501,606

117,774,402

Bond

1915

1914
1913
'.

31st

llO,88l.25(;

December
288,772,000
253,134,000
238,752,000
211,734,000
200,125,000

&

Sons, are

among

bined with the splendid quality of goods which he carries.
Mr. Burrett plans to open a second retail store in Rochester
some time during the month of April, he having secured
in that city.
a lease on a certain admirable store property

Transferred

1913

124,458,173
12,013,433

in

Company.

"La Megas" Popular in Rochester,^ N. Y.
The well-known "La Mega" cigar, of V. Guerra, Diaz
Company, and the popular "Admiration" cigar, of E.

Twelve Months Ended 31st December
1915

&

«0,«H1

Man, 2.
Kingdom.
Board of Trade returns for the United
(Bounds weight of unmanufactured tobacco delivered)

1911

January opened with a good general

77,057
87,8bJ

1914
1915
1913
1912

53
Of which to Africa, 97 Amsterdam, 63 Rotterdam,
Isle ni
Dunkirk, 30; Channel Islands, 27; Christiana, 3;

1912

in

being perhaps a necessity of the situation.

Deliveries

From
From
From
From

samples of light shadegrown.

Apart from the normal demands of the manufacturin,,;
trade, business has been influenced by a growing feeling
that under war conditions imports will have to be superThe great mavised and regulated by the government.
jority of those engaged in the tobacco business see the reasonableness of such a course of action, but there is a vast
difference between unregulated imports of an indiscriminate
character and total prohibition, which some have talked
about. Such a policy as the latter would be irrational, unless absolutely necessary in a national sense, and disastrous
in individual cases, and it is hard to conceive that it would
be pursued, excepting as a very temporary measure. The
trade generally is, however, reconciled to view a system of
importing by permit, for a time, on a pro rata basis as

Liverpool, England, January 31, 191G.

December, 1915

his

close.

,

'

Stock, 31st

I.

practically all classes, the demand during the closing week
of the month being active and strong, so that the sales
eflfected were large, and pfices hardened somewhat at the

Edwards,

is

(Continued on Page t8)

most marked

The market

January
Edwards, (ioodwin c^The monthly tobacco report of
is of more than passing inCompany, Liverpool, England,
the same is herewith reprinted from
terest at this time and
Journal."
the "Southern Tobacco
Goodwin & Company's monthly tobacco
England's Tobacco Report

food.

The machinery used

is

Loewenthal, of the firm, returned to New York
a few days ago after the most successful trip to the
South which he has ever recorded. Tampa, Key West
and other centers yielded large orders wherever he
B.

;

has an output of about 20 cases per day,
The
case consisting of 7200 boxes of about 40 matches each.
regular working force is approximately 1000 male adults
the
besides 2000 to 3000 women and children, depending on
volume of trade. The women and children are engaged almost entirely in packing matches and preparing the boxes.
Men are paid $8 to $10 Mexican per month ($:J.07 to $i.^^
$6.50
gold) with board, and the women and children $4 to
Mexican ($1.54 to $2.50 gold) for the same period, without
cession.

d'Oultrcmont, Princess de Eigne, who is a member of the
ccmimittee, offering to act as patron and thanking those

who conceived the idea to help the soldiers.
Cardinal Mercier, Archbishop of Malines,

cities

high-grade Swedish, British, or Japanese matches. A small
business is done by Ta Chang & Company, a firm operatini:
i"
in Kaifung, Honan, but their matches are used chiefly

money. The Belgians smoke tobacco different in nature from anything used
iiere, so all of the supplies must be specially made.
King Albert, of I'elgium. has written to Countess
at the front for the .same

is said

trade purchase almost all their materials (labels, packing
paper, paraffin wax, wood shavings, wood spHnts, and
chemicals) from Japan.

charge of the work has made special
arrangements with American smoking tobacco and cigarette manufacturers whereby it will be able to supply each
soWier with more than twice the amount of "smokes" that
a private individual could purchase at retail and send to the

men

locally

that one Chinese factory which had been unable to pay
dividends for years made large returns on the capital in
vested. This is due to the fact that matches are not difficult to manufacture, which has made successful competition
possible. At present there appears to be a steady increase
in the local sale of the Chinese article, and the year 1915
will doubtless see a marked decline in the importation of
matches from abroad. Match-making materials will probably increase, however, because local firms engaged in the

country's honor."

The committee

port.

These figures include arrivals from Chinese ports as well
However, the bulk of the
as direct cargoes from abroad.
matches received comes from Japan, with Hongkong a

illustration herewith

house of S. Loewenthal & Sons, 123 Maiden Lane, New
York, which has just been completed for them at Caugus,
With the acquisition of this up-to-date
Porto Rico.
packing house, the firm feels that they have fully
rounded out their plans to take care of their trade in all
branches of leaf tobacco, in which they specialize.
Their Clover Leaf plantation, in Quincy, Fla., is
tow^ell known for its output of high-grade shadegrown
bacco, their connections in the Cuban market and now
their own plant in Porto Rico gives them an organiza-

importation of matches and match-making materials at Hankow has grown until at present it
represents a considerable item in the trade of this

Owing to the falling ofi in imports in 1914,
made matches were used in larger number, and it

Porto Rico Warehouse
The

HE

I

place those he is
not using in his kit or in .some other place for safekeeping.
Each package will be inscribed: "With best wishes of the
for

& Sons' New

— Machinery

may

American people to the men who are fighting

Loewenthal

Outlook Unfavorable for American Matches
Comes From Japan

ing the fund will be paid, so that the P.elgian soldier will
For every
get "smokes" for every dollar contributed.
twenty-five cents dcmated, fifty cigarettes and a large package of smoking tobacco will be forwarded to a Belgian
The cigarettes will be sent in five packages consoldier.
taining ten each, so that the soldier

S.
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From Shanghai

to

London

James A. Thomas, for several years manager
British-American Tobacco Company's business

of the
in

the

Orient has been visiting friends in Reidsville, N. C. Mr.
Thomas was on his way from Shanghai, China, to London,

where he was recently transferred by his company. W hen
company, Mr. Thomas was
first employed by the tobacco
to Shanghai.
sent to India. From there he was transferred
years.
In this position he has remained for a number of
Mr. Thomas is a native of Law.sonville, this Slate. He
sailed

from

New York on

February

19th.
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A Busy Warren Street Store in Trenton, N. J.

aflfects the

The announcement

markets of the United States.
this

The

1768

Keystone Telephone— Main 1824
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Adrcrtlilns Manacvr

HOBART BISHOP HANKINS

on tobacco and

embargo has already depressed

of

prices

markets.
As the
United States supplies a very large percentage of the raw leaf imported by
England the feelings of our leaf men in regard to the prohibition of tobacco are acute.

Treaaurw

LAWTON KBNDRICK

effective today

other articles of trade unquestionably seriously

The Tobacco
Embargo

PUBUCATION OFFICBS

CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA

embargo

British

OF EACH MONTH BY

ISTH

ULWTON KENDRICK.
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in

several

is

ment Board

embargo

to be considered a temnot necessarily satisfying. That the Govern-

fact that this

porary one

Southern

is

Trade has the authority to grant a license
to admit goods covered by the embargo, does not mean
of

that a very large percentage of the trade will benefit.

Cuban manufacturers who make

BUREAUS OF SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE

KEY WEST
CHICAGO
DETROIT
BAN FRANCISCO
TAMPA
MILWAUKEE
CINCINNATI
LANCASTER
CLEVELAND
SEATTLE
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SacraUry

cigars exclusively for
English firms say they face ruin unless such a license is
granted them. Small manufacturers in luigland are in the

same

position, for despite the claims of large holdings of
leaf in English warehouses, such stocks are said to be

controlled largely by three or four manufacturers, so that
about ninety-eight per cent, of the tobacco manufacturers
of Great Britain must soon be short of leaf.
The need of tobacco for the men in the trenches has
been demonstrated many times. Further, tobacco is a big
revenue producer at a .minimum cost of collection. Obviously, the issues at stake are much larger than any of these.
While the embargo may have a tendency to bring
about the most stringent economies, and at the same time
increase the available tonnage for the importation of foodstuffs and munitions, it seems a very severe measure.
The seizure of all enemy tonnage by Portugal and Italy
leads to the belief that these ships will be used to relieve
the shortage of vessels which is being felt more and more
every day. If these should be taken over by England and
her allies, certainly the congested state of the shipping centers should soon be relieved,
for the

embargo

that

BLOCH. Wheeling, W. Va
F. AXTON. Louisville, Ky
RAWLINS D. BEST. Covington, Ky

J.

A.

WOOD

President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

Generous America is again called upon to give aid.
This time it is the smokers who have an opportunity to
help.
An appeal is made by an organizati(jn headed by
some of our most prominent citizens for
Generous
money with which to purchase tobacco
for the Uelgian troops on the battle front.
America
These men are not given tobacco by their
government and are sufTering for the lack of it. If you
want to help, why not cut out the article on page 14 of this
issue and paste it where your patrons will read it.

J.

Walter

Firth, Jr., is proprietor.

Smoke House,

He

located on North

reports a splendid

demand

Warren

for the

"Bold"

Street,
cigar.

is its

Some

Owensboro (Ky.) Tobacco Men Watch Effect of Decree
The royal proclamation of Great Britain to the effect
that all importation of tobacco would be prohibited after
March 1st, has been read with interest by the tobacco men
Owensboro, Ky. Buyers in the local market are uncertain as to what turn the market will take.
Indications are,

of

however, that as usual, the price will be depressed.
Markets that handle more of an export type of tobacco
will be hit harder than Owensboro.
better than 5(> per
cent, of the tobacco sold in the Green River District is consumed in the United States, Green River type is a purely
domestic type, but in recent years there has been a tendency
on the part of British tobacco men to buy heavily of tlii*^
market. The Imperial, which exports all of its tobacco to
England, has bought heavily in the Green River District
since its withdrawal from the Stemming District three years
ago. The Gallaher Limited, of Belfast, Ireland, and Hodge
Brothers, are buying tobacco f(tr Great Britain, taking <»nly
I

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

Trenton, N.

and thus remove the cause

puriwsc.
claim to see in this royal proclamation a determined attempt to control overseas trade and to protect
English commerce until it can be rehabilitated.
However, unless the great struggle in Europe reaches
a turning point in the very near future it may not be wise
to place too much hope in the belief that the embargo is
to be only "temporary."
if

This illustration shows a corner of the Maryland

specialized types.
Since the commencement of the luin)pean
advance on the tax on tobacco has been stcadv.
cents a pound preceding the war to Sl.C-o the

present, has been the increase.
be increased soon.

It is

Charles \V. Krull, the well-known
was among the more recent visitors to

W. Saunders,

C.

Philadelphia this

the

I'lom

H<»

pound

at

will

Arch Street jobber,

Xew

York.

Cigar Company,
week with a well-filled order book.
of the Cortez

left

Robert M. Boltz, of Boltz, Clynier and C(»mi)any. was
among the more prominent recentlv seen in Xew ^'ork.
Y.

Pendas
"Quaker City"

&

Alvarez were ablv represented in the
this week through 'the efl'orts of "hid"

•Ackerman

and Jordan Streets, Allentown. Pa., the firm entertained the
500 employees at a social recently.
The new building was designed by a New York architect, and built by William Lincoln & Company, of Philabuilt of brick, has hardwood floors, perfect
heating and ventilation, and also the daylight window system. When the plant is in full operation 65,000 cigars will
be manufactured daily. The factory is one of six controlled
by the Bayuk people and is in charge of Superintendent
Max Wolfe, of Allentown.
The basement of the building will be used for shipping
and storing purposes. On the first floor, the branch offices
of the company will be found, while the manufacture of
cigars will take place on the other tw^o floors.

delphia.

Frank L. Rowland, representing Lopez, llermanos &
Company, was in Philadelphia this week, and ch)scd some
attractive

Brothers' Allentown Factory Completed

In celebration of the completion of the Bayuk I'.nUhers'
sanitary cigar factory, erected at a cost of $100,000. at Allen

PIlDDEsdl®llp&n®M®te

It

is

Yahn & McDonnell Secure "Optimo" Brand

business for his firm.

&

McDonnell have taken on the "Optimo" brand
y Ca., of Tampa. Fla.. and a good distribuis assured through the efforts of W. M. Stillwell, who
cover the local territory, and James Reilly, who will

Y'ahn

of A. Santaella

A campaign on the
Manufacturing
•'^'ing

made by

lines of the J. F. Portut.ndo Cigar
Companv. 1110 Sans/.m Street, this citv. is
T. \V. 1 lall, in Los Angeles.

tion
will

.Mavcr.

look after the out-of-town trade.
The initial order covered nine sizes, and these will be
increased from time to time as occasion warrants.

from the \\est. where he seciired
some very satisfactory
orders. s»:"e, that the factorv is
!n.-V^^'^^ ^" ^^^^ production of tlu- 'i'.ello Mundo" "and
W Tello" brands.

M. Perez Company, manufacturers of the made-inbond "Pinzon" cigar, announce the ai)i)ointnient of liarrv
Reynaldo as their Western representative.

Morris D.

War

expected that this

Bayuk

who

Neumann,

of the firm. of

Neumann

c\:

recently returned
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BRITISH TOBACCO EMBARGO HITS
SERIOUS BLOWJT CUBAN CIGARS

ENGLISH EMBARGO WILL AFFECT
UNITED STATES TOBACCO TRADE
(Continued from Page 13)

(Continued from Page 13)

deal before
the United Kingdom never amounted to a great
increased somethe war, and only of late the exports have
reality, and
what, but not sufficient to cause hardships in
for that
particularly now, as the scarcity of our stocks
importance.
country would preclude any shipments of
shipments
Last Saturdav the Ward Line only accepted
incurred for
of cigars with the condition that all expenses
should be for account of the shippers, in case
storage,

etc..

right away,
the goods could not be forwarded to England
have
and U» which condition several of our manufacturers
than
consented, as they preferred to run this risk rather
Some manufacturers believe that
to keep the cigars here.
whole measure will be (jnly of a transitory nature, and
this

upon our
that after a while no restrictions will be placed
exports.
It

li

remains to be seen what the American tobacco

growers may do. as their interests are also seriously
fected by the prohibition of their leaf.

af-

Oretaniv.

total exports of cigars

The

the

for

tries

months

eleven

and cigarettes to

amounted

to

all

coun-

less

than

$3,000,000.

The war order business has caused an advance

in the

of the lower grades of tobacco, while the prices of

])rice

the higiier grades, especially those im])orted from Cuba, are
not as high compared with the period before the war.
According to leaders in the tobacco trade, there is at
the present time a large quantity of tobacco in England,
the supply being considerably larger than in normal times.
IMiere have been repeated rumors to the effect that the
British have in their possession large quantities of tolKicco

which they have siezed from ships consigned to

neutral

ports.

who have

contracts for the delivery of tobacco and other merchandise decided that it

Many

was

of the exporters

them

essential for

to

make immediate shipments

goods would be denied entry upon arrival

their

lest

Leonard Cohn

T

American Sumatra Tobacco Company

of

V. Guerra, Diaz

meeting of the Board of Directors of the American Sumatra Tobacco Company, which was held

headquarters, 142 Water Street, recently,
Leonard A. Cohn, who has been active in the company's affairs since its organization, presented his resignation as secretary and assistant treasurer of the company,
which was accepted with expressions of regret.
Sul)sequently the directors elected Frank Arguimbau
to succeed Mr. Cohn as secretary and assistant to the treasurer, who is S. M. Bond, of the banking house of Bond &
Goodwin.
President Julius Lichtenstein, of the
that their

business

is

in the

finest

company, stated

shape that

it

has ever

merger was made scmie years ago. The
crops this year on all the company's plantati(ms in Connecticut, Georgia and Florida give them a supply of tobacco which is sufficient for the most exacting calls of
customers who use shade grown, and Mr. Lichtenstein
further stated that the company had shown the most marked
expansion in its list of customers that has been seen since
the business was organized.
Mr. Lichtenstein will leave Xew N'ork in a few days
f(tr his annual
spring visit to the plantations in Ouincy.
Florida and Amsterdam, (ia.
He will remain down South
for about three weeks sizing up conditions for the coming

& Company

Factory Busy

li\CI{ the first of the year, V. Guerra, Diaz

a

& Com-

Tampa

manufacturers of clear Havana
"La Megas", have experienced a steady increase in
the xolume of their orders which promises well
pany, the

at their

at British

ports.

Out

for the year's

blastern

record.

market

The

call

for

"La Megas"

in

the

shows considerable increase and many

duplicate orders have ccmie in from unexpected cjuarters.
Harry Culbreath, general sales representative of the
firm, has been out on his initial trip for 1J)I6 for ten days
now, and in every city he has made thus far the returns
have far exceeded those of 1015.
Frank R. Diaz plans to get away to Havana in a short
time to make his annual purchases of Havana tol)acco.

been since the big

MATCH TRADE OF HANKOW, CHINA

SMOKERS ASKED TO AID BELGIANS

(Continued from Page 14)

(Continued from Page 14)

many good

modern
have no means

sity

to be, actually is a necesSoldiers who are smokers, but
warfare.
of procuring tobacco while at war, sutYer

i)eople

in

have thought

it

misery, added to their other hardships, for the want
of it. Almost from the beginning of hostilities letters came
from men at the front urgently calling for tobacco to steady
make
their nerves, to relieve the monotony of trench life, to
their pain more bearable or to console them while languish-

much

ing in hospitals.

"As a result, tobacco and cigarettes have been added
to the regular rations of their fighting men by the governments at war, with the notable exception of Belgium. That
unfortunate country would have done so, but could not.
The Belgians were always great smokers and the soldiers
have sufifered keenly from the lack of the tobacco."
The committee in charge of the work requests that all
checks, drafts and money orders be made payable to the
Belgian Soldiers' Tobacco Fund and sent to Drexel &

Company.

Freeman & Sons Enjoy Good Business
M. Freeman, of Sidney J. Freeman & Sons, im-

Sidney
E.

J.

porters of Manila cigars and representatives of the wellknown "Flor de Intal" factory, speaking recently relative
to the business being done by his firm since the first of t'.ie
year, states that the volume has exceeded the number of
This, desales computed for the first six months of 1915.
spite the fact that the freight rates on goods imported fn)m
the Philippines to the United States, have been greatly in-

creased. Mr. Freeman just back from the West, indicating
the increasing prosperity in the United States as tlie result
of the sales of Manila cigars, cited an order obtained in
Ohio a short time ago. calling for the future delivery of

shipped so they can be put together with

The

(}uality of

the inside
matches to

falls

box

is

away

difficulty.

little

poor, and it frecjuently ha])pens thai
from the cover, which causes the

the pocket.

spill in

Set Chong & Company manufacture two grades n«
matches, one a non-safety, red-tipped, and 1 'j inches l<»n<i.
inches
The other is likewise non-safety, red-tipped, and
long, but is treated with sulphur and not an instantane:tus
This sulphur match has little success, and will he
lighter.
given up entirely as soon as a few remaining orders have
1

lieen filled.
in safety

The company

matches

in

'

_.

meeting Japanese com|)etiti(»n
Hankow by importing their Shanghai
is

product.
In addition to Set Chong & Company, matches are ina(k'
in small house factories and sold inde]KMidently on the
street. There is no means of ascertaining the extent of this

judging from the number of vendors seen on the
The materials used
street, it is of no small dimensions.
are probably secured from Japanese importing houses.
Serious competition on the part of American match
manufacturers hardly seems possible at this stage in China s
development. Consumers seek the cheapest article, not realizing that a better grade is less costly in the long run. as
there is much less waste. The Chinese may be trained tn
similar judgment, but the present outlook does not warrant active participation in the local match lield. except perCompany informed this
haps in match sticks. Set Chong
office that they might consider proposals for sticks that
approximate the Japanese price. "Commerce Reports.'

&

—

J.

City.

& Company. The

three sizes.

vacation.

F. R.
I*.

J.

deceased was seventy years of age.

K.

Hoisington Visits Factory

Hoisington. president of the

Cavev-laugus

T(»-

Company, makers of "Savanma" and other standard
l)raiids of Porto Kico cigars,
sailed from .\ew \nvk on the
1" ult.. for his annual visit to the
i)lantations and factorv
of the company in Porto
Rico.
Mr. Moisingt(m must perforce make a brief trip
this vear and he plans to be back in
i>aco(>

by March (Ith.
I<ep(.rts from their fact(»ry in i'orto
Ric(. are of a most
encouraging nature, their superintendent
advises that the
J^n.p is C(. tiling out very satisfactorily and the output of
"•avan.nas" f,,r PMi; will be (|uite
up' to the previ(.us high
marks. The general
business showed nice progress during
the past month.
•\e\v

of Gold

Shipment

to

Holland for Tobacco

Men

Banking circles in New York express the opinion that
it is by no means certain that the British Government will
permit a shipment of some $(),00(>,(M>0 gold to Holland to
finance the purchases of tobacco at the coming inscriptions
by American interests. Banking institutions are continuinj^
neg^otiations with the Piritish and Dutch Governments, but
it is not thought i)robal)le that arrangements will be satisfactorily concluded before the

beginning of the inscriptions.
The Guaranty Trust Company has withdrawn approximately $1,500,000 fnmi the As!^ay Office for shipment to
ilolland on this account, but is holding the gold until permission to make the shipment is secured from England.
That country fears that the gold will seep into Germany
if it g:ets to Holland and for that reason is h>ath to permit
the export of the precious metal. Guilders are now selling
at 42 '1.. as compared with a normal parity of about 40.2.
It is cheaper for Americans to pay in ^old for tobacco
at the auction of Sumatra tobacco in .Amsterdam early next
month than to pay fc^r it in guilders, owing to the fact that
guilders are more than 5 i)er cent, above i)ar. In case the
negotiations do not come to a satisfactory conclusion, the
tobacco will be bought by means of viinety-day bills, which
can be renewed several times.

Y,,rk

George Hardee Pays Brief Visit

to

New York

ieoige \\ Hardee, of the Gonzalez & Sanchez factory,
of Jacksonville. l*"la.. s])ent four days in New York, last
week, arriving on Washington's Birthday, he was accom(

.

panied by Mrs. Hardee.
\\ hen seen at the Hotel Astor, Mr. Hardee stated that
their factorv was rushed to its capacity on all their grades
»f clear Havana cigars, and that he was compelled to limit
his trip North this year to a few days.
He left for home
on I'ebruarv 25th.
•

Fred Wilcox

Representing Rucabado &' Company, importers of
Porto Rican cigars. F. Villar. following a successful triji
extending as far iis Texas, recently returned to New York

1,000,000 cigars on the "Magallanes" brand in

withdrawing from his official position with the company. Mr. Cohn does not reliiKpiish his i)ositi(tn on the
I'.oard of Directors, and it is understood that he does not
Contemplate doing anythiii'.^^ at i)resent l)Ut taking a li>ng
In

trade, but

Fred Wilcox, extensively known to the cigar trade
of the United .States, died during the past fortnight at his
home in Joliet. 111. Mr. Wilcox, a gentleman of culture and
refinement, and a member of the Union Peague Club ot
Chicago, was at one time identified with the Eugene \ aliens factory and with Upman, in the firm of L'pinan ik ^^ '''
cox. He was also connected with the firm of E. P. Cordero

more than

crops.

l!>l(l

Not Certain

Sol

Cans Reports Good Porto Rican Crops

Sol Gans. of

Max

C.ans .K: Sim. 107 Water Street, reRico alxmt two weeks ago and broU"lit
Mck satisfactory
reports concerning the crop c<md'tioiis in
ic island.
His firm secured some verv choice h.ts in a
'de assortment
and are in splendid shape to take care of

turned from Porto

"

^'^^'e-

^Ir.

Cans

'l\f-^"t^"fl^fl trip

kI
'^ey West.

left

New York

South which

a dav or

will include

two

since

Tampa and

W

Merriam. of Merriani Segar fame, had his trip
interrupted by a sudden call back to Xew ^'^^rk last week
and spent three or four days at the home office before returning to Chicago. Mr. Merriam said that the prosperity
reports coming from the Middle West at least were not
overdrawn if his order book was taken as a criterion.
joliii

.
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PHILIPPINE TOBACCO BILL

by BrunhofF Company
Trade Accessories Offered
advertising, with publicity daily reTn these days of
the cigar
sides, one does not wonder that
cr its many
becomes bewildered when there
''nnnfacturer occasionally
which course will best
of deciding for himself

AMENDED

1

Public
Commission Makes Important Changes Prior to
Hearing— Board Reduced From Five to
Three Members
the Commission
Tobacco Port Regulation bill of the Philippine
important
Islands, held on January 31st, several
amendments were made to it by the Commission

RIOR

to

the

public

in Manila.

hearinjr

of

.

The first important change was the reduction ot the
memnumber of members of the board from five to three

Internal Revenue, the
bers, consisting of the Collector of
appointed by
Director of Agriculture and a chairman to be
The remun^
the upper house of the Philippine legislature.
at $10 per
eration of the chairman of the board was placed
of the board
session day, and the salary of the secretary

annum.
After some discussion,

at $400 per

was decided to leave in the
that tobacco must be cured in a

Prendergast

&

Russ, of Pueblo, Col.

"Marilyn", stated to be a high-grade Sumatra wrapped

new brand recently offered
Bernard Lett Company, Boston, Mass.

cigar, is the title of a

trade by the

Thomas Lipp has taken over

Ta
>

question

arvp his interests.

answered, however, by various
The question has been
the use of advertising novelties for
manufacturers through
believe that by attaching messages con-

r.

retailers

They

those articles
'excellence of their products, to
erning the
for constant use in the daily conruired by the retailer

to the

only serving themselves,
good will thus

the cigar store and

that they are not
duct of business,
In addition to this, the
nt the retailer also.

'

pool

parlor in the Socks Building, on Memorial Circle, Chambersburg. Pa., formerly owned by Frank D. Rhodes.

Steve Herz, of Luckett, Luchs & Lipscomb, Philadelphia, Pa., manufacturers of the popular "Reynaldo", was a
recent visitor to the company's distributors in Cincinnati
in the interests of the brand.

it

the section stipulating
specished or warehouse constructed in accordance with the
section with
fications drawn up by the board, but the entire
out
regard to the employment of personnel was stricken
motion of Vice-Governor Martin, who held that the

bill

"Dry Climate" cigars, manufactured by the Solis Cigar
Company, of Denver, Col., are being distributed locally by

On

a recent visit to A. Labowitch, Cleveland, O., distributor for "Lord Macauley" and "Marie Antionette"
cigars, E. Kleiner, of E. Kleiner & Company, was favorably

created

retailer
between the manufacturer and the

asset in itself.

mean

but has no authority to make
concerned adopt the same.
far

the directors of the bureaus

The inspection fee fixed by the act was changed, in so
as cigarettes are concerned, from one cent per 100 to

one cent per each 250.
to the return of damaged tobacco from
the United States, there was quite a debate. Vice-Governor
Martin wished to make it obligatory upon the dealers in

With regard

foreign countries to destroy damaged products or to return
them, with no other alternative, but it was finally decided
that the local government would have no authority to compel dealers outside of its jurisdiction to destroy the tobacco
in the event that the local exporters refused its return, and

decided to omit the words "or destroy"
from the text entirely, thus making the disposition, if return is desired, contingent upon the wishes of the exporter
The same section was also amended to make the
here.
government responsible for tobacco worm-eaten sixty days
after arrival in foreign countries only, instead of six months,
Then, too, the governoras the original text provided.
general was empowered by expeculative order to exempt
exports to any one or more countries from the provisions
of the measure should he deem such a course expedient.
With regard to the enforcement of the act, the bill was
amended so as to make the director of agriculture, "with
the approval of the secretary of public instruction," responsible for the execution and enforcetri?nt of the rules
of the board relating to the cultivation of tobacco, and stipulation as to the possible overlapping of duties and conflict
of powers between that official and the collector of internal
revenue were entirely omitted.
In the section prescribing penalties, the text was
changed so as to make it a misdemeanor to ship tobacco not
bearing the inspection label, rather than tobacco not up to
standard as the original text provided, and for the other
provisions of the act, "knowing" violation was made essential to secure conviction.
The penalty of a fine of not more
than $500, or imprisonment for not more than six months,
or both, was left unchanged.
so

it

was

no

,

.

Company, to be
new catalogue, which
Company have just recently issued a
the examination of any manufacturer deis really worth
kind in question.
of securing novelties of the
sirous

impressed with the demand for both brands.
has it that the United Cigar Stores Company
is to open for business in Topeka, Kan., it being stated that
the company has obtained a lease on one of the prominent
corners of the city, in addition to having secured options on
other locations.

Kansas City has taken well to the "El Dallo" cigar,
manufactured by Wertheimer Brothers, Baltimore, Md., inasmuch as it may be had in nearly every store throughout
L. Denebeim is the local distributor for Wertthe city.
heimer Brothers.

good which
There is a vast difference in the amount of
window displays.
different people get out of their
A great many grocery stores, we are obliged to adas they should, and as a
mit, don't "work" their windows

windows do not w:ork for them.
The windows must be kept alive. They must be made

natural result the

to tell a distinct,

emphatic story to the people

The

Mooney-Mueller-Ward

Ind., distributors of the

Sig. C.

Mayer

accorded a

"Dawn"

& Company,

visit

Company,
cigar,

Indianapolis.

manufactured

by

Philadelphia, Pa., were recently

by James M. Preston, of the company,

the interests of the

"Dawn"

adopted a simple little plan
good
for a lively window attraction which brought him
resuhs. About Thursday of each week he put a big placard

A

deal having been completed whereby he obtains possession of a large brick block in the Tenth Ward, Oil City,
Pa., Raymond W. Steber, son of F. A. Steber, cigar manu-

Warren,

near future estabHsh
the premises, a cigar factory providing employment
more than a hundred hands
facturer,

window saying:
"Watch this window

on

Pa., will in the

for

of

in his

Don't miss

finally

pass

•

in

brand.

who

by and look in.
You can't make a lively window without putting things
keep
there which will attract attention, and cause people to
watch of the windows for interesting things.

One grocer we know

after 6 o'clock

Saturday afternoon.

it."

Then at 5 o'clock Saturday the curtains of the windoware drawn, and the merchant puts into the window some
It may be a choice line of
especially attractive bargains.
sundries, at ten cents each it may be a display of bananas
at a low price, or in the berry season, of berries at a low
figure.
It is bound to be something which will move fast,
and attract instant attention. People have learned to watch
for this Saturday night window, for it always holds some;

thing especially attractive.

Bendetson, Boston, Mass., distributors for the well-known "Bold" cigar, manufactured
Rosenthal Brothers

I't

by Bdbrow Brothers, Philadelphia, were recently

in receipt

Mr. Bobrow
expressed himself as being well pleased with the work that
is being done on his factory's brand.

of a visit from Charles I'obrow, of the factory.

The

con-

appropriation to meet the expenses
nected with starting the work of the board was reduced
from $12,500 to $()250. the governor-general and other
members of the upper house apparently feeling that the
monev would soon be coming in from the collections for
initial

inspection,

and that no more would be needed

for a start

Finally the bill was amended so as to make
provision of no effect until May 1st, although
provisions will become effective immediately upon
ment into law. "Manila Daily Bulletin."

—

its penal
its other

its enact-

the famous Chicago clothier, makes his
windows shout for him all the time simply by his ingeniously worded and always convincing placards, written with
a blue pencil on big sheets of paper, and fastened to the

Tom Murray,

glass.

About the most discouraging looking thing about a
store can be its window.
A stale window, which has a tired
fly-specked look, indicates the same sort of a store back of
the window, and repels, rather than attracts tradeKeep the window fresh and lively. Keep the glass
clean, and the woodwork freshly painted and gleaming.
Keep the display constantly changing. One week is long
enough for even the best window display under ordinary

rations a
in

the interests of the other mem-

equal

with

bers.

He

who

can't find fifty

good window deco-

year in his establishment is certainly too slow to be
business in these hustling days.
"Merchants' Journal."

—

will locate in

Chicago, and will supthe

agement

sales

man-

the

firm's

of

brands in connection
with Adolph Meyers.
Mr. Lesser's connecSalvador
w^ith
t i o n
Sanchez y Ca., brings
a high-grade man to
the manufacturers of a

splendid Havana
The "Duke''
made in bond

brand.
cigar is

during the past
Ben Lesser
five years has shown
steady growth.
Following a meeting in Chicago between Jackson
Kelly and Jerry Windmuller, the former severed his connection with Salvador Sanchez y Ca. This was followed
by the entrance of Mr. Lesser to the firm. Mr. Kelly had
been with Sanchez y Ca. since last September.
Mr. Kelly at once accepted a position with Ryan &
Raphael, manufacturers of the "Lucius" brand, and will
become their Eastern representative. Prior to his connection with Salvador Sanchez y Ca., Mr. Kelly was with Salomon Brothers & Stern, and through his efforts "Aplomo"
cigars were made famous,
W. C. Camp first brought the "Lucius" brand to New
already enjoys a splendid clientele in exclusive
club and restaurant circles, and Mr. Kelly will, no doubt,
add greatly to the sales of this rapidly growing Havana
brand.

York.

It

—

Tobacco Statistics Show Marked Trade Improvement
Comparative data of the tax-paid products as indicated
by the monthly sales of various stamps and receipts from
certain sources of revenue, which appears in the statement
.

of internal revenue collections for last January, indicate a
considerable development of the use of tobacco in all forms

As these products are
as compared with January, 1915.
generally classed among the luxuries, the figures show that
the country is enjoying greater prosperity than in 1915.
The greatest increase is shown in the number of cigars
Small cigars were not so much used
as the preceding year, but large cigars advanced from
473,370,147 to 510,786,983, and cigarettes, both large and
January
small, showed a corresponding increase.
1916.
1915
Products—

and cigarettes

listed.

Cigars (large). No
Cigars (small). No
Cigarettes (large). No
Cigarettes (small). No
Snuff, manufactured, lbs.

2,649,770

510,786,983
76,312,253
1,538,825
1,657,178,856
2,671,048

32,037,808

32,782.526

473,370,147
77,974,760
1,342,475
1,330,292,728

Tobacco, chewing and smoking,

conditions.

The merchant

Lesser's partnership secures for him
an interest in the firm

Mr.

and

Live Windows Needed

Rumor

Sanchez y Ca., Tampa, Fla., manufacturers in bond
Windof the widely known "Duke" brand. Jerry
deal with
muller has been in Chicago for two weeks and the
Mr. Lesser was closed on Monday.

ervise

,.

r
i
interested in this line of pubmanufacturers
those
To
of varithis heading is included humidors
,icitv and under
more cans,
sizes, display fixtures for one or
ous kinds and
change trays, cigar cutters, combined cigar
Plass and metal
box covers, etc., we would direct attencutters and hghters,
advertisement of the Brunhoff Manufacturing
tion to the
found elsewhere in this issue. The r.runhoff

on

provision that the board should authorize the bureau of
was
internal revenue and agriculture to employ inspectors,
putting the board's authority above that of the directors of
As the text now stands the board may
those bureaus.
make such recommendations in this regard as it sees fit,

is

Joins Salvador Sanchez y Ca.
BUSINESS change of interest to the trade is the
addition of Ben Lesser to the firm of Salvador

Ben Lesser

lbs

Porto Rican imports included in above statement were
as follows: 5899 gallons rum, 8,200,520 large cigars. 20,000
large cigarettes, 316,000 small cigarettes.

.
.

,
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CONTEMPORARY ANTICIPATED EMBARGO
Probabilities

Embargo Hinted

of

at

January

in

— Editor

Calls Cigar Leaf Outlook Serious

one immediate step to be taken by everv
tobacconist, which is to not let even the shadow of price,
It cannot be afforded in normal timescutting exist.
it
would be additionally foolish now.
"One of the most serious features of the proposed prohibition relates to cigar leaf. If one broadly splits the trade
one consisting of the pipe tobacco
into two large parts
and cigarette part, and the other of the cigar trade there
For while pipe tobaccos and
is a notable distinction.

"There

LONDON

cuiiteniiKtrary,

"'rohacco", calls atten-

tion to the situation which mij^ht arise in England
if
an eml)ar«;() was placed on raw tobacco, as
hinted at in a statement issued by Mr. Runciman
on January 27th. As the embarf^o has been placed, the
probable situation as viewed by our b'n^lish contemporary
is of more than passing interest, and we print it herewith:
'Tlie heavy artillery of economic necessity and shipping'
The
difficulties is playing havoc with the tobacco trade.
reverberations of the liudget bombshell are hardly still
Our readers
before another shakeup is held in ])rospect.
on the evening of January '^^Tth read Mr. Runciman's statement, which included the words: 'The import of other
articles and materials of a bulky nature may shortly be

prohibited, including possibly
materials, furniture

necessary, the

on our tonnage

"Now

here

list

is

raw

tol)acco,

many

building

wood and veneers, some fruits. And,
may have to be extended until the strain

eased.'

is

a

matter of the utmost imi)ortance to

everyone engaged in the trade. A meeting of the Tobacco
Trade Section of the London Chamber of Commerce is
being called to consider the crisis. It is understood that
the meeting will draw Uj) a petition to the iovernment asking that tol)acco lying in American and other ports readv
for shipment and of which merchants and manufacturers in
this Country hold bills of lading and invoices, be allowed
(

to

come forward. There

is

the financial side of the question.

thought that the (iovernment will do all it can to avoid
any lo.ss being sustained through the holding-uj) of supi)lies
already purchased and the proi)erty of merchants in this
country,
breigbts and insurance already, of course, were
very high, but these have to be j)aid, and if facilities are
afforded for getting over actual purchases they would be
of great convenience to the trade, especially to the smaller
firms which have not the stocks held by larger houses.
"While the difficulty of shipping now bids fair to be
acute, it has for s<mie time e.xisted. In fact, there is a statement to the effect that .some manufacturers hit upon the expedient of sending a ship over to the U, S. A. in ballast, and
arranging for it to come back tilled with leaf. The account
goes on to record the voyage outward, the chief incident in
which is reported to be the holding-up of a large proportion
It is

room

receive the tobacco from Holland in small lots as required-—
a hand-to-mouth policy in fact. Since the war began there

has been congestion of the supply of seed leaf for fillers from
America to Holland, in which country the leaf is stripped.
So that less has been going into Holland, and a short supply
to this market has caused manufacturers some inconvenience. On the top of this comes the Government's announcement of prohibition. It would mean a stoppage in a few
weeks of many cigar manufacturers, others could go on for
a few months, very few coukl exist as cigar manufacturers
Hence from the cigarmakers' point
for a longer period.
of view any action by the Government ought to be restricted
to pipe tobaccos and cigarette tobaccos, of which considerDirectly the cigar tobaccos are proable stocks are held.
hibited, cigar hands will be thrown out of work in large
numbers, the cigarmaking being hand work in contradistinction to the production of pipe tobaccos and cigarettes
in which machinery plays so large a part."

Weyman-Bruton Annual Report Shows Increased Earnings
The annual report of the VVeyman-liruton Company
for the year

31, 1915, shows a surplus of
$991,372, equal to 24.78 per cent, earned on the $4,000,000

common

against 22.97 per cent, on the same stock
the previous year.
stt)ck,

The income account
1915,

Net

from the Philippine Islands to
1914 and 1915, not including those shipped
during the years
personal baggage and by mail
'irettes

as

Runciman's words are vague.
However, a hint nowadays given by the (iovernment must
be closely attended to. The exigencies of war till out the
slightest word with what may be viewed as practical
certainty.
The words 'may be' shortly prohibited including possibly' raw tobacco, are vague enough, but they
indicate a plain intention which, taken with other factors,
lead members of the trade to view the i)ronouncement as a

what must happen.

'prohibition' of the import of

raw tobacco would

manufacturers having to live on the stocks thev
have and on merchants' stocks. Prices would be inevitably
effected, as the law of supply and demand would cause the
demand to exceed the supply. The questicm of whether leaf
result in

made dearer

way

could affect the price of the manufactured article would be one for time to show.
.Against
such a contingency would be the keen C(mipetition which
exists.

r

^

in this

Number

Months

Number

of

of

1914.
Number

Cigars

Shipments

1914.

1913.

$1,198,923 $1,229,478 $1,163,217
280,000
280,000
280,000
280,000

Pfd. divis

397,300
870,432

<>^

4,087,703

6

^

0,142,7 18

1

April

^8

4,291,770

3

May

7;^

4,331,452

3

^^'^

4,474,739

2

72
38
69

4,774,705

4

3,100,425
5,191,949

2
t

70

8,113,215
5,340,705

5

700,150
243,400
204,000
200,250
118,000
90,000
0,200
392,750
217,300

74

0,192,220

6

319,100

Total

804

59,.'505,035

52

3,831,182

Months

Number

January
February

...

March

'*

June
July

August
September
October

November
December

.

*J1
.

...

Nnmber

of

of

2

1915.
Number

of

Number

o

Cigars

Shipments

Cigarete

43
100
88

4,219,398
9,120,487

1

120,00(»

7

005,250

7,(>94,88()

8

015,200

April

51

3,800,928

5

301.0.50

May

56

3,098,059

7

400,8(Mf

June

59

3,454,529

7

502,500

July

71

5.702,993

6

329,.500

94
75
47
100
72

5,330,424

985,500

0,257,400

10
6

4,300,785

3

28(),(M)0

8,170,789

6

305,800

(),l02,(i83

7

012,100

Shipments

January
February

...

March

August
September
October

November
December

.

...
...

Total ...

850

07,200,021

73

545,0(M>

5,789,300

a comparative statement showing the
exportation of cigars and cigarettes from the Philippine
is

Islands for the years 1914
Value

of

Shipments to

Surplus
div.

.

$991,372
480,000

$918,923
480,000

$949,478
420,000

$883,217

$511,372
429,072

$438,923
390,149

$529,478
660,671

$583,217

$940,444
400.000
540,444

$829,072 $1,190,140
400,000
800,000
429,072
390,149

$660,671

300,000

January
February
April

158,484
200,934
190,398
230,428

May

180,904

June

231,908
192,940
100,100

March
Surplus

.

Prev. surplus

77,454

Total surp.
Kx. scrip, div.
r. iS:. L. surplus
.

660,671

"United" Buys Old Wichita (Kan.) Cigar Stand

Having bought out the interests of S. A. Welsh and the
Xiles i^ Moser Company in the cigar and tobacco business
conducted

at the old "cigar corner", 201

nue, Wichita. Kans., the United Cigar

East Douglas Ave-

Company

plans

in

improvements to extend the front twenty feet
along Market Street, with twenty-five feet on Douglass
Avenue.
list

of

E. L. Nissly

&

Sons Busy Packing Tobacco
packing
if'

that Flcjrin

is

pnjspcring.

August
September ....
October

November
December

....

Total

Zamboanga

211,230
218,694
245,928
236,220

253,130
172,290
130,436
226,252
106,732
100,750
170,052
222,523
280,674
138,551

Value of Shipments
Other Csuntries

180,012

219,514
282,500
202,030
230,470
209,002
182,000
120,078
149,584
144,080
157,388
138,924

100,052
143,178

193,854
149,040
152,550
138,342
140,799

.113,159
152,822
132,624
193,776
135,359

2,400,252

2,302,444 2,230,066
1,812,161
and Balabac for December, 1915, not in-

cluded.

Henry M. Buys, of H. Duys & Company, returned to
^ew York last week after a brief stay at Hot Springs, Va.,
subsequent to his recent deep bereavement
in the loss of
his wife.

& Sons, Florin, Pa., are now busy
tobacco, and are .seeking men to assist in the work. It
considered unusual for there to be a shortage of men in
Florin at this time of year, which leads to the conclusion
E. L. Nissly

July

124,070
255,700

It

reported that the Waukesha Cigar Company,
Waukesha, Wis., are to lease for their
own use on its
completion, the new building
which is shortly to be erected
on the property
adjacent to the lUair foundry, on Broadway,
is

that city.

—

"Nieuw Amsterdam" 1916's Tobacco Ship Leading
Importing Houses Representing United States
Expected to Be Important Buying Factor

—

New
(Special to
Ill

ERE

York, February

"The Tobacco

World.'')

was

familiar

plenty of excitement
trade figures at the dock

Holland-American

"Nieuw

liner,

28, 1916.

and
of

many
the

big

Amsterdam",

while she was preparing to sail today for Rotterdam, with a delegation of American buyers enroute to the

Amsterdam inscriptions.
The omission of the

year seemed to add parand the trifling delay
experienced in getting the big liner off seemed to whet the
trip last

ticular interest to this year's journey,

appetite of the travelers.
All t)f the leading Sumatra importing lutuses were represented in the party, and almost without exception the
opinion was that the United States would be one of the
most important buying factors at the sales. Under the
revised schedule of inscripticms, the first will be held in

Amsterdam on March 17th, so
dam" is held up by the British

the "Xieuw Amsterauthorities, it will probably

that

if

give the tobacco men only a few days at Amsterdam before
the sale is opened.
They are figuring on a fourteen day
journey at least. The inscription dates as now arranged
are March 17th, March 24th, March 31st and April 7th;
the latter two dates, however, might be subject to change.
The voyagers included: A. Bijur, of E. Rosenwald &
Brother, and Mrs. Bijur; John II. Duys, of H. Duys &

Company, and Mrs. Duys; H.

Rothchild, of Cullam
Brothers; A. J. Carroll, of H. Fendrich, h:vansville. Ind.;
Harry Spingarn. Edgar Prctzfeld, Lcjuis Schramm, of Morris

Rosenberg

S.

Company, and Mrs. Schramm Samuel Bayuk,
of Bayuk Brothers Company, Philadelphia Charles Waxelbaum and Henry Fisher, of C. J. Waxelbaum & Company;
S. Meyer, United Cigar Manufacturers Company; Wm.
Quanjer, of Kruse, Quanjer
Company; Louis Hirsch and
ifc

;

;

,!<:

Leopold vSchmid,

and 1915.

United States

BUYERS SAIL FOR INSCRIPTIONS

of

Cigarettes

5

Months

its

Number

3,1(53,308

The following

1912.

inc. aft. chgs.$l, 27 1,372

Com.

of

Shipments

'^'^

31,

in

"It will be nr)ted that Mr.

"The

ended December

in

and cigthe United States

23

of cigars

compares as follows:

.

real hint of

for the year

1915.

her for more es.sential ctmimodities, a fraction
only of the ship si)ace being allocated to tobacco.
of the

ended December

Philippine Islands

The following shows the shipments

—

cigarette tobaccos are, generally speaking, held in considerable quantities in stock in this country, it is not so with
The practice in that trade has been to
the cigar trade.

From

Interesting Statistics

is

—

if

:

^

Preliminary reports about the Sumatra crop are of a
favorable nature according to advices received here in the
United States, both from Sumatra and from Amsterdam.
The run of light goods for wrappers is notable.
Schinasi Brothers to Join Tobacco Products
Upon reliable authority, it is announced that the many
rumors which have been prevalent in the trade for quite a
time relative to the merger of Schinasi Brothers, the wellknown cigarette manufacturers, and the Tobacco Products
Corporation have been at last given verification, in that
the merger is reported to have taken place during the past
fortnight. This identification of Schinasi Brothers with the
Tobacco Products Company will doubtless augur well for
the future of "Naturals" and "Prettiest" cigarettes. Combined with "Melachrino", "Rameses", "Royal Nestors" and
"Milo", the future augurs well for these companies.

"Smokarol" Decision Classes It as Tobacco
A decision by Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo
classes the "Smokarol" as tobacco, and not as a cigarette.
The "Smokarol" is a new form in which "Velvet" tobacco
is now put up, and the R.
J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
appealed for a decision, claiming that "Smokarol" should
be classed and taxed as a cigarette. The decision of Secretary Mc.Vdoo agrees with that of Commissioner of
Internal Revenue Osborn. who held that the "Smokarol"
was
properly classified as tobacco and rightly taxed as such.
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Death
Following a long
president of the

of

Henry H. Sheip

illness,

Henry H.

Sheip, founder and

Henry H. Sheip Manufacturing Company,

manufacturers of cigar boxes, with factories at Sixth Street
and Columbia Avenue, died on the evening of February
years,
24th at his home on Old York Road. Although ill for
Mr. Sheip had been able to get about until Sunday, when,
return
after a visit, he was seized with convulsions upon his
home. From that moment his death was expected at any
Sheip
time. This is the first time in many years that Mr.
had not gone to Florida, where he has several orange groves.

member of the Presbyterian Social Union. He was a director of the Franklin Trust Company and a member of
the Manufacturers', Columbia and Old York Road Country
Clubs.
Besides his daughter, Mrs. Edmund N. Lippincott, he
Henry L. Sheip. Two
is survived by Mrs. Sheip, and a son,
brothers, Jerome Sheip and Granville Sheip, survive him,
as do two sisters, Mrs. Anna Keppler and Mrs. William
Wolfiner.
The funeral of Mr. Slieip was held Monday afternoon

from his home. Oak Lane Avenue, below Old York Road.
The services were conducted by the Rev. E. J. Ilumeston,
pastor of the Oak Lane Presbyterian Church, assisted by
the Rev. W. Barnes Lower, pastor of the Wyncote Presbyterian Church.
The pallbearers were George Fry. S. P.. Vrooman.
l'>ank Munn, Reuben Artkush, J. lufcrt and M. L'ptagrove.

The Use

of

Trading Stamps

in

In order, therefore, to comi)ly with the imtvisions of
the act it is necessary that trading-stamp devices should
be redeemable by the vendor, or the person fnnn whom
he purchased the goods, in cash or goods which are his

They must be redeemable upon the premises
property.
where such goods are purchased, or nuist show upon their
face the place of delivery and the merchantable value of
the goods, and they must be redeemable at any time. Accordingly trading stanTi)s or coupons are so printed as to

Mr. Sheip founded the Henry H. Sheip Manufacturing
Company in 1876. In 1880 Harrison Landis was admitted
into the partnership, and in 1899 the business was incorporated. The plant of this concern now comprises in all
fourteen mill buildings in the vicinity of Sixth Street and
Columbia Avenue, besides a large plant in Tampa, Fla. In
addition to the factories there are also half a dozen lumber
yards, with a capacity for storing more than 10,000,000 feet
of lumber.

The deceased was a native of Pennsburg, Upper Montgomery County, the son of Levenus Sheip, and when he
started in the business in 1876 he was his own entire working force. Today his company employs one thousand men,
and its market is the whole world. When the rush for war
supplies came on he was asked to turn his factories over
to the

making

of

gun stocks and ammunition boxes, but he

declined, explaining that in his old age he did not wish
even indirectly to be connected with the killing of his

fellowmen.
Mr. Sheip found a lot of time aside from his business
He was a
to devote to church work and philanthropy.
He
gifted singer, and for many years led a church choir.
was a member of the Oak Lane Presbyterian Church, a
prominent member of the Presbyterian Synod and an active

comply with these requirements.
As stated, such coupons are used to a considerable extent in Canada, and the legislation does not seem to have
had any special efTect upon selling schemes except in the
particulars required by the statute.— "Commerce Reports."

Edward

has been added by the Odell
The "Cortez Panatella"
"CorLouisville, Ky., to its line of other
Cigar Company,
tez" cigars.

for

line of cigars has been taken on
The "Flor de Bustillo"
C. Snider Cigar Company, B.rmdistribution by the C.

inghani, Ala.

F. Harrison

Following a connection covering a period of forty-two
years, Edward F. Harrison, identified with the Armstrong
Company, Boston, Mass.. which maintains a series of restaurants in railroad terminals, died at his home, in CharlesFor some time Mr.
town, during the past fortnight.
Harrison had been manager of the cigar department of the
Armstrong Company, with head(|uarters at the North StaHe is survived by his widow. The deceased was
tion.
sixty-seven years old.

Salem Smoke Shop Attracts Attention
ot
Listed among recent openings in the trade was that
Salem.
the Salem Smoke Shops, located at 222 Essex Street,
Mass. The store which is owtied l)y Phil Barrant is modern
beaut}
in every respect, and attracted much attention by the
supplemented
of the fixtures, thev being of solid mahoganv.
by triple-plate glass. "Bank Note", "El Roi-Tan", "Robert
Burns", "Chesterfield" and "Little I'.obbies" are among
some of the brands carried.

Imagination in Business
In a recent issue of "The Atlantic Monthly," Mr. L. F.
Leland, writes upon "Imagination in Business," and we
quote the following from his article:
"I believe that imagination is as valuable— I do not say
as essential, but as valuable— in the management of trade
as in any of the arts. It is as valuable, it is as applicable,
and with the single exception of the art of literature it is
as essential.

"Imagination, then, is the ability, upon seeing any obor posject, to construct around that object its probable

environment; thus, apprehending any force, to reaThe
produce.
lize what produced it and what it will
man of imagination writes a drama. His dramatic instinct
apprehends the power of contrasts; he constructs a plot;
he realizes what each person will do and why he will do it.
His characters take possession of his will; they act out

sible

An

window

attractive

display on "Fifty-Six" cigarettes

by the I'isher Cigar
was recently featured
neapolis, Minn.

Company,

Mm-

Lincoln & Ulmer, has been
"Rodena", manufactured by
Levy, of
distribution in six sizes by K. G.
taken on for
Little Rock, Ark.

their

He

own destiny— often

relates

it

all

against their author's

own

desire.

together.

must be remembered always that it is not the price
of an article which is important, but the reason for the
This is one of the backbone truths of merchandisprice.
ing, and when once a seller gets a fii:m hold of this fact
and is able to apply it in its highest efficiency he can almost
devastate the trade. I have seen on more than one occasion
the delight with which a retail advertiser first clearly grasps
We can detect something of it in one of the
this idea.
illustrations just used; but now what is the reason which
underlies this law. Is it not this: That the argument for
"It

Canada

Notwithstanding legislation restricting their distribution, trading stanijjs or coupons arc used to a considerable
L'ndcr tlic Dominion act of 1!)()5 tradextent in Canada.
ing stamps are prohibited which are redeemable (1) by any
person other than the vendor, or the person fnmi whom he
purchased the goods, or tlie manufacturer of the gt)ods;or
from whom he purchased
(<?) bv the vendor, or the person
the goods, or the manufacturer of tlie goods, in cash ur
goods not his property, or not his exclusive property; or (3)
by the vendor elsewliere than in the premises where such
goods are i)urchase(l, or which do not show upon their face
the place of delivery and the merchantable value thereof,
or are not redeemable at any time.

Henry H. Sheip
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keen
F Fleitas, Key West, Fla., are expressing
receiving on their
relative to the orders they are

satisfaction

"Homerica" cigar.

Favorita Cigar
Some nice business is reported at the Mi
<.n "Mi Favorita", "Lobelia" and
factory, Key West, Fla.,
"El Telegrafo" brands.

report increas-

Many, Blanc & Company, Chicago, 111.,
(i.mzales i^- Sanchez" Havana
ing sales on the "Flor de
cigars, which they distribute.

The Cordove Cigar Company. Denver,
cellent

business on

the

"Cuhanola", "Class" and

following brands:

Col., reports ex"i':i

Roi-Tan",

"Osmundo."

the imaginative part of the transaction; the
Admit that the
price itself is absolutely unimaginative.
reason for the price is an important thing in the transaction, and that a high price with a good reason will sell
more goods than a low price w^ith a poor reason, and it is
only reaffirming, in another form, the potentiality of the

the price

is

imagination

The Freed-Fisher Company. Nashville. Tenn., is overmanufactured
sold on "John Ruskin" cigars. 'This brand is
by the I. Lewis Cigar Manufacturing Company, of Newark,
N.

T.

"Tampa's Best Seller" is the daring inscription utilized
to
at home by Lilly. Dungan i\: Company. (»f I'altimore.
direct attention to the "C. 11. S." cigar, which they ot^"er
to the trade.

Recently, the William A. Stickney Cigar Company, St.
Louis, Mo., devoted a number of its windows to displays on
the "Tunjrsten" cic:ar, made bv jeitles vS: Blumenthal, of
Philadelphia.

S.

Frieder

&

Son, Cincinnati,

().,

Mundo"

"The bankrupt

cigar,

stock, the fire sale, the manufacturer's

the annual clearance, the removal sale, the
dissolution-of-partnership sale— what are these, and many
more, but arguments for the price? And note this one
point: that without the argument the price is powerless.

remnants,

Reduce your fur-lined overcoats from $100
your liberal discount attracts little attention.

$60,

and

Why?

Be-

to

no reasonable explanation for the reducWhy should you present overcoats to the public?
tion.
But announce that, owing to an expiration of your lease
and the imperative command that you vacate your present store within two weeks, you will reduce the price of
your fur-lined overcoats from $100 to $80, and you may
sell easily all you have to oflfer."
cause there

distributors of the

manufactured by Neuman & Mayer,
Philadelphia, Pa., were recently accorded a visit by Mi'krris
D. Neuman, of the company.

"Bella

in business.

is

Edward Wise Becomes President

of

"United"

At a recent meeting of the directors of the United
Cigar Stores Company, Edward Wise, formerly a vicepresident of the company, was elected president. Mr. Wise
been connected with the organization for fonrteen
years and has been a close associate of George J. Whelan
lias

Charles Breneiser's Sons, Seventh .and Penn streets,
Reading, Pa., report satisfactory business on the "Recall"

which they feature in adjacent districts. The "Recall" is manufactured bv Pobrow
brothers, Pliiladeli)liia,
'ihe "Bold", P.obrow P.rothers' leader, is also distnhuted bv the Breneiser concern.
iX^ar,

•'.'I.

ever since the inception of the chain.
Mr. Wise is one of the youngest

"ln-15-Twcen" cigars niannfacturcd by Kraus X: ComI'.tny, local distributors
for the brand, only recently seihe smokers of Toledo, O.
This i^^ decidedly encouraging
m view of the fact that Waldin;.-. K'nnan v^v Marvin Comj'any, of

lialtiniore, arc

*^urcd their

making

r'

favorable imjjression on

second shipment on the cigar.

men

associated with
the remarkable group who have made the "Ignited" stores
the largest chain in the world. He is in the prime of life
and is well fitted by experience and ability for the position

which he has l)een elected.
At the same meeting John F. Whelan, formerly treasurer, was elected to succeed Mr. Wise as vice-president and
George Wattley to succeed Mr. Whelan as treasurer.
Charles A. Whelan, who resigned in favor of Mr. Wise, continues as president of the United Cigar Stores Company of
America.

to

II

i

4
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D. Mayer & Son, Limited. This is the first time "El Cubos"
have invaded the Western field.
Edward Hecht, of the E. H. Gato Company, and E. S
Rosenthal, of the M. Gunst Company, are in the city,
and
have apartments at the Grunewald Hotel.
"La Docilla", an Arango, Villazon y Ca. product, and
"In-B-Tweens", are new leaders at the Hotel Grunewald
stand, and are being featured by ManagerTop.1 Leech.
A brand new product was foisted upon the New Orleans public recently and won instantaneous success.
I
refer to "Velvet Smokarols", which are being introduced
by
Liggett & Myers. The introductory shipment was sold
to
the United Cigar Stores, and a number of local dealers
immediately fell into line.

W

©ASDIES

"Mardi Gras" Season in Full Swing—Twenty Thousand
Visitors Boost Retail Sales— Phil. Mayer & Son

—
Plant "Velvet

Increase Capacity of
Smokarols" Instantaneous Hit

New

lANUFACTURKRS

Orleans, La., Feb. 21, 1916.

and

retailers

alike are

in

the

The demidst of what is their busiest season.
mand has been so great that many local manufacturers and jobbers are curtailing on advertising, due
to the fact that their supply is limited and the demand seemingly unlimited. One jobber reports that he is receiving
weekly ^5,000 cigars in addition to his regular stock shipments on this particular brand. The retailers have no kick
coming either, as the Mardi Gras season is on in full swing.

At
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are in the city, the hotels are
crowded to their utmost capacity, and local cigarmen are
wearing the smile that won't come off.
least

20,000

visitors

Miss Ray Probette, formerly with the St. Charles Hotel
stand, now is with W. II. Gilly, in the liennen Building.
Another woman has invaded the local field. This is
Miss Ella Anders, who has opened a well-stocked store at
122 Royal Street. She is featuring "El Roi Tans", and reports that her biggest sales are with the Favorita size of
this brand.

The demand

and "Seidcnettes" is keeping
up. reports l*>ank Paul, manager of H. T. Cottam & Company.
Mr. Paul has extra shipments coming here every
week, but

still is

for "Class"

away behind

in filling orders.

A

Mardi Gras visit is expected from W. P. Rison. vicepresident of the Havana-American Tobacco Company, who
is in Key West, and will make a swing of the Gulf States
territory before he returns to his home stamping grounds.
Joseph y. Roco. of the Royal Distributing Company,
was operated upon at a local hospital this week following
a sudden and serious illness.
The last report stated Mr.
Roco was getting along as well as could be expected.
Increase of the capacity of their plant, the placing of
new machinery, which had l)een held in reserve, and enjoyment of the biggest Inisincss their factory has ever known,
was the report secured from Phil. D. Mayer & Son, Limited, 333 Girod Street.
Their January business was the
largest in their history, and at least 10 per cent, greater
than any other month.
"El Cubos" was their largest
seller, but their other brands went as well.
According to
Mr. Mayer, Jr., February will be another whopping month.
Among the more prominent visitors who called on the
trade this month were: Joseph Gans, of Cans P>rothers,
New York, and lerome Waller, of Rosenstadt-Waller, New

York.

George C. Mayer, of Phil. D. Mayer & Son, Limited,
Havana and Porto Rico, March 1, on his annual
leaf purchasing trip for his company.
The two Canal Street stores of U. Koen & Company
are installing very attractive displays for the Mardi Gras
season, featuring "Mino" goods. The display at St. Charles
and Canal Streets consists of assorted tobaccos and "Forget
Me Not" cigars, and at Canal and Carondelet of "La Pelle
Imperias", another New Orleans product.
George P.
Marks, for thirteen years connected with the Koen string,
formerly general manager, now is bossing the St. Charles
sails for

Street store.

Perry Pland. with headquarters at Brevoort Hotel,
Chicago, has been named Western representative of Phil.

for

The Hernsheim Company tells me that they have room
three hundred more hands, either men or women cigar-

makers.

-

This factory has been running steadily in an
effort to keep up with the demand for "Kings Court".
Mr.
R. B. Rogers told "Tobacco World's" correspondent
that
the factory would run a double shift if they are able
to
secure the requisite number of cigarmakers.
"Nenas", the extremely popular product of the Reguera
& Berengher factory, has been placed on the majority of
trains running out of New Orleans through the recent
enterprise of Mr. Berengher, who signed a contract with M.
Miller, president and general manager of the Crescent
News
and Hotel Compa^ny. Mr. Berengher states that Mr. Miller
probably will place "Nenas" in his numerous hotels
throughout the South.

A

highly interesting report

came from Mr.

Rogers,

\RRKTT

H.

SjNHTil,

United

the

Compania

Canadian representative oi

States and
Litografica

New York ol'fice,
New York City, is

lOG East Nineoffering to the
teenth Street,
economical, yet effective, cigar hand,
this new, simple,
(le

trade

ly

Ilabana,

patents applied for.

.

r
for the cm])loymcnt
This band eliminates the necessity
,

,

or adhesive to unite the free ends, whereby injury
health and to the cigar itself is minimized.
function of a cigar band is
is well known that the

oum

of

to tlie
It

purpose of identifying the manufacture of a i)articudesignating the difl'erent brands of
ci^ar, as well as for

lor the
lar

manufacturer.

a single

of

their city salesman.

i'Mgure

to 1411 Canal Street.

Again a shortage of cigarmakers is reported.
The
Hernsheim Company, Limited, manufacturers of "Kings
Courts", recently announced they would take on one hundred experienced cigarmakers at their Magazine Street

J^ita.4.

factory.

with the Crescent City
Oscar Rigaud, has been
Moore has gathered for

[i

i)erspective view of the

same

isolated

from

applied thereto.
Referring to the drawings and the construction shown
therein, the reference numeral 1 designates the usual shield
carrying portion of a cigar band, the same having integral
reduced arms 2, 'l\ the arm 'I as shown is flared or bulging
at its end a and the arm 'V is provided at its outer end with
two integral flaps 3, 3' preferably triangular in configuration, as shown.
These Haps are formed by folding the end
2' along the converging creases b and c.
The flap 3, as

shown,

is

shown

in

h^igs.

1

and

The band, in the form
the position shown in Fig.

I.

of an

said flaps.

Opperman

to

Open

Fifth Stand in

Johnstown

dis-

play of Gillette safety razors.
Victor F. Roco, half-owner of the Royal Distributing
Company, was arrested on February 9th, and charged with
selling tips on the New Orleans races.
Mr. Roco vigorously denied the charge, and prepared to fight the case in
court.

American Tobacco Com-

pany, recently made a tour of the Gulf States. Mr. Hill
went to the heart of every jobber and dealer he visited, and
he visited many, by the message of optimism he carried.

IS

B.

Ihe Use o| an adhesixc ••ii citlu-r end <.l' a cigar band
an ohjcction in the
trade because of the unsanitary nature

""applying the same, the usual method being in' nioisten'nk'such adhesive with
the lips of the operative who in many
^«»^es, if she is
not extremely careful to bring the eiuN in
exact register,
the wrapper

causes the gu'm or adhesive to also -tick to

of the cigar.

As

a

|ashioncd
1^*'"^
^

J.

is

the wrai)per but showing the same in a closed position.
bignre 'I is a similar perspective view showing the
method of ai)pl\ing the same to the cigar.
Figure ;{ is a developed view of the improved band.
Figure J is a perspective view <jf a cigar with the band

attractive

A.

I

pressure exerted by the cigar, when a band is f^irced upon
a cigar slightly larger than the normal diameter of the
band, will cause the tw d arms 2, 2' of the band to be tightly
wedged together and efl'ectively held against displacement
with respect to each other.
The invention in practice is easy to apply to cigars,
and is economical and labor saving. For convenience in
reiiKjving the band from the cigar, carrying this new band,
all that is necessary is to insert the finger nail under the
edge between the two flaps 3 and 3' and lift, removing the
tension, and the band is immediately taken from the cigar
without injuring the wrapper.
.\s is apparent from the foregoing, the operative merely
needs to fold the small flap 3 across the end 2 and pinch the
said flap so as to retain the end 2 while inserting the cigar.
\\ hen the butt end of the cigar, as it is inserted into the
folded band, engages the ol)structing flap 3' as .shown in
i'ig. 2, said flap will be forced inwardly and across the flap
;»
therebv effectively lr»cking the flared end a between the

J^jc^.3.

M. Dayton, the cigar manufacturer, who made "Daytons" famous in New Orleans; has moved his factory from
the Federal Reserve Bank Building, in Carondelet Street,
S.

P. S. Hill, president of the

tirely.

.">

sheim salesmen to encourage selling effort. Mr. lilack also
told me that A. Wilson, formerly with the Albert Mackic
Grocery Company, had been placed to assist Leo Lindheim,

unusually attractive

and sometimes spoiling the cigar en-

2 and
annulus, is then held in
the butt end or tucked end of the cigar is brought in contact with the fla]) 3', forcing the same to o\ erlap the flap
and thus effectively locking the enlarged or flared end 2'
of the band between these two <»verlapping flaps.
Owing to the fact that these flaps as stated are ftirmed
by creasing the enlarged end 'V along the obliriue lines c and
fl, it is obvious that any attemjjt to remove this band or any

Hernsheim Company, when I visited their Magazine
Street factory this week. Mr. Rogers told me that the Hon.
John R. Thompson, Mayor of Chicago and owner of the
Thompson chain of restaurants, has written him a letter
highly commendatory of "Kings Courts". Mr. Thompson
accepted a few thousand "Kings Courts" on a trial order,
and they proved such a success with Thompson patrons!
that he is placing the brand in his numerous restaurants
throughout the country. Mr. Thompson's highly encouraging letter has been copied and sent broadcast to all Hern-

their usually

(|ualities.

preferaldy shorter than the tab 3 and when it is
desired to apply the said band to a cigar, it is merely
necessary to fold the flap 3 around the end 3 at a
from the terminal margin
distant
sufficiently
lioint
thereof to permit of said margin of the end t projecting beyond the inner obli(|ue edge of the flap 3 as

the

Mrs. Alma Murphy, formerly
Cigar and Tobacco Company, and
added to the staff Manager W. B.
his St. Charles Hotel cigar stand.
The United Cigar Stores in
windows have recently put on an

drawing
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result,

when

it

is

desired

to

band from the cigar (and this

'"^"^^^^''dely

portion

(if

reiii<i\e

is alni..st

\\\\>

«.ld-

invariably

the user roiiiinences to smoke same), a
the wi-api)er is torn away, affecting the

Louis II. ()p|^)ennan. who conducts four retail stands at lolmslown. Fa., takes over the
Accigar stand in .McAteer's Cafe, that city.
V, ell-known
by
recently
Mr.
Opperman.
made
cording to the agreement
by
utilized
the Mr \teer stand is to be
the space fornierK
l>ractically doubled, the plans as at ])resent <»utlined also
New
ealling for a rearrangement (tf the front window.
this
At
to
installed.
latc*^t
stand,
be
Mr.
show e.ises are
of
his
u-^nal
line
standard
goods,
carry
will
pperman
full.. wing the same policy carried on in connection with his
four other stands.
Ffl'ective

(

March

1st.

'I

:

:

I

};
i

I;
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buyer of the Swedish Tobacco Regie,
bound for Buenos Aires, but withA throueh our city,
Srcl-sed any leaf, as per our advices.
^:rh
°
has produced a new size of small cig^ars,
For Larranaga
shape, but without any head, which is
o nanatela in
retailing here at twenty cents
'Entredias", and is
aromatic smoke and
It is a very satisfying
five ciears.
introduced
Mh;.s taken like wildfire. It is now being
and we do not doubt but that
•'^the American market,
same success in the North.
•.
;ii sirhieve the
from 118 Amistad
Armbrecht has moved his office
Amistad Street, where he has more spacious
Street, "to 108
A Gornitszka, the

Tk® Qshm

,-,

Id

Mmk®k

i-v- -/

From Our
Bureau

Exclusive

W

Perseveraficia No. 8
-

-

.

.•

'

K*'

A

V
"V^^;

quarters.
and comfortable
B.
B Wasserman, of the

.%:

York

inir

Havana, February

'^2,

during the past fortnight
has been less in volume than in the previous fortnight, nevertheless we may justly call the market
an active one. The Trust has continued to purchase upon a liberal scale all kinds of leaf tobacco for its
various factories here as well as in the United States. Exporters for luirope have also operated to quite an extent,
and our local independent factories secured a number of
Vuelta Abajo vegas which still remained in first hands of
the 19]4 growth. There were also various shippers to the
South American Republics, and the French Government
increased its stocks of leaf tobacco in our market, so the
1

1

ILK

the

amount

of sales

business has been well distributed in all directions, notwithstanding the few American buyers in town.
Stocks have greatly decreased during the last six to
seven weeks, and while there still remain enough vegas of
Vuelta Abajo and Remedios to pick from, future buyers

must not expect

to find a large selection of fine class to1915 crop of Vuelta Abajo continues to be

The
baccos.
neglected, and while the holders would be willing to accept
very low figures, buyers have so far fought shy of this kind
of leaf. There are mostly only remnants left of the 1914

Stocks of Partido are no longer abundant, and as
far as Remedios is concerned there has been more call of
late for the 1914 leaf, than of the last crop, as the choicest
escogidas and vegas have changed hands. The low grades
are nearly exhausted, having been purchased by exporters
for Europe, and our local cigarette manufacturers.
Crop prospects have not improved, as only very light
rains have fallen in a few isolated spots in the Santa Clara
province, while the Vuelta Abajo region has had no showers,
and how the quality will turn out remains to be seen yet.
The Partido leaf, while also short in volume may, however,
furnish the most suitable leaf for cigar manufacturers.
Some people say, that there is still some hope for Remedios
to furnish good capaduras, if some good rainshower should

growth.

month.
Sales during the past fortnight totaled 10.108 bales,
which divided represented: Vuelta Abajo and Semi Vuelta,
7145; Partido, 544; and Remedios. 11,479 bales.
P>uyers were: Americans. 8023; exporters tn luirope,
3252 shippers to South America, 1355; and our local manufacturers of cigars and cigarettes, 5938 bales.
Exports of leaf tobacco from the port of Havana, from
January 30 to February 15, 1910. totaled 11.517 bales,
which were distributed to the following countries, viz.:
To all ports of the United States, 90-10; to Canada, 522; to
the Argentine Republic, 835; to Uruguay, 510; and to Chile,
fall this

;

10 bales.

Receipts of Leaf Tobacco

1016.

From January

From

the Country

432
367

"

5,494

"

1,557

"

11,268

"

"

1,684

Oreinte
Total

"

2,599

Total

1, 1916.

3,418 bales

645 bales
'*
162
"
108

Remedios

"

Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
Arrivals— From New York: Max Rosenblum, of the
Edwin Cigar Company; Joseph Cullman, of Cullman
Brothers; Eugenio Lopez, of Eu-genio Lopez & Company;
and Ted Smith, of Hinsdale Smith & Company.
Frc»m Chicago: Peter Wohl, of the Wohl-Comstock
Company and Fred Meyer, of John H. Meyer & Sons.
From P.oston: William V.. Waterman, president of
Wait & Bond, Inc.
*

;

Horton.
From .\lbany: G. Horton. of \'an Slykc
From Key \Vest Vivian M. Myers, of the Cortez Cigar
Company and A. W. Arnold, president of the "Mi Favorita"
t's:

:

;

—

lach,

Max

M. Forticr, of J. M. Fortier.
New York P.enito Rovira, S. M.
:

To Philadelphia: Felix Eckerson.
To Tampa Edgar J. Stachelberg.
To Boston: William E. Waterman.
To Spain: Jose ;\. Kindelan. Pedro Rojas,

Waland

sellers

were: Aixala

&

Company.

''<•''''

iK:

Foyo, 400; Jose F. Rocha, 359; and others

of less impor-

tance.

principal buyers were:

&

The

Companv. 3125; G.

York. 1070. additional;

Trust. 0839

I-alk

bales;

Brother, of
again. 1500;

i^l'

Pantin,
1200 Mark A. Pollack.

Leslie

J

New-

H

1100;

Lovera <X: Company, of Tampa,
Walter Sutter i't Company, 881 Romeo y Julieta. 500; Po^
&
Larranaga. 500 Adolfo Moeller, 500 Perfecto Garcia
;

;

;

;

Brother, of

Tampa, 265

follows
"The Department's attention has been invited to the

instructed the collectors as

tobacco from warehouses for
shipment to contiguous foreign territory with an intention
to return the same to the United States in order to secure
»n extension of the warehouse period, or in order that duties
might be assessed upon a less weight than that found at the

withdrawing

leaf

and also to cases in which
theatrical effects entered under six months' bond are shipped
to a contiguous foreign country and subsequently returned
to the United States with a view to extending the time
payment

may

be used in the United States

of duty.

are therefore

hereby directed whenever entry

of tobacco, theatrical effects
from contiguous foreign territory, to
fore accepting the entry, to determine

and similar

is

articles

make an

inquiry bewhether or not such
articles or effects were sent abroad with an intention to return the same.
If it should be found that the exportation
was not a bona fide one, entry should not be accepted, the
amount of the duties assessed at the port of original importation should be ascertained and the goods released only
on the payment of such duties, or for immediate exporta-

bales, etc.

Show

Full Dividend

As regards rumors to the effect that
Tobacco Company would be unable to show

Earned

the
full

American
dividends

earned on the business of the past year the "Wall Street
Journal" prints the following:
"Decline in American Tobacco common to the record
low price since the disintegration of the old tobacco combination is a reflection of the belief that the earnings statement to be issued early next month will be unsatisfactory.
"Dow, Jones & Company are in a position to state that
this statement will show the full dividend earned on that
common stock with a slight surplus,

"Furthermore there has been no consideration of any
cut in the common dividend rate. In fact, at a meeting of
the executive committee of the company it was decided
that as long as the earnings are equal to 20 per cent, of the
common stock the present rate will be maintained.

American Tobacco Company would
income from the Imperial Tobacco Company was

"The
lose its

fact that the

taken into consideration at the start of 1915. This loss
amounted to $500,000 a year. Directors believed, however,
that with a $35,000,000 surplus there was no reason to lower
the dividend rate in 1915 as long as it was earned. The
same feeling prevails today, as far as dividend policy for
1916 is concerned.
stated above, the loss to the American Tobacco
Company in income, through the distribution of the shares
of the Imperial Tobacco Company, among the American
Tobacco common stockholders amounts to $500,000 a year.

"As

This

is

1

1-5 per cent,

on the $40,242,400

common

stock

outstanding. In other words, earnings of over 20 per cent,
on the American Tobacco common stock last year mean
that actual earnings were slightly better than in 1914 when
21 per cent was shown for the common stock, including Imperial Tobacco revenue.
"There are a number of reasons for believing the
American Tobacco Company will earn 3 or 4 per cent, more
for its common stock this year than last. One reason is the
general betterment in tobacco conditions. Another represents the several hundred thousand dollars that the American Tobacco Company will secure this year from one of its
subsidiaries now at work on a war order. In fact, the revenue from this war order, it is understood, will be equal this
year to the amount received in 1914 from the Imperial

Tobacco Company.
"The American Cigar Company is a subsidiary of the
American Tobacco Company. The cigar concern is understood to have earned about 13 per cent, for its common
stock in 1915 compared with 9.08 per cent, in 1914.
"Of the $10,000,000 common stock of the cigar company the American Tobacco Company owns seventy per
Its revenue from this source last year, therefore,
cent.
amounted to $420,000, w^hile there was $490,000 applicable
to the American Tobacco Company not taken over.
It
would not be surprising to see an increase in the American
Cigar Company's common dividend rate in the near future."

Tobacco Buyers Numerous

tion."

.*v-

c\:

Berndes

Under
tobacco with the intent of reimporting it.
held
Article 999 of the Customs Regulations of 1915 such is
The Department
not to constitute a bona fide exportation.

of leaf

offered

Francisco

Company. 1300; Jose C. Puente & ComHW;
l)any, 1215; Jose Menendez. 1115; Manuel Hcrrera.
Manuel A. Suarez & Ccmipany. 800; Herrera, Calmet &
Companv. 762; Candido Obeso, 733; Miguel Gutierrez &
Hermanns,
La Paz, 680; Perez M.
ITijo, 700; Camejo
&
500; Gcmzalez Hermanos & Company, 407; Gutierrez

F.

Tobacco Exports Declared Illegal
Instructions have been sent to the Collectors of Customs by the Treasury Department to stop the exportation
Certain

"You

Leaf Tobacco

The

;

practice of

to

;

bales;
Tobacco Company, 591 bales Leslie Pantin, 551
bales; Bridat & Ccmipany,
E Ellinger & Company, 521
Stern, 415 bales; Menendez & Com516 bales; Maximilian
397 bales; Walter Sutter
pany 402 bales; Manuel Suarez,
Company, 290 bales;
& Company, 304 bales; M. A. Suarez &
Suarez & Company, 230 bales;
B. Martinez, 265 bales; J.
bales.
Rodriguez, Menendez & Company, 201
Oretaniv.

without the

and Jose Torros-Gener.

bales; Selgas

Berndes & Company, 940 Mark A. Pollack,
Bernheim & Son, 669 bales; Cuban Land and
F.

during which such effects

:

principal

J.
-'j.

Upmann & Company,

time of original importation,

J.

Lewis Cantor, Sidney Goldberg, Joseph Cullman,
Rosenblum.

The

•

Leaf

Partido

Cigar Company.
From Montreal:
Departures To

February 15th, were
FL
Virgilio Suarez, 2071 bales;

740 bales

Since January

New

"large

1190 bales

29, to

February 11, 1916.
Vuelta Al)ajo
Semi Vuelta

of

week,
importers of our cigars, arrived here last
orders with our manufacturers.
.nd is leaving good
of tobacco for two weeks endShippers above 200 bales

Havana, Cuba.

/^

1

Wasserman Company,

American Tobacco

29

in

Hartford

For the past three weeks tobacco buyers representing

Men

Quantanamo
Several of the prominent New York representatives of
imported cigars were down in' Cuba last month, and a
number of them made the trip out to the United States

nearly every tobacco concern, with the exception of the

•Naval Staticm

trouble in disposing of the fillers, the poorest grade of the
crop, which is this year selling from 6J4 to 20 cents a pound.
The prices reported paid for the good grades range
from 25 to 30 cents a pound, l)Ut the majority of the crops
have sold fcjr about 27 cents a pound.

Cigar

at

there included

at

Quantanamo.

At one time the

visitors

Robert E. Lane, of the Partagas factory,
Rey Fl Mundo factory, 15. F. Alexander,
"' Fernandez
y Garcia, and Mr. Healcy, all of whom arc
I'rominent trade lights
along Broadway.
Irancis Taylor, of

American Tobacco Company, have been busy in East HartDespite the seemingly low prices which are
ford, Conn.
this year being paid for the crop, the farmers have no

i'

'1

;
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Los Angeles, having come down from the northern

Coast

few days ago.
Bert Solomon, of the traveling force of M. A. Gunst &
Company, who was recently assigned to the San Joaquin
Valley, is now out on his tirst trip through his new terri-

cities a

iaia FiraiisKengcs®
Trade Than for Many
Herman Moss Back on the Coast— Vice-President
M. H. Esberg Returns to His Desk— Judell

More

Activity in

Months-

the

& Company

to Sell "Lillian Russell"

San Francisco, I'ebruary 19, IDIG.
|1IE past two weeks of iine weather have put the
local trade in tine trim; and just at present there is
more activity than for many months past. Salesmen, both city and country, are out after orders;
and the latter are reported to be comin^^ in more freely than
the
fur more than a year. A number of traveling men from
Feljruary
F.ast have also been here since the early days of
and without exception these have found good conditions
on the way out as well as on the Coast.
Fdward Wolf, San l-'rancisco representative of H.
Anton lock & Company's "Don Antonio" cigars, returned
a few days ago from a short run into the Sacramento
He paid a visit to the Mebius v\: Drescher CtmiValley.
pany of Sacremenlo. jobbers carrying the "Don Antonio" as
a leader, and found them ready for a big sale on this line.
The I'eganini-liricca C(»mpany, manufacturers and
wholesalers, who have heretofore specialized almost entirely
on Italian cigars, are now branching out and have taken on
the various brands <»f r.oltz, Clymer .S: Company, which they
will feature extensively throughout northern and central
I

Coast representative of
I'.oltz, Clymer iS: Company, arranged the deal with the new
Heretofore Uoltz. Clymer & Company have
distributors.
attended to their own distribution through a local branch
•

R.

V..

Starr,

Pacilic

store.

Conradi (S: (loldberg, local wliolesalers who have for
some time been featuring their "La Sierra" cigar, have got
out a winning bit of advertising in the shape of a comic
post card by Roy Goldberg, the well-known newspaper
comic artist, whose work has long been a live attraction in
the "San I*>ancisco liulletin". Roy (loldberg is the son of
A. Goldi)erg, of Ccmradi v\: ioldberg.
A. Frisch. a cigar dealer of Fureka. Cal., has been enjoving himself in San brancisco this week.
Herman Moss, I'acilic Coast rei)resentative of the S.
R. Moss Cigar Factory, of Lancaster, I'a., is in San Francisco again after a six weeks' .stay at the factory. He finds
the Coast in excellent shape on liis return, and is preparing
to establish a new record with "I'lor de Moss".
The si)ecial citlonist rates which will be put in elTect
by the Southern I'acilic Railroad Comi)anv between Mav
1st and September .51 st are expected to be the means of
bringing a lot »»f i)co])le to San I'Vancisco and other C<tast
The rates are extremely low $(>(
points this summer.
round tri]) from Missouri River i)oints and elsewhere in proportion
and it is believed that the settling up of the large
California valleys, which was more or less interrupted by
(he war, will begin again in earnest when the new rates
(

—

—

go into

^'ork report the death

and burial at sea of James II. S])ain, wht» was formerly connected with the San l-rancisco cigar trade. According to the
report. Mr. .^])ain died aboard the I'rench liner ICspagne
on February 11th. Mr. .^i)ain was forty-seven years old.
and leaves a wife and two .sons aged nineteen and fourteen
in this city.

iK:

Marshall, travelling representative of

Companv.

line of cigars last year.

is

in

San I'rancisco

this

week on

The

.^ig.

his

Mayer
wav to

Tampa,

Samuel
has been spending the last few

&

of

Comi)any, who
weeks in Southern California, came up from Los
Davis

I.

Angeles

week for a visit with his local connections.
Samuel 1. Davis lines are distributed here by Horn &
pany, and by the II. Bercovich Cigar Company.
last

The

Com-

L. Judell &' Company rejjort that business has been
impn.x ing rapidly since the advent of better weather. Emil
11.

Judell. of this conijiany, has

been covering the towns
mining camps of Nevada, where he found business good.
This house has recently taken on the distribution of the
"Lillian Russell" line of cigars turned out by the cigar
department of the \\ Lorillard C(»mpany.
and

Allen.

Mayo

Brothers' Hospital

V. Schnoor, head of the well-known Wichita (Kan.),
jobbing house, known as the .'^chnoor Cigar Company, has
ri'cently gone to Uochester. Mimi.. to enter the hospital ot
the famous Mayo Brothers, where an operation will be perF.

f(

T

have

have now been almost f^)rgotten in the fine weather that
has followed.
Kromidakis & Anegnost have bought out the cigar
business of B. Mendosa, at 201)1) Sutter Street.

Dave Erdrich, Western representative

Order Against Dice Shaking Disturbs Retail Trade—
Polster's "La Saramita" Displays Trade Feature—

W.

O. Blaschke Heads "Back-to-City"

Movement

figures

grown line of the "11. llercovich". The new line makes a
very handsome appearance and has started oft* well.
The Market Street cigar store formerly operated by E.
lUock, but which was closed on Mr. Block's retiring a
couple of weeks ago, has now been reopened by Paul
Borcliardt, one of the well-known retail cigar men of town.
The John Futnani cigar business of Long Beach, Cal,
has been sold to S. M. King.
Advices from Portland, Ore,, show that the city is now
rapidly recovering from the unprecedented snow storm of
a few days ago. The st«»rm was so severe for a day or two
that retail business throughout the city was practically
suspended. Seattle, still farther north, was also visited by
a snow stc)rm of unusual fierceness.
On the other hand,
San Diego, at the other extreme of the Coast, was visited
by deluging rains which did considerable damage but which

E. V. Schnoor in

\ew

Strong Demand— Board of Trade
Harry Culbreath
Exhibits Cuesta-Rey Kiosh—
Sends in Fine Orders for "La Mega"

in
Charles the Great"

run on

been absent for varying periods and to various, climes are
now returning to town. Vice-president Milton H, Esberg
and advertising manager bMward Cohen, who were in New
York for a month or more, returned last Saturday, secretary F. D. Welch, who has been in the Hawaiian Islands
since the first of the year, is also back at his desk. Alfred
Fsberg is also due to arrive in San Francisco from NewYork in a few days.
On their way from the East, Messrs. Esberg and Cohen
stopped long enough in Denver to buy out the big cigar
business of the Metropolitan Cigar Company of that city,
which will hereafter be operated under the name of M. A.
Gunst & Company.
The Samuel I. Davis Company is now offering through
the '11. Bercovich Company of this city their new shade-

effect.

Telegraphic advices from

\'.(\

Bobby"

had a tremenduous

show a gain for the year of 20 per cent.
The absentees of M. A. Gunst ik Company who

Brand

California.

their "Little

& Company

Oe^ciDsDisidl

TaoMipsD

tory.

M. A. Gunst

31

»rmed.

While Mr. Schno(.r was in the east .sometime ago, lie
was taken suddenly ill, and upon his return home his condition became worse, and an operatinn was found necessar)'
for relief. The illness was caused by intestinal trouble.

Fla.,

February

25, 1916.

man who endeavors to turn everything to
what he is
account, who in many cases, obtains
The recent exhibit of cigar manustriving' for.
is

the

and South
facturing at the Gasparilla Carnival
in visitors requesting to be taken
Florida Fair resulted
cigar factories located here, their
thruugh various of the

manufacturing having been aroused. To
beneath the lines, there is food for
those who will read
consumer, which if given the
thought in this attitude of the
interest in cigar

mean increased sales for
proper application will doubtless
enough to take advantage of the
those who arc progressive
situation.

go through one's factory to
then make
ascertain how one's goods are made, why not
nature, that it will not
that process of such an interesting
but
only compel attention to the work that is being done,
If visitors

are anxious to

Not only see
create a desire to try one's goods.
that the method of manufacture is carried on in the

will also

to

it

1

Cleveland, O., February 28, 1916.
cigar and tobacco business this month has
shown a decided increase over February of last
With the manufacturer it is keeping them
year.
working top speed to keep up with their orders.

HE

I

great deal of dissatisfaction is being shown among
the local cigar dealers owing to the new order in regards
to dice shaking. It put the ban on cigar stores run in connection with billiard parlors and allowing stands in conIt has stirred up quite a
nection with saloons to shake.
lot of trouble, and the outcome undoubtedly will be the
elimination of dice altogether.
Jack Rosen, formerly of the VVeedeman Company pipe
department, has been transferred to the cigar department.
Jack will undoubtedly make a success of his new line, as

A

he has a host of friends in this territory.
H. M. Starr has just added the A. Diaz line in

all

sizes to his stock.

most approved manner possil)le, but arrange also that the
surrounding conditions shall be equally as good.
It is not sufticient to know that one's place is entirely
sanitary, and that the last word in machinery is to be
found in one's factory, but it is also necessary that a keen
eye for the attractive be given full scope.
Present conditions may satisfy one and one's employees well enough, but take a bird's-eye view of the

some very attractive window displays
on "La Saramita" in his two stores this week.
Dan Mahoney, manager of the cigar stand in the Euclid
Billiard Parlor, reports business is very good with them

appearance, including both the interior and exterior,
and endeavor to realize if conditions in their entirety would
(iive the plant
quite satisfy or create an enthusiasm in you.
such a fetching aspect that it will be real i)leasure and real
education for the visitor to go through your factory and
learn for himself how no detail is overlooked or ignored in

goods

plant's

manufacture of your brands.
Invite inspection and gain the confidence of the public.
Without the public, manufacturers could not exist, and it
behooves those in the tieid to take advantage of every possible unit in its make-u}).
l-'urther, give the subject of inthe

more publicity in your advertising.
This will
doubtless open up other channels and give rise to other
viewpoints. It will also have the tendency without a doubt,
to increase the confidence of present users of your goods,
and will lay a foundation that cannot help but have a good

spection

effect

on one's business.

Since the opening of the New Year, the busines.-. enjoyed by Salvador Rodriguez on "Charles the Great"
cigars,

has been the best that this sterling brand has experienced for years. If one may judge by present demand,
the future of 1916 looks

immeasurably brighter.

Supplementing the foregoing, the Morgan Cigar Company report that the business on their "Juan de luica"
brand is still keeping at a high pace, and that it appears as
if the
1916 demand is going to break all records.

Stamp of approval has been placed on the 'Tgnacio
Haya" cigar of Sanchez & ITaya.
i^lxcellent business is
bemg done on this brand.

Some admirable orders are being received at the fac^"eJ'ra, Diaz & Company, on their splendid "La
^f Y\P
Mega"
cigar from Harry Culbreath, at present on his first
trip of

A

the season.
cigar factory has

M- Abrams

&

been opened in West Tampa by
Company. Forty hands are employed.

E.

J.

Polster has

This stand carries one of the largest lines of
Havana and domestic cigars in the city.
Fred Witte has lately taken on the lines of A. Diaz,
and also Garcia Vegas and carries a large stock of these
this season.

in all sizes.

M. C. Haerman,
Wertheim Company,
window display stutf
Gary Salmon, of

advertising artist for the Shieldshas made up some of the classiest
ever seen in this territory.

Deisel-Wemmer Company, has

just

returned from a trip booking orders among the summer
resorts for the coming season, and reports he had a bang-

up business.
W. O.

city salesman

the ShieldsWertheim Company, and farmer at odd times, has pasted
After a few months of
a "for sale" sign on his farm.
winter weather and a balky Ford, Billy says no more farm
street cars and steam heated flats look better
for mine

Blaschke,

for

;

to him.

Joe Leverance, of Shields-Wertheim Company, is still
on his Western trip and is sending in orders that are keeping
the factory on the jump.
George Bassett, of the Empire Cigar Store, says his
cigar business has almost doubled in the past few months
since he has remodeled and added a six-chair barber shop.
A number of conventions were held here the past
week in cinnection with the Complete Building show. All
week in connection with the Complete Building Show.
All hotels were filled to capacity and hotel cigar dealers did
a very big business.
Recent visitors in town were E. Kleiner, of E. Kleiner
Company; Fred Suss, of R. Steinecke Company; Jose W.
Cuyar, A. Diaz Companv; Frank Lopez, of Garcia Vegas.
Dick.

Being displayed by the Board of Trade at the present
time is the kiosk which formed the central portion of the
design utilized by Cuesta, Rey & Company in their exhibit
at the

Panama-Pacific Expftsition.
Perfecto.

;

:
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
•

1

For

Sale,

T@BACC© WOMLP

fmi

Wanted and Special Notices

EIE(SnS¥EATS©M EOEEAHJ

1881, has maintained a Bureau for the purpose of Registering and Publishing
The Tobacco World, established in
Trade-Marks and Brands for Cigars, Cigarettes, Smoking and Chewing Tobacco, and
of the adoption of
registered and published should be addressed to The Tobacco World Corporation,
All Trade-Marks to be
ff
<;

S

Philadelphia.
,
9^6 Chestnut Street,
owing to
registered
be
cannot
or
titles
case
title
applications.
In
all
accompany
must
title
One Dollar for each
immediately, less our usual charge for searching and return postage, or it
registration, same will be returned
•

•

RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT. THREE CENTS A WORD, WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF FIFTY CENTS
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

ior

will

be credited

desired.

if

no responsibility assumed

^^ Positively
Help Wanted.
SALESMEN OF AWLITV wanted

Special Noticei.

MONROE

P^IFTBEN

ADI^ER.

CIGAR BROKER,

186 N.

La

Salle St, Chicaro.

6-17-he

III.

LANCASTER STOGIE COMPANY.
MANUFACTURERS OP HIGH GRADE STOGIES.
120

Water

St.,

For
FOR SALE— Remedlo* Havana
money

or

refunded.

Edwin

the flneat quality.

New

Sale.

shorta, pure

and

clean.

Guaranteed

and Advertising
"I believe that advertising and salesmanship are the
chief factors in distribution, and the relationship between
the two is the very closest indeed; in fact, they are inseparable because all advertising is salesmanship and all
salesmanship is advertising. If you want one word that
will take the place of both, that one word is "teaching."
Advertising and salesmanship are teaching people to believe in you and the goods you have to sell.
"In advertising, however, you are talking to thousands
of people at a time, while in salesmanship you are talking
to one or two persons at a time; so that it might properly
be said that advertising conducts a public school, while
salesmanship gives individual lessons; but in each one
you are teaching, whether it be in printed advertising or
After all, there are just about three
in oral salesmanship.
ways of selling goods: First, through printed matter;
second, through pictures or illustrations; third, by word
of mouth, which is through salesmanship.
"To my mind there are only three fundamental principles in advertising, namely, be honest, be sensible, be
persistent. I say be honest because every advertiser should
remember that advertising doesn't create value, it merely
value has to be in the article itself. I sav
to be sensible because the majority of people who read copy
I say to be perare endowed with good common sense.
sistent because you have to keep everlastingly at it. People
soon forget, and unless we keep persistently at advertising
we had better not begin at all.
"There is no mystery about advertising. In the last
analysis it is simple common sense plus printer's ink.
A
word about advertising copy. People don't buy until they
are convinced they are not convinced until they understand they don't understand until they make it perfectly
clear to them. Therefore, T say that in all advertising copy
we should use the smallest possible words to express ourshould write our copy so plainly that the man
selves.
;

;

We

fine

aroma.

Lopez, 353 B. 78th St

York.

9-1-ti

Wanted.

WANTED— Three
make

factories who de.siie to iiuna.sc ihtii bii.siiu.s.^, who
three to live cases nickel .><hadci;ro\vn lonu rtlletl ciKais

New

weekl.v.
Prefer
York. I'iorida, l-'irst l>istrict IVntisylvania or
factories.
Harry Powell, 4S;» Fifth Avenue, New York City.

ADLER & MYERSON,

Oliio

INC.,

February

We

maintain a bureau

GRAPE QUEEN:— 31,350. For cigars.
Hnklas & Son, Pcoria, 111.
For cgars,
FT CUMBERLAND:-31,351.

Henry

23, 1916.

Members

of the Connecticut

Tobacco Growers' Asso-

.

cigarettes, cheroots,
Sidl«ebruary
11, 1916.
tobacco.
smoking
stOKies, chewing and
York,
N
\
New
ney J Freeman & Sons,
cheroots, stogies,
rni CRESAP:—31352. For cigars, cigarettes,
Sidney J.
1916.
February
23,
tobacco.,
Shewing and smoking
N.
ork,
\
New
\
.
.
Freeman & Sons,
For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stogies,
31.353.

WANTED —

without an education will understand everything we say,
and then it is an absolute certainty that the man with an
education will understand us, or at least, ought to.
"Now what is salesmanship? If 1 were asked to define
it in the simplest way I should say that it is nothing more
or less than making the other fellow feel as you do about
the goods you have to sell.
I have found with salesmen
nine-tenths

it is

men and

one-tenth territory.

In

short,

a matter of persijiial c(iuation.
The qualities of success as I have found them are health, lumcsty, ability, init

is

knowledge of the business,
open-mindedness and enthusiasm."
itiative,

tact, industi y, sincerity,

— Hugh

ciation at their annual meeting, held at Hartford, Conn.,

recently, elected officers as follows

Chalmers.

Moffatt, Rockford, 111., wholesaler and retailer
in cigars and tobacco, announces that after an identification
with the retail trade for a period extending over almost
II.

twenty-one years, he will shortly retire from this phase
the business- Mr. MolTatt will hereafter devote his attention to the jobbing and wholesale end.
Mr. Moflfatt had not attained his majority when he
started in the grocery business on West State Street, a
of

number

•

February
York, N. \.

23, 1916.

tobacco'T

Voice Litho. Co., Inc.,

New

Voice Litho. Co., Inc.,

New

The Pasbach-

For

EAGLE:—31,337.

DOCTOR PAT:—31,338.

W

Miuidis,

For

cigars.

February

14,

Lebruary

Hellam, Pa.

.

1916.

John H.

.

ir.i/:

tbdward
i

i

14, 1916.

.

.

PONCE DE PEDRO:— 31,339.

,^

hor cigars, cigarettes. J^herouts,
I'elmuiry 14, 1916.
tobacco.
smoking
and
chewing
stogies,
Pasbac'h- Voice Litho. Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.
stogies,
OUR PLEA:—31,340. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, asbach1916.
February
14,
1
chewing and smoking tobacco.

New

Voice Litho. Co., Inc..

CHICAGO PORT:—31,341.
Re-registered

bacco.

Chicago,
Chicago,

111.,

York, N. Y.
16.

transfer

1916,

Executive Committee, H. A. ^Middleton, W. K. Ackley,
F. H. Grififin, M. L. Floyd, F. H. Whaples, and H. W. Case.
The following committees were re-appointed:
Seed Committee, John A. Du Bon, Poquonock; J. B.
Stewart, Windsor; Nathaniel Jones, South Windsor; N.
H. Brewer, Hockanum, and Dr. E. H. Jenkins, New Haven.
the report of the Nominating Committee rel)orted the following directors were elected
W. S. Pinney, Suffield F. G. Griffin, North Bloomfield
W. H. Brewer, Hockanum; O. E. Case, Barkhamstead H.
E. Loomis. Glastonbury; F. N. Whipple, Hartford; F. M.
Colton, Granl)y; Harry W. Case, East Granby; W^ J.
Hawes, Tariffville Thaddeus Graves, Hatfield, Mass. M.
L. Floyd, Hartford; H. F. Farnham, East Windsor Hill;
George Mitchelson, Bloomfield; J. B. Stewart. Windsor;
r>yman Crafts. Whately, Mass.; Newell St. John, Simsbury
Nathaniel Jones. South Windsor; William .Seymour, East
Granby; ( ). F. King. South Windsor; Albert Fowler. Westfield. Mass.; Ge(»rge Hubbard. Sunderland. Mass.

Upon

:

;

;

;

I'or cigars, cigarettes, stogies

February

foUowi-.ig

;

Tariffville.

„
stognc^^^

York, N. Y.

cigars.

President, H. A. Middleton, Broad Brook; Vice President, F. L. Whitmore, of Sunderland, Mass. Secretary, W.
K. Ackley, of East Hartford; Treasurer, H. W. Case, of

by H. Moeller

from

Herman

and

&

toCo..

Gladstone,

;

111.

.

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots. st(»gies. cliew.
Pasbach- Voice
February Ui. 1916.
ing and smoking tobacc.
^'.
Litho. Co., Inc., New York. N.
PREP:—31,343. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroot-, stogies, chewing
February 16. 1916. Pasbach-Voice Litho.
and smoking tobacco.
Co., Inc., -New York, N. Y.

ZIN-DEL:—31,342.

UMBER YETL:— 31,344.
Wolfcrs. Boston,

I\>r

cigar>.

I'ebruary

16.

1916.

I

.

.Mass.

;

CASTILLA TWINS:—>3 1,345.

For cigars, cigarettes. cher<.ots,
chewing and smoking tobacco. I'ebruary 19. 1916. Ruy.
Siiarez & Co., New York, X. Y.
STANLEY TWINS:— 31,346. lor cigars, cigarettes, cheroots.
February 19. 1916. Ruy.
stogies, chewing and smoking tobacco.
^'.
Siiarcz & Co.. New York, N.
APPRECIATION:—31,347. For cigars, cigarettes and tobacco.
(OrigiFebruary 21, 1916. F. .M. Howell & Co.. Flmira. N. Y.
nally registered January 16, 1903. bv F. .M. Howell & Co., I".lniira,
N. Y., through the 'Trade- Mark Record.")
EDW. F. STEIN:— 31,348. lor cigars, cigarettes, cherot.ts. stogies.
I'.
C'h.is.
chewing ;md smoking tobacco.
lebruary 21. 19U>.
stogies,

Fred H. MoflFatt to Retire From Retail End
Fred

Kng and smoking

Lose, Decatur, Ind.

By tirst-class manufacturer. Thoroughly understands all branches of manufacturing, including hand and suction
work. Be.st references. Box 107. care of "Tobacco World."

that

PTIRLICAR-—

BIG

Situation Wanted.
POSITION

.

For cigars, ^^f^^-^^es cheroots,
DENOTER:-31.354.
Pasbach1916.
chewing iuid smoking tobacco. I'cbruary 23,

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Siftingt,
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

BEST AND LARGEST

Selling

The

;

titles.

We

Connecticut Tobacco Growers Elect Officers

REGISTRATIONS.

.

ca.i

factory
ten-cent

five-cent shadegrown long
fille<l cigars produced to wholesale jobbera at prices way under any
regular manufacturer as our chain factories are interested in the growth
of the tobacco, the manufacture of the boxes, labels, paper, etc. Capacity
Will also pack if desired under private labels.
two million weekly.
Write Walter M. Smith, Sales Manager, 489 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

it.

City.

-!

Alao Vuelt* shorta, of
Fifty cents per pound.
Alexander ft Co., 171 Water Street, New York.

District of Pennsylvania, making five-cent and
brands with wide distribution, are desirous of selling same, owing to
Will make a big sacrifice to responsible
pressure of other Interests.
|20,000
parties with suflJcient capital to take hold of proposition.
Address in confidence. Box
needed.
Triflers will receive no attention.
26, "Tobacco World." 236 Chastnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

tells of

concerning disputed

arise.

.

First

WE OFFER THE

filled cigars produced.
Capacity two million weekly. Special
extra commi.ssion and interest later in the business to the "right men
Apply by letter, "Walter M. Sniitli, Sales Manager, 489 Fifth Avenup'

Vuelta

any controversies which might

of records only.

grown long

HAVANA SHORTS— Pure

A REAL CHANCE FOR A WORKING FACTORY
FOR SALE—The owners )f a long-established high-grade cigar
in

in cases

under any circumstances act in a legal capacity

r^

to cover tile United States
those calling on jobbingr trade only who can finance themselve.s by
large chain factories turning out the beat and largest five-cent shade-

New York

Lancaster, Pa.

will

for errors, duplications or

of years ago.

Successful in this line, nine years
later he abandoned the grocery field, and opened a cigar
and tobacco stand, dating back almost twenty-one years
ago.
Success attending his efforts, he ]>ranched out into
the wholesale end. It is to this portion of the business that
he will now' confine his efforts.

Watertown Tobacco Company Secures New Location
The Watertown Tobacco Company, Watertown. X. V..
is now located in its new store, located on the Arsenal
Street side of the American Ulock. that city. The Watertown Company removed to its present stand from Court
Street, where it was located for quite a lime.

Holdt, Detroit,

Fl

For cigars and cigarettes.
Modelo Cigar Co.. New York. N. Y.

CADLUB:—31,334.

lebruary

in

the l"el)ru:iry

L=>tli

De La Habana

No 23, Habana, Cuba

Manufacturers of

FINE.Sr Ol'ALII Y LMPORTEI)

21,

Cigar Box Labels, Bands and Trimmings

CORRECTIONS.
Published

Litografica

Oficina Principal, San Jose

Mich.

ASCRELAS:— 31.349.
1916.

Compama

issue as having

,Sbf)w Cards

"been registered for cigars, fi>r the Coiniuerciiil C igar Co.. .Newark.
Ohio. Should have read cigars and stogies.

Payable on Marcli 1st to stockludders (d" record un
i't'hruary 18tb, a quarterly dividend (tf :» per cent. \varecently declared by ibc Li!;j;ett i\: Myers Tobacco Com-

GARRETT

H.

SMITH,

and Advertising Materials

106

E.

19th

St.,

New York

Sole Agent United States and Canada

pany.

WATCH
THIS

SPACE

We

have taken possession of the building No. 237 N. 4th Street, and our
mechanics are busy making alterations necessary for the installation of a
Perfect Sweat Room, fully equipped, which will be ready for inspection
about

March

15th.

rpjjg

PERFECT HUMIDIFYING CO.
Succeeding Elmer N. Hope Co.

THE TOBACCO WOELD
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Compania General Issues Handsome Cigar Catalogue

National Cash Register

examples of printing and lithographing work in colors is shown in the cigar and cigarette catalogue issued by the Compania General de Tabacos de Filipinas of Manila. It contains illustrations of more than one
hundred shapes of the different brands manufactured by

The National Cash

One

of the liuest

the factory and the high quality of the workmanship in the
catalogue has excited the admiration of all those so fortunate as to receive a copy of it.
E, F, Pipe, United States representative, with offices
at 138 Front Street, New York City, has recently returned
from a trip through the South and reports that business
is much better than last year and that every indication
points to new records being made by the sales of the brands
of the Compania General in this country.

A
A

good idea

Smoking Pipe
pipe show novelty

Self

for a

is

recent number of the "Scientific American."
that smokes itself, and here is how to make it.
After filling a decanter about two-thirds

full

of water

The lateral aperture serves to fix the pipe.
hot poker.
Finally, with the other cork and a bent tube form a siphon.
After the latter has been primed and is once in operati<Mi
it will tend to cmj)ty the decanter, and the vacuum formed
will be immediately filled by the external air flowing in
through the pipe. It is then only necessary to light the
latter in order to see it "smoke itself" tranquilly as long as
any water remains in the decanter. This experiment is a
verv interesting one and may easily be performed.

The order, which was
Company, of Boston, calls

TOBACCO WORLD WANT AD.

involved in the deal.
When the new registers are installed, tlie Eastern department store will have almost 100 "Nationals" in its equip-

Almost $50,000

ters.

ment,

CO.

£i

Lancaster County Fancy B's

of Lancaster's leaf tobacco packers are so nearly
cleaned out of their stocks that they will not be able much
longer to supply the demands of the smaller cigar manu-

Most

facturers

who depend on them

LEAMAN
St.,

LANCASTER,

PA.

Warahoua*: BIrd-ln-Hand, Lanoaatar Co., Pa.

John

F.

Nissly

very few

necticut tobacco.
of Lancaster Ccninty tobacco is greatly
regretted at this particular time, because the cigar industry
At a meetis showing evidences of a very healthy revival.

The shortage

&

Co.

LEAF TOBACCO
HA VANA

Jind Importers of
143 Market Street, Lancaster, Pa.

f\

ing held several days ago by the Lancaster County Tobacco
Growers' Association, it was made plain that the growers
of Lancaster County would not increase their acreage this
year for fear of an unusually large crop depressing prices.

OMoa

ana Warabonaa. 15 East Clark Av«nae. YORE.

CIGAA BOXES. Go to

it

11

Get the Range of Smoking Satisfaction
PA.

MANUFACTUKBKS OF CIGAR SCRAP TOBACCO
BMabltohcd

Roll "Bull" Durham into a cigarette andyou have a smoke with all the vim,
vigor and dash of Uncle Sam's fighting men. That's why the American Army is an
army of "Bull" Durham smokers. "Bull*' puts snap into their action and "punch"
into their systems. For a virile, lively, manly smoke, "roll your own" with "Bull."

GENUINE

IW

Hi

Keystone Cigar Box

Bull
Durham
SMOKING TOBACCO

Co., Sellersville, Pi.

Manufacturing Cigar Ek>xa«

for

la

Always Raon

Ona Mora Good Customar
D. SELLERS. SELLERSVILLE. PA.

Est. 1760
:
Lorillard's Snuff,
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825

Gail

Packers and Daalara In

No.

As

The Standards of America

Leaf Tobacco

W. Walnut

for their leaf.

•y]

of these packers bought any of this county's 11)15 tobacco,
they will, in the near future, be obliged to depend for business on tobacco raised elsewhere, principally Ohio and Con-

for

Offio* and Salvaroom
IIO-II2

credit system

is

MONROE

In

stamping

marketed by the Dayton concern.
The cash registers will be used in all departments in
connection with the credit system, thus eliminating a large
force of inspectors, reducing overhead expense and quickening service. Clerks will be enabled to give their undivided
attention to their customers, wTapping their own packages
and making their own change.

which

Our Capacity

LANCASTER. PENNA.

Packtr of and Dealer

is

in addition to the electrical

For Gcnuin* Sawed

HEILAND

S^il

received from the Jordan-Marsh
for sixty-five IDIO model regis-

'^ZtJ:^" LEAF TOBACCO

TRY A

i. K.

Ohio,

has just announced the largest single sale of National Cash
Registers ever made in America.

THE YORK TORACCO GO.

FOR QUICK RESULTS

JOHN

Company, Dayton,

Lancaster Leaf Tobacco Scarce

it

F.

Rei.i;ister

Closes Largest Order

given in a
It is a pipe

by means of a cork provided with two apertures.
Through one of these pass a short pipestem and through
To
tne other and longer stem that enters the liquid.
the smaller tube affix a cork provided with two apertures.
The ai)crtures may be easily formed by means of a red
close

Company

a§

& Ax's Snuff,

:

Est. 1851

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

'Bull"

Durham

—

a fragrant,
the mildest of all tobaccos
mellow-sweet tobacco that soothes the nerves and brings the
happy, contented feeling that comes from
thorough satisfaction. Made of the famous
"bright" Virginia-NorthCarolinaleaf,"Bull"has
been the great American smoke for three generations. There is no other tobacco like it. You
"roll your own"with"Bull"and enjoy a real smoke.
is

Atti for

*1J!*

'^^
\^..

""^

Maccoboys — K.appees — High Toasts
Strong. Salt, Stieet and Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURED BY
CO., Ill

Hfth Ave., New

York

One

of the

BULL DURHAM

ads.

now

%'-)

^%'

THE AMERICAN TODACCO COMPANY

GEORGE W. HELNE

FREE

pachagm of ' 'pape ru"
with mach Sc mack.

appearing in local and national publications.

Tobs

m

THE TOBAC^CO WORLD
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"DONALLBS'

ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

Cmble:

F.

MANUFACTURER OF
MANUEL MUNIZ

(S.

C

S en

&

CO.

aa

c«bio

CO.

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

SOBRINOS

Reina 20, Havana

306 NO. THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHL\

STRAUS & CO.

HAVANA AND SUMATRA

Packers of

141

Water

Street,

Cable

HIPPLE BROS.

& CO.

Importers of Havana and Sumatra and
Packers of Seed Leaf Tobacco

Department in Pennsylvania

151 North 3d St, Philadelphia

Correspondence

INDUSTRIA,

HANOVER, PENNA.
Give Us a

Trial.

CARDENAS y CIA

We Want Yottf Oplalss
^"^"""

^'^^^'^ ^****"^»-

I.

nAFFEN BURGH
S.UALITY

126

AMISTAD

Cohn & Company
HdPana

teai Tobacco

142 Water

md

and Growers

Street,

.

of Georgia Sumatra
.

.

New York

Neptuno 6, Havana.

HABANA.

ST.

YORK, No.

130

Water

Street

S. R.

KOCHER
Domestic Cigars

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco

Leading brands—"Volitta," "Quaker," "Nabobs," "1-4-5," "Havana
Cream," "Imperial Beauty," "Little Vara"
Correspondence with wholetale and jobbing trade invited

Factory and Office*:

WRIGHTSVILLE, PA.

CO

St.,

New

1 S.

COTA

MENDELSOHN. DORNEMAN

(Bl

Packing Houtet: Stratburg and Lancaster

Michaelsen

Importers and Packers of

And Packers
Havana

Office-

of

&

iiddraaai Cable "tJNIClJM"

CAYEY

1

78

Co.

Havana Tobacco
Gavel No.

1,

largest assortment of Plain and

w me

for

Saapli Carl

mi

List

Havana, Cuba

165 Front

Street,

NawYedc

Office;

WATER STREET

GERMAKlf

BREMEN,

PrtM

O. Bmi ^M

MAXIMILIAN STERN

NEW YORK

ESTABLISHED

ritfawDikkAnc
Vl^arm D DOnS

P.

CO.

Puerto Rican Tobacco
New York

Prasse

BornwMa

Havana Leaf

Puerto Rico Warehou««:

SAN MIGUEL 136

STREET,

8l

Commission Merchants
Leaf Tobacco & Clf{ars

HAVAJ4A fSO^ACCO IMPORTERS
IM WATER

Ctiestnut Streets

Cor.

18 Obrapia Street* Havana, Cuba

Prant St.

Louis A.

Manuel Alvarez

llS

Office:

Packer, .nd importer.

York Office, 1 33-1

RANCK

H.

Dome^c Leaf Tobacco
Duke and
LANCASTE R, PENNA.

Boston. Maaa.

I«M^ Mtodiho lui

Leaf Tobacco Merchant
NEW

SONS

OF HAVANA TOBACCO
37

HEINRICH NEUBERGER
HAVANA, CUBA— Consulado

HAVANA, CUBA

Packer and Daaler la

Cuba

CD.

Cuba - 55 Broad

ERNEST ELLINGER &

Factory No. 79

Established 1870

OFFICES

MILTON

HAVANA

MAIANA. AMISTAD 9S

Importers of

and

Cigars

Consulado 142, Havana,

Cigar Ribbons, Silk Imitation and MualinoU RlbbM
Printod or Stamped in Gold or SiWor
Stock Cards.

Tobacco grown

152, 154, 156, 158,

&

Tobacco

Leaf

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS

For ZuiCfi Results

SumMtrs^, 9'ackers of Ste4

varieties of

PANTIN

LESLIE

Havuia Warahouse, Salud

A.

all

WAREHOUSES

Solicited

SPECIALTY-'.'UELTA ABAJO AND ARTEMI8A

TIw World's "Want Pa^e

MERCHANTS

Commission Merchant

Labala.

.^Zl

New York

41macen de Tabaco en Rama
try

and

AddreM

"ANTERO"

in

gatablished 1890

M^

in the Santa Clara Province

.

All Grades of Seed Leaf Tobacco
TELEPHONE 3956 JOHN

Packer and Dealer

^

VUELTA ABAJO, SEMI VUELTA,

PARTIDO,

•<

LEAF TOBACCO
MS Md 3#7 N. Third St., PhMadalpkla

Finest Retail

York

Street

JULIUS MARQUSEE,

Iaip«rt«n of

LEAF TOBACCO

of

Water

-

1868

G.SatN

H. IVosen^wald (EX Bro.
NEW YORK
145 WATER STREET
a. IIRAUSSMAN Importer
HAVANA TOBACCONew

168

,

GONZALEZ

de A.
Founded

r.

E:.

3«1. 3«i»

f

CHICAGO, 105 WEST MONROE STREET,
LOUIS O. CAVA, Mgr.

"CUETARA" Havana, Cuba

And Packan

'^m

Second A?e.,

NEW YORK

CABLE: "Anaal" Havaaa

LOEB-NUf^EZ TOBACCO

K.

ud

labels
box
Cigar
AND TRIMMINGS.

VUELTA ABAJO, PARTIDO
AND REMEDIOS TOBACCO

Leaf Tobacco

°":S^*^t
Figurat 39-41,

22Bd St

Growers and Dealers of

SUAREZ
C>

M. A.

DIAZ. Special Partnar

MUNIZ HERMANOS

HABANA, CUBA

100

KINDS OF

ALL

HILARIO MVNt

VENANCIO

Bsfwcialidad TatMcoa Finoi de Vuelto Abajo
Pftrtido 7 Vuelta Arriba

SAN MIGUEL

37

U

FaMy

»*•

E. L.

NptftMK V

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY
&fAnufjiciurers of Bindings, Galloons, TAffttASt
S^Hn Mfid Gros GrAtn

WOODHAVEN AVENUE. GLENDALE, NEW

YOW^

NISSLY

& SONS

GROWERS AND PACKERS OP

CHOICE CIGAR LEAF
PftdoBg

HouM«:

^^i*^

^m%

Lancaster, Florin.

alwt|i» find

^Bpla

E a

pU«ue

TOBACCO

Main Office: Florm, Pa.
to look

ow our

ckMHuHsr tdbmitled upon r«qunt

H.

NEW FACTORY

1877

I9M

W. HEFFENER & SON
Steam Cigar Box Manufacturers
AND MAKERS OF
Patented Wire Bound Shipping Gates

HOWARD & BOUNDARY

AVE.

YORK. PA.

THE TOBACCO WORLD

40

BELIEVERS IN PUBLICITY

HEYffOOD, Strasser&Voigt LithoCo.

and want our
<»..»,»«« houses of the trad* have raliabU liooda to sell
them. Read their atory and when writing tell then,
a«"
know about
^""r^rlbers
subscribers to Know
k«x..- Advertisinii
A«1^<.r#i«ind admitted.
udmitted.
No boi^us
s-s
The Tobacco World.

26^ STREET & 9- AVENUE, NEW YORK
MANUFACTURERS

you saw

In

It

OF

Page

Pace
Lopez
Lopez
Lopez

Co., Callxto
Co., Hermanos,
ft Co.,
LiOrillurd Co., P

Cigar Box Labels
Bands AND Trimmings
WASHINGTON

167 W.

ST.

CHICAGO.

420 DREXEL

ILL.

American V"^""f'^»^KAT,acco

4,

BUILDING.
R. A.
"• ^
TI.ih:»r
Bavuk Bros.. Philadelphia^
Havana. Cuba
Sell! ens & Co..

& Co.,
& Co..

u
*
in character
.

WM.

F.

COMLY & SON

and Impart a most palatable flavor

27

and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for List of Flavors for Special Brands
BBTUN. AROMATIZER. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS

FUVORS

FRIES

SMOKING

FOR

6l

BRO.. 92 Reade

Street.

rK

Ectmblisbed 1134

New York

Street, Philadelphia

REGULAR WEEKLY SALES EVERY THURSDAY.

CIGAR& TOfiAOOD

SMOKERS' ARTICLES. SPECIAL SALES OF LEAF TOBACCO. QCW.
SIGNMENTS SOLICITED. ADVANCES MADE. SETTLEMB^^^8
MADE ON DAY OF SALE

.Cover IV

'

al^d

32

Tan.pa

aS

• •
Cardenas y Cla, Havana
......
1-Ia.
Tampa.
Pedro.
Co.,
&
Castro
Cuba
Havana.
Ca^.
y
Fernandez
Cifuentet
Cohn & Co., A., New York • . • •
Comly A Son, W. P., Philadelphia
•••••••
Cummercial Cigar Co.
Compania Utogiaflca de la Habana
Cuesta, iiey y Ca

.
.

.

E

AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

CO.

Bro.
Eisenlohr. Otto,
Elllnger & Co., Ernest,

•

•

• •

'

1

37
1
• •

.

•

40

'

10
86

!••••<

86
•

•••••••••••••••••*•'
•••••••••*•••••••**'

Fries ft Brother,
Fendrich,
"44" Cigar Co

H

CAUXTO LOPEZ &

7

37
34

87

r!^''
cover

1

IV
32
6

33

2

•.••••,••
New York

37

40

New York

7
7

Racine Paper Goods Co., Racine. Wis.
Kanck, Milton H., Lancaster, Pa,
Regensburg & Son, E., New York
Rocha, Jose F
Rodriguez, Salvador
Rodriguez, Arguellea

ft

40
'A'^'lL

Cover

•^•'''

Cover

Co

tt
II

i?
II
^

rr

Rolg ft LanCTdorf Antonio
Rosenwald ft Bro., E.. New York
,

86

•

-

-

-

U.

s
Gato Cigar Co., E.

Owners and Manufacturers
S.

A.

7

H

Gatia Sumatra Co
Gonzales. Sobrinos de A., Havana . .
Guerra, V., Diaz & Co.. Tampa, Fla.

Hamilton Corporation.

!••••••<

10
27
6

THE MOEHLE LITHOGRAPHIC CO

CO.

90 Wall St.,NewYork

CIGAR LABELS

17^"

ST

steiner building

NEW .YORK.

SPECIALISTS
LITHOGRAPHIC
FOR THE.
CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY
SKETCHES FURNISHED UPON>REQUEST

IRREGULAR PAGINATION

llt-iland

ft

&

Son, H. W., York,
Co., Jolin F.,

Htlme Co.. George
Heywood, Strasser
Hippie Bros,
U'ttel Tuller

ft

Pa

Lancaster,

New York

VV.,
ft Volght

Pu

Lltho. Co. of

Co., Philadelphia

Monroe

u
Cover r-.,
IV
•

•

«

40
\\.

York

ff
»'>

Havana

„

New York
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40
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Theobald

ft

Oppenheimer

Co., Philadelphia

Tampa Box Co

u
&

Jeitles

Blumenthal, Ltd.. Philadelphia

10

United Cigar Manufacturers' Co. ........
United States Tobacco Co.. Richmond, \ a.

Upmann.

H..

K
*'
34
30

Robert

\^^%'
Uader
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the Girard will do. It is a positive winner wherever shown.
What is the reason for this phenomenal success?
FIRST— Quaiitp. The Girard is a mild, delightful, full-flavored
smoke that never gets on ipour nerves. Doctors recommend it.
Smokers who try it once keep on coming back for it
Square-dealing.
Our guarantee of satisfaction goes
with every Girard cigar. This means what it says. And we live
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up

to

it.

THIRD— Good

advertising.
Our striking Girard publicity in the
great magazines of national circulation has made countless thousands
of friends for the Girard, and the Girard keeps them.
This is no one-week circus stunt. Girards are advertised continuously in the strongest
mediums
in the United States, like The Saturday Evening Post with a circulation of 2,000,000
copies everv
week and The Literary Digest with its 475,000 copies every week.
If you do not handle Girards now, we want you to drop us
a line today. Let us write you the

I
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are sure you will thank us for this later on just as hundreds of dealers are
thanking us now.
You will thank us for bringing this unusual opportunity to your attention. You will
thank us for urging it on you as hard as we know how.
That's why we say

Just drop us a line today.
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TAMPA

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

TLAG HEADS"

MOTE OF QUALITV

giving dealers

that
THEbigcigar
business
is

GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE

leaders

and

G Bro.

MAKERS

Wc alio
3

CIGARS

ArgUelles, Lopez

DE

FLOR

HAVANA

LEALTAD
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HAVANA

quality of

In

maiwhip

FLOR DE MELBAS

to the finest

A full

line of

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.

are equal

imported cigars.

credit to

H

Write for full Information

everywhere.
tobacco and work-

MELBAS in your store is
your business judgment
3 for a quarter

,

PITTSBURGH. PA.

General Offices,

PUce

them repeat
supply you write to us.
If

THE

Key West

Cigar Factory

FidotyNo, 4t3,

KEY WEST, FLA.

Office

43

to

once end watch
your jobber cannot

theiB in stock at

"MILD

HAVANA BLEND"

LEWIS CIGAR MFG. CO.

I.

NEWARK, N.

J.

The LarsMt ludapendent Cissr Factonr io th« world.

They Lead the Leaders

lUlt IMIS

ME

ICOEEMEI AS TWI PMFIT

SNMINI VIVCNEK

and Salesroom

47 W. 33d St., New York

26 SIZES

j

Ark^r, iifrrall

MEGA"
"LA
THE
HAVANA

$c

©nnbtt Qlampang

*

^^S^i/^

135 Weft 42nd

Street,

New

"44" Cigar Co. Philadelphia

York

HIGHEST
CIGARS OF
WORKMANSHIP
QUALITY AND BEST

V. Guerra,

Diaz & Co.,
ESTABLISHED

Y. Pendas

Tampa, Fia.

HAVANA CIGARS
pOMEO Y JULIETA

1867

Alvarez

Si

BAYUK BROTHERS

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

41 and 43 Beaver

DIRECT IMPORTERS

The Leader
World's Markets

and Salesroom,

-

80 J -803

of

nVE CENT CIGAR

Wm. T.TtTlor, 93

J
The

Havana

which are made under the personal control and supervision

UNION

GKTO CIGAR COMPANY
Whkb
By

CImt Hayaaa

Clears

Central

Union

F««tofy:

Open

The
New York Office; 203 W. Broadway

CUT
NEW
SMOKING
p

in

J.

DUNN

New

401-405

Bachelor Cigar

H. 91st Street.

ICHMOND.

VA.

New Yorh

5c

ouncea— ScenU

United States ToImoooC*.

<a CO.

of

a

VEST THAT SKILL, EflERGY ANtt MONEY

READY FOR USE

'in PIPE OR CIGARETTE

each

Mailed Upon Request.

Pocket-proof Package
\y2

retaining for

individuality.

T.

Are Joated

Territory

Key West. Re.

Smoking Tobacco
in a New Cut

Uniformity

N«w Y«rk

own

Cuba, thus

MaK*ra
Write for

Packed

CO.

its

Original

CENTRAL

for

47 West SbHaindi St

of

and Genuine

Renowned

9r the GREEJ^ and gold 9AND

H.

TOR FORTY YEARS
THE STANDARD

For Nei t f Ntist

&

PHILADELPHIA
E.

Havana Cigtri

BACHIA

all

Price List

BACHIAS

R. A.

Broad

St.N.Y.CitT.

THIRD AVE.

NEW YORK QTY

rBK/fTiriKV

of the highest grades of Cigars

of the oldest cigar manufacturers in

D. S. RepretcRtitlve:

New York

Independent Factories

Our Motto: "OUALITY"
Office

Street,

Co.

manufactured by the

In all the

CIGARS

&

G. S. Nicholas

H.

CAfI

PRODUCE

FENDRICH. Maker, EVANSVILLE. IND.

CIGAR
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Don*t Judde

Fl orida -.^Georgia
Tobacco By Other People's
Packings
If

you want

of Florida
tastes as

and

to see a fancy packing of the

and Georgia wrappers,

that

Larrana^a Nacionales

1915 crop
burns and

good as any tobacco grown, superior

Seleccion de Banquetes

in yield

colors

This

the

is

Kach cigar

We

opens

his

own

acme
is

of retintment in the

packed

in

packing

of cigars.

an individual box, and therefore, every guest

box, the cigar reaching his hands exactly as

it

was packed

at the factory.

1915 Crop

For dinners, banquets, society events, ckibs, hotels and individuals;
orders are placed early enough,

name

of the host,

monogram

would add a touch
Packed

and Perfect Burn
Tremendous Yield

may have each

little

if

box inscribed with the

or the dedication of the event thereon, which

of refinement to the function.

in beautiful

cedar boxes containing one hundred cigars.

Beautiful Light Colors

Good

Quality

f tax

ICarranctjga

fAbrica de tabacos
Havana, (puba

New York Office
J. V. FLANIGAN
156

Samples Ready for Inspection at

Fifth

Carlos lU, No. 225

Ave.

the Company's Office

AMERICAN SUMATRA TOBACCO COMPANY
142

WATER

STREET,

NEW YORK
wa^
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In all the Tobacco Fieldthere

are

Vol.

that

no containers

compare in quality, strength
satisfactory results with

TOBACCO PRODUCTS CORPORATION

HOVE THOSE GOODS!

behooves you to investigate their
vast superiority over any other containers.
It

— air-tight

HamUton Coupons

are

mendously effective

to

tre-

All shapes and sizes either plain or
lacquered, painted any color, or lithographed
with any design. Our corps of artists is at
your disposal.

TRADE MARK

Address Dept.

1^ Heekin Can Co.

Geo.

2 West 45th

"Heekin Can Since 1901"

business of Schinasi Brothers, recognized as
of the
one of the leading cigarette manufacturers
United States, and conceded to be one of the
world, has
largest operators in Turkish leaf in the

M

set at rest all

rumors as

to

one hundred per cent, of the business formSchinasi I'.rothers, the purchase includerly conducted by
stock, equipment, machinery,
ing all the brands, good will,
other supi)lies, but did not
fixtures, tobaccos, as well as all
buildings and land
acquire the real estate comprised in the
120th Street, New32 West lUUth Street, and 311 West
has purchased

New York

:

New Company

what was and what was
purchase, an officer of the Tobacco
not included in the
a statement to "The
Products Corporation has authorized
Products Corporation
Tobacco World", "that the Tobacco

B. Caldwell. President

Street,

Heads

HE

To

CC

City

at

The sum represented in the purchase is said to be
between $3,oU0,UUU and $1,UUU,U00.
The officers of the new company, Schinasi Brothers,

'M<AiU

Georgia and Florida Tobaccos
Will be found in our

We Now

new packinK which

Offer Direct to the Trade
at the

lowest cush prices

TO APPRECIATE THE QUALITY

We

Clear Havana Cigar

HUfjgest that you see suin))les which

WE

Ltd.

Inc.

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, 120 Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes throughout Europe
A Co.. Inc.

M«UehriDO

AGENCIES

IN

Co., Inc., are

(Limdaa. 6 R««Mit

St.. S.

W.

lC«pe»'>wn. Souih Ahica

CaloMta. 10 Go.«iuaefit

AleiMdiu. Rue

Chefiff

THE PRINCIPAL OTIES OF THE WORLD

214-216

WEST

47lh

STREET.

SOLICIT

CORRESPONDENCE

lie

glhd to

^ra<le.

PUee

Pacha

MCE

CAIRO. He«l Qftce and
HUiabiira. 18-20

LIST

House

QUINCY, FLA,

of the

Factory

Gtomc Backerttrawr

UPON APPUCATION

NEW YORK

same careful blendin^s that has
a place

ettes

among

the

largest

these cigarthe
brands

jj^iven

sellinj^

m

country.

And to the business acumen of George L. Storm
due the credit of succeeding where many others have

world.
is

tried

You Cannot be Mistaken llYou Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes

M

«>n

will

are:

Hy the purchase of .Schinasi Brothers' business the
Tobacco Products Corporation not only secures for itself
a splendid prestige in the cigarette field, but by acquiring
the large stocks of leaf tobacco held by the Schinasi's it becomes one of the largest holders of Turkish leaf in the

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES

GRAND DEPOTS OF

submit

Office and Packing

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,
&

we

GAFLA SUMATRA COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA.

M. Melachrino

any

Leon Schinasi, president; George L.
Storm, James M. Dixon and Leo Michaels, vice-presidents;
Seelinger, treasurer, and (iray Miller, secretary.
J.
That the new owners of the company intend to conduct the business along the same high-grade lines is eviLeon Schinasi
denced by the retention of the Schinasi's.
heads the new company, and S. Schinasi, his brother, conLeon Schinasi
tinues with him in an advisory capacity.
has quickly marked himself as a man of sterling ability
while his brother is recognized as an authority on Turkish
leaf, assuring the smokers of "Naturals" and "Prettiest*'
Incorporated,

THE FINEST OF

COUPON CONCERNS NOT INJURED BY
Cash Instead of iJlerchandise to Redeem Coupons and
Trading Stamps in States Affected By DecreeNo Change in Legal Situation

York City."

& BLUMENTHAL,

6.

Cent, of the Business Taken Over—
One Hundred Per
Everything But Real Estate Included Leon

been acquired

The Hamilton Corporation

Sts.

CINCINNATI, 0.

JEITLES

No.

RECENT TRADING STAMP DECISION

by the Tobacco Products Corporation. The
March 8th, and included one huntransfer took place on
business of Schinasi Brothers.
dred per cent, of the

moVe

''Slow sellers" Without cutting
the heart out of your profits.
Let us give you the facts and
figures on our service.

dust-proof.

New

15, 1916.

COMPLETES SjHINASI PURCHASE

Schinasi

Chewing Tobaccos

Culvert, Sixth and

ir]

—

for the packing of Cigars,
Stogies, Smoking and

aroma -retaining

AND NEW YORK, MARCH

and

Heekin
Cans

Less expensive than wood

PHILADELPfflA

XXXVI.

and

failed.

The acquisition of the Schinasi Brothers' business also
means that "Naturals" will be manufactured in Canada.
The subsidiaries of the Tobaccci Products Corporation
now are M. Melachrino i«t Company. T'he Surbrug Company, Nestor Gianaclis Company. Standard Tobacco Company, M. Melachrino
Company. Limited, of Canada.
i^tcphano Rrothers, Incorjjorated. the Khedevial Company,
and Schinasi Brothers,
Incorporated.

The more important cijj^arette brands manufactured by
Tobacco Products subsidiaries are "Melachrino Nines".
Melachrino
Fives,".
"Imported
"Melachrino
l-ours."
Nestcr," "Royal
Nestor," "Rameses," Schinasi r.rothers*
Natural," "Egyptian
Prettiest," and "Milo" cigarettes.

ESPITE

the claims of a "great victory" by the opponents of the coupon and the trading stamp, in
the recent decision of the Supreme Court upholding the legal right of States to legislate in the matter, officials of coupon and trading stamp companies express
the opinion that the Supreme Court decree will have little
effect on their business.
On March 6th, the Supreme Court at Washington, D.
C, handed down three decisions upholding the legal rights

stamps out of existence. The court
held that such trading stamps can be taxed by States even
when they appear in the original packages with articles
imported into the State, or where the stamp is to be exchanged for cash or premium within the State.
The court upheld the constitutionality of laws in Florida and Washington imposing taxes on such trading stamps
or coupons and dismissed the appeal of F. S. Pitney, of
Seattle, Wash., convicted for violating the Washington
Trading Stamp Law, in that he as manager and agent of
the United Cigar Stores Company in connection with a sale
to a customer gave a trading stamp or coupon.
It was contended that the statutes were an unconsti-

of States to tax trading

tutional discrimination against a legitimate

The

however,

method of adwas for the

held it
Legislatures to pass on the public policy involved in the
questions and to adopt such regulation thereof as they might
choose. The court furthermore held that the business waj
not within the interstate commerce protection of the Convertising.

court,

stitution.

Premium

advertising has been held legal, however, i.i
Alabama, California, Colorado, Georgia, Maryland, Nebraska, Missouri, Illinois, Rhode Island, and New York.
Officials of the United Cigar Stores Company, the
Sperry & Hutchinson Company, and of the Hamilton Corporation, all of which do a national business in the distribution of profit-sharing coupons and trading stamps, said that
the Supreme Court's decision would have no effect upon
the issuing of coupons and stamps except in the .State of
Washington. In that State they arc prevented by the
State law from redeeming coupons or stamps with merchandise, and that situation had been met, they said, by a
cash redemption plan for customers. The decision comes
too late to affect the business in Florida, they said, because
the statute on which the decision was based had been repealed by the Legislature.
"Our premium business costs the United Cigar Stores
Com|)any approximat -ly $2,000,0<>0 yearly, and I believe
we would be better off if we were prohibited from using
coupons at all." said Elliott Averett, vice-president of the
company. "Now, if we should be forbidden generally to
u.sc coupons, we would a])ply the money saved in that way
to the benefit of the customer by reducing prices, and this
In that
reduction would have to be met by competitors.
event, competitors would be much more affected in the
trade than they now are under the ])remium system.
(Continued on Page i8)
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In entering upon the difficult task of solving the

TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION CONSOLIDATES

mark problem

TRADE-MARK RE6ISTATI0H BDREAOS OF INDUSTRY

After

April

Will

1st

Trade-Marks— Plan

Do Work

Take Charge
to

Extend

of

Scope of

in All Parts of the

Registering

of

Bureau to

World

order to effect a consolidation of the trade-mark
registration bureaus of the tobacco industry, the
Tobacco Merchants' Association of the United
States has acquired the Trade-Mark Registration
Bureau of "The Tobacco World", including all its lists,
has
records and indexes of registered trade-marks, and
for
transferred the same to the United Registration Bureau
the
the Tobacco Industries, thus effecting a consolidation of
trade-mark records of "The United States Tobacco Jourand
nal", "The Tobacco Leaf", "The Trade-Mark Record",

"The Tobacco World".
ihe Association has also entered into an agreement
with the several registration bureaus mentioned whereby
the Tobacco Merchants' Association is to establish a bureau
for the registration of trade-marks on or about April 1,
the
after which date the Association will take charge of
and
registration of the trade-marks, searching of records,
United Registraall matters appertaining thereto, for the
tion Bureau for the Tobacco Industries, and all its constituent bureaus who have become affiliated with the Tobacco
Merchants' Association. All applications for such registratheretions, searches, etc., from and after April 1, should,
fore, be addressed to the Tobacco Merchants' Association,
of the United States, 5 Beekman Street, New York.
The Tobacco Merchants* Association also announces
that the rates heretofore charged by the United Registration Bureau for the Tobacco Industries will be continued
in force excepting, however, that members of the Association will be allowed $2.00 on each registration thus reducing
the registration fee to members of the Association from
$5.00 to $3.00. The right to change such rates or fees being
expressly reserved.
registration bureau of the Association will also se-

cure registration of trade-marks, copyrights, etc., in Washington, as well as in foreign countries, all over the world,
wherever such registrations can be affected at fixed schedule
Arrangements
rates to be announced in the near future.
with at end in view are now under way. Such arrangements will also include the searching of records of foreign
registrations that are at hand in this country, so that reliable information as to foreign registrations nnght be secured, practically within twenty-four hours.

lockel,

members

of

;

map

out a

plan

more thorough and hence more reliable. Thus instead
making searches in several registration bureaus in order

•

be

watching the prices of raw materials go
awake at nights
.n like an elevator.
manufacturers
intimated not long ago by pipe
It was
genuine French Briar pipe retailing
the day of the
fh
about over. And here comes an annr a Quarter was
Demuth & Company, one of the
nnuncement from William
pipe makers in the world, proving it.
most widely known
to the trade is as follows
Their announcement
create problems
"These are unusual times. They
With the unheard of and
which call for unusual action.
of all materials entering
continued increases in the cost

o.

to

much less and the service more
The arrangements to secure Governmental
efttcient.

who

order to avoid litigations, expressing their
mark questions
l>elief that in a great many instances, infringements are due
lack of knowledge of existing prior rights rather than
t(
a desire to do wrong, atid in such cases many costly
i<
and nnpleasant litigations can I)e avoided by arbitration,
'jhf I'.x'ecutive Uommittee has adopted this recommendation and smh Arbitration Uonimittee will be formed in due
time. President \\ erllieim has \olnnteered to serve on such

and to make
United States and
trade-marks
by
registered
experts
searches of such
in that
will
not
only
rates
schedule
secure
fixed
line and at
efficient
from
trade
the
exorbitant
protect
will
but
service
charges.
the creation of a standing Arbitration Committee to be made up of men of the very highest standing and
who command the confidence and respect of the entire
industry will necessarily avoid a great many litigations
that are always costly and unsatisfactory.

And

IRREGULAR PAGINATION

.so

Havana Tobacco Company Compares Statements
The report of the Havana Tobacco Connjany for
year ended December 31, 11)15, compares as follows:
$2(11.718

$341,478

$50,822

*()per. exp.

341,516

<»99.728

•>79,4;}4

243,308

Deficit

$(n,154

$91,980
375,000

t$<>->.'»^4

$192,486

375,000

375,000

375,000

int.

allow

and

wholesaler and retailer.

therefore evident that in order to enable all
legitimate profit
branches of the industry to make their
necessary that pipes heretofore retailing
it becomes
at
twenty-five cents must retail at thirty-five cents—

1912

advising
135,000 retailers throughout the
them of the necessary change and urging them not to
throw away any part of their profits and not to
country,

for the year ended

December 31, 1915, compares as follows:
1913
1914
1915
Net profit aft. exp.
$082,100 $540,739 $731,526
dep. and int.
Proportion to
llav. Tob. Co.
Ihe general

Companv

as of

385,915
515,504
balance sheet of the

December

31, 11M5.

$857,180

1911

680,(Mi-]

Havana

Tobacco

as follows:

1913

Stocks in
other cos. $39,055,020 $:59,O55,02O $.39,055,026
Stock in foreign COS.

&

Treasurv
Cash

stk.

'

Vm
$;i9.o58.fi2i:

2,810,092

112,929

9,001

9,031

15,00^

505,2o»

5(i5,259

5(^5,259

505,259

11,811

2,061
5,301.050

1,250

4,834,070

^^t

4,524.11o

$48,209,521 $17,087,349 $17,210,200
Liabilities
1!M3
1911
1915
stock.$30,000.000 $30,000,000 S:?o,000.000

stock..

I'.onds

Accrued
Hills

c^-

for illustrations

and prices of

combination.

ask the continuance of your co-operation in
this important move and believe that the opportunity
is i)resent to materially improve the conditions in the
pipe industry by the maintenance of prices which will
afford a legitimate and business-like profit.
"Assuring you of our appreciation of your cooperation and our desire to at all times do our share,
we remain.
truly.

Wm. Demuth

I't

Co."

int.

payable
T<»tal

.

$lfi.93<i.5''>

$,30,000,000

5.000.IKIO

5,0(10,000

5.000.0(10

7,500,000
34,425

7,500.00(>

7,500.000

7,5O0.('00

31,250

31.250

31..*

5,735,000

5,156.099

4.084,950

,.,

.$18,209,521 $17,087,349

$17,210,200

f^eorge Niper, of

Stanhope, N.

J.,

said to be the oldest

He
died recently from pneumonia.
was one hundred and seven years old. .\ccording to reports,
ne chewed tobacco for
ninety-five years and never wore
He made a^c handles

glasses.

1912

5.000.000

accts.

Tobacco Certainly Kills 'Em Off
resident of the State,

Kii')

Pfd

this

Send

Yours very

2,810,092

Total

Com.

earned by re-pricing their present stock.
"We are increasing the size of our national advertising, featuring* as our leader the 'Wellington'' pipe
In this connection we are offering
at thirty-five cents.
a special three dozen combination known as No.
with a handsome display tray with the price promi-

to be

2.Hl(>.H!i2

2,810,002

5.743.203

U. def.

8c

advantage of the possible additional profit

accts.

receivable

V

to take

"We

Assets
1915

fail

nently featured.

1912

563,151

compares

is

which price they are- good value to the consumer.
"We realize that the situation calls for co-operashare. In a
tion and at this end we shall do our full
few days we will mail an illustrated announcement to

$i()9.980
$309,955 $567,486
$139,154
( )perating exi)enses include interest on bills payable.
tSurplus.
\i the January meeting of the Havana Tobacco Company retiring directors were re-elected.
The combined income account of the subsidiary com-

Havana Tobacco Company

quality to retail at twenty-five cents
reasonable profit to the manufacturer,

briar pipe of first

Deficit

panies of the

no longer
manufacture of our product, it
imported French
to make a staple size genuine
is

at

$277,3G:i

Bond

possible

tht

1911

1913

into the

"It

1915

Divs.onstk.
own, etc.

in

committee.

registrations

in foreign countries

in the

;

are entitled to a large measure of credit for
bringing about the happy solution of the trade-mark problem as herein outlined, have also recommended that a standing arl)itration committee be appointed to arbitrate and adjust controversies in regard to infringements or other trade-

sociation

to

that would provide for efficient service and reliable intormatidn at a minimum rate, the Association having no desire
to derive any pecuniary profit out of the bureau. VVe believe
that by the consolidation of all the trade-mark records
known to exist, searches of existing registrations will

liills

Asa Lemlein and .\. V.
the Trade-Mark Committee of the .\s-

Frederick S.'Lucey, chairman

was our genuine wish

trade

ascertam the availability of intended trade-marks, only one
bureau will do the searching hereafter. The result of such
investigation will necessarily be more accurate, the cost

N

T^e

it

Genuine "Two-Bit" French Briar
Good-Byc to the
*^
French Briar
to keep a rack full of genuine
It was easy
and friends when you could get the real
for vourself
havL'
P'^^%pd article f6r two-bits; in fact it was easy to
worth living, without spend'T? f things that make life
'
before the war. Now it has all changed,
la lot of money,
been keeping the manufacturer
Tr this war business has

4.390..fi.

He

leaves six sons, the

years old; two daughters,
tight great-grandchildren.

$46.9:50,562

youngest of

whom

is

vicinity all his
life

Serious Loss in Revenue Prevented by Rehearing
Order Year May Elapse Before Decision

—

Is

Given

Washington, D. C, March 13, 1910.
S1<:RK)CS drain on the finances of the Federal
Government has been averted by the Supreme
Court in ordering a rehearing of the so-called 5
per cent, cases.

The

interpretation of that section
which authorizes a reduction

Tariff Act
of 5 per cent, in tariff' duties on

Underwood

of the

goods imported

in

Ameri-

can bottoms, provided such permit does not conflict with
an existing treaty of the United States, is involved in the
case.

rhe Treasury Department held that the proviso nullified the section and refused the reduction to any importaThe General Appraisers held that the 5 per cent, retion.
duction should be granted to goods imported in American
bottoms, but not to other imports. The Customs Court
held that the 5 per cent, reduction in duties should be
granted to goods imported in either American bottoms or
If this last
in vessels of the so-called favored nations.
interpretation is to hold, the Treasury Department would
be called upon to refund over $25,000,000 collected in tariff
This
duties since the enactment of the Underwood Act.
5 per cent, reduction, furthermore, it is said, would amount
to a loss of about $15,000,000 in customs revenues annually

Government.
The Supreme Court heard the arguments

to the

in these cases

only a short time ago. Justice McReynolds was debarred
from sitting in the case, inasmuch as he was Attorney General when they were fought out in the lower court. Justice
Day was ill at the time and could not be present. There
was one vacancy, to which Louis D. Brandeis has been apThis left but six justices to
pointed, but not confirmed.
hear the arguments, the minimum which can sit in a case.
ordered
It was consequently not surprising that the Court
a reargument of the cases.
It has been the custom of the Supreme Court to hear
arguments only until May. The 5 per cent, cases, consequently, may only be reargued during either the present
month or April. If the reargument is not held during this
time it will be necessary to put the cases oft" until the October term of court.
If the case is postponed until next fall, as is the likelihood at present, it more than likely would not be decided
before a year from now. This would tide the Treasury
over another year and probably by that time the finances
of the Government will not be in such straitened circumI''or the present the Treasury is
stances as they are now.
raised and it
in need of every cent of revenue that can be
revenues diminished by
IS not desired to have any of the
any means for the present. Futhermore. by postponing the
reargument of the 5 per cent, cases until next fall, will postpone the decision of this problem until after the next PresiFrom a political point of view, consedential elections.
quently, the delay of these cases is not to be objected to.

Waitt

sixty-six

thirty-four grandchildren

and
An-

was born May 11, 1808. in a log cabin on a small
the hills above Stanhoi)e. and had lived in that

^'1per

FIVE PER CENT CASES TABLED

for a living.

He cast his first vote for
drew Jackson and claimed
to have voted a straight Democratic ticket
at every presidential election since.
arm on

15

& Bond Manager Dead

time ago claimed Louis L. Jacobs, of
Mr. Jacobs for
Clive Street. Jamaica Plain, Mass.
11
many years had been manager of the l)ig cigar factory of
Waitt & Bond, at Roxbury. Mass. lie was decidedly suc-

Death a

shcjrt

cessful in the direction of this office,
])loyees to the number of 1000, by

great personal regard.

having under him em-

whom

he was held in
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familiar in the art, into such new coiubiiiations as
here presented was beyond the competence of an

UTHOGRAPHIC FIRM WINS APPEAL

aary desigaer

Wm.

Steiner,

Sons

Started in

& Company

r

J.

j-x\.

Get Decision—Litigation

1913— Plaintiff Sustained
Trial

in First

Having ueeu aeicaiea auuut a >car ago
J ones o:
udLiiUa, \\ m.

oLciiciis,

cciiiiiig swiiic ^atciiLcu

in

a

v.ompanj*, cuaotciuci', oons*

uuilcQ
oc \^\jui^auy ap^cuicu Uie case ana tae
L^iiCuiL v^uurt Oi x\ppcais nas uiiaiaiuoaiiiy revcrseu
kw.».W>>
ucciaion oi uie lower \^ourt ui lavor Oi uie ueieuaauis.
i.11
ucieiiuania
xiic caoc uiigaiatcu iuiuugu uic cuuiis Oi ine

fc^

tu inai*wct Lcitaui stocK cigar
wii uic yia oi rvprii, iy^ii,

Un

whatsoever.
The defeadaats' bands were of the usual run of stock
bands with only such variations as the trade is accustomed
to had in stock bands long on the market. The defendants,
Wm. bteiner, bons & Company, theretore thought they
were justihed in manufacturing and seUing the bands, and
the decisions of the Federal Courts have justihed them in

Ihese suits came on for trial before Judge Hand in the
United States District Court in December, 1914, aad after
trial decrees were entered dismissing all the bills relating
to patents Nos. 42',779, 42,780, 42,783, 42,784, 42,787, 42,788

and three separate decrees filed sustaining patents 42,777, 42,781 and 42,786. The above-mentioned seven
patents were invalidated on the ground of non-patentability.
An appeal was taken to the Circuit Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit from the three decrees affirming the
patentability of pateats Nos. 42,777, 42,781 aad 42,786, aad
the Circuit Court of Appeals has just rendered a decision
reversing the District Court Judge and dismissing the bills

and

42,778,

in these three cases.

All the ten patents have

now been

held invalid.

The

result of these suits is of particular interest to
manufacturers and dealers in cigar bands, in that it shows

that these variations in cigar bands which are going on
practically from day to day, and which are in the vast majority of cases made by the artist or draughtsman in the
employment of the manufacturer or dealer, cannot be the
subject matter of valid design patents.

The language of the District Court Judge in dismissing
the seven bills of complaint, based on the Steflfens & Jones'
design patents Nos. 42,779, 42,780, 42,783, 42,784, 42,787,
42,788 and 42,778, was in part as follows:
"Were the matter open to me de novo T should
hardly think that these groupings of elements, so long

Bro. Display of "Mozart" Cigars

re-

new

•

•••••

design patent No. 42,781, which is the
most elaborate of tne three, contains in the center a
woman's head and bust and over it the word Esquisi'Ihere is, nothing about this that is novel. Ihere
tos.
were prior to this design numerous cigar bands containing the heads of women and some containing the
heads of men. The word Esquisitos even appears on
a similar design prior to 1903 although placed at the
bottom of the design instead of the top. The outline
of the band, if riot old, so nearly resembles the prior art
that it is not entitled to consideration.
**We cannot discover in the design of that patent
or in the design of the other two anything which indicates patentable invention."
The defense of all the ten suits were prepared, the
cases tried in the District Court, and the appeals argued
in the Circuit Court of Appeals for Wm. Steiner, Sons &
Company by Mr. Joseph L. Levy, attorney and counsellor"I'laintiti's

The above display recently appeared in one of the windows of the chain of stores operated in
Los Angeles by Fred Braman & Brothers. The chain comprises twelve stores. The display shows
the following sizes and shapes of E. M. Schwarz & Coiupany's "Mozart" brand: "Ambassadores,"
"Coronas", "Boquet Grandcs", "Perfecto Finos", "Magic Roses" and "Angeles".

.

at-law, of

New

York.

Cigarette

Plug and Smoking Tobacco Plants to Be

Concentrated

The plug and smoking tobacco plants of the American
Tobacco Company, located at Middletown, O., are to be
removed to Louisville, Ky. This mode of action has been
decided upon by the directors of the company who feel
confident it will be to the better interests of the organization to concentrate, as far as is possible, the manufacture
of its plug tobacco brands and certain grades of smoking

tobacco in Louisville. The company desires to have
factories nearer the centre of production of the specihc
grade of tobacco used. For the present, the plants are to be
accommodated at the National Tobacco Works, at Eighteenth Street and Broadway, and at the old Finzer plant, at
Jacob and Jackson Streets. The capacity of these plants
will serve for the time being, though it is thought that
oi
the present rate of increase on these particular products
other
the company continues, it will be necessary to erect
the

it

l\.

L. .\rmstrong,

head of the

department for Xew I'.ngland S. IloniViee-Tresident ieorge W.
Hill, who has entire
charge of the cigarette sales of the
company; Frnest |. (ionlston, the advertising agent who
has laid out the campaign;
M. A. h.arly, T. \\ iannon. and
;

personal representative of

(

(

V
"">

Hyde, the heads of the three

II.

Xew

l^ngland divisions

cigarette sales.

Ihe

general

efticiency

of

newspapers

in

])ronioting

was touched upon by both Mr. Armstrong and Mr.

^alcs.

•'oulston.

Looking Cigars Than Men?

New

at the

I'Mupany's cigarette
^tciii.

Better

Orleans,

March

II, 1916.

made by the Xew Orleans factory of the
Havana-American Company to prove their contention that
girls made as good cigar-makers, if not better, than men,
created a good deal of rivalry and promoted some interesting facts and figures. The New Orleans factory backed

A

their

recent test

women workers

.igainst the

and Key West

men workers

in the fac-

the making of special
club shapes, and according to the report from the New
r)rleans office when the smoke of battle had cleared the
latter factory was winner by a big margin. "Women make
a better-looking cigar than men." said the cashier at tb*
New Orleans office to a "World" representative. "Perhaps
that's because that is their chief aim in life, anyway." he
further sagely remarked. "On the other hand, it is not to
be denied that men make a better-smoking cigar than their
tories at Tanij)a

in

feminine rivals."

A.

J.

B.

More Buildings for Bayuk Brothers
crete

Wheeling Stogie Output Shows Increase
output of stogies

in

Wheeling. W.

Va.,

last

for
month, totalled 11,543,350, as compared with 8,895.200,
statethe corresponding month one year ago. according to a
ment made at the local internal revenue office. The revewith
nue collected amounted to $31,650.05, as compared

same month

a year ago.

four-story building, to

be constructed of brick, consteel, at Perth Ambov. N.
T.. to be used as a cigar
is being planned
bv Bavuk Brothers. Philadelphia,

manufacturers of the well-known
"Havana Ribbon" cigar,
ans also are
being drawn up bv this companv for a new
obacco warehouse
at Lancaster. Pa., to consist of three
'

Cressman Company Leases Lancaster

and

'actory

$20,605.60 the

week

Straights".
Addresses were madi' by

A

total

past

I'-K'yiitian

plants later on.

The

Do Women Make

Salesmen Dine in Boston

Hotel Ceorgian. Boston.
Mass., the Anieriean {"(jbaeco Company tendered to forty
of its cigarette salesmen from all parts of Xew I'jigland. an
iiiforiiKil dinner, as a preliminary to the opening of its hiij
Xew l-ingiaiid cigarette campaign on the well-known
Durini,' the

this opinion.

&

aesigns rose in tliese particular cases to uie
V\ tiat has been done la tlie patents
level oi invention.
111 suit has been to vary slightly tiie shape aad aisposition ot the otherwise old design elements or sunace
ornamentation ot the cigar bands.
tae

^-6,778.

eaca case, an accouat ot prohts aad damages ia each case,
and the costs aad disbursemeats ot the suits.
Ihe bauds of both the plaiatitis aad defeadaats are
what is kaowa as stock baads. la l^ebruary, 1912, in order
to meet comp^etitioa, the deteadaat got out a series of stock
bands, aad ia' order to advertise them placed them, sixteea
ia number, on a band sheet which they sent out to their
customers. Ihis was done as early as March 6, 1912, by
the defendants without any knowledge that Steffens, Jones
with the matter
fit Company had any claim in connection

purposes should be

Barman

"xac qucitioa iii lac case at bar is not waeuicr
a ucbign patent can ue sustainea aitiiouga eacft separaic
element Ui tae aesiga may De oia. Out it is wiietner
wnat lias ueeii Uoiie in assemDling tne old elements m

ones aicu appiicauoas lor aesiga pateats lor cigar
uui»ua, patents issuing oa tae otn oi juiy, i^iz, i\os. 'iji,ii»,
^^,nv, ^,voU, 4»/^«i, iXJ,7t>a, 4Ji,Vi)i, 4;6,<bti, -J^/^b?, 4Ji,vba

alleged iairingemeat, the statutory peaalty ot $xJ50.0U la

for these

Fred.

to the three other pateats which were sustained by
che District Court J udge the Circuit Court of Appeals had
the tollowiag to say ia its opiaioa

uaaas ai reuruary, ima.
mail irsteneas, Jr., aad iioiaer

tne 24th of April, 1913, Steffens ik Jones brought
tea separate suits la tne Uaited btates District Court lor
tae bouthera District ot New ^ork, agaiast Wra. Stealer,
boas Hi. Compaay, alleging latriagemeat ot these ten pateats aad asking lor aa lajuaction restraiaiag their turtaer

ordi-

As

J

ana

who

A

ar

garded as the test of iaveatioa. It is true that Uo such
combiaatioas are exactly preseated before in the art
aad iadeed their literal aovelty is unquestioned, but 1
caaaot bring myself to thiak that the especial combinatioas were variations beyond what scores of designers
could produce at will out of the materials at hand."

on Three Patents

Sua biougiit uy

rk..
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^nes, brick,

concrete and steel construction.

Buildiner

.Mien R. Crcssman's Sons have leased a large buildinp"
nt

T-ancaster.

Pa.,

for

strinDing-

piirnoses.

Mr. Edward

Cressman. son of Charles Cressman. head of the firm wnll
care for the company's local tobacco interests, and has
leased a residence on North Duke Street, Lancaster.

:

-

:
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imrclv an interstate proposition, the States cannot interfere
^^.«^n.^%wM »T/\m TiTTfinnn nV
any way. Therefore, such con.punies as are now doing
BY
INJURED
NOT
riflllPON
CONCERNS
vviiVXJX^^iM
^'^^
VUUlVn
business by mail exclusively, giving premiums with
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'..

their

"^'^e^.
1 JU
in^^^^^^^^^J'
^^X
^
the constitutionality of a law passed
^"^
Washington,
of
State
the
of
islature
'"P«^'"f
^
coupons ^ '^'
tax upon merchants using stamps and
J^^^

within the State and the selling by retailers of goods
carrying premium tokens.
"The whole question is a much broader one than some
people imagine, and when it is brought home to the re^^^j,^.^^ ^j^^^ they are not just fighting trading stamp propositions which mav help some retailers as against others but
^^^ ^^j,^ ^^,.^^. f,,,„,
the manufacturers, whose
^^^

redeemable

goods'they

(Continued from Page 13)

just

miums

-

"The decision of the United States ^"P^^J^^J^^^^^^^
handed down in the case of Little

It does not ^^^^^ me^^^^^^^^^^^^
merchandise
aie redeemable
issue coupons in that State which

who

in

^'ash.

.

.

in
,

inc
l)\
the coupons and certificates issued
State ^^''e
I'nited Cigar Stores Company in that
[;^'"^;;J^'
of that
coupons
the
that
so
cash,
in
redeemable
nresslv
decision,
iompanv are not impaired l)v the decision. The
is academic as the
it affects the IHorida statute,
•IS fir
of that
FloHda statute has been repealed bv the Legislature
^'me prk^ to the decision of the Supreme Court.
an arbitrary ex'In the ^tate of Washington, where

their particular

sell,

method

of fighting

i

'

using coupons was
cise tax of $i;o(M. upon each concern

we have nlade the redemption in cash. lUit in
customer may
each store premium articles are kept, which a
imposed

rate
buy with the cash received from coupons, and at a
merchandise
which gives him practically the same value in
This is based on the
a. if he obtained it by coupons alone.
old bu.^iness rule of discount to cash customers."
rei)re.sentative of the "Journal
Ill an interview with a
secretary of
of Ciiimerce" of Xew York. S. W. I'.ckman.
said
the Xational Premium Advertisers' Association,
"The decision of the Supreme Court apparently susrepresentatives of the
tains fully the contention ..f the
that aiitiStates of Washington and in»)rida to the effect
Legistrading stamp legislation is a matter for the State
As to whether
latures to pass upon, and not the courts.

Company Earned More Than
Reynolds
X

Eciiiirdl ®ia JBircDndiwsisf

pip
R

legal status of the premium
it will, in any way, affect the
has
situation in those States where prohibitory legislation

In other
been declared unconstitutional, is a question.
words, quite a number of the States, including New York,
have passed upon this question in their Supreme Courts
and have held that the giving of premiums was a legitimate
exercise of the right of an individual to conduct his business
It is virtually a certainty that in such
in a lawful manner.
State the

Supreme Court

decision can, of course,

make no

in the existing legal situation.

present decision upon the
status of premium giving, even in such States as Washington. some of the anti-premium advocates will probably be

"As

to the

effect

of the

disappointed. As a matter of fact, under the statute now
held to be constitutional in the State of Washington, premium tokens can continue to be given, providing a cash
valuation is placed upon them, and the goods are technicallv
purchased for the money value of the coupons or tokens.
Therefore, the
instead of exchanged outright for them.

onlv practical effect of these decisions is that virtuallv all
the' premium houses will do as the larger concerns have
been doing for some time past— make their tokens redeemable in cash in the first instance— w^hen doing business
The effect of the decisions
in a State such as Washington.
on the companies, therefore, will simplv be a matter of
adjusting their business to it. as. in fact, many have already

r

i

I

....,

^, J '

\et earnings
Dividends

j'

^t'!j;"Z
i.mm)
?2,a,)4,988

Surplus
Previous surplus

and

l(»ss

surplus

$11.1.8.(191

T7"^

'^^n
l.,,00.0,.(.

$1,316,564

in

Themelis P>rothers. manufacturers
Rose Tip" cigarettes, is expected in the
He has been on a business trip to Atlanta.

7.oO:.140

week.

city this

—
$8,823,704

who has recently joined the forces of
now in .\ew ^ Ork. working hard on the
Havana cigar. He is showing the trade a very

Jackson Kelly,
Ryan & Raphael, is
"Lucius"

handsome advertisement for counter display.

Monday

S.

company's financial position and resources. The return
frtun our large holdings in associated companies operating
abroad continues to be satisfactory.
"In the profit and loss account of last year you will
notice that net profits to October 31 amounted to £3.609,
890. from which must be deducted (a) director's fees and
management remuneration, (b) income tax. (c) £10().(KH)
written off. freehold buildings and leasehold properties in
excess of normal depreciation and (d) £1,000,000 transferred
There is then left a ha
to the general reserve account.
ance of £2.208.813, which added to the unappropriated ba
ance of profit from October 31, 1914, gives an available bal-

ance of £2,391,837."
Mr. Wills said that during the twelve months ended
October 31, £72,879 were paid out in subscriptions to tund»<
c(mnected with the war and in allowance to employees who
have joined the British army.
The total number of the company's emphiyees ii.m
addition. .!•

have offered themselves for enrollment.

Sons. P.rooklx n. \. Y.. cigar manufacofifice

at

8fi

Union

Mass.. as a

tun.

in the

i^

have opened a branch

with the previous year and a further improvement

F..

It

Street, Bos-

convenience for the companv's
is in charge of Morris Jacobs.

I.ockwood

Xew

than 100.000,000 cigars a year.

Davis & Ct>iiii)aiiy have three factories, and
are conceded to produce upwards of 50,000,000 cigars an-

Samuel

I.

now

identified with Merrian Segars.
and will represent the concern in Xew York.
Philadelphia. Baltimore and
Washington. Mr. Lockwood will
J.

is

bic.

he

remembered by a former connection with the "Beck."

Havana, Cuba, cigar factory.

Ihe Manila Commercial Companv
recentlv received
able advice of a shipment
on the "S.'S. Persia' Maru" ot
«;'»''V(lO cigars and
have just been advised of a shipment
Ma the ''S. S. Nippon
Maru" of 1.2(11.000 cigars. 'I'hev are
'xpected to reach this
ccmntry by the end of the montli.
r-.rnest
'i<i.

n,

the

Moss, representing the Philippine Companv.
VmtcA States, reports that he has recentlv re-

J

ZZ™'T"?*'
•^'•''"'^•'^

''^

•'^•^^•^^'*

''^'

t'^^

^•"'^'•''•'"^

f'lt-torv

brands

cabled additional shipments of 5.30.000.
yl^ .loss
was
a
recent visitor to the Boston trade and
j.
'' ""^v left for
a tour of the South and Middle
West.

hiisinel"'^

niTrirf
tax

mrl

f'-xtorv

An

>i-is

f'-f'fman

^'

^^^^

""m''V'^'^
•''"''

'''''^
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''Section ?c

Sons

^'

^•^^'^1"

a

verv satisfactorx-

^^'^-^--

^^>m^^vbat improved the

'"'''''^>'
^

^''''"'*'^'^

repr.rt

''^

*^^^ ^^r:^^^<^'^

While

ship-

new export

of their

Manila

splendid account^ and littbmet on account of the
slightlv higher prices.
'"

''^"^^

Innovation By the Cado
detachable cork-tii)ped cigarette

Company

is soon to be placed
on the market by the well-known Cado Comi^any. which
manufactures the "Fifty-Six" and "Cado" brands.
It is
^understood that a machine has been invented to manufacture these tips, and that they will be supplied 011 the
company's regular brands. Advantages claimed for the
new tip are that it will eliminate the tobacco particles which
slip into the mouth from the cigarette and cause annovanc*
to the smoker, that it is non-breakalde and much firmer.
.\

Eng-

r

addition to a line of clear Havana cigars, siiu
an
brands as "Principe de Gales." "Corona." "Portina
"Kellys" will be carried at the cigar stand of ^Hiibbar
onl}
Petty in the Willard Hotel. Louisville. Ky. Mr. Petty
connectc
recently bought this stand, having formerly been
with the Odell Cigar Company.
In

now

"Thenielis

land trade.

111

is

merger, although both firms will continue business
under the same name as heretofore. It is understood that
the policies of the two companies will not be changed nor
will there be any change in the executive or sales staffs.
The combination will have a total output which places
it in the first rank of the cigar manufacturing firms of the
world. During its career, T. J. Dunn & Company have absorbed the Ilavencia Cigar Company, Victor Thorsch &
Company, McCoy & Company, and A. S. Valentine & Sons.
This combination is said to have an output totaling more

nually.

^

to 2313 and

Tobacco L'ompany.

He reports a very healthy
West, calling on the trade.
demand for their brands, and is optimistic for the future.

turers,

army auKmnts

week.

the

'
i

"The account for the fourteenth year of the companys
operations again shows an increase in profits as compared

in the

Rovira

I>cacb, Pcnito

Max Gans &

of

Albert Falk, of the balk

Outlook for Imperial Tobacco Company
George A. W^ills, chairman of the Imperial Tobacco
Company, which controls i)roduction as well as the retail
market in Great Britain, has the following to say on operations during the past year, and the outlook

serving

an important

George Thenielis, of

^'^-'^'"^^-^
-

for

Sons, has recently left Xew
York for a long visit to Porto Rico, where he will attend
to the packing of the firm's tobacco.

of the

Profit

—

Cuba and Palm

expected back in his offices this

Max Gans,

.,,;/.,.,

^

.

phase of the premium situation
lost sight of by the opponents of the system is the benefit
which will undoubtedlv accrue to certain premium-giving
concerns as a result of State legislation on the subject.
There appears to be no question as to the legalitv of sendThis being
ing premiums by mail, express or freight.

After a visit to
is

town shortly

Chicago.

business trip to

'p7

a
, of ,,
/,
the
he annual statement
J^ I^eynolds 1 obacco
Company reveals net earnings of $4.721).1»K8, which represents an increase of $1 81:3.424 over the previous year. After
deducting dividends there remamed a surplus of $->.354.9,SH.
his surplus is equal to 45.54
against $l.:n(;.o(;4 in 1911.
per cent, earned on the outstanding common stock, which
compares with 29.10 per cent, earned during the year 1914.
T he report for the year ended December 31st last conipares as follows:
,

done.
w^hich has been

D. A. Schulte will leave

$4,000,000

^

".^

^

^^^^^ competition based on premiums, the retailers
hesitate to lend their aid further to the movement."

of

"All

change

^i& Cigar Manufacturing Firms to Combine
JFFF.CTIVE May 1st, the cigar manufacturing firms
of 'J\ J. Dunn & Comi)any, and S. I. Davis & Company, have recently signed agreements to form a

„,ail

H. Duys & Company Expect Sumatra Samples Soon
C)wing to the steady withdrawal of Sumatra holdings
by their customers, H. Duys & Company state that the

new

purcha.ses

by

the firm at the Suinatra inscriptions will
be quite acceptable. According to the belief of the firm,
samples of the new tobacco should arrive in this country

within the next three weeks. The sudden boom in cigar
manufacturing has increased confidence in the Sumatrawrapped cigar, and for this reason has resulted in a steadv

demand

for that leaf.

New

.\

bill

Street Stand BiH
providing that permission to sell tobacco prod-

ucts be granted only *o such standkeepers already operating, has been just recently introduced to the .Assembly by

Assemblyman Goldman, following an

investigati(m

made

by Commissioner of Licenses P.wll's special committee, directed by Victor Ridder, relative to the suggestion that
there be included in the licenses permitting the operation
of street stands, permission to sell tobacco.
.According to
Ridder. the bill which is now before the legis( hainnan
lature and upon which a decision is expected in the verv
near future, received the endorsement of his committee,
inasmuch as in its judgment the bill was manifestlv fair

concerned.
The fear that much annoyance woubl
be occasioned by an influx (»f entirelv new street \endors
desiring to benefit by the new ruling, mav be set aside
by the fact that only those who are now operating will
be the beneficiaries of the hoped for provinsion.
to

all

f
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the sale of manufactured
place they have won
cigars in this country, and that the
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CHARI^S

which has been most vexing for some years.
We have maintained this bureau as a trade conyenipoint where
ence for a long time, and it has now reached a

we

feel that

we could not continue

it

along the same

'

'

"

"

••
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of llu- ^M-nwiuK

prosperity of Tampa is an I'vidc-ncc
During?
popularity of the Tampa-niadc ci^ar.

The

past year
ones estab-

tin-

new
many records have been broken and many

Despite advc-rse business conditinns, the Tampa manufacturers have kei»t

lished.

Tampa-Madc
Cigars

The "Admiration" cigar in three sizes is being disEvans
played by the cigar departments of the George B.
stores.

their oj.inion the Association was the
delicate and
proper medium for exclusively handling this
peculiar work for the trade at large.
pointed (mt to them the situation as we saw it.

steadily

at

&

Moorehead, local distributors for the wellknown "El Roi-Tan" cigar, announce an addition to their
Duncan

sales staff in

with
and they told us thafthev were making arrangements
the exclusive conthe United Registration i'.ureau, to have
We gave them
cmrs.
trol of their records, and also wanted
and have us
an optional agreement to secure our records,
the Jnited
withdraw from the field, simultaneously with
This oi)tion was exercised last week.
P.ureau.
feel that we have
In withdrawing from thi^^ work, we
hands.
left it in competent and impartial
thanks
To the manv friends of the bureau we return
assure all that we have
for continued patronage, and we
fair in ever)
alwavs endeavored to be strictly honest and
nourish a resentstand which we took. To any who may
resentment in the
nient. we merely ask them to .sink such
great sea of Forgotten Things.
a

the person of Carl Burger.

In

future

all

registration

,

i

,
applications should De

their tasks,

and through

tlie

adverefforts of able salesmen, persistent
of rpiality in their cigars,

tising and the maintenance
come through as winners against big odds.

have

New

York.

manufactured by The-

Mr. Reilly

is

the Philadelphia

Neumann,

of the firm of

the factory is

showing a steady increase in distribution.

are

Ualph Rosenfelt, Louis Rosenfelt

named as
Machine Company,

of Philadelphia,

all

the

Pa., are

bright Cigar
corporated at Wilmington,

sell

is

for

Del.,

and Alice

j.

llollis,

the incorporators of
of Philadelphia, in-

The company

recently.

capitalized at $100,000 plans to

manufacture and

market cigars, pipes and kindred articles.

f).

for tne

and has been incorporated
and engag
pose of manufacturing cigars and cigarettes
^^
Tt has opened up a ^^^-^^^
as tol)acconists as well.
manufacturing
122.T Cherrv Street, where it is now

tali/ed at .$50,000.

"Rivola" cigar, a Havana product.
are located. Both Mr. Wav and Mr.

l

Here also, t^e o
Meade are well Kn

_

having been _^
to the trade in Philadelphia, Mr.
now ^P'!,'''2zr^^'
nierlv the pro,.rietor of the six stores
Cigar Comp
that'citv under the title of the Peermont

Way

.

Boltz,

Clymer

& Company

by addressing Department "H", Antonio Roig

&

Langs-

"United" Changes Corners and Saves Rental

Neumann & Mayer,

enjoying a very .satisfactory demand for their well-known "P.ello Mundo" brand.
"I'-l
Tello" and "White Knight" cigars, made by the same firm,

states that

which

Meade and .Archibald ^ J=^^'':
Joseph Wav. r.eorge
o
as the incorporators
all of Philadelphia. Pa., are named
con
of the newest
the Wav-AIeade Cigar Company. <nie
company is cap
eerns in' the trade at Philadelphia. The

dealers who read this, will doubtless recall the steady advertising which the company has been doing for some time
in the various magazines of large circulation throughout

dorf, Philadelphia, Pa.

on the bfand.

.-)

Way-Meade Cigar Company Formed

doubt the
truth of the message embodied therein. This well-known
company has a cigar in which it itself really believes, and
which they are confident will be an excellent brand from
You
the standpoint of profit to the dealer handling it.
will

consisting of three excellent points. Those manufacturers
who are interested will find more detailed information in
the advertisement, and may obtain complete information

Morris D.

America.
I'obacco Merchants' Association of
City.
r.eeknian Street. New York
issne the
W^e shall continue to print regularly each
no
Bureau, but can give
titlis granted by the Ass.Kiation's
information whatever concerning the work.

who

James Reilly is back again in the city following a successful trip through Pennsylvania in the interests of the

representative

P.ureau.

Langsdorf, to be

The "Aristocrat" is the new size which has been added
to the popular "Wissahickon", a private brand of the Finley
Acker Company, that has been their leading tive-cent
cigar for the past twenty-five years.

melis Brothers,

aa-

&

vertisement of Antonio Roig
found elsewhere in this issue,

the country relative to the merit of the famous "Girard"
Therefore, it is unnecessary to go into detail recigar.
garding the brand. In the first place, the quality of the
"Girard" cigar has a strong appeal. Secondly, a guaranty
Thirdly, they are
of satisfaction is given on every cigar.
supplementing these with extensive advertising, the whole

"Themelis" rose-tipped cigarettes,

dressed to the

OEORQB BBRGBR, Cincinnati,
JOSEPH MENDELSOHN. New

jRUTPl in advertising is not always present, but
we doubt if there will be many who read the ad-

M(0)ft^^

lines

in

Registration

F.

m

without a loss to ourselves, unless we made a substantial
while fully justified
increase in our scale of prices. This,
do.
in our minds, we did nf>t want to
The Tobacco Merchants' Association, when organized
()f registration work,
last fall, approached us on the subject

,

,

"Girard" Proposition For Dealers

AVe

TOBACCOMERCHANT|^AS|OC.ATION

BLOCK,

is

and stated that

1916

Work

concerned.
think that this is the best solution of a problem

our publication

""^VxEVELAND

^•^\-

MIA.

During the past week, negotiations were concluded
whereby the Tobacco Merchants' Association have acquired
World" Bureau,
the registration records of the "Tobacco
and hereafter they will have charge of this work as far as

BUREAUS OF SPECIAL ^^^^^^Jg^^^^''^^ west
CHlCAOODI^OIT^aAN™^
BOSTON

SubBcrlptlon In United BUte.. ^^''•^^f*
of
Foreign Bub.crlptlon. Dominion
Countries of PosUl Union

pMIbADEli

I

The fact remains however,
Havana has a distinct place in

Telephone— Lombard 1768
Keystone Telephone— Main 1824

'

country has faced has made

ported cigars.

PUBLICATION OFFICES
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this

serious inroads on the prpduction of domestic manufacturers as well as upon im-

The Cuban

THE TOBACCO WORLD CORPORATION
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scs met 1>> the Cuban manufacturers
Uesjiitc thf yc\
importations to the United
of clear Havana ci-ars. the
States are again on the increase. The business conditions

THE TOBACCO WORLD
ESTABLISHED 1881
THE 1ST AND ^^TH OF

THR TOBACCO WORLD

WORLD

to Liquidate

Clymer ^: Company, Inc., Philadelphia and
manufacturers of the ''VA Palencia" cigar, are to
J?« into li(|uidation.
This decision was arrived at, at a
meeting held by the
direc-tors of the company during the
past week.
Declaring that it would be to the best inter-

$o80U annually, the
United Cigar Stores Company, will on March 15th, open
its new store on the southwest corner of I'ighth and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia. This will be in accordance w.t.i
i he
its plans not to pay heavier rents than are necessary,
"United" store to be vacated is situated on a corner oi
Green's Hotel, at Eighth and Chestnut Streets, on a line
diagonal with the corner which is to be occupied by the
new stand. Eor the present stand they were paying $10,ooo per year. .\s the time for the expiration of the company's lease drew near, the request for a cheaper rent was
The "United"' then cast about for
recpiested and refused.
another place which they secured and which is to he
opened as above stated.

At a saving

in rental charges. of

I'oltz,

lii'iipa,

ests of

the creditors to sell the assets

and the business, discorporation, a resolution was adopted directG. Raker, the .secretarv of the meeting, to arrange

solving the

R VV.

w
I

the sale, the

same

t..

take place thirtv davs after
I

1916.

.

.

March

J.
].

Frank Guppy

Frank Gup])y,

to

Manage Scranton Chain

for a

number

of years assistant to

Mr. McDonnell, of the well-known Yahn & McDonnell
stores, has severed his connection with that firm, and has
gone to Scranton, where he will have charge of the chain of
fourteen stores operated by Hine <S: Myers. Mr. Guppy will
make his headrpiarters in Scranton in the Board of Trade
Building.

:

:
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pipe manufacturkig
I'ROPOS of the conditions in
recently
trade a well-known Canadian manufacturer
the
discussed the situation with a representative of
Cigar and Tobacco Journal. While the
tlie

Canadian

the United
conditions may be somewhat overdrawn as far as
the interview
States is concerned there is no doubt that
subscribers
contains much of fact. For the benefit of our
we reprint the article, which follows
•io begin witn, ail tue centres of the European pipe inof raw niadustries as well as nearly all sources of supply
accessories needed lor tlie manuiacture of pipes
teiiais

would take too long

^Tuci^'tiie

""
U

to

with
been sent to the front or are at present in training,

industries, as well as all others for
Lite resuit that their pipe
mat matter, have had to suffer and will obviously remain

crippled for

some time

after the

war

in proportion to the

that of Fred Unland (with a
cigar in his mouth), the hustling manager for E. V. Schnoor
Company, Oklahoma City, Okla., and W. A. Moore, representative of the L Lewis Cigar Manufacturing Company,
is

&

men

We

metal mounts,

bound to
more than doubtful whether even

it

is

lines

will

be forthcoming

in

and

sufticient quantities to

all

& Myers

Liggett ^:

of

fall

trade

advise that

Liggett

speculation as to the duration of the war has
great deal to do with the confusion of a mercliant's judirri
ment. particularly if he is not sufTiciently familiar with existing

"Of course

and

in this respect

it

may

<!<:

C'»

.Successor.'

.

.

.

We

Myers Tobacco C*)mpany
and that

beg

is

the

it

be well to state that the

and "El Verso"

""ban I'clice"

cigars.

Strobel Brothers, proprietors of the cigar store in the
Grand Opera House Block, Vine Street, Cincinnati, Ohio,
recently celebrated their tirst anniversary in business.

i'inkussohn Cigar Company, Jacksonville,
i'la., has taken on lor distribution, the "ilaimer" cigars
manutactured by the llaimer-Cabrera Cigar Company, of
'Ihe

I

S.

J.

anipa, Fla.

route to Texas and the Southern States F. 11. Miles,
of the Union- American Cigar Company, manufacturers of the
i'A\

popular "Rocky I'ord" cigar^ stopped olf at
to call

on the

Oklahoma

City,

trade.

Excellent

business

Cumpany, Key
by the company that

C

igar

W

J.

Rus-

Newark, N. J. Mr. Unland, who is featuring "John
known
kins" and 'T'lor de Melbas", the great nationally

business

two Lewis brands, reports exceptional
over his territory for these two big sellers. Mr.

cigars, the
all

Unland
a

predicts
reports business conditions very favorable, and
'Flor de
prosperous year. He says, " 'John Ruskins' and
pushing
Melbas' have a very big following, and dealers are
trom
these brands because the smokers get real satisfaction

them."

well-known
Following an admirable record with the
identified
Schloss, Ed. L. Beall has
tiga
himself with the sales staff of the I'arker-Gordon
witn
Company. Kansas City, Mo. The State of Nebraska ik
will
the exception of the cities of Omaha and Lincoln,

Rothenberg

&

and Connecticut

general shortage of old tobacco, ainl

the territory under the direction of Mr. Beall.

was

and cigar manwere hopeful that Lancaster County tobacco
short, leaf dealers

n(jw as

though the expectation will not be realized, as large
numbers of .\inish, who are among the best growers of the
eastern i)art of the county,
have declared their intention of
flroppnig tobacco for
potatoes and cabbages, both moneyniaknig crops under
favorable conditions, and easily growm.

'*.\li

Ilogar.'' "h'lor

was the eastern section that snfYered most from hailstorms last season.
Last year many growers of the south'•rn section
raised potatoes, instead of tobacco, but the rot
caused heavy losses,
and the hope is now entertained by
l'<nkers that these
growers will return to tobacco.
aggres.sive

campaign on the ".Admiration" cigar,
Kegensburgs has been in progress
""^-^tntly under
the direction of the Peter Tlauptmann T(.'i*-^'' Company.
St. Louis, Mo.
This comi)anv is distrilm^"r of this

Gatu

is

made
wuuld

de \

.

(juerra, Diaz

&

Co.,' "Flor de

and "Solace" are among the leading Havana brands
carried by the cigar department of J. F. Callahan & ComThe head of the dej>artment is Mr.
p-any, Boston, Mass.
Sevilla"

A new
Paul,

cigar store has been opened at ^22 Robert Street,
Minn., by Harold J. Wolfe.
Among the brands

carried are "Lovera,"

"La

by the

well-known brand.

"Mozart" and "Le Venga."'
charge of the cigar department of

Azora,"'

in

Franklin's Buti'et.

Distributed by the cigar department of the P. C. Knowllon Company, Memphis, Tenn.. the "C. 11. S." cigar manu-

factured by \'al. M. Antuono, Tampa, Fla., is reported to
be meeting with excellent success in .Memphis.
I'Yed Mason
is manager of the cigar department.

For the purpose of manufacturing and dealing in tobacco products, the Green Cove Springs Cigar Company,
ireen Cove Springs, Fla., was Vecently incorporated with
(

It

'"•nniiactured

The statement

11.

Pennsylvania. Ohio, Wiscon-

growers would plant an unusually large acreage this year,
especially as the outlook is good for higher prices.
It looks

An

E.

That business was on the increase was the opinion
recently expressed by Sol Salomon, cigar manufacturer of
Kalamazoo, Mich. Mr. Salomon just previously returned
from an extended business trip on the Pacitic Coast.

B.

County Dealers Urge Increased Acreage

the fact that the IDl.') croj) in

ufacturers

Fla.

est,

the

did space permit their orders
necessitate their taking un additional cigarmakers.

Mr. Wolfe was formerly

sin

repurted by

is

Steere.

such suit."

Lancaster

jobbers,

begins.

conditions,

I'JKi.

11,

A.

meet the

they have been
they can get at reasonable prices.
"The merchant who refuses to buy a line of pipes for no
other reason l)ut that the patterns are bent, while he think* he
nnist have straight ones, or because the bits are made of
celluloid when he wants rubber, will before long find that he
cannot get either, and that he has missed a chance, and if he
rejects oflfers of amber goods l)ecause he thinks he cannot
without amber goods or
s 11 them before the fall, he will be

L.

Kuown

St.

and to take whatever

pay fancy prices for them by the time

March

."io-cent

to

Weaver was

a recent caller on the trade of
Lleveiana, Onio, Doulving orders un his company s wellC.

»!<:

has purchased
King
the i)iisiness and brands of Jules Sarrazin. including
l'»ee'. in 1H!M.
If you are subjected to any suit on account
oi handling "King liee' we will undertake the defense of
Mich suit and will fully protect you against any judgment
;muI will i)ay all attorneys' fees incurred by yon on account

the

make their purchases will do well to forget
they have ever known about the exact shapes and sizes

else forced to

I

The "Mi Lola"' line of ten-cent cigars, shadegrown
products, has been taken on fur distribution by the Thorwart
Ruehling Company, uld-established cigar and tgbacco wholesalers of Chicagu, 111.

"King Bee" Dealers

Orleans,

owner of the brand "King Bee'

to briars with

in the habit of selling

lienry ivotlieiiberg is now iocaied 111 liis new oince Itti
..Mr. Kotlieiiberg was lorloui otieet, Aevv i oik Lity.
meriy located at it'i Water .i^trcet.

v.'kla.,

to Protect

Myers Tobacco

llecause of the

when about

the success that has always

I

in

amber mouthpieces, meerschaum pipes
their
and meerschjium and amber cigar and cigarette holders,
importation has practically ceased long ago. and fall trade
The lessons
will see an unprecedented scarcity of these goods.
obvious, and dealto be drawn from these conditions are pretty
ers,

of attorney.

Under date of February :.'8th W. R. irby, director of
Tobacco
the W. K. Irby branch of the Liggett <I^ Myers
uiiipany, issued this notice to the trade
\\'e learn that it is possible that dealers will be notilitd by certain persons, named Sarrazin, and warned not t.»
handle "King Bee' smoking tobacco bearing the label which
we are now using on it, upon which appears "Jules Sarrazin,

demand.

"As

all

in fact,

disapi)ear.
:?r)-cen

tirm

New

insurance, a'ld
shortage of labor, the high cost of freight and
of briar i)ipes,
the war tax, means that the cheaper lines
especially the 25-cent lines, are

new

i

,

poor health.

wish the

Liggett

to

etc.,

hrm name by power

,

Oretaniv.

.

in the prices of all pipe-bits,

i'ita.

(Ji(S)(tte^s

XirsQGll(&

attended its predecessor.

of briarwood
the Mediterranean became all upset, the shortage
that the
has become more and more acute, with the result
up 7O'.. per
price of briarwood had by the end of 1913 gone
with considerable
cent, and is still rising. This, in conjunction

advances

,

,

un account of

any of
while England, not being a representative producer of
It
them.
these commodities, has had to import every one of
of the
has not seemed possible to remedy this interdependence
war,
countries named to any appreciable extent during the
other of
hence they have experienced a shortage of one or the
keep their pipe
the articles which they must have in order to

war and mercantile shii)pmg

Cituentes Llano and
Saturnino Alvarez bianco has been
,

:

law
component parts as rubber and celluloid stems. Austria was
chief supplier
the world's market for raw meerschaum and the
pipe cases,
of meerschaum goods, amber mouthpieces and

"Since Italy entered the

Ramon

partners

*^

'

who will never return from the battlefield.
less
".Moreover, all European countries have been more or
dependent on each other in tlieir pipe industries. Italy and
wood and briar bowls, Turkey the
1- ranee supplied the briar
meerscnaum, Germany the raw amber, and such important

factories going.

p-eneral
..r,. the
*-»»^ fa
dl^

lutCrLed to sign the
gentlemen are industrial partners (with a
ic luUowing
prohts but participating in no losses, nor can
sulue in the
active share in the direction of the business
they take any
hrm namej Jose Alonso Lopez, Martin Dosal
or sign the
Gonzalez Damas, Francisco Gonzalez
\lartinez, Fernando
Alea, Eduardo Lopez Garcia,
Hernandez, Agustin Gonzalez
Lecumberri, Leandro Cifuentes Alvarez
Gabriel Bilbao
Alvarez.
and Raimundo Cifuentes
taken over all the assets and assumed
1 he new tirm has
The Partagas facof the dissolved firm.
all the liabilities
as heretofore and there is no other
tory will be managed
(Maquila;
change except the retirement of Jose Fernandez

go into today."

The above photograph

lilt- 11

isco i'ego

"Live Wires" of the West

situated ni countries

liave

ihe tirm ot
lUth ol i-ebruary, iUlG
as per circular dated the
^'"^'iveci
new one has been tormed
my received today;, and a
and ot
style of Cituentes, i'ego ik Company,

neglected since Italy entered the war, but quite apart from this
(piestion the scarcity of briar pipes is bound to continue for a
long time after the declaration of peace, for reasons whidi
it

from Business

Havana, March U, I'JIG.
Cifuentes, Fernandez ^ Company has been

and

winch have been engaged ni war
in ail the countor a period of about one year and a half,
percentage of the best men
tries engaged in the war a great

uic

Retires
Jose Fernandez

end of the war, no matter when it takes place, will certainly
not appreciably augment supplies or lower prices this year in
any case. Even if peace were to be declared in spring, and
European pipe factories were
if immediately afterwards the
set going again at full capacity (which for numerous reasons
late to manufacture and
is an impossibility), it would be too
ship the goods in time for this year's trade.
"There is no information to hand at present as to whether
and to what extent the cultivation of the briar root has been

23

a capital of

$5()(»0.

The

officers are

named

as follows: Presi-

dent, A. B. Geiger vice-president, J. J. Rivers, Jr. secretary, J. J. Hall; treasurer, Prank P.essant; and secretary,
;

;

John T. King.
Bruce Griffith, for a number of years in charge of the
Church Street store of the United Cigar Stores Company, at
Nashville, Tenn., has been transferred to Winston-Salem,
N. C, to assume the managership of the company's store at
that ])lacc. Mr. Griffith has been succeeded at Nashville by
I'rank Maurice, who comes from Terre Haute, Ind., where
he has been for the last four years.

I

.

'
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by 'bootleggers', and
innors in the various localities
out the con^^^'^^Vrhnreau
bureau to assist them in stamping
thi.
asking
^^^^^^ conditions arc largely
ditions
c^J^lf^'J . •j.jVe of local ofBcers to enforce the
brought about
^
governing
s the manufacture and
g
the :5tare
;

^mmmmm ©

^Sa^

By

L.

i^]^\i^d^

Ames Brown

ia the

*

©Si

ot reve-

decreases in the amount
hscal year
nue derived by the government in the
annual report ot
1915 which are disclosed in the
reCommissioner of Internal Revenue Osborne
in a new and forcetul
tu- made public, direct attention
ot taxation to be
fashion to the effect upon our system
nation-wide retorm
anticipated from the operation of that
Anti-baloon
which so frequently we hear heralded by the
Ihe internal
League and its supporting organizations.
of taxation
Revenue report shows clearly that the problem
of liquor reform in the
is linked so importantly to that
ex-Congressman Ilobson that it merits

IREMKNDUUS

H'

manner proposed by

of every American
the quiet, but serious, consideration
those
justifies a demand, in behalf of
citizen.

It certainly

side
who have not enrolled themselves as partisans on the
program
embody some adequate scheme of taxation in their

Hobson propaganda, that the prohibition advocates
Treasury
which will offset the sums by which the National

of the

will be depleted.

.

.

UsThe following quotations from Commissioner

his office as
borne's report present the data gathered by
production of
off in the consumption and
\fi the falling
beverage intoxicants:
year
"The production of distilled spirits in the fiscal
181,919,512
19ia amounted to 193,G05,'^58 gallons; in 1914,
gallons; in 1915, 140,G5G,IU3 gallons.
"The tax-paid withdrawals of distilled spirits (which
year 1913
represent consumption figures) in the fiscal
galamounted to 143,220,056 gallons; in 1914, 139,138,501

withdrawals of taxlons; in 1915, 125,155,178 gallons. The
fiscal year
paid spirits in the first three months of this
amounted to 27,903,829 gallons, as compared with 32,043,months of fiscal
G62 gallons withdrawn in the first three
first
1914 and 38,456,420 gallons withdrawn in the
year

months of fiscal year 1915.
"There were removed tax paid

three

in

fiscal

year 1913,

66,105,445
65,245,544 barrels of fermented liquors; in 1914,
three
barrels; in 1915, 59,746,701 barrels, and for the first
months of this fiscal year 17,458,565 barrels, as compared
fiscal
with 20,606,582 barrels for the first three months of
months
year 1914, and 18,181.604 barrels for the first three
of fiscal year 1916.
"There is a noticeable decrease in the receipts from
This, in the main,
distilled spirits and fermented liquors.

can probably be attributed to prohibition laws. Alabama.
Arkansas, Arizona, Georgia, Kansas, Maine, Mississippi,
North Carolina, North Dakota. Oklahoma. Tennessee and
West Virginia arc operating under prohibition laws,, and
Colorado, Iowa. Oregon, South Carolina. Virginia and
Washington have passed prohibition laws which will become effective in the near future, and undoubtedly this has
had and will continue to have effect upon internal revenue
receipts."

Dy.

'Journal of American Bankers' Association

^

In a further analysis of the figures regarding the consumption of liquor, the Commissioner says:
"During the last fiscal year there were })roduced from
materials other than fruit 132,134,152.2 taxable gallons of
the
distilled spirits, or 12,477,192.8 gallons less than

quantity of like spirits produced during the fiscal year 191 1.
"Of this class of spirits there were removed from
bonded warehouses on payment of tax 121,198,325 taxable
gallons, or 14,771,427.6 gallons less than the quantity tax
paid during the preceding year.
"The decrease here noted occurred principally in beverage spirits (whisky, rum and gin), and the falling off in

this

provisions of

class uf spirits is doubtless attributable, in a

measure, to the prohibition laws enacted in many

^'^S^d^ous

large

ones point also to the number of retail
dealers

States.

liquor
,nd wholesale
prohibition States.

"The quantity
bunded warehouses

discloses ^.^^
^issioner's report
dealers (the number

of the

A

of such beverage spirits remaining in
at the close of the fiscal year 1915 was

liquor

251,168,079.5 taxable gallons, which, on the basis of tax
payments as to this class of spirits during the year (67,790,044.9 gallons) represents a stock sufficient to meet the
demands of the trade for the next three or four years. Of
this quantity 52,727,090.3 gallons have remained in warehouse four years or more, and are now eligible for bottling
in

"blind tigers"
in

material increase
in revenue from distilled spirits during the current fiscal
year can be reasonably expected. Indeed, a gradual de-

crease in annual receipts from this source, in consequence
of the State prohibition laws, may, I think, be safely pre-

in

missioner points out that 108 distilleries and forty-one
breweries went out of business in the fiscal year under
examination.
Persons more inclined to question the efficacy of prohibition point out that during the same year in which
these decreases were noted there was a decrease of more

personb
distilling apparatus, the following

were killed:
,
n,
,„h
Marion ana
"O. B. Byrd, an informer to the still of
was killed
John Pennington, Campbell County, Tennessee,
p

killed on rcu

m-

while raiding the still of Bud Tucker,
ruary
nam County, Tennessee.
marshal, Kiucu
"C. P. Phlegar, deputy United States
m fa
May 14, 1915, while on a raid, acting as posseman,
.

County, Virginia.
respeci h
"There does not ai)i)car to be any abatement
Many repor-^
the illegal sale of li(|uc»rs by 'bootleggers'.
law-abiding elern
are received in this bureau from the

rick

throughout the country, reciting conditions as

.u

for Cigars

brothers, with shipping and manufacturing plants located at 3202 Chestnut .street, this city, have
entered the market with a kasing fluid for use in cigars,
They have a preparation for treating wrappers and another
^^^ ^^^ treating filler. The latter preparation is said to
^--^'^^^ ^' ^"^ «^^«^ °^ ^^^^^^" ^°-

Kosenbaum

j^^P^^^^I^;

^-^^^

at present is ten barrels a

.

kasing fluid that it
will remove all seedish taste, that it will cause refractory
tobacco to burn uniformly, that it will leave a solid white
ash on the cigar, and that it is positively not harmful to
for the

^^^^^^
The ofifices of the firm are located at 605 South Third
Philadelphia, Pa.

*.

column achieve success.

sum approximately $225,000,000 was derived

frequently commented upon that the
Government derives so large a percentage of its revenues
from direct and indirect taxes on liquor.
It is evident.
therefore, that the establishment of nation-wide prohibition
would necessitate the complete reorganization of our system of taxation.
The Democratic tariff for revenue probably would have to be increased to percentages which would
satisfy all the demands of i)rotectionist ideals.
The much
discussed inheritance tax might find the way for its adoj>tion made easy.
The i)resent income tax on wealth certainly would be extended.
The tribulations i.f the present
administration and the Democratic leaders of Congress in
their efforts to devise new sources for $112.(K>(».(»oo of revenue, which the Secretary of the Treasury solemnly
assures
the country will be
sufficient to wii)e <mt the deficit and
provide for the increased national defense program, suggest a mild picture of
the troul>les that would fall upon
Congress with the advent of nation-wide prohibition.
Inmascd taxation invariablv has bnmght the responsible
I«jl'tical party into
disfavor throughout the historv of our
j'f'litics.
Is it not a reasonable suggestion that the unpopu'"ity which would
be insi)irerl In- new taxation laws to
raise $245,000,000
more would mean the death of the politifal party
which fathered it?
a fact not

It is

as against
distilleries destroyed during the fiscal year 1915,
30, 1914.
2,677 destroyed during the fiscal year ended June
agents
As a result of informtaion received by the revenue
themselves enthrough informers as well as by the officers
their
deavoring to capture these illicit distillers, or destroy

...

'^^^
are

revenue taxes on liquors, and $13,400,000 from
It w<Mild be better, however.
customs duties on li(iuors.
liquors for the
to take the customs rcvemios from inqmrted
previous year as illustrative of our point, for the i)ast year
has seen, of course, a practical discontinuance of importationof both German beer and French and Italian wines, due
to the engagement of these nations in the great FAiroi)ean
The customs revenues in the fiscal year 1011
struggle.
amounted to $in.500.0(»0. If this sum had been eipialed in
the past year the total goveninitMit revenues from li<iiu>r
taxes would have reached $245,500,000.

Commissioner Osborne says:
the
"The business of the "moonshiner' in whisky in
reSouthern States, from the number of illicit distilleries
1915,
ported seized during the fiscal year ended June 30,
illicit
appears to be increasing. There were reported 3,832

10, 1916,

Kasing Fluid

^

^^^

..p^^

Larranaga" Size
^^^^ ^^^^ p^^ Larranaga factory. Havana, Cuba, comes
^^^ announcement of a new size which this concern has
the nature of a panatela
.^ \^ri^i\,^ but lacking a head, it is styled the "Entredias"
^^^ is intended for a short smoke. The quality of leaf for
which "Por Larranaga" cigars arc noted, is also utilized in
A decidedly cordial
^j^^ manufacture of the "Entredias."
^^^^^^ ^^^ ^j^^ market.

Assuming

'

said to have been accorded the size in Havana,
.^j^^ package, consisting of an attractive cart(.n, contain-^

reception

is

yet the United States has had but little
opportunity to test the new size, but it is predicted that
there is but little doubt that the "Entredias" will meet with
the success which has already been its lot in Havana.
^^^^

cigars.

As

from internal

tinued growth
This development of the "moonshine"
of the South.
of
industry in the prohibition States has been a subject
comment in every annual report of the Commissioner of
recent report
Internal Revenue for many years. In the most

"J.

this

A

^^^^ ^^^^^^^^,^
r

the "dry"

Of

of illicit distilling in the prohibition States

West, acting as posseman, was

now

$700,000,000.

than 600,000,000 in the number of cigars "consumed" and
of the gova decrease of $2,515,882 in the tobacco revenue
ernment. From these facts they argue that the country
evidenced, in a diminished consumption of both Hquor and
tobacco, the very positive tendency toward personal economies which set in during the parlous financial conditions
which followed the outbreak of the European war. As
Commiscasting further doubt on the conclusions of the
the consioner, they point to his own statement regarding

S.

J^^^^

when
The importance of this effect can be appreciated
s
that nearly forty per cent, of the government
it is stated
The Secretary
liquors.
taxation revenue is derived from
annual report shows that, the total
of the Treasury's last
was less than
income of the (lovernment from taxation

In further verification of his opinion that prohibition
of alcoholj the Comis more than ever abating the use

•

prohibition laws
which ^^.^.^^.^^^^^

should the

dicted."

April 13, 1915.

States in
the twelve

^^^^\^^"|!f^'^ "j

of the part
Whatever the comparative importance
and the prohibition reform in this replayed by economy
of liquors, is a fact that the govduction of consumption
ofT $22,250,000 in a year in which
ernment's revenues fell
i his
fund was sadly depleted in other ways,
the Treasury
$22,250,000 is unimportant as compared with
loss of a mere
of prohibition upon the nation s revenues
the ultimate effect
Hobson movement to put the entire country

"Under the conditions here noted, no

and

"!,f
''blind pigs
)

"^^J^^^^^^^^^

operative.

bond.

distilleries

and

25

The'capacitv of the plant
day. The manufacturers claim

Pf>;;"^^
J^^.^^^^^^^
^^"^P^^^-^^'^J"^, "^^^^
,

WORLD

TOB.VC^CO

.

to » eg*

J-

P.

Manning Companv.

"iwe shortly into their
"•taring

completion.

Pm .ston. Mass.. are

new warehouse, which

preparing
is

Harry Weiss
\ petition in banknqttcy has been filed against Harry
Weiss, cigar manufacturer of 80 P.owery, New York City,
Petition in Bankruptcy Filed Against

these creditors: Michael Eisenbruch, $150; Fred. W.
lUiermeyer, $450, and Agnes A. P.rennan. $250. He also
made an assignment to P>en Seidenstein. labilities are
stated to be $12,000 and assets $2,000. He has been in busi-

l,y

,iess

eight years.

Robin-Hirsch Company Has Glass Lids
A glass lid for oval and square tin cans is one of the
latest products of the Robin-Hirsch Company. 250-254
Canal Street. New York City, manufacturers of display
cases, and flash electric signs that are utilized by dealers
in

windows

their

for the displays of cigars, cigarettes, etc.

According to the Robin-Hirsch Company, many favorable
comments are being received from the manufacturers who
have given the new lid a trial.

American Cigar Company Earnings in 1915
In the annual statement of the American Cigar Conipany for the year ended December 81. 1015. net earnings
year ago.
After the deduction of preferred dividends a balance of
$1,250,100 remains, which is e(|ual to 12.5 ])er cent, earned
on Sl^.OOO.OOO common stock, compared with 9.08 per cent,
earned on the same stock in 1014. The comparison follows:
^^^^
^^^
nf $1,850,100

are

shown, against

5;i.50S.S12

a

'

.Vet

earnings

P.alance

Preferred dividends
P.alance

Common

dividends

Surplus
Previous surplus

jor,

$1.50S.SI-J

7.850.400

J.5nS.Hl2

000.000

000.000

$1,250,100
600.000

$0(>8,842

$050,400

$.808,842

$1.850.

9.00,8.105

OOO.OOO

8.

no.fi08

rapidiv

p

&

L. surplus

$9,653,870

$8,785,745

:

:
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Court Order for Sale of Securities Obeyed— Scrip Due
1915 Paid in Cash— Bonds and Stocks Retired in
Accordance With Decree

New

York, March

in

IJ, 1916.

rraKlllI': treasurer's report to the stockholders of The
Aniericati 'l'oi)acco Conipany of New Jersey, says

U^H

P^Vn
'^*^

ill

j)art

during the

r.onds and preferred stock have been retired
year, in accordance with decree of court ex-

cent, bonds,
plained in previous reports, as follows: G per
preferred stock,
$92,000; 4 per cent, bonds, $123,700;

$6l!500.

The three years allowed for the exchange of securities
ordered
under the plan having expired, the court further
Myers Tobacco
that the remaining securities of Liggett &
comConipany and P. I.orillard Company belonging to this
pany be sold; and this has been done.
As required by the Trust Indenture of October 20, 1901,
purchased and canthe Guaranty Trust Company, trustee,
of the par
celed 6 per cent, gold bonds of this company
The difvalue of $74,000, the cost of same being $88,020.
between par value and cost of the bonds so purference

chased has been written off as an expense.
to $2,(M2,12u,

The scrip of this company, amounting
which was issued September 1, 1914, as a dividend on common stock, matured September 1, 1915, and was i)aid in
cash
After the cancelation of preferred stock as stated
year was
above, the amount outstanding at the end of the
the common
$52,699,700; there has been no change in
and it remains $10,212,100. Uoth classes of stock
stock,

of
have equal voting rights and the aggregate number
stockholders (February 14, 1916) was 8498.
The American Tobacco Company has issued its reincome
port for the year ended December 31, 1915. The

account compares as follows:
1914
1915
Total sales

Net

earn.

19i:)

1912

$61,710,287 $69,339,083 $69,516,932 $67,950,25:
10,123,885
8,755,709
9,045,046
8,163,183
1.626,223
3,368,862
1.756,773
2.332,191

§Dividends
Int. on loans,

368.221
270,122

etc

VMiscell. inc.

385,087

650,025

699.175
1.897,891

727,449
3,453,100

Total inc $11,434,019 $11,836,930 $11,721,638 $15,930,663
486,702
232.103
203,316
199.428
Int. on bds.

Balance
Pfd.

divs.

$11,231,591 $11,633,611 $14,489,535 $15,443,961
3,201,298
3,171,458
3.165.672
3,102.779

Balance
Com. diVs.

$8,071,812
8.048.180

$23,332
35.970.000

Surplu«^

Prev.

surp.

Total Mir

$8,467,942 $11,318,076 $12,242,662
3.018.180
8.048,080
8.018.180

$119,462
37,304,287

$3,269,596
10.071.050

$9,224,482
40,095,048

$35,993,938 ?;37.723,719 $43,310,010 $19,319,530
8.018.480
0,030.300

iPxtra com
imp. Tob. Co

1,753.113

L200,00(i

fRxtracom.

from those sold and income from
securities of Liggett & Alyers Tobacco and I'. Lorijlard
Comi)any held for account of this company pending exchange as ordered by court.
Jl^xtra common dividend paid from cash realized from
depreciation of securities ordered by courts.
§ Dividends from companies part of whose stock is
owned.
^Extra common dividend (Am. Al. «S: V. stock).
The I'llap.ce sheet of the .\merican Tobacco Compaiu
as of ]3ecember 31, 1!>15, comjjares as follows:
The statement of earnings includes only the dividends
received from those companies a part only of whose stock
but it includes the total net
is owned by this company
I)rotits for the year of companies all of whose stock is
owned by, or held in trust for, this company.
At the annual meeting of the American Tobacco Comsold or distributed

AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY REPORT

;

profit

;

Mahler was elected a director, succeeding
Thomas J. Walker, resigned. Mr. Mahler becomes a vicepresident of the company, succeeding Thomas P>. Yuille.
pany,

II.

J.

Mr, Yuille, however, remains on the board of

Window

By Mail
window may wear an
among the specialities

Displays

A

plan whereby one's display
attractive and up-to-date garb, is
now advertised by the Rex Window Advertising Company,
By arrange120 West Twenty-third Street. New York.
for
any manufacment with the company, it is possible
turer or jobber, no matter how far from New York City
he may be located, to secure especially designed window
aids for the advertising of whatever brand he desires. The
facilities of the company are excellent for the rendering
Dorscy Whitestone, of the company, is
of this service.
dailv in receipt of a number of inquiries from different parts
of the country relative to this phase of the company's

work.
.\rthur Taylor will hereafter represent H. Fendricli.
Evansville. Tnd.. manufacturer of the well-known

of

Mr. Taylor was formerly identiwith the Porto Rican-Amcrican Cigar Company.

•'Charles Deiiby" cigar.
fied

The Robertson Cigar Company, jobbers

of Lancaster.

Pa., announce the appointment of 11. R. Gilgorc as general
Mr. Gilgore formerly conducted a wholesale
manager.

and

tobacco store on

retail

West King

Si S. Rich, l\)rtland. (^re..

who

Street.

far-oflf

From

for the

Seattle

Company.

Tames Saita, Andover, Mass., has taken over the toconducted by Michael F. Lane, at
bacco store formerly
Essex Street, near Transfer Station, Lawrence, Mass.
578

McGrath and Ruby Ilyneman. of the American
Company, in the interests of the "Hoflfman House"
have been among the more recent callers on the

Joe

trade at

Boston, Mass.

.Samuel
I.

Durstein,

Sloit.(KX)

for

cigar

retail

Samuel II. Durstein, jr., and May
all of Wilmington, IJel., have incorporated at
the purpose of carrying on a wholesale and

11.

Durstein,

and tobacco business.

reported that the Kuhles X: Stock Company, St.
Paul, Minn., will shortly erect a factory to cost $100,000
on a site which they recently purchased, located on UniIt is

versitv

Avenue, west of Snelling .Avenue.

distributes the "C

March 25th has been

liarles

the date announced by the United
for the opening of the new store

Cigar Stores Company
openat Fourth and Sycamore Streets. Waterloo, la. The
district
ing will be under the supervision of T. C. Posey,
sales manager.
\\
headquarters in New TIaven, George
manuKncplcv, representing Philip Morris il- Company,
ba;
facturers of "Philip Morris" and "Unis" cigarettes,
Connectibeen placed in complete control of the State of

With

his

title

of a

five-cent cigar

<Jv:

Company.

and of

a high-class nature, accord-

being ex])erienced by the P.ee Hive
Cijrar Company, of Wilmington. Del., in both its store in
the main section of the city and in its stand in the Bee

in{j

to

H. B. Wil.son.

is

Mutual satisfaction is being expressed by the BaerWolf Company, of Cleveland, C)hio. and Sidney Cahen.
representing !•'. Regensburg & Sons, the well-known cigar
manufacturers, over the recent placing of the very popular
'Admiration" cigar of the Regensburg Company with the
iSaer-Wolf concern.

An addition to his local sales force has been announced
Miles r.laine. Kansas City representative of M. Melai'hrino & Conipany.
It is in the person of Lester Mark.^.
who is now calling on the trade in the interests of "Melaihrino" cigarettes.
Mr. Marks was formerly identified
with the stock department of Rothenberg <1' Schloss Cigar

l>y

Company.

Harry Culbreath. rejiresenting V. Ciuerra, Diaz. & ComTampa. Fla.. was a recent visitor to the trade of
leveland, Ohio, in the interests of his company's wellknown "La Mega" cigar.
Culbreath states that bttsipany.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

Mr.

"'jj^s

Wanted.
I.KAF

new

which
It is manufachas appeared in Denver. Col., recently.
N. Y..
Pinghamton.
Company.
tured by Barnes. Smith
and is distributed locally by the Marr-IIatfield Grocery
the

is

TOHAiCO SAI.KSMKN

(hsiriiiK

t!<od

paying side

c.vtrii.K

line,

wiilc

^'llv

Mi(M1<lo

Mox

West

m,

ami
•'^""•'i'.^'i',,
Worm.
"IoImcco

'•"'""'^^

on this brand
satisfactorv

is

vear for his
'

'"lancial

returns.

excellent

:

a

a report of the increasing

comes

That Buffalo, N. Y., recognizes an excellent cigarette
the testimony of Charles M. Cronin,
when it sees one is
cigarettes.
representative of "Philip Morris"

ciijar.

ensburg Factory to Increase Its Capacity

WindmuUer

very popular "Herbert Tareyton" cigarettes

demand
Tobacco
of tlie Falk

Rey & Company Purchase Some Fine Leaf

Cuesta,

Fla.

Hive Hotel.

in
the (ireat'' cigar, of Salvador Rodrigiuv.. was recently
receipt of a visit from Charles K. Knubcl, of the conipany.
in the interest of the brand.

in 1912.

sundry other sources, including income
from securities which under decree of court have been

factory 'at

Key West,

Excellent business,

10.071. 05(»
L. sur $35,993,938 $35,970,000 $37,301,287 $
r.
iMjual to 20.05% on $40,242,400 common stock against
21.04% earned on same stock in 1914, 28.12% in 1913. and

fmm

I

New

\venue

& Company,

111 Fifth
York City, are to shortly open a new cigar

"Red Dot"

\-

flncomr

1

JoDftftnna^s

rumored that Seidenberg

jt is

directors.

cut.

30.42%

TrsDdl©

Cigar

Selling
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also, that

companv

1015 was a decidin the matter of

Havana

— Reg-

—Jerry

Visitor

Tampa, March lo, 1916.
was a manufacturer who knew

upon a time there
that he had a good cigar to market, and who also
knew that while he was thoroughly acquainted with
the fact, the public was not. Therefore, after investigation, he realized that by advertising he could accomplish

m§(^ |.\'C1^

^M

matter of acquainting the public with his brand.
Accordingly an advertising appropriation was made, continued
and increased from year to year. The business grew and
prospered. The cigar became a staple and the sales ran into
Orders came with little eflFort. Then one day
big figures.
the manufacturer decided that as times were good and his
market had been secured, it would be unnecessary to continue
But he reckoned without his host. A year or
advertising.
two later a period of depression aflfected the country, lasting
a goodly length of time. It was then the manufacturer realized
that his failure to keep his goods before the public at all times,
whether times were prosperous or whether they were not.
had cost him far more in decreased orders than would have
Moral
paid his advertising bills two or three times over.
Lest in these prosperous times that Tampa manufacturers
are experiencing they might decide to discontinue their advertisinsr. let them take heed and profit thereby.
Large purchases of leaf of decidedly satisfactory quality

much

in the

were recently made in Havana by Cuesta. Rey & Company.
Herbert King recently tendered his resignation to F.
Garcia &- Brothers following a number of years' connection
with that firm. Mr. King Avas factory manager.
—10 23
BIJDFNZ
10—
Alterations are shortly to be started on the Regensburg
factory to facilitate the output of the companv. Jerome Regensburg is back again in the citv after an absence of six weeks.
The "C. H. S." factory of Val AT. .^ntuono averages a
dailv output of almost Too.ooo cigars.
Edward F. Rosenthal, of M. A. Gunst & Company, New
A'ork and San Francisco, has been numbered among the

TOBACCO WORLD

city's recent visitors.

Celestino Lopez, of Arguelles. Lopez & Brothers, is here
for the remainder of the season.
Following his return from Chicago, Jerry Windmuller
left for a two weeks' trip to Plavana.
Charles P. Stanley, of Charles P. Stanley & Company, of
St. Louis, large jobbers of that city, arrived recently from

Havana.
Compilation of local internal revenue collections for the
month of February just ended, revealed an amount in excess
of S72.000. This is a gain of more than $14,000 for the same
Custom collections disclo.sed
period of the preceding year.
an increase over the same period of 1915 of ?;i7,ii4. Stamp
collections

amounted

to $65,000.

Perfecto.

Martinez-Havana Company Elects

New

Officers
The Martinez Havana Company, at a recent meeting
relative to a reorganization of the company, elected the
folhjwing officers: James I), ("onnor. president; Sol Arkush.
vice-])resident: J<din W'litosa. secretary and treasurer; A.
The sales dcpartnient has
I). Silveira. assistant secretary.

named

been
^o1•k

;

M.

I.

as

l''ord.

to the C<»ast.

the

M. Littnian. Cinatcr Xcw
England; Sol Arkush. Kansas ity
to be no change in the br.uHls of

follows:

New

There

companv. nor

in

is

the

I.

(

amount

of its capitalization.

I
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During the racing meet which successfully closed last
week the llernsheim Coini)any distributed to thousands a

Tiradl®

In this instance, however, the "tip" the
llernsheim Company had to offer was an admonition to

2IJ

J(S)ft(l5iiiiis

"tip" on the races.

PromCarnival Season Broke All Records—"Nena" Cigar
Visinently Displayed— Richard Bondy a Recent
itor— Mardi Gras Industrial Parade a
Business Booster

buy "Kings' Court" cigars. They were bound to be a
winner, the Hernsheim Company catchily said.
Wall P.rothers have purchased the Smoke House.
Camp and Common Streets. New Orleans, from Dan
Mayer. The new firm has remodelled the place in fine

cently for

Tobacco
American Sumatra
election of

fashion.

Gonzales, the Camp Street manufacturer, rc
]>orts that sales on all Gonzales' brands have kept up \vith
the output of his factory here and in Cuba.
Phillip Pelican, weather sage of the "New Orleans
Item," thus sagely remarks in a recent issue: "We suggest
a joint effort by Luther Burbank and Tom Edison to produce a cigar that won't break in your vest pocket."
On account of a big increase in their business the

luan

Ork-ans, La.. Alarch 19. 1910.
PERIOD of only slightly lessened activity is reNew
ported by manufacturers and retailers of the
The Carnival
Orleans district early in March.
attendseason, which broke all records in point of
selling period,
ance is over, and so is an unprecedented
will experience a curlubbers and retailers alike probably
Catholic community is
tailment on sales, since this, great
season. On the whole, however,
in the midst of the lenten
nobodv seems to be kicking about business.
P Rison, vice-president of the Havana-American
Carnival visit to New
Tobacco Company, paid his expected
local factory heads.
Orleans and was royally entertained by
a
in from Key West and left to make
.

New

W

Rison came
returnmg homo.
>wing of the Gulf States territory before
in the city during
Other Havana-American officials were
Sylvester.
Mr Rison's visit, including Messrs. Foss and
Royal Distributing
Joseph V. Roco, owner of the
h»)spital sevCompany, who was operated upon at a local
serious illness, is still coniined
eral week's ago following a

Mr

to his bed.

.

note a big improvement in the
U Kocn
The company has
business done by their "retail stores.
and practically every•idded new and attractive premiums
trades with the Koen stores is saving their
.*t

i)ne

Company

who

valuable coupons.
A. P. J. Segassie, owner of the long-established cigar
stand at 2i5 Carondelet Street, will move on March 15th
The new place is to be known as
to 738 Gravier Street.
Segassie's Cafe and all of the well-known Segassie brands
are to be prominently featured at the cigar stand.
The United Cigar Stores have adopted a plan by which
one-half
certificates amounting to a purchase of twelve aiul
cents arc issued with each five-cent drink at their soda
It is

fountain.

noted that their fountain

patronized, and by

women,

is

always well

too. a rare sight in a cigar

em-

porium. Their luncheonettes are extremely popular.
Messrs. Rfguera and lU'reiigher, of the Xena factory,
have been very active this month installing "Nena" displays at pn.mim-nt cigar .stands. One of their most attractive displays was recently pnt in at the Press Cafe, Cami>

Richard lloiuly. vicc-i)resident of the United Cigar
Manufacturers' t (jinpany, was a New Orleans visitor on
Mr. P^ondy said to a representative of
I'ebruarv 28th.
-robacco World"' that "Owl" sales and the "Owl" advertising campaigns were growing stronger in every territory
he visited.

M. Dayton, manufacturer of "Dayton"

recentlv

moved

his factory to 1521 Canal

cigars,

who

Street, has intro-

duced a novelty to New Orleans.
Davton's Canal Street factory he is running a ])ocket bilAs one enters the clean and sanitary i)lace he
liard hall.
sees the manufacture of "Dayton's" in the open air. as it
were, as Mr. Dayton's Cuban cigarmakers are all benched
Mr. Dayton's enterin the hall at the entrance of the store.
prise has resulted in increased sales.
Company announced during Carnival week
U. Koen
a 50 per cent, reduction on calabash pipes. The reduction
held good at all their Canal Street stores.
In cr>n junction

t'v:

stalled.

with Mr.

without a tlumght of accomplishing

any good

in

an

indus-

the

William U.

Joyc^one

of

its

directors.

being

expeHenced

Verplanck, of P. Verplanck

Phil

facturers of

of
the trade

the "El Genio" cigar,

manu-

& Company,

was a recent

visitor to

Boston, Mass.

Melba'' and
Lewis Cigar Company's "Flor de
featured by the McMahon
Ruskin" cigars are being
Company, Muskogee, Okla.

The
.•lohn

Cigar

I

retail in a package of four
"Cuban Quads," a cigar to
offered to the public by the
is shortly to be
for ten cents,
Chicago, 111.
Steele-VVedeles Company,

v^'

attracted a great
tered a display of their "Kl Cubos," which
^- J- ^•
deal of attention.

by the \V. S.

to

the com-

cluding much additional floor si)ace. will permit of
extensive
pany's retail business being operated on a more
the retail store,
scale. On the ground floor are to be located
vault with a capacity
offices and shipping rooms. A storage
The shelves in the
of 300.000 cigars is also to be provided.

Among
Company are

floor to ceiling.

stock rooms are to rise from
popular brands carried bv the P.adger
Ruskin
"Girard." "Roig," "Flor de Manuel." "John

Hotel Casey Stand in Scranton Up to Date
Not onlv is the cigar stand of the Hotel Casey.
will

Angeles, Cal., are the
The Klingenstein Company, Los
"Savarona" and -Alimento cigars,
distributors here of the
manufactured by the

and

Brothers

House, Nashby the cigar stand of the Maxwell
Tenn.

tribution

propriet<»r is

P.

Scran-

Casey, witi

j.

lames Mattiniore. manager.

Edward Getten
Hull.

Represent Hull,

to

C.rummond

<S:

Grummond &

Company, well-known

Company

Ibnghamton. N.

Southwest.
ests of the

Much

ol

Texas

Y.,

of his time

trade.

Hull.

is

to be given to the

Grummond

Sc

able representative as Mr. Getten.

inter-

Company

congratulating themselves on the acquisition

N.J.

Louis G.
Following a five years' connection with the
company's
Deschler Cigar Company, as manager of that
recently tendered
store at Lafayette, Ind., A. D. Green
the Liggett l\:
his resignation and is now representing
Myers Tobacco

Company.

April 1st, or very shortly thereafter, will

witness liyne-

Boston, Mass., occupying their new store at
The work of ecpiipping the
11-lG Federal Street, that city.
under
location which is to be modern in all respects is now
way. Facilities for the carrying on of both wholesale and
retail

trade will be afforded.

arf

of such an

Klein a Live Wire of the City Trade— W. G. McElwain
Joins Shields-Wertheim Company— February a
Record Month for Golmar Cigar Company

Cleveland, March 11, 1916.
the cigar dealers who are doing things is
.Sam Klein. Mr. Klein fur a number ot years was
connected with the Louis Klein Cigar Company,
but has taken over the lease at the corner of Luclia
and Last bixth btreets, one of the busiest corners in the
Avecity; also the Weber cafe stand, located on Superior
with one of the
i\lr. Klein has surrounded himself
nue.
will be
best corps of assistants in the city. In store No. 1

found Louis Weinberg, Clarence Brokenshire and J. Dunn.
Among
Store No. 2, }. }. Fitzgerald and Ed Weinberg.
Mr. Klein's leading brands are "Optimo," "Garcia Perfector," "Corina" and "La Saramita."
W. O. Uolasky, formerly city man for the ShieldsWertheim Company, has severed his connection with that
hrm to enter the wholesale store business. He is succeeded by Mr. Willis G. McElwain, an old-time cigar man
has a host of friends in this territory.
James Smithhurst, after being out of the retail game
at
for about one year, has secured the lease on a storeroom
West Twenty-fifth and Meyers Avenue, where he is inand
stalling his hxtures which are of the very latest design
expects to be opened in about ten days. Mr. Smithhurst
blocks
will undoubtedly do well as he was located a few
from his present location for a number of years and he has

who

a host of friends on the West Side.
Mr. M. E. Loeb, Pennsylvania representative for the
Shields-Wertheim Company, was in the factory over Sat-

day

last

E.

V. Schnoor

distributors for the

Company, ()klah(mia City. Okla.,
"Melba" and "John Ruskin" cigars in
cS:

both of which brands are manufactured by
the I. Lewis Cigar
Manufacturing Company, Newark,
N. J., were recently in receipt of a visit from a rei)resentative of the company in the person of W. A. Moore.

week.

Hugh Hammer,
home

Corral- Wodiska Company, was
but expects to get back in harness
of

week
coming week.

the past

again this

Fred Golmar, of the Golmar Cigar Company, informed
the writer that his firm had the largest February business
tney have ever had. He is very optimistic about the business lor the balance of this year.
Iherc is a merry war on price-cutting on cigarettes
among the Woodland Avenue dealers. You will see signs
selling five-cent cigarettes at four cents ten-cent brands as
low as two for fitteen cents; fifteen-cent brands as low as
eleven cents. Of course this doesn't affect the larger downtown dealers as they still maintain their regular price. I'.ui
right in the Woodland section there are more cigarettes
;

consumed than in any other section of Cleveland.
Ben Leser, formerly with F. Lozier Sons, now with
Salvador Sanchez Company, was in town making his initial
and
trip with his new line, calling on all his old friends
booking some very fine orders.
Recent visitors in town: Fred Singer, of S. Rosen v^

&

Boesberg; Sid Cohen, of L.
Regensberg Sons; Percy Meyers, of Cortez Cigar Com-

Sons;

Ed

Jandorf, of Keiser

pany, and C. L. Weaver, of

Deisel-Wemmer Company.
Dick.

this territory,

cigar manu-

announce the appointment
m the
F.dward Getten as their company's rei)resentative
facturers,

indestructibility
Carrying a guaranty relative to its
burning, the .Smukaand its freedom from possibility of
to the trade by
Mocha Nut Pipe is now being introduced
Franklin Street, Newark,
the Mocha Pipe Company, 13

inan Brothers,

country.
with anv other stand of like calibre throughout the
systematic arIts stands and wall cases allow of a complete
most aprangement of all goods, and are of the latest and
'i'he

Cayey-Caguas Tobacco Company.

by Bustillo
"Henry the Fourth" cigar, manufactured
& Diaz, Tampa, Fla., has been taken on for dis-

the

handsomest in the State of Pennsylcompare in a decidedly favorable degree

e(|uipnient.

Lorillard

the

ton, Pa., on'e of the
it

"Muriel" cigars, manufac-

Have New Home

According to present j)lans. May 1st has been the
of Mildate announced bv the P.adger Tobacco Company,
at
waukee, Wis., for removal from its present (piarters
location
IK Third Street to 111 Fast Water Street. This
is being remodeled for the
is a four-storv building which
Here greatly improved facilities, inuse of the coinpanv.

vania, but

for

Tobacco Company, is reported
Conrad Company, of St. Paul, Minn.

tured by the P.

ville,

Badger Tobacco Company

demand

excellent

An

Sam

MOXG

is

'

Myers Company entered a float
The
trial way.
with an 'enormous package of "King Bee" tobacco of papier
mache, from which pretty young ladies distributed smaller
packages to the crowds.' Phil D. Mayer & Son, Ltd., enLiggett

l)rove(l

Company announces

.

Several enterprising tobacco concerns in New Orleans
entered attractive floats in the industrial parade on March
in New Orleans during
Ith. The idea of an industrial i)arade
Carnival is a new one, as hitherto the city during the gay
Mardi Gras season has confined itself chiefly to nierfiment.

"Bold."

and Commercial Place.

S.

that operation of his new factory would begin within thirty
days, or as soon as the necessary machinery has been in-

re-

'Dutch Master" cigars
An increasing call for
Paul, Alinn.
by W inecke ikDo^rv, St.

]\T.

Phoenix Cigar Box Manufacturing Company, of New Orleans, purchased the four-story building, 227 Tchoupitoulas
Street, on March 3d. John Grassel, the president, declared

left

Merriam, of Merriam Segars, inc.,
through the Middle West.
a short trip

hn VV

,

Middle West to cover a period of eight or
ten days is now being made by George L. Storm, of the
Tobacco Products Corporation.
This company has recently declared its regular (piarterly dividend of one and
The same
three-fjuarters ])er cent, on its ])referred stock.

A

IS

trip to the

payable April 1st to stock of record

March

2«)th.

&

Russell by Schulte
The rumor that he was negotiating for the Best vS:
kussell Ccmipany in Chicago has liecn denied by David .\.
Mr. Schulte further stated that
Schulte. of New York.
there never had been any negotiations between Schulte and
taking
the r.est & Russell Company, of Chicago, for the
over of that company. "The rumor was probably based."
by
said Mr. Schulte. "on the fact of the recent acquisition
Best
his concern of two stores formerly operated by

No

Purchase of Best

<^>;

Russell."

>
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Perseveraficia No. 8

Havana, Cuba.

.4'.;

into efi'ect on the

Increases

small manu-

Great Britain

Denmark
United States
Spain

».

Chile

Argentine Republic

4,840,033 c igars
*k
1,490,670
tk
1,116,555
*t
467,491
'*
306,540
k*
302,732

Australia

80,614

Total

remaining period to its utmost limit.
Romeo y Julieta, Partagas, 11. Upmann, Por LarUevesa de Murias are having all the
ranaga and Sol and
can possibly fill, hammering the iron
orders which they
When the reaction should
is at white heat.
as long as it
an
these factories may suffer less, as they are doing

me

Ji

*

31

8,604,635

kt

«*

.rom

V

•

go

only a short respite before the
^
are working for the British markets almost
turers who
as well as the other labor
'^'^i. ivn'lv auv*
and the cigarmakers,
©
exclusively,
^i
-n r
factories, will feel the consequences of
loved in our
measure, for a time being at least. While a few
[hiT harsh
seem to nourish the hope that a further time
le still
granted by the British Government.
numvance might be
down will
majority seem to think that the shutting
tiie
In the meantime, it seems, that all the orders
final.
abeyance, so as to utilize
other countries are held in

-

r

really should

i

LjyHbMLBI^"

•

embargo

the

inst' it is

1

1

Mi!

if

wever,

H

^

j^^^^^^^^^^^
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Decreases

short

Netherlands

149,500 cigars
»*
89,650
71,775

Canada

t k

France
Total

come

310,925

with other countries.
The month of Eebruary, as far as the exports from the
concerned, show again a fair surplus,
port of Havana are

• i

extensive trade

Havana, March ti, IDIG.
HE movement in our leaf market has again been
smaller than in the previous fortnight, and if it
had not been for heavy shipments to Europe, principally to the Netherlands, we should have lost
nearly one-half in sales, comparing them with the first
half of February.
However, as our available stocks are
small, and particularly those suitable for the American manI

ufacturers,

we could hardly expect to see important trades
The best part of the 1914

Netherlands, U9GT to Trance, 1740; to Spain, 5G1; to
Great
Britain, 251; to Norway, 120; to the North Coast of
Africa,
2; to the United States of Colombia, G; to the Argentine
Republic, 483; and to Uruguay, 1G3 bales.
Receipts of Leaf Tobacco From the Country
;

For

weeks ending March
Vuelta Abajo
Semi Vuelta
3

Kemedios

growth

Oriente

gone, excepting some small
lots in a few houses, which are however not disposed to let
them go unless they can get higher prices. Of course, we
do not refer to those of the American and also a few
Spanish firms, which are making packages for their steady
customers, or buying vegas in the country for them, as
they may be still holding very acceptable goods, but as
they will not part with them for the chance customer, the
buyer who comes here looking for goods in the open
market, may be disappointed in finding the styles he is
accustomed to handle, in larger quantities.
We do not
wish to say that there is no tobacco left in our market, and
as soon as the smallness of the coming crop has been
established beyond any doubt, and if the same should
really turn out of a heavy character, needing a long time
to cure, then there might spring up a demand for the light
part of the 1915 Vuelta Abajo crop, and which up to now
has been almost neglected entirely.
have experienced
such happenings in former years, as in case of need the
buyer has to make the best of the existing circumstances.
As we have had no rains at all, excepting in a few
isolated districts, there is no telling yet, how small the
1916 crop may finally be in the Santa Clara i)ro\ince, because as far as Vuelta Abajo is concerned, there is no
longer any hope, even if it should rain now. The hulk of
the crop this year will consist of those vegas which had
artificial irrigation, and for this reason everybody claims
that the Partido crop may turn out the choicest kind of
leaf, as the weather conditions have favored the curing
of all kinds of leaf

is

We

part of

340
23

1, IDio.

4,52u' bales

tics:

390

2,733

8,;;>27

183

"

l,74o

Total

4,387

manufacturers

W. Van
of

Erom Chicago: Gustave

15,G55

Slyke, of

A.

Miller,

of

;

;

;

lOth

March

totaled 22.020 bales, which
were distributed to the following countries, vi/. To all
ports of the United States. 11.201; to Canada, 172; t(» the
to

3d.

:

in

Argentine Republic
France
Spanish Africa
Canary Islands
FVench Africa

"Peter

Gustave

A.

for Rothschild Sons-

Panama

:

Canada

1.

Gibraltar

Total

281,355
241,680
148,541
121,028
106,780
75,425
49,000
43,200
14,150
11,950
11,400
10,910

•'

(

"

'*

"
•'

"
"

2,969,480

Netherlands
Australia

Portugal

—

To Key West: A. \V. Arnold.
To Montreal J. M. Eortier.

Dutch West Indies
Total
l.xports

from January

the

embargo

to be placed

\\\wn

exports of our cigars has quieted down, when tlv
time limit was extended first up to the 15th of March, and
later still to the 18th inst., as being the latest date, when
cigars can be shipped from here destined to Great Britain,
riierefore, for the time being all of our factories have
been working with full steam, and even some of our small
factories, which seemed to be dead, or only working ff>r
the home market, had orders for England all of a sudden.
the

exi>orting

((uite

some good

l-xports
-^.

(juantities

of

1,

to

*'

Eebruary
13,261,836

during the

first

two months

^916,

"

of

8,373,558

wnnparison of the 1(» i)rincii)al consuming countries.
"un last year nnported
above one million cigars from us,
^^^**

m<»nths of

191(;,

1,

ik.

1916.

)

'I

A

Shippers above 200 bales of leaf tobacco, from the port
of Havana, during the last fortnight were: Luis F. Cardenas, 2283 bales; Leslie Pantin, 2204 bales; Mark A.
Pollack, 2120 bales; Virgilio Suarez, 1896 bales; Cuban
Land and Leaf Tobacco Company, 1862 bales; the French
Minister, 1740 bales; F. Bernal, 941 bales; Sobrinos de A.
Gonzalez, 795 bales; Menendez & Company, 791 bales;
Son, 612 bales; Ernesto Ellinger & ComJ. Bernheim &
pany, 581 bales; Walter Sutter & Company, 580 bales;
FYancisco Suarez, 580 bales Perez, Capin Ik Company, 452
bales; llijos de D. Montero, 372 bales; Maximilian Stern,
370 bales; M. A. Suarez &. Company, 351 bales; Y. Pendas
& Alvarez, 349 bales; Manuel Suarez, 237 bales; Sue. de
Juan Lopez, 303 bales; FI. Upmann &. Company, 234 bales.

I

Stone-Ordean- Wells Salesmen Make Big Record

Eebruary

1915,

Street.

Oretaniv.

21,635,394 cigars

from January

''H-rease

loii;^'^'

sized

to

29, 1916,

Cigars

The excitement about

1,

compared

159,600 cigars
72,600
46,820
21,150

303,170

Kayo

;

Decreases by countries in February, 1916, as
with February, 1915:

i*v:

Alvarez have moved their warehouse

mediation, around 800 bales of leaf, and still is looking for
more vegas for the sterling firm of Rothschild Sons &
Company, of Chicago.

"

onipany.

Returned: Jose C. Puente, of Jose C. Puente »S: Company; Perico Martinez, of Sierra (Jt Martinez; and Ramon
ionzalez, with his bride, the country buyer of .Sdgas
( ompany.
They all arrived from their vacations in Sjtain
by the S. S. Alfonso XH.
Departures To New York: Morton Morris, Maximilian Stern, and Milton Samuels.
To Chicago: Peter W'ohl and Ered Meyer.

&.

Leslie Pantin has been seen in the market with Mr.
August Kuttnauer, and from a good source, we learned
that the latter has purchased already through the former's

1,853,761 cigars

Spain

Slyke

Eebruary, 1916, as compared

1915:

Denmark

Poston
C. P. Waterman, vice-president of
Waitt <& Pond, Inc.; and Albert W. Kaffenburgh, of
KalTenburgh & Sons.
Erom Tampa: Angel L. Cuesta, of Cuesta, Key &
Company; and Jerry Windmuller, of Salvador Sanchez &

Smiles totaled

:

by countries

office to 66

linos., of

Bond, Inc., of Boston, bought 6750 bales and
the Benita Rovira Company, of New York, 2630 bales of
leaf, both from Alenendez &. Company, the large leaf dealers and packers at 87 Amistad Street, but which sales are
not included in our totals, as they had been discounted already when we made up the stocks on hand upon January

of I'ebruary,

Great Britain
United States

:

during the second fortnight of last month
11,810 bales, which consisted of: Vuelta Abajo and Semi
Vuelta, 4875; Partido, 617; Reniedios, 8018; and Oriente,
800 bales.
P>uyers were
Americans, 4753 exporters to Europe,
r):)00
shipi)ers to South America, 472 and our local manufacturers of cigars and cigarettes, 4085 bales.
I'.xports of leaf tobacco from the port of Havana, from

month

and

Waitt

"

2,676,865

with February,

& Company.

C

Eebruary
8,042,550

Chile

Van

well-known

the

August Kuttnauer, buyer

Erom

to

ik

Hernandez

1916,

.*>chuyler" cigars.

Miller; and

during the

Increase

Rocha.

&

1,

M.

Zulueta 50, having closed out
their holdings of Reniedios, they have gone out of business, canceling their license as leaf dealers.
I'erez

Eebruary

772
'*

"

V.: G.

to

10,719,115 cigars

Exports from Eebruary
U, 1915,

—

llorton,

1,

29, 1916,

Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
Arrivals Erom New York: Marcelino Perez, of Marcelino Perez ^ Company; and Antonio Rocha, of Antonio

Erom Albany, N.

Eebruary

Exports from

Increase

Total

it.

[•'(hruary

1,108 bales

Partido

at this stage of the season.

Since January

191G.

3,

official custom
compared with last year, according to our
the following statishouse returns, and as can be seen by

Leaf Tobacco

against the .same period of

iig«irs

—

Desirous of making "Eebruary 29th," the extra day in
1916, count in an especial manner from the standpoint of
cigar sales, the Stone-Ordean-Wells Company, through
its general manager, Mr. Florr, previous to that date, forwarded to all of its branches and salesmen a letter urging
that concerted effort be put forth to sell 250,000 cigars on
Instructions were given to wire the
the day in question.
company direct on the evening of the 29th in order that
the returns might be tabulated. Of the company's eighty
salesmen, all but three reported, showing a total aggregate of sales of 422,275, 172,000 more than was asked for.
The company expressed it appreciation to all those who
had assisted in the record-breaking day. by sending a letter
of thanks and commendation.
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SectionsPutting on the "Lid" Hits Retailers in Some
Manila Business Attracting Attention on the
Coast— E. J. Stolz to Represent Simon
Batt

& Company

Country deal-

matter of buying just at this time.
more generously to the
ers have responded quicker and
than have the
general improvement in business conditions
to be that the city dealcity retailers. The reason seems
1 he
of circumstances.
ers are still checked by a variety
example, have
anti-gambling and anti-lottery crusades, for
putting them
of retailers without altogether

number

of a number of these
out of business, and the cutting out
with too many stores for the
side issues has left the cities
from
Then, too, the change in the demand
business.
felt largely in the
higher to lower-priced cigars has been
country, where the lowercities and hardly at all in the
In theof the trade.
priced goods have long had the bulk
also had its effect,
northern Coast cities prohibition has
as had been
though this does not appear to be so serious
Nevertheless, though the recovery in the
anticipated.

slower than had been hoped
that there is a recovery evident.
cities is

for, it is

undeniable

just now.
Manila cigars are attracting a lot of interest
Coast it
The demand is, on the whole, satisfactory. On the
importers find that in a number
is holding its own, while
there is a substantial inof points in the Middle West

crease

Lex Ehrmann,

of

Ehrmann Brothers

&

Company,

past six months,
has been absent in Manila for the
of plans in his
returned home this week with a number

who

of the lines
head for the increase of the distribution
Kurt
Company.
handled by Ehrmann Brothers &
Cigar factory, ot
llosaeus, vice-president of La Preube
in San hranManila, who has his American headquarters
visit to his New York concisco, left a few days ago for a
of
substantial increase in the wholesale price
rates is reManila cigars as a result of the high freight
garded as a certainty for the near future.

A

nections

turbances caused by

Emil
pany,

San Francisco, March 4, lUlG.
manufacturers'
IAN FRANCISCO wholesalers' and
dunig
representatives tind that the country is
Coast in the
rather better than the cities of the

hit a

has been making his headquarters with H. L. Judell Ik
Company, in this city, will leave for the South m a few
days lor a visit with his Los Angeles connections. On his
way back from the Last, Mr. McCormick visited Seattle
and Portland, in both of which cities he found the cigar
dealers doing a good healthy business in spite of the disJudell, junior

McKenna, at 33 Powell Street.
Simon
The cigar lines of S. Palo & Company, and of
represented in the
Batt & Company, are hereafter to be
territory by E. J. Stolz,
Pacific Coast and Rocky Mountain

years connected with the Cortez Cigar Company
Mr. Stolz is now on his initial trip to
in this territory.
for

many

Angeles
Los Angeles and Southern California. From Los
part of his
he will go North and will cover the greater
California.
extensive territory before returning to
of the
H. H. Manley, Pacific Coast representative
FranAmerican Cigar Company with headquarters in San
Francisco from the South.
cisco has just returned to San
He reports the outlook in Los Angeles as excellent, agbeing far ahead
ricultural and general business conditions

of last year.

Bendel. wholesale grocers and cigar dealdistribution of the Bockers of this city, have taken on the
"Red Label" stogies.
Stauflfer Company's line of Pittsburgh
Coast representative of Y.
C. W. McCormick. Pacific
Alvarez, who since his return from the factory

Tillman

Pendas

&

&

member

of

H. L. Judell & Com-

in the interior,

making

186 N.

Portland and Seattle on his way home.
K. G. Baillie, San Francisco representative

Chlcaro.

6-17-he

III.

New York

ri^iXL CHANCE FOR A

New

WORKING FACTORY

long-established high-grade cigar factory
irnR <5ALE— The owners jf a
Pennsylvania, making five-cent and ten-cent
in
Fir^t District of
are desirous of selling same, owing to
brands with wide distribution,
Will make a big sacrifice to responsible
.,L nf ofhpr interests.
$20^00
wUhs^fflcient capital to take hold of proposition.
Address in confidence. Box
Trflers will receive no attention.
^IIpH
Street. Philadelphia. Pa.
WorlX" 2

of the

fiilP.1

an

Reynolds Tobacco Company on its common stock.
of
Three months ago when the regular quarterly dividend
.

declared, there was also declared over
regular
and above this, a dividend of ten per cent. The
cent, oa
quarterly dividend of one and three-quarters per

was

Link

& Company Open Temporary Quarters

jobbers located at 18"^ Kllicott
completely
Strttt. JJostoii, Mass., not only had their stock
.^lo.lKKi
deslruytd, but suffered damage to the extent of
as the result of tire which visited their place of business
It being impossible to do busi(luring the past fortnight.
ness at the KUicott Street address, the company immediately entered into negotiations for temporary quarters and
two days afterward, having received additional stock by exThey
prt'ss, were in pi)sition to again attend to business.
I'earl Street, Boston,
are now located temporarily at ?(»
this havinj,' been the stand recently vacated by the C". j.
'\'\\v loss w.is
iKtnovaii rompany, wludesale tobacconists.
Link

Cuinpaii}-,

li

covered by insurance.

Bankruptcy Proceedings

Big "Velvet" Campaign on in Denver

C.
is

at the

under
present time conducting in Denver, Colo.,
men, a houserection of Mr. Wise, assisted by a crew of
smoking toto-house campaign in the interest of "Velvet"
containWherever a smoker is found, an envelope
bacco
whole coupon,
ing a ten-cent tin of "Velvet" tobacco, five
estimated that
and a premium catalogue arc left. It is
the

di-

i

.'
approximately six months for the ^f "Pf 'f
are already Dcmg
the campaign, the good effects of which

will take

at

^*t

Company, cigar manufacturers, and whole-

tobacconists. St. Louis, Mo., have been named
the defendants.
The assets of the company are listed
about $4500, the liabilities not yet having been com-

sale

as

Xager

/\.

Begun Against

and

retail

The claims presented against the company\ whose
business are located at 520 North Third Street

puted.

and Pine Streets, are as follows: The Nunn-Buse
Tobacco Company, $9025.85; William A. Stickney

and Sixth
1-eaf

Cigar

Company. $116.93, and the Parker-Gordon Cigar
Company, $25.50.
John F. Wctterer was appointed receiver under a $5000
bond.

Heitmann Company to Occupy New Quarters
Announcement is made by the Louis Heitmann Com-

Louis

Owing

past
to the fact that for quite a period

their

needs,

,^.

.

grade

clientele.

pany, of
to

their
present quarters have been inadequate for
announces i
Kiessling Cigar Company, Chicago, III.,
the
b^^*^""
has just closed negotiations whereby it
it
^^^^a
to be e
lessee for a term of ten years of the building
>tret ^^^
at the northwest corner of Twenty-second
^^
^nJ
company
The
city.
that
>j^.
Avenue,
Michigan
doe^ to
enviable position in the trade, catering as it

Lopez, 363 E. 78th St,

aroma.

9-1-tf

factories

who

desire

to

Increase

their

business,

who

shadetjiown long filled cigars
weeklv. Preler New York, l-'lnrida. First District Pennsylvania or Ohio
Harry Powell, 48;t Fifth Avenue, New York City.
factories.
f-a 1

make

three

to

five

cases nickel

ADLER & MYERSON,

INC.,

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Siftingt,
332 East Forty-eighth Streei, New York City.

Situation Wanted.

WANTED—

Thoroughly underliy tiist-class rnanutacturer.
stands all branches of manufacturing, including hand and suction
work. Best references. Box 107. care of "Tobacco World."

POSITION

Fire-Fighting Automobile for Griffin-Neuberger
The LiriHin-Xeuberger Tobacco Corporation, of Simsbury, Conn., has purchased a Ford La l^'rance combination
chemical and hose wagon from the Elmer Automobile
C'ompany, a tirc-tighting apparatus to be used as an aid
This it
in the protection of its tobacco barns and sheds.
is stated is the first Ford car of its kind sold in the State
of Connecticut.
Carl Thomas to Enter Business for Himself
On April 1st next Carl Thomas will sever his connecS. Urackett Company, Minneapolis, Minn.
tion with the C
Mr. Ihonias has been identified with the IJrackett Company for the past nine or ten years and in more recent times
has acted in the capacity of manager of the concern's cigar
department. It is the intention of Mr. Thomas to enter
business on his own account, he already having leased the
This
cigar department of the Yerxa Brothers Company.
.^tore is now being remodeled and will be modern in all
"Norma" and
respects when the work is completed.
"Marie Antoinette" will be among the brands carried by
.

Mr. Thomas.

places of

felt.

Closes Ten-Year Lease

fine

Write

C. A, Nager & Co,
liankruptcy proceedings having been instituted in the
United States District Court by three of their creditors,

the preferred stock has been declared.

Company

WANTED — Three

AND LARGEST

chain factories are interested in the growth
ntrular manufacturer as our
Capacity
of tin; boxes, labels, paper, etc.
,?n riohacc".. the manufacture
Will also i.a.k if desired under private labels.
in milinn wot'klv
Sales ManAger. ISO F-lfth Avenue. New York City.
SrA^^^

;

Wanted.

five-cent shadegrown long
at prico.s way under any
jobbers
wholesale
to
Dioduci-d
clears

wv (IFFER THE BEST

1.

Vuelta

York.

Kes

regular
extra dividend of two per cent, in addition to the
by
quarterly dividend of three per cent, has been declared

Kiessling Cigar

City.

HAVANA SHORTS— Pure

Sale^

Guaranteed A-1
short*, pure and clean.
wiR SALE— Remedlos Havana cents
per pound. AJso Vuelt* ahorta. of
Fifty
'^^-'rni^nZU refunded
Edwin Alexander aTCo.. 17t Water Street. New York.
flnei^ quality

the

wanted to cover the United States,
those calling on jobbinR trade only who can finance themselves, by
large chain factories turning out the best and largest five-cent shadegrown long filled cigars produced. Capacity two million weekly. Special
extra commission and interest later in the business to the right men.
Applv by letter, Walter M. Smith. Sales Manager, 489 Fifth Avenue,

"fi^-Toha?co

Reynolds Company Pays Extra Dividend
'Payable April 1st to stock of record March 21st,

Myers Tobacco Company

St..

St..

For

Allen.

&

Salle

120 Waaler

Lewis Company, will spend the better part of March in
Los Angeles doing promotion work for the company's
"John Ruskin" brand of cigars. After completing his work
Northern cities
in the South, Mr. BailHe will visit the
where he will carry on a similar work.

The Liggett

La

FIFTEEN SALESMEN OF ABII^ITY

LANCASTER STOGIE COMPANY.
GRADE STOGIES,
MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH
Lancaster. Pa.

the Tobacco
Luis Erdt, Western representative
been
has
entertaining
Products Company, of New York
this
week.
Mr. Ellis
company
Vice-President Ellis of the
came in via the South and will leave in a day or two for

three per cent,

Special Notices

Help Wanted.

Special Notices.
MONROE ADLER.
CIGAR BROKER.

of

J

Wanted and

A WORD, WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF FIFTY CENTS
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

Lovera Company in this territory, the distribution being made through VVellman, Peck & Company.
E. A. AUenburg, of the traveling force of H. L. Judell
& Company, is spending the week in the Sacramento and
San Joaquin Valleys. He is sending in some good orders
for the "Webster" brand of Y. Pendas & Alvarez.

the R.

Sale,

CENTS
RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT, THREE

short

of the Jose

and
Gunst, head of M. A. Gunst & Company,
Hospital
Mrs Gunst have given $20,000 to the Mount Zion
of a chnic
Association of this city for the construction
building.
connection with the association's main hospital
the cigar business of J. B.
S. Simpson has bought out

For

stops at Sacramento and other important towns.
D. A. Horn has bought out the retail cigar business
of H. Fox, at 298 Third Street.
Major Burrows reports that his salesmen, city and
country, had a fine business on "Bandero'' cigars throughMajor Burrows looks after the interests
out February.

MA

in

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

prohibition.

spending a few days

is

33

Dayton. D.. cijrar manufacturers, that they expect
verv shortlv.
Thev have

occupy their new quarters
i"^t had
completed for their

concrete buildin^r
,vhich is
I'qiiipped in
^"•('s.

the

a

modern

fireproof throughout.

the matter of light, air. heat

and

l>rick

and

Tt is well

.sanitary fea-

Space for 500 hands has been provided.
The locaoccupied bv the company will be utilized
purposes following the removal of the company

I'on at present
"r storage

w

use

new structure.

Manila Cigars Affected by Freight Rate Increase
A. Determann. of the Manila Commercial Company,
with f)flfices at 45 P. roadway. New York City, recently
stated to a representative of the "Tobacco World" that the
recent increase in freight rates and the new export tax at
Manila, represent such substantial additions to the cost of
the cigars that the Manila factories are unable to sustain

burden alone.
Mr. Determann stated that this refers to part of the
principal sizes and that most of their customers have alreadv Consented to the temporary extra charge which is
this

rpiite small.

Manila Commercial Company brands that are now
mostly in demand are: "T.a Yebana." "T.a Lucbana."
".Atavio." "Ft. McKinlev." "7nlma." "Dos TTermanas." "T,i
Tova del Snr." "T,ns Palmas." "Fa Corona T^oyal." "Fioba,"
"Fdela," "Brisas del Pasig."

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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OEE^HJ

TOBACC©

TISE

De La Habana
Compama Litografica
Oficlna Principal,

purpose of Registering and Publishing
The Tobacco World, established in 1881, has maintained a Bureau
Cigarettes, Smoking and Chewing Tobacco, and
claims of the adoption of Trade-Marks and Brands for Cigars,
addressed to The Tobacco World Corporation,
All Trade-Marks to be registered and published should be
for the

236 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

FINES

.

In case title or titles cannot be registered owing to
usual charge for searching and return postage, or it
prior registration, same will be returned immediately, less our
will be credited if desired.
any controversies which might arise. We
a^" Positively no responsibility assumed for errors, duplications or
maintain a bureau
concerning disputed titles.
will not under any circumstances act in a legal capacity in cases
of records only.

Dollar for each

title

must accompany

all

applications.

Cigar

MI NOTION:—31,355.

It

cheroots, stogit-s.
i asbach1916.
February
25,
chewing and smoking tobacco.
Y.
York,
N.
New
Voice Litho. Co., Inc.,
For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots,
31,356.
GYPSY
February 26, 1916.
stogies, chewing and smoking tobacco.
Y.
N.
York,
New
Pasbach- Voice Litho. Co., Inc.,
For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots,
31.357.
March 1, 1916. Steffeiis.
stogies, chewing and smoking tobacco.
Jones & Co., New York, N. Y.
chewing
EBY'S :—31,358. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stogies, lirothers,
and smoking tobacco. March 1, 1916. Magidson
Chicago, 111.

For

cigars, cigarettes,

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots stogies.
tobacco. March 1, 1916. l\ M. Howell &
smoking
chewing and
Co., Elmira. N. Y.

THE JEFFERSON
FROM THE PINES TO THE PALMS,
1916.
March
tobacco.
and
cigars
For
HIGHWAY:—31,360.
3,

WA-ME:—31,361.

Way- Mode

1916.

6.

Cigar

Winston-Salem

Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

CITY AND COUNTY:—31,362.

For

March

cigars.

7,

W

made
papers made

1916.

Charles K. Hruer. Wilmington, Del.

COUNTY AND CITY:—31,363.

For

March

cigars.

7,

1916.

For

cigars, -cigarettes, cheroots.
March 8, 1916. Herman

stogies, chewing and smoking tobacco.
Baum, New York. N. Y.
FLOZESSA:—31,365. For cigars. :March
& Bergman. Philadelphia, Pa.

9,

1916.

Petre, Schmidt

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stogies,
chewing and smoking tobacco. March 9, 1916. Pasbach- Voice

New

York. N. Y.
March
cigarettes.
For
TERPSIS:—31,367.
Mass.
Lowell,
copoulos,
FUSELO:—31,368. For cigars. March 11,
Si Bergman. Philadelphia, Pa.
TUPELO:—31,369. For cigars. March 11,
Si Bergman. Philadelphia, Pa.
MISS YORK:— 31,370. For cigars. March
.Saginaw,

York

John Mar-

1916.

Petre,

Schmidt

1916.

Petre,

Schmidt

11,

1916.

J.

A. Doll,

("ountv. Pa.

ANDOVER ARMS:—31.371.
Schmidt

1916.

10,

& Bergman,

For

cigars.

Philadelphia,

March

11,

Petre,

1916.

to

Pa.

Transferred
cigars.
To., Philadelphia, Pa.,

—

&

Marshall,

Transferred March
Pa.,

by

S.

London,

10.

1916.

New

to

FACT

installation of the
time, consequently saves fuel

and

4th

STREET

your
is

SWEAT ROOM

in operation,

YORK

reduce

come and

§ee

THE PERFECT HUMIDIFYING CC

for the Particular Manufacturer

NORTH

in

labor, our demonstrating plant

Of Coarse We do KesWeating

237

Bobbins

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY, Inc.
NEW
212-222 WEST 18TH STREET

York,

PERFECT HUMIDIFYING SYSTEM

The

Cork

Cork Tips

N. Y.

A

We

idy Rolle<

is

now and always has
-,.

r-

«

The Snuti
of the best, old, rich leaf tobacco.
Process retains the good of the tobacco and expels the bitter and
acid of natural leaf tobacco, making Copenhajcen the Warld's
It is

of

he

made

for Both Chewing and Snuffing.
Whenever a dealer has any difficulty in obtaining his supply
Copenhagen Chewing SnufI satisfactorily, we will help him if

Beat

''Whip'' Sales Are Jumping
Whip
Ciet your sliare of 'WHIP" sales.
Make a window display
sells Ijecause it's so ^ood.
of

guarantee Copenhagen Snuff

been ab«olutely pure.

Tobacco

ToImcoo

will write us.

WEYMAN-BRUTON COMPANY

and wateh your sales jump.
Write for Window Display Suggestions

it

M

New Ycnk.

Union Squnn North

N. Y.

10c lin«, aod handsom*
5c
one-lb. humidors.
tin*.

TORACCO

PATTERSON
Makeri

alio

of'Quttd"

CO.. Inc.

VA.

in Ihe big

I

Oc

Um

P^&£
:^
,

p\pi

FOR QUICK RESULTS

WORLD WANT

TOBACCO

THE YORK TOBACCO CO.
'•^•;«
"«-:.V LEAP TOBACCO
Office and Warehonse. 13 Cast Clark Avenae,

TRY A

AD.

YORK, PA.

MANUrACTURERS OF CIGAR SCRAP TORACCO
|fl9

For Genuine Sawed

JOHN

F.

HEILAND

fit

CO

Lancaster County Fancy B's
LANCASTER. PENNA.

J.

Succeeding
::

::

ELMER

N.

HOPE

LEAMAN

CIGAR BOXES. Go to

Keystone Cigar Box
Our Capacity

EatablUhed

Co., SellenTillc, Pa.

Manufacturing Cigar Boxes

for

for

II

Is

Always

R

One More Good Customer
D. SELLERS. SELLERSVILLE. PA.

PA^

Th e Standards of America

Leaf Tobacco

Offioe and

W. Walnut

Salesroom

St.,

LANCASTER,

PA.

John

F.

Nissly

&

Co.

Packers and Dealers in

LEAF

TOBACCO

Lorillard's

Snuff

,

:

Est.

1760
1825

Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est.
Ax's Snuff, : Est. 1851
Gail

&

Warahouse: Blrd-in-Hand, Lanoaater Co., Pe.

HA

CO.

PHILADELPHIA.

K.

^^tktr 0/ and Veattr /n

110 112

III.

cigars.

O'/AVjVJ Ifltttl.^i

it

Harrison entered the employ of the Armstrong Company
This post he htifl
as manager of the cigar department.
up until the time of his illness.

—

Ilawley,

and Canada

July, at a cost of $'.'50,000. Colonel
reference to the statements of local newsat the time of the completion of the building.

ill

For

New Ybrk

'last

F. Harrison
Fdward F. Harrison, died recently at his apartments
in the Waverly House, Charleston. Mass., following an
ness extending over a period of seven weeks. In li^Ol Mr

ROUND KAN:—30,937. For cigars, cigarettes, stogies and toTransferred February 29, 1916, to Jobbers Cigar Co.,
baccos.
Chicago, 111., by Chicago-Co-Operative Cigar Co., Chicago, 111.
INAKAN: 30,938. For cigars, cigarettes, stogies and tobaccos.
Co..
Cigar
to
Jobbers
1916,
February
29,
Transferred
111.
Chicago,
Cigar
Co.,
Chicago-Co-Operative
Chicago, 111., by
stogies
and
cigarettes,
cigars,
For
30,939.
SQUARE KAN:
Transferred February 29, 1916, to Jobbers Cigar
tobaccos.
Co. Chicago, 111., by Chicago Co-Operative Cigar Co., Chicago,
Phillips

in

St.,

Edward

February 25, 1916,
by M. Rosenstein,

Philadelphia, Pa.

JESSIE BUSLEY.

completed

19th

MONROE

For

Way-.Mede Cigar

I'.uilding.

$1 50,000.

TRANSFERS
RIVOLA:—28,162.

Federal

E.

xin"'^''"^"

RICHMOND.

new

has taken but a fraction over seven average days'
collection to equal the l)uikling's cost.
The prediction was made by Colonel Watts that befure
IDH) shall have ended, the avi-rage wei-kly payments to the
government on tobacco will more than exceed the priiT
of the magniticient building, leaving the collections lor
the other fifty-one weeks as clear profit to the government
The average daily shipments of tobacco products hm
Winston-Salem to all parts of the United .States and to
foreign countries, averages at least a daily amount ui
last

WETONA:—31,366.
Litho. Co.. Inc..

atts

106

SMITH,

H.

to-

which were to the effect that at the rate of $37,000 a day.
the taxes paid by the manufacturers to the government
on their products, that it would take but eight days to pay
Later developments revealed that since September
for it.

Charles K. Bruer, Wilmington, Del.

CAVALO CRITICS:—31,364.

of the

Chewing Snuff

Box Labels, Bands and Trimmings

that

foreign lands.

Discussing the

COPENHAGEN

IMI'ORTEI)

States
Sole Agent United

Collector of Internal Revenue for the Fifth District of
North Carolina.
Colonel Watts also stated that of all of the chewing
and smoking tobacco consumed in the United States, onefourth of the amount is supplied by Winston-Salem. Vast
quantities are also exported by the city for consumption in

NOHR-DEE:—31,359.

King City, Mo.
For cigars. March

making one-seventh

is

GARRETT

bacco products manufactured in the United States, and
this statement covers cigars, cigarettes, chewing and smoking tobacco and snuff. This interesting information was
disclosed at a smoker given recently in that city by the
Twin City Club in an address made l)y Colonel A. L). Watts,

BALDY BELMONT:—

Diehl,

C,

Wiiiston-Saleni, N.

OPERA:—

W. Lloyd

Winston-Salem's Place in the Sun
may be of interest to the trade to know

QUAM TY

I

Materials
Show Cards and Advertising

We

REGISTRATIONS

San Jose No. 23, Habana, Cuba

Manufaciiuers of

Snuff.

One
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^nd Importers of
VA NA
Wo- U3 Market Street, Lancaster, Pa.

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maccobogs -"R^appees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, Stoeet and Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURED BY

GEORGE W. HELNE

CO., Ill Fifth Ave.,

New York

THE TOBACCO AVORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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"DONAIXBS*
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

Cable:

F.

MA.NUEL MUNIZ

^. en

Figuras 39-41,

Cable

£..',

TOBACCO

CO.

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

CABLE:

A.

STRAUS & CO.

Water

Packer and Dealer

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
And

3«7

3956

N. Third

St.,

""

PhUadelpWa

& CO.

Importers of Havana and Sumatra and
Packers of Saed Leaf Tobacco
Finest Retail Department in Pennsylvania

151 North 3d St, Philadelphia

Labels.

Give Us a

Stock Garde.

Trial.

or Silver

We Want Your Ojiolea

^^^^'^^ ^****"^*'

SPECIALTY-'^TJELTA ABAJO

The World's "Want Pa^e

"""""^

Neptuno 6, Havana,

AMISTAD

AND ARTEM18A

HABANA, CU«^

ST.

Cuba

-

68 Broad

&

Cohn & Company

Importers of

Ha^ma

LeaJ Tobacco

and

142 Water

dnd Summt*^, ^ackert of Ste^i

Growers

Street,

.

Georgia

of
•

.

Sumatra

New York

HAVANA, CUBA— Consulado

NEW

YORK, No.

130

Water Street

S.

R.

Manufacturer of Fine

KOCHER
Havana and Domestic Cigars

and Packer of Leaf Tobacco
"Havana
Leading brands-"Volitta," "Quaker," ;;Nabobs," "l-4;5."
Vara"
"Little
Cream," "Imperial Beauty,"
Correspondence with whole»ale and jobbing trade invited

Factory and Offices:

WRIGHTSVILLE, PA.

r;tff«%MD«kkAmo

Manuel Alvarez

l/lgariUDDOnS

WriU

for

E.

L.

D*ptf1M« V

9/lAnufiicturers of Bindings, Galloons, TAffetAS,

and Gros Grain

WOODHAVEW AVENUE, GLENDALE, NEW

Havana Tobacco

I78

Clavel No.

I,

NISSLY

CHOICE
•*^

H.

CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO

^^ alw«H

find

i • plaMure

^P*« diMfiul^

165 Front

Street,

NtwYoik

WATER STREET

& SONS

Hett,a.s Lukcaatar,
Florin.

Havana, Cuba

Office:

OROWCRS AND PACKERS OF

^^'^^

YORK

CAYEY

136

Prasse

MAXIMILIAN STERN

NEW YORK

Co.

^""'° ^"'° W«rehou.e: New York

8k

18 Obrapia Street. Havanaa Cnba
GnMa "CiNICUM"
P. O. B*s MM

ESTABLISHED

-

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY
Satin

&

PENNA.

CO.

(B.

and Packers of Havana Leaf
And Packers of Puerto Rican Tobacco

BREMEN, GERMAN^

Sanple Card and Prlct

Arfdraaat

STREET.

R,

Street!

Commission Merchants
Leaf Tobacco & Cif{ars

Importers

SAN^Zl""
MIGUEL

List to

Michaelsen

Office, 133-1 37 PiMttSt.

iM WATER

Duke and Chestnut

Packing Houses: Strasburg and Lancaster

Boston, Maaa.

HAVA/^A SOB A ceo IMPORTERS

°'''*"^"

FiMjf
Largest assortment of Plain and

St.,

Cor.

LANCASTE

SONS

MENDELSOHN. BORNEMAN

115

Factory No. 79

Established 1870

Office:

TOBACCO

HEINRICH NEUBERGER
Leaf Tobacco Merchant

Dome^ic Leaf Tobacco

Cigars
(Sl

RANCK

H.

Pmcker and Donlor in

Packer, and importer.

r.O

New York

15.

HAiAMA. AMISTAD 95

A;

HAVANA, CUBA

MILTON

HAVANA

OF HAVANA
H>Tii»W>fhou »a, Salud

o
126

OFFICES

Havana, Cuba

HAFFEN BURGH

ERNEST ELLINGER

Results
try

I.

&

Tobacco

SlUALITY

CARDENAS y CIA

Tobacco grown

152, 154, 156, 158,

PANTIN

G>iisulado 142,

Cigar Ribbons, Silk ImiUtion and Muslinola Ribbon

Gold

and

Commission Merchant

HANOVER, PENNA.
in

INDUSTRIA,

LESLIE
Leaf

41macen de Tabaco en Rama
Sttticli

"ANTERO"

Solidlcti

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS
Stamped

varieties of

New York

Correspondence

Printed or

all

WAREHOUSES

AddreM

Paekara of

HIPPLE BROS.

For

Cible

JOHN

Established 1890

VUELTA ABAJO, SEMI VUELTA,
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THE TOBACCO WORLD
have a steady sale throughout the
In every city and hanilet
United States.
smokers who will have nothing
there are
Stogies

THE PRIDE OF THE
CIGARIST

When

I

Cigars

else.

Are

You

Getting

business
F.

I.
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at

brands,

a standstill

a brand that

in

''

If

not put

l^OZANO,
U.

S.

SON

6-

CO.

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous

"F.

Lozano" Brand

your jobber

and

Clear Havana Cigars

you where

to get

them.

COMMERCIAL CIGAR COMPANY

OFnCE AND FACTORY; TAMPA, FLORIDA
N«w York AddreM, 437

we

will tell

and sizes. Send
sample and see the

All shapes
quality.

s»«

Heekin

**

cannot supply you with Columbus
Dutch Tops", retailing at 2 for 5c, or **Columbus
1492'*, retailing 3 for 5c, write us at once
If

I

Heekin Cans preserve the aroma, freshness and proper moisture for tobacco.

wilt sell and duplicate?

Why Not Try Our Stogie Brands?

smokes

For they add attractiveness and produce
customers. All Heekin Cans are beautifully lithographed with designs wrought
by our own artists.

your stogie

why

in

the dealer is proud to place those
in his windo^v.

for

F.

TRADE MARK

M. LOZANO

is

1

packed

CANS

the manuStogie sales are growing with
Tops" and
facturers of "Columbus Dutch
^'Columbus

Chewing or

Stogies,
is

HEERIN

Your Share

of Stogie Business?

C IjOZANO

or

Smoking Tobacco

Co.
Culvert, SixtH and Nevir
Streets

-^i^v.

CINCINNATI, O.
"HEEKIN CAN SINCE 1901 "

t

[«!

-

\

NEWARK, OHIO
Fifth

Atqimm
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Made only by
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That snappy,
feeling of the

vigor

he

Hve/

"Bull" Durham
He smokes
in Khaki.

spirited taste of
virile

gets out of

Man

in

te

gives

mam

you the quick -stepping, head-up-and-chest-out

for the

sparkle that's in

it

and the

it.

RHAM
SMOWpBACCO
"Roll your own" with "Bull" Durl
that can't be equalled by any other

t«

In

For the

its

perfect mildness,

last

word

in

its

^ou

have a distinctive, satisfying

the

world.

rich mejlov'Jnd its aromatic fragrance,
rou your
own"
healthful smokfl^l

smooth,

wholesome,

"Bull" Durham
with "Bull" Durham.

THE AllBf COMPANY

TIGHT BINDING

TEXTXUT QFE

smoke

is

unique.

crisp,

youthful

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WOELD
This

Kind of Advertising

Old FaVorite-DUKE'S

for the

Quality Paramount

Building Bigger Sales

is

MIXTURE

You can't

CELEBRATED

H.

UPNANN
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You

No.
cigars

CIGARS

if

you

couldn't lose out on Girard
tried.

Just send

^t^'

•frfl

our

"Dealer's safety
first" proposition and you'll see why.
This gives you the opportunity to try
out to your own satisfaction one of the

^

u.

'r-m

lose !

for

best-known and best-selling
Ik

cigars in the country— w;/7Aout anp risk on gour part.

•^ws

We talte all the

^

ii

chances
The Girard is the only 10c cigar
that has been nationallif and continuously advertised for five gears—oniside of the mail-order brands, and it
proves a sensational hit wherever it is

U,--\

Strictly

Independent Manufactureri

Sole

LANDAU

Agent for United

82 Wall Street

that will refuMe to take a pipe of
tobacco among hit fellowa it accounted
peevith and no good company,"^

New York

Give to Your Hospitality
A "Virginian" Fragrance—
never lack for that most fascinating of
*-• all tobaccos— the sun-ripened " Virgmia" of
DUKE'S
MIXTURE Granulated Tobacco. In it are the mildness,
smoothness and aroma which three hundred years of
continuous

improvement in cultivation
the choicest Virginia tobacco.

Cigar

and curing gives

to

There

is a "liveliness," too, in Virginia
tobacco that, according to the more discriminating smokers,
makes it su-

perior

even to Turkish.

DUKES MIXTURE Granulated Tobacco is

a combmaHon
honey-colored "Virginia" tobaccos, and
our years of experience in gauging
the taste of American
of the choicest

vffA^

Havana, Cuba

smokers.

Ck>nsulado

We

91-93

ask you lo try H at our risk
granulated tobacco made.

^c

guarantee there

is

no

better

And Girard qualitif keeps them
coming. A mild and satisfying smoke
that never gets on gour nerves. A
friend-maker every timeNo theory about this. We have
had to double our capacity within a
year. Now we're ready. Aiul we want
to prove to you that" Girards will be
the biggest asset in your case.

Remember

the proof
doesn't cost you

a cent.
Just drop us a line todag.

Address Department

Antonio Roig
V,'.

«'•" )•". cooniutnt

tor

d«D or

St. Louia,

"Sol" and "Devesa de Murias
Independent factories

Quality, always
better than

Our Motto:
a

little

Havana's Best

Mo.

Su^^

9}

BUSTILLO BROS. &

DIAZ,

& Langsdorf

ESTABUSHED

1871

CfoCucar
Inc.

5''

GENERAL OFFICES
267 Fourth Avenue

H

Philadelphia

Manufacturers of the old brands
•

I

Hew

York

i

"^Girard
Cigar

f ET your friends

The Exceptional

^l^iJJmy^

Wrote King Jamea / of England, in
1616, concerning Virginia tobacco.

Board of Tiade Bldg., Montreal, Canada

\m

IRAR

ments in The Saturday Evening Post
and The Literary Digest with their
millions of circulation every week
among the most intelligent readers.
Then you will realize why so many
high-class smokers call for

"He

States and Canada

^

tjV'XHiSsun

Just look at our striking advertise-

\%

CHAS.

^^!!^^/

shown.
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Meet

me

f Of

at the

ne

Service, Bone

TuUer

^

Vila,,

Comfort

Wtrld's Standard Cigar

Jhd'hA^^M

II

>ARTAGAS
a
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Clear Havana Cigars

4^BAV4fc.
Factory in.Havana
The Real Independent

Lopez Hermanos

Cifuentes,

HOTEL TULLER

New

Calle

Detroit, Michigan

Makers

Center of business on Grand Circus Park.
car, get off at

Fernandez y Ca.

De La

Industria,

172-174

HABANA, CUBA

Take Woodward

Adams Avenue

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

New York Office:

Factory:

250 Fourth Ave.

Tampa,

200
200
100
100

Fla.

Rooms, Private Bath,
"

"
••
'•

"

*'

**

"

•

Up Double

$1.50 Single, $2.50

••
2.00
••
2.50
3.00 to 5.00 "

3.00 "
4.00 "
it
4.50

Agent for United States

General

and Canada

«

ROBERT

Total 600 Outside Rooms
ALL ABSOLUTELY OLIET
New Unique Cafes and
Two Floors— Agents'
Cabaret Exellente
Sample Rooms

115

E.

LANE

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

BAYUK BROTHERS

rO

Manufacture a Cigar and
Best of Havana Tobacco

Know

that

you

are Putting the Very

in its Construction is

a Great

and Gets the Approval of
Continue Manufacturing and Selling
faction to the Builders

We

DIRECT IMPORTERS

the Users.

Independent Factories
of

H.

E.

nVE CENT CIGAR

all

ef

PHILADELPHIA

its

own

Havana

which are made under the personal control and supervision
retaining for each
of the oldest cigar manufacturers in Cuba, thus

COMPANY
GKTO
CIGAR
WUch
YPARS

FOR rSRTY

By

individuality.

Upon Request

I

CWmt Hatmi*
Ucara Ar« Judcad

T.

J.

DUNN

<a CO.

M«lL«r« of

HAVANA CIGARS
With Broad Leaf of the Milder Quality) for the Colder. Soon
quarter of a Century since we started this Brand

'ill

(

THAT SELLS

Shields-Wertheim

New York

of the highest grades of Cigars

Price List Mailed

SIZE

Co.

manufactured hy the

Ml

ADMIRAU THE

Street,

&

Satis-

(9

g/>g

G. S. Nicholas
41 and 43 Beaver

SARAMITA
I

"44" Cigar Co. Philadelphia

Wrka

New York Office; 203 W. Broadway

be a

Co. Cleveland^

The

f»r Op«ii Territory

New

4^01-405 E.

Bachelor Ci|tr
9l8t Str««t.

N«w York

5c

t
tSTABLISHCD iBBo

BEST THAT SKILL, ENERGY AND MONEY

CA]>f

PRODUCE

H. FENDRICH, Maker, EVAISSVILLE. IND,

CIGAR
'r

III*

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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Made at our Newark, N.

Factories

J.,

TADEMA

ROCKY FORD
HAND MADE
We alto

Ar^UelleSp Lopez

NICKEL CIGAR

3

Our

for 3 cents.

"FAMOUS"

GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSP
222 PEARL STREET

leaders

and

G Bro.

Don't Jud^e
II

MAKERS

manufacture at our several Pittsburgh

a very attractive and extensive line of
and stogies to retail at 2 for 3 cents, and

factories,

cigars

"nifi.^^

TAMPA

NEW YORK

"FLAG HEADS"

LEALTAD

FLORIDA

lao

HAVANA

Fl orida "-./Georgia

Write for full information

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
General Offices.

PITTSBURGH. PA.

Tobacco By Other People's
.II

THE

Key West

Cigar Factory

FadoiyNo, 4t3,

KEY WEST, FLA,

and Salesroom

Office

43

to

Theif
I

^iSSv'^

133

CIGARS OF THE HIGHEST
QUALITY AND BEST WORKMANSHIP

Diaz & Co.,

Y. Pendas

the Leaders

WeA

If

Alvarez

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

of Florida
$c Olnniitt (Unmpatig

42nd

Street,

New

tastes as

York

and

HAVANA CIGARS
ROMEO Y l ULIETA
The Leader

CIGARS
80 J -803

to see

a fancy packing of the 1915 crop

and Georgia wrappers,

good

as

that

burns and

any tobacco grown, superior

in yield

colors

We Are Now Ready to Show Our
1915 Crop

in all the

World's Markets

THIRD AVE.

U. S.

RepNMitatiTf

:

Wh. T.TiyUr, 93

Brttd

and Perfect Bum
Tremendous Yield

Beautiful Light Colors

Our Motto: "OUALITY"
Office and Salesroom,

you want

Tampa, Fta.

1867

£i

Packings

26 SIZES

Arkfr. lirrrall

MEGA''
HAVANA
ESTABLISHED

Lead

BLEND"

:

47W. 33d St., New York

''LA

V. Guerra,

HAVANA

"MILD

Good

St.lf.Y.CIty.

Quality

NEW YORK QTY
The

BACHIAS
Havana Cigari

and Genuine

CENTRAL
UNION

the Company's Office
Smoking Tobacco
in

Renowned

Sr THE GREEf^ ANV OOLB %ANV

R. A.
47

W«t

BACHIA

SfacftMiali

St

&

a

New

Packed

for

t9EJ>fTirtK9

CO.
N«w Y«rk

Union

Central

For Nti tf Ntiii

Unlfonnity

Samples Ready for Inspection at

Original

NEW
CUT
SMOKING
WEADYFORUSE
IN

PIPEOR CIGARETTE

Cut

in

a

Pocket-proof Package
1 }4

ounces— 5 canU

AMERICAN SUMATRA TOBACCO COMPANY
142 WATER STREET, NEW YORK

*-

,

United States Tobiooe

aiCHMONO.

VA.

Ce.
Liiiiiimit

THE TOBACCO WOBLD

10

Vol.

"The Park STilford Standard'

PHILADELPfflA

XXXVI.

MANY TOBACCO DEALERS

AND NEW YORK, APRIL

CAUGHT

REYENUE^EPARTMENT RAID

IN

CLEAR HAVANA CIGARS
The

flower of perfect tobacco manufactured in

'PMlip

dDrns

bond has

forefront of

all

Hij^>grad

^•^

%^jf

Dl„:- C I
Plain End

„_ r
LT.
or
CorkTippcd
I

-i

long time.

scale

Little

unanimous

been

Brown Box"

in their

demands

With

for investigations.

Tobacco Merchants' Association definite
was promised and this is believed to be the begin-

the birth of

action

the

ning of a nation-wide crusade.

PHIUP MORRIS &

Ml FAVORITA CIGAR CO.,
.#

Key

529 Weit 42nd Slr«et.

r la.
West, rit*f

Inc.

A

New

72 Fihh Avenue

N«w York

The beginning of the round-up has brought out the
inuch
astounding fact that in all probability there has been
revenue and it is
graft connected with the collection of
been paid
alleged that for the past ten years bribes have
amounting to $100,000 a year. Tobacco manufacturers say

CO.. LTD.
York

that the practice

iiimiiiiiiiiiM^^^^^^^^^^

husiness and that

mmi

MdfU

THE FINEST OF
Georgia and Florida Tobaccos
Will be found

We Now

in

our

new

packinar which

Offer Direct to the Trade
•t

the lowest cash prices

Wee

we
that you see samples which
suRgest
sugfec
submit on any

Clear Havana CIGAR

JEITLES & BLUMENTHAL,

WE

plad

to

gra'^e-

SOLICIT CORRESPONDENCE

Office and Packing House

week

stamp frauds was a well-established
the payments tt) (iovernment agents ran
of

for the "little fellow" to

$10 a

week

During this period it is believed that the losses to the
(iovernment has amounted to at least $10,000,000.
In the matter of box stuffing this was done not only
on the most expensive imported brands, but on down to the
Aside from the refilling
nickel smoke and the stogie.
charges others are held for using counterfeit revenue

some

stamps at

They were

filled

with imitations of these

bands made in Germany.
The genuine brands cost $"300 a thousand and

brands and bore forged

retail

from twenty-five to fifty cents each.
The imitations
were sold to the retailer for $110 a thousand and the consumer paid the regular price.

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES
Sold Cigarettes
You Cannot be Mistaken II You Stock the Easiest
purveyors and supply all the Courts,
througbont Europe
Embassies, 120 Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes

M. Melachrino
GRAND DEPOTS OF
AGfKCIBS

IN

&
1 1

.

.-Jo-

ft

RmmoI

Si

S W.

Calcutta. 10 Go»efi»ro«nt Place

THE PRINCIPAL OTIBS OF Tl« WORLD

214-216

J^

Co., Inc., are

WEST

47lh

STREET,

CAIRO. He^Oftee and Fartwy

RICE LIST

UPON APPLICATION

NEW YORK

The fraudulent manufacturer buys the used boxes, with
.'Stamps intact, for twenty-five cents each and fills them with
the imitation cigars.

Former United States District .\ttorney Wise and Carl
F. Whitney have
been retained as counsel for the New
^ork cigar men. Mr. Whitney characterized the wholesale
arrests as

This

—

Cigar Manufacturers.

William Best, Sr., while president of
the three Best & Russell Companies, has not been active in
the management for several years, and that with his desire
to retire he accepted the offer of the United Cigar ManuIt is stated that

facturers

Company

to purchase his holdings.
Best became a member of the firm of Best,

In 1877 Mr.
Russell & Company in Chicago, and about fifteen years
later the firm was incorporated as I'est & Russell Company.
Later this company established two other Best & Russell
Conii)anies in conjunction with the original firm.
The business has shown a continued growth and there
has been a steady increase in the sale of the brands of the
United Cigar Manufacturers Company, which this firm

handled.

When

Mr.

lie.st

began to consider

his retirement there

were several parties ready to purchase his stock, but he
finally accepted the offer of the United Cigar Manufacturers
Company, with whom his business has been closely allied.
Since Mr. Best has been inactive, the management of
the companies has been in the hands of William I'est, Jr.,
A. B. Adair and C. J- Duddlcston. These gentlemen will
continue to direct the affairs of the companies as in the past.

all.

ported cigars.

Sr.— Management Will Continue
Greater Distribution for Brands

Best,

as Heretofore

tobacco without registering,
selling cigars and cigarettes without any

at

Inc.

From William

for selling leaf

Consumers as well as the Government have been defrauded.
In some of the raided New York factories boxes
were found that had originally contained expensive im-

I

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,

J

for the

larger factories.

and others for
l>e

GAFLA SUMATRA COMPANY
QUINCY, FLA.

Ltd.

PHILADELPHIA.

will

$1 a

stamps,

TO APPRECIATE THE QUALITY

UNITED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS CO.
RUSSELL STOCK
ACQUIRE BEST

|11R United Cigar Manufacturers Company on Monday last announced the accpiisition of a controlling
interest in the stock ot the Best & Russell Coml)anies through the purchase of the holdings of
William Best, Sr., who has decided to retire. These companies have for many years enjoyed a large wholesale and
retail distribution, and the change of ownership indicates
a still greater distribution for the brands of the United

^

The

7.

two hundred arrests in New York, and beiMiiladclphia featured
tween thirty and forty in
round-up of persons alleged
the start ot'a general
government frauds in connection
to be guilty of
Still more remarkable is the
manufacturing.
with cigar
the alleged frauds have l)een carried on
fut that many of

This has led to the belief that this could
without the corruption of agents of the
not haveliappencd
Department. As a result of this an inInternal Revenue
vestigation is under way.
on a large
Revenue stamp frauds are known to exist
have
throughout the United States. The trade papers

Worlds Old

brands.

No.

Controlling Interest in the Three Companies Purchased

fur

maintained "Mi Favorita" Clear Havana Cigars at the

1916.

in New York and Philadelphia-Cigarriean-up Started
Systematically Defrauding Govmakers Accused of
ernment—Probe Begun of Graft Rumor

OMF

MI FAVORITA

1,

outrageous.

He

said

:

an unprecedented proceeding by the Govern"lent and the most
Tt
drastic thing that was ever done.
has worked a
great hardship on many small dealers and will
"lean their ruin.
The Government has seized their entire
'Stocks, valued
at from $100 to $9000. and sealed up their
is

places.

(Continued on Page i8)

this

Growers About Red Lion to Increase Acreage
From Red Lion, Pa., comes the announcement that
coming season there shall be in that vicinity quite an

increase in the number of farmers who will devote their
attention to the growing of tobacco. During the past two
or three years, the farmers have been giving their attention
to the growing of crops other than tobacco, due to the low
prices which were being paid by dealers and packers. Those
farmers who did, however, continue to grow tobacco, were
rewarded last season by receiving good prices for the crop.
Two or three years ago, the prices paid for the crop aver-

aged not more than two or three cents per pound. This
year, as high as ten cents per pound is being paid by the
dealers for tobacco. Fight cents is being offered for even
Fxportathe poorest crop in addition to hail-cut tobacco.
tion of the cheap grade of tobacco has also made a shortage
on this type. The scarcity which now prevails is being
used as a strong argument by the dealers in an endeavor
to have the farmers increase the acreage of the tobacco
crop.
|.

L.

Cfuiipany,

manager of the Falk Tobacco
York, makers of the popular "Herbert

iloflnian.

New

Tareyton" cigarettes,
Coast.

sales

left

recently for a trip to the Pacific

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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be

moved on

to 738

Camp

15

April 1st from Carondelet and Canal c.
^^"^^ ^t^-^ets
Street.

an ^interview with M. Miller, president
of
Coupon Cigar Stores, which are rapidly expanding
in
Crescent City, Mr. Miller states that all of his
In

New Orleans, La., March 27, 1916.
UST how many visitors the racing season and the
Mardi Gras just ended brought to New Orleans,
and the big business they Ijrought in their wake,
is best evidenced by the statement this week of the
Figures
cigar stand managers of the Grunewald Hotel.
su{)mitted to the correspondent by Tom Leech and O. E.
Baxter, the genial bosses at the well-stocked and attractive
lobby stand, show that the Grunewald Hotel's business was
25 per cent, heavier during the Winter season just passed
than any other similar season.
The United Cigar Stores are making an offer oi W/z
cents' worth of "Velvet Smokarols" tobacco with any 25ccnt

])ipe in

the house.

cigar stands, and the results of this campaign
are already apparent in increased sales on the brand and

downtown

numerous

inquiries.

th

stores

n

hereafter feature "Mino" goods, or those made
in l7
Orleans. As an instance of a tobacco store's
develoom^^
it is noted that the company's stand at Camp
and LafaveU^
Streets does more business than any other store
and th'^
'^
despite the disadvantage of a poor location. The
reas
is that the store is attractively stocked, and
recently h-"
added a fu41 line of newspapers, periodicals and novels
Martin K. Berger, vice-president of the

mond Company, manufacturers

HuU-Grum-

of

the

"Franklin"

cigar

cigar stand, established for

Camp Street.
Suarez, who has

many

years on Newspaper Row

Mr. Cazale bought the stand from

likewise disposed of his interests in the
Mr. Cazale likewise owns the stand in the
Press Cafe.
Commercial Cafe, Tchoupitoulas Street near Canal.
Elaborate preparations have been made for the meeting of the Board of Directors of the Valloft & Dreaux

Company, which will be held at the Camp Street
April 6th. The following gentlemen will be in

Francisco Arango, of Francisco Arango y Ca, Tampa,
accompanied by F. A. Tripp, as representative of the
Arango factory, paid a pleasant visit to the New Orleans

ICliminating operating expenses, the report of the LigMyers Tobacco Company for the year ending Degett
cember 3 1st, 1915, discloses receipts amounting to $8,633,449. This is an increase of $1,402,288. The balance available for distribution to common shareholders amounted to

Derbes, Jr., one of the best known cigar salesmen
in this section, has been placed in charge of the city sales
of "Ninas," the popular five-cent brand manufactured by
Reguera and Berengher, of this city. The appointment
was made owing to the fact that "Ninas" are gaining a
wider distribution each month. Mr. Berengher, who up to
the present time attended to the city sales in addition to
will
hereafter devote his time to
his other duties,

and

management

the office.
Mr.
Reguera, as heretofore, will retain personal charge of the
manufacturing department and purchasing of raw material.
interstate

sales

of

Knowing

the wide experience and knowledge of the cigar
field that Mr. Derbes possesses, the high merits of "Ninas"
and the progressiveness of its manufacturers, we predict
for Mr. Derbes and the brand he has connected with a very

prosperous future.

John Honell, assistant to the vice-president of the
United Cigar Stores, was a visitor in New Orleans during
the early part of the month.
Louis I. Breffeilh, formerly of the Mecca Cigar Company, at 736 Gravier Street, has moved his stock and
stand to 217 Carondelet Street at the place formerly occu-

by A. P. J. Segassie.
Through an arrangement with Francisco Arango %
Ca., the Grunewald Hotel cigar stand is having new labels
for flap and cover designs made for them, and Arango prodpied

ucts in assorted sizes will shortly be featured along with
the imported stock that has made the Grunewald caterers

famous.

The premium

station of

W.

R. Irby

& Company

will

,^J,, IRREGULAR PAGINATION

among

the firm of Terry
Increasing distribution of the *TvOrd" five-cent cigar is
reported

by the Henry Cigar

(»t

delphia recently

J. B.

Increase Surplus

when

This was a gain of $1,439,039 and equivalent to
26.61 per cent, on this issue, an increase of 6.54 per cent.
over the preceding year. The year's surplus totaled $2,314,523, making the company's present total surplus $10,935,890.

common

stock the

company has

declared an extra

dividend of 4 per cent.
The net earnings of the P. Lorillard Tobacco Company
for the year 1915 totaled $4,820,913, an increase of $301,852
over 1914. The net earnings as applied to stock averaged
18.18 per cent, on the outstanding shares, as against lfi.15
per cent, in the preceding year.

Ileekin

Can Company,

in

Sinberg. broker, representing the owner, has
the entire store and basement at 1606 Sansom Street,

leased

11.

I'hiladelphia,

to the

of Cincinnati, Ohio, has
calendar, lithographed on

.i^^

one that appeals to every busy man, and the workmanship
on this particular product of the Heekin Can Company
assures the happy possessors of one that they have
and
calendar which will mark the days regularly, year in
year out. and will at the same time maintain its handsome
he
appearance. Uike all good things, it must be seen to

Adler Cigar Company.

who

represents I.opez Hermanos in the
Incal market, closed some attractive business of
"Reyes de
Ilspana" brand when in Philadelphia recently.
Frank Roland,

The products of the Bock-StaufT^ Company. Pittsreceived the attention of H. Bock upon the occasion of his visit to the Quaker City
recently.
I'urgh. Ta..

"ncnny" Straus,

who

covers the local territory for A.

Company, of New York and Tampa, wa.-^ pleased
number and size of the orders he gathered when

Sintella X:

uith the
in

Philadelphia recently.

The "Alexander

recently produced a perpetual
metal and every bit of the work done in their own factory.
would
It is a handsome piece of work and any manufacturer
be pleased to have it adorn his office.
The Heekin Company has just completed their work
on these calendars and will be pleased to forward one to
any interested manufacturer, upon request.
The idea of a perpetual calendar, while not "^w,

ai)preciated.

Lopez, the "Garcia Grande" salesman for J.
City, collected a tidy bunch of orders
IMiiladelphia the other day.

New York

John

Heekin Can Company Makes Perpetual Calendar

The

a

number

&

Duncan, Tenth and Chestnut

of years a

and more recently traveling representative for San Martin & Leon, of Tampa, has
become identified with the Erlich Manufacturing Company,
with headquarters at 241 West Broadway, New York City.
The new connection affords Mr. Duncan opportunity to

has been

Humboldt" shade grown Havana cigar

more than half a hundred good locations
tm.ufjhout Philadelphia by E. R.
Dempsev. representing
Alvaro/ .Mcndez
,S:
Company, of Tami)a. Fla.. the manuplaced in

•acturers.

Annstrong & Latta. Roydhouse-Arey
Companv, William
wl & Son Company and
A. Raymond Raflf are estimating
?" ^ three-story cigar factory, 80 by 280 feet, to be built in
ancaster for
Bayuk Brothers, manufacturers of the "Hav•

"la

serve his friends with

Ribbon" cigar.

^'^"'"' ^'""'"^^^y

""^^ ^

...i
•^'^

Havana

cigars.

United Drug Company Takes Out Charter
According to advices from Boston, the United Drug
Company has taken out a Massachusetts charter, with total
authorized capital stock of $52,500,000, making it the largest business corporation in the Commonwealth, with the
signle exception of American Woolen Company, recently
organized under Massachusetts laws with $60,000,000
authorized capital.
The capital stock of the new United Drug Company,
which succeeds the recently dissolved New York corporation bearing the same name, is divided as follows: 150,000
first preferred shares (par value $50), 100,000 second preferred (par $100), and 350,000 ^ommon shares (par $100).
The following stock is to be now issued as full paid
and non-assessable stock in consideration for sale and transfer of all the j)roperty, assets and business of the United

Drug Company,
1)1. 0!M)

^''^•'^'"

o^

Baum

Inc.,

New

York: 101,727

first

preferred,

common shares.
new company are: Louis K.

second preferred, and 200,500

The

Brothers, cigar manujobber with offices in the BovertowrT'-M-^
,,^^^^J'"'ldmg, was a recent visitor to New York.
'iVIr.
^'^^* '^^ 's securing some excellent results
1
^l^^"^^^
the
"Rpocha" brand.

7

clear

"Muriel" Line Well Distributed in City
The "Muriel" cigar, manufactured by the P. Lorillard
Company, is noticed about the city in increasing numbers,
and many attractive displays are being made with them.
The Evans Drug Stores handle them in several sizes and
sell large numbers of them.
Several of the larger hotels
feature them extensively, and also find a sale for them in
large quantities. The drug trade is another outlet for the
brand in this city. Most of the first-class shops carry the
brand in a number of sizes, and many of the smaller stores
run frequent displays on the "Muriel" cigar. Frank Winslow is the local representative of this brand, and he is
having a large success with it.

officers of the

Lig-

James C. McCormick, treasurer, and A. W.
Murray, clerk.
These men, together with the following,
comprise the board of directors: Louis L Schreiner. Charles
P.. Muran.
J. ,\. Staples. Jr.. II. L. Simpson, J. A. Galvin,
L. W. Rctzel, (". H. Zimmerman, M. E. Mahon, George
Hall, R. E. Hadley, W. W. Hadden and P. O. Wood.
gett, president;

fart

Tampa-made

by Frank Pyle.

\'ictor

$5,753,947.

its

the manufacturers.

Company, of Tampa, manufacturers
Fuca" cigars, was ably represented in Phila-

"Juan de

i*v:

On

Company,

The Morgan Cigar

Klorfein,

Two Companies

Company
member of

Erlich Manufacturing

streets, this city,

;

A.

Now With
DUNCAN, for

D. Duncan
D.

the city

others to attend the annual meeting, at which officers will be elected to serve during the next year: Sam
Potter, of Carl Upmann Company, New York A. V. Jockel,
vice-president of Ruy Lopez & Company, New York, and
Ellis Myers, of Celestino Costello & Company, York, Pa.

S. J.

W.

store on

Jack Kirschner, junior partner of the firm of Sam
Freund & Company, Waco, Texas, is in New Orleans after
visiting relatives and friends in Baton Rouge and Donaldsonville.
"Nic" King, well-known representative of the
Deisel-Wemmer Company, met Mr. Kirschner at the
Grunewald by appointment and showed the old town that
they could do a few things besides sell cigars.
R. G. Reynolds has appeared at the local stands with
his "Cortez" cigars and is a Mardi Gras stay-over.

trade in mid-March.

OHIbADEliipMIA.

II

was in New Orleans this week and called on J. B. Connors
& Company, the local representatives.
F. Cazale is the new owner and manager of the
Press
in

Tropauer, representing Stephano Brothers, of
Philadelphia, has just finished putting on a smashing adverThe town has
tising campaign for "Rameses" cigarettes.
been freely sampled and attractive cards inserted at various
]Mr.

th
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555 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y., forThe cigar stand at
William Nicklis, has been taken over by
rlv occupied by
is in charge.
Lami. Christopher Wolf

Md., report that their
Heineman Brothers, Baltimore,
an infor the month of March show quite
rPreiDts thus far
period in the preceding year.
over sales for the same

crease

past month, by
Computation of their business for the
Marvin, Toledo, Ohio, disclosed an
Walding Kinnan &
products,
sales on Cuesta, Rey & Company's

increase 'in
for

BLOCH. Wheeling. W. Va
WOOD F. AXTON. Louisville. KyKy
^i^WLINS D. BEST. Covington.
J.

A

Pr^ld'enl
Vlce-Presiaeni
Vice
Secretary-Treasurer

swept
be assumed that some innocent men were
net set in New York,
up along with the guilty in the recent
Internal Revenue DePhiladelphia and other cities by the
partment. If there are innocent men among
those held their arrests have been made on
Tobacco
violation
specific charges and whether the
Frauds
It

may

has been due to carelessness or real intent
The law is very clear on
to defraud is of small moment.
even if the
what a manufacturer mav or may not do, and
ignorance as a plea will
local collectors have been negligent,
prove of

little benefit.

which they are distributors.

Noyes Brothers

already taken place. And who shall say that each one has
not been advantageous? In theory at least consolidation
should bring benefits of mutual advantage.
The purchase of the Schinasi interests by the Tobacco
Products Corporation, the consolidation of the T. J. Dunn
& Company business with that of Samuel I. Davis & Company, the purchase of a controlling interest in the Best &
Russell Companies by the United Cigar Manufacturers, all
show the tendencies of the times.
What changes are to come in the near future are but
conjecture. In the face of such keen competition it is evident that the small manufacturer must put forth his utmost

&

Cutler, St. Paul, Minn., distributors

manufactured by Wertheimer Brothwere recently in receipt of a visit from
ers, Baltimore, Md.,
Sam \Vertheimer, of the company.
of

"El Dallo" cigars,

campaign on "Relu" cigarettes is now
the Reed Tobacco Combeing waged in Massachusetts by
England
E. U. Harrington, manager of the New
pany.
coming along nicely.
district, states that results are

An

The expansion and
maintain his distribution.
widening of the markets is seemingly more easily accomcondiplished by big corporations than by small ones and
it is proven that
tions todav acccntyate this feeling. When
manufacturer
consolidation will bring such benefits the alert
or corporation will be favorably inclined.
few years may be taken
If the experiences of the past
more important
criterion it may be assumed that still
to

as a

aggressive

The "Body Guard" cigar, manufactured by Dearstyne
Brothers Tobacco Company, of Albany, N. Y., is reported
with success not only locally but also
to be meeting

New York

throughout

State.

The brand

retails

at five

cents.

The Charles B. Perkins Company, Boston, Mass., are
oliering a
carries

stated

new

cigar to the trade.

It

is

styled the "36,"

Sumatra wrapper and retails at five cents. It is
that good workmanship is one of the features of the
a

brand.

will take place in the future.

Cigar Leaf Association to Convene May
will conThe National Cigar Leaf Tobacco Association
Washington, D. C, on
vene for its annual convention at
sent out
May 8th, according to an announcement recently
8th

Charles Fox, and secover the signature of the president,
retarv Joseph Mendelsohn.
time in the history of the
It 'is pointed out that at no
importance been
association have so many matters of vital
The conven lo
thrust upon the officers and committees.
discussion and deliberation
offers the only opportunity for

in

The Oppenheiiner cigar stores at South Bend and Elkhave been taken over by Louis Shirk, who will
appoint local managers to look after his interests in the
stores.
He will continue as representative for the Compeer
^ igar Company.
hart, Ind.,

As matters

The Central Cigar and Tobacco Company, Memphis,
having taken on the distribution of the "Charles

lenn.,
t

Benby" cigar, manufactured by
Ind.. Arthur
Taylor, of the latter

II.

h'enjJrich,

&

company, recently arrived

Memphis to assist the Central Company on a two weeks'
introductory campaign.
Nice business is being done by the
antral concern on
the brand.

"11

now occupying

^ompany^M^^
^^
new

Raphael

their

offices in the

Broadway and Forty-second Street,
furnishings and equipment are not
attractive as well.

^-,,^
York Uiy^^

^^_

^"^

The management

Kelly,
is under the direction of Jackson
company's Eastern representative.

Company.

who

is

^^^iness
^^^

Kraus

Md., manufacturers of the "In-Bthe company is still incapacitated in the
matter of keeping
up with the orders w hich are being re<^eived on this
and other brands which it manufactures. TTie
nilargcment now being
made to the present factory is expected to be
completed shortly.
ij^

l^veen

^^''^f^;,'
locai
of the

ment

COMPANY announce the appoint-

of E. P. Eberlin to represent

them

in Missis-

South Alabama, South Georgia, Northwest
Mr. Eberlin
Florida, and Western Tennessee.
takes charge of the territory formerly traveled by Sidney
Douglas, deceased. He is an experienced salesman, and
was previously associated with the sales department of
Nick Felif, of Mobile, Ala. In this connection, Mr. Eberlin
became thoroughly acquainted with the Cuesta-Rey line
inasmuch as he handled it for Mr. Felif, who is numbered
among the distributors of the Cuesta-Rey products.
Much satisfaction is being expressed by Moses Bustillo
&. Company relative to the prosperous business being done
by the company.
Manager Torres, of Sanchez & Haya, is back again
from Havana, where he went on a tobacco purchasing trip.
He reports having secured some excellent leaf for the comsippi,

pany.
Jor^e Leon, of San Martin & Leon, back from his
recent visit to the company's plantations, in Havana, states
that the crops are of decidedly excellent quality, and that
he has made reservations of some choice leaf.
An increased demand for better sized and higher priced
cigars is reported by Corral, Wodiska, Y Ca., manufacturers
of the "Julia Marlowe" cigar.
At the factory of the Jose

Lovera Company during

the past month, business has been surging steadily forward.
John C. Boltz left recently for Philadelphia, following
his settlement of the affairs of the Boltz-Clymer Company.
Salvador Sanchez & Company, Y. Pendas & Alvarez,
the

Preferred-Havana Company, and the Morgan Cigar

report excellent business.
Manuel B. Pendas, of Pendas & Alvarez, bought a
goodly quantity of tobacco on his recent visit to Havana.
Andres Diaz, of Andres Diaz & Company, was among
some of the more recent visitors seen in Havana for the
purpose of securing tobacco for manufacture.
Perfecto.
all

Piaza Sentenced on T. M. A. Charges
Charles Piaza, the first man arrested in the crusade
recently inaugurated by the Tobacco Merchants* Association, under the direction of its attorney, Charles Dushkind,
against box-stuffing, was sentenced in the United States
Court to serve two months' imprisonment. Piaza pleaded
guilty to the charge of having refilled boxes which previously contained "Hoyo de Monterrey," "Corona," and "Carolina" cigars.

New

Officers for

Young & Busser Company

The following are the officers of the recently reorganized Young & Busser Company, conducting the Centre Square Cigar Store at York Pa., following the withdrawal of George L. .Stallman C. L. Young, president C.
H. Sieker, vice-president and treasurer; and Robert B.
Funk, assistant treasurer. Mr. Sieker will act as general
manager.
:

Bcspite the recent largely increased facilities of

'•r.o»^f^^

New

UESTA, REY &

27, 1916.

Evansville,

'

The Ryan

Tampa, March

the city.

are

the trade
of great interest affecting
th^^ a arg
now pending before Congress it is believedam
a most favo
attendance at the convention would make
that "^e"^^^f,^y'
i.npression. It is therefore requested
be ^^nt bu tha
boirds not only urge that a full delegation
make an effort to
as manv members as possible will
alternates.
present'in addition to the delegates and

—

Company

From Denver, Col., comes the report that excellent
missionary work is being done in that city on "El Roi-Tan"
cigars by O.
Company. It is
J. Lansing, Seidenberg &
stated that not only is the brand selling well, but that the
cigar is being sold by practically all of the prominent stores

—

E. P. Eberlin Joins Cuesta, Rey & Company Jorge Leon
Back From Cuban Plantations Corral, Wodiska &
Company Report Increased Demand

John A.

on these subjects.

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

new

II

for the

I'

J(a)ihtniiiii8

five-cent i'orto Rico cigar, is being
Chicago, III.
market by Grommes 6l Ulrich,
the
on
put
•leticia" a

companies have added tremendously to their prestige and
l)rospccts while the matter of production to meet the demand becomes a serious one.
During the month several important changes have

changes

17

"

preservation of established businesses that are unable
single-handed to maintain their "place in the sun."
This competition has been developed largely by advertising and the power of printers' ink can no longer be
doubted when as a result of its use profits show large inEvery dollar spent in advertising is developing
creases.
good-will, which if maintained by the product, becomes a
handsome asset. By advertising a number of the larger

effort

JACOB WERTHEIM. New York
GEORGE W. HILL. New York
EDWARD WISE. New York
JESSE

interested in the tobacco industry
take
the recent report of the investment in a certain tobacco
corporation by a man long prominent in the trade as an indication of some important changes.
The
past few years have seen some remarkable
Are Changes
situations, and with the constantly increasComing?

changes and amalgamations will become necessary

Bell

LAWTON KENDRICK

Some persons

ing competition among the big companies
in the tobacco field it is natural to suppose that certain

PUBUCATION OFFICBS

CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA

THE TOBACCO WORLD

P.altinujre,

cigar,

;

about the middle of April the United
Cigar Stores Company will open a store on the corner of
Howard & IMarket Streets, Akron, Ohio.
It is stated that

n

i

:
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MANY TOBACCO DEALERS CAUGHT
IN REYENDE^EPARTMENT RAID
(Continued from Page 13)

the office of John Z. Lowe, Jr., Collector of Internal
Revenue for the Second New York District, the following
statement was given out:
"The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, satisfied that
the Government was losing many millions of dollars an-

At

nually throughout the country in taxes on cheap
cigarettes and tobacco, about six months ago began a quiet
investigation of the facts, and through his confidential
agents has secured evidence showing the Government's
loss in taxes in these products to be appalling. The proof
so far obtained by Colonel Osborn, who has had personal
charge of the matter, has resulted in evidence being secured
to date warranting the seizure of about 200 factories in New
York and elsewhere which will be accomplished at once and
The resuH
the various offenders prosecuted criminally.
of his investigation shows a far-reaching and gigantic conMany
spiracy to have existed for ten or fifteen years.
manufacturers have been making the cigars and selling
them without stamps to consumers and other dealers, resulting in large losses in revenue.
"in addition to these frauds the present Commissioner
of Internal Revenue has uncovered long standing frauds in
the manufacture of oleomargarine and whiskey wherei)y
cigars,

Government has

lost millions of dollars.

A number

of

have been seized in different parts
Numerous convictions have been secured
of the country.
ties.
In one case over six hundred thousand dollars was
and a large amount of money collected in tines and penalpaid to the Government.
"The result of the Commissioner's crusade on this class
of violators in New York and other points will without
doubt result in the collection of millions of dollars heretofore evaded, and break up a rotten condition that has
factories

and

existed for

distilleries

many

^
During the past month at
Street. P>rooklyn, N. Y.. Bernard

Standard Oil
years has saved

—

Brothers'

New

rder

1

and

Factory Ready

April 1st has been the date set for removal to the new
factory of Yocum brothers, at Fourth and Walnut streets,
Reading, Pa.
The new building is modern throughout
and will offer greater facilities for expansion than did those
of the old factory at Seventh and Walnut streets.
It will
be possible to put a larger force at work, thus aiding to a
material degree in more rapid shipment of orders. Yocum
Brothers report excellent demand for their "Y-TT' and
"Spana-Cuba" brands, which are now assured of even
greater attention tlian was possible heretofore.

GRAHAM,

59

three

British
ington relative to the probable effects of the
importation of tobacco
decreasing or shutting off the
inclosed a letter
Mr.
United Kingdom.

Webb

the

•'ito

of
{"om Secretary
the

Commerce

in this

Redfield in which he expressed

by purchases

curtailment might
country by British agents for future delivery.

be offset

opinion that

made

well-known "Savarona" cigar, state that the
recent
strike of their cigarmakers in Porto Rico has
been satisfactorily settled. Improving conditions, generally,
are

Chief of the Bureau of Foreign and Doin a letter to Senator Simmons sent to
mestic Commerce,
the fear that a considerable deMajor Graham, expresses
may be serious in effect on prices.
crease in importations
The letter to Mr. Webb from Secretary Redfield

reported.

follows

A. Taylor,

\V

The Cayey-Caguas Tobacco Company,

manufacturers

of the

also

Council of February 16, 1916,
number of products,
which restricts the importation of a
for
including tobacco, is quoted in "Commerce Reports"
February 17th, a copy of which is sent you herewith.
"This department is unofficially informed that where
date
an order has been placed in this country before the
probably be
of the order in council licenses to import will
As licenses must in all
granted as a matter of course.
cases be obtained before importation into Great Britain
the j)roper procedure is for the American
is permitted,
shipper to obtain assurances that his British customer has
secured such licenses from the British Board of Trade or
In
other proper body before undertaking to fill the order.
the absence of such an assurance, it is doubtful whether
steamship companies would receive a consignment.
"During the calendar ynTiV of 1914 the amount of unmanufactured tobacco imported into the United Kingdom
from the United States reached a total of 138,985,243
pounds, according to British official figures, and the value
of such imports was given as 5,484,336 pounds sterling.
The immediate effect of limiting imports to. two-thirds of
this amount, or a smaller proi)ortion is obvious.
This curtailment of the British market might be offset to a considerable degree, however, by purchases made in this country by British importers for future delivery.
It has been
reported in the press that such action might be taken in
the event that imports of tobacco into the United Kingdom
were materially reduced.
It seems reasonable to suppose
that such a course might be followed, as it is not to be expected that the restriction of tobacco imports will materially
reduce the consumption of tobacco products in the United
Kingdom.
The probable result of such restriction will
simply be that British stocks already
available will be
utilized, and upon
the depletion of such reserve stocks there
would doubtless be a greatly increased demand for new
supplies from this country.
The P.ritish imports of manufactured tobacco from
the United States are comparatively
iiisigniticant, and the
order in council would be of relatively
small consequence
in this connection.
The value of cigarettes imported
into the United Kingdom from the United
^^"''"g the calendar year of 1914 amounted to only
;.^f^^
"The British order in

The new Queen size in "Solace" cigars is being pushed
by the K. M. Schoenborn Cigar Company, Columbus,
President Workman directing. The Schoenborn Company
operates stores in the
Bechel House, Dayton.

The

Soter

nounce Sidney

House, Columbus, and

Neil

Company,
J. Preeman

the

cigarette

manufacturers, anSons as general sales agents

&

for their products.

"h:gyptian Princess" in all tips will be
the brand principally distributed. Attention, however, will
be given to the live-cent brand "La Turka."

W.

D. Fleak, who has identitied himself
with the Tobacco Products Corporation, word comes from
Oklahoma City that R. N. Loomis, local supervisor of the
cigarette department of the American Tobacco Company,
has been transferred to Chicago, 111. He will have charge

Succeeding

of the Illinois

and Iowa

territory.

"El Niblo," manufactured by the Solis Cigar Company, Denver, Col., popular in this territory for quite a long
time,

is

much attention just now from the
publicity. The "Rl Niblo" is a clear Havana

the object of

it is

old,

boilermaker at Wood River, 111., in five
over 3,000,000 tobacco coupon tags, lie has furnished his
four-room house with the premiums fi^om tags. He gave
750,000 coupons for the ])iano which adorns his home, and
is now on the last laj) of saving enough for a live-passenger
automobile. Minneapolis "Cigar and Tobacco Journal.''
After procuring the automobile, Mr. Haderlein will
probably start saving coupons for a- twenty-room house
with five bath rooms, a swimming-pool, billiard room, music
room, library, etc., etc.

Yocum

Hr,n.

the intention of the company to increase the number of smokers calling for the brand.

Going Strong"

John Haderlein, thirty-eight years

VJOR W. A.

Larney, a cigar
mam

daughters.

and
"Still

J.

home, 790

facturer, died as the result of Bright's (iisease.
He was
years old and is survived by a widow, one son

standpoint of

years."

his

t©hwm<^@ Emalbari© Msqj
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Commissioner of Agrifrom Hon.
culture, has received communications
Senator F. W. Simmons in WashE. V. Vvebb and

Lease for a cigar store in the Rialto Building
norti
west corner Forty-second Street and Broadway
has
obtained by the United Cigar Stores Company.'
\

"They are put under arrest and forced to get bonds.
Many of them can't afford even that expense. In the meantime their factory bond is forfeited. They are unable to
do business and their income is absolutely shut off."

the

THE TOBACCO WORLD

Cigar stand privileges of the new building located at
the corner of Thirty-fifth Street and Broadway, opposite
R. H. Macy & Company's store and the Herald Building,
have been secured by Murray Benis. Arrangements for
the opening are now being made by Mr. Benis, who was
formerly identified with G. \\ I-'aber, Incorporated.
.

"Rex Roy," a five-cent product, manufactured by the
Ilernsheim Company, of New Orleans, La., has been taken
on for distribution by the P. C. Knowlton Company, of
Memphis, Tenn. Good jobbing orders are reported on
the brand by the Knowlton Company, who state that the
"Rex Roy" is proving a repeater in most places where
it

is

carried.

A

campaign is now being earned
on by S. P.achman & Company, Los Angeles, Cal., on the
"John Ruskin" cigar of the I. Lewis Cigar Manufacturing
Company, Newark, N. J. The salesmen of the Bachman
Company are being assisted in their work by "Bill" Bailhe.
of the Lewis Company, who recently arrived for some
specialty work on the brand.
special sixty days'

^"CS

pounds sterling

may add that a cablegram from the American
Consul-General at London, dated
February 17th, stated that
a special
committee would probably be appointed to deal
i

ll'th

aata
c

the

matter of tobacco imports. As soon as additional
on this subject are
received. I shall be glad to have
r.ureau of

q'artment,
.,,.,;,,,

„

Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
nierce, of this
give
you
such
further
informatic
....V Jon
as may be
^

'Available."

'he letter to
reads:

Senator

Simmons from W. A. Taylor
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"VVe are advised through the Chief of the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, under date of March 1,
1916, of your request for definite information for the Commissioner of Agriculture, Raleigh, North Carolina, regarding the conditions or regulations which govern the export
of tobacco and the probable effect of such regulations upon
the

volume

and

of trade

prices.

"I regret to advise that this department has
tion bearing

on

no informa-

this inquiry other than recent press reports

indicating that shipments of tobacco are now allowed to
enter neutral ports of Europe under such conditions as

would apparently permit of their reachiiig Germany and
her allies, on the one hand and, on the other hand, the
decision of the British government to limit or restrict altogether the importation into England of tobacco and other
products classed as luxuries.
"As to the probable effects upon the volume of trade
and prices, if these reports are true, it may be said that
England is our largest foreign customer for tobacco and
normally large quantities of the flue cured type, such as is
grown in North Carolina, as imported from this country.
Considerable quantities of this and other types of our
tobacco are also normally exported to Germany and her
allies.
Any considerable decrease in the volume of the
foreign trade in the flue cured type would in all probability seriously affect prices, since there has been a decided
tendency to over-production of this type during the past
two years, so that it is presumed that domestic manufacturers are rather fully stocked."— Winston-Salem "Sentinel."

Fonseca Patent Upheld in Courts
Upholding the Fonseca patent in every particular, the
United States Circuit Court of Appeals in the case of the
F. E. Fonseca & Company vs. Ruy Suarez & Company, has
reversed the decision of the lower courts, the decision of
the higher court being in part as follows:
"The subject of the patent is a simple wrapper for
a cigar, which is sufficiently described in the first claim.
This claim is as follows:
"A cigar package comprising a cigar and the containing protecting cover, the said cover extending normally
beyond the ends of the cigar and having its extended ends
twisted to form practically cords which are wound back
upon the cover and secured.

"The

result

is that the cigar is covered in a neat
paper case upon which any desired printing may be inscribed, such as the name of the cigar and its maker. The
twisted ends form cushions which protect the cigar and
the covering protects it when carried in the pocket or cigar
case of the smoker. The nearest approach to the patent is
the Whitney envelope, which had a different object in
view and had none of the distinctive features of the Fon-

seca patent.
"The patent

on the border line between invention
and mechanical skill, but we are inclined to think that
we should resolve the doubt in favor of the patent. We
is

think it is in the same category as the metallic castor
patent which we recently upheld, which consisted in substituting a cup-shaped metal disk for the ordinary wheel
castor.

"The wrapper

in

question has

many advantages which

[

appeal to the smoker. It keeps the cigar clean, it prevents
it from being broken at the ends if roughly handled, and
it enables the maker to advertise and identify his cigars,
which partly by reason of his covers, we may assume, have
become popular with the public.
"The decree is reversed with costs."

I
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and rosewood. Pacific coast redrsrrassian walnut
in this industry.
making its appearance
'"ood is

T.

From

"Barrel and Box'*

is

Plug Tobacco Boxes
tobacco boxes
practicable to separate plug

not
statistics.
boxes, in existing

VL

-

'^'""

known, however, that many boxes for
are required by the
forms other than cigars
It
woods needed for such boxes are known.
It is

.lent

rgCIHE manufacture^ of cigar and tobacco boxes in the
l&KJ United States, says "Barrel and Uox," is to some

BMM
^^^

At any

rate,

persons

extent a distinct industry.
who make a business of collecting statistics of
production have seen tit to include tobacco boxes in a list
boxes of
to themselves, thus keeping them separate from

other kinds.
This holds true notwithstanding the fact tobacco boxes
Sizes are numertnis, purposes vary,
are of several kinds.
all

and the same factory
box is different from
the box for plug tobacco and the plug tobacco box is not
tobacco
like the case in which pouches or tins of smoking
are packed for shipment yet all belong in the general class
leaf
of tobacco boxes. There is still another box in which
tobacco is packed for shipment to the. factory; but such
shipments are oftener made in a barrel or hogshead and
different kinds of wood are required,
seldom makes all kinds. The cigar
;

;

but has
in that case the container is not listed with boxes,
its place in statistics of slack cooperage.
Shippers of tobacco in the various forms are large
users of wood. The annual demand from that source exceeds 03,000,000 feet, and nineteen different woods are on
Nearly onethe list, and five of them are foreign woods.
half of all the

wood

used for tobacco

boxes

in the

United

The names of the
States comes from foreign countries.
woods employed and the quantity of each used yearly are
given in the following table:

Box Woods Used Annually
Spanish cedar

Tupelo
Yellow poplar

29,482,068
10,421.217
7,377,669

Red gum
Basswood
Elm

4.281,250
1.809,000

Cypress

1,559.027

Oak
Cedar
Sycamore

White pine

Mahogany
Magnolia

Redwood
African cedar

Maple
Cottonwood
Circassian walnut

Rosewood
Total

6,806,770

403.200
246.750
210.000
199.425
161.200
75,000
61.000
35,500
23,450
6,750

250
100

"

has not. Otherwise, the two woods bear considerable resemblance.
Spanish Cedar
The Spanish cedar of which ci^ar boxes is made
usually comes to this country in the form of logs and these
logs vary in size. Those from Cuba and some other of the
West India islands are small, not averaging much more
than a foot in diameter, or about the size of large telegraph
Logs of that kind supply most of the large cigar
poles.

box

factories in Florida.
use thin cedar lumber for

The box makers

''T
^

IH

;X;o
nn
Tesent.

say

Spanish cedar veneer is employed by cigar box
makers, it is usually very thin, and it is pasted, like sheets
of paper, upon other woods. By employing it in that way,
a small quantity of cedar suffices for a large number of
boxes. Those who buy cedar in the log get it nuich more
cheaply than those who buy it ready cut in thin veneer.
For example, in the State of New York the box factories
generally buy veneers. When these are calculated on the
basis of board measure, the average price j)aid is $113.UM
a thousand feet; while in Florida, where purchases are
based on log measure, the cost of Spanish cedar is only
$24.02 a thousand feet.
Two other cedars, or so-called cedars, are in use In
makers of cigar boxes in this country. ( )nt* is the comnioii
red cedar, the kind of which pencils and clothes chests artis

listed

with

cigar

box materials, and 30,000 feet are used annually in this
country. There are several species in Africa which pass
under the name of cedar, and it is often doubtful what one
nsed;hut
is meant when the simple name African cedar is
perhaps it often refers to a South African tree known as
Mlange cedar (Waddringtonia whytei which attains a
height of 150 feet, and supplies a fragrant, duse-granied,
beautiful wood, easy to work.
Other Useful Woods
)

63,159,626

learned from the foregoing table, Spanish
cedar leads all other woods. The name is misleading in
two ways. Though it is called Spanish cedar, it neither
comes from Spain nor is it a cedar. It grows on the West
India islands, and in Mexico, Central America, and the
northern part of South America. The cedars are softwoods,

As may be

with needle leaves or scale leaves; but this is a hardwood
with leaves bearing some resemblance to those of black
walnut.
It is closely related to mahogany; but usually
this so-called cedar wood can be distinguished from mahogany by the fact that the former is quite porous and mahogany is not. Spanish cedar has a continuous line of pores
The cedar is- soft, the
in each ring of annual growth.
mahogany hard. The polished surface of the cedar has a
glistening resembling the dust of soapstone, but mahogany

there

cedars are the leading cigar box woods,
ami
are others. Tupelo, yellow and bay poplar, basswood.
Sometimes the whole box is made
red gum stand high.
they arc
of one or another of these, woods, and sometimes
thm
used simply as backing or core over which to glue
When no veneer is employed, it
sheets of cedar veneer.
paper, tor
is customary to cover the wood with lithograph
by cgai"
the sake of appearance. Considerable elm is used
Michigan
box makers. This wood is sometimes known as
atlhougli in
It may be finished to look like cedar,
cedar.
appea
texture and in natural grain it is quite different m

Though

danger

a 'n

a
are included
\

Small quantities of high grade woods
the list of tobacco box materials. Among these

are mahog

a small village or a large city. These conditions make it
possible for cigar box making to be carried on nearly anywhere that sufficient population is found.
Probably in no other wood-using industry does the

average cost of the wood vary so greatly as in the manufacture of tobacco boxes. Figures for the following named
States will show this. The States lies in the North, South
and in the Middle West, and represent the country fairly
The average cost quoted represents all the woods
well.
reported by the tobacco box makers in the several States.

Average Cost of Box Woods
Average cost
mill per

State—
New York

of

M.

69.50

Indiana
New Jersey

recent years only.
other soft woods
Pails or small tubs made of spruce and
for some kinds of plug
are coming into use as containers
in reports
tohacco; but figures showing quantity belong

Florida

2193

Missouri

18.35

Alabama

944

of slack

cooperage rather than to

the box industry.

Manufacturing By Regions
The table which follows gives the total quantity of
wood consumed annually by tobacco box makers in the
leading States where the industry is carried on.

Tobacco and Cigar Boxes
j^tate

By

States

Board

feet.

Florida

11,736.225

New York

10,115,550

ft.

,

gum, yellow poplar
Oak cypress, elm, basswood, red
and all in much greater demand for
and tupelo are each
Gum seems to be gaining
tobacco boxes than sycamore.
yellow poplar is losing ground
rapidly, while apparently
It is not possible, however, to
because of its high cost.
how rapidly certain woods
nuote authentic figures to show
losing, because statistics are
are gaining and others are

63.92
62.80

Iowa
Ohio

42.47
35.51

Wisconsin
Maryland
Michigan

available for

at

$104.04
88.94

Illinois

The foregoing

i

29.87
23.03

list

of prices paid for

raw materials

at

and factories which make tobacco boxes probably represents the highest and the lowest. The Alabama cost price
Practically
is so low that an explanation seems in order.
the only wood used Was tupelo, which was brought to the
mill from near-by lands.
The New York price, which is the highest, is based
largely on purchases of the lumber and veneer, with the
cost calculated on board measure basis.

mill

Pennsylvania

9,930,755

Increased Tobacco Crops in Costa Rica

Missouri

5,756,000

Wisconsin
Ohio
North Carolina
Maryland

5,204,000

Since the establishment of a large tobacco factory at
San Jose, the annual imports of tobacco have decreased
about 50 per cent. It was found better to manufacture
plug tobacco, cigars, and cigarettes in this country than to

Illinois

Michigan
Kentucky
Indiana
Virginia

New

Jersey

Iowa
California

Connecticut

Rhode Island
All others

4.733.186
3,200,000
2,374,000
2,325,350
1,480,750
1,312,500

515,000
454,550
342,000
320,250
213,500
209,500
124,500
2.806,600

attempt to import them and pay the almost prohibitive
duty on their products (4 colones per kilo; about 85 cents
United States gold per pound, plus a surtax of 5 per cent,
of the duty on imports for consumption at Port Limon).
Efforts have been made, therefore, to encourage the raising
of tobacco in the sections of Costa Rica where the best tobacco is grown, and manufacturers now are able to obtain
the largest part of the material from the local planters.
Thus they do not have to pay duty and are able to undersell
the imported article. There is. however, always some demand for foreign makes of cigars and cigarettes and, consequently,

Total

73,154.226

The States which grow most tobacco do not necessarily
pfick most
in boxes for shipment.
Otherwise, Florida, Kcn-

some importation.

of the principal tobacco importers in Port Limon
may be obtained from the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce or its district officers. Refer to file No. 74117.]

[A

-

ance.

A

exhausting the supply.

sec-

When

called African cedar

increased without immediate

be considerably

the reason why logs of island cedar are smaller
than those from the mainland. There appears to be no
special difference in the quality of the wood between island
and continent growth, in large trunks than in small.

A wood

he

svcamore as

is

made.

^,ery
must be selected with care for the
emitted by the wood, or any stam
that any odor
by the tobacco and it is liable
will be absorbed

boxes

damaged thereby.
been in favor for tobacco boxes,
Some woods have long
in
be satisfactory. Sycamore was once
because found to
any other for that purpose. It still
! ater demand than
demand, but it is not asked for as often
meets considerable
woods have been found as
Z formerly, because some other
The common opinion that sycamore can no
atisfactory
Saw
erroneous. The supply is ample.
loneer be had is
much
States cut two hundred times as
mills in the United
might
tobacco box makers use, and the cut

L

some other States make a large number of cigar boxes.
The Florida maker, by using solid instead of veneered stock,
puts more cedar in a box.
The Spanish cedar that comes from Mexico and other
ports of the American mainland, is usually larger than
that from the islands. Whether that is because the large

that

as tobacco
that an article as rank in odor
damaged by any additional odor it
not be easily
which it is packed for shipTsorb from the box in
proves otherwise. Material for plug

'"'^f hnit practice

boxes and do not employ much
thin veneer, such as most cigar box makers use in other
That accounts for the fact that more Spanish
regions.
cedar is used in Florida than in any other State, though

were cut in former times on the islands and only
ond growth is coming now. is not very clear. Some

r^nd the
u he supposed

u

in that State

trees

in

.

Separate figures

tucky, New York and Pennsylvania would not lead in making tobacco boxes.
The making of tobacco boxes, including those for
cigars, is fairly well distributed over the United States,
much
in proportion to population; yet some regions are
ahead of others. The box follows the manufacturing of the
shop or factory for making cigar
tobacco pretty closely.
boxes need not be an extensive establishment. It may be
carried on by one or two men or by a hundred, and with
The market for the finished
little machinery or with much.
box is often near at hand. The cigar may be the output of
a small shop or of a large factory, and may be situated in

list

— "Commerce

Reports."
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United States Department of Commerce has
recently called the attention of tobacco growers to
the benefits to be derived from the steam sterilizayoung
tion of tobacco seed beds as a protection for
The
plants against root rot and other fungous troubles.
article is printed herewith
"Sterilizing tobacco seed beds has been found profitthere
able in Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and \\'isconsin, and
recommend
are many advantages in the practice which
It is certain to destroy the weeds,
it for use elsewhere.
and in this way saves much labor by avoiding hand weedAccording to tobacco specialists in the department,
ing.
root rot and other
it is also the most effective re.medy for
fungous troubles. This disease is receiving much more
been
scientific attention now than in the past, and it has
learned already that the damage which it does is much
greater than was formerly supposed. The sterilization of
the seed bed effectively protects the tobacco plants in their
I

UK

Wi
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"Another very simple but eft'ective method of
ascertaining whether or not the sterilization has been
done pro
erly is to place an ordinary potato from four to
six inche
under the soil. If this is thoroughly cooked by the
stea
it is safe to assume that all the other smaller
seeds and
germs in the soil have also been destroyed. After the
nortion of the seed bed covered by the pan has been
sterilized
the pan is moved on and more of the soil subjected
to the
same treatment. It is desirable to cover the steamed

i

soil

with burlap

other purpose impossible.
*in the South an imperfect form of sterilization has
been practiced by tobacco growers for some time. It is

order to hold in the heat as long as possible
"For some hours after treatment the seed bed is
of
course, too hot for planting. It is. indeed, probable that
the
best results under some circumstances will be secured
hv
not j)lanting for a period of ten days after sterilization. On
the other hand, this affords an opportunity for reinfection
of the soil unless the beds are effectively covered- and
furthermore, the necessity of getting the crop started mav
make this delay most inadvisable. Sterilization should
never be attempted when the seed bed is wet, as it requires very much more steam under such circumstances
than when the land is dry. For this reason, it is sometimes necessary to put off sterilization until quite late in
the season. On the whole, therefore, it is perhaps better to
plant as soon as the bed has cooled oft'. The plants may
not grow well for some days thereafter, but, once started,
they will do much better than in an unsterilized bed. Jt
should be remembered that eft'ective steaming causes the
surface soil to dry somewhat more rapidly, so that watering just after planting may be necessary.
"When apparatus for steam sterilization is not available the treatment of the bed with formalin (two (juarts
of 1 50 solution per square foot) is sometimes substituted
when root rot or other diseases are present. This, however, is not so satisfactory since it can not be relied upon
It is essential that the formalin
to destroy the weeds.
vapors be allowed to escape before sowing the seed."

the custom to burn over the seed bed and in this way
the surface for a depth of two or three inches is sterilized.
This method, however, requires much fuel, is likely to
damage the soil, and is less certain in results, so that in

"United" Company Presents Favorable Report
The annual statement of the United Cigar Stores Company of America for the year ended December 31, 1915,

earlier stages.
"The sterilization

of

the

tobacco

field

itself

is,

of

the plants, however,

course, an impossibility in practice. If
can be kept free from diseases in the seed bed, their power
In
of resistance will be greatly strengthened in the field.

Connecticut it has been found that the cost of sterilizing,
when the necessary apparatus for it is at hand, is less than
the cost of labor involved in weeding the seed bed. This
does not take into account the extra safeguard afforded by
sterilization against fungous troubles.
"These can be guarded against in the field to a certain
extent by crop rotation, but economic conditions do not
always make rotation possible in the case of tol)acco. This
is especially true in Xew luigland, where shades erected
for the tobacco fields make the use of the land for any

the opinion of the Government specialists it would pay
tobacco growers to invest in an effective sterilizing apIn many cases the purchase of the outfit or its
paratus.
operation could be handled on a community or co-operative
basis to advantage.

"The outfit should consist of a portable steam boiler
which will maintain a pressure of not less than ninety
pounds, and steam hose with the necessary connections. In
addition, there should be a pan six by ten feet square and
with a nipple for the hose connection.
six inches deep
A tight wooden box of about the same measurement is
equally effective.
"When the seed bed has been fertilized, spaded, raked
smooth, and made ready for sowing, the sterilizing box
or pan is inverted over one end of the bed and its edges
pressed well into the soil. Steam is then turned on and
kept at a pressure of at least ninety pounds for about thirty
minutes. In computing the pressure of the steam, however, it must be remembered that the pressure of the boiler
is bv no means the measure of the pressure under the pan.
The size of the pipe and the distance of the pan from the
A convenient
boiler must be taken into consideration.
pressure
actual
at
the
seed
bed is to
way of gauging the
shows
a
tendency
to rise.
notice whether or not the i)an
sufficient
pressure
to
force
is
the
steam
If it does, there
soil.
through
the
downward
fitted

in

after dividends there

was

Lopez, of Arguelles, Lopez & Brother, is back
On
again in the city following his annual visit to Cuba.
his wav back, Mr. Lopez stopped off at Tampa.
At a recent meeting of the Cigar Board of Trade, held
at the Hotel McAlpin, the Keystone Cigar Company and
Ruy Suarez & Company were elected to membership.

1915.

Dividends
less

and

interest

charg-es

Preferred dividend

Common

dividend

Total surplus

pearl shape of the popbeing shown to his New York

"La Mega" cigar is
trade at the present time by
things are being said about it.
ular

May

Many

Dobler.

nice

date set by the M. Perez Company for
new quarters at 168 Water Street, New York
floor and basement having been secured.
The

1st is the

first

ity.

I

company

I

at present

is

ley wood.

located at 135 Front Street.

Strasser

&

V'oight Lithograph

Companv

nounce that the address of their Chicago office
changed to 179 ^Vest Washington Street, and
I'hiladelphia oflice is

now

an-

has been

that the
located at 322 Chestnut Street.

tional quantities of cigars.

Goods which left Manila on the 8th of January, via
Seattle, and a later shipment on February 5th, via San
Francisco, have thus far failed to arrive in New York, due
to the extraordinary congestion of freight.

The Manila Commercial Company

incorporated under
the laws of both the Philippine Islands and New York
State, with factory and offices in Manila and offices in
New Y^ork City. This company controls the "La Yebana"
cigar and cigarette factory at Manila, the "Yeban" plantation of 5000 acres and 210 colonists in the Ysabela Province,
and numerous cigar and cigarette brands.

The expansion of the company is indicated by the following new representatives recently appointed: Joe Carlisle, of New York, now represents the firm definitely in the
South; J. L. Ilanly, of Kansas City, now represents the
company in the Middle West; R. F. Peyton, of Chicago,
now has the North Middle West territory; R. B. Cowley,
of Los Angeles, covers South California, Utah, New Mexico and Arizona; I. Danziger continues as agent in North
California, \\^ishington, Oregon, Wyoming, Idaho and
Montana; Frank H. Britt, of Buft'alo. has New York State;
Fred Kruse, of Boston, will cover New England. The following continue as heretofore I. J. Jacobson, New Orleans
Charles H. Rheiner, Philadelphia; John P. Teets, Pittsburgh; June E. Thomas, Indianapolis, and S. W. Mann;

previous
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Brother, United States representatives
Ambato" Porto Rican cigar, state that the brand
making good wherever placed.
The "Ambato"" IS a
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heimer, Cincinnati.

enjoying a rapidly growing

received

New
$2,404,171

$2,241,784

316,890

316,890

iTcd C. Allen

stock .... $2,087,581

$1,924,894

1,765,530

1.629.720

$322,051
1

,743.441

$2,065,492

Company

is

now operating

as the Allen Importa-

New

Beaver Street,
York Citv.
ngarcttes are to be handled. Mr.
.Mien will be
»ered hy his former
rei)resentation of the "Blue
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Company.
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$1,743,441

George Themelis in Charge of Sales Staff
The Themelis Brothers Company, of New York, anonnnounce that R. H. Patterson no longer rci)rescnts the
pany at Atlanta, Ga. Further announcement is to the effect
will ui
that George S. Themelis. president of the company,
future have entire charge of the sales staff.

of(

combine it with their store at the corner of
Avenue and Seventy-sixth Street. When
alteracompleted Park & Tilford will have a frontto

more than 100

Announcement
_.

jj^...

;>iay 1st will
''.'''''

iVinndr?-'
i^

\\i^a leading retailer of Racinr.
sizes.
introducing to the trade the "Mozart" cigar in four

B. B. Freitag Joins Schinasi Brothers, Inc.

St

the

to the trade that in

all probawitness the opening of a cigar store at

^^^'^

H ?fT'
^''"^^^^ '"^'
othir ?
H

"'"'"^

closed

Freitag has become associated with Schinasi
r.rothers. Inc.. and will have charge of the company's sales
in its Southern territory.
Mr. Freitag is one of the most
efficient cigarette salesmen in the trade and has rendered
\\.

made

is

Schwarz,

^''^'^'"^

''

cargoes.

feet.

I

I

Garland Steamship Company, recently incorporated in Albany, N. Y., with a capitalization of $1,900,000,
expects to put at least five steamships in operation in the
Atlantic and Pacific oceans. The incorporators are William
M. Champion, George G. Allen and Wesley W. Cheel. Mr.
Allen is a director of the British-American Tobacco Company and the other two gentlemen are associated with him.
It is stated that the ships will carry principally tobacco

?

'
«l?e

^^venty-sixth Street,

and basement dwelling
New ^'ork City, Park &

Steamship Company to Carry Tobacco

The

who manufactures "La

'"""'^^ ^ ^'^'^ "" the place.

the opening of the

Broadway

conducted by Mr. Schwarz

It

store,

will

be

B.

excellent service in the past. Numbered among his former
connections were the P. Lorillard Tobacco Company and
the P.utler-Butler branch of the American Tobacco Com-

pany.

-o

is

:

.'i<«>M)n

Dave Johnson,

Roman

rcnK.val to its

^

Surplus
Previous surplus

& Company's

m

distnhution.

.-

common

Diaz

V, Guerra,

tion

Bal. for

who

represents the S, R. Moss Cigar Company in New York and the vicinity, reports that he is securing some very satisfactory orders on the "Flor de Moss"
and "Sav-So" brands.
A. C. Moss,

a surplus of $322,051

remaining, this comparing with $295,174 for the
year. The report as presented is as follows:

Bimaidlwaiy

ek'stino

t

:

shows thaj

©la

]ll(iiir(dl

Unprecedented Delay in Arrival of Manila Cigars
11 h> Manila Commercial Company, with offices at 45
I'.rcjadway, New York, reports that th^ have taken
steps to i)revent another such unprecedented delay
in the arrival of Manila goods overland from San
l>aiicisc(j as has been recently experienced by their customers. To this end they have cabled the Manila office for addi-
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:m
shipping of cigars and cigarettes are required
and so again we can see
transportation of grocerie^s,
'die
'"
the strapping and sealing and cording that
t is not
^^^^
pilferage of tobacco products, but it is the
t secret
of the packages and the danger
CTentifying character
*
and disposition of articles, the idendne the stealing
^"^"
themselves,
is apparent from the packages
d in the

qui

*

presented the brief drawn by Charles
Tobacco
Dushkind, secretary and counsel of the
the
Merchants Association, for presentation to
changes in
Classification Committee applying for

lEREWITH

is

shipment of cigars and
the classifications relating to the
industry is
It is clearly shown that the tobacco
cigarettes
protect the
spending close to a million dollars a year to
to only $12,000.
carriers from concealed losses amounting

The

brief is as follows
the Official Classification

>r

xr

r--.

Committee, New York City:
of the U. S.
Sirs The Tobacco Merchants Association
respectfully submits the following:
of
At the outset it may be stated that a mere survey
in respect to the
the traffic regulations and requirements
with the
transportation of tobacco products as compared
shipment of
regulations and requirements governing the
conclusion that
other commodities necessarily leads to the
to unjust and unthe tobacco industry has been subjected
shippers
warranted discriminations, at least in so far as the
safeguards and proof tobacco products are required to use
for the packing of
tective appliances that are not required
character.
other commodities, even of a more hazardous

To

i

:

fruits, firearms, cut-

such articles wines, whiskeys,
patent medicines,
lery, boots and shoes, clothing, silks,
examples.
coffee, sugar, may be taken as fair
The strapping and the. sealing and the nailing and the
the tobacco
cording required for the packing of some of

Among

in conproducts and the detailed specifications prescribed
imposed for any
nection therewith, and the heavy penalties

needful
non-compliance thereof, are no more essential or
products than of
for protection from pilferage of tobacco
such burany of the other commodities referred to, but no
upon
densome and expensive requirements are imposed
shippers of any of the latter commodities.
The apparent excuse for these discriminations against
is that
tobacco products, particularly cigars and cigarettes,
to the pilferer
cigars and cigarettes are more tempting
of extraorthan other articles and hence the requirement
claims for
dinary precautions to protect the carriers from
concluconcealed losses. But the facts do not justify such
practically negligible in the
sion, for concealed losses are

unknown in
transportation of cigars and cigarettes and
The
tobacco.
the transportation of smoking or chewing
losses for all types of
total amount claimed for concealed
while the aggretobacco products in 1914 was only $12,000,
types of tobacco
gate amount of freight paid on the various
not figproducts during the same year was over $8,000,000,
uring raw material.

A

Million Dollars a Year

Wasted

conservatively estimated that the costs of the
requirements are as
strapping, sealing, cording and other
follows
Strapping, cording and sealing wooden
$65,000 a year
boxes for cigarettes
It is

Strapping,

cording and

boxes for cigars
Strapping and sealing

sealing

wooden
195,000

fibre

boxes

cigars

and

<<

(<

>(

for

30,000

cigarettes

Strapping

(<

sealing

fibre

boxes

the tobacco industry is required to spend
about
a million dollars a year to protect the carriers from concealed losses amounting to $12,000 a year.

articles undesirable for stealing, for
"hVrender these
tobacco products, are packed and done up
eries like
units, branded, labeled, trade-marked and
^^Trnall package
names of the manufacturers or proprietors.
I'Lring the
therefore that these extraordinary requireIt follows
and cigarettes are
the transportation of cigars

contended, however, on the part of the carriers
It
that the absence of concealed losses is due to the very
protective and precautionary measures that are employed
and that if not for thse measures concealed losses would
have probably occurred to an enormous extent.
This reasoning may seem to be logical, but an analysis
is

lents

bears the name or the factory number of the manufacturer
and hence they are not readily disposable. Thieves do not
care to take chances in disposing of articles that are selfThey would rather steal hats, boots, shoes,
identifying.
clothes or similar articles that either have no identification
marks or that have marks readily removable.
of Theft

claimed that tobacco products are peculiarly
tempting to pilferers because of their desire for tobacco.
This is undoubtedly true in a measure, but the dishonest
freight handler does not take chances of losing his job and
going to prison besides, in order to obtain something for
his personal use. If he steals he steals something that'he
can dispose of for money, and since he cannot dispose of
tobacco products he does not steal any.
is

The

best demonstrated by

is

«^'^f»«

the absence of theft whether concealed or open in the transportation of smoking or chewing tobaccos. These articles
have been shipped for several years in fibre board boxes

without strapping and without metal seals and yet there
has been no concealed losses. We all know from common
yard
observation that to the man working in the freight
package of
or handling freight on the trains a two ounce
a
chewing or smoking tobacco is more preferable than
of smokCarolina pcrfecto cigar, yet the concealed pilferage
tempting
ing and chewing tobacco which are undoubtedly
concealed losses
to nothing, so to speak, while the
are not tempting
of clothing, drv goods and notions which
to $95,amounted to $266,757.38. and of boots and shoes

amount

strapping.
one vear. there being no requirement for
we must conclude
sealing or cording in either case. Hence,
or other satet)
that it is not the strapping, sealing, cording
from piUerage
appliances that protect cigars and cigarettes
goods by reason ot
but the self-identifving character of the
that makes them
being branded, labeled and trade-marked

.308.48 in

.
undesirable subjects of theft.
n
find tha
we
groceries,
On the other hand, taking
dunng
paid by earners
total amount of concealed losses

to the concea'
1914 was $12,226.44, which is about equa
an
including cigars
losses paid for all tobacco products,

cigarettes that are packed under the "i«^t.^*""^^"*„J'f,d
lations. requiring wooden boxes and ^t^^PP'"^' '
^/fibre
fi^^e
1914. when no
cording as'well I refer to the year
^ave^_^^
allowed, whereas, groceries

board boxes were
requirernents^
^
permitted to be shipped without such
a
to
^^;^^^";;'
if tobacco products are tempting
of
neces.a ^j^,-^
unquestionably
unque^uu...v-,.,,
handler, groceries which are
ano
must be so much the more temptmg
negligihie concealed losses on groceries are as --^-^•—,

protection from concealed losses, and
unreasonable, unfair and unjust.
unnecessary they are
products is
Moreover, the transportation of tobacco
large measure to big manufacturers having
confined in a
and modern up-to-date and progressive shipwell equipped
departments and employing the safest and the best and
if'

guards but to the fact that every package of cigars,
cigarettes or tobacco is branded and trade-marked and

truth of this proposition

in

"\iecessary for the

of the situation will readily show that the reason for the
almost total absence of concealed losses in tobacco products
is due not to the employment of the extraordinary safe-

Tobacco Products Undesirable Subject

which

f

.

for

that the difference
It is also conservatively estimated
fibre board boxes and the
in the cost of packing cigars in
would be $600,000
cost of packing same in wooden cases
cents per case of 5000
a year, figuring at the rate of 60
every year.
there being about 1,000,000 cases shipped
cigars,

Thus

It

ping

not
modern methods of
the most
of the carriers, but because of
because of the requirements
their desire to conduct their businesses in
their policy and
most progressive manner, and it is safe to
the safest and
continue to do so, irrespecassume that these concerns will
the transportation companies.
tive of the rules of
The small manufacturers in the tobacco industry usuwithin their own locality. Their
ally confine their trade
shipments are indeed rare and of inconsequential amount.
While we thus contend that all these extraordinary

shipping their goods,

prescribed for the shipment of cigars and
should be abrogated, we surely can see no justifithe additional requirements now attempted to be

specifications
cigarettes
cation for

embodied by the Official Classification Committee in regard
to the use of wooden boxes for cigars.

anything, has there occurred in the transportation of cigars that would justify or call for the additional
requirements now proposed in the amendment to the Classification as docketed by the Official Classification Committee; and what excuse is there for thus placing additional
What,

if

upon the cigar shipper ? To require the cigar man
to place the cords 15 inches apart, and if they should happen
100
to be
15J/2 inches apart to subject him to a penalty of
I'er cent, is not only unreasonable and unfair, but it places
burdens upon the manufacturer of cigars that producers of
other commodities similarly if not more
hazardous are
burdens

spared from.

Fibre Board

shipping

Demand

or
in spite ot

t'

^^^

f^,t that

cealcd losses on tobacco products
^
measu
none of the safeguards and precautionary

^g.

t

that

its

cigars.

^^^

^.^^

Box and

Merits
Coming down now to the use of fibre board boxes in the
transi)ortation of cigars we must say at the outset that such
containers are no longer an experiment.
They have been
tried for several years
in connection with the shipments
of smoking and
chewing tobaccos as well as snuff. They
have been tried in the State of North Carolina since 1914
"1 the shipment
of cigarettes and they have been tried
"1 the shipment of
cigarettes in the territories covered by
the Western
and the Southern Classification Committees
i'lnce October,
1915, and in the territory covered by the
^>fficial Classification
Committee since January 1, 1916, and
wy have also been tried in connection with the shipment
^' cigars within
the territory covered by the Western
^-lassitication
Committee since October, 1915, and no extraf'rdinary
casualties are known to have occurred.
More'J^er,
concealed losses from shipments in fibre board boxes
"e entirely
unknown. Hence, there ought not to be any
lesitancy in
permitting the use of fibre board boxes for

'

life

1
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for Fibre

Board Boxes

niay he well in
this ccjnnection to (|Uote

wf

^urers in

from letters
from some of the leading cigar manufacUnited States on that point, to wit

received
the

Ruy Suarez &

Co., of New York.
"1 certainly approve of employing concerted eflforta
to have the Committee permit us to ship in these corrugated fibre cases, at the first class freight rate. Ex-

hausted demonstrations were made, shipping segars
from Florida to New England points, and thence to San
Francisco and return, and then opening the contents
before the Committee to convince them of the practicability of the container, and especially pointing out
to

them that detection

termined shipping

of pilferage is

in fiber containers

much

easier de-

than in the regu-

wooden cases."
Wertheimer Brothers, of Baltimore, Md.
"The Western Classification is the only one
lar

to

have adopted the rule permitting cigars to be shipped
in corrugated and fibre board containers, with certain
You will find the specification on page
restrictions.
46, classification

#53

of the

Western

Classification.

"We

believe that both the Official Classification
(who are to hold the meeting on March 21st) and the
Southern Classification have adopted the rule permit-

ting cigarettes to be shipped in corrugated and fibre
board containers, and therefore there certainly is no
reason why the same privilege should not be extended
for the shipping of cigars."

Kohlberg Bros., of El Paso, Texas.
"We understand that your association is going to
take up the matter of permitting cigars to be shipped
in corrugated or fibre board packing boxes. We heartily
endorse this movement and trust you will be successful
in carrying this thing through, as the use of the

same

convenience and less expense to the
manufacturer than the use of wood shipping cases."
will be of great

H. Fendrich, of Evansville, Ind.
"While practically our whole output goes out in
10,000 and 5000 lots, carrying a weight of 300 and 160

pounds respectively, which might require wooden cases,
the corrugated or fibre board containers have appealed
to us very strongly. We cannot see the valid objection
by the railroads against this style of package for shipping cigars in fact, it seems to us a most practical way,
chiefly on account of the cleanliness, and in our opinion
affords ample protection against theft while in transit
and should obviate the necessity for strapping, cording
and sealing."
;

Havatampa Cigar Company, of Tampa, Fla.
"We think your move a good one.

We

are shipping all of our cigars by express in pasteboard boxes,
and it is almost as cheap as freight when you leave out
the weight of a heavy board case."
Allen R. Cressman's Sons, of Philadelphia.
"Our experience has shown that these boxes will
carry cigars to their destination intact, we refer to
A fibre board box may not be
express shipments.
broken into without the fact being apparent.
"We have made about 1400 shipments in fibre
board boxes in a little over a year."

Florida Cigar

"We

Making

Co., of Jacksonville, Fla.

wish to say that we very much desire to leave
off the old style of packing cigars in wooden boxes
(full of splinters, strapped with jagged iron straps,
always wounding the hands of people who have to
handle them) and take on the corrugated packing
boxes. The corrugated boxes are safer, less liable to be
robbed in transit; it is sightlier and admits of advertising or printing on it.
"We trust that you will be successful in your controversy with the Transportation Company, and that
we will soon be shipping in the fibre board boxes."

:
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Rosenthal Bros., of
to

New

York.

"The Tobacco Merchants Association will be able
convince the Committee that hbre board packing

cases for cigars are practical and desirable, and that
these containers can be made safe without the use of
underelaborate strapping and sealing devices.
stand that there are several manufacturers of those containers, who have submitted types, which provide for
effective and safe sealing and cording; safeguarding
the contents just as effectively and perhaps more so

We

than wooden cases."
shipping
of packing

in favor of

modus

shipping and would benefit manufacturers from the standpoint of economy."
R. G. Sullivan, of Manchester, N. H.
"As most of my shipments are sent by express, 1
would strongly endorse the proposition of shipping
cigars by freight in fibre cases as it would reduce the
cost of packing boxes."
Kuhles & Stock Co., of St. Paul, Minn.
"Would say that we have not had a claim for a
great many months, and we believe this form of packing is preferable to the wooden box, which we forfacilitate

merly used.

"We made

about 1565 shipments in fibre board
cases containing cigars last year and did not have one
claim for damaged or pilfered shipments, which is an
exceptionally good record.
"At the time we used wooden cases,
more or less claims for pilfering."

we always had

Lewis Cigar Manufacturing Company, of Newark, N. J.
"We know that cigars have been shipped by freight
this Way in the Western Classification territory and
have given better satisfaction to both shipper and
consignee.

We

have been informed that there

breakage of cigars and

less

theft,

is

less

or practically no

theft."

lleineman Brothers, of Baltimore, Md.
"We beg to advise that we have been using a large
quantity of these corrugated boxes during the last year
in our shipments to W estern Classilicatiun points, and
our results have been extremely satisfactory.
"We have shipped thousands of these cases within
the year and only had one instance of a shortage on
goods not arriving in good condition. We have been
using the strong box manufactured by J. M. kaffei
Company, of this city, and we surely hope that the
Classification Committee will pass favorable on the use
of these corrugated boxes in all territory, as our experience has proven that these corrugated boxes in every
way are a big benefit to the manufacturer of cigars.
"We cannot state the exact number of corrugated
boxes we have used, but the amount was in the thousands, and the very lowest estimate is two thousand.
"W^e are pleased to state that since we have been
using these corrugated boxes we have only had one
complaint on the numerous shipments we have made,
which consisted of a shortage. We do not know the
details of this shortage, as claim was filed on the other

United Cigar Manufacturers Company.
"We would like to go on record as stating that we
will be glad to give you our hearty co-operation in this
matter, and will appreciate if you keep us informed of
the progress you are making in your fight.
"Aside from monetary savings, the adoption of
these boxes will result in much easier handling in the
factories, in packing as well as in storing."

I

u

Traffi

'fi

And

so Mr. T. T. liarkrader. Assistant
Traffic

American Tobacco Company, appeared
Committee favoring the adoption of such

of the
le

to Company Which has IncorporNew Partner Admitted
ated—New Building Acquired— Many Orders
on Hand

TS business having grown to such vast proportions

Ma

admission of an additional partner was
deemed to be for the best interests of the company,
Lion, Pa., conthe Meads Tobacco Company, Red
Meads and Samuel Roseman, accomplished
sisting of C. O.
admitting to membership during the past
its object by
and incorporating with a capimonth, Samuel J. Pomraning
The new concern is to be known as
stock of $35,000.
that the

before
befor^

classification^*^"^
classification

he above statements speak for
themselves
show not only a desire on the part
of ^he
^""'^ °^
the leachn
leading ciear
r
.
manufacturing
concerns in this country to
substitut
h
hbre board containers for the old-fashioned
wooden cV
but they also demonstrate the superiority of
the fibre b-^1
boxes over the old-fashioned wooden boxes,
both in ^""^^
of iiaiidling and in point of safety.
I he fibre board box is known to
be theft-proof
moist
ure-proof and practically fireproof. It comes

a

,

.

tal

Roseman & Pomraning Tobacco Company, and
Meads Tobacco Company, in addition
takes over the old
business of D. Frank Kaltreider and his
to the tobacco

the

'

no room until you are ready
packed and sealed in one-quarter the time

practically

it

secured at a cost of $8000. Seven carthe transaction.
loads of tobacco were also acquired by
The building bought from Mr. Kaltreider is a threelong and 50 feet wide.
story, brick construction, 100 feet
The machinery and office fixtures which it contained were
obtained at a cost of $700. The tobacco acquired was composed of four carloads of Ohio leaf two carloads of Lancaster County leaf and one carload of Wisconsin binders.
The old
Scrap is to be manufactured out of this tobacco.
company did an exporting business only the new organization will export and supply local manufacturers with scrap

can b^

takes to handb

wooden case, is much easier to handle and
mashed fingers or splintered hands.

a

it

''

there are

i
"'^

Strapping, Sealing, Etc., Unnecessary
Burden
In view of the facts and circumstances thus
recited we
do not anticipate that your Committee will have
any dif
liculty in arriving at the conclusion to adopt
a classitication
permitting the use of fibre board containers for
shippiiur
cigars, but we demand, and rightfully so, that
we be granted
such permission without strings and without
unnecessary
and uncalled for restrictions.
The metal straps and the riveting of the metal straps in
the particular way described in the proposed
classiticatiuii
are

which

is

;

;

as well.

Orders are

now on hand

for

two

million pounds of
million of this must

Europe. One
This will necessitate working
be shipped prior to June 1st.
day and night to fill the order. Ten carloads are already for
shipment, but this it will not be possible to ship before
April 1st owing to the congested condition of traffic on the
tobacco to be shipped to

unnecessary and the particular manner of
fastening the flaps at the ends of the boxes are likewise
unentirely

A

necessary.
mere paster or strip bearing the name ui
the consignor covering the ends of the flaps so that they
might not be opened without destroying the paster, is all

The new building will be utilized as warehouse and
stripping factory.
Fifteen men are to be employed in the
warehouse, and on the third floor which is to be given over
to a stripping factory, 200 hands are to be employed.
Since
January 1st last the company has purchased 322,000 pounds
of Xew York State tobacco, which amount they sold re-

is

and sealed, for there is no way to open the fibre board box
without mutilating it to such an extent that it will be readily
visible even from a distance.
Why then imposing unnecessary and uncalled for burdens upon shippers, that would
cost them about $yo,OUU a year for the additional require
ments of strapping such fibre board boxes for cigars and
20,000 a year for both cigars and cigarettes.
Carriers Should Encourage the Use of Fibre Board Boxes

cently for $30,078.

Of material assistance to the company will be the
dryer, 65 feet long, which has just been installed, and
which is used to get the tobacco in condition for exporting.

J{? 1

Kuhles

may

Stock to Repair

permission to repair
Street, visited

work

by

and

is

no unreasonable demands.

We

do not

seek

We

to obtain any special i)rivileges.
simply protest against
the imposition of unnecessary burdens upon the tobacco
industry and we ask for a square deal for the industry that
represent.

All of which

is

respectfully submitted.

TOP.ACCO MKRCHANTS ASSOCIATION

OF TflK

U.

S.,

By

Charles Dushkind,
Secretary and Counsel

Company Premium

Station in

New Haven

So successful has been the premium station opened by
the American Tobacco Company in New Haven, Conn.,
last fall, that the amount of merchandise given to customers
at the present time averages three times that which was
given in exchange for the coupons in December last. The
station is located at No. 6 Congress Avenue, and is the
company's twentieth premium station in the East. The
New Haven stand was open only a short while, when the
patronage began to express by increasing numbers, its appreciation of being allowed to come to a local store rather
than be compelled to transact its business by mail in another city. The premiums oflfered are many and various,
and range anywhere from a collar button to a 100-piece
dinner set or from a linen handkerchief to electrical cooking
devices.
Coupons from the following list are redeemable
at the local station

"Egyptienne Straights", "Cairo", "Hassan", "Lord
Salisbury", "Mecca", "Omar", "Sovereign", "Sweet Caporal", and "Tokio".
Condition of the Cuban Tobacco Crop
An American tobacco planter of this vicinity who has
just returned from an extended trip through the tobacco
zone of the Province of Santa Clara reports exceedingly dry
weather since November in the Manicaragua district, where
the current crop is estimated at 30 per cent, that of normal
years. A 50 per cent, yield is expected in the district that
embraces Boca del Toro, Gener, Minas Ricas, Minas Bajas,
Bagad, Tomento, etc., which has had no rain since October;
and in the Cabaijuan and Sancti Spiritus district, the largest tobacco-growing center in Cuba, only half a crop is
looked for. The body of the tobacco will be heavy, requiring a longer time in which to cure. "Commerce

—

Reports.**

alter their building at 355

Jackson

tobacco-purchasing trip, Charles Barth, cigar manufacturer,
Spokane, Wash., announced an increase in the capitalization of the Barth Cigar Company, Incorporated, bringing
the capitalization of the concern up to $60,000. This is interesting news when it is considered that the State of Washington stands for Prohibition. Mr. Barth also announced
that during the summer his factory on Washington Street
would be enlarged to a material extent, and that there
would be an increase in his working stafif from five to twenty
employees. In view of the above, it does not seem as if
the elimination of a particular market is going to interfere
with the activities of the Barth Company. It plans to manufacture fifteen brands.

fire

Succumbs

to

Pneumonia

I'ollowing a short illness,

i

Barth Cigar Company Increases Capital
Preparatory to leaving for the East recently on a

finished the

Al. Stern

freight.

We make

Damaged Factory

during the past month. When the
company will have a four-story brick
structure. Announcement is also
made by J. N. Stor, president of the company, that
a site on University Avenue, near
^"filing, has been secured
on which it is planned to erect a
plant at a cost of
$100,000. The plant to be put in condition
at once, is to
serve until the later structure is completed.

pensive requirements, the carriers should encourage the
use of such boxes, for while it may mean an enormous saving of expense to the shippers the use of such containers
will ultimately bring about increased income to the carriers,
for instead of shipping cigars in 5000 cases or cigarettes
in 25,000 cases, it will in due time become the custom of
shipping these articles in smaller quantities and hence a
multiplicity of i)ackages and a comparative increase m

we

&

At an estimated cost of $9000 Kuhles & Stock Company, cigar manufacturers, St. Paul, Minn.,
have secured

also be stated that the carriers instead of preventing the use of fibre board boxes either by absolute prohibition or by surrounding their use with difficult or exIt
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railroads.

necessary for protection from concealed theft. In
fact there is less danger of concealed theft from fibre board
boxes than there is from wooden cases strapped, corded
tiiat

Meads,

building

hat, tikes u

to use

A. T.

MEADS TOBACCO^MPANY EXPANDS

ager of P. LoriUard Company, who
appeared befor"^
^^^^
Loninnttee not only favored the adoption
of a cla^-^^'^^
permittnig the use of fibre board boxes for
shippir
but he has informed your Committee that
the L ^'^i^^^'
Company has made a number of experimental ^u-^"^^""^
^
^^ ^^m^ms
with satisfactory results.

end."

I

add that Mr. Philip Croxton

•

cigars in corrugated boxes, as this

I.

also

I

Tunis Brothers, of New York.
"We beg to state that we are

would

may

1
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due to pneumonia, Al. Stefn
fl'td during
the past fortnight.
Mr. Stern was the proprietor of the
popular cigar stand located at 135 P.roadwav,
previous
to that was identified as an employee of the
J'ld
united Cigar

Stores

Company

for a

period of fourteen
^^^ ^" excellent salesman and was a man well
fr?"'^x*-^
in the trade.
He is survived by a widow, his only
^'^^^'''^ ^^^'^y s^»'"f- time ago.
It is probable
.1
tli!f
I'lat the'^i'"^'
business will be continued by Mrs.
Stern.

At

his

home

in

George W. Webb
New Richmond, Ohio, during the past

month, George W. Webb died following a long illness.
Mr. Webb is said to have been the first man in the Burley
tobacco district to have raised white burley tobacco. It
was in 18C1, while inspecting his crop, that Mr. Webb perceived two white stocks growing out of his crop. Saving
the seeds he planted

them

proving satisfactory, Mr.
time to the raising of that
89 years of age.
A. Davey and

the year following.

The tobacco
continued to devote his
i)articular tyi)c.
Mr. Wel)b was

Webb

A. Davey, 321 West 105th Street,
New York City, are named as the incorporators of Andrew
Davey, Inc., New York, N. Y., recently incorporated with
a capital of $500,000 to deal in cigars and liquors, wholesale

and

retail.

J.
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Coast for several months according to present arrangements. He is pleased with the big business that is beine
done here on the "i'hilip Morris" cigarettes, and will try

Connecticut Valley

Year— M.

Company Expanding on

&

Gunst

"Philip Morris"

Man

Pacific

A.

Coast—

Arrives in San l^rancisco

San Francisco, March

20, 11)10.

San Francisco wholesale cigar trade for the
year, notearly spring is running far ahead of last
withstanding the fact that a year ago the Exposithemselves
tion crowds were beginning to make

HE

share
cigardom. W hile city retailers are doing a lair
that the unusual
of buying, it is from the country sections
of
number of orders is coming in. x\o particular section
the improvethe territory seems to be especially favored,
ment in country business being general all along the Coast.
for lower
City dealers report a continued preference
gradually
cigars, the number of five-cent cigars sold
felt in

priced
ten-cent and
increasing in proportion to the numbers of
"bit" cigars.

campaign has been proclanned by
moves of the
the San Francisco police, but as the previous

A

new

anti-lottery

dealers that the sale
sort have about convinced the cigar
means of securing a
of lottery tickets is too precarious a
effect on the
livelihood, the last move is having little
dealers.

.

Coast representative of hustillo
of his
Brothers & Diaz, who has recently covered most
region in conterritory, is now working the San Francisco
the local
junction with Michalitschke Brothers & Company,

Arthur Meyer,

Pacific

distributors.

.

busy season has been signalized
all in
by M. A. Gunst & Company by a number of changes,
comkeeping with the spreading out and enlarging of the
taking
pany's business throughout the West. Added to the

The opening

of the

Comover of the big business of the Metropolitan Cigar
pany at Denver, Col., has come the opening of a number of
territory, including stores
fine stores in the Pacific Coast
In keeping with
at Los Angeles, Pasadena and Seattle.
quarters of the comthis expanding business the wholesale
pany in San Francisco have been improved and fitted to
inconvenitake care of the needs of the company without
ence.
l)enefit

Several valuable and instructive displays for the
big
of visiting retailers have been added to the

store at the corner of California

News has been

and Front

Streets.

received here that the cigar business
Company, at Elgin, Ore., has been

Morelock &
destroyed by fire.
The Robert Fleming cigar business at 54 Ellis Street
has been sold to E. T. Steveson.
Milton Heinemann, of Heinemann Brothers, of Baltimore, whose coming was foretold some weeks ago, arrived
He brought with him
in San Francisco promptly on time.
samples and advertising matter for the "Half Century"
&
brand, which was eagerly snapped up by Tillinann
of

R.

P.endel,

the

distributors

of

Heinemann Brothers' "Lalla
While in San Francisco Mr.

Rookh" and "24 Karet" lines.
Heinemann conferred with the chiefs of the cigar department of Tillmann & Bendel and devised plans for sales
promotion during the coming season, which is expected to
break

all

recent records.

The Frank & HofTman Company,

cigar dealers of this
of the corporation.
city, have applied for a dissolution
A. Burrows has bought out the cigar business of
J.

Angeles, Cal.
). T. Ross at Los
Arthur Herbert, manager of the Philip Morris ComHe
pany, is now on his initial trip to the Pacific Coast.
the
arrived in San Francisco last week and will remain on

Company, has been in San Francisco for the past week
visiting the trade and looking over the Coast situation with
present

year.

Edward Wolf,
Antonia

Pacific

Coast representative

is

H. Anton Bock & Company, reports that
opening up well and that orders are coming

of the
oof of the confidence

.

Appended herewith

in nicely.
of

Kurt Hosaeus, manager of the San Francisco office of
the La Prueba Cigar Factory, returned a few days ago
from a two weeks' stay at New York.
Arnold Pollak, manufacturers' representative, with
headquarters in San Francisco, is back in San Francisco
this week after a trip to Los Angeles. Mr. Pollak has now

would no doubt increase

700
^»<>0

300
275
250
250
250
240

Hartman. Hartford
Windsor Hill
Kaiser & Boasberg Company, East
L B. Haas & Company, Hartford

&

A.

S.

Company,

Griflfin-Neuberger

&

Hatheway

Griffins

Steane, Hartford

Cuba Conn. Tobacco Corporation, Feeding Hills, Mass.
Windsor Tobacco Corporation. Windsor
.*^teane-l

F.

lartnian

&

Uach

.^on,

Windsor
latfield. Mass
Sunderland. Mass

12i>

Co.,

100

1

Leslie L. Swift,

100

Kngland Tobacco Corporation.

.N'ew

Kdmuiul

Smith. I'Veding Hills.

II.

Windsor

SO
SO
75

Simsbury

N. T. Pattison.

Mass

Windsor

llrothers.

lark

175
150

Whipple. Hartford

&

Olds

<>5

50
50
50
50
50

Tobacco Cori)oration. Tariffville
William S. Pinney. Suftield
Ketchins

the

Mfred
John

r>.

Olds,

Hubbard

Cyrus

Stores Combeing the intention of the United Cigar
Kan., shortly, it is
|)anv to open two stores in Topeka,
Sixth .\ venue and
reported that one niav be located below
probably between
that the location of the second will be
Kansas Avenue, t. A.
I'Lighth Avenue and Xinth Street on
has been apMusgrove. ICi:. West Sixth Street. Topeka,
stores and has
pointed to the managership of one of the
as manager oi
been commissioned to select a man to act

Windsor
Regan. Simsbury
Stewart. Windsor

\i.

IVter R.

Stores in Topcka

Tariffville

.Mitchelson.

Ariel

Allen.

It

I'^state,

40

Sunderland. Mass

30
401)5

Total

Company Incorporates
Stacy Hill. Webb Hill, W. E. Hawk. G. W. Drach
Overbrook are named as the incorporators of the
S.

J.

J.

and
J.

the other.

I'-.

Hill

.S.

Hill

15.

Company, recently incorporated

Ohio.

This

for a

number

&

is

Columbus,

at

the concern at Cincinnati, Ohio, operated
by J. Stacy Hill under the title of

of years

Under the new arrangement Mr.
Hill regains control of the business.
He owns practically
all of the stock,
thus making for a close corporation w ith a

J.

Front
Pittsburgh Jobbing Firm Coming to
^^^'l^:^";;';"

S.

Hill

Comj)any.

nominal capitalization of $25,000.

secured the dist
jobbers of Pittsburgh, have recently
tion for that territory on the famous "I^'Y^-;"^., ^'j^^'^,

G. W.
the stockholders.

^- L. Hill,

^h^^d^J"

brand, manufactured by Bayuk
house
Although only recently formed, this Pittsburgh
factors
shown that it must be reckoned as one of the
jobbing business in that section.

Acres

(iraiiby

t

P.rothers. of

by several

Tobacco Company. Hartford....
Tobacco Cori)oration, Silver Lane and

Connecticut

of Everett,

I'.nelow

figures

the

American Sumatra

again.

&

of the tentative acreage

hundred acres.

Mr. Brooks has been with Horn & Company for the past
sixteen years. Mr. Brooks is the owner of a fine ranch in
the San Joaquin Valley, and it is given out that he will
reside on his ranch. The rumor is afloat, however, that he
may before long be back in the wholesale trade in this city

Westerman, Amdur

list

be

which

pany, of Seattle, Wash., and Lang & Company, of Portland,
Ore., while the Los Angeles territory has just been placed
in the hands of Cans Brothers, of that city.
The resignation of Thomas J. Brooks from the management of Horn & Company, prominent cigar and tobacco
wholesalers, came as a surprise to the trade a few days ago.

Company,

a

in this product.

growers in the Connecticut Valley
"Post." To tiiis total may
compiled by the Hartford
growers
added the acreage of a number of smaller

-ilso

B-Tween" line of cigars. In the north the territory is
pretty well divided between the National Grocery Com-

Two

is

growers

acreage this year

of the larger

some

a.

completed the round-up of his big territory, and is ready to
spend a little time with his San Francisco friends. He reports a number of changes in the distribution of the "In

"United" to Open

in

further increase the
termination to still

Don

William Haferkorn, a prominent cigar man
Wash., died at his home in that city last week.
Gallagher, Breeden i^ Gallagher have succeeded to
Breeden & Moslev Cigar Company, at Porterville, Cal.

of

acre

ruo an

for the

line of

the season

erown under shade

h.rco

.

increase it further.
R. M. Ellis, vice-president of the Tobacco Products

a view to increasing the company's sales during the

two years the increasing acreage

the Connecticut Valley has
progress and it is estimated that for the
hnwn remarkable
more than 1000 additional acres will be
nff season
acres, which is about
This means more than 4000
^°'"\it
When it is
planted two years ago.
Hnnble the amount
is an initial investment of more than
isidered that there
before anv tobacco is packed or sold, the de-

t

Spring Sales Running Far Ahead of Last

the past

\\ ithin

Growers Adding Acreage

J.

Drach and Dudley

S.

Hill.

Webb

Webb

are

Tobacco Company to Locate in

St.

Paul

Having made arrangements to take over the business
the Kberhard Leaf
Tobacco Company, St. Paul. Minn..
tijf"
Kfjlof! Tobacco Company.
122 West Water Street.
Milwaukee. Wis., will shortly close its business in the latcity and remove
to St. Paul. Its reason for so doing is
^I'r
tliat many
of its accounts are located in the Northwest.
It

^'>'
I

Pasbach-Voice ^^^^^^^
Additional Wires Necessary for
The Pasbach-Voice Lithographing <^""^^'''">;^
'"J'^as
Ncnv ^or
Avc"ue,
Eleventh
.^^^^^
at Twenty-fifth Street and
that
been so deluged with orders by telephone
a^^j_
lines; '^Y^^gy,^
necessary for them to install additional
^^^^^
Chel.sea '^^
be
will
numbers
their new telephone
(J422 and 6423.
.

will

occupy the (|uarters of the

•a^t
1

bird Street,

"<"w location

about

P:berliard

Company.

and expects to be doing business

May

1st.

Mi'i

in its

The Government monopoly

controls the growing, manufacture, and sale of these goods.
Cigarettes,
cigars, and smoking tobacco are produced at the Fiume
plant, which employs approximately 1800 persons, of whom
250 are men. There are six large buildings in the central
part of the city, including a large office and residential
building. Practically all of the production is by piecework,
the average daily earnings of the women employed being
between 70 and SO cents. As a result of this policy much
work is done by hand, although machines are used for manufacturing the cigarette envelope, cutting the tobacco, and
to some extent for filling the envelopes.
The dexterity of many of the workers shows long trainOne woman, filling cigarettes by hand, has been eming.
ployed at the plant for 41 years. Some women are engaged in making the boxes others in filling them. In
filling, one w^oman weighs the tobacco and puts it into the
box with a funnel-shaped holder; another presses it in and
In a certain grade one woman
closes and seals the box.
weighs the tobacco, and the second, taking a square piece
of paper, packs it and seals it. In this grade the packages
are bunched and fastened in a simplified press in lots of
100 packets. The tobacco is cut on machines after the order
of the ensilage cutters.
The cigarette envelope making machines, chiefly of
Russian manufacture, are very complicated, making up the
envelope and tip from separate ribbons of paper and turning

Hungary.

;

out the finished articles with amazing rapidity. Some machines make 92,000 per day of 10 hours, with a speed pos.sibly

as

na.^

Egloff

Virginia Tobacco for Hungary.
Of the several kinds of tobacco used in the Fiume manufactory, the second largest plant under the Government
tobacco monopoly of Hungary, only the raw material received from Richmond, Va., is used in the making of the
stogie called "Virginia."
The "Virginia" is the stogie with a piece of straw as
the mouth-piece.
In appearance it is like the product
known as the Italian stogie in the Cnited States and is
made up entirely while wet. It is very strong. The material from Virginia is first soaked in water, and the nicotine
thus extracted is distilled, condensed to 42 degrees, put
into barrels, and sold to be used chiefly as an insecticide.
The wet tobacco is made into the stogie. Some girls are
employed to put the broom-corn straw, which extends
through the stogie to give it a draft, into the piece of rye
straw which acts as the mouth tube. This straw tube is
about 2 inches long. Some women are engaged in separating the tobacco leaves, others in removing the corn-husk
string which holds the bunch of leaves together by one
stem, and men in cutting off the stem. Other women strip
the leaves. The leaf veins are taken out by others. Tliese,
together with the butt of the plant, are sent elsewhere to
be manufactured into snuiT.
Besides the tobacco from Virginia used in the manufacture of products at the Fiume plant, there is tobacco from
Bosnia, Herzegovina, Turkey, and the home product of

Hill,

named

29

of 160,000.

On

account of the lack of raw material the price of the
cigarette tobacco has recently been raised from 20 to 40
per cent, and a new rise in prices has been predicted. Very
In spite of the
little tobacco is found in the warehouses.
war the production has greatly increased. The purchase of
raw material and machinery and the distribution of the manufactured product are directed by the central office at Budapest.

—"Commerce

Reports.'*

The

cigar stand of the Imperial Hotel. Portland, Ore.,
reports a good demand for Yocum Brothers' "Y-B" cigar.
The brand is carried in five shapes: "Napoleons.'' "Club

House," "Knickerbockers," "Needles" and "Invincibles."

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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Special Agents Report on

Cuban Tobacco
Tampa,

Fla.

OLLOWING

a trip to Havana, covering a period of
eight days, Special Agents N. C. Brooks and Ed-

ward Kohn,

of

New

York, and Judge

Burton

of the local district, arrived in

Parker, in charge
Tampa recently for the purpose of imparting information
upon
relative to the ideas of the Congressional Committee
what should and what should not be classed as wrapper and
This plan of action was the result of the recent confiller.
vention at New York held by all special agents and inspectors with Secretary McAdoo, to consider the policy of
of
the Treasury Department, which urges a uniformity

THE TOBACCO WOBLD

for a long time before

it

was sent

to him.

Only a

1

'I

man

gets ten cents and
Uncle
Sam gets twelve cents per each operation
u«»
^^^
was
,
also curious to know the amount of monev that
th'
poor unfortunate railroad man received provided
th
chain letter was carried up to No. 50. The answer
to
this query is that the amount would be a total of

II

'

prove the figures the following table has been
pared

pre-

1.

5

3.

his especial committee, said:
"It is the idea of our Department in carrying out this

125

4.

625

5.

3,125

6.

15,625

7.

78,125

8.

390,625

9.

1,953,125

10.

9,765,625

11.

48,828,125

of tobaccos.

programme, to get the ports of Key West, Tampa, New
York and San Francisco and all other importing centers, on
a uniform basis, and through so doing give no one port any
advantage over the other. We find our mission entirely
successful, and have enjoyed the hospitality received in
these warm Southern climes immensely."
Referring to the coming crop of tobacco, Special Agent
Kohn said that the crop in the Province of Havana will
probably be an excellent one, but on the whole the entire
Cuban crop will fall somewhat short of the normal. In the
Province of Pinar del Rio there will be an excellent quality
of tobacco produced, but it will fall somewhat short on account' of the lack of rain.
Discussing the effect of the war on the tobacco crop, it
was stated that it will undoubtedly succeed in placing the
Cuban plantation owners in an embarrassing situation.
I'ormerly, about one-half of the pure Havana or Cuban
tobacco was monopolized by the English aristocracy. England's embargo on cigars will eliminate this, and already has
been the reason for the retention of some of the 1915 crop.
The first of the new crop has already been cut.

25

;

active

who have offered

numbers there are another 2568
themselves for enrollment, and doubtless
be called upon for service.

due course will
"You will also

in

12.

244,140,625

13.

1,220,703,125

14.

6,103,515,625

tion

15.

30,517,578,125

16.

152,587,890,625

17.

762,939,453,125

18.

3,814,697,265,625

19.

19,073,486,328,125

20.

95,367,431,040,625

21.

476,837,158,203,125

22.

2.:5S 1,1 85.791 .015.625

23.

11.920.928.955.078,125

24.

59,604,644,775,390,625

25.

298,023,223,876,953,125

26.

1,490,116,119,384,765,625

27.

7,450.580,596.923.828.125

28.

37,252,902,984,619,140,625

The Chain Letter

29.

186,264,514,923,095,703,125

E. Barns, the brilliant editor of the St. Louis
Lumberman, St. Louis, Mo., has, like many other men,

30.

931,322,574.615,478,515,625

31.

4.656,612,873,077.392.578,125

been annoyed by the chain letter pest and a recent one
telling of a poor, lame man who was in need of assistance, stirred up the St. Louis newspaper man and here
is what he writes:

32.

23,283,064.365,386.962,890,625

33.
34.

116,415,321,826,934,814,453,125
582,076,609.1 34,674,072,265,625

35.

2,910,383,045,673,370,361,328,125

"About three months ago the writer of this
received a chain letter No. 39 from a prominent

article

14.551.915.228,366,851,806,640,625

section

36.

official

72,759.576,141,834.259,033,203,125

store is to

37.

38.

363,797.880.709,1 71 ,295,1 66,01 5,625
1.819,989.403.545.856,475,830,078,125

Chicago, telling
about a poor lame man who needed the money and
asking hiin to send ten cents to the aforesaid unfortunate, at the same time to write five of his friends and
ask them to send ten cents and then write five letters
He was pretty busy at the time and
to their friends.
did not figure just what this innocent chain letter business was likely to bring down upon his head later on.
In a short time letters began to come in stating that
he had 'started' this chain letter business and wanting
to know whether he had figured out whjrt the unfortunate railroad man would receive if the chain letter
was continued to No. 50. After wasting several dollars of postage assuring his personal friends that he
had not started this chain letter business at all, but
had simply complied with the request sent to him, he
concluded that it was useless to write anything more
about it. As stated in the beginning, the chain letter
received by the writer was No. 39, so that there must
have been thirty-eight people mixed up in this affair

of a

railroad with

headquarters

in

39.
40.

9,094.947.017.729,282,379,150,390,625

41.

45.474.735.088.616,411,895,751.953.12.)

42.

227.373.675.443,232,059,479.759.765.625

43.

L136,868,377,216,160,297,393,798.828.12o

ing

doubtless be received by the company's American employes with a mixture of deep sorrow
many valuable lives, and
at the loss to the company of so
pride to think that they are associated with a corporation

42,108.547,1

1

47.

71 5,542,735,760,1 00,185,87 1

3,552,713,G78.80O,5OO.929,355,62L337.890.6.>

49.

17,763,568.394,002.504.646.778,106,689.453,1.5

50.

88,817,841,970,012,523,233.890,533,447,265,6.0
1

1

1

66.809.082 iK>
.022,302.462.51 5.654.042,363.1
schom
that is done with the

About the first thing
read Aesop
bov when he starts in to study Latin is to
a ^.
there
Fables, and at the end of each of these
i;^

ing: "This fable teaches.' etc. This P'^'-t'*^"!^;,'""'^,^^
mighty g
ought to teach everybody that it is a
business.
thing to keep out of the chain letter

by

its

country."

remain in charge until
Plans as
the rehuilding of the store has been completed.
at present outlined call for an increase in the length of the
there are to be
store of four feet a new front is to be put in
two entrances and a double show window on Main Street
two smaller show windows will be on Pleasant Street
a
fountain the entire length of the store is to be installed the
cellar is to he so planned that it will be possible to furnish
the fountain with necessities manufactured on the premises
a new tohacco humidor is to be installed
the candy department will he in the rear of the store, with the premium
charge of the branch

in

is

and

will

;

Sons, Boston, Mass., opened in that
known to the trade as the

G.

&

S.

Tobacco Company.

"Paramount," a new

"Lucius" cigar, retailbeing distributed by the Ryan &

size of the

ing at two for a quarter, is
Raphael Cigar Company, Chicago,

demand

Increased

for

111.

"Principe de Lees"

being
noted. This cigar is a seed and Havana brand manufactured by Lee Livingston, Denver, Col. It has been on the
market for a number of years.
is

;

Gunst & Company have appointed James
Schooley, a former salesman in the cigat department of
Brewster, Gordon & Company, Rochester, N. Y., to cover

M. A.

Monroe County, N.

Y., exclusively.

"C. H. S." cigars, manufactured by Val. M. Antuono,
Tampa, Fla., are now being distributed by Straus Brothers
& Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Straus Brothers only recently started featuring the brand.

The Peter Hauptmann Tobacco Company, St. Louis
Mo., recently had two weeks' assistance from Meyer
Schwed, of E. Regensburg & Sons, in some special work
on the Regensburg "Admiration"

cigar.

Aldridge, F. Skelly and C. H. Cagwin are named
as the incorporators of the C. J. Aldridge Company, Rome,
N. Y., recently incorporated with a capital stock of $35,000.
The company will deal in tobacco and food products.
C.

J.

;

;

;

"Tobacco Spot" is the name of a new cigar now being
put on the market by the Holdredge Cigar Factory, Omaha,
Neb., Charles Kingsbury, owner. The brand retails at five
cents and is made in three sizes. It is said to be meeting
with a nice reception from the trade.

adjoining the cigar side, while the interior of the

be finished in

mahogany.

Under

News Company Out

Pictorial

Edna Rawlins Case
brought by Edna Rawlins against
Myers Tobacco Company and the Pictorial
of

In the recent suit
the Ligg^ett 8c

Xews Company, in an effort to collect from each of the
latter companies
$25,000, inasmuch as the allegation was
to the effect

photograph was used for advertising
without her permission, Circuit Judge Wolflf dur'"g the past month sustained a motion of attorneys for the
I'lctorial News Company
that the suit as to the latter concern be dismissed.
The action against the Liggett & Myers
Company, however, is to be maintained.

'

New Factory Opened By Former Employes
Following a number of years' connection with
^"liles & Stock
Company, St. Paul, Minn., in charge of
manufacturing end, Jules List has left
that concern
'"

^"^ ^"t^re

J^ated

engage

the

and

Kuhles

&

Stock Company.

Paul Kearney, representing the P. Lorillard Tcjbacco
Company on little cigars, is working in the interests of
"I'.etween the Acts," "Bengals," etc., throughout New York
State.
Mr. Kearney was formerly associated with his

the
the
will

Kearney-Lehmann Company,

father in the

West Seneca

manufacturing for himself. AssoMr. List will be John Rahmeman and Hal
Both gentlemen were also formerly identified
in

^vith

•\erett.
^^•'th

the direction of A. Rothschild, with a crew of
salesmen, the P. Lorillard Tobacco Company recently introduced to the smoking public of Seattle, Wash., their
"Tiger" cigarettes. This is a brand retailing at twenty
They are reported to have been given a
for ten cents.
very favorable reception.

that her

purposes,

,724,267.578.Uo

48.

will

United Plans Extensive Alterations
At a cost of about $12,000 the Worcester, Mass., branch
Wilof the United Cigar Stores Company is to be rebuilt.
liam G. Mahany, who came recently from Syracuse, N. Y.,

52.020.037,174,224,853.515.fi'.o

46.

news

has done so well

that

,486,968.994.140.62a

45.

Grounds.
"This

5,684,34 1 .886.080,801
28,421,709,430.404,007,434,844,970,703,12a

14.

&

city recently a cigar store to be

wounded.
"In addition to these

be gratified to hear that the company
connected with the war over
has spent in subscriptions
months, and they are still look$.364,000 in the last twelve
our Bristol Recreaafter a colony of Belgian refugees at

W.

Gamarnick

J(3)llftSnii^s

^

'

:

2.

upon the importation

general meeting of the company, held
•\t the annual
England, on the 22d of February, 1916, our
I'ristol
t
\ir (,eore-e A. Wills, announced that the direconce more to make a special gift to all who
\ had decided
^'"^'
less than twelve months' service on October
)l'etcd not
fixing this gift at
This year they felt justified in
•>lT)15
the same basis as previous distributions.
iV per cent, on
the chairman's speech, he stated that
"In the course of
number of the company's employes now serving
the total
Army is 2343 of these he deeply regretted
uith the British
in action or died in
that fifty-five had been killed
to report
large number had been
service, and in addition a

In order to

Tradl©
I.

with interest

H

$111

0:^2,302,462,51 5,654,045J,363,16G,8O9,082,O30.

Speaking
of the matter, Mr. Brooks, who was chosen chairman of

classification

Sum to Enlisted Employes
Co Gives Additional
extract from the speech of the chair^'"^rlfe following
meeting of the Imperial Tobacco Comnf the annual
'"^"
Ireland, will no doubt be
T *A
ni Great Britain and
•

f

days ago a friend in Houston, Texas, who is
evidentW
of a mathematical turn of mind wrote as
followsnotice that the railroad

31

Street,

New

cigar jobbers,

York.

add much
to the attractiveness of the cigar store which Phil H. Barrant has opened on Essex Street, Salem, Mass. "CuestaRey," "La Integridad," "Robert Burns" and "Overland"
are among his ten-cent brands, with "San Felice" and "Bank
Note" numbered among his five-cent brands.

Mahogany

fixtures

and up-to-date

floor cases

;
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\A hp absolute,
aoso
,
should be

tne

all

.

yea
Christmasof this

.

Abajo

•^^

n
sumption,
.

limit one month
would barely extend the

1.

'

Maia-lkd

perhaps

of

it
t

On

the other
''"^/
that the Englishmen prefer well
e must not forget
''"''
fashion, therefore
con rafy to the American
Td
obliged to
them on hand they would be
^^tder
six months beforehand, or other-

^^ exhausted.

Ss

tXve

l«e

From Our
Elxclusive

goods at least

customs of smoking cigars, which have
least six months,
beneTt of being in bond at

Tlnnce

Bureau

ThTthe

their

circu'mstances we think that the
prevail upon the Board of
importers of cigars will
imspecial permissions, or licenses, to
Trade to grant them
six months
quantities of cigars in less than
nort further
be
object of the Board of Trade cannot
rom now As the
of
legitimate trade, but only on account
interfere with
carrying
tonnage, which is required for the

Perseveraflcia No. 8

rn^arthese

"nsi
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Havana. Cuba.

he scarcity of

of the

Havana, March

market during the past fortnight, up to the
15th inst., has been rather dull, as there were only
few American buyers in town, and some of them
had only come to find out the truth about the
coming crop. Others came to purchase small quantities
of leaf to tide over their most pressing needs at the moment.
The saying of the buyers, that there is always some
tobacco left, and that it never becomes exhausted entirely,
evidently contains some grains of truth, as was brought to

|UR

leaf

when we learned of the several lots of
Remedios which had come from the country still. At the

our mind

lately,

beginning of the year 1016
of

good

was

it

reliable houses, that there

remaining

in the

country

:

a

stated

upon the authority

little

later the estimate

country as if by magic.
Of course American buyers are not interested in the
above mentioned low grades of leaf, but for their benefit
stocks of good serviceable
leaf in our market which they might secure at fairly reasonable figures. The chances are, however, greatly in favor of
considerable higher prices for the coming 1016 crop, as the
same in quantity will be very small, and as the same, in its
majority, on account of the long continued drought, may
be of a very heavy character, therefore needing a long time
to cure, we do not think that we are mistaken in predicting
still

higher prices this year.
The outlook for the coming crop has not improved, as
the drought shows no signs of being broken by good showers, and its end in any event will come too late to do any
good, as tobacco grown and harvested in the spring will not

any length of time.
Sales during the fortnight tf)talcd 5732 bales, which
divided represented: Vuelta Abajo and Semi Vuclta 3230,
Partido 107. and Remedios 2305 bales.
Buyers were: Americans. 3512; shippers to ^outh
America. 500, and our local manufacturers of cigars and
for

cigarettes, 1720 bales.

war material,

March 4th to March 23d
distributed to the following countries, viz. To all ports of
the United States, 15,470; to Canada, 270; to Norway, 30;
to the Argentine Republic, 580 to Uruguay, 346, and to
Chile, 16 bales.
Receipts of l-eaf Tobacco From the Country
Since Jan. 1, 1916.
For two weeks ending March 17, 1916.
6,278 bales
1,752 bales
\'uelta Abajo
"
"
835
63
Semi Vuelta
"
"
423
33
Partido

provided for. This
shall have been
in Havana.
nent English residents

Oriente

1.863

"

10,090

«

754

"

2,494

«

Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
Arrivals— iMom New York: Leonard Grcenhall,

of

none.

:

Buflfalo,

Joel & Company.
Boasberg, of Kaiser & Boas-

of C.

J. Joel,

C.

N. Y.: H.

Pendas, of Y.

imported Havana cigars only

in order to

become a steady

cus-

&

Company, has purchased
C. J. Joel, of C. J. Joel
close on to 2000 bales of choice leaf, the best which could

Torres, of Sanchez & Haya;
Pendas & Alvarez, and Jose

.,.«..

Ambrosio Torres.

after

month.
Selgas & Company were sellers of 625 bales of Vuelta
Abajo fillers to their customers during the last two weeks.
Hinsdale Smith & Company were buyers of 600 bales
of leaf tobacco for account of their Northern customers.
Candido Obesd sold 467 bales of Vuelta Abajo and

during the first half of this

u

W^aterman. Albert W. Kaffenburgh
and Mrs. Kaflfenburgh. and C. J. Joel.
To Albany: G. W. Van Slyke and G. Horton.
To Chicago Gustave A. Mueller.
Cigars

To Boston

some Partido wrappers.
Sanchez Y Haya secured

C. B.

:

our market, but as this purchase was completed
the 15th inst. it is not included in the sales reported

be found in

through their buyer, Don
Ambrosio Torres, 500 bales of Vuelta Abajo fillers of the
1914

growth.

:

On

"•"
further extension of t"^

no chance of getting a
ot in
"The Tobacco Trade Review." of London,
limit.
articles as rega
1st of March, published some interesting
^^
^ono.^^^

measure, giving the amount of stocks, in
on l^epr
cigars, cigarettes, cut tobacco and Cavendish,
At the same tun
1st as having been 861.000 pounds.
this

mentioned that the home consumption
973,000 pounds, so that

.^

.^^^

last year ^'^^^^^
if

Jose F. Rocha closed several transactions of
Abajo and Remedios leaf, amounting to 427 bales.

for ship-

the 18th inst. the shutting down
carnea
ment to Great Britain took efTect and the Saratoga
inj
country,
a little over four million of cigars for that
there wovn
C-uban minister cabled that for the time being
of orders

the prom

Calixto

Lopez

their cigarette

i

& Company

bought 600 bales

V^uelta

of leaf for

factory,

Don Ramon Cifuentes, senior partner of Cifuentes,
& Company, owners of the renowned Partagas factory, sailed
on the 20th inst., per S. S. Alfonso XII, for his
"ative home in
Rivadesella, Spain, and where he is the
mayor of the town,
and has his family.
Marcelino Perez & Company purchased 175 bales of
*^uelta Abajo
fillers during the stay of Don Marcelino, for
'

was

L. Cuesta

Kafifenburgh & Sons sold 200 bales of Remedios leaf
during the last fortnight.
The Dutch steamer Zuiderdijk is now loading in our
harbor another big cargo for Rotterdam and Amsterdam,
and among the principal shippers is Mr. Leslie Pantin with
2000 bales or more.
Mr. W. A. Charles, the traveling salesman of G^ S.
Nicholas & Company, of New York, came here on a visit
in order to post himself about our cigar factories as well as
looking over the tobacco growing districts of our island.
He leaves tomorrow by the S. S. Havana for New York,
having enjoyed his vacation and enriched his knowledge

about our cigar industry.
Shippers above 200 bales of leaf tobacco during the last
fortnight were:
Company, 2487 Leslie Pantin, 2172
J. F. Berndes &
Cuban Land and Leaf Tobacco Company, 2108; Mark A.
;

Pollack, 1901

;

Virgilio Suarez, 1469

;

F. Bernal, 941

;

Men-

endez & Co., 894; Francisco Saurez, 883; J. Bernheim &
Son, 824 bales; Rodriguez, Menendez & Co., 568; Manuel
Saurez, 445 Jose Saurez & Company, 426 Walter Sutter
& Company, 394 H. Upmann & Company, 383 Ernest Ellinger &. Company, 283 Maximilian Stern, 225.
;

;

;

;

;

Oretaniv.
Cigars, Cigarettes and

Leaf Tobacco

:

to

"Punch"

J.

Lovera. of Jose Lovera Company.
Ted
Dei)arturcs— To New York: Marcelino Perez,
Greenhall.
Smith. Eugenio Lopez, Sr. and Jr., Leonard
Sylvester.
Dionisio Hevia. August Kuttnauer and Allie
and
To Tampa Angel L. Cuesta, Jerry Windmuller

amounted

connoisseur of

needed to try

Erom Tampa: Ambrosio

lie

A

Don Angel

town.

good shape.

representative,
exertions of its American and Caimdian
August Kuttnauer, has built up an excellent business in the
United States, as the quality of "Punch" cigars is second to

Ltd.

B.

in

Upmann,
The same holds true as regards Partagas, H.
Murias, and a few other
Por Larranaga, Sol and Devesa de
well situated in holding
factories, although others are not so
countries.
orders from the United States and other
The famous Punch factory, which always did a splenthrough the
did trade with Great Britain, nevertheless,

berg.

Manuel

work

tomer of this brand.

Erom Boston
Prom

Julieta has

moderate extent, continuing to

(irecnhall I'.rothers; Dionisio Hevia, of D. llevia & Company, and Allie L. Sylvester, President of The American
Cigar Company and Chairman of the Henry Clay & Bock &

Com pan V,

the opinion of promi-

in

additionally, while

fillers

has reduced

it

Total 20,120

4,465

Total

is

been exceedingly busy up to the
factory has good orders on hand for
18th inst., but as this
other countries, and which had been
the United States and
rush for the United Kingdom,
held in abeyance, pending the
very
the number of its cigarmakers only to a

Romeo y

;

Remedios

it

bargo will last

:

We

keep

of Havana, from
totaled 16,712 bales, which were

was

dispose of under normal circumstances, but on the other
hand it proves that when there is a demand for certain
styles they appear almost miraculously from one corner
or the other, having been hid from sight when there was
refer in this particular case to
no demand for them.
the low grades of Remedios, which were stated to have been
all sold some time ago, but owing to the continued call for
them from Europe they have appeared in town and in the

state that there are

from the port

were not over 3000 bales

raised to 5000 bales, and now up to the 17th inst. there
have arrived over 10,000 bales already, and the cry is, still
they come. Of course it has to be understood that most of
this leaf is of an inferior quality, which might be hard to

we may

leaf tobacco,

Exports of

24, 1916.

and the ammunition ot
suppose that the emis but reasonable to
needs
no longer than when the- primary

absolute necessaries of life

& Company

closed out 415 bales of
Remedios, as well as some Partido wrappers.
Cuesta, Rey & Company secured 437 bales of Vuelta

Jose C. Puente

not yet received), which would
four millions, above the usual cou-

Pf ?xa tC^^^^

in excess

.
ww«xv. ..
we shipped
that
calculating
,^, ,, March 18th
J^,^^

5i.uc«.3
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Tobacco

in

Bermuda

the total quantity of cigarettes consumed in Bermuda, 80 per cent, are Virginian and the remaining 20 per
Of the cigarettes consumed by visitors,
cent. Turkish.
who are practically all from the United States, perhaps
80 per cent, are Turkish and the remaining 20 per cent. Virconsiderable portion of the Turkish cigarettes
ginian.

Of

A

are imported from the United States, but practically all of
the Virginian are imported from the United Kingdom.
Of the cigars consumed in the colony it is estimated
that not more than $1000 worth are manufactured in the

United States, although the customs returns show that during 1914 cigars valued at $4570 were imported from the
United States. The proportions of the cigars consumed are
estimated to be 50 per cent. Jamaican, 15 per cent. Havana,
and the remaining 35 per cent Indian and Dutch.
Smoking tobacco is imported in about equal quantities
from the United States and from England. The chewing
tobacco in Bermuda is imported entirely from the United
States, although this product is consumed in comparatively
small quantities.

imported 885,631 cigars, valued at
$12,303, nine tons of cigarettes, valued at $23,520, and
twenty-one tons of tobacco, valued at $10,784. The values
of the cigars imported from the various countries were:
United States, $4570; United Kingdom, $3042; Cuba, $1080,
and India, $1046, while the amount produced in Jamaica
was valued at $2565. Cigarette imports from the various
countries were: United States, $7772; United Kingdom,
$15,597; Canada, $117. Of tobacco, the imports from the
United States were valued at $6015, and from the United

Bermuda,

Kingdom,

in 1914,

$4652.

—Commerce

Reports.

ego

their

Tuval factory.

Shortage of Cigar Boxes Closes Factory
Kulle cigar factory in Depot Street, Suffield,
Conn., was recently forced to close down because of a
shortage in cigar boxes. The box manufacturers lost a
car of lumber in transit some time ago and thus far have

The Karl

been unable to locate

it.
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Nolan, Louisville, Ky., have taken over
distribution of ''Van Dyck" cigars.

Humler

Trsda

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
A

For

Wanted and

Sale,

cigar store

is

&

t\^e

J(D(hmiiQg9

opened shortly at 109 South
Ky., by Max Griffith.

to be

Louisville,
Fourth Street,

Special Notices
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The Barker Tobacco Company, leaf dealers, now located in Liberty Avenue, Pittsburgh, announce that they
expect to occupy their new quarters at 331 Water Street,
shortly.

RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT. THREE CENTS A WORD, WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

ADL.br,

EXPERIENCED CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED

CIGAR BROKER,

186 N.

La

Salle St, Chicaro,

6-17-he

111.

LANCASTER STOGIE COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OP HIGH GRADE STOGIES,
120 Water

St.,

For
FOR

SAL,E

or

Edwin Alexander

the finest quality.

New

OuarantMd A-1

^

factory
owners of a long-established hlgrh-grade
District of Pennsylvania, making flve-cent and ten-cent
brands with wide distribution, are desirous of selling same, owing to
Will make a big sacrifice to responsible
pressure of other interests.
|20,000
parties with suflUclent capital to take hold of proposition.
Address in confidence, Box
Triflers will receive no attention.
needed.
26, "Tobacco World," 236 Chest nut Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

CONNECTICUT BROADLEAF—27

FOR SALE— 100

Address H. B.

cases 1914 crop; fine quality; nicely assorted
Fred E. Field, Somers, Conn.

&

P. 20-section cigar molds,
House. Batesville, Ohio.

M. D.

6%

inch, in

good condition.

Moses Glas, tobacconist and cigar manufacturer, located at Fifth and Jackson Streets, Day ton, Ohio, died at
his home in that city during the past month. Mr. Glas came
to the United States in !«()(>, settling in Cincinnati, Ohio,
A few years later he removed to Dayton, where he began
the manufacture of cigars. Later he opened a store. Ambitious and energetic he succeeded in establishing himself
in a prominent position in the trade, in addition to having
accumulated at the time of his death much property and a
Me was married in 1805
comfortable portion of wealth.
to Miss Lena Jacobs by whom he is survived, together with
eight sons and daughters.

Vuelta

aroma.

fine

Lopez. 353

e 7«t»,
""

°\;

stands

cigar

the

references.

Box

111,

grown Havana cigar, manufactured
Schwarz & Company, New York City, has been
and is being featured by the Lathrop Company,

"Mozart," a shade

^

by

E M.

taken

on

Hartford,

"Muriel," the well-known cigar of the P. Lorillard
Tobacco Company, is being distributed by the GronewegChalmers Cigar and Tobacco Company, Kansas City. Dave
Chalmers, of the company, has been visiting the small towns

nearby

in the interests of the

brand

lately.

Conn.

The American Tobacco Company announces

INC..

Chicago office
B. Krinsky Company, of Brookrecently opened by the I.
Union-made cigarettes are manufactured by the
lyn, N. Y.
Krinsky Company.
Morris Schwiff is the

WANTED—By

POSITION

experienced cigar foreman.
Thoroughly
manufacturing line.
Team, hand or mold woric
"Tobacco WoAd."

manager

of the

the ap-

pointment of O. D. Harrison as division manager in charge
of Southern Louisiana and Southern Mississippi territory.
He has been transferred to New Orleans from Tallahassee,
Fla., his headquarters having formerly been in the latter

under-

city.

R^m

"

"

STRIPPER FOREMAN—Am

open for position; city or country; best referencei.
J. Greenfield, 10 South Perry Street, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

H. G. Parsons Buys Interest in Fitzgerald Cigar Company
Having taken over the interest of Mr. Moffat in the
Fitzgerald Cigar Company, at Second and Washington
Streets, Portland, Ore., H. G. Parsons, manufacturer of the
•*Don John" cigar, will close his own factory and remove
his equipment to the Fitzgerald quarters. Here, in addition
to manufacturing the "Don John" cigar, his attention will
also be centered upon the "Oregonus," of the Fitzgerald
company.

The building on the Northwest corner of Sixteenth
is shortly to be
Street and Fifth Avenue, Moline, 111.,
Iowa, as a retail
utilized by Rickey Brothers, of Davenport,
This will be Store No. 7 in the Hickey chain.
cigar store.
The store is now being remodeled and redecorated and it is
hoped to open for business within the next two or three
weeks.

"Admiration," "American" and "La Mega" are among some of the
very excellent brands carried by the cigar stand in the new
"Partagas,"

"Romeo y

Julieta,"

"Muriel,"

clubhouse of the Missouri Athletic Association,

Mo. A splendid line
Conboy is in charge.

St.

Louis,

of cigarettes is also carried.

W.

;S SrlAlt"

TRY A

'

LEAF TOBACCO

Offloa and Warahoaaa. 19 East

WORLD WANT

AD.

Qark Avvnna, YOIK. PA*

MANUFACTUKEBS OF CIO AM SCKAP TOBACCO
For Gcnuin* Sawed

No 23. Habana, Cuba

JOHN F. HEILAND

ManiifacluriTs of

IINKSI

OlM

1

r>

IMI'OIM

Cigar Box Labels, Bands and Trimmings

a cigar store a few years ago which he looked after up until

Show

Robert L. Taylor

SMITH,

106

19th

E.

Cork

Cork Tips

K.

LEAMAN

^^•'::L""" " Leaf Tobacco

Huiiiicllfyliid

Succeeding Elmer H. fiope

N. Fourth Street

St.,

LANCASTER,

John F. Nissly

^

tobacco, h« "^^.
for your inspcci*"

Company
1"^.

PA.

&

LEAF TOBACCO

CompaDy

PHILADELPHIA.

W. Walnut

Our Capacity

IM

Co., Sellenville, Pa.

for Manufacturing Cigar Boxaa la
for Ona Mora Good Cuatomar

Alwaya Room

D. SELLEBS. SELLEBSVILLE. PA.

No.

The Standards of America
Est. 1760
:
Lorillard's Snuff,
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825
Ax's Snuff, : E*t. 1851
Gail

&

WaraheuM: Bird- In- Hand, Lanaaatar Ca.. Pa.

Bobbins

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY, Inc.
^^^
212-222 WEST 18TH STREET

The Pcrfect
237

J.

New York

IIO-II2

Manufacturer of today, is one who resbJeats his
Why J^ot You? Our demonstrating room is open

for the Particular Manufacturer

St.,

Ofn«« and Sal««p«»m

Successful Cigar

Perfect System,
Of course we do resweating

Keystone Cigar Box

B«tabltoli«4

Carils aiul AdvtriisinK Materials

Sole Agent United States and Canada

the result of an attack of heart failure, Mr. Robert
L. Taylor died suddenly at his home at Chelsea, Mass.,
For several years Mr. Taylor had been superinrecently.

As

tendent of the F. S. Howe Cigar Ivictory, Boston, Mass.
He was one of the charter members of Trenton Lodge,
A. O. U. W., of East Boston. Mr. Taylor was of Puritan
stock, being a descendant of John and Priscilla Alden. He
was 65 years of age. The interment was at Woodlawn.

H.

CIGAR BOXES, Go to

MONMOE

sick.

GARRETT

CO.

Sl

Lancaster County Fancy B*s
LANCASTEK. PBNNA.

El)

J.

THE YORK TOBACCO CO.

FOR QUICK RESULTS
TOBACCO

Oficlna Prinripal, San Jose

iJorn in that
Hospital, Rochester, N. V.
city in 184H, Mr. MacLennan was the first salesman employed by the William S. Kimball Tobacco Company when
Mr. MacLennan opened
that concern started in business.

A
FACT

;

Situation Wanted.

the General

The

'^^i

Buyers of Cuttings, Scrap* and Siftingf,
332 East Forty-eighth Street. New York City.

Donald Java MacLennan died during the past month

was taken

Company.

Hamilton, Harris & Company, Indianapolis, Ind., assisted by Neal Conwell, are at the present time conducting
a campaign throughout that city on the "Kabo" cigar. The
"Kabo" enjoys an excellent distribution in Indianapolis.

Compaiim Litografica De La Habana

Donald Java MacLennan

the time he

.

.

Address,

Moses Glas

in

u

announces that he is
Thomas Hughes, Boston, Mass.,
with the Tobacco Products Company, havnow identified
with the American Tobacco
severed his connection

Middle West and South^^7TI~7~~
write to Box 109, "Tobacco World."

Wanted
ADLER ft MYERSON,

First

Linde samples.

i,-

fi^!5^"'^"''
Oive expen-

"Tobacco World."

"

Also Vu«ltA •horta.
Co.. 178 WtAmr Str—t. New TortL

FOR SALE— The

and sweated.

115,

York.

A REAL CHANCE FOR A WORKING FACTORY
cigar

in

Box

ence and reference.

HAVANA SHORTS— Pure
clMin.

by factory maWin^

Only men acquainted with the best trade need answer
answer.

goods.

desiring good paying side line,

Sale.

Sc

L"urer

LEAF TOBACCO SALESMAN-Covering

Lancaster, Pa.

Havana shorts, pure and
—Remedloi
Fifty cenU per pound.
refunded.

money

FIFTY CENTS

Help Wanted.

Special Noticei.

MONROE

returned to New YorlTCity
Marcelino Perez recently
Mr. Perez is the
trip to Cuba.
blowing a five weeks'
of the popular "Tuval" cigar.

Co.

^nd Importers of HA VA NA
143 Market Street, Lencsster, Pa.

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maccobot/s — H,appees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, Stteet and Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURED BY

GEORGE W. HELNE

CO., Ill Fifth Ave.,

New Ywk

H

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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"DONAJLLBS'
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

THE TOBACCO WORLD

Cable:

F.

MANUKLMUNIZ
™'-^*'OMUN|t

VENANCIO

BapMlalMad Tatwcos FInoi de Vuelta Abftjo
Partldo J ViMlta Arriba

SAN MIGUEL IM

MANUFACTURER OF

DIAZ, Special PutiMr

MUNIZ HERMANOS
S en

HABANA, CUBA

C

22nd St and Second

M. A.

0. ao

Pa«ken

1..,

t

f

LiCai

andDMUnm
Figurat 39-41,

c*bie

"CUETara" Havana, Cuba

LOEB-NUf^EZ

TOBACCO

CO.

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

E..

' O.

W, ,1

liRAUSSMAN Importer
HAVANA
TOBACCO
Water Street
New

168

Packers of

JULIUS MARQUSEE, H\ Water

ImportM* of

Street,

PARTIDO, and

York

Cable

in All Grades of Seed Leaf Tobacco
TELEPHONE 3956 JOHN

Established 1890

PhMadalphla

St.,

Correapondance

& CO.

LESLIE

Labala.

Giva Us a

Stock Cards.

Trial.

I.

CARDENAS

For Stuic% Results

y CIA

C^We

SPECIAI.TY—-.'UELTA ABAJO

The World's "Want Pa^e tt
126

Address. -Nasdecr"

Lett Tobacco

142 Water

and Growers

Street,

.

.

.

Sumatra

HAVANA, CUBA— Consulado

NEW
Factory

S. R.

No

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and Domestic Cigars
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco
Leading brands— "Volitta," "Quaker," "Nabobs," "1-4-5," "Havana
Cream." "Imperial Beauty," "Little Vara"
Factory and Office*:

WRIGHTSVILLE, PA.

."^

Cuba -

ftd

Broad

St.,

!•*» N«M«lMka

MENDELSOHN. DORNEMAN

Laui. A.

•

Duke and Chestnut

Streets

Packing Houses: Strasburg and Lancaster

Michaelsen

8i

Prasse

Commission Merchants
Leaf Tobacco & Ciiars

Packers «Dd importer.

New York Ofrice,133-137 PMstSt.

Cor.

Leaf Tobacco

LANCASTER, PENNA.

Boston, Maaa.

iWdraaai

18 Obrapla Straat, Havama, Caka
GaMa '•UNIClJir'
P. O. B«a »•

BonM_„

CO.

(KL

•*A1AIU,

AMISTAD 95

130

Water Street

STREET.

&

Manuel Alvarez

Co.

and Packers of Havana Leaf
And Packers of Puerto Rican Tobacco

115

BREMEN, GERMANY

SAN MIGUEL 136

New York

Puerto Rico W«r*hou«e:

CAYEY

1

78

MAXIMILIAN STERN

HEW YORK

Importers

Hr.vana Office-

YORK, No.

IM WATEK

Havana Tobacco
Clavel No.

I

,

Havana, Cuba

1
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Front Street

New Yofk
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VIgariVIUUUIlo
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assortment of Plain and Fancy
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WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY
^MufActurers of Bindinjs, Galloons, TaffetAS,
SaHti and C^os Grain

NISSLY

E.

& SONS

L.
GROWERS AND PACKERS OF

CHOICE

CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO

•*»t HouM«:

Lanca«t«r, Florin.

WOODHAVEN AVENUE, GLENDALE, NEW

YORK

^^"^ B»v«i

aJwaiia find

i a pUaure

H.

to look o««r our

NEW FACTORY

1677

1904

W. HEFFENER & SON
Steam Cigar Box Manufacturers
AND MAKERS OF

Main Officat Horm, Pa.

^Miplet cKaeffidV •dbmitted upon raqueaL

^

Office:

TOBACCO

-

"*

Dome^c

Cuba

CgL

RANCK

H.

Packar and Daalar Is

79

KOCHER

Correspondence with wholeaale and jobbing trade invited

Neptuno 6. Havana,

iUTaaaWar«house,Salud 15.

Leaf Tobacco Merchant

New York

Established 1870

MILTON

Cigars

SONS
SlUALITY HAVANA

liArrENBUKGH

OF HAVANA

AND ARTEMI8A

HABANA. CURA

ST.

&

Tobacco

ERNEST ELLINGER & r.n

HEINRICH NEUBERGER

Vuken of Seei

Georgia

of

AMISTAD

PANTIN

HAVAffA ^O'BACCO IMPORTERS

Cohn & Company
H»*anM and Samatr*.

HAVANA, CUBA

152, 154, 156, 158,

Consulado 142, Havana,

Wa Want Your Opiaiaa

Almacen de Tabaco en Rama

btporttf* of

and OFFICES

Commission Merchant

Cigar Ribbons, Silk Imitation and Muslinola Ribbon
Printed or Stamped in Gold or Silver

151 North 3d St, PhiUdelphia

A;

INDUSTRIA,

Leaf

HANOVER, PENNA.

Importers of Havana and Sumatra and
Packers of Seed Leaf Tobacco
Finett Retail Department in Pennsylvania

try

WAREHOUSES

AddreM

Soliciltd

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS

HIPPLE BROS.

Tobacco grown

varieties of

New York

•(

and 3t7 N. Third

all

in the Santa Clara Province

LEAF TOBACCO
Ml

VUELTA ABAJO, SEMI VUELTA,

Packer and Dealer

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Ml, Ml,

1868

of

"ANTERO"

STRAUS & CO.

GONZALEZ

TOBACCO MERCHANTS

LEAF

NEW YORK

A.

de A.
Founded

IVosen^wald (SL Bro.

WATER STREET

145

306 NO. THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHL\

Aad Packara

SOBRINOS

CABLE: "Anaal" HavMia

E.

K.

CHICAGO, 105 WRST MONROB STREET,
LOUIS O. CAVA, MgT.

Reina 20, Havana

1

Box
Labels
Cigar
AND TRIMMINGS.

Ave.,

VUELTA ABAJO, PARTIDO
AND REMEDIOS TOBACCO

& CO.
^lODaCCO

SUAREZ

ALL KINDS OF

NEW YORK

Growart and Dealers of

Growort,

37

Patented Wire Bound Shipping Cases

HOWARD

It

BOUNDARY AVE.

YOWC. PA.

i
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Read their story and when writinil tell them
subscribers to know about them.
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Bands and Trimmings
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420 DREXFL
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Co.,
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American Sumatra lobacco
iSerican Tobacco Co., The,

&

Lopez

Arguelles,

&

Co..
Bros.,

R- A......

8

Philadelphia /k

7

_.
& Machine

Boucher Cork
Bninhoff Mfg. Co.
Business Opportunities

OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPORATING

and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for List of Flavors for Special Brands
BETUN. AIOMATIZEK. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENEBS

FLAVORS

FRIES

FOR
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Street.

New York

37 South

Second

,

^

XV

34

.••••
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New York and Tampa

REGULAR WEULLY SALBS BVBRY THURSDAY. CIGARS. TOBAMO
SMOKERS' ARTICLES. SPECIAL SALBS OP LKAPTDBACCO CON
SIGNMENTS SOLICITED. ADYANCBS MADE. SBTTLEMENTS
MADB ON DAY OF SALE

Havana

Cardenas y Cia,

Co., Pedro, Tampa, Fla.
Castro
Cifuentes, Fernandez y Ca., Havana,
York
Co., A.,
Cohn
F., Philadelphia
Son^
Comly

&

r"'^J
tv
cover iv

Parmenter Wax-Lined

^
*

Cuba

New

&
&

^

W.

Commercial Cigar Co
Compania Litografica de la

*
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Key y Ca.

Coupon Cigar

q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and ar« th«
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertblng Medium Knows

Owners and Manufacturers

Fomerlf

YunTA

-

-

-

U.

S.

A.

ABAiffroBAccos

90 Wall

Co.,

CO.

Clarendon Road & East 37\^ St. Brooklyn^NY.

CO.

St.,

Bro

CIGAR LABELS

&

Fries

&

H

Gafla

West Randolph

St.

W!!!STEINER.SONS&CO
CIGAR BANDS
SHOW CARDS
FOLDIN6 BOXES,
ETC.

17"*

ST

35

Alvarez

8

Perfect Humidifying

Co

34

—
^
1

Rocha, Jose F
Rodriguez, Salvador
Rodriguez, Arguelles & Co
Roig & Langsdorf, Antonio

40
7
7

—

J

Rosenwald

E H.

Sumatra Co

Gonzales, Sobrinos
Guerra, V.. Diaz

&

&

Bro., E.,
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••••••••

Tampa, Fla

Co.,

40
37

Cover II
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Cover II
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5

•

New York

36

8

7

de A., Havana

Hamilton Corporation,
Heekin Can Co
Heffener
Heiland
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37
8

—

The

1

H. W., York, Pa
ft Co.. John F., Lancaster. Pa
Helme Co., George W., New York
Heywood, Strasser & Voight Litho. Co. of
Hippe

Son,
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firos
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Co..

Philadelphia

steiner building

NEW^ORK.

LITHOGRAPHIC
SPECIALISTS
FOR THE
CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY

Sanchez y Haya, Tampa, Fla

Monroe

Cover IV
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40

& Blumenthal,

Ltd.,

Philadelphia

O PROCESS C5

&

Oppenheimer
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37
36
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Co., Philadelphia

Tampa Box Co
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United Cigar Manufacturers' Co
United States Tobacco Co., Richmond, Va
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Union American Cigar Co
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D., Sellersville, Pa
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Shields-Wcrtheim Co., Clevelana,
Steiner, Sons
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Stern, Maximilian
Straus
Co., K., New York
Suarez, M. A., Havana
Sellers,
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New York

Schelegel, Geo.,
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ChicagoJll.
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257-265 WEST
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New York

Brother,

Fendrich,

Kaffenburgh
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Sons,
Keystone Cigar Box

HIGHEST QUALITY^
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Racine Paper Goods Co., Racine, Wis
Ranck, Milton H., Lancaster. Pa
Regensburg & Son, £., New York
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BRANCH OFFICE
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Partagas, Havana, Cuba
Pasbach-Voice Lithographic
Patterson Bros. Tobacco Co
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&
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Per Larrana^a
Portuondo Cigar Mfg. Co., Juan F
Patterson Bros. Tobacco Co
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AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

Sole
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Co..
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Deisel-Wemmer Co., The, Lima,
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Melachrino & Co.,
Mendelsohn, Bomemann & Co., New York
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Michaelson & Prasse, Havana
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BANDS AND ADVERTISING
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Make tobacco mellow and amooth In character
and Impart a most palatable flavor
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Afker Merrall
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New

Commercial Cigar Co
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Street, Philadelphia
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Chewing Snuff

Favorite

^*<^«'

Stores

Restaurants

Hotels and
Clubs

^i^i^yiiiillilliiii^

'-*,

•"»/.
Ifi>'c

Manufacturers

'•"fu^

PEDRO CASTRO
& CO.. Tamna
Pl«
l'"t*IO,
New York
Distributers

LOUIS G. SMITH

We

g:uarantee

Copenhagen Snuff

is

&

CO., 52 Beaver

Street

now and always has

been absolutely pure.
It is made of the best, old, rich leaf tobacco.
The Snuff
Process retains the good of the tobacco and expels the bitter and
•ctd of natural leaf tobacco, making Copenhajfen the World's

BMt ToImcoo

for

Both Chewing and Snuffing.

UTienever a dealer has any
of

Copenhagen Chewing Snuff

he

will write us.

difficulty in

satisfactorily,

obtaining his supply
we will help him if

WEYMAN-BRUTON COMPANY
M

New York.

Union Sqimt* North

made by

N. Y.

Heiry H. Sheip Nfg. Co.
Columbia Ave. and 6th St.

«s5

The Nan

Who

is

BEST CIGAR

the

VALUE IN THE WORLD

Webster's Old

is

the reason the

John Ruskin

BOLD

Webster^s Up-to-date
A
IJ^^W ¥^ bold:
p.

A

New York

Leaf Tobacco Board of Trade
Holds Annual Meeting and
Chooses Delegates

nickel

n.

cigar
of exceptional
quality; a Aw^word for
very large seller, uniform, better.

Si;noni;m for

fW^ /-%

r

Holland-America Line to Resume Sailing
Schedule, as

"Ryndam"

Sails

From

4W\
The

€€

33

'Above All

You'll find quality in the dictionary;
also in Bold.

Office

Bros.

/

m^

Trade Letters of Vital Interest From All
Sections

\
Latest Reports

BobrOW

Boy's Column

Retail Rinkles

_

LEWIS CIGAR MFG. COMPANY
J.
Largest Independent Cigar Factory in the World.

Anti-Coupon Ruling of Treasury Department Called Unreasonable by

Rotterdam
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The Cigar that Wins

Better profits are yours

on the
,-<.v>i>

of 35c
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ALL ADM RE THE QUALITY
I

Unusual

CO.

and up
created

enables you to
margin on your pipe
sales. Co-operation in maintaining the price will work to YOUR
price.
make a fair
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S.FERNANDEZ &

retail price

conditions

this

ThenewmiM
TampB Cigar

new

MAKERS. TAMPA FLA

It

advantage.

PREPAREDNESS
Notwithstanding the growing scarcity
and high prices of inks and bronze
due mainly to the war situation in
Europe, we have arranged ior heavy
supplies of said material.

All orders
entrusted to our care will be given
the very best attention as to service
and quality.

The new
tured

F.

C

LOZANO

J

in all

price is being feaour advertising.

Our Specialty

Cigar Labels and Cigar Bands
We have on hand for immediate submission a

M. LOZANO

large quantity

F.

LOZANO, SON
U.

S.

CO.

"F.

Company,

Lozano" Brand

11th Avenue and 25th Street,
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New York
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cigar
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of beautiful
labels, with registered titles.

JOHN
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E.

Inc.
New York

City, N. Y.

Randolph Street, Chicago,

111.

THATCHER, Manager

Address, 437 Rfth Avenue
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Wonderful Value
CLEAR HABANA-FULLY MATURED
MADE BY

Merriam Se^ars

Inc.
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sales. Co-operation in maintaining the price will work to YOUR
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new mild
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Notwithstanding the growing scarcity
and high prices of inks and bronze
due mainly to the war situation in
Europe, we have arranged tor heavy
supplies of said material.
All orders
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the very best attention as to service
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price.
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This

Quality Paramount

Kind of Advertising

for the

is

Building Bigger Sales

Old Favorite— V UK E'S

MIXTUME

S6c

Girard
Cigar

CELEBRATED

UPHANN

H.

3

CIGARS

r
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Let us
Strictly

Independent Manufacturen

CHAS.
Sole

hand you
some facts

LANDAU

Agent for United

Facts that it will pay you
Facts that you
to know.
will thank us for giving you.
Facts which i)ou can prove
without risking one cent.

'He that will refaa* to takt a pip* o^
tobacco among his feltowt it accounted

States and Canada

and no good company,"—
Wrote King Jamea I of England, im

pe«vi$h

82 Wall Street

^

New York

1616, concerning Virginia tobacco.

Let us send yon our ''Dealer^s
Safety-first" proposition

Board of Trade Bldg., Montreal, Canada

Give to Your Hospitality

I

This will give you the opportunity to
learn for yourself at our risk the moneymaking qualities of the Girard cigar.
There never was a better advertised
There never was a cigar that made
cigar.

I

good more consistently. Never a cigar
backed up by fairer, squarer dealing.
•lust look at our striking announcements in
The Saturday Evening Post ^i\h its big national
circulation of more than two million copies
everi; week. And in The Llterarg Digest with

A "Virginian*' Fragrance—
TET your

friends never lack for that most fascinating of
tobaccos— the sun-ripened "Virginia" of DUKE'S
MIXTURE Granulated Tobacco. In it are the mildness,
smoothness and aroma which three hundred years of
continuous improvement in cultivation and curing gives to
l-«

\m,

^V ©SJt|0
Havana, Cuba
Estelle

No.

all

the choicest Virginia tobacco.

There

a "liveliness," too, in Virginia tobacco that, acmore discriminating smokers, makes it superior even to Turkish.
is

cording to the

DUKES MIXTURE Granulated Tobacco is a combmaHon
of the choicest honey-colored "Virginia" tobaccos,
and
our years of experience in gauging the taste of American

19

Manufacturers of the old brands

h

IVe

asf( you
try it at our risk'
granulated tobacco made.

Havana

uSffimi* "f"'*'

•

p«kiii«.

We guarantee

and ''Devesa de Murias

there

is

no

better

Made

in

Tampa^

Antonio Roig

3oCucar

5^
&

Verplanck
Co.
263 Fourth Ave.

H

& Langsdorf

Philadelphia

Fla.

Havana's Best

P.

III

take the profit
take the risk

Address Department

Mo,

!

Quality, always
better than

Hundreds of thousands of smokers read this
After
aihertisinp and demand the flirard.
that its quality holds then), brings them back
and makes steady customers of them for the
dealer who carries the (Jirard.
Don't take our say-so. Just drop us a line
to<lay an<l get on the inside for yourself.

We

Ub

Cigars

Our Motto:

copies every week.

You

iltH Iwt, conTttitni for
or
•IBM, vhich will bt lent
prtptid OD
«

Independent factories

little

I

mxft
St. Louie,

ft

i

smokers.

Clear
''Sol"

its 47'),(j<iO

New York
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HE

n

Pyramids of Egypt
stand forth as one of

So

strong

and so

of all

the Ages.

their

foundations

are

carefully

The Park &Tilford Standard

In Perfect Condition

COPENHAGEN

the greatest engineering
feats

n

that's

kept

Chewing Snuff

Air, dust
ial

and the
elements have
time

left

MI FAVORITA
The flower

traces of their

powers

on

We

Like the Pyra-

BOLD

mids,
has
been built on a foundation so mighty that
neither competition nor imitation
has
been able to mar its character or impede
its

guarantee Copenhagen Snuff

been absolutely pure.

is

now and

alwavs has

when Heekin cans

Thus, the

are used.

Decide on Heekin Cans for your cigars, stogies, smoking
chewing tobaccos. Then your product will retain every
good quality you put in it originally. And the cost will
be no greater to you.

tobacco manufactured in bond has
"Mi Favorita" Clear Havana Cigars at the

of perfect

maintained

and damimess are as scarce as the proverb-

hen's teeth

or

Attractively lithographed

forefront of all brands.

and made

in

any

size or

shape.

made of the best, old, rich leaf tobacco. The Snuff
retains the good of the tobacco and expels the
bitter and
of natural leaf tobacco, making Copenhagen the
It is

ProceM

aad

Samples sent upon

World'a
for Both Chewing and Snuffing.
Whenever a dealer has any difhculty in obtaining his supply
of Copenhagen Chewing Snuff satisfactorily, wt- will
help him if

Be«t

these mighty
heaps of stone.

packed in

contents are assured of freshness, aroma and mellowness.

CLEAR HAVANA CIGARS

but slight

destructive

if

will be

HEEKIN CANS

have they been

ABOVE ALL"

how your smokes

he

M

request.

Tobacco

will

THE HEEKIN CAN

write us.

Culvert, Sixth and

WEYMAN-BRUTON COMPANY
Union Squwe North

New York.

New

CO.
Streets

Cincinnati, O.

N. Y.

"Hettin Can Since 1901"

Ml

FAVORITA CIGAR CO.,

Key West, Fl«.

Inc.

"• W"* *^'^ **"•*• "-w Yerfc

steady growth.

As

the Pyramids on the Nile stand
supreme and unparalleled in the history of
engineering accomplishments, so

Best Quality

BOLD

stands

Best Known

"Above All**

rO

unsurpassed in quality
as in sales achievement.

Upon

reaching our Eighth Anniversary
we send Greetings and Felicitations to
those valiant workmen; the Jobber and

f3EM

Dealer, whose untiring labors have assisted
us in constructing this mighty
modern business progression

"Wonder** of

The BOLD
message we wish
:

Cigar.
to

The

convey

is

birthday

that our efforts shall

The Cigar Without a

never

Peer

Manufacture a Cigar and
Best of Havana Tobacco

Know
in its

that

you are Putting the Very

Construction

is

a Great Satis-

and Gets the Approval of
We Continue Manufacturing and Selling
faction to the Builders

the Users.

\A SARAMITA

cease to continue

BOLD
''Above

ADMIRAU THE

Calixto Lopez y Cia

THAT SELLS

HAVANA CIGARS

Habana

Air

SIZE

Soon be a
Brand

With Broad Leaf of the Milder Quality for the Comber.

BoBRow

quarter

Bros.

§5e

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New York
=JJ

Office—

of a Century since <we

started this

Shields-Wertheim Co.

Clet/etand, o.

257 Fourth Ave.
I
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MADE
Made at our Newark, N.

J.,

Factories

ROCKY FORD

HAND MADE
We alio

NICKEL CIGAR

TAD Cm A
Ar^iiellesp

"FAMOUS"
WrKe

and

CIGAR8

Q Bro.

Lopez

MAKERS

manufacture at our several Pittsburgh

a very attractive and extensive line of
cigars and stogies to retail at 2 for 5 cents, and
3 for 5 cents. Our leaders
factories,

BOND

IN

GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE
222 PEARL STREET

TAMPA

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

*TLAG HEADS"

LEALTAD

129

HAVANA

for full Information

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
G»neral Offlcps,

nTTSBURGH.

PA.

»,.

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE MADE

^
MANUEL

PUNCH

LOPEZ,

Proprietor, 28

Rayo

Habana, Cuba

St.,

235 FIFTH AVE.,

Gcicrai RcrreMnUtive,

HAVANA BLEND"
*

Cigar With Hardly a Rival

AUCDST KDTTNADEt.

"MILD

They Lead the Leaders

HAVANA CIGARS

26 SIZES

Highest Quality
Best Workmanship

HEW YOM
.

''LA

MEGA"

""i^^^^

HAVANA CIGARS OF THE HIGHEST
QUALITY AND BEST WORKMANSHIP
V. Guerra, Diaz
Co., Tampa,

&

ESTABLISHED

Y. Pendas

MADE BY
135

Alvarez

ROMEO

80J-S03

NEW YORK

Y

The Leader

Yeik

Diaz

ft

Co.,

Tampa,

Fla.

l

"44" Cigar Co. Philadelphia

BAYUK BROTHERS
G. S. Nicholas
41 and 43 Beaver

UUETA

THIRD AVE.

U. S.

RepreNiUtiTe:

Street,

Wb. T.TijIm, 93

FWE CENT CIGAR
Brtai

aU of which are

St.,N.Y.Cit7.

made under

the personal control and supervision

of the oldest cigar manufacturers in

E.

The

its

own

H.

T.

Hiaig

Renowned
for

Unilofwity
n>K/fTirtn>

mr the greej^ and golb mah^

R. A.
47

W«t

BACHIA & CO.

SxtoMlh St

N«r

in

each

Upon Request.

DUNN

N«w York OfTIc*: 203 W.

Bro«uiw«y

New

<a CO.

4.01-403 E.

Bachelor Ci|ar
91»t Street.

a

New Yorh

5c

Pocket-proof Package

IM ouncet— 5 cent!
DnitedStilMTobMOiCt.

Yetfc

The

WHu fw Op«» TavritMF

Smoking Tobacco
in a New Cut
Packed

for

M«ll«r« of

HaTina Citaw
•!

J.

and Genuine

Union

Cuba, thus retainmg

individuality.

GRTO CIGAR COMPRNY

Original

Central

(i

Havana

of

PHILADELPHIA

Hm

grades of Cigars

Independent Factories

In all the

Price List Mailed

Ftr

Co.

manufactured by the

CITY

BACHIAS

&

New York

DIRECT IMPORTERS of the higiiest

World's Markets

Our Motto: "OUALITY**
-

New

HAVANA CIGARS

CIGARS
and Salesroom,

42ih1 Street.

Fia.

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA
Office

WeA

Y. Gnerra,

1867

Ba

-.»kV

j:

ICBMOND.

VA.

^^Aft

BCJT TMAT skill, mflERGr and money

fItTOP'^

m»^o,».

H.

CAfi

PROOUCC

FENDRICH. Maker. EVAISSVILLE. IND.

CIGAR
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Don't Jud^e

Florida °"</Georgia
Tobacco By Other People^s

I

Packings
If

you want

of Florida
tastes as

and

to see a fancy

and Georgia wrappers,

good

as

Larrana^a Nacionales

packing of the 1915 crop
that

bums and

any tobacco grown, superior

m

Seleccion de TBanquetes

in yield

'm

colors

We Are Now Ready to Show Our

This

is

Each

cigar

the

acme
is

of retinement in the

packed

in

packing of

cigars.

an individual box, and therefore, every guest

opens his own box, the cigar reaching

his

hands exactly as

it

was packed

at the factory.

1915 Crop

For dinners, banquets, society events, clubs, hotels and individuals; if
orders are placed early enough, may have each little box inscribed with the

name

of the host,

monogram

would add a touch

and Perfect Bum
Tremendous Yield

Beautiful Light Colors

Good

Quality

Packed

of refinement to the function.

in beautiful

.

or the dedication of the event thereon, which

cedar boxes containing one hundred cigars.

Por

iCairranagia

FABRIC A DE TAB ACQS
Havana, C uba

New York Office
J. V. FLANIGAN

Samples Ready for Inspection at
the Company's Office

Carlos

156 Fifth Ave.

AMERICAN SUMATRA TOBACCO COMPANY
142

WATER

STREET,

NEW YORK
lllllllll
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III,
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Flor de

& Leon

San Martin

'

PETITIONS FOR RELIEF

M. A.

T,

PHILADELPmA AND

XXXVI.

Vol.

FROM ALLEGED TOBACCO CURES
Investigations

pa,

cigars

Florida,

made
from

in

Tam-

Abajo

Plantations

in

Coupons.

&

that the American public is being deceived by exploiters of alleged tobacco cures and
that some of the remedies now on the market are
dangerous to the public health in that they contain

habit-forming drugs such as cocaine, strychnine,

chincona
and other deleterious compounds, the Tobacco
Merchants Association of the United States whose main
office is at No. 5 Beekman Street, New York, has filed petitions with the Postmaster-General in Washington and
the
Secretary of Agriculture, demanding an investigation into
the sale of such nostrums, and that the pure food act
as
well as the post-office laws applicable to the sale
of such
alkaloids

Tampa

It

our service.

Leon Co.

Address Oept. CC.

nostrums be strictly enforced.

The

The Hamilton Corporation

Florida

Geo.

2 West 45th

Articles

an exhaustive investigation, contains forty-two
pages of average catalogue size, and there are
numerous
tion

New York

which was apparently prepared with
by Charles Dushkind, counsel for the Associa-

petition,

great care

B. Caldwell. President

Street,

City

after

way

photographs in the

showing the enormous
which the advertising campaigns of these alleged
cures are carried on throughout the country.
In the
of exhibits

extent to

quack

oK/Adj^

collection

THE FINEST OF

We Now

in

our

new packins which

Offer Direct to the Trade
at

engaged therein.

the lowest cash prices

As indicating the enormous business
of these di«^tribualleged tobacco cures, the petition
shows that one
concern ni New York
si)ends more than $100,000 a vear in
advertisnig its cure.
In connection with the traffic it is
>hjnvn that there is a
thriving business in the barter and
sale of letters
received by the advertisers of tobacco
cures.

TO APPRECIATE THE QUALITY

We

Clear Havana Cigar

tors of

snpRcst that you see sjunples

wliit-li

any

jrr.ide.

subinit

oil

we

will

l)e

glad to

WE SOLXIT CO<RESPONDENCE

JEITLES

& BLUMENTHAL,

GAFLA SUMATRA COMPANY

Ltd.

Office and Packing

PHILADELPHIA.

of exhibits

there are advertisements extracted
from more than one hundred
newspapers, and the petition
sets forth that this is only
a small portion of the newspapers of the country which are
being used by the vendors
ot these so-called
cures in exploiting their compounds with
the aid of the United
States mails, to the great profit of all

Georgia and FJorida Tobaccos
Will be found

House

QUINCY,

ne

ot

these concerns has approximately
nousand letters from
as many persons

FLA.

"1

M. Melachrino

&

If

own

"Jlic
1^

jnpla nt

You Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes
I

t^^^eted

Co., Inc., are

ORAND
tDEPOTS OF
9:»»««-.IOG<w«««„,Pt.ce
"
Snii-EJkS^Pr^i
lr^'':±!l?%S'5tl^M MeUdurino A Ca^
Co^ Inc. ICw^rm^
Sa«k AJtk.
Ai«>M>dh.. Rue Owif P^cU
AGEMOBS IN THE PmKOPAL CmSS OF THE WORLD
MCE

WEST

47lli

STREET,

Initcd 9t
tfic

CAIRO. H.«10ftce

.ad Factorr

BackS«e
UPON APPUCATION

Hamburg. 18-20 G,o«e

LIST

NEW YORK

hundred

behalf.

tobacco industry of the countrv."
.savs the petiany loss of busines.s as a result
•'""'''

from the

"^*

•'^"^ ^''^""^t

P«^^''^Jv cure,

;

false,

fraudulent and scandalous state^""'"^ ^'''"''''''' l)roa(lcast throtighout
the
''""f
'"'''^^
"'?"' ""^ *''^
attacking not onlv
''^'y ^yt slandering and vilUfving
the milusers
a most shameful fashion."

^

T2'-^

The

^^'""^ "^^

agamst the marketing of remedies
that would

toln crn

li^-ns

i,i

has no reason to
fear

cL.^

nor

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, 120 Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes throughout Europe

214-216

their

Inc.

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES
You Cannot be Mistaken

five

in its possession
job lots to other concerns and individuals seekmg
the addresses of persons in all parts
of
ne country
to whom they may write
and send circulars

and these are sold

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,

YORK, APRIL

15, 1916.

-

m

contained

the exhibit, the citations
'•^ng dec ri' ''J'l
' '''"'^ '^cntidalous."
.Some of the more
'"M-^tint
^-^nt nf
of 1these
statements are as follows:
in

(Continued on Page »o)

No.
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TOBACCO LEAF BOARD OF TRADE
ELECTS OFFICERS AND DELEGATES
Joseph Mendelsohn Re-elected President—
Delegates and
Alternates to National Cigar Leaf Association
Convention Chosen— Treasurer Heads
OfT Raid for Convention
Expenses

|F,CLARING

costs you
nothing to get the facts on

San Martin

Such

Hundred Newspapers

trade goes to every wideawake user of Hamtltott

Cuba.

of

—

Stores

show a redemption of
94%. Part of that good

grown on our own Vuelta

Sale

with Postmaster-General and
Secretary of Agriculture Exhibits Contain Advertisements from One

^ Our Premium

tobaccos

of

Filed

Petitions

Havana

Demanded

NEW

^1

,

New York

,

City.

the annual meeting of the Leaf
Tobacco Board of
frade held in their rooms at 141 Maiden
Lane on
1 uesday, officers for the ensuing year
were elected
delegates and alternates chosen for
the National
Cigar Leaf Convention to be held in
Washington on Mav
8th and 9th, and a raid on the treasury
for expenses iov
the trip headed ofY. Other incidents
included the report of
the treasurer which showed the finances
to be in good condition, and the report of the president.
The latter report
was read by the secretary in the absence of Mr.
Mendelsohn, who was unable to be present.

A

resolution was adopted which honored
the memorv
of the deceased vice-president, F. M.
Dolbeer. The special

examinations which government inspectors
are making
with a view of changing the accepted tariff
on imported tobaccos was informally discussed as were some
tariff

lems.

prob^

Trustees duly nominated and elected were*
F
Argimbau, W. S. Brill, Joseph F. Cullman,
Ferdinand
Cranz, John H. Buys, Charles Fox, C. R.
Goldsmith, Robert
Cans, F. R. Hoisington, Joseph Mendelsohn,
Harold Kraussman, Sig. Schuschterer, A. Bijur. Carl W.
Wobbe and
Moritz Nueberger.

M

The newly

elected trustees were called to order, and
the following officers elected for the ensuing
year: foseph
Mendelsohn, president; William S. Brill, vice-president;
Charles Fox, secretary Ferdinand Cranz, treasurer.
;

The following delegates and

alternates

were chosen
As-

for the convention of the National Cigar
Leaf Tobacco
sociation, to be held in Washington next month
:

W.

Delegates,

Louis A. Bornemann, Charles R. Goldsmith,'
F. R. Hoisington, Harold Kraussman. Fritz
Lederer. Moritz Ro.senberg. Benno Rosenwald, Alfred
Schmidt and Carl
W. Wobbe. Alternates, Joseph F. Cullman, Ernest Ellinger. Fred J. Fre.se, Robert Gans, fulius IJchtenstcin.
Ben
Meyer, II. A. Pettit and Milton Samuels.
President Mendelsohn's report which was read by Secretary Fox, was as follows
S.

Brill,

"To

the members of the Leaf Tobacco Board of Trade
of the City of New York, assembled at their annual
meeting. Greetings

"To

the careless, a report of your President of the
doings of your Board of Trustees might appear as superfluous, to the indifferent as useless, to the fault-finder
as a
boon for criticism, to the .serious as a document for consideration, and to the interested as a review of what
he
already knows but ,to all of them. I hope it will reveal the
fact that your organization is a very active one. and
your
;

Trustees bent up(in carrying out as much as is in tluir
power the duties imposed upon them
"At first glance it might appear as if the year had but
little importance to the trade in its cycle, but
it mav iii(Coitfhiued on Page 26)

i

—

"

:
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not against the Constitution of the United States but
that does not invalidate the decisions of more than twenty

is

TREASURY DEPARTMENT COUPON
RUUNG GALLED UNREASONABLE
Tobacco

Interests

Believe

Order Will

Be Repealed

State courts, which are supreme in interpreting the constitutions of their own States.*
" 'There is good reason to believe that the
interests
which have obtained this order are small competitors
of

the large tobacco company, which have sought a means of
attacking the premium system. They have assumed that
a great part of the success of the larger concerns is due to
their use of coupons and premium slips.'

Attorneys Think Business Can Be Continued
Without Violation of Ruling
recent ruling of the Treasury Department, made
on Wednesday last, which held that the packing
of coupons in interstate shipments must be the

|HE

1'

same

any law which
not taken seriously by

in all States, regardless of

might prohibit

one State, is
the attorneys representing tobacco interests.
It is believed by the companies distributing goods in
this manner that some method will be evolved which will
not be a violation of this ruling, while it is held by others
that the decision is unreasonable and the belief is expressed
that it will be repealed. The New York "Journal of Commerce" has the following to say in regard to the situation
it

in

ways

which the
system of giving premiums with tobacco products might
*Tt

was

said that there are several

in

be continued without violating the provisions of the Treasury Department ruling. In case one State should pass a
law prohibiting the use of coupons, said the attorney of a
large company, the slips could still be packed in all shipments and thus come within the law, but might be rendered
valueless in the particular State prohibiting them.
"Another suggestion was that the large tobacco companies, such as the American Tobacco, the Liggett & Myers and the P. Lorillard, might go directly into the mail
order business, either giving stamps, as in the case of the
Larkin Soap Company, or without coupons, as in the case

Montgomery Ward
Company.

of

& Company

or Sears, Roebuck

&

Treasury decision, made on Wednesday, manufacturers of snuflf, tobacco, cigars and cigarettes face the situation of leaving out gift cards and
premium coupons altogether or putting them in all shipments including all States which have passed laws against
the practice. The Treasury Department holds that imless
cards or coupons are included in all shipments regardless
of destination, the practice comes within the law forbidding lotteries, because consumers in localities where they
are omitted would not have the same opportunity to obtain

"As a

'f

Jll

result of the

valuable prizes as those in more favored localities.
"Percival S. Hill, president of the American Tobacco
Company, said that it would be some time before his company would be ready to state what the effect of the order
would have on the custom of enclosing premium slips in
their products. He appeared hopeful that attorneys would
find some method of giving such articles to customers.
"F. T. Wolcott, counsel for the Sperry-Hutchinson
Corporation, said that the ruling would have no effect on
that concern, as its trading stamps are not packed with
shipments but are distributed by dealers.
"'While I am not familiar with the full details of this
order', Mr. Wolcott ;?aid, 'it is probable that it was made
by a subordinate official in the Department, and that the
companies concerned will appeal to a higher official or to
the Secretary of the Treasury.
The ruling is manifestly
unreasonable on its face and there is a good chance of its
repeal. It would not be just to give the Legislature of one
State power to control certain forms of business in all the
other States of the Union, as this order apparently

would

do.*

" 'The

Supreme Court has recently held that laws placing a tax on premium giving, as in Washington and Florida,

H. Duys

Advance Price

Retailers

©El

IHI^iiirdl

of Safety Matches

Mjr(Bm^wmj

The

recent advance in the cost of raw materials entering into the manufacture of matches, especially "strike-onthe-box" type matches, generally sold in cigar stores, has
forced a general recent advance in this type of match, this
time at retail, as well as wholesale.
Heretofore, such
matches sold in cigar stores at 5 cents per dozen boxes
but now have been advanced to 7 cents.
This type of match, while made here, is largely influenced by the prices of foreign makers, principally in Sweden
and in Japan. Foreign matchmakers are having as much
trouble as those of this country to secure chemicals for
matchmaking, while splints and other things that enter
into the matches have advanced rapidly in cost to the manufacturer.
Within a year, prices have advanced from 45
per
cents
gross to 70 cents at wholesale, in this country,
while in Europe prices are fully double over what they
formerly were. The American match of the same type has
advanced, but not to a point beyond 60 cents per gross (144
small boxes). To continue selling at 5 cents per dozen,
therefore, has not spelled a new dollar for an old one for
the cigar store, while grocers have all along sold for various prices from 5 cents to 10 cents a dozen. At 7 cents
a dozen, therefore, the cigar store man gets 84 cents for
what he pays 60 cents to 70 cents for all of which :*s due
to the high cost of war in Europe.

—

A. V. Jockcl, of the

Ruy Lopez

two weeks'

York at present on a

Ca.
trip

is

F

away from New

over the southern

territory.

Good business throughout the country, particularly in
W estern territory, is reported by D. M. Frank & Company,
the New York cigar manufacturers.
The M. Perez Company, manufacturers of the "Pinzon"
cigar, with New York office at 135 Front Street, announce
that on or before May 1st they will remove to 168 Water
Street.

Reynolds, president and founder of the R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C, accompanied by Mrs. Reynolds, was numbered among the
recent prominent visitors to New York City.
R.

J.

display campaign in Greater New York
is now being carried on by Josephson Brothers, New York
cigar manufacturers.
The brands featured are the "Grand

A window

Vizier",

"Senor Garcia" and "lose Hernianos".

M. Freeman, of Sidney J. Freeman & Son, who has
been on a trip through the Middle West, is now homeward
bound. Albert Freeman is now in the Pennsylvania coal
regions, where he reports some attractive business.
E.

WHO AM

am more

I

I?
powerful than the combined armies

of the world.

have destroyed more

I

men

than

all

the wars

am more

deadly than bullets, and I have wrecked
more homes than the mightiest of siege guns.
I steal in the United States alone over $300,000,000
each year.
I spare no one, and find my victims among the
rich and poor alike the young and the old the strong
and the weak widows and orphans know me.
I
loom up to such proportions that I cast my
shadow over every field of labor from the turning of
the grindstone to the moving of every train.
I
massacre thousands upon thousands of wage
earners in a year.
I lurk in unseen places, and do most of my work
silently.
You are warned against me, but you heed
I

;

;

;

Mr. Johnson, vice-president of the Cayey-Caguas Tobacco Company, came up from Porto Rico on the 10th inst.
and spent five days in New York.
He said that the Porto
Rican crop for this year was a wonder in every respect,
and that "Savaronas"

am

T

on the
on the

relentless.

I

am everywhere

:

in the home,

street, in the factory, at railroad crossings, and

.

bring sickness, degredation and death, and
few seek to avoid me.
I destroy, crush or maim
give nothing
I
take all.
I am your worst enemy,
I

;

I

AM CARELESSNESS.

— "N.

.

this

°y'"& & Company, American

l'hilipj)inc

Company,

Moss, their

lexas, that
the South.
the

sea.

would prove

beyond a question.

The Manila Commercial Company reports that since
the stranding of the S. S. "Chiyo Maru",
the factory has
made a new shipment of 400,000 cigars, which left Manila
on the 14th inst. via the S. S. "Sherman".
Another shipment of cigars is expected to be made in a week's time.

J.

not.

sales agents

for

the

Ltd., are in receipt of report

fn^m K.
general sales manager, at the present time in

he is obtaining some mighty fine business in
Mr. Moss is expected home about the end of

month.

yet

The complete
but

'"f?

the popular

ns Schacher,

line of

Lincoln

"Rodena" brand,

is

Ulnicr cigars, indudto be featured bv :Mor-

.*<:

tKe 523 bales of Sumatra tobacco which John
H. Duys, of H. Duys & Company, the well-known
New York importers, bought recently at the Third
Amsterdam inscription, 384 bales bear the marks

Deli my M. & K. Langkat.
This marking is considered
by the bidders, to have been the choicest lot of the inscription.
The colors are light and of a desirable nature.
This also applies to the other Duys purchases. The total
number of bales purchased by H, Duys & Company at the
three sales amounted to 2500 bales. This, it is stated, is
50 per cent, of the whole amount secured for the American

market.

Henry A. Vaughan Leaves American Tobacco Company
Following a number of years' identification with the
American Tobacco Company, 111 Fifth Avenue, New York
City, Henry A. Vaughan, well known in the trade, has
himself with the old-established firm of John
Schwartz & Sons, cigar and tobacco manufacturers and
jobbers, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Mr. Vaughan takes over
the interests of the late Edward T. Schwartz in this concern.
Associated with Mr. Vaughan, in the capacity of
superintendent, will be Joseph Weintraub, of Wilmington,
affiliated

The

Del.

firm of John Schwartz

&

Sons came into

exist-

ence at Poughkeepsie in 1861, and has been occupying for
many years the quarters which it occupies today. In 1889
and 1893, respectively, Charles G. and Edward T. Schwartz,
sons of the founder, allied themselves with the business.
Mr. Vaughan, who was in charge of the salesmen's department of the American Company, is succeeded by IT. P.

taken over the lease of the store
conducted bv Theodore Schneider. Mr. Schacher
previously identified with the Patte, Underwood
<Jv'

^aboll

No Change

in

Ruy Suarez & Company

Cigar Wrappers

Concerning the recent decision of the United States
Circuit Court of Appeals relative to the upholding of the
Fonseca patent in the case of F. E. Fonseca & Company v.
Ruy Suarez tS: Company, of New York, we are informed by
the latter
afTect its

company

that the decision as rendered, will not
])articular method of wrapping its "Planco" and

other cigars.

mode

Ruy Suarez

4^-

Company

claim that their

wrapping cigars utilizes a combination wrapper of
cedar fibre, tissue, and foil, thus making it an exclusive one.
This method thev have found to be verv successful in in(li\

of

idualizing their brands.

The company

is

sending out

announcements to the trade that the particular wrapping
which it has been following in the past, is still to be conLinued.

Recently Ruy Suarez & Company enlarged their factorv
for the purpose of providing more extensive facilities for
the conduct of their business. One of the principal needs
was greater despatch in the shipment of orders on short
notice This is now assured.

who has

'ormerly
J^as

C. R. News."

Get Choice Sumatra

Cunningham.

of

the world.

& Company

Company.

Sydney Cahen,

of E.

Regensburg

&

Sons, returned reheadquarters of the company, fol-

cently to the New York
lowing a very successful Western trip.

iij

f
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not against the Constitution of the United States, but
that does not invalidate the decisions of more than twenty

is

TREASDRY DEPARTMENT COUPON
RULING CALLED UNREASONABLE
Tobacco

Believe

Interests

Order Will

State courts, which are supreme in interpreting the
tutions of their
" 'There

is

own

consti-

States.'

good reason to believe that the

interests

which have obtained this order are small competitors of
the large tobacco company, which have sought a means of
attacking the premium system. They have assumed that
a great part of the success of the larger concerns is due to
their use of coupons and premium slips.'

Be Repealed—

Attorneys Think Business Can Be Continued
Without Violation of Ruling
recent ruling of the Treasury Department, made
on Wednesday last, which held that the packing
of coupons in interstate shipments must be the

H. Duys

|HE

1'

same

it

in

not be a violation of this ruling, while it is held by others
that the decision is unreasonable and the belief is expressed
that it will be repealed. The New York "Journal of Commerce" has the following to say in regard to the situation

which the
system of giving premiums with tobacco products might
"It

was

said that there are several

ways

in

be continued without violating the provisions of the Treasury Department ruling. In case one State should pass a
law prohibiting the use of coupons, said the attorney of a
large company, the slips could still be packed in all shipments and thus come within the law, but might be rendered
valueless in the particular State prohibiting them.
"Another suggestion was that the large tobacco companies, such as the American Tobacco, the Liggett & Myers and the P. Lorillard, might go directly into the mail
order business, either giving stamps, as in the case of the
Larkin Soap Company, or without coupons, as in the case

Montgomery Ward & Company or Sears, Roebuck &
Company.
"As a result of the Treasury decision, made on Wed-

of

I

nesday, manufacturers of snuflf, tobacco, cigars and cigarettes face the situation of leaving out gift cards and
premium coupons altogether or putting them in all shipments including all States which have passed laws against
the i)ractice. The Treasury Department holds that unless
cards or coupons are included in all shipments regardless
of destination, the practice comes within the law forbidding lotteries, because consumers in localities where they
are omitted would not have the same opportunity to obtain
valuable prizes as those in more favored localities.
"Percival S. Hill, president of the American Tobacco
Company, said that it would be some time before his company would be ready to state what the eflfect of the order
would have on the custom of enclosing premium slips in
their products. He appeared hopeful that attorneys would
find some method of giving such articles to customers.
"F. T. Wolcott. counsel for the Sperry-Hutchinson
Corporation, said that the ruling would have no effect on
that concern, as its trading stamps are not packed with
shipments but are distributed by dealers.
" 'While I am not familiar with the full details of this
order', Mr. Wolcott ;^aid. 'it is probable that it was made

H(iardl

of Safety Matches

recent advance in the cost of raw materials entering into the manufacture of matches, especially "strike-onthe-box" type matches, generally sold in cigar stores, has
forced a general recent advance in this type of match, this
Heretofore, such
time at retail, as well as wholesale.
matches sold in cigar stores at 5 cents per dozen boxes,
but now have been advanced to 7 cents.

.

This type of match, while made here, is largely influenced by the prices of foreign makers, principally in Sweden
and in Japan. Foreign matchmakers are having as much
trouble as those of this country to secure chemicals for
matchmaking, while splints and other things that enter
into the matches have advanced rapidly in cost to the manWithin a year, prices have advanced from 45
ufacturer.
cents per gross to 70 cents at wholesale, in this country,
while in Europe prices are fully double over what they
formerly were. The American match of the same type has
advanced, but not to a point beyond 60 cents per gross (144
small boxes). To continue selling at 5 cents per dozen,
therefore, has not spelled a new dollar for an old one for
the cigar store, while grocers have all along sold for various prices from 5 cents to 10 cents a dozen. At 7 cents
a dozen, therefore, the cigar store man gets 84 cents for
what he pays 60 cents to 70 cents for all of which :s due

—

to the high cost of

war

in

WHO AM

am more

I

I?
powerful than the combined armies

of the world.
I

have destroyed more men than

all

the wars

would

Union,

as

this

order

apparently

do.'

" 'The

Supreme Court has recently held that laws placing a tax on premium giving, as in Washington and Florida,

trip

is

over the southern

Good business throughout the country, particularly in
Western territory, is reported by D. M. Frank & Company,
the New York cigar manufacturers.
The M. Perez Company, manufacturers of the "Pinzon"
cigar, with New York office at 135 Front Street, announce
that on or before May 1st they will remove to 168 Water
Street.

Reynolds, president and founder of the R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C, accompanied by Mrs. Reynolds, was numbered among the
recent prominent visitors to New York City.
R. J.

display campaign in Greater New York
is now being carried on by Josephson Brothers, New York
cigar manufacturers.
The brands featured are the "Grand

A window

X'izier",

"Senor Garcia" and "lose Ilcrmanos".

M. Freeman, of Sidney J. Freeman & Son, who has
been on a trip through the Middle West, is now homeward
bound. Albert Freeman is now in the Pennsylvania coal
regions, where he reports some attractive business.

am more

;

loom up to such proportions that
shadow over every field of labor from the
I

the grindstone to the

moving

I

cast

my

turning

of

of every train.

massacre thousands upon thousands

of

wage

earners in a year.
work
I lurk in unseen places, and do most of my
silently.
You are warned against me, but you heed
not.
I

am

Cayey-Caguas ToCompany, came up from Porto Rico on the 10th inst.

relentless.

bacco

New

and spent five days in
Rican crop for this year
and that

I

am everywhere

;

in the home,

and
street, in the factory, at railroad crossings,

York.

He

said that the Porto

was a wonder in every respect,
"Savaronas" would prove this beyond a question.

The Manila Commercial

Company

reports that since
"Chiyo Maru", the factory has
made a new shipment of 400,000 cigars, which left Manila
on the 14th inst. via the S. S. "Sherman".
Another shipment of cigars is expected to be made in a week's time.
the

stranding of the S. S.

Bowring

& Company,

.\merican sales agents for the
I'hilippine Company, Ltd., are
in receipt of report fnjni V..
}. Moss, their general sales manager, at the present
time in
lexas, that he is
obtaining some mighty fine business in
the South.
Mr. Moss is expected home about the end of
the

sea.

month.

ye

I

;

I

I

am

tKe 523 bales of Sumatra tobacco which John
H. Duys, of H. Duys & Company, the well-known
New York importers, bought recently at the Third
Amsterdam inscription, 384 bales bear the marks

Deli my M. & K. Langkat.
This marking is considered
by the bidders, to have been the choicest lot of the inscription.
The colors are light and of a desirable nature.
This also applies to the other Duys purchases. The total
number of bales purchased by H. Duys & Company at the
three sales amounted to 2500 bales. This, it is stated, is
50 per cent, of the whole amount secured for the American

J:i

market.

m

Henry A. Vaughan Leaves American Tobacco Company
Following a number of years' identification with the
American Tobacco Company, 111 Fifth Avenue, New York
City, Henry A. Vaughan, well known in the trade, has
himself with the old-established firm of John
Schwartz & Sons, cigar and tobacco manufacturers and
jobbers, Poughkeepsie, N, Y.
Mr. Vaughan takes over
the interests of the late Edward T. Schwartz in this concern.
Associated with Mr. Vaughan, in the capacity of
superintendent, will be Joseph Weintraub, of Wilmington,
affiliated

John Schwartz & Sons came into existence at Poughkeepsie in 1861, and has been occupying for
many years the quarters which it occupies today. In 1889
and 1893, respectively, Charles G. and Edward T. Schwartz,

The

Del.

firm of

sons of the founder, allied themselves with the business.
Mr. Vaughan, who was in charge of the salesmen's department of the American Company, is succeeded by II. P.

ti
11

Cunningham.

;

;

I

Get Choice Sumatra

Mr. Johnson, vice-president of the

deadly than bullets, and I
more homes than the mightiest of siege guns.
I steal in the United States alone over $300,000,000
each year.
the
I spare no one, and find my victims among
rich and poor alike the young and the old the strong
and the weak widows and orphans know me.
1

F

away from New

of

have wrecked

bring sickness, degredation and death, and
few seek to avoid me.
I give nothing
destroy, crush or maim
I
take all.

the

two weeks'

Ca.

territory.

the world.

The ruling is manifestly
the Secretary of the Treasury.
unreasonable on its face and there is a good chance of its
repeal. It would not be just to give the Legislature of one
State power to control certain forms of business in all the
of

York at present on a

Ruy Lopez

E.

on the
on the

States

A. V. Jockel, of the

Europe.

by a subordinate official in the Department, and that the
companies concerned will appeal to a higher official or to

other

©m M^^mdwmj

The

any law which
not taken seriously by

in all States, regardless of

one State, is
the attorneys representing tobacco interests.
It is believed by the companies distributing goods in
this manner that some method will be evolved which will

might prohibit

Advance Price

Retailers

& Company

your worst enemy.

but

^as previously
identified with the

AM CARELESSNESS.

— "\.

The complete line of Lincoln it Ulmer cigars, includ'"g the popular "Rodcna"
brand, is to be featured by Mor"s Schacher,
who has taken over the lease of the store
tormerly conducted
bv Theodore Schneider. Mr. Schacher
.

C. R. News.

^aboU Company.

Patte,

Underwood &

No Change

in

Ruy Suarez & Company

Cigar Wrappers

Concerning the recent decision of the United States
Circuit Court of Appeals relative to the upholding of the
Fonseca patent in the case of F. E. Fonseca & Company v.
Ruy Suarez I't Company, of New York, we are informed by
the latter
affect its

company

that the decision as rendered, will not
particular method of wrapj)ing its "Planco" and

other cigars.

mode

Ruy Suarez

i^l-

Company

f

111
I

I

II

I

claim that their

wrapping cigars utilizes a combination wrapper of
cedar fibre, tissue, and foil, thus making it an exclusive one.
This method they have found to l)e very successful in inof

dividualizing their brands.
The company is sending out
announcements to the trade that the jiarticular wrapping
which it has been following in the past, is still to be con-

4

tinued.

Recently Ruy Suarez & Company enlarged their factorv
for the purpose of providing more extensive facilities for
the conduct of their business. One of the principal needs
was greater despatch in the shipment of orders on short
notice This is now assured.
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Some body blows have landed on
premium business, and it is not denied
more than passing import.

the

The
Coupon

coupon and

that they are of

what
the coupon

lUit a consideration

of

abolishment of
and trading stamp should have serious

will follow the

The coupon and

trading stamp
admitted of comj)etition, but the next
step leads toward the slashing of prices. It is the difTerence
between healthy and unhealthy business.

thought.

ceived in this

country that

higher in price.
Certainly the manufacturer could not stand it, the
jobber and retailer were not in a position to carry such a
burden and the logical answer was to ask the consumer to

pay the additional cost.
The root from which the genuine French briar is made
comes from France, Italy and Algiers. Naturally the output is considerably reduced, and the expenses of producing
much higher. The exporters must charge the manufacturer

since

March

The "Noorderdyk"

:;i8th.

retired cigar manufacturer,

recently at the home of his son in I'rooklyn, N. 1
Bagley, who was eighty-two years old, is survived by
wife, one son and two daughters.
•

died
•

passenger business.
cablegram from the head office of the company
in Rotterdam gave
information that the sailings of all
vessels had been cancelled, and that none had sailed from
sacrifice

A

responsible for alcoholism, rioting,
bomb-throwing, arson, murder or similar pastimes
committed under the influence of this column.

EVERYBODY'S DOIN' IT
So why not

the Office

let

Boy

try.

AND BESIDES THAT
Imitation

is

the

most serious form

of flattery.

THIS WILL BECOME APPARENT AS YOU READ
Help Wanted.

"THE BURNING QUESTION"
Howe's your coal holding out?

AH! THE SECRET OF HIS WEALTH
DISCOVERED!

of

prior

the other side

Refusal
to

on Second

of

Street,

company not being

willing to take
vessels destroyed. Still
another report among shipping men was that the
Netherlands Government had information
of a pending sea fight
between German and British fleets, and
th«jught it too
great a risk to

many

of

window

of a cigar dealer's store

which reads:
own make."

DON'T CROWD!

their

having so

in the

IS

"CURRENCY— Our

March 23rd.
Dutch seamen to

serve, because of the
country's shipping from German submarines and mines, is given as the reason for the discontinuance of this service.
Since the beginning of 191 G more
Dutch vessels have been lost from these causes than at any
time since the war began.
There also were rumors afloat that sailings had been
danger

We notice a sign

since

We

will accept

nominations for a committee to

visit

Duluth, Minn., to investigate the action of air currents at
the corner of Third Avenue and Superior Street, that city.*
See page 17, April issue of "Ginger." Advt.

—

TRY

IT,

its

THE ADVERTISING MANAGER GOT
AWAY WITH IT ONCE

Friend Wife asked him the other night, when" he came
rambling in at 1 A. AL, who he'd been out with, and he said,
"The Man from Egypt."

send out the vessels.

OPEN SEASON FOR HUNTING
Refused to Pass Anti-Trading

Stamp

The

Bill

The Mississippi trading stamp bill, which passed the
a few days ago, met its Waterloo in
the Senate, accordmg to the "Interstate
Grocer" of St. Louis. Its cor-

7th Point in Sterling

respondent writes
Referring to previous correspondence had
we beg to state
that the trading stamj) measure
jntroduced in our

with you,

which was

Legislature passed the House all right,
nit was
reported on unfavorablv bv the Finance Commit|<"e of the
.Senate and killed in that bodv.
have not as
et been
able to find out what the objection
of the Finance
^^'^^""'^^^ t'i^\v thought that the i)rohibitivc
ta'r^h-^r
*^^ ^"'^ proposed would take awav the revenue
wh'I u
^*^*^ '^ "^^v obtaining from this source.
uj

We

'^ ^^^"^^^

"'^
at this

^^^

nunt'^
^7c*^'"
't. and

^'^^^'' *^^*'* '^^^' ^"''^^^'''* ^^'^^^ ^^''^
*^^^"

finance bills

^'^'^''^'-iture.

now have

as

it

is

1'^'

'"•'if^^

nearing adjourn-

the right of wav."

Gum.

A BIT OF BOLD BUSINESS

l^louse,

.

•

— Xot

also carries mails.

.

Samuel D. Bagley. a

Note.

owing to demands of the crews of the ships that
they be protected from mine and submarine dangers.
It
will eliminate Falmouth England, as a port of call for the
passenger ships of the line and thus entail a considerable

the risk of

Samuel D. Bagley

COLUMN

is

suspended because of the

be to co-operate with the wholesalers and to operate tor
the mutual benefit of the members. The election of permanent officers, the adoption of by-laws and the organization
next
of various committees will be taken care of at the
meeting which is to be held shortly.

Rotter-

.Saturday,

"place in the sun" by the matter of a dime.
The wise retailer will welcome this sensible step on the
part of the manufacturers and will co-operate to the best of
his ability if he desires to keep his pipe trade intact.

association is to include in addition to the tobacco
dealers, dealers in confectionery and stationery as well.
Rural county dealers are also to be eligible to membership.
One of the principal objects of the association will

OFFICE
BOY'S

is re-

expected to reach New York in about
thirteen days, as against an average of nine days via the
former route, and the sailing schedule now temporarily
suspended then will be restored.
The route around the North of Scotland, instead of
through the Straits of Dover, will be used henceforth by all
Holland-America Line ships, officials of the line said

a scarcity of bottoms to carrj'
Insurance rates are
the raw n^aterial to this country.
higher and traihc uncertain. Surely in this hour no one
envies the manufacturer.
The fact remains, however, that standard size genuine
French briar pipes can no longer be sold at a quarter. The
consumer knows the merits of the genuine article and he
will have no other.
He will, therefore, pay the additional
dime now. lie is paying additional sums for almost everything else that he buys and he fully appreciates that the
conditions under which manufacturing is carried on in this
country today are not of our own choosing or making.
And the lining to the cloud is better profits for the retailer while the consumer should be thankful that the prices
were not increased long ago. The low-priced French briar
is an institution of too long standing to be disturbed from

Recently at 206 West Ninth Street, Wilmington, Del.,
a meeting of about fifty persons was held for the purpose
of organizing the Retail Tobacco Dealers' Association of
Wilmington. James B. Carr, William J. Shiles, George W.
Bader, James B. Quinn, M. F. McConegal, M. L. Weldon
and Morris Buck were named as conmiittee on organiza-

word

five vessels left

for

The "Ryndam"

is

to Organize

to press,

THE

Sumatra importers were alarmed last week when the
report was given out that the sailings of the HollandAmerica Line had been cancelled.
A dispatch from Rotterdam states that five steamships
left Rotterdam in the course of Friday night for American
They were the "Ryndam", "Noorderdyk", "Oosterports.
The route taken by
dyk", "Festerdyk" and "Amsteldyk"'.
the vessels was round the North of Scotland.
The "Ryndam" carries mails which had accumulated

where raw materials are now not only scarce but much

Wilmington Retailers

World" goes

—Route

chased at the recent inscriptions.

merchandise the manufacturer and dealer have both been
satisfied with a small profit because there was volume
to
keep the goods moving, but the point has been reached

there

is

Rotterdam Friday Night
North of Scotland

American ports on the night of Friday
Among them was the "Ryndam," of the
last.
Holland-America Line, which is bringing tobacco pur-

dam

of

Then

Left

S the "Tobacco

I

The

A.

M

the innocent bystander does a little investigating it becomes a wonder that it was ever possible to sell
Like many other kinds
the genuine article for a quarter.

a higher price.

Steamships

Taken

But when

tion.

J.

Five

its

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

I'

Another case

relled.

Keystone Telephone— Main 1824

TO RESTORE SCHEDULE

make

bystander having to pay
236

ONE

HOLLAND-AMERICA

h"

sure that he heard aright
wh
the dealer said, "Sorry, but the price
has
been advanced to 35 cents on the
genuine
French briars that we used to sell
to

quarter."
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The

hand over

THE TOBACCO WORLD CORPORATION

THE TOBACCO WOELD

The

eighth business year of

Bobrow

Brothers.

NO WONDER THEY GAVE THEIR CONSENT
Gee was

Bee about a brother

whom

he had not
seen for twenty-seven years, when the following conversation ensued:
Bee "Did he run away?"
Gee "No, he had the consent of my parents."
Bee *T have an uncle who has not been home for
telling

—
—

—

thirty years."

— "Did
Bee — (As

he run away?"
"No, indeed!
if hurt by the insinuation.)
He had the consent of the family." (Apologetically.) "You
see it leaked out that he had two wives in our home town."
(

iee

w?

.
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Board of Trade Report Shows Tobacco High on List—
"Nena" Sign Can Be Seen Seven Blocks Away—
"Owl" Company Capturing Vacant
Sign Boards

The estimated value of the tobacco crop in
the year 1915 was $55,000, according to the

Louisiana

annual

made

New

date of April 1st, the New Orleans Board
of Trade issued its thirty-third annual report,
covering the imports to and exports through
the port of New Orleans for the year ending
the
in
paragraphs
Pertinent
December 31, 1916.

[NDER

that the arrivals of ocean-going vessels
port of New Orleans were 2182 with a gross
Imports during the year
tonnage of 6,423,648 tons.
amounted to $81,969,071; exports, $225,681,547. High up
on the list of exports is leaf tobacco, of which there were

report
at the

show

exported 78,820,874 pounds, valued at $9,763,966. Tobacco
was imported to the extent of 121,329 pounds, valued at
Six thousand seven hundred and seventy-three
$68,330.

pounds of cigars were exported, at a valuation of $36,663.
Tobacco stem exportations amounted to 5,198,150 pounds,
valued at $296,757; while manufactures of tobacco exported were valued at $36,544.
Reguera & Berengher, the well-known Canal Street
manufacturers, contribute a little to the women cigarmakers' question. This firm has always employed men
to make their "Nenas", and more as an experiment than
anything else, recently added several young women. These
gentlemen find that feminine lingers are much more nimble
than those of the male, and that the young women are very
easily disciplined and make in fact, better workers than the

men.
Speaking of tobacco signs, Reguera & Berengher have
secured for their "Nenas" what is said to be the largest
outdoor advertisement in New Orleans. The sign occupies
a space, of 3,000 square feet, comprising all that side of
the factory fronting in Canal Street, and passed daily by
thousands of pedestrians and street cars. An idea of the
magnitude of the sign can be foritied from the fact that the
letters forming the name "Nena" are more than ten feet
in height and can easily be read from a distance of seven
city blocks.

Vincent Rocco, who, in partnership with Charles DeLassus, owns the Royal Cigar Store, now is convanlescing
from his recent operation, and although not able to resume
his duties at his old post, is out of the hospital. The Royal
Company reports fair business, considering the Lenten
season.

Nowadays the "Owl" Company is capturing all the
vacant signboards in town. Their "Owl" signs are unique
and clever, and among the very largest in the city. "What
a Wonderful Army 'Owl' Smokers Would Make!" is the
subject of a preparedjiess argument and clever advertisement in Canal Street at Claiborne Avenue.
Fair business is reported by the Phoenix Box Manufacturing Company, the only cigar box company independent of any company in the South. The company recently
purchased a four-story building at 213 South Peters Street,
into which they will move in early fall.

George Moroy, the popular jobber and retailer at Jackson and Magazine Streets, maintains what is said to be the
largest suburban stocks in the city. Mr. Moroy at all times
has brands on hand impossible to obtain at any other store
so far uptown. He has built up a splendid trade in his
section.

a feature of the place.
On account of the inability of the directors of the

Val-

& Dreaux Cigar Company to come to New Orleans
from New York and York Pa., election of officers of the
New Orleans jobbing house was indefinitely postponed
loft

in

April;

Frank Paul, cigar department manager of H. T. Cottam & Company, is a busy man these days. Mr. Paul has
sent out a number of letters to his customers, advising
that large orders on "Class" prevent him from supplying
the trade with that popular brand on short notice.
"El Cubo" cigars, which have been on the New Orleans market for eight years, have been placed in Ohio at
three distributing points in Cleveland, Columbus and Dayton. "El Cubos" are making a smashing campaign in the
Middle Western States, and shortly will be placed in Michigan and Kansas.
George C. L. Mayer, senior member of the firm of
Phil D. Mayer & Company, Limited, returned on the
United Fruit boat from Porto Rico, where he purchased
an "El Cubo" stock for 1916.
"Nenas", the popular five-center manufactured by Reguera & Berengher, has been placed in two new States,
Georgia and South Carolina, with Harry Cohen, of 62
Washington Terrace, Atlanta, in charge of both States.
A.

B.

J.

of the big industries of Detroit

is

harder

hit by

a shortage of labor than the manufacture of cigars. The
factories turn out about 1,000,000 cigars a day, and the
manufacturers say if they could secure all the help they

need the increase in their output would run into hundreds
of thousands a day.
"There has been a change in cigarmaking in the last
twenty years, and now women are taking the place of men

most of the big factories," said the manager
pany which employs upwards of 1200 in its Detroit plant
"It is a trade which girls learn in a comparatively short
time and one which is lucrative, for in our factory are
plenty of them who make from $15 to $20 a week, and their
work is under most congenial conditions.
"But, girls prefer work in stores, even though they
do not receive as much in wages and their task is much
of a com-

in

In the principal Detroit cigar factories the saniharder.
the
tary arrangements are excellent, the air is purified and
all day
girls sit at tables in their work, instead of standing

bill

by Davis

cigarette smokers.
House and Senate are
succeeds William
E J. Johnston, of Montgomery, y\la.,
representative for the R. J. Reynolds
Westcott as traveling

Company in the Montgomery
Company now has five "firing

Tobacco
nolds

J.

with a special

liners"

under the direction of Division
Gathier. They all have their own Ford cars,
sample cabinet hung on the rear.

Falkner,

through the South.

W. T. Hix, Southern representative of the "Centrosa"
States: Alabama, Mississippi,
cigar, now is handling six
and in all of
Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas,
booming, according to his report.
Rufus Matthews, until recently connected with the S.
has severed his
D. Winn Cigar Company, Montgomery,
connection with* that firm, and now is with Armour & Comthese States

business

is

pany.

United Commercial Travelers.
Sales on "Florida Widows", a ^Jacksonville product,
were so big the factory is oversold 300,000, according to
the report of C. C. Symonette, the Alabama representative
Mr. Symonette is so enthused with condiof the factory.
tions in Alabama that he is removing his family to Montgomery from Jacksonville at the close of the scholastic
of the

yoiing

or other trades, and instead of sending
lines,
girls to be cash girls or apprentices in other
cigar^
mothers would do much better to have them learn
life

making, which will give them independence by
they attain their majority."

the tim

President Sylvester, of the American Cigar Company,
left recently on the S. S. Carolina for a business trip to
Porto Rico.

Work

has been started on a four-story addition to the
National Can Company, Detroit, Mich. It is to be of reinforced concrete.

of

M. Melachrino & Company announce the appointment
\V. W. Buchanan as their general representative in

Greater

New

Larrie

Henry,

of

Monroe,

La.,

has

R. G. Fisher, Minneapolis, Minn., who controls two
cigar stores in that city, will open a third shortly at 45

South Fourth

ments to have the

company

correct the error.
Jules.

Mo.,
"Charles

St. Louis,

is

proving a

popular
Denby"
Fendrich, Evansville, Ind.

Known

fertile field for sales

cigar,

manufactured

on the
by H.

to Buffalo trade as a "pipe expert",

Rucabado & Company, Porto Rican cigar manufacturers, bought out at public auction recently all outstanding
accounts and labels of the Levi-Kaften Company.
Minneapolis, Minn., Robert L. Evans of the
P. Lorillard Tobacco Company, is pushing the "Poncia",
a new 5-cent cigar. It is manufactured by the Lorillard
in

Company.

The

Detroit Independent Cigar Dealers' .\ssociation,
Detroit, Mich., held its annual election Tuesday. April 1th,
A banquet preceded the
in the Hotel Cadillac, that city.
1

In recognition of the efficient service which he has been
rendering as general representative of the company on the
Pacific Coast, Louis C. Erdt was recently elected a director
of

M. Melachrino

Company Secures Another Location

Space of good dimensions, located at the entrance to
subway and adjoining the i)romenade and elevators in
lower main corridor of the 'i'elephone and Telegraph

&

Company.

The Schultz Drug Company, Denver,

Colo.,

gave an

order for 30,000 cigars to a representative of the National
Cigar Stands Company, upon his calling upon them a
short time ago. The brand ordered is to be styled "Black

and White."
J.

G.

Cohen Cigar Company, Incorporated, Se-

the distribution of the "R. B." cigar, the representation of the brand
was transferred to L. Marks & Company, Incorporated, and
Bourg & New, Incorporated, both of Seattle.
attle,

Wash., having discontinued April

1st,

extending through to l-'ulton Street, has been
leased by the Schulte Cigar Company for a period of ten
years.
The company plans upon the completion of the
building to open a branch cigar stand at this location. This
is the
second site situated in lower 15road\vay which has
been leased by the Schulte concern within a very short

Brothers, cigar manufacturers, Cincinnati, O..
announce that beginning May 1st next, Harry Young, of
Chicago, III., will act as the company's Western agent. Mr.
Young was formerly manager of the cigar department of
I'ranklin MacVeagh & Company and later, distributor of

period.

the brands of

I'uilding,

Haas

M.

J.

Lopez

'.,

Newman

has opened a practical "pipe house" and tobacco shop
in Washington Street, near Mohawk, that city.

Out

'4:

J'

Ellis

The

the

Street.

purchased the

Lyceum Cigar Store in that city, known as the Wexler
Cigar Store No. 2, and will restock with new brands.
The American Sumatra Tobacco Company, with headquarters near liainbridge, Ga., has prepared an interesting
tobacco exhibit which will go aboard the "Seeing Georgia"
cars.
Manager Shaw, of the big tobacco plantation, was
struck by the fact that the tobacco industry was not to be
represented in the exhibit cars, and at once made arrange-

the

York.

lousiness session.

year.

ginj

financi
every State in the union. Girls can do a lot better
than m
allv and be more comfortable in the cigar factories

goodly supply of leaf stocks was recently received
from Cuba by the E. H. Gato Cigar Company, of Key
West, Fla.

working the

Southern representative of the Ruy
West, was in Montgomery,
Lopez Cigar Company, of Key
called on the S. D. Winn Cigar ComAla., recently, and
He reported that he had
pany, distributors in Alabama.
on his recent trip
opened up several new and large accounts
R. U.

Schulte

would be glad to put on several hundred
steady, or
if we could get them and their work would be
takes m
the demand for Detroit-made cigars grows and it

A

The Rey-

territory

Montgomery
Manager F.

territory.

.

"We

store

900,

will

which
as they do in the stores. There are dining rooms in
an
food is sold at cost, rest-rooms and every convenience,
dress
with it wages which enable the girl to live well and

well.

&

David, prohibitsale, giving away or
ing the sale, offering for
cigarbringing into the State for such purposes,
at the present
ettes or cigarette papers, introduced
Mississippi legislature, has been referred to
session of the
Health and Quarantine Committee. It is rethe Public
that there is small chance that the
orted from Jackson
become a law, as a number of members of the

OUSE BILL NO.

I

^(la(l:(gg,3^

Charles A. Dreux, surviving member of the well-known
jobbing firm of Valloft & Dreux, in New Orleans, has been
appointed a delegate to the Grand Counselor convention

Shortage of Cigarmakers in Detroit

None

^lf®il®^ Fir®m Oonl

re-

port of E. O. Bruner, Commissioner of Agriculture and
immigration.
S. M. Dayton, local manufacturer of Dayton's cigars
has taken over the Crystal Palace, formerly known as the
Greenwald Theatre Cafe, having purchased it from J. Jay
Braunig. The Crystal Palace is at 919 Iberville Street, and
Dayton cigars will be
in the heart of the bright lights.

Orleans, La., April 12, 1916.
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& Company, New

York.
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T.

M. A. PETITIONS

THE TOBACCO WORLD

FOR RELIEF

FROM ALLEGED TOBACCO CURES

The "Garcia Grande''
tribution by

11 irsh,

iX.

J.

cigar has been taken on
Atlanta, Ga.

for di

pHIbADEliipMIA.

(Continued from Page /j)

"There are several kinds of cigarettes tliat are prepared with opium, cannabis, indica (hasheesh) or cocaine.
Thus another very insidious and killing poison is taken into

A

C.
I)orts

Thompson, 408 Pike

A.

Company on

cells,

causing

The "Cuesta-Rey"

cigar has been placed in almost
every reliable retail cigar store in Cleveland and vicinity

languor, trembling of the limbs, palpitation of the heart,
neuralgia and other nervous disturbances. It deadens the
sensibilities, dulls the intellect and produces extreme nervousness.
"A chemical analysis will show that an average cigar
contains enough nicotine to kill two men, if the poison were
extracted and administered as drugs are usually taken."
The petition states that the practices referred to and
the methods employed in the exploitation of these alleged
tobacco cures, "constitute a most vicious fraud upon the
hundreds of thousands, if not millions of peoj)le who fall
victims to the alluring and fraudulent advertisements, and
w^ho are induced to part with their money under the pretence of being furnished with a cure for the tobacco habit,
whereas in fact, they are getting either a compound of
milk and sugar at a cost of about $106 a pound as some of
the cures are made up of a compound made up of poisonous and habit-forming drugs contained in some of the other

by Wallace

the petition that

some

and Bellevue Hospital Medical College, in which
he declares that all the remedies mentioned in the petition
are "not only impotent as regards the tobacco habit,
distinctly, fraudulent, the proprietors claiming for them
tues which they do not possess." Commenting ui)on
activity of the association in attempting to stamp out
practice. Dr.

but
vir-

the

the

Fishberg says, "you are rendering a public

by drawing the attention of the authorities to this
traffic which exists on the gullibility of the public."
The prayer of the petition to the Department of Agriculture and Postmaster-General of the United States is
that immediate steps be taken by those departments to
stamp out this harmful industry, and after investigating
the facts presented by the petition, that the quacks be
service

prosecuted to the full extent of the law, as violators of the
pure food act and the postal laws of the country.

"Mi Favoritas"

A

spirit

of satisfaction

Cigar Company,

Key West.

in

Demand

pervades the "Mi
Fla., at the

Favorita"

present time, due
to the renewed business which is coming in on the company's brand. The demand for "Lobelias" "Mi Favoritas",
and "Fl Telegrafos" has the appearance of being a forerunner of a prosperous season.

distributors on

Isadore

&

Jack Planco, of

Some

&

Russell

tors of the "Robert

Company, Kansas

Ruy Suarez & Company, was

.\1.

Smith,

J. P.

J. 11.

Ed

Curtis,

&

Dalton

Sanchez cigars arc Ix'ing featured by the

Company.

Among

recent Pitts1)urgh visitors
Bock, StaufTer & Company.

Fudge,

J.

Philadelphia

was Charles

T.ock.

market

8c

Sons, spent a few days in

has

new "In-B-Tween"

behalf of their

of Burksville, Ky., recently incorporated at Frankfort. The
stated capitalization is $20,000.

cigars.

Minneapolis, has just secured the local
representation of the G. J. Johnson Cigar Comjjany. of
(irand Rapids, Mich.
Mr. ICllis succeeds to a portion of
the territory made vacant by the recent death of Flint B.
Aniba, of the Johnson Company.
Ellis, of

"Havana Ribbon" cigars recently occupied the winLedger Central at Broad and Chestnut Streets,

"La Palina"
Cigar Company,
following firms

Lee

:

cigars,

manufactured by the

of Chicago,

Chicago,

& Cady;

P.est

HI.,

&

are distributed by

There

known brand made

the

&

Harry Maulsdale,

D.

in

Manila cigars to the number of 250,0(M> under the "La
Commercial" and "La Perla del Sur" labels were recently
received by liaker I'.rothers, Broad Street jobl)crs. Hostun.
Mass., from the Philippine Company. Limited, through the
.nices of Bowring iK: Company, the United States agents.
The shipment included various fine sizes never before

•

made

Baer's

clear

Havana

line,

"Neuva

twenty-five sizes; "Charles the
Great," made by Salvador Rodriguez; "Jose Vila", manufactured by Bcrriman Brothers; "Coiner", which he feattures in Philadelphia, and his own brand, "Romney", a 10cent perfecto.
is

in

Portuondo Brands at Broad and Huntingdon
The J. F. Portuondo Cigar Manufacturing Company,

Sansom

1110

Street, this city are again supplying the

NaLeague Baseball Park at Broad and Huntingdon
Streets, with their popular "All Alike" and "Sintoma"
brands. All indications point toward a successful year with
this firm, and the baseball fans have proven their liking
for these cigars by their hearty endorsement of a year
ago.

Harvey Hirst Becomes General Manager
Harvey Hirst, who has been connected with Bayuk
Brothers, as credit man, has recently been elevated to the
position of general manager following the resignation of

Shea.
Mr. Hirst is thoroughly equipped to fill this position,
and his experience and knowledge assures him of a successful career in this position.
There is very little time
for interviews with Mr. Hirst as he is a very busy man. A
new warehouse is being erected in Lancaster, and a new
factory is being planned to be built in Perth Amboy.
The "Tobacco World" extends its congratulations to
Mr. Hirst and wishes him every success in his new endeavors.
J.

Morris D.

Neumann.

Xeuniann
Maver.
returned from a business trip which took him
Missi.ssippi River.
"El Tell,)" and "lU'lla
Y'?^^'^^
iA the firm of

i'v:

nas recently

\I
•^l»ndo"

brands featured a verv satisfactorv

list

of orders.

."lius

Klorfein's "Garcia Grande" continues to be a
Mmlar sniuke with Philadelphians.
Last week, ^'ahn &
^iJonncll called
the smoker's attention to the brand with
•

window display

"le
^
streets store.

in

the

l-ifteenth

and

Chestnut

J.

The

,.*^'

.^'y"^^""

Companv. Incorporated, are carrying

'^'^'

ontl

''^^'^''
tionil
j^^^ai

business

i'.''"!'^''^*'""
i.ank
Bnilding

in

the Manufacturers'"

Na-

on North Third Street. This bank
.j,j,''^Hi consolidated
with the Union National Hank at
'''' •'^^''^'^ts. following the recent death
of Williani
}r\r
''^'^'''

loMl
'"wi leafr
trade.
1

here.

Epocha," which

c^-

is

and Gretel," which they have been distributing, are to be
distributed by 'I'horwar't ^: Roehling on West Lake Street

v^

general

representative of the
Haya Company, was in Philadelphia recently,
after completing
a very successful trip in the interest of
the "Ignacia
Haya" brand.
•Sanchez

Car-

Webb.

Schwab Brothers

Philadelphia.

;

a report current in the trade that the C. Donovan Cigar Company, Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111., will
discontinue business May 1st. It is also stated, following
said discontinuance, that the brands "R. B." and "Hansel

shown

attention to a nationallv

the

Detroit, MichIloflfman & Sons

Russell

Milwaukee, Wis., John
Company; Menominrc and Ishpeming, Mich.,
penter-Cook Company and St. Paul, Minn., King
;

Congress

thus calling

Mr. B.-ium also acts as distributor for

tional

dow of the

Nate

presario" brands.

week.

last

Henry Kraus, of Kraus cK: Company, Haltimore, Md.,
just closed a successful campaign in Philadelphia on

N.

Hurt and W. L. Anderson are named as the incorporators
of the Farmers' Loose Leaf Tobacco Warehouse Company,

Max Gans

Cans, of

Sol
the
the

is

American Exchange Cigar Company, whose brands
comprise "Rosa Del Rancho", "Dubonnet" and "Im-

cigars,

have taken over the distribution of the "Owl" cigar in
territory formerly covered by Rothenberg & Schloss.
C. K. Kdens,

j.

Commember of

now a
the jobbing trade, with offices in the Boyertown
Building, 1211-15 Arch Street.
He is distributor

a recent

City, distribu-

Burns" and "Little Bobbie"

formerly of Baum-Jaflfe

for the

Gonzales

of

The Best

Distributor for "Rosa Del Rancho"

pany and Baum Brothers,

visitor.

excellent business on all sizes of "Melachrino"
cigarettes has resulted following various recent trips made
to outside points by George W. Smith, local manager of
the Chicago branch of M. Melachrino iS: Company.

Baum

SADORE BAUM,

Company, who

enjoy the reputation of being the largest importers of
of Manila cigars in the United States, left recently for a
business trip to Chicago.

of these alleged

versity

Schwartz, local jobbers and

Horace R. Kelly, of Horace R. Kelly

tobacco cures are composed of mixtures containing large
quantities of cocaine or its derivatives, strychnine, and
chincona alkaloids. In proof of this statement, the ])ctition shows the reports of expert chemists wlio have analyzed some of the compounds for the American Medical
Association and the British Medical Association, and whose
findings are fully set forth in the petition.
The petition is strengthened by an affidavit made by
Dr. Maurice Fishberg, Professor of the New ^'ork Uni-

&

the brand.

so-called cures.

shown by

representing the P. Lorillard Tobacco

the "Aluriel'' cigar, found an excellent demand
for this popular brand upon his recent visit to the
trade of
Buffalo.

etc. etc.).

"Tobacco acts as a poison on the nerve

Newman,

J.

Wash re
of E M

"Mozart" cigar

& Company.

"No

tobacco user can escape one or more of the harmful consequences mentioned in the list (containing over 100
diseases, ranging from apoplexy, brain disorder, cancer and
diarrhoea, through locomotor ataxia, ulcer of the stomach,

Street, Seattle,

excellent business on the

Schwarz

the system.

It is

21

*^^^

president,

who was

well

known

in the

store of the Fay Lewis Si Brothers Company, in
the Pabst Building, Milwaukee, Wis., is to be vacated
shortly, and the business is to be transferred to the com-

pany's store in the Camp Building, at the northeast corner
(»f
East Water and Wisconsin Streets.
Gus Harris and
.\rtliin- I*eckmann arc to be transferred from the Pabst
to the Camp st(^re. which has been secured on a long term
lease.
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Largest Order for Tobacco
What is said to be the largest order for tobacco ever
is announced
placed in this country has been executed, it
illiams &
by the importing and exporting firm of Gaston,

W

^0,000,000
Wigmore, of New York City. The order was for
placed by Euroi)ounds of the American product. It was
by France
pean governments, principally, it is understood,
monwhere the sale of tobacco is a government

and

Italy,

In

opoly.

all,

however, ten nations participated

contract.

,

The tobacco

is

j

in

the

i

xu

the
to be shipped in vessels owned by
Wigmore firm. It is the first time, it

in Europe and as also
the world since the war was started
maintain that supremacy
a demonstration that they will

war has been ended.

Small Manufacturers Feel Soaring Prices
havThe vast quantities of tobacco shipped to Europe
price of both filler and
ing resulted in the advancing of the
Woodmansee
wrapper tobacco in this country, David E.
Grove, Pa., is quoted with
a cigar manufacturer of Spring
eventually forchaving stated that this will be the cause of
number of the smaller cigar manufacturers out of
ing a
business or to close

down

their plants at least temporarily.

who make
particularly true of those manufacturers
So minute
five cents.
cigars to retail at two and three for
of goods, that if the prices for
is the profit on this class
continues to soar, the only alternative afThis

is

Cleveland Smokers are Partial to "La Saramitas*'
increasing number of accounts on the "Bertent
Garcia" is reported by II. C. Mansky, the manufacturer.

An

The Henienway

,

,

.

,

higherThose manufacturers who make 5-cent and

result of the
grade brands, while they also are feeling the
on a paying basis.
high prices, can still continue to operate
cheaper grade cigars should deIf those factories making
mand higher prices for their products, it is claimed that the
which, in other
cigars would be refused by the retailer,
which the
words, would mean the loss of trade without
the fact that the two
factories could not operate. Despite
profits to the manufactories at Spring Grove are busy, the
a precarious one
facturers are so small that the situation is
price of raw materials goin view of the possibility of the
in cost during the
ing still higher. Tobacco has increased
though
year from 25 per cent, to 50 per cent., but even

past

required,

manufacturers are compelled to pay the price
a higher
nevertheless they are prohibited from obtaining
price for their goods.

Hail Rate on Burley Tobacco
Frankfort. Ky.
be
Rates for hail insurance on burley tobacco are to
lost money
increased 33 1-3 per cent. The companies have
board will
on the business for three years and the rating
rate will
allow the increase on burley. The dark tobacco
for $50 an acre
be unchanged. The present rate is $1.50
Preacre.
insurance, $2 on $75 an acre, $3 for $100 an
miums for the three years have amounted to $200,640 and
losses

and expenses $260,000.

Moscr Company,

Seattle, Wash,.

cigar store of George Moore at Hunter and CenNew fixtral Avenues, Atlanta, Ga., is to be remodelled.
tures will be installed.

The

Bocdtker Tobacco Company, Syracuse,
are the local distributors of the "Muriel" cigar of

The

II.

Lorillard

New

Mr. Patterson, who will open offices
York shortly, is the United States representative for "C*
cigars also.
S." and "Ramona" Porto Rican
in

TI.

N.

Y.,

the P.

Tobacco Company.

"Webster," the well-known brand manufactured by Y.
Pendas & Alvarez, has recently been added to the stock of
Otto Hoelzer, 400 Jackson Avenue, Toledo, O.

New York

Pipe Repairing Company, located at 85 Nassau Street, has been bought out by
the Standard Pipe and Repairing Company, occupying
premises at 6i Nassau Street.

The business

of

of the

The excellent appearance
Schwab Brothers & Baer,

eighth

Street,

is

attracting

new up-to-date store
at Broadway and Twentymuch attention these days.
of the

Their brand, the "Epoca", a clear Havana,

is

making

a

good appeal.

The New York

office of

"Robert K. Lane",

the "Par-

tagas" man. recently numbered among its visitors, I. H.
Mitchell, of T. H. Hart & Company. Philadelphia manuMr. Mitchell was interested in
facturers and jobbers.
certain size's of the "Partagas" brand.

"Half Century", a long filler, hand-made pcrfecto,
banded and attractively packed is the title of a new cigar
Baltijust being put on the market by Hcineman Brothers,
being
more, Md. The cigar derives its title from and is
manufactured in commemoration of the fiftieth anniversary
of Heineman Brothers in business.

This display of "La Saramita" cigars recently appeared in the windows of E. I. Polster's
stand at I'ifty-fifth Street and Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, O.
Mr. Polster is one of the best
known dealers in Cleveland, and has two very prominent locations. The "La Saramita" cigar
is manufactured by the Shields- Wertheim Company of that city.

have
Clarence Ilirschhorn & Company. Chicago. 111.,
San Martin
just been given the local distribution of the

Automobiles Not Equal to Task

number of 110,000, the products of the
A. M. Fix & Company, Loganville, Pa., were
recently delivered to the freight
stations in York by the
i)roprietor of the York and Loganville Stage Line.
The
task of transportation
from the Fix factory to York was
accomplished via a wagon and four mules harnessed to it.
It was not
possible to use automobile trucks owing to the
'•ad condition
(,f the ^'ork and
Baltimore Turnj)ike. The
factory of

i<t

Birniinghani.

R. D. Burnett Cigar Company, of
to the campaign
Ala., expresses much satisfaction relative
going on in tnai
on the "El Roi-Tan" cigar, which has been
rendered
Excellent assistance is being
city recently.
throughout the cii)
the many cigar stands and drug stores
brand.
l)y attractive window displays cm the

The

i_iKars

i

testimonial of the company's ^PPJ^'^'^^'/'L.f
over periods ot n^^^
faithful and efficient service extending
five and sixtv-two years respectively, ^^"^„*-^'^"^"!L,,,nWilliam Hadkins, identified with the J. S. l;^^^^'",^''^
"«t.tiea
Companv. of Denver, Colo., were recently

tates

Demand

would not
ing a

new

handicap they are experiencing.

A long slim

I

''

iielV'n
^
Davis
•

ti.r!f
*>
'^

goods.

"El Sidelo" Size in Portland. Oregon

^^'"^

cigar,
"'''

packed

-"^''^l^'l''"

in

boite nature boxes,

cigar,

to

their present

r,5.'V"
J^ftption

,\

working

is

is

planning

plant to offset as far as
are having for Seidenberg

force of about 400 persons

is

employed

the

manufactured by Sam-

Given Ten Per Cent. Increase

Comi)anv.

^•'^rious

demand they

The company

at present.

This cigar was very recently
"""^ to the
trade of j'ortland. Ore., under the direcMarry W, Robare, who has been successful in placSc

Seidenberg Goods

hesitate to dispose of their present plant, erectone adequate for their needs, were it not for the

improvements

New

for

It is not often that lack of labor deters a company
from increasing its operations, but such is the problem
confronting Seidenberg i^ Company in their local plant at
Greenville, S. C. The factory's daily output is 65,000 cigars,
and the company would gladly increase this up to 125,000
cigars, but the scarcity of labor precludes their doing this
for the present.
They have the demand for goods and

possil)le the great

tile

received at the time of the notification.

were for shipment to the various parts of the United
via the Pennsylvania and the Western Maryland

Railroads.

a

would pe
beginning with April 1st. last, the company
Each "l;^";^^
them for the remainder of their lives.
annual salary
receive thereafter two-thirds of the

Great

Cigars to the

of Nat

Leon cigars. Thev are having the assistance
IlirschRosenheim in the placing of the brand. Messrs.
new quarters
horn & Company plan to remove to their
on West Randolph Street about April 20th.

As

R. H. Patterson to Represent Havana Factory
From Havana, Cuba, comes the announcement that
of
C E. Beck & Company, of that city, the manufacturers
cigars, will be reprethe decidedlv well-known "Beck"
by R. TI.
sented in the' United States and Canada hereafter
Patterson.

iK:

have again begun distributing the "Alexander Humboldt"

raw material

forded will be to cease operating.

23

cigar.

Gaston, Williams &
such magnitude has ever been
is declared, that an order of
single firm in this
accepted, financed and executed by a
ships.
country and transported in that firm's own
demonstraExporting circles draw attention to it as a
exporters have taken
tion of the vast strides American
trade markets of
toward the goal of supremacy in foreign

after the
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of the larger hotels in the city.
The
thus far accorded the brand has been very favor-

From

comes the announcement that
the Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company of that city, has
confirmed a 10 per cent, increase in salaries to all employees of the company. Pietwcen .")000 and 6000 employees
St.

are aflfectcd.

Louis, Mo.,

M-
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rounded by the royal family and being presented by a
beautiful woman with a box of the Cuesta-Rey cigars. The
woman's head is an exact copy of the female head on the

S©©dls

firm's familiar label.

Continued Success Reported on "Ignacia Haya" Brand—
F. C. Lozano Receiving Congratulations on Birth
of Son Fine Window Displays Coming
on Cuesta-Rey Brand—Jorge
Leon on Northern Trip

—

Tampa, April

11, 1916.

NUMBER

of the leading factories here are doing
more business at this time than they have at
similar periods for many years past, and com-

plaints as to absolute dullness are few. The situation in some directions seems complicated, but clear
Havana makers feel assured that the market for their goods

always be open and the demand cannot be checked.
One of the interesting phases of the bonded situation
scraps from
is the steady and ever-increasing demand for
the bonded factories. The reason is self evident.
Sanchez & Haya Company report a continuous success on their fine "Ignacia Haya" brand of clear Havana
These goods are de luxe in every sense and are
cigars.
prominently featured in many of the best and most ultra
smoke shops. The D. Osborne Company, of Newark, N.
have just taken on a line of these, and the S. M. Robins
J.,
Company, of New York, have also stocked the full line.
D. H. Moulsdale has been in Philadelphia and Baltimore during the past fortnight, and has been doing more

will

than he anticipated.

Regensberg & Sons are just commencing radical
improvements in their big plant which will take several
weeks to complete. When these alterations are made, the
firm will have increased facilities amounting to nearly
E.

70,000 cigars per day.

They

are turning out 120,000 per

day now.
Mortimer Regensberg arrived in Tampa last night and
will spend a week here before proceeding to Cuba.
L. C. Lozano. head of the Lozano factory, has been
receiving congratulations from his many friends upon the
birth of a son and heir last week.
V. A. Bradbury, representing the Universal Tobacco
Machine Company of New York, is spending several weeks
here in the interests of his company's stripping machine.
These machines have demonstrated their worth beyond
question in hundreds of the best factories in other sections,
and Mr. Bradbury is confident that the Tampa manufacturers will take them on seriously as soon as he can convince them of the big saving which the use of the machines
will insure.

are well employed on the
"Juan de Fuca" brand, and state that they have just
gathered in some fine orders from Los .Xngeles sent in by

The Morgan Cigar Company

Stanley. B. F. Pyle now represents the Morgan Company in the Cleveland territory and lake cities cast of Chicago, and has just finished a most flattering initial trip.
Jack Lowrey is also a new representative in Birmingham.
Cuesta-Rey & Company are i)reparing to put out some
C.

J.

displays on their brands which any
manufacturer has ever shown. They will be 32 x 12 inches,
done in the decalcomania process, and represent the King
of Spain (to whom the firm are royal purveyors), sur-

of the finest

window

Snnas(2©ss

By Frank Farrington

put out a beautiful souvenir package
of their goods for the banquet held here a few days ago
to the visiting gas men.
Jorge Leon, of San Martin & Leon Company, is away
at present on a northern trip, being reported today in Philadelphia. Mr. A. Ramirez, of the firm, was with Mr. Leon
in Chicago a few days since, when they formally took^
over their account from the Best & Russell Company, who
have had the selling agency on this brand for some years
Mr. Ramirez states that six leading
in sixteen States.
houses are after their brand for Chicago, but no decision
has yet been reached. The firm, however, will not tie up
any large territory in future.
G. B. Hoover, of M. Bustillo & Company, states that
the young firm are highly encouraged at the progress they
have made in three months. They have opened a number
of accounts and the goods are winning a speedy popuA. L. Cuesta,

(2)1!

Jr.,

(Copyright, 1916, by Frank Farrington.)
upon exceptional opExceptional success depends not
upon the ability to make use of ordmary
ortunity; but
opportumt^y.^

f

mental food
Jean Libbey diet is not the best
wants to develop his brain any more than
a man who
physical food to make strong
pickles are the best

r

dill

of V.

Guerra Diaz

&

Company,

on "La Megas" with
Mr. Diaz will go to Cuba shortly.

their business is fair

prospects.

court.
door to the bankruptcy
You are a mighty wise business

the

distinguish

'^^*Even
optimist,

says

encouraging

to

man

if

&

Moser's Hand-Mades"
Owing to the great demand which they have been experiencing on "Niles & Moser's Hand-Mades" and "S. &
W. Hand-Mades", nearby jobbers find it practically impossible to keep a stock of these brands on hand. To facilitate matters

and to make certain that there

petitioninjj

Cigar Company, Detroit, the manufacturers,
to ship the goods by express rather than depend upon the

the

Wayne

The
uncertainties of shipment by freight.
that they are entirely willing to pay the increased transportation charges for the assurance that they shall not l>c
jobbers

left

state

the
though we disagree with the opinions of
we can't help liking the atmosphere surrounding

it

is

entitled
Would you care to deny that your wife is
without having to beg for it?
her share of your income

"What's-become-of-that-

mortgage.
on a non-interest-bearing
the year on
Don't expect to figure your success for
spend. It is based on what is
the amount of money you
is gone.
left rather than on what
good fellow down town,
It may be all right to be a
but there are

women who would

lots of

like

it

their

if

husband began by being good fellows at home.
Taking a trade journal or a business magazine and
the doctor and then
not reading it is just like sending for
refusing to let him see the patient.

short-handed.

Tobacco Growing Profitable in Minnesota
Farmers in the vicinity of St. Cloud, Minn., have
added tobacco to their growing list of crops and many have
found that the Minnesota soil is favorable to it, and that
profitable as well.

Recent shipments from St. Cloud have brought 9 cents
tobacco
a pound, and the representative of a well-known
company who purchased some of the leaf stated that if
improve
the farmers would age their leaf longer it would
ranged
the grade considerably. The prices per acre have
refrom $75 to $125. A shipment of 15,000 pounds was
cently made.

Remigio Trujillo Opens Factory in Key West
Conceded to be one of the foremost experts in the

Rem-

cigars in the United
years has been
igio Lopez Trujillo, who for a number of
factories at
in charge of the Havana-American Company's
Key West, Fla., recently opened up a plant in that city
Prior to
and started manufacturing on his own account.
of
the opening of his factory, Mr. Trujillo made a tour
manufacture of

States,

Havana

prominent cities of the country soliciting accounts
In this he was very sucfor delivery from his own plant.
cessful, and as a result it is stated that in a short time, it
will be possible to obtain the Trujillo brands in various
exclusive locations throughout Eastern and Middle Western
certain

territory.

"Tuval" is an Omaha Leader
The "Tuval" cigar, made in bond, and manufactured
oy Marcelino Perez & Company, of New York,
ha\'of the Sobotker Cigar Company, of Omaha, Nebraska
Street^
ing stores at 2006 Farnam Street and 1616 Harney
five-cent
The "Tuval" is carried in twenty shapes. In
ugoods the company concentrates its attention on the
made in
peria Invincible", in copper cans, the brand being
Sobotker
the Superia Cigar Manufacturing Company. The
Company occupies a prominent position among *"^^°
products
l)ers of the city, and aims to deal in first-class
is

the leader

John Bellman

be \he

•

only.

„

j

>ta'i
Charles P. Stanley, president of the Charles P.
one ot t^^^^
Cigar Company, St. Louis, Mo., and known as
prominent cigar men of the city, has recently returned
trip comDine
a trip to Havana and Tampa. Mr. Stanley's
-

v.est of

Plant

When

it

is

completed,

cigar and
Chicago. The structure

it is

stated that

it

will*

manufacturing plant
being erected at a total

cigarette

largest

is

cost of the original property was
$130,000.
Cigars and cigarettes for the Pacific Coast and
Trans-Pacific trade are to be manufactured exclusively in
the new plant.
president and general
]. W. Whittaker is
cost of

$180,000.

The

manager of the Bollman
retary and treasurer.
^'^

<'f

Company,

L.

M. Gillim being

sec-

manufactured by Arguelles Lopez
brother, are carried in eight sizes by lUaufeld Brothers.
Louisville Ky.
Two of these sizes, both blunts, have

"Tadema"

m

business and pleasure.

Company Erecting New

Some weeks ago, at the corner of Fourth and Brannan Streets, San Francisco, Cal., the foundation for a reinforced concrete building was laid for the John Bollman
Company.

just

I

HE

where economy ends and legitimate expense

count

shall be no

delay in the matter of obtaining stock they are

—

you can always

Or are you the old-fashioned
?" kind of man?
dollar-I-gave-you-yesterday
larger bank acThere is a loss goes with carrying a
money
than you need just as surely as in loaning

Perfecto.

Jobbers Anxious for "Niles

E. H. Gate Cigar Company Fairly Busy—"Mi Favorita"
Doing Satisfactory Business Ruy Lopez Factory
Better Than for Some Time

another man's paper for
'""^When you put your name on
you can afford to lose, you are unlocking
more money than

larity.

Frank R. Diaz,

25

recently

cigars,

been added.

Key West, April 10, 1916.
manufacturers of Key West have nothing

cigar
especially to be particularly optimistic about, and
yet there is a feeling here that better times are in
store for them, and that this year will prove a

better one than they enjoyed in 1915.
The E. H. Gato Cigar Company are working their fair
share of cigarmakers in their temporary factory in the old
Cortez plant, and plan to take on more space in the near
future. It is possible that they will add the adjoining factory to the building they are now in, and remain there
for

some time

to come.

They

state that

no

definite de-

cision has yet been reached about building a

new

plant

for them.

reached here a few days ago that Mr. Frank
Gato had been hurt in an automobile accident in Havana,
but advices proved that his injury was slight.
Vivian Meyers, of the Cortez Cigar Company left
here last Monday for Savannah, after a week's stay at the
Mr. Meyers came over from Havana, where he
factory.
had been looking over the new crop, and he stated that
their business was shaping up most satisfactorily.
Mr. Arnold of the Mi Favorita Cigar Company, states
that they are doing a fairly satisfactory business, and that
he is convinced that their bonded product of "Mi Favorita"
clear Havana cigars will continue to find favor with dis-

News

criminating smokers.

maker of the "Homerica*' brand, is at presthe New York and Philadelphia markets and has

F. Fleitas,

ent in
closed several nice deals during the past few days.
John Wardlow, of the Ruy Lopez factory, says that
their business is in better shape than it has been for some
months, and he is confidently looking for further improvement. They have been getting some excellent orders from
Mr. Wardlow has
their salesmen during the last week.

been suffering with his eyesight and expects to go North
in a few days for expert treatment.
F. Torre y Ca. report some heavy shipments of their
mild Havana cigars, "Americus," to the Pacific Coast. San
Francisco has taken up this brand in great shape, and altogether the factory has about doubled its output on the
goods.

Oversea.

Lozano & Company to Build Factory Addition
ground on April
F. Lozano & Company will break

F.

Twentieth Street
18th for a big addition to their factory on
remodel their present
in Tampa, and at the same time will
plant.

addition will be two stories and basement, 22
is completed the
feet by 70 feet, and when all the work
The plans profactory will be a gem in every respect.
members of the
vide for spacious private offices for the
for tcjbacco, which will
firm, for a fireproof storage cellar
room,
hold at least 1000 bales, and for a splendid blending
cigarmakers.
as well as additional space for seating

The

1
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TOBACCO LEAF BOARD OF TRADE
ELECTS OFFICERS AND DELEGATES
(Continued from Page jj)

you

to learn that it was full of problems
needed the serious attention of your Trustees.
terest

"The Committee appointed

which

at the last annual conven-

tion of the National Cigar Leaf Tobacco Association to
fight the proposed increases of freight rates has, under the
able leadership of Mr. Kincaid, Chairman of the Committee,

presented such forceful arguments, compiled with the

assistance of New York members of said Committee, that
we were successful to have the Interstate Commerce Commission decide in our favor. What this victory means can
best be illustrated that if the railroads had gained their
case it would have meant an increase of more than forty

per cent, over the present rates.

"Another victory for the Trade is the favorable decision of the United States Supreme Court in the coupon
case, by which the States of Florida and Washington were
upheld in their taxation schemes of coupon privileges.
This decision now paves the way for other States to legislate against the coupon evil and gives opportunity to the
cigar interests to continue their propaganda in the State
Legislatures.

"A recommendation made

to the

members

to stamp,

or have permanently printed on their stationery the device
'Member of the Leaf Tobacco Board of Trade of the City
of New York' has only been adopted by a few, and I cannot emphasize loo strongly that no member should neglect
to have this notice on his letter-heads. It would form the
initial step in announcing to the trade that a membership

our Organization stands for something. And if, as will
be recommended to them, the National Cigar Leaf Tobacco Association adof)ts a similar slogan, to read: 'Members of the Nation Cigar Leaf Tobacco Association and
governed by its rules and regulations', a step in the direction of heading off abuses committed by some, is launched
and can open the way to bring forcibly before merchants
the fact that the Association stands for everything that is
clean in merchandising, and that its members expect a
reciprocal treatment by its customers.
"Another recommendation which your Trustees placed
on record is that invoices should read 'Sold under the rules
of the Leaf Tobacco Board of Trade of the City of New
York.' This is an excellent suggestion, for its use would
tend to refer all matters of disputes to your Arbitration
Committee, who more than once in the past have proven
their ability to handle such matters to the entire satisfacin

:

tion of the interested.

am now

compelled to bring to the notice of the
members an outline for the safeguarding of credits as I
have laid the same before the Trustees. Much has been
said from time to time in favor of the creation of something that would prevent unscrupulous merchants from
taking undue advantage of easily obtained credits. I do
not attempt to claim that the scheme will be practical in
its entire scope, but in its essentials it is feasible, for it
is based upon the assumption that the individual merchant
who is asked to extend credit will possess the moral conviction that he has a right to know from first hand something about the financial strength and business methods of
his proposed debtor,
"If the National Association will adopt a iniiform blank
of information, making its use obligatory
if an inquiry is
desired it would prove of immense value to its users and
form the correct basis for estimating credits. A Commit"I

—

—
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tee has in charge the consideration of this
proposal
may be ready to report to you; nothing would tend
greater benefit than a full discussion on this
question
T
annex copy of the enquiry blank and a copy of my
oriHnal

introductory remarks.
"You are no doubt fully aware of the tremendous
amount of work which has been done up to now by
th
officers of the National Association to awaken
the trad
to the dangers of increased taxation on cigars, and
while
officially nothing has been made known as to
the extent
to which the tobacco industry may be subjected
to stand
a part of the burden of a general taxation scheme,
we do
know through most reliable channels that we are booked
for additional taxes; it is therefore essential that no
laxitv
shall be allowed to enter in the work of our
Committees
to ward oflf as much as possible the hardships of such
legislation.

"We

most ably represented in Washington by Mr
Crounse, whose thorough knowledge of our trade wants
has more than on one occasion won for us the day, and
assisted by a most able Committee, will leave nothing
undone to try to successfully combat impending danger.
"Washington has been selected for the convention of
the National Cigar Leaf Tobacco Association on May
8th-9th, and your trustees hope that, in addition to the delegates and alternates, a great many of the members will
attend,
A largely attended meeting was never more
are

urgently desired. You can readily understand that a large
representative gathering would make an excellent impression upon the many for whose benefit we come together,
as well as to impress our Legislators with the fact that we
represent large interests, not only in a material sense, but
also in numerical strength.
"During the year a new satellite appeared on the
horizon and took its place in the stellar system. A new
and possibly guiding star made its appearance in the shape
of the Tobacco Merchants Association.
Launched under
most conspicuous auspices and heralded by an elaborate
prospectus, it has made its bow before the trade and offers
its good services to its members, who can avail themselves
of this privilege by subscribing a yearly fee, depending
on its size and the generosity of its applicant, from $100
to $25 for cigar manufacturers and leaf dealers; down to
$3 for retail cigar dealers. The association has begun its
work and has in a short space of time accomplished some
good. There is no doubt that if this association will obtain
a large membershij) it can become a real representative
body and will be able to accomplish some of the many inducements held out in their prospectus.

"But

age of specialization, the general practitioner has to make room for the specialist, and it would
be folly for the leaf tobacco interests to desert their organizations, which are so well versed in the special needs
of their affairs, for an association which could not possibly
have the understanding of their particular wants.
"However, I do believe that if the various trade organizations were represented by specially selected delein

Tirai(dl® JJ(Q)MQnii^

Respectfully submitted,
Joseph Mendelsohn.
President.

—

Cleveland, O., April
C.

12,

of Shields- Wertheim

Wli^RTIIEIM,

1916.

The "Lucius"
to the stock of

& Raphael has been added
Joseph T. Snyder, Buffalo, N, Y.
cigar of

Ryan

The cigar business of J. A. Wright, No. 1 North Fair
Oaks Avenue, Pasadena, Cal., has been taken over by D. M.
Callahan.

Company,

Mt. Clemens, taking the baths and expects
to remain for about three weeks.
Joe Klein, representing Lazaru Brothers, has
been working the local trade for the past month putting
"iulge worth". This brand has shown a rehis efforts in
markable increase through this territory in the last year.
Mr. Klein expects to leave the first of the month for Michigan, where he will put on a campaign for the next six
at

is

The

distribution of the

"Rodena" cigar

New

in

Western

York, manufactured by Lincoln & Ulmer, has been
secured by Hill, Waite & Williams, Rochester, N. Y.

The

first

annual banquet of the Detroit Independent

Cigar Dealers' Association, was held in that city
Tuesday evening, April 11th, at the Alt Heidelberg, at 7
Retail

P.

M.

weeks.

Some very attractive window displays on "Herbert
Tareyton" cigarettes and smoking tobacco are being dis-

some of the leading stores of the

played in

city.

Tom Crow, formerly with Frankel Brothers, Youngstown, 0., is now with the TVed G. Colmar Cigar Company,

The Schubert Cigar Company, Boston,

Mass.,

an-

nounces the appointment of Charles F. Coughlin, as a member of their sales force. Mr. Coughlin was formerly identi
fied with 11. Traiser & Company.

For the purpose
cigar, which he placed

introducing the "New Mission"
in Indianapolis a short time ago, F.
C. Newman Cigar Company, spent eight
of

"Stag" stand.
Kd Helm has just about completed one of the largest
one-floor bowling alley and billiard parlors in the country.
He will have twenty-eight alleys and also a complete cigar
partment in connection.
A. P. Doran, local representative for J. B. Moos Company, reports business fine.
Mr. Doran has been putting
in some
hard licks among his trade on "Palnia Villa"
brand, which is enjoying a nice business among the local

Percy H. Myers, who is traveling the territory formerly covered by Albert Calish, of the Cortez Cigar Company, Key West, Fla., is reported to be sending the company some pleasing orders on "Hernan Cortez" and

trade.

"Maxine

the

in

Sam Cohn, of the Federal Bowling Alleys, reports his
past winter's business ran away ahead of past years.
Abe Ressler, of the East IU5 and Superior district,
one of the old-timers in the neighborhood, reports his business has never been better notwithstanding that he has
about twice the competition now he had a few years ago.
joe Sachs, of the Adams Hotel stand on the Public
one of the busiest spots in the city, says he can't
complain about business, as it was never better.
He is
looking forward to a big summer business.
Square,

Fred
'Juan

(i.

(iolmar Cigar

De Fuca"

line

of the

&

Company have taken on

the

Main Cigar Company. Mr.
Allen Company, is their rep-

formerly of the Fyle
All cigar dealers in the vicinity of the basepark are stocking up for the sunnner business as the

I'yie,

resentative.

this

gates in the Tobacco Merchants Association, much good
could be accomplished in matters of common interest. It
is for you to decide whether we should affiliate ourselves
to that extent with this association.
"Unable to attend this meeting in person, being detained from doing so by affairs which need my attention
elsewhere I desire to express my thanks for the hearty
co-operation of the trustees in the year ended, and I cherish
the hope that the coming year will l)c one of developments
which may be of benefit to the entire trade.

—

Tareyton" Featured in Many Windows A. C.
Wertheim Recuperating at Mt. Clemens Fred
Witte Says Box Trade is Good Now

'Herbert

ball

season

opens here today.
M. Kuhlnian has just opened a

bowling and
5110 Broadway. Mr. Kuhlnian has given
much time to his cigar department and carries a very
large
stock of Havana and
domestic cigars.
M. E. Loeb, Pennsylvania representative for the
large

Wliard parlor at

-nields-Wertheim
urday of last

Company, was

in the

factory over Sat-

week.

La Pointe, of Walzer cS: La Pointe, of Mt.
Uemens, Mich., was a recent visitor at the "La
Saramita"
actory.
Mr. La Pointe is running for city treasurer of
•It. Clemens,
and from all reports he will be elected hands
Archie

down.

Keccnt visitors in

town were Tom Branvon. of EsCompany; Frank Lopez, of Carcia ^r Vega; Sidney
Kahen. of
R^.^rcisbcrg Company; lul Wodiska. of Corjai.
Wodiska ^: Companv; Sig Mavcr, of Sig C. Maver
pf^mpany;
|.
j.
\\\.,.thc-ini. <»f V.. M. Schwarz Company;
'ffd Xichols,
of K\ Draco Cigar .Manufacturing Company.

calaite

]<:.

Dick.

Lentz, of the J.
or ten days recently

J.

M.

Elliott"

among

the trade.

cigars.

&

H. Brown, Chicago, 111., have just secured a five
years' lease on the property located on the southeast corner
of Clark and Chicago Avenues, that city. Messrs. Brown,
who already control three other stores on the North Side,
plan to remodel the structure.
Local distributors of the 'Tom Keene" and "Lawrence
Barrett" cigars in Minneapolis, Minn., were recently in re-

from Frank W. Harwood, advertising manager of the Bondy & Lederer branch of the United Cigar
Manufacturers Company, in the interests of the brands.
ceipt pf a visit

Marcus Jaskulek,

leaf dealer, Cleveland, O., is to oc-

cupy new quarters shortly

1037 Walnut Avenue, that
city.
He is now located at 1022 St. Clair Avenue, Northeast.
Removal is made necessary by increasing business
which demands more extensive facilities for its proper
handling.
at

abandon the retail business,
the William A. Stickney Cigar Company, Salt Lake City,
has just disposed of its retail store at Main and South Second Streets to the Hemenway & Moser Company. This
is the third retail store sold by the Stickney concern within
In line with

its

policy to

a short period.
In anticipation of the visit of President R. M. C. Glenn,
of Seidenberg & Company, in the interests of the "El RoiTan" cigar, which the company manufactures, to the
Rosenfeld-.Smith Company. Portland. Ore., local and State
distributors for the brand, the latter company did some
recently,
displays.

in

among

on the "El Roi-Tan"
the matter of attractively arranged window

excellent \york

its

retailers

>>il

G

;

:
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Tlh©

Conlbaii

profit to
enough of a

Maoirlkd
the

From Our

many

support as

a considerable falling ofif, and
continue until the I'.ritish markets shall be
now submit the usual monthly statistics,
opened again.
our official custom house returns, as follows, viz.

Exclusive Bureau
Perseveraftcia No. 8

bound

to

show

We

as per

From March
From March

f

1

to

1

to

March
March

during the
March, 1916

hicrease

•

Havana, April 8, 1916.
[HERE has been quite a change in our market, during the second half of March, as a strong demand
received
set in by the exporters to Europe, who
orders for more goods that our market contained,
colas of Vuelta
of the low grades of Remedios, so that
reluctant
Abajo, which the cigarette manufacturers were
European market.
to purchase, were also acquired for the
The shortage of available tonnage has been the principal
drawback, as there is only one Dutch steamer per month
no
from here, via New Orleans, while from New York
at the
freight can be engaged before the month of June
Besides Denmark, which formerly placed no reearliest.
and cigars,
strictions upon the free importation of tobacco
shipments
has of late taken the matter in hand, and all
say, any shipare controlled by the government, that is to
government,
per will have to apply for a permit from the
and if this should be granted, then this permit will have
Washington, in
to be vised by the British Ambassador at

1

to speak of.

Germany. Tounder the
bacco cannot be eaten, therefore not coming
no just reason
foodstuflfs, which are declared as contraband,
trading, particuexists to deprive the neutral nations from
to us.
larly as the British markets have been closed
The demand from the United States during the fortAmerica,
night has been only moderate, also from South

as

it

would weaken the

financial ability of

and the local cigarette manufacturers have neither operated
manufacturers are
to any large extent, while our cigar
more than enough supplied with stocks of leaf tobacco,
owing to the shrunken demand for our cigars. Prices are
good
very firmly held and have advanced sharply for all
grades, for
classes of leaf, and also particularly for the low
export to Europe.

There is no news from the country, as regards the new
the farmers cancrop, as the drought still continues, and
not take down their leaf from the poles, bundle it and throw
cscogida,
the latter into piles, in order to start the

when

We

had
the fermentation process should be completed.
April .3rd. but as since
a light shower all over the island on
then the dry weather set in again, it did not do any good

completed

is

Increases

at all events, and

there is no more tobacco growing in the fields.
Sales during the fortnight totaled 15,174 bales, which
consisted of: Vuelta Abajo and Semi Vuelta, G616; Partido,

and Remedios, 7907 bales.
Buyers were: American, 3755; exporters
8808 shippers to South America, 390, and our

the

34,075
29,777
"

Denmark

^^<>.ooo

"

Decreases in March,

"

917

"

523

191(1.

as

compared with March,

1916;

"

1.227,775 cigars

France
"

11,983

Australia

21S..^so

Spain

200,050

Total

leaf tobacco,

two weeks ending April

from the port
3,

24,044

Canada

107,SO(i

of Havana,

PJIG, totaled 19,151

90,000
74.005
02,150
33,000
29,200
24,000
19,100

Italy

Argentine Republic
Spanish Africa
British Africa

tor

bales,

viz.:
and which were consigned to the following countries,
to
To all ports of the United States, 9779; to Canada, 72;

Egypt

Uruguay

North Coast
the Netherlands. 8036; to Gibraltar, 44 to the
Argentine Republic
of Africa, 40; to Mexico. 50; to the
.S71
to Uruguay, 01. and to Chile, 195 bales.

Portugal

;

2.152,200

Total

:

Aixala & Company,
eriano
Ramon Navas, the well-known leaf broker and Va tn
Gener tor
Ciutierrez, the representative of Ilija de Jose

Returned— Ramon

Aixala.

Exports from Januarv
31,

1

to

<<

35,182,013 cigars
1

to

March

1915

24,15 4,411

"

Total increase during the

months of

191

first

three
11,027,002

of

Richara
.

Cigars
.^^wn PerlUisiness in our cigar factories has quited
shipmcnt^^^
ceptibly, and as long as the embargo on our
''^'^^'
Great Britain will last, there is no hope of

''"'!''Ld

ment

for

some time

Comparison of the ten principal countries, which in
191'j imported over one million cigars from us:

.
_

Departures-To New York: Jose Negreira,
Sichel, Jose M. Diaz and Antero Prieto.
Hennquez
To Tampa: Andres Diaz. Bernabc Diaz. E.
and Antonio Rico.
To Chicago: Walter Sutter.

to come.

The demand from

the

un

Romeo y
London

Julieta received a cable today from one of its
customers, stating that the government did not

intend to raise the duty on cigars. This would be excellent
news, if the market was open, while now it is only an encouraging sign for the future, when the embargo should
be lifted again. Romeo y Julieta is working well.
Partagas is also as busy as circumstances will permit
for the open countries.
Por Larranaga, Punch, H. Upmann, Sol and Devesa
de Murias are working normally.

Manuel A. Suarez & Ca., besides their ancient warehouse, 39 and 41 Figuras Street, well known to every leaf
buyer, who has come to Havana for the last thirty years,
have also rented the big warehouse at 114 Monte Street,

business contract of TTerrera, Calinet
Company
having expired, and as they had sold the remainder of
their stocks, about 500 bales, they have closed their office
i^v:

and warehouse, 11 Dragones Street.
Sierra & Martinez have Also dissolved, and formed a
new firm under the style of Sierra iS: Diez. and of which
the general partners arc Venancio Sierra Garayalde. and
Manuel Diez Ortega, and the silent ones. liernardo Mazon
San Pedro, and Pedro Martinez Gonzalez.
The principal buyers were: Leslie Pantin, 2475 bales;
Mark A. Pollack, 2057 bales; J. F. Berndes & Company,
1791 bales; Walter Sutter & Company. 1485 bales; Ilija
de Jo'se Gener, 1103 bales; El Cuno 1000 bales; L. Lozano
Son & Company, 600 bales J. Bernheim & Son, 575 bales
Corral, Wodiska & Company, 430 bales, and Kaiser & Boas-

Croat Britain

nenniark
United States

Increases in March, 1910.
9,515,913 cigars
1,510,070
"

Chile

301,075

"

Si)ain

20(;.SI1

Republic

22S.727
13,004,498

were: M. Abella

;

;

452 bales; Sierra & Diez, 385 bales; I. Kaffenburgh iS: Sons,
300 bales, and Gonzales Hermanos & Company. 200 bales.
The principal shippers of leaf tobacco from the port
of Havana, during the last fortnight, above 200 bales, were:
Mark A. Pollack, 2401 bales; Leslie Pantin. 2412 bales; J.
F. Berndes & Company, 1791 bales; Cuban Land and Leaf
Tobacco Company, 1606 bales; Virgilio Suarez, 1504 bales;
Salvador Garcia, 1000 bales; Manuel Suarez. 877 bales;
Walter Sutter & Company, 764 bales J. Bernheim & Son,
711 bales; Ernest Ellinger & Company, 003 bales; Havana
Tobacco Export Company, 595 bales; Diego Gastardi. lOH
bales; Rodriguez, Mendez & Company. 419 bales; Maximilian Stern. 366 bales; Perez, Capin & Company, 359
bales Jose Suarez & Company, 358 bales Y. Pendas Si
Alvarez. 313 bales Menendez & Company, 205 bales GreenOretaniv.
hall Brothers, 230 bales.

"

i

;

;

Total

sellers

;

1,180.072

Argentine

&

Company,
1200 bales; Perez Hermanos, 1182 bales; Muniz Hermanos,
900 bales; Candido Obeso, 815 bales; Jose C. Puente &
Company, 812 bales; Cameja & La Paz, 728 bales; RodCelestino Medio,
riguez, Mendez & Company, 577 bales
675 bales; Lozano & Miguel, 529 bales; Jose Diaz Longo,
510 bales; Aixala & Company, 500 bales; Gutierrez 8c Foyo,
475 bales Jose F. Rocha, 461 bales Solgas & Company,
;

;

United States and Europe.

<(

1,843,266

berg, 300 bales.
The principal

March

1916

Exports from lanuarv
31,

Total

"

;

;

Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
Jose
Arrivals— From New V(jrk Jose Ncgreira, of
Negreia; and Richard Sichel, of 15. Rosenblueth.
Arango
From Tampa: Francisco Arango, of Francisco
& Company; liernabe Diaz, of 1'. Lozano, Son & Company;
E Henriquez, of the Erlich Manufacturing Company;
Antonio
Andres Diaz, of Andres Diaz ^t Company; and
Rico, of Antonio Rico.

Australia

"

:

"

3,924

Netherlands

The

i.sn.si!)

1916.

8,127 bales

Oriente

Exports of

64,117

.000

"

257,450
148,300
137,966

which runs through to Tenerife Street, therefore forming
an angle, like a T, and as they have an outlet upon three
streets, they are able to receive and deliver tobacco at the
same time, without any inconvenience. They can also let
different buyers register tobacco in three different patios
They sold 837 bales of Vuelta Abajo and
at one time.
Remedios during the past fortnight.

4,075,880 cigars

'^4

2,494

Total

March, 1916, as compared

total

"

1,893

Remedios

in

French Africa

"

Partido

by countries

Panama

1,

Canada

Leaf Tobacco

the Country

1,849 bales

82
100

'*

2,654,044

to Europe,

For two weeks ending
March 31, 191G. Since January
Vuelta Abajo
Semi Vuelta

cigars

1,299,550 cigars

of

local cigar-

ette manufacturers, 2521 bales.

From

10,892,005

Great Britain
United States
Canary Islands

;

Receipts of Leaf Tobacco

13,54r>,(vl9

March, 1915:

with

M51,

assured, in case of seizure of the vessel, that

order to be
British governthe goods will not be confiscated by the
ment.
As long as the British government has not declared
hard to
tobacco and cigars, as contraband of war, it is
harass
understand, why such measures should be taken to
even,
legitimate trade between neutral countries, because
possibly find their way into
if part of these goods might
Germany, it could only redound to the benefit of the British,

The harvest

1916
31, 1915

31.

month

France

factories as are ex-

port of Havana, for
The exports of cigars from the
over last year,
month of March, still show an increase

but April is
which will

Havana, Cuba,

Decreases in March, 1916.

from all countries is usually slack at
the year, but it has been aggravated by the
this time of
English orders. The few of our large facbsence of the
be able to get along, in a fashion, but the outtories may
smaller concerns is indeed disheartening, as
k for the
demand, while helping somewhat, does not leave
the home
fact

in

and

J,

29

;

;

M
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Flint B. Aniba

l#l Deaths in the Trade

An

|l§l|

down, resulted recently

Richmond Hill, during
At the time of
illness.

Street,

the past fortnight following a brief

Mr. Ahrens was identified
with S. Anargyros, the well-known cigarette manufacturers,
Some
his position being that of a department manager.
twenty years or more ago he entered the shipping department of the American Tobacco Company, where promotion
Following the dissolution of the
followed promotion.
American Tobacco Company and the re-organization of the
subsidiary concerns, he was transferred to the S. Anargyros
Company, with whom he remained until his death. The
deceased was a man of fine ability and was well liked by
his death

lie was
those whose good fortune it was to know him.
also an athlete in addition to being an excellent musician.

Charles G. Pcper
Charles G. Peper, vice-president of the Christian
Peper Tobacco Company, St. Louis, Mo., and for more
than thirty years an officer of the company, died suddenly
at his home in that city during the past fortnight, as the
Mr. Peper, who was
result of an attack of heart disease.
a son of the late Christian Peper, founder of the firm, was

Edwin

K

Bear, a leaf tobacco dealer of Warwick. Pa.,
died at the General Hospital in Lancaster, Pa., during the
past fortnight, from the effects of an operation performed
several weeks ago. Mr. Bear, who has been engaged in the
leaf tobacco business for some time, was fifty-six years

He

is

survived by a wife and one son.

John L. Miller
At Westfield, Mass., recently John

Air.

at

German

Hospital

in his fiftieth year.

ternal

Revenue

turers paid in
$|(MM»

just past, receipts totalling

York

District.

be

He

for

more than

this

amount, cigar

stamps the sum of

almost

the

month i)rece(Hng, and an increase
same period in I!) 5. Nine new cigar

for the

of $22,15(i.21 over the

in

the Ninth

L. Miller

succumbed

Noble Hospital to an attack of acute indigestion, Mr.
Miller until six years ago was a resident of Maiden. 'Ihere
he was engaged in the cigar manufacturing business. He
was eighty-two years old, being survived by a son and
daughter and four grandchildren.

to

District

following a six weeks' illness. Mr.
Schirmeyer was a prominent figure in local business circles
and was thirty-five years old. He is survived by one son,

pany, of that

his parents,

is

five

brothers and sisters.

Leopold Schubert Dead
Leopold Schubert, of the Schubert Cigar Coinpany,
Boston, Mass., died recently, his death being the termina-

The sympathy

of

of

several

Lorillard Tobacc(j Company announces that
Don AI. Phillips, who for the last three years has been
doing field work for the company, exploiting its cigarette

him

of any one of the i)rominent players will pave the
way for the removal of that "stranger" feeling,
and bv the use
of a little tact the casual
'•(Iroi)per-in" can be made to feel

Chicago territory, has been transferred to the Nebraska and Iowa territory of the concern. Here Air. Phil-

at

continue to devote his time to specialty work
cigarettes, concentrating particular attention on the LorilThis, however, will not
lard "Tiger", 20 for 10 cents.
preclude his handling the other cigarette lines of the company.

home and a welcome

member

of the circle.

on

lips will

formerly doing business in
the arrangement.

in

many

strictly

asi)iring writers that editors

of any

to the practical,

,

iw men, and the
p^ood will of the

iK:

lie

who dare attempt

covering the

and

forth the
success of a cigar and tol)acco dealer who
conceived the idea of .securing the trade of

for Business

Son,
Conn. Jo.seph S. ians
New York, are absorbed under

.

•

for the

full

twelve months.

This plan was none

other, than the presentation of a fair-sized

Q"^^^

Easter egg, bearing the name of a child,
who, by force of circumstances, was likely

^^^^^

Easter baskets and bunnies, to each customer

who purchased

cigars in quantities of twenty-five.

The location where this plan was inaugurated possessed
many families that had met with reverses owing to a serious
had destroyed the plant where many of the male
members of the community had been employed. This charithat

fire

tably inclined dealer immediately seized

upon

method of
remembering the children in the families visited by the misfortune, and instead of permitting the day
to pass quietly
this

they were visited by committees who, actuated by
the plan
of helpfulness suggested by the tobacconist, made
it a season
of cheer and joy.

When

the plant

was again

working order, it was small
wonder that the merchant who had helped to remember them
in their misfortune should be remembered
by a generous
share of their patronage,

in

when

the necessary funds were in

hand for smokes.
J*

J*

j«

Apropos of the near approach of the Spring Holiday
season, there is a cigar and tobacco dealer who will
require
assistance in delivering Ea.ster lillies, palms, and other
appropriate flowers in vogue at this period.
Flowers for
Knowing the fondness of most women
for flowers, this dealer advertised through
the medium of the newspapers and person-

addressed letters, that for the return of a given number of
coupons, there would be delivered to their homes between

screen doors

set

women by hanging and

for his customers located in

re-

Palm and Easter Sundays, such of

the flowers his

list

called

coupons were redeemed on or before April loth.
The men, too, were no less wise, for it's far better to
pay for an Easter bunch of potted flowers by cigar and tobacco coupons, than to be compelled to "dig" just about the
time the bills are coming in for millinery and (jther articles of
feminine wearing apparel.
for, if the

his

vicinity.

Ji

or so, has filed a petition in bankruptcy. The stated assets
of the company are listed at $'.M.:;i 1.5!)', including stock and
of the

company

are given

none idly insinuate that the dealer himself
had the time
attend to these annual exercises, for this feature

or patience
to

^^'^" ^^'^'^ "^^^^^^

L
r term
^I^nta
'

I

floors

"asehall

in

a

^"^^ ^^y *'^^

^^^ ^^

*^^^

dealer,

who had

manual training

re-covered or

game was

.school, and for each number
a ticket to the Saturdav afternoon

"^^'•'^"'

!K.iind"^'^'r
'1^'^'^

Iiiindr

r<I>rese

*^^'^"ty-five

"*

l''"^

t''"l

nerPQc^"
^«ary

'"0''f'.

which

were re(|uire(l to purchase cigars
or more, smoking tobacco in half-

given numlK'r of coupons or cash register sales slips, representing goods purchased at their store, have met with con-

two
worth purchased,
number of coupons was

few women make the
purchases themselves, the good will of the women of a community is a mighty big asset to the purveyor of the "weed"
and its allied departments.

M"i^'l<

«"i^l

^'^^' ^'*

'""''''

^ coupon,

and a

to effect a

premiums

realization of this plan,

^'if'

fh,„.V
pa rons of
the cigar store
.^
"^^

The Parker-Gordon Cigar Company, St. I^''"'=''^^|;^';;
now doing l)usiness in its new (piarters at 105 N

^'^^'^'^

is

the

Good

his reward.

^"^

jl

a recognized fact, that the number of women who
enjoy the fragrance of a good cigar is increasing rapidly,
but just how much of this enjoyment is made possible by
It

^'

^

Jl

are distributed by
cigar dealers it is impossible to say. Certain
it is, however, that those dealers who have
offered tatting outfits for the return of a

hung

as

$in,81)S.45.

ICighth .Street, that city.

benefits

jl

the offersundry words coujiled together under the heading
of
"poetry", so we have decided to adhere

to-opcrafioii

Revere Company in Bankruptcy
The Revere Cigar Company, Detroit, Mich., which has
been operating a factory in that city for the i)ast six months

liabilities

the belief of

wait for the anniliation

I-et

The

'

ally

It is

Gans & Lasbury Absorb Joseph S, Cans & Son
Gans & Lasbury recently entered into partnership for
the purpose of dealing in and i)acking Connecticut broad
leaf and Havana seed tobacco. They have opened an oftice
(

Their Business

For a "Quick Sales and Small Profit" plan,
the one
adopted last year by a cigar and tobacco merchant
resulted in

Premiums
j>

J*

"ig of

at 205 State Street. Hartford.

Men To

if

abilities

line in

is

present a strong appeal

stranger enters in quest of a certain brand and it
not carried in stock, show a willingness to have these
on

the

months' illness.
trade is extended to the family of the deceased, who was
Mr. Schubert is
well known throughout the fraternity.
survived by his widow, five brothers and sisters.

tion

will.

he will be interested in even a small cpiantity
a day or week, and if he seems interested
in the great National Pastime, it is a .^afe bet that
a remark concerning the

P.

machinery.

goods that

buying public.

hand for

city, died

and

the

If a

in the

Leo Schirmeyer
At his home recently, in Fort Wayne, Ind., Leo G.
Schirmeyer, member of Schirmeyer I'rothers Cigar Com-

Whether the .score card remains inside the building, in
window or on a bulletin-board outside, there is splendid

opportunity to display

J

and tobacco factories were opened
during the past month.

The

each evening to subscribers.

smoker.

niamifac-

$!>o,Gr)0.;»2,

the

customer would be compelled to enter the store in
order to obtain the desired information.
In anv event, the
fact that the information can be obtained at a given store is
soon within the knowledge of the public, and it is a slothful
merchant who does not take advantage of this service of
score cards to present the merits of his products to the

$1()2,'<*^U.G()

Thinking

to be overlooked in the distribution of the

so that a

Pa., post office of the Ninth In-

Of

localities,

By

Enlarge and Popularize

districts.

Opinions differ as to whether these score cards should
placed in the windows or remain on the inside of the store,

in

Ninth Internal Revenue District Thriving

month

throughout the residential

box scores of the local games are
given, with the final results of all games played, showing the
batteries, hits and errors of each team, and these score cards
many

In

are distributed

the

Cohn was

There are many ways by which this
can be accomplished, and the score by
innings, strike-outs, pitchers, and base-hits
forms a magnet that will attract a desirable

patronage, especially

was formerly a member of the firm of Louis S. Cohn &
Company, wholesale tobacco merchants of Butte, Alont.

h'or the

Improve,

Baseball

Lee Cohn
City.

INKLES

from

Profits

old.

New York

Catchy Schem esJUsed Successfully

The opening of the regular baseball schedule on Wedof this week affords opportunity for many cigar and
..jsday
nes(
tobacco dealers to increase the size and profit of their business.

Ky., during the past fortnight. Not only w-as Air. Cushman, one of the pioneers in the tobacco business in that
section of the country, but he was numbered among the
successful dealers as well. The deceased was also a veteran of the Cincinnati breaks. He was seventy-eight years

Lee Cohn died recently

ETAIL

L>.

Chicago Salesman Transferred

Bear

Edwin K.

old.

the death ot

in

are re[)orted by the

Milton F. Smith died at his home in Red Lion. I'a.,
during the past week from a complication of diseases. Mr.
Smith, who was seventy-one years of age, was the first
man to start cigar manufacturing in York County. He
was one of Red Lion's most prominent citizens, and is survived by a widow, three sons and a daughter.

a
Flint
at

a nervous breaksanitarium in Minneapolis

Hart B. Cushman, Pioneer Tobacconist, Dead
Hart B. Cushman died at his home in Flemingsburg,

a director of the company also, having filled that office
since 1902, at which time the company was incorporated.
He was fifty-nine years old.

Milton F. Smith

weeks following

Aniba. Air. Aniba
was
identified with the G. J. Johnson Cigar Company, of Grand
Rapids, Mich., in the capacity of salesman. His connection
with the Johnson Company covered a period of eighteen
The greater portion of this period was given to
years.
traveling the trade of Minnea])olis and Northwestern territory,
rhe deceased was forty years old. He is survived
bv Mrs. Aniba.
Alinn.,

Hobart Ahrens
Hobart Ahrens died at his home, 232 Wahiiit

illness of several

cigari-ltes

^'''''^'

in

dollar's

recpiired

closing of the deal.

<|nanties of

'//

tinued ]>rosj)erity.

While

it

is

true that

II
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SPLASH:—39,633.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
For

Wanted and

Sale,

5

d

Special Notices

CHARGE OF
miin
WITH A MINIMUM
WORD, WllH
CENTS A woRn
THREE
DEPARTMENT.
THIS
Mw
FOR
FUK
RATE
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
.,r,^w> ^i^xiT'c A

Special Noticei.
MONROE ADLBR.
CIGAR BROKER.
La

186 N.

Salle St.,

Lancaster stogie compant,
HIGH GRADE STOGIES.
MANUFACTURERS OF
Fa._
St.. Lancaster
120

Water

SHORTS^^^Pure
HAVANA
TJ#>w York.

For

Sale.
Havana '^jort.^ure .n^ .Uan. ^^^^*;;^fe;i.-^^f
FOR SALE-Remeaio.
or money refunded. ?\^.ty ,<^">*>.^?rnP*i7t wJ^atraet. New Yortc
quality. Edwin ^^^^^^LJL^9^f-^'p^
flne«t
t he
owners
FOR SALE—The
^
in First District of

of a

ma^^^^^^
desirous or

Pennsylvania

are
brands with wide distribution,Will m^ke
prl^sure of other interest^
capital to taiie
parties with sufficient

semns

to

responsible
'$20 000
%Voposition.
^f
^j,^fj^
no
po^fldence. Box

iuf

fine

aroma.

Lopez. 853 E. 78th

experienced cigar foreman.
feam, hand or mold
manufacturing line,
Box HI. "Tobacco World.

^°!tandsthr
references.

Address.

J.

Greenfield. 10

Duplicate Certificate,

2.00

Tobacco Merchants Association of the U.

NEW

open for position; city or country; best reference!.
&>uth Ferry Street, f-oughkeepsie. N. Y.
^

•

X

•

March

tobacco.

.i.-'-rr-

For cigars,
American

cheroots and
Lithographic Company,

New York, N. Y.
City
"El Dallo" a Hit in Kansas
Kansas City, Mo.,
The I Denebeim Cigar Company,
inanwell-known ^El Dallo" c,^.r
local distributor for the
states
Brothers. Baltimore Md
ufactured by Wertheimer

brand among

in placing this
tha they hJve been successful
Ihcy
c tv.
retailers of their home
the majority of the
quite
last month achieved
reporTthat the sales on this brand

a record.

Incorporated
Nectar Cigarette Company,
and dealing in toFor the purpose of manufacturing
Cigarette
pipes, etc.. the Nectar
bacco cigareltes snuflf.
was recently inIncorporated, of New York,

Company

$100,000. The
corporatek with a capital of
Lispenard
N. E. Marcoglon, 44
are named as follows:
Liberty Street,
Kellogg and M. D. Barnes, 55
liicorporators

Progressive Portland, Oregon, Merchant

A

number

York

City.

EL-Q-BAN:— 39,614. For cigars.
mon & Sons, Cedar Rapids, la.

&.

CO.

Lancaster County Fancy B's
LANCASTER, PENNA.

THE
LA

the

RoUc

Tobacco
*'Whip"

Sales Are

your .share of "WHIP" Hi'los.
because ifn so j,'<»o«l. Make a Nviiulow
and watt-h vour sales jump.

(Set
sells

of

it

Whip
.lisplay

sign,

5c tin*. 10c tin«, and handsome
one -lb. humidori.

RICHMOND.
Makers

alto

ofQueed"

Kh

JUST

w

feS^^-r:^.

3,

1916.

Weiss

&

23,

(Signed;

April

this

JOHN

GEORGE W. HELME

LAWTON KENDRICK.

M.

HOLTON,

Notary Public.

(My commission

expires March

1,

1919.)

Compania Litografica De La Habana
Oficlna Principal, San Jose

Xew

HAYNIE:—39,629. I'or
MADE:—
l-or cigars.

Haynic, Dallas, Tex.
39,631.
T?T.

cigars

April

April
4, 1916,

4,

191(..

W

.

No 23. Habana. Cuba

Maniifatlurors of

FINE.S

I

OCAI.n Y IMPOR FED

Cigar Box Labels, Bands and Trimmings
Sh<)w C;ards and Adverlising Materials

Xew

3,

GARRETT

H.

SMITH,

106

E.

19th

St.,

New York

Sole Agent United States and Canada

\V.

\V. \V. Ilaynie.

Tex.

TO CUBA:— 39,630. For cigars. April 4, 1916. \V. W.
^^^"as. Tex.
VAT
VAL D*"'
ROMA:— 39,632. I'or cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and toi^acco.
March 18. 1910. American Lithographic Co., New York,
Successful Cigar

Manufacturer

Perfect System, Why
Of course we do resweating

for the
,

J.

and subscribed before me
8th day of April, 1916.

to

Xew

The

New l*
A«.,
Rfth
Ill
CO.,

the Act of August 24, 1912.

Business Manager— H. B. Hankins, 236 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Publisher—Tobacco World Corporation, 236 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Owners—J. Lawton Kendrick, K. G. Kendrick, 236 Chestnut St., and Estate of
S. A. Wolf, Seventh and Sansoni Sts., Phila., Pa.
Known bondholders, mortgagees and other security holders, holding one per
cent, or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities: None.

J>fot

Particular Manufacturer

Cork Bobbins

Cork Tips
21 2-2

Scotch

now covered by A. Lichtenstein.
charge of J. W. Esberg, now directing

of Editor—J. Lawton Kendrick, 236 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Managing Editor—J. Lawton Kendrick, 236 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and
American Lithographic Company,

HAMLET Y OFELIA:—

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

Co.

Name

1916.

I-or cigars, cigarette-, and to1916.
M. Landeck.
York. X. Y.
RIVERSIDE:—39,625. For smoking pipes. March 31. 1910. Manhattan I'.riar J'ipe Co.. Mrooklvn. X. V.
i'or cigars, cigarettes and to39,627.
-'^'^''^h -'7. 1910,
(iuslave
.\. .Mueller. C hica^o. ill.
DA?^T»'KADIUM:— 39,628. I-or cigarette-paper books. .March .n. 1916.
York. X. Y.
m\?l'"'""i'*" I'oulo,

I

M.

is

By

ALFONSO PEREZ Y CA. :-^39,624.

A VISIT

on March

Required by the Postal Laws and Regulations.

Xew

I'allas,

cigars.
March
Y., to E. M.
29, 1916.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, ETC., OF "THE
TOBACCO WORLD", PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY AT PHILADELPHIA.

&
SAVACENT:—

LorinarSTSnuffTTE't JJ^
E.t. 82^
Rail Road Mills Snuff,
£»* ^^^
ff,
Snu
Ax's
Gail &

Strong. Salt, SWeet and Plain

«"«

April

York, X. Y.

—

^^

For

York, N.

in Sales Staff of U. C.

HATCHED:—

Jia^co.

New

This was formerly in
a campaign on "Robert Burns" and "Little Bobbies" at
Rochester, N. Y. Louis Kimmel has been taken from the
retail store at John Street and Broadway to travel the East
Side territory made vacant by the transfer of Louis
Tropauer.

l"or cigars, cigarettes anrl toI)acco.
39,621,
NIarch 17, 1916.
(ieorge .Schlegel.
York, X. Y.
NAJLA: 39,622. I-'or cigarettes and tobacco. Marcli \5, i'vL"). A.
X. Harson
Co., X. Y.
39,623. For cigars.
.March 31, 1916. Cayey-C a«na.^
lohacco Co.,
York. X. Y.

the

Co.,
N. Y.,

Louis P. Sanders,

1916.

tobaccos.
March
N'ew York, X. Y'.

"^ America

MANUFACTURED BY
fii--

—39,618.

For cigars.
York, N. Y.

INTERPOLATE:—39,620.

Maccobops - n.appees - » »f* P'Jf'J

Inc.

VA.

in ihe big

1:

pany, Xi

Every Day."
Cigars: A Half-Million Sold
in the sto- -^^^^^^^^^^^
These words appearing on a large sign
American Trust Building;
of D. O. Hass located in the
do.
of an attractive w
Cleveland, O.. formed the basis
Cans and box o
display of "Cinco" cigars recently.
knows are "lan ufactu
these cigars, which as everyone
we " gr P
of Philadelphia, were
l>v Eisenlohr Brothers,
^^hu

:

Write for fVindoW Display Suggestions

PATTERSON TOBACCO CO.,

+

FLpR DE

Jumping

For cigars,
Santos Diego, Gaylord,

For smoking tobacco, cigars and cigarettes. March
New York. X. Y.
VERY-GOOD-EDDY:—39,619. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots
and tobaccos.
February 1, 1916. American Lithographic Com-

"Cinco" Display in Cleveland

The

18, 1916.

FRAGMENTA:—39,617.
New

York,

I'orty-sccond Street

(Seal)

Hazlewood,

j»¥AV^^^^U|££tbl^^lijii

jady

March

and tobacco.

Tobacco Journal.)

Recent changes in the sales staff of the United Cigar
Manufacturers Company resulted in Louis Tropauer abandoning his East Side territory to take over the Brooklyn
territory previously covered by F. Bittner, who has gone to
Colorado.
The territory on the upper West Side above

Sworn

Minn.

9,

8tan «<af «<»

Si-

NEW SIBLEY COURT HOUSE:—39,616.

cigarettes

1

large
and deverlv arranged around the
forming a decidedly attractive display.

Joseph

York, N. Y.

"'Cinco'

JOHN F. HEILAND

29, 1916.

HYDE PARK SMOKING MIXTURE— A MIXTURE WITHOUT TEETH:—39,615. For all kinds of smoking tobaccos,
other than cigars.
Alarch 28, 1916. The Stcarn Company, New

or sae

day, totalled

February

•

of 100.

FH.

Street!
all of New

first

March

cigarettes.

—

,

products of the company and
the
Portland. His sales on the same,

For

Nicholas Tretianoff, New York, N. Y.
101:—39,612. For smoking tobacco, cigars and cigarettes. January 27, 1916. Louis P. Sanders, New York, N. Y.
For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco
H. P. W., JR.: 39,613.
March 27, 1916. Horace Le Gris, New York, N. Y.
mixtures.

incident reveals the "up-to-the-minute"
Donovan, head of tk
policy which characterizes J. E.
chain of stores, PortRailway Exchange Cigar Company's
and direction of the various
land Ore in his management
retailers and jobbranches of the company. When other
n^elvet Smokarols and
bers of Portland knew of the new
which the Liggett & Myers
pipes, only by the publicity
form of tobacco
Tobacco Company was giving to its new
trade papers and magaand pipes through newspapers,
a case of these late
xinos Mr. Donovan quietly secured

them

New

29, 1916.

The following

oflferexl

EAGLE:—39,611.

IMPORT RUSSIAN

Co..

S.

Hene &

cigarettes,

1916.

11,

S.

REGISTRATIONS.

VALLI VALLI: —39,610.

&

C.

Changes

A — An

Best

(U.

Oscar

1900.

Schwarz

1.00

2.00

under-

work.

cigar

STRIPPER FOREMAN-Am

24,

every ten (10) additional titles necessarily reported.
Thoroughly

WANTED— By

PO«;iTION

ELORA: —^22,375.

—

8L.

*"^"^

Situation Wanted.

^^
ten-cent

owing

;

TRANSFERRED REGISTRATION.

allowance of $2 will be made to members
Merchants Association on each registration.
of the Tobacco
Note B If a report on a search of a title necessitates
than ten (10) titles, but less than
the reporting of more
twenty-one (21), an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00)
If it necessitates the reporting of more than
will be made.
twenty (20) titles, but less than thirty-one (lil), an additional charge of Two Dollars ($2.00) will be made, and so
an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00) will be made for

Wanted.
ADLER & MYERSON, INC..
Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Siftingt,
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

._

^WOR^KING FACTORY
AREAlTCHANCE^OR
lone-estabiisnea niKn k

Vuelta

York, N. Y.

$5.00

Transfer,

Note

territory,

desiring good payingjid e

6-17-he

Chicaro. I "-

Note A),
(see Note B),

(see

Registration

Search

Middle West and Southern
LEAF TOBACCO SALESMAN-Covering
Tobacco World."
line, wrtte to Box 109.

CITY

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Effective April 1, 1916.

FIFTY CENTS

Help Wanted.

NEW YORK

BEEKMAN STREET

For cigars and cigarettes. March 30, 1916.
American Lithographic Co., New York, N. Y. (Originally registered by Geo. S. Harris & Sons, July 8, 1889.)
HAYNIE'S SPECIAL:—39,637. For cigars. Aprjl 1, 1916. W.
W. Haynie, Dallas, Tex. (Originally registered by W. W.
Haynie, Dansville, Va., March 23, 1899.)
NEWTON D. BAKER:—39,638. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots
and tobacco. April 1, 1916. American Lithographic Co., New

22

of today,

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY,

Inc.

WEST 18TH STREET

NEW YORK

is

one

who

restDeats his tobacco, he uses the

You? Our demonstrating room is open for your inspection.
Tfac Perfect Huniidlf vliid Company
Succeeding Elmer H. Hope Company

237

N. Fourth Street

PHILADELPHIA. PA

A also
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''DONAIXBS"
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

Gubto:

F.

MANUBL MUNIZ
VKNANCIO

&

SUAREZ
C>

CO.

mu

39-41, Cable "CUETARA" Havana,

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

CABLE: "Ansal" H«TMa

145

168

STRAUS & CO.

A.

St..

HIPPLE BROS.

the QuaUty holds them.

NEW YORK

Water

of

Yofk

Street

J4J

Water

Street,

New York

All Grades of Seed Leaf f^^aao
TELBPHONB 3956 JOHN

LEAF TOBACCO
N. Third

— and

Bm a

RRAUSSMAN Importer
HAVANA TOBACCONew

Packer and Dealer

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
3t7

Safisbiiry

CSL Bro.

WATER STREET

JULIUS MARQUSEE,

of

Md

P. O.

Rosen^wald

Er.

THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA

Mf

smokers to Lord

These ads are daily

Reina 20, Havana

E.

Ml, Ml,

ads will spell Sales and Profits for you.

of

Cuba

loeb-nuNez tobacco CO.

IL.

winning

C

Dealer.

VUELTA ABAJO, PARTIDO
AND REMEDIOS TOBACCO

Leaf Tobacco

306 NO.

S en

•

Grow«r« «nd Dealers

(S.

Figw**

Special PaitMr

MUNIZ HERMANOS

HABANA, CUBA

SAN KIGUEL IM

DIAZ.

Wide-awake

Hook up with this novel, effective newspaper campaign and these Lord
Salisbury

BspMtaU^ad Tabacoa Fino* de Vualta Abttjo
Partido 7 Vuatta Arrlb*

M. A.

HILAaiO HUNK

stands for Attention, Mr.

in

Correepoodence SoHdled

Betablished 1190

PhHMUlpkla

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS

& CO.

tmwrliri of HavMMi and Sumatra and
Packers of Seed Leaf Tobacco
Finest Retail Department in Pennsylvania

HANOVER, PENNA.
Clear Ribbons, Silk ImiUtion and Mwslinola Mbbw
Printad or Stamped in Gold or Silvar
Labels.

151 North 3d St, PhUadelphia

GWe Us • Trial. We Want Your Opiaias

Stock Cwds.

CARDENAS y CIA

^^»^'*^

"""^"^

^"'^^•'

Almacen de Tabaco en Rama
OwniAMto-UMi

For 3t»ict. Results
try

SPECIALTY-\'UELTA ABAJO AND ARTEMI8A

The World's "Want

Patie'

126

AMISTAD

Compare Lord Salisbury with any Turk-

HABANA, CU^A

ST.

ish cigarette,

A;

Cohn & Company

Impariers of

Hibann snd SumaX^*, ^*dter* of Seed

Leaf Tobacco

and

142 Water

Growers

Street,

.

Georgia

of
.

.

Sumatra

New York

HEINRICH NEUBERGER
Leaf Tobacco Merchant
HAVANA, CUBA— Consulado

NEW

YORK, No.

130

Water

Street

S.

R.

KOCHER

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and Domestic Cigars
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco
"1-4-5," "Havana
Leading brands— "Volitta." "Qnaker," "Nabobs,"
Cream," "Imperial Beauty," "Little Yara"
Correspondence with wholewle and jobbing trade invited

Factory and Office.:

WRIGHTSVILLE, PA.

ra^ff^aiDSkkAno

vlgariU U DOnS

for

there

the Double Quantity.

that's

the answer.

'"''^^

BREMEN, GERMANY

Largest assortment of Plain

w rtt«

is

any price! The Quality is

No Premiums, Coupons or Costiy Boxes

115

Factory No. 79

Established 1870

••so

at

SaapU Card ind

wd

Price List

Fwqf

SrdSa

-

u DtHTtMX «

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY
SUMnuftctareri of Bindlnft, Csllcons. Ttffttu,
StHn And Gros GrAtn

WOODHAVEN AVENUE, GLENDALE, NEW Y0»

100%

O

PURE TURKISH CIGARETTES
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Cigar Box
TR;MMINGS.
AND
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CHICAGO, 105 WKBT MONROE STBKBT,
LOVIS O. CAVA, Mgr.

LEAMAN

K.

J.

Wmckwr of mn4 1>0mUr
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Leaf Tobacco

Ofne*
IIO-II2

THE YORK TOBACCO CO.

anfll

W. Walnut

8al*aroom

^ofJ:^r'^

LEAP TOBACCO

Office and Warehouse. IS East Clark Avenne. YORK* PA.

LANCASTER.

St.,

rnok

PA.

John

F.

&

Nissly

Paokan and

Co.

Keystone Cigar Box

HA VA NA

LESLIE PANTIN

&

liArrENBURGH CEL SONS
SlUALITY HAVANA

N«ptvino 6.

Havana, Cuba

-

68 Broad

ERNEST ELLINGER &

St.,

Boston.

r'P, Packer,

NaTaaaWarabooM.

MUNDCLSOHN. DORNEMAN

CD.

Office:

Cor.

Streets

IM WATER

Manuel Alvarez

STItEET.

&

Michaelsen

8l

Prasse

Addraaai

Co.

& SONS

CHOICE CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO

18 Obrapla Street, Havana, Cuba
P. O.
Cable "UNICUM"

upon raquest

samfiM

way

to a

increasing the trade of tobacco

The

first

imitation of

Tuxedo appeared about

five years later.

Bos 2A

Imitations tried to find other terms, and the
result was a variety of curiously named "cuts"
meant to convey the idea of the original.

The imitations adopted a similar package,
made to resemble the original Tuxedo tin as
closely as

—

a physician's formula,

definitely prevents all irritation of

Havana Tobacco
Clavel No.

I ,

by mellowing the leaf until
non-biting and non-irritating.

throat

Havana, Cuba

1

65 Front

Street,

That Tuxedo's definite purpose has been definitely carried
out is witnessed by hundreds of
signed endorsements from distinguished men in every walk of life

who smoke Tuxedo

mouth and
it

is

mild,

was possible and

value

—

a flood of "processes" of indefinite
being mostly for advertising purposes.

imitations, as you should expect, are
haphazard formulas, entirely lacking that serious

The

and thoughtful purpose which
original.

H.

NEW FACTORY

1877

I9K

W. HEFFENER & SON
Steam Cigar Box Manufacturers
AND MAKERS OF
Patented Wire Bound Shipping Caiei

HOWARD

It

BOUNDARY AVE.

constantly.

Other tobaccos have tried
to imitate the

ments

Tuxedo endorse-

but
without success, because they
are

YOWC

give

as nearly as possible

;

lacking in conviction and

sincerity.

your customers genuine value

and satisfaction only when you sell them the
original.
That means bigger trade and permanent trade as thousands of Tuxedo dealers
have already discovered.

—

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
PA.

safe.

Then came

New York

You

Main Officai Flora, Pa.

plaaaure to look ower our

the most conveiiient
curved to fit the pocket
smoking tobacco package ever invented.

The "Tuxedo Process,"

MAXIMILIAN STERN

NEW YORK

OROWERS AND PACKERS OF

Bi^«n ilwifR kmd t a

tin,

a definite
Tuxedo originated the process
method of removing the bite from th. tobacco.

Commission Merchants
Leaf Tobacco & Cigars

ESTABLISHED

Laa«a«lar. Haria.

— made

—

1

HavMc:

smoking tobacco

f>ranulated Burley
in 1900.

orij;iiiaI

Tuxedo originated the upright, open-end

Puerto P..o War^'hoii.e: New York Office:
Hr.vnnn Office7H WATER STREET
S;aN MIGLEL 13G
CAYFY

NISSLY

is

CO.

Importers and Packers of Havana Leaf
And Packers cn Pjerto Rican Tobacco

E. L.

Tuxedo was the

tobacco.

Packing Houses: Strasburg and Lancaster

HAVAfiA 909ACC0 IMPORTERS

HASANA. AftOITAO 0S

Because it's original. Tuxedo
dealers all over the country.

Tuxedo used the simple term "granulated"
for this convenient, even-burning form of

L*uia A. ilMn«m«i

Impfc liMtf«la«ha

definite

A PARALLEL

Dome^c Leaf Tobacco
Duke and Chestnut
LANCASTE R, PENNA.

md importer.

Offica,! 33-137 PwDat S*.

Salad 15.

and

Packer and Dealer in

M aaa.

OF HAVANANewTOBACCO
York

direct

R<

RANCK

H.

clear-cut, definite purpose.

successful conclusion.

D. SELLERS. SELLERSVILLE. PA.

MILTON

Cigars

ConsuUdo 142, Havana, Cuba

Back of originality you always find a
A.nd you find that purpose carried out in a

IM

Co., Sellersville, Pa.

for Manufacturing Cigar

MONROE

Commission Merctiant

I.

E«tabli«h«4

Boxes Is Always
for One More Good Customer

Our Capacity

Jind Importers of
143 Market Street, Lancaster, Pa.

Leaf Tobacco

to

In

Daal(

LEAF TOBACCO
No.

BOXES. Go

Originality

Because it's original, Tuxedo is the fastest - growing brand of
high-grade smoking tobacco in the world today.

MANUFACTURERS OF CIGAR SCRAP TOBAGCO

War«hous«: Bird- In- Hand, Lanoaatar Co., Pa.
For Genuine Sawed CIGAkl
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These foremost houses of the trade have reliable floods to sell and vrant our
Read their story and when writlnii tell them
subscribers to know about them.
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Cigar Box Labels
Bands and Trimmings
179 West Washington

St.,

Chicago,

322 Chestnut

111.

B«taMtoli«4

CIGAR FLAVORS

Make tobacco mellow and smooth in character
and Impart a most palatable flavor

and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for List of Flavors for Special Brands
AETUN. ABOMATIZES. BOX FLAVOKS. PASTE SWEETENEBS

FOR

FRIES

a

SMOKING

BRO., 92 Reade

Street,

New York

WN.

F.

CONLY & SON

36

& Bro

Lopez

^^
40
8
37
6

&

Bachia

Street

A

K.

Co.,

6

Bros., Philadelphia ^
Hehrens & Co., Havana, Cuba

7
2

B«yuk

Uobrow Brothers
Boucher Cork & Machine Co., Inc
Bninhoff Mfg. Co.
Business Opportunities
Bustillo Brothers & Diaz, New York and

UM

"»

33
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32
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Tampa

c
Street, Philadelphia

Cardenas y Cia, Havana
Castro & Co., Pedro, Tampa,

REGULAR WEEKLY SALES EVERY THURSDAY.

CIGARS, TOBACCO
SMOKERS' ARTICLES. SPECIAL SALES OF LEAF TOBACCO CON.
SIGNMENTS SOLICITED. ADVANCES MADE. SETTLEMENTS
MADE ON DAY OF SALE

Parmenter Wax-Lined

Coupon Cigar

34
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Fla

Cifuentes, Fernandez y Ca., Havana,
Cohn & Co., A., New York
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Compania Litografica de la Habana
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Jobn 1942

LOPEZ

M.

&

CO.

Clarendon

CALIXTO LOPEZ & CO.

»A"AlMSfcS)s 90 Wall
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New York

CIGAR LABELS

&

Randolph

St.
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J

lo

.

CO

Hclmc Co., George
Heywood, Strataer

Brooklyn^

BANDS

Hotel
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Tampa,
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\V.,
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I'la
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(u..

ChicagoJll.

CIGAR BANDS
SHOW CARDS
FOLDING BOXES.
ETC.

257-265 WEST

17"* ST.

steiner building

NEW YORK.
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SPECIALISTS
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Havana, Cuba
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Partagas, Havana, Cuba
I'asbach- Voice Lithographic Co
i'atterson Bros. Tobacco Co
i'cndas & Alvarez
Perfect Humidifying Co
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Leslie,

Tilford
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Por Larranaga
Portuondo Cigar Mfg. Co., Juan
I'attcrson Bros., Tobacco Co
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6
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1

33
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36

CoTer II

Uncha. Jose
Kodriguez, Salvador
Kddriguez, Arguelles & Co
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Rosvinvald & Bro., E., New York
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Cover II
6
3
34
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Sanchez y Haya, Tampa. 11a
San Martin & Leon
Schlegcl. Geo.. New York

Cover IV
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36
36

Sellers, Monroe D.. Sellersville, Pa
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Shields- W'erthcim Co., Cleveland. (•
Steiner, Sons
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Sheip

New York
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,
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SANCHEZ Y HAYA
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A

•Bosiveo

Factorg

Tcimpa.

NPl

Fla.

MAYl 7 me

New Brand from Old Number
Samples

now

1.

ready for
'->*

"IGNACIA HAYA" Brand
X
\
detail.
Package and goodi »how quality and daw in every
'U Flor de Sanchez y Haya" have alway. been leader, in

Better thu. ever.

their field.

SANCHEZ Y HAYA, Tampa,

\

Florida

MAY

1st
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BEST CIGAR
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VALUE IN THE WORLD
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at 5c.
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John Ruskin
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a
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Havana tobacco used
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System for Tobacco Sweatrooms
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A New
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Sellers.
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You Can Increase
Your Stogie &rade
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^HE SALE

'

I

stogies

of

demand

is

practically constant

brands varies.
This is due to the changing taste of smokers
and to the failure of brands to maintain a set
standard of quality and blend.
The brands that
but the

I

for individual

repeat again and again are the ones that are carefully

made

You

a

I.

LOZANO

F.

1.0ZAN0,
U.

S.

Mm' V. t.

Pataat

OflM

»•

"F.

M. LOZANO

CO.

in

if

—

We

we

manufacture them.

Write us

Lozano" Brand

for particulars

and samples.

COMMERCIAL CIGAR COMPANY
r«:WARK, OHIO

Qear Havana Cigars
OFFICE AND FACTORY; TAMPA, FLORIDA
N«w York AddMu, 437

quality.

can get and ^eep the stogie business

locality

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous
TRADE MARK

SON

and

you stock the right brands. Why not
try the "Columbus Dutch Tops" (retailing at 2 for
5c.) and the "Columbus 1492" (retailing at 3 for
5c.) brands?
They have one standard of quality
and one unchanging blend. They sell and duplicate
and they're good stogies!
know because

your

F.

as to blend

Fifth

A

Londres Grandes

1

Darby
The

&

Joan

VETERANO

Cigars

SIZE

is

the

Habana Cigar ever made
2 for 25c. having that delicate

Finest All
at

Mildness and Fine

by Connoisseurs.

Aroma Sought
Made only by

JOHN W. MERRIAM &
101 Spring Street,

(MERRIAM CIGARS

CO.

New York

INC.,

SUCCESSOR

I

For Gentlemen of Good Taste

San

Felice

CIGARS

II

^Fl-K.rr. r. «rlV*

The Deisel-Wemmer Company
LIMA, O.
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The Cigar that Wins
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I

new mild

Tamps Ci^3r

S.FERNANDEZ &

CO.

but the

demand

This

due

is

practically constant

for individual braivds varies.

changing taste of smokers
and to the failure of brands to maintain a set
standard of quality and blend.
The brands that
repeat again and again are the ones that are care-
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of stogies

MAKERS, TAMPA FLA

fully

made
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as to blend
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quality.
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F.

a

I.

LOZAJNO
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LOZANO, SON
U.

TRADEMARK
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8^

»

can get and ^eep the stogie business in
your locality if you stock the right brands. Why not
try the " Columbus Dutch Tops " (retailing at 2 for
5c.) and the "Columbus 1492" (retailing at 3 for
5c.) brands?
They have one standard of quality
and one unchanging blend. They sell and duplicate
and they're good stogies!
know because
we manufacture them.

LOZANO

CO.

—

We

BONDED aCAR MANUFACTURERS

Write us

for particulars

and samples.

Makers of the Famous "F. Lozano" Brand

COMMERCIAL CIGAR COMPANY

Clear Havana Cigars
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SIZE
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2 for 25c.
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Mildness and Fine

by Connoisseurs.
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Made only by

JOHN W. MERRIAM &
101 Spring Street,

(MERRIAM CICARS
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c
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The

dealer wants

the manufacturer whose products he handles to
where it will do him some good.

He

wants this advertising where
when they want a smoke.

He

wants

so he can

He

it

sell

to create a

demand or

advertise

just

and

his customers will

see

exactly
Wall

thousands of

to introduce the

in

our gigantic Painted Bulletin

Sweet Caporal

Cigarettes.

Displays are located where they can be seen by

smokers.

They are located at short
distances apart in the territories

product

where the dealers
are.

it.

wants continuous advertising to keep

They are active

his stock moving.

lined for

CHICAGO

Ttu)-C

NATIONAL

SALES

REPRE^^

,•„

^^^

^^OR S7

salesmen 365 days a year and will be main-

many months.

finv

A^yny
The Latest

riGHT BINDING

what he wants

campaign for

Our Painted

it

dealer gets

NEW YORK

^y^^^^

Principal CITIES
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Meet

Quality Paramount

The World's Standard Cigar

me

For Value,

at the

'^nrice,

Taller

Home

Comfort

CELEBRATED

H.

UPNANN CIGARS

(I

>ARTAGAS
YC«

^BAHb
I
The Real Independent Factory in Havana

CifuenteSy
Strictly

Independent Manufacturers

De La

Calle

CHAS.

LANDAU
^

New York

172-174

Detroit, Michigan
cornier of business on Grand Circus Park. Take
car, get off at Adams Avenue

Agent for United States

General

and Canada
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The Exceptional

HOTEL TULLER

Net^

Cigar

E.

IH

Rooms, Private
"

"

"
"

••
••

LANE

BROADWAY. NEW YORK

70

200
200
lit

Two

Floors

—

Bath, $1.50 Single, $2.50 Up Double
"
"
2.00
3.00 "

"
••

2.50
3.00 to 5.00

No.

Manufacture a Cigar and
Best of Havana Tobacco

Know

that

"
"

••

Cabaret Exellente

you are Putting

in its Construction is

the Very

a Great Satisthe Users.

I

"Sol" and "Devesa de Murias"

to

Independent factories

ADMIRAL, THE SIZE THAT SELLS

HAVANA CIGARS

Quality, always
better than

Our Motto:
little

4.00
4.50

SARAH TA

19

Manufacturers of the old brands

a

**

Sample Rooms

and Gets the Approval of
We Continue Manufacturing and Selling

Havana, Cuba

•'

Total 600 Outside Rooms
ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET
New Unique Cafes and
Agents'

faction to the Builders

Estelle

Woodward

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

Board of Trade Bldg., Montreal, Canada

MB

Industria,

HABANA, CUBA

Sole Affent for United States and Canada

82 Wall Street

Pego y Ca.

BUSTILLO BROS. & DIAZ,

Havana's Best

HURIAS

Inc.

With

GENERAL OFFICES
267 Fonrtk Avenne

New

York

City

Broad Leaf of the Milder Quality for the
quarter of a Century since we started

^ Shields-Wertheim Co.

Soon be a
Brand

Col>er.
this

Cleveland, O.
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Made at our Newark, N.

J.,

Factories

ROCKY FORD

NICKEL CIGAR

HAND MADE
We alio

manufacture

factories,

a very

cigars

3

for

and
5

at

attractive

Our

"FAMOUS"

TADEMA

The Park STllford standard"

G Bro.

MAKERS
GENEltAL OFnCE FACTORY WAREHOUSE

and extensive line of
2 for 5 cents, and

222 PEARL STREET

TAMPA

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

leaders

and

n

C1GAR8

Ar^uelles, Lopez

our several Pittsburgh

stogies to retail at

cents.

HAVANA

"FLAG HEADS"

LEALTAD

129

HAVANA

Write for full Information

MI FAVORITA

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
PITTSBURGH. PA.

General Oflices.

H:

CLEAR HAVANA CIGARS
The flower
maintained

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE MADE

"MILD

PUNCH

Ji Cigar With Hardly a RiVal
MANUEL LOPEZ, Proprietor, 28 Rayo St., Habana, Cuba
AOCTST KOTTNAUER.

Gcieral

235 FIFTH AYE..

Revnmtatife,

HAVANA

tobacco manufactured in bond has
"Mi Favorita" Clear Havana Cigars at the

of perfect

forefront of all brands.

BLEND"

They Lead the Leaders

HEW YORK

26 SIZES

MEGA''
"LA
THE
HAVANA

^^Sifo'^

HIGHEST
CIGARS OF
QUALITY AND BEST WORKMANSHIP

V. Guerra,

Diaz & Co.,

ESTABLISHED

Y. Pendas

Tampa,

135 Weft 42nd

New

York

FAVORITA CIGAR CO.,

Ml

Fia.

Alvarez

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

HAVANA CIGARS
pOMEO Y JULIETA

BAYUK BROTHERS

NEW YORK

DIRECT IMPORTERS

Street,

The Leader

In all the

World's Markets

THIRD AVE.

U. S.

ReprMeiUtiTf :

Wn. T.Tayltr, 93

of

Brotd StMNYCity.

The

BACHIAS
HiTant Ci^trs
For Hei of Ntans

Central

nVE CENT CIGAR

all

PHILADELPHIA

its

Havana

which are made under the personal control and supervision
of the oldest cigar manufacturers in Cuba, thus retaining for each

UnifofBAity

mmfiTtrimn ar the gree;^ ani> col9 9anv

W«t

9kto«ith St

CO.
Hmw Yerk

E.

H.

of

own

GATO CIGAR COMPANY
Wl^h
fUvau

TOR FORTY YEARS
THE STANDARD

By

individuality.

T.

Clur

CIsMV Arm imAtmA

J.

Upon Request.

DUNN

Wpke
FM»oiy:

The

Op«a Tarritory
K«, WMt. n«.

for

N«w York Offic*: 203 W.

Bro*<lway

New

/7

CO.

4^01-405 IL

Bachelor Cigar
91»t Slr««t.

N«w Y«rh

in «

5c

Pocket-proof Packafe
1

<Sl

M«lL*r« of

Union

Smoking Tobacco
in a New Cut
Packed

for

47

Original

and Genuine

Renowned

&

New York

Independent Factories

CITY

BACHIA

Co.

of the highest grades of Cigars

Price List Mailed

R. A.

&

G. S. Nicholas
41 and 43 Beaver

Our Motto: "OUALITY"
80J -603

"44" Cigar Co. Philadelphia

manufactured by the

CIGARS
OHice and Salcsfoom,

Inc.

^^ ^••' *2«i Str..t. n.w York

Key West, Fla.

1867

&

Street,

ounces

5

cent*

0.
United States Tobacco

KICHMOND.

BEST THAT SKILL, EJ^ERGY AND MONEY

VA.

H.

CAff

PRODUCE

FENDRICH, Maker, EVANSVILLE, IND,

CIGAR
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Don't Jud^e
II

Florida -^Georgia

CLr:>^^tcr^F^=i^

r

Clear Havana Cigars

Tobacco By Other People^s
Packings

Lopez Hermanos
Makers
If

you want

of Florida

New York

Factory:

Office:

Tampa,

250 Fourth Ave.

tastes as

Fla.

11/ORRY kiUs

mo' men than
^^bulleU do. An- VELVET
kills mo' worry than anything
else

I

know

nUT VELVET y

^

Chewing Snuff

more worry

dealer than
for the

it

VELVET
now and always has

been absolutely pure.

Just put

BMt Tobocoo
he

for Both Chewing and Snuffing.
Whenaver a dealer has any difficulty in obtaining his supply
Copenhagen Chewing Snuff satisfactorily, we will help him if
will

Joe

working for you day and night.
is making the smokers right in

Union Squva North

New York.

colors

10c Tins, 5c Metal-lined Bags

One Pound
N. Y.

and Perfect Burn
Tremendous Yield

Beautiful Light Colors

Good

Quality

is

He
y^our

want VELVET. The quality
of the tobacco and Joe*s cheerful face
and sensible, kindly sayings keep
VEILVET on the move.

write im.

WEYMAN-BRUTON COMPANY
N

in yield

Because

vicinity

made

of the best, old, rich leaf tobacco.
The Snuf!
Process retains the good of the tobacco and expds the bitter and
add oi natural leaf tobacco, making Copenhagen the World 'a

of

any tobacco grown, superior

for the

does even

smoker.

VELVET.

It is

as

burns and

Is

some VELVET tins
where folks can see them
and you don't have to
worry about selling

it

good

that

1915 Crop

COPENHAGEN

guarantee Copenhagen Snufi

and Georgia wrappers,

1915 crop

We Are Now Ready to Show Our

of.

J/^^

We

and

to see a fancy packing of the

Glass Humidors

Samples Ready for Inspection at
the Company's Office

AMERICAN SUMATRA TOBACCO COMPANY
142 WATER STREET, NEW YORK

I
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Fior de

that's

how your smokes
kept

Made-in-Bond
are

cigars

Flotida, from

all

made

in

Aba jo

if

packed

in

POINTS OF

and damjiness are as scarce as the proverbThus, the
ial hen's teeth when Heekin cans are used.
contents are assured of freshness, aroma and mellowness

Tampa,

Decide on Heekin Cans

chewing tobaccos.
good quality you put
be no greater to you.

or

Plantations in

OBACCO

it

for

originally.

Attractively lithographed

Cuba.

And

and made

the cost

any

in

by

ourselves

size or

rious effect

THE HEEKIN CAN

United States Government Bond Stamp.

Culvert, Sixth and

New

CO.
Streets

& Leon Co.

Favorite

with

tlie

In

Hotels and

Clubs

he has no jurisdiction over trading stamps.

answer to the letter which called forth the order,

that:

*"No package, of manufactured tobacco, snufif, cigars
or cigarettes, prescribed by law, shall be permitted to have
packed in, or attached to, or connected with them, nor
affixed to, branded, stamped, marked, written, or printed
upon them any paper, certificate, or instrtunent, purporting

Manufacturers

& BLUMENTHAL,

Revenue can regulate coupons packed with manu-

—

Restaurants

JEITLES

Ltd,

CO., Tampa, Fla.
&
PEDRO CASTRO
New York
Distributers

PHILADELPHIA.

LOUIS G. SMITH

&

CO., 52 Beaver

Street

to be

or represent a ticket, chance, share,
pendent upon, the event of a lf)ttery

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,

date
>n

Inc.

&

If

GRAND nepon of

Co., Inc., are

MdpMlanr

UOL UST UPON APTUCATION

ACENOBSni THE

214-216

WEST

47lli

STREET,

NEW YORK

interest in. or de-

and T.

I).

1819,

December

handed down by the Supreme Court on the

r)th

ul-

holding that the .several States of the Cnion have the
power to legislate with reference to the use of coupons and
trading stamps within the
respective States.

You Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes

i

,'

timo,

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, izo Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes throughout Europe

M. Melachrino

tir

3, 191 2, explaining the regulations issued
pursuance of the statute quoted, in view of the recent de-

cision

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES
YouCaHHOt be Mistaken

if

Commissioner Osborn said
"Sir This office is in receipt of your letter of the 23rd
ultimo, in which you state that it becomes absolutely necessary for manufacturers to know
the attitude of the
department with reference to the enforcement of that portion of section 3^94 of the revised statutes, which provides

Cii^ar Stores

^

new

Statutes."

BEST

Clear Havana Cigar

the

The decision of W. II. Osborn, Commissioner of Internal Revenue, on this point reads as follows: "T. D. 2319.
Packing of couj)ons. etc.. in or with statutory i)ackages
Manufacturers will
of tobacco, snufif, cigars and cigarettes.
not be permitted to differentiate as to character of coupons
packed in packages of same size and brand to meet varying conditions in State adopting laws in consequence of
the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States on
March 6, 1916; any differentiation will be regarded as in
violation of the lottery provisions of section 3394, Revised

TAMPA, FLORIDA

Mo>nU

studying

on the business of large tobacco companies

factured articles

"HefKin Can Since 1901"

A

carefully

strictly

is

Internal

Cincinnati, O,

San Martin

are

enforced, and indications are that it will be.
If a precedent can be found to show the ruling unreasonable it is believed that an appeal will be made to the
While the Commissioner of
Secretary of the Treasury.

it

and by the

companies

points in the

Wi

will

Samples sent upon request.

products are guaranteed genuine
cigars

1,

1916.

No.

9.

Law

^

"In reply you are advised that T. D. 1819 will be strictly
adhered to and manufacturers will not be
permitted tr»
diflPerentiate

as to the character of

coupons packed by them
statutory packages of the sanu- size and of the same
hrand of tobacco,
snufT. cigars and cigarettes, to meet the
varymg conditions in
the several States ad(jpting laws in
con.sequcnce of the Stipreme
Court decision. If coupons possessmg redemption
value are packed in, or attached to, or
jn

(Continued on Page

^

IN

A DILEMMA

—

Forbids Coupon in Package Federal Statute
Violated if Taken Out Treasury Department Ruling Solves Problem Must Pack Coupons

State

—
—

With

ruling of the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue as regards the packing of couThere is a feeling
pons with tobacco products.
as its tenor would inthat the ruling is not so sweeping
In any event, the regulation may have a very sedicate.

shape.

dL Our
Havana

MAY

WASHINGTON ARE

as Indicated

your cigars, stogies, smoking
Then your product will retain every

in

NEW COUPON RULING

Letter from Commissioner
Sweeping Policy Indicated by
Osborn— Has No Jurisdiction Over Trading StampsRegulation Thought Not to Be as Broad

Air, dust

imported tobaccos grown

on our own Vuelta

YORK,

TOBACCO DEALERS IN STATE OF

TOBACCO COMPANIES STUDYING

will be

HEEKIN CANS

A Mild Havana Ci^ar
d. These

NEW

In Perfect Condition

& Leon

San Martin

PHILADELPHIA AND

XXXVI.

Vol.

All or

None

|0 more will the housewife in the State o£ Washington
look forward to obtaining an automobile or a cemetery lot with coupons, for the State law and the Federal law and the recent ruling of the Treasury
Department have apparently consigned these things to
oblivion.
And our good friend, Mr. Ultimate Consumer,
gets it again in the region of the thorax.
And the tobacco dealers, no one envies them, for, as a
writer in the Seattle "Intelligencer" puts it, "they are between the evil one and the sapphire sea."

The Washington State law, recently affirmed by the
United States Supreme Court, provides that all firms dealing in trading stamps or premium certificates, under which
tobacco coupons are grouped, shall pay an annual license
fee of $6000 in every city and county where they do
business.

Since the

Supreme Court's

decision,

Seattle

dealers

have been opening cigarette packages and removing the
coupons. This, they found, did not solve the difficulty, because of the suspicious attitude of customers. In addition
the United States revenue regulations forbid the selling of
a package, bearing a government stamp, that has been
broken. If the dealers sell the cigarettes unopened, leaving
the coupons for the customer, they violate the State law;
if they open the cigarettes dnd remove the coupons, they
seem to be amenable to the Federal law.
One chain of cigar stores has advised the manufacturers
to send no more cigarette packages containing coupons.
An order was issued by the United .States Treasury
Department to the effect that manufacturers of snuff, tobacco, cigars and cigarettes must leave out gift cards and
premium coupons altogether or put them in all shipments,
including those to States which have passed laws prohibiting the practice.
The Treasury Department holds that unless such cards
or coupons are included in all shipments regardless of destination, the practice comes within the law forbidding lotteries, because consumers in localities where premiums are
omitted would not have the same opportunity to obtain
valuable prizes as those in more favored localities.
If the dealers sell a package of cigarettes they cannot
give the customer the inclosed coupon, according to the
State trading stamj) law. and if they remove the coupon
they not only arouse the suspicion of the customer, who
objects to purchasing an opened package of cigarettes, but
offend Federal regulations.

Jorge Leon a Kansas City Visitor
Following their j)lacing of the "San Martin & Leon"
cigar with the McPike Drug Company, Kansas City, Jorge
Leon and Nat Rosenheim, identified with the San Martin
& Leon Company, recently called on the J. T. Fargason
Company, of Memphis, Tenn., with whom they also arranged for the distribution of "San Martin & Leon" cigars.
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By Elmer H. Hope
of the most interesting
m^^ |NE
the growing
tobacco field
is

developments in the
tendency toward the

resweating of tobacco regardless of type or age,
and progressive manufacturers are now conced-

•3 pi

tobacco needs resweating.
With this development has arisen a problem as to the
proper method for resweating, and investigation has shown
that until recently there was no one system in use which
was uniformly satisfactory. It was further found that all
the old methods were operated by guess work, that they
were undependable, and, most vital of all, they were
ing the fact that

all

expensive.

These old methods involved the use of live steam,
or the cold water spray. The former "stewed" the tobacco and left it tender, removing at the same time a high
percentage of the gum and leaving the leaf "dead," resulting
It also caused a high percentage of
in an inferior cigar.
waste in binders owing to the tenderness of the leaf. The
latter method reduced the temperature, made cold and
damp rooms, and injured the finer qualities of the tobacco
All of these systems were laborious, costly and extravagant of time. By any one of these numerous methods
properly reit took from thirty days to three months to
sweat the leaf.
With the constantly increasing costs of binders and
expenses' and
fillers, the continued increase in overhead
the gradual rise of labor charges, the progressive manufacturer who desires to keep his cigars up to their set
standards of merit, looks about to see where economy can
be practiced. And the matter of resweating his tobacco
should be among the first to be investigated.
Investigation of sweat-room systems shows that what
has been needed is first, a method which would produce
a high percentage of humidity without live steam or saturation second, a reduction in the amount of time required
for resweating; third, uniform temperature; and fourth, a
saving in rehandling and fuel costs.
After several years of experiment a system has been
evolved which produced moist heat without saturation.
It is designed to maintain a temperature of 125 degrees
with not more than three pounds of steam pressure. The
percentage of moisture varies from 94 to 97 per cent., while
the temperature remains uniform twenty-four hours in the
;

day.

This apparatus is adapted solely for case sweating,
and tests have proven that the moist heat reaches the
heart of case in from three to four days. A saving in
labor is effected, as it is not necessary to enter the sweat

room from

the time the leaf

is

placed there in the case

until ready for removal.

However, the greatest saving accomplished by

this

that of time. This is reduced about 50 per
Some leaf can be propcent, as against the old methods.
erly cured in fifteen days, while others, of course, will
take longer; but as compared with the old methods, the

system

is

about cut in half.
This new system is a combination of properly proportioned dry heat i)ipcs, the laws of nature, and the
humidifier produced expressly for this particular kind of
sweat room. This humidifier is equipped with an automatic water feeding device which keeps the water at its
proper level at all times. It also has a positive acting
automatic thernio regulator which controls the temperature of the water. This is a very important appliance,
which reduces the danger of live steam to a minimum.

time

is
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Either coal-heated or gas-heated steam boilers can be
Permanent or portable sweat rooms can be built
used.

under this system with capacities ranging from eight cases
Old sweat rooms can be altered for
to one hundred cases.

pHIbADEl2«>IiIA.

I

the use of this system.

That the "Perfect" system, as it is called, has passed
beyond the experimental stage is proven by the fact that
a number of such sweat rooms have been in use by several
prominent cigar manufacturers for some time and that
they have given the utmost satisfaction.
A sweat room equipped with the "Perfect" system has
been installed by the Perfect Humidifying Company in
their building at 2T^y North Fourth Street, Philadelphia,
Pa., where some resweating is done for manufacturers who

i

Any one

interested in sweat rooms or resweating will be well repaid for a visit to the offices of
the Perfect Humidifying Company.
lack facilities.

Less Tobacco Held

Than

for

Many

W

Seasons

New

^

WWsM^MsM®t®s,

COMBINATION
is

The

character of the offerings at the Danville, Va., markets is such as to indicate that the farmers are selling
There is practically no
the last remnants of their crop.
tobacco now in this section of the country in the hands of

W. D. Duncan, of the l^hrlich Manufacturing Company, New York, called on the trade recently.

the farmers, and one week of heavy receipts would in all
probability exhaust the entire holdings of the farmers.
All of the large companies, as well as the small oper-

Victor Lopez, representing the

"Garcia Grande," manu-

by Julius Klorfein. was a recent visitor in this

factured
city.

on the market in full force, contrary to the usual
custom, and are buying their usual grades as freely as rePrices are very firm on all grades
ceipts will admit of.
and are at a sufficiently high level to induce farmers to
plant as large a crop as they can find the means and opporators, are

L

M. Walters, the genial representative of I'obrow
Brothers, is now in the .South looking after the interests
of the "Bold" cigar.
,

tunity to do.

From
in the

Old

Arthur

the best information obtainable, the usual crop
Belt section is expected to be planted this season.

tractive

Redried tobaccos have been very active
several months, and the stocks now in the hands of the
dealers have been reduced to the extent that there is less
tobacco held at this season of the year than has been
for the past

is

& Company,

display of

"Stratford" cigars,

P. Lorillard

Wisconsin

made by

\\arner Searle, representing the
J. V. Portuondo Cigar
Manufacturing Comi)any, is now making a trip through

the

W

Middle

est.

conducting in

tobacco crop is largely
one of history now, for so little trading is left to be done.
points
After a few days of cleaning up about the packing
until
is finished, there will be nothing left to be done
another crop is grown.
There is so little of old stock remaining in packers
exhands, large transactions in cured leaf can hardly be
i'resont
pected until the '15 tobacco is ready for market,
pressing
i)usiness is of a srnall order nature to meet the
needs of manufacturers.
of the

191 5

In advance of assessment time. May
manuments are being made out of the State by Eastern

Since last report 1000 cases have gone out
all

points.

will visit

"Rold"

•obrow reports that
'^ \vill

go as far

turn trip.

I

he

Brothers,
cigar.

i;*

Mr.

securing some excellent business.
as (Jklahoma before starting on the re*^
is

The Philadelphia
Leaf lioard of Trade delegates to
/•National Cigar Leaf Tobacco
Association convention,
held ,n Washingtcm,
D. C, May 15th and ir,th. will
l/j^'
^'"""^ •'^"'^ Samuel Weinberg.
E. A. Calves
and
r T
John
Dohan were chosen as alternates.
I

'PI

shipist, liberal

storage to

Ohio he

Oiarles r.obrou'. of the firm of Pobrow
nw ui the West taking orders for
the

favor each year.

facturers.

which he is now
Michigan, spending some

i''«)llowing the canii)aign

time in Detroit.

tor

Growers have commenced to lay the seed beds
are
another crop and the white tops of the canvas covers
of
showing quite plentifully on the fields. The practice
"i
steaming the beds before sowing the seed is growing

of these firms bear enviable reputations as importers of wines, liquors, cigars and cigarettes. As their
trade is of a high calibre it can be readily seen that the new

.combination will be one of the strongest in the city as an
outlet for high-grade cigars and cigarettes. The men forming the new firm are members of some of the more exclusive clubs of the city and have a large following among
those who appreciate the best in wines and cigars.

Starr

the El Draco Cigar ManuCompany, are showing a nice increase over last
year.
"Vanette," the new nickel brand, recently introduced by the same firm, is showing satisfactory
growth.

Edgerton, Wis.

The movement

Each

Tobacco Company.

Kingdom.
of 19 15

Hoitr

<(

V'^'^

"^ "<"'itard" cigars,
'•'^

dehlhia
'^'''i'hia.
to
in
"1

ti^p

!,„
the

."^^'l'*'*^'

The

showing

manufactured by Antonio

a splendid increase in Phila-

"ipetus given the brand is. no doubt, due
—vv.i,.^,,,^ which
advertising
wiutii has
lias been
oeen appearing
fin
"any papers as
well as in certain magazin es

& Reed

Cigarettes Still Manufactured

&

Reed, manufacturers of "Starr & Reed" cigarettes, which have acquired a large distribution in this section of the country, and particularly in the high-class retail
stands, hotels and exclusive clubs, have asked the "Tobacco
World" to emphatically deny any statement to the effect
that they have discontinued business.
\\'hen interviewed on the subject. Mr. Reed stated that
for reasons of economy it had been found advisable to discontinue their factory at 1028 Chestnut Street and seek
quarters where rents were lower. They have accordingly

moved

South Third Street.
Mr. Reed said, "y\ny statement that we have discontinued manufacturing 'Starr «S: Reed' cigarettes is absurd.
We have a very large investment to protect and a very
their factory to

satisfactory trade to care for. Only last week
a single order for 25,000.
Our salesmen are

we

received
still on the
road and we have every intention of pushing the business
with the same energy as before."

Boltz,

Clymer

& Company's

Factory Sold

The

cigar factory of Roltz. Clymer & Company, located
at Fifteenth Street and Lehigh Avenue, has been sold to
Clarence P. Landreth at a price said to be $50,000. The
lot measured 136 feet 6 inches by 64 feet, and was occupied
by a four-story brick building. The property was assessed
at $30,000.

i

.^".^^^''ent
^ ^' '
1

;

This well-known brand

facturing

Largest in History

June ist, when Robert Drayton
Company, 116 South F"ifteenth Street; Goddard
Taylor, 1335 Walnut Street and Groome & Comto take place

pany, 1216 Walnut Street, will join forces in a new firm, to
be known as Groome, Goddard & Drayton Company. They
will be located at 1216 Walnut Street.

Starr

the case for many seasons, especially is this a fact as to
brights suitable for cigarettes and for export to the United

Movement

&
&

of importing houses in this city

1107 Arch Street, have a very at-

"Muriel" cigars.

by the

manufactured

Importing House Combination

;

"Muriel" cigars received an additional
result of the recent visit of Joe Neunian.

inij)etus

as a
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and

the

New

Fox, one

considered, by those who know him, to be
one of the most able lawyers w^ho has been engaged in legal
work in the tobacco field in many years. Mr. Parker has
a large following among the independent retail dealers and
as the saying goes, his word with them is as "good as a
bond." His many friends wish him every success upon his

Tear

other
$2.50 per Tear
*• Cwita

js

(I

entry into general practice.

National Cigar Leaf Tobacco Association Convention

Sumatra Coming for H. Duys & Company
II. Duys & Company, the well-known Sumatra dealers,
secured some of the choicest lots of Sumatra at the recent
inscriptions held in Amsterdam, and expect some of their
The "Noordam" and
purchases to arrive this week.
"Ryndam" of the Holland-America Line, have sailed for
this country, and should arrive here some time during the
week. About 1500 bales are on the two ships consigned
A freighter, the "Beukelsdyk,"
to H. Duys vS: Company,

MAY

XXXVI
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"La Linda"

Title for A. Garten

&

thr arrival in this country of the agent appointed
by the IMiihppine government to represent the interests
of the Philippine rigar and tohacro industry in the United
States, a decided impetus to the trade in

The

Philippine

Agent

Among
these goods may he anticii)ated.
the dutirs of the agent will he those demanding a study of trade conditions as

regards the dealer and consumer. This work will doubtless prove of great value not only to the United States
representatives (»f Manila factories, hut to the trade in
general.

Company and

Company are now occui)ying

tation

Camp

the

their

new

impor-

quarters at

West Fortieth Street.

245

M. Diaz, president of the PreHavana Tobacco Company, will leave for Havana

ferred

Sons

Among

the first brands to ai)pear in this country following free trade between the Philippines and the United
States was the "La Linda iMlipina." A number d large
jobbing houses have handled the brand for years, hut announcement is now made that the sole control of the brand
in the United States is in the hands of the well-known
firm of A. Garten & Sons. This firm is widely known as a
distributor of Manila cigars, and, with the addition of this
already popular brand, their business will no doubt receive an added impetus.

of Trade Elects

Cigar Manufacturers' Board
At a recent meeting of the Cigar Manufacturers' Board
of Trade of the City of New York, held in the Hotel McAlpin. the following' officers were elected: president, George
vice-president,
\V. Rich, of Louis G. Smith & Company;
.A.
Sidnev Goldberg, of Simon Batt & Company treasurer,
Lopez & Company secretary and counsel.
L. Ulinick, IVL
;

;

J.

Max

Miller

;

directors, Julius Klorfien,

eph Monday,

Sol. G.

Salomon and D.

Herman

reported that Jose

Baum,

Jos-

un a leaf purchasing trip.

shortly,

Edmon Kelly, of Horace R. Kelly

Thirtv

Association in Kansas

retail cigar dealers

have formed

City

the Retail UK^^
of the

The
"'^ purpose
V vj»
1^ til i.-><ir' City.
Dealers' .\ssociation of Kansas
better u
organization is to promote business and a
P.opliart
standing among the cigar dealers. Joseph
1

.

I

•

vice-president;
elected presi<lent; Ibiward Knowles,
Ricksecker, treasurer; and Bert P.utler, secretary.

is

v^-

New,

Company, im-

Manila cigars, at the present time in the West,
expected to arrive at the home office shortly.

The cigar stand of the Van Noys Interstate Company,
at 14 Wall Street, has taken on the lines
of R. A. P.achia y
La.
Frank Powell is the manager of the stand.
The Jose Lovera Company, New York and Pampa,
aiinounce that K. A. Kline, well known to
the trade through
out the country, has been
appointed general representativ
for the Lovera Company.

Tncorpc.rated. Seattle.

I. A.
I'ack
"t

at

the

Lincoln, of P. P(,halski

Company, is expec ted
headquarters very shortly, following a recent
t.
tour
Middle West, in the interests of the r
ompuny's
vV^:

products.

incorporation has recently been filed at
^''''
.:.''••
"i''^<"-^^-liloss Company, IncorHie stock capitalization is $ioo,cxxj.

TT;

«>f

''^'

porated.

incor-

'\\n>

porators are

A.

Wertheim. W.

and

J. .Schloss

and surgeons had already made

large

reservations

for

rooms.
President Charles Fox, of the National Cigar
Leaf
Tobacco Association, has made announcement regarding
the postponement of the convention, and the
attention of
all leaf men to the change in dates is
requested. The convention will be held at the New Willard, May
i^th and
i6th.

Tobacco Dealers Arrested on Fraud Charge
Following charges by the Internal Revenue Department to the effect that they were .selling leaf without licenses as dealers, and that proper returns were
not being
made to the Internal Revenue Department, M. R. Cotton,

K.

I.

Ililson.

^''''^'''''^^

ner
ner,

^H^r
^'.''i^:'''
nd I-rank
McCoy,
mcorporators

of

all

the

ICl

of

J-

'

>^vis,

Theodore Wer-

New

York, are named as
Sidelo Cigar Company, re-

The

^.:::;i^;'^''''''^^'''

capita,

J^en

the S. S. "Persia
Maru" arrives in
^^'^^o^^ the middle <,f this

latter.

of

4
'>omtlu
>t'^^

;T"^ V "

Mw

Mamla

\J'^^

.

^•'•-

'r''
''^^''"''

tfactory,
^

•'^'^'*^'-d'"t.'

addressed to the

to a

New

^

$5000 bail.
It was alleged in the complaint made
by Assistant
United States Attorney Fmilio \ asselli that Cotton,
who
was a large dealer in tobacco, wouhl ostensibly ship to
the Interstate Tobacco Company or the State
Leaf Tobacco Company, and would enter the shipments on
their
book to this eflTect. In reality the tobacco would
be sent
to Suraci, who would receive it without
entering it on
his bociks, and could have it manufactured
into cigars
without the knowledge of the Revenue Department.

f

''^'^''

"^

oftice.

?

^^'^^Ple

room"

r'''
'

^^mpany's

V'''^

'"

'"^' ''""'''*"

''^'

^"""•'

'"'""

'''"*

'"
*'''"

^'^''

in

the tobacco frauds

Leaf Tobacco Company.
Schulte

of the seventv-five

men

belonged to the State
Seventy-three have been indicted.
ca.se

Company Leases Coney

Island Store

A large portion of the ground fioor at 1326 Surf Avenue, southwest corner of Oceanic Walk, Coney Island,
has
recently been leased to the .Schulte Cigar Company.'
As

locations.

cus.

*^'''

'"''

was said that two-thirds

arrested

ork

its

business having entailed larger quar"ouncesto^'"'!'";'''"; '•"l"''"^^''"-^ "^ "''^vana tobacco, an^''''^ ^^'''
^"'""Pany is now located at
" Clif! Ir :
reet
between John and hnlton Streets.
^
Atk'

Tobacco Company,

^'ork City, was also named in the complaint,
but
not arrested. They were placed under

cablegram

among

^'-^l--'

^''"^'^

iierger, of the Interstate

soon as alterations are comi)leted a branch store will
be
«»pened. This will be the first .Schulte store in Coney Island,
but it is underst(jod that negotiati(jns are pending for other

month, the .Manila Com-

ton,:^

ICniil

New

^tock

San Fran-

-^^'^'^

•'^nd

^""^"ct of the

i'l

of the leaf tobacco firm of Hail cS: Cotton,
of Louisville]
Ky., and Dominico Suraci, an Italian leaf
tobacco dealer
of New York, were recently arrested in the
ofifices of the

It

I

'^^'^^)^'.'''''%'t|,c

cigar
appointed distributors of the popular "Muriel"
distrilmlc
robacc. Company. They will
P. Lorillard
brand throughout King County.

Association has been changed from May 8th and
9th to
May 15th and JGth. This will enable the leaf men to get
more comfortable hotel accommodations, as the physicians

was

ters

Bourg

to the fact that the International Congress
of Physicians and Surgeons will be held in
Washington, May !>th, luth and 11th, the date of
the
convention of the ^National Cigar Leaf Tobacco

porters of

Stand

BufLease on the cigar stand in the Brisbane Building,
has been
falo, N. Y., formerly held by Joseph T. Snyder,
has been
secured by Robert C. Heaney. Mr. Heaney, who
past
manager of the cigar department for Faxon's for the
May ist
vear, takes charge of the Brisbane stand after
and "Amcn•'La Mega," "I'irst Consul," "Flor dc Andrez"
featured. New
caii Cabinet" are among the brands to be
fixtures arc to be installed at a later date.

Form

&

S. Saqui.

Robert Heaney Gets Former Snyder

Retail Dealers

With

of

WING

Merriam Segars, Incorporated, left
the Merriam Western distributors.

Seidenberg

J.

Certificate

THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION

some

recently to visit

It is

Entered as Second Class Mall Matter December M, l»Of, at the Po«t 000*^
Philadelphia, under the Act of March I. 1I7»

©la IBircDiidiway

IScgiiirdl

also carries 300 bales for the above firm.

ADVERTISING RATES MAILED UPON APPLICATION
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chief coun-

sel for the American Tobacco Company, is to join
"^'ork law firm of O'Brien, Boardman, Harper &

Mr.' Parker

Tr«Mur«r

Telephone— Lombard 1768
Keystone Telephone— Main 1824

CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA

Junius Parker Joins Big Law Firm
Junius Parker, who for some time has been

of the leading firms in the city.
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Gunst Branch Moves to Fifty-fourth Street
M. A. Gunst \- Company have removed their distributing branch, which has been located in Lafayette Street for

many

years, to the old head(piarters of the Ignited Cigar

Manufacturers Company, at Second Avenue and Fiftvf<»iirth Street.
Lhe new location is admirably situated as
a distribution center.

I
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gain a reputation for relial)ility, is a common and
the noblest aim of every business, but to gain it by beinjr
strictly reliable is the i)ractice of too few. One of the little
every day mistakes practiced by the retail trade, that greatly
affects and retards the attainment of reliability, is in telling
customers w^ho ask for certain brands of goods that do not
happen to be in stock, that same has been ordered and
will arrive to-morrow, when it is impossible to have the
goods short of a week, or ten days, even if they were

Many previously sunny disthe grumbling habit.
character
positions turn acid without conscious effort.
for surliness is not necessarily an advantage in business.
Such a reputation is easier gained than discarded. It is

ordered.

into

is

A

And even

chronic
grumblers may, perhaps, be ingenious enough to justify
But for the ordinary individual it is certheir existence.
needful, however, to

tainly best to avoid
is

grumble sometimes.

grumbling

really unavoidable, let

Then

it

will

probably be

it

if

When

possi])le.

be as gentle as

all

the

more

it is

complaint

imperative.

effective.

Complaint should be flavored with suggestion. It is
better to hint an improvement than merely rail at an evil,
liefore condemning a man, his method, or his work, it is
good to be prepared to show how either may be enhanced.
This helps, and the complaint of the helper is not unwelcome to a sensible business man. Moreover, the mere attempt to help will make the grumbler more tolerant whilst
lessening the sting of his complaint.

not always a sure sign of apathy, ignorance or carelessness. Nor does it necessarily betray the
absence of any desire to do better. There are few really
unmitigated evils.
As regards assistants, it is, of cour.^e, unwise and undignified to upbraid these necessities in the presence of
It is humiliating to the scolder and the scolded.
others.
It should be as easy to chide privately and softly as openly
and harshly. Satisfaction is seldom rendered as a result
of the fear of censure. Continual grumbling tends to sour
If you
the best of assistants. Do not rake up old faults.
must inflict a tiny, wound, do not rub the salt of halfInefficiency

is

forgotten grievances into

matter from the complainant's standpoint. Then calmly
Most complaints are
offer your explanation or opinion.
due to mistakes or misunderstanding which a few words

may

hrankly accept blame when deserved.

—

and support.

This is just
something more

it:
is

to

l)e

straight

all

the

way through, but

necessary, and one of these things

reputation for reliability.

and every argument
outweighed by the

favor-

ing such misrepresentation is
disappointments involved. I Setter to state facts and meet your
customers with the goods at the appointed time. And the
concern w^hose methods compel its clerks to state facts regardless of an occasional lost sale, will survive to bury its
losses in deserved prosperity.

are to profit by dealing with "all the people some
of the time, and some of the people all of the time," then
we must adapt to business uses the things that are known
to make individuals honorable, respectable, reliable and

we

If

popular.

Remember

that reputation for whatsoever in a business, merely indicates the character that dealing reveals,
and that the former can be misleading according to its
medium of circulation while the latter is a fixed quantity.

Let us therefore see to it that the fundamental principles
on which we buHd our money making structures are just
and strong that they are defended against the tests of
time. Then will reputation work out a lasting profit and
competition can never stop it.

—

& Company

Return to Permanent Quarters
Fire, a couple of months ago, having made it necessary
to vacate their permanent quarters at 182-184 Ellicott
Street, for temporary (piarters at 76 Pearl Street, Link &
Company, the well-known cigar jobbers of Boston, Mass.,
announce that, on May ist, they will again remove to the

Link

Ellicott

Street

completely

address,

the

quarters here having

been

refitted.

Campaign On "Mi Hogar" In Portland
missionary campaign on "Mi Hogar
cigars has just been begun in Portland, Ore., by Bavid

An extended

arrived in that city recently. Following
with
his work in Portland. Mr. hVohlichstein plans to visit
inthe representatives of the Hart Cigar Company, in the
and
terests of the brand, the States of Oregon, Washington
Frohlichstein,

who

Do

not wriggle.
Shun paltry excuses. Avoid stock exjjlanations, or put
them in a new light. Promise amendment, if reason, duty,
or policy demand it. When criticism comes, take it easy.
Be always good-tempered and cheerful. Avoid even the
appearance of sulkiness. Constantly strive to give no just
cause for complaint. Then those you do get will probably
Treat the chronic grumbler with
be few and trivial.
courtesy and firmness, but with as little argument as posTo argue with such a i)erson is to add fuel to the
sible.
This is the way for an assistant to win the governor's
fire.
respect and ])romotion, or for a tradesman to gain public
C(jnfidence

are plain

Idaho.

suffice to set right.

is

a

—

in

North

"

one of the leading crops of North
Carolina, which is one of the leading tobaccogrowing States in the L'liion. For this reason considerable attention is being given by the Division
study of the requirements of this crop
of Agronomy to a
when grown on' the typical soils of the chief tobacco-grow-

lOBACCO

is

ing areas of the State.

main tobacco belts of the State
there are grown some cutters and smokers also some wrappers and fillers, but bright wrappers are chiefly grown in
The wrappers prothe "Old Light or Bright Light Belt."
duced in the "Old Dark Belt" are heavier and run from a
mahogany to a dark mahogany, while the light-colored
wrappers grown in the "New Light Belt" are spoken of as
In each of the three

;

The consequences

it.

Those who have to take complaints will do well to receive them as graciously as possible. This applies whether
one is a wholesaler, a retailer, or an employee. Iwen when
undeserved, it is not always good policy to resent a comBe sympathetic. Try to view the
plaint too aggressively.

Given to Leaf
Potash Important

STRIPPING MACHINE PRICES GOIMC DP
Universal Tobacco Machine

Company Announces New

Prices, Effective

June 1st

To

caused
by companies, says an English contemporary.
Many people arc born grumblers. Others acquire
the accomplishment early in Hfe, and practise it
to the end. The worst of it is, that much of the grumbling
indulged in is quite unnecessary, (irumblers are generally
expert critics, but poor performers. This is obvious to a
But what is less clearly realized is
blind and deaf mute.
the ease with which originally cheerful persons can slide
of the misery existing in the world

7mm

Considerable Attention Being

Carolina

|UCH

WITH
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"White" or

"Lemon" wrappers.

in

the tol)accos

these counties,

if

conducted.

At present the chief efforts are being directed along
the lines of determining the fertilizer requirements of the
main tobacco soils of the State best rotations for use by
tobacco farmers most suitable varieties for difTerent soils
and markets best distances of spacing plants in the field
under difTerent conditions as well as the most profitable
method to use in harvesting the crop.
Much information
of direct practical value to tobacco growers along these
different lines has already been brought out by the results
of these field experiments.
For instance, at the Oxford section the common practice among tcjbacco farmers has been almost universally
to cut their tobacco.
In our exj)eriments at that place during the past two or three years it has been found
that by
topping the tobacco ])roperly and ])riming, increased yields
and financial returns per acre were secured by the latter
method over the common method of cutting.
In many
^ases the increased returns per acre went far
towards* pay;

;

;

;

for the entire cost of producing,
J"g
"ig the croj).
It is felt that the
that many farmers
will

Michael Gets Additional "Savarona"
of
Herbert S. Michael, who looks after the interests
Comthe "Savarona" cigar of the Cayey-Caguas Tobacco
pany, and whose home is in I'altimore, remarked inciden-

H.

S.

in that city, that he

wil

on a recent visit to his home
Mr. Michaels
be kept hustling more than ever hereafter.
increased
disclosure of the fact that his territory has been
the
by the addition of seven more States, accounts for
tally

year

results are so striking
in

F.

X.

Ganter

Company,

Baltimore,

Md.,

possible to

an-

nounces to the trade that just as soon as it is
burned re
so, they will rebuild their factory, which was
of showcently. The Ganter Company are manufacturers
cases and counters.

IDIG.

The company

is

now, and

will

part:

"We

have come to a point where we must increase the
selling price of the 'Universal Tobacco Stripping and Booking Machine.' This condition, which we very much regret, has been brought about by the tremendous increase
labor.

The raw

as an example
price of iron castings has increased 25 per cent.
price of cold rolled steel has increased 80 per cent.
price of bronze castings has increased 66 2/3

to the skies'

"The
"The
"The

material market has, so to speak, 'gone

;

per cent.

and miscellaneous materials
has increased all the way from 20 per cent, to 40 per cent.
"Further than this, we have been compelled, from time
to time, to increase individually the salaries of all of our
more trained workmen and to cap the climax, about a
month ago we were compelled to shorten by four and a
half hours without decreasing their pay, the weekly number of working hours for our entire factory force.
price of screws, nuts

"We

have on hand enough raw material, some of which
is in process of manufacture, to complete a certain quantity of machines and for that reason we will sell (jur machines from now until June 1st at the present .schedule
of prices.
Orders for machines received prior to June 1st
to be for delivery prior to September 1st, or as soon thereafter as our manufacturing facilities will permit.
"If you can use additional machines we recommend
that you place your order covering your requirements at the

moment.
"Trusting that you will give this matter your prompt
attention and careful consideration, we beg to remain."
earliest possible

Mr. Abraham Krlanger, of the H. V. D. Company (of
B. V. D. underwear fame), has purchased the Universal
Tobacco Machine Company interests of b' (1. I-'lder and
C. P. Day.

Otway Tobacco Concerns Heavy Losers
The town

of Otway, Ohio, seat of Scioto County's tobacco industry, was almost wholly destroyed by fire re-

The

principal losses were

R. Blackburn's large

tofore.

cently.

Ihe importance of potash for tobacco, too, was strik"iRly brought out by
the fertilizer tests in Granville county,

tobacco barn; George Walsh, general store and residence;
Pieper & Gordon, store Dr. J. V. iordon. residence Brand's
livery; AN'esley Ralstin. home; and lumber yards of I^. A.
Bashford and J. E. Blackburn. The village school and
Christian Union Church were totally destroyed.
The fire started in the IMackburn warehouse, heavily
stored with leaf tobacco. l)elongiiig to J. Milt Jones, Otway
banker. Little insurance was carried on any of the property. The estimated loss is $150,000.
(^tway is twenty-five miles west of Portsmouth. Ohio,
on the Cincinnati division of the \. and \V. Railway. A
special train took out part of the Portsmouth Fire Department.

t

'<"

was found on an average of experiments
last year, that
the first

twenty pounds of potash used per acre, the
produced paid for the potash,
per pound.

'"creased yield of tobacco
at the rate
of $l.r,0

statement.

The

1,

continue until June 1st to book orders at the present prices
for machines to be delivered prior to September 1st.
The Universal Tobacco Machine Company says in

harvesting and markct-

the Oxford section
pnnie rather than cut their entire tobacco
crop, as herethis

Territory

into efifect on June

"The

desired.

The experimental field work is being carried on cooperatively between the Oflfice of Tobacco Investigation
of the United States Dei)artment of Agriculture and the
Division of Agronomy at the branch stations at Oxford and
It is at Oxford where a greater part of the
Reidsville.
investigations are

following is the substance of a letter that the
Universal Tobacco Machine Company is sending
out to its customers announcing the new selling
prices in connection with the "Universal Tobacco
Stripping and Booking Alachinc." These prices will go

in the price of raw^ material as well as the increased cost of

grade one into the other, it is hard
to establish arbitrary boundaries and say one kind of tobacco grows here and on the other side another kind.
.Again, in some of the southeastern counties included in
the ".\ew Bright licit" very little at present is grown, but
that the area could be extended materially
it is thought

As

|HE

*^^ hrands carried by fohn Tusch, cigarist,
Tupper
Street, Buflfalo, N. Y.,'are "Muriel,"
;;;
Langsdorf," "Webster."
and "Girard." in 10-cent goods,
and ,n .5-cent
goods there are "P.ank Note," "Sight Draft,"
'^harles Denby,"
"John Ruskin," and "44."

r

ur"^°"^
West

;

(

J.

;

I
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KEEP INTEREST IN

F you cannot induce people
window as they pass by, they

TOBACCO COMPANIES STUDYING
Increasing demand for "Hoffman House" cigars
reported by H. L. Judell & Company, San Francisco, Cal.

San Martin

POINTS OF
is

&

an attractively
Birmingham, Ala.

in

Rothenberg

Leon cigars were well featured recently
dressed window of the Letaw Pharmacy,

&

Schloss,

Kansas

City, Mo., report a fa-

vorable reception by the trade of the popular "In-B-Tween"
cigar of Kraus & Company, Baltimore, Md.
Starting

May

1st,

West Chicago Avenue,

the

Nathan Fox Company,

Chicago,

111.,

of 215

will begin the distribu-

tion of the popular "Admiration" cigar of the

Regensburg

Company.
"Bering" cigars, manufactured by Corral, Wodiska, Y
Ca., of Tampa, Fla., are carried in twenty-three sizes by
C. Jevne & Company, of Chicago, 111. They specialize on
the "Bering."

"La Saola" cigars, manufactured by the Shields-Wertheim Company, Cleveland, O., and retailing at five cents,
have been taken on

Company,

J.

for distribution

by the C. A. Gibbs

of Pittsburgh, Pa.

N. Hirsh, Atlanta, Ga.,

who

distributes the

"Red

Dot" cigar, reports nice business on this brand. Mr. Hirsh
was recently in receipt of a visit from Ed Moorhead in
the interests of the "Red Dot."

&

Prengel, Milwaukee, Wis., recently received
their initial shipment of "Admiration" cigars. This brand,
which is manufactured by the Regensburgs, will be handled
in five sizes by Knell & Prengel.

Knell

(Continued from Page /j)
connected with, any of their statutory packages of tobacco,
snuff, cigars and cigarettes, every package of the same size
and of the same brand must contain a coupon or coupons of
the same value and if it is not practicable, on account of
State laws so to distribute coupons with statutory packages
of tobacco, snuff, cigars and cigarettes, any differentiation
will be regarded as constituting a clear violation of Section 3394, Revised Statutes, as amended."

Much

Private Trading at Paducah
Paducah, Ky.
There has been no regular warehouse sales reported
from either of the markets, but quite a good deal of private
trading has been done during the past week on private
inspection samples, and it is hard to say how many hogsheads have been sold, as it is hard to get reports on private sales, but the sales for the week will amount to some-

hogsheads in this district. Leaf running
thing
from low to good with prices ranging from 6)^ to 11 cents.
A few lugs have also sold at prices ranging from 6 to 6
There is more inquiry for all grades of tobacco
cents.
in hogsheads than we have had before, and the market
was very firm and prices very much above what had
been expected only a few weeks ago. One entire purchase
of about a million pounds was sold in Muray, the prices
are private, but it is understood that the purchasers got
like

"Sanchez & Haya" cigars fittingly garnished with Easter adornments, formed the basis of attractive window displays by the retail stores of the Niles ik Moser Company,
Denver, Col.

The Parker-Gordon Cigar Company has appointed

J.

H. Fling manager of its St. Louis, Mo., store. Mr. Fling
comes from Kansas City, where he looked after the interests of the Parker-Gordon Branch at that place.
extensive advertising compaign
being carried on throughout the country these days by
Antonio Roig & Langsdorf, of Philadelphia, on the "Girard" cigar, H. Ferbstein, who distributes the brand in
Cleveland, is experiencing some excellent business.

On

of

result

the

a recent visit to Jacksonville,

Fla., in the interests

of the "Postmaster" cigar, manufactured

by the P. Loril-

Tobacco Company, the manufacturers, also, of the
very popular "Muriel" cigar, R. B. Tugglc stated that he
is receiving some excellent business on the former brand.
lard

The Paxton

&

Gallagher Company, Omaha, Neb., have
taken over distribution of the well-known "Charles Denby"
cigar, manufactured by IT. Fendrich, Evansville, Ind.
They will distribute the brand in Nebraska, Western Iowa,
the Black Hills of South Dakota, and in the northern counties of Kansas.

JiOO

very satisfactory prices for their entire output.
The loose market continues firm with a tendency to
somewhat higher prices, but the bulk of the crop has
been sold and very little trading has been done. Loose receipts have been rather light owing to the unfavorable

weather conditions.

Farmers are making preparations for planting and
plants are reported plentiful and looking well, but farmers
are very much behind with their plowing owing to the
ground being too wet.
Leaf Tobacco Holdings April 1st
Leaf Tobacco held by manufacturers and dealers April
1st aggregated 1,417,093,^(1'^ pounds, the Census Bureau announced in its semi-anmial t(»bacco report. That compares
with 1,181, 0^8, lliH pounds on April 1st last year and 1,205,762,918 pounds on October 1st. Chewing, smoking, snuff
and export tyi)es totalled I,(MM,1G1,'J72 pounds, conipartd
j.ounds last year; cigar types totalled
356,008,219 pounds, compared with 386,859,387 pounds last
year, and imported types t«»talle(l (10,223,011 pounds, compared with 70,002, 7 5s jjounds last year.

with

As a

NEW COUPON RUUN6

l,024,lG(;,2!i;{

to

look

into

your

soon forget its
existence. It will be as the secret garden of Mrs.
Burnett; and though you may not realize the fact,
the key, and it will soon be buried
you have thrown away
of indifterence while the ivy of forgetfulness
in the mosses
and shuts it from view.
clings over the door
''Keep in the limelight," is the motto of the present.
Ivy-covered walls still have a place in history and romance,
commercial world. If you would keep
but not in the live,
your window must be something more than
to the front,
it must be one which compels
merely worth looking at
will

—

attention.

Plans to secure this vary with the time, the place,
No set rule can be given. The
and the establishment.

Novelty
method which works once may not work again.
Tact, skill, and alertness to seize
times.
is the cry of the
opportunity are essential.
One dealer has adopted with success the plan of issuing a numbered ticket with each purchase of a certain

His window contains a varied stock ranging

amount.

in

from fifty-cent jewel casket to the handsome mahogEvery piece
any rocker, smaller articles predominating.
who can match the card
is numbered, and the customer
on any article receives the piece correspondingly numbered.
Every number is changed daily hence, during the week or
month in which the plan is in vogue, the window receives
price

;

generous attention.
One man sees another looking the articles over carefully,

and halts to find out what

is

of special interest.

and perhaps sees some

He,

which
Or the plan may appeal to him through the
interests him.
chance offered. We Americans are great tempters of Luck,
even though we do not realize it and many a one will make
a purchase simply for the chance of getting something
for nothing.
Others, interested first through the numbers
in the window, will find something in your line which they
really want, the number being the inducement necessary
for an immediate purchase of what had for some time been
in mind
and but for this might be indefinitely postponed.
The novel arrangement becomes town talk, and those
who have not numbers are interested in behalf of friends
who have. The scheme becomes a means of holding old
customers and drawing new ones; if not for immediate
wants, they get acquainted with you and your goods.
Of course, you will present the plan on its own merits,
the hunt,

too, joins in

article

;

—

^ou are not running a charitable instituti(jn or a free gift
counter. The plan is simply a business one, incorporating
with it that little element of luck.
You expect to make
enough extra sales to be able to throw in the articles,
which are largely of an inexpensive class, though there are
some real prizes.
ing the
in

their

And you

further expect, by familiarizyour goods to hold a permanent place
regards.— li. L. Putnam.

public with
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AS A TRADE STIMULATOR

SATURDAY EVENING

POST,

in

a story

on popular magazines and their advertising, makes
a new point of comparison in stating that advertis-

ing is to business what electricity is to the city
light and power.
It is at once a gentle force that makes
things clear and an irresistible force that makes things go.

Advertising has sent the selling methods of the past
generation to the scrapheap to keep company with the tallow dip and the horse car. Founded on the most abstract
of sciences, it concerns itself with the most concrete of

Wasteful and haphazard in its crude beginnings, it
has revolutionized business because in its later development it has proved the most economical and efficient
method of selling goods.
facts.

Today manufacturers

pennies to find profits and
The old idea that an article is
more expensive because it is advertised is exploded. As
infallibly as water seeks the lowest possible level, modern
business seeks the most economical method of marketing
its products.
An advertised article is cheaper than one
split

split hairs to find costs.

which

is

sold

to

consumers

by

tallow-dip, horse car

methods.
Advertising is a salesman that is always at work, but
never wearies a customer; that calls on the same man until he is convinced, 5uF never annoys him with its insistence;
that wastes no time, wastes no words, and that can always
gain an audience and a hearing.

Alone among salesmen, advertising has free access to
the libraries of President Taft and Mr. Morgan it marches
unchecked past the secretary of the big merchant and enters without hindrance the store of the retailer.
When it
cannot tell its story to a man in his office it can always gain
his attention in his home.
The door of the housewife is
never slammed in its face. No country is so remote, no village is so dead, that it does not go there for orders and get
;

them.

The

advertising pages of the periodicals are the great
world-market in which everyone may display his wares on
equal terms and secure customers in fair competition, according to the merit of his goods and the brains in his arguments. A trust may rent all the choice city corners, but
the little manufacturer may rent even choicer ones in the
jjeriodicals and so beat monopoly at its own game.
Before the true power and functions of advertising
were clearly understood, either by the merchant or the
])ublic, it was supposed that advertising must do good by
stealth and sell goods by indirection.
It was taken for
granted that the readers of a periodical glanced at the advertisements against their will and were cajoled by them
into buying when they were oflf their guard. Today advertisers understand that direct statements and clear arguments, not irrelevant fo(dery and twaddle, sell goods.
advertising pages are no longer casually met by
the reader as he goes through his periodical, but they are
sought by an increasingly large number of men and women,
hecau.sc they contain information on a hundred subjects
information that will save
that people want to know about

The

John K. Thomas & Company Enlarge Quarters
Extensive improvements are now being made to the
store of John K. Thomas & Company, the well-known
tobacco and cigars located at Main and
Harbadoes Streets, Norristown, Pa., and when completed the
place will be one of the best appointed for that particular
business in this section of the country.
The store is being enlarged, the jewelry shop, which
was formerly occupied by Joseph Shuler, being made a part
of the business place, thus forming three properties, loo.
168 and 170 West Main Street, into one.
The wholesale tobacco firm is conij)rised of John K-

wholesale dealers

in

Thomas, Ralph E. Thomas and John A. P.radley, a
progressive and energetic trio in the business world.

most

Liggett

& Myers Contest

to Start in

Miami, Arizona.

M.
.i\ iiigslon.
representing Liggttt-Meyers ToCompany, in is Miami, .\rizona. in the interest of a
jx'pularity cotitest which is being
arranged mider the aus''.

1

nacco

of

Charley Fisher's Smoke Shop. The capital prize
contest is a seven horse])ower. twin cylinder, three^iH'j'd Indian
motorcycle, which will l)e on' exhibition at
'ishrr's Smoke
Shop, in the near future. It was intended
I"^<*^

'" tile

tf»

start the

contest earlier, and the machine has been on the

•f'ad

since March 1th. but has been lost
in transit, and is
f>«lHTtcd to arrive
in a few days.
Immediately on its arrival

the contest will begin,

and

will last until

lune 30th.

—

them time, trouble and money.
Advertising is not only light and power, but it is also
a live wire that, unless it is properly safeguarded, carries
great potentialities for evil as well as good. An example
of the tremendous power of advertising, when it is used for
evil, is furnished by the mail of a get-rich-quick concern
against which the post office recently issued a fraud order.
was found
the savings of poor people
In one day $'^0,000

—

in

it.

—
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The Poet

G. L. llemminj,rer. State College (Pa.) student, knows
how it feels to wake up and find himself famous after go-

Herewith

"Tobacco
I

is

like

It satisfies
1

It

Here

By

When

grandfather was a Democrat and smoked long,
black cigars," says llemminger. "My father is a Demo-

"My

and smokes short, light cigars; I am a
smoke any kind of cigars."
llemminger is a senior, and has been a member of the
"I'Voth" board for three years.
"I was born in W'eatherly, Pa.," he said, "or rather
Mrs. Schwab and I were born in W'eatherly. After strenuous effort I succeeded in graduating from llazleton High
School and entered State. At first the life of an engineer
attracted me, but later I changed my mind and entered the
commerce and finance course." "New York Evening vSun."

Democrat and

crat

I

feel a

OFFICE
BOY'S

be.

"Critic"

Company, are
Company, Denver, Col.

my

L_

Caused by any aggravation

Of my

Main Streets, Lafayette, Ind.

When

heart,

kin, or

of

my

cigar.

The
has

D.

The "Bodad" cigar, manufactured by (ians Brothers,
just recently been taken on for distribution by Charles
Manning, Syracuse, N. Y.

A new
N.

the State,

C, by

S.

which

its

owner claims

was recently opened

A. Barbee.

It is located at 53

in

is

among

Asheville,

Pattan Avenue.

The "Admiration" cigar of E. Regensburg & Sons, in
three sizes, has been taken on for
local distribution by
the three stores of the Thomas
H. Pitts Company, Atlanta,

to simple hearts

Ga.

Richmond
increasing business each month on

Steadily

known "Cinco"

cigar, of

in

Kisenlohr

&

the wellbrothers, Philadel-

reported by C. V. Patrick, manager of the cigar
department of the F. A. Saunders Sons' Company, Richmond, \ a. He states, also, that the "Charles the Great"
cigar, of Salvador Rodriguez, is doing excellently.
phia, Pa.,

is

Detroit Retail Cigar Dealers Elect Officers

The

Detroit Retail Cigar Dealers' Association recently
met at the Alt Heidelberg to elect officers for the ensuing
year. The rcsidt was the re-election of the present incumbents, consisting of Mel. G. Soper, president; Herman
Lieberman, first vice-president: IJert Johnson, second vice-

T. X.
Dervoort.
Mr.

Jones has bought the cigar store of B.
at

East Jackson

113

Street,

R Van

Mankato, Minn.

Van Dervoort was located at the stand for
the past SIX

H. Straus Business to Be Continued Without Change
Follt)wing the recent death of Henry Straus, of the
firm of Henry Straus, importers, jobbers and retailers, of
Cincinnati, O., announcement is made by Mr. Straus' successor, Charles Straus, that his brother, Isadore Straus,

has been transferred to the wholesale end of the business.
carried on in the Straus lUiilding, on Sixth Street, between
I'ain and Sycamore Streets.
Isadore Straus was fornicriy
in charge of the company's store at I^'ifth and Walnut
Streets, and is succeeded at this hjcation by Andrew Einspanier. who severs his connection as manager of the Sixth
and Main Streets store of the Dow Drug Company. Mr

members and

will of

it

activities.

Men

at

Manning Company, T>oston, Mass., recently
opened their new (piarters at 500 Atlantic Avenue, that
Numbered among those who attended were Louis
city.
Armstnmg, head of the cigarette department of the American Tobacco Company Colonel Mayhew, of the i)lug tobacco department of the same company; David P.all. vicepresident of the P. Lorillard Tobacco Company; and R. G.
The

J.

Abrams Store Burned Out
Charles Abrams. who conducts two cigar

P.

;

Sullivan, the

well-known manufacturer of Manchester, N. Y.

Cleveland.

ond

at

Street and
fac-

week

to see the "opener"

and now

finds his only excuse

THE HIGH PRICE OF
An
was

PIPES

item from Kansas City

wanted

is

MADE HIM DO

to the effect that

IT
a man

smoke so badly that he broke into a
a pipe and some tobacco. Nothing else
a

taken.

He

probably had his eye on a genuine French briar.
If the owner had seen some of the pipe advertisements
aj)pearing lately he would have taken warning and kept it in

"

^"^

cigar,

Company, Chicago, III., distributor
announces good distribution on this

''^

OUR PICTURE CONTEST

^^^" '" ""^"^ °^ ^^^ high-grade stores

locTll

Through the efforts of the
De^rr".

u'V'*'''*

Lbn Pa

the

Red Lion Board of Trade
*^^* ^^" ^^"^ 'Telmo Cigar Company, of
'^""'^^^ ""P"" ^ ^'^"'^ factory in Red

The Retail Cigar
Dealers' Association, of Denver. Col
^/''^'^ ^^P^"" ""^ '"corporation.
The names of
in'ror^^

^^^i^t^.zr''

'' ^"'" ^^^^' '''''''

^-'^^

Mr. Straus.

A

Manning Opening

Fifteenth

,y^'*^^^^

of J^'r^-^
oitne
hi loro

Placecfr?'^'

Prominent Tobacco

building at

no longer be occupied as a cigar

a safe.

president; E. Schauroth, secretary; J. Ii. Girard, treasurer.
The organization at present has more than one hundred

planning to extend

will

tory will cause much regret among the many salesmen
selling cigar and tobacco manufacturers. The upper
stories
of the factory commanded an excellent view of the
Philadelphia Natiorial League Baseball Park. Imagine the feelings of a man who killed off the remaining relative last

house and stole

Without which life hath no charms:
A good book, a cozy chair.
And a corking good cigar.

Charles Straus states that the business is to be continued
as of old. and that his brother's death will make no difference in the activities of the company.
I'urther announcements are t<j be made jniblic following the probation of the

is

A TERRIBLE BLOW

that the

Lehigh Avenue

in that city

years

Grow

fact

IS

swept away

the joys that go with money,
Power, or fame, you all may have
If you'll give me just three things.

Tampa.

cigar store,

the finest in

And

one of the popular clear

THIS

the quiet of evening comes

Very dear

Venga" clear Havana cigar.
made by the Celestino Vega

Headline says, "Don't Want New Dam.'
The old one is good enough for us, too.

Roescher has opened the Union Cigar Store,
at 49 James Street, Middletown, N. Y.
He will conduct a
wholesale and retail business.

—

controls ten stores in the tri-cities, has just closed what it
considers a most important transaction, having secured the

HONEST CONFESSION

Charles

After hours of toiling hard
When the kids asleep have fallen
With their mother's lullaby.
Then I sit alone to read
Or to think of days gone by
While my mind and nerves are soothed
By the smoke of my cigar.
For the "weed" has many comforts

Martin Cigar Stores Take on "La Venga" Brand
The Martin Cigar Company, of Davenport, la., which

"Cinco" Sales

COLUMN

manufactured by E. M. Schwarz &
being placed locally by the Cuban Cigar

cigars,

of anger

fit

creeping o'er

At the butt

—

in

'Tridemark" cigars have become leaders in the stock
of the Stein Tobacco Company, 465 Seventh Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

(I

fellowman.
Nothing composes me quicker
Or better my temper calms
Than the chewing, and the puffing

like it."

is

THE

More than $2000 vrill be sj)ent by Rapp & Klein in remodelling and improving their cigar store at Fifth and

Slowly

takes the hair right off your bean,
it's the worst darn stuff I've ever seen,

Company, of Tampa, Fla. It
Havana brands manufactured

Berengher.

the pleasure it should lack.
Of leaning back on my chair
And lighting a good cigar.

makes you lean

exclusive agency for the "La
The "La Venga" cigar is

W.

George Roberts has sold his cigar business at 18 Ridge
Street, Glens Falls, N. Y., to Thurlow Q. Leavens.

If

It

I

J.

The meal incomplete would

it is:

it.

it

Orleans.

the dinner is all over,
And the coffee, good and hot,
Is being served by the mistress
While the guests merrily chat,

it.

thin,

by our good

When

a dirty weed,

makes you

New

libre"

THE WEED OF COMFORT

no normal need,

like

is

friend, J. \V. IJerengher, of

ing to sleep as an unknown.
His poem on tobacco, published in "Penn State Froth,"
is today the most widely clipped and one of the most
widely quoted articles published in recent years.
Few exchange editors in the United States but have
used the scissors and paste-pot on the student's tribute
to the Princess Nicotine.

"Vers Libre"
appended some "vers

Tobacco

of
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Charles

stores

m

bv

erne at

"Jeflferson"

HV'""'rV'^

Panv onrr'"''-^'
.•onarecent

^^^

.V^"'^^'
visit to

Rast Sui)erior .\ venue, and a secWest Superior Avenue, was comi)elled to va-

)..

cate the latter store

basement

^Jre

T"*

smoking tobaccos

were

downtown stores of Portland,
^^ ^^e Cameron Tobacco Com-

that city.

T'^Ci

owing

of the building.

in the

which started
The blaze, which damaged
to a fire

the

one
a stubborn

.Xbrnms stock to a considerable extent, was
and re{|uired about twelve hours' work by the firemen
fore they succeeded in getting it under control.

l)C-

Suggest

^ Company, Portland,

Ore.,

state
distribution
on
the
"Charles the
'^'at" ci^ar
7i"?
^«driguez.
They
distribute
the
''^andthronll
. A^^"^"""
^^^''^'"
'?^'*"'
VVashington,
^'on of
and a por^f'^t^hera^/h^'""'''"

^""""^

We
Jr"ur
*cstern
Washington.

title

not more than eight words an api)ropriate
for this picture.
The author of the winning title will
in

receive a ticket entitling
(iloucester, N. J.

him

to a

one-way

ferry ride to

.\nswers should be addressed to Alibi Ike, c/o

Tobacco World."
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& Company Buy Horn & Company—

Elirman Brothers
TradeAdolph Goldberg Withdraws From Leaf
Philippine

Agent Interviews City
Importers

Sdn Francisco, April 20, 1916.
HILK country salesmen are now beginning to hear
some sections -^f
a little dry' weather talk from
in cigar
the interior, the general improvement
towns of the
sales in the cities and the larger
in general
Coast which has come with the improvement
has far more than made up for any
business conditions,

in the matter of buying.
little hesitancy of country dealers
have
Most of the traveling men centering at San Francisco
in town
had good spring trips, and some of them are back

with glowing reports.
^^
,
uv u a
The buying out of Horn & Company, old-established
is the
and extensive wholesalers of cigars and tobaccos,
has hapbiggest thing in the Coast cigar business that
Horn &
pened in a long time. President Pendleton, of
Company, who is understood to be very well fixed finanwithdraw from active
cially, decided, a few weeks ago. to
well-known
business; and Ehrman Brothers & Company,
exFront Street cigar jobbers, thought the opportunity to
two
pand too good to be missed. For the time being the

Company
stores will be operated separately, the Horn &
Manager
business being left in the hands of .\ssistant
under
Brooks, who has long had charge of the business
Pendleton. The large building on Davis Street

President
Ehrman
will continue to be used by Horn & Company.
fine
Brothers & Company will move their old business to
new quarters in California Street, where (piarters are now
being fitted up for a first-class wholesale cigar business.
Another change of note, though more connected with

withdrawal
the leaf trade than with the cigar trade, is the
cigar
of Adolph Goldberg from the wholesale leaf and
house of Conradi & Goldberg, which will hereafter be continued under the name of Philip Conradi & Son. Mr.
Goldberg will retire from the trade.
Milton Esberg, of M. A. Ciunst & Company, who has
been spending some time at headquarters, left a few days
ago for the North. He will spend some time at Portland,
Seattle, Tacoma and Spokane before returning to San

cently

cigar business.
retail cigar business of

"Jack" Hoffman, traveling representative of the Falk
Tobacco Company, is now on his way westward, and is
expected to reach San Francisco some time next week.
Sol Arkush, who was formerly in the jobbing bu.siness

San Francisco, as the representative of the Martinez
Havana Company, who is now Western representative
of the same line, arrived in San Francisco a few days ago,
He reports a good business on
after a trip to the factory.

of the

M. A. Gunst

(iunst connectit)ns in Denver, Salt Lake,
City and Chicago. He will be away until well into

will visit the

Kansas

new

June.

H. Bercovich. the well-known San Francisco chain
store man, is now paying a short visit to San Jose, Cal..
where his company is also represented in force. Some
additions to the San Jose quarters are in contemplation.
Irving I. lV)llak. proi)rietor of the Merchants' l'*xchangc
Cigar Stf>re. re]K>rts that business so far this spring has
been good, and that he hopes for a continuance for some
He expects quite a drop at vacation time, however,
time.
as he believes that a lot of business men will take
tended vacations this year than usual.

more ex-

lohn Dougherty has bought out the cigar and tobacco
business of A. W. McConnell, at Eureka, Cal.

Tenn.
Company, Memphis,

Davis, sales manager for Bondy & Lederer,
and W. Collins, Western representative of the same house,
who have been visiting the San Francisco trade together,
have now left for the South for a visit to the Bondy &

Jake

;

Kahn

iK:

Lederer connections

in

Southern

Los Angeles and other

California points.
Charles Patterson, traveling cigar salesman for Tillman
& Bendel. San Francisco wholesalers, who has been ill
road.
for some days, has now recovered, and is again on the
Allen.

Stogie Manufacturers

At a recent meeting
facturers'

Want Revenue Tax

A.

Company
member of the firm

Bieringer Joins Bieringer Brothers

Ferdinand Bieringer has become a
IJieringer Brothers Company, Boston, Mass.; his brother,
liieringer, president of the company, having recently

him a portion of his own share in the concern. This
followed a recent notice to Ferdinand Bieringer to the effect that, about May 1st, he would be compelled to vacate
the building, which he was occupying in the conduct of his
cigar business, inasmuch as the structure was to be torn
Mr. Bieringer assumes the management of the
down.
suld

Dock Square store on

W. Draughon

J.

May

ist.

Joins

J.

T. Fargason

Company

Manuof the Cigar and Stogie

Association of Western Pennsylvania,

held

m
a

Pa.,

thq Chamber of Commerce rooms in Pittsburgh,
of tic
protest was registered against the alleged injustice
that the
revenue tax on stogies. The members complain
nickel a>
same tax is levied on stogies that sell three for a
on the highest priced cigars.
ot tne
M. W. De Waters was again elected president
L. AVagner.
association: W. D. Sharpe, vice-president; W.
.

secretary;

J.

Benjamin, treasurer.

J.

Company, grocers, Memphis, Tenn.,
appointment of James W. Draughon, who be-

T. h'argason

announce the

comes identified with the

Draughon,

Knowlton

company's cigar department.

Mr.

who was formerly connected with the P.
Company, will not only accompany various

C.

of
the grocery salesmen about the country in the interests of
the brands handled by the I'argason Conij)any, but will also
have under his direction the city trade of the house as well.

Malta a Market for Smokers' Articles
According to a recent article in the "Commerce RelK)rts,*' Malta offers
an excellent and steady market for
walking sticks and such smokers* articles as cigarette cases
in silvi-r, white metal, and leather, pipes, cigar and cigarette
holders of all kinds,

cigar cutters, automatic lighters, and
Tlure are many .shops devoted to the sale
tobacco, and several of thein carry a large and varied

match boxes.
"f

Paul. Minn., recently

met

for the election of

officers.

year
chosen to act for the ensuing

following were
(;rathwol, vice-president; E. A. Leutbge,
Janiicson, secretary.

trea.surer;

ness tone among the manufacturers. This is cause
for congratulation in these days of soaring prices
for raw materials and other necessary equipment.
hat there is a slight margin of profit being made by

manufacturers is far more comforting than if they
had only their labor for their pains. Present conditions
cannot always last.
The war must come to an end
the

some

time.

And

right

manufacturers have

in

here

their

might be said that the
own hands a remedy which,
it

properly and consistently applied, will, without doubt,
redcnind to their benefit.
And that remedy is advertising!
If they will take the time to investigate, they will
find that those manufacturers who in other times of
if

stress continued their advertising,

and

various cases increased their publicity outlays, they not only maintained
their customers' business and good-will during the time of
strife, J)ut in various instances were gratified to learn on
return to the normal period, that demand for their products
had increased. And this over and above the outlay necessary for the increased publicity. If preparedness is necessary and a good thing for so many other stations in life,
it is also a good thing for cigar manufacturers.
Your remedy is advertising
Make use of it
A. L. Cuesta, Sr., and his son, Karl Cuesta, have gone
to Havana.
The elder Cuesta plans to remain away
abcmt three or four weeks, but Karl is to remain in the
Island for the remainder of the summer.
in

smokers'

and

re<juisites

walking

sticks.

I

Mays

Company,

have completed
arrangements with Salvador Rico & Company to handle
the entire output of the latter company's factory.
Excellent business on the "Dulce" cigar is reported by
Salvador Sanchez y Ca.
Mortimer Regensburg is back in the city again following his recent visit to Havana.
1>.

J.

i^

local jobbers,

Perfecto.

A.

I.

Downer Working on "El Roi-Tan" Cigars

Having inaugurated

at

Birmingham.

Ala.,

with the as-

the R. D. Burnett Cigar Company of that city,
a lively campaign on the well-known "F.l Roi-Tan" cigar.
A. L Downer recently left for Atlanta, where he planned
to open up a similar camj)aign.
The special work is still
sistance

(jf

being continued at Birmingham, which is again to have the
co-operation of Mr. Downer in a short time.

usually

supply this market have been eliminated by the
war and partly to the increased demand owing to
the large
floating

i)()puiation.

Owing

number of people passing through
good trade could be built up in souvenir walking
cigantte cases, etc. No attempt has ever been made
to the large

Malta a
sticks,

hm'

to offer this class

of

goods to the tourist trade, and

me American firms
tbat could furnish attractive articles
J^oiild undoubtedly lay the
foundation f(ir a good business,
•rices should be
rpioted c. i. f. Malta, if possible; and while

now impracticable

t<.

shi]) direct

from the United States,

Stroble Brothers Get "Cinco" Account in Cincinnati
Following several months' maintenance by the b'isenlohr factory of a local distributing agency at Cincinnati.
( )..
on the "Cinco," supjdemented by quite an amount of
missionary work, the company announces the appointment
of Stroble Brothers, of Cincinnati, as local distributors. The
"Cinco" delivery auto has also been assigned for this company's use.
It is reported also that Stroble Brothers take
over the "Cinco" distribution in certain counties of Southern

Ohio and Northern Kentuckv.

trans-shipments can

Elect Officers

Paul Cigar Merchants
The Cigar and Tobacco Merchants' Association

of

However, during the past year the dealers have not been
able to kei-p a sufiici'ent stock on hand
to suj)i)ly the trade.
his has Ikhmi due partly
to the fact that many firms which

'tis

St.

'I

local investigation disclosed a healthy busi-

!

The

'

assortment

Cut

ECENT

Brod, Little Rock,

Mayer cH: Mohr, Montgomery, Ala.; and the McPike
Kansas City, Mo.
Drug Company,
The San Martin tS: Leon brands consist of "El Briche,"
Martin y Leon." The tobacco
"Hoyo de Cuba" and "San
brands are made is grown on their own
from which the
in Cuba. The leaf is imported to
\'uelta Abajo plantations
and manufactured into cigars in the San
the United States
in Tampa, Fla.
Martin & Leon bonded factory

of

—

burg Back From Havana

Ark.;

F.

—

Cuesta, Sr., Goes to Havana "Dulce" Showing
Pleases Salvador Sanchez y Ca Mortimer Regens-

L.

:

Graham

& Com-

pany department of advertising, finds himself pretty well
divided between the East and the West just now. Only
a few weeks ago he returned to San Francisco from New
York, and already he is on his way back. This time he

•

,

ence

in

the Coast, with prospects for a better business right along
to the close of the year.
The D. M. Dallahan cigar and tobacco business, at
Pasadena, Cal.. was sold, a few days ago, to J. R. Wintler.

A.

r u
a
u
that the following firms will
Announcement
Leon brand Clarthe San Martin
hereafter distribute
III.; J. T. Fargason
llirschorn & Company, Chicago,

made

&

Francisco.

Edward A. Cohen, head

been opened.

is

week, A. B. Pow^ell, chief clerk of the Insular Internal Revenue Bureau, arrived in San Francisco for a long stay in
America, during which he will work in the interest of
Manila cigars. While here he will interview local importers and prominent dealers and distributors to get the
viewpoint of the American trade. After leaving San Francisco he will visit other large centers in the country.
The J. M. Lugo cigar business, at Los Angeles, has
been sold to R. G. Baugh.
C. H. Coe, a cigar dealer of Ilanford, Cal., has been
visiting in San Francisco this week.
Edward F. Rosenthal, formerly of the M. A. Gunst &
Company force in San Francisco, but for several years with
the same house in New York, will, according to present
plans, soon pay a visit to San Francisco and other CaliMr. Rosenthal spent
fornia points, where he has friends.
his boyhood in Tulare, Cal., where his father was in the

J.

Brand

ini

1

;

M. Beggs has bought out the
M. Clausen in this city.

& Leon

San Martin

More Distributors for
Leon, president of the
Through the efforts of Jorge
Martin c\: Leon, Tampa, Fla., and Nat Rosenhrni of San
some fine accounts have refactory representative,

Importers of Manila cigars are pleased with the evident determination yf the IMiilippine government to proriiote the sale in the United States of Manila cigars and
At home they have attacked the problem by
cigarettes.
undertaking to see that only good quality cigars are exported to America and here they are preparing to do
some effective publicity and other promotion work. Last

25

of ^

•^larseillc

[A

-J^

W. I
W. A.

J^

be made thnmgh (ienoa, Nai)les, or
without unusual delay.

list

of the principal N'aletta dealers

handling walkbe obtained from

'^"^' smokers' requisites mav
Bureau of Foreign and I )onies-tic Commerce
or

p^'^

trict offices.

Ask

for

file

No. 7306,^)

its dis-

Manhattan Cigar Stand Reopens in Wichita
The Manhattan Cigar Stand, in the Schweiter Block,
Wichita. Kan., reopened recently, following a three weeks'
suspension of business, during which its quarters were
shifted to give it a larger frontage on North Main Street.

:

:

:

:
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HAT

the Porter Bill, which is intended to increase
revenue, will really decrease it as far as the cigar

This admirable protest against a higher tax on tobacco
was prepared by Charles Dushkind, secretary and counsel
for the Tobacco Merchants' Association of the United
States.
Last week he went to Washington with the brochure to present copies to those who are arguing for a
higher tax on the tobacco industry.

pamphlet contains much authoritative information on the subject of costs and taxes in the tobacco industry it is reprinted herewith in part for the benefit of our
meeting of the Executive Committee held on
April 24, 1916, the Secretary read the correspondence received from members of the Association in regard to the
Bill proposed in the House of Representatives by Congressman Porter providing for a graduated tax on cigars.
Counsel for the Association also read a statement that
he had prepared dealing with the entire tax question as
regards the tobacco industry, and the matter having been
fully considered, it was unanimously resolved by the Executive Committee that, although there is no reason for any
apprehension that any serious attempt will be made to
impose any taxes on the tobacco industry in addition to the
burdensome tax amounting to about $110,000,000 a year
already carried by the industry, it is, nevertheless, deemed
advisable in view of the pendency before the Honorable,
the Committee on Ways & Means, of the Porter Bill, H.
R. No. 14079, that the Association issue a bulletin embodying the statement referred to with a view to demonstrating
the extent of the burdens already carried by the industry
and the impossibility of its being able to stand further or
a

While the Porter Bill is intended as a measure to inrevenue, a mere survey of the cigar industry will
show that instead of producing increased revenue the Porter Bill will reduce the

revenue from cigars to a considerable extent, for while the Bill provides for a higher
tax
than the present rate on cigars retailing at more than
$50, it reduces the tax from $3 to $2 on cigars retailing at
$25 and less. Thus, on about 45% of the cigar industry
which represents the output of 2 for 5 cent cigars and
under, the taxes will be reduced to the extent of
one-third
and on 40% of the cigar industry which is represented by
the so-called 5 cent goods that sell to the retail
trade at
above $25 to $35 per thousand, the tax will remain
at
its present rate, while on the remaining
157^ the tax will
be raised from $3 to $6. A fair estimate will
show the
following results
Cigars retailing at 2 for 5 or less
5 cents
'°

"

between

^^r;^ ,,
|2.oo

40%
12%

and 20 cents
20 and over
10

2J<j'/»

y^r/,

100%

Thus on
^^7350 under

"

3.00

"

4.00

"5 00
••

^qq

per

M

=
=120
=
$90

{

^f

(I

heavi^

contended, and with considerable

force, that

pounds of fillers at 35c. duty = 5.25
20% = 1.05=
2 pounds of Sumatra wrappers at $1.85
15

cigar,

on the 3

we

4.20
3.70

20%

=

4 pounds of
less

filler

20%

lected

would hardly justify the inauguration of an ad valorem systern of taxation and thus open the door for the
fraudulent
practices hereinafter referred to.
than

per

cigars, classified as cigars

M.

weighing

less

be sufficient to say that the great
one uniform price, to wit: 5 cents.
Moreover, their output is practically negligible and no
substantial revenue can be expected from that
source in
3 lbs.

bulk of

them

it

will

retail at

addition to

5.92

3.00

M

to little

what the Government is collecting at the presPurthermore as regards the small quantity of
at class of goods
that retail at loc. a package they are
ade of Havana filler
and pay an additional tax of about
^ P""/l- »n customs duties on the fillers.
Ihere remains but one general class of tobacco
prod_c s to refer
to and that is snufT and smoking and chewP tobacco including plug.
Surely, there can be no se^
us contention
for the imposition of an ad valorem revent time.

Total
$13-96
Less allowance of 2 pounds cuttings of the
wrappers which may be used for fillers,
.56

We

As

at $1.85 duty

Net amount of revenue per

however, not limited to the

goods does not exceed the amount colon the loc. cigarettes, to wit: $1.25 internal revenue
and $1.28 customs duties.
The percentage of sales of the
and
20c.
goods, though, is so small and insignificant as
15
compared with the total consumption of cigarettes that it

for 25 cents cigars

Internal revenue tax

is,

from that class of

$5.04

=

75.00

It IS true that while the 15 and 20c. packages do not
any more than 3 pounds of Turkish tobacco ^ud hence
total amount of revenue collected by the Government

the

at 35c. duty less

Havana wrappers

q6

niaking in all $2.53.

still higher priced cigars; we will take
domestic cigars that are retailed for 10 cents— 2 for 25 cents
or 15 cents straight and that are of course made of Havana
fillers and are usually covered by Havana wrappers and
we have these figures

pounds Havana

"i

revenue tax of $1.25 per thousand, for many of
the brands are blended with Turkish tobacco paying a
duty of 35c. per Ib.^
About 10% of the cigarettes consumed in this country are known as the loc. packages which are made exclusively of Turkish tobacco and every thousand of these
cigarettes although weighing only three pounds uses 3.68
lbs. of tobacco and the (Government therefore collects $1.28
per thousand in addition to the $1.25 of internal revenue

Government from

18

.'.:.;:.'

internal

$10.90 per thousand, and on a five cent cigar $3 per thousand.
In other words, the revenue actually received by the
Government out of the former is over three and a half
times the amount of the revenue received on the latter.
Let us now see the amount of revenue received by the

^

100 M. cigars the Government will collect
the proposed rate instead of $300.

on that grade of cigarettes

$10.90

collects

I

'.':."

of course the

is

.

^

e

$i3-40

next come to imported cigars that are usually retailed at 20 or 25 cents and are commonly known as "Perfectos."
The amount of revenue collected by the Government on that grade of cigars is as follows:

tax

upon these products.

•^^^^'^^^•^'"^^'^'"^ tobaccos, there are practically

but
two ounce package or i 2/3 ounces
as ^|J^"^^.^'
""'*
^'^'^^'^
^^^^ ^^^
^^' ^^*^^^^^^ ^^ ^^- packages
usuall
^^^ ^"'^ ^^" *^^' difference being made up in
the quality
r^*^^of the
tobacco and in the cost of the package,
two

*^,^'"& the
'

I

'^

(

the five cent being usually a tinfoil package and the
eight
cent being a tin can package. There are no other grades
of tobaccos to speak of and the proportion of the
eight
cent package to the five cent package is so small that
the
additional revenue, if an ad valorem tax be imposed,
would
hardly pay the cost of the additional accounting inspection,
etc., that the Government would be called
upon to do in

such case.

As

to snuflf

and plug, there

is hardly any difference
^^^^^ °^ P"^^' except that of some brands of pluff. the
consumer gets a little bigger slice than of other brands;
^^ ^^^^ ^^ '^ entirely unnecessary to go into further details
'" regard to this branch of the tobacco industry for the
purpose of showing the inapplicability of the ad valorem
system of taxation.

'"

Taxes Greatly Exceed Earnings

10.90

most popular grade of cigarettes and, according to the statistics compiled by the comniissioner of Corporations in Part HI of his Report on the
tobacco industry, constitutes in the neighborhood of Si%
The government's income
of the entire cigarette industry.
This

enue.

use

Government

20 cents Imported

27

$300

said concerning the cigar industry apThus, a
plieis with equal force to the cigarette industry.
Hve cent package of cigarettes pays $1.25 a thousand rev-

3.00

Total

show the comparative values
amount of revenue paid thereon to
will

What we have

less

Internal revenue tax

o
$75.00

government

"

reciprocity rebate, and $1.85 per pound
for the wrappers, so that taking cigars that usually
retail
for
cents
or
thereabout
25
which are next in popularity
3
cent

1^.00

Retailing for 5 cents and less
" 3 for 25 cents
«
'*
jQ ^Q J c cents

20% Cuban

\ji/

1273}/.

the

indeed such contention would be both sound and
logical
if such were the fact, but it is not a fact
that cigars retailing five cents or less bear the same amount of
taxation as
the higher priced cigars do, for it must not be
forgotten
that while the low priced cigars are made almost
exclusively of domestic tobacco and hence they bear
no more
than $3 per thousand taxation, the high priced cigars
are
made almost exclusively of imported tobacco upon which
the Government collects 35 cents a pound for the fillers,

five

and the

of the cigars

unfair that cigars which retail for five cents'
or less
should bear the same amount of taxation as the
cigars
that sell for ten, fifteen, twenty or twenty-five
cents, and

and in extent of consumption to the
have the following figures

$9300

reciprocity rebate on $90

20%

The following table

is

less

of revenue

^,
amount, ofc revenue
Net

it
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Less

High Priced Tobacco Bears Heavy Taxes
It is

amount

Total

burdens upon one branch of the industry to the
benefit
of another branch, or vice versa, that would
relieve one
branch of the industry of a certain amount of its
burden
at the expense of another branch.
This is in addition
to
the fact, hereinafter shown and elaborated, that
the graduated or ad valorem tax invites Traud and is,
therefore
inimical to honestly conducted business.

so that the

crea.se

3f^

there can be no objection to a
reduction
taxes, but as an organization representing every
branch
the tobacco industry we must earnestly object to
the ad
tion of any system of taxation that would impose

additional taxation.

Porter Bill Will Reduce Revenue

3ft

Of course

this

readers

At

duty at $4.50 a pound, 15 lbs. per
thousand
$67.50
25% Ad Valorem duty on $90 per thousand,
which is about the average value of that
class of goods
22.50
Internal revenue tax
3.00
Specific

industry is concerned, is shown in a bulletin issued
by the Tobacco Merchants' Association. Furthermore, the arguments are backed up with conclusive facts
and figures which M'ill prove very interesting to the cigar
and tobacco industry.

As
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^"* *^^ main object of those who advocate the ad
valorem system of taxmg tobacco products seems to be
to impose additional taxes upon the tobacco industry
and
,

realizing that the cheaper grades of products are already
taxed to the limit, they have conceived the idea that additional revenue can be raised by adopting the ad
valorem

system and thus raising the revenue on higher priced goods,
overlooking the essential fact as already pointed out, that
the higher priced goods already bear much more than
a
proportionate share of taxation. However, considering the
aggregate amount of taxes paid by the tobacco industry
as compared with its gross income and its earnings, it
must
he perfectly clear that the tobacco industry as a whole
and each and every branch of it is already sufficiently taxed!
in fact taxed to such an extent that the imposition
of any
additional burdens would practically amount to a confiscation of property.

To demonstrate

the correctness of the above assertion
reference need only be made to the official report of the
Corporation Bureau of the Department of Commerce cntitled "Report of the Commissioner of Corporations of the
Tobacco Industry, Part 3" published in 1915. The Corporation Bureau it appears has made a thorough and ex-

haustive investigation into the tobacco industry after the
disintegration of the former Tobacco Trust by the Dissolution Decree of the Court and the tables show that the
amount of revenue collected by the Government from manu-

factured tobacco products exceeds the amount of net income earned by the manufacturers and in this connection
it must be stated that these figures are not based
upon the
earnings of the Trust or of the Disintegrated Companies
of the Trust referred to in said report, but of both the
successor companies as well as other concerns.

Graduated Taxation Will Stimulate Fraudulent Practices
There is indeed much to be said in regard to the impracticability of a graduated internal revenue tax not only
because it will involve complicated accounting and bookkeeping but because it will open the way to fraudulent
practices both on the part of those who may desire to
defraud the Government by attaching low priced revenue
stamps on high priced goods as well as those who may
desire to deceive and mislead the public by attaching high
priced stamps to a low grade goods.
A graduated tax was tried in 1862 in connection with
plug and that was soon found impracticable and dropped.
And so a graduated tax was tried on cigars in the early
times and that was soon abolished.
Again in 1901 a
graduated tax was imposed on cigarettes by fixing a 54 cts.
tax on cigarettes retailing at $2 or less and $1.08 on cigarettes retailing at above $2.
Our memory is still fresh with
the fraudulent practices indulged in while that law was
in force not only by old cigarette manufacturers, but by a
;

28

great many new conceras which had sprung into existence
for the very purpose and with the very idea to take advantage of the opportunity to cheat the Government out of
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cts.

on every looo

The

practice

cigarettes.

was simply

for sufli

manufacturers to

output of cigarettes to a dummy acting in
recollusion with them at the price of $2 per thousand,
quiring only a 54 cts. stamp and the dummy would theresell their entire

which
after bill them to the trade at the regular prices
would of course require a $1.08 stamp. In this fashion
of
the Government was not only defrauded out of millions
dollars but the law abiding and legitimate manufacturers
result
suffered untold disadvantages and loss of trade, as a
pracof unfair competition brought about by the fraudulent
tice of unscrupulous concerns.

would undoubtedly be indulged in
again if a graduated tax should be fixed upon cigarettes and
greater extent in conit would be followed even to a much
nection with cigars if an ad valorem tax upon that commodity should be imposed. There is absolutely no way
manuof guarding against such frauds, except by requiring
to
facturers to sell their goods at the same uniform price
But that requireall who may desire to purchase them.

The same

practice

ment would not only revolutionize the well established
methods of doing business but it would cancel existing
exclusive agencies and would impair the obligations of
existing contracts. Particularly in the cigar line it has
been the custom from time immemorial to manufacture
private brands for customers. Such private brands would
necessarily have to be abolished, if manufacturers should
be required to sell their goods to everybody who may come
along at a uniform price.
As thus pointed out, such system of taxation will not
only result in the Government being defrauded out of substantial revenue to the disadvantage of the honestly conducted business, but it would also open the door to fraud
and deception against the public at large by dressing up
inferior goods with high priced stamps and selling them
at auctions and fake bargain counters for fancy prices.
One more important point must not be overlooked and
that is the difficulty, if not the utter impossibility on the
part of the Government to determine the amount of assessments to be levied in case of shortage of tobacco. Thus,
quantity of toif a concern should be found short in the
bacco called for by the revenue accounts, it would be impossible to determine whether an assessment should be
levied at the rate of $2 for every 25 lbs. of tobacco which
is the quantity allowed for 1000 cigars or $6 and of course
the same difficulty would be encountered in connection
with cigarettes. Thus a manufacturer may sell a hundred
thousand clear Havana cigars, the tax upon which would
be $600 and being short of the 2500 lbs. of tobacco used
for the 100 M. cigars he would probably be assessed only
at the rate of $2 for every 25 lbs. or $2cx> in all.
read some of the speeches delivered
by those who seem to think that the tobacco industry should
alone furnish all the revenue the Government needs, overlooking the fact that excessive taxation may tax the industry out of existence and deprive the Government even of
the usual revenue. If the advocates of increased taxation
on tobacco products would only confine their utterances
to an expression of their own views, there would be no
cause for apprehension for the great majority of our legislators fully realize that the tobacco industry, contributing
as it does almost $110,000,000 a year to the revenue required by the Government, already carries its full measure
of burdens: they can neither be influenced by eloquent
oratory nor moved by ap])eals to passion or prejudice. But
the difficulties arise when these speakers enter upon the
It is painful to

conclusion qan be reached.* Moreover,
that while England is imposing
iTmust be remembered
cents on tobacco that it imports from the
tariff duty of 74
we are paying tariff duties on tobaccos that we imIJ S
rate of 35 cents for mere fillers and $1.85 for
ort at the
Thus
to our internal revenue tax.
rappers, in addition
jgj . the Government collected about $26,000,000 in duties
imported tobaccos in addition to the $80,000,000 of inon

ternal

different conclusions.

be sufficient for the purpose of this bulletin
to refer only to a few of such incidents. Thus the Representative in Congress asks, "What is more unequal and
unjust: what is more of a pitiable parody on our taxing
It will

at 1.2 per cent,

Whereas the fact is that in addiof its retail price, etc.?
tion to the 1.2 per cent, of the retail price the 25 cent, cigar
that usually retails for 20 cents is paying $72 per M. in customs duties so that the Government collects altogether 7/2
cents on every cigar that retails for 20 cents.
"If the internal revenue law of 1875 had been in force
on the tobacco consumed last year," said the Congressman, "the Government would have collected instead of $58,000,000 (Revenue receipts of 1910, the amount for 1915 bethe
ing $80,000,000) $178,000,000, overlooking the fact that
aggregate profits on all manufactured tobacco products m
not exceed $50,000,000— and that an increase of
1 910 did
profits
$120,000,000 in taxes would have wiped out all the

and $70,000,000 besides."
of
According to the official report of the Commissioner
20,
Corporations on the Tobacco Industry, Part HI, page
it conthe aggregate earnings of the trust in 1910 when

from two-thirds to five-sixths of the entire tobacco
are libindustry except cigars, amounted to $30,965,069. We
cigars and the
eral indeed in adding $19,000,000 to cover
trolled

all

and
concerns other than the trust on tobaccos

earnings
$50,000,000 as the aggregate
and stil
during the most glorious year of trust existence,
imposed
we are told that the Government should have
$120,000,000 additional taxation.
statements
Another striking example of erroneous
may be
caused by unfamiliarity with the subject matter

cigarettes to call

it

he saia.
statement of the same speaker, where
taxes the to"If we would tax tobacco as England
more
bacco she imports from us, we would have $96,000,000
of the tari
than all the duties that we collect by reason
*°''^^!^
on everything except wines, liquors, cigars and
imposes a
According to the same statement England
from us.
of 74 cents a pound on the tobacco it imports
seems to
At the outset it must be stated that it
^^
Interna
perfectly apparent that by a comparison of
of anom
cnue Taxes of one country with the Tariff Duties

found

revenue.

The very idea of suggesting that we go back to the
Measure shows that the gentleman advo1871; Revenue
unfamiliar with the present condicating it was entirely

endeavored to demonstrate by figures and statistics that
the tobacco industry can stand at least $120,000,000 of
additional taxation upon the basis of the Revenue Laws
of 1875. Of course, his figures were correct and his calculations were also accurate, but being unfamiliar with the
history and conditions of the tobacco business he overlooked not only the material changes of conditions since
1875, but certain other sets of figures and statistics which
should have been taken into consideration in making comparisons and which would have necessarily lead to entirely

earnings of

fair

•

conclusions and serious blunders.
Thus, for example, in a speech delivered in the House
of Representatives in 191 1 in connection with the bill then
pending for the reduction of duties on wool, etc., the speaker

system than a law that taxes 25 cent cigars

no

untry

realm of figures and statistics, presenting various schedules
and tables secured especially for that purpose, and proceeding to analyze them with a view to demonstrating
with mathematical certainty that the tobacco industry could
be taxed and taxed and taxed and still further taxed and
people would still continue to use that commodity.
Figures and statistics are indeed helpful in determining questions of taxation, but to be helpful they must be
read and analyzed by men having a thorough knowledge
of the particular industry that they deal with, for such
figures and statistics unless properly and correctly read,
compared, associated and analyzed, might lead to erroneous

in the

'^.

tobacco industry.
In 1875 the tax on tobacco was 24c. per lb. while the
present average price that tobacco is sold for to the retail
The cost including the present
trade is only 36c. per lb.
Revenue Tax being 29.9c. per lb. (see page 87 Report on
tions of the

Tobacco Industry).
In 1875 the average farmer's price for tobacco was
about 7c. per lb., while in 1913 the average price of tobacco
Thus while leaf tobacco has
has gone up to 12.8c. per lb.
almost doubled in value the price of the manufactured product is now but one-third of what it was sold for in 1875.

According to the earliest figures obtainable the total
tobacco acreage in 1879 was 639,000 producing 472,661,000
lbs. of tobacco at a value of $36,395,000; in 1913 there were
1,216,000 acres producing 953,734,000 lbs. of tobacco at 1
Thus while the increase in acrevaluation of $122,481,000.
age was not more than 90 per cent, and the increase in
production not more than 100 per cent, the increase in
value is over 200 per cent.
As to cigars, the revenue in 1875 was $6 per thousand
while the present average profit on domestic cigars as already shown is only $2.83 per thousand, and the average
price of domestic cigars now is only $31.35 per thousand
which, like in the case of tobacco, is probably one-third
of the price

that cigars were sold for in

1879.

frequently asserted that tobacco is a luxury and
it has even been
stated at times by legislators and other
public officials that being a luxury there is no limit to the
extent of taxation that may be levied upon tobacco.
It is needless to discuss the question as to whether
tobacco is or is not a luxury.
If it is a luxury, it is indeed
quite a necessary luxury.
The Perfecto cigar may be a
luxury to the gentleman smoking it, for he could perhaps
get along as well with a Stogie, but ask the longshoreman or the laborer whether the pipe or the chew is a
luxury to him and you will receive a very emphatic answer to the contrary.
Things that have become a necessary part of one's
existence, 'whether by force of habit or by actual necessity,
are not luxuries and cannot be classed as such.
A young
lady may easily dispense with her box of chocolates, but
the workman cannot so readily discard his pipe or his chew,
nor can the millions of other consumers of tobacco omit
that article from their daily wants to the very great majority of whom it probably constitutes the only luxury that
tlicy are able to
indulge in.
It is

However, whether tobacco
fact

is or is not a luxury, the
remains that
31,000,000 people in the United States use it.
428,879 retailers sell it.

19,000 factories

manufacture

4,000 farmers raise

$75,000,000 annually
at

and there

a limit above which no commodity
can be taxed without subjecting those engaged in it to
bankruptcy. The tobacco industry as is shown by the
above figures, has reached that limit. If the Government
needs additional revenue, some sources other than an industry that is already taxed to its limit should and can be
readily found.
Respectfully submitted,

of taxation

is

CHARLES DUSHKIND,
Secretary and Counsel.
Approved by the Executive Committee April 24, 1916.

Joseph P. Manning Company Opens

The Joseph

P.

New

Store

Manning Company, wholesale

distrib-

utors of cigars, tobacco, cigarettes, pipes, etc., recently
opened their new store at 500 Atlantic Avenue, Boston,
Mass. Having outgrown its old quarters in Fulton Street,
it was found necessary to acquire larger accommodations.
The business relations of this house extend over the greater
part of New England.
The new quarters consist of three floors and a basement and have a total area of more than one acre. Every
modern appliance which will facilitate business has been
introduced.
The business of this house was founded in 1859, by

James Quinn.
After Mr. Quinn's death the firm was taken over by
McGrenery Brothers & Manning, and in 1914 was reorganized under the name of Joseph P. Manning Company.
The officers and members of the firm are Joseph P. Manning, president; J. F. Logan, vice-president; C. D. Hunter,
secretary T. J. Reardon, J. M. Dwyer, W. R. Wheeler and
D. F. O'Connell.
The firm is the largest cigar and tobacco dealers in
New England, carrying a stock of over 400,000 cigars. Its
daily output of cigarettes is one and a quarter million
the output of cigars is 48 million per year.
They are
the sole New England agents for the following well-known
brands of cigars: "La Prefcrencia," "El Roi Tan," "Chancellor," "Langsdorf," "Greystone" and "Fort Hill."
The cigar department is in charge of D. F. O'Connell.
The pipe department, which is in charge of J. F, Reardon,
:

;

is

said to have the largest distribution of briar pipes in the

United States, carrying over 100,000 pipes

in stock at all

times.

Their traveling force consists of thirty-four men. who
cover the entire New England States, and five men covering New York and Pennsylvania.
For delivery they have fourteen motor delivery cars
and two three-ton motor trucks. Their aim is the quickest
possible delivery. If an order is received at 10 A. M.. from

it.

a radius of fifty miles,

farm land produce

wage earners work

who work

Surely even if tobacco is a luxury, which we do not
admit, the millions of people using it and the hundreds
of thousands of people connected with the industry as
shown above, not speaking of the hundreds of thousands
of salesmen, salaried officials and people engaged in related or supply products that earn their livelihood from
the tobacco industry and the great army of stockholders
that hold stocks and securities of tobacco companies should
be considered.
There is unquestionably a limit beyond which even
the Government has no right to go in exercising its power

it is

delivered before 2 P.

M.

it.

1,225,000,000 acres of

175.000

29

is

at

it.

The

it.

paid out to

wage earners

it.

$110,000,000 or thereabouts

ernment annually from

is

collected

it.

by the Gov-

El Sidelo Cigar

Company. Incorporated,

of

New

York, has recently (lied a certificate of incorpf»ration at Albany, N. Y.. for the purpose of buying and selling tol)acco,
operating factories, warehouses, etc. The authorized capital

stock

is

$400,000.
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Government Co-operation With the Trade Press
Washington, D. C, April 28, 1916.
April 28th, before the New York
In his address on

Deaths in the Trade
The

Henry Straus

A

stroke of apoplexy sounded the final roll call for
Henry Straus. The attack occurred while Mr. Straus was
an interested spectator of a recent baseball game between
Cincinnati and Chicago, at Redland Field, Cincinnati, O.

Death came as the deceased was being removed to

his

home at Avondale.
Henry Straus was

the head of the large importing,
jobbing and retailing firm of that name doing business at
Cincinnati.
He started his career in the cigar business as
a boy of thirteen, at that age having entered the store of

& Company,

Fourth and Walnut Streets.
Some years later Mr. Straus engaged in business for himself.
Shortly afterwards, he and his brothers founded
firm
the
of Henry Straus.
The business grew and pros-

Krohn, Feiss

pered.

Today

the

Roi-Tan" cigar in ten sizes is distributed by
Samuelson & Company, Memphis, Tenn.

I

•i

Ruy Lopez Company, Key West,
company's

of 40 per cent, in the
year.

Fla.,

report a gain
business for the current

commerce of the United States, and I have found that
are not only honestly trying to build up
the trade papers
I betheir respective industries, but are succeeding nobly.
papers
are
the
trade
most
eflfective agencies
lieve that the
and
industrial
promotion
betterment
that exist."
for trade
went
on
then
to
outline
the activities of his
Dr. Pratt

State

of

Oklahoma.

The

cigar factory building of A. K.

ington Borough, Pa.,

who

will

occupy

it

McLane,

being remodelled

is

for

W.

at

porting business.
Henry Straus had a host of friends. lie was a member of a number of clubs, and was a prominent figure in
business circles. Any important movement of the Chamber of Commerce, the Business Men's Club or similar organizations was always certain of the co-operation of ivir.
Straus.
His death will leave a place that will be difficult
to fill.
He was fifty-nine years old, and is survived by an

aged mother and his four brothers.

Fultiene Clare, a wealthy tobacco manufacturer and a
member of Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company, died recently as a result of stomach disorders, at his home in

Montgomery, Mo.

West One Hundred and Seventh Street, New York City.
He was a son of the late Robert H. Arkenburgh. He was

newcomers

Articles of incorporation have been filed for the Lantau
Cigar Company, with a capital stock of $10,000. It intends
to conduct a retail business in cigars, tobacco, smokers' supplies,

part of

banker or investor to take some
definite, concrete action
to do something."
"The question now is, what help does the Bureau
need from the Trade Press in carrying on its very important work?
In the first place, we need your help in determining what studies ought to be made.
We have often
received the most expert assistance from the Trade Papers,
and we want it just as often as we can get it.
We also
need your help in determining how studies in foreign commercial fields should be carried on.
We need your help

—

Death having recently claimed B. I'. Meyer, president
of the B. F. Meyer Cigar and Inipt)rting Company. Denver,
of

its

company

will dispose

business and retire.

An

branch store has been opened in the
Terminal lUiilding, 307 West Grand Avenue, Oklahoma
City, Okla., by the Rothenberg & Schloss Company. Lewis
B. Solomon, Jr., is in charge.
additional

right kind of men to make investigations.
is no easy task, for we require men
who combine
knowledge of foreign languages and technical training
in

finding the

That

with reportorial

Fifty-one boxes, totalling 2484 stogies, were recently
seized on the premises of the Imperial Cigar Company, No.

9 West Chestnut

F'a., by revenue agents,
on a charge of violating the law covering the proper packing of cigars. This law is to the eflfect that cigars shall
not be packed in excess of or less than the amount provided by law, which is fifty, to be placed in each package.
Those boxes containing "Leap Frog" stogies varied in
number from forty-four to fifty-four each. Person or per-

Street, Lancaster,

sons claiming these are notified to make such claims in
writing within thirty days of the seizure. A bond of $250
must also be filed.

&

in

New Home

Campbell, manufacturers of the "Quincy"
cigar, recently announced the opening of their new offices
and factory, at 49 Melcher Street, Boston, Mass.
Breslin

The

trade papers ought to be
put us in touch with first-rate men.
After the reports are written, you can help
us by criticizing them and
assisting us to separate the essential
from the non-essential.

May

25th has been the date set by Deitch & Company,
.\tlanta, Ga., for the opening of their new store at Marietta
and Forsyth Streets. The cigar counter will be under the
direction of Jim and Brat Davies.

we need your help

And, finally,

placing the information

in

people who need it.
"The Bureau can help the Trade Papers by supplying
them with the best of foreign-trade
copy—copv that could
not be had at any price
if it were not for the
hefore the

The Union-American Cigar Company

has declared the
regular quarterly dividend on preferred stock of one and
three-quarters per cent. (iM7^). payable May 15, 1916, to
stockholders of record April 29, 1916.

unsurpassed

news-gathering facilities
countries.

Following eighteen years' connection with the C. C.
Snider Cigar and Tobacco Coni|)any. William Lassiter has
severed his connection with that concern and is now identified with the R. D. Burnett Cigar Company, Birmingham,

in foreign
This matter of using our copy is a very imporand it is a matter that I want to talk over
verv

with the

^\elcon^c

any suggestions from anv members."

"United"

members

of vour association.

Opens Branch Store

in

I

shall

Oklahoma City

A United Cigar Store
has recently been
jl<I;|hon,a

Jacob Klinedinst, formerly employed at "Ye Smoke
Shop," York, Pa., has taken over the "Square Cigar Store"

Rupp Building, that city, (ieorge Spangler. who previously owned the stand, has acquired "Briggs' Place." on
South Beaver Street, having purchased

it

from William

City. Okla.. at .28

Main

opened \u
David Mever,

StrJet.

sui)erintendent of the southern division of 'the
Unit ]r-^'
''^^'"'^'''
Company, has been in the city dirert !
.u^""'
^<^cting
the work of
organization.

in the

B.

Bratton.

Rothenberg

H

&

Schloss

United Drug Company Stock Plan

The

reincorporation in Massachusetts of the $34,ooo,-j
000 United Drug Company has been completed iM6 the
final day for conversion of Riker-llegeman stock
has been
set as April 29th at the Bankers' Trust Company.
Riker
& Hegeman preferred stockholders will receive par for par of
the first preferred of the United Drug Company and'the
common stockholders will receive $100 par value of common stock and $43-85 par value of second preferred stock

Drug Company for each $100 par value of common stock of Riker & Hegeman Company. A circular has

of United

been sent to holders of certificates of deposit of Riker

Hegeman
"The

stock, wdiich says in part:
holders of certificates of deposit of Riker

man

&

&

Hege-

stock under the plan and deposit agreement dated November 10, 191 5, Bankers' Trust Company, depositary, may
now receive the shares of stock of the United Drug Company, a Massachusetts corporation, to virhich they are entitled as follows r
"Preferred Stock—The holders of certificates of deposit
of Riker

& Hegeman Company

of Riker

& Hegeman Company

preferred stock will receive
$100 par value of the first preferred stock of the United
Drug Company for each $100 par value of preferred stock
deposited.
holders of certificates of deposit

"Common Stock— The
common stock of Riker & Hegeman Company will receive $100 par value of common stock and
$43.85 par value

•of

of second preferred stock of the United Drug Company for
each $100 par value of common stock of Riker & Hegeman
Company deposited."

The

following distribution has been made to preferred
and common stockholders of the old United Drug Company. Preferred stockholders of the old United Drug Company will receive first preferred stock in the new company,
par for par, for their present old preferred stock— that is,
for each $50 par value of
7 per cent, cumulative preferred
stock held in the old company they will receive
$50 par
value of 7 per cent, cumulative first preferred stock of the
new company. Common stockholders of the old United
Drug Company will receive for each $100 par value of
common stock held by them in the old company $225 par
value of common stock of the new company and $100 par
value of 6 per cent, non-cumulative second preferred stock
of the new company.
The stock of the new company, it is said, will later
be listed on the New York Stock Exchange.

Government has

the

carefully

Ala.

Open

in

Oklahoma City

American Tobacco Culture Company Bankrupt
Elmer B. Jacobs, secretary of the American Tobacco
Culture Company, which was organized under the laws of
New Jersey, and having a place of business in Bloomfield,
Conn., filed a petition in bankruptcy, for the corporation,
in the United States court, in this city, recently.
Mr.
Jacobs made oath that the corporation did not have the
money to pay the filing fee. The liabilities are listed at
$34,380.32. and $12,151.74 stand as unsecured, and $5000
as accommodation paper that others may be liable for.
Assets consist of real estate valued at $36,500; seven
horses and four mules, valued at $1100; wagons and harness, $695; tools and other personal property, $635; debts
due, $111 money in bank, $14.
;

understood that the company was overcapitalized
when it was incorporated in 1908. that for a time it paid
dividends on its capital, and that then further payments
became impossible because of the "water." This led it into
financial difficulties from which it was unable to recover,
It is

The Commercial
"Quincy" Cigar

ability.

able to

tant one.

Stogies Seized in Lancaster

We

manufacturer, exporter,

confectionery, etc.

current that the

is

get our commercial information from con-

our staff in Washington, constitute our proOur product is information concernduction department.
our price is action.
ing foreign trade
have effectively
placed a piece of information when we have induced the
large

•

G. N. Y.

direction closer co-operation

from commercial attaches, and from commercial and
special agents, and then we distribute it from the Washington office through correspondence, publications and disOur sources of information, together with a
trict offices.

in

sixty-seven years old.

He was graduated from the College of the City of New
York, and was a member of the Chamber of Commerce
and was a veteran of Company A, Seventh Regiment, N.

what

;

Oliver M. Arkcnburgh
Oliver M. Arkenburgh, who was formerly engaged in
the leaf tobacco business, died recently at his home, 2t^^

in

suls,

Chicago manufacturing circles, is the Arkin & Brill Cigar Manufacturing
Company, of 832 South Claremont Avenue.

Col., the report is

Fultiene Clare

the

"We

possible.

S. Ohniit

as a cigar factory.

Numbered among

show

Bureau to

Wash-

controls various retail stores

and hotel stands in Cincinnati, O., and Lexington and
Louisville, Ky. It also enjoys a successful jobbing and im-

Department of Commerce, urged a more complete co-operathe trade papers and his Bureau.
"We are
tion between
direction,"
same
said
the speaker. "The
both going in the
Department
are
endeavoring to build up
Bureau and the
the

April 15th last, at Oklahoma City, witnessed the
opening of the United Cigar Company's first store in the

at

company

Association, Dr. Edward Ewing Pratt,
Trade and Press
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
Chief of the

**E1
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(

igar

Company,

of Newark. O.. has

incorporation at Columbus.
Capital stock of $25.cxx). The incorporators are \'M Uorder.
A. Chotiner and Sarali Chotiner.
This firm manufactures
the ra|)idly growing "Columbus Dutch r<^ps" and "Columrecently

filed

articles

uf

bus 1492" stogie brands.

<

recently opened a branch in Okla"xu""*'''^'
I'''^^^""^ quarters are in the Terminal
It

fioma'cit

'•

l!"ildin.r
I'as

Citv

,

^'''•''"'^

.h^rJc,
\t

c

'

'"''^"•'K^<'"it«iit

,

'."''""'.'"•

vears\*v,'
'''

Avenue.

^^'i''^'

«^

Lewis

P..

Solomon.

of the branch in

Jr..

Oklahoma
y.,ung man, has had many

^xperuMice in the
cigar business.

it

is

said.

and was

The business was

later taken over

started

by Carroll

by the corporation.

&

Davis
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New York:

From
"^^

^

Regensburg.

From

Ruppin, Incorpo-

(I

;

to their native country.
bound'upon a pleasure trip
Antero Prieto, of Sobrinos de A. Gonzales, returned
week from his flying trip to New York.

Oitf

Ejcclunve Bureau

last

Cigars

Perteverafkia No. 6

can be said about our cigar factories, as
ones, most of them are trying to
excepting the few big
they can under the prevailing discouragget along as best
Unless the English market should be
ing circumstances.
long, the outlook is
opened again to our factories before
Very

Havana, Cuba.

little

as the American demand alone, and inis not sufficient for the
cluding even the other countries,
majority of the manufacturers to gain even a miserable
indeed very blue,

Havana, April

24,

fortnight of this month the market has been dull, as far as the demand for the
United States was concerned, as there were no
buyers to speak of in town. On the other hand,
the inquiry for suitable grades for the Netherlands continued quite active, and the next steamer, the '•Amsteldijk."
This is
is said to have all her cargo room fully engaged.
a blessing for our leaf dealers, as it clears all the low grades

jURING

the

our cigar or cigarette manufacturers, were
made to speculators (local leaf dealers), and in
for

1916.

first

and which our cigarette manufacturers
Were not anxious to touch, on account of the too mild
As the new crop is said to be of a very heavy
quality.
quality, they may possibly regret not having secured
enough for mixing purposes, although they may have purchased some small lots. The call for the South American
republics has continued to a moderate extent.
Since the second half of this month we have had a
couple of heavy American buyers here, and we understand
that one of them shall have taken about 2000 bales of
leaf for his factory; but this transaction will belong to

ner there must have been some

sight of that not all of this quantity will suit the requirements of the American market. As the next crop is bound
to be small in volume and, very likely, also of a very heavy
quality, which may require a long time to cure, it will be
a blessing to have something to fall back upon in case of
need. American buyers will have to be prei)ared to i)ay

considerably higher prices for the 1916 leaf, as undoubtedly
the vegueros will insist upon high figures for the good
part of their leaf, and they will get the same, in all
probability.

quite a heavy rainstorm, accompanied
by thunder and lightning, as well as inundations, in the
city of Havana, on the 21st inst., it looks as if now we
had entered into our rainy season for good, as our atmos-

of this year,

during the coming month of May, although
before the Remedios crop could be packed.

For the

critics,

who might

it

may

be June

the accuracy
beg to say, that

(juestion

of

we
our sales reported semi-monthly, we
try to mention only the sales from first hands; but we
have met with the difiFiculty, that some .sales given to us,
as being for local account, which we interpreted as being

sales reported twice.

we must have been misinformed
by the following

actual quantit}- as can be seen

Stocks

in

first

hands January

livelihood

Fur-

about

from

the

up

country

the

crop,

28,848

Total stock for sale
Less sales reported to April

i

1916

15.

Remaining stock for sale in

first

'8,848

"^

100,965

hands,

17,883

over 12,000 bales short,
being still 30,000 bales for
if the brokers' report of there
As some sellers or buyers are adverse to
sale is correct.

Consequently we are a

in

every

contracted to pay enormously high prices,
Romeo y Julieta has a stock on hand of
when packed.
Vuelta Abajo, which would produce twenty-six millions of
cigars; therefore, with the diminished demand it would
not have been necessary to buy any more leaf, but '\rt
order to keep up the accustomed blend, it is necessary to
buy of the different crop years the choice part (the factory
has no stock of the 191 5 growth), although the 1916 crop
might not be used for the blend until the year 1917.
While Mr. Rodrigues is seen seldom in the Romeo
golf nearly all the time, he has
y Julieta factory, playing
of late come to the factory more frequently, as he has taken
a great deal of interest in the new size "Coronation de
Luxe," and he is happier over an order for 1000 cigars
of this shape, than an
order for a millian of the cur-

figures:

to

April 14th

economy

Romeo y Julieta started the ball rolling by acquiring
already some 1500 bales of the new temprano Vuelta Abajo

1916, esti-

i,

by practicing the most rigid

way.

ist

90.000 bales

mated at
Adding receipts

little

purchases, it is
giving the true figures of their sales or
in any
almost impossible to get at the exact numbers
presume, we
event, although for all practical purposes, we
given
come as near the truth as is possible under the

and for

it

As orders for cigars are coming in by millions,
simply goes to show how Don Pepin feels about this new
size.
The same retails in New York at fifty cents apiece
therefore, only rich people can afford to smoke this cigar,
which is creme de la creme as regards the tobacco and also
it

past fortnight totalled 8077 hales,
Abajo and Semi
or. which divided, represented: Vuelta
bales.
Vuelta, 4058; Partido. 140; and Remedios, 3879
the NethBuyers were Americans. 635 exporters for
the

the

«''^

'*

28

I'artido

Remedios
Driente
Total

2,057

"

25

"

4.804

55

"

••

R.

Regensburg

8:

Sons.

is

doing well

still

for

the

.American

having good orders from South America,
Canada. Australia and New Zealand.

The

:

&

Miguel, 322; Manuel A. Suarez & Company,
Gutierrez e Hijo, 125; and others of less

principal buyers were

ter Sutter

Leslie Pantin, 2653
2548; Salvador Garcia, 1000;

& Company,

:

1

A. Pollack, 701; Hijos de Diego Montero, 475;
400; and B, Rosenbliith, 300 bales.

Wal-

Mark

La Moda,

The principal shippers of leaf tobacco, from the port
Havana, above 200 bales, during the last fortnight were
Cuban Land and Leaf Tobacco Company, 2289 bales;
Virgilio Suarez, 1609 bales
Walter Sutter & Company,
bales;
Leslie Pantin, 908 bales; J, Bernheim & Son,
1467
bales;
Manuel
Suarez, 577 bales; Ernesto Ellinger &
725
of

;

Company, 512 bales; Mark A. Pollack, 495 bales; Jose
Suarez & Company, 478 bales Jose F. Rocha, 364 bales
H. Upmann & Company, 344 bales; Menendez & Company,
342 bales Manuel A. Suarez & Company, 327 bales Michaelsen & Prasse, 214 bales; Hinsdale Smith & Company,
;

;

;

204 bales.
Oretaniv.

Tobacco Season Drawing

The

to a Close

tobacco sales on all of the markets of Virginia
and North Carolina are growing less, beautifully less, say
the long-tongued auctioneers, un-beautifuUy less say the
leaf

warehousemen who
revenue. The sales

are dependent on commissions for a
in

Richmond,

for the last week,

com-

share of the curtailed demand just
Don Manuel Lopez is a great philos<3pher he
not complain.
is

getting

its

Upmann, partner of H. Uj)mann & Company,
last week from his vacation in the United States,

Deputy Collectors

I^aid

Shops

in

Providence

Albert

i?L
bf»

returned

lookmg well

„

and hearty, notwithstanding the bad weather

"c

experienced while in the North.
ing orders
as fast as they arrive.

^,

^

'I

The

factory

is

execut-

and Devesa de Murias received more orders of
which required the seating of additional cigarmakers.

-^ol

3te,

Leaf Tobacco
^^

400; Lozano
300; Miguel
importance.

sellers

now, but as

28.848

and Go
Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come
of the
Arrivals— From Tampa: Harry Erlich,
RegensDi
Manufacturing Company: and Mortimer

principal

Mav.

Punch

'4,040

Total

were M. Abella & C(Jmpany,
1200 bales; Candido Obeso, 1024; Jose F. Rocha, 977;
Gonzalez & Benitez, 600; Gutierrez & Zabala, 500; Camejo
& La Paz, 450; Selgas & Company, 440; Jose Diaz Longo,

The

South Africa,

<ioes

^

trip to the

market, besides

is

Por Larranaga

Receipts of Leaf Tobacco from the Country
10.589

y Julieta exported, last year,
million cigars, without counting the home de-

open countries.

hales.

•^^"'o''

Romeo

working quite well at present.
Partagas cannot complain about not having fair orders from the United States as well as from the other

12.544
the two weeks ending April 18, 1916. totalled
viz..
countries,
and which were distributed to the following
Canada.
To all ports of the United States, 11,992: to
34J^
to Spain, 44to Norway. 20; to the Canary Islands, 5;
bales.
the .Argentine Republic, 132: and to Chile, 10

^'"<^^

Mark A. Pollack left here on a business
United States early this month.

posed entirely of the sun-cured goods, amounted to but a
little more than 1000 pounds.
The offerings were of splendid grades and brought fancy prices, ranging from $14 up
to $35 per 100, but there was not enough of it to get the
Perhaps 500,000 pounds
sellers in a fine state of humor.
more of the sun-cured goods remain to be sold, and all of
it will go under the auctioneer's hammer before the ist of

mand, and

and our
erlands, 5965; shippers to South America, 772;
local cigarette manufacturers. 705 bales.
Havana, tor
Exports of leaf tobacco, from the port of

For the 2 weeks ending Apr. 14. IQ'^2.462 bales
X'uelta Abajo
232
Semi Vuelta

workmanship.

seventeen

;

:

Grosvenor Nicholas, of G. S. Nicholas & Company, of
New York, came on a visit of pleasure, although not neglecting to call upon some of our manufacturers.
Jose Mufiiz has been admitted as a partner in the firm
of Mufiiz Plermanos, and Jaime Mufiiz received the power
to sign the firm by power of attorney.

rent sizes.

;

circumstances.
Sales during

As we have had

phere has assumed the typical moist condition in summer,
and if the same state of affairs has prevailed in the country,
then we may hope to see a commencement of the escogidas.

this man-

thermore, in taking the stocks on hand upon January

of their holdings,

our next report.
According to the statement of brokers in town, there
remains in our market around 30,000 bales of leaf for sale
able to
still in first hands; so American buyers are still
secure some selections, although it ought not to be lost

in reality

in-law and attorney of Leslie Pantin, whose funeral was
held on Good P^riday afternoon.
Both funerals were extremely well attended by the leaf, as well as cigar trade,
showing the esteem they were held in.

.

Gutierrez.
To New York: Valeriano
with two of his boys; ImoTo Spain: Manuel Vigil,
Manuel Martinez (Trivilin) and Joaquin
eenes Foyo;
by Mrs. Corral. All of them are
Corral, accompanied

Conlbaiiiii

MsQirlkd

S.

Departures—To Tampa: Harry Erlich and Mortimer

^

Tlh®

Ruppin, of

S.

b

«.
II

Th ere were two deaths in the leaf trade last week, one
& the demise of Don Eduardo Perez, senior partner
^rez Hermanos,
who was buried on Thursday afteroon, and
the second Don Manuel Meneses (iomez, brother-

Deputies from the offices of the Collector of Internal
Revenue, in Providence, R. L, were busy recently moving
away the contents of the two cigarette and tobacco factories and the three cigar factories, whose owners were arrested for violations of the internal revenue laws.
A. Daley seized the stock and
cigarette factories, and Deputy Collector llenry IVederick seized the property of the cigar
factories, working under the direction of Collector James
Deputy Collector William H. Bagley had the
J. Walsh.
material removed to the United States Appraisers Stores,

Deputy Collector
machinery in the two

where

it

F.

will be appraised,

and

later sold.
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FOLD EASY:—39,660.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Sale,

Wanted and

NEW YORK

BEEKMAN STREET

5

For

RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT. THREE CENTS A WORD, WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

1916.

1,

Note A),
(see Note B),
(see

Registration

1.00

2.00

La

Salle St, Chlcaro,

LEAF TOBACCO SALESMAN— Covering

For
SALE— Remedies Havana

desiring good paying side line,

6-17-he

111.

HAVANA SHORTS— Pure
New

Sale.

A REAL CHANCE FOR A WORKING FACTORY
FOR SALE—The owners of a longr-established high-grrade cigar

aroma.

territo«

Lopez, 353 E. 78th

York,

8t^

9-1-U

'

World."

factory

Wanted.
ADLER & MYERSON,

District of Pennsylvania, making five-cent and ten-cent
brands with wide distribution, are desirous of selling same, owing to
Will make a big sacrifice to responsible
pressure of other interests.
$20,000
parties with sufficient capital to take hold of proposition.
Address in confidence, Box
Trlflers will receive no attention.
needed.
26, "Tobacco World," 236 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
In

;

fine

—
—

a New York broker, a factory making cigars from $16.00 to $2000
per thousand; must be long filler. Must be good goods and manufacturer
must be in a position to deliver cigars promptly. Address Box 115 "Tnliarm^

short*,

First

TRANSFERS

INC.,

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Siftings,
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

World). For

chew-

cigars, cigarettes,

ATOBA:—

2.00

Note A An allowance of $2 will be made to members
of the Tobacco Merchants Association on each registration.
Note B If a report on a search of a title necessitates
the reporting of more than ten (10) titles, but less than
twenty-one (21), an additional charge of One Dollar ($1,00)
If it'necessitates the reporting of more than
will be made.
twenty (20) titles, but less than thirty-one (31), an additional charge of Two Dollars ($2.00) will be made, and so
an additional charge of One Dollar ($1,00) will be made for

WANTED— By

pure ancT clean. Guaranteed -!
Fifty cents per pound. Also Vuelta shorts, of
or money refunded.
the finest quality. Edwin Alexan der A Co.. 17t Water Street. New York.
FXJR

Middle West and Southern
write to Box 109, "Tobacco World."

Vuelta

Certificate,

Duplicate

Help Wanted.

CIGAR BROKER,

Paul Hirsch, Butte, Mont,

DUTCH

$5.00

Transfer,

186 N.

—

ing and smoking tobacco. Registered October 9, 1912, by The
Moehle Lithographic Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. Transferred to Harry
Swisher, of Newark, Ohio, on March 8, 1916. Re-transferred to
Henry E. Seibert, Jr., Columbus, Ohio, on March 10, 1916,
TREAT:—23,206 (U, S, Tob, Journal), For cigars,
cigarettes and cheroots.
Registered October 6, 1900, by Louis
E. Neuman & Co., New York.
Transferred to The UnionAmerican Cigar Co,, Pittsburgh, Pa., on April 13, 1916,
37,103 (United Registration Bureau for the Tobacco

Trade-Mark Services

Effective April

FIFTY CENTS
Search

ADL.br.

F,

1916.

LICENSE: —25,011 (Tobacco
Schedule of Rates for

MONROE

CITY

Special Notices

Special Noticei.

For
M. Howell &

cigars, cigarettes and tobacco. April
Co., Elmira, N. Y.
HIRSCH'S SUCCESS: 39,661. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots
and tobacco. April 8, 1916, The Empire Cigar Factory, for
12,

every ten (10) additional titles necessarily reported.

Industries); 23,557 (Tobacco World),
For cigars, cigarettes,
cheroots, chewing and smoking tobacco. Registered December
15, 1911,

by American Lithographic

Co.,

New York

City.

Trans-

ferred to Hilson-Schloss, Inc., New York City, on April 12, 1916,
SILVER CUP:—34,478 (Tobacco Leaf). For smoking and chewing tobacco. Registered December 30, 1907, by F. E. Myers &
Co., York, Pa. "Silver Cup," No. 16,177 (Tobacco World), For
smoking and chewing tobacco. Registered September 14, 1908,
by E. B. Stoner, Hellam, Pa. Transferred from F. E. Myers &
Co., York, Pa. Re-transferred to Columbia Tobacco Co., Columbia, Pa., on April 18, 1916.

TWO TOMS:— 18,369

(Tobacco World).

For smoking and chew-

ing tobacco. Registered August 16, 1909, by E. B, Stoner, Hellam, Pa. Transferred to Columbia Tobacco Co., Columbia, Pa.,
on April 18, 1916.

REGISTRATIONS

Increasing Tobacco Crops in Costa Rica
United States Consul Chester Donaldson, reporting to
the Department of Foreign Commerce, Washington, D. C,
states that since the establishment of a large tobacco factory at San Jose, Costa Rica, the annual imports of tobacco have decreased about 50 per cent. It was found

WESTERN MAIL:—39,639.

Sees Higher Leaf Prices and Smaller Acreage
Jacob Berger, one of the best known warehousemen
in South Carolina, has recently returned to his home in
I'lorence, after a visit to Kentucky.
He states that since
his return he has visited many of the growers and finds
that there is going to be a shortage in acreage. He says
that this is due to the fact that the severe cold spell in
March killed many of the plant beds and that plants are
now very scarce. His observations in Kentucky and in

better to manufacture plug tobacco, cigars and cigarettes
locally than to attempt to import them and pay the almost
prohibitive duty, which amounts to approximately 85 cents
per pound, plus a surtax of 5 per cent, of the duty on imports for consumption at Port Limon.
EflForts have been made, therefore, to encourage the
raising of tobacco in the sections of Costa Rica where the
best tobacco is grown, and manufacturers now are able to
obtain the largest part of the material from the local plantThus they do not have to pay duty, and are able tu
ers.
undersell the imported article. There is, however, quite a
demand reported for high grade cigars and cigarettes, and
consequently quite a good volume of import trade in such

his

home

him

State lead

coming season

\\'\\\

sell at

to believe that tobacco

March

BRIDGEPORT M-D:— 39,642.

HEILAND

H.

SMITH,

106

E.

19th

La Habana

F

—

Fl)

10, 1916.

John

F, Guil-

Education, Instruction &
Interest instead of Chance.
^ The arrangements of this new sales promoting
are:

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and
American Lithographic Co,, New York

For

device are such that the selling capacity of each
Map will reach up to 700 five or ten cent

York

cigars.

For

cigars,

April 11, 1916.

cigarettes,

cheroots

American Lithographic
cigarettes,

Co.,

BASF
101^'

E«t. 1825

e'(/2-

II

cigars

of unquestionable value.

^ Write

today and we will "Prepare" you
for the newest sales idea in cigar history.

and cigarettes.

April

12,

UNITED MAP COMPANY

cheroots and tobacco.

395 Broadway, New York City

City.

and chewing to1916.
Jobbers Cigar

q"^^^°'
A

'^,^^'

y^^

.A- Cerati,

y

cigars,

cigarettes

New York

CA.:—39,658,

'chew^r
Chewing 7
tobacco.

April

18,

and cheroots,

April

12,

City.

For

cigars, cigarettes, smoking and
*"
"
Wattles &
Co.. Litchfield,

1916.

•Mich.

Cork Tips

"^^?JCOMB CLASS :-39,659.

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maccobops — H^appees — High

Fancy Cigar Boxes

Strong, Salt, SWeet and Plain Scotchs

made by

,

J

GEORGE W. HELME

1.3,

1916.

CO., Ill Fifth Ave.,

For cigars, cigarettes and toSeidenberg & Co., Inc., New York City.

New Ywl

122-222

Cork Bobbins

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY, Inc.
WEST 18TH STREET
NEW YORK

Cigar Manufacturer of today, is one who resWeats his tobacco, he uses the
Perfect System, Why JWot You? Our demonstrating room is open for your inspection.
Successful

Of course we do resweating

The Perfect Humidifying Company

for the Particular Manufacturer

MANUFACTURED BY

Henry H. Sheip Nfg. Co.
Columbia Ave. and 6th St.

April

The
Toasts

to hear from manufacturers

A

and toXew. York

"w?'^^^i'm^ ^"^er;can
F°^
Lithographic Co., New York
IN A Rnv •""' M
I'or stogies, smoking
°* 39,656,
U^
Daccos

want

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and toAmerican Lithographic Co., New York

cigars,

Est. 1760

We

and jobbers only. Our proposition will be
tfte means of helping you dispose of millions
of Cigars.
new and novel Business Builder

Y.

ALICE:—39,653.
K?^
bacco.
April
1916.

Est. 1851

all

For cigars, cigarettes and toCustavc
Bluthardt, Jr.. Chicago, 111.
tA'p^S?-^'!'^''^"^
CO.
(H.
I. T.):-39,651,
*
For cigars, March
^°f S;,?^?^'^^
Joe G. Greene y Ca., Greenwood, S. C.
'^'^„P^
J>t,Ni<bLDO:—
39,652.
For cigars, cheroots, cigarettes and tobacco
Registered March 18, 1916.
Rosenfeld & Sons, Wal-

STRIVER:—39,654.

&

April

^^1^-

^'^'

New

St.,

LoriUard's Snuff, :
Rail Road Mills Snuff,
Ax's Snuff, :
Gail

m

I

"PREPAREDNESS "-a Study in
Geography. Its Principles

Inc., New York City.
EL CLAVO MUNDO:— 39,650.

co.

PHILADELPHIA

the Cigar Business

tobacco products. April 5. 1916.
The .\Ioihk- Lithographic Co., Brooklyn, \. Y,
J,^ KEEN:—39,634. For tobacco, stogies, etc. April 5, 1916.
vVm. Siers, York, Pa,
ATABOY:—39,649. For cigars. April 6, 1916. Ililson-Schloss.

The Standar ds of America

f

Stimulator for

Mc-

39,647.

April 12, 1916,

M USA:—,39,648.

bacco.

i

1,

1916,

City.

•-^

^

1916.

Mont.

MISCHA ELMAN:

Sole Agent United State* and Canada

MI^^M

For

For all tobacco products.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
For cigars. April 5, 1916.

7,

f

April

1,

& Donovan,

foyle, Billings,

ton, i\.

LANCASTER, PENNA.

cigars.

April

&

Slu»w Carils and Advertising Materials

GARRETT

A New

—

for the

Manufacliirers of

Lancaster County Fancy B*s

cigars,

Way-Meade
10, 1916.
Cigar Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
RIVARDO:—39,644. For cigars. April 10, 1916. Way-Meade
Cigar Co., Philadelphia, Pa,
E-V: 39,645.
For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stogies, chewing
and smoking tobacco, April 10, 1916, Wattles
Co., Litchfield,
Mich.
EL

BELLA

CO

Sl

For

Bridgeport, Conn,
RIVARDO:—39,643. For cigars. April

Guinness

Cigar Box Labels, Bands and Trimmings

F.

James E.

1916.

10,

Power Grocery Co., Paris, Ky.

No 23, Habana, Cuba

QIIAFJIY IMPOR

March

cigars.

Embury, Port Huron, Mich.

tobacco.

FINES'!

For

BOURBON FENCE RAILS:—39,641.

AN-AT-NOM:—39,635.

Oficina Principal, San Jose

and tobacco.
Co., Denver,

cigars, cigarettes

Colo.

KEEWAHDIN I—39,640.

high prices.

Compaiiia Litografica De

For

The Chas. Humburg Mercantile

1916,

DELEVERNE:—39,646.
John Schwartz & Son,

tobacco ])roducts.

JOHN

30,

Succeedlnif Elmer H.

237

N. Fourth Street

Hope Company

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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''DONAIXES'

ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

Ciibl«:

F.

MANUFACTURER OF ALL KINBS OF
MANUEL MUNIZ

Labels
Cigar box
TR.MMINGS
NEW TORI

C

L^^A^

&

VUELTA ABAJO, PARTIDO
AND REMEDIOS TOBACCO

CO.

Cioaa *'CUETARA''

y.„

CABLB: "Abb«1" Hatwm

r.

o.

»/

'•<

LEAMAN

K.

J.

Reina 20, Havana

»""/j;

Xobacco

|.e3f
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5ANCHEZ Y HAYA
tsi«M5g?iir*c,

Tampa.
Fla.

A New

Brand from Old Number
Samples

now

1.

ready for

"IGNACIA HAYA" Brand
These goods are the last word in fine cigars made from the choicest ''Vuelta Abajo'' tobacco,
under U. S. Government bond inspection. 8 sizes only_Cigars to retail for 2 for 25c. to
25c. each!
Package and goods show quality and class in every detail.
**La Flor de Sanchez y Haya" have always been leaders in their field.
Better than ever.

SANCHEZ Y HAYA, Tampa,
The Nan

Who

Florida

Smokes Them Says
"It

BEST CIGAR

the

is

VALUE IN THE WORLD
at 5c."

That

is

the reason the

John Ruskin^

-•5>5J

>X:0y
"Cash Redemption" Notice Believed

one of the
World's Biggest

Cigar

is

Offer Solution of Department's

Coupon Ruling

Sellers.

UST

go into the

BOLD

THEY

is

made and
is

the

are hand-

mild— Big and Fragrant,
Profit

/^^|

Sharing

LEWIS CIGAR MFG. COMPANY
NEWARK,

N.

J.
Largest Independent Cigar Factory in the World.

New

Maryland Tobacco Warehouses Empty

leading the proAdvertising as a Trade Stimulator

cession will convince you.

That

Voucher
on the Band of Each John
Ruskin Cigar.

I.

The way this

Havana tobacco used

the choicest grown. They're

Valuable

is

Liberty Stores Company of Delaware
Co-operative Jobbing House

where

territories

placed.

Nickel Cigar,

John Ruskin Cigars

to

Getting Help

BOLD is

"AboTC AH"

The

From

Office

the Customer

Boy's Column

I

Trade Letters of Vital Interest From All
Sections

Our claims are based on

fact.

Not

tatk.*

Latest Reports

BORROW

BROS.

Philadelphia

Latest

News

From

the Cuban Market

American Leaf
Tobacco Markets
of the

New Brands

of Cigars,
Cigarettes, Tobacco, Etc.

Registration of

ESTABLISHED 1881

Vol.
PUBLICATION OFFICES

:

236 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia
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% t'The Cigar that Wins

Better profits are yours
I'

on the

new

OSCAR PASBACM.

retail price

..#*=^

of 35c

ALL ADM RE THE QUALITY
I

te.

>> i

Unusual

new mild

Tampa Cigar

^^^
S.FERNANDEZ &

CO.

conditions

MAKERS, TAMPA FLA

price.

EVERYTHrNG THAT'S LITHOGRAPHED"'
s

created

It

'

ar* '.VOICE,

W

and up

enables you to
make a fair margin on your pipe
sales. Co-operation in maintaining the price will work to YOUR
advantage.
The new price is being featured in ail our advertising.
this

•3fe>lS!^:

The

0O(
C«Bu£ ADDRESS
'PAVO. NEW YORK"

/^.

LITHOGRAPHING

CO.inc

#

^

Catering to the Cigar a Allied Trades
MAIN 6FFICE a FACTORY

25T»

St.

Cor. of in» Aye.

NEW YORK CITY.
-<•>

F.

a LOZANO

I.

F.

LOZANO, SON
U.

M. LOZANO

Send

fi'

for sketches showing
original designs of labels
With registered titles With
exclusive control rights.

CO.

a BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS
Demuth
Company

William

Makers of the Famous

'T. Lozaiio"

Brand

Clear Havana Cigars

TRADE MARK

230 FIFTH AVENUE
N«w York

OFFICE

WESTERN BRANCH

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES
A. Fra n k a u & Co. h.

ae tAST MANOOLVM STQCCT
City

chicago.

ilc.

.

27 VICTORIA SQ.
MONTRCAU, CAN.

John B.Thatcher

AND FACTORY: TAMPA. FLORIDA
Nttw York AddrMS, 437 Fifth Avenue

De Luxe

Se^ars

THE C ALIDAD SIZE RETAILS FOR A DINE

Wonderful Value
CLEAR HABANA-FULLY MATURED
MADE BY

JOHN

W.

MERRIAM &

101 Spring Street,

[MERRIAM CIGARS

CO.

New York

INC..

SUCCESSOR

I

For Gentlemen of Good Taste

San

(I

Felice

CIGARS

The

CIGAR MFG. CO.

The Deisel-Wemmer Company

PHILADELPHIA

LIMA. O.

1
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De Luxe

Se^ars

THE CALIDAD SIZE RETAILS FOR A DINE

Wonderful Value
CLEAR HABANA-FULLY MATURED
MADE BY

JOHN

W.

MERRIAM &

101 Spring Street,

[MERRIAM CIGARS

CO.

New York

INC..

SUCCCJSOR

]

For Gentlemen of Good Taste
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San

CIGARS

The

INTENTIONAL 2ND EXPOSURE

Felice

CIGAR MFG. CO.

The Deisel-Wemmer Company

PHILADELPHIA

LIMA, O.
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The Smoithe U.S. A.
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That snappy,

"Bull" Durham inje gives you the quick- stepping, head-up-and-chest-out
He smokes 'llrliain for the sparkle that's in it and the crisp, youthful
in Khaki.

spirited taste of

Man

feeling of the live,' virile

vigor he gets out of

it.

•:c

Og|(£
'»

Bu UlRHAM

lr..i

SMOKIRBACCO
"Roll your own" with "Bull" Durnfou have a distinctive, satisfying
that can't be equalled by any other tol the world.
In

For the

its

perfect mildness,

last

word

in

its

rich meM'J'l its aromatic fragrance,
rou
your own"
healthful smoking T

smooth,

wholesome,

"Bull" Durham
with "Bull" Durham.

is

smoKe

I

unique.

THEA»ff'''TWMPANY

It'?

riGHT BINDING

TEXTXUT OFF

'
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Quality Paramount

Tie

MADE

WwM's

11

8

IN

BOND

Standard Cttft

4
i

CELEBRATED

UPNANN CIGARS

H.

a

miXQAS
YC?
4^BAH^
The Real Independent Factory in Havana
if

Pego y Ca.

CifuenteSy
Strictly

Independent Manufacturer!

CHAS.
Sole

Street

States and

^

Canada

New York

Board of Trade Bldg., Montreal, Canada

De La

General

Agent

No.

E.

Manufacture a Cigar and
Best of Havana Tobacco

Know

that

yju are Putting

in its Construction is

Tampa,

Fla.

the 7ery

a Great Satisthe Users.
If

Cigars
ADMIRAL, THE SIZE THAT SELLS

Independent factories

Made

Our Motto:

Quality, always
a little better than
Havana's Best

in

Tampa^

HAVANA CIGARS

Fla.

With Broad Leaf

of the Milder Quality for the
quarter of a Century since <we started

HURIAS

Co.,

SARAMITA

Havana

and ''Devesa de Murias

&

T. Gierra, Diaz

and Gets the Approval of
We Continue Manufacturing and Selling

Clear
''SoF'

'!

MADE BY

LANE

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

19

Manufacturers of the old brands

Highest Quality
Best Workmanship

faction to the Builders

Havana, Cuba
Estelle

HAVANA CIGARS

for United States

ROBERT

70

^V ©SUf

172-174

and Canada

115

%m

Industria,

HABANA, CUBA

LANDAU

Agent for United

82 Wall

Calle

Verplanck & Co.
263 Fourth Ave.

Soon be a
Brand

Colder.
this

^^ Shields-Wertheim Co. Cleveland, o.

P.

New

York

-'

It

I

I
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Made at our Newark, N.

Factories

J.*

lAUCnA

ROCKY FORD
HAND MADE

manufacture at our several Pittsburgh
a very attractive and extensive line of
cigars and stogies to retail at 2 for 5 cents, and
3 for 5 cents. Our leaders

de
San Martin
Flor

6 Bro.

I

MAKERS

We alio

factories,

CIGAR8

Ar^Uelles, Lopez

NICKEL CIGAR

-

THE TOBACCO WORLD

& Leon

GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE
232 PEARL STREET

TAMPA

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

"FAMOUS*' and "FLAG HEADS"

LEALTAD

129

A Mild Havana Gi^ar

HAVANA

Write for full information

Made-in-Bond

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.

1

PITTSBLRGH. PA.

General Offices.

Cnurtmg

Oiiralfam
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE MADE

u

PUNCH
235 FIFTH AVE.,

RcfittenUtiTC.

Floiida,

MILD HAVANA BLEND"

on our

cigars

from

all

are

made

Theff

Lead

the Leaders

(JL

own Vuelta Abajo

NEW YORK

Our

Havana

26 SIZES

in

Tampa,

imported tobaccos grown
Plantations in

Cuba.

Ji Cigar With Hardly a Rival
MANUEL LOPEZ, Proprietor, 28 Rayo St., Habana, Cuba
AUGUST KUTTNAUER, Geacnl

dL These

•

products are guaranteed genuine
cigars

by ourselves and by the

United States Government

't.

,

Bond Stamp.
^if;

MEGA''
HAVANA

''LA

^^Sif^'^

Ark^r, Hrrrall

CIGARS OF THE HIGHEST
QUALITY AND BEST WORKMANSHIP

V. Guerra,

Diaz & Co.,
ESTABLISHED

Y. Pendas

Tampa,

135 Weft 42iul

Street,

New

San Martin

York

Alvarez

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

& Leon Co.

TAMPA, FLORIDA

Fta.

1867

Sl

$c Olanitit Olntttftang

HAVANA CIGARS
POMEO Y J ULIETA

'

"44" Cigar Co. Philadelphia

BAYUK BROTHERS
G. S. Nicholas
41 and 43 Beaver

The Leader

DIRECT IMPORTERS

in all the

NEW YORK

80I-S03

World's Markets

THIRD AVE.

U. S.

RepmeitatiYe:

Wm. T.Taylor, 93

Brotd

of the highest grades of

nVE CENT CIGAR

St.,lV.Y.Cit7.

CITY

of

Havana

which are made under the personal control and supervision
of the oldest cigar manufacturers in Cuba, thus retaining for each
all

its

of

own

individuality.

Price List Mailed

The

BACHIAS
Hayana Cigtri

*"

Smoking Tobacco
in a New Cut

Renowned

Packed

for

47 W«at aUlnallt Sl

NEW
CUT
SMOKING

Uniformity

n^TtrtB9 BY THE CREEy AND OOLD BANV
R. A. BACHIA & CO.
timw Yark

H.

E.

p
'

READY FOR USE ^
INPIPEQR CIGARETTE,

ounce*— 5 canU

United StataTobiooeC*.
S'

COMPANY
WU:h CWv

Br

T.

H«f •
Cl««n Ar* Jwicad

J.

Upon Request.

DUNN
M*K*r«

WHt«

lor

Op.B

The

T«fritorF

n

N«w York Offic*: 203 W. Broadway

New

<a CO.

of

ICBHOND.

VA.

<

4^01-405 H. 9Ut Str««t

N*w YorK

plAHOND jQ

1

5c
'BEST

Ho

I

Bachelor Ci|ar

in a

Pocket-proof Package
1 yz

GffTO CIGAR

Union

Central

For Hen of Means

w

Original

and Genuine

CENTRAL
UNION

i

Ggari

Independent Factories
PHILADELPHIA

v^'iPiir

New York

manufactured by the

Our Motto: "OUALITY"
-

il

Co.
•

CIGARS
Office and Salesroom,

Street,

&

-

i

THAT SKILL, ENERGY AND MONEY

CAfi

PRODUCE

FENDRICH, Maker, EVANSVILLE. IND.

CIGAR

^1

•I
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MIMM

p

Don't Jud^e

!;

}

Florida -^Georgia
Ml

Tobacco By Other People^s
Packings
If

you want

of Florida
tastes as

and

'

to see a fancy packing of the

and Georgia wrappers,

good

as

that

1915 crop

bums and

any tobacco grown, superior

in yield

Larrana^a Nacionales

111

'

''il

I
I

f

Seleccion de 'Banquetes

colors
This

We

Is

the

Each cigar

acme

of refinement in the

packed

packihg

of cigars.

an individual box, and therefore, every guest
opens his own box, the cigar reaching his hands exacdy as it was packed
is

in

at the factory.

1915 Crop

For dinners, banquets, society events,
orders are placed early enough,

name

of the host,

monogram

would add a touch

Beautiful Light Colors

Good

Quality

and Perfect Burn
Tremendous Yield

Packed

may have

clubs, hotels

each

little

and individuals;

if

box inscribed with the

or the dedication of the event thereon, which

of refinement to the function.

in beautiful

cedar boxes containing one hundred cigars.

fAbrica de tabacos
Havana, Cuba

Samples Ready for Inspection at
the Company's Office

Carlos

III,

No. 225

.

'I

AMERICAN SUMATRA TOBACCO COMPANY
142

WATER

street;

NEW YORK

if

lil

III

liiililiiiiiiiiiiiiiM

r

w
i'

A
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A New

Vol.

to see that

Education, Instruction
Interest instead of CHance.

are:

new

want

&

sales promoting;

of

15,

1916.

No.

10.

we

Immediate shipments on
will

"Prepare"

To Stamp Cash Redemption Notice on Coupons Sent Into
Attorney Believes This Meets
States Affected
Requirements of Anti-Coupon Law and

—

Treasury Department Order

sales idea in cigar history.

all

have been studying the recent
ruling of Commissioner Osborn, of the Internal
Revenue Department, have reached the conclusion
that by the stamping of a cash redemption notice
on the coupons sent into States affected by anti-coupon
laws the practice of tobacco companies will not be affected.
An attorney for one of the largest tobacco companies in
New York City was recently interviewed on the subject

J

by a representative of the "Jo"^"»il of

orders.

the

UNITED MAP COMPANY

CO.

NEW STREETS

^

"HetXin Can Since 1901"

was made
Commissioner Osborn provides

to

whom

that the

packages sent into all States must
conform with the regulations of each State which enforces
If a State
laws against this form of premium giving.
should enforce a law prohibiting the importation of coupons
with package goods our business might be seriously affected.
It happens that all the laws of this nature have

CINCINNATI, O.

395 Broadway, New York City

Commerce,"

following statement

"The ruHng of
packing of coupons

THE HEEKIN CAN

^m
"W

.^m

been repealed

in

or declared

unconstitutional

by the State

courts.

\w

"Two

W^ashington and Indiana, have laws providing that all such couj)ons nnist be redeemable in cash.
The requirenients of these laws and also of the Treasury
Department ruling can be met by stamping across the face
of the coui)ons sent there the fact that they are redeemable
in cash.
Only the i)ackages going in these States are
marked in this manner. Ccjupons sent to other States are

'WJf.-.vj-V-tfri

mmoi

^^ojWglJU^BJll

[eady Rolle

Tobacco

M(A<U

''Whip'' Sales Are Juropirg
your whare

(Jet

bemuse

sells

of

it's so

of

"WHIP"

j»(>oil.

Make

sales.

tins,

10c

tin*,

WJiip

a \\in<lo\v <|jsplay

modified or repealed."

was pointed out that the recent decision of the
United States Supreme Court in the three coupon and
trading stamp cases appealed from the States of Washington and Florida did not change the
status of the coupon
business materially.
The court held that anti-premium and
coupon laws did not violate the Federal Constitution, and
said that this was
a matter to be settled in the courts of
wch State, which are supreme in their interpretations of
the validity of
the laws of those States under the local

ard handcoirr

It

one-lb. humidors.

PATTERSON TOBACCO CO..

Clear Havana Cigar

5(1;

JEITLES

& BLUMENTHAL,

Inc.

KICHMOND. VA
Makeis

also

Ltd

of'Queed"

in the big I

Oc

lint

iisr^

PHILADELPHIA.

constitutions.

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,

Under this opinion, in the view of attorneys for the
companies, the weij^dit of judicial action in the
twenty-three States which have declared anti-coupon
laws
tobacco

Inc.

unconstitutional is not disturbed.

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES
,

YouCaHiiot be Mistaken
M. Melachrino

&

Co.,

You Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes

If

Inc.,

are purveyors and supply

the Courts,

Embassies, lao Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes throughout Europe
GR^NO nCPOTS OF
Lxwdoa. 8 '<-B-nl S».. S W. Calcuna. 10 Qatetnm^t Place
M XiaUchrlae A Co., la*. (Cape^mwrn. Sourti Airica
AlextoHkta. Rue Chentf Pacha
AGEMOBS IN THE PRINCIPAL CTHES OF THE WOtOJD
«ICE
f

214-216

WEST

47t4i

STREET,

CAIRO. HcwJ Office
Hamburg. 18-20

LIST

Representatives of trading stamp companies hold that
ruhng of the Internal Revenue Department does
not
T pct
their business, on the grounds that
tradinpf stamps,
^vliich are
sent into the States to be distributed by merants and are
not packed with merchandise, do not come
^v'thrn the
meaning <,f the law.
^ic

•^

all

anH F.ctory

dome

Baokentmae

UPON APPUCATION

NEW YORK

Big Banquet to Be Held May 29th— Prominent Men of
Affairs to Address Delegates Scores of Large
Institutions to Be Represented Three
Hundred Guests Expected

—

^- A. Kline,
l'=^»y.

left

of the sales staff of the f«)sc Lovcra
recently for a trij) to the Middle West.

N TO WASHINGTON"

—

the cry of the members
Tobacco Merchants' Association.
May
:<{Uth is the date set for its capture by tobacco men
and they also expect to occupy the city on May
of

is

the

.{oth as well.

lUit

May

be the big night for the
of the Tobacco Merchants' Association will be held on that evening at the New Willard.
Prominent senators and congressmen, editorial writers and big business men will speak at the banquet and the
convention, f^very effort has been put forth to make the
affair one that will go down in history and set a standard
for committees for years to come.
The heads of the largest cigar, cigarette and tobacco
manufacturing concerns will be there. Millions of dollars
of capital will be represented.
The big jobbers that you
know and some that you have read about will be seated
around the banquet board, and will be rubbing elbows with
the other members of the trade at the convention.
The big retail dealers, chain store men and salesmen
for all lines will be amonj;^ those present.
Kleven trade
orjj^anizations will send deleji^ates.
Leaf men and growers
will be there "lookinj^ them over."
The biggest single incident in the history of the tobacco industry is going to be the convention and banquet
at Washington, D. C, May '^Uth and May 30th, according
F'irst

Com-

I

2\)ih is to

Annual Banquet

I

to reports.

An added

"Under present conditions we anticipate no difficulty,
but the matter will be taken uj) further with Commissioner
Osborn, atid efforts will be made to have the regulation

aiul

5c

States,

unchanged.

watch yonr .ssiles jump.
Write for Window Hisplay Suggestions

it

TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION

TTORNEYS who

Samples upon request.

you

INVASION OF WASHINGTON PLAN OF
i^

wooden
boxes 'because they are more economical and
more attractive.
Lithographed in any colors, with any design.

CULVERT, SIXTH AND

«

MAY

YORK,

your

idly taking the place of

of unquestionable value.

newest

chances

take

PLAN MAY BE

OSED TO OFFSET COUPON RULING

keep your product clean,
fresh and mellow.
They are air-tight and are rap-

A

for the

reach

will

to hear from manufacturers

and

'

HEEKIN CANS

and jobbers only. Our proposition will be
tne means of helping you dispose of millions
new and novel Business Builder
of Cigars.

Write today

'smokes'

chewing or smoking tobaccos losing any of their
freshnsss and fine quahties?

device are such that the selling capacity of each
Map .will reach up to 700 five or ten cent

We

'

cigars, stogies,

"PREPAREDNESS"-a Study in
Geography. Its Principles

of this

your

CASH REDEMPTION

the consumer in perfect condition.

Why

^ The arrangements

to Your Profit

It's

the Cigar Business

fl

NEW

Ih^

Stimulator for

cigars.

PHILADELPHIA AND

XXXVI.

attraction will be certain editors of the various trade papers, together with some of their staffs. No

doubt you would

like to see

some

oT the fellows that

i

you

have, alternately, patted on the back and cursed with vehemence. Their attendance was secured through the efforts of Secretary Dushkind, who was induced to give them
a guarantee of safe conduct while in the city.
At the banquet, which will be a strictly formal affair,
the scheduled speakers will include United States Senators
Ollie M. James, of Kentucky; Boise Penrose and George
T. Oliver, of Pennsylvania; Warren G. Harding, of Ohio;
Congressman John J. Fitzgerald, Chairman, Committee
on Appropriations; Herbert M. Kaufman, the writer.
The Hon. Oliver P. Newman, president of the District
of Columbia, has accepted the invitation of the committee
to welcome the delegates.
Among those who will read papers at the Convention
on Monday and Tuesday arc Ernest G. P.einhart, Department of Agriculture, who will present a discussion on the

treatment and development of shade-grown tol)acco.
It
will be illustrated with more than forty photographs.
Dr.
W. W. Garner, Department of Agriculture, will read a
])aper on the scientific treatment of tobacco. This will also
Henry M. Wise, of Wise &
l)e illustrated on a screen.
E. F.
Liditenstein, will read a paper on trade-marks.
DuPirul and Charles Fox will also contribute interesting
features.
(Continued on Page i8)
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I^efianD

PonMknIly

By H. W.

JT

Cornell

jliR gospel of higher prices rests upon the foundaMany merchants seem to
tion stone of publicity.
think that the general pu1)lic knows what their
stores contain, and that knowing this, whenever
any one of the general public needs anything he or she
will go to the store which he or she thinks contains it and
buy it. In the first place that is not true, and in the second
place, if it were true, it is not merchandising in the most

1

A

merchant's business cannot grow in
the proportion which it should if he simply supplies the
demand for necessities even if he gets the natural growth
It is
of this demand by reason of increased population.
only by creating demands through increasing the desire of
the piiblic to own what one has for sale, that the full beneHow can the i)ublic know
fit of trade can be secured.
what novelty one has, except through advertising in the
local papers, how can the desire of a community for the
luxuries of life be increased in any other way?
successful sense.

Window

display and store arrangement will do their
part in creating new demands among those who personally
see the window display and the store arrangement. Those
who do not pass by the windows, and look as they pass,

who do

not enter the store are not impressed by those
things. We cannot take the windows and the arrangement
of the store to the offices, homes, factories and farms in our
field of operation, and if we would solicit the patronage of
those in these offices, homes, factories and farms who do
not pass our stores or enter them, we must depend entirely
upon local newspaper advertising to create the desire to
own our goods and make the greater demand therefor.
or

says: "I am doing all the business
I can without advertising, and my business is increasing
every year," and who is content with his slightly increased
income each year, reminds me of an old fellow whom I
know who makes his living whittling toothpicks. He
makes a very fine grade of toothpicks out of the very liest
grade of soft pine w^ood, and he whittles each one out himself with the same jack knife with which he whittled out
the first one that he ever made, and he says: "I am doing all
the business I can. I can't whittle out but just so many
toothpicks an hour, and I can't work but just so many
hours a day, and just so many days a year, so how can I
do any more business?" When he has got all the business
he can do, he isn't making nearly as much money as another friend of mine who advertises and who hires men to
make his toothpicks and who sells several million toothpicks a day.

The merchant who

Merchants must reahzc that a

fixed percentage of the

gross incf)me of their 1)usiness goes for advertising, whether
they think it does or not. A merchant who proudly says at
the end of the year, ''I haven't spent a ])enny on advertising
this year," is blissfully ignorant of the fact that the law of
average has been silently at work while he has been asleep,
and that if he hasn't spent any money in advertising in the
newspapers he has spent a lot of money, in effect, by having
a lot of goods left on hand unsold and which he was forced
to put on the bargain counter and sell at reduced prices in
order to get rid of them.

Which

is

better, to s|)end considerable

money adver-

tising in local newspapers, thereby creating increa.sed demand for your goods, or withhold your advertising patron-

age from the newsi)a])ers and have a whole lot of goods
left over at the end of the season which must be sold at a
sacrifice under the high sounding name of some copyright
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sale such as factory sale or. annual clearing sale, or something else? These factory sales and other fictitious devices

over as the result
either of inadequate advertising or poorly conceived or
poorly worked advertising are gradually not only losing
their hold upon the public by reason of their "fakiness"
gradually becoming known, but they are educating the
public to the idea of cheapness rather than quality, a fact
for getting rid of superfluous stock left

PHIbADEli§>MIA.

which is generally true where price is relied upon as the
sole drawing power of the sale.
To a merchant who understands the science of advertising and its value, the only question to be determined
by him at the outset of the year is: "What volume of business do I want to do this year?" Having determined the
volume of business he desires to do he appropriates from
his general fund to his advertising account the proper percentage of the volume of business which he determines to
do for the year, and the law of human average is so exact
in its operation that it returns one dollar profit for every
ten cents expended for proper advertising.
An error often made by merchants is to confine their
newspaper advertising to just as much space as will outdo
competitor didn't advertise at all then they will take a little space if he advertises
moderately they will outdo him just a little. While such
men have perhaps a better conception of the general value
of advertising than the men who don't advertise at all,
still they lose sight of the real principle of advertising,
which is not how little space we can get along with but
how^ much space we can buy for the proper percentage of
our advertising account.
their nearest competitor.

I

NEW

the basis of trade, nevertheless it is not true that c<jnfidence-building is a slow or
tortuous process. Confidence in merchandising is an immediate inspiraticm produced by thorough preparedness
of course,

is

to serve the public, l)y high (juality of

merchandise

sold,

by courteous and proper treatment and by intelligent and
The first satisliberal advertising in the local newspapers.
factory transaction between a customer and such a house
establishes the same degree of confidence that a hundred
years of intercourse would produce.

V. Flanigan, representing the
was a recent visitor.

For Larranaga

J.

tory,

fac-

Co-operative Company With Three Hundred
MembersCalled the Liberty Stores Company of
Delaware

TARTING

An
is

warehouse at Washingtoboro, Pa.,
by Gambler iK: Ivshelnian. tobacco packers.

addition to their

being built

The "Regreso" brand of CV)rral. Wodiskay Ca., can now
purchased at the Fort Pitt and William Pcnn hotels in

be

Pa.

I'ittsburgh,

m

and

John Wardlow, of Key West, and A. V. [ockel, of
New York, both connected with Ruy Lopez
y Ca., stopped
off in Philadelphia the other
day.

The Sobo Cigar

Companv has leased the five-story and
building at M20 Race Street.
The structure is
remodeled for their occupancy.

I>a.s('iiu'nt

benig

with more than three hundred memLiberty Stores Company, of Delaware,
has opened headquarters at 143 North Twelfth
Street, where it will carry on a jobbing
business
cigars, cigarettes, tobacco products and
confectionery.
The company will be operated on a co-operative basis,
bers, the

.

Ihis IS ''(iirard"

Porto Rican Tobacco Crop Will Be Short
Instead of approximately 18,000.000 or 20,(MH),
l)ounds as previously expected, announcement is made that
the Porto Rican Tobacco crop will amount to but r2.000,()(K)
pounds. These figures are stated to be official. As a result of the shortage, the prices now^ prevailing are the highTobacco men estiest which have obtained in ten years.

and $1,000,000 more will be
secured for this year's crop of tobacco, than was secured
Two years ago sun-grown
in liUT). due to present prices.
tobacco brought twenty cents per pound; this year thirty
cents per pound is the (|U(»tation.
In 1!)15 the United States purchased from Porto Rico

week in Philadelphia.
bang.sdorf are celebrating the birthdav
of
'•y placing attractive displays
of
windows throughout the

nent

Grauley, manufacturer of the "Golden Rule"
^
•^cent cigar and
other well-known brands, is en route home
Altera tnp through
the Middle West.
reported

$:{.(MK>,(MKI

$:{,000.(»00.

believed that the number of subscribers will
increase rapidly when the benefits of the plan
become better

known.
I'

The company has secured for its manager Leon A.
lax, formerly of Brooklyn, who for
more than twenty

years has been engaged in the jobbing
business in the
cigar and tobacco industry.
Its president is C. A. Galloway,
a well-known Philadelphia retailer, who has wide experience in

some very satisfactorv orders.

Plumenthal. Limited, are much gratified at
continued demand for "Plor
de Jeitles" and "States'"''^'^''^
"" *''^'^ '^'"''^"^^ ^''''V tlu" factory
runnin?'"'';

J

^"re

prompt delivery.

inf(»rnied

concern.

that these

^

li''

""^

th^
t^^

•

''^

'"*^'^"*

*'^' ^''''^'

Ti,

JV-'^''

'f

'-^

^'^^''"^'>'

^>^'"i^'

pT

"m^^"'

'^

Maiulmade"

r>-

article in

goods were purchased from anwas
(.iher company in entire good faith, and that never
there any intention to deceive on the part of the Lancaster

.'"e

brand of the company is called
and already has secured a wide distribution in this city and in Delaware.
As fast as sections are
organized and developed, additional jobbing
houses will be
"Liberty

^-cent

Si)ecial."

'*"'^^'''

t''^

that
wholesale drug and cigar
^'> take on for
distribution
'^' ^v^'il-J<nown '•Muriel"
*^

t'-'-^fJe

'

'f,

'Ji^tribuw,

•'"'ine'ss

,

''
,

Tobacco Company.

r^orillard

excellent.

cigars,

i^^.

V''"''"">''

^•'>;""^"^- ''

^li'*>-''^l»'ll''iia.

''^'^is

'i
'"'

locality for

P'-'»^Pccts

manufactured by
Pa., are now being

concern does a jobbing
for future business are

the sole distribution rights in this

"Kef" cigarette, manufactured by the
Turco- American Tobacco Company.
While carrying many of the le'ading brands of cigars,
cigarettes and tobaccos, this companv will also
have its
own exclusive brands. There is some'talk of the company
opening a cigar factory in this section.
The opening days of the concern give every promise
of rapid growth, and their stocks are being
accumulated
in

the

order to give promj)t service to their customers.

Cairo Blenders, Ltd., Succeed D. Serabian

is

"ni
''•avuk

The company has

quickly

kn""''p"'r^""''"^

C.
ciRar

"The Tobacco Worlo
relative to forty-one cans of "Leap bVog" stogies being
seized from the Imperial Cigar Company. Lancaster, ^ve
Concerning a recent

Mr. Grauley has

&

.leitles

house of

Correction

the retail to-

field.

The leading

P..

tie

Smith

A

city.

I

(

established.

Henry

cigars to the number of 1TO.O(HI,00(» valued at $0,000,000.
She also purchased 7,oo<».oo(» pounds of leaf tobacco val-

ued at

Antonio Rni^
i^
Stephen Girard
"Girard" cigars in promi-

A:

I

IS

It

bacco

mate that between

JOBBING HOUSE OPENS

If the

;

While confidence,

J

The

&

Co.

11

interests of D. Serabian
Company, of 23 Central
P.oston, Mass., have been purchased by the
Cairo
Rlenders. Limited, which has recently been
incorporated
with a cajiital stock of $15,000. The former company
manu,*<:

Street.

factured the well-known "Narkid" cigarette, which
has
a large following among smokers of high-grade

won

cigarettes.
to be found in most of the exclusive clubs
and high-class hotels of Boston. The new owners of
the
brand will put forth an eflfort to secure a large distribution.
D. .Serabian has been elected vice-president and
general
manager of the new concern.

The

cigarette

is

n
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General Business Conditions Are Promising M. A. Gunst
Off on Trip to New York— Louis Cahn, of Lovera
Company a Visitor

San Francisco,

May

5,

1916.

dealers find that their May business held up very well, and, together with April,
makes a good showing for spring business. May,
also, has started out well, particularly in the city;

AN FRANCISCO

and dealers

figure that the present niontli will just

about

hold its own with the two preceding months. In the city,
general business conditions are very promising; but jobbers report that country dealers in the grain-growing sec-

more restricted in their buying owing
to the dry spring and the prospects of a light grain crop.
M. A. Gunst, head of M. A. Gunst & Company, of this
city, left for New York and other Eastern cities a few days
He will be absent from San Francisco for several
ago.
weeks at least. Just before his departure, Mr. Gunst was
given a farewell dinner by his friends at the Cliff House.
Morgan Gunst, of M. A. Gunst & Company, is now
paying a short visit to some of the company's branches
and connections in the interior of California. So far, he
tions are

now

a

little

reports everything in first-class shape.
G. P. Lauinger, secretary of Tillmann & Bendel, San
Francisco distributors of the Sanchez Sc TIaya and other
brands of cigars, is spending one week at Del Monte, Cal.,
in attendance on the California convention of wholesale
grocers.
E. A. Allenberg, traveling man for H. E. Judell &
Company, who has been seriously ill for some time, is now

improving, and is expected to be about again before long.
"Make a Pal of 'Palo' " is now the motto of a growE. J. Stolz, who
ing number of San Francisco dealers.
recently became the Western agent for the "Palo" cigar,
has made an alliance with Joe Rinaldo, of Mission and First
streets, San Francisco, who has become the local distributor
of "Palo" and the two of them are doing some very telling
work in the way of placements. Mr. Rinaldo says that the
dealers who first put the line in are already coming back
for more; and he is confident that he has chosen well in
his first move in the wholesale field.
Major B. F. Burrows, resident agent for the Jose
Lovera lines, including the "Lovera" and the "Bandero"
brands of cigars, has been busy this week, showing Louis
Cahn, the secretary of the company, about the town and
introducing him to the trade. Mr. Cahn came in from the
South about a week ago; and will spend a few days more
here before leaving for the other Coast cities. Mr. Cahn
is pleased with the way the "Bandero" cigar has taken hold
in Mr. Burrows* territory, and in fact in all the western
section of the country; and he is planning on meeting Mr.
Burrows' views in the matter of getting supplies of
"Banderos" to the Coast as promptly as possible.
Ed Marshall, the popular Coast representative of Sig
;

Mayer & Company, who came up from Los Angeles last
week for a stop with the local trade, has just about completed his round of the San Francisco dealers, and will
leave in a day or two for Portland, Seattle and other points
in the Pacific Northwest.
After completing his work in

the Puget Sound section, Mr. Marshall will go East for a
short stop at the factory. He reports a good run of business throughout California.
is

The San Francisco Retail Cigar Dealers' Association
taking the lead in a movement to secure the services of
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E. C. Berriman to lead the anti-coupon fight. The local
association has passed a resolution authorizing the secretary to ask Mr. Berriman to take up the fight and to secure
the co-operation of other retail cigar dealers' associations

;i

'H!

requesting Mr. Berriman to take up this work.
The H. Bercovich Cigar Company, of this city, was
the successful contestant in its efforts to secure the cigar
concession at the Techau Tavern Company's immense ice
skating palace now in course of construction. If the present vogue for skating continues, the new ice skating rink
will be one of the greatest summer resorts of the city; and
should prove quite a market for cigars.
in

The Klauber-Wangenheim Company,

extensive

dis-

tributors of cigars in Southern California, have completed
arrangements for the distribution of the Cuesta, Rey &
Company's cigars in their territory. R. IT. Hammond, rep-

resenting the manufacturers

was

in

Los Angeles

last week

Mr. Hammond reports a good demand throughout his wide territory.
H. L. Judell & Company. Front Street wholesalers,
have secured the local agency for the "Mi Hogar" cigars
of E. P. Cordero. Stocks are expected in very shortly; and
Mr. Judell anticipates a good steady demand from the start.
to C()nii)lcte the deal.

Dave

Frohlichstein. traveling representative of E. P. Cordero, will arrive in San Francisco in about two weeks for
some introductory work in connection wit]j the selling force
of

H. L. Judell

& Company.

Falkenstein, vice-president of S. Bachman & Company, is one of the first men of the trade to get away for
He left this week for a short stay
a vacation this year.
at Castle Rock Springs.
J. R. Winter has succeeded to the retail cigar business
of D. M. Dallahan at Pasadena. Cal.
There has been a change at the Wotten Si Rell store
at Modesto, the firm having been replaced by the new firm
of Wotten Brothers.
Allen.

Wants Havana Manufactures

England having connnanded that high-grade

cigars be

placed on the luxury list, thus curtailing their principal
ninrket. many of the Havana cigar factories have been compelled to close down by virtue of not being able to find any
other outlet for their goods.
Realizing the advantages to the city, if it is possible to
bring it about, the Chamber of Commerce, of Jacksonville,
Fla., are considering a plan whereby they may induce van-

ous of the large Havana cigar manufacturers to come and
locate in Jacksonville. It is possible that a committee may
be formed to go to Havana for the ])urpose of laying before
the Havana manufacturers just exactly such statistics as
enable them to decide whether or not the facilities
offered by Jacksonville will be to their material advantage.

will

"Paramount," New Dime Smoke of Mendelsohn Company
"Paramount," a Havana cigar retailing at 10 cents, has
just recently been placed on the market by the Mendelsohn

Company, 2110-12 Woodland .\venue, Cleveland, O. J^^
company reports that a splendid reception has been given
thus far to the brand. The "Decision" cigar is manufactured by this company also.

in

Successful Experiment in Crossing Tobacco
A successful experiment in crossing the tobacco grown
the Cagayan Valley with the Connecticut broad leaf ha^

been made

in

Laguna Province,

of the Philippitie Islands,
HMie product of this cro>"'

the region about Los Banos.
brings more than double the price in the local market tna
is paid for tobacco of the Cagayan Valley.— "Commerce
in

Reports,"

R.

J'^.

Company,

©la IBimiidlwaiy

Christie, vice-president of the
is

American Cigar

the South at the present time.

in

at present located.

W.

vice-president of the Havana-American
recently for a business trip to Chicago.

P. Rison,

Company,

left

Concession for the cigar department of the Railroad
Club has been obtained by G. W. Faber, Incorporated.

To meet

Leonard B. McKitterick, president of M. Melachrino
Company, is at present in the Middle W^est, calling on

various jobbers of the

Some

on "Tuval" cigars have been received
of Marcelino Perez & Company as the result

nice orders

at the office

of

Mr. Perez's visit

A

company.

among

the

New England

trade.

on the ordinary and
restricted ordinary shares, has been declared by the Imperial Tobacco Company, of Great Britain and Ireland.

A

quarterly dividend of one and three quarters per
cent, on the company's stock has been declared by the directors of the Diamond Match Company.
An increase of
one quarter of
quarterly

one per cent, is disclosed by this recent
dividend of the company.

B. F.

Alexander, United States and Canadian representative of "La Flor dc A. Fernandez Garcia," and "Flor
de Tomas Gutierrez" factories, Havana,
Cuba, arrived in
Xew York, recently, following a several weeks' visit to the
former city.

July Ith has

been the date set for the opening of the new
'^chultc store at Bergen and
Bedford Avenues, Brooklyn,
N- Y. Repairs
are now being made to the building which
IS to he
occupied.
Additional space is to be afforded by
occupancy of a building adjoining.
Just back from a trip to the Coast, Harvey Vreeland,
15enson
Hedges, speaking of the demand for

&

cork-tip
stated that in the territory covered by his Westtrip It is now just
about even. l'V)rnierly there was an
J''""
"per cent, call for the cork-tij) and 20
per cent, for the
^'Karcttes.

I'am.

'}•

Their Connecticut territorv having
been made vacant
the resignati.Mi
of J. V.. Lan'drv. M. Melachrino
Comi*^-

announce that George II. Mahan has been ai)j)ointed
••succeed Mr. Landry.
Mr. Mahan fornierlv was identi'fd with
the sales force of the Melachrino Company
prior

['"">•.

^0

of the trade several of

most modern machines have been installed. This new
equipment represents some of the largest and most up-todate machines that are manufactured for work of this char-

tl

acter.

A. Voice, in an interview with a representative
of "The Tobacco World," stated that while orders are coming in very rapidly the equipment of the company is being
J.

increased to care for the new business. Mr. Voice is also
said that while they consider conditions at the present times
abnormal, and that as a result of this there may be considerable over-buying, they look forward to a genuine continued prosperity which may be only temporarily disturbed
by political and international conditions.

,.

"Cado" Cigarettes With Attachable Tips
"Cado" cigarettes with attachable cork tips seem to
have made a very satisfactory impression on the trade,
according to the demand that is being experienced on this
newest novelty of the Cado Company, the manufacturers.
It is possible under the new arrangement to enjoy either
cork or plain tips just as one desires.

iJecember

1,

1916.

Designated as tapers,

and formed of a superior quality of cork, well reinforced,
new mouthpieces prevent tiny crumbs of tobacco annoying the smoker as heretofore. The feature has been
patented by the Cado Company, and is having a welcome
reception wherever shown. Ten tapers are packed in each
the

box.
"Feifer's Union Five" in Spokane
B. Feifer & Company, East Seventy-sixth Street,

York

New

announce that the sub-jobbing agency for
Union Five" cigar has been placed with Peter M.

City,

"Feifer's

Jacoy, of Spokane, Wash. Though he has not been established in business very long, Mr. Jacoy may be listed among
the more progressive concerns of Spokane.
His territory
on the "Feifer Union Five" is to cover Northern Idaho and
a certain section of Eastern Washington.
Cigarettes

^>l

demands

stock dividend of 100 per cent,

Due to the fact that the company's operations in Porto
Rico demand continuous attention, Richard Baum, of
Culm & Company, is not to return to New York City
J.
until some time in July.

the

the growing

the

Mr.

Is'

M.

Jacksonville

IBI^aiirdl

Pasbach- Voice Lithographing Company Expanding
N evidence of the growth of the business of the
Pasbach- Voice Lithographing Company is shown
in the recent action of that company when they
signed a lease for an additional ten thousand
square feet of floor space in the building in which they are

Showing Tremendous Increase

According to Dow, Jones & Company, sales of cigarettes manufactured in the United States for the first quarter
of 1916, disclosed an increase of 41.8 per cent, over the

same

period in 1915, or 1,484,000,000 cigarettes. These figures,
it is stated, establish a high record for all equal periods in
the history of the industry.
Should the cuifrent rate of consumption be maintained,
it is estimated that 1916 will have seen marketed in this
country, cigarettes totalling more than 21,000,000,000. For
the twelve months ending December 31, 1915, cigarette
production in the United States amounted to 18,000,000,000.
The total amount recorded for 1914 was about 16,000,000,000.

*'i»
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iJf^lKlSiiais

Jevne & Company, Chicago, 111., report increased
sales on the well-known "Flor de Partagas'' brand.
C.

THE TOBACCO WORLD
BALTIMORE WAREHOUSES EMPTY

INVASION OF WASHINGTON PLAN OF
TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION

Stores Company are to open a branch
store at 433 State Street, corner of lay Street, Schenectady,

___

N. Y.

New

'•

Wright & Company, of St. Lonis, Mo., report that
"Mi Hogar" cigars are selling well. This brand is manufactured by E. 1*. Cordero & Company.
T.

The North

vStar State

Tobacco Company,

of St. Paul,

Minn., report that they are having an excellent
the "Optimo" cigar at the present time.
It is

reported that

it is

demand on

the intention of the San

Telmo

Cigar Manufacturing Company, of J3etroit, Mich., to establish two or three branch offices in the Eastern cities.

The

distribution of the products of K.

Regensburg

iJv:

Sons, in Boston, Maine and New Hampshire is under the
direction of the Joseph P. Manning Company, of Koston,

Mass.

The Cavalla Tobacco Company, Milwaukee, Wis., carry
the popular "El Roi-Tan" cigar in seven sizes. They have
just recently taken on » for distribution the new Victoria
shape of this brand.

Phinney

&

Smith, wholesale and retail cigar dealers,
Chicago, 111., are now located at Superior and Clark streets,
that city.
They were formerly located for a number of
years at Chicago Avenue and Clark Street.

The W.

G. Patterson Stores, Birmingham, Ala., are
now featuring exclusively "Antony y Cleopatra" cigars;
this following a recent visit of 1'. A. VVysard, of the lavanr^American Company to the Patterson concern.
1

When

the Ryan Hotel. St. Paul. Minn., opens June 1st
next, the cigar dei)artment will be in charge of Charles

formerly director of the cigar department of the St.
Paul Athletic Club. Mr. Bant/, will be assisted by I'rank
Baker.
Siller, Narten & Barnes, Pittsburgh, are now occupying their new quarters at 951 Liberty Avenue. The removal was made necessary by the razing of the former site
which they occupied to give way to the erection of a new
building for the Chamber of Commerce.
P'antz,

to this date eleven trade organizations have
already
responded to the call of the Tobacco Merchants'

and have passed resolutions

distribution in Boston, Mass., and adjacent suburban territory through the efTort of H. L. Whipple, of Melhado
Brothers, Boston, Mass., local distributors.

to send delegates to

the

Convention.

Nine additional organizations are

likely to elect

dele-

gates within the next week when 'they are to hold
their
meeting.
The following is a complete list of affiliated and participating associations to date
Tobacco Salesmen's Association, Tobacco Trade Association of Massachusetts
Louisville Tobacco Board of Trade, Havana Cigar
Manufacturers' Association, New Ycjrk State Tobacco Growers'
Association, Tobacco Association of the United States
:

"Colors were

III.,

following advices from William W'aldman. of the comi)any,'
just recently back from Cuba, announce that they will hereafter feature the "Antilla Cubana" brand, having secured
the agency for the imported line of Saavedra
Cf)mi)any.

Brothers brands formorlv distributed
in Chicago by a branch office of V. Garcia iK: I'.rothers.
have
been taken over for local distributif.n bv the RuhstratI'^t

Cowley Company, who

The
sary.

will also distribute the "Iris" cigar.

closing of the branch office

made

the change neces-

meeting of the Maryland Leaf Tobacco

much

livelier,

red and light red predomi-

"The French Regie bought about
as a large

.Arthur L. Rosenburg recently opened at 106 South
Calvert Street. Baltimore, ISId.. for the purpose of doing
a wholesale cigar business. He will be known to the trade
as A. L. Rosenburg & Company.
"La Muna" and "El

Radio" cigars, manufactured by Cans Brothers, 10-cent
and 5-cent products, resi)ectively, are to be distributed.
The *'E1 Vendura." of the Emze Cigar Company, is also to
be carried. Mr. Rosenburg has associated with him Harold
Cundersheimer, who is to call on local trade.
to Francisco Garcia's Position

Waitt & Bond, Incorporated, of I5oston, Mass., ann(mnce that John McCormick, of 209 Pearl Street, New
\'ork City, succeeds to the vacancy created by the death
of Francisco Ciarcia, in the capacity of advisor and supervisor of purchases of tobacco. Mr. McCormick accepts his

following more than thirty-five years' as.sociation with Francisco Garcia & Brother & Company.
office

"La Venga" Brand
Fred l^nland, representing

in

Oklahoma

strictest

attention to the packing of all of their tobacco
tney wish to
preserve the present high

The report covers the trade in
Marvland and Ohio tobacco at this port
up to December 'M, Jlji:,. The total receipts for the
year were 29,Tlo hogsheads, of which

\\.

their territory.

new

T.

Moriarty. the company's new sales manager, the "Old KinsT
Cole" cigar, (»f the Regan Importation Company, should

were of Ohio tobacco.
The stock on hand janhogsheads
of Maryland and \\h\H\ of Ohio.
Wr^^ ?0'P4
^^ "°* shown on the report, it is said that
mr
u-^*
lostf otf this
stock has been disposed of since and that
the
^^arehouses are now
practically empty and in position to
ceive and take
care of the new crop, which has com•ciced to come
forward with some freedom.
1^"'^^'^
«;

P.
•

make

a score of friends,

ers of discrimination

the "C^ld

King Cole."

will

company states
make no mistake in

'{'he

that smok-

43:?

logshcads

M

dress and under the guidance of lulward

if

market."

City

V. Schnoor 8: Company.
Oklahoma City, )kla., in company with Ed. W. Marlin, of
Celestino Vega iS: Company, manufacturers of "La Venga"
cigars, recently called on local trade in the interests of the
brand. Schnoor iS: Company distribute the "La Venga" in

In a

hogsheads

buying what it needed,
percentage of the crop turned out very leafy and
heavy bodied, little suitable for other markets.
"The new Maryland crop has suffered through excessive rains arid the yield
has been materially reduced
thereby. So far about 1140 hogsheads of
groundleaves and
about 1500 hogsheads of crop and second tobacco
have been
marketed. The groundleaves, while of good
(|uality, lacked
m color, but nevertheless sold at record prices from I cents
to 11 cents, with occasional sales
above and below. The
^^^
groundleaves
was taken at (> cents to U cents.
^^"'\.?!
"The new crop and second tobaccos so far received
were like the groundleaves of
good, light (pialitv. but dehcient m color.
In spite of the often doubtful colidition all
offermgs found a ready sale at very
high prices. There
certamly is a strong demand for all
grades of the new crop
and the outlook for this
year's business is very bright.
"Lately quite a number of complaints have
been received in regard to
the faulty packing of fine to fancy hogsheads.
We cannot urge farmers too stronglv to pay the

Jobbing House Opens in Baltimore

John McCormick Succeeds

1:2,000

and experienced little difficulty in

"Old King Cole" Brand Making Friends
F. Garcia

Forward

but yellowish grades were comparatively scarce.
The crop was leafy and the proportion of short common
to medium grades was smaller than in years and entirely
inadequate to meet the strong demand.
"The season opened late and up to July 1 only 3380
hogsheads had reached the market,
l-'rom the beginning
buying was active, but in iVugust, when the daily receipts
became large, a lively demand for all grades developed.
This exceptionally large buying movement was created by
the high prices for other tobacco, especially
Java, as well
as by the small stocks of Maryland held in Europe.
Prices
advanced rapidly and were at the close of the season from
1 to 3 cents higher.

Leaf Tobacco Board of Trade, Lancaster Leaf
'J'obacco Board of Trade, Cincinnati Leaf Tobacco
Exchange, Burley Loose Leaf Tobacco Sales Association,
Cigar Manufacturers' Association of America.
Washington tobacco merchants are taking a keen interest and have organized a reception committee, made
up
of Fred W. I'lugge (chairman), H. T. Offterdinger, IWt
E. Trenis, J. W. Dunbar, W. Burke, W. II. Warner, Henry
I.
Henderson, John Loughran. John B. Newman, A. II.
Rogers, Oscar Reinach, William Hall, William M. Wailes,
luigene Cochrane, E. S. Hecht, Lee Coombs and Carl Kaufman.

i»C-

The

Now Coming

nating,

(

The El Mundo Importation Comi)any. Chicago,

a recent

Crop

character of the crop.

New York

New

3^

Association in Baltimore, the following report was
1
presented to the board of directors for acceptance
"We look back on a year of great activity in
Seldom has there been such a great dethe tobacco trade.
mand for all kinds of tobacco, and the entire Maryland
The yield of the 1914 Marycrop was sold at firm prices.
land crop was larger than anticipated.
The weights of the
hogsheads were unusually heavy, exceeding those of former
years from 10 to 15 per cent., due to the heavy and sappy

Associa

new
"Havana Ribbon" cigars, manufactured by Bayuk
I brothers Company,
Philadeljjhia, are attaining increased

T

Up

tion,

19

j^

Tgumpn TSpg

Past Year One of Great Activity— Most of Old Stock Sold-

{Continued from Page /j)

The United Cigar

:

^na
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^*'^^''^

Tvt

McDonald

company.

calling for

Tobacco Companv has appointed

to take charge of the

Mr. McDonald

'" ^'li'^-'i«:"-

rese TT'''.'
resentative
for

the liurley

to

lllin<,is

make

territorv of

his permanent
uas fornierlv Michigan repTobacco Compa'ny
11^'

is

Cuban Consul Investigating "Clear Havana"
CigarsA. L. Cuesta, Sr., Back From
Havana—Jorge
Leon on a Visit to His Cuban Plantations—
F. Arguelles Going to Lpok Over
Tobacco Crop

Tampa, May

lUCH

II, 1916.

satisfaction

is being expressed by Berriman
Brothers, relative to the business being done
at
the factory.

The Clear Havana Cigar Manufacturers' Association, of Tampa, held a meeting recently.
In an address to the members, Rafael M. Vbor, Cuban
Consul,
stated that he had been commissioned by the
Cuban Gov-

ernment to investigate the matter

of cigars being designated
"Clear Havana" when rightfully they were not entitled
to
be so classed. He further stated that the work
consigned
to him had been completed, and that his report
to his Government would be made shortly.
A. L. Cuesta, Sr., and John Turner, president of
the
Tampa Rotary Club, are back again in the citv following a
recent stay in Cuba, where they organized a branch
of the
Rotary Club. A number of prominent Havana citizens
affiliated themselves with the new organization.
I'.erriman Brothers' "Valkyrie" cigar is reported
to be
having a splendid demand in the Middle West, Chicago
at
the present time, being the scene of an aggressive
advertising canil)aign on the brand.
Following a four weeks' stay at the factorv, Mortimer

Regensburg left for New York recently.
Comparison of the first four months of II) 10 with the
same period of the preceding year reveals an increase of
:l(;.:.^)0.(KH) cigars or a monthly
increase of ;),(K;2,.500 cigars.
estimated that should this gain continue until the end
of the year, 1!J1() will have shown an increase of l()8,0(i(».n(M»
cigars.
This would be a rather remarkable accomplishment when it is considered that last vear broke the record
with a total of 300,000,000 cigars.
It is

"Tami)a-Hand-Made," manufactured by the llillsboro
Cigar factory, is a new 5-cent brand for which the demand
increasing steadily.
Many favorable comments are being heard among the
trade concerning the attractive new store of Eli Witt.
Work cm the $'^0,000 addition to the factory of F.
is

Lozano, Son

The

& Company

plans of the

coming along satisfactorilv.
building were drawn uj) by Fred lames,
is

well known here.
The continually increasing business of
the company made larger facilities imperative. It is hoped
to occupy the new structure August 1st or shortly thereafter.

Jorge Leon, of San Martin & Leon, is now at his plantations in Cuba.
It is stated that he expects to return to
the city in the early part of July.
When here recently,
following his trip to the Middle West. Mr. Leon expressed
himself as being well satisfied with the demand being received for the company's brands.
Corral, Wodiska y Ca. arc among the various manufacturers expressing satisfaction with the orders l)eing re-

ceived at the respective factories.
Facundo Arguelles, of Arguelles, Lopez i<v Brother,
manufacturers of the popular "Tadema" cigar, was among
those leaving for Havana recently.
Mr. ,\rguelles went
to look over the condition of the tobacco crop, and planned
to purchase should he find a particular grade of tobacco.
Perfecto.

-
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Brier Roots for Pipe

Eminent

Sir

]\K i)resentation on April 28th of the Past Commander's Jewel to Eminent Sir William Ridgway
well known in the cigar trade
through his position as manager of the cigar deCompany, brings attenpartment of Mitchell, Fletcher

lUiUock,

who

is

&

whci probably stands higher in Masonic circles than any other member of the retail cigar trade in thn
tion to a

The

William Ridgway Bullock

man

city.

Lu Lu Temple, Broad and Spring Garden

The "Number One Smoker," of the Sanchez & llaya
Company, is being distributed by the I<>eed-Fisher Company, of Nashville, Tenn.
covering Wisconsin territory for SchinMr. Cline formerly represented the AmeriBrothers.
Tobacco Company in Minnesota.

W.

Streets.
asi

Open Jobbing House

Mr. Bullock has held or is holding the following offices
which represent much time and dev(jtion to Masonic i)rinPast Master and Life Member of Stephen (iirard
ciples:
Lodge F. & A. M. No. 150, member of the lioard of Almoners of CJrand Lodge of Pennsylvania Charity Inmd, Life
Meml)er of the Masonic Home Corporatiim of I'ennsylvania, Past Master, Trustee and Life Member of I^xcelsior
Mark Lodge No. 216, Life Meml)er of Harmony Royal
Arch Chapter No. 52, Life Mem1)er of Philadelphia Council
R. cK: S. M. No. 11, Junior General of Philadelphia Conclave
K. of the R. C. of C. No. 8, Past Commander and Life Mem-

Oklahoma

Britton-Gunn Co. to
City
For the purpose of doing a general jobbing business in
cigars, cigarettes, tobaccos and candies, W. B. Britten and
Harry Gunn will shortly establish themselves at Oklahoma
City, Okla., under the trade name of the Britton-Gunn Company. They have secured for distribution in that territory
the well-known "Charles Denby" cigar manufactured by
This brand was formerly
II. iH-ndrich, Iwansville, Ind.
distributed here by the Rothenberg & Schloss Company,
Mr. Britton was for an extensive period
of Kansas City.
with the Liggett & Myers Tt)bacco Company in the capacity of cigarette salesman. Mr. Gunn, though not having
been identified with the cigar business, also is an experienced salesman.
in

G. S. Merrick to Manage Melachrino Company in England
George S. Merrick, who has been superintending the
sales of "Milo" cigarettes in the United States, and who,
also, is vice-president of M. Melachrino & Company, of
Canada, is to assume management of the business of M.

& Company

Great P.ritain.
Mr. Merrick
sailed for Fngland last Saturday, and will make his headquarters in London. That Mr. Merrick is eminently fitted
for the office he is about to fill, needs no comment. It is
.safe to ])redict that under the influence of its new director
the business of M. Melachrino & Company across the water
will find itself expanding as a natural result.

Melachrino

can

B. Cline is

Klingenstein

the

\Vcst. IHa..

that

ness

is

recently started
account, states

which

in

his busi-

progressing.

»

manager of the B. F. Meyer Cigar
Arthur J.
and Importing Company, Denver, Col., having severed his
connection with that concern, Adolph Abenheimer has
Zoellner,

been

named to succeed him.

cans of "Velvet" smoking tobacco are being
distributed throughout Dallas, Tex., by the Liggett &
Myers Tobacco Company. Accompanying these are literature and premium catalogues.
.'Sample

Having closed their store at Main and Genesee streets,
Seidenbcrg (\)mpany, Buffalo, N. Y., are now

The new home of the company offers more extensive facilities for the conduct of business, the appimitments being entirely modern and very attractive in appearance.
An invitation is extended to the trade to call and

William Ridgway Bullock

Main Street, which
downtown business district.

doing business at 'MM]
heart of the

E. N.

terests of

location

is

in the

Ochs, of the E. H. Gato Cigar Company, was a
to the trade of St. Louis, Mo., in the in-

the

"Gato"

have an excellent

cigar,

which

it

is

stated, is said to

following in that market.

D. H. Moulsdale, representing

.Special attention is directed to the

John's Commandery K. T. Xo. I, Past President
of St. John's Commandery K. T. Drill Corps No. 4, Past
President of the Line Officers and Past Commanders Association of the First Division K. T. of Pennsylvania, Life
Member of Philadelphia Sovereign Consistory S. l'\ R. C.
32% Life Member of Lu Lu fcmple A. A. O. N. M. S., and
IVesident Lu Lu Temple Patrol A. A. ( ). N. M. S.

her of

St.

Mr. Bullock contains a number
At the
of designs correlated to the Masonic l*>aternity.
top is a Passion Cross encircled by a diamond-studded
crown. The lower and larger portion is a solid gold shield
covered with enameled colors with the various Masonic
emblems in gold relief. The jewel is a beautiful work of art,
and its presentation to Mr. I'ullock is not only a token <•
appreciation, but an indication of the esteem in which he is
held by his fellow Knights Templar.

The Jewel presented

to

Charitable Bequests of

Henry Straus Total

$4200

Charles Straus, his brother, and David Henly. hi>
brother-in-law, are named as executors of the estate ot
Henry Straus. ])rominent imi)orter. jobber and retailer ot
Cincinnati. Ohio, whose death occurred suddenly in that
The princij)al portion of the estate, esticity recently.
mated at $.SO,()(IO, of which $50,000 is personal and the nmainder real estate, is left to Charles Straus, as acknow

edgment
the

by Charles
The
the Straus business.

of the assistance rendered

upbuilding

be{|uests are

of

made:

$'^500 to

Mary

Straus

i-i

Sanchez

&

Haya,

left

Richmond. Va., recently for a two weeks' trip to Atlantic
City, N.
J., where he expects to devote his efforts principally to

the popular "Ignacio Ilaya" of the

company.

Home

I

'•

Ungcr, of the latter

company.

rumored that E. E. Beach, the former manager of
Southwest Cigar Company. Dallas. Tex., will return
j'hortly to the
city, and will then enter the wholesale cigar
Tt is

(Ml

'"•Kiager of

his

the

own

account.

M.

C.

Bcarrin

is

the

new

Southwest Company.

;

for the Blind,

and the

Home

j)arts of

[A

the world.

I'll

I

of independent exporters in Italy of brierwood
for pipe making and a list of manufacturers of brierwood
pipes and cigarette holders can be obtained at the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce or its district offices.
list

Refer to

No. 75,830.]

file

A

'

Mazer Cigar Company Enjoins St. Louis Firm
The Mazer Cigar Manufacturing Company, of Detroit,
obtained a temporary injunction against Harriet
«ind Richard Ury, cigar manufacturers of St. Louis, restraining the latter from the use (jf a certain alleged distinctive
container for the sale at retail of cigars, with certain words
printed thereon, which is claimed to be an infringement
of the patent deyicc of the Mazer concern.
The injunction was granted by Judge D. P. Dyer in
the United States District Court, conditioned upon' complainant company furnishing bond of $5000 to guarantee
the defendants against any losses they may sustain in the
event the injunction is dissolved at the hearing of the suit

on

its

\i

merits.

Tobacco

Tobacco Production in Paraguay
is the most widely cultivated crop

in Paraguay. The production for 1915 is estimated at 21,000.000
pounds, of which about 20.000,000 pounds were exported.
Paraguayan tobacco is exported principally to Argentina,
Brazil, and the Netherlands.
Germany was formerly the
principal market. The foreign demand for Paraguayan tobacco during 1915 exceeded the supply available for export.
During the year tobacco seed from Habana. Virginia. Kentucky, and Connecticut was imported and planted
here, and the experiments gave good results in every case.

r

tie

'•""^"H-ss

testimony of faithful service $:]o'o to the Jewish llospiti"
Association: $500 to the Home for the Jewish Aged;$'^'"'
th^each to the Jewish Orphan Asylum of Cleveland and
Deiivei.
National Jewish Hospital for Consunii)tives at
\Whn\y
Colo., and" $100 each to the Children's Home, the
Vu'um (^)llege. the Colored Ori)hans' Home. Cl<)vem<M.k
in

The Blakeslee-Snyder Company, of Buffalo, N. Y., have
hcen conducting a local campaign
recently on the "Judge
}yright" cigar, of the
Newman Cigar Company.
J. C.
hey have had the two weeks'
assistance on the brand from

following:

Driscoll, housekeciH'r.

Great Britain, and, before the war, Germany, where they
are made into the pipes known to commerce. From those
countries exports of the finished product were made to all

Mich.,

ored to render.
Sir

roots

boiled and roughly shaped, after which they are sorted by
size, color, and quality.
They are shipped from these w^arehouses to France,

The "Open Door," a publication being distributed
among the trade, is sponsored by the R. J. Reynolds ToThe trade in Memphis, Tenn., were rebacco Company.
cently in receipt of copies.

n

most in demand for pipe making, a certain
aroma and brightness of wood being the test, are those
obtained from the Tuscan Maremme in the neighborhood
of Follonica, Cecina, and Grosseto.
They are preferred
by manufacturers to those from any other part of Italy,
or from Algeria or the Orient. Most of the land in the
'i^iscan IVLiremme growing these roots is owned by French
and British concerns, who maintain warehouses and workshops on or near their lands where the roots are washed,

Cal.

who
own

manufacturing business on his
he is well satisfied with the manner

recent visitor

Messrs. Cohen iv
cigar humidor newly installed.
.S<ms attribute the splendid growth of their business to the
high grade of service which they have at all times endeav-

Key

the

in

Badger Tobacco Company in New Quarters
E. Cohen X: Sons, doing business as the Badger lobacco Comj)any, Milwaukee, Wis., announce to the trade
that they are now located at 114 l^ast Water Street, having
recently removed from their old (juarters at 117 Third

large

Company, Los Angeles,

R. Lo])ez Trujillo,

the R. J.

inspect for themselves.

The

The new "Queen" size of the "Webster" cigar manufactured by Pendas & Alvarez has just been received by

in

Street.

Eminent

Brier pipes, made from the roots of the French white
heath ( I^:rica arborea), were first introduced into England
in 1859. The ulant flourishes in all countries bordering
upon
the Mediterraffean and grows to a height of 38 to 45 inches,
in this district it is the custom to cut the long, tough, young
shoots each year, bind them together, and sell them for
use in sweeping streets in cities and towns.
Outside of
this, the plant is allowed to grow for three or four
years,
when the roots wmII have developed sufficiently to permit
cutting them, enough of the plant being left to permit cuttings every three years.

presentation 'were both
music was unusually good

exercises attending the

pleasant and interesting. The
and there was an atmosphere of cordiality which was felt
l)y all those who were fortunate enough to witness the
The presentation
efforts of the St. John's Commandery.
took place at the public installation exercises of St. John's
Commandery No. 4, Knights Templar, A. C. 798, held i-i

Making

From Jacksonville comes the announcement that Lee
'•"'•<sley is now
representing the Liggett il- Myers To'I'^'^'o
Company in that territorv. Mr. Tankslev was for'I'^Tly

the representative of the P. Lorillard

I'^"y ui

Louisiana and Mississippi territory.

Tobacco Com-

Russian Licorice Root for the United States
a result of representations made to the Russian railway authorities by Mr. Henry D. Baker, the American
commercial attache at Petrograd, permission has been
granted to transport large quantities of licorice root from
the Russian Caucasus to Archangel, for shipment to the
Ignited .States. This will not only be a boon to American
tobacco interests, but will also increase the quantity of
cargo available for the return trips of vessels carrying the
increasing American exports to Russia.

As

for Incurables.

1

:
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Prosperous Year for Diamond Match Company

reserve of $388,367.66 to be applied against the inventories
of raw materials purchased at abnormal prices, and thus
provide to some extent against the decline in prices which
will naturally follow the cessation of hostilities abroad.
"As a result of conditions at home and abroad, the
company recently commenced the erection of three experimental plants which are being built with the hope that

The Diamond Match Company in its report to stockholders for the year ended December 31 last, shows gross
amounting

earnings

against ^1,872,165 in
net earnings of the company dunng the year

The

1914.

amounted

to

$2,28i,564,

compared with $1,5 12,234 for
The surplus on December 31 was
the end of 1914 it amounted to

to $1,G05,009, as

the preceding year.

whereas at

$454,730,
$889,320.

muriate of potash

bacco

may

tobacco

United States bonded warehouses
and bonded manufacturing warehouses.
leaf

in

Pounds of Leaf Tobacco on Hand.
April

Types.

Aggregate*
Chewing, smoking,
R"**ley

.

1916.

M 9A^9A75

34373«.79^

147,879,302
12,087,068
55.266,237
29,689,58
1 1,758,277
57,562,228

158,725,092
1,788,039

1,41 7,693, j^j
snuflf

and export

types, total,

;

.

,001 ,4()F ,972

1915.
,4s
,ojS,4,^8
i
,024, r)6,293

.

Dark District of Kentucky and Tennessee
Dark fired as grown in Clark.sville, Hopkinsville
and Paducah Districts
Henderson
(ireen River

One Sucker

1

[

Virgmia Sim Cured
Virgmia Dark
P»right \ellow District of Virginia, North Carolina and South Carolina
Maryland
Kastern Ohio Export

1914.

i

i

1

58,.V^8/)Oi

37,294,435
13,654,647
51,243,993

,380,987,689
95 ^ .5 .^9<^>7
1 ,288,658
'

1

1

1st.

'

224

45.I9-^5^•^

I«Tt. la.,

22,259,554

pany, the

3^7,213.203

''>7,73^5S4

60.69:1.788

S5,97<^>.972

30,537,^><'^i

Havana seed
.Shade grown
Xew York

33.688.942
31,437,832
2.604.780
6,305,286

Pennsylvania

io<),39 1.882

'>roadleaf

^h'"

74.r90.735

W isconsin

8<').795.7i

and Florida
Porto Rico

(

2,749,881

leorgia

All other domestic

Imported types

^^

i

6,644,^40
4.6»83.8m
264,737
60,223.041

27,853.216
2,304.891
5,474.^79
127.238,967
91,029,148
88.661.983
6.46(^514
6,934,8^2

105,460,06^)

.363,256

544.oo'i

261.5/''

70,002.758

62,260,519

24,359.05«
2,194,5^5
4.250,4^'^

74.329.^-^'
8.t;iS.3.V?

5,888.91^

63,658.7»

';

fNot reported

separately.

New

the

have practically
dealer's tax to $500 a
Ga.,

Milford (Conn.) "Gazette"
#

"The tobacco beds are

all sowed.
One sees the white
cloths at nearly every house, and
the growers are looking
forward to another successful year in
their contest with
cutworms, hailstones and tobacco buyers."

unsatisfactory to conKuhnen. exploiting the Kuhnen
recently discarded both name and

and and

own

''^''''

'^''

"FUTURIST" WRITING
editorial in the New Britain (Conn.)

account.

They

^'-'M--^^'" tinder

n.

"Herald" be-

gins with this .sentence:
'•There was a time, in the not far distant
future, when
the mere mention of cotton brought
to the mind lively
visions of a field of snowy white, darkies
singing, strumming banjos, and a cool, clear moon shedding
its mellow
light over

Southern territory."

4
tri

A SELF-INSTRUCTED TYPIST

it

on their

in

'^'' '''"^'^

'"

n^

?

hi

e V

have started

An

•'Mow do you

like

your new typewriter?" inquired the

agent.

,1

immense!" was the enthusiastic response. "I
wonder how I ever got along without it!"
"Well, would you mind giving me a little
testimonial
"It's

to that effect?"
and ha^e the
well

wishes of those

Wood

Jot C.

Joins William

Company

CluflF

"^
'n™.^nT7
.Ilam
Coinpany.
'^'''

''^'''

luff

^^.

'''th^. ;,[,'"
^rs c^

^^

^^'^^>^t

;""'""

department
I^-ancisco, Cal.
Mr.
the Coast representative
'-^"^^

"^ '•-'-''•man

hj

t"'^'-^^^^^'

of .San

y^'''^'-'^

^''T

"Certainly not do it gladly."
So he rolled up his sleeves and in an incredibly
short
time j)f)unded out this:
"after I'sing thee automatig Hack-action
atvpe writ
er for thre emontbSan
d Over.
f
unhesittattinggly
prono nee it to be al ad even more than th e
Manufaeturs
claim? for it. During the time been in our
posessio e i
th ree monthz id has more th an than
paid paid for it$elf
in the .Saveing oF time an d labrr?"
;

in the trade.

brothers, mantifactur-

!

78,891,003

tobacco on hand April 1. 1916. includes 0(K).().M.476 pounds, for which the "Marked weight" was reported (i. e.. weight at time
It was packed or hah'd). and .'^11.6.HS.786 pounds, for which the "Actual weight"
was reported. The corresponding amounts inchidcd to''
1913 were 9J0.907.1S.^ and .S7().1_'1.2.S.=^ pounds, respectively, and for 1914. 8.U.1()4.S72 and .S46.SH2..S17 pounds, respectively, and for October
.91.S. 760.80/4^7 and 444.9.S.-)..->21 pounds. nsi)ectively.
Allowance should he made for shrinkage on the amounts for wliich "Marked weight
was reported, m order to ascertam the actual weight. The total for 1916 includes 1,256.895,776 pounds of unstcmmed, and 160,797,4«ft
leaf tobacco.

having found

3i,2i7.5<^^

Leaf

pounds of stemmed

successors,

tmue under the old
-name of
apoose o-cent cigar,

^^S^(^^('S7
57,77i'M*>

(t)
(f)
(f)
6,052,880
125,605,938
82,436.075
85.741,267
6.471,667
4.384.403
'

damages by virtue of a conspiracy
harm the Seubert business, the suit

Company Succeeds Kuhnen Cigar Company
old Nicholas Kuhnen Cigar
Companv. (,f Davenis now but a memory.
The Smith-Rcimers Com-

The

276,771.734
17,629,058
4,198,503
50^.022

Quitman,

s])ecial

From

M

59AS5.574

4.063.6S2
2.473.005
698,6^2

of

by increasing the

pistol

tax ordinance was further revised
by
increasing the licenses for the dealers
in coffins and life
msurance. Should think these were the
fellows to ask
for a decrease in view of the
probable falling off in
business.

17th Date Set for Seubert Trial

Incorporated, versus the international
and local cigarmakers' unions. .Syracuse,
N. Y., is to be
called for trial May ITth next,
i'.oth sides are to have the
benefit of some of the finest legal
talent the country aftords.
The Seubert interests are to have the
assistance
various of the authorities who
ap])eared in the renowned
Danhury hatters' case.
The result of the trial, which is
attracting considerable interest
throughout the country
will he awaited with
interest.

)

358,040,699
6,457,050

brand, the "Rutalis," a

his

.Seubert.

Justin

of

-.4-4.3'3

28,655,831

The

year.

Smith-Reimers

9-4(^4,^^7

banned the

CLASSIFYING THE TOBACCO BUYERS

unions, to

certain

of

9.i9^oSvS

44,193,297
12,725,275
54,045,869

The City Fathers

Petitioning $I00.()()0

I49.«\?3.5<J.^

3«^>.K=;9.3'^7

Knglaml. uicludmg Connecticut

May

170,830.884

482.08.J
356.008.24')

\ew

.205.762.948
806.7^6,56.'

HARD ON THE UNDERTAKERS

June 10th.

about

249,803,577

282,340,568

.

i

i, 1915.

Isth.

were opened up by b:dward J. Lieb,
Pearl Street, on his recent trip through the.Middle
Mr. Lieb plans to start on this third Western trip

M

335.724,^03
9,876,686
3.206.038
525,16^

All other domestic, including Perique-T.ouisiana,
Cigar types, total

Oct.

May

shade-grown product,

more than 50,000 pounds

imported

is

as "Extraordinary," of the "El
being introduced to the trade by the
J. B.

Many new accounts on
of

of leaf tobacco in stock at the end
of the four quarters of the preceding calendar year; (2) all

COLUMN

known

return to the city

with

jjreceding calendar year more than 50,000 pounds of tobacco, 250,000 cigars, or 1,000,000 cigarettes, and by dealers
in or manufacturers of leaf tobacco who on an average had

OFFICE
BOY'S

back

Following a sojourn in I'lorida extending over the
winter and the spring, Jacob W'ertbeim is expected to

West.

Leaf Tobacco Held by Manufacturers and Dealers
These statistics, collected in conformity with the Act
of Congress approved April 30, 1912, represent, for dealers
in and manufacturers of tobacco other than the original
growers: (1) The quantity of leaf tobacco reported as held
by manufacturers who, according to the returns of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, manufactured during the

Broome

Moos Company.

the brand.

advisable to create a

size,

Yutan" cigar,

express

an effort to have them familiarize themselves

J. J.

Water Street

A new

purpose. The J. P>. Moos Company are to foster the campaign, which it is planned is to cover every portion of the
city and surrounding suburbs.
Thousands of cards, each
good for one "Palma Vila" cigar, are being mailed to smokers, in

THE

to-

Kelly.

;

in Cincinnati

Cincinnati, O,, is now in the throes of an extensive
campaign on the "Palma Vila" cigar. The first shots were
fired by T. Reinlieimer, of the American Cigar Company.

23

Maurice Winter v^ Company, packers and importe rs
leaf tobacco, are now located in their new quarters
juarters at

168

Mr. Reinheimer having come to the city for that

has disposed of his

Vt.,

Street, is expected
from his big Southern trip shortly.

of

"Palma Vila" Campaign

M. Leith, of Ilarwick,
store and lunch room to

Julius Klorfein, 47(1

abnormal conditions."

tainty of available supplies, have made the costs of raw
materials excessively high. In order to protect the com]>any's operations, it has been necessary to make heavy
it

J.

be produced in sufficient quantity
to meet its match manufacturing requirements. It should
be borne in mind, however, that the cost of production of
matches is being greatly increased as a result of existing

President Faiburn in his statement says in part
"The conditions surrounding the match industry during the past year have presented problems unprecedented
in the history of the trade.
The importation of potash
from Germany has ceased and there is much difficulty in
obtaining other match ingredients from abroad. America
lias been dej)endent on the Clc'rman potash mines for its
source of supply and no other deposits have as yet been
f(»mid that have been developed and operated on a commercial basis.
"These abnormal conditions, together with the uncer-

purchases at excessive prices.
"The management has deemed
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distribution in California
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WATD'YUHKNOWABOUTTHIS?
Some machinists over

in P.rooklyn want to go on a
strike because they are receiving onlv $\H
a week.
Thev
claim that men are paid $no a week 'for the
same kind of

work

Wc

Bridgeport.
sympathize with them fellars who
spent ff)ur years in colidge and who are now
having a
heluva of time to keeping on drawing $15 per.
in

't'
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May 29th marks the date set for the First Annual Convention of the Tobacco Merchants' Association of the
With so many matters of importance
United States.
tol)acco industry before
affecting the
Congress, quite appropriately it will be
The T. M. A.
held in Washington, D. C. The Senate,
Convention
the House, the Internal Revenue Depart-
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The convention offers an
members of the tobacco trade

Office.

selves just
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XXXVI

15,
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in local territory for tlie "La Muna"
which is a Havana shade-grown, is manufactured by ("ians
P.rothers, and will be handled in four si/.es.
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N. Y.. Treasurer
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Secretary
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Deaths

I'.dwin

rm

A

Trade

in the

Pa., died at his

home

in that city,

result

Mr. Meyers, who was seventywas engaged in the cigar manufacturing

old,

necessitating the greatest attention and care, and
the sowing and planting require skill and
patience on the
part of cultivators.
The seed beds must be carefully prepared on the slope of a hill and three distinct sowings
are
usually made, the first about August 8th, the second
about
August 20th and the last about the end of September. The
sensitive,

business for fifty years. He was part owner of Celcstmo
Costello & Company, cigar manufacturers the York Ogar
Box Manufacturing Company, the American Printery, and
Meyers, Adams & Company. 'Mr. Meyers also was a director
He is
of the York Water Company and the City Bank.
;

THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
i!'"®*!^®"!
CHARLES FOX. New

PiTnEW BURGH.

York

O
GEORGE BERGER. Cincinnati. O
JOSEPH MENDELSOHN. New York
Hamilton.

"

•. "

*

Vice-President
Treasurer
becreiary
'

survived by a

widow and

most suitable for the cultivaand produces the best grade of
is

both in aroma and burning qualities. Heavy damp
soil produces bad burning tobacco and is therefore poorly
adapted to its cultivation.
Flat, low lying fields are superior to the hilly districts, the latter producing a stronger
tobacco but inferior in color and aroma.
Of all plants, tobacco is one of the most delicate and

of an attack of pneumonia.

two years

the tobacco plant

leaves,

of ^ork,

recently, as the

dry and sandy soil

tion of

Edwin Meyers
Meyers, a pioneer cigar manufacturer

use in local factories is limited to fillers.

"Remedios," from the Province of Santa Clara, is a
very strong tobacco, burns well and is used for blending
The district of Manicaragua jiroduces
with other grades.
the best tobacco of this class and a considerable amount of
it was formerly marketed in
Hamburg.
"Mayari" tobacco is the lowest grade grown on the
Island and comes from the Province of Santiago de Cuba.
The leaves are heavy and coarse and, not being acceptable
for local consumption or in the manufacture of Cuban cigars
for export, this class is usually shipped in bales and mar-r
keted in Europe.

is

cigar.

President
vice-President
vice-Presldent
Vice-President

Province

manufacture of cigars.
"Semivueltas," grown on the boundary of Havana
Province and Pinar del Rio, between the town of Artemisa
and Consolacion del Sur, is a good burning and aromatic
It does not make good wrappers, however, so
tobacco.

Account

John C. Davis & Company. Fourth and Vine
Cincinnati, ()., has been given tlie exclusive j< ibbing

ASSOCIATION
TOBACCO MERCHANTS'
OF UNITED STATES.
^ _.
JACOB WERTHEIM. New York
GEORGE W. HILU New York

ASA LEMLEIN, New York
LEON SCHINASI. New York
CHARLES DUSHKIND. New York
New York Offices.

& Company Get "La Muna"

C. Davis

districts in this

pers in the

excellent opportunity for
to hear and see for themAssociation

and

Las Ovas, San Juany Martinez, San Luis, Sumidero
and Los Remates.
'Tartidos" tobacco is grown in Havana Province, and
is the kind which produces the best leaf for use as wrap-

for good.

what the Tobacco Merchants'

"Remedios,"

are:

benefited the trade already.
There is an unlimited field for work in the tobacco
industry for such an association. It has been started under
favorable auspices, and every well-wisher looks forward

power

"Semivuel'tas,"

The best tobacco producing

all.

greater growth as a

"Partidos,"

"Vuelta Abajo" tobacco is grown in the Province of
I'inar del Rio, situated in the western end of the Island, and
universally acknowledged to be the finest of
is the staple

doing.

VoL

tobacco plant is indigenous to Cuba and its
cultivation on the Island dates back to the early
part of the sixteenth century. Generally speaking,
all the tobacco grown in Cuba is of good quality,
but locally it is divided into five distinct grades, according
from which it comes. These are the " Vuelta
to the district
"Mayari."

There will be ample oppt)rtunity to measure the work
accomplished by the as.sociation since its inception last
September, and judging by results it has immeasurably

its

M

HE

Abajo,"

present.

to

five children.

two sowings run great risk of failure either on account
excessive heat or equinoctial rains.
The third sowing,
however, is rarely unsuccessful, although in some
years
't may suffer
from the effects of cyclones, which are liable
to occur on
the Island from the middle of September to
t^ie end
of October, or even on rare occasions in early
November. As soon as the seeds commence to sprout,
great
fare must be taken
to protect them from the ravages of an
'"sect known as
the "cachasu," which, if left to itself, will
devour and ruin whole
seed beds.
F'rom fifty to sixty days after sowing, the
seedlings
hrst

of

Henry Leopold

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
BLOCK. Wheeling, W. Va
WOOD F. AXTON. Louisville, Ky
RAWLINS D. BEST. Covington. Ky

J.

A.

President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

annual reports that do not mean
life of the tobacco industry, but such an
accusation cannot be made against the one presented on
Monday before the Convention of the National Cigar Leaf Tobacco Association by
An Annual
The report is
its president, Charles Fox.
Report
an intelligent resume of its important acts
during the past year. The association is well known because of its work, and it is a distinct credit to the industry

There are a
much in the gay

which

it

lot of

represents.

Henry Leopold, of Leopold & Mergentheini. Chicago.
past fortnight
111., died at his home in that city during the
the
Mr. Leopold was sixty-one years old and had been in

An expert on tobacco.
cigar business about thirty years.
wa^
he carried the finer grade of cigars, and as a result
among
successful in building a business that placed him
the foremost ranks of the city's independent dealers,
ag'^former partner, Mr. Mergentheini died about two years
carThis, however, did not deter the business from being
ried

on under the old firm name.

originally in the old

Rand-McNally

Opening
P.uilding,

for businc?^
this locaUon
uc

one at Jackson and Sherman streets.
stree^^
ceeding this the stand at LaSalle and Washington
was taken. The deceased was a member of the ^*^"^''*^
b«sClub and a Mason. Mrs. Leopold is to continue the

was vacated

ness.

for

^
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dni

Department of Agriculture will be represented
at the big banquet, which is to take place at the New Willard on the evening of the 2I)th, thus affording an opportunity for a mutual exchange of thought.
The banquet will be marked by the attendance of
scores of the most prominent manufacturers of cigars, cigarThe big leaf
ettes and tobacco products in the country.
growers, the progressive jol)bers, and the retail dealers, a
most important link in the chain of distribution will be

ment and
PUBLICATION OFFICES
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ire

transplanted to level, well-tilled and carefullv jirepared
called the "Vega," where they remain' until ma'"nty, some three
months later.
VVhile maturing the
f^'i-ound.

I'''»nts

reriuire daily attention, to see that

no insects attack
at night one often sees laborers in the "vegas"
J^amininpr the plants by the light of lanterns,
carefully
ninnng o\vr the
leaves to make sure that no caterpillars
'"^'
there.
In many cases the "vegas" are covered with
tlicni.

Even

cheese cloth awnings to protect the tobacco plants from
the direct rays of the sun, and the effect of heavy tropical
rains.

The

result of this is to produce large leaves of good
color and silky appearance most suitable for wrappers, but
inferior to tobacco grown in the open in aroma and the

smoking

qualities.

As soon

as buds on the plants show signs of opening
into flowers, they are removed in order that the leaves may
benefit.
Only a sufficient number of plants are left unpruned so that they will go to seed after the leaves have
all been collected and furnish the seed required
for the
following season.
The first cutting is usually made about three months
after the plants have been transplanted, but only the lower
leaves, which are the most valuable for use as wrappers,
are taken.
second cutting and, in case of a good crop,
a third, are made at short intervals afterwards, depending
on how quickly the other leaves attain their full size.
In close proximity to the "vegas," houses constructed

A

Royal Palm leaf stems, with roofs of palm thatch, are
erected and in these the tobacco leaves are cured immediately after cutting. This operation taxes to the utmost the
skill and experience of the grower, as excessive drought
causes the leaves to wither, and excessive rains produce
what is known as "green rot." For curing, the leaves are
tied together in pairs and strung over wooden poles suspended from the roof of the houses. When the stem of
the leaf is dry, advantage is taken of a damp or rainy day
to remove them from the poles and place them in files,
from which is made the selection for packing in bales.
Large, fine, good colored leaves of the first cutting are set
apart for wrappers and are the most valuable class. The
best "vegas" are said to produce nearly all wrappers, but
there are not many such. As many as five distinct classes
of wrappers are produced on most "vegas," and the remainder of the leaves, destined for use as fillers, are divided
of

into fourteen to sixteen different grades.
After the above selections have been made, the tobacco
is tied in bunches containing thirty to fifty-five leaves

each in the case of wrappers, or in bunches weighing about six ounces if filler.
These bunches are
technically known as "Gavillas," four of them making a
"Manojo," and eighty "Manojos" go to make up a bale or
"Tercio," which is packed in palm leaf or "gagua" and in
this form distributed to the cigar factories.
If intended
for export the bales are sewn up in an additional covering
of strong drill cloth of a creamy color.
The methods followed by the leading cigar factories
are very similar, and the various processes to- which the
leaf is subjected after being received from the country in
bales may briefly be described as follows:
The tobacco to be used as fillers is removed from the
bales and placed in large baskets. It is then moistened by
immersion in water, the superfluous water shaken off, and
left in this condition in bunches for twenty-four hours.
It
is taken to the stripping department and half of the main
stem removed. This work is usually done by women, who
are paid about seven cents a bunch and earn on an average
of $1.00 per day.
The fillers are afterwards transferred
to the "bodega," a long dimly lighted room, and placed on
racks for a period of about eight days to drj^. After this
the leaves are packed in barrels marked with the date and
grade and these are stored away for periods ranging from
eight days to five months, or even more, to allow the toV
bacco to become thoroughly cured. During this time highly
paid experts, often including the factory manager himself,

I
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examine the contents of these barrels to pass on the
condition of the leaf and decide whether or not it is ready
to be made into cigars.
On entering these rooms where
daily

the tobacco

this process of fermentation,

stored during
one is almost suffocated by the strong fumes of ammonia,
and it is also curious to notice that the opaque window
panes are stained a deep brown from the effects of the
nicotine.
It might not be out of place to mention here
that sanitary conditions in factories are generally excellent,
and in former years, when frequent epidemics of yellow
fever ravaged the country, workers in cigar factories were
practically

The

is

immune from

the disease.

tobacco intended for use as wrappers is
treated separately. After being moistened as was the filler,
it is sent to a special stripping department where the entire
stem is removed. The workmen in this dei)artment are
for the most part men and are paid ten cents a bunch,
which is three cents per bunch more than is paid to the
strippers of tiller. This is because wrapper leaves are more
\aluable and great care must be exercised not to injure
them and in this way render them useless as wrappers.
leaf

and these boxes when filled are put for several days
l>res.ses, which, by the way, are the only machinery
used

workmen, who

arc paid as

high as $150 a month. From here they are distril)uted to
the cigarmakers, who must give a voucher for every
twenty-live wrappers they receive, and at the end of the
day account for them. Tobacco for filler, however, is given
to them in unlimited quantities without acc(junting, but it
is estimated that comparatively little is lost.

We

must come

making of the cigars.
many as two hundred workmen

to the actual

In

theTarger factories as
are
seated in a large room.
l'2ach cigarmaker has a separate
table and makes only one size, or "vitola," of cigar, which
must conform in length and thickness with a standard
measure provided for this purpcjse. Cigarmakers are paid
so much per hundred and the rate varies with the size and
grade of the cigar. As a rule it may be said that their
wages amount to about one-third of the selling price of the
cigars at the factory, the higher grades costing more for
labor than the smaller and chea])er.
The rapidity and skill with which the cigarmakers
work is remarkable. The most difficult operation is to i)Ut
on the wrapper properly, and it may be truly said that each
linished cigar is a small work of art.
While the cigarmakers are at work a man .seated on a high platform reads
lie is paid by the workers themselves, who conto them.
tribute about twenty-five cents apiece a week.
Most of
the large factories have this custom and on one occasion
the writer was much amused in hearing read from a Cuban
newspaper a complete account of one of the recent chamI)ionship baseball games at home.
In passing, it might be
mentioned that there is as much interest taken in American
baseball, the standing of the leagues, etc., in Cuba as in
the United States itself, and the local papers devote much
sj)ace to baseball news with i)hotographs and personal information about the best known players.
After the cigars are made they arc put up in l)undles
with the name or number of the maker and taken to a special department for classification, where the "vitolas" are
checked before the workmen are given credit for them, and
after this thry are stored in large cedar cupboards to allow

them to dry.
Next follows

the "escojida" or special selection of the
cigars according to grades, color, size, etc., so that the
cpiality and general apj)earance of all the cigars in each

box

be uniform.
The
the most highly paid.

will

among

then packed

in the

men who attend
The cigars thus

to this are

assorted are

boxes which fmally reach the consumer,
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Havana

cigar factories.

fact that there are also

Fr©^tafsE©ip®irt

The

rings or labels are
put on
in another department, the cigars replaced in the
boxes
which are then closed, sealed with paper strips, and labelled
with the many familiar brands. They are then ready
for
distribution and shipment.
In conclusion, brief mention should be made
in

many

"

of the

of its

meeting of the Independent Association

;

in

May Open Three

hybrid tobacco seed we have rendered substantial aid to our members in connection
with their annual
journey to Amsterdam for the purchase of Sumatra
leaf
tobacco; we have co-operated with other
important trade
interests

agree-

Nev^r Stores in Worcester

thereby pointing to the logical

remedv f(,r gift enterprise'
abuses, and the Internal
Revenue P.ureau. following this
decision, has nnposed
certain wise restricticiiis which will

now

W.

and

J.

Mahany

is

manager

<'l>erate

said to have been out recently inspecting various
sites, presumably in the heart of the city.

Cigar Wrappers or Cigarette Papers?
in the recently argued

United States against the Tobacco Products

Corporation, of

New

Milford, Conn., in the federal court.
Under orders, the paj)ers were served, and the case heard
the same day.
This expedition in the disj)<)sition of the
case was recpiired as the company's plant was closed while
the matter of trial was pending.
Collection of internal

revenue was the point in <piestion. The Tobacco Products
Company ran tobacco stems through a machine, which
stems issued forth in the form of sheets. The sheets when
used on tobacco, according to the contention of the Ciovernment, assume the nature of cigarette pai)er, and are
taxable as such.
The Tobacco Products Company states
that their ])roduct is used in the manufacture of little
cigars. The tax »ni these is t'} cents per thousand; that oti
cigarettes. $].'i-) per thousand.

wholesale use of these demorali/inir
'

is

case of the

to limit the

adjuncts to big business.

of the Worcester branch,

Judge Thomas reserved decision

in

viding for a

city.

being renKxleled at a cost of $1 (»,()< id. It is
located at the corner of Main and Pleasant streets, and is
stated to be one of the best locations in the city for the

line.

;

advancing the position of the measures
i)ronon-partisan tariflf commission and authorizing
the maintenance of resale prices and
the retention of the
l-ederal bankruptcy act upon the
statute books, measures
which now promise to be adopted by
Congress in the near
future; and we have established
in connection with our
Washington bureau a bulletin service ui
information of
great value to our members.
The year has al.so been signali;:ed by a decision by
the United States Supreme Court
sustaining the anti-coupon laws
of several of the States

pro-

(^'ompany, having decided to
expand their interests throughout the country by the opening this year of \oi) more branches, it is probable that three
of the stores will be located at Worcester, Mass.
A
"United Store" was opened in Worcester within the year.
is

of statistics

distribution of

The United Cigar Stores

and

enactment of a rational law

for the
relating to leaf toljacco; we have
reached a basis for the reform of the unwise practice
of the

ment.

"United"

bringing about the

collection

committee in calling on the various
manufacturers and jobbers, had received assurances of cooperation so far as they had gone. In the report of Emmett Walsh, it was stated that the retail cigar trade is ac-

through their association have come into the

may

be so hir-reaching.
During
the year we have won a great victory in a contest between
a large proportion of our members and the leading railroad systems of the country; we have i)lanned an energetic
campaign against the proposed increase in the cigar tax;
we have laid the foundation for an amendment of the illogical law imposing si)ecial taxes on cigar manufacturers;
we have secured the revocaticm of several obnoxious rulings
with regard to the taxation of leaf dealers we have assisted

of

II

Increased Taxes on Cigars
The cigar industry is facing a
menace to which it can
no longer close its
eyes.
It has been surprisinglv slow
o recognize the
danger, but there are probablv few'manuacturers or leaf dealers
who are not now convinced that
i^e trade
must battle shoulder to shoulder and
with the
most energy to prevent
the imposition of heavy addim\ tax burdens in connection with
the revenue legisla^<>n now being
formulated at the Capitol.
I'urthermore
aeem ,t my solemn
duty to warn you that leading public
^^'th "s in our efforts to prevent
an
m rease
el in'^ri'-'^^h'^-^
the tax on cigars at this time
have franklv told
"^'^

nuK

,

T'"""

T=

ILo

A.

C®nnwiBiftfl®iE

ceived by me from our Washington
representative as long
ago as last August, and on September
14, at the instance
of the ofhcers of this Association,
a meeting was held in
New \ ork attended by a number of men
trade, at

which the situation was

fully

were devised

consequences of which

lie also stated that his

als(j,

presented in part the Annual Report
of President Charles Fox, of the National Cigar
Leaf Tobacco Association, which was submitted
to the Association on Monday at the first session
Convention, which convened in Washington, D. C,
is

unprecedented activity for the officers of the National
Cigar Leaf Tobacco Association.
Never before in our
we
been
have
called
upon
history
to meet such a variety
or
emergencies
to
prepare
ourselves for a campaign the
of

Retail Cigar Dealers, of Detroit, held at the Hotel Cadillac,
Detroit, Mich., Moses La Fond informed the members
that the Association's committee had just succeeded in
narrowly averting price cutting in the retail tobacco trade,
that would have assumed the aspect of a war to the death.

cepting generally the plan of price maintenance as
po.sed by the ct)mmittee.
The retail druggists of the

M= C.

The past year has been one of the most momentous in
the history of the world and it is in keeping with the spirit
of the times that it should have been a twelve-month of

Price-Cutting Avoided in Detroit
a recent

ft®

on that date

"The Americas."

At

FREWITII

local factories for manufac-

turing cigarettes. These are all made by machinery
from
the United States and of an inferior grade of tobacco
as
compared with that used in cigars. A good deal of the
material, in fact, is scraps from the cigarmakers'
tables
locally known as "picadura."
The local consumption of
these cigarettes is enormous, running into hundreds
of
millions a year, as nearly everybody on the Island
smokes
them continuously and they retail at five cents the package of sixteen cigarettes. Few, however, are exi)orted as
they have never found much favor in foreign markets —

This stripping of the entire stem divides the leaves
They then pass through a
in two parts, each a wrapper.
process of selection according to color, grade, etc., a delicate operation requiring expert
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^•^''•''I'''

*^'''

J'^''"'^

""^^-

threatening,

we

'

•

were

re

m

for opposing the projected
increase in tax
l^rom that time until the present this
Association has labored without cessation to ward off this
threatened danger
hoT months, however, we lacked
co-operation even upon
the part of those most closely
concerned, and

(luarters the comment
sarily alarmed.
Since

in

was made

that

we were

manv

unneces-

the convening of Congress,
however, the situation has been growing
steadilv more grave
and today the cloud looms large over
the future of our
industry.

One

of the

steps taken by us to meet
the imfiling with the Internal
Revenue
l.ureau of a strong protest against
any increase in the tax
first

pending danger was the

on cigars. Acting Commissioner
I'letcher granted a hearing on November P^h, to me and
to our Washington representative, at which was also
present Chief Snider, of
the lobacco Division of the
Internal Revenue lUireau
Copies ot the brief which we then filed
and which embodied
the arguments orally presented were
mailed to you at the
time and the arguments contained
therein are' no doubt
familiar to you.
do not think
violate anv confidence
I

I

or overstate the facts

when I say that I believe we then
convincing the officials that anv
increase in
the cigar tax would not only prove
disastrous to the indu.stry, but would undoubtedly
result in a decrease rather
than an auginentaticm of revenue,
chiefly because
succeeded

in

of the
of imported cigar leaf paving
hiVh
rates of duty would be curtailed
to enable manufacturers
to rec(mp them.selves for the
increased tax burden.

extent to which the

A

jjoint

u.se

upon which we dwelt with

special emphasis
attempting to restore the graduated
tax
on cigars imposed some years ago by
Congress, but speedilv

was the

folly of

repealed when its impracticabilitv was
demonstrated
project has recently been presented

This
Congress in concrete form by Representative Porter,
of Pennsylvania who
has introduced a bill reducing the tax
on cigars retailing
at less than 5 cents, retaining the
existing rate <m nickel
goods and providing graduated increa.ses
on cigars selling
for more than 5 cents each.
Against this preposterous
measure we have protested to Congress and
to the Treasury Department. As a bill to "increase
revenue" it is a
nisnonier, for it does not recpiire
mathematical abilitv of a
high order to demonstrate that in
view of the large proin

duction of cigars .selling for 5 cents or
less the increased
graduated taxes on higher priced goods would
fail to offset
the propo.sed cut in stogies and other
cheap cigars
also

The

based upon the sopliistrv that one branch
of
the cigar trade can be made more
prosperous at the expen.se of another branch. A long and
varied experience has
demonstrated that the trade must stand together
and meet
all encroachments from
whatever source with a united
bill

is

front.

""""

'"'^ "' ''^''^' •''"^^ l^'"^'!^-^'"^" to assume our
shirp
e IT
ot an mcrea.se
in the taxes levied upon
^
the entire
^^^^Jto industry, aggregating at least $vl(».(i(.n,(i()(»
per an.'"'' "" ''"'' ''*^'''^' •'^"'^
foreshadow a compreheiKJ,
^^.ve
revision of the internal
revenue laws, probablv
'^'^ Ic-uU-rship in Congress
is
"ot raciicilly
rad e,;;/'r'* ^"r-'^'';'
changed in the meantime.
'•'^'•ly intimations
of the possibilitv of an increase
in
the taxes
on cigars and other tobacco'
products

prominent in the
canvassed and plans

11

I

do not need to speak here of the absurd

fallacy under-

lying the contention that the high priced
cigar should pav
a larger internal revenue tax.
As I have pointed out both
to the Treasury officials and to Congress,
if it is an imported cigar of Cuban manufacture it pays a
custcmis dutv
of alnrnt $(10 per thousand in addition to
the internal revenue tax, and if it is a clear Havana cigar
made in this
country the duties on the imported leaf of which
it is composed amount to several times the internal
revenue tax

[\i
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proposed advance as to leaf tobacco was inequitable
of that fact by our tran.sportation
and the demonstration
committee was absolutely conclusive.
Rulings as to Registration of Leaf Tobacco Buyers
A problem with which the Association has been constantly called upon to deal is the proper construction of
regulations with respect to the registration of
the law and
Much of the annoyance suffered by
dealers.
leaf tobacco

contrary to the position taken by the Internal Revenue
Bureau, and in each of these cases prompt adjustment was

the

which it also pays. It is, therefore, beyond question that
the high priced cigar, on a basis of value, today pays much
more than its fair proportion of combined taxes, both cus-

toms and internal.
Your officers have recently presented to the Ways and
Means Committee a brief in opposition to any increase in
the cigar tax and this we are following up with individual
representations. We urge your hearty co-operation in this
work and especially that you will lose no time in bringing
to the attention of your individual Representatives and
Senators the unwisdom of a policy of taxation which places
upon so large a regular burden bearer as the cigar industry
any part of these emergency taxes. We all fully appreciate
the fact that the country now confronts a great crisis and
that it must meet this crisis with extrat)rdinary expendiSound economics, however, demand that emergentures.
cies shall be met with emergency measures and that it is
unwise to imperil a great revenue producer like the cigar
industry, which for the past five years has turned into the
public cofTers more than $44,000,000 annually, by endeavoring to wring from it a further contribution which would
properly be exacted from sources which, under ordinary
circumstances, are not called upon to contribute. Congress
should bear in mind that every leaf dealer and every cigar
manufacturer pays his full share of all the taxes that go
to the support of the Government, Federal, State, county
and municipal, and in addition contributes to an enormous
special fund annually. To ask more in an emergency is to
an industry the revenue producing capacity of which Congress should most carefully con-

risk the demoralization of

serve.
I

trust that

you

will take

home with you what

I

have

said in this connection and do everything in your power
to co-operate in the work we have undertaken for the gen-

welfare of our industry.
Readjustment of Special Taxes on Cigar Manufacturers
The closing days of the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915,
brought sharply to the attention of the cigar trade certain
inequalities in the special taxes levied upon manufacturers
by the emergency war revenue act. These inequalities not
only resulted in distributing the burden of tax unjustly,
but amounted to a veritable "restraint of trade" and fully
justified the conclusions reached at our last convention
when resolutions were adopted directing your officials to
bring the matter to the attention of the authorities at
eral

i

Washington.
the terms of the emergency war revenue act
graduated taxes were provided based upon output up to
1,(100,(100 cigars per annum, the rate upon that product

Under

being $30. Manufacturers making more than 1,000,000 but
not more than 5,000,000 are required to pay $150, while
those making more than 5,000,000 and not exceeding
20,000,000 are taxed $600 per annum. The injustice of requiring a manufacturer who may produce 5,100,000 cigars
to pay four times the tax levied upon one who produces
5,000,000 is so obvious as not to re(juire argument, and it
is equally obvious that to require a manufacturer producing 6,100,000 cigars to pay the same tax as one who
makes 20,000,000 is a gross discrimination in favor of the

A

careful tabulation showing the taxes
large producer.
paid by manufacturers producing from
1,000,000
to
20,000.000 developed the interesting fact that the resultant
rate per

thousand of output

— for

the special tax

must be

regarded as a part of the cost of manufacture and prorated over the entire out|)ut ranged from 3 cents to as
high as 10 cents.
A single illustration will serve to .show the inequitable
character of this system of taxation. A manufacturer who
has made and sold 1,000,000 cigars up to June 15th, for example, would be unable to deliver any more goods until

—

he should

a single additional ciear
1,
he would thereby increase his special tax for the comin?
year from $30 to $150. In other words the small additional
output would cost him $120.
The most glaring defect in the schedule as adopted
by Congress is the use of the extraordinary "spread" or
"bracket" which groups together all manufacturers making in excess of 5,000,000 cigars but not to exceed 20,000 000
after July

for

That

cigars.

if

this

sell

ment of uncertainty as it provided a classification for socalled commercial brokers, a classification which, in default
of any other statute, might with some reason be held to
cover the business of dealing in leaf tobacco.
Upon the passage of this law the Internal Revenue
Hureau directed collectors to "see that all dealers in leaf
tobacco who make sales of leaf tobacco for others on a
commission basis pay special tax as commission merchants
or commercial brokers, as the case may be, as well as
Immediately upon
special tax as dealers in leaf tobacco."
the promulgation of this regulation our Washington representative entered a protest against it on the ground that
in the exaction of two separate taxes for
it would result
the same occupation which, obviously, was not intended by
Congress. The reasonableness of this view of the statute
was promptly conceded by the Internal Revenue Bureau

Relieving that the Government did not intend to impose any artificial restriction upon the output of the cigar
industry or to levy taxes by an inequitable method I took
the matter up with our Washington rej)resentative in pursuance to resolutions adoi)ted at the last convention and
secured a hearing before the Internal Revenue Bureau at
which a brief was filed setting forth the facts and urging
that Congress amend the existing law so as to provide the
equivalent of a flat rate of $30 per million on the output
of cigars in excess of 1,000,000. This recommendation was
very favorably received by the officials of the Bureau and
the reasonableness of our contention was frankly admitted.
Upon the convening of Congress the matter was brought
to the attention of the Ways and Means Committee and
will be urged upon Chairman Kitchin and his associates in
the hope that the desired amendment will be incorporated
in the Omnibus revenue bill now in course of preparation.
I am confident that the presentation of the matter made
by us to the Internal Revenue Bureau has paved the way
for a favorable recommendation when our project is referred by the Ways and Means Committee to the Treasury
Department for the usual report thereon.

Commissioner at once forwarded to collectors a
ruling revoking the decision referred to.
For the information of all members who have not given personal attention
to this ruling, which is of much importance in view of the
action of Ccmgress in extending the emergency war revenue
and the

quote from it as follows
"Vou are advised that this office has given further consideration to this matter and has reached the conclusion
that it was not the intent of Congress to impose a double
occupation tax on account of the same transaction, and
that where the only business done on commission by a
law,

Proposed Increase in Freight Rates on Tobacco

tobacco

advances

in classification of

in

any

unjustifiable increase in the rates on leaf
Few more salient illustrations of the value of

hereby revoked."

Another class of cases under the regulations governing the registration of leaf tobacco dealers has also been
handled by the Association during the past year.
In these
cases collectors of internal revenue in various districts
have
undertaken to require

parties to register either as combrokers or as leaf dealers who have been engaged
in buying leaf
tobacco for individual houses exclusively.
Such parties occupy the relation of employees and
do not
engage in the business of buying and selling leaf
tobacco
on their own account either as
brokers or dealers. When
these cases were brought
to the attention of the Internal
Revenue Bureau the action of the collectors in question
^vas promptly
disapproved and appropriate instructions
'ssued in each case.
Following the adjustment of these controversies with

to-

mercial

bacco.
organization could be cited, for it is a matter of common
knowledge that the railroad systems of the country hesitate to increase rates upon the products of well organized
industries,

knowing that advances

will be stubbornly con-

tested before the constituted authorities.

Too much
Kincaid and

credit can not be given to Mr. Charles N.
our transportation committee for the gratifyof this controversy.
The prosecution of our

ing outcome
case involved great labor, a technical knowledge of transl)ortation problems and of procedure before the Interstate
Commerce Commission, and the fact that leaf tobacco
escaped an increase while proposed advances as to certain
other commodities were found to be justified, is the best
evidence of the efficient manner in which our interests were
guarded. This Association does not sympathize with the
unjustifiable attacks so frequently made ujxin the
of the c(mntry, for we recognize that they are an
part of our great industrial system and that in
tl.ey are wisely and fairly managed.
In this case,

railroads
essential

the main

however,

is in

tobacco only the special tax

boxes and barrels in official cla.ssificatioii
territory.
Our triumph in this matter has been most substantial as well as moral, for the saving to our members
will aggregate thousands of dollars yearly and the vigorous
handling of the case by our transportation committee will
undoubtedly have a wholesome effect in deterring the railroads in all classification territories from attempting in the
future

tobacco

connection with the sale of leaf
on dealers in leaf tobacco is
incurred, and that no special tax liability as commercial
broker or commission merchant is incurred under such circumstances.
All rulings in conflict with the above are

most important accomplishments of the past
year has been the sweeping victory scored by our Associaleaf

I

dealer in leaf

of the

tion in the effort to prevent

Hybrid Seed Distribution

At

annual convention this Association adopted
a resolution directing the legislative committee to urge
upon the U. S. Department of Agriculture the desirability
of discontinuing the distribution of hybrid tobacco
seeds,
the use of which has resulted in the deterioration of the

members in this connection has been due to changes
and to the overzeal of subordinate officials in
in the laws
The passage by Congress of the sotheir administration.
called emergency war revenue act introduced a new ele-

the part of Congress appears certain, and the best evidence that it was an
oversight is found in the fact that the schedule of special
taxes applicable to manufacturers of smoking and chewin?
tobacco provides an additional bracket for those producing
10,000,000 pounds, which is inserted between the 5,000 000
and 20,000,000 brackets.

One

secured.

our

was an inadvertence on

«'

tne

Internal

tive

sent a circular letter to (Uir

to

Revenue lUireau our Washington representa-

members

calling attention

the

divergent rulings of local collectors and setting out
the position taken by the Internal Revenue offiat
the same time re(|uesting that our Washington
J'''ils.
'"rcau be pnmiptly
notified should any revenue official
'''•finitely

'ittcnij)t

to enforce a

ruling at variance with the decision
l^'tcd.
result of this letter several of our members
"""Rht to our representative's attention attempts on the

As the

I'''»rt

of collectors

and revenue agents

to require registration
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its last

cigar leaf

grown

in certain sections

and the production of

undesirable types.

Under my direction our Washington representative
niade a very thorough investigation of the subject of the
distribution of hybrid tobacco seed through the Ohio AgriExperiment Station, which appeared to be the
agency in this matter, and learned that the entire

cultural

active

.

responsibility for this distribution rested with that station and that the Federal Government was in no way responsible for the work; in fact had no official knowledge
of what was being done, although the experts of the De-

partment were familiar in a general way with the subject
matter of the complaints of our Ohio members.
In
view of the comity that prevails between the officials of
the Federal and State governments there was an indisposition on the part of the experts of the Department of
Agriculture to make any statements which might seem to
reflect upon the work of the Ohio station, but after it had
been made perfectly clear to them that the object of our
inquiry w^as to locate the responsibility for the distribution
of tobacco seed producing types of leaf regarded by the
trade as undesirable, our representative was informed not
only that the Department was in no way responsible for
the work, but that it had always been the policy of the
Bureau of IMant Industry to encourage the growth of standard types of tobacco only and t(j di.scourage the production
of new tyi)es or the growing of old types in new territory
on the ground that growers making such ex|)erinients without the co-operation and support of the j)ackers are courting disappointment and perhaj)s absolute failure.

The information thus obtained was communicated to
our Ohio members, who have since taken up the matter
with the State experiment station. At the .same time copies
of the resolutions adopted at our last annual convention
were forwarded to the Ohio officials having the matter in
charge. The investigation made in this case indicates that

should any similar cause of .complaint arise in other cigar
leaf districts it will doubtless be found to be due to well
meant but ill-advised efforts on the part of local officials
and the matter should promptly be taken up by our local
boards. At the same time this Association will be in position to co-operate in the eflfort to bring about the abandonment of the practices complained of and will unhesitatingly
do so whenever the facts are brought to our attention.
A Non-Partisan Tariff Commission
No trade is in greater danger of being made the victim
of blundering legislation in connection with any revision
of the tariff than that engaged in the handling of leaf tobacco.
The business is distinctly a specialty calling for
expert knowledge in all of its departments hence any law
governing the importation of leaf tobacco, whether it concerns rates or the administrative handling of importations,
or both, should be carefully drawn by persons well acquainted with the industry and unaffected by partisan bias.
These considerations have moved this Association to give
its unqualified support to the movement now on foot and
strongly backed by the President of the United States look;

ing to the creation of a non-partisan tariff commission
whose chief function it will be to gather reliable information to be used as the basis of any revision of the tariff
and customs laws that may hereafter be attempted.

:

||
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A

creating a commission of six
members clothed with full authority to investigate the industries of the United States, their foreign scnirces of supply, competition, labor conditions and other factors of
importance, has been introduced in the House by Representative Rainey, of Illinois, the ranking majority member
of the Ways and Means Committee, and we are advised
will be incorporated in the Omnibus Revenue bill, which the

comprehensive

Committee

bill

now engaged

Impressed with
the importance of this legislation I recently addressed to
Chairman Kitchin, of the Ways and Means Committee, a
letter urging the early enactment of the proposed law, in
the course of which 1 said
"I venture to say that no industry is more deeply interested in the tarifl question than ours and none has been
subjected to more demoralizing conditions during the freis

in preparing.

quently recurring periods of agitation for tariff revision.
It is also true that to no industry is a scientific adjustment
of tariff rates o4 greater importance, because of the intimate relation between the raw material which we handle
and the finished products of the manufacturers we serve,
and because of the great disparity between the rates upon
wrapper and filler tobacco. When the fact is borne in mind
that for many years the duty on wrapper tobacco has exceeded that on fillers by more than 400 per cent, and that a
bale of filler tobacco containing more than 15 per cent, of

wTappers

wrapper rate,
while the dividing line between fillers and wrappers is
sometimes so difficult to determine that the most experiis

classified in its entirety at the

enced experts will differ in their honest judgments, the importance of expert knowledge and the most painstaking
consideration in the drafting of the tobacco schedule of the
be appreciated.
"The members of our Association have long favored
a scientific tariff and the withdrawal of the issue from the
domain of politics. To our minds it is essentially a nonpartisan, business question and the relegation to a well
equipped commission of the task of gathering reliable data
to be used as the basis of any changes in the tariff that
might be necessary at any time could not fail to result
to the advantage of our trade and that of the great cigar
industry dependent thereon.
"I venture to express the hope, therefore, that your
Committee in its wisdom will at an early date report a
bill authorizing the creation of a tariff commission, and 1
am confident that if such a measure is reported. Congress,
in response to what I believe to be the overwhelming public sentiment, will speedily enact it into law."
I am glad to be able to state that the Committee will
probably report the Rainey bill as a provision of the Omnibus Revenue measure within the next sixty days and that
it is expected to become a law at the present session.
Bulletin Service of Washington Bureau
Beginning July 1st last when the work of representing
this Association in Washington was resumed by Mr. W, L,
Crounse. a periodical bulletin service was established
which, judging by the favorable comments of our members,
has proven a very substantial utility. Through this service
crop reports, census bulletins. im])ortant Departmental rulings, and other matters of interest to our trade have been
tariff will

reproduced upon the day of their promulgation and forwarded to each member of the Association, Members have
al.so been invited through the medium oi this service to
advise our Washington representative of any misunderstandings that may have arisen with Government officials
and the promptness with which such difficulties have been
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well they succeeded in their efforts to make our convention
a success must l)e fresh in the memory of many of
you
As a result of the work of these men, Dayton and vicinity
today boast of a local association which ranks among the
largest in the trade. Their example should be studied and
followed in other leaf centers.
What any association requires is representative membership, which should embrace
all, or nearly all, the people in our branch of the industry

II

I

our members will make the effort, we can soon expand
our organization to include a large majority of the trade
Jf

From Our

unnecessary to add that the larger the association
the more effective the work it can do and I urge upon each
individual member to give some of his time and effort to
It is

Elxcliuive

To be honored

Bureau

Perseveraficia

this end.

No, 8

with the presidency of this association

indeed honor, and tt) receive the assistance and hearty
co-operation of other officers, such as I have been favored
with, calls for a measure of gratitude and thanks, which I
hardly feel competent to express,
I
will ask my fellow
officers and all our members to accept the will for the
deed and permit me to say "I thank you; may all your
future presidents be equally fortunate."

I

is

Havana, Cuba.

Havana, May
we

S

Washington Representative

ers

the retention of Mr, Crounse 's services.

C)ur trade journals, always ready to aid us, have been
during the past year even more ready and willing to place

columns

our disposal and help us in our efforts
to obtain beneficial legislation and prevent hostile action
from whatever cpiarter threatened. They are entitled to
our hearty and liberal support and have well earned the
thanks of this convention and of the entire trade.
at

The

as

holding of this meeting
was in my opinion very apj)ropriate. I suggest that
the next convention be held in some tobacco center and
trust that, before adjourning, you will have selected some
such place.
ital
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ICxports of leaf tobacco from the port of Havana for
the two weeks ending May 3, 191C, totaled 10,401 bales, and
w hich were consigned to the following countries, viz.
To
all ports of the United States, 8233; to Canada, 845; to
Sweden, 71H; to the Argentine Republic, 460; to Chile, 95,
and to Mexico, 50 bales.

Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
Arrivals From New York: Bernhard Lichtenstein, of

—

Lichtcnstein Brothers,
I'Vom Boston: Walter A. Kaffenburgh, of I. Kaflfenburgh iK: Sons.
bVoni Tampa: Angel L. Cuesta and Karl Cuesta, jf
Cuesta. Rey ^: Company; Manuel Corral, president of Corral,

W'odiska

Loi)ez

Company Facundo

Arguelles, of Arguelles,
Brother, and Jose Escalante, of Jose Escalante &.

tS:

I't

Company.
Departures

;

—To

New

S,

Ruppin,

Bernhard

Lichtenstein.

To Richmond:

Reginald Bray (of E. Ellinger & Company), accomj)anied by Mrs. Bray and their children, upon
a couple of months' vacation.
To Spain
Evaristo Palacios and Francisco Diez, formerly (jf Romeo y Julieta. as foreman of the escogida, and
the latter as a broker and country buyer respectively also
Juan Diaz, formerly connected with Selgas & Company,
Returned
Ramon Menendez and Benjamin Menen:

;

:

dez, of

Menendez

iK:

Company

(F*arra),

Cigars

We

beg

submit our usual monthly statement of the
exports of cigars, from the port of Havana, as per our
ofilicial customhouse returns, for the past month of .'Kpril,
with comparisons of the previous year.
l.xports from April 1 to April 30, lt)l«,
7,673.229 cigars
"
i'.xports from April 1 to April 30, 1915,
8,875,613
to

Decrease during the month of April, 1916,
Decreases by countries

Total

York:

1,202,384

"
in

April,

1916,

as

compared

with April, 1915:
38.810

the second fortnight of April totalled
and which were s|)lit u|) intr»: \uelta Abaio
\uclta. 77s:; bales; I'artido, 760 bales, and Rei
m-

••-<»!M)ales.

;

'•

President.

Membership
Washington, D. C,

Tobacco From the Country

May
Vuelta

(

may

still

For three weeks endinj.

is

leaf deal-

exporters to Europe, 72'M shippers to the South
American Republics, 4(50, and our local manufacturers of
ers, G8;J();

:

Receipts of Leaf

abroad in the land; the
banner of Old (ilory is waving over the citizenry who enjoy the freedom and liberty of iod's country in the pursuit
of happiness and peace.
Let it be a guide to us, so that
under the emblem of "Safety to All" we shall stand together, making our association a bulwark against all dangers which threaten our welfare.
With this injunction
close, wishing each and all of you the prosperity your
earnest labors

half of April,

have contracted for a large cpiantity of colas besides,
the same is looking more for jmce than (piality.

Word

(lospel of I'reparedness

Xetherlands
we had quite an active market during
for the

As we have had quite a spell of dry weather again, it
has put a stoj) to the opening of more escogidas, as we have
heard only of one escogida in the Tartidijs.
Vuelta .Xbaio
IS more backward
still, and the new Kemedios may not get
here until the month of
July next. W bile everybody claims
that the quality will be very
rancid, and may not cure
imtil perhaps the second
summer, we shall abstain from expressing any judgnieiit, until we have seen
the new tobacco
"1 the hales.
There is only one thing sure, and that is that
the crop in all
the districts will be very small in (piantity.

in the Nation's Cap-

A

demand

in that

shall

1917 Convention

\\'hile the

as the

demand

remain some first and second capaduras o*"
Rtmt'dios for sale, which are held firmer, in view of the
shortage of this class of tobacco in this year's crop, and
which we should consider as a good purchase for all parties, that may be in want of them later on, as there is no
longer any doubt, but that the j)rices for the 11)1(1 growth
must be of necessity considerably higher, as the vegueros
will not part with their good crops, except at stiff figures.
The better demand for the I'-M.") X'uelta Abajo growth
has heen a surprise to many people. The impetus was given
by the luiropean buyers who were attracted by the very
low ruling figures, and of late our cigarette manufacture'-s
have likewise .shown more disposition to take hold of the
better grades of colas, as there are no longer any low grades
of Rcniedios for sale in our market.
The Spanish Regie
There

Trade Journals

their

subsided yet,

the latter

;

mend

and

Buyers were: American manufacturers and

i;)l(i.

few heavy buyfrom
had arrived
the United States, we were

direction,
has not

8,

stated in our last report, that a

not mistaken in predicting a better

passed at our last convention your executive officers were authorized to employ the services of
a Washington representative, and therefore have re-engaged
Mr. W. L, Crounse, who represented this association in
former years.
He again has proven his value by his
thorough and untiring efforts in our behalf. His familiarity
with the needs of our trade and his connections and acquaintances in official circles in Washington, especially fit
him for the work required by us, and your officer can not
too highly praise him and extend to him their personal
thanks for what he has done. The past year has been one
of great activity
the coming twelve-m<inth ])romises to
demand even more energetic labors, and I heartily recomr»y resolution

adjusted attests the value of the service.

Last year a few active leaf men of Dayton, Ohio, had
the courage to invite this association to their city.
How

31

(^ireat

Britain

Denmark
Norwav
(Guatemala

Total

4,670,720 cigars
*'
369,360
"
25,500

18,000
5,083,580

"

THE TOBACCO WOELD

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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Increases by countries in April,
April, 1915:

11)10,

^,113,U5;5 cigars

United States
France

858,150

Australia

;i;M,G75

Argentine Republic
Spain

1G8,05J

"

10G,T!iO

Canada

'*

"

U)2,n)()
!)

Africa
L'ruguay
Canary Islands

8;{,550

l"'rench

.

;}7,;ioo

22,7W)

Chile

19,500

firm of Gonzalez

"

1

to April

cigars

J-2,855,;37'.>

E?iports from January

Increase during the

to April 30, 1915,

1

first

The comparison

1

months

of the ten principal

above one millions cigars per year
as follows during the past four months,
tries,

;

9,825,318

in 1915,

now

viz.:

Lancaster, Pa.

3,293,725

Denmark

1,141,310

Argentine Republic
Spain
Chile
Australia

39G,778
373,631
321,175
9G,709

'*

"
"
"
"

10,108,521

Decreases
441,100 cigars
"
155,350
"
148,300

France

Canada
Netherlands

growers who

will

Co.,

744,750

other countries.

Upmann & Company

are busy for the United State-^.
Canada and Chile, besides the minor countries.
For Larranaga had very good orders up to now, but

H.

lately felt the absence of the Knglish calls.
Punch is working steadily, although naturally

it

graphic Co.. New York
INFATUATOR:—39,674.

THE ORIGINAL

K. Regcnsburg
leaf tobacco.

&

in all

2113 bales of

Ruppin, Incorporated, were heavy buyers in our market during the stay of Mr. Rup|)in.
I'ernhard Lichtenstein also made some respectable purchases of leaf.
Leslie Pantin has had a very good month, as during tlv
second half he executed orders for his clients amounting
to 192:? bales of leaf, of varicjus kinds and grades.
S.

modern

l-'or

and

to-

New York

April

For

17,

Nic

1916.

March

cigars.

191h.

Anton Teschke,

New York

—

16.

871:— 39,683.
Kautman,

'THE

29,

(

For

cigars, cigarettes
Co.. Ou<ens.
iK:

l-or
\\

Orms

and tobacco.
New ^ork.

April 26, 1916.

April 25, 1916.

l<or cigars,

Val de Oro Cigar Co.,

New

A. (\rali.

New York City.
Mav 1. 1916.

For cigars.

—39,688.

(George

J.

No 23. Habana, Cuba

Cigar Box Labels, Bands and Trimmings
.Sliow Cards

Jung. Me.l-

and Advertising Materials

i

bor cigars, cigarettes, chewing and smoking to1916.
Ileywood, Straser & Voigt Litho. (n..

April 26,

GARRETT

^'^*^^ <'''y.

PTp^'
RICHFELLOWS:—
„.M'I''

-^7.

or cigars, cigarettes and tobacco.
39,691.
The M(.ehle Lithographic Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

1916.

April 27, 1916.

iAPER TIPS:

bor cigars, cigarettes and

— 39,693.
^»-

106

SMITH,

E.

19th St, New York

to-

The .Moehle Lithographic Co., Brooklyn,

cigarettes, cheroots and toCo.. New York City.
^un^%
For
cigars,
cigarettes, cheroots and
39,694.
.
k
p/J^cco. April 6. 1916. American Litho. Co.. New York Citv.
^"-fc-AR
For cigars. April 26. 1916. I. Kail
39,695.
'Kar (o.. liinKhaniton. N. Y.
'^l^'"''

H.

Sole Agent United States and Canada

I-

ROGER CASEMENT:— 39,692.

hacco.

II

La Habana

Mass.

l>acco.

J»1K

i

IMPOR FED

FINR.Sr Qlf.M

CORONAS:— 39,685.

T.:— 39,687.

MAID:

1!

City.

Maniifatlurers of

cheroots

Inc.,

—

N.

New York

Oficina Principal, San Jose

bor cigars, cigarettes and chcrwts. .\pril 21. 1916.
Ilochstein Hros., .Milwauk.e. Wis.
FAN-FAD: 39,686. I'or cigars, cigarettes and cheroots. April
I'M6.

(Trade-.Mark Record). For cigars, ciga*-Registered November 25, 1899, by American

Compaiiia Litografica De

itv.

DETROIT

Citv,

C ity.

.American Lithographic Co.,

CHAMP" "JIMMY SMITH":— 39,684.

crk

New York

City.

and cigarettes.
^

&

191(..

Registered .\pril 25, 1916.

New York

CANCELLATION.

New York

Just as fast as the realty dcpartnicnt of the corporation
can make the necessary arranj^enicnts, the United Cigar
Stores Company will open 150 new stores in various parts
of the country.
This decision was reached at a meeting
of the Board of Directors held recently.
Owing to high
realty values, no new stores were opened in 1913 and 1914,
but the large cash surplus of the company at the present
time, the largest in its history, caused the directors to decide in favor of expansion.
It also was decided to open soda fountains in connection with the stores in the South.

cigars, cigar-

cigars, cigarettes, cheroots
Co.,

For

(U. S. Tv^bacco Journal).

"United" to Open More Stores

—

as up-to-the-minute

appointments can make it. A skilful arrangement of mahogany, plate glass and marble gives a decidedly invitmg
On the opening day, visitors started in the earl)
asjjcct.
morning and continued until midnight. It is estinme
visiting
that about 10,000 persons visited the store. Ladies
were presented with roses as souvenirs.
store
the
ol
About GOOO roses were distributed. The business men
Moline voiced their api)roval by personal inspection an
the
llickey brothers have
the sending of floral ofTerings
cordial good wishes of the trade in their latest venture.

Lithographic Co.,

American Litho-

NUT CLUB OF YORKVILLE:—39,679.

24.

March

smitif.

bacco.

*

as

to-

lor cigars, cigarettes, tobacco
(ialena Cigar Box Co., Galena, 111.
HILLAIRE: 39,681. i'or cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco.
April 14. \*)](\.
Aiiurican Lithographic Co., New York City.
ROYAL ZEST: 39,682. l-or cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and to-

well-

is

and tobacco.

ettes

City.

HIGHWAY SPECIAL:— 39,680.

Hickey Brothers Open Seventh Store
The opening recently in the Kneberg Puilding. Molinc

the "llickey Chain"

March

cigars.

I'Td.

in

LA CARDINA:—21,821

Harkcrt Cigar Co.. Davenport, Iowa.

1916.

b.

sure, of the continuance of them.

l*"or

1916.

BLEND:— 39,678.

HARKERT'S TRIPLE

ness.

111.,

19,

& E. I.:—39.677. For all tobacco products.
Goodwin, Westville, 111.

-4.

of the latest cigar store of llickey I'.rothers, the
known cigarrists of Davenport. la., was quite an eventftn
occasicm in local retail circles. The store which is No.

Leaf Tobacco
Sons purchased

BRUTUS: —

Rhode Island Tobacco

American Lithographic

1916.

14,

April

I

&

City.
C.

much

work stronger.
Sol and Devesa de Murias has been favored with mor*'
orders of late, although the factory would not object, to be

April

bacco.

as 15 cents being demanded.
the
It is estimated that of the original 65,000 cases of
So heavy have been
en)]), less than 10,000 cases are left.
the losses on this tobacco that during the last few years
busiit has resulted in a number of packers going out of

could

cheroots and tobacco.

ettes,

Nbw
Y(irk

&

1916.

21,

Co.,

New

ELORA:—

&

1916.

Registeil'|;d

.,

cigars.
Registered July 12. 1888, by Fuchs
Kraus,
City. Was transferred to !•:. M. Schwarz
Co.,

graphic Co., New York City.
GENERAL GEORGE ALLAN DODD:— 39,673.

Until the sales of it began a few months ago, to agents
of foreign governments for their soldiers, the product went
begging at 6 and 7 cents a pound. Now offers of 10 to II/2
cents are being made for it, and some cannot be had at

those figures, as

31,

May io,

(Trade-Mark Record). For cigars and
cigarettes.
Registered May 5, 1900, by The Calvert Lithographing Co., Detroit, Mich. Was transferred to American Lithographic Co., New York City, April 7, 1916.
22,375J (The United Registration Bureau for the* Tobacco Industries), and No. 22,375 (U. S. Tobacco Journal). For
cigars.
Registered March 24, 1900, by Oscar C. Hene
Co.,
New York City. Was transferred to E. N. Schwarz & Co., March
29, 1916.
Re-transferrcd to Ryan
Raphael Cigar Co., Chicago,
111., April 26, 1916.
9812 (U. S. Tobacco Journal). For cigars. Registered
July 13, IKiSS, hv Fuchs
Kraus, New York City. Was tran.-;ferred to F. .M. Schwarz
Co., New York City, April 28, 1916.

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco.
American Lithographic Co., New York City.
COLONEL GEORGE ALLAN DODD:— 39,672. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco.
April 19, 1916.
American LithoMarch

ers.

Partagas has been working relatively very strong, notwithstanding the falling off of the l^nglish orders, as it had
a big demand from the Argentine Republic and Chile, besides good orders from the United States.
Romeo y Julieta is also well supplied still, with good
orders, from its American customers, Spain, France and

its

'^.(

City, April 21, 1916.

VERDUN:—39,671.

and

Total

all

5,

LA INFATUAR:—22,662

For cigars and tobacco products.

March

forms.
Providence, R. 1.

bacco in

—

"

\%

Ti^tal

of the

May

&
&

Jack Tobias, Chicago, 111.
For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stogies and

.March 30, 1916.

RITCO :—39,670.

engage in the
cultivation of tobacco this year in Lancaster County are
already made, but so late will be the plants that they cannot be set out in the fields until the first or second week of
June. This means a late crop one that will not be cut
until September is well advanced, bringing the cutting season dangerously near the period of frost. This will cause
many growers, t^mid because of the danger of having their
crops destroyed by frost, to cut their tobacco before it is
fully ripe, thereby materially lessening its value.
Surprise was occasioned in the local leaf tobacco trade
last week by the sale of 700 cases of 1909 tobacco in a single
lot, the goods being destined for foreign shipment out of
New York. Tobacco of this grade has been stored for many
years in the warehouses, causing heavy losses to the own-

The seed beds

4,845,193 cigars

3.00

REGISTRATIONS.
BEVERLY BAYNE:—39,669.

5,

TRANSFERS.

LORD BEACONSFIELD:—9805

Late Crop in Lancaster County

May

Y

For cigars, cigarettes and cheroots. Registered May 26, 1900, by L. E. Neuman & Co., New York City.
Was transferred to Theobald & Oppenheimer Co., New York

every ten (10) additional titles necessarily reported.

stands

tobacco products.

all

lirooklyn, N.

City, April 21, 1916.

Oretaniv.

consuming coun-

Increases

Great Britain
United States

;

Y

NERECIDO: —^22,613J.

—
—

Cuban

For

May

tobacco products

(Tobacco Leaf). For cigarettes.
September 7, 1909, by The Royal Turkish Tobacco
York City. Was transferred to A. N. Barson & Co..

Note A An allowance of $2 will be made to members
Merchants' Association on each registration.
x)f the Tobacco
NoteB If a report on a search of a title necessitates
the reporting of more than ten (10) titles, but less than
twenty-one (21), an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00)
If it necessitates the reporting of more than
will be made.
twenty (20) titles, but less than thirty-one (31), an additional charge of Two Dollars ($2.00) will be made, and so
an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00) will be made for

;

33,030,054

of 191G,

;

all

For all tobacco products
Brooklyn, N. Y.
For all tobacco products.
The Moehle Litho. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

BASRA: —34,017

2.00

Duplicate Certificate,

Land and Leaf Tobacco Company, 800 J. Pernheini & Son.
725; The Swedish Consul, 718; Walter Sutter & Company.
G73 Perez, Capin & Company, 622 I. Kaffenburg & Sons,
555; Manuel Suarez, 512; Maximilian Stern, 459; Menendez
& Company, 404; H. Upmann & Company, 3G5 Y. i'endas
y Alvarez, 339; Ernest Ellinger & Company, 288; Mark A.
Pollack, 266 Rodriguez, Mendez ^ Company, 257, and Jose
Suarez & Company, 230 bales.
;

"

30, 191G,

Leslie Pantin, 932

CITY

For

Litho. Co., Brooklyn, N.

THOMAS J. CLARK:—39,697.
1916. The Moehle Litho. Co.,
JAMES CONNOLLY:—39,698.
1916.
The Moehle Litho. Co.,
THOMAS DONAGH:—39,699.

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Effective April 1, 1916.
(see Note A),
Registration
$5.00
(see Note B),
1.00
Search
Transfer,

PEARSE:—39,696.

H.

The Moehle

1916.

1916.

;

.'5,895,189

from January

;

NEW YORK

BEEKMAN STREET

5

were:
Virgilio Suarez, 1237 bales

Total

5,

v\;

58,o:io

(iibraltar

PATRICK

&

Penitez has been dissolved, and
Don Jgnacio Gonzalez is carrying on the same business under his own name, having given the power of attorney to
his son, Victor Juan Gonzalez.
Some of the principal sellers were. Sobrinos de A.
Gonzalez, 7000 bales; Jose Alenendez, 1075; Manuel Herrera, 1000; Luzano y Miguel, 903; Candido Obeso, 8()b;
Isauro Cano, 800; Gutierrez & b'oyo, G30 Leon cS: Delgado,
550; Selgas «& Company, 158; Jose F. Rocha, 328; Rodriguez, Mendez & Company, 300, and Manuel A. Suarcz
Company, 225 bales.
The names of shippers of leaf tobacco, from the port
of Havana, above 200 bales, during the last two weeks

The

;

1,000

Italy

F.j^ports of cigars

compared with

as

33

I'or

cigars,

American Litho.

l''l^'-

BALLOT:—

BOARD:—

122-222

'

The

Perfect Humidifying System in

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY,

Inc.

WEST 18TH STREET

NEW YORK

your Sweat Room,

but to Sumatra, Havana and Porto Rico.

We

a benefit not only to Domestic Leaf,
invite you to visit our Demonstrating Plant.
is

THE PERFECT HUMIDIFYING

3u,Mers of Perfec,

Sweat Rooms

Cork Bobbins

Cork Tips

Succeeding

ELMER

H.

HOPE

CO,

337 X.

4tli St.,

CO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ill
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Best Quality

Known

Best

«-^Ci^..
.

'

For

Sale,

Wanted and

Special Notices

RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT. THREE CENTS A WORD, WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF FIFTY CENTS
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
K)K .SALh- Fiictory

and ciiiiipmcnt of "Kiiitka Cinar J'actory" Ream-t
Lancaster ('i)unty, I'a., cstaiilisiicd im). SpK'iuIid ..pimrtiinity
Tor f?i
particulars addrtss The Lancaster Trust Idinpany, Lancaster
J»a
V^J
^-xecutors.
Estate of John V,. Root, Deceased.

Special Notices.

MONROE

'

ADLJBR.

'

CIGAR BROKER.

186 N.

La

Salle St, Chlcaro,

6-17-he

111.

Help Wanted.

For

Sale.

— Remedioa Havana short*, pure an<f clean. Guaranteed A-l
money refunded. Flftr cents per pound. Alao Vuelta shorta, of

LEAF TOBACCO SALESMAN-Covering
desiring good paying

i<X)R 8AL.E:

or

the flneat quality.

.

Edwin Alexandef

4

Co.. 17t

Water

Street.

New

A REAL CHANCE FOR A WORKING FACTORY
FOR SAL£—The owners >f a longr-established high-grade cigar

York.

HAVANA SHORTS
New

sit
ide

The Cigar Without a Peer

Middle West and Southern terriM«
"^•
Box 109, "Tobacco World."

line, write to

Pure Vuelta

;

fine

aroma.

York.

.^m

Lopez, 363 E. 78th St
S-l-tf
->'.

factory
ten-cent

Wanted.
ABLER & MYERSON.

In First District of Pennsylvania, making flve-cent and
brands with wide distribution, are desirous of selling same, owing to
pressure of other Interests.
Will make a big sacrifice to responsible
parties with sufRcient capital to take hold of proposition.
$20,000
Trlflers will receive no attention.
needed.
Address in confidence, Box
26, "Tobacco World," 236 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

INC..

Calixto Lopez y Cia

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Siftings,
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

Habana
A second

The jobbing business

of

Sam Rosen

has Ijeen taken
McDowell. Oil City, Pa. Air.

over by the firm of Stewart &
Rosen still continues his retail business.

'i

I.

excellent run on San Martin & I>eon cigars is reported by Clarence Ilirschorn & Company, Chicago, 111.
They are now located in their new quarters at 'Uo West
Randolph Street, where they are in possession of attractive
facilities for the handling of their business.

New York Office—

257 Fourth Ave.

"W/ORRY kills
'^'^

kills

else

W.

H. Dickey is in charge of the cigar department of
the Faxon & Gallagher Drug Company, Kansas City, M«.>.
Mr. Dickey was formerly identified with J. L. Hanly.

The

C.

H.

Grashof

Company, 20 Cortlandt

'*~*ifi

An

Lewis "John Ruskin" and the Lipschutz "44"
cigars are handled by the jobbing house of Opler & Wilbert,
located at 505 Michigan Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

The

cigar store and billiard parlor was recentlv
opened in Anderson, Ind.. I)y the S. D. I'ierson Cigar Company. It is located on Columbus Avenue, right in the heart
of the factory district.
The company's main store in Anderson has just been attractively altered.

know

in the tobacco trade covered a period of twcnty-fuur years.

a',

v..

W.

G. Patterson,

"Muriel" cigar of the

Birmingham,

.Ma., distributor of the

Tobacco Company, was
from W. \V. Drewey, of Uu-

P. Lorillard

recently in receipt of a visit
Lorillard Company, in the interests of the brand.

Daniel Frank iK: Company, Boston, having become thi"
distributors for the "Royal" cigar (R. Steinecke Company),
Fred Suss, of the latter comi)any, has recently been going
the rounds of the Boston suburbs doing missionary work
on the brand.

An VELVET

2^/^

COPENHAGEN
DUT VELVET

Chewing Snuff

''-'

more worry

dealer than

it

TOBACCO

VELVET.

VELVET
workmg

The Standards of America

b.ena^s'olS'eTyTu'rl''"^""'"*^""

^""^^

''

""" «"^ «'-«V« has

"^^ '^^* ^^'^^^^^^ Th«^ Snuff
^?*u"'^\
"^ '^*^ tobacco and expels the bitter and
;2u"l
Copenhagen the World',
Be«t
uo^co 'for
^fh'^^K'"^^'"^
for Both
Chewing and Snuffing.
difficulty in obtaining hi.s supply
of
Copenha'LenVh'**"''''' c*'' 1"^
f'FXKeslVLhfs'^fhe^^Jl;!!

LorifiaTdrrSnuffTTn^^
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825
Est. 1851
Gail & Ax^s Snu ff,

»cid of

ToC^

II

ht will

tli^

writfi

'"^

"

satisfactorily,

we

will

help him

for the

Just put

some VELVET tins
where folks can see them
and you don't have to
worry about selling

JOHN F. HEILAND & CO.
Lancaster County Fancy B's

Because
Joe

Maccobops — J^appees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWeet and Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURED BY

GEORGE W. HELNE

CO., Ill

nfth Ave., New Yerk

*•

WEYMAN-BRUTON COMPANY
^«'oo
SqiMtfe

North

New

is

VEIL VET on

the move.

if

York. N. Y.

is

you day and night. He
making the smokers right in ^our
vicinity want VELVET. The quality
of the tobacco and Joe's cheerful face
and sensible, kindly sayings keep
for

:

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

kills

does even

for the smoker.

W'edncr.'

LANCASTER, PENNA.
Twenty-five thousand "Fifty-Six" cigarettes with removable cork tips were received recently by I*'hrma;i
Brothers & Company, of San Francisco, Cal., from the Cad(j
Company, the manufacturers.

of.

Minneapolis Drug Company. Minneai)olis, Minn., in building uj) a demand for the 'Wdmiration" cigar, which the latter company recently took un for distril)ution.

David Fair a retired cigar retailer of Indianapolis, Ind.,
died in that city recently. Mr. Fair's business experience

Frieder & Son, Cincinnati, O., will hereafter concentrate their efforts on their Fourth and Sycamore ana
No. 5 Fountain Square stores, having closed their store in
the Traction Building.

I

of E. Regensburg
Sons, expects to
render assistance shortly to the cigar department of the

Liggett (S; .Myers Tobacco Coni])any announce that
they will be represented in Sontheni Illinois by Jack Li
Source, Mr. La Source having been transferred by the
company from St. Louis, Mo., where he acted in the capacity of head citv salesman,
lie is succeeded at St. Louis by

S.

do.

mo' worry than ansrthing

&

Sydney Cahen,

Street,

Rochester, N. Y., plan to introduce shortly to local trade a
new nickel cigar, to be known as the "Sanchez Francisco."

bullets

mo' men than

10c Tins, 5c Metal-lined Bags

One Pound

Glass Humidors
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M. A.

(S.
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FifMrM 39-41,
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llwA St

C

Sectid Ave.

NEW Y0RI
CHICAGO, 105 -WVST MONROE STRK1ST,
LOUIS O. CAVA, Mgr.
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J.

Reina 20, Havana
CABLK: "Ansal"

Cigar Box
Labels
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I
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CO.
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Itavi

LEAMAN

THE YORK TORACGO CO.
eea mmd Jahbara la
AU •radaa af

Leaf Tobacco

faektr of and "DtmUr In

Office and Saleareem

"CUETARA" Havana, Cuba
IIO-II2

W. Walnut

St.,

laa aail

LANCASTER.

PA.

TOBACCO

LOEB-NUf^EZ

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

A.

PHILADELPHU

306 NO. THIRD STREET,

168

STRAUS & CO.

Ml. MI,

Mf

Md

HIPPLE BROS.
fanporlen of

^idlMV
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Water

Street,

Correspondence

Solloilwl

Leaf

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS

& CO.

^

Havana and Sumatra and

Rlbboa
Ciffv Ribbons, Silk ImiUtion and Muslinola
Silver
Printad or Stamped in Gold or
Went Your Optoioa
Labels. Stock Cards. Give Us a Trial. We
Cable Address,

ERNEST ELLINGER

The World's "Want

Paiie

126

AMISTAD
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Let4 Tobacco and Growers
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Street,

.

Georgia

of
.

.

Sumatra

New York
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ST.

HEINRICH NEUBERGER
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YORK, No.
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& rO

St.,

Office:

Cuba

New York

(XL

HAVAJVA S09ACC0 IMPORTERS

••AiAMA.

AMHTAO

IM WATDI

tS

STIUCT.

&

?AN MIGUEL 136

CAYFY

New York
178

I

18 Obrapla Street, Havana. Caba
GaMe ••ONICVIT'
P. •. Baa BB

CO.
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MEW YORK

Co.

Leaf
And Packers of Puerto Rican Tobacco
Puerto Rivo Wsri»houi.e:
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Gavel No.
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S.

R.
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^__ _

LlgtrRlDBtHS
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and Packer of Leaf Tobacco
"1-4-5,"

Leading brands— "Volitta," "Quaker," "Nabobs,"
Cream," "Imperial Beauty," "Little Vara"
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Factory and OfficM:
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Sl
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SMOKERS' ARTICLES. SPECIAL SALES OF LEAF TOBACCO CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. ADVANCES MADE. SETTLEMENTS

CIGAR

10

n

Merriam Segara. Inc

4

.............Cover

36

Auctieneera and Commission M*wb.t.

REGULAR WEEKLY SALES EVERY THURSDAY.

New York

40

2. 3

and Impart a most palatable flavor
27

«•«...•

P.

Lovera, Joie
Lozano, F., Son
Lii'lf*t»
i.,^.
LUvkett.
Luchi

t

#••« ••••••••

Pag«

Manuel

Lorillard

B
Bachia & Co., R. A
Philadelphia s..
Bajruk Brof
Behrens & Co., Havana, Cuba
Bobrow Brothers
(.orK a:
Boucher Cork
&_Machine
Aiacnme co.,
Co., inc
Inc.
Brunhoff Mfg. Co
Business Opportunities
Brothers &
Bustillo Brothers
Diaz, New
o: iJiaz,
.ncw York
lorK

Established 1834

in character

Lopez

6
37

....

American Lithographic Co., New York
American Sumatra Tobacco Co.
Americaii Tobacco Co., The, New York
Arguellcs, Lopez & Bro

322 Chestnut

111.

OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPORATING

CIGAR FLAVORS

Lopez,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

Chicago,

St.,

P«SC

I

Sp"s.

Boston. J^Iass

I..

Box'Co
m
Co.
"
Variety
T"^^- ^^^»*«-.
Hanover,

W

K h;;%
Jf'ghtsvdle Pa
Krawiini
«*s.n-.ai, t. A.,
New York

V

Pa

37

Lpmann, H., Havana
Union .American Cigar Co

37

t
*
*

i:::":]::::

36

Verplauck

&

t

MANUFACTURERS

GERMAN

o PROCESS <3

tej*^pn-'-l|,.

New York

......

I-'i'e/

........

acco

Co.

UeniiaoM,

......;"!';j;;j';;;;;;

New York and Tampa

4
S
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H^ntaster,

Pa
Uwii I •'r
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xl?" Manufacturing Co
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.......
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........

36

VVicke Ribkon Co..

Wm. New York
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,

...
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7
York Tob«cc«

Co., The,

York, Pa.
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SANCHEZ Y HAYA
^i^^^^'HScf]

'^M

Factorg

Tampa.

N91

Fla.
\~n

New Brard from Old Number

A

Samples

now

i

1.

ready for
i.tf

"IGNACIA HAYA" Brand
**Vuelta Abajo" tobacco,
Thctc goods arc the lait word in fine cigars made from the choicest
for 25c to 25c. each.
under U. S. Government bond inspection. 8 sizes only_Cigars to retail for 2
Package and goods show quality and class in every detail.
Better than ever.
their field.
'•La Flor de Sanchez y Haya" have always been leaders in

SANCHEZ Y HAYA, Tampa,

A

T. M. A.

Florida

Convention
The Han

Number

Who Smokes Them Says
CIGAR
"It is the BEST
VALUE IN THE WORLD

JUNE

1916

1,

at 5c."

That

is

the reason the

John Ruskin
one of the
World's Biggest

Cigar

'r-j

is

•S;

Sellers.

may come and
cigars may go.

Brands

John Ruskin

THEY COULD DE SMALLER-hUT NOT

John Ruskin Cigars
made and
is

the

BKTTER f^
^^F

are hand-^

Havana tobacco used

the choicest grown. They're

mild— Big and Fragrant,

fS!f^\

Voucher
on the Band of Each John
Ruskin Cigar.

Valuable

I.

Profit

of nickel

As the

editor puts

LEWIS CIGAR MFG. COMPANY
N.

J.
Largest Independent Cigar Fcctciy in the World.

All Branches of Tobacco Industry Brought
Together at First Convention of

brand*

Tobacco Merchants' Association

The President's Address
The Secretary's Report

it

''The fight has resolved

itself into

Report of Committee on Resolutions

the survival of the fittest."

BOLD HAS NEVER RETREATED.

List of Delegates
Little

Sections

cigar
Latest Reports

"Above All"
BROS.

Cigar Not a Cigarette

Trade Letters of Vital Interest From All

always remains the nickel

BOBROW

and Guests

\{

BOLD

Sharing

NEWARK,

Leading Features

Latest

Philadelphia

News

From

the Cuban Market

American Leaf
Tobacco Markets

Registration of

of the

New

Brands of Cigars,

Cigarettes, Tobacco, Etc.

ESTABLISHED 1881

Vol.
PUBLICATION OFFICES:

236 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia
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to see that
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Your

Profit

your "smokes" reach

consumer

tlie

II

take

chances of

1.

F.

LOZANO, SON
U.

S.

let

U. S. ralcBt

OFFICE

and mellow.

8*

"F.

New York

only

materially

enlarge

their

increase

their

and they did not

hesitate a

us.

FAITH AND VISION

clean,

are

art-

uoodin
more economical and

attractive.
in

S
H
H
B

Can Since

more wonderful,

sistent

"right".

brands

with a

quality,

in

These

are

blend

Facts

that

that

is

make our

repeat and duplicate.

sell,

The Jobber who

and uses

thinks

his

imagination will write at once to

COMMERCIAL CIGAR

M^

1901'

Facts

3 for 5c.) are stogie brands that are con-

AND NEW STREETS
CINCINNATI. O.
Heeliin

still

"Columbus Dutch Tops" (retailing 2
for 5c.) and "Columbus 1492" (retailing

CULVERT, SIXTH

AND FACTORY; TAMPA. FLORIDA

not

moment about connecting with

and are rap-

idly taking the place of

m

but

profits as well,

THE HEEKIN CAN CO.

Loxano" Brand

thereby

businesses,

^'JlP.4Vv;y^

any colors, with any design.
Immediate shipments on all orders.
Samples upon request.

CO.

Sell

are wonderful things, but cold, hard

are air-tight

Lithograj)hed

Clear Havana Cigars

OAoa

fresh

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous
TRADE MARX

keep

more

a LOZANO

F

product

will

boxes because they

M. LOZANO

Our Stogies

And

chewing or smokiiig tobaccos k)sing any of thrir
freshness and fun- (luahlies?

They

They Could

your

HEEKINCANS
I
your
H
S
B
H

Were Sure

in perfect coiKUtioii.

cigars, stogies,

B
J

Certain Jobbers

CO.

NEWARK, OHIO

#,r

.

illiiiiililiillllilli

Addrett, 437 Fifth Avenue

Londres Grandes

1

Darby
The

&

Joan

VETERANO

Cigars

SIZE

is

the

Habana Cigar ever made
2 for 25c. having that delicate

Finest All
at

Mildness and Fine

by Connoisseurs.

Aroma Sought
Made only by

JOHN W. MERRIAM &
101 spring Street,

(MERRIAM CIGARS

New

INC.,

CO.

York

SUCCESSOR)

For Gentlemen of Good Taste

San

Felice

CIGARS

(

The

CIGAR MFG. CO.

The Deisel-Wemmer Company

PHILADELPHIA

LIMA. O.
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Profit

your "smokes" reach

consumer

the

Your

in perfect condition.
t'%

take

f

chewing or smoking tobaccos losing any of their
freshness and fine quahties?

will

keep your

fresh

and mellow.

1.

F.

l^OZANO, SON
U.

S.

»•

K

LOZANO

CO,

BONDED aCAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous

"F. Loxano'*

And
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product
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businesses,

but

not

only

materially

enlarge

their

increase

their

and they did not

moment about connecting with

hesitate a

us.

FAITH AND VISION

clean,

are wonderful things, but cold, hard

are air-tight

are

and are rap-

still

Facts

more wonderful.

"Columbus Dutch Tops" (retailing 2
for 5c.) and "Columbus 1492" (retailing

more attractive.
Lithographed

3

taking the place of

in

any

colors, with

Immediate shipments on

all

any design.

orders.

H
B

Samples upon request.
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duplicate.
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thereby
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Clear Havana Cigars
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Our Stogies
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&

Joan
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Cigars

SIZE

is

the

Habana Cigar ever made
2 for 25c. having that delicate

Finest All
at

Mildness and Fine

by Connoisseurs.

Aroma Sought
Made only by

JOHN W. MERRIAM &
101 spring Street,

(MERRIAM CIGARS

CO,

New York

INC.,

SUCCESSOR)

For Gentlemen of Good Taste

San

Felice
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CIGAR MFG. CO.
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LIMA, O.
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Quality Paramount

(This

is

one of the Fatima "Sensible Cigarette" advertisements nob) appearing

in

magazines and newspapers)

CELEBRATED

H.

UPNANN CIGARS

There are other good cigarettes
some

In fact
cigarette

pen to

other

may just hap-

hit

your partic-

ular taste better

than

and without any **mean feeling
after a long day's smoking— i;oii
should try Fatimas,

Prove
today.

Fatimas

SENSIBLE

Fatimas.

you

Strictly Independent

CHAS.

Manufacturer

LANDAU

Sole Afi^ent for United States and Canada

82 Wall

Street

^

New York

Board of Trade Bldg., Montreal. Canada

That isn't strange in spite
of Fatimas enormous popufew men like
larity.
a far stronger and heavier

Behrens

-

&
Estelle

No.

19

Manufacturers of the old brands

truly

a

cigarette for

smoke.

J^^j^fj^^yKua/U^i^Sxuco Gar.

than Fatimas.

cigarette
But

you

if

SENSIBLE

We

would

cigarette

like

*

a

cool and

your throat and tongue

70

Co.

Havana, Cuba

to

are

A

friendly to

\W.

yourself

for

this

A

Sensible Cigarette

Manufacture a Cigar and Kno<w that you are Putting the Very
Best of Havana Tobacco in its Construction is a Great Satisfaction to the Builders and Gets the Approval of the Users.

Continue Manufacturing and Selling

LA SARAMITA

"Sol" and "Devesa de Murias"
Independent factories

ADMIRAU THE

THAT SELLS

HAVANA CIGARS

Our Motto:

Quality, always
a little better than
Havana's Best

Soon be a
With Broad Leaf of the Milder Quality for the Col>er.
quarter of a Century since "we started this Brand

MURIAS

^hs.

Shields- Wertheim

Q^q, Cleveland, O,

Ifi

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD
Meet

me

For Value,

at the

Service,

Tttller

Home

Comfort

Made at our Newark, N.

The World's Standard

Cigar

Factories

J.,

ROCKY FORD
H AND

MADE

NICKEL CIGAR

-

TADEMA

manufacture at our several Pittsburgh
factories, a very attractive and extensive line of
cigars and stogies to retail at 2 for 5 cents, and

MTAGAS

3

YG?

for

Our

5 cents.

"FAMOUS"

G Bro.

MAKERS
GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE

leaders

and

GIGAR8

ArgUelleSp Lopez

We alto

:ct

HAVANA

222 PEARL STREET

TAMPA

LEALTAD 120

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

HAVANA

"FLAG HEADS"

Write for full information

4^BAli^
The

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

General Offices.

Real Independent Factory in Havana

(Sraliam Cnurtn^g
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE

New

HOTEL TULLER
Detroit,

Calle

Michigan

Take Woodward
at Adams Avenue

Center of business on Grand Circus Park.
car, get off

CifuenteSy
De La

Pego y

Ca.

Industria, 172-174

A

PUNCH
Hardly

Habana, Cuba
235 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK

Rayo

Proprietor, 28

ADGDST KUTTNADER. Geacrd RepitMiUtlvc,

HABANA, CUBA

a Rival

Cigar With

MANUEL LOPEZ,

MADE

St.,

«4

They Lead the Leaders
26 SIZES

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
200
200
100
100

Rooms, Private
"

•

Bath, $1.50 Single, $2.50

"
"

2.00
2.50
'•3.J00to5.00

••

'•

••

••

•»
•'

"

Up Double

3.00
4.00
4.50

•'

"

General Agent for United States
and Canada

"

Total 600 Outside Rooms
ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET
Two Floors Agents*
Neiv Unique Cafes and
Cabaret Exellente
Sample Rooms

—

ROBERT
115

E.

MILD HAVANA BLEND"

"LA MEGA''

^iS^z/^

HAVANA CIGARS OF THE HIGHEST
AND BEST WORKMANSHIP
Co., Tampa,
V. Cuerra, Diaz

LANE

Ark^r. jKrrrall

135 Weft 42nd

QUALITY

&

BROADWAY. NEW YORK

ESTABLISHED

The Exceptional Cigar

Y.

Pendas

Alvarez

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

COPENHAGEN
Chewing Snuff

Street.

New

domiiat^
York

Fia.

1867

£i

$c ®ottbtt

HAVANA CIGARS
ROMEO Y ULlETA
.l

The Leader

CIGARS

in all the

World's Markets

Our Motto: "OUALITY"
Office

and Salesroom,

NEW YORK

We KU^rantee Copenhagen Snuff
been absolutely pure.

is

New

U. S.

ReprmiUtive: Wm.

T.Tayltr,

HiYana Cigari
For Fkn of Means

BUSTILLO BROS. & DIAZ,

93 Brtad

Inc.

The

Smoking Tobacco

Uniformity

267 Fourth Avenue

New York

City

Br THE CREEff AND GOLD DAND

R. A.
^7 W«il

m

BACHIA

gi

St

&

a

New Cut

Packed

for

'J>C^T/r/C»

Union

Central
in

York. N. Y.

Original

and Genuine

Renowned

GENERAL OFFICES

St.,N.Y.Cit7.

I

BACHIAS

WEYMAN-BRUTON COMPANY
Union Square North

THIRD AVE.

CITY

now and always has

It is made of the best, old, rich leaf tobacco.
The Shuflf
Process reiains the good of the tobacco and expels the bitter and
acid of natural leaf tobacco, making Copenhatren the World's
Beat Tobacco for Both Chewing and Snuffing.
Whenever a dealer has any dithculty in obtaining his supply
of Copenhagen Chewing SniifT satisfactorily, we will help him if
he will write us.

M

80I-503

CO.
N«w Ymk

in

a

Pocket-proof Package
1

1/2

ounces

— 5 cents

United Stitef Tobtflot Ce.

ICHMOND.

VA.
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It

WiU

^^u To Push

de
San Martin
Flor

& Leon

The Larger Tuxedo Packa^s
A Mild Havana Ci^ar
Every time you
is

equal to

making

sell

90c Glass

a

Humidor

ten separate sales of

Made-in-Bond

Tuxedo it
10c Tuxedo Tins!
of

((L

You

get a tenfold result with the

same time and

effort.

You increase your sales, multiply your profit,
make sure your customer doesn't buy nine-tenths of
Hill

tobacco somewhere

Isn't that

else.

Start right in today to see

10c

Tuxedo Tins you can change

to

on our

Tuxedo

8'

cigars

from

all

are

made

in

Tampa,

imported tobaccos grown

own Vuelta Abajo

Plantations in

and
Cuba.

that
(H^

Our products

Havana

requests for
Quantity sales.

your customers how much time and bother the
quantity package will save them, and the extra enjoyment
and satisfaction they will get out of it. A big percentage
of them will see the point, and there's no way you can
increase your sales so fast and so easy.
Just

Florida,

worth while?

how many

These

cigars

are guaranteed genuine

by ourselves and by the

United States Government

tell

San Martin

Bond Stamp.

I

& Leon Co.

TAMPA, FLORIDA

"44" Cigar Co. Philadelphia

&

G. S. Nicholas
41 and 43 Beaver

10^

Street,

Co.

New York

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

DIRECT IMPORTERS
'iJi-iLUi__
rltM^Uii^ii^'**'''^'

1>&^''
•t?r-

-JStA..

m

PATTERSON'S

PATTERSOK^

-Vv
r.-

fOBACCo

^iX.
??{

f

1 he nutfiher and variety of Tuxedo
Quantity Packings and their attractive
appearance will help you a whole lot.
Display these Tuxedo packings prominently where your customers cannot fail
to see them.
If a man doesn't want the
big 90c Tuxedo Glass Humidor or 80c
Tin Humidor, then suggest the SOc^or
40c Packings. You'll be pretty sure to
land him with one of these 4 handsome
Packings of this popular tobacco.

TOBACCO

The
The
The
The

L'

Tuxedo 90c Glass
Tuxedo 50c Glass
Tuxedo 80c Tin
Tuxedo 40c Tin

Humidor
Humidor
Humidor
Humidor

manufactured by the

Independent Factories
of
all

it's
"*e

& cigap^^t^

'Hdoo^<"'''

and keep right at
paying others and it will pay
to

it

woit',

of

Havana

which are made under the personal control and supervision

of the oldest cigar manufacturers in
its

own

E.

H. G3DKTO

TOR rOHTY YEARS

THE STANDARD

CIGAR COMPKNY
WUch Ckar
By

Hayana
Clean Ara Judsad

Cuba, thus

T.

J.

Upon Request.

DUNN
MaK«r«

Writ, for

Opan

The

Tarrilory

Naw York Offica; 203 W. Broadway

retaining for each

individuality.

Price List Mailed

\w

Go

of the highest grades of Cigars

New

4.01-405

<a CO.

of

Bachelor Ci{ar

t. 9l8t Street.

New YorK

it-

you.

5c

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
C|G Ap

^ rtOP^

ggT»BU8HED I860

9EST THAT SKILL. ENERGY AND MONEY

H. FEINDRICH, Maker.

CAJ^

PRODUCE

EVAMSVILLE. IND.

CIGAR

^
THE TOBACCO WOELD

D also stands for get Busy, Boost> and Back up this live Lord
Salisbury Advertising
daily increase in

ting

your

full

Campaign

Lord Salisbury

share of this

new

that> is
sales.

making a

If

steady

youVe not

business,

it's

up to

get*

you.

I

Tobacco By Other PeopIe^s
TTii's IS

I

Packings

one

of the novel
Lord Salisbury
'Alphabet
If

ids.

you want

of Florida
tastes as

and

to see a fancy packing of the

and Georgia wrappers,

good

as

that

1915 crop

bums and

any tobacco grown, superior

in yield

colors
*

We Are Now Ready to Show Our
1915 Crop
and Perfect Bum
Tremendous Yield

Beautiful Light Colors
^ritfmmfkmOJtt

Good

£very cent you pay for Lord Salisbury
buys Quality!
I

Doing away with Coupons, Premiums and
Costly Boxes explains both the Quality and the
double Quantity.

lord Salisbuw
O
20HS^TEN EXTRA K'
^^^^r

I

100% PURE. TLURKISH

Buf a package

CIGARETTES

ifyou*re looking for proof.

THE AMERICAN TOBACOe
COMPAMY

\

Quality

Samples Ready for Inspection at
the Company's Office

AMERICAN SUMATRA TOBACCO COMPANY
142 WATER STREET, NEW YORK

:
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A New
Val.

PHILADELPHIA AND

XXXVL

NEW

YORK. JUNE

1,
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Stimulator for
ALL BRANCHES OF VAST INDUSTRY

the Cigar Business

ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION

"PREPAREDNESS"-a Study in
Geography. Its Principles

Two

Hundred and Fifty Members of
Gathering at National Capital Shows Great Promise—
the Trade in Conference for Its Protection— Maintenance and Growth of
Association iSeems Assured— Traffic Department and Credit
Information Bureau to Be Established.

&

Education, Instruction

are:

Interest instead of Chance.

Q The arrangements

of this

new

device are such that the selling

Map

BROUGHT TOGETHER AT FIRST

promoting
capacity of each
sales

up to 700 five or ten cent
cigars.
We want to hear from manufacturers
and jobbers only. Our proposition will be
the means of helping you dispose of millions
of Cigars.
new and novel Business Builder
will reach

MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES
Worlds Oldest

A

"arettes

H^^igrade TuHiish

Plain End

78
i

12

or Cork-Tipped

of unquestionable value.

Write today
for the newest

and

fl

9

we

will

Cigar Manufacturers

Tobacco Manufacturers
Cigarette Manufacturers

26 Retail Tobacconists
4 Stogie Manufacturers
58 Leaf Tobacco Dealers
2 Snuff Manufacturers
52 Wholesale Tobacconists 58 Supply Houses

you

"Prepare"

sales idea in cigar history.

*The

Little

Brown Box"

lOXTlXGEXT

upon available funds the Tobacco

Merchants' Association in the tinal session of their
First Annual Convention held at the New Willard
Hotel in Washington, D. C, May :!J9th and 3Uth,
voted for the establishment of a Credit Information Bureau
and a Traffic Department. With the inauguration of these
bureaus the association will be greatly strengthened. They
were urged by President \\ ertheim in his report which appears in part on another page.
That this association properly managed can achieve
great benefits for the trade was the concensus of opinion.
That it has aroused an unusual interest in matters which
are pertinent to the tobacco industry was shown not only

^v^.

.9-^i^'

UNITED MAP COMPANY
395 Broadway,

New York

PHIUP MORRIS &

City

11

Fifth

CO..

LTD.

New

Avenue

York

i

A

SCcVd^

Favorite

with the

BEST
Gidar Stores
Restaurants
Hotels and

Cluhs

Clear Havana Cigar
Manufacturers

& BLUMENTHAU

JEITLES

Distributers

LOUIS G. SMITH

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,
M. Melachrino

&

Inc.

You Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, 120 Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes throughout Europe
GRAND DCPOTS OF

M

M^Uchriao
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in

submitted but by the members participating

the convention.

In the brief period of six

months the association has

grown from an idea to a powerful organization binding
For any
together the tobacco industry in all its branches.
part of the trade to prosper the industry itself must prosper
and so the members have come to realize that the greater
the benetits that can accrue to the trade as a whole the
derived by the individual.
With the arrival of the Congressional Limited in
Washington on Sunday evening, more than seventy-five
members of the trade who were to attend the convention

Street

reached the city in time to rest after the trip

from

New

York and to prepare for the strenuous activities of the convention on Monday.
Monda)? morning additional delegates arrived and by

EGYVriAN CIGARETTES
It

£i

by the reports

greater the benefits

CO., Tampa, Fla.
&
PEDRO CASTRO
New York

Ltd.

PHILADELPHIA.

You Cannot be Mistaken

6 Cigar Importers
3 Importers and Exporters
2 Cigar Dealers

persons were in
convention hall when George L. Storm, Chairman of
Convention Committee, tapped with his gavel to bring

10.30

the
the

A.

M.

fully

one hundred and

fifty

the

another page. Mr. Wertheim called attention to the need
of a Credit Information Bureau, a Traffic Department, and
additional revenue for the maintenance of the association's
quarters and bureaus, as well as to care for the establishment of such bureaus as may be needed from time to time.
Attention was directed to the library and information
bureau which is now installed in the association headquarters in Beekman Street; to the active services being
performed by the Legislative Bureau to the association's
work in investigating alleged tobacco "cures"; to the efforts of the association in stamping out revenue frauds and
;

box-stuffing.

The

report presented by Charles Dushkind, secretary
of the association, called attention to the fact that in its
brief life the organization headquarters had already sent
out more than 9(),0oo pieces of printed matter and that it

was averaging about 75

letters a

day

in

response to various

inquiries relating to the tobacco industry.

Mr. Dushkind showed a comparison of the sums spent
by various industries for the support of their organizations
and made an earnest appeal for financial support for the
Tobacco Merchants' Association.

The

treasurer's report

and

financial statement

which

had been examined and attested to by certified public accountants was presented to the members in printed form.
This sum it
It showed a balance of $3508.29 on deposit.
was explained would be considerably reduced by the expenses of the convention and banquet.
Prior to the adjournment for luncheon the following
committees for the convention were announced by President Wertheim

Committee on Resolutions: Asa Lemlein, chairman;

convention to order.
In a brief speech the chairman introduced the Honorable Oliver P. Newman, president of the District of Co-

Charles Schavrien. Alfred S. Rossin, William A. Hollingsworth and Nicholas Ehrlich.

Reply was
the address of welcome.
made by Charles Dushkind, who in a brief speech expressed
the pleasure of the association in being able to come to
^\ ashington and thanked Mr. Newman for the welcome he

Klein.

lumbia,

who made

had given.

Jacob Wertheim then took the chair and
made the president's address, which is printed in part on
President

Committee on Nominations: Jesse A. Block, chairman;
Edward Wise. John Bagley, Charles Eisenlohr and D. Emil

Committee on Rules: James W. Buchner, chairman;
Frederick S. Lucey. Herman Steam, Morris Krinsky and
Samuel Turner.
(Continued on Page i6)
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UTILE CIGAR MOT A CIGARETTE
Tobacco Production Company Wins Suit— Binders
Established as Tobacco
|N the suit brought by the Government against the
Tobacco Production Company, of New Milford,
Conn., Judge Thomas, in the United States District
Court, in New Haven, Conn., decided that the
wrapper made for "little cigars" by the defendants was to-

a felt belt and conveyed to a drier drum from which the
substance passes to a juicing device through which the
juices which have been drawn off and boiled are put back
into the sheet. These sheets are cut into suitable sizes for
binders and wrappers.
The judge says one must arrive at the conclusion that
the little cigars are wrapped with tobacco and not with
any other substance, and must be classed as cigars and not
as cigarettes, and he directs judgment for the claimant.

15

OttlbADEli

MIA.

bacco and not paper.
Internal Revenue Commissioner in Washington
having ruled that the wrapper of such "little cigars" was
paper because part of the process of making was similar to
that of paper making, and having declined to revoke his
ruling upon application duly made therefor, a test case
was prepared with the consent of the Commissioner and a

The

was agreed upon between the United States'
Government and the Tobacco Production Company, and it
was arranged that one hundred of these little cigars,
wrapped with the product of the Tobacco Production Comstate of facts

pany, should be stamped at the seventy-five-cent rate and
be seized by the Government and an action brought by
the Federal District Attorney to condemn the little cigars
so seized, which would bring up the question as to whether
they were properly stamped or not. If the wrapper was
tobacco, then they were properly stamped if it was paper,
then they were improperly stamped.
Prior to the Commissioner agreeing upon said state of
facts, he sent Mr. Snyder, the head of the tobacco division,
to the plant of the Tobacco Production Company, at New
Milford, Conn., and thoroughly examined the process by
which its product was made, and reported to the CommisThe result of this report was that one of the
sioner.
agreed facts in the statement was that the product of the
Tobacco Production Company was purely and solely made
from tobacco stems and their adhering tobacco without the
use or introduction of any foreign ingredients of any kind.
The interesting process of manufacture of the wrapThe
pers of the little cigars was disclosed in the trial.
wrappers are made from tobacco leaf stems by a process
;

similar to making paper from wood pulp, and there was
considerable question among the revenue men and the tobacco men, as the law recognizes that all rolls of tobacco
wrapped with tobacco are cigars and all rolls of tobacco
wrapped in paper or any substance other than tobacco arc

L. B. McKitterick, president of M. Melachrino & Company, was a recent visitor to the Chicago headquarters of

the company.

&

Raphael Cigar Company, Chicago, 111.,
are introducing the "Lucius De Luxe" to the trade, in one
size, styled the "Alhambra."

The Ryan

William T. Eisenlohr Joins Otto Eisenlohr

The Reynolds-Lindheim Cigar Company, Nashville,
Tenn., have been appointed distributors of the "Ruy Lopez"
cigars in the territory covered by Western Tennessee.

&

Duncan's stands at
Sanchez y Haya brand.

Terry
ing the

"Palma Villa," a five-cent product manufactured by
the American Cigar Company, has been taken on for distribution by the E. B. Crabtree Company, Minneapolis,

W

illow

Grove are

featur-

Victor Lopez has been giving an added impetus to the
"Garcia Grande" brand throughout the trade.

Minn.

The Acker Quality Shop, at Twelfth and Chestnut
Streets, is featuring the "Monte Cristo" brand in five sizes.

Dinner" cigar, a broadleaf-wrapped product, is to be manufactured by Joseph J. Schaefer, of Dayton, C, for J. S. Hill & Company, located on Main Street,
between Fifth and Sixth Streets, Cincinnati, O.
"Hill's After

Chester A. Lincoln, of P. I'olialski & Company, manufacturers of the "P'irst Consul" and "Monte Cristo" brands,
was in town recently.

"Detroit Opera" cigars, a five-cent brand which has
been on the market for twenty years, manufactured by the
Northwest Cigar Company, Detroit, Mich., of which concern F. M. Roach is president, are declared to be enjoying
excellent business at this time.

M. Walters, the genial representative of Bobrow
Brothers, is back at the factory after a strenuous trip in the
L.

interests of the

"Stratford" cigars continue to hold a high place with
the smokers of mild cigars.
They are well placed through-

Max

Alexander, of the Joseph P. Manning Company,
Boston, Mass., left recently for a four weeks' trip to the
White Mountains, where he plans to arrange for increased
distribution

among

the

New Hampshire

Roi-Tan" and "Admiration"

"I»old" cigar.

out the city

and enjoy a steady

call

internal revenue department recognized the product in question as tobacco for certain purposes, and it has
been so recognized by the United States patent office, but
the question had to be taken to court as to whether the New

Milford Company's little cigars were wrapped in any substance other than tobacco.
before Judge Thomas resulted in a decision
that the wrapper of the Tobacco Production Company was
tobacco and nothing else, and that the seventy-five-cent
tax was proper, and he rendered judgment for the claimant

The

dc Maiuicl" brand, manufactured by Allen
R. Cressman's Sons, is growing in j)opularity and shows an
increasing distribution. It is winning favor rapidly.

The

hotels of the "El

cigars.

"I'lor

"(iiiard"

John Pember, Haigler, Neb., druggist also carries a
cigar department, which is not only decidedly attractive,
but is modern and practical in all respects as well. Mr.
Haigler features high-class brands his particular attention,
however, being centered on the very popular "El Roi-Tan

that the product of the Tobacco Production Company is an
absolutely pure result of tobacco and that the binders heretofore made are of the same character.
In his decision Judge Thomas more fully describes the

process of making the wrappers. He says the tobacco stems
and the adhering tobacco are softened by a sweating process and then run through a beating machine the fine shreds
are pumped on a cylinder connected with a suction box
which draws up the water. The shreds are picked up by
;

IRREGULAR PAGINATION

week

good thing for that famous
Antonio Koig v^ Langsdorf. The

i)rove(l

a

manufactnrrd l)y
demand for that cigar has been apprecial)ly
l)rand,

felt at

tention of

sentative

Desirous of increasing the distribution of the "Mozart" cigar, manufactured by E. M. Schwarz & Company,
the Noyes Brothers & Cutler Company, Minneapolis, Minn.,
ot
are mailing to those smokers known to be consumers
high-grade cigars, sample packages of "Mozart" cigars.
Each package contains five "Mozarts."

brought to the

at-

smokers again through the efforts of local repreWilliam Cleveland, who is planning a campaign

on the brand.

A

a famous Second
restaurant, consisted of Harry
l»obrow, A. M.
Schwartz, both of IW.brow I'rotliers; Ralph Levine, of H.
Duys
Company; and I. M. Jacoby, of Meyer & Mendel(juiet

hmchenti party noticed

in

Street

I

v*^'

sohn.

stores in local

and surrounding

territory.

i'lnmenthal. Philadelphia. Pa., announce the
of \'ictor Pollak, who will cover Illinois. Tn^liana and Wisconsin for them.
Mr. Pollak was formerly
identified with the Chicago firm of
J. & B. Moss for a
Jeitles

vK-

:u)i)oiiitnient

"umber of years.

was tendered

Fine Lots of Sumatra for Nickel Manufacturers
Ralph Levine, a well-known figure to Philadelphia
cigar manufacturers, who spends his time in taking care of
the trade with Sumatra leaf from the famous house of H.

Duys & Company, stated to a representative of the "Tobacco World" recently, that his firm had on hand some
splendid lots of Sumatra for the nickel cigar maiuifacturers,
at this time at prices quite reasonable.
Levine has been executing some splendid orders for
is

to be

had

Philadelphia firms.
The house of H. Duys & Company never fails to get
some of the choicest lots of Sumatra offered at the Amsterdam inscriptions, and through the untiring efforts of Mr.
Levine. the Philadelphia manufacturers get an early opportunity to

make

their purchases for the ensuing year.

Company Buys Kohlcr Factory and Brands

H. Plitt Cigar Company, long identified with
the cigar manufacturing industry in York. Pa., has recently
acquired the cigar factory of H. F. Kohlcr Sz Sons, at Bair
This purchase also includes the following
Station, Pa.
brands: "Judge Shephard," "Spinoza." "Joe Neal." "Wm.
T. TIall,"""Kre Ole." "Great Father." "Geo. Stephenson,"
and "Heroic." These brands will hereafter be manufac-

The

"Philip Morris" cigart-ttes are to be

feature
pany. Denver, Col., have been doing some excellent
work on the brand. The best efforts of the company are being put forth to place the "Admiration" in all first-class

ing that city.
Before leaving Indianapolis Mr. lusenlohr

Plitt Cigar

tory.

cigar.

Since acquiring the Regensburg "Admiration" cigar,
which they handle in five sizes, the Morey Mercantile Com-

Mr. Eisenlohr w ill act as a general representative, looking particularly after the branch of the business connected
with the distributing accounts of the company throughout
the United States.
many luncheons and dinners by his friends who he was leav-

the fac-

;

trial

of the property, to wit, the Tobacco Production Company.
It js thus established beyond a doubt and for all time

cigar business.

Mr.

cigarettes.

The

Brother, Inc
HI^^ Philadelphia tobacco trade extends a welcome
to William T. Eisenlohr, a nephew of Charles 1.
and Louis 11. Eisenlohr, of Otto Eisenlohr ^
Brother, Incorporated, who has removed from Indianapolis and has taken up his residence in this city. Mr.
Eisenlohr comes to Philadelphia to join the above company,
after fourteen years in Indianapolis in connection with the

which

everywhere.

&

C.

tured at the Plitt factorv.

in

York.

Street bplow Broad, recentiv had an attractive displav on the famous
"Velvot" brand of smoking tobacco. "Velvet Toe" was
nresent and took things easv in a rocking chair, puffing

The "Ledger Central" window, on Chestnut

meanwhile on his pipe

stuflFcd

with "Velvet."

"Silver Star" and "Parole" cigars are manufactured
by Vogel & Wagner, 182 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y,

I
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tration bureaus, has

T.

M. A. CONVENTION
(Continued from Page ij)

When

the delegates were called to order shortly after
2 v. M., i'resident Wertheini introduced Herbert Kaufman, the editorial writer and former advertising man, to
the convention.

Mr. Kaufman shot a broadside into the manufacturers
who would censure advertising because it failed to "put
across*' a cigar, the quality of which did not live up to its
advertised claims. The speaker laid sharj) emphasis on the
fact that a cigar must l)ack up any claims made for it in
the advertising, and that in order to maintain the sales on
the brand after it is once established the (piality and standards of it must be continued,
lie frowned on the suggestion that a cigar sometimes must be reduced in quality,

owing

to increased cost of

raw materials

in

order to

still sell

and dealer at a profitable price. This
Kaufman's opinion was bad business and would lead
it

to the jobber

in

Mr.

to loss

of sales.

Mr. Kaufman emphasized his belief in newspaper and
magazine advertising and said that he favored the newspaper as the logical medium, because a campaign could be
localized. Vou could cover a town, then a county, and then
a State with the newspaper, and also could keep your advertising expenditures within your pocketbook, but with
magazine advertising of a national character more territorv
than the average cigar manufacturer could get distribution
in

was covered.

The meeting was then opened for discussion and a
number of manufacturers took advantage of the opportunity
and asked Mr. Kaufman pertinent questions relative to the
advertising of tobacco products.

more than

:;'36,00()

titles

on

file.

pointed out the advisability of having titles searched
b
this bureau.
He urged that in coining titles every effort
be made to avoid the use of a title or design which
could
be construed as an infringement on an already existinir
brand. Attention was directed to the sort of names
that
should be avoided in making application for the registration of titles and laid emphasis on the value of the
coined
word which did not infringe.

distributed.

I

therefore, urged that manufacturers should
effort to get their brands distributed, and
le,

make every
known nationally

as soon as possible.

Dr. W. W. Garner, physiologist in charge of tobacco
investigations in the United States Department of Agriculture, read a paper on improvements in the culture ami
handling of tobacco. AuKjng the important points brought
cmt were the sterilization of seed beds to prevent disease
the improvement in methods of growing, the development
of better types of leaf, the advances made in curing the leaf

and methods

of handling the same.

trated with interesting lantern slides,
features of tobacco culture.

The paper was illuscovering many of the

K. G. Beinhart. assistant of tobacco investigations for
the United States Department of Agriculture, next addressed the convention on the development of shade-grown

rapid strides that have been made by shadegrown tobacco in the domestic manufacture of cigars during
the past few years, made the subject one of more than passing interest to most of those present. The lecture was also
illustrated with lantern slides showing the culture, care and
development of the several shade-grown types.

Dushkind. who read a number of letters and telegrams from
speakers and members of the association who were unable

larly called attention to the advertising

to attend the l)anquet or convention.

five-cent cigars,

which have the greatest demand because the largest number of people can afford to smoke cigars of that price. He
said the working man liked to "boss his nickel" just the
same as the wealthier man liked to say what brand he
wanted to spend his quarter or fifty cents for. The poor
man was just as proud of being able to lay down his five
cents and ask for the brand by name as the man who was
spending more money for his smoke.
In closing Mr. Gude spoke with emotion regarding the
power of organization and expressed the hope that the Tobacco Merchants' Association would continue to grow iti
strength and power. As an evidence of the power <if organization he drew attention to the growth of the Associated
Advertising Clubs which now has affiliations in many foreign countries and which organization is now known as the
Associated Advertising Clubs of the World. He exj)rcssed
the opinion that world-wide organization of business men
would lead to a definite influence being brought to bear on
international politics, and that through organization the entire world would be bound together to preserve peace.

One

most interesting papers of the convention
was presented by Henry M. Wise, of Wise t^- Lichtcnstein.

who

of the

discussed the question of trade-marks. Mr. W^ise in
a very able manner traced the use of trade-marks and called
attention to the fact that the United States Patent Office
had only about 3500 titles registered in relation to the cigar
and tobacco industry, whereas the recently organized regi.stration bureau of the Tobacco Merchants' Association,
which is an amalgamation of the several trade paper regis-

G. Sullivan.
Breitung.
f Albert

FollowMng

this lecture the

M. Tuesday.
The Tuesday morning

convention was adjourned

Howard

session

Wertheini, after which the floor

Carl

was opened by
was taken by

President

Secretary

Werner was then introduced and he

presented

a

A

synopsis of a paper on the use of trade acceptances
which will be |)rinted and mailed to members, was then
given bv the author. F.rnest F. DuPrul, A.M., Uitt.M., M.L.,

He

pointed out that this form of paper would materially benefit both the buyer and seller and that it would have
a greater flexibility than the ordinary note. He said that it

would increase the business opportunities of the country
and would at the same time offer a protection to creditors
not heretofore accorded. P»y this method over-buying
would be curtailed and the danger of failures reduced.
Credit would not be stretched as the failure to meet trade
acceptances would result in investigation and the buyer
would not be able to get goods from half a dozen firms and
continue to get in debt to them, as his standing would immediately become known. He said that business done today on thirty, sixty and ninety days, really means that a
man can pay when he gets good and ready, and not before.
P.y the use of trade acceptances a date of payment is immediately specified and the buyer

is

bound by

P. Coe.

funds available for that purpose.

fNew.

Re-election.

The executive committee was authorized to fill the remaining two vacancies in the board of directors.
The New Year Committee, better known as Committee
on Resolutions, was the next on the program, and Asa Lemchairman, told the family gathering just what the
Tobacco Merchants' Association had resolved. The resolutions are printed on another page.
E. E. Kleiner, of K. Kleiner &. Company, presented the
following statement of the Committee on Resolutions, which
lein,

was read to the convention by Chairman Lemlein
"The attention of the manufacturers of cigars is directed
to the fact that the revenue laws permit them to use 2it
pounds of unstemmed or 15 pounds of stemmed tobacco to
1000 cigars, which means that every KM) cigars when deliv:

by the cigarmaker should weigh no more than

ered

Jifi

ounces.

"Any weight above that

will create a

shortage in their

it.

Adopted.
Resolved that the resolution heretofore passed by the
board of directors, favoring the passage of an Act of Congress legalizing the fixing and maintaining of resale prices
of proprietary or trade-marked articles be and the same
hereby is in all respects ratified, confirmed and approved
and be it further
Resolved that the Tobacco Merchants' Association,
through its board of directors or executive committee take
such steps as may be proper and needful in furtherance of
the pas.sage of such legislation.
Adopted.
Resolved that the Tobacco Merchants' Association
earnestly protest against the unjust and unwarranted interference with our lawful trade with Holland resulting in
considerable delay in the transmission of mail, bills of lading, price lists and memoranda of purchases of Sumatra tobacco at the regular inscriptions held in Amsterdam and
be it further
Resolved that this association through its board of directors or executive committee bring this matter before the
.State Department and take such steps as may be proper in
the premises to secure the required relief.
;

revenue account.

"Every manufacturer should strive not to overstep this
limit, so that the many present excessive weights may not
demoralize the industry."
I'^ollowing the reading of the resolutions presented to
the Committee on Resolutions, which included one calling

bureau as suggested by
President Wertheini in his address, it was moved and seconded that the executive committee be empowered to establish a credit information bureau, at such time as the funds
establishment of a

traffic

(Introduced by Mr.
Adopted.

S. II.

P.ijur.)

May

'49,

191G.

adjournment President Wertheini took the
opportunity of paying a glowing tribute to C. Fred Crosby,
former editor of "Tobacco," who was present, for the able
assistance he had rendered in forming the Tobacco Mer-

Tobacco Merchants' Association of the United States.
Whereas there has been established in the British Embassy, W ashington, D. C, what is known as the British
Trade Department for the purpose of supervising exports
of various American products, including leaf tobacco to
neutral countries; the requirements of which department

chants* Association.

with reference to tobacco

of the

association permit.

Prior to

paper on the tobacco industry and the trade press. He
pointed out their relations, showed how they linked arms,
and traced their development. He emphasized the fact that
the t«)bacco trade press today represents a higher standard
than at any other time in the history of the industry. The
address is printed in |)art on another page, and it is well
worth the time of the reader to peruse it carefully.

IT. .P..

Adopted.
Resolved that the president's recommendation in regard to the establishment of a traflic department be and the
.same hereby is adopted and that the executive committee be
and hereby is authorized and empowered to establish such
department as soon as the association shall have sufficient

Kaplin.
fAngel L. Cuesta.
f Julius Lichtcnstein.

P.

Resolved that the executive committee be and hereby
is authorized and empowered to procure a suitable set of
resolutions to be engrossed in proper fashion and to be
presented to our secretary and counsel on behalf of the
association.

Jr.

Morris

Hazlett.

Waidely.
Charles Fox.

George

for the

until 10.30 A.

S.

W. H. Winstead.

'

The

tobacco.

Joseph F. Cullman,
Joseph Simon.

Roger

Of the utmost importance to manufacturers, said Mr
Wise, was the recent court decision, which held that a trade
mark was protected only in the territory in which it was

O. J. Gude, of bill-board advertising fame, was the next
speaker introduced. He, did not miss the chance of taking
exception to Mr. Kaufman's o|)inion as to newspapers being
the best medium for the cigar manufacturer. Very naturally
he found great merit in the bill-board. He emphasized the
necessity of making a brand widely known and particuc^f

This was followed by the report of the nominating committee, which resulted in the election of the following memof the association for the next three years
bers as directors
*George L. Storm.
Rawlins D. Best.

H
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On

The conventi(m then adjourned.

Resolutions
The Committee on Resolutions ])resented the following
resolutions, which were either adopted or referred to the
executive committee
Resolved that this association express its unmeasured
gratitude to its distinguished president, Mr. Jacob Wertheini, for his work and activity in behalf of the asst)ciation
and for the able and impartial manner in which he has fulfilled the duties as i)resident of this association, and be it
further

Resolved that the executive committee be and hereby
is authorized, empowered and directed to procure a suitable
set of resolutions to be engrossed in proper fashion and to
he presented to our president on behalf of the association.
Adopted.
Resolved that this association express its deej) gratitude to its secretary and counsel, Mr. Charles Dushkind,
for his untiring and incessant work and activity in behalf
f>f

the association,

and

for the able

and

efficient

which he has fulfilled his duties as secretary
^' this association
and be it further
;

manner

in

and counsel

we

recite briefly as follows:

tobacco from American ports
to neutral countries, particularly Scandinavian countries,
it is required that invoices in duplicate or full memorandum
in detail of each separate shipment showing class of goods,
name of consignee, and name of steamer or steamship line
by which goods are shipped be sent to the British Trade
Department at least two weeks in advance of sailing, with
reipiest for what the British please to term a "letter of
assurance," which is nothing more or less than a i)erniit to
ship and without which none of the steamship lines or
Furthersteamers will permit goods being put aboard.
more, these shipments are subject at option of the British
Consul in port of embarkment to a thorough examination
by some British official through the process of uncasing and
examination of contents of each hogshead or case, otherwise an X-ray examination, cost of which, plus cabling
charges of the P.ritish hLmbassy relative to each application
for permit must be borne by shipper. Aside from the humiliall

shipments of

leaf

ation of having to submit to British dictation and supervision here in our own ports covering shipments of strictly
ncm-contraband goods by neutral consignors to neutral consignees in neutral countries, is extremely embarrassing as
well as exi)ensive, particularly when the issuance of these
letters of assurance are frecpiently delayed i)ast the date of
intended sailing of steamer, and the goods left for weeks
or perhaps months pending departure of next steamer, on

THE
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which perhaps a very much higher rate of freight plus storage charges in port, with dissatisried customers, etc., must
be contended with. Furthermore, the records of shipments
sent to the British Embassy are retained in their ofhce and
may and no doubt will be used now or in the future by
Ufitish dealers and exporters of leaf tobacco to the disadvantage of American exporters. Through the solicitation of the signers of this paper Senator Ollie M. James
has shown much interest and devoted his efforts in our
behalf, but unfortunately without result so far.
therefore, pray the co-operation of this honorable
body in appointing a committee to draft a suitable resolution of protest against these unjust and unwarranted restrictions by the British Government on the free exercise
of our rights as neutral traders with neutral countries in

1

T. M. A.

Watch Fobs

Martini

— Grape

Consomme

Tuck & Co.,
By G. O. Tuck.

Tobacco Wh. Co.,
By Laban Phelps, Manager,
Louisville Tobacco Board of Trade,
By Larban Phelps and G. O. Tuck, Delegates.

opening of the banquet Secretary Dushkind read
in
from secretary to the President, Joseph Tumulty,
a letter
he
President Wilson's regrets that
which was expressed
accept the association's invitation to be
was unable to
\t the

Fruit Maraschino

Printanier Royale

•

Olives

Radishes

Salted Nuts

Green Peas

Mousse

vestigations into the character and ability of applicants for
positions in order that they might be able to furnish the
right men to the right employers. 1 must say that an association that has undertaken to thus serve the trade should
receive all the support and co-operation that our members

can consistently extend it. It would indeed encourage them
much if our members would call on them for such salesmen
as they may need from time to time."
Now, therefore, be it
Resolved that the view thus expressed by the president
t)c and the same hereby are fully approved.
Adopted.
Resolved that in addition to other existing standing
committees the Tobacco Merchants' Association have a
standing committee on Turkish and Macedonia leaf tobacco
to be appointed by the president by and with the consent
of the executive committee.
(Introduced by J. E. Landau, of M. L. TTerzog & Co.)
Referred to the executive committee.
Resolved that the Tobacco Merchants' .Association support and urge the passage of the bill introduced by Senator Simmons, No. S. 5987, providing, among other things,
that agents or salesmen of manufacturers or wholesale dealers in tobacco selling their products only to other dealers
either by order or direct delivery shall not be construed as
peddlers.

further Resolved that the Tobacco Merchants'
Association take all proper steps that may be necessary in
furtherance of the passage of this bill.
Referred to the executive committee.

Be

it

Morris D. Neumann's reminiscences of the cigar trade
were interesting features of the informal gatherings in the
lobby between sessions.

As Mr. Kaufman
sit

down

said not only did the lioits and lambs
together at the banquet, but the trade paper editors

who

took the automobile tour on Tuesday afternoon, had a very wet time during
most of the ride. The water supply seemed unlimited.

Bird's Nest Salad

of Strawberries

— Fancy

Wine

Coffee

Cakes

H. Beltz, Schwencksville, Pa., is having an addition
to his cigar factory at that place.

F.
built

Mineral Water

The Walker Tobacco Store, Liberty Street, Cumberpurchased by Joseph Stapleton.
land, Md., has been

Cigars, Cigarettes

Toastmaster, Hon. Henry M. Goldfogle
Construction will soon begin on the

Senator Duncan U. Fletcher, of I'lorida Representative James R, Mann, of Illinois; Herbert Kaufman,
Esq.; R. Goodwin Rhett, president, United States
Chamber of Connnerce Representative Michael F. Farley, of New York; EWxa, C, Johnson, Bureau of Internal
Revenue.

Speakers

Whereas the efforts of the Salesmen's Association of
America to raise the standard of salesmanship in the trade

annual address, to wit:
"This association has recently established an employment bureau to provide salesmen with suitable positions
and to furnish the industry with competent salesmen. As
I am informed, the association is most searching in its in-

Dr. Garner had delivered his paper in competition
with a steam calliope he would have been badly worsted.
if

The dry members

Potatoes Parisienne

Candied Sweet Potatoes

quest for affiliation; and

in his

MaDft©^

of the party

Roast Milkfed Squab Chicken

Whereas

;

C(2)ia^©ini(ln®ia

so far forgot themselves as to speak to each other.

present.

Rennaissance

Adopted.

and to promote the spirit of loyal efficiency on the part ot
its members toward the houses that they represent should
have the cordial approval and endorsement of this association and
Whereas the president has made the following remarks
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Medaillon of Bass, Saute Meuniere

Louisville

the Salesmen's Association was the first
among the existing organizations in the trade to appreciate
the plan and scope of this association and to come forward
in a body with an unanimous vote of confidence and a re-

sjbacco

iaxes.

Menu

Filet of Beef,

G. O.

T. M. A. Ash Trays

taxes paid in the United States, he said.
Internal
C. Johnson, representing the

Revenue
the
complimented
delegates and
Department, welcomed the
its
industry on the promptness with which it p^ys
Ellis

'I

non-contraband goods.
respectfully,

derived from the following:

is

Souvenirs

We,

Very

^"ns the

'Voluntary

word "Banquet"

WORLD

said
Representative Michael F. Farley, of New York,
whiskey and cigars are the great 'trinity' which
that "beer,
United States Government." These are the only

Banquet
HE

TOBA(.^CO

:

;

;

to

be erected at

Newberrytown,

new

Pa., for the

cigar factory

John C. Her-

man Company.
Increasing business on the "Boston Post" and "Casha"
is recigars, new brands which they are now featuring,
ported by the U'alker-Kintels Company, of Boston, Mass.

Up

to this time they had been purely gastronomic.
The Honorable Duncan U, I'letcher was the

first

and accomplishment.
Minority leader of the House, Rejiresentative James
talk

Mann,

of Illinois, explained U) the guests that the reason

.\.

distinguished epigraniatist philosopher." and he proceedfd
to pnjve that the title was not an unjust one.
These as just a few of the thoughts that Mr. Kaufman
presented
"This is a century of speed a rai)id transit of thought,
and every employer who lags behind is doonud to defeat. II
you want to keej) earning you want to keep learning. Every
time the clock ticks, the other fellow is finding a new way
to do an old thing. Friendship is an obsolete term where
;

There is no profit in any deal that kills a
The accomplishment of an extraordinary joh i>
c\istt)mer.
an ordinary event today. We are short, however, of oftice
bovs. We lack men who can do a little job in a big way.
tnerit is a factor.

Goodwin Rhett, president of the I'nited States
(baniber of Commerce, put in a good word for organization,
R.

man

as a result of

it.

to the

American

Mooney-Mueller-Ward

Company,

Indianapolis,

were recently in receipt of a visit from S. R. Moss,

liid.,

firm of S.

of the

K.

Moss Cigar Company, manufacturers,

business

reference in the president's address to the Salesmen's Association received the heartiest applause of any part
After that Robert E. Lane and Oscar Veit
(»f the paper.
carried smiles that wouldn't come off.

Charles l^isenlohr, Samuel Bayuk, Morris D. Neumann,
Joseph Gallagher, Harry Bremer, John R. Young, Harvey
Hirst. Isaac Lavenson, liernard Liberman and J. Roy \^etlerlein were among the Philadelphians noticed at the banquet.
Significant of the unity which the Tobacco Merchants'
.Association represents in the cigar trade were the "Romeo
iK:
Jnlieta" and "La Corona" cigars, which were tied together with a white ribbon and laid beside the plates of

each banquet guest.

Lancaster, Pa.

$1500 was suflered recently by
South
the plant of the Axton-I^sher Tobacco Company, «1
Twentieth Street, Louisville, N. V., due to fire resulting
from sparks from a motor.

Damage estimated

at

1

interesting souvenir, presented by Secretary Dushkind, was the original charter <jf the National Cigar and Tobacco Merchants' Association of the United States, which
was incorporated in I81i!). Mr. Dushkind said that Samuel
Harris presented it to the association on terms of "uncon-

An

ditional surrender."

tho

tobacco industry was so frequently put up as a mark when
revenue was needed was because its assets were easy to
get at.
Judge Goldfogle introduced Herbert Kaufman as "the

and the advantages that accrue

I'leck

recently.

The

speaker allowed to express his opinion of the tobacco inHe mentioned among other things that he found
dustry.
the price of cigars in the United States in proportion to the
(juality lower than in either .^outh .\merica or luiroi>e. Iksaid that he believed the convention was a go(jd idea, but
oft'ered the advice that there was a distinct difference be-

tween

Cirar Company, Limited, is to erect a fivestory factory building on the site now occupied by the old
IXppcn Brewing Company's property which they purchased

The

Assistant Secretary William Ingram was one of the
busiest men at the convention.
But despite the strain to
which he was subjected he always had a pleasant smile and
a cheerful answer for everyone.

The

The above layout

constitutes a "regular" banquet so
President Wertfar as has been established by precedent.
heim appropriately decorated the toastmaster and the toastmaster in turn did the right thing by those he introduced.
Promptly at nine o'clock the ladies were ushered into
the balcony and the scene was set for the mental activities.

There is a strong probability that the manufacturers
of machinery for the tobacco industry will organize and become afifiliated with the Tobacco Merchants' Association.

bearing
"Royal" cigars, composed of all Havana
Connecticut shade-grown wrappers, and manufactured by
the k. Steinicke Conq>any, New York, are being featured
hy Arthur R. Magee, jobber. Providence, R. I.

President Wertheim in delivering his address had to
compete first with a band playing in the parade of a Wild

Certificate of, incorporation has been filed by the
Cigar Company, Incorporated, Brooklyn, N. Y.

that he

filler,

Zipser
Stated

The incorporators at Frank L. Camardella
Zipser, IXV.) St. John's IMace, Brooklyn, N. Y.

capital. Jj^Mioo.

and

S.

A. Kuiikeii. and L. C. Mardeii, 1771 Lexington Avenue, New ^'ork C ity, are named as the incorporators of the
Merchants' Tobacco Coin])any, Incorporated, recently itUN.rporated with a capital «.f $5000.
Iv Gottlieb,

AU-xaiulcr llunibohlt"

have been taken on for
Uwitt Company. Toledo, O.

cisj^ars

by the llarnit-l
have hvvu having the assistance of Val. G. Keough,
"'the I'referrfd-llavana J'obacco Company, who has been
^t>ing introductory
work on the cigar.

|l>stril)uti(,n

'nt'y

West Show, and when it was concluded that honors were
even the parade manager pulled a steam calliope into action.
Mr. Wertheim gracefully took the count, but announced
would get the address out

the rest of the day.

He succeeded

system if it took
doing it in the first

of his
in

session.

Beaver Cigar Company Opens in Newark
W ith the prospect of employing one hundred hands
shortly, the Beaver Cigar Company, recently organized for
the purpose of manufacturing cigars, started actual work
The officers of
at Newark, N. J., during the past week.
the company, cajntal of which is listed at $5000, are David
I'Vrschwigner, president; John O. Totten, vice-president;
The
H. Murray, treasurer; and Joe Werling, secretary.
Beaver Company will manufacture the "Flower of Cuba,"
to retail at ten cents, and the "Thirty-three" to retail at five
cents.
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business a year spend at least the modest sum of
$25!ooO or $30,000 a year to keep up a live trade organiza000,000

€®iasyaiBftS©ini

tion?

president has already reported to you in detail as
to the state of the association, its achievements and its activities.
My report therefore must necessarily be brief.
As to the account of my own activities as secretary and
counsel of the association it is sufficient to invite your
attention to this magnificent assemblage of over two hundred of the, captains of our industry representing every
branch of the tobacco business and coming from every part
of the United States as the result of six months of incessant
and untiring eli'orts.
To me the success of this association seems like the
realization of a beautiful dream, for although 1 started the
movement to organize this association with a great deal
of faith and .with a strong determination to succeed I had
never hoped to be able to arouse the enthusiasm of the entire industry all over the country as is manifested by this
convention.

had never expected that the tobacco industry, disorganized, as it was, and pervaded, as it has been for many
years, with an atmosphere of suspicion, antagonism, personal hostility and violent competition would respond so
quickly, so heartily and so warmly to the call that we issued only last September for the formation of a National
trade organization that would bring together the big concern and the little concern, the grower and the leaf dealer,
the manufacturer and the retailer and those who furnish the
I

industry with supply products, as well, in order that they
might all work hand in hand for the promotion of the welfare of the entire industry.

We

not only have such an association now, but the
very presence at this convention of delegates from at least
thirty States of the Union representing every branch and
every element of our industry shows the magnitude and the
popularity that the association has already attained.
It is entirely unnecessary to report to you in detail the
kind of work or the volume of work that was required to
bring this association to this high point of success and
achievement. The result speaks for itself and business men
usually measure the value of one's activities by the results
that he accomplishes. To give you just a little idea as to
the labor that I was called upon to perform, 1 may just say
that in the six months' time since the formation of this
association we have sent out not less than 90,000 pieces of
printed matter; that our ordinary correspondence runs up
now to an average of about 75 letters a day, and that very
frequently indeed you will find the offices of the Tobacco
Merchants' Association open until ten or eleven o'clock at
night, also on Sundays and holidays, with the entire staff
busily engaged in the

work

of the association.

needless for me to tell you what a sacrifice 1 have
made in building this association. I know you will all appreciate what it means to carry on a movement of this
character and to manage an association of this magnitude.
But 1 am not complaining, for I feel that I am more than
It is

rewarded by the confidence and the co-operation
that I have enjoyed, by the many friends that I have gained
while engaged in this work, and by the glory that I am
justly entitled to as the proud organizer of this association.
sufficiently

But, gentlemen, the future of this association rests with
you. If you desire to maintain this association as a real
live and active organization you must supply it with the
necessary funds.

An
must

association

must be either active or

'

;

and act

for the entire industry.

An

industry that

inactive, that

is,

is subject

and hostile movements of a public
nature, as the tobacco industry is, must have a
national
trade organization capable of defending and protecting
to

sorts of attacks

all

iu

interests.

Recognizing the necessity of an active trade organizaand beneficial institution, it is essential
that we maintain it on a scale that should be big enough
to
be able to perform the functions and render the services
that the industry may require from time to time, remembering always that the very usefulness of the association, its
power and its influence, and its ability to produce beneficial
tion as a useful

results

and

its

must necessarily depend upon its size, its strength
facilities to do things. On the other hand an organi-

without the necessary machinery to do things
soon be reduced to one of the ordinary artificial organizations sometimes called paper organizations. Without means to build a big organization and to maintain it
as a live institution, it will have no influence and no power
and it must fail in the very objects that it is intended
zation

for.

must

remembered that for an organization
powerful and influential it must
not only be big but it must be well known throughout the
country. It must not only be recognized as an important
It

also be

of this character to be

factor

the

industry, but the public authorities with
whom an association of this character may have frequent
occasion to deal, should be persuaded to recognize the association as an influential power.
in

we

are to have such machinery in the tobacco industry let us have one that should be adequate and efficient
If

and always ready

Let us therefore maintain
this organization and supply it with the necessary funds
to continue its activities.
Let us keep up as an institution
capable of performing all the functions usually performed
by the big trade organizations existing in other industries.

The
after we

for action.

report herewith submitted shows that
shall be through paying the expense of this convention we will not have enough funds left to keep up
financial

another month, for such an association cannot be maintained on $15,000 a year.

The Portland Cement Industry maintains

a trade

or-

ganization at the expense of $80,000 a year; the silk trade
carries on an association at $37,000 a year; the wholesale
grocers are contributing $50,000 a year to run their association the jewelers spend not less that $150,000 a year
for their Jewelers' Board of Trade
the National Manufacturers Association operates on a basis of $216,000 a
year and should not the tobacco industry, with its $700,;

erected this

I

use the

word "independent"

in the sense that

it

belongs to no faction, it supports no elements, it favors no
class, and it represents no special interests.
Its aim is the
welfare of the tobacco industry. Its masters are and will
continue to be all the desirable members of the tobacco industry who may choose to join it. Its field of operation is
the entire country. It has no axes to grind and it keeps itself, and will continue to keep itself, severely apart from
any and all movements arising out of factional antagonism
or inspired by selfish motives.

;

;

lor

advertising or you

may

your goods without
But a trade organization must either be

any advertising.
active, and to be active

try to

sell

must render all the services that
the industry may require, or it must be a mere paper or
It cannot be half dead and half
artiiicial organization.
it

example, we are advised that a meeting of
a railroad committee is to be held in Atlantic City for
the purpose of considering as to whether the cigar manufacturing branch of the industry shall be permitted to ship
cigars in fibre-board boxes and thereby save hundreds of
thousands of dollars a year, shall we say to the cigar manufacturers that we cannot attend that hearing because we
have no funds, or that we cannot print the necessary circulars or briefs because the condition of our treasury would
Or if, for example, w^e should
not permit such an expense?
he advised that something of serious importance is about
alive.

If,

for

occur at

some

legislative

committee and

requires
taking a trip or sending a circular to the industry should
we say that we are unable to do that because for lack of
money? You can readily understand that such policy
would at once reduce the association to a mere artificial
organization that has no power and can do nothing and
can accomplish nothing except on paper.
to

will

;

either be a live organization carried on in businesslike fashion and maintain an office and employ a
competent

it

charged with the duty to watch, observe,
investigate
and study situations and problems as they arise from
tin
to time and who shall be ready at all times to
render such
services and perform such functions as the interest
of th
industry may require or it may be a mere artificial
organi^
zation that exists only on paper.
There was a time when the major part of the
tobacco
industry was controlled by one concern and it was
naturally
incumbent upon that concern, for the protection of its
own
interest, to look out for the very things that properly
come
within the functions to be performed by an active
trade
organization.
But the situation has been changed. The
tobacco people can no longer expect any one concern
to
look out for the welfare of the entire industry, at
its own
expense. The industry should therefore maintain
a well
equipped trade organization that should be able to
speak
staff,

we have

magnificent strucis for you to determine whether this structure
ture and it
properly and sufficiently financed in order that it
shall be
might be maintained in a manner commensurate with the
or shall it be permitted to collapse?
needs of the industry,
organization is not like a business institution. You
\ trade
plant with a thousand employees, or you may
inav run a
with ten workmen you may employ
run a little factory
one hundred salesmen to sell your goods or you may
employ only one salesman you may spend a million dollars
(ieiitlenien,

The

and

tion,

Zi

I

it

must earnestly appeal for your financial
We must have not only an
membership but in order to maintain this or-

therefore

support of this organization.
increased

proper fashion it is essential that our members pay an adequate amount of dues.
I have purposely
refrained from publishing the amount of dues paid by
some of our members for I know that it would not only
ganization in

be painfully

whose

anmsing to you

businesses

run

to sec that

some concerns,

the millions, have enrolled
sums per annum, but that these
very concerns would feel themselves exceedingly
humiliated to see their names in print with the little
contributions that they have subscribed
for to support an organ t^zation of this character.
I know it would shock you to learn,
^or instance, that
a manufacturer of one of the standard
into

themselves at paltry little

brands of

imported cigars has sent us in an application
annual dues of $3 after the Tobacco Merchants' Association has spent in the neighborhood
of $250 to detect,
prosecute and convict the man who had been refilling
their
boxes with counterfeit
cigars. And so you will find supply
"'•"ses whose receipts
from the tobacco industry runs into
tne millions
contributing but small sums of money. As I
said, we
nnist have more members which is of cour.se es''fntial.
IJut no matter how many more members we shall
succeed in enrolling,
this association will not have sufficient
nnancial support
unless our present membership shall contribute adequately, for while we may
build up a member'P of thousands we cannot hope to secure any substantial
J
"nds from small
concerns. We have today on our mem»ership rolls
the very biggest concerns of the industry, and
» this institution is 'beneficial to the industry, the big
and
'"ibstantial concerns
must realize that the responsibility of
supporting this
institution rests with them.
Ihis association
is strictly an independent organizawith

Charles|Dushkind, Esq., the able Secretary and Counsel of the
Tobacco Merchants' Association

—

Secretary's Schedule Membership and Resources
On November 8th this body came into being with 30
members. Their contributions aggregated $9050. To the
time of writing, we have enrolled 321 members, including
affiliated organization whose contributions total $16,189, of
which $15,710 has been collected. Classification and analysis of our membership follows
have 52 wholesale tobacconists 76 cigar manufacturers 26 retail tobacconists; 12 tobacco manufacturers; 2
cigar dealers 58 leaf tobacco dealers 9 cigarette manufacturers 3 importers and exporters 6 cigar importers and
wholesale tobacconists; 4 stogie manufacturers; 2 snufT
manufacturers 1 miscellaneous, and 58 supply houses.

We

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Geographically This Membership Represents
r)ne hundred and fifty-eight members in New York; 2
in California; 1 iti Connecticut; 1 in District of Columbia;
4 in l^'lorida 19 in Illinois; 2 in Indiana; 2 in Iowa; 1 in
Kansas; 6 in Kentucky; 2 in Louisiana; 13 in Maryland; 4
in Massachusetts; 6 in Michigan; 4 in Minnesota; 1 in Misin New Hamp1
sissippi
2 in Montana
3 in Missouri
shire 5 in New Jersey; 2 in Xorth Carolina; 21 in Ohio;
29 in Pennsylvania: 1 in Porto Rico; 1 in Rhode Island; 1
in Texas; 2 in Vermont; 9 in Virginia; 3 in West Virginia;
;

;

;

;

3 in

Wisconsin

;

or a total of 30 States.

;
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regular customers will
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ao-

if

you have none, to buy one.

Make

stranger

your shop

a

cool, pleasant place for business.

Brighten up your shop with paint and varnish and keep
your windows clean and attractive. Change your displays
det a line on the timely goods and advertise them
often,

.
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think
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stores
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back.
jt

No

cus-

may
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is

Office.

No.

1916

Service

doubt there were

^

dropping;

ji

manv who

attended the convention of the Tobacco Merchants'- Association with a feolinfj of
doubt, curiosity and secret hope. Doubt as to the feasibility
of such an organization, curiositv as to its
finances and backers, and withal a secret
Not Found

hone that it would live and flourish and
prove a great benefit to the trade it rei)re•ents. Now no one could have spent two days amonjr thosmen gathered at the convention and come away with anv

Wanting

Treasurer
Secretary

doidit of the feasibiHtv of its success. The attendance \va<
ret^resentative and there was the friendliest of feeling exhibited on all sides, and a spirit of co-oneration and loyaltv

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

permeating the atmosphere of the entire convention.
As to its finances and backers, both the nresident and
secretarv made that very plain in their appeals for funds
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t-^-

establish

that the

new departments. The treasurer's report showed
present balance was insufficient to carrv on the or

and that the backers o^
and
the Tobacco Merchants' Association were the members,
that when thev ceased to "back" the Tobacco Merchants'
.Association would cease to go ahead. Tt was verv clear that
the Tobacco Merchants' Association was neither organized
thos'for or bv anv interest or set of interests other than
c-anization with its present expenses
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President
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of tobacco industry as a whole.

The suggestion that the time is rapidly approaching
when radical changes will have to be made in either the
shapes or prices of cigars, due to the increasing cost of

Production
Costs

production, leads to the presum])ti(»n that
the tiltimate consumer will have to bear
the burden. There is no denying the constantly increasing burden on the manufac-

every other commodity has become
more expensive for the consumer, "due to the war," and it
is only reasonable to suppose that the cigar and tobacco industry is affected much the same as other industries.

turers.

Practically

"P!verv indication pointed

to the proper financial support of the Tobacco Merchants
Association and that it would be able to continue its splen-

did work.

The

secret

hope

for the success of the association was,

fellowship reigned supreme
Fverv one met as friend to friend, and quarrels and jealonsabsorbies. if there were any, were quickly forgotten in the

M-e

believe,

realized.

'I

States

Aidliross

ft®

To
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with genuine satisfaction that I now have the
the
honor to submit to you and through you to
annual report of
entire tobacco industry my first
of the United
the Tobacco Merchants' Association
annual report, for
Strictly speaking, this is not an
has been in existence only a little over six
is

the association

But the wonderful progress that the association
the important achievements that it has athas made and
as regards its upbuilding, but also as retained not only
dealing with matters. of vital interest
gards its activities in
during that brief period, as I shall endeavor
fo our industry,
using the
demonstrate, may well serve as a reason for
months.

to

your customers.

to

T

will

After a refreshing glass of water a cigar
tastes better. There is the electric fan which has stood in
the corner during the winter months. It is time to put it in
shape, or,

Pjr©sndl®inif s

drop into a convenient

Hints

Bell Telephone— Lombard 1768
Keystone Telephone— Main 1824

T-AWTON KENDRICK
HOUAKT BISHOP HANKINS

will

Summer

Treaaurer

J.

nOSTON

smoker

EACH MONTH BY

PUBLICATION OFFICES

CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA

the hot weather that

With

a cooling glass of water.
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Cood

ran
ing problems of trade betterment. The vast good that
come from an organization embracing all branches of tnc
glonoti?
trade was soon felt and realized. After all it was a
opchance for education. One branch of the trade had an
own
portunity to find out that some branches besides their

had a few problems to solve.
So every one of us came away with new
new viewpoints and new inspirations.

friendship-

term annual.

.

.

,

;,

association in the
The formation and growth of this
proportions as is
period of six months to its present

short

assemblage is indemonstrated by the magnitude of this
industry having just passed through
deed wonderful. Our
bitterness and antagonism, who would
a long era of conflict,
bring together the hostile forces
have thought it possible to

work

in

harmony

one association where they shall all
welfare of the industry, where
and unison for the general
jealousies and feeling of personal hostility
all bitterness,
relations and good fellowship
shall give way to the friendly
those engaged in a common purthat should exist among
An association where business rivals and conflicting
suit.
concentrate their efforts in fightinterests shall unite and
into

common to all and
advantage that may benefit all.

ing every trade evil that is

in

every trade
But the impossible has actually happened.

for

working

Such an

but the warm
organization does not only really now exist
has received from all
and enthusiastic support that it
of the country,
branches of the industry and from all parts

time
manifested by its immense growth in the short
shows that our industry
since it has been brought into life,
time has come
needed such an institution it shows that the
a trade
when all conflict of the past should be forgotten and
should be
organization conducted in real domestic fashion
maintained for the good of the entire industry.

as

is

Jacob Wertheim, President of Tobacco Merchants' Association

;

Our Headquarters
Having started out with the confidence that our associhands of the toation will receive a hearty welcome, at the
institubacco industry and that it will remain a permanent
tion,

for

it

we regarded

it

as essential to establish a headquarters

commensurate with

its

importance, and

its

magnitude,

elaborate suite
the downof offices at one of the most prominent corners in
town section of the city, conveniently located and elaboronly be
ately equipped, .so that the association might not
the inable to render efficient services to its members and
outdustry, but to provide also headquarters facilities for
of-town members or their representatives, for the transac-

and accordingly

tion of their

we

are

now occupying an

business while in this city.

Library and Information Bureau
We have installed in our offices upon what we may
not
pride ourselves as being one of the most complete, if
positively the most complete library dealing with tobacco
from its cultivation to its manufacture and common usage,
This library conto be found anywhere in the country.
Tt is to be
tains at present over five hundred publications.
publications appear until it is absolutely
the finest collection of its kind.
In connection with the collection of books and pammainphlets bearing upon tobacco in its everv^ phase, we are

e.xtcndcd as

taining a

new

bureau

of statistical, agricultural, legislative

economic information.

This institution

is

and

at all times feel-

ing not only the pulse of the trade, but the pulse of such
other lines of business, and, indeed, public sentiment, as
has reference to the trade. Whether it is a tobacco grower
seeking information as to means of protecting his crop from
introduction
root-rot, or a manufacturer contemplating the
marpossible
of a new product and desiring to estimate the
upon
ket for it, or a student desiring to prepare a thesis
some subject relative to the trade, or a cigarette manufache canturer who wishes to know where he can and where
ascernot sell his product, or a manufacturer desiring to
and where he
tain where he can pack coupons in his goods
do so, this bureau will cheerfully supply the in-

cannot

formation.

For this purpose we have built up a collection of data,
a
which although now exceedingly substantial, is simply
collect facts.
nucleus, as it takes both time and diligence to
We have the complete reports on tobacco of the United
D. C, as
States Department of Al^riculture, Washington,
and Governwell as the reports of all agricultural colleges
We have
ment experimental stations active in this regard.
reference

indexed with
a complete file of the trade papers,
may immediately acquaint
to subjects, so that an inquirer
upon any subhimself with the last word of the trade press
giving
have also an indexed file for quick reference,
ject
the trade in any particular,
the "letter of the law, as it affects
Union. Professional readers
in every State and citv in the
of the entire country
are watching the daily newspapers
of every bit of the days
for us to apprise this association

We

news that bears upon tobacco.

manufacturers,
We have also twenty thousand names of
United States m-

dealers and growers from

all

parts of the
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dexed under the card system separately hy names, hy business and hy towns. \\
have also undertaken to build up
a card indexii.g syi.tem of live brands, showing particulars
as to grade, type, price and name of manufacturer.
t-

Credit Information Bureau

But

seems

me

what

most needed by our industry in ccmnection with our information bureau is reliable credit information.
Cigarettes and manufactured tobacco are generally sold on a ten days' basis; furthermore,
manufacturers sell them only to well-known jobbers. lUit
it

to

that

is

the situation is entirely different in <»ther branches of our
industry, where credits are extended liberally and some-

A credit information bureau conducted
by the association under competent management would indeed be very helpful and would reduce losses to a minimum. Almost every major industry has its own credit information bureau conducted by its own trade organization.
The information they receiye is necessarily more reliable,
because it comes from more intimate knowledge than that
which comes through general commercial agencies. Why
then should not the tobacco industry have such bureau?
Of course, to conduct such bureau is quite an expensive
times recklessly.

proposition, but this $7(»0.000,(M)<> industry of ours is well
able to provide the necessary funds and I would strongly
recommend that such bureau be established.

Our
Perhaps the most

Legislative Bureau

'

Traffic

we

absolutely essential that the members of
this association be informed now and for all the future
regarding every item of State or national legislation affecting
their interests. To this end we have already perfected
our
legislative-reporting facilities to so great an' extent that, in
ordinary cases, never more than a day elapses between the
introduction of a bill and our notification of the fact. In
all cases of primary importance our
correspondents arc
rigorously instructed to wire the facts immediately. This
service has been brought to a point where copies of bills
in-

It is needless to argu(> that
in

neighborhood

the

charges
lations

is

and

vey of the

It is

at the outset

A

city

legislators are active even

when Congress may

not be.

Since the opening of the various legislatures we have
had before us not less than 232 bills affecting the tobacco
industry either directly or remotely, including labor bills,
factory inspections, etc.

has been carefjilly exann'ned with a view to

ascertaining whether any action was called for.
are
also in receipt of daily reports as to the progress
of every
bill and the various steps taken thereon.

We

Whenever

the situation required action the association
has lost no time in taking such action. Thus as to
Federal
or New York State legislation they were looked
after by
our coun.sel while as to matters pending in other States,
we
necessarily had to limit our activities to correspondence!
In

to the

be stated that a mere
sur

to use safe-

guards and protective apj)liances that are not
recpiired'for
the i)acking of j.ther commodities, even of a
more hazardous
character.
Am.mg such articles wines, whiskeys fruits
hrearms, cutlery, bouts and shc.es. clothing,
silks.' patent

we ^lave not only corresponded with legisbut we have made it a practice to bring the matter
attention of a number of leading tobacco men in
the

ca.ses

respective .States urging them to action.
T am pleased to
be able to report that no hostile legislation of any
consc-

THE TOBACCO WOELD
granted our application and that after July 1st, next,
will be permitted to ship cigars in fibrecigar shippers
territory covered by the official classifiboard boxes in the
cation committee.
The work thus started by the association to secure as
counsel says, "a square deal" for our industry at the hands
companies, should be followed up in
uf the transportation
lint
this association should maintain a
vigorous fashion,
under the management of an exi)erienced
traffic department
and practical traffic man. The very big concerns all maintain traf'iic departments with elaborate forces, ^the smaller
Those who
cuncerns cannot afford to go to that expense.
are doing extensive shipping are constantly in need of expert advice in regard to the many technical questions that
The selection of a
present themselves from time to time.
different road may save thousands of dollars in transportathe use of a different package may
tiuii and also much time
penalties;
the very cording, strapping,
avoid substantial
to
done
pro])erly requires technical
be
nailing or sealing
familiarity with the complicated rules and specitications ot
Also the question of securing a sutificiency of
the carriers.
cars and prompt movement of the freight is sometimes perfinally

;

and

plexing

calls

association of this

for skilful

magnitude,

and wide-awake
I

action.

An

submit, should maintain a

medicines, coffee, sugar, may be taken as fair
examples.
The strapping and the sealing and the nailing and
the
cording required for the packing u\ some of the

members who may
Our trafiic mannot have such departments of their own.
ager should be an expert and ready tt) serve our members

products and the detailed specilicati.Mis prescribed
in connection therewith and the heavy penalties impo.scd
for any
non-compliance thereof are no more essential or needful
for
protrection from pilferage of tobacco products than
of anv
of the other commodities referred to, but no
such burdensome and expensive requirements are imposed upon
shippers of any of the latter commodities.
The apparent excuse for these discriminations against
tobacco products, particularly cigars and cigarettes, is

should exert constant vigilance
over the carriers and see to it that our industry shall receive every privilege and every advantage to which it is
1 strongly recommend that such department be
entitled.

that

cigars and cigarettes are

more tempting

to the pilferer than
other articles, and hence the requirement of extraordinary
precautions to protect the carriers from claims for con-

cealed losses,

r.ut the facts

do not

justify such conclusion,

for concealed losses are practically negligible
in the trans-

amount claimed

distant capitals our advices are as rapid as the United
States mail.
system of pink letters, briefly relating the
nature of new legislation, has been inaugurated for the immediate information of our directors. In recent cases at
Washington, the directors have been notified of the introduction of a measure on the day it was introduced. This
service is to be permanently maintained.
State and

lators

may

freight rem,

regulations and recpiirenients in
rcsnect
to the transportation of tobacco pHxlucts
as compared
with the regulations and re(piireinents governing
the shin
nient of other commodities necessarily leads
to the conclusion that the tobacco industry has been
subjected to unjust and unwarranted di.scriminations. at least
in so far as
the shipi)ers of tobacco products are required

more

such

it

and

traffic

portation

bill

an industry that pavs
oi.t
a year in freiX

.$lo,(MM»,0(M>

.,t

vitally interested in the traffic

troduced in the National Congress reach our offices in less
than tvyenty-four hours after they are printed, while from

Every

and Freight Regulations

tohacco

vital feature of the active service

are providing is the legislative bureau.
A single step in
one of these congresses may cost the tobacct) trade— not
of a town, or of a city— but of a State, or of the Nation,

very dearly.

(piences has been passed l)v any of the
legislative h A'
^^'^^
that have met this year.
Hut let us not be too optimistic as to the
future let
not overlook the facts that our industry is beset
"^
to a
extent by elements stirring up strife and bitterness
founded
altogether upon fanaticism, misrepresentation
and delil
erate falsehood. The professi(Mial agitator
and the passi ^"*
ate notoriety seeker is always on the job.

of cigars and cigarettes and unknown in the
transjiortation of smoking or chewing tobacco. The total
for concealed

losses

for

types of tobacco products in 1014 was only $12,000. while the aggregate amount of freight pai<l on the various types of tobacco
products during the same year was over $S,00().0()(). nut
figuring raw material.
Yet the t«d.acco industry is required to spend about .$ 1. 0n( ».(»(»(». as is cmiservatively estiall

mated, for safeguards and precautionary appliances not required for other commodities to protect the carriers from
losses amounting to about $12,000 a year.
The Tob.acco Merchants' Ass(.ciation true to its declaration of principles and folh.wing the activities mapped
(mt for it in the platform upon which it was built has lost
no time in presenting to the representatives of the carriers
(mr griexances against the railroad companies at the very
lirst

opportunity.

The matter came up

before the official classification
committee at a hearing held in New York City on March
I'Hh. for the purpose of considering ])rMpo.sed changes of
the classification in regard to shipments of cigars.
At the same hearing our counsel demanded the adoption of a change in the classifications that would permit the
shipment of cigars, in fibre-board boxes, which, according:
to the figures he submitted to the railroad committee would
mean a saving to the cigar industry of about $fi00,000 a
year.
It gives me genuine pleasure to report to you that after
long deliberation the official classification committee has

dei)artment for the benetit of

traffic

whenever required.

its

He

established.

Restrictions Against

Smoking

needless to say that the interest of the tobacco
industry requires that there shall be no lack in smoking
facilities and that those desiring to use tobacco shall have
every reasonable facility of doing so.
But the industry is
It is

losing millions of dollars

worth

of business

from time to

ordinances, depriving
the tobacco users of smoking facilities, including the elimination of .<^inoking cars.
The loss of tobacco business, as
time by the adojjtion of unneces.sary

a result of

the lack of such facilities, in a city like

New

N'ork,

amounts probably to a milli(jn dollars a year.
Under the guise of public .safety anti-smoking ordinances are being extended in the big cities from one build-

alone

ing to another,

in

New

^'ork

we

.see

ind lined as high as fifty dollars for

pet»ple arrested daily

smoking

in

their

own

and if the efforts of certain elements were to succeed it would not be very long before smoking will be
prohibited in every office and shop building in New ^'ork.
I'urthennore, smoking or carrying lighte<l cigars in subway stations, bridge terminals and other similar places has
likewise been prohibited.
Of course, no association would be selfish enough to
oHer any serious opposition to the adoption of measures
oftices,

actually

required for public safety.
I'.ut it is perfectly obvious that most of the prohibitions and restrictions referred
to have been brought
into force and are constantly l)eing
extended to satisfy the anti-t(jbacco forces, rather than in
the interest of public
safety.
he association has already entered upon an active
I

campaign against restrictions of that nature and in this
^"nnection it has enlisted the support and co-operation of
tile joint
advisory board of the I igarmakers' L'nion.
have every reason to hope that, with the co-operation of
tiK- union,
our efforts will be productive <»f satisfactorv re

We

suits.

nt"
<^^tit

since these cures

do not in fact cure the tobacco habit and
hence they cannot lessen in any way the consumption of
tobacco products, but we must bear in mind that the main
danger in these so-called cures is not in their attempt
to cure tobacco users of the tobacco habit, but in the psychological effect of the extensive advertising and the hun-

dreds of thousands of circulars that they are distributing
throughout the country, villifying the tobacco industry,
poisoning the minds of tobacco consumers and furnishing
fuel to the professional anti-tobacco agitators.

The extent of that trafffc may be readily judged from
the fact that one of the vendors of alleged tobacco cures,
according to his own statement in our possession, spends
over $JUU,UUU a year for advertising. Moreover, one of the
so-called letter brokers,

whose business

it

is

to

buy up the

letters received in response to

such advertisements, after
they had been worked to a finish by the advertisers, and to
.sell them or hire them out to others, has recently
offered
to furnish us not less than 5U0,UU0 of such letters. Another
one (jf these concerns has recently offered to sell a million
of such letters.

Our counsel has made

a thorough investigation into
that traffic with the result that he has accumulated a mass
of evidence which he submitted to the Government together with a petition demanding that these exploiters be
dealt with according to law.

The

petition contains forty-two pages of printed matincluding numerous photographs in the way of exhibits showing the enormous extent to which the advertising campaigns of these alleged quack cures are carried on'
throughout the country. In the collection of exhibits there
are advertisements extracted from 114 newspapers, which
is but a small portion of the newspapers of the country
that are being used by the vendors of these so-called cures
in exploiting their compounds with the aid of the United
ter,

.States mails.

"The tobacco industry," says the petition, "has no reason to fear any loss of business as a result of the sale of
cures that do not and cannot possibly cure, nor do we fail
to realize that we would have no cause for complaint
against the marketing of remedies that would affect such
cure,
iiut the tobacco industry is entitled to be protected
from the false, fraudulent and scandalous statements that
are being sj)read broadcast throughout the United States
by means of the mails, attacking not only the tobacco industry but slandering and villifying the millions of tobacco
users in a most shameful fashion.
"In one case, referred to in the petititm, the. vendor is
resorting to means of securing trade that are entirely
uni(pie in the patent medicine traffic.
Having once succeeded in landing his customer on his tobacco cure he sends
him unsolicited another set, with a bill for $10 and offers to
allowed a discount of $0.G5 for an immediate remittance, and
failing to get this remittance the jiatient is kept busy receiving letters until he finally receives the generous offer of a
warranty deed for a section of land in New Jersey upon
paying the $3.35 for the E remedy."

The

the nature of the compounds sold under the guise of tobacco cures, all of which
were analyzed in the laboratory of the American Medical
Association by competent chemists. It is shown that certain drugs have been added to the compounds for the purpose of producing certain physical symptoms which indipetition

shows

in

detail

cate that the "cures" are working and that with the purchase of another set or two, more effective results will be

obtained.

Tobacco Cures
It

25

perhaps be surprising to know that the trafiic in
tobacco cures has become widesj)read through
United States, and while it may be argued that

will

So-called

the

gratifying to know that the (lovernment is now
C(»iulucting a vigorous investigation into that traffic and we
have every reason to believe that drastic action will be
taken by the (jovernment before hmg.
It

is
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Taxation
Insurance

have not as yet had ample opportunity to go deeply
be asinto the insurance problem, but our members can
and
sured that the matter will receive most careful study
well
consideration. However, complaints in that regard, as
our
as in regard to every other matter, are always receivmg

We

enue, for his prompt and vigorous action in the matter. He
has made about one hundred seizures, followed by indictments, in New York City alone. Drastic action was also
taken by him in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Baltimore, and
other towns. The traffic has been stopped, perhaps not altogether, but it has surely been reduced to a minimum.

The
..me

paying about $110,000,000 a year in
customs which is about one-seventh ot
r^l revenue and
Government from all sources
'?
Itre^ate revenue of the
contention for any additional
can be no reasonable
^
that any
Nor do we entertain any apprehension,
tion
burbe made to impose any additional
'""rWus attempt will
that is already taxed to the limit.
ies upon aif industry
and unjustified as it may be. there is
Uu unfortunately
on the part of some of the powers,
wiv" that inclination
revenue is needed, to exact it froni
thei ever additional
contributing, instead of opening up
hLse who are already
antagonizing new classes and creatnew avenues and thus
executive committee, simply
new hostilities and so our
measure, has recently issued a special
a precautionary
counsel, in
a statement prepared by our
iulletni containing
exhaustax question is elaborately and
is
that our industry

^l
"f
'

The

of most vital nnquestion of taxation is, of course,
ingurlife of our industry,
it goes to the very

.

i'""

prompt

Trade-Marks

attention.

our members or, for that matter, other concerns of
this
the tobacco industry, would tile their complaints with
so,
association and they are respectfully invited to do
whether in regard to insurance premiums or any other matIf

ter,

the association

would only be too happy

chinery in motion in order to obtain

fair

to set its

ma-

treatment.

Revenue Frauds and Box Stuffing
of the planks in the platform of this association
to
pledges us to use the machinery of our organization
preventing revassist the Government in stamping out and
box stuffing. This is essential for the pro-

One

enue frauds and

and honest manufacturer not only
is able to sell his goods cheaper
the
than the man who pays taxes, but because by refilling
unboxes of popular brands with counterfeit goods he is
dermining and hurting the popularity of such brands. As
associasoon as we were fairly established in our offices the
that traffic.
tion entered upon an active campaign against
Although our funds were indeed limited we have neverthemaking investiless employed two men for the purpose of
have
gations and procuring evidence. Their investigations
of
brought to light a most alarming situation. The extent
in less
the traftlc can be readily judged from the fact that
one
than a month our agents have obtained evidence in over
hundred cases of revenue frauds.
We found that not less than three manufacturers have
them
been making counterfeit imported cigars. One of
producing about 200,000 cigars a year, has been caught with
marked emptied boxes which he had refilled. He has since
been convicted and sent to the penitentiary.
of
In that short time, we have secured refilled boxes
Cuban brands of cigars with counterfeit bands of "Romeo
and Juliet Perfectos," "Romeo and Juliet Puritanos," "Gar-

tection of the reputable
because the box stutter

Perfectos."
cia Perfectos," "Carolina Perfectos," "Partagas

"Hoyo

Perfectos,"

"La Corona

Perfectos."

the counterfeit imported cigars is inpractices.
significant as compared with other fraudulent
Thus, in the Italian districts, stogies were manufactured by

But the

traffic in

not exaggerating in speaking of milthe millions, and I
without stamps,
lions, and sold openly and conspicuously
even without boxes. They were packed in paper wrappers
and are sold at fifty cents per hundred, and for less.
The evidence thus secured by the association disclosed
or
fraudulent practices in selling stogies without any boxes
in
stamps, selling cigars in refilled boxes, selling cigarettes
sellpaper packages of one hundred without any stamps,
without
ing smoking tobacco in one-pound paper bags
bags
any stamps, selling snuflf in one-pound papers
without any stamps, selling leaf tobacco to non-registered

am

.

'

manufacturers and without making entries thereof in the
revenue books, and selling even internal revenue stamps
stamps find their
at from $2.50 to $2.75 a thousand. These
way on the market through the cigar manufacturers, who
in refilled boxes,
are selling their cigars without stamps or
occasional
but who nevertheless consider it wise to make
purchases of stamps in order to keep their records straight.
The same traffic we know was going on in PhiladelPittsburgh, P.oston, Chicago, New Haven, Hartford.
l)hia,

Providence, and other towns.
The evidence secured by the association was promptly
Internal Revenue Department, and I
laid before the
gratitude
must take this opportunity to express our sincere
Commissioner of Internal Revto Colonel William Osborn.

The trade-mark

situation has furnished one of the most
difficult problems for solution, a problem that may perhaps
never be solved to our entire satisfaction.
But we have

endeavored to eliminate many of the difficulties by taking
charge of the registrations of trade-marks.
We have acquired the Trade-Mark Registration Bureau
of "The Tobacco World," including all its lists, records and
indexes of registered trade-marks and have transferred
same to The United Registration Bureau for the Tobacco
Industries, thus affecting a consolidation of the Trade-Mark
Records of the "United States Tobacco Journal," the "Tobacco Leaf," the "Trade-Mark Record" and "The Tobacco

World."
have also entered into an agreement with the several registration bureaus mentioned whereby the association
has established a bureau ior the registration of trade-marks
on April 1st, since which date it has taken charge of the
trade-marks, searching of records and all
matters appertaining thereto for the United kegistratiun
Bureau for the Tobacco Industries and all its constitneiit
bureaus who have become affiliated with the Tobacco Merchants' Association.
The registration bureau of the association will also secure registration of trade-marks, copyrights, etc., in Washington, as well as in foreign countries all over the world
wherever such registration can be effected at fixed schedulerates to be announced in the near future.
The association also intends to appoint a standing arhitration committee to arbitrate and adjust controversies in
regard to infringements or other trade-mark questions in
order to avoid litigations, for in a great many instances inregistration

of,

fringements are due to lack of knowledge of existing prior
rights rather than to a desire to do wrong, and in such cases
many costly and unpleasant litigations can be avoided by
arbitration.

upon the difficult task of solving the
mark problem it was our genuine wish to map out a plan
that would provide for efficient service and reliable informatrade-

In entering

having no desire to
derive any pecuniary profit out of the bureau. The regular
rates heretofore charged by the United Registration Bureau
have been reduced for the benefit of our members from fiv°
tion at a

minimum

rate, the association

to three dollars.
believe that

We

referred

records

to

by the consolidation
searches

of

instead of

making searches

the trade-mark
registrations

existing

be more thorough and hence more

reliable.

Thus.

in several registration hureau>
trade

order to ascertain the availability of intended
be
marks, the searching of all these records will hereafter
done by the, one bureau. The result of such investigation
and the
will necessarily be more reliable, the cost much less

in

service

more

efficient.

The arrangements

to

secure

governmental

registra-

and t*.
tions in the United States and in foreign countries
expcrt>
make searches of such registered trade-marks by
only seciinin that line at fixed schedule rates will not
exorbitant
efficient service but will protect the trade from

charges.

.

.

And so the creation of a standing arbitration comnii"'^^
and wlw
to be made up of men of the very highest standing
'"^u**'^^
command the confidence and respect of the entire
necessarily avoid a great many
always costly and unsatisfactory.
will

!

which the entire
tively dealt with.

luxury and it
frequently asserted that tobacco is a
pubat times by legislators and other
has even been stated
exbeing a luxury there is no limit to the
Hc officials that
may be levied upon tobacco.
tent of taxation that
discuss the question as to whether toit is needless to
luxury. If it is a luxury, it is indeed
bacco is or is not a
The perfecto cigar may be a
quite a necessary luxury.
It is

We

will

L

litigations that

a

smoking it, for he could perhaps
luxurv to the gentleman
a stogie, but ask the longshoreman
.et along as well with
to
the pipe or the chew is- a luxury
or the laborer whether
receive a very emphatic answer to the
him, and you will
contrary.

.

.

,

part ot one s exThings that have become a necessary
of habit ^or by actual necessity,
istence whether by force
be classed as such. A young
are not luxuries and cannot
with her box of chocolates but
lady may easily dispense
readily discard his pipe or his chew,
the workman cannot so
consumers ot tobacco omit
nor can the millions of other
wants to the very great majorthat article from their daily
the only luxury that
it probably constitutes
ity of

burden

of the

tobacco industry, is in need of a trade organization that
should have the means and facilities to ascertain the causes
of all trade abuses and reckless business methods and to
procure proper remedial action.
There is quite a multitude of retailers' organizations
throughout the country. In almost every town of importance they have what they call a retailers' organization. But
Furthermore, they
they are purely local organizations.
seem to be laboring under the impression that the interest
and
of the manufacturer is entirely adverse to their interest,
hence they frequently show a spirit of hostility toward the
manufacturer, as a result of which they are lacking in the
co-operation that is essential to accomplish desirable results.

Confronted with this difficulty the Tobacco Merchants
Association decided upon a plan to form a national retailassociation, but to
ers' organization, as a branch of this
have a governing body composed exclusively of retailers.
Thus the retailers will practically have their own national
organization, with the machinery of the Tobacco Merchants'
Association to support it.
With that end in view the Tobacco Merchants' Assoforma-ciation has already taken the initiative step for the
of Retailers'
tion of such an organization under the name
first
Council of the Tobacco Merchants' Association. The
trade, as a
circular sent out by our association to the retail
for

test, calling

membership

in the Retailers' Council,

has

brought forth nearly 700 enrollments in three days. We
thereupon proceeded with the formation of the council by
consisting of promithe appointment of a board of governors,
Hollingsworth, one ot
nent retailers, with Mr. William A.
York, as chairman.
the well-known retailers of New
The Retailers' Council, although but a few weeks old,
in constructive work, and I hopefully
is already quite active
bespeak for it a successful and glorious career.
V

(To be concluded next

issue.)

ot

who are making
taxation should be borne by those
those whose business has
out of the war— rather than by
Whereas many of our indussuffered throught the war.
as a result of the war the
tries have derived great benefits
by reason of the
tobacco industry has suffered immensely
gone up in i.nce, some
war Almost every commodity has
advanced as high as one hundred per cent.,
millions

them have

as cheaply as they were
but tobacco products are sold
not
I'or the tobacco industry is
sold before the war.
given up twice
greedy, it is not avaricious, it has always
as taxes to the Govern
the amount of its aggregate profits
protest when two years ago the

now

and it has made no
revenue to
Government added a substantial amount of war
In true patri
carried.
the already onerous burdens that it
submitted to the addiotic fashion our industry cheerfully
by the war.
tional demands of the Government necessitated
bor
But we must protest against any additional taxatroii.
detriment
additional taxation may mean not only a serious
the iovto the industry, but it is doubtful indeed whether

nient

(

ernment will derive any gain from

it

in the

end.

Additional

would necessarily lead to smaller packages with
Thus the conthe consequent loss of volume of business.
sumer would get a smaller (|uantity for his money, the
farmer would sell less of his crop while the Government,
although getting a higher price for its revenue stamps,
the
would sell .so
less stamps that it may be a loser in

taxation

many

011(1.

more than any other branch

whom

they are able to indulge in.
that the heaviest
It would seem most fitting

of

retail business,

Achtn»)ach. of Bayuk Brothers^
^^
,
he laiussinnaim Metal Manufacturmg Uo.
losenh \uspitz i>t
liaglcy & Company.
John .\ Liaglcy. president John J.
Leaf.
'•T.)hacco
I'.ain. Jr.. pnl.lislur

Dave

S.

,

„

1

I

J.,hn

of I'.ayuk l^.rothers.
oinpany.
liatdorf. of Kitter Manufactunng (
.
United
hivestigations,
Tobacco
assistant.
Ik-inhart.

Sanuul

Mr
i:.

I'.avnk.

c.
*
btates

(i.

'''''KTwlinVl).

Samuel M
j,ssc

Biiur.

modi.

.\

(harks A
l-dwanl

\

Lovell-Bumngton Tobacco Company.
Uosenwabl ^; iirother.
of
iet-prcsident lilocli Brothers Tobacco Company,

)S"secrH^
\

I"-.

B«»nd. editor. "Tobacco."
Bran.l. I'nitrd States Department of

(.

ommerce.

Stimnur Company,
larlvson Brandt, of Rapid Tobacco
Sons.
Bremer
I'.renur. of Lewis
liirrv W
Board of Trade.
Tobacco
William C Bridges, of Louisville
Co.
Moos
B.
The
J.
(.irson J. I'.rown. pn^ident
Hrcwn
Melville
Melville B. Brown, of
Buchncr. vice-president Park & 1 iHord.
lames
\. ( ompany.
(Morgc- Bnchheistir. «.f Henry Lants
I'..

W

VV igmore.
lames M Bnckner. of liaston. Williams &
Company.
&
Dunbar
of
William Burke,
Merchants Association.
(T Capers, representative. r..bacco
lol
Company.
Condit
P. Coe. of Acker. Merrall &

Sherman
\rtluir

\rlhur
Charles

Ward & Clow.
Company.
^
Colligan, of Brunhoff Manqfactunng
Assn.
Merchants
Tobacco
C^olumbus. representative.
of Lee Combs. Washington. D. C

Cohn. of

P
j'

1

Tee Combs,

C

1

Tobacco Company.
Conradt, secretary. (^Id Dominion
Brothers
^.
C Contonoulo'. of Contopoulo Florida
r^
]:'?^^^^?. .^^'^ "C^'^P^"^William M. Corry. president.
Cigar Mfrs. Assn.
\ I Cuesta president. Clear Havana
Cullman Bros.^
Joseph F. Cullman. Jr.. of
Tobacco.
editor.
former
C Fred Crosby,
Davis
& Sons
A
F.
of
^^
f". Asbnrv Davis,
Journal.
Tobacco
S.
"U.
of
Davis,
Fdward H.
. .
Samuel Dealham. Jr.. of Kraus & Co.
Deutsch Litho. Co.
Edwards
&
president,
Deutsch,
Joseph
Inc.

,
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K. L. Dibrell, of Dibrdl Bros.
Ernest
Du ilrul, of MillLT, Du IJrul.ii: I'ctcrs
John VV. Dunbar, of j. w. i>unbar, Washington, I) C
Uiarles Dushknid. strritary and counsel, 1 obaeco
AJerchanls' Assn
Herman A. J)ushkmd, I hvcland, Ulno.
David Solon Dushkind, ol Charles Dushkind.
Leonard Morgan Dushkind. ol Charles Dushkind.
Nicholas Lhrljch, president, lirooklyn Retail lobaceonisls"
Ass'n
C has. J. iMsenlohr, president. Otto iMsenlohr
Hro.
i*t
Leon M. hstabrook, of Department «jf Agriculture.
Hon. M. K. harley, director, I entral Cigar Mfg. Co.
Ceorge A. Fisher, of iVmerican Co.
Hon. Duncan VV. Fletcher. U. S. Senator.
A. Ford, vice-president. The liaussermann Metal Mfg Co
Charles l-ortenbaugh, of Charles J-ortenbaugh.
Sidney J. Freeman, of Sidney J. Freeman & Sons

K

A. Usterloh, Jr., president Standard Tobacco
Co
JuiiUKs Parker, counsel for .American Tobacco

r.dwin I
i\eed.
Pleasant l.arus Reed, vice-president, Larns it
Hi-o Co
William T. Reed, president, l.arus & Bro. C<,.
R. (ioodwyn Rhelt. president. C liamber of (
omnurce of the
u- c
'"^ TI
3.
Oscar Reinach. of Oscar K'einach.
A. H. Rogers, (»f v. II. Rogers.
.Samuel S. Rosenthal, delegate of Tobacco Trade
Association
.

Heineman. of Heineman liros.
Milton S. Heineman, of Heineman liros.
Mortimer S. Heineman, of Heineman Bros.
Charles C. Heldman. vice presidtnt, .\eudecker Tobacco
Co
Henry 1. fJenderson, of Henrv I. Henderson, Washington
George W. Hill, vice-president. .Vmerican Tobacco Co
I'.ros

(

Carl Kaufman. Federal .Advertising .Agency.

Herbert M. Kaufman, writer.
Hon. J. N. Kehoe. of Hurley L*M.se Leaf Tob. Sales
J. Lawton Kendrick, publisher. "'lobacc<i World"
J.

M.

P. Killebrew. of J.

\ss'n

'

Killehrew. ( larksville.
emi.
L. Kirkpatrick. vice-president. Cincinnati Leaf Tob.
I'xchange.
P.

D. Emil Klein, president, V..
E. E. Kleiner, of E. Kleiner

M. Schwarz &

Co.
Walter L. Kohlberg. of KohllH-rg Bros..

(

o

X-

I-'.I

Paso. Tex.

Harry M. Konwiser. editor. "Tobacio Rccor*!"
Henry Kraus, of Kraus & Co.
.Vlorris

Krinsky. of estate of

T.

B.

Krinsky.

Hon. George Lambert, justice. Westchester" County
Samuel K. Landau, of M. L. Herzog & Co.
Robert F. Lane, of Cifuentics Pego & Co.
Millard H. Laui)heimer. of Kraus X- Co.
Isaac Lavensoii. of the Lavenson Bureau.
Asa Lemlein. f)f E. H. Gato Cigar Co.
Samuel Levy, of l''nterprise C igar Co.
Bernard Liberman. f)f Liberman Mfg. Co.
Julius Lichtenstcin. president .American Sumatra Co.

Solomon K. Lichtenstcin. of Lichtenstein
M. Loughran. of Loughran tt Co.

it

Leon Schinasi. president. .Schinasi Bros.. Inc.
J. VVm. Shclfer, publisher, "Internal Revenue
"''''^'^'"

^^•''^^^^''y.

ITnited Stat^e'^s'"""^'

&

uf the

Son. and "ciegate
delegate

of
ot

Stearn, of the Steam Co.
Emil Stelfens, jr., of StelTens, Jones & Co
Isaac Steiner. vice-president.
m. Steiner it Sons Co.
Allen Sterner, of Allen Sterner.

W

lid well.

the cigaii-tte authorities of the
Klein, a director of the Liggett ^i Myers

.\iigust

trade,

with the Americati Tobacco Com|/a!iy ill the capacity of head of the cigarette department.
ilu' ease with which he handled the duties (.f this oflicc
marked him as the right man in the right place, llis reputation in the trade as a ket ii judge of markets and what

was

veais he

identilitMl

desirable

were

the

needs

no comment.

J.

<pialities

in

the

selling

of

Inc

cigarettes

attained

by the cigarettes of the Liggett

&

Klein's

funeral

was held

at

his

late

home.

18

.\venue,

two sons.

t\\u daughters,

J.

Horton

Vipond.

J.
Jr.. of Scranton Tobacco ( o.
A.
Voice,
secretary of Pasbach-Voice Litho Co
J
Henry A. Voice, of Pasbach \oice Litho. ( o.
^^a""*^y. president of Cni<.n American Cigar
Co
[[J!William M. Wailes. of W m. M. Wailes.
Jobn I-:. Walker, clerk ( omm. on Ways it Means
U. H. Warner, of VV. II. Warner.
1. H. W'eaver. of Lancaster Leaf
'Tobacco Board ..f Trade
Morns Weiss, of Morris Weiss.
Werner, editor "Tobacco Leaf."
( arl
Jacob WtTtheim. president. 'Tc.bacco Merchants' Vssociation.
Leonard Wertheimer. of VV»rtheimer Bros.
Milton Wertheimer. of Wertheimer P.ros.
I. ouis ;\. Whalen.
president of R. VV haleii it- Co.
Nathan B. Williams, of .\. 11. VV illiams.
J«»sepli Wiimick. secretary. S. R. Moss Cigar Co.
Vy. IT Winstead. i)resi.|ent. W. H. Winslead. Inc
T.dward Wise, president, IWiited Cigar Stores ( o
Henry M. Wise, of Wis.- it Lichtenstein.
John R. V Oung. of John R. Young 8i Son.

and three broth-

North .Mechanic
was opened recently by S. Cope.

i'ollowing a ten years' ai)prenticeship with his father, an
old-time leaf tobacco merchant, he identified himself with

Marcelino Perez
displayed, joined

Frederick S. Lucev. secretarv. I'hilip Morris & Co Ltd
Adolf Loeb. of K. .Straus &- Co.
J. C. Lederer. of Francis TL Leggett X- Co.
J. B. McClements. of Reyncr & Bros.
lion. James R. Mann. \\. C. Minority Leader U.
S Congress
T. J. Marcuse. of American Can
Co.
Leo Michaels, vice-nrrsident Schinasi Bros Inc
Cyrus E. Miller, of Cyrus E. Miller.
C. E. Moehle, president, Moeblc Lilh(»grai»h Co.
Ernest T. Moss, of Philippine Co.. Ltd.
Joseph P. Manning, of Jos. P Manning ^1 Co.
Morris I). Xenmann. president. Xenmaiin ^- Maver Co.
S. Maior Newhurgli, nf T ouis Mewbnrgli d*.
T B. Newman, of
J. R. Newman.
Hon. Oliver P. Newman nresidftif. District of olumbia.
Henry OfTterdinger, of Henry T. ( )fTlerdinger.

•II''"

" "• ">

June ^'Oth, also Brings a shipment of
Manila Commercial Company.

Street,

cigars for the

Jacobson Cigar Company Sell Retail Stands
to its increasing jobbing bnsiness which features
the "i:i Gonzalez" five-cent cigar, the Max Jacob.son Cigar

Due

Mo., announces that its retail stands
have been disposed of. and that in fiitnre it will do a jobbing bnsiness only. 'This company also announces that it
is now occupying its own building at No. .*i227 Olive Street,
where it is in possession of more extensive facilities for the

condui

t

of

St. T.onis.

its

business.

R. .NJewell

C.>mpany, Minneapolis, Minn

carrying, m four si/es, a new shadegrown
cigar manufactured by the Havana-American
Company, known as
Kelly s i^ouquet."
•

*

Attractively packed in red tins, and
cigars for live cents. "Scottie" cigars
Lorillard

1

retailing

three

manufactured by the
obaeco Comp.any. are having a splendid
deP.

Marks

\-

Companv. incorporated,

Seattle

ash.

by Mr. Perez, laid the foundation for a successful
partnership, the firm being well known throughout the
country today.
The deceased was known widely in the
trade, and in P.rooklyn. and was prominent
both socially
aiul

Ihe

more

retail store of S.

Street.s. .Cincinnati.

'

l-rieder \- .S)n,
(

)..

Fourth and Sycahas been taken over by Messrs

Kline \- Levy. Messrs. I'rieder
centrate their efforts on their

Son

sti,,re

will in future

at

conNo. 5 Fountain

.square.

"San Telmo," a seed and Havana
ten cents,

cigar,

retailing at

being put forth in a new packing by the
San
Telmo Cigar Manufacturing Companv. of Detroit.
Not
only is the package an attractive one. but a
new label is being used in addition.
is

His widow and three children suVvivc.

fraternally.

11. Rovig (igar Company.
growing demand for the "Monte
by P. INdialski \- Company, of New

C.

a

George Rogers
leized suddenly with a heart attack while dining
with
Rosenthal, of P. \ erplanck i^- Company, at the Tontenellf Hotel.
)inaha. .\eb., George Rogers, partner in the
ViIesM user- Rogers Cigar Company, of that city,
died
•Mr.

some hours later in a room
which he had been removed.
attack,

&

appeared to be

the

Fontenelle Hotel, to
Mr. Rogers, at the time of

in

in

that

Wash., report

Cristo," manufactured

This is encourconsidered that the brand has not been long
the local market.

aging when
in

.Seattle,

^'ork.

it is

"Salome." a shadegrown -wrapped Havana-filled cigar,
retailing at live cents, and manufactured by
Heineman
P.rothers. P.altimore, Md.. is now being placed on
the market by William .\. Vorhauer \' Company. Chicago,
III.
Already an excellent distribution has been obtained on the
brand.

him.

Max

Company,

space

The George

Here the ability which he
with the manufacturing knowledge pos-

normal health, despite the
f.n- the
last three years he had been sulTering
•joni hanlening
.,f the arteries,
llis death came as a great
shock to the many
persi)ns throughout the city who knew

'JUV,

(;Tt>.(MM)

filed by the
irand Rapids, with capital stock
^

& Company.

sos.sod

'act

'

(

in the main hallway
arcade of the
l.rokaw Puilding, 1157 Proadway. New
York City has
been lea.sed by the Schulte Cigar Company.

\\

William J. flestal. a partner in the cigar manufacturof Marcelino IVrez & Company, 12 Duane Street,
ing,'
.\e\v )ork City, died at his home in Prospect FMace, P>rooklyn, X. v., during the past fortnight, following a short illness due to pneumonia.
Mr. Gestal was born in 187!).

his

Wise.

large

mand through

Gestal

<

\ew Vork
up-to-cJati; cigar »toic at lO

of

lirni

^^'^'

CiinilKrIaiKl, Md.,

A

1.

William

ompany,

was recently

is

Arlington, N. |.
It was attended by
officers of the Liggett X- Myers Conipany and various other
men prominent in the trade. The Meceased is survived
lilizaheth

C

listed at $;{00().

Myers Com-

ers.

representative of Salesmen'.s Association.
K. Vetterlem. of Vetterlein Bros.. Inc.

An

Rae Cigar

Liggett vK: Myers Tobacco Company was
formed Mr. Klein associated himself with that concern,
jhe ability which he pos.scssed and the knowledge dis|)laye(l in this coimection, were big factors in the success

by Mrs. Klein,

<.f

Certiticate of incorporation

the

.

.

ot

Tobacco C ompany, died during the j>ast f<jrtnight followC(»vcring a period of six months. Mr. Klein's
in^'- an iliiies.sLor twenty
athliatioii with the trade was a noted one.

Mr.

C. B. Perkins Co.
Allie I.. Sylvester, president. .Vmerican
Cigar Co
.Stephen Stephaiio, of Stephano Bros.
K'lchard T. Tanner, advertising manager
of "Tobacco"
James (
lansy. of Mutual 'Tobacco Co
B. E. l.renis. of (i. O. Tuck &
Co., Inc
<.. O.
luck, of G. O. Tuck it Co.. Inc.
S. 'Inriier. of Turco .American
Tobacco Co
VVm. IT Van Slyke. president of ( ;. VV. Van Slyke
,?*",/•

one

pany.

Herman

.St

Kecogiii/c-d as

When

Review"
CJiamber of Commerce

VVm. Wolfll Smith.
William D Spalding, of W. D. Si.alding
Cincinnati Leal Tobacco l-;.xchange.
luiward F. .Spitz, of Siroock it Stroock.

J.

(

it

&

<>

William A. Hollingsworth. William .V. Hollingsworth \e\v V
«.rk
Thomas A. Horton. treasurer. G. VV. Van Slvke \' Ih.rton
George H. Hummel, vice-president, P. Lorilfard Co.
E. M. Hunter, of The Cardwell Machine Co.
William H. Ingram, assistant secretarv. Tob. .Merchants' \ ss
n.
W^ilham Intermann, of .American Litho. ( o.
A. V. Jockel. of Ruy Lopez Ca.. Inc.
Hon. E. C. Johnson, solicitor. IJ. S. Dept. of Justice.
Hugh Jones, Jr., manager, C harles Fortenbaugh.
Morri.s Kaplan, of Morris Kajilan. .\ew Vork City.
<

of

Sons.
Benito Rovira, of Benito Rovira Co.
(Jhas. .Schavrien. of Cihas. Scliavrien.
(has. Schavrien, Jr., of (has. .Schavrien.

Irvnig

S.

Edwin I. Hilson, of Hilson-Schloss ( o.
Harvey L. Hirst, sales manager. B.avuk

..Massachusetts.
.Alfred S. Rossin, of S. Rossin

Tobacco Products Corporation
^ '»^^-l>'-^'.^Hlent.
^'T'f?
o '"^'"V"'counsel.
^^ol. M. Stroock.
United Cigar Stiiies C^o

Robert Harris, Jr., of Robert Harris & Bro.. Inc.
L. S. Hecht. of Wm. Deiches it Son. Washington.

Bertram

»

"

Israel

Hobart Bishop Hankins, 'Tobacco World."
Hon. Warren G. Harding. U. S. Senator of Ohio

August Klein

W

29

Mr. Rogers had the reputation of being
one of the
best-known cigar salesmen in the West, in
addition to being
a siH.rtsiiian of m. mean calibre.
The funeral was attended
by representatives of the t igar Dealers'
and Jobbers' Associatuiu, the Rotary Club, .Shriners and
Knights Templar
Governor Morehead. the Lieutenant-Governor,
and the
(.overnor's staff, of which the deceased was
a member also
attended.
Interment was made at Peru, Neb. A
widow
and three sons sttrvive.

1^1 Deaths in the Trade |#(

Co

harles I!. Perkins, presRlent, Clias. B.
Perkins & Co
J. Peterson, president, Weyinan-Bruton Co.
i.aban Phelps, delegate of i.ouisville Tobacco
Board of Tr.A
^'^^^^•
Theo. Photiades, ol Iheo. I'hotiades.
Frederick VV. l^lugge. secretary,
ashington Tobacco Co
.A. 1 ollock, president, Retail lobacconist
Pui) („
Harry Porter, of the Harry Porter ( ompany.
I'.
I..
Pratt. De])artineiit of ( oininerce.
L. Haniillon Rainey. Deputy Collector (if
Internal Revenue
I

H

l<riedkin. I.sq., publisher, "Jewish Morning Journal."
(jeorge d. JVies, of fries & Fries.
J. C. Gibbs, of Ritter Mfg. Co."
Joseph F. Gallagher, of Alkii R. ( ressmaii it Sons.
Dr. VV. VV. Garner, of Dept. of Agriculture.
Nathan Garten, of A. Ciarten & Sons.
J. P. Gillroy, of O. J. Gude Co.
Joseph Goldberg, of Lancaster Leaf Tob. Hoard of Trade
Hon. Henry M. Goldfogle, former U. S. Representative.
L. Goldsmit, treasurer, Standard C igar Co., of Pittsburgh
Pa
S. B. Goldsmit, of L. Goldsmit Bro. & Co.
Louis S. Gottlieb, B:sq., of Louis S. (iottlieb, Washington, D.
C.
VVm. B. Growtage, of American Litho. Co.
O. J. Gude, of The O. J. Gude Co.
N. E. Guedalia. of Guedalia & Co.
A. Goldbloom, of A. Ruben & Co.
Moritz Haas, of Haas Bros.
A. Hall, of August Hall.
H. C. ifallam, Washington representative, "Tobacco leaf"
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Mr. Uogers

made

appearance in Omaha about
which time he became iflentified
\^'th the sales
force <.f Peiegoy \ .Moore.
Almost twenty
.^cars were
spent in this connecti(.ii. a goodlv ]>orlion of tlie
["'""] Ixing devoted to taking
charge of' the company's
branch.
T.ater Mr. Rr.gers entered btisiness for himl^'ljal
doing |,oth j(d)bing and
retailing.
Prosperino-. the
^"sniess was
afterwards taken over bv the Niles
^roser
^^frar Company,
who incorporated it' as the Niles-MoscrJ^'frj-rs Cigar
Conii)anv. admitting Mr. Rogers to parttueiity-live

years

hi> first

ag<.. at

Charles

\ Oung.

Denver, Col., who distributes, in a
number of sizes, the "Camille" cigar, manufactured by P.
Pohalski VV- Com|)any. .\ew York, reports this cigar as be.\.

ing among his list of staples. Afr. Young
with the success attending the brand.

is

well satisfied

j'^t'l'.

i<l'

"^rship.

'

'

Alfred Paker. Clyde A. Lower, and John McFarland
are named as the incorporat«trs of the
J. T. P.aker Company,
<»f Toledo. O.. recently incorporated at Columbus,
O.. for
the purj)ose of engaging in the manufacture of cigars. The
cai>italization of the

company

is

stated to be

$.')000.
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Larger Quarters for Cedaroid Company
The Cedaroid Company, Rochester, N. Y., announces

J5f

TuMipii Tn[ps

3S^
for

HE

bill

that

was

to

Tampa, May 26, 1916.
have come before the Cuban

tobacco
Congress for action, providing that
exported from Cuba be subject to examination
appraisement by the Cuban Government, and that
been withan export tax be collected on the same, has
Realizing the danger of such a measure to the
drawn.
States, .were
clear Havana manufacturers in the United
A. I.. Cuesta and
this bill allowed to go through. Messrs.
oftices
Raphael M. Ybor. Cuban Consul, used their good
all

Valle.
matter, and with the assistance of \. C. del
Cuba,
lepresenting the interests of the tobacco growers in
were successful in having the bill withdrawn.
Mays, local cigar and tobacco jobber, exi)resses
B.
in the

J.

which
himself as being well satisfied with the new acc(»unts
"Lovera"
he is opening on the "Charles the C.reat" and
south of 1'ampa.
lines in his covering of the territory lying
a two weeks' trip to Cuba spent in the

Following
purchasing of tobacco Jose Escalente of Jose Kscalante ^^
Company is back again in the city.
Should the enormous demand for "Admiration" cigars,
manufactured by the Regensburgs, continue, it is probable
that an addition to the factory will be refpiired.
Matthew Berriman has left the city for a few weeks'
stay in New York.
l)rands
Alejo, Amo'& Company have taken over the
of Artiz, Caras

& Company. They

factory adjoining M. .\. Gunst i\:
The high price of tobacco

are

now

it

is

manufactures

a

special

line

of

Cedaroid containers

tobacco products, in addition t<» i)lain and fancy pasteboard boxes for use in the trade. This company claims that
manufactures the only successful s'anitary substitute
it
Teter J. Nagle, president of the comfor the cedar box.
pany, states that by reason of their new quarters, they are
now in position to take care of inori- extensive business on
all lines, and guarantees that not only will quality and
prices be right, but that deliveries shall be made promptly,

giving bual

Preston Herbert Back

From Western

be

I

be well satisfied with conditions. It is stated that more cigars
have been sold in the West during the past year than at anv
other time. The "Owl," "Little L.obbie" and "Robert
lUirns" cigars are being featured in a national advertising
campaign which is slu)wing signs of excellent results.

Kipp Cigar Company Largest in Nebraska
With the purchase of the stock and equipment of
Riggs cigar factory, by the Kipp Cigar
Hastings. Nebraska, the latter becotnrs the
manufacturing concern in Nebraska.
E.
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Rosen-wald
WATER STREET

C

the

onq)any,

W.
of

largest cigar

(SL Bro.

NEW YORK

m%^^

manager of the
of Manuel Perez, for a long time assistant
company. Judged from past performances. Mr. Perez is
him.
well qualified for the task which has >een allotted to

during the past fortnight. Besides the continued good demand from the Netherlands, which
does not show any signs of having been tilled yet, wc have
to report one large i)urchase of first and second capaduras
of Remedios by one of our large American houses established here, and which may reach the respectable quantity
They consisted of the best escogidas
of about 6000 bales.
of the years of \\)\\ and 11)16, and the reason they had not
been sold was that the owners asked prices way above the
b'inally. both the holders and buycurrent market figures,
life,

agreed to conii)romise their differences in the prices, and
the result was this big transaction.
Resides, some of our commission merchants had cable
orders to purchase, for account of their American custom-

ers

servicable for the manufacturers perhaps
until the fall of the year HUT at the earliest, or possibly not
until the year 1918.'
This circumstance is well impregnated iti the minds of
our packers and leaf dealers, therefore while the vegueros
are trying to ask high prices for their short crops, the former are not at all anxious to concede them, and they pre-

crop

i*im>*m

c^.>^^^^t^^

Clear Havana Cigars

may not be

fer to

wait, rather than to

engage

in

making sales to the American manufacturers next fall
should prove more reasonable, and in such a case higher
prices would be justified, as undoubtedly the bulk of the
cigar manufacturers have not been stocking up in anticipation f)f the shortage of this year's crop.
Sometimes the

Lopez Hermanos
Makers

New York

Office:

250 Fourth Ave.

undergo remarkable changes in the piling process,
although according to the weather conditions we have to
look for an excessivelv heavy quality, therefore everything
now will depend upon the coming fermentation ])rocess.
A serious drawback for our packers is also the heavy
cost of packing the crop in the Santa Clara province, and
therefore nianv of them prefer to devote their attention to
the packing f>f loaf
in the Vnelta Abaio. where the charges
Jire considerably
less.
The only trouble this year is that
the crop in this
section is so very small in quantity.
The first 1 10 bales of partido wrappers, of the new crop.

Tampa,

Fla.

,

8

Cubt

''

:•

have arrived in town. They came from the well known
vega of lloyo dc Colorado, "La Lechuga," and they have
been very favorably spoken of by competent judges, as regards the silky texture, excellent light colors, and of a
perftct burn. As there may not be any abundance of wrappers this year either, they will doubtless fetch high prices
and sell quickly, as soon as they have passed the second
fermentation in the bales.
I'Voni the \ Helta Abajo there have only arrived some
small lots of libre de pie and hojas de semilla, which later on
ought to be serviceable for our cigarette manufacturers.
Weather conditions are still backward in most places, as
the drought continues, and this will retard the escogidas
more than was thought of last month, when we had several rainy days, but not long enough to pile all the hanging
leaves.

Sales (luring the past fortnight totalled 17,915 bales,
and which divided represented: Vnelta Abajo and Semi
Partido, 200; and Remedios. 8894 bales.
Vuelta, 8821
Buyers were .Americans, and the firms here for American acccnint. 0299; exporters to luiroi)e, 8928; to the North
Coast of ,\frica. .^08; shippers to South America. 8.33; and
our local cigar and cigarette manufacturers, 1547 bales.
F-xports of leaf tobacco, from the port of Havana, from
May 4 to May 18, 191 fi. totalled 18,572 bales, which were
distributed to the following countries, viz.: To all ports of
the United States. 7899 to Canada. 238 to Spain, 1249 to
the Netherlands, 8045; to the North Coast of Africa fOran
and Algiers), 308; to the Argentine Republic. 638; to
Uruguay. fiO and to Chile, 85 bales.
;

:

;

;

;

;

From

Receipts of Leaf Tobacco

week ending May
\ uelta Abajo
Semi Vuelta
l-'or

the Country

Since January

12, 191fi.

3,465 bales

"

1,

1916.

22^807 bales

"

1,533

"

6

"

577

"

Remedios

43

''

14,870

"

Orirnte

..

"

2.597

"

60

Partido

leaf will

Factory:

I

any speculation, which

might resnlt in heavy losses to them. If the tobacco, when
having passed the j)ilon, should not be so extra heavy in
quality, and might cure more rapidly, then the chances of

$8400.

Manuel Perez Becomes Factory Supervisor
Factory supervision having been nmubered among the
Perez ilduties of the late William T. Gcstal. of Marcelino
Company, this particular office has been placed in the hands

Havana, May '^'6, 1916.
ILTHOUGIl vvc have had no buyers in town to speak
of, nevertheless our market has shown considerable

second capaduras, s<j that now it almost looks as if we
shall enter the new crop season without hardly any old
The parties who have purstocks on hand, in first hands.
chased at the eleventh hour have done well, if the current
reports of the heavy and rancid (piality of the new crop are
correct, and which of necessity w(mld imply that the new

Perfecto.

Labor Erects Tribute to Augustus Pollack
A unique tribute was recently paid to the memory of
Augustus Pollack, a pioneer stogie manufacturer. <jf Wheelsquare
ing, W^ Va., when there was unveiled on the public
memorial.
in that city a granite shaft, erected as a
At its base is an inscription which reads: "Labor's tribfirst
ute to a friend." A speaker declared that it was the
emtime in history that labor had raised a monument to an
than
ployer. Contributions to the monument totalled more

Perseverancia No.

.:«*•'

ers,

report that they have

disposed of the greater portion of their packings to excelThey state that this year they have inlent advantage.
creased their acreage at Quincy, in addition to putting
their plantation at Dade City under shade.

Exclusive Bureau

Icrbert. vice-presi<lent of the
Cigar
Preston
returned
to
New York
Maiuifacturing Conq)any. recently
he
declared
where
himself to
after a trip through the West,

justly proud.

The Embry Tobacco Company

From Our

'-<

much

may

^J^seam

Trip
Cnited

manufac-

certainly the declaration of a record of which they

-^s^^m

H avana

Company.
is

'^.
I

as well.

EL.

ConlbaM

TTIh©

for

located in the

It scetns as if the solution
serious thought.
of this problem is going to be a difficult matter.
The statement of "not a single inch of unoccupied terAlvarez,
ritory in the United States" by V. Pendas i^
cigar, is
relative to the distribution of their "Webster"

turers

now

located at Ji50-25;i Mill Street.
Larger
to
the
increasing
due
imperative
facilities were
business
The
enjoying.
Cedaroid
is
which the company
Company
that

"Admiration" Brand May Mean Factory
Addition;— "Webster" Distribution Shows
Fine Record

Demand

31

3.574

Total

Total

42,384

Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go.

Henry IVrnheim. of J.
\rrivals— From Xew ^'ork
ncrnheim i\; Son: and Fred Horn, the buyer of Reinhard
:

P.aedecker. of I'.remen.
brom r.oston Albert
:

biirgli

i^l:

W.

Kaffenburgh. of

T.

KafFen-

Sons.

Pendas. vice-president of the
Havana- American Company; Salvador Rodriguez, accom-

From Tampa:

Fnri(|ue

panied by his son, Delfin Rodriguez, of "Charles the Great"
tame.
Departures
lo lanipa: Enrique Pendas, Salvador
Kodiiguez and iveiiin KuUnguez, Manuel Corral, Angel L.
Cuesta, and Jose liscaiante.
To Spain Saturnio Aiiguel (Casinj, with his family.
Cigars
Our few large factories appear to be working fairly
-well, despite the embargo on our exports ol cigars to Great
Britain, because, besides the orders Irom the Lnited States,
there are sufficient calls irom France, Spain, Argentine Republic, Chile, Australia and South Africa, to make up an
ensemble to tide over the proverbial dull season ot the
year. On the other hand, our small factories are suffering
more or less severely irom the loss of the English orders,
upon which they were mostly dependent to make their
living, as they either had no connections with the abovenamed countries, or only to a minor extent.
According to our daily press, the Trust has been buying heavily of the vegas in the Vuelta Abajo, of this year's
grow^th, paying fabulously high prices for the renowned
ones, such as $135 and $0.'i per bale, while the low grades
fetched from $^3 to $:)? per qq. Other dealers for making escogidas paid from $'>il to $ln per (|(|. This may give
the American manufacturers an idea, what they may have to
pay this year later on for so-called factory vegas of the
Vuelta Abajo.
We are glad to state that the illness of Don Pepin Rodriguez has fortunately been of no serious or lasting duration, and that he is now nearly convalescent again, although
upon his doctor's advice he gave up his intention to leave
for Spain by the S. S. "Alfonso XII," on the "^oth inst.
He may leave eventually by the steamer leaving here on

—

—

Romeo y

working (|uite well
our consuming countries, having sufticient. orders

the 3()th of May.
for all of

julieta is

on hand.

working quite normally.
For Larranaga is managing to get its share of the business which is to be had at i)resent.
Punch is working regularly for the American market
as its representative. .August Kuttnauer, is always hustling
in securing orders from its American customers.
Sol and Devesa de Murias is busy in executing the (orders from the Cnited .States and the other countries.
Leaf Tobacco
Walter C. Sutter is ex])ected to arrive here from
Chicago either tomorrow, or otherwise on Thursday evening. His firm of Walter Sutter iS: Com])any has been very
busy of late making good-sized purchase, for account of
its customers in the .States and in luiropc.

Some

of the principal buyers were:

Company. ^oOO
Pollack,

;5<MK»;

bales;

J.

Uernheim

Leslie Pantin.

Salvador Rodriguez.

'HU)\

'iii'4.\

and

V.

iS:

:

j.

zalez, 2\H7
HI)):

;

Candido Obeso.

Camejo

i^-

La

!)!)T

Pas.

;

Romeo y

Arango

;

i»erndes

c\:

i\:

Mark A.

julieta. S(I0;

Com])any.

'^O

'

.\.

Jose C. Puente \- Company, KlO; J(jse I*".
Rocha. 22.5; and various others of less importance.
The names of shipi)ers. from the port of Havan.i.
during the last two weeks, of 2(H> bales and above, of leaf
tobacco, were:
^\'alter .Sutter il- Company. 23.")7 bales;
Virg^ilio Suarez, 2(M(1 bales; I>cslie Pantin, 1803 bales; Car-

Hermanos,

.533;

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Manuel Suarez, 5(i:! bales; j. I'.ernheim iV Son' 480
bales; Manuel A. .Suarez'
Company, 12!) bales; CubLand and Leaf Tobacco Company, 35(i bales; L. Bernal
bales;

For

»S:

;>»)(»

Lonq)any, 2T1 bales;
bales; Sidney Rothschild, 2.53

bales; b^rnest l^llinger

fenburgh

tK:

.Suns,

2:»(i

»S:

Kaf'

|

Sale,

Wanted and

Special Notices

RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT, THREE CENTS A WORD, WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF FIFTY CENTS
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

bales-

Allones, Limited, 220 bales; M. A. iunst 6v: Company,
bales; Maximilian .^tern, 215 bales; j. \\ Herndes &
Com
pany, 200 bales; .Sucesores de juan Lopez, 200 bales.
(

;^>i),'

MONROE

Made

Arrest

Charged with

in

Revenue Investigation

186 N.

plans to follow up other similar cases for the purpose
prosecution.

Retires from Parker-Gordon Cigar Co.
announcement that "Tom" .Morton has retired

from the Parker-Gordon C igar Conq)any, St. Louis, follows
a i)eriod covering more than thirty years, in which he was
.Mr.

who

.Morton,

was

Parker-Gordon Company sold back
to that company the interest which he recently purchased.
<^f

ADL.ER,

the

severs his connection with the cigar business U) assume
charge of the .selling end of the Independent Gum Company,
of Memphis, Tcnn., of which company he is president.

Chicago.

St.,

C-17-he

111.

Help Wanted.
Sale.

LEAF TOBACCO SALESMAN-Covering

—

An

aggressive

Now

advertising campaign

on

on

in Seattle

".\lexander

Humboldt" cigars, manufactured by .Alvarez. Mendez Sc
Company, is now in progress in Seattle. Wash, flu* Hemen way
Moser Comi)any. local distributors of the brand,

In

owners
—The
District of

FOR

.'sALK

if

OR RKXT— Fact<»ry

ity 75 cigariiiakers.
reasoiialiic wages.

Lancaster CiiuiUy, Pa.
to«n. Pa.

huiiding, adapted to ciRar manufacturing; capac("lood place to secure hands

Located in First District of Pennsylvania, in Adamstown,
Ten miles from Reading. Address O. K. Hartman, Adams-

Importation of Tobacco Into the United

Kingdom

The Board of Trade withdraws the pniposal to grant
licenses for the importation of tobacco purchased before
prepared to grant boeiises for importation between June 1, l!>Ki, and May ol, 1!UT, of tobacco
for home consumption not exceeding one-third ol quantity
imported for home consumption in the calendar year I1H5.
The quantity imported for home consumi)tion in !)!."> was
The stock in bond here on .April -^'oth
r.M,4.'».sj;;; pounds.
was '^ol.M'^K.OOO pounds.
References to the restriction ou the importaticm of tohacco were made in articles on ISritish import restrictions
puhlished in "Commerce Reports" for January .'Jlst, h'ebruary ITth and lltth. and March 'ith.l
I'ebruary lijth, but is

I

Rosenwald

&

Bro. Largest Purchaser at Inscription

J. P.

Pratt, of the factory,

present campaign. .Mr. Pratt just recently having
It is stated that his stay \vill be for quite a i)eriod.

Clyde Burritt Opens Retail Store

in

in the

arrived.

as a

res-

venue. North. Rochester, N. Y..
having been divided, one ])art (jf it is now being occupied
High-priced and
by Clyde P. Purritt as a cigar store.
popular-priced cigars and cigarettes are carried by Mr. l»urritt. who held his opening recently.
If the crowds who attended the first few days are to be taken as a criterion, the
new st(ire will be successful without a doubt. .\ second
store is conducted by Mr. Purritt at IS State Street.
taurant, at 13 Clinton

Bachelor" Has Large Distribution in Cleveland

j.

Dunn

^:

Company

Thorsch,
Dunn Company in the interests of the brand. Mr.
also made it a p(»int to get in touch with other
the
retailing
through) »ut
Cleveland who are
Pachelor,"

cently

ill

receipt

of a

visit

from

X'ictor

'I

dealers

"New

tobacco were secured by

lirother,

vS:

.'>th,

at the

.Amsterdam

bales of .Sinuatra
tohacco.
Messrs. Kosenwald iS: lirother arc said to have
heen the largest single i)urchascr at this sale,
(able advices received at the Xew ^'ork head<piarters state that
the marks include "Deli lia .M v It." "Deli I'.a My Til."
"Deli

Ua

Mv

P,"

r.MKi

"IL Pakaran."

Lopez. 363 E. 78th St.

ADLER & MYERSON,

INC.,

WE MANLFACTLRE A COMPLETE
cent
brokers.
Ohio.

LINE of two-for five and three-for-five
highest quality. Correspondence solicited with A-1 jobbers—
Tritlcrs will receive no attention.
D. M. Scatterday & Sons. Belmont

goods;

Business of American Sumatra Tobacco Co. Makes Record
The American .Sumatra Tobacco Company state that
the business done by the company during the three months
just past has been the largest in its history.
They also
state that American Sumatra tobacco has contributed in
no mean degree to the success which is today prevalent
in cigar circles in the lnited States.
The demands from
prominent cigar manufacturers thrt)Ughout the country have
made heavy inroads on the Connecticut and Florida(ieorgia crops,

t'resident

I.ichtenstein,

of

the

company,

attributes this condition to two reasons: first, the excellent
quality of American Sumatra; and secondly, the fact that
it is not necessary to pay duty.

Regulations for French Tobacco Purchases

The

president of the French Republic, on April 18,
1iMr», signed a decree relative to the purchase of tobacco in
foreign markets for the account of the French Govern-

This provided':

ment.

"h'or the duration of hostilities, the provisions of Arof the decree of Xoveml)er '^d, UM)8; are replaced by
ticle
1

the following:

"'Purchases of tobacco in foreign markets for the account of the State are to be efTected by the consuls of
"ranee with or without the assistance of special agents representing the administration of the .State Manufactures.
" 'The consuls shall have the power to act alone, or in
co-oi)eration with one or more special agents representing
the administration of the .State Manufactures, whatever mav
be the importance of the purchase of leaf tobacco to be
In every case the Minister of Finan< ^
elTected by them.
shall decide as to the persons forming the purchasing mi;,I

Kruse, Quanjer

& Company

Secure Excellent Leaf

(dni]»any take ])lcasure in aimounciiiR
fortunate in being enabled to secure
;it the last
sah' of the .\insterdam inscriptions, an uncom"lonly line l«»t of Sumatra tobacco marked "\A*C I'adang
Ijermin."
Mr. (Jnanjer, of the company, has been visiting
the trade recently interviewing the more prominent cigar
niaiHif.icturers with reference to the purchases made at the
Kruse, (Juaiijer
that they were

i\.

sion.

The

inscription.

original text of the decree w^as published in the

"Journal Officiel" of April

Spingarn

of the
liorseh

lots oT

on May
when they purchased

I\«>senwald

.\

report excellent distribution m
Clevelaiid. ( ).. on their "Xew I'.achelor" cigar. This brand
has been placed in practically every cigar store of the city.
They were rePyle iK: .\llen are the local distributors.
T.

II.

inscriptions,

Rochester

The space formerly occupied by .^am Palmer

Some decidedly choice

aroma.

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Siftingt,
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

New
E.

fine

Wanted.

Box

Steam heat and sweat room,

territory,

9-1-tf

First

Address in confidence,
Trlflers will receive no attention.
needed
26, "Tobacco World." 236 Chestnut Stieet, Philadelphia, Pa.

Vuelta;

York.

a long-established high-grade cigar factory
Pennsylvania, making five-cent and ten-cent
brands with wide distribution, are desirous of selling same, owing to
Will make a big sacrifice to responsible
nressure of other Interests.
$20,000
to take hold of proposition.
parties with sufflclent capital

FOR SALE

(S:

are having the assistance of

New

REAL CHANCE FOR A WORKING FACTORY

I

Campaign on "Alexander Humboldt"

HAVANA SHORTS— Pure

.

aT

Middle West and Southern
Box 109, "Tobacco World."

desiring good paying side line, write to

Guaranteed A-1
FXJR SALE Hemedios Havana shorts, pure and clean.
Fifty cents per pound.
Also Vuelta ahorta, of
or money refunded.
York
the finest quality. Edwi n Alexander A Co.. 17 8 Watar Streat. New

at

of

Salle

For

"Tom" Morton

vice-president

La

soliciting bribes

identified with the cigar business.

and equipment of "Eureka Cigrar Factory", Reamstown,
Lancaster County. Pa., established 1860. Splendid opportunity.
For full
particulars address The Lancaster Trust Company, Lancaster, Pa.
Executors,
Estate of John G. Root, Deceased.

CIGAR BROKER.

from tobacco dealers on
the East .Side, Christopher j. l-ortman was arrested recently
and arraigned l^efore Cnited States Commissioner Clarence
The arrest of l-'ortman, who until two months
J. Houghton.
ago was identified with the Internal Revenue .Service revealed a system of wholesale graft which has been in operation during the last tifteen years by deputy collectors
of
internal revenue in order that they might increase their
legitimate incomes. Eortman was i)laced under $;5(»(i(i bail
Assistant Cnited States Attorney b^dward M. McDonald

The

FOR SALE— Factory

Special Notices.

Oretaniv.

"New
Muniz & Gon-

33

«K:

•

Suarez ^: ComAbe Haas, (ill; Muni<

Manuel

so-^^

!•'.

Son. 3:{|7;

bales of leaf tobacco.
Among the princi])al sellers were noted:

pany,

Arnoldson

Conq^any, l.')7(» bales; Mark A. Pollack
1523 bales; Sobrinos de A. (ionzalez, 13:'.:) bales; Salvad
Ciarcia, !>25 bales; II. L'pmann i\: Conq)any, 051 balesJos
Suarez tK: l"onq>any, H3T bales; Menendez vK: Company {'^n
los

He

doing well, particularly for the Argentine
Partagas
Republic and Chile, although Robert E. Lane is also send'"R good orders from the .States regularly.
Don Teodoro (iarbade, of II. Cpmann & Com])any.
left for the Cnited States last week, in order to s])end a
short vacation in the North.
The 11. Cpmann factory is
is

*
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I

he running

& Company
lot

of

^h 'm" i)urchased at the
'••

Spingarn

•s

i^-

.Sumatra

tobacco,

marked "Deli

.Amsterdam inscription by
^'<trk, is stated to have been

I'ifth

Company. New

11)

Hi.

Get Choice Sumatra

Much interest
vcrv best ofTi'ered :il the sale.
heing manifested in the purcha.se l)y the company's trade.

aiiKMig the

T.),

Second .Street and Alonroe .Avenue,
.Memphis, Teiin., is being remodelled for l.ouis Renault and
his brother, Charles Renault, who will conduct a cigar store
A complete line of po])ular cigars will
<»n the i^remises.

The building

be carried.

at

^

SsQffii

^

FiramiKeSscco)

—

Company,

completed his work
liiediate luture in tne Los Angeles and San Francisco
territory.
On the trip now about to start, Mr. Knubel will
be absent for several months.
Samuels Smoke House, of Oakland, Cal., has been having a big run on the "Jose Garcia" high grade, and the
"lantos" live-cent lines of Cien Porciendo & Company, for
which they have the distribution in Northern Calitornia.
"The Detroit Hand Made" cigar, made by the Mazer
Cigar Company, of Detroit, is now being distributed in the
Sacramento Valley by the Capitol Cigar Company, of Sacramento. In Oakland and the surrounding towns the line is
placed through H. & S. C. Bercovich, of Oakland.
J. Harris, a cigar dealer of Grass Valley, Cal., has
been in San Francisco this week looking over the situation.
He reports that the mining country about Grass Valley is in
a very prosperous condition.
J. C. W^ood, who for many years past has acted as the
Pacific Coast agent for Berriman Brothers, has now been
made manager of the cigar distributing department of the
William Cluff Company, wholesale grocers of this city, who

San. Francisco, May 5iU, 19.1(5.
ITY business is holding up nicely; and country
trade, notwithstanding some bad spots due to the
dry spring, is also keeping up about to the average. Advices from the north are to the effect that
both Oregon and Washington are rapidly recovering from
the first effects of the prohibition laws which caused a lot
of uncertainty six or eight months ago.
I'lie
s nailer
States on the Coast Arizona and Nevada are also coming out strong as a result of their extensive mining interests.
San Francisco retailers are wondering just what the
vacation season is going to do to them this summer. The
schools and colleges are now beginning to close and this
is always closely followed by the opening of the vacation
season. The general idea is that everybody and his family will take a vacation this season, the idea being largely
founded on the fact that the Exposition last year kept
very many people at home who would otherwise have spent
more or less time out of town. A few cigar men have
already escaped for short rests in the mountains or at the
seashore
but most of them have left these little outings to a later date.
M. A. Gunst & Company are anxiously awaiting a big

—

—

;

are also distributcjrs of the "Jose Villa" cigar, made by
Berriman Brothers. The change is understood to be preliminary to a consideral)le expansion in the cigar end of the

William Cluflf Company business.
H. M. Berger has bought out the retail cigar business
of R. O. Walker, at 201 Eddy Street.
The name of the Vairance &. Woodworth Cigar Company, of Los Angeles, Cal., has been changed to the La

;

shipment of "Alhambra" Manila cigars now due. One of
their half million monthly shipments went to the bottom
of the sea when the "Chiyo Maru" was wrecked in the
(Jrient a few weeks ago; and as a result there has been
quite a shortage of Manila smokes with the M. A. G. con-

Abilidad Cigar Company.

Henry W. Peabody & Company, San Francisco, importers of Manila cigars, is quite impressed with the growth
of the Manila cigar exporting business as a whole.
The
of

Arthur Meyer, the well-known ambassador on this
Coast for the "Alexander Humboldt" cigar, left San Francisco a few days ago for Portland, Seattle and other points
in the Pacific Northwest.
H. L. Jeffries, representing the Liggett t^ Meyers Tobacco Company, has returned from a trip to Manila, where
he opened Philippine headquarters for the company.
A. E. Porteous has bought out the cigar and tobacco

shipments from Manila to the United States during the first
three months of lOlfi were 10,r>.32,()(>(). as compared with
1(5,862,000 for the

same three months

exports from Manila to

(,f

1915.

The

many

years president and chiei
stockholder of Horn &. Company, wholesale cigar and tobacco dealers of this city, but who recently retired from
the trade, has returned from a few weeks' vacation at Los
Angeles and other Southern California ])oints.

B. Carlton, head of the cigar importing dej)artment

total

countries during the same period
for 191 G was 38,()00,()00, as compared witli :50,(UK>,000 for
1915. The biggest percentage of increase was in shipments
all

to Europe.

Long Beach,

business of E. Wunder, at

Manager

Carlton, of the cigar department of Henry
W. Peabody & Company, reports that his business continues to grow, there being a steady demand for Manila
cigars from many parts of the country.

Cal.

representative of the S. R. Moss
Cigar Company, of Lancaster. Pa., is spending the week at
Los Angeles, looking up his connections in that city, lie

judell

cigars, cigarettes
Co., lienton liarbor,

Coi-iJiJUKNE :—39,729.

May

bacco.

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and toAmerican i-ittiographic Lo., Mew York

1910.

10,

City.

For all tobacco products. May 8, 1916.
Davenport, Iowa.
DUO-BLEND:—;3y,731. For all tobacco products. May 8, 1916.
The llarkert Cigar Co., Davenport, Iowa.
GEN. OBKEGON:—39,732. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and
tobacco. May 9, 1910. American Lithographic Co., New York

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Effective April J, 191(i.
(see Note A),
$5.00
Registration
1.00
(see Note B),
Search

I

The Harkcrt Cigar

City.

2.00

Transfer,
Duplicate Certificate,

GEN£.RAL JOHN

2.00

4, 1916.

May

11.

1910.

April

and tobacco.

roots

New York

City.

April

•tobacco.

MUNDO:—39,704.

ARCO DEL

April

York

tobacco products.

all

May

17,

1916.

May

17,

1916.

The Moerle

17,

Litho. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
For all tobacco products.
Litho. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
For all tobacco products. May 17,

The Moehle

17, 1916.

American Lithographic

Co.,

17, 1916.

cigars,
cigarettes
Allen, Buffalo, N. Y.

and

For all tobacco products.
Litho. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Moehle
The Moehle

For all tobacco products.
Litho. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

KINGS-KNIGHT:—39,745.

cigarettes, cheroots
Lithographic Co., New

For

Litho. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

JOHN McDERMOTT:—39,744.

che-

cigarettes,

cijjars,

The Moehle

MICHAEL MALLON:— 39,743.

19lG

4,

May

For

May
May

tobacco and cigarettes.

cigars,

Carl Kanschra, Brooklyn, N. Y.

15, 1916.

TRANSFERS.

ROBERT BARRETT:— 19,640

City.

MARY RETA:—39,705.

May

EDMUND KENT:—39,742.

April

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots
American Lithographic Co., New

1910.

13,

For

Fritz Bros. Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and
39,737.
May 10, 1916. American Lithographic Co., New York

City.

.New York City.

American

tobacco products.

all

FVitz Bros. Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

MATTATUCK:—39,738. For cigars and tobacco. May 16, 1916.
H. M. Sachs, Waterbury, Conn.
JOSEPH PLUNKETT:—39,739. For all tobacco products. May
The Moehle Litho. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
17, 1916.
MICHAEL O'HANRAHAN:—39,740. For all tobacco products.

1-or cigars,

1910.

13,

For

May

City.

GOLDEN BLEND.—

City.

and tobacco.

tobacco and cigarettes.

New York

The

1916.

May

cigars, etc.

For

1910.

13,

ALTO DEL MUNDO:— 39,703.
York

and tobacco.

cigarettes
I'endrich, Lvansville, ind.
Inc.,

cigars,

Ruckert,

&.

For cigars, cigarettes,
American Lithographic

1916.

10,

CORNELIUS CULBERT:— 39,741.

cigars,

lor

The

17, 1916.

1916.

REGISTRATIONS
JO,

For

Schwarzkopf

PHILL HOUSE:—39,736.

every ten (10) additional titles necessarily reported.

WuRLD CONQUEROK:— j9,701.
Pasbach- Voice Lithographing Co.,
ARMAS DEL MUNDO:—39,702.

May

PHILL HOUSE BOUQUET:—39,735.

—

I'or

PERSHING:—39,733.

Co., New iork City.
SEAURAVES: —39,734.

A— An

BELLHOP:—39,700.

J.

cheroots and tobacco.

allowance of $2 will be made to members
Merchants' Association on each registration.
01 the Tobacco
NoteB If a report on a search of a title necessitates
the reporting of more than ten (10) titles, but less than
twenty-one (21), an additional charge of One Dollar (1^1.00)
If it necessitates the reporting of more than
will be made.
twenty (20) titles, but less than thirty-one (31), an additional charge of Two Dollars ($2.00) will be made, and so
an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00) will be made for
Note

Co.,

(Tobacco

For

World).

cigars,

cigarettes and cheroots. Registered February 9, 1910, by Heywood, Strasser & Voigt Litho. Co., New York City. Was transferred to United Cigar Manufacturers Co., New York City, May

tobacco.

March 23, 1916. Stephen
T. M. A. (Tobacco Merchants Association):
For cigars.
39,706.
cigarettes and tobacco.
May 8, 1916. American Cigar Co., New
York City.
E. PALLEZ Y CA.:
For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, sto39,707.
gies, smoking and chewing tobacco.
May 8, 1916. Wattles &
Co., Litchfield, Mich.
BEN ZINE:—39,708. For tobacco, cigars, stogies, cheroots and
cigarettes. April 21, 1916. Jno. IL Swisher & .Son, Newark, Ohio.
PERSKARET:—39,709. For all tobacco products. May 4, 1916.
Scluvarzkopf & Kuckcrt, New York City.
CRADELLA: 39,710. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco. May 1, 1916. American Lithographic Co., New York City.
REFRAIN:—39,711. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco.
May 1, 1916. American Lithographic Co., New York Citv.
LA SA DO:—39,712. For cigars. April 17, 1916. Cuban Cigar Co..

—

12, 1916.

LA CARDELINA:— No.

—

and tobacco.

ettes

23,101

(Tobacco Leaf). For cigars, cigar7, 1902, by American Litho-

Registered April

graphic Co., New York City. Was transferred to United Cigar
Manufacturers Co., New York City, March 29, 1916.

—

Compaiiia Litografica De
Oficina Principal, San Jose

La Habana

No 23, Habana, Cuba

New Orleans, La.

CELESTA GARCIA:— 39,713.

For cigars.

New York

May

8,

LA FLOR

and tobacco.
nati. Ohio.

March

31,

MANILA BLUNTS: —39,716.
May

f).

1916.

Tlu'

The

I9l6.

House

For

Manufuclurers of

New

1916.

C'ity.

Fritz

FINES

stogies and
of Crane, Indianapolis, Ind.

.Shc)w C^artls

cheroots.

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco.
American Lithographic Co., New York City.
APPROACHER: 39,718. lor cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco.
May 6, 1916. American Lithographic Co., New York

May

6.

1916.

OCA

IMPOK FED

I.

Cigar Box Labels, Bands and Trinimings

Hrothers Co., Cincin-

cigars,

r

GARRETT

—

H.

and Advertising Materials

SMITH,

106

E.

19th SL,

New York

Sole Agent United States and Canada

f"ity.

Increased Output of Cigarettes in

A. E. McDevitt, a cigar man of Los Angeles, Cal.,
has been visiting the local trade this week, lie says that
Los Angeles smokers are out in force, and that the summer prospects are good.

head of H. L. Judell & Company, who
has been in the southern end of California for a couple of
weeks attending the G. A. R. and Commercial Travelers*
Association State conventions, and visiting some of his
friends in the trade, has returned to San Francisco well
plcrfsed with his trip.
Tie finds the South in pretty good
shape, though with some comf)laiiits in j)laces. as in the
San Francisco section.

12,

For

La Kurba Cjgar

10, 1910.

May

Tki-i5LEND:—39,730.

Naciones Cigar Company

Allen.

ur UliNlUlM MA KHUK:—0^,728.

bi2.>ix^

CITY

HOOK-UP: — 39,717.

& Company.

H. L.

5

NEW VORK

BEEKMAN STREET

DE JOSE VEGA:—39,714. For all tobacco products.
February 4, 1916. Abraham & Levy, New York City.
HOUSE OF COMMERCE:— 39,715. For cigars, cigarettes, stogie-

has had a good run of business in the San Francisco district, where the "Flor de Moss" is distributed by H. L.

For all tobacco products.
Dulenhorsl, Milwaukee, Wise.

L'.

.viicn.

Sawyer, formerly in the wholesale cigar business
on .'^acramento .Street, has now given uj) the cigar trade and
has opened in the wholesale hop business at the same location.
Mr. Sawyer, until the breaking out (>i the Mexican
revolutions, did a large business in the cigars of Las Uos
of Nogales, Arizona.

n.

1910.

ana tobacco. .May

Era Cigar Manufacturing Co.,

L. A.

Herman Moss. Western

©te(S(S® M(iir€lbiiia(ls° Ass®€ki(in®iffi

and tobacco.

B, H. Pendleton, for

nections.

f

Cigar
for the im-

lie nas already
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DRILLMAbTER:—39,727.

the California Street cigar broker,
will
leave lor tne iSortn next week, on tne lirst lap ol his trin
over tne Western territory in tne interest ot the "Lharletne Ureat, (^len i orcieiido Lompany and the Mazer

M. A. Gunst & Company vVaiting tor Manilas Herman
Moss finds hsusmess Good— Capitol Cigar Company Distributing "Detroit Hand-Made"

J.

THE TOBACCO WOfiLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD
C H. Knubel,

3^

WHITE MAP: — 39,719.

Denmark

bacco.

There were twenty-two
facture of cigarettes in
i»utput

was

8(5.500.000,
/

engaged

Denmark during
as

against

;{12,

in the

1915.

100,000

manu-

The

total

in

1914.

als<j

arettes, 15.100.000

import<'(l

f<»r

were exported, as compared with

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and toAmerican Lithographic Co.. New York

1916.

6,

Citv.

TATUTA:— 3Q.720.

For

tobacco products.

all

X.w York City.
THOMAJ; KENT:— 39,721.

May

6.

1916.

R.

Cork Tips

losa.

domestic use during 191«>,
as against 111.Ioo.(hio in 191 L Of Danish cig-

There were

Judell,

115,400,(100.

factories

May

tobacco products.
May 12.
1916.
The Moihl.' I.itho. o.. I'.rooklvn. N. Y.
F. SHEJ BY RKFT?FINGTON:—
For all tobacco products.
39,722.
May 12. 1016. The Mnchlr I.itho. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

For

all

(

122-222

Cork Bobbins

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY,

Inc.

WEST 18TH STREET

NEW YORK

7,000,-

000 in 191 1.
The Danish production is of relatively inferior quality
1'^
ami cheap in price, and is put on the market at '4 to
cents apiece, while the imported cigarettes are of a much
higher (piality and sell for much higher prices.

V

)

Perfect Humidifying System in your Sweat Room,
invite
but to Sumatra, Havana and Porto Rico.

The

Builders of Perfect
Sbfeat Rooms

We

a benefit not only to Domestic Leaf,
you to visit our Demonstrating Plant.
is

THE PERFECT HUMIDIFYING
SuccteJin,

ELMER

H.

HOPE

CO.

3.»7 X. 4lli SI.,

CO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA

=
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GiM«: ••DONAl.LES"
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

THE TOBACCO WORLD

JOHN F. HEILAND

F.

Lancaster County Fancy B's

apMteUdMl TabMOs Flooa d« ViMlta Abajo
PartMo 7 ViMltti Arriba

SAN MIGUEL

22b4 St ii4 ScMHd

A.

E.

SUAREZ

M. A.
DmJmts

&

CO.

Leaf Tobacco

m

Figura* 3f-41,

Cabi*

Water

168

New

Street

JULIUS MARQUSEE, H\ Water

CHICAGO, 105 WB8T MONROE STREET,
LOUIS O. CAVA, Mgr.

of

Yofk

NewYtrk
Packvr of

Packer and Dealer

and t>tatar

in

LOEB-NUf^EZ

TOBACCO

CO.

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

306 NO. THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHLi^

Cifar Ribbons, Silk Imitation and Muslinola lUkbMi
Printed or Stamped in Gold or Silver
Labala.

3«7

N. Tklrd

St..

PhMad^lpkia

1J6

CaWe

Address, -Na^lec^-

AMISTAD

=Leaf Tobacco

fcuportei a of KaTana and Sumatra ami
Packers of Seed Leaf Tobacco
Ffaiest Retail Department in Pennsylvania
'

151 North 3d St, PhOadelphia

NEW

YORK, No.

130

Water

Street

Leaf

CigarRibbons

For Quiet, Results

IlArrENBUKGH

L

StUALITY
Nvptuno 6, Havana.

115

BREMEN, GERMANY

Wrtta fw Saayle Card and PriM

List to

try

A;

The World's *'Want Fade

Cohn & Company

Wm

DtpartaaM

lmp0fie^f of HalfArm And SamMt^n, ^t^k^f^t of Sf^e^

Leaf Tobacco and Grov^ers

142 Water

Street,

.

of Gtoffia Sumatra
.

.

New York
Factory No. 79

Established 1870

S.

R.

KOCHER

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and Domestic Cigars
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco
Leading brands— "Volitta," "Quaker," "Nabobs," "1-4-5," "Havana
Cream." "Imperial Beauty," "Little Vara"

S^Anuf^cturers of Bindings, Galloons, TaffetAS,
Satin and Gros Grain

:

WRIGHTSVILLE, PA.

MENDC1.SOHN.

HI nfth

(D.

.

&

Importers and Packers of

9ft.

of

Puerlo Rico Warehou.e:

CAYEY

New York
178

New

NISSLY

^**'°M HouMt: Laacastor, Floria.

Yirk

A^draaai

HavaM. Caba

la Obrapla Street.
OiMm "VNICVIT'

F.

B^r«n alwaya

(iimI

it

•.

MAXIMILIAN STERN

Co.

Havana Tobacco
Clavel No.

I .

Hsvsns, Cubs

1

65 Freat

Skest.

Nsw Ysik

Office:

W^TER STREET

NEW FACTORY

BSTABLISHU) ISH

I_

Prasse

CO.

Puerto RIcan Tobacco

SAN MIGUEL 136

Sl

Bar

Havana Leaf

Hrvnnft Office-

Streets

Commlsaion Merchanta
Leaf Tobacco & Clears

IM WATDI STMET. NCW YOMC

Manuel Alvarez

Critical

Ave.,

A

Duke tnd Gheetnut

Michaelsen

HAVAJ^A C09ACC0 IMPORTERS

& SONS

CHOICE CIGAR LEAF

Toasts

MANUFACTURED BY
CO.,

SONS

Lenia

Cor.

Leaf Tobacco

Paddng Houses: Strasburg and Lancaster

OROWCRS AND PACKERS OP

Strong, Salt, SWeet and Plain Scotchs

GEORGE W. HELME

BORNEMAN

Est. 1851

Correspondence with wholetale and jobbin;; trade invited

Factory and Office*:

Cuba

Office,! 33-1 37 PtaMt

RANCK

H.

LANCASTER, PENNA.

Boston. Maaa*

MM4ilwha

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

H^appeesHigh

New York

Ikvaaa Warehouse, Salud IS.

E.

Maccoboys

St..

Office:

''":'"'" .id importer.

YORK

Est. 1760
:
Lorillard's Snuff,
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825
ff,

68 Broad

D. SELLERS. SELLERSVILLE. FA.

Dome^c

OF HAVANA TOBACCO

And Packers

& Ax^s Snu

-

HAIANA. AMISTAO tS

The Standards of A merica
Gail

Cuba

Alwayp Rowb

Packar and Daalar la

W

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY
WOODHAVBN AVENUE. GLENDALE. NEW

MONROE

Cigars
CBl

Co., SellersTillc, Pa.

for Manufacturiag Ciffar Boxaa la
for Ona Mora Good Cuatomar

MILTON

HAVANA

ERNEST ELLINGER & CO.

Iwvyk

t*

&

Tobacco

CIGAA BOXES. Go la

Keystone Cigar Box
Our Capacity

PANTIN

Gxiaulmdo 142, Havana,

Largest assortment of Plain and Fancy

Co.

Commiaaion Merchant

Merchant

HAVANA, CUBA— Consulado

MANVFAGTUMBBS OF CIOAI SGKAP TOBAOCO

And Importers of HA, VA, NA
No. 143 Market Street, LftncMter, Pa.

AND ARTEMI8A

LEAF TOBACCO

Warahonaa. lA Eaat Clark Av«naa. YOKE. PA*

aatl

Far Geauine Sewed

&

Nissly

F.

LESLIE

HABANA, CURA

ST.

PA.

LEAF TOBACCO

HEINRICH NEUBERGER

& CO.

HIPPLE BROS.

LANCASTER,

Packera and Daalara I0

Wa Wan< Your Oylolaa

Trial.

SPECIALTY-'V'UELTA ABAJO

LXAF TOBACCO
3N asd

Glra Ua a

Stock Cwda.

John

Almacen de Tabaco en Rama

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Ml, MS,

St.,

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS

CARDENAS y CIA

STRAUS & CO.

K.

W. Walnut

oa

Warahauaal Bird-In-Hand, Lanaaatar Ca., Pa.

Correapondance SoiietM

HANOVER, PENNA.

-Z ;;l'-^" -

Offioa and Salaaraam
IIO-II2

tSatabliihcd 1890

THE YORK TOBACCO CO.

Leaf Tobacco

in

All Grades of Seed Leaf T^haaeA
TELEPHONE 3956 JCIW

"Cuetara" Havana, Cuba

LEAMAN

K.

J.
Street,

X&^^
^^^d

Ave.,

NEW YORK

liRAUSSMAN Importer
HAVANA TOBACCO

KINDS OF

ALL

Labels
Cigar
Box
A-;D TRiMMiNGS,

LANCASTER, FENNA.

HABANA, CUBA

lOt

MANUFACTURER OF

CO.

£i
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TOBACCO

H.

W. HEFFENER & SON
Steam Cigar Box Manufacturars
AND MAKERS OF

Main Office: FIoHb, Pa.

a pleMure to look

own

our tamiin

IfM

Patented Wire Bomid Shipping

HOWARD

Ic

BOUNDARY AVE.

Cut
YORK. PA.
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HEYffOOD.

BELIEVERS IN PUBLICITY

STRASSER&VOICT llTHOCO.

These foremost houses of the trade have reliable liooda to sell [and want our
Read their story and when writlnii tell them
snhscribers to know about them.
No boiius Advertisinii admitted.
«-x
you saw it in The Tobacco World.

26- STREET & 9- AVENUE, NEW YORK
MANUFACTURERS

OF

Cigar Box Labels
Bands and Trimmings
Chicago,

St.,

A
&

OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPORATING

EatmhHthm*

^,
. smooth
.^ In character
k
*
Make tobacco mellow and
and Impart a most palatable flavor

«

.

and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for List of Flavors for Special Brands
BBTUN. ABOMATIZEK. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS

FRIES

FOR

A

SMOKING

BRO., 92 Reade

Street,

New York

WN.

F.

CONLY & SON
27

Street

UM

^ummmuACm,S^lM^

South Second

5

•

f
40
•«

Bachia

&

Bayuk

Brof.,

&

m
•

Havana, Cuba

i

^35

fV«r IV

...:..........•
Co., Inc

Brothers

Boucher Cork &
Bninhoff Mfg. Co.
Business Opportunity ...........•.•••
V't;*":!*
Tampa
BustiUo Brothers & Diaz, New \ork and

Machine

"^

„

CIGARS. TOBAtC«
SMOKERS' ARTICLES. SPECIAL SALES OP LEAF TOBACCO. CON.
SIGNMENTS SOLICITED. ADVANCES MADE. SETTLEMENTS

MADE ON DAY OF SALE

Cia, Havana
Castro & Co., Pedro, Tampa, Fla.
Cifuentes, Pego y Ca., Havana, Cuba
Cohn & Co., A., New York
Comly & Sofc W. F., Philadelphia
Commercial Cigar Co.
Compania Litografica de la Habana

^
*"
'
*

ardenas y

Parmenter Wax-Lined

NEW VORK

Coupon Cigar

167

&

CO.

Meehle Ltthograpbte Ca, The, Brooklyn
Morris & Company, Philip

.
••....•..
..•*..*.. .........I

CALIXTO LOPEZ & CO.
St.,

Owners and Manufacturers

WIS.,

-

^
^

•

**

.•

New York

FOLDING BOXES.
ETC.

257-265 WEST

17"* ST.

Havana, Cuba

37

—
—4

Tilford
Partagas, Havana, Cuba
Pasbach- Voice Lithographic Co
Patterson Bros. Tobacco Co

&

Pendas

•

••

-

-

.

U.

S.

A.

CIGAR LABELS

&

Humidifying Co
Por Larranaga
Portuondo Cigar Mfg. Co., Juan

steiher building

NEW^ YORK.

SPECIALISTS
LITHOGRAPHIC
FOR THE
CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY
SKETCHES FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

5
35

••.•

Perfect

~~
»

F.

&

Roscnwald

Bros., E.,

40
37
Cover II
36
Cover II
t....

New York

5

—
S)

•

Gafla Sumatra Co
Guerra, V., Diaz

&

H
Tampa,

Co.,

Cover IV

Sanchez y Haya, Tampa, Fla.
San Martin & Leon
Fla.

Schlegel,

Geo.,

7

I*w York

37

Moi.roe D.. Sellersville. Pa
Sheip Mfg. Co., H. H., Philadelphia
Shields-Wertheim Co., Cleveland,
Steiner, Sons & Co., Wm., New York
Sellers,

Hcflfener

Heiland

The

& Son, H. W.,
& Co., John F.,

••••••••*
I..........
................
..••«.•.........

York, Pa. ..
Lancaster, Pa.

Hclme Co., George W., New York
Heywood. Strasser & Voight Litho. Co. of
Hippie Bros.
Hotel Tuller

&

Co.,

New York

Philadelphia

1

37
34
36
40
36
4

Stern,

Maximilian

Straus
Suarez,

&

K.,

Co..

M.

A.,

S7
-3

40
3/

New York

..................................................

Havana

3o
36

BANDS

BRANCH OFFICE
St.

'

-~

•••.

Alvarez

*

Gato Cigar Co., E.

THE MOEHLE LITHOGRAPHICffl

W!?STEINER.SONS&CO
SHOW CARDS

40
.
i

•

Jeitles

&

Blumenthal, Ltd., Philadelphia

10

0LCLUS/k^

United Cigar Manufacturers' Co
••
United Map Co
uvv\v
United States Tobacco Co., Richmond, Va

—

ChicagoJll.
KafTenburgh & Sons, L, Boston, «Mass
Keystone Cigar Box Co
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We

guarantee Copenhagen Snuff
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The Snuff
of the best, old, rich leaf tobacco.
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tobacco
the
of
good
the
Process retains
the World s
arid of natural leaf tobacco, making CopenhaRen
It is

made

Calixto Lopez y Cia

Havana Ci<tri

Habana

for Both Chewing and Snuffing.
Whenever a dealer has any difficulty in obtaining his supply
we will help him if
of Copenhagen Chewing Snuff satisfactorily,
he will writ* im.
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de
San Martin
Flor

& Leon

A Mild Havana Ci^ar
Made-in-Bond
^

These

Florida,

on our

cigars

from

all

are

made

in

Tampa,

imported tobaccos grown

own Vuelta Abajo

Plantations in

Cuba.
,

dL Our products are guaranteed genuine

Havana

Larrana^a Nacionales
is

the

Each cigar
opens

his

own

acme

of refinement in the

packed

is

in

San Martin
packing

and by the

Bond Stamp.

& Leon Co.

TAMPA, FLORIDA

"44"CigarCo.

an individual box, and therefore, every guest

box, the cigar reaching his hands exactly as

it

Philadelphia

was packed

BAYUK BROTHERS

For dinners, banquets, society events,
orders are placed early enough,
of the host,

ourselves

of cigars.

at the factory.

name

by

United States Government

Seleccion de 'Banquetes
This

cigars

monogram

would add a touch

may have

clubs, hotels

each

little

and individuals;

&

G. S. Nicholas

if

box inscribed with the

41 and 43 Beaver

or the dedication of the event thereon, which

DIRECT IMPORTERS

of refinement to the function.

Street,

Co.

New York

of the highest grades of Cigar,

manufactured by the

Packed

in beautiful

Independent Factories

cedar boxes containing one hundred cigars.

of

nVE CENT CIGAR
156 Fifth Ave.

of

which are made under the personal

of the oldest cigar manufacturers in
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New York Office
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all
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To

Florida -.Georgia

OPQ

following pages

you want

of Florida

to see a fancy packing of the

and Georgia wrappers,

that

1915 crop
bums and

[5|

I

ever, for

colors

it

We

United

1915 Crop

Burns

believe this to be the largest cigar advertisement

is

It is justified,

m

how-

r

and Perfect Burn
Tremendous Yield

a part of the Robert Burns story containing facts
1

,000,000

ten-cent smokers in

the

States.

They
intelligently

class are

daily

becoming

prefer to

buy

cigars

from the dealer

concerning the merchandise he

who

offers.

can

talk

Tell your

m

customers the facts concerning Robert Burns as set forth in the

Samples Ready for Inspection at
the Company's Office

I

advertisement on the following two pages.
will

142

WATER

STREET,

be

We

believe they

interested.

UNITED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS CO.

AMERICAN SUMATRA TOBACCO COMPANY
NEW YORK
juiir

^

X

interested in the cigars they smoke.

Beautiful Light Colors

Quality

two

the Saturday Evening Post,

Cigar smokers of the better

more

the

Literary Digest.

of interest to approximately

Good

in

ever used in these great national weeklies.

superior in yield
tastes as good as any tobacco grown,

and

We

shown on

the third of the series in the Robert

Weekly and

Collier's

If

is

advertisement

campaign appearing

national

Packings

m

D[sl(i

the Cigar Retailer:

The Robert Burns

Tobacco By Other People's

^
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THAT SMOKING
will

f

er's

the

says:

//

THE SMOKER
made

Little

amount

Belongs

.Sm.

Mtm^m

MEN ARE aiming
—AND THINKING
THEY NO

higher.

deeper.

They

things as they come.
Growing

fine

Havana

ROBERT BURNS

filler.

apply thought
they improve them.
to

leaf
In

garden grounds of Cuba.

THOUGHT HAS
buildings

and

cigars.

longer accept

them and
built

higher

ventilated

them

—HAS MADE nourishing foods
and kept them

more

appetizing,
cleaner.

— HAS PRODUCED

better

made them

balanced cigars— and
milder.

THINKING MEN
Our Warehouse In Havana where

ROBERT BURNS

Havana

filler

is

stored until shipped to us.

aimed high

a better cigar.

DEEPER THIKING

produced

the Robert Burns.

—WITH LESS

nicotine, less of
balanced, fine

and the forward-moving
thought that produced it. It helps
them to mix common sense with
their smoking.

Indies.

FOR THERE

IS a right

way

to smoke.

WE SHALL TRY to explain

"HOW CAN

I

tell if

which, stored in the factory—often
years— is gradually cured to
for
extreme mildness.

i'nini!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiii'»'i'iiii''''"'''"'''niiiiiiiiiiinTTMM

all.

MANUFACTURERS

we
are interested in the permanence
of our business.

INTELLIGENT

a

for

rare

own
Havana a

him a rare flavor, our

curing gives that
mildness a mildness which the

—

Sumatra wrapper helps.
THIS MAKES him a soothing
smoke as opposed to an unsettling,
neutral

exciting

smoke.

SO HIS

followers have

THINKING MEN areproducing

felt

—

Robert

future.
It

Burns

for

thinking smokers.

AND THINKING
smoking moderately

us both.

smokers are

— smoking in-

smoking

right.

Where Little Bobbie

a Smoker Needs
cigar to your

temperament, and your smoking
pleasure will be doubled.

OF THE BETTER

type cigars

AND
Just

NOW

for

Little Bobbie-

where does he stand?

CALL HIM

a

pocket edition of

Robert /iiirnsl

place— and

time.
for the

do

"AFTER MEALS"
I'm smok-

say.

Its

selection

and workmanship.

after

smoking.

IN FACT, HE. too— like

— has

proved a

his sire
"far, far healthier,

more modern smoke."

AND A

FAR,

far

healthier,

smoke should really be the only
smoke a progressive man should
*

A

*

«

:f:

*

WORD about

ourselves and
you and then we've done.

FROM OUR

point this

good

is

advertising.
It's frank.
It should
be interesting coming as it does
from one of the largest manufacturers of cigars, today, who consistently aims to make modern
cigars, better cigars.

—

NOW— FOR

smoking

your

problem.

THINK

IT out for yourselfthough our remarks h^re should
help you, at all events, to answer it.
IF,

HOWEVER,

there is even
the slightest shadow on your smoking pleasure

smoking

bill

MODERATE! TRY

Hums

for

Robert
a between time smoke.

MANY SMOKERS

who have

discovered that even one heavy
cigar is too much for them, have,
since smoking Robert Burns, never
felt "edgier" or better.

HAVE VOU

heavy Ha-

tried

one

lately?
I

then— and

but enjoyftient
comes from your smoking— you're

for

it.

sfnokiftg right.

nings— it's

NOTHING

the doctors

powerful leaf tastes
the system

is

bet-

ready

That

is

fud-

dled"- and you wonder where your
business edge has gone!

vana leaf and a mild, mild wrapper
are what I want!"

"Smoke

still,

CIGAR

when

one's "fitness edge" says: "Treat
me to a moderate cigar. Mild Ha-

a

BCiGAR 10*88

MORNINGS— afternoons— evedifferent.

by thousands
of dealers in
Particularly
by
those u'^'
"^ose
who '''"r
display this sign.
Ijold

Straiton & Storm,
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIMM

lllllllllllllllHlllllllllllllfTT

i

Office of the President, who spends
much of his time in the factory,
superintending
leaf - curing,
leaf

of fare!

two kinds.
its

filler

good—

feels

nerves

the

MODIFY YOUR

Stands

MATCH YOUR

rather,

FOR THOUGH his Havana filler
gives

his

in

consider.

principle.

telligently

there are

single

never does he
right-smoking

limiting your

helps

SMOKE MODERATELY!
be better

famous

you smoke

BECAUSE WHEN
wrong you are only
capacity to smoke in

THOUGH

the
betterforhishealthier, more progressive influence
an influence which
we have endeavored to build up.

smoking

our sales.

ter

small voice whispers
filler

at

called that?

AND BECAUSE

special

cigar

HE

Havana

of

vana?

BUT — SOMETIMES
Havana

from a
manufacturer, you say? Not

THE TIME

ing rightf

IF

the

IS

it.

—

Little Bobbie.

HIS MILDNESS
or

for three generations, he has moved
forward with the times, being better
indeed today than ever before.

or

better living trend of the time!

EACH HAS
it.

Right Smoking and
Wrong Smoking

ROBERT BURNS

Moderate^exih^r the strength
the quantity! Get into line with

The Kinds of Cigars

A cigar-type, intelligent
welcome— welcome, too, the

ideals

which produces
the neutral wrapper for ROBERT
BURNS, growing in Sumatra, East

smoke-signaJs!

mildness.

men

leaf,

OBEY THE

modern— cigar!

BECAUSE,

violate

will

oils,

SUCH

delicate

smoking.

AS

WHY

too incessant

is

a
smoking quality, a needed, actual
the heavy

The

IT

STRANGE TALK

better.

—at

PERHAPS

erate—and

him

good.

tastes

ROBERT BURNS— the "mod^^^k concerning them
TIME TO think, brother!
PERHAPS THE cause is heavy

for

THE CONSIDERABLE

Where Robert Burns

Plain— and frank—

cigars

5c.

Bobbie

and he swears by

'^%

of

when he can get

likes quality,

We

whiter

ivorth

times.

"Be mod-

smoking.

erate, be intelligent in

cigars

who smokes loc.
likes a short smoke — someWe made Little Bobbie

for him.

spirit, too.

modern

THE MAN

of faTe

have the approval of a smokconscience, and is at one with

THAT SPIRIT
is

bill

10<^

BOBBIE
Manufacturers,

119

5^

West 40th Street, New York City
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Vel.

Better profits are yours

Vs.

YORK, JUNE

It enables you to
price.
mai<e a fair nnargin on your pipe

and

Commerce Commission Decision in R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company Case Favors Fiber

Interstate

Board

shai)e.

You then realize the
advantage of putting your product

Co-operation in maintaining the price will work to YOUR
advantage.
The new price is being featured in ail our advertising.

sales.

N

roads,

attention-comattractive,
are lithograjjhed
by our staff
originated
colors,
and
designs
pelling
Your smokes, when packed in Heekin
of artists.
Cans, because of the attractiveness, will receive a
prominent i)osition on the dealer's case, thus increasirtg the sale of your prtxiuct.
in

touch with

us— we'll

— Disapproves

Requirements for
Strapping Cigarette Packages

gla<lly

submit

For cigars,
color sketches for a distinctive design.
our
tobacco,
smoking
or
chewing
snulT,
stogies,
containers.
unsurpassed
are
cans

of

of

recently rendered a decision favorable to the use
of fiber-board ct)ntainers, and rejecting the contentions
made by carriers in favor of the wood containers.

The Commission approved the requirements in the Various freight classifications that wooden boxes of cigarettes
shall be strapped, corded and sealed to entitle them to the
first-class rate, and the requirement of the Western classification that fiber-board packages of cigarettes shall have a
united outside measurement of not less than thirty inches.

(•

cording and sealing.

We

think this contention is beside the
the reason that if the use of fiber board conproper, complainant has an absolute right to use

•luestion for

tainers is

them, and
tlie

cost of

any saving which

may

using the wooden box

thereby be incurred over
is a matter of no concern

to the. carrier.

<>l

showing and

to establish the necessitv of the

•cquirenient."

particularly to the eastern section of the country,
but it
IS understood that applications
for agencies from any cities

or towns where the "United"

is not now represented, will
receive consideration.
This project is the biggest attempted by the corporation in its fifteen years of existence, and
the directors believe that it is justified because the company
has a larger
cash surplus than ever before in its history.
It IS also pointed out that during
the past year more
than one hundre'd such agencies have been
operating in

adjacent t(. New York with great success. This
has led to the belief that expansion along these lines
will
prove profitable and beneficial to the best interests of
the

cori)oration.
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LIST

UPON APPUCATION

NEW YORK

led

may

Mr. Schulte to visit Detroit' aside from the desire
l^inivestigatc conditions and locations
as regards the eswbhshment of chain stores.
f»

Investigation

shows that these agencies dur-

ing the past year have enjoyed healthy increases
in their
busines.ses ranging

anywhere from

fifty

to three

hundred

per cent.
Applicants b.r agencies will be carefully investigated.
They must have an established trade, a good standing in
the community and an excellent reputation.
One of the directors of the corporation has pointed out
that great care must be exercised in choosing agents as
the "United" is placing at their disposal good will which
is valued at millions of dollars, and the
corporation must
be a.ssured that their confidence is not misplaced, and that
the agency plan will not be abused.
Only recently it was announced that the company

one hundred and

oi)en

ing the

number up

to

fifty

additional stores, bring-

more than one thousand.

With

the

opening of more than nine hundred agencies, the number
of these branches will then also exceed one thousand.
Rarly in July the "ITiiited" will launch an advertising
campaign which will cost $250,000. The cigars to be adverti.sed include "Ricoros," "I.a Restima" and "l.a Tunita,"
all Porto Rican brands.
Double-page spreads will appear
in the "Saturday Evening Post" and "Collier's Weekly."
It is easy to .see that the branches as well as the stores
will greatly l)enefit from this campaign, and it is not to
be doubted that it will have the effect of bringing many
to the ranks of the "United."

Hamper

Ihe appearance of D. A. .Schulte in
Detroit recently
f?<ivc rise to
the rumor that A. Schulte was contemplating
nitcnng the city
with his retail chain.
However, nothing
urther than the
fact that he was in town transpired to
l^ri y such rumor.
There are manv reasons

fP

territt)ry

D. A. Schulte Visits Detroit

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, 120 Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes throughout Europe

I

a special

new agencies

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES
Co., Inc., are

That

meeting of the directors of the United
Cigar St(jres Coini)any, held recently in New York,
it was decided to open nine
hundred new agencies
during the present year. Attention will be directed

would

"Although the temptation to steal cigarettes may be
greater than with -respect to tobacco, and
i)ossibIy some
the other articks. and although the use of
fiber-board
bn.xes unprotected by
straps and stitching may result in
iiinre theft, we
think we are warranted in finding that the
cost of strap|)ing and stitching
is too great as compared with
tile benefits
derived therefrom, and that the re(|uirement.
therefore, constitutes an undue burden.
We are of opinion
that complainant has
sustained the burden of proof. The
k'^iieral experience
of defendants is in.t sufficient to combat
complainant's

T

<!<:

The Connnission, however, disapproved of the requirements of the carriers throughout the country that tibcr
board, pulp board, and straw-board packages ul cigarettes
shall be strapped and sealed, or fastened with stai)les or
stitched with wire at all openings, cjr subjected to other such
requirements, in order to entitle them to the first-class rate.
Commissioner McChord, writing the decision for the
Commission, remarked uikju this latter point:
"The carriers urge as one matter of defense that th
present arrangement whereby complainant may use fiber
board would result in a considerable saving to a shipper, as
cnnipared with the cost of shipping in wood and strapping,

YouGaanot be Mlstalcen It You Stoclt the Easiest Sold Cigarettes

CIGAR STORES

Branch— Big Advertising Campaign Planned
To Boost Porto Rican Brands

These requirements, the Commission held, arc not unreasonable or unjustly discriminatory.

M. MELACHJUNO & CO., Inc.

UNm

Directors at Special Meeting Decide Upon
ExpansionSuccess of Agencies Leads to Development

Reynolds Tobacco Company
Southern and other rail
the Interstate Commerce Commission has

the ca.se of the R. J.
again.st the Abilene

HEEKIN CANS

in

PLAN OF

IS

in a distinctive

container.

Get

&

Ne. 12.

num-

wooden 1ix)\es— each lx).\
practically the same size

this

M. Melachrino

lili
15, 1^16.

HUNDREDS OF NEW AGENCIES

CIGARETTEmYS COMMISSION

FOR

ber of eij^ars i)acked in

created

CONTAINERS MAY BE USED

FIBER

Gommonpiace
Consider the hirge

conditions

NEW

Distinctive

on the new retail price
of 35c and up
Unusual

PHILADELPHIA AND

XXXVL

Estate Valued at $600,000

The estate of Walter R. Hamper, president of the
Globe Tobacco Company. Detroit. Afich., who died a few
days ago, is listed at $nOO,000. divided evenly between real
estate and personal property, in a probate petition filed by
Charles M. Ilamjjer, secretary and treasurer of the company and a nephew of the late head of the firm.
One sister, eight nephews and seven nieces are named
as heirs.

t
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Now

that the city itself
particularly urgent business.
pretty well covered, Mr. Stolz is making a few short trips

some

into the neighboring country.
The plans and specifications for the

Demand

for

"Webster"

Man

I'Vancisco.

^^

are doing a good business.
longer conSolly Siebenhauer, who is said to have had a
San Vrimtinuous record in the wholesale cigar business of
temporarily,
cisco than any other man, is now out of the fight
been confined to a local hospital by illness for a week

having
or two.

Mr. Siebenhauer has for the past year been assoCigar facciated with the San Francisco office of La Prucba
management to
tory of Manila, and his illness leaves the entire
Mr. Hosaeus, vice-president of the company and manager for
Mr. Hosaeus says that the Manila cigar
the United States.
business is picking up nicely, not only in the San Francisco
The demand for
territory, but throughout the United States.
some sizes has been beyond his expectations and has left him
temporarily a little short on these grades.
Dave Black, known to fame as a window dresser of cigar
of the
stores, has just returned from a trip over a good part
"Unis"
Pacific Coast in the interest of the "Philip Morris" and

He

reports that the outlook

is

splendid every-

where.
C. W. McCormick, Western representative of Y. Pcndas
left for
8r Alvarez, makers of the "Webster" brand of cigars,
the South a few days ago and will spend the next week or two
looking up his connections in Los Angeles and in the tributary
He found the spring a busy one in the San h>anterritory.
cisco territory, where the "Webster" is distributed through H.

& Company,

the Front Street wholesalers.
After a brief stay in this city. R. C. Hammond, traveling
representative of Cuesta, Rey & Company, continued his trip
on south to Los Angeles, where he is spending the early part

L. Judell

PMIbADEl2§>MIA.

reproof materials, an automatic fire alarm system and
an automatic sprinkler system serve to make the fire hazard
and the insurance rates very low. Showers, rest rooms, kitchenettes and other conveniences are provided for the company's
employees. The building will have a spur track connecting it
seen.

June 5, ]!>l(5.
|OME of the Pacific Coast jobbing' houses are combusiness
plaining a little that the volume of spritig
While retail trade in the
has not been larger.
improve as
larger cities has showed a tendency to
particularly heavy at
the season advanced, it has not been
more or
any time; and in the country, business has been
fear of short crops m
less retarded by the dry weather and
The mining sections and all porthe farming sections.
the rains
tions of this territory not directly influenced by

cigarettes.

Bellman

complete, and it appears
that the new structure will be about the most up-to-date thing
Francisco has yet
in the way of factory construction that San

Simon Batt & Company Getting Splendid
Results on "Palo" Brand
San

new John

now

cigarette factory building are

Brands Shows ImprovementCalling on Los Angeles Trade-

Manila

17
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Southern Pacific Railroad. An inter-communicating telephone system, signal system and other conveniences are provided for.
E. R. Allenberg, one of the heavyweights of the travehng

directly with the

H. L. Judell & Company, who was out of the fight
for several weeks on account of illness, is again at work this
week, spending most of the time among the Oakland dealers.
Other travelers of 11. L. Judell & Company are also on the
road. Mr. Glass is working the Northern California territory,
and H. Edwards is interviewing the trade in the suburban
Eniil Judell, of the
cities and towns about San Francisco.
mining camps of
firm, is off this week for a run through the
Nevada, from which some rather encouraging reports are
force of

Order From Verdun
li.\RLi:S

John C. Bolt/., Jr., has recently become connected with
M. Schwarz i^ Ct)mpany, of New York.

G. F. McPhail. proprietors of the
Rendezvous cigar store at Lovelock, Kev., are bnuiching out
and will make their store more attractive with a well-supplied

Dood and H.

confectionery department.

Another

floor is to be

added

Producto," the popular
i.
11.
P. cigar,
placed in tbe clubs and high-grade stores.
"El

retail cigar

C. J.
business of J. Plumingdale & Company at Fresno,
tobacco
and
Mr. Brown is well known
Cal., taking possession on June ist.
with the Toin San Francisco, having been long connected

M.

is

well

b'reitag, of

Schinasi Brothers,

"Natural"

came

to

town

Widener

ing one hundred "Juan de Fuca" cigars.
The
friend is with a French ambulance corps before Verdun,
and, as cigars are a scarcity and "Juan de Fucas" not to be
had for love or money, he cabled his friend, Charlie, to
help him out. The "Juan de Fuca" brand is made by the

Thirty-three Cigar

cigar<;ttes.

brand.

An

"Melachrino" cigarettes was
.shown in one of the windows of the ^'ahn i\: .McDonnell
store, at Juniper and Market Streets, last week.

the

trade.

H. L. Judell, the well-known wholesaler who recently
cigars,
took up the distribution of the "Mi Ilogar" brand of
he
reports that the new line is coming along nicely and that
has already made a big placement of the line.
Dave Peyser, Western representative of the "Charles
Denby" cigar, manufactured by IL Fendrich. returned to San
Valley.
I'Vaiicisco this week after a trip down the San Joa(piin
He will make his local headquarters with Haas Brothers, dis-

attractive display of

Men

Indicted

Thirty-three of the dealers and manufacturers, in a
.^niall way, of cigars and tobacco, who w^ere arrested a short
time ago by special agents of the Internal Revenue Department, sent here from Washington, were indicted recently by the Federal grand jury for violating the Internal

Revenue Laws.
technical offenses with which the defendants are
charged are failing to display a proper sign on their fac'j'he

not properly boxed and stamped, failing to keep books prescribed by the Commissioner of Internal Kevenue. and failing to make daily entries of the
amounts of tobacco manufactured, and sold, as required by
tories, selling cigars

H. N. Norden, of the Standard Tobacco Company, was
a recent visitor who put in some hard work im the "Arcadia

Mixture" cigarettes.

law.

Henry Ottenberg, the well-known Manila cigar repre
tentative, called on the trade in this city recently.
As usual
he was able to secure a good bunch of orders for his brands.

Allen.

tributors of the "Charles Denby."

the

re-

"Hold" Panatelas show an increased distribution and
have made an immediate hit with the smokers of that

Company

Blum, the former owner, will probably retire from

11.

cently in the interest of

of California in this city.
Aaron Levy has bought out the Orpheum Annex Cigar
manager.
Store, over which he has for a long time presided as

bacco

of

Morgan Cigar Company.
15.

out the wholesale and

(

to the

store.

Brown has bought

manager

&

K.

J.

WATERS,

Yahn & McDonnell

Uiilding store of Yahn
McDonnell, is in receipt of a cablegram from a friend in France, order-

coming.
J.

for

Mose Balsamo Takes Over Jim Argyle's Stand in Braddock
of
J. Mose llalsamo, a familiar figure to frequenters
Ward's Cafe, in I'.raddock, Pa., has made an exit from cafe
,1

of June.

William Haas, head and founder of the well-known wholesale grocery and cigar house of Haas Prothers, died suddenly
of heart trouble at his home in this city a few days ago. Ikwas sixty-seven years old. The company has been in the
grocery jobbing business for many years, but took up the
wholesaling of cigars only a year or two ago.
G. IT. Coleman of Eureka, Cab, has been in San Francisco
He reports the redwood region
this week calling on the trade.
as

prosperous,

tbough

the

lumbermen are not

])articularly

pleased with the tying up of shipping by the longshoremeirs
strike.

former the Western traveling representative of the "Palo" brand of cigars, and the latK.

J,

Stolz

and joe

Riiialdo. the

ter the wholesale distributor for the same cigar in the San
Francisco field, have certainly done some effective work dur-

Every dealer in San Francisco and
ing the last few weeks.
in the region immediately dependent on this city has heard of
"Palo." Most of them api>car to have stocked up with the
new cigar; and. according to interested parties, the jniblic ijj
getting pretty well educated to

Rinaldo

is

getting out

"make

a pal of 'Palo.'"

some shipments by express

Mr.

to take care

IRREGULAR PAGINATION

No Stamps on

Travelers' Cigars
.\ccording to a ruling issued by the Treasury Departto
ment, customs inspection stamps are not to be affixed
cigars, etc..

imported

in i)assengers'

baggage.

Instructions

were issued to the collectors and other customs

James
lis"

Reilly, formerly representative of tbe

Atlantic City w«»rking a canii)aign
)ptimo" cigar, manufactured by A. i^antaella

cigarette is

on the "(

now

"Theme-

in

t*<-

Company.

officers as

he ".Mexander Humboldt" cigar, manufactured by
Alvarez, Mende/ i\: C'onipany. is well placed in the business
I

follows

,

"Hereafter the customs inspection stamps prescribed
affixed
by Section ?S(M of the Revised Statutes will not be
to the

fifty

cigars, or three

hundred

cigarettes, or three

under
pounds of smoking tobacco allowed adult passengers
As to
.\rticle :W;i of the Customs Regulations of 1015.
cigarcigars in excess of fifty and up to one thousand, or
thousand,
ettes in excess of three hundred and up to three
stamps.
they will be stamped only with the internal revenue
oftiwhich stam])S. while in the ])ossession of the customs
stampc
cers and before being sold to passengers, will be
legend.
across the face with a rubber stamp bearing the
baggage'United States Customs, imported in i)assengers'
pr<>
Customs officers handling passengers' baggage will
this
vide themselves with the necessary rubber stamps for

purpose."

section.

This shade-grown product has made a good show-

ing thus far.

Th(»mas F. Healy, United .States and Canadian rcpreMMitutive of .\ll(>nes. Limited, was a recent visitor.
The
"Ramon .Mloncs" brand continues to have a steady call
among the smokers of the higher-priced cigars.
".Xdmiration" cigar is to be found in more sections
than ever before, if one can depend' on observation.
\«,t only are they well placed in the central business
section, but thev can be procured in nianv of tbe better
^"lass of shops ill the outlying residential districts.
Credit
'"r this belongs to hrings Brothers, the local distributors.
I

f'f

lie

the city

life

and

now. a full-fledged tobacccmist.

is

In addition

Mr.

heralded as the leading tobacconist of that
thriving city. .\iid just to prove it, here are some of the
brands found in Mr. Balsamo's showcases: "Admiration,"
Koi-Tan." "I'.l Verso," "La .Saramita," "Muriel,"
"i:i
"Girard,"' "i'lor de Melba." "La Preferencia," "Owl,"
"Tom Keene." "judge Wright," "Cinco," "Roig's." "John
Knskin." "Duque.sne Club," "Class," "Counsellor," "Little
well there are forty-nine
r.obbie." "Ilavana Ribbon" and
<lifi"erent brands of cigars in the cases.
.Xnd it is entirely proper in speaking of this busy store
to call attention to the fact that Mr. P>alsamo carries fiftylive difierent stogie brands.
b'or fifteen years this store was run by Jim .\rgyle,
but Mr. I'.alsamo, tiring of the cafe business, came along
.md made Jim an offer, which was accepted, hence the title
For
of "leading tobacconist" succeeds to Mr. P.alsamo.
the benefit of any salesmen who do not know the store, we
mention that it is located at 717 Braddock Avenue. Mr.
r.alsamo needs at least one more cigar to bring the number
of brands up to fifty. Who'll make it fifty?
I5alsaiiio

is

—

.

I
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li

Charles Dushkind

M^iurdl ®ia IBir©iidiwaiy
M. A. Gunst has arrived

We

note with interest that the ])roduction for
the first three months of this year exceeds that of the same
period last year by nearly «)ne and one-half billions of cigAdvertising has been largely responsible for this.
arettes.
War orders may have added to the total. Improved business conditions may have contributed to the increase.
Certainly the cigarette is becoming more and more popular
with all classes. Wherever there is smoking, the cigarette
is found in growing niunbers.
While physicians admit that the cigarette is the mildest form of tobacco, it is probably easier to carry its use
to excess than that of the cigar.
a point of "saturation."

J.

"La

Y

Secretary

Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
J.

A-
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President
Vice-President
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AXTON.
D.

Louisville,

another page wc print the address of Henry Wise
on the subject of "Trade-marks," given before the Tobacco
Merchants' Association Convention. It is comprehensive
in its scope and is well worth the careful
reading of every person interested in the
Trade-

On

Marks

snl)jcct.

Mr. Wise

If

some

of the ideas set forth

by

are followed, the trade can look

branch
If <»tily as a matter of information, Mr.
of the industry.
Wise, in presenting an address on this subject, rendered
forward to much

less trf)uble

the trade a splendid service.

and

from the

Pacific

is

There

M. Gans

Muna"

town recently on a trip to Baltimore.
continue to have a heavy call.

left

cigars

Enrique Pendas, Tampa"" manager of the IlavanaAmerioan Company, is in New ^'ork on a brief visit.

must be

cigarette.

of

A. Wysard, vice-president of the Havana-American
Company, has left New York for a trip through the .South.
He expects to be gone about a month.
P.

The employes of Julius Klorfein, manufacturer of the
"(iarcia Grande" cigar, will hold their annual outing at Belvidere Park, North Beach, Long Island, on July 8th.

Then,

M.

litigation in this

W. Berriman

"Jose Vila" cigars

has

show

left

for

a healthy

Tampa and Havana.

demand and

the factory

receiving a steady flow of orders according to the latest

is

&

Jacob Wertheim Heads Jewish Relief Fund

\V. T.

Havana-American
Company, was married on the Pith to Miss Sarah Gaston,
of Mf)ntgomery, Ala.
The ceremony was performed in
Ri.son, vice-president of the

Harry Loewenthal, of .S. Loewenthal Si Sons, is the re<'ipient of many hand shakes and congratulatory words.
Mr. Loewenthal has become the proud father of a verv
young daughter.

ing

is

nearly perfect, and dealers report that they are

fast.

sell-

the
as-

de-

partment which controls the agency end of the business.
Mr. Bouvier was made a director of the company last
January, and has been manager of the down-town and
Brooklyn districts. With his promotion to the head of the
agency department, Julius .Schwartz succeeds to Mr. Bouvier's former position.
Mr. Schwartz has been in charge
of the

uptown

sales districts.

Weyman-Bruton Company Moves Uptown
The Weyman-Bruton Company, one of the largest distributors of snufif and tobacco, now at No, 50 Union
Square, have leased the entire fourteenth floor in the Albemarle lUiilding, just completed, at the northwest corner

Broadway and Twenty-fourth .Street. D(mglas Robinson, Charles S. Brown Company and Marston & Company

of

were the brokers

in

the transaction.

Asa Lemlein

— Organizer

The tobacco industry has always been

prolific of

men

who understood the art of organization, but to those in
the know, few men have anything on Asa Lemlein, New
York manager of E. H. Gato Cigar Company, when it comes

'

Sidney
'Tian

tion

M. A. Bouvier Heads "United" Agencies
With the development of the agency branch of
United Cigar Stores Company, M. A. Bouvier, former
sistant vice-president, has been made the head of the

Montgomery.

J.

Freeman has returned

to. his

New York

offices

a big hit in Boston, according to Louis Sachs, of Rosenthal Brothers & Rendetson,
Mr. Sachs .says that they cannot get
the distributors.
enough of the brand to supply the demand. Its distribu-

i

reports.

Louis G. .Smith Sl Company have been waging a campaign on the "Say-So" brand, made by S. R. Moss
Company. Chester Moss is the factory representative in New
Vork City.

making

Schinasi.

Louis.

a man tires of a thing, however, it is diflferent.
'IMie cleverest advertising and the finest (piality won't bring
him back. The increasing sales do not indicate that the
nation is by any means becoming surfeited, but in looking
Is the cigarette apinto the future the possibility arises.

is

Asa Lemlein and

assure them of his nu)st earnest eflforts in serving the best
interests of the Tobacco Merchants' Association.

of

a cigarette or nothing.

"liold" cigar

W ise,

June marks the date that Henry Durlach,
Durlach Brothers, will wed Miss Emma Kline, of St.

When

The

committee consisting of Edward

Speeches were made by (). J. Ciude and Asa Lemlein.
Mr. Dushkind recovered from the shock of the presentation suflficiently to thank those present for the gift and to

The 15th

certain

Jacob Wertheim, president of the Tobacco Merchants'
Association, is devoting tremendous energy to the work
of the great fund now being raised among the American
Jewish people for the relief of the Jewish sufferers from
the war in all parts of Europe.
Mr. Wertheim since his retiiement from the cigar field
has been steadily engaged in philanthropic work of various
sorts, and is just the man to push through the great enterHe says they want only ten million
prise now in hand.
dollars, and he intimated that about twenty men had practically pledged themselves to take care of three million of
this amount.

presentation were arranged by a

the recent visitors from Detroit were Albert
Worch and Charles J. Spietz, of the Wayne Cigar Company.

Among

nothing to supplant the cigarette. Aside from
the places where it is admitted by convention today, it has
a peculiar function with the smoker. There is a time when
neither the pipe nor cigar can give the satisfaction, the

good

The gathering and
Leon

is

jjleasure, or com|)lete enjoymei''t of a

J

bacco industry tendered that gentleman a testimonial luncheon at the Hotel Astor last Monday. As a
matter of fact the gathering was for the purpose of proving to Mr. Dushkind that his efforts had been apj)reciated.
The recognition took a more substantial form than
that of a luncheon when Asa Lemlein presented the guest
of honor with a handsome mahogany chest containing a
DG-piece silver service.

It is pos-

The advertising of
not used intelligei>tly.
cigarette brands has mildly urged moderation.
it

THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
President

BLOCK, Wheeling, W. Va

New York

visit.

^ypy
KjSj

services of Mr. Dushkind, secretary and counsel
Tobacco Merchants' Association, w^ere not
forgotten when some thirty members of the to-

of the

.

proaching that point?

CHARLES FOX, New York
F. M. NEWBURGH, Hamilton. O
GEORGE BERGER. Cincinnati. O
JOSEPH MENDELSOHN, New York

in

Guest of Honor

r^aCIHE

Harry Mills, representative of the "Belinda" cigar, has
removed his oflices to i)3(J St. Nicholas Avenue.

For several years cigarette sales have shown enormous

is

summer

Coast for his usual

indefinitely.

it

Pi..

knows

sible to conceive of a nation surfeited with the cigarette

•

FOX. New York

advertiser

He wants the man
are busy and the profits are certain.
to avoid surfeiting himself with cigars because it is the
exceptional man who is i)hysically able to continue to do it

if

JACOB WERTHEIM. New York
GEORGE W. HILL. New York
EDWARD WISE, New York

The

smoking limits a man's capacity
for smoking in the future, and he tells
lie knows that an excessive
him so.
smoker created by this advertisement be-

Somewhere there
TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES.

striking sentence in a muchthat has recently appeared in

loss,

increases.
Subscription In United States. Postage Paid
Foreign Subscription, Dominion of Canada
Countries of Postal Union
Single Copy

II

A

because he will not be a purchaser for a very
long time. On the other hand, the moderate smoker is
possibly a permanent customer on that brand.
Thus one far-sighted advertiser looks beyond the
He wants the money
present and builds for the future.
which was invested to create a customer, today, to keep
on earning. As long as the trade is held, the factories

Representative

H-OO per Year
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cessive

"Smoke
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advertisement

talked-of

'I
J.

THE TOBA(JCO WORLD

tl-e

after a successful trip through the South.
Mr. Freeand his sons constitute one of the live-wire firms in

•1

t*^

Company have

shijmicnt of .HOO.OOO

this

week.

counts in the

received advices regarding

Manila cigars, which sh(mld arrive

Moss has secured some excellent acSouth "and West for the "La Giralda" brand.

Ernest

|.

preparing a testimonial luncheon or aranging in the

way

of a trade function of a social nature.
bmcheon to Charles Dushkind at the Astor

ample proof of Mr. Lendein's

Manila business.

Rowring

to

The

recent

Hotel gave

and
one of the guests present told the wTiter that Mr, Lemlein
was famous years ago among the traveling men's fraternities for his skill and tmtiring work in promoting
smokers, luncheons and dinners in the United Commercial
Travelers and kindred bodies.
ability in this direction,

li

I;

th:e
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tobacco world

trouble now-a-days to get folks who'll ship
isthmus or move a mountain or bore a river for you.
The erection of a sixty-story sky-scraper no longer

No

3^

3S^

IHI®irIb®irft

Presented by Mr. Kaufman at the First

IlSaiiiiri?MaM°^

on your imagination for the most imi)robal)lc
undertakmg, and within six months somel>ody will

be nlmg a caveat in the i'atent (./ftice tor a contrivance to till the bill.
before the
\ et all that we have done is but a skirmish
and
big battles of civilization— the lights against ignorance
crudity and waste and inef][iciency.
Yesterday's heritage of knowledge is a tupenny estate.
Throw it into the rag bag of your brain.
Old ideas are as out of fashion as your grandfather's
bell-crowned beaver of his befrogged greatcoat.

schools were the pacemakers, when
men found their information and inspiration in the books,
but now^ it is the worker who inspires the scholar.
are creating so incesAction has outsped theory.
fresantly and forging ahead so rapidly that text-books are
quently out of date before they are out of print.
myriad posIf we are to reap the full advantage of the
adopt
sibilities offered by the twentieth century, we must
newer systems, newer methods, readjust ourselves and our

Time was when

We

calculations so that

we may

efficiently

capitalize

oppor-

the past cannot serve as a tutor.
keys will not unlock future problems.

Today

We

must

establish

new

ideals, prepare to increase the

productions of earth and brain, adopt new standards and
in
anticipate the inevitable evolutions and revolutions
commerce, industry, labor and education.
Civilization is discarding old rules and old tools.
Minds must become more adaptable and flexible.
No man standing at the threshold of his career can
the inforetell how soon the discovery of some new force,
vention of some new machine, the application of some new
formula, will frustate his plans and force him to seek a

new

endeavor or another means of livelihood.
used an idea yesterday what have you done to

line of

You

;

re-

place it?

wise forester plants a tree very time he cuts one.
Wise workers daily restock their brains.
The "man ahead" has already won his position— the
"man behind" wants yours.
You can't overtake your leaders, and you'll be passed
by your subordinates if you don't think harder, faster and
better than either.
This is the century of speed— of rapid transit minds.
The clock is the real mint of civilization. The most
precious thing under the sun today is a minute, and he who

A

can do the most with

Every
is

doomed

it

can

command

the

most

for

it.

employer who is not utilizing the latest notions
to defeat at the hands of an alert rival.

You can no

longer

make

a living on your

own terms

the other fellow won't let you.
You can't stick in old ruts. Enterprise will shove yon
off the highways of success.
Every year it becomes a harder prriblem for a back

number

cites

])urchasing department. It buys by eye, not ear— considers
takes nothing tor granted reduces costs
acts, not claims
Dy reducing chances.
Kaw products are not processed until found fit. Shortcoinings are detected betore the goods have a chance to

—

—

reach the work-bench.
Money, hours and reputation are protected by a few
Neither labor nor time are invested
simple precautions.
in faulty materials.

Friendship and pull are obsolete passkeys, where efli
ciency passes judgment. The most that glib salesniansiiip
can hope for is a chance to display wares after that quality
must talk. Influence may secure a hearing, but only merit

—

can land the order.
inevitable for aii}^ plant which does not
anticipate possibilities for dissatisfaction and loss in the

bankruptcy

is

testing room.

How

do you guard your business against the

invasions

of inferior stuff?
certain railroad

recently decided that it couldn't
A
afford its dining-car superintendent; his economies were
too expensive he earned too much for his department.
Naturally anxious to make the best possible showing,
he figured that he could save money by running the same
it cut down his printing
bill of fare for weeks at a stretch
bills and enabled him to utilize his supplies without waste.
His annual report showed an increased profit of several
thousand dollars, but the traceable fare loss, in one city
alone, that same year exceeded fifty thousand dollars. The
constantly repeated menus grew intolerable to regular
;

tunity.

Old

»St

Annual Convention Banquet of the Tobacco Merchants* Association

ALL
I

St

EjpS^iriMis

to

make

a living.

Steady study is your only protection.
Practice has long since outsped theory. The university
of action is far ahead of every other college.
learning.
If you want to keep earning you must keep
No concern is on a sound basis which is not accpiainted
with the most recent methods of production and distribntion.

Every time the clock clicks somebody, somewhere, is
fmding a better way inr doing an old thing.
Big business begins to outsell the little fellow in the

;

They wanted variety. It
to read the same old list of dishes day
road, which could see more money
travelers.

dulled their appetite
after day, and a rival
in

fifty-dollar round

than in commissary scrimpings, got their i)atronage.
This is an excellent example of bad corporation control.
It ty pi lies a condition which prevails in countless concerns.
Many pnjfits lead to losses. Shortsighted, grasping policies

trips,

principle of management is comprehension
of the relative importance of different departments. Commercial and industrial organizations must be run like a
baseball game; there are times when sacrifice hits are re-

do not pay.

The

quired to win.

Subordinates generally, are obsessed with the idea that
money
their promotion depends solely upon ability to make
on every transaction, but there is no profit in any deal which
to
Certain expenses must be charged up
kills a cust(jnier.
good w ill and every dollar invested in good will is capital.

I

an
ex.-

our imagination.

Accomplishing impossibilities is an every-day trade.
We are thoroughly equipped for Titan tasks. We carry
of trip hammers and steam shovels, and
a full assortment
subway drills in our tool kits.
If you can pay the bill there are a thousand cjuiet, bespectacled gentlemen who will .seriously undertake a transcontinental tunnel or a fifty-block hotel.
Big figures don't frighten us modern arithmetic spec-

—

ializes

in

tremendous calculations.

The new

civilization

what yesterday feared to dream.
a hundred markets from which we can

se-

There's a glut of leaders and generals.
The school of progress is educating enough merchant
princes, engineers, inventors and scientists to cope with the
demands of the time, but we are short on office boys.
We lack folks who'll do small things in a big way.
There is a weak link in our chain of organization.
We pay too much for errors. Their cost is pro rata to
the scale of our calculations.

We

have been so eager and absorbed in the perfecting
of driving wheels and gears that we have forgotten all
about the bolts, nuts and screws. And this very disregard
of seemingly trifling details has magnified and multiplied
A minor
their opportunities to create harm and play havoc.
mind becomes negatively powerful the instant it is permitted to assume a responsible obligation in a vital undertakThe moment a valuable letter is entrusted to an
ing.
errand boy, for the time being, he becomes the most important factor in the series of operations which have culminated in the communication delegated to his care.
If he
fails to promptly and precisely fulfill his orders, all the
effort, ingenuity and intelligence antecedent to hii' entry into
the situation are

jeopardized.

thought are regularly derailed by the
asinine interruj)tions of incompetent underlings.
Long-established and profitable accounts are daily lost
Special trains of

by bungling employees.
Watch your little people. You are apt to underestimate
their capacity for damage.
Because they cannot create, you
are liable to forget their ])ower to wreck.
A crawfish cannot build a dyke, but it can dig a hole that will destroy «>ne.
A half wit isn't capable of construction, but he can do
a mighty lot of tearing down.
The vandals could not raise
a Rome of their own, yet they laid waste the city of the
"Seven Hills."

Turn your attention to the lower ranks of your organand safeguard yourself against the further depredations of ignorance and shiftlessness.
Investigate your debits and trace their source, and

ization

no
Success demands efficient direction, and there is
left
true efficiency where right hands do not learn what
be
hands are doing. No one branch of an organization can
dcmoii^
permitted to proceed with its plans until it has been
ot
strated that they do not conflict with the calculations
but
more important divisions. This means real team work,
knock
team work recpiires watchful coaching. It's hard to
and get
the grandstand play out of the average man's ideas
over
him to realize that the team score has right of way

can

the individual record.

^vhuh tluy regard as the finest line of shade-grown cigars

Every man
paramount.
handioccupying a post of responsibility is handicapped and
in cocaps his associates, if he is not thoroughly drilled
operation and kept acquainted with the purposes ''"^
J^^^
to
Blind men are bound
forniances of his co-workers.

The community

interest

is

jobs.

find plenty

men

to handle

its

big

at

the

i)nce,

don't haggle

— he's

worth the

nionev.

Goldberg,

Bowen & Company Take on Upmann Line

^•oldbcrg, Bowen i^ Company, of San I'rancisco. have
taken over the
York line of Carl Upmann cigars,

New

manufactured in America. The Upmann line (jf goods has
'>t'cn on the
market for forty years and has enjoyed great
tavor with fastidious
smokers in most of the great clubs
throughout the country.
Between June ir)th and July 1st
^n active
ornia,

bungle.

But the world can

you will be staggered at the real size of a certain section of
your pay roll. There are ten th(msand institutions in America iniinediately in need of men and boys who will fill 1\\'l'
hundred dollar jobs in a five thousand dollar way. If you
get (;ne

campaign

be inaugurated throughout Caliand the "Carl Upmann" cigar will be pushed to the

front rapidly.

will

Helping Dealers With Advertising on "Robert

Bums"

Dealers who sell 10-cent cigars will be interested in
the advertising being done by the United Cigar Manufacturers' Company on the "Robert Burns" cigar. Through
the use of the Saturday Evening Post, The Literary Digest
and Collier's Weekly, an ai)peal is being made to smokers
of the higher grade cigars, directing their attention to the
"Robert Burns" brand. It is calculated that approximately
1,<M)0,000 smokers of 10-cent cigars are being reached by
these advertisements.

A

two-page advertisement elsewhere

"The Tobacco World"

*|

the issue of
represents the third of the series
in

which

dares to achieve

There are
cure competent wizards.

21

the Cnited Cigar Manufacturers' Company has
placed in the above-nientiinied national weeklies. This advertising ranks as one of the largest advertisements ever
carried on cigar brands.

Dealers of foresight cannot fail to take advantage of
this campaign which is being carried on in behalf of the

"Robert Burns" lirand. It will inspire new cust(miers for
the cigar in every hamlet and city and the wide-awake
dealer should be prepared to take care of the new trade
which this advertising is creating.
Herbert Kaufman has truly said that

for

any adver-

be a success, merit must l)e in the
product, and it must also live up to its advertised claims.
It is reasonable ta suppose that a campaign of such vast
extent as this would not be undertaken if the manufacturers did not know that the cigar lived up to every claim
tising cam])aign

made

for

to

it.

New

Ruling on English Tobacco Imports

Announcement has been made by

the London Board
of Trade that in view of the increasing scarcity of tonnage
and the position of the tobacco trade regarding tobacco
bought and paid for before the issue of the proclamation
l)rohibiting its import, they have withdrawn their proposal
to grant licenses for tobacco which had been purchased
before February 15th.

They

however, ])repared to grant licenses for the
importation into the United Kingdom between June 1, lOlfi,
and May 31, 1017, of a quantity of tobacco intended for
home consumption not exceeding in the aggregate onethird of the quantity so imported in the calendar year 1015.
Regulations under which licenses will be granted will
shortly be issued.

A

are,

arrangement

contemplation for the
admissicm of tobacco destined for export abroad or to disl)atch to II. M. Expeditionary Forces, and details of this
arrangement will be annciunced as soon as possible.
Since the war began the imports pf unmanufactured
tobacco had
increased
considerably.
1015
Tn
they
amounted to 205,0;i2,r»0fi pounds, valued at £7,r.l 0,880. while
in l!)i;{ they were 102,305,0-^^5 pounds, valued at /0.7O0,O82.
different

is

in

was issued prohibiting as
the importation of tobacco, unmanufactured

In h'ebruary a proclamation

from March 1st
and manufactured, including cigars and cigarettes. Subsef|uently, however, a committee was apj)ointed by the
President of the Board of Trade to advise the board as to
the issue in special circumstances of licenses for the importation of tobacco, and early in March it was announced
that all consignments of tobacco, manufactured or unmanufactured, which could be proved to have been dispatched
to the consignees from the place of origin on or before
February, 1015, would be allowed to be imported on arrival in this country. This proposal, however, is now withdrawn b\^ the Board of Trade, which is prepared instead
to grant licenses for the importation of one-third of the
quantity imported in the calendar year 1915.

r;l

:
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ELMO CI6AR COMPANY LOSES APPEAL

Customs Appeals Court Upholds Classification— Leaves
Would Wrap Normal Cigar

HE

United States Court of Customs Appeals, in
passing adversely on claims of the St. Elmo Cigar
Company, of Los Angeles, has avoided an expression of opinion on the interpretation to be given
that part of the leaf tobacco paragraph of the i>resent tariff
law relating to the size of wrappers to be used in making
cigars. This omission leaves the construction of the law's
I

1^

provision to future litigation.
The diflference between the Government and the St.
Elmo firm had its start when the customs authorities at
Los Angeles took duty at the rate of $1.85 per pound on
many importations as tobacco, on the ground that more
than 15 per cent, of wrapper tobacco was mixed with filler

tobacco in the consignments. The cigar concern appealed
to the Board of General Appraisers, claiming that the importations contained less than 15 per cent, of wrappers,
and that the proper duty rate accordingly should have been
but 35 cents a pound.
In addition to that claim counsel for the importing com-

pany alleged that the change made

in the

wording of the

tobacco paragraph at the last revision was material, since
the question of the proper size of leaf tol)acco to be used
The Tarift" Acts of 1897
in making cigars was involved.

and 1909 made no reference to the "size" of leaves, whereas
in the present law it is provided that "the term wrapper
tobacco means that quality of leaf tobacco which has the
required color, texture, and burn, and is of sufficient size
for cigar wrappers."

The

St.

Elmo lawyers argued

that

the leaves in most of the bales were not large enough for
cigar wrappers, and asserted that the lower rate accruing

tobacco should govern.
The board found against both contentions, it being
held that the classifications at the higher rate returned by
Collector Elliott were correct, while it was decided that the

on

filler

leaves were of sufficient size to wrap cigars of normal proportions.
Judge De Vries, in his decision written for the Customs
Court, said it w^as not necessary on the record presented
In
in the St. Elmo case to pass upon the question of size.

affirnnng the board the court said
"The record is voluminous and there is sharp conflict
between the testimony upon the i)art of the importer and
the Government as to every material issue. The burden of
proof was upon the importers to establish by a convincing
preponderance of the evidence, whatever their legal theory,
all the material allegations of their protest; but, upon every
such material issue they were met by conflicting and contradictory evidence in behalf of the Government.
this evidence the lH)ard found against the importer.

De-

action of the court

makes

it

practically certain

that the St. Elmo Cigar Company will not recover several
thousands of dollars, representing duties claimed by the firm
to have been illegally exacted by the Government. The St.

Elmo

bringing about stricter inspections of tobacco importations all along the Pacific Coast,
it being asserted in Government quarters that the Treasury
Department had lost large sums through lax examinations
covering a long period of years.
suit

had the

effect of

M. Newmark & Company, distributors
Dallo" cigar in Los Angeles, has worked up
on the ])rand and

it

the first-class stores.

now

enjoys a steady

for

the

"El

a good trade

call

in

many

of

Deaths in the Trade

1

The Home
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Famous "La Mega" Cigar

of the

B. F. Stevens
News of the death of B. F. Stevens, one of the founders
and a former president of the Liggett & Myers Tobacco
Company, was recently received in this city.
Mr. Stevens died at his home in Martinsville, Va., at
the age of eighty.

Mr. Stevens was born in Iowa. He joined the Northern
army at the outbreak of the Civil War and served as a
major in canq)aigns through Arkansas and Texas. At the
close of the war he settled at Alton, where he was a member of the firm of Myers

& Drummond.

moved to St. Louis and became
& Myers Company.

In 1878 he reidentified with the Liggett

In 1895 he sold his stock in the

He

company and removed

survived by his wife, Mrs. Elizabeth Stevens; one daughter, j\lrs. i'anill Kucker, of Martinsville, and several cousins in St. Louis.
to Martinsville.

is

Henry Hirsch
senior partner of the tobacco
Company, died recently at his

Henry Hirsch, one time

firm of Hirsch, \'ictorious vH:
home, IIG East Ninety-first Street,

New York

City.

His

death was caused by hardening of the arteries. Mr. Hirsch
was seventy-seven years old and two years ago celebrated
lie was l)orn in Germany
his golden wedding anniversary.
and came to this country as a youth.
Resides his wife he is survived by one son and five
daughters. He was a member of the I'lthical Culture Society and was connected with a number of Hebrew chari-

Herewith

is

shown
Mega"

the factory of V. Guerra, Diaz
cigar is manufactured in bond.

known

**La

Morris

& Company Show

& Company, Tampa,

Florida,

where the

well-

ties.

Walter R. Hamper
Walter R. Hamper, president and general manager of
the Globe Tobacco Conq)any, Detroit. Mich., died recentlv
He was fifty-six years old and
in a hospital in that city.
was regarded as one of the most expert tobacconists in the
country. He came to Detroit when nineteen years of age
and went into the tobacco business, making a thorough
throught)Ut the time of his connection with it.
The deceased never married. He is survived by a sisof
ter, a nephew, and a niece, Mrs, Robert Mantell, widow
the famous tragedian.

study of

it

Mark O. Robinson
Mark O. Robinson, a former

cigar manuWhile
facturer of Manchester, N. II., occurred recently.
months
h.e had l)een in ill health for the past three or four
Mr. Robinson was not confined to his bed and up to within

The death

u(

a few minutes of his demise

Mr. Robinson was born

Upon

cision affirmed."

The

m
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was apparently

in

Manchester

strong.

fifty-eight years

''^go-

Over thirty years ago Mr. Robinson with his brother,
James W. Robinson, opened a cigar establishment at VM^
Elm Street, that city. Their brand of cigars became one
of the most popular in the State and the output was big
Eor a quarter of a century he was in the cigar business.
The ainiouncement «)f his sudden death will be learned
with regret by a host of his friends.
His survivors arc his widow: four sons, Mark r-.
Ralph A., James and E.dward, all of Manchester; and one
brother, James W. Robinson, of Boston.

"Havana Ribbon" cigars have made a hit in Cincnibrand
nati, and a number of dealers have recently added the
some
to their stocks. The D. A. Wolf Company has put in
very i)roductive work on the cigar.

Philip

Increased Output

Counsellor Dushkind Before Classification Committee

Lucey, of Philip Morris & Company, is one of
the keenest students in the trade of conditions which afi'ect
their business, and has always on tap a few most original
deductions which epitomize the true state of affairs.
Chatting a few days ago about the cigarette business,
Mr. Lucey called attention to the interesting increase in
the sale of I'hilip Morris cigarettes in all territories where
munitions are made. In such centers as Pittsburgh, Waterhury and llridgeport, he stated that the increased sales on
their goods during the past six months had shown a 100
per cent, increased output as comi)ared with the reccjrds
of eighteen months ago.
In other words, added Mr. Lucey,
give the American the money and he will buy the best the
F.

S.

market affords.
President Thom.son, of Philij) Morris & Company, is
remaining iii the United States for the present, and will
shortly

undergo an operati(jn at the hands of an American

eye specialist.

Mr. Lucey visited Philadeljjhia for a few days on his
return trip from the
ashington convention, and received
a most cordial rece])tion from the Philadelphia trade.
He
Has piloted around by Mr. Richmond, their representative,

W

ind did not
front

to find "the little

Company,

well to the

I^sberg.
j)aid

his

of

the

first

Cnited Cigar

visit

Manufacturers'
to Detroit in several years

month.

I

he

Moos Company

is

])utting on a big

Cliicago in the interests'
of the

"Palma

has been prominently displayed,
has been secured.

^'g«ir

tion

brown boxes"

wherever he touched.

Alfred
last

fail

campaign

Villa" brand.

Counsellor C liarles Dushkind appeared before the
Southern Classification C onnnittee at its session in Atlantic
City, last

Monday, and demanded

tion of the railroad

a

change

I

in the classifica-

companies represented by that commit-

so as to permit the shijjping of cigars in fibre-board
boxes.
P»oth the Western Classification Ctjnimittee and the
Official Classification C(»mniittee have already authorized
the use of fibre-board containers for cigar shipments, but
the Southern Classification Committee, which covers the
territory south of the Potomac River and east of the Mississi])pi River, are still linn'ting cigar shipments to wooden
boxes,
Mr. Dushkind argued that the use <»f libre-board boxes
as suitable containers for shipi)ing purposes, is no longer
an experiment. He contended that its usefulness and its
superiority over the wooden box has been fully demonstrated.
He exhibited records showing that the real of)])osition to the use of fibre-lmard conies from the lumber
interests, and he asserted that the elTorts of. the lumber
interests to thus stop industrial i)rogress is on a par with
the efforts of the labor unions in <dden times to check the
tee,

progress and development of machinery and mechanical
a|)pliances to supplant human labor.
The lumber people. Mr. Dushkind said, would do much
better if they would endeavor to find some new outlet ftjr
lumber than to place obstacles in the way of the use of
fibre-board boxes.
In a few davs. Mr. Dushkind will subnn't a brief dealing with the entire question in an elaborate manner.

in

The

and a good distribu-

Eire of

and stock
(^.crst

unknown

of the

Way,

recently damaged the liuilding
Cigar Conij)any, located at 1??1

origiTi

Western

Pittsburgh, Pa.
I'H
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Cigars

Increases

The American smokers have behaved nobly by

although
business
is
slacking
off,
as there
we
sight,
in
and
for
orders
this
reason
less
the
majority
are
of
our factories have been forced to discharge some of their
cigarmakers, although we heard that the Partagas factory was
one of the few exceptions from the rule, having still enough

moment

learn, that at the

Tib©

'

Cinilbaiiia

United Stales

us,

Elxclusive

Argentine Republic

Perscveraftcia No.

8

Havana, Cuba.

last

Spain
Great Britain

May
May

Exports from

i

to

i

to

May
May

31, 191 6,

9,

From Amsterdam: Arend

i^ji(k

past fortnight has kept up its
activity and the sales have heen ahnust as large as
during the previous fortnight. American houses that

IIR market during'

the-

J.

van den Corput, of A,

—

Increases by countries in

Departures To New York: Theodore Smith, Maximilian
Stern and Padislao Menendez.

1916,

May,

found any longer; therefore it is no (jnestion of price, but an
exhaustion of the leaf. There are still some very moderate
stocks of first and a few second capaduras of Remedios, but
one big buyer could easily purchase them all, if he were so
disposed to act. Good Vuelta Abajo styles are hardly to be
found, but there remain enough vegas of last year's crop still

Partido

''378.75^'

518,014

I'ablo

Australia

3^3.384
302,934

Republic

.Argentine

Canada
Egypt

1916.
bales

1

:

10 to

hme

tributed to the

'-

iniCh totaled 20,001 bales,

7,

foll<»wing countries,

vi/..

:

To

which were
all

dis-

ports of the

United Stales. 10,872; to Canada. 2S<j to Ciibraltar, 25; to the
Netherlands, 7.v\^ to the Canary Islands, 3(1: to Algiers, yo;
to P.razil, 2; to the .\rgentine Republic. 1210; to
to Mexico.
Chile, 8f>, and to .\ustralia, 30 bales.
;

:

1

:

Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go

— I'Vom

Ni-w York: Maximilian .Stern, managerCompany and president
general of the Henry Clay and P.ock
.\rrivals

iK-

Cuban Pand and Peaf Tobacco Company, and Theodore
Smith, of Hinsdale, Smith & Company.

of the

From Tampa:

Celestino \'ega. of Celestino \^ega

pany; Manuel darcia, of Perfecto Garcia
Andres Diaz, of Andres Diaz &• Cotnpany.

&-

i^-

Com-

P.rother,

and

J'.ast

"

Spanish Africa

33
2,269
201

(

Remedios
Oriente

libraltar

"
"

610

"

17.139

"

Canary Islands

"

2,798

"

Bolivia

Totaf

Total

10,721

"La Saramita"

proving so popular with the smokers
the Shields-Wertheim Company, of Cleveland,
is taxed
to capacity to supply the demand.

16,600

Noyes Brothers
Cutler, are the St. Paul jobbers for
the "Garcia Grande" brand, made by
Julius Klorfein. llie
cigar IS well displayed throughout the city.

&

''

"

"
"

iManning, of M. Melachrino
Company, was a
recent visitor in Birmingham, Ala., where he
put in some
work on the "Nestor" and "Melachrino" brands.
J.

"

Leaf Tobacco
Total

Ignacio Gonzalez informed us, that owing to the bad
business outlook, he was liquidating the remnants of his
stocks, and as soon as he should have realized them he would
discontinue his business and retire from the field.
Manuel Lazo closed out all of his holdings of Vuelta
have not
Abajo, dating from 191 3, 1914 and 191 5.

3^027,77,^

Decreases by countries in
May, 191 5:

is

also going to retire or not.

a good source we learned that Leslie Pantin purchased over 5000 bales of leaf tobacco during the month of
May for account of his customers.
Manolo Meneses, nephew of Leslie Pantin, was successfully operated ui)on for appendicitis and is nearly convalescent
I'Voni

f

F'rance

5'^>8.925

Denmark
Dutch West

290.610
67, UX)

Indies

The Robinson-Pettet Company,

Louisville, Ky., have
secured for that territory the agency of the
"Cinco" cigar,
inanutactured by Otto Eiscnlohr & Brothers, Philadelphia,

*'

"
"

I

'a.

42,6of)

Spain
I'anama

Company were sellers of 1500 bales
Manuel A. Suarez
of \'uelta Abajo and Remedios during the past fortnight.
The Cuban Land and Leaf Tobacco Comi)any bought 3500
bales of late, for account of the local and American factories,

L

A. Rhea will shortly take over the building
now
occupied by Cloverdale Company, Main
Street, Peabody,
Mass., and will conduct there a first-class
tobacco store.

4.652.239 cigars

British Africa

again.

&

S.

W.

compared with

1916, as

(jreat Britain

We

learned whether he

.M.ay.

is

tiiat

"

'

33.550
33,000
32.300
25,000

Norway

53,105

&

Russell stores in Memphis are making a fine
showing on the "Van Dyck" and "Robert Burns"
cigars.

"

39,875

Peru

Benjamin T. Graham, 1G3 Broder
Boston, Mass., was recently swept by fire.
store of

"

89.725

•

Best

Company, paid a

t^'.sf«T-s

94,6ot)

•

:

2,665,409

Chile

:

Ouadreny and Jaime Ouadreny.
Receipts of Leaf Tobacco From the Country
Since January i,
\'\)r three weeks ending June 2, i9i().
\ uelta Abajo
30,236
7,429 bales
2,322
Semi Vuelta
789 "

Rains in the country have not been evenly distril)Uted, but
have been more of a sporadic nature, raining copiously in
some places and in others not at all. or only very sparingly.
Here in the City of Havana we have had mostly dry. hot
weather, only occasionally broken by a short, although good,
shower. This state of affairs has retarded the escogidas in the
country in some places, and as the leaf needs longer piling
this year, the new crop is retarded more or less from reaching
our market. Prices continue to rule very high in all tobaccogrowing sections, and this also is a serious obstacle to overcome, particularly so in the .Santi Clara Province.
Sales during the second half of ^^ay totaled 17,1.^0 bales,
which divided represented \ uelta Abajo and .Semi-\'uelta,
10,946: Partido. 277, and Remedios, 5«)i6 haU-s.
Americans. ('*S7S cx|)orters to Europe,
were
f lUyers
Srofj; shippers to South America. 925; to .\ustralia, 30, and
our local manufacturers of cigars and cigarettes. 15CX) bales.
I'lxiMHts of leaf tobacco, from the port of Havana, from

Street,

1916, as comparerl with

May, 191
United States

To Tampa: Celestino Vega and Andres Diaz.
To Si)ain Don Pepin Rodriguez, IJaldomefo Fernandez,

besides, the exporters for the Netherlands cotUinucd to he
Cigarette manufacfairlv well supplied with further orders.
turers were also in evidence in the market, and the shippers
for the Argentine Republic executed several orders.
Stocks are now so reduced that many grades cannot be

Mav

month of May,

van den Corput.

are estahlished here, as well as commission merchants
operating for their American customers, have heen active, and

for sale.

Decrease during the

J.

8,052,425

R. M. Ellis, of the Tobacco Products
visit to Boston, recently.

The tobacco
Havana, June

<<

Oretaniv.

8,979,406 cigars
"
11,644,814

31, 1915,

337.296
192,954

Total

year, instead of a small surplus, as at present.

Exports from

699,712
460,093

Australia

on hand. Romeo y Julieta, H. Upmann, Por Larranaga,
Punch and Sol and Devesa de Murias are working quite
normally at this season of the year.
The following statistics of the exports of cigars, from the
port of Havana, as per our official custom house returns speak
eloquently enough about the sad picture of our cigar industry,
caused by the European War, and lately about the shutting
down of our principal outlet to Great Britain. At the rate we
are progressing we shall soon have a deficit, as compared with

Bureau

cigars
"
850,700
"
839,189

Chile

orders

From Our

4,672,4<Si

Denmark

Sweden

36.335
23,675
23,000

Netherlands

20.490

"

The "NTew Bachelor" brand has

"
ni

I'.ufialo.

*'

MUt

some

received an impetus

J. R. Gardner, the distributor, has recently put'
very attractive enameled signs adverti.sing the

cigar.

\

^S:

this

concern being

in the habit to

Total
f^-xports

bales of his holdings
the last two weeks.

p
/
'xports
of

above 200 bales of leaf tobacco, from the jwrt
of Havana, during the past fortnight were: Virgilio Suarez,
Leslie
1475 bales; Walter Sutter & Company. 11 77 bales;
Pantin, 583 bales; Perez, Cai)in & Company, 574 bales; JP>ernheim is: Son, 521 l)ales; Ernest FUinger & Company. 5''^
bales: Manuel Suarez, 502 bales; Menendez vH: Company, 49"
bales; H. Upmatui & Company, 4{K) bales; Cuban Land and

-,
f

hicrease

The
I

dnring the

lirst

S

44.674.Sr,S

changes during the

witli

first

months of the
..

which took over
Near vn'^, show the foIl„w(^xv months of i(>ir,. as compared

in the

'

i(;i5:

Decreases
France
Netherlands

Canada
Total

Commerce, Herbert L.
was elected president

that body.

'•

ten principal consunn'ng countries,

from us

of the Retail Merchants' Associa-

tion of the Pittsburgh Chamber of
May, of the May Drug Com])any,
<»l

31,

.,^^,^^^

«"e inillKMi cigars
'"S

•'

."•

'^^'^'"^916.

;

212 bales.

May

y,
y
m4./ 7'^ cigars
,

'

1915, to

i.

*

;

& Company,

'

T

from January

At a recent meeting

19 16, to I\fav X\,

i,

^^^^^'

.Shii)pers

Leaf Tobacco Company, 4(K) bales; J. F. P.erndes & Company.
«
350 bales; Jose Suarez & Company, 310 bales; Y. Pendas
Alvarez, 255 l)ales G. Arostegui, 249 bales; Manuel A. Suarez
Rodriguez, ^Tenendez & Company. 245
Si Company. 247 bales
bales; M. A. Gunst & Company, 219 bales; Hinsdale. Smith

from January

I916,

supply regularly.

lose F. Rocha closed out ^^2
Vuelta Abajo and Remedios leaf in

5,724.974

Harry Lewis, of the I. Lewis Cigar Manufacturing
i (Hupany, was a
recent visitor in St. Louis, where he found
that the demand for "John Ru.skin" and "blor
de Melba"
was up to standard.

The

&

factory of Kraus
Company, in Baltimore, is
going to capacity to suj)ply the demand for "In-B-Tw^een"
cigars.
Improvements have been made to the factory,
which will increase their facilities.

1,010.025 cigars

168,790
3>^^7So

1,217,565

"

Net earnings of the United Cigar Stores for the first
months of the year increased, according to a statement by officials, more than 40 per cent, as compared with
five

i<

the corresponding period last year.

I
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Acquisition of Trade-Marks

[111-:

gffl

be intensely

today more
There is no industry in this country
than
dependent upon its brands and trade-marks

the tobacco industry.

A

very large proportion of the assets

to
merchants consists of brand values. And
only (luality mermake these values permanent reciuires not
fair tradnig, but, topchandise, skillful advertising and
or trade name which
ping this, there must be a trade-mark
else
of its owner, which no one
is the exclusive property
always an easy task to
has an equal right to use. It is not
nor, having
an apt and appropriate trade-mark

of all tobacco

select

Jf. ^^'^^^^^'^'\
it.
adopted it, is it always easy to protect
and then use it so that,
can help you choose a trade-mark,
will have been of some
you can keep it as your very own,
the most important phase
service to you in what is perhaps
1

your business.
^«.
or interest
importance
much
of
not
were
Trade-marks
there was only one trade-mark
in the sixteenth century, for
of that period, and none
case reported in the law books
were
l-rom that time until isin there
again until 1742.
disputes which reached the
only thirty-three trade-mark
of IH7r. to 18S5 there were
courts, while in the one decade
and I'ederal courts are
over five hundred. Today, our State
trade-mark and unfair
being called upon continually to hear
most gratifying to learn
competition cases, and it has been
Association is about to atthat the Tobacco Merchants'
trade-mark controversies of its
tempt, seriously, to have the
joard^
arbitral
members amicably adjusted by its own
can do will ever
Nothing that anv association or legislature
as

of

•

_

<.

will exist as long
banish all trade-'mark disputes. They
a
is possible to preyent
dishonesty and fraud live, liut it
trade-mark imitations by taking
laree number of innocent
deciding upon a trade-mark
a few simple precautions before
rules in the raising of
and then following a few well-known
tile

infant

mark

of the

not descriptive, but suggestive only oi your product. If
you are attempting to capture any particular nationality or
race of people as your consuming public, be careful not to
use anything, be it a word or symbol, which, because of
some national or racial reason, would be offensive or even

Merchants have sent their wares
India packed under a symbol which was sacred to some
the failure
its people, and learned, too late, the cause of

distasteful to them.

purposes of trade.
is similar to any (.ther
choose a trade-mark which you know
on the same kind of
trade-mark owned and used by another
a brand which is so
merchandise. For if you should adopt
apt to confuse the public, you
cl.)se to s..me other as to be
mark which you can never exwill not only be chosing a

more serious

in the

is far
clusively appropriate, but. what
ycm will be extending a corearly years of m(.st marks,
neighb(»r who ..wns that other mark,
dial invitation to vour
and. incidentally, tor damages
to sue you for an'injunction.
the selecSo. at all cost, avoid, if ix.ssible,

profits.

of an infringing trade-mark.
When vou have finallv succeeded in

your mind any trade-mark which

banishing from

falls in the foregoing cate-

to
of
of

easy to avoid such pitfalls and yet
they may spell the difference between success and failure.
need hardly add that you should make your package as
To do that, it is not necessary to
attractive as possible.
a
create the impression that the consumer is only buying

their enterprise.

It is

I

price
container, or that at least three-fourths of the sales
Steer a course midway berepresents the package cost.
tween the two extremes, and then your trade-mark, if properly exploited, will do the rest.

Use

flag for

li(,n

consumer of your product and see if the
mark api)eals to you as a user of the article. Try it on
some of your friends and see if it makes an impression, lasting and favorable, on them. The mark should be one which
your public can readily retain in its mind without too much
mental eftort. And if it be one that makes a distinct impression, or paints some original or vivid picture in the
mind of the buyer, a mark, if possible, with a mild shock
to it, so much the better, and so much more have you accomplished in making your mark a friend, and not a mere
The really ideal tradeacquaintance, of your customer.
mark is one which has more or less of the foregoing charac
teristics, and, at the same time, is suggestive, mind you,

l)osition

after its birth.

Selection of a Trade-Mark
you sh..uld elimiBefore you decide upon a trade-mark,
words or devices, which are
nate from the field of choice all
which are not. in ega
not subject to exclusive ownership;
A geographical
phraseologv, good, technical trade-marks.
cigar, cigarette or toname, or a word descriptive of the
or characteristics, should
bacco, or of its (lualitv. ingredients
name of any person, or
be shunned. A surname, or the
Most all of ouchosen.
even corporation, shcmld not be
forbidding the use of
States have statutes on their books
person without the conthe name or portrait of any living
them. 'I he Hag or coa of
sent of such person; so avoid
or municipality,
arms or other insignia of any country, Stato
institution, should n(.t be used.
or even of a club, society or
everywhere to use the .\nierican
It is a penal ofYense nearly
not
lUit most important of all. do

and your

gory, you should try to select a word, symbol or device
which is attractive both to the eye, and, if it be, as it should,
a word-mark, to the ear. A fanciful oi" coined word is
always a good trade-mark, and, usually, it is less apt to be
liut first put yourself in the
like some other already in use.

of a

Trade-Mark

have decided upon your mark and the parlaunch it
ticular style of dress under which you intend to
called upon to
f(.rth on its business career, you are generally
make certain statements or choose some legend^ to be
Be very
l)rinted upon the labels or used in advertising.
misrepresentation
careful not to make any misstatement or
Most of you gentlemen doubtless remember
in so doing.
in the
those days of old when it was a very general custom
cigar labe s.
cigar industry to put the word "Havana" on all

When you

in the
although there was hardly a sprig of Havana tobacco
been nearer to
cigars, and when none of them had ever

"HaCuba than rennsylvania. We all know now that
made envana" means either cigars made in Cuba, or cigars
Cuba. And no
tirely of tobacco grown on the Island of
t(»day has
one, save the utterly dishonest merchant,
temerity of misusing that word.

So. too.
ish tobacco,
.

Turkto say cigarettes are made of
somepart of it came from Virginia, or that
but
made." when machinery did everything
p"
^'ork manufacturer should not

it is
if

thing is "hand
A
sell them.

the

wrong

New

always
Tami)a or Key West on his labels. \ou should
of vvhat it i^
the truth as to where your product is made,
wUci
made and how it is made. I'or misrepresentations held
been
material, are serious, and all of the above have
right to t
be material. They result in your losing your

tei^

mark

in

you made the misstatement and

in

join an infringement of the

penal statutes.

c(mnection with wi
subjecting yoursclt

'f

may

be abandoned by its owner. This
happens when you stop using it with the intention of giving
good. When this happens, any one has the opporit up for
tunity of stepping in and adopting this mark. When the
one so doing uses it. it becomes his and he can prevent all
others from infringing upon it.
Vou may also ac(]uire a mark by transfer or assignment, but to acquire the rights of your transferer or asj;j<rnor, you must ac<|uire the business in which the mark
was used. Vou cannot divorce the mark from the business,
existence apart from it. Unless the exigenit has no legal
cies of your business recpiire it, you will find it far more
satisfactory to accpiire a trade-mark by original adoption
and use, than by any of the other methods suggested. Vou
are the onlv builder of your mark's reputation in the latter
case, while in the former no one can i)ositively tell whether
the mark comes to you like Caesar's wife, or sullied and
tarnished by .some former dishcjuest or incompetent owner.

A

trade should
subject of trade-marks and unfair
interesting to every tobacco merchant.

the

trade-mark

i)repared to send your mark forth into the
world of trade. \'ou have selected and adopted it, clothed
and christened it, there remains then, the final step, its
^'ou have not. up to this time,
actual use in commerce,
acquired any vested or property rights in your trade-mark,
h'or it is only by using your mark on your merchandise that
^'ou are

now

such rights are accjuired.
elajjse after you actually

No

time must

specific length of

commence to use your mark beNor need there be any particular
fore your rights attach.
Whether
quantity of your product sold under your mark.
you had or had not acquired trade-mark rights at a given
interval of time after its first use. would depend entirely
uixm the special circumstances or the facts of each particular case.

We

formerly thought, and

when

I

say we.

I

mean the
when onc'e

and lay trade-mark experts, that
you did ac(piire a good trade-mark, the right to it was coFor
terminous with the boundary of this United States.
some years we have known that a trade name, or a geographical or descriptive mark, could only be protected in
U you had been sellthe territory in which it was known.
ing the "New Vork" cigars (mly in the New England States,
you could only prevent .someone else from using that mark
in that same territory.
Vou could not stoj) him from marHut in Februketing "New N'ork" cigars in W ashington.
ary of this year, our Supreme Court, in the case of the
Hanover Star Milling Comiiany v. Metcalf, and The Allen
Wheeler Company v. Hanover Star Milling Company,
litigation which will be handed down to posterity as the
famous "Tea i<«)se" flour trade-mark case, has completely
upset all our ])reconceived notions of the extent of our
right to good, technical trade-marks.
The "Tea Kose" delegal fraternity

iK'

.1

limited-market doctrine of restricted right
to good, technical, though unregistered, trade-marks.
The
Su|)reine Court says your trade-mark will be protected only
cision applies the

or market in which it is known, or to
which it would ordinarily find its way in the course of the
natural expansion of the owner's business.
What a world
of uncertaintv is opened up!
are
we
going
How
to determine without a lawsuit which territory should be considered within the limits of the natural expansion of the
business in (piestion? judge Holmes, in a separate oj)inion,
has suggested that the individual states should constitute
in

that territory

"']
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ea Rose" case, can your mark be exclusively con-

trolled.

Registration of Trade-Marks

Hut the tobacco industries

of this country are to be
congratulated because of their unique and fortunate position
in so far as their trade-marks are concerned.
They possess

the

most comj)lete and comprehensive

set of

records of

trade-mark registrations of any industry of the country,
'i'he United States Patent Oftice, since the enactmeiit of
the first constitutional trade-mark statute of issn. has registered, in round numbers, 110,U00 trade-marks.
Of this
number, but I^HOO are registrations of trade-marks for
cigars, cigarettes or tobacco.

records of the Tobacco
Merchants' Association and the United Registration Hureau
consist of the enormous total of •^*;5(i,(MH» trade-marks. How
essential it is to have any trade-mark you think of a(h>pting
first searched in this bureau, you need not be told,
it is
folly not to do .so. And yet the neglect to utilize the records
of this bureau has cost some concerns thousands of dollars.
know of several instances where some of the members of this association have adopted trade-marks, marketed
,

'I'he

I

goods under them, and spent large sums of money
advertising them to the public, and then learned that
.someone else had registered this same mark in the United
Registration Hureau years before and used it continuously
since in .some local market.
Usually, it has l)een found
necessary to purchase the rights of the small, local trader,
and, sometimes, this has cost more, substantially more,
than the fees of the registration bureau. In nine cases tiut
of ten, this situation would not have arisen if the registration bureau had been freely consulted.
No one would think
of purchasing a piece of real estate today, without having
the title searched. .And while a search in the registration
bureau is not as conclusive as a search of real estate records,
still, a search in your bureau, with its mass of ancient and
modern tobacct> industry data, is as serviceable and valuable as any could be. where registration is not made comtheir
in

I)ulsory.

And you

get more than a mere report on your

title

from this department of your association, luir if your mark
is accepted and registered, it is thereafter published in
your leading trade-journals and in this way given the maxi-

mum

amount

of publicity in the trade.
If you register a
trade-mark in the Patent Office, it is only published in the
(

)fticial

Patent

by lawyers.
Hut
you reads one or nujre of your trade-papers.
Office

(laxette,

read

everyone of
You keep informed of the new marks.

Vou

get the oppor-

tunity to protest if s<mieone a(h)pts a brand which you feel
is too similar to one of y(tur own.
Very often the innocent
registrant of an infringing mark is saved considerable ex-

pense by having his attention called to the infringement
while he is still on the threshold of his new venture. All
these services are rendered f<jr yon by your registration
t)ureau, and
know that you will all agree with me that the
trade is to be congratulated upon its having at its disposal
such a uni<pie and efficient servant, and one which should
prove to be a powerful factor in promoting fair trade.
I

Whether

Unfair Trade and Trade-Mark Infringement
We have all. privately and publicly, been talking and
thinking a lot lately about unfair trade. The tendencv of
the times is toward a much more oj)en and honest compeThe courts have defined unfair trade
tition than formerly.

that intimation will be followed, time alone will tell.
Hut
Jn the interim, trade-mark owners are flung headlong into
a sea of uncertaintv, eventually to be rescued therefrom

as the act or acts of representing. y«»ur g(M)ds as the goods
This is ordinarily elTected by the use
of some one else.
of certain proi)erty. trade accessories or rights, which may

the units in

l>y

the decisions of

as

jjrotected.

Until
our highest judicial tribunal.
comes, evervone should try to pre-empt as much
the markets of the country u ith his trade-marked articles
his business will permit.
I'or in that way only under

that time
'•f

which a mark should be

li

or may not be suscejttible or exclusive appropriation bv one
person, in such a way. as to injure another by misrepresentation, dishonesty or fraud. It is always resorted to fjjr
the express jmrpose of enabling the man guilty of it to

I

:

Watchful waiting may or may not be your creed

merchandise as and for the goods of some comas those of
petitor, to palm off on the public his goods
He may do this by imitating the other's
his competitor.
sell

his

directions, but

that no one person can
monopolize a particular color, or shaped container, or a
combination
particular phraseology, or style of type, but a
may be apof more than one of these separate elements
all fampropriated and monopolized. For cxami)le, we are

elements.

You must bear

in

mind

inferred.

a species of unfair
oi
competition. The principal difference between a case
the
unfair trade and one of trade-mark infringement is that
All
intent of the infringer is immaterial in the latter case.
that
that you need show is that you own a trade-mark and
someone else is using one similar to it, similar in sound or

Infringement of a trade-mark

is

appearance; as

"Rameses" was held to be infringed by the word "Radames"
"La Carolina" by "La Corolina"
"Cinco" by "Chico"
"Peach" by "Peach Greenville," or the similarity may
be in the idea conveyed as "Uneeda" and "Iwanta."
idea
If there is no similarity in sound or appearance or
conveyed, no infringement exists. Take the mark "No-tobac." That was held not to be imitated by "Baco-Curo"—
two so-called tobacco cure trade-marks. It may interest
you to learn in view of your recent activities along similar
lines, that when this case was submitted to the ccmrt. counsel for both parties stipulated that "no evidence should be
introduced tending to show that the so-called remedies in
question are known as quack medicines or tending to show
the efficiencyof those remedies." They did this in all i)rol)ability so the case would not be thrown out of court because of the misrepresentations made by them. lM)r if you
tell

will

an untruth about your merchandise, your trade-mark
not be protected, no matter how flagrant or wilful the

imitation

is.

Before you decide whether some competitor is trying
to filch your mark or not, bear in mind the fact that the
test is whether the ultimate consumer would be mixed or
It makes no great difference that a jobber or
deceived.
retailer, familiar with the two packages and trade-marks
could not be imposed upon. The fact that no one would be
fooled by the resemblances if the two packages were placed

by side is not decisive of the (piestion. The criterion
always is, would the ultimate ])urchaser, the consumer of
your article, when exercising the degree of care in making
the purchase which a person of average intelligence ordinarily would, be deceived. Could he be induced to buy
If you think he
the imitation article instead of yours.
could, and whether he could or not is very largely a question of plain, common sense, you have in all likelihood a
just cause of complaint and a rea.son for a visit to your
lawyer. And once you make up your mind that some one
is stealing your trade by such unjustifiable methods, act.
side

On

the other hand, the fruits of the producer's labor, skill and industry are protected from his
unscrupulous trade rivals; he is thought to be entitled to
all the benefits and advantages which naturally flow therefrom. For just as the trade follows the loan, and prosperity
seller's profits.

:

must be necessarily

Plan Modified at Protest of Manufacturers

comes
'

to the

owner

of the successful

trade-marked

product,

so too the trade pirate dogs the footsteps of his successful
competitor.
If the members of this association will be guided in the
selection and use of their brands by the few simple rules
which I have enumerated, consult their registration bureau
at all times, and their attorneys, sometimes, there should
be no very serious trade-mark question left in the tobacco
And, when, occasionally, a controversy does
industry.
arise, it should be the desire of each of you, to have it determined, quickly and fairly, by your board of trade-mark
arbitration.

First

Export of California Tobacco

time in the history of California, as a
direct result of the war in Europe, tobacco grown in that
State is being exported. One shipment has already gone
forward. It came from the tobacco-growing district around

For the

first

and was dispatched, a carload of it, by Mac Donald
Company to a Sydney firm on the steamer "Wairuna,"
iK:
which left San Francisco recently.
I'Vesno

of the curly-leaf or Turkish variety,
which goes into most manufactured cigarettes. The war
has greatly curtailed Europe's tobacco output and Aus-

The tobacco

is

need for the "Turkish" leaf is responsible for
fornia stepping forward to supply the demand.
If the first shipment proves satisfactory, it is

tralia's

Cali-

said,

orders for three or four more carloads are in sight.

Cigarette Sales
Sales of cigarettes manufactured in the United States
increased 1, IS 1,000,000 in the first quarter of this year as
compared with the first three months of 1915. This is an
increase of 41.8 per cent, and represents the largest gross
tobacco business of any corresponding three months in
the history of this country. It also represents the largest
l)ercentage increase for any year.
Some idea of the rcn^arkable

showing may be

gleaned

production in the first three
months of 1915 actually fell off about 175,000,000 cigarettes,
or about 'i per cent., as compared with 1914, Old tobacco
men say the sh(nving of tobacco sales so far this year has
run far ahead t)f their expectations. Inasmuch as the production of cigarettes for the full calendar year of 1915 was
in the neighborhood of 18,00(),000,0()0. a continuance of

from the

fact that cigarette

the rate of increase shown for the first three months would
bring the total f(jr the full year well above 21,000,000,000.
Cigarette production in 1915 ran about 2,000,000,000 cigarettes ahead of 1914,

try

—Trade

Up

in

Arms
I

would be well

and the manufacturers

satisfied

with an output

f)f

in this coun-

20,000,000,000

All of the five larger

modify

companies seem to be

in the increased cigarette sales.

sharing

plan

the monopolization of the
importation of cigarette tobacco, according to a
Dresden dispatch to the Frankfurter Zeitung, dated April
15th, w^hich asserts that there is good authority for the
statement that the Ministry of the Interior has decided to
have the newly created Imperial Purchasing liureau retain
for
only 15 per cent, of the cigarette tobacco imported
its

for

—

supplying the wants of the smaller manufacturers in case
the balance to go to the trade as usual. The 15
of need
per cent, retained by the bureau is to be sold to the little
makers at the import price plus the expenses incurred by

—

and

case the bureau has reason to believe
that the imjxjrter is putting the price too high it is empowered to fix the value itself.
This arrangement, which has not been officially announced, but which seems very likely to go into effect
shortly, does not suit the importers of cigarette tobacco,
who declare that they fear the Government will be apt to
the importers,

in

an import price below the actual cost, and they
say they will not submit to any such regulation.
This in
turn is worrying the cigarette makers, as they expect the
importation of tobacco to fall off sharply, and the whole
German tobacco industry, which has been upset by, the
war, but which, according to recent cables, has succeded in
having the Reichstag defeat the Government's plan to increase the annual tax on the tobacco trade from $15,000,000
to $90,000,000. appears determined to keep up the fight
against further State interference with its business.
When the formation of an Imperial Tobacco Purchasing Bureau was being discussed some time ago the project
was strongly opposed by the Minister of the Interior of
.^axony, who declared to the members of the lower house
of the Diet that he feared such a plan would not only
cause
an increase in the price of imported tobacco, but would
establish

disturb present

trade relations in the east and o])en the

way here for the P.ritish Tobacco Trust; if. nevertheless,
such a bureau were formed, it certainly should be located
Ml Dresden, which was the center
of the German cigarette
industry.
The lower house fully concurred in the Minister's

views.

At the ninth convention of the German Cigar Dealers'
•Society, held in P.erlin, resolutions
were adopted demand•npr the removal Tl-om the P.oard of
Directors of the Cigarette Purchasing Pureau of persons
who. because of their
former positions, might be regarded as
intermediaries for
the r.ritish- American
combine, and also voicing the coml>IaMits of the dealers regarding
the way in which many
"f the cigarette
manufacturers had boosted prices since
the war began.

The circumstances leading u|) to the fnnnation of the
central purchasing agency for
cigarette tobacco are detailed
I'l

the lianiburger

Nacbrichten as follows:
"I'ecause of the war there is a shortage of cheap Oriental tobacco in
Germany, while the consumption of this
tobacco

increasing in Germany as well as in the rest of
world.
The freight traffic between Germanv and the
'nont was greatly
handicapped after the war broke out,
I'lfl the
importation of Russian tobacco, which
is

tht

was forGermanv. ceased.
Consequently the German makers bad to fall back upon
"lerly

for the present year.

by the leading cigarette manufacturers
Germany have caused the Government to

of

made up

^huigarian

and

into cheap cigarettes in

Java

tobacco.
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prices were paid fur Hungarian tobacco,
although it is not
very well adapted for the manufacture of cigarettes
in Germany. It appeared undesirable to buy cheap
Java tobacco
for cigarettes, as this would only help
increase the difficulties

ROTESTS

;

'

intention

certainly should not be in this field. For
usually the producer of an inferior article

it

Both the producer and consumer are wards of the
The consumer is ])rotected from having spurious
court.
merchandise handed out to him he is tliought to be entitled to get what he asks and i)rays for, irrespective of the

This
with the red and white "Pall Mall" cigarette box.
has been seized upon as legitimate prey by some unscrupuan exlous trader who thought that red and white was
box.
ceptionally attractive color scheme for a cigarette
Again, you are all familiar with the "Bock" panatela cigar
trader
band. That was practically duplicated by an unfair
on a cheap cigar and this sign was put over the box "Just
The "Just Like" was in very small
like Bock Panatelas."
large
type, while the "Bock Panatelas" was in unusually
That, too, is unfair trade. In this class of cases,
guilty party fraudulently
it is necessary to show that the
intended to substitute his goods for those of the other party
from which such
or, that facts exist, as in the Bock case,

GERMANY DROPS TOBACCO MONOPOLY

impaired.

iliar

type!

in other

the imitator is
and when the poor stuff is foisted upon the unsuspecting
public as yours, you suft'er as well as the public. Your
reputation is bound to be tarnished and the longer you
permit it to continue the more seriously is your good will

scheme
style of package, or labels, or containers, or color
of these
or written matter or by combining one or more

.
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Disproportionately

high

encountered by the cigar industry in obtaining the
cheajjer raw tobacco.
Reports from the Orient about the
1915 crop indicate that the output will not be
very big,

and that a

seems certain to attend the fierce
The consumption of cigarettes
m Germany increased beyond all expectations during the
war. And, besides, a large part of the occupied
territory
had to be supplied with cigarettes from (iermany."
rise in prices

competition by the buyers.

In C(mnection with an increase of the retail
price of
cigars, ranging from one-eighth to three-cpiarters
of a cent
apiece, the German Cigar Dealers' Society
issued a statement reading in part as follows:
"The reasons for the increase in prices are varied. As
is generally known, tobacco from
America, Sumatra,

and

Java

preferred for the manufacture of cigars. Well,
the
Pritish Government declared tobacco contraband
and only
lifted the ban a few weeks ago in a
letter to the Holland
Overseas Trust. It is self-evident that a great scarcity
of
goods ensued. German tobacco caimot fill the demand,
and, besides, it cannot be worked up alone, as
the aroma
is lacking and it burns ver>' poorly.
It lack various
is

quali-

found

American tobacco. There is a special shortage in Sumatra and Prazilian tobacco, the latter
being'
practically exhausted. On the other hand, there
is enough
Havana tobacco, particularly of the higher grades, although
ties

in

.

there

also a certain scarcity to be noted here.
*Tt is true that tobacco can be brought in l)y the
land
route, but on that side the freight rates are going
up. The
increase in the price of tobacco has been greatly
contributed to by the rise in the rate of exchange for the
Dutch
is

florin,

which

Then,

too, all the material

230 pfennigs, against 165 in times of peace.
used in manufacturing and delivering cigars, such as wood for boxes, wrapping
twine,
etc., has gone up considerably.
The wages of the workers
have also taken a big jump."
is

Latest Customs Ruling Affects Tobacco Invoices

According to a customs ruling issued Tuesday by the
Trea.sury Department, invoices of tobacco must describe
the kind, cpiality and ccnmtry of origin, and state the
actual
cost or market value of each bale, and whether filler, wrapper or mixed.

The

notice to the collectors said:

"Pursuant to the pro>?isions of paragraph 182 and paragraph I) of Section III of the Tariff Act of October 3,
I9l;{. invoices of imported tobacco must specify
in detail
the character of the tobacco, its origin and grade, and, if
purchasi'd. the time when. i)lace where, and from whom
purchased, and the price paid or to be paid for each bale
or package, and if obtained otherwise than by purchase the
actual whcjlesale market value.
"Packages or bales when containing filler leaf only
shall be invoiced as

when containing both

filler and
more than 15 per cent, of wrapper, shall
l)e invoiced as mixed; and when containing more than 15
per cent, of wrapper shall be invoiced as wrapper.
filler,

wra])per. but not

"Collectors will not permit entry of tobacco unless the
invoice conforms to the above requirements.
"If any tobacco is found not to agree with the invoice
specifications, the collector will withhold delivery of the
particular package not agreeing, and report the facts to the
special agent in charge for investigation.

If

the investiga-

tion discloses fraudulent invoicing, the tobacco should be
seized, and the facts reported by the collector to the United

States Attorney for prosecution."
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K hear a great deal about service to the pubhc. It
ingredient of sucis rightly regarded as the main
service
cess in business. Hut very little is heard of
says
rendered by the public to the tradesman,
"The Clothier and l-urnisher." It is worth remembering,
makes
however that though eificient service to the public
the tradesman
for public convenience, comfort and profit,
hnnself.
owes service also to his fellow-tradesman and to
who becomes too blindly engrossed with

The

retailer

risk of damthe idea of service to the public, may run the
The underseller,
aging himself and his brother retailers.
boon to bargainfor instance, may be a very serviceable
I<or
class.
hunters, but a blackleg and traitor to his own
say nothing
the man in business to pay his way honestly, to
is as important to
of making an honorable competence, it
hydra-headed"
learn how to rise as well as to serve the

public.

of getting valualde help from the
you to
people you serve is by getting them to recommend
This is particularly so in the case of the small
others.
freely some
retailer who, perhaps, can not afford to use
of inrtuencing
of the more magnificent and costly methods
from direct advantages resulting, the habit

One

of the best

ways

custom. Apart
constant inof stimulating personal recommendation is a
similar
citement to other (piite different and also to other

advancement of one's business. The man
who is often seeking the recommendation of his wares by
allied
others will be often emi)loyed in devising and pushing
and contributory schemes for self-improvement and busiefforts for the

It acts as a spur to better stockrkecping,
ness progress.
as
better window-dressing and better advertising as well
ICach real help links itself
to better oral salesmanship.
Thus. too. ideas are
naturally to every other real help.
enlarged and trade extended.
Customers may not always be fully cai)able of recommending one's goods in the very best manner possible, but
willingness to do so iit
it means much to have secured their
And the more they can be induced tt> help you in this
all.
way, the better they like doing so if you show genuine ap-

preciation of their assistance.

The tendency

of today

more

it

good

cus-

and

iraiiic'd

which
of the subtle secrets of successful shopkeeping.

A

local conditit)ns

is

'f(jbacco

is

Mass.
Louisville

fine
ple.

—

•'

common

the

Association should be highly comits
progressiveness and its broad vision of
things.
This association has recently established an employment bureau to provide salesmen with suitable positions and to furnish the industry with comi)etent salesmen.
As
am informed, the association is most searching in its
investigations into the character and ability of applicants
for positir)ns in (jrder that they might be able to furnish
the right men to the right employers.
I must .say that an
association that has undertaken to thus serve the trade
should receive all the supj)ort and co-operation that our
nuinbcrs can consistently extend it.
It would indeed eneonragc them much if our members would call on them for
^uch salesmen as they may need from time to time.

mended

prices,

are expected to be an authority on local and national styles
But this
and improvements in your own special line.

should not debar you from learning from those whom you
inform. On the contrary it should prom])t you to dare to
ask questions and throw out hints which will help you to
glean profitable facts. This can be done easily in the time

members, and we ask

non-members

as

well as

for the co-operation of every

tobacco man to help build uj) such a bureau by filinj?
with us a conijdete list of their brands and prices,
for

which we make no charge.

Conclusion

5

lieekman Street.

New

States,

^'ork City.

have thus epitomized as briefly as

I could the progress
obacco Merchants' .\ssociation has made not onlv
'" the upl.nilding of the association,
but in regard to the
activities mapi)ed out for it and its efiforts to live up to the
I'ledges and promises set forth in its jjlatform
and declaration of principles.
The enthusiastic and hearty welcome
that we have
received from the industrv as is manifested bv
i"<- large
membership that we have already secured, is the
^yry hcst proof of
the generally recognized need U)r an assoI

that the

4

Tobacco Merchants' Association of the United

for

1

and also to mail us from time to time,
their supplementary or amended lists.
( )ur
Information Bureau is not only a benefit to
tho.se looking for such information, but it may indeed
be of untold advantage to manufacturers. jt)bl)ers or
agents whose brands are looked for by such iiKpiirers.
Moreover, this .\ssociation is endeavoring to establish an efficient Information Bureau for the benefit
for

its

The Salesmen's

is

plug. snulT. etc.
In onler that we may be able to sui)ply such information, we respectfull;^ ask all manufacturers, as
well as jobbers or agents controlling private brands,
to send us complete lists of their respective brands

for

may

dustry.

constantly in receipt
of recpiests for information as to the sources of supply of various brands of cigars, cigarettes, tobacco,

of the entire industry,

Ky.

name, realizing that under
the new order of things we must wipe out that dividing
line that had for many years separated our industry into
hostile camps and that hereafter we must all work in harmony for the ])roniotion of the general welfare of our in-

IMPORTANT REQUEST

and

all

word independent from

the

peo-

I

Our Information Bureau

of Trade, Louisville,

subscribe.
You will see from the above list that the Tobacco Salesmen's Association was the first organization to realize the
importance of affiliating with the Tobacco Merchants' Association and by this means to form a co-operative chain of all
trade organizations in the industry. The Salesmen's Association was also the first tobacco association to eliminate

in

left to

which

ciples to

manufacture them

There was then no ])rejudice
reeked with cigar smoke.
against the cigar. There was against the ])ipe. which the

—

Tobacco Board

N. Y.
lubacco Association of the United States, WinstonSalem, N. C.
New York Leaf Tobacco Board of Trade, of the city
oi New York.
Cincinnati Leaf Tobacco Exchange, Cincinnati, Ohio,
Burley Loose Leaf Tobacco Sales Association, Lexington, Ky.
It is confidently expected that during 191 G many more
existing b(xlies will affiliate with this organization, upon
the occasion of their annual meetings.
I believe that the kindred organizations will soon realize that great industrial advantages can be more effectively bnught about by a closer unity of action with other
The big task is to concentrate associated
organizations.
effort, to unify both spirit and action between allied and
similar organizations, and to formulate operating prin-

Spain. The police
saw to the distribution of the new comforter, and cigar
smoking became a feature in Paris life before the disaster
The aides-de-camp salon at the Tuilleries
of Leipzig.

—

York,

winsville,

—

gentlemen all snuff takers
.ondon Truth."

New

Havana Cigar Manufacturers' Association, Tampa, Fla.
New York State Tobacco Growers' Association, Bald-

one

just one

ad libitum after a model purchased

Salesmen's .Association of America,

Tobacco Trades Association of Massachusetts, Boston,

Century of Smoking

structed the tobacco state mon<)poly to

Merchants' Association has already
support of eight trade bodies. 1 hey

X. V.

hundred years ago since the cigar was
brought into b'rance and smoked by Spanish officers who
had attached themselves to the fortunes of loseph BonaOne of them was fated to lose nearly half of his
parte.
face and an eye in the defense of Paris against the allied
armies namely, the Count de Monti jo. father of the Empress luigenie. The winter had been severe, the sufferinjj
great for want of sugar, coflfee and other small luxuries to
which Parisians had been accustomed. Women i)lied the
razors on men's faces in the barber shops. They unloaded
barges in the Seine and drove wagons to the markets. The
soothing effects of the Count de Montijo's and his friends'
cigars were observed in high places and the government inIt

the affiliated

W e now

are:

kindlv at your goods, more favorably at ycnu' proposition,
b'eed this
lie becomes rather prejudiced in your favor,
prejudice by giving him good value and by getting still
more of his helj) as tactfully and as often as possible. Applied habitually to most of your customers, this will give
you a steady, copious flow of useful information. Such

information gives mastery of

Tobacco

The

doing

like

I

mer who is treated as such.
As a business man you are entitled to fish for any
knowledge which will help you to push your business. You

(Concluded from previous issue)

"

it. and
that they have helped you.
always
helper
looks
more
makes them easier to serve. A

feel

fully

you consider how to turn knowledge so ac(piircd to
account. You are more easily enabled to kee]) abreast of
competition by the reports and criticisms of friendly customers than by any other means, (luidance in buying is
often obtainable from remarks of patrons respecting lines
which are likely or unlikely to become popular in a disIt is always good policy to draw out customers who
trict.
seem inclined to ex])ress their ideas and their needs, or to
chat about the general needs of the class to which they beA customer whose friendly co-oiK-ration is thus
long.
sought is more likely to helj) you start a new fad or fashion leading to multiplied sales than the mere casual custoif

They

is

than ever the commercial aids and
possibilities of personality, and this tendency can not be
ignored without loss of profit and prestige.
There is solid help in the information some are ready to
give regarding goods which they have i)urchased elsewhere

to exploit

which otherwise might be wasted in aimless chat with
Nothing is lost by letting customers know
tomers.

1

1

"

1

ciation of this

kind.

have a splendid organization we have the
machinery for your use and for your benefit. If you fail to
utilize it it is your own fault.
You have entrusted your
board of directors with the power to manage it and they in
turn have entrusted the executive committee with power
to act. If they have erred it is because of the lack of
criticism on your part. If you felt like criticising and did not,
1 am going to criticize you for keeping quiet.
There is
nothing that will make an organization more efficient than
good, honest, wholesome criticism. No one man or small
number of men can suggest methods, unless he be super-

human, that

;

will satisfy

you

r

all.

The success
modus operandi,

or failure of this association, and of its
rests entirely with you.
You can make it
by your united efforts, one of the greatest organizations for
good, and 1 am speaking now in the broadest sense of the
word, that there is in this country today. You can give it
as much or as little financial support as you want to, and
the amount of work done must be measured to a large extent by dollars and cents. Unless the annual dues charged
yield an amount which will provide ample revenue for efficient operation, a fatal blunder is made. No organization
ever charged too much most of them charge too little. No
member will ever be asked to pay what an efficient organization is actually worth.
Annual dues should constitute a
secondary tax ui)on one's real and personal property, and
should be paid as promptly as though required by law,
though rather more cheerfully. It is probably true that no

I

;

standard of dues can be fixed that will be generally applicable, but there should be no hesitancy in fixing the dues
at a figure which assure efficiency.

The Tobacco Merchants' Association must continue

its

operations on a substantial scale, it cannot curtail its activities without jeopardizing its very existence and to permit
it to die after it had attained its present high standing would
indeed be a calamity to our industry, but we must have
funds and I recommend that a fund be raised by voluntary
contributions in order to place the association upon a sound
I-

financial basis.

Strictly speaking this

a tobacco men's assemblage
convened only for the purpose of discussing business probis

lems relative to the tobacco industry. But we cannot let
this occasion pass by without saying a word of patriotism for
our great and glorious country without offering our deep
gratitude to the Master of the Universe for steering our beloved land free from the horrifying entanglements of the
present war without expressing our fervent hope that the
Almighty (iod may continue to guide this country to everlasting peace. For it matters not to what parties in politics,
to what schools in thought, to what churches in religion, or
to what sections of the country we may respectively belong, there is one heart in all of us, it is the heart of Americanism and .\merican citizenship.
Let us hope that after the dark and threatening clouds
shall have passed away this Nation will emerge from the
terrible situation with enhanced prestige, renewed strength
and increased prosperity. Following the injunction of
Ceorge Washington we have steered clear of "entangling
alliances." Let us live up to our old traditions, let us ever
apprehend the grave meaning of the world's conflict that is
taking place before us, and let our commercial honor reflect
our national honor and our trade become sovereign amid
the nations of the world. If we shall acquit ourselves honorablv in this trying situation, we will be repaid a hundredfold not only in pros|)erity and peace at home, but in the
permanent respect and admiration of the world at large.
;

;
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
By

EREWITH

we

Carl

depends, invariably and unalterably, upon the efficiency of the news columns and the
sincerity of the editorial page.
"Editorial honesty and news gathering efficiency are
the two great foundation stones upon which the modern
successful trade journal is builded and 1 feel that I am

but not

Werner

print in

Werner, editor of "The

part the address of Carl
Tobacco Leaf,*' delivered

before the delegates to the First Annual Convention of the Tobacco Merchants' Association of the

least, that circulation

For

giving you the e])itome of the entire discussion when I
say to you that it is the recognition or the evasion of this
cardinal truth which marks a trade paper as a power or a

which has ever
been alert to assist in any movement which would benefit
the industry should be represented on the convention program. The relationship of the trade press to the tobacco
industry was a timely subject for such an address and it
was presented by Mr. Werner in an able and impressive
It

was

fitting

that

the

trade press

manner.
Following we print the address in part:
"Hie relation of the tobacco trade to the tobacco trade
press, or of any other industry to its class publications,
is clear enough to be seen at a glance, for, like every other
relationship in the world of brains and business, it rests
upon the good old principle of quid pro quo. Each of the

as the case

parties to the relationship has a service to render the
other. Of course it is obvious that if there were no trade,

On the other hand, it is
there would be no trade i)ress.
almost equally obvious that if the trade press were not
useful, .1 might even say essential, to the progress of the
world of business, trade journals would not have continued to exist and flourish these many years; nor could
according to
1 make the statement to you gentlemen that,
Ayers' Directory for lUKi, there are 4000 trade and classified publications in existence and flourishing at the present time.

conceivable that occasionally a trade publication
might foist itself upon an unwelcoming industry and succeed in achieving a more or less precarious foothold, even
though the need of it and the demands for it are entirely
lUit it is ol)vious that the single trade paper inlacking.
stitution of seventy years ago could not have multiplied
is

had proved

4000 times unless
dustrial progress and earned
it

itself

its

way

its

worth to

in-

to industrial recog-

nition.

and even now it is occasionally suggested that we should have fewer trade papers and better
"It used to be said

ones. The fact is that while the number of trade papers
is increasing, the character and quality of the trade ])resf
generally is steadily improving and has improved remark-

ably during the past decade.
"The trade papers that have lived, and that have grown
in pr()Si)erity. power and influence, are those which have
combined moral responsibility and trade fraternalism with
the highest standard of clean business methods. They are
keeping the business department and the news de])artment
distinctly separate one

ing that the

from the other.

advertising manager attend

They

are insist-

strictly to adver-

and are giving the editor a free hand and a scoi)e
of exi)ression bounded only by the best interests of the
They are putting the soft pedal on that
trade at large.
tising,

They are printing
old bugbear, fulsome personal praise.
the news, stating the facts, telling the truth and shaming
the devil who appears sometimes in the guise of a page adseek to incorporate in the weekly issue
certain effulgent flatteries, which, even if they were printed,
no one would believe. They have recognized that adververtiser

who would

which is the life-blood of all periodicals,
depends entirely upon influence, that influence depends entirely upon circulation, both quality and quantity, and, last
tising patronage,

of trade

186 N.

journalism approaches

the trade as with a business proposition. To its thousands
of readers it says: 'In exchange for the amount of your
subscription we will deliver to you every week, or month,

two

"It

MONROE

and equipment of "Eureka Cigar Factory", Reamstown,
Lancaster County. Pa., established 1860. Splendid opportunity.
For full
Particulars address The Lancaster Trust Company, Lancaster, Pa.
Executors,
state of John G. Root, Deceased.

ADL.br.

CIGAR BROKER,

"The modern school

may

be,

a complete

and unbiased

is

you to sell your goods.' That is all. We seek no
We have
perquisites and we solicit no personal favors.
publicity to sell and we offer it for sale and we never fail
to recognize that it is any man's untrammeled privilege
The
to buy it or to refuse it as his judgment dictates.
advertising manager of the modern trade journal regards
will help

himself as a business man dealing with business men. and
in consequence the business department has done as much
as the editorial division toward lifting trade journalism
to the dignity

and importance which

it

now

enjoys.

gentlemen, that the relation of the tobacco trade press to the tobacco trade is the relation of
one business man to another. lUit it is considerably more
than that, for between the trade press and the man in the
trade there is no competition as between business men in
the same field of endeavor. There is no underselling, there
are no clashes between salesmen, there are no disputes over
trade-marks, there are none of those many misunderstandings which frequently create friction between competing
)n the contrary, the modern trade paper enjoys an
firms.
intimacy with the individuals of its clientele, which, by the
very nature of things, the business rival can never gain.
And by virtue of this intimacy the conscientious trade
publication can and does make itself a power for good,
the
it mediates cpiarrels and controversies; it harmonizes

"The truth

is,

(

thoughts and the activities of the men to whom it goes;
cements friendship it proclaims evils which privately
it
would be only whispered it crystalizes the nel)ulous mass
;

;

of trade opinion, collects and reflects all vital trade requirements and takes the leadership in every movement toward
forum
the betterment of trade conditions. Its columns are a

which the mightiest and the lowliest may air their grievances and proclaim their views wherein all are on neutral
gnmnd and every individual, the rich, the poor, the great
and the small may freely commune with their fellow business men.
"Gentlemen, some of the big daily newspapers talk

Salle

St.,

Chlcaro.

6-17-he

111.

Help Wanted.

Sale.

SALE— Remedios Havana

F>OR

or

money refunded.

Edwin

shorta. pur* andT olaan.
Ouarantaad A-l
Flftr c«nts per pound. Also Vualta horta. of
Alexander A Co.. 171 Watar Btr—t. New Torfc.

LEAF TOBACCO SALESMAN-Covering

—The owners
First District of

Middle West and Southern
Box 109, "Tobacco World."

desiring good paying side line, write to

HAVANA SHORTS— Pure
New

A REAL CHANCE FOR A WORKING FACTORY

of

being done in the line of business upon
which your livelihood depends, together with our soundest
and soberest advice upon every perplexing problem of
your business day.' To the advertiser it says: 'We have
a paper that is believed in, and read and respected, by the
thousands of dealers to whom you wish to sell your prodWe have advertising space to sell, at a certain fixed
uct.
price, and we believe that your advertisement in this space

everything that

La

For
the finest quality.

report

Special Notices

FOR SALE—Factory

Special Noticei.

j)est.

•

Wanted and

RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT, THREE CENTS A WORD, WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF FIFTY CENTS
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

;

United States.

Sale,

it a long-established high-grade cigar factory
Pennsylvania, making five-cent and ten-cent
in
brands with wide distribution, are desirous of selling same, owing to
Will make a big sacrifice to responsible
pressure of other Interests.
capital to take hold of proposition.
|20,000
parties with sufficient
Triflers will receive no attention.
Address in confidence, Box
needed.
26, "Tobacco World," 236 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Vuelta;

fine

aroma.

territory,

Lopez, 858 E. 78th St,

York.

9-1-tt

FOR SALE3

FOR SALE

Wanted.

ADLER

ft

MYERSON,

INC..

Buyers of Cuttingt, Scraps and Siftingle
332 East Forty-Eighth Street, New York Ctty.

OR RENT—

Factory building, adapted to cigar manufacturing; capaccigarmalcers. Steam heat and sweat room.
Good place to secure hands
Located in First District of Pennsylvania, in Adamstown,
at reasonable wages.
Lancaster County, Pa. Ten miles from Reading. Address O. K. Hartman, Adamstown, Pa.

Tt)BAC(0

morrow's issue of any one of the leading trade journals
will be scanned by ten or fifteen thousand readers, every
one of whom is peculiarly and vitally interested in the

Schulte Secures Another Lease
The Schulte Cigar Company has recently leased the
ground floor of the new building at 146 East Forty-second

around which your message and my
editorial revolves.
The trade journal carries your message and mine on enchanted wings to the heart and center
of the most fertile field and stamps its impress on the most
receptive minds.
It is the acme of economy and the very
essence of efficiency.
Jt is the sole and only strictly private wire which runs direct from the office door of every
tobacco man to the very ear of thousands of others whose
business interests arc identical with his own.
It is this

between Third and Lexington Avenues. It directly
adjoins the main entrance to the Steinway Tunnel to Long

ity 73

subject

particular

great

eliminative

(piality

charges trade journalism

that

magic potency. It puts the million circulation of
newspaper in the crucible, dissipates the dross
and reduces the whole to a substance of selected readers
with

its

the big lay

golden residue.
"This is the thought that
wish to leave with you
the eliminative (piality, the reducing process which enables
a trade journal to cleave to the line, to shoot its message

WORLD

CLAS.SIFIED—23

-

OFIC

6 point

A CHICACO EXCLUSIVE JOBBER IX STOGIES
With stogie manufacturers.

Address Box

121,

would like to communicate
care of "Tobacco World."

Street,

Island.

^ta ^"sm^

verily, a

i

most desired.
"I cannot close without a word of gratitude for the
splendid spirit of sympathy and encouragement which the
tobacco industry of this country has evinced toward its
trade publications.
b\>r my part
think all of my
and
fellow trade journalists will say as much
have always
i=traight to

the i)articular lo.OOO

—

¥

Clear

Havana

I

—

Cigars

I

luund the tobacco industry appreciative uf our better endeavors,

tolerant
co-operation and

shortcomings and liberal in its
For this kindly attitude and
sui)i)ort.
of our

for

the privilege of contributing
notable convention.

to the activities of this

Made

in

in

Tampa,

Fla.

;

()i

circulations in seven

figures, while

the trade press ordithe
P.ut when we turn

proud to talk in only five.
for the
liirht of scrutinv upon it T glorv in the comi)arison
w'
message you send and the words we editors prmt in

narily

is

;

ti

"Herbert
features of
ine

Tareyton" cigarettes have recently been
window' displays by ^'ahn iS: McDonnell and

eermont cigar stores.
Rei)resentatives of the b'alk
lobacco Comjjany put much hard work into the campaign.
I

•

he

Ip^'.^^*',^^'

Alooney-Mueller-W'ard
''issisted in

^lission" cigar

Company.

bv A.

Company.

Indianapolis,

their recent introducti(jn of the

"New

Newmann

Cigar

I.

Lentz. of the

1.

C.

P. Verplanck

& Co.

263 Fourth Ave.

New York
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Australia as a Field for Tobacco Sales

The number

and tobacco factories
There were 12 in New South
Wales, 16 in Victoria, 3 in Queensland, 3 in South Australia,
and 2 in West Australia. The number of employees was
3566.
The value of raw material was $8,035,886 and the
value of the output $13,:^Ul,581. The ofificial Yearbook of
of cigar, cigarette,

in Australia in 1913

IXPERIMENTS of interest to tobacco growers and
warehousemen are to be made in Connecticut this
the
year when E. G. Beinhart, representative of
plant
tobacco investigations division bureau of
with
industry, Department of Agriculture, co-operating
work out the
State Experiment Station, will attempt to
leaf toidea of a central heating plant for use in curmg
control the heat
bacco. The basic idea is to systematically
the
and moisture, the elements that enter so largely into
tobacco
curing of tobacco. One of the large Connecticut
these
farms will be the scene of the experiments. Some of
which
farms have a large number of tobacco curing barns,
The result
are heated separately and regulated separately.
concerned, and it does
is not economical so far as fuel is
in the
not tend to uniformity in the curing process or
be one.
quality of the tobacco. It is suggested that there
elements
central heating plant which will control the curing
of a number of surrounding barns.
Department of Agriculture experts do not see why a
high
central heating plant should not be practical in curing
grade tobacco like the Connecticut shade-grown. It is regarded as doubtful, however, whether this method would
be economical or practicable in curing cheaper tobacco.
Garner, chief of the tobacco investigations
Condivision, has planned some field tests to be made in
of
necticut this summer in connection with the presence
sjwts
root rot on some Connecticut tobacco farms. Certain
on some farms will not grow tobacco, it has been known
studying
for some time, and Doctor Garner determined by
some samples of soil from these spots that the soil produced root rot of tobacco. Tobacco planted in samples of
Dr.

W. W.

Then Doctor Garner
developed the disease.
sterilized some of it with steam and treated some of it with
formaldehyde, a powerful disinfectant, and with lithium
germs in the
salts. These methods of treatment destroyed
or no
soil so that tobacco planted in it developed little

soil

here

traces of the root rot disease.

In carrying on this work Doctor Garner had the cooperation of James Johnson, of Wisconsin, a recognized
authority on root rot.* Mr. Johnson, who has devoted years
to study and investigation of root rot conditions which are
especially prevalent in his State, has ascertained by ob-

servations and. inquiries in New luigland, New
sylvania, Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee and
other tobacco growing sections, that there is evidence of
the presence of root rot in the burley tobacco district near

York, Penn-

the Ohio River and other districts.
White burley tobacco is especially susceptible to this
Little Dutch and some other varieties, on the
disease.

other hand, are quite resistant. The department hopes to
discover New England types of tobacco that are resistant
to root rot.

which Congress is
appropriating for tobacco experimental work under the
Department of Agriculture, during the next fiscal year, it
is understood, will be expended by the Government in Wis-

A

good deal

of the $2500 additional

consin, in co-operation with State authorities, in studying
root rot, black rot of tobacco, and other field exi)crinients.
The two diseases named, it is said caused the loss of millions of dollars to tobacco packers
the trade last year alone.

and other branches

of

types of Havana seed and broadleaf tobacco
in Connecticut arc claiming the attention of department experts, who are always seeking means of improving the
These types
quality and increasing the yield of tobacco.
of tobacco are much larger than the regular run of tobacco

Mammoth

of the varieties named. The mammoth types, the department people think, may be developed commercially so that

"

by the frost before they produce seed.
This problem has been solved in the case of the Maryland mammoth type of tobacco, and department officials
do not see why it should not be met in the case of Connecticut mammoth types, by putting a few small plants in
Under such circumstances, the
pots for seed purposes.

grow perhaps

high and then blossom and produce seed, which

feet

three
tests

high at times and bear 150 or 20(»
leaves to a stalk without even building. The department
is informed that a similar mammoth type of Sumatra tobacco grows occasionally in the East Indies,
To demonstrate the Maryland mammoth tobacco this
year on a commercial scale and to educate the farmers howto raise pot plants for seed is the purpose of one line of
work of the tobacco investigations division this summer.
Doctor Garner and his men will co-operate with the county
demonstrators in counties of Southern Maryland, where
the Maryland mammoth type will thrive. Seed will be distributed for this year to the farmers, but they will be exl)ected to grow their own tobacco seed for i)lanting next
fifteen feet

2.00

the tobacco leaf used in local manufactories in 1913,
the domestic represented 11.2 per cent, and the imported
88.8 per cent. The amounts were Australian leaf, 1,309,000

Note A An allowance of $2 will be made to members
(,; the Tobacco Merchants' Association on each registration.
Note B If a report on a search of a title necessitates
the reporting of more than ten (10) titles, but less than
twenty-one {'^1), an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00)
If it necessitates the reporting of more than
will be made.
twenty (20) titles, but less than thirty-one (31), an additional charge of Two Dollars ($2.00) will be made, and so
an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00) will be made for

pounds; imported

every ten (10) additional titles necessarily reported.

Unstemmed,

May

cost of storage in a bonded warehouse is, on the
average, $0.03 per case per week. Outside firms dealing in
Australia must pay a tax on their profits.
The rate is

graduated according to amount of

X. Y.,

laiiiiary 8,

N.

existing customs tariff is: Tobacco unmanufactured but entered to be locally manufactured into tobacco
and cigarettes, to be paid at time of removal to factory:

(joodwin, W'estville,

I-

L\>.,

May

or cigars.

11,

111.

RIO DAN:— 39,748. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco.
May 12, 1916. American Lithographic Co., New York, \, Y
GARCIA MIRANDA:— 39,751. For cigars. May 18, 1916. R,

Xew York, \. Y.
NEW JERSEY TERMINAL CIGAR:— 39,752.
1916.

11,

pound

& Pomraning Have Busy

Factory

Harry (Jrossnian, Newark, X. J.
For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and toMay 9, 1916. American Lithographic Co., Xew York,

FLOR DE

The new tobacco firm of Meads, Roseman & Pomranof Red Lion, l*a., with 1,000,000 i)ounds of tobacco in

have orders on hand which will keep the plant
in operation day and night until January ], 1917, provided
they can secure sufficient hands to operate the extra shift,
At present twenty hands are emsays a recent report.
])loyed in the factory. In addition to the hands in the factory, there are two hundred tobacco stripj)ers employed.
.\t i)resent the factory is running until nine o'clock at
Difficulty is encountered in securing additional emnight.

their factory,

ployees owing to the boom in the trade in this section.
It conAll of the output of the factory goes to llolland.
The firm is receivinjj
sists of stripped and scrap tobacco.
each week from three to five carloads of tobacco from Ghiu

New York

for Violation of

Revenue Laws

grand jury in session in Providence, K.
recently returned eleven indictments in the L'nited States
District Court for violation of the internal revenue law.^
pertaining to the manufacturing requirements of tobacco.
Levon and Karoken Perberian are charged with selling
and offering for sale cigarettes not properly put up in packages and stamped and not giving a proper report of the
tobacco purchased for the manufacture of the same. K"g'
girio Lannelli is the defendant in three indictments chargand
ing the selling of cigarettes not properly stamped

The

CANNON OF

THE TERRIBLE
1910.

J9,

(iforgL-

.\.

i<or cigars, cigarettes

and T.ock &
by Fomer

Co., Ltd.,
iS:
llirsch,

42:—39,757.

(uorKakoiilias,

Xew

For cigars.
^o^k, X. Y.

YOUNG ALBANIA SCHOYPERIERE:—39,758.
.May 22, 1910.

TOPIC:

Was

l''ederal

I

•

;

and

from the iiureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce or
district offices. Refer to file No. 1418.]

.May

its

i'or cigarettes.

I'or

cigars,

cigarettes and
& Co.

Compaiiia Litografica De

Registered July 22, 1908, by Wni. Steiner Sons

transferred to I'.obrow

I'.ros..

I'iiila..

I'a..

.\pril 20.

Oficina Prinripal, San Jose No. 23. Habana, Cuba

W

I'ilt>l>iirgli.

Manufacturers

<»f

Fa..

FINES

I

OH MJ rV

IMIH)Jt IF.I)

Cigar Box Labels, Bands and Trimmings

Show

Minneapolis Retail Organization Active
Tlie Minneapolis Retail Cij^ar and Tobacco Dealers'
Association at a recent nieetinj^ decided on a coinj)limentarv
<liinur tor jcjhbers. niannfactiirers. dru^'pfists, salesmen
and
retailers who are not nienihers at ])resent. f(jr the purpose
pre.sentinj; a

La Habana

1916.

i'or cigars, eigartttis. eiuroots and toKigistered January 18, 1«^10, by American i.itbographic
New ^ork. X.
Was transferred to Cnion- American Cigar

—

<»f

;

[Lists of dealers in leaf tobacco in Australia and of
the principal manufacturers and importers may be obtained

Xew
Xew

January .^1. FMO.
TRUE SHAPE: 39,511. lor cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco.
Registered January 18. 1910. by .\merican Lithographic
Co., New York, X. Y.
Was transferred to I'nion- American
iK.ir to., I'liisburgh.
I'a.. January M.
1910.
(>..

hand-made, $0.24 per

cigars,

Itaccu.

<

cigars,

;

TRANSFERS
(Tobacco World.)

DANDY DIP:— 39,512.
to..

Tobacco unmanu-

ostas Gouda, Hoston, .Mass.

(

— 16,253.

ti.h.uco.

partially

i.

^

State.

Eleven Indicted

MONTE CARLO:—

39,766.
tobacco. May 22, 1910.
Henry Clay
York, X. Y.
Originally registered
York. X. Y., January 16, 1884.

or

machine-made, $0.36 per pound cigarettes,
including the weight of the outer portion of each cigarette
hand-made, $1.02 per pound, n. e.
$1.08 per pound; snuff,
$0.48 per pound.

RADA VISTA: —39,755.

Meads, Roseman

per i)ound

covered, $0.30

May

cigars.

stemmed

per pound.

in strips, $0.60

;

.Sackheim,

For

pound;

The excise tax (internal revenue) is: Tobacco, handmade strand, $0.18 per pound; tobacco manufactured, n.
e. i. made in Australia both from iinported and locally
grown leaf, $0.24 per jwund tobacco manufactured, un-

Nic

1915.

per

$0.48

factured but entered to be locally manufactured into cigars
Unstemmed, $0.60 per pound; stemmed or partially
stemmed, or in strips, $0.72 per pound.

1889.

PRINCESS BIRUTA:—39,747.

profits.

The

cheroots and tobacco.
Xcw York, N. V.
.\l orris
&. Sons, New York,

lithographic

by Geo.

registered

Originally

J

10,367,000 pounds; total, 11,676,000

The

citfars, cigartttts,

Anu-rican

1910.

11,

leaf,

pounds.

REGISTRATIONS

EQUINOX: —39,746. lor

l)acco.

and

Duplicate Certificate,

Of

stemmed, or

vear.

ing,

2.00

the Commonwealth of Australia for 1914, the last published,
gives these figures.

—
—

mammoth type in the field the
have shown will grow
following year. The mammoth type in the field, it is said,
grow

Transfer,

SG.

:

the

will

CITY

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Effective April 1, 1916.
(see Note A),
Registration
$5.00
(see Note B),
Search
1.00

the production of tobacco on Connecticut farms will be
The only difficulty about these
enormously increased.
types in that they grow to a great size before they bloom
and seed, and in fact, grown outside, they will be killed

roots being confined, the plants will

NEW YORK

BLEKMAN STREET

5

was

GARRETT

H.

C^ards

and AdviTtisinjj Materials

SMITH,

106

E.

19th

St.,

New York

Sole Agent United States and Canada

plan iov the reor;;anization of the present

association.

A
classes

governing body coniiwscd of the various
named, each class meeting separately to discuss

j^ejieral

matters pertaining to it, is proposed.
"f the cigar trade will assemble as
a
k'<'neral

Cork Bobbins

Cork Tips

The various divisions
whole when matters of

interest are involved, or for .social purposes.

122-222

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY,

Inc.

WEST 18TH STREET

NEW YORK

these

boxed, neglecting to properly enter a record of all
in
cigarettes consumed or disposed of and packing cigars
boxes previously used for the same. Lorenzo Monti and
Giuseppe Petrucci are charged with selling cigars not prop'
forerly stamped and boxed and packing cigars in boxes

merly used for the same purpose.

A
Fact

The

Perfect Humidifying System in your Sweat Room,
but to Sumatra, Havana and Porto Rico.
invite

We

* ***^

Builders of Perfect
Sti;eat

Rooms

Succeeding

ELMER

H.

is

only to Domestic Leaf,
our Demonstrating Plant.

a benefit not

you

to visit

PERFECT HUMIDIFYING CO.
HOPE CO

2;J7 N. 4tii St.,

I'HILADELPIIIA,

I»A.

i*
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GiM«: '*DONAIXS8"
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

M. A.
lirM!l!!!T!

lltA St vai Sectsd Are.

A.

i:.

CO.

IM

HlRAUSSMAN importer
HAVANA TOBACCO

CHICAGO, 105 WSaST MONROE STREKT,
LOUIS O. CAVA, M^r.

.1

K.

J.

Leaf Tobacco

JULIUS MARQUSEE, Ul Waur

Strwt,

N«w Yttk

FifwTM 30-41, CaUa "CUETARA" Havana, Cuba

in

S^ LmfTOma

LEAMAN

THE YORK TORACGO CO.

Leaf Tobacco

„..urj.

,..>., ./ ..<

All Grades of
THJVKONlSiM JONN

Pkeker and Dealer

,.

NEW YOU

Naw Ywk

WfttM- Street

::

Offlee anrf Saleareem

110112

W. Walnut

St.,

i«a

LANCASTER,

PA.

LOEB-NUNEZ TOBACCO CO.

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

HANOVER, PENNA.

K.

GIt« Ua •

Stock Gvda.

Trial.

CARDENAS y CIA

John

Ml, Mt.

IJ*

l

HIPPLE BROS.

& CO.

ofHavvM

AMISTAD

N-d^-r-

LESLIE

151 North 3d

(SL

NCW YOIH

-WATEK STREET

A.

Bro.

Cohn & Company

ImpoftefM of HM^ariM and SamMt^M, ^^kckera ofSsed

Leaf Tokdcco and Groovers

142 Water Street

.

of Georgii Samatra
.

.

New York
Factory No. 79

Established 1870

S. R.

KOCHER
"1-4-5."

Leading brands—"Volitta." "Quaker." "Nabobs."
Cream," "Imperial Beauty," "Little Vara"
jobbiiif?

I.

YORK, No.

130

Water

Street

trade invited

Factorj and OfficesiWRlGHTSVILLE, PA.

"Havana

PANTIN

&

Tobacco

MILTON

Cuba -

ftS

ERNEST ELLINGER &

BREMEN, GERMANY

Broad

St.,

Offic«:

riifa«iDikkAi«o
vl^ftriVlDDOIla

Uffitt illirtJMtt
Wittt fir Siifli flwl

rUli Ii4 PWMT

If

iH

PrtH

LM U NvtMM

W

Michaelsen

MENDELSOHN. DORNEMAN

YORK

:

Rail Road Mills Snuff,
Ax^s Snu ff, :
Gail

&

Maccohoys — *Kappees — High

Importers and Packers of

WATBt

&

Hr.vonn Office

SAN MIGUEL 136

of

Co.

Puerto Rican Tobacco
CAYF.Y

New York
\1H

GfeMa '•HHICUW*

P.

•.

MAXIMILIAN STERN

NIW YOMC

Havana Leaf

Puerto Rico W«rehou««:

aai

CO.

(CL

flTRICT.

Prasse

Havana Tobacco
CUvel No.

I

.

Havuu. Cuba

1

65 FroM

Siraat,

N*w Y«il

Office:

WATER STREET

Est. 1825
Est. 1851

Toasts

MANUFACTURED BY
CO., Ill

And Packers

Est. 1760

Strong, Salt, SWeet and Plain Scotchs

GEORGE W. HELME

ia«

Manuel Alvarez

The Standards of America
UriUard'T^^

as

£i

A

HAVAfiA ^09ACC0 IM1*0RTERS

***A"^ AIOTTAD

SfiMufMcturers of Bindings, GaUoens, Tmffwkta,
SmHn *nd Cros GrAtn

and Lancaster

IS Obrapla Sireet, Havana, Cnba

York Offics,! 33-1 37 PiMitSt.
L«uta

Str««ti

Commission Merchants
Leaf Tobacco & Clears

Boston, Masa.

'•"»* XisliiMto

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY
WOODHAVEN AVENUE, GLENDAL& NEW

New

Duke and ChMtnut

Pftcking Houses: Strasburg

OF HAVANA TOBACCO
Warsliouss, Salud IS.

Cor.

Leaf Tobacco

LANCASTER, PENNA.

P.cker. .pd importer.

f^f^

RANCK

H.

Packar aad Daalar ia

Cigars
(Sl

Always Kmmm

D. SELLERS. SELLERSVILLE. PA.

Dome^c

RArrENDUKGH
SONS
StUALITY HAVANA

Nvptuno 6. Havana.

115

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and Domestic Cigart
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco

Correspondence with wholesale «nd

NEW

PA.

Co., Sellenrillt, Pa.

for Manufacturiag Cigar Boxas ia
for Ona Mora Good Custemar

MONROE

Conaulado 142, Havana, Cuba

Leaf Tobacco Merchant
HAVANA, CUBA— GoDsulado

PhiUdelphU

Rosenwald

E-.
145

St.,

Leaf

HABANA. CU1U

ST.

Our Capacity

Commission Merchant

HEINRICH NEUBERGER

Packert of Seed Leaf Tobacco
Fkiest Retail Department in Pennsylvania

YOML

CIGAR BOXU, Go ta

Keystone Cigtf Box

And Importers of HA, VANA,
No. 143 Market Street, Lancsster, Pa.

SPRCIALTY-^ITELTA ABAJO AND ARTBMUA

LEAF TOIACCO
3N m4 3tf N. TkM St., P hM adto ph to

Co.

LEAF TOBACCO

W» Wmt Yeur Op iaiM

CableAddres.,

&

Nissly

F.

For Gsaula* Sawsd

Packers and Daalara in

Almacen de Tabaco en Rama

HAVANA AND SUMATRA

aad Warekonaa. lA Boat Qark Avonaa.

Rfth Ave., New Yerk

w
I

Cicar Ribbons, Silk ImiUtion and MMslinola Rlbkea
Printed or Stamped in Geld or SUvar

STRAUS & CO.

leaf tobacco

Corr««poad««o« SoHiiM

«stabli*h«d 1890

LjibttU.

tJ:Tr "

MANUPACTUaSBA OP GIOAI SCRAP TOSAOdO

Warahaua*: Blral-ln-Hanfl, Lanoaatar Ca., Pa.

306 NO. THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA

ALL KINDS OF

Cigar Box
Labels
TRiNt MINGS

LANCASTER. PENNA.

HABANA, CUBA

SUAREZ &

MANUFACTURER OF

Lancaster County Fancy B's

nolalliail Tabaeos Plttos d» ViMlta Abajo
PartMo 7 VMlta Arrib*

SAN MIGUEL IM

& CO.

HEILAND

JOHN F.

F.

37

UTA>LISHED

I

E. L.

NISSLY

& SONS

OROWERS AND PACKERS OP

CHOICE CIGAR LEAF
^Mfcia, Hsasas: Lsasastor,
Fiona.

^^<*^ Bt^rsn alws|« ^mI
k a pieaaure

TOBACCO

H.

NEW FACTORY

ia77

W. HEFFENER & SON
Steam Cigar Box Manufaclurort

Mun

Offieai n»ria. Pa.

AND MAKERS OF

to look

aw air tm^Jbm

Patented Wiie Bound Shipping Caiet

raquest

l«M

HOWARD

Ic

BOUNDARY AVE.

YOMC. PA.

'I
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BELIEVERS IN PUBLICITY

HtYffOOD. Strasser&Voigt LithoCo.

These foremost houses of the trade have reliable ilooda to sell and want our
Read their story and when wrltlnil 'tell them
suhscrlhers to know ahont them.
fs
No hoilns Advertlsinil admitted.
you saw It In THE ToBACx:o WORLD.

26- STREET & 9- AVENUE.,NEW YORK
MANUFACTURERS OF

Cigar Box Labels
Bands AND Trimmings
179 West Waihington

Chicago,

St.,

American Lithojrsphic Co., New York ......................................
American Sumatra Tobacco Co
American Tobacco Co., The, New York
Arguelles, Lopez & Bro.

322 Chestnut

111.

Make

i.
«
In character

Wn.

F.

GOHLY & SON

and impart a most palatable flavor
and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for List of Flavors for Special Brands
BETUN. AEOMATIZER. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS

FUYORS
*9

27

FRIES

SMOKING

FOR

&

BRO-. 92 Reade

Street.

New York

w
8

—

Lopez

ft

Co.,

i^riiiftrQ

\..'0*f

i-*)»crBj

V""
CoTer

IV
35

—

«
—

Tampa

c

CIGARS. TOBACCO

SMOKERS' ARTICLES, SPECIAL SALES OF LEAF TOBACCO. CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. ADVANCES MADE. SETTLEMENTS
MADE ON DAY OF SALE

Coupon Cigar

Cardenas y Cia, Havana
Castro & Co., Pedro, Tampa, Fla

36
—

Cifuentes, Pego y Ca., Havana, Cuba
Cohn & Co.. A.. New York
Cbmly A Son. W. P., Philadelphia

36

Compania

••

Litografica

de

Habana

la

Marquesaee, Julius
Melachrino & Co.,
Mendelsohn. Borneman

Dunn *
Days

Co.. T. J..
ft Co.. H.

•

New York

Eisenlohr, Otto,
Bro
Ellingcr ft Co.. Ernest,

Pries ft Brother.
Fendrich, H.

Medium Known

.

U.

—

2
17

New York

40
7

••44"

Cigar Co
Freeman, Sidney J

7

—

17

Michaelson

Havana

17

Gafla Sumatra Co
Guerra. V., Diaz &

A.

H

7

—

Co.,

Tampa, Fla

Hamilton Corporation, The
Heekin (an (.o
Heffener & Son, H. W., York, Pa.
Heiland A: ( o., lohn P., Lancaster, Pa
Helme Co., George W., New York
Heywood, Strasser ft Voight Litho. Co. of
Hippie Bros. & Co., Philadelphia

T*l«pl>oa«

Jokn 1942

M. LOPEZ

&

CO.

THEMOEHLELITHOGRAPHICCO
Clarendon Road&East37L^ St. Brooklyn^,

Formerly of

Prasse,

ft

Pavorita Cigar Co., Inc.
lIo«hl« Lithofn^c Co.. The. Brooklya

&

Morris

Company,

1

—

Mi

40

—

Philip
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#
Nissly ft Sons, E. Li. Florin. Pa.
Nissly ft Co., John P.. Lancaster. Pa.
J7

V

P

Hotel

.

Havana. Cuba
TUford
Partagas, Havana, Cuba
Pasbach-Voice Lithographic Co
Patterson Bros. Tobacco Co
Pendas & Alvarez
Perfect Humidifying Co
Leslie,

37

—

ft

4
1

^

S

4

—
1-

37
3^

New York

Tuller

3S
6

Por Larranaga
Portuondo Cigar Iffg. Co., Juan F.

1

m
Racine Paper Goods Co., Racine, Wis.
Ranck. Milton H., Lancaster, Pa.
Regensburg ft Son, £., New York
Rocha, Jose F
Rodriguez, Salvador

40
37

Cover II
36

.....Cover II

Rodriguez, Arguelles & Co
Roig & Langsdorf, Antonio

Rosenwald

&

Bros..

^S

New York

E.,

•

H
1«7

New

ft Co..
York
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o
Cato Cigar Co., E.

S.

1
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r

and are the

Owners and Manufacturers

RACINE, WIS.,

MmI*
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«
~"

7

New York

Racine Paper Goods Company
-

4
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MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

.

^

aaemani degars. xnc

Pantin,

Dtlacl'Wcmawr Co., The, Lima,
Demuth & Co., William

AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

.
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&

Advertising

•

4

Commercial Cigar Co

Pockets

q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS,

Coirtr 11

•

..•.••...

M

&

Street, Philadelphia

REGULAR WM^KLY SALES EVERY THURSDAY.
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Lipscomb
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Parmenter Wax-Lined

NEW YORK
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&
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YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE MADE

^BAl*^

PUNCH

CIFUENTES, PEGO Y CA.,

Jl Cigar With Hardly a RiVal
MANUEL LOPEZ, Proprietor, 28 Rayo St., Habana, Cuba

172 Industria

Center of business on Grand Circus Park.

X/l\

Havana, Cuba

::

AUGUST KUTTNADER, Gfncril RepnMstatiTc,

235 FIFTH AVE.,

(Sraijam Cnurtn^g
u

MILD

The^ Lead the Lenders

NEW YORK

26 SIZES

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
200
200
lee
100

Rooms, Private Bath,
••

"
"

••

"

*•

"
"
"

Total

$1.50 Single, $2.50

*•
2.00
••
2.50
3.00 to 5.00 "

3.00
4.00
4.50

Up Double

ROBERT

"
"
"

Floors— Agents'
Sample Rooms

600 Outside Rooms

New

E.

LANE

MEGA''
HAVANA

''LA

General Representative for
United States and Canada

ALL ABSOLUTELY UUIET

Two

115

Unique Cafes and

New

Broadway

"'SSSv'"

York

V.

Cabaret Exellente

Hi

GuerrOj Diaz & Co., Tampa,

tc €ottdtt

Weft 41x1

aire.t.

New

(Som^fang
Y«ik

Fia.

-

Manufacture a Cigar and
Best of Havana Tobacco

Kno'w
in its

that

you are Putting

Construction

is

Y.
the Very

and Gets the Approval of
Continue Manufacturing and Selling

Pendas

&

Alvarez

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

a Great Satis-

faction to the Builders

We

Arkrr. 4Urr«U

CIGARS OF THE HIGHEST
QUALITY AND BEST WORKMANSHIP

ESTABLISHED 1M7

70

HAVANA BLEND"

the Users*

HAVANA CIGARS
ROMEO Y J ULIETA
The Leader in all the
World's Markets

CIGARS

SARAMITA

Our Motto: "QUALITY"
Office

and SAlcsfoonv

80 J -803

-

NEW YORK

THIRD AVE.

U. S.

ReprMtiUtiTc:

Wh. T.Tiyltr. %%

Brtt^ St.N.Y.City.

CITY

'L^
iQ}

0^

ADMIRAI.,

BACHIAS

THE SIZE THAT SELLS

HAVANA CIGARS
With Broad Leaf of the Milder Quality for the Colder* Soon be a
quarter of a Century since <we started this Brand

^ts.

Shields- Wertheim Co.

Cleveland, O.

HiTana Cigiw
For Hen of Heans

The

Original

and Genuine

Union

Central

Smoking Tobacco

t

in

Renowned
Uniformity

1>SMTinB9 BY THE CMEEf^ AND OOLD BAND
^^

I

&

New Cut

Paclced in e

for

R. A. BACHIA
W«M Willi m Si.

a

1 }4

ounces

Unibed State

CO.

Nm

Poclcet-proof

— 5 eenl*
ToUm Ce.

ICHMONO,
Y«rfi

Package

VA.

til
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The Exceptional Cigar
I

il

}

More people every day are learning that
it's the Blend that makes the FlaVor
and that

of a Cigarette

OMAR

is

\'\

the

PERFECT TURKISH BLEND.

BAYUK BROTHERS

&

G. S. Nicholas

T^HE

41 ami 43 Beaver

one-color reproduction above gives only the

suggestion of the

now

full

telling the story of

to the smokers of the

faintest

"The

Independent Factories

Perfect Turkish Blend"

•f flavaiia

nVE CENT aCAR

United States.
for yourself;

which are made under the personal control and supervision
•f the oldest cigar manufacturers in Cuba, thus retaining for each
all

OMAR —and then remember

its

consider carefully the

favorable impression they create in your

own mind

^f

own

individuality.

Price List Mailed

u^- •KTO CIQAR COMPJCNY

for

T.

that these cards are before

J.

year.

Are you

taking

Makers

advantage

Wifc,

ht

The

Hm. Tanitorr
N«w Yowk OIRm: aOS W. BrM4w*r

Central Office

Borland Building, Chicago

Home

Office

Candler Building,

New York

Francisco

i:.

<Sl

CO.

of

Bachelor Cifar
9Ut S«r««t N^w Y*rH

5c

CO.

Western Office
Humboldt Bank Bldg., San

New

401-^05

of this?

STREET RAILWAYS ADVERTISING

Upon Request.

DUNN

the eyes of all the smokers in your section every hour, every

day throughout the

grades of Cigars

manufactured by the

PIfiLADELPMA

See these cards

New Y«rk

DIRECT IMPORTERS of ihe highest

colorings of the car cards

rich

Street,

Co.

9EJT TMAT SKILL,

EL

FENDUC3BU

MmtEY
'.

cAfi rttomvcE

VANSVILIiB, IND.

GGAR

I
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Don't Jud^e

Florida ^-^Georgja
Tobacco By Other People's
Packings
If

you want

of Florida
tastes as

and

Get the Range of Smoking

Aak

FREE

for

Good

^

package of 'pap*r»
with taeh 5e tack.
'

"Bull" Durham is the mildest of all tobaccos a fragrant,
mellow-sweet tobacco that soothes the nerves and brings the
happy, contented feeling that comes from
thorough satisfaction. Made of the famous

your own"with"BuU"and enjoy a real smoke.
'

VHE AMERICAN TODACCO COMPANY

^

now

appearing;- in local

and national pnhlications.

Quality

and Perfect Burn
Tremendous Yield

AMERICAN SUMATRA TOBACCO COMPANY
142

ads.

in yield

Samples Ready for Inspection at
the Company's Office

"bright"Virginia-NorthCarolinaleaf,"Buir'has
been the great American smoke for three generations. There is no other tobacco like it. You

UriJ. l>UI\ll/\M

good as any tobacco grown, superior

Beautiful Light Colors

f<i

<»f till-

wrappers, that

1915 Crop

GENUINE

Oiu'

Georgia

colors

Roll "Bull" EXirham into a cigarette andvou have a smoke with all the vim,
vigor and dash of Uncle Sam's fighting men. That's why the American Army is an
amiy of "Bull" Durham smokers. "Bull" puts snap into their action and "punch ^
"Bull.
into their systems. For a virile, lively, manly smoke, "roll your own" with

^"roll

and

1915 crop
bums and

We

Satisfaction

Durham
Bull
SMOKING TOBACCO

to see a fancy packing of the

WATER

STREET,

NEW YORK

THE TOBAC(:0 WORIJ)

DislinGlive

NEW

ARMS FINDS TOBACCO
FIRMS READY TO DO THEIR SHARE

CALL TO

GommonpldGe

^'r^i

('onsider the large nunil^er of cigars packed in

By Spacial

Toth«Lal«Kin(

AppoinlmcBl

Edward VII

ihree nig

1,

1916.

No. 13.

Employers

Win

rtoid Positions

Open and Pay

— Additional ConWages to Men Who
cerns Will Probably Follow— Similar to Ac-

JACOB WERTHEIM AGAIN HEAD OF
TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
Unanimously Elected—Joseph Cullman, Jr., Succeeds Charles Fox— Special Committee Appointed
to Determine Proper Dues— Call to Be Issued
for Additional Dues

Officers

Respond

wcMxien boxes -each l)ox
practically the same size

Tobacco Firms

tion of British

shai)e.

You then realize the
advantage of putting your prwluct

in a distinctive

ROWING

container.

attention-coniattractive,
are lithographed
by our stiilT
originated
colors,
and
designs
i>elling
Your smokes, when packed in Heekin
of artists.
receive a
t'ans. l)ecause of the attractiveness, will
thus incase,
dealer's
on
the
position
in

Worlds Oldest

those of their employees wno
and
have answered the call ol the President, me secretary oi W ar, and the Governors ot the respective
btates, with reference to mobilization, the American lobacco Company, 1'. Lorillard Company, and the Lniteo
Cigar Stores Company, have notified these men that not
onfy will their positions be held open, but that full salaries
On Saturday last checks
will be paid during their absence.
went out for full salaries for the men who had already

farettes

H^^vgrade TuHtish

Plain

prominent

End or Cork-Tipped

creasing the sale of your pnxluct.
(Jet in touch with us— we'll gla<lly submit
For cigars,
color sketches for a ilistinctive design.
our
tobacco,
smoking
or
chewing
snulT,
stogies,

•The

Little

Brown Box'

lined their colors.

cans arc unsurpassed containers.

The splendid sentiment which has actuated the bigger
concerns to undertake this burden evidences a high patriotic
And this move on the part of employers is by no
spirit.

Send for sample

THE HEEKIN CAN COMPANY
Culvert, 6th and

New

Streets

PHIUP MORRIS &

CINCINNATI, O.

72

Fifth

CO.. LTD.

New

Avenue

means confined to the tobacco industry.
The following letters will prove of interest to the
trade

Ycwk

New

"Heekin Can Since 1901"

A

^cl<U

Favorite

with the

BEST
Cidar

Stores

Hotels and

CO., Tampa, Fla.
&
PEDRO CASTRO
New York
Distributers

LOUIS G. SMITH

.

Sl

CO., 52 Beaver

Street

the othce of president. George W. Hill, Edward Wise,
Jesse A.
Bloch, Asa Lemlein were re-elected vicepresidents; Leon Schinasi, treasurer; Charles Dushkind,
till

secretary and counsel.

Cullman, Jr., who was recently elected president of the Cigar Leat Tobacco Association, succeeding
Charles Fox, has also succeeded Mr." Fox as vice-president
of the Tobacco Merchants' Association, to represent the leaf
tobacco interests on the executive committee.
The matter of raising additional funds was discussed
and it was decided to appoint a special committee to determine and pass up the adequacy of the amounts subscribed
by members, and to raise the dues in each case where they
shall find that the amount subscribed for is not commensurate with the size and extent of the member's business.

Joseph

1'.

On

that committee the following gentlemen were appointed: A. L. Sylvester, Geo. W. Hill, Edward Wise^
Joseph F. Cullman, Jr., Julius Lichtenstein, Asa Lemlein

in

Please
this, their i)erformance of their patriotic duty.
let all employees affected know of your receipt of this
coininunication, and get from them directions as to

other things, a directory of all
supply houses furnishing the tobacco industry with premiums, supplies and .related products that are associated
members of the Tobacco Merchants' Association.

the second place that full salaries will be paid during
their absence from their employment on account of

Manufacturers
PHILADELPHIA.

IT a recent meeting of the board of directors of
the Tobacco Merchants' Association, held for the
purpose of electing officers for the ensuing year,
Jacob Wertheim was unanimously re-elected to

and George H. Hummel.
This committee met later at the office of the president, and a call was issued to the members for additional
dues where the amounts paid were inadequate.
The first Year Book of the Tobacco Merchants' Association will be issued shortly.
It will contain about two
hundred pages, and will contain a store of learning, knowledge and research work that will make it very valuable
to the active tobacco man.

the assurance, in the first place that up<»n their return
the positions they left will be waiting for them, and

Clubs

Ltd.

the Auditor, Factory

Governors of their respective States, with reference
to the mobilization of troops on account of the MexiWe desire all
can situation, respond to such orders.
of such employees in making that response to have

Restaurants

Clear Havana Cigar

York, June 20, lUlG.

Managers, Sales Department
Managers, Leaf Department Managers, of The
American Tobacco Company.
Gentlemen
It is our earnest desire that all of our employees
who belong to military organizations affected by the
orders of the President, the Secretary of War and the

To

& BLUMENTHAL,

their appreciation of the fine public spirit

patriotism ot

©ms

HEEKINCANS

JEITLES

YORK, JULY

I

Vs.

and

PHILADELPHIA AND

XXXVL

Vol.

how payment

shall be

made

of their

It will

contain,

among

wages or salary

during their absence in the performance of this, thc».
country's service.

M. MELACHRINO & CO., Inc.

Very

Pennal

If

Dear Sir:

A number

&

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, 120 Clubs and 360 RegiraenUl Messes throughout Europe

rJlANn r*LPOTS OF

•

Co., Inc., are

Loo'ian.

8 ReMOl

St.. S.

W

icS^wl^S. Africa
THE PRINCIPAL OTES OF THE WORLD

Si JluUchrf-?* CT. loe.

AGENCIES

IN

Calcutta. 10 Gorernmem Race
Ale«« Irk. Ru. ChenH Pacha

214-216

WEST

47tli

STREET,

MCE

CAIRO, Head Ofiee

and Fac«ory
Ha.by.«. 18-20 Gro«e Backetttrai..

LIST

UPON APPLICATION

NEW YORK

Company's employees who are
National Guard of various States,

of this

members of the
have made an immediate response

You Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes
i

M. Melachrino

to the call of the
President, and have gone, or are about to go, to camp
with their respective commands, in preparation for

border or in Mexico.
These men are actuated by a high sense of paThis Company is
triotism and a fine public spirit.
proud of their unhesitating response to the call of duty
and of the sacrifices which they will undergo for the
common good. The Company has every confidence

service on. the

(Continued on Page i8)

IRREGULAR PAGINATION

S. Hill,

President.

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES
You Cannot be Mistaken

Schulte Cigar

truly yours,

Pease

&

Company

Elliman,

in

Country-Wide Expansion

conjunction with Willard S. Bur*
rows Company, of New York, have secured for the Schulte
Cigar Company options for long-term leases on thirty-seven
store locations situated throughout Bridgeport, New Haven,
Hartford, New London, New Britain, Springfield, Worcester, Providence, y\lhany, Syracuse, Rochester, Buffalo,
Cleveland, Toledo, Detroit, L^nion Hill, Camden. Trenton,
Pittsburgh. Philadelphia. Scranton. Harrisburg. Washington, D.

C, and

in

I'altimore. .Negotiations are

pending

in

the

above and other cities for a considerable additional number
Pease vS: IClliman have recently leased to the
of properties.
Schulte Cigar Company in New York City. Brooklyn. Long
Island and Chicago, nineteen properties for branch-store
establishments.

u
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LANCASTER TOBACCO MARKET

Louisville Firms to Furnish 23,400,000 Pounds— Deliveries
to Be Made This Month

Sensation Caused by Contracts for Unplanted Crops
1909 Leaf Finding a Ready Market
I

1

HE

I

French Government has just closed a contract
purchase through three well-known Louisville hrms of ;;i3,40U,0U0 pounds of Kentucky tu-

for the

bacco, says a notice in the Journal of Commerce.
understanding that the tobacco is being acquired for distribution among soldiers in the held daily in
European war. The Louisville firms awarded the contract
are E. J. O'Brien & Company, G. O. Tuck & Company, and
T. D. Williams & Company.
It is the

This is undoubtedly one of the largest single orders
for tobacco grown in Kentucky in some time and that it*
will be of benefit to growers and financial institutions in
various parts of the State is obvious. The largest transaction in the history of the Kentucky tobacco industry was
consummated six or seven years ago when the Burley Tobacco Society sold out the 190G and 1&07 pooled crops of
Burley, accumulated during the tobacco war, to the Ameri-

can Tobacco Company.

The

announcing the sale of the tobacco to the
French govei'nment, which is of interest in business circles,
article

follows
"Indication that the Allied governments are continuing
to purchase heavily in the American markets is seen in
several important transactions concerning which details

have now been made public. Announcement was made
yesterday by the Oriental Navigation Company that it had
closed a contract with Charles Grouzello, a member of the
French Purchasing Commission in this country, for the
transportation of 23,400,000 pounds of leaf tobacco. This
tobacco has been bought by France from E.
J. O'Brien &
Company, G. O. Tuck and T. D. Williams, of Louisville,
Ky., and ninety carloads are already on the way to this
port.

"The

entire purchase,

amounting to approximately

fif-

teen thousand hogsheads, will be forwarded during July and
August, and is said to be the largest amount of tobacco
bought to date by any foreign government.

"The

first

shipment

will

be

made on

steamer
'Kirsten,' which will carry a full cargo "and will be rechristened 'Lady Nicotine' for the voyage.
Other shipments will be made on the vessels of the company sailing
in July and August, while 15,000 tons of steel for the French
government will also be carried. The price paid for the
tobacco could not be learned last night."
If as stated the tobacco is to be used by the soldiers
for smoking and chewing, this order is interpreted by persons watching the progress of the war as an indication that
the finances of the Allies are far from running low; the
argument being made that the French government would
not invest money in such a luxury as tobacco if munitions
and foodstuffs and real necessities of life were scarce.
the

Lancaster, Pa.
sensation has been created
in
local leaf tobacco circles by the confirmation
of
what were only rumors for several days, that the
agents of at least one big outside tobacco concern
were offering to contract for the tobacco of lUlG, a crop not
yet planted, and it is known that some few contracts were
signed, as high as 15 cents a pound for wrappers and 3
cents a pound for fillers being offered.
few years ago
for two seasons crops were bought on the field shortly before the cutting period, as the result of which many lawsuits followed, due to the packers n«t being satisfied with
the tobacco delivered and the growers being disgruntled

|C)M!nTlING

The unbonding of the cigar factory of M. Perez Company, Key West, has been effected. Every effort was made
to discover the benefits of the
it

bonding system, and while

was given to sales the exbond more than offset the advan-

did prove that an impetus

penses of operating in
tages gained from it.

Acy T>ehman has opened a new cigar store in the Kay
Piuilding, at Main and ATadison Streets, Memphis, Tenn.

Mciaurdl

A

through being "docked"

consequence. For some years
since then the packers have been content to wait either
until the crop was in the shed curing or had been stripped.
Such a thing as contracting for tobacco not yet planted
was never before heard of in Lancaster County. Of course,
the contracts require the tobacco on delivery to be of a
certain quality.
It has been many years since 15 cents a
pound was offered for Lancaster County tobacco, and this
was only offered to growers who have made a reputation
for growing a high' standard.
It is understood that this
will not be the price all through, but it shows conclusively
that the big concerns that have been buying most of the
Lancaster County crop the last few years will be hot after
the 1{)1() tobacco, and that surely means a high general selling price.
Not in many years has the planting of the tobacco crop
of the county been delayed so long as this spring. The
cool, wet weather has been responsible. It is estimated that
only about (jne-fourth of the crop has been planted up to
this time.
.\s a result, the seed beds are becoming overcrowded by the small plants which have continued to make
iifood growth, and it is feared by some farmers that this
may cause a stunting in the further growth of the plants
when set out in the fields. Many farmers are apprehensive
that the delay in the j)lanting of the tobacco will cause a
very late harvest, which will subject the crop to the danger
of

damage by

in

year, the supply being

feature of the past

market has been the

t'xpectt'd

increase

in

week

in

Md.,

week with

this

Com-

"Brennig's Own" cigarettes are now installed in their
new quarters at 3U East Forty-second Street.

Nat Kice, of the Stachelberg Company, has returned
his offices alter a trip through New England.

to

Emil Judell, of 11. Judell ^ Company, well-known San
Francisco jobbing house, is in New iork on business.

Ed Wodiska,
the

visitor to

New York

trade.

He

y
has

Ca.,

was a recent

lett for

Chicago.

visit.

Melachrino

Company, of Canada, have decided
change their name to the Tobacco Products
Corporation
Canada, Limited. The capital stock has been
increased
6i

to
ol

to

Ottenheimer

firm of Elliot,

&

Elliot to Incorporate

Ottenheimer

i«t

Elliot.

Baltimore,

by July 1st incorporate as Elliot. Ottenheimer &
Inc., and remove to their new factory, 102 and 104

West Lombard Street.
They will continue

firm ot Hail &. Cotton, of Louisville,
Ky.,

tobacco

was

dis-

charged irom custody on June 21st, by Clarence
S.
Houghton, United States Commissioner. Cotton
was arrested some time ago, on complaint of
George F.
Anderson, a special agent ot internal revenue, who
charged
that the defendant, with Dominico
Suracei, in business
here as the State Leaf Tobacco Company,
Incorporated and
Lmil Berger, in business as the Interstate

Tobacco Com-

pany, Incorporated, had, on May lo, iyi3,
conspired to deiraud the United States.
means of fictitious sales, the
complaint alleged that Cotton made it possible
for Suracei
and iJerger to make irregular entries in their
books.
.Moving lor the dismissal of the complaint
against Cotton, Emilio Yaselli, Assistant Federal
District Attorney
consented that a letter, addressed to Henry A.
Wise, counsel for Cotton, by A. Snowden Marshall,
District Attorney

%

made

part of the record.

The letter says, in substance,'
that Mr. Marshall, after going over
the case, finds that
there was no evidence to warrant the
prosecution of Cotton.
l>e

of Corral, VVodiska

George B. Freitag, of Chicago headquarters of
the
American Tobacco Company, has come to town for. a

Truck Drivers Arrested on Fraud Charge
Walter Gorman and James Mcx\ally, truck
drivers
and a man named Robert Janaw, all of New
York were

recently arraigned in that city before
United States' Commissioner Clarence S. Houghton on the
charge of being

been notified that a

concerned in a conspiracy to defraud the
United States
Government. Complaint was made by George
C. Snedden
a customs agent, that the truckmen,
on June 17th, removed
a case of tobacco from the platform
of the United

in

Appraiser's Stores, at 611

Henry Ottenberg, the well-known Manila importer, h...
as
shipment of GUO,OOU cigars for him is

transit across the

continent.

Washington

was afterwards turned over

Uetermann, of the Manila Commercial Company,
received advices to the effect that the
U. S. Transport
'Ihonias," due to arrive in .San Francisco
alxmt |uly nth,
will bring 1,15I',00U
cigars from their Manila factory.

States
Street, and that it

to Janaw.

Pending examinaon the complaint Gorman and McNally were held
in
Jj;i5()0 bail each, and Janaw's bond
was fixed at $2600.
tion

I

Lorillard Traffic
i'hillip

pany, has

Manager Co-operates With T. M. A.
Croxton, traffic manager of T. Lorillard Com-

taken quite an interest in the campaign for the
using tibre-l)oard boxes for shipping cigars.

privilege of

Ihe

Western Classification Committee, which covers
west of the Mississippi River and the
^•hcial Classification
Committee which covers the territory east of
the Mississippi and north of the Potomac have
a ready
changed the classifications so as to permit the use
Jlii;

will

entire territory

"'the fibre-board box,

but the Southern Classification Comwhich covers the territory east of the Mississii)pi
^'ver and south
of the Potomac River is still enforcing
old rules, which
practically prevents the use of fibre'"'ttee,

A. Voice Calling on Western Customers
J. A. Voice, secretary of the well-known lithographic
house of Pasbash- Voice, has recently been making a
trip
J.

thniugh the West in company with John B. Thatcher,
western manager, calling on the trade.
Relative to business conditions, Mr. Voice states
that
he found the cigar manufacturers in Detroit,
Cincinnati
and Chicago behind on their orders and short of help.
Lverything in these cities was very favorable.
Mr. Voice has recently been spending some time in
Chicago at the Western headquarters of the firm. The
Pasbach- Voice Lithographic Company is taking care of
all its customers in a first-class manner.

it:>

to

manufacture

all

the old firms

brands.

'"ard

hoxcs for cigars in

the

territorv

covered by that

^ununittee.

has been filed in New
York State 1)y the Sanitary Cigar Cutter Corporation, with
a capital stock of $40,000.
The incorporators are named
as L. Lieberman. IT. J. Lew. and IT. T- Rothschild.

A

York

George J. VV'helan, of the United Cigar Stores
pany, was a recent visitor in Chicago.

sale of several large packings of the

having been made at 12 cents.

Elliot.

xN'evv

the tobacco

goods,
riu-re is a very marked shortage in all kinds
of tobacco, the heavy demands from Europe being responsible, and anyone having even the formerly undesired
l!)On g(jods can now find a ready market for it. the recent

The

expected in

^s

his family.

lOOf)

sales

©m Mjmmdwmj

lias

acreage.

The notable

Leslie Fantin is

No Case Against Maurice Cotton
[AURICE R. COTTON, a member of the

A.

frost.

Tobacco plants are plentiful this
more than sufficient to meet the

Elliot,

M. Perez Company Unbonds

til

of a

certificate of incorporation

J"

connection with the hearing held by the Southern

lassituation
a

Jli'itc
'^

I'll

I

Committee last week, Mr. Croxton submitted
argument and also an interesting brief on

lengthy
ot

|».

Lorillard Comi^'inv.
'

l^etore lonir

o

*

.\

decision

is

expected

"United" Realty Holding Company Retains Quarters
The United Merchants Realty and Improvement Company, the holding concern for the United Cigar Stores Company, has decided to retain its present quarters at 44 West
l-ighteenth Street.
The new lease is made one year in
advance of the exi)iration of the present one. The new
lease

is

for five years

rental of

from

May

1,

1917, at

about $250,000 for the term.

an aggregate
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From Tampa: Matt W. Berriman and Jose Cosio, of
Berriman Brothers; Edgar J. Stachelberg, of Jose Lovera
Company; Manuel Corral, president of Corral, Wodiska &

and Jaime Pendas, of

of Jose Escalante

Moreda

gar

Havana, June

2'6,

ii)iO.

shown a retrograde move[HE
ment in our market, as compared with the prestocks
vious two weeks, which owing to the small
past fortnight has

the

new

arrivals oi
of old tobacco on hand, and that the
limcrop from the country have been only very
It is said that there
is easily enough explained.

ited so tar,

capaduras for
or any oi the lower
sale in tirst hands, none of seconds,
wrappers and
grades, although there remain some lew
growth, lor local con4's (cuartas), of last year's Remedios

are not

more than about 2UUU bales

of hrst

Of Vuelta Abajo, of the 1U15 crop, there rethe
mained some larger stocks in our market, but after
and loose
buyers of the Spanish Regie examined the colas

sumption.

up the great bulk
leaves, we understand that they cleaned
the exact quantity
of them (although we cannot yet state

be hard to hnd any more
of bales), so that now
have come
goods of this character. The new goods, which
are, however,
forward, while partly fair enough in quality,
for a long time to come. As
still too green to be workable
drought during the growin every year, with a prolonged
to be found, but
ing season, there are enough yellow leaves
contrary showing lite,
as they are not dry in texture, on the
it

will

change in color later on, when
it is possible that they may
Ihe
in the bales.
they have undergone the second sweat
counnew Remedios, which have come forward from the
criterion, as they were
try, ought not to be taken as a
in a hurry, and
farmers' packings, rushed to the market
process in the
had not passed the required fermentation
piles, therefore are liable to rot.
swing
The escogidas in the country will not be in full
experienced packers,
until the coming month of July, as the
the piles, until the
as well as vegueros, will not disturb
as
the full forty days of fermentation,

bundles have had
This year,
formerly in years of a heavy quality tobacco.
nature, even the shadegrown one
all the leaf is of a heavy
extra gum can only be elimiin the Partidos, therefore the
former so-called
nated by a longer process of sweating. The
Nobody wants
dry (seco) styles will be almost absent.
year of 1907, the principal
to see a repetition of the fatal
the tobacco was rushed to
fault of which had been, that
enough fermentation
the market without having undergone
character
therefore the leaf retained its crude
in the piles,

for several years.
,
,
r
*t
kinds of leaf in the
Prices are high this year for all
short crop of
Republic of Cuba, caused by the universally
^

the leaf-growing districts,

•

therefore

tobacco in all
minds to pay
American huvers will have to make up their
they may need this or
higher prices'than ever for the goods

leaf

success

which has

for a

profited

zalez).

Cigars

look
our island is concerned, we can hardly
as long
forward to a big crop of tobacco in the year 1917.
industry can atas the sugar prices keep up, and which
classes, than the
ford to pay higher wages to the laboring
Under normal circumstances we are
tobacco industrv.

far as

British imbroglio

on the 'Unh inst.

doing as well as could be expected at the
numient.
Don Jose Moran has been promoted from the
position of foreman of the selecting room to be a traveling
salesman in Central America and N'enezuela. having left
via Colon, last week.
Don Angel Granda. formerly of the
Aguila de ( )ro factory, occupies the position held by Don
Partagas

stimulate the raissure that high prices for our leaf would
Nature should
ing of large crops, provided naturally that
under the abnormal
favor us by a suitable temperature, but
sceptical that we
conditions existing at present, we are
enough hana>
could raise a large crop, as there are not
mas
Tn all likelihood we
to attend to the tobacco fields.
crop on this acbe only able to grow a moderate-sized
not to make tne
count, therefore manufacturers ought
lower prices again
selves any illusions, that we shall see
earnest in raising P"^"
in 1917. and go to work in
on the capita
such an extent as to make some money

Jose

is

Moran.

working as regularly as always at this
time of the year, having no lack of orders.
Por Larranaga. Punch and Sol and Devesa de Murias
are fairly busy, but would not object to being blessed with
II.

.'^

arctte manufacturers. 987 bales.
^^^^^,
of Havana.
port
the
from
tobacco,
leaf
of
Exports
^
bales, whidi
Tune 8 to June 21, 1916. totalled 12,777
viz.: lo a
^^^^^^
consigned to the following countries,
1«^' '
Canada.
to
11.633:
States.
^jto
of the United
25, a
Norway.
to
479;
Netheriands.
the
Britain. 40: to
the Argentine Republic. 389 bales.

of

about letting our exporters ship
one-third of the quantity of cigars exported last year to
the United Kingdom, does not seem to have disappeared
yet, although we noted that the Trust has exported over
Part of this
klU.OUO cigars last week to Great Britain.
large shipment may be a Government order for the army
and navy at lumie. and on the lighting lines in the ditTeritit countries, which are affected by the war, and part may
be forwarded tu Linidon »»r Liverpool for re-export to for( )ur
independent factories claim to have
eign countries.
received no cables yet to ship goods to luigland direct.
Romeo y Julieta is working normally at this season
(»f the year.
Don Pepin Rodriguez arrived at Cadiz, Spain,

U|)mann

is

more orders. 'I'he other factories are exi)eriencing rather
'lull times at the moment.

I

Leaf Tobacco
Jose del Castillo de la Rosa has closed out his holdings
of leaf, handed in his license as a leaf dealer, and will retire to his former home in the Canary Islands.
already 294 bales of their
lU'w l\'irtido packing, in the last two weeks.
As reprehensible war measures of the British Government, concerning neutral nations, we beg to mention the
following two cases which have come to our knowledge, and
whjch do not speak fair for the proverbial justness of the
Aixala

t't

Company

great British nation.

sold

Company

;

;

Candido Obeso),
and Mrs. Antcro Prieto and daughter (Sobrinos de A. Gon-

The

ik

Shippers above 200 bales of leaf tobacco, from the port
Leslie Pantin,
of Havana, during the past fortnight were:
2-.'«;!l bales;
Berndes & Company. 1619 bales; Mark A.
J. F.
Pollack. 1472 bales; I'erez. Capin & Company, 1107 bales;
Walter Sutter & Company, 870 bales; Bridat & Company,
622 bales J. Bernheim & Son, 559 bales Carlos Arnoldson
Company, 536 bales; Menendez & Company, 480 bales;
i*^
.Maximilian Stern, 467 bales; Cuban Land and Leaf Tobacco
Company, 115 bales; Jose Suarez & Company, 411 bales;
lamest i^llinger & Company, 386 bales; Manuel Suarez,
:)58 l>ales: M. A. Gunst & Company, 213 bales; Rodriguez,
Meiidez i*^ C'cnnpany, 206 bales.

:

:

Berndes

fortnight.

:

if

vested bv them in their enterprises.
870.^ Da
Sales during the past fortnight totalled
Partido. 588. an
which consisted of: Vuelta Abajo. 4527:
Remedios. 3588 bales.
T7„rnt>e
exporters to Kiiro^2128:
Americans.
were:
Buvers
and our local eg
.5825: shippers to South America. 763;

—
—

To Tampa: Edgar J. Stachelberg.
To Colon Jose ^Moran.
To Spain Gregorio Obeso (brother

normal proportions.

As

]Meyers, of the Cortez Ci-

Company.
;

American cigar manufacturers
must either raise prices, or go out of business, this is inof the burevitable, and the smoker must bear his share
and
den by paying higher figures likewise for his comfort
enjoyment of the weed, or do without it. Wages for all
working men have risen all over, therefore he is also able
and comforts. High
to spend more upon his living expenses
come, even
prices are bound to stay for some time to
unless we should
the war should come to a close before long,
greatly exhave bumper crops, so that the supply should
ceed the demand.
,..11
all

Company;

Returned Reginald Bray, of Ernest Ellinger & Company and Mark A. Pollack, (ff Mark A. Pollack.
Departures To New ^'ork B. Meyer, Rene llerndes,
and Leslie Tantin, with his family.
To Boston: Albert W. Kaffenburgh.

immensely by the European war, and caused such a glut
of money, that the purchasing power of the golden coin has
decreased, while, on the other hand, all kinds of merchandise have advanced enormously. Tobacco forms no exception in the economy of the world trade, as hindered by
Nature, all crops are not sufficient to meet the demand,
which, through the large fighting armies, has increased out
of

&

F.

respondence between the Netherlands and Cuba is opened
by the British censor, delayed unnecessarily, and sometimes does not reach us at all. Cables are treated likewise
in the same manner.
Leslie Pantin has been a big buyer again, with 2975
bales of leaf, for account of his customers, during the past

& Company.

From Key West: Vivian M.

much

61 ,690

Meyer.

Company; Jose Escalante,

F. Berndes

issued a circular to their customers, stating the facts and appealing to the fairness and
equity of their customers to protect their interests upon
the expiration of the policies issued by them, as they had
taken the preliminary steps to represent another company.
An American banker told us that he had made a collection of some money for a German firm, and that his letter with the remittance had been returned unopened by the
Furthermore, it is a fact that the corBritish censor.

J.

—

Havana, Cuba.

next year. This is the penalty of too
neutral nation, like the United States,

J.

Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
From New York: B. Meyer, of Mendelsohn
Arrivals

Exclusive bureau
Perseveraficia No.

Total

&

Company, originally a German firm,
but now controlled by Cubans, and therefore virtually a
Cuban firm, were notified by the directors of The Northern Fire Assurance Company, of London, that their general agency, which they have held for forty years to the
entire satisfaction of all concerned, was cancelled. Messrs.

From

the Country
Since Jan. 1, 1916.
ending June 16, 1916.
For two weeks
37,703 bales
7,467 bales
Vuelta Abajo
<(
269
2,581
Semi Vuelta
<(
((
688
78
Partido
«
a
17,912
773
Remedios
8
2,806
Oriente
Receipts of Leaf Tobacco
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Wisconsin Tobacco Market
Edgerton, Wis.
Ten days of suitable weather for outdoor work in the
fields is about all that is neces.sary to see the 1916 tobacco
crop safely set in the fields. At the present writing the
l)lants are further advanced than the work of preparing the
soil, which has been interfered with by recent heavy^ rains.
But a good start has been made in getting the crop out
and with plenty of plants everywhere ready for transplanting, this work will now go forward rapidly when the
weather permits. A good many of the early beds will be
lost because the plants are already over size for use in transplanting.

The week has brought

so

much

rain

and discouraging

cold weather that the plant beds are not making the expected advancement, nor has the farmer been able to put
in much time at preparing the fields for transplanting.
Ihe local markets have been visited by a few Eastern
dealers in search of old stock during the week, but we do
not learn of the closing out of any large lots so far. Other
trading is of a small order nature.

Somerset Cigar Store Changes Owners
The wholesale cigar business of Harry L. Sipe. of
Somerset, Pa., has recently been sold to Tfarry Drake and
C. Lancaster. The business, which has been established
!•'.

a

numbers

of years, has been successful.

Stogie Factory Holdings
TTuston Rickey, vice-president and general manager of
Rickey-Johnson Company, of Portsmouth. O., manufacof his
turers' of cigars and stogies, has recentiv disposed

Huston Rickey

stock in the

Mr. Rickey

Sells

to Sherrard M. and Samuel Johnson.
will continue as a director of the company.

company
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"Melachrino" Window a Hit— Cuthbert
Back From "La Saramita" Campaign Cleveland's
Baseball Team Boosts Attendance and
Cigar Sales

—

IRA

A

Window

Prize-Winning

{Continued from Page ij)

27, JOIG.

that

their salaries

itports for Cleveland and vicinity are good.
J loth
niannfacturers and retailers are well pleased

Bounty

blast;

all

necessary, and a further announcement made.
Salaries will be paid during the employees' absence either to such persons as the employees may designate in writing to receive the same, or will be retained by the Company and paid directly to the employees on their return to the Company's service.

;

Tobacco

favorite brand at

Fred Golmar, of the Fred G. Golmar Cigar Company,
reports business in all of their four stands was never better.
Cigar dealers in the vicinity of the baseball park are
doing a bang-up business this season, as the Indians are
drawing tremendous crowds. This town has certainly got
the baseball fever, as the article below, taken from a recent
issue of the "Cleveland News," shows it has hit the cigar
dealers as well as others:

"When

comes to batting averages, Tris Speaker,
Jack Graney and Klmer Smith aren't in it with Mrs.
it

Rachel Jones, proprietress of a cigar store at Prospect
and East Eighteenth Streets. Mrs. Jones is batting an
even thousand, while Sj)eaker. Graney and Smith are
mere jiikers trailing along in the three hundred class.
She has attended every game the Indians have played
at home so far this season and expects to see all of the
rest.
I'Viends of Mrs. Jones say if she is unable to get
any one to attend to her business during the afternoon
when the Indians are at home, she locks up shop and
hikes to the ball park, no matter how much business
she loses."
A. C. Wertheim, of the Shields-Wertheim Company,
has just returned from Mt. Clemens, where he c(iml)ined
business with pleasure.
E. Schoenberg. of the Euclid Arcade cigar stand, reports business is fine.

The Annex

cigar store,

owned by George Rnchard.

has undergone a complete change.

Air.

Ruchard has

in-

Thomas

J.

Maloney,

President, P. Lorillard Company.

parks and lake resorts are open which will mean a lot more
cigars will be consumed, as they are all carrying a big line
of popular brands.
A smoker will be able to secure his

Phil Cohen, of the Bond Street cigar stt>re, rei)orts
business is fine.
Mr. Cohen has only had control of the
above stand a sht)rt time, but has made a host of friends
and customers in that vicinity.

truly yours,

(Signed)

city

any of the stands.
Mr. Berger. district manager on "Palma \'illa" brand,
has been in the city for the past two weeks boosting the
sale of "Palma X'illas" through the
J. B. Mars Company.
Dick Cuthbert, of the Shields-Wertheim Company, has
just returned from a three weeks' advertising campaign on
"La Saramitas" through the southern part of the State,
where he was working with Bert Smith, of the ShieldsWertheim Company.

operation with respect

if

Very
full

in

Employees'
VH

sale of "Melachrino's" in Cleveland.
in

remain

i'lan will also

The

full.

This arrangement will continue in effect at least
until January 1, 1917, at which time the matter
will
again be considered by the directors of the Company

window was fitted up with Oriental rugs and furniture with
a young lady dressed in Oriental costume. He also had a
number of cigarettes in the window and offered a prize to
the one guessing the nearest to the number on display.
Needless to say that it made a big hit and also boosted the

now on

be paid in

will

to them.

with the conditions this spring.
One of the most novel window displays seen in
this city has been on display in Pyle & Allen's Euclid
Avenue store. Wm. Hallauer, representative for "Melachrino" cigarettes, was the originator of the idea.
The

is

Display

that their services so freely given will reflect
credit
for all time upon themselves and upon the
Company
These men may feel assured that their positions
with the Comi)any will be held open for them and

1)11

The summer season

19
rui

Allen's

June

1

CALL TO ARMS FINDS TOBACCO
FIRMS READY TO DO THEIR SHARE

at

Kut-£1-Amara

We

have had testimony in plenty of the uses of tobacco
in keeping up the spirits of the men in the trenches along
the fighting fronts of Europe.
It has had its part also in
sustaining soldiers under the most adverse conditions of

Only now are reports coming of the horrors of the
siege of Kut-el-Amara, where thousands of British under
Cieneral Townsend were penned up for months and surrendered to the Turks only that they might be spared
war.

death from starvation.

Aeroplanes relieved their wants to
some extent, and uo "godsend" from the skies was more
welconutl l)y the hungry and diseased men than the packages of cigarettes droj)ped into the beleaguered camp
from the airships. As men died their possessions were
disposed of to the living skeletons who remained. One
dead officer's kit was sold at auction. The record shows:
"P'ighty dollars was paid for a box of 25 cigars and $20

Men who smoke

American cigarettes."
stand that. Exchange.
for 50

—

Woman

Starts

A woman

Fund

for

Tobacco

This display appeared in the

will under-

for U. S. Soldiers

(

^^')j^^^^

is

all

done in
now one of the most attractive

floor cases

store

humidor, wall and
mahogany and marble. Mr. Ruchard's
fixtures;

in

the city.

their vacations.

new

quarters in

l^xchange are now
the building, which will be a big item
'I'he

P>uilders'

in their

increasing her business.

m

H
•raer.

"shall

^""^'^^^""^

"ot permit entry of tobacco nnIfssT'^tlie inyoice
^
conforms to the above re(|uiremeiits.

Tom

Lloyd. po[)ular cigar dealer of upper Superior
Avenue, reports his business this year is far ahead of any
previous year of his business career.
Mrs. Herbert, of the Rose P.uilding cigar stand, informed the writer that her business is ahead of last year,
notwithstanding the fact that a number of tenants arc on

'"' '''''^'^ ^^ >i^'"

containing leaf only." .said the
be invoiced as filler; when c.»ntaining
both
^^^er and
wrapi)er. but not more than i:. per
cent, of
J'-ipper, shall be invoiced as
mixed, and when containing
than l.-j per cent,
l^'rc
of wrapper shall be inv(»iced as

(

stalled the very latest in

of

John

Greater Care Required in Tobacco
Invoices
Hie Treasury Department, in
a circular letter to Collectors and other
officials just issued, calls attention to
the
'H-efl for
greater care in the prei)aration of
shippers' invoices covenng
tobacco. Assistant Secretary Peters stated
»n the letter
that invoices (,f imported tobacJo must
specify
'" fietail the character
of the tobacco, its origin and grade.
a'ld. If
purchased, the time when, place where
and from
l^honi purchased, and th<- price
paid or t(, be paid for each
'^le or
package, and if obtained otherwise
than bv purchase the actual
wholesale market value.

)klahoma City has started to raise a
fund to supply the boys in khaki with smoking material
and has asked the citizens to contribute a quarter or more
tnward keeping them supi)lied. Major Hugh .Scott, now
with the expeditionary forces, is quoted as saying that tobacco means more to the .soldiers than food and drink.
in

window

^"''•'''^'"
^iH
•

I

T'
'"nations,
if

^^''1

'^ f*»""fl

^*''''!''''^^

"''t

^iied?!

'"
tion

''''''"'^'''*

d-^'T''^

'^

to agree with the invoice

T

Hanly & Company dealers

in

imnnrf.H a«^

Tobacco Sales in Amsterdam
public tobacco sales in Aiiisterrlam haytbeen particularly interesting this year on account
(,f guod quality
and brisk demand. I'iyc sales have s«. far been

The

held.

The

total {|uantity of

Sinnatra tobacco sold was I(il..5(;i packages ((.ne package -IT!» jH.nnds). at an average
i)rice of
V.lo rt(.rins ($<>.s|
per half kilo l.i pounds). .\t the corresp<.nding sales in IIM.'. the (|uantity was -i'Jjm
)

(

packages
and the ayerage price was 1.1:5 florins (,S<>..^)7) per half
kilo.
he (juantity this vt-ar was also much larger than
in 11)14
and the price was sliiditly lii<rher
I

he (piantity of I'M.rnc. tobacco disposed of .-it these
live sales during this year was VHI
packages, compared
with :{(M(; packages last year. The average price was 1 .."is
florins ($(».<; I), or double last year's price, which
was (i.7S
I

florin

The

(.$0..n).

ijrice

this

year was also higher than

although the <|nantily sold was less. The comparatively reduced (juantity sold this year was due to the
small supply so far receiycd and it is expected that the
sales for the whole year will be fully e«nial to those of 1015.
in

l!»ll.

;

withhold delivery of the

agreeing and report the facts to the
^"'' '"^•^st'S-'^tion.

If

the investiga-

invoicing, the tobacco slumld be
reported by the Collector to the l^iited
Mtorney for prosecution."

rr

^n;',.fl"

Nit.

"<>t

the Collector will

J.

^''^"'^"^^'"t
^'^''^^

The higher

prices of both kinds of tobacco this year
are due to the better (|uality compared with I!)!.*) and to the
''ctive demand.
The principal buyers were the I'nited
States and C.ermany. Last \ear few Crrmans atten<led the

corresponding

sales.

— '•Commerce

Rep'.rts."

Dick.

^'aughtot)
^ar.vvillc^R
•

•<•

I.,

and

has purchased the cigar store
will take immediate possession.

in

Tracey
opened the

i^-

first

Haker.

Mill Street. P.ristol. Pa., have
United Cigar Store P.ranch in that city.
?ir,
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C®°©ip®iraifta®iE Amoimi
By Edward N. Hurley, Vice-President

|11E following remarks from an address by Edward
X. Hurley, vice-chairman Federal Trade Commission, before the American Iron and Steel Institute,

91'

York, should be carefully studied. The
whole trend of what Mr. Hurley said is, that that business is

New

at

most progressive whose members co-operate

for the

whole

trade

the watchword of the era upon which
we are entering— co-operation between employer and emand
ployee, among business men. and between government
are
business. Trade associations and similar organizations
perhaps the chief media through which this co-operation

"Co-operation

is

can be made effective. Their field of activity should be
extended and their work made more efficient.
''There are about (5500 commercial, industrial, and tradThese include '^500
ing organizations in this country.
chambers of commerce, commercial clubs. Ixtards of trade,
and similar promotive business nrganizations a thousan*!
manufacturing and mercantile associations of a general
character, comprising business c«nuerns in a number of
different industries, such as state manufacturers' associaassociations, credit associations, etc.. and about :)«>00 trade
tions—groups of business men in particular manufacturing,
;

mining, or mercantile industries.
of

"The commercial
commerce, attempt

club, the lM)ard of trade, the

to bring together business

chamber

men

of

all

kinds of co-operative endeavor st) necessary for the i)rogress of a business community. The gensimeral manufacturers' and merchants' association fills a
field
ilar need for the broad manufacturing or mercantile
while trade associations ctnisist of concerns in particular

lines for the

many

and include manufacturing, mercantile, and producing associations; national and even international assoindustries,
ciations.
activities of all these business organizations are
runs
manifold, and the business done by their members
men
into the billions These groups of associated business

"The

systems of cost

are putting 'forth special efforts to improve
accounting, bettering their processes of manufacture, standardizing their output, obtaining credit information, and

endeavoring to advance the welfare of their employees, and
are bound to be most important factors in our ctmntry's
development in the course of the next few years.
"Special commendation should be given to associations
that are endeavoring to build up industry in these constructive ways. Successful production and successful merchandising require many steps in the process of changing
the form of the raw materials, and putting the product on
the market at a figure adequate to cover the cost of production and the cost of selling and net some profit to the
producer, without charging the consumer an excessive
price and neither the individual manufacturer nor the government alone can work out the many serious economic and
business problems involved, so successfully, as can a group
;

co-operation.
of associated producers, laboring together in

and rabringing about improved busi-

These associations, when conducted
tionally,

with the thought of

intelligently

possible for our industries to
compete in price and quality in the markets of th.e worid.
"The question of giving to our workmen continuous

ness conditions, will

make

it

employment so that they may average longer periods of
prosperity can be solved and other plans for their welfare
can be worked out. through trade associations. As we have
grown in manufacturing capacity we have come to realize

M®m

Bi!sk©ss

good as they were twenty years ago. He
tools, dies and patterns to capital account
harees his jigs,
valuable assets. He figures that he has
^d considers them
machinery are as

3X'

Federal Trade Commission

which is not only efficient in working out economies in production, but which also has the real interests of its employees at heart and which is anxious to have as many of
its employees stockholders as possible, and which also
realizes that without the hearty co-operation and enthusiasm of their men the best results cannot be obtained. Many
corporations and firms, particularly those in the iron and

now

and wages without
the request from their employees. These benefits are commendable and should be supplemented by movements for
the general welfare, planned and put into effect by our
raising salaries

trade associations.

government can co-operate through
trade associations better than in any other way. The Federal Tra<le Commission's report on industries will furnish
"Business and

ass*>ciations with facts

and

figures, not

now

available, which

and stabilizing their
We talk much nowadays about industrial preindustries.
I)aredness and the mobilizing of our industries in case of
war. This can be accomplished through trade associations
In the countries of
m(»re (juickly than in any other way.
will enable

them

to assist in developing

l^urope these associations,

in c<.>-operation

with the

govern-

ments, have been important factors in improving conditions
and particularly in extending foreign trade.
"There should be a greater degree of organization and
of mutual helpfulness in all lines of trade and industry, so
that American business may be welded into a commercial
the part of the government being to
^(-operate with business men, on request, to bring about
our
the results that will benefit business and hence pnnnotc
national welfare.
"President Wilson's views on trade associations may

and industrial whole

;

be of particular interest to you. In a letter addressed
me, under date of May 12, 1916, he says in part:

to

"'Your suggestion, that trade associations, associaclubs,
tions of retail and wholesale merchants, commercial
associaboards of trade, manufacturers' associations, credit
be encouraged
tions,' and other similar organizations should
to me a
in every feasible way by the government seems
comprehenvery wise one. To furnish them with data and
easily accomsive information in order that they may more
proper and
plish the result that they are organized for is a

useful

government

function.

These associations, when
improving conditions ni

tlieir

country.'

"Take two manufacturers, say Jones and Brown,
with the
arc in the same line of business and bank

^.

m.

satnf

syste"'
banker. Jones keeps an accurate cost accounting
his |j«''^|"^';
charges off liberally for depreciation on
and patie^^
machinery, etc. He charges his jigs, tools, dies
^^.
/
against the cost of operation every month or at '^'^j*
a"*^
equally
distributed
His overhead is
(piarter.
^^^^^,

cus^o'

his
cpiotes a fair price on his product and
^
He
recognize that they are getting value received.
^^^
conservative
large bank account and is considered a.
^^^
Brown, his ^o'^P^^'^^^^^g not
substantial business man.
system; d
contrarv. does not keep a cost accounting
^^

amount
charge off for depreciation except a small
his buiiQ«ns
end of each year. Brown maintains that

^^^

when charging

off ten

loaning

This furnishes Brown working capital, to do
To continue to run his business in a slip-shod,
vhat?
to cut prices and ruin the industry in
slovenly manner,
engaged.
which they are both
"Ignorant competition is most dangerous to the develcountry. The Clayton Act and
opment and success of our
Trade Commission Act have no control over
the Federal
It is estimated that ninety per cent, of the
this menace.
and merchants in Germany know absolutely
deposit.

A. L. Cuesta,

—
—

Returns to City F, Lozano, Son
Company Factory Will Be Ready Soon M. W.
Berriman Now in Havana WeidmanFisher Company Succeeds SheipSt.,

&

Companies

manufacture and sell. If you comwhat their goods cost to
show, according to estimates, that
pare our figures, which
our manufacturers and merchants know
onlv ten per cent, of
and sell their products, you
what it costs to manufacture
has been so successful
the answer as .to why Germany

Tampa,

XGEL

L.

CUESTA,

Fla.,

June

24, 1916.

attending the Tobacco
Merchants' Association in Washington, decided to
pay visits to some of his distributors and so has
only just returned to Tampa.

have

efficiency in manudeveloping such a high standard of
their products not only in Gerfacturing and distributing
world."
many, but in the markets of the

—

Weidman and Anderson

manufacturers

in

Ed Wodiska,

Sr., after

Wodiska y Ca., is once more a
good demand is reported at the

of Corral,

"Knight of the Grip."

A

factory.

Cameron Machine Company Gets Russian Order
idea of the Russian's fondness for cigarettes
may be had from the fact that Cameron Alachine Company,
of the Cameron Principle
of Brooklyn, New York, builders
filling an order for
Slitting and Rewinding Machines, are

Some

Russian tobacco trade calling for ten Cameron

use in the

Machines to operate on cigarette tissue, and also on the
mouthpiece stock used in the manufacture of Russian cigarThese ten machines turn out a tonnage of cigarette
ettes.
paper which would make Dr. Pease or any of the other

San Martin

&

Leon

are receiving a steady call from
their distributors for the "El Briche," "Flor de San Martin

&

Leon" and "Hoyo de Cuba" brands.
F. Lozano is expected at his factory shortly en route
to Havana.
The new quarters which this company are
erecting should be ready for occupancy by the middle of
the month. Orders show a nice increase- over the business
of the same period last year.
Salvador Rodriguez, manufacturer of the famous
"Charles the Great" cigar, has left for New York, where he

Anti-Smoke Crusaders see red.
The order ran into considerable money, and the engineers of M. S. Friede, purchasing agent, gave a thorough
investigation into the merits of other machines previous to
An important point was that Camselecting the Cameron.
eron Machines are already extensively used for this purand a further factor was that
pose here and abroad,

Mrs. Rodriguez.
Following the death of Henry H. Sheip, the interests
of his estate in the business of the Sheip-Weidman Company have been purchased by his late partners, George F.
Weidman and Thomas D. Fisher. The Anderson Manu-

same machine without any special adjustment could
be employed also on the mouthpiece stock which everyone
who has smoked a Russian cigarette knows to be lightweight cardboard, much like the old "Cubeb" of our boy-

and hereafter the concerns will continue business under the
name of the Weidman-Fisher Company.
M. W. Berriman is still in Havana looking for sufficient

the

hood days.

Motor Company Attacks Cigarettes
According to the "North Carolina Health Bulletin,"
Cadillac Motor Car Company has posted throughout its
Cadillac

or-

ganized for the purpose of
accounting and
l)articular industrv, such as unifying cost
o«
bookkeeping methods, should meet with the approval
of tne
every man interested in the business progress

He

per cent, for deitems at the end of the year. He is a
foreciation on these
at the bank and the banker is probably
heavy borrower
him money that Jones, his competitor, has on
liberal
been quite

that our employees are one of the most important parts of
That management is successful
successful establishment.

steel industry, are

21

the

factories

the following notice:

smoking is acquiring a hold on a great many
hoys in our community.
The habit has grown in the last
year or two.
Since it is such a bad practice and is taking
such a hold upon so many people, we think it is a disgrace
for a grown man to smoke cigarettes, because it is not
only injurious to his health, but it is such a bad example
to the boys.
Boys who smoke cigarettes we do not care

join

will

facturing

Company,

box manufacturers of this
have consolidated with the Sheip-Weidman Company

city,

supply the factory for some time. He has with him
the factory superintendent, Jose Cosio. The factory reports
a constantly increasing demand for the "Jose Vila" brand.
F. A. Torre, of the Sanchez y Haya Company, left recently for Chicago, where he will be for about four weeks.
F. R. Diaz, of V. Guerra, Diaz & Company, is among the
visitors to Havana in search of suitable leaf.
leaf to

Perfecto.

"Cigarette

keep in our employ.
In the future we will not hire
any one whom we know^ to be addicted to this habit.
It is
our desire to weed it entirely out of the factory just as
soon as practicable.
will ask every one in our factory
who sees the seriousness of this habit to use his influence
to

We

We

have two objects in interesting ourselves in
this matter: first, to help men and boys;
second. \vc believe that men who do not smoke cigarettes
or frequent
the saloon can make better automobiles than
'n

having

those that

it

stamped out.

do."

also cigar

Fresno Cigar Dealers Organize
A temporary organization of the cigars dealers of
Fresno, Cal., has recently been accomplished with N. L.
Peoples, as chairman, and C. F. Stebbins, secretary.
Charter members of the temporary organization are
1). k. "Kiser, Harry Allen, Bert Maul, O. W. Spears, H. H.
Staples, Cartwright-Barnhill & Company, Joseph Giardina,
A. Jacobson, and L, Mittenthal.
The San Francisco Retail Cigar Dealers' Association
was represented at the first meeting by David Black and
I).

I'..

Dwyer.

When

organization is made permanent it will
probably affiliate with the Western Cigar Dealers' Association, which includes a number of local organizations
along the Pacific Coast.
the

j\
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Representative

night

was the great
pageant which was viewed by more
tha
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Heralded as the greatest convention of advertising
m
ever held, some ten thousand men and women
interes/d
in this subject are guests of Philadefphia this
week

Ad-Men's

PUBLICATION OFFICES
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quarter of a million people stretch
d
along Broad Street.
It required
about
three hours for the parade to pass a given point.
And f
that length of time countless thousands stood and
watched
the mighty procession which proclaimed
Philadelphia
"the world's workshop."
There were representative floats from the cigar
industry of the city, but there might have been
more, h
was a great opportunity for manufacturers of Philadelphiamade cigars to impress their brands on the minds of
the
thousands of out-of-town visitors.
It

is

a

worthy of comment that the cigar

firms

pHIbADELiWMIA.

I

repre-

sented not only are believers in advertising, but
have built
up enormous sales by backing their advertising with
goods
of quality.
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Office.

No.. 12

Every one

them began in a small way. They did
not take time to wonder why their sales were not
larger
but i>roceeded to make them larger by advertising.
They
have confidence in their goods and have the courage
to tell
the world and challenge competition. They have
the competition, and the smokers by comparison have
chosen to
make Philadelphia-made five-cent cigars standards of quality

LICHTENSTEIN.

40 Exchange

PI..

a trip

Vicf-I'r«'.si<lfru

Vice-President

Month

Street.

Y

l!)!.")

E. F.

was

4,50().224

I''ebruarv

JM5>(),4H7

!),H57,689

March

7,()!)4,8S(J

5,()PJ,246

.April

:j,8(K),9'iH

7,3()!),();30

Total

Wodiska y
to

New

Ca., stopped

oflf

York.

Ames, of the United Cigar Manufacturers Comattendance at the Convention.

in

&

lllumenthal report that they are behind on
orders for their "I'lor de Jeitles," "Statesmen" and
"Royal
Jeitles

4,<>1!).;{!)8

floats.

The "44" Cigar Company has secured a plot of ground
Camden, upon which they will shortly erect a factory.

in

1!)1()

January

Tampa

for

State.

of Corral,

from

Wrym
left

Jack Planco, of the *'E1 Planco" factory, was a recent
visitor in Philadelphia during Convention week.

IVer" cigars.

The M,
^

Secretary

New York

Portuondo factory, has

of

Cigars

Secretary

through

here, en route

Comparative statements showing by months the number of cigars and cigarettes exported from the Philippine
Islands to the United States during the first four months
of 1915 and 1916.

Treasurer

Searle, of the

Ed Wodiska,

cigar manufacan efifort to capitalize the good-will

Philippine Cigar and Cigarette Exports
President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Vice-President

Manhattan, N.

Warner

pany,

FREDERICK HIRSCHHORN, 54th St, and 2d Ave., New York. .President
CHARLES J. EISENLOHR, VS4 Market St, Phlla., Pa.
Vice-President
JOSEPH B. WERTHEIM. 81st and East End Ave., M'hafn, N. Y.. Treasurer
K.

HE

more Philadelphia

turers have not made
of Philadelphia-made cigars through the various
forms
advertising.

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

S.

surprising that

J.

Dalton Company, distributors of the "Moz-

art" cigar, reports excellent results
of the business, '

27,252,789

and a steady growth

Cigarettes

THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION

CHARLES FOX, New York
F. M. NEWBURGH, Hamilton. O
GEORGE BERGER. Cincinnati. O
JOSEPH MENDELSOHN, New York

President
Vice-President
Treasurer
...Secretary

Month

11)15

1916

January

120,000

255,000

on Hroad Street,

h'ebruarv

<;05.25()

987,750

"l*'old"

March

()15.-^00

340,000

April

;j()

1,(550

716,250

.\.

F.

M. Schwartz was a prominent
cigars

Mondav

"Above

night.

pageant
He did his part to keep

All."

I).

I trip

Total

BLOCK, Wheeling, W. Va
F. AXTON, Louisville, Ky
RAWLINS D. BEST, Covington, Ky

J.

A.

President
.Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

WOOD

The Man
is

ku iiKjiiths. a luinibcr of new retail organizations in the cij^ar trade have sprung into existence and
many old ones are slmwing greater activity than for some
III

thf past

time.

The

best interests of the trade are
Dealer
superior to the interests (jf any one inOrganizations di\idual despite that individual's feelings
in

the matter.

l-lvil

i)}'actices

and trade

betterment can best be secured by busjness organization.
Co-operation of this character is a sure sign of better business and a more cordial relationship.

Who

1,702.100

2,299,000

Introduced Cigarettes

in

C. VV.

England

Saunders, of the Cortez Cigar Coinj)anv, hobnobbed with other out-of-town men while
the Admen were
in session.
He also filled out .some nice orders.

Laurence Oliphant, a man both of letters and fashion,
generally credited with having first introduced cigarettes

into

h'nglish society.

They became

fashionable

in

about

1S70 and had a revolutionary effect on smoking among
women. Those of the lower classes had frequently been
pipe smokers, but in society the ladies, perhaps for physi^'al
reasons, never took up either pipe or cigar to any extent.
The cigarette offered them a milder and more delicate
nieans of sharing man's delight in the weed.

Charles E. Waters, of the

'

Yahn & McDonnell store,
Widener I'.uilding. had the pleasure of stocking the
steam yacht "Wakiva."
owned by Joseph E. Widener, with
i''Kars and cigarettes,
prior to the New England crui.se.
"1

the

Norbert Lyons, who came all the way from Manila.
F. as a delegate from
the Manila .\d Club, to attend the
onvention. brought along a case of Manila
cigars to help
•Advertise some of
the good things that come from the Island
'

•

"Cinco" was heralded as the biggest selling cigar in
the world by a float which carried a reproduction
of the
first "Cinco" factory started by William
Eisenlohr. Cigarmakers were observed at a table rolling the famous brand.
Why smokers get "Havana Ribbon" cigars in good condition, regardless of climatic surroundings,

was emphasized
by a large box of "Havana Ribbons" enclosed in their
well-

known humidor display case.
Dusky singers on the float

of

Bobrow Brothers kept

hundreds of thousands of onlookers along the line of
march humming i)opular airs and rivetted their attention
to a large box of "Bold" cigars, and the sign
which proclaimed them "above all."
the

The "44" Cigar Company also prepared
pageant which was a representation of the

a float for the
sailing yacht,

"Princeton," which sails from the Inlet at Atlantic
City
during the sjiring and summer months. The sail was
emblazoned with the large numerals, "44", finished in red

and
keeping with their general color scheme
of indoor and outdoor advertising.
white, which

is in

Court Lets Tobacco
figure in the

Yetterlein has returned to the home office after
through the .South.
He brought back some good
orders on the ".Saboro.sa" brand.

t

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

Cigar Firms in Ad Pageant
Philadelphia cigar industry was well represented in the Advertising Men's Pageant on Broad
Street on Monday evening, when several of the
larger manufacturers participated with appropriate

I

throughout the United States.
It is

ASSOCIATION
<:^\]i^^ TOBACCOOFMERCHANTS'
UNITED STATES.
^^1J1^>

JACOB WERTHEIM. New York
GEORGE VV. HILL. New York
EDWARD wise:. New York
JESSE A. BLOCH. WheellDg, W. Va.
J<JS1':PH F. (TLLMAN, Jk.. N.w Voik
ASA LEMLEIN, New York
LEON SCHINASI, New York
CHARLES DUSHKIND. New York
New York Offices, 5 Beekman

of

Men

Off

With Light Fines

Thirty of the small tobacco, cigar and cigarette
dealers,
who were arrested last March in a sensational raid conducted by special revenue agents sent from Washington,
pleaded guilty, recently, to technical violations of the revenue laws, and were let oflf with fines of $10 each.
the

tons of unmarked and unstamped tobacco were seized by the Federal agents and that will be
the subject of forfeiture proceedings by the Government.
In

raids,

imjmsing the light punishment, Judge Dickinson
took the view that they were first offenses. "I don't want
In

the defendants to get the impression that because the punishment is a light one, that the offense is not one that
merits more drastic action by the Court. If any of these
defendants is again guilty of this oflfense, he cannot expect
the extension of leniency."

Some

excellent results have been obtained in Memnhi'^
"11"
for the
cigar through the efforts of Tillman Fimk. who
has been working with the J. T. Fargason Company, di"^-

'^

Schussler & .Arganza have purchased the cigar
of 11. liernheim in San Diego, Cal.

store

I>o.s.sessions.

tributors.

lose Lozano, of F. Eozano, Son
recent visitor in Cincinnati.

&

Company, was a

;ii;i
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following article from a current issue of "Printadvertisers' Ink" gives some idea of the national
ing campaign which the United Cigar Stores Company is about to begin. It also has a significant

" 'It

may be 1000
know ourselves.

1

board of diinterest relative to the recent action of the
agencies.
rectors in authorizing additional "United"

United Cigar Stores Company
to C. R. Sherwill become a national advertiser. According
spend $250,000 to
lock, a director in the company, it will
cigars and
advertise its controlled I'orto Rican brands of
secure agencies all over the country to handle them.
"ihe cigars which will be advertised are 'Ricoro,' *La
Tunita* and 'La Restina.' The United Company is not a
manufacturer, and the cigars are the output ot the factories
of the Porto Rico American Tobacco Company, of Porto

"Beginning

in July, the

Rico, a subsidiary of the American Tobacco Company.
"One of the strikingly interesting features of the new
campaign is that the company has gone to work to line up,
not only its dealers, but its stockholders, nearly 0000 in
number, as will be seen in the subjoined letter sent out by

President Edward \\ ise over his own signature to all of
the stockholders, under date of June 15th:
" As a stockholder of the United Cigar Stores Company, and on that account presumably interested in anything which contributes to our greater success, we are letting you know of a plan we are about undertaking to nationalize its fame.

'This will be done through an advertising campaign
to be made in the "Saturday Evening Past," "Collier's
Weekly," and a large list of daily newspapers in the more
important cities in which United Cigar Stores are located.
'*

campaign with double pages in the
"Post" (issue of July 8th), and in "Collier's," same space
(issue of July 15th). Pages will appear frequently in both
"

*We

start the

publications thereafter.
" 'We are going to make this the most remarkable cigar
campaign ever attempted.
" 'We have chosen our Porto Rican line of cigars ("Ri-

This is
because no one comes anywhere near equaling these brands
at our prices. They are pre-eminent.
" 'We want you to be on the lookout for this advertising, and in our mutual interest, to put the force of your personal support behind it.
" 'The story the advertising will tell is absorbingly inour business
It details a romance of business
teresting.
which is also your business.
" 'May we not ask you to join hands with us in this
tremendous drive for bigger sales and bigger earnings?'
"The United Cigar Stores Company has never been
what is known as a consistent advertiser, even in the local
newspapers. It takes sixteen or twenty inches or so several
times a year to make special announcements, and two or
three years ago it ran a series of page 'good-will' advertisements in Chicago newspapers under the signature of its
then president, George J. Whelan. It was thought at the
time that the advertisements would be carried into other
cities, but the plan was never carried out.
coros," "Restinas" and "Tunitas")

to advertise.

—

"The

particular occasion for the inauguration of a na-

tional advertising

campaign

at this time

is

that the

com-

pany has reached a 'distribution' of more than 1000 chain
stores in 300 cities and towns and 100 agencies in as many
different communities, and will be helped by advertising to
open more at a faster rate. No stated number is announced
as having been planned for the near future.

or 10,000,' said Mr. Sherlock. 'We
It depends altogether on conditions

don't
have been trying out
and the effect of the advertising.
the agencies for two years in the vicinity of New York

We

and have been moving very slowly and carefully.
Now we are reasonably sure the plan is sound and complete and we are ready to go ahead faster. These letters
you see bound up are from tobacco dealers, druggists and
stationers who have our agency and show what they think
City,

it^250 per cent, increase in business in one case, 300
per cent, in another, and so on. You would hardly believe
that we have had thousands of letters from retailers all
over the country who want to handle our cigars, but such
of

is

the case.

'With the representation we already have in 300 leading cities and towns and what we shall get through the
advertising, we can afford to use national mediums without much waste, and this waste will be progressively re"

duced.
"

'There will be a few lines at the bottom of each ad
inviting responsible dealers to get in touch with us and
take on our agency.
"

'We

shall not

jump

at every one.

Every

applicant

William F. :Monroe, president of the cigar company
Chicago, after a
which bears his name, died recently in
long illness.
1883, that he established a tiny cigar
Building. Pie remained as long
shop in the old Tribune
When the present Tribune
remained.
as the building
tenants and
Building was erected he was one of the first

was May

It

1,

main store of the concern is now at 5 South -Dearborn
to the building.
Street, between the two entrances

the

Part of all his summers was spent in the woods of
Wisconsin, and he brought back to the store many varieties

which he had caught and stuffed. He was
member of the Chicago Athletic Association, a mem-

of fish

a life

Infantry of the Illinois
ber of the veteran corps of the First
National Guard, of the Royal Arcanum and the National
Union.

Mr. Monroe made a fortune and established a repuIt will be continued by the memtation for the business.
and
bers of his family. The stores in the Tribune Building
Monday.
the New \nrV Life I'.uilding will be closed until
Mr. Monroe was fifty-six years old. He is survived
by a widow, Mrs. Grace Clark Monroe, and
F. Monroe, Ir., and Paul Clark Monroe.

of course, subject to the supervision that our

W.

The Stag Cigar

own

John A. IN»rter. a wholesale tobacco dealer, and prominent in Republican jxilitics in Long Island City, died re-

home

cently at his

in

that place.

by George Gary

sold

Republican Club and chairman of the First Assembly District Republican CommitHe was twice candidate for assemblyman for Long
tee.
Lsland City, on the Republican ticket.
tary of the

(Jueens County

Ignatz
is

supplying

its

brands on request, as a matter of courtesy, but the announcement is made that it does not desire nor intend to
develop a jobber business, but wishes to confine itself so
far as possible to its

own

Officials

controlled brands."

Take Evidence

Chairman Jeremiah

in Cigarmakers' Case

Hurley, of the United States
Immigration Bureau, recently gave a hearing in the case
of Ubald Lalime and Wilfred Beaulieu, the men who, it
is claimed by the Cigarmakers' Union, were brought to
llolyoke, Mass., from Canada, in violation of the immigration laws by Aniedee Roberts, of the Roberts Cigar Company, 84 Lyman Street. Some time ago the two Canadians,
with Mr. Roberts, had formed the Roberts Cigar Company.
P.

Complaint was made to the United States authorities
by the officers of the Cigarmakers' Union, who alleged that
the men were imported from Canada as cigarmakers and
then taken into partnership to secure cigarmakers at a lower
wage than that called for by the union.
A hearing was held and the union claimed that they
were able to present direct testimony bearing out the claims
and that the men were to be deported. A stay in the proceedings was asked by the attorney for Mr. Roberts to
the
give him a chance to present additional evidence and
recent hearing resulted,
the authorities at

'i'he

evidence will be presented

Washington and

to

a decision in the case

Tgnat/.

company

of

la.,

was

recently

a cigar store in Monticello,

Ohio, sold his business to enlist with Troop D.

has purchased the Hedden cigar store in
Cedar Falls, Iowa, and is now in possession of the business.

Lamb

Will

E. A. Wood Cigar Company, of Grand Rapids,
Mich., recently gave its third annual outing to its employees.

The

The men employees

Johnson Cigar Comannual picnic and outing

of the G.

pany, of Grand Rapids, held their

J.

Sunday.

last

The

store of

J.

B. Kimball, in the Clark block, Mil-

waukee, Wis., has been leased by R. G.
open a cigar store there.

who

Plouft",

will

W.

Kohn

J.

Miss M.' A. Carroll, of Buffalo.

ried to

A

certificate

of incorporation has been filed in

New

the Presto Cigarette Case Corporation with
a capital stock ranging from $20,000 to $200,000.

York State bv

Certificate of incorporation has been filed in Wilmingto buy,
ton. Del., by the P. B. Gravely Toba<^:o Company,
Capital stock. $100,000.
sell and cure leaf tobacco.

Kohn. president of the cigar manufacturing
I.

cently at his
fifty-four

Des Moines,

to Claus Winter.

Marty O'Toole, who ran

secre-

stores

agents, when asked to
do so, with all of the tobacco, cigar and cigarette brands
which it sells in its own stores. It is also providing other

"The company

He was former

.

Store, in

Mahany, resident manager of the United Cigar
Stores Company, at W^orcester, Mass., was recently mar-

John A. Porter

get.'

will follow.

sons,

in

William Belanger has recently opened a tobacco store
Quincy, Mass.

•

and the location of his store will be as carefully considered
as if it were a new store of our own we were opening.
We have persuaded many of our agents to move into new
locations, as from the middle of a block to a corner, or
from one corner to another.
" 'The agencies all carry the United sign and shield
and give our profit-sharing coupons. They receive our window advertising material and house literature, but are not,

Immigration

two

Tirgidl® JoftftSiai©

3!it

William F. Monroe

|HE
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Company, of New York, died reKohn
home at Fdgemere, Long Island. He was
c't

years old.

George H. Seymour
George 11. Si-yiiK^^ir. head of the George H. Seymour
Cigar Company, of Grand Rapids, Mich., died recently,
For twenty-two years he was a travafter a short illness.
eling re|)resentative of the Schneider Cigar Companv. and
for the past eighteen years has been at the head of his own
company. He was prominent in the Elks and in Masonic
circles.

Rader, of Newsmantown. Pa., have purchased
They
the Moore-Lanning cigar factory in Richland, Pa.
plan to operate the factory at its capacity, fifty hands.

Ibach

&

The Reynolds-Lindheim Cigar Company,

of Chicago,

has recently incorporated for the purpose of manufacturCapital stock,
ing and selling tobacco in all its forms.
$2.5,000.

The United Cigar

Stores

Company have

leased the

for five
store at 8 South Laurel Street. Bridgeton. N. J.,
by
After renovating the store it will be occupied
years.

that

company.

Henry D. Floyd
Henry D. Floyd, president and traveling representative of the r. B. Perkins Cigar Company, of Boston, died
rerentlv while watching the pageant at the new Technology
Cambridge.
Mr. Flovd was Ixirn in Lynn. Mass.. fifty years ago.
He was widelv known in New F.ngland. and was a memIht of the Elks and of the Oxford Club.
.\ wife and daughter survive.

Krouiid at

Under

R. Gallagher

R. Gallaidier. proprietor of the Wigwam Cigar
^tore. Lima. O.. died recentlv. as the result of a cerebral

Fdward

hemorrhngc.
vears.

He

is

The deceased had

lived

in

Lima

for

fiftv

sixtv rears old at the time of his death.
survived bv a widow, one son and three daughters.

He was

management

of

J.

C.

company

Harris, a

has been organized to revive the "Raincrow" tobacco facThe new company will manufactory, in Maysville, Ky.
tobacco.
ture twist tobacco and other kinds of chewing

New

bv

York
Certificate of incorporation has been filed in
tobacco,
the Oversea Tobacco Corporation, to deal in

sugar cane and lumber.
corporators

Edward

the

named

Capital stock

is

are T. F. Heller and

$10,000.
J.

The

in-

B. Connelly.

Plans have been completed bv the architects for a fourStreet. New
storv brick bnildinc to be located in Meadow
Hnven. Conn., for John P. Kilfeather. cigar manufacturer.
The structure will be 30 x HO fret, and \v\\\ cost about
$20,000.

.
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New

Steamship Service Planned Between 'Frisco and
Havana via Canal Eugene Kohlberg a Recent Visitor

—Ehrmann

—

Brothers &
Quarters

Company

in

New

San Francisco, June 21, 191G.
K vacation season has now opened in real, earnest.
In fact, San I'Vancisco |)CH3i)le appear to have taken
to the vacation idea more largely this year than

I \

business houses as a rule are enever before.
couraging their help to get away early and have all the
business interference over at once and as soon as possible.
The result is that San Francisco's June population has had
a decided slump as compared with the regular run. Some
of the retailers are feeling the effects of the decrease in
population but the actual decrease in the total volume of
business is not large, and dealers are to a large extent
taking advantage of the situation to get in vacations for
themselves and their hel]). I'Ooting up operations for the
I

;

the year, the trade as a whok' finds that, notwithstanding the stimuhis of the I-'xposition last year, the
half

first

o-f

present year is running well ahead in the volume of business recorded.
M. H. Esberg. of M. A. Ciunst (S: Company, has been
named as a member of the Industrial Programme Committee of the San hVancisco Chamber <jf Commerce, while
Morgan Gunst. of the same house, has been made a member of the Legislative Committee of the same body.
Cigar men and leaf tobacco importers are interested
in the announcement niade this week that a new steamship line is to be established between San I'rancisco, via
the Panama Canal and Cuba. Just what bearing the new
line will

have on the trade

is

a

little

uncertain

;

but

it

is

believed that the net result of the new move will be a
considerable cheapening of freight charges on the im])orts
of Havana cigars and tobacct)S.
George W'eider. the well-known WOodiand. ( al.. dealer.
is in San I'Vancisco again on one of his periodical visits.
He reports that business in his locality continues to improve right along, and that he is looking for a good fall
and winter in spite of the fact that the dry weather has
cut down crops more or less.
Eugene Kohlberg. formerly of Kohlberg tK: Company,
of this city, but now of New ^'ork City, where he is in
the leaf tobacco business, is in San I'rancisco this week

way home from the Philippines, where he has been
looking over the tobacco and cigar situation.
Kohlberg
& Company had a leaf tobacco and wholesale cigar business on Washington Street, at the time of the great fire
on

his

in April,

HMM,

;

and by

a strange freak of the conflagration

the particular block in which the Kohlberg store
cated was spared by the c<»nflagration.

was

lo-

lU'fore

the first of July. hJirmatm brothers & Company, wholesale cigar dealers, who have been located on
Front Street, near California, since sliortlv after getting
re-established after the big lire of ten years ago. will be
completely established in the Hind lluiiding. at TM) California

Street,

their needs.

which has been completely remodeled

Fhrmann

distributors of the

I'.rothers

& Company

"Optimo" and other

are California

cigars.

the place of honor at the ban(|uct l)oard of the
Sons of the American I'ievohition a few davs ago. Mr.
Judell says that business

is

holding

its

own very

Adams & Son

C. E.

have sold out the Orpheum
Cigar
House, at Pisbee, Ariz., to ( ). N. Jones of the
same place.
C harles L. Staples, traveling representative
of Park &
Tilford, of
York, who was in San Francisco a
few

New

days ago on a tour of the entire Coast, was last
reported
m Los Angeles on the last lap of his journey. From
that
point he intends to strike out eastward, making
a few stops
on the road.
The wholesale store of Pagini' P.rothers, in the
Italian

quarter of San Francisco, was broken into by
thieves a
few nights ago, and robbed of a small quantity
of cigars
One or two other attemi)ts at robbing cigar wholesalers
have recently been reported.

Edward

well in

Address Before

presenting this paper I disclaim any pride of exSoon after the Federal Reclusive authorship.
serve Act went into effect, on a number of
occasions I advocated re-establishment of the oldThe Federal Reserve Board cretime bill-of-exchange.
ated the new and very happy name of Trade Acceptances
for these time-tried and valuable commercial instruments.
In the last year, this agitation has produced a number of
good papers. To present this subject to you to the best
advantage, I have freely drawn on the work of several coworkers in this good cause. I have incorporated their ideas
on the subject with my own and have frequently used their
own words, so that I want to acknowledge my obligation
to

them.

We

all know that the tobacco trade is of great poimportance
in every country. As a necessary luxury,
litical
tobacco is one of the financial mainstays of every great

government.

Gunst

the

M.

& Company.

Dave

A.

one of the specialty men of the "Philip
Morris" cigarette line, has returned to San Francisco
after
a trip through the interior of California.
Mr. P.lack is a
well-known local window artist; and is understood to
have done some particularly good work on this trip.
lilack.

Allen.

Reorganization of Economic

Machinery Company

At

a recent meeting of the Economic Machinery Company, Worcester, Mass.. held at 7^ School Street, that city,
a reorganization of the company was effected.
Control
of $-.^(M .(>()(> worth of stock passed from Mrs.
Frank O.
oodland, widow of the former vice-president and treasurer, and
loration Gates, who has been i)resident of the

W

I

organization since PMU.

Daniel

W.

The concern manufactures

president.

banding machines.

(

iurnett

the

is

new

labelling and cigar

has capital stock to the amount

It

of

$250,000.

Demand
As an

indication of

Brand Shows Big Increase
the improvement in business condi-

the recent report of the
"7-20-4" cigars in Manchester. N.
tions,

brand

is

a

factory

manufacturing

II.. is interesting.
The
high-grade cigar manufactured by Roger G.

Sullivan.

An

statement from the factory is to the effect
up to May 1st. was in excess of 1.000.000
cigars.
This rei)resents an increase of more than two
million cigars over the same period last year.
This remarkable increase in the output of a ten-cent cigar indiofiicial

that the output

cates that there

1

is

a general feeling of confidence

in

the

country and that smokers are not afraid to buy good

imposts levied on

demand

crease in

Our country

L. F. Dillman

Heads Globe Tobacco Company
Following the death of Walter P. Hamper, president
the (ilobe Tobacco Company, of Detroit, the directors at

meeting elected Louis F. Dillman to ihe vacancy,
caused by Mr. Hamper's death. The new officers of the
company are Louis F. Dillman. president: John R. Kanipf.
vice-president; Charles
rectors.

The above

M. Hamper, secretarv-treasurer and
officers

constitute the board

of a necessity, that in spite of

everywhere,

it

it

all

continues to in-

in all lands.

today the greatest exporter of tobacco,
the greatest importer, the greatest producer and the greatest consumer of all the peoples of the earth.
This indicates
the economic importance of the American tobacco trade.
The most elemental type of business is the simple
bartering of one kind of goods for another.
As civilization progresses, men feel the need of some
medium to use
as a common measure of value, in whose
terms all their
business transactions can be expressed. With the
early settlers of Virginia and Maryland, the
articles best expressing
exchange value was the very thing that forms the
common
business interest of all present at this meeting
"Tobacco."
In early colonial trade, on the
spot where the Nation's Capital now stands, tobacco
was money just as much as gold
IS money today in
this city.
Contracts for sale and delivery of lands and goods
were made in consideration of given
quantities of tobacco of the then
recognized standards of
is

;

f^old

payments.

not only

much

as

we now

Tobacco was

specifv standards of
a true currencv that passed,

between colonists, but between them and the In-

dians.

Furs, native

products and provisions, were valued in
purchase from the natives.
In turn ,,ther
goods were so valued for
sale to them.
The tobacco trade
^\as not only one
of the oldest on our continent as a commerce in goods, but
it was the verv foundation for
financing
ne economic
development of vast
tobacco for

stretches

.,f

territorv

particularly in

Maryland. Virginia and Carolina. No comlerce of our
country has as much reason to be proud of
js^ancient and honorable
beginnings as has the tobacco
uJfk^^^

Gentleman

'"
ChLTT^ ?''^"'^«

^^"J^^l'-^n^I-

sen?? r

""^

'-^"^l

Adventurer bought goods
He brought them over to the
«oJ^ them for tobacco, which he

he made
fren„.n*;"^
'" ^'''''''"' *^^ merchant did not alwavs accoZll
rnpany u-^"
his tobacco and goods
back and forth, but dealt
^firough
agents in England.
financing dealt mostlv with
•^^ "^^^' ^^^^^^^^
creditT"

of diairaiiKf

chant

?'
.1^-'

V'*""^
""]

shipped

''

a

'''"'^

'*^'^

^^^'"

'"^"^^'-

^^'^ile

^^ commercial paper and ofTset one
'" payment of debts.
When the mercargo of tobacco, he drew a bill-of-
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exchange, or draft, as we call it, on
this fiscal agent for a
good portion of its safe value, leaving a
margin to take
care of variation in price.
His draft was drawn payable
at a time far enough ahead to
enable his agent to sell the
g-oods, and cash the proceeds.
When all returns were in.
the agent rendered his account,
charging commission,
storage and all other expenses and
holding the net proceeds at the merchant's disposal.
In the meantime, the merchant
ordered goods through
his agent, paying him a commission
for making the purchase.
So that the merchant would

not be cramped for
agreed to take payment for their
goods at such future time as would allow him
to collect
for his tobacco. This time permitted
him to get the goods
out to the colony and on his shelves ready
for sale.
The seller of English goods drew a draft payable
at
a future date, and presented this draft
to the merchant's
agent with his invoices, bill-of-Fading and
insurance certificates.
The agent accepted the draft by writing on it
the word "Accepted," noting on it the
date and place of
payment, and signing his name. The draft was then
known
as an "Accepted Bill." When it became due,
the agent paid
It and offset its amount against
the balance he
capital,

his

suppliers

had to the

credit of the colonial merchant.
a commission for his service.

The acceptor again took

To "touch

his money," neither merchant had to wait
the maturity and payment of his accepted
draft.
Such
a draft was a direct obligation of both
the seller and acceptor, and in some cases it was a further
obligation of
the buyer of the goods. The acceptor being
well known
and the seller also, this obligation was readily saleable
in
the discount market at the most favorable
till

In every
bank or other holder
rates.

way

was

a choice investment for a
of liquid funds.
it

Under

this system, a

merchant's accounts receivable
An accepted bill was in itself evidence of the justness of a debt
and had been so
acknowledged by the buyer through his accepting agent.
In the hands of an innocent third party, it was
not subject
to any question of any sort. When due, it had
to be paid,
or the acceptor was put in the same condition as
a bank
that repudiated payment of a certified check.
The acce|)ted bill was almost as readily transferable as
a bank
note.
A bank's note is payable on demand, nvhile .its acceptance is i)ayable at a future time duly set forth. The
time of waiting makes it subject to a discount if transferred before maturity.
It is l)etter than the bank's own
note, because the bank's note has only the general
assets
and credit of the bank behind it. while the acceptance, besides this, has also the specific liability of the drawer
of
the draft as a guarantee of payment.

were thoroughly well secured.

From

^"gJish

manager.

much

so

a luxury, it is

cigars.

of

Taxable to an almost unbelievable extent as

weight or fineness,

for '7-20-4"

The Tobacco Merchants'

N

formerly with Al. A. (iunst cS: Company, in San Francisco, has bought out the Kingsley
Cigar
Stand^ at the foot of Market Street. It is given
out that
Mr. Fisher will make a specialty of the lines
of
h'isher,

a recent

in

THE TOBACCO WOULD

-

for

H. L. Tndell. distributor of the Y. Pendas & Alvarez
lines in this territory, saw to it that the "Welister" brand

was

San Francisco, notwithstanding the advent of
the vaca
tion season; while in the country, and
particularly in the
mountain and Coast resorts, there has been a
considerable
improvement for some weeks. He is expecting Emil
Judell
junior member of the firm, back from his
Eastern triii
^
within the next few days.
Luis Polin, well known to the trade through
his cigar
and other connections at the mining camp of (ioldfield,
Nev
has o])ened a cigar, news and stationery store
at the new
mining town of Oatman, Ariz.

points of view therefore our colonial Virginian had a very efflcent method of conducting his financial business with England.
all

—

It provided excellent credit insurance.
The acbeing a merchant or banker of well-known standing,
the seller had the general resources of the acceptor behind
his merchandise account, so that losses on bad accounts
were reduced to a minimum.
.Second.
It was a convenient and economical wav of
making collections, at the same time it granted a customer
the terms of payment that his business required, and accounts were paid when due.

First.

ce|)tor

—

28

Third.— No

idle capital

was

tivd

up

in

open acc.mnts.

shape of self-liquidating commerinto cash, whenever the
cial paper, that was easily turned
,
seller needed cash.

Ml

accounts were

in the

.

liquid form
Fourth.-With that part of his capital in
not need so much capithe seller could work fast and did
our open account system, i he
tal as if he did business on
capital was therefore
ratio of earnings on his fast-working

need of ready money, he did not
for cash payments.
have to allow unreasonable discounts
reasonable banking
His acceptances were discountable at

Fifth—When

Sixth

—He

in

the discount grabtook off a cash dis-

was not troubled with

still
ber, who overran his terms and
was evidenced by
Credit, no matter how short,
count.
negotiable documents.
at ms
Seventh— If a customer overbought, he did so
goods dead
own peril. When unable to pay or finding the
send back the goods
stock on his hands, a buyer could not
The acceptance
instead of sending forward the money.
maturity was
transaction and non-payment at

closed the
an act of bankruptcy.

through a long
Eighth —The seller did not have to go
His accepted bill
legal process, in case of non-payment.
not have to
was prima facie evidence of his claim. It did
No set-offs, no c^ounbe proved except as to its signature.
Once
raised against it.
ter claims, no disputes could be
could follow. Of
given, it had to be paid or swift trouble
could be lenient in case of necessity, and

course the seller
him to determine,
could grant an extension. That ^vas for
banker decides
according to good business policy, just as a
seller did not
on the question of renewing a note. Rut the
from the acts
have to suffer unnecessary and unjust delays
put off payment or
of a buyer who was merely trying to
trying to avoid

it

Ninth.— The

altogether.

seller

because he had
tions coming in about

affairs,

in position to regulate his own
a reaspnable certainty of his collecas fast as his shipments had gone

was

specified in the
out, allowing, of course, for the time

terms

of sale.

The buyer had advantages too ur he would m»l have
thought well of that method of doing business.
Whether a cash or time buyer, he got the benefit of
The time element of a transaction was
lowest prices.
date was
clearly set forth, and payment at a certain future
Tlierefore all the ordinary risks
definitely contracted for.
the seller
of non-payment at that date being eliminated,
against
did not have to figure into his prices any reserves

paid
slow payers. If extensions were necessary, they were
a whole.
for by the one getting them, not by the trade as
Consequently discount for cash ])ayments was little if any
more than a reasonable banking rate for the use of the
money, for the time set forth in the terms of sale. Cash
real
as cash does not contemplate one minute's credit. In a
the
cash sale the buyer pays over the money the instant
goods are technically in his ])ossession.
A discount of 2 off 10 on a 30 day maturity really
20
figures at the rate of 3G per cent, per year for the
days anticipated. The buyer who gets that off of an actual
rock-bottom price is running off with a i)irate's loot. Such
with
a di.scount has to be figured into the price of goods,
some more for good measure. If it has not been figured
business. He
in, the seller needs a kindergarten course in
of his pocket
is letting his prompt-paying trade take out
a very high premium for very poor insurance.
The acceptance buyer even though buying on longer
time can get as low a net price as his competitor buying
on open accounts even for shorter time. If the buyer has
co-operated in the elimination of unnecessary risks, he is

since that time have been deprived
opportunities to use bills-of-exchange in both
of the fullest
and domestic trade. The Civil War so upset all

American business

the most favorable prices on
Under the acceptance system the seller can
his goods.
grant the lowest interest rates for any time accommodaCredit may be longer, but liquidation is
tion needed.
quicker. It is much safer to sell on longer time with ac-

able to

demand and secure

the
I

and thereby weaken his ability to pay. Consequently he will not have to suffer losses of profits or
to get money
capital through forced sales, made necessary
his credit.
to pay his accounts and maintaining
A time buyer, just as honest and capable as a cash
buyer, but not having as much capital, is heavily penalized
by excessive discounts allowed a cash buyer, under the
open account system. But under the acceptance system
he pays what his accommodation is fairly worth and no
more. The time buyer does not find himself passed up in
He has full and fair
favor of his wealthier competitor.
play for his ability and has a chance to grow if he can. He
does not fear being killed off from the start by great discriminations in price that he could not survive.

time of troubles.
The acceptance of a draft for goods sold shows on
arising out of a purchase
its face that it is an obligation
money. Far from
of goods and that it is not a loan of
on the
being considered a reflection on a buyer's credit,
in

acknowledgement of an honest
negotiable form and indicating

Being in
to whoever holds
his lull iiitenlion to pav it at maturity,
evidence of a buyer's good laith.
it at that time, it is an
than is one who insists
Its acceptor is more to be honored
the risks o
on his suppliers exposing themselves to all
a

dratt

to accept
the open account system. In fact, refusal
act of dishonor, subfor an undisputed invoice is itself an
action. Our colonials
ject to immediate protest and swift
last anaysis
recognized that a merchant's credit is in the
Ins obligadetermined bv the manner in which he meets
they are expressed.
tions, rather than by the form in which
the torni
Too many of our present-day merchants object to woum
acceptances
of their obligation, saying that to ask
careless
Such are likely to be most
reflect on their credit.

any form of obligation.
pecun.
The acceptance system just outlined was not
and still extends ai
to the American colonies. It extended
It has
over the world in commerce between nations.
p^^^
civilized im
every
of
commerce
meated the domestic
^^•as

of

payment

but ours.

of

Up

to the time of the Civil

War

'^

it

devc

its full
usual practice in our own country, though
ment was greatly hampered.
^"^^^^^.-^^-^^j^X'united
off the l^
i

of financial reform killed
he sui
abuses.
States Bank, instead of stooping its
nearly a nm
sion of that bank put American commerce
world m
the commerce of the rest of the

woods methods

years behind

.^

marke
wiped out the open disc<nint
which acceptances could be freely bought ''^"2,''' National
ine
Wild-cat banking followed Jackson.
^tab.h.ccl ^^"^^^^^^^
Bank Act passed during the Civil War
market, as a
but di4 not restore the open discount
.

particular.

It

To

persist.

still

not able to avail himself of the cash disthat his bank standing
count, it has become an assumption
for him to get the money he needs.
is not good enough
The non-discounter therefore is either passed over by seltheir prices to cover the
lers or they add enough more to
But this risk might not
supposed risks of selling him.
Many a merchant does not know how to
actually exist.
properly prepare a statement of his business, so as to show
way of bank
his banker what he is fairly entitled to in the
If he does know this much, he does not always
credit.
know how to use the credit the banker would be willing
In such cases, and there are thousands of
to allow him.
them, merchants are suffering an unnecessary hardship.
By losing their cash discounts, they pay a heavy fine for
Though perletting their bills go to ostensible maturity.
fectly good for their wants, the open account system and
their ignorance of financial methods put a heavy tax on
If

creating hard feelings, as the present open account
methods do. the acceptance sy.stem. by compelling buyers
business sympathy and
to treat sellers fairly, will make for

nuM-cantile debt.

peculiarly

discounts

of

his full

the

induce cash payments, so-called cash discounts
be. heavy enough to
were offered. These discounts had to
money, with which to promptly
:;pur the buyer to borrow
prices had to be made in
pay his bills. Of course invoice
Interest rates are lower now, but high cash
conformity.

by a few. Extension is a real accommodation or favor.
and should be recognized as such by both parties. Instead

shows

American and frightfully inefficient
accounts, for merchandise
method of doing business on open
This is the only country in the world where
transactions.
finance buyers by borrowing funds on
sellers complacently
We foolish American business men have
their own credit.
our strongest credit arm, and to try
been content to fetter
weaker one do all our credit work.
to make a
credits
For some years after the close of the Civil War,
interest rates were very high. Cash
were very uncertain and
of invoices was therefore highly deor near-cash payment
f

sirable.

In case of difficulty or inconvenience in meeting payments when due, the buyer can always ask the seller to
Extra accommodation can be, and too
show^ leniency.
open account
often is, forced out of a seller under the
taken
system, but all buyers must pay for the privilege

it

throughout the United States that in connection with
discount market we witnessed the rise
loss of an open

redit

to overstock

contrary,

men

°oreign

ceptances than it is to sell on short time on open accounts.
be swift trouble
If a buyer knows that there may
ahead if he does not pay his bills when due, he is likely to
be conservative in his purchases. He will not be tempted

support

^
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a buyer

is

them.

Again under the bank system that we have, a grasping
banker has opportunity to unmercifully squeeze his uninThe open account system breeds disformed customer.
sellers

dishonest.

injustice

Is it

not a

pitiful

buyers,
failures, honest or

slackness

and
and bankers, and leads to many

crimination,

business

in

comment on American

busi-

failures occur in proportion to the numIf on
ber of business ventures started in this country?
ness that so

many

did business on an acceptance system
as all other civilized commercial nations do, we would not
witness so many nasty failures in which very heavy losses
the other

hand,

we

occur.

European business methods are generally conceded to
be much safer than ours.
Yet longer credits are the rule
abroad and short credits the rule here. We pride ourselves
on our large commerce, but are we to be proud of our large
failures?
It has often been said that the great volume of
our American commerce is due more to the natural resources of the land we inhabit than to the efforts of the
American people. American waste is proverbial the world
over.
We not only waste our natural resources but we
The
waste tremendously in human effort of all kinds.
present administration passed a fairly good Federal Reserve Bank Act, to cure the defects of Jackson's backwoods
policy and yet the same administration seems even now
bent on prohibiting efficiency
partments.

Now

work

in the

government de-

that the banking laws are changed, neglect to
use the additional facilities provided by the new law is another confirmation of the oft-repeated charge that American
lousiness men are inefficient, compared to those of other

countries.

Even though

their attention

is

called to these

merchants and bankers are indifferent. Their
apathy and unwillingness to take a slight bit of trouble to
better the financial methods of American commerce is positively criminal. The present European War has jolted the
world out of all sorts of ruts. Its after-effects promise to
be so serious everywhere that we must look to National
Efficiency in every particular.
If we do not we shall be
jolted out of our proper place in the commercial and political world, and become mere objects of exploitation to
Have we not
the wiser commercial men of other lands.
been so too long? Can we compare our commercial and
industrial efificiency with Germany's, our artistic design
with France's, our banking and financing with England's?
Suppose that on January 1st a good, hustling American tobacco merchant. A, having $1000 capital, could ar-*
range to buy from packer B, a lot of tobacco at $4000.
.Satisfied with A's security or credit, B would give A sixty
days' time. Suppose now that A knows he could sell this
tobacco at $6000 and get it shipped in two weeks, but had
to give his customers sixty days from date of invoice to
pay for it. In the transaction say that he would need "his
own $1000 to carry the expenses incurred. But he must
facilities,

calculate further.

When March

comes around, his returns will not
yet be in, so he must go to his bank, and show up his
statement. His assets will consist entirely of the accounts
His
he has receivable from the buyers of the tobacco.
liability will be the debt that he owes to B.
He will in
But
effect ask the bank to step into B's place as debtor.
the bank must protect its own reserves, say 25 per cent.
of its loans, so the banker will tell A that he must borrow
To check out the
$5300 and leave $1300 on deposit.
$4000, A therefore would pay interest on $300 of the bank's
money and also his own $1000 without using it.
1st

Again, A cannot be sure that his open accounts wfll
be paid when due March 15th, so he would borrow his
money for thirty days because he might not be able to pay
the bank in fifteen. While his discount rate is 6 per cent.,
on the $5300 borrowed, figured on the money he really
used he pays over 7^ per cent.

But to borrow $5300 on open accounts he would have
to be able to show his banker a margin of one-third or even
one-half more, so he would need perhaps $7900 of receivables. He would have only $6000 to show. No matter how
competent and capable he is, he is at a great disadvantage
compared to some competitor who had money enough to
buy the $4000 worth of tobacco out of his own capital. In
other words, the man with $5000 in hand could make 20
per cent, on his money, and at the same time freeze out
of the business the man with only $1000, no matter how
competent and reliable the latter is. But suppose A and
his customers are foreigners who trade with bank acceptances. A gives a bank acceptance to B and takes bank
acceptances from his customers. Then when A pays B's
he will discount only $4000 of his acceptances at fifteen
days, at a rate of about 3 per cent, per year, so that his
discount is only $6, instead of over $26, saving over fourHe does not have to show this
fifths of that expense.
banker any margin on bank acceptances, as he must on
He can meet any pric^ that a competihis open accounts.
A merely
tor could make, operating on his own capital.
uses a bank's credit, not its money.
The acceptance system enables the competent merchant with limited means to compete with his richer comHe would surely figure that $1000 profit in sixtvpetitor.
five days on an investment of $1000 would stand shading
to get the business. It is to the interest of the buyers to
give accej)tances. They do not lend A any money to opUnder this
erate with, but they strengthen his credit.

bill,

m
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system the foreigner today raises iiiuney to buy tobacco
in the United States for cash.

One

of the deficiencies of our

new law

is

that

it

does

not permit our banks to make acceptances for us in domestic trade. Our American Congressmen have not yet
allowed American banks to give American merchants the
same facilities the very same banks can give to a foreigner
in 'Europe, South America, or even in China, whose credit
may not be nearly as good as ours. If our banks could
make acceptances for us in domestic trade, we would then
be able to practically elimii/.ate all sellers' risks.
That
would mean much lower prices to buyers. His own bank
is the proper governor or regulator of a merchant's credit.
His own banker should be the best judge of what is a
merchant's proper credit limit. If all his purchases were
guaranteed by a buyer's bank his suppliers would have
little fear of him overbuying.
If the bank refused to extend proper acceptance facilities, to a buyer, his suppliers
can always take the buyer's trade acceptances.
Genera.1
adoption of the acceptance system would equalize credit
facilities all over the country.

While the American buyer can not yet arrange to put
his bank's credit behind his own, he can now give his own
acceptances which would greatly help him and his supplier.
Domestic Trade Acceptances are now available for
discount and at a rate not greatly higher than a Banker's
Acceptance. Under the open account system a seller deals
not only in goods, but in credit as well. He performs certain banking functions and because he is not a banker,
the banking accommodations he gives cost his customers
a very heavy toll.

Banking and merchandising under the acceptance sys-

tem are properly recognized as separate functions. The
weak, crooked or unwise buyer should no longer have the
opportunity to use his suppliers as involuntary private
reserve bankers, long after he had reached his own fair
bank limit. Sellers must now carry their customers by
banking their own notes, thereby evidencing their loan by
a negotiable promise to pay back principal and interest at
a certain time.

,

Too many

sellers strain their credit to lend

goods to buyers for an indefinite time, without interest,
without security, without evidence of the sale, and too
often without payment.

By

the re-establishment of a discount market for
Trade Acceptances, the Federal Reserve Bank Act makes
it possible to mobilize and utilize the credit resource of
our country as never before. The Federal Reserve Board
have done all they can to pave the way. They have drawn
most favorable regulations governing the use of trade acceptances in domestic commerce. They have made very
favorable rates for re-discount. They have urged the member banks to assist in the creating of a large volume of such
paper, because our new currency system must depend
mainly on two-name commercial paper for its security and
elasticity.

Anyone having

the right kind of paper can sell it at
a very favorable rate of discount.
Some few banks are

doing

they can with their customers to increase the
use of acceptances.
On such paper they make the verv
lowest rates. The law wisely restricts the amount a bank
can lend to a borrower on his own notes. An acceptance
discounter is not restricted in discounting any amount of
such paper except that the same acceptor cannot be on
more paper bought by a single bank than the law allows
that bank to discount from one borrower. When he finds
a customer oflferin^ trade acceptances for discount, a
banker gets a good line on his customer's business methods.
He knows him for a wide-awake business man, and favors
all

him accordingly.
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not better for a bank to have fifty pieces of
twoname paper averaging $1000 each than a single note bearing one name for $50,000? Its security is infinitely
better
The maker of a $50,000 note may fail and pay out only
50 cents on the dollar, but it is not likely that both he
and
twenty-five of his merchandise customers will fail at
the
same time and pay out nothing. It would take that kind
of an impossible condition to equalize the two risks.
Twoname paper is therefore very much preferred by a bank
.Many houses who are short of working capital, under
the present system, or who are ignorant of banking
methods, or who have strained their bank credit, resort
Is

it

to the practice of selling their accounts receivable. They
get into deep trouble by this; they put up a large,
safe

margin, but pay a loan-shark rate of 24 per cent, or more
a year for the money so gotten. If they had their business
on the acceptance basis, they could quickly raise the full
amount of their good outstandings, less only a small discount at a rate of 4 or 4^^ per cent, a year..
Those houses who may not wish to discount their acceptances can hold them in their i>ortfolios as a secondary
reserve, quickly available in any emergency. If they then
still prefer to borrow on their own notes, they will be
able
to get a lower rate on a smaller margin by using their acceptances as collateral than if they borrowed without collateral on their general credit and were able to show only
the same amount in open accounts on a statement. Is not
that a position worth attaining by any concern, no matter
*

how

large?
After years of agitation for the modernization of our
American Banking laws, the Federal Reserve P>ank Act has
finally brought into existence a feasible, workable system
that the country has long needed.
It is not perfect, but it
is so much better thah anything we ever had before that
it marks a very long step forward in American business.
Since that act took effect, but little difference has come
into the financial methods of the average .American business house, large or small. All this agitation of years seems

have passed entirely over the heads of our ordinary
business men.
Good business and good currency are dependent the
world over on good use being made of banking and credit
facilities.
Business is the mainstay of any country's banking institutions, and currency was devised to help business.
to

men know

a general way that the Reserve
Banks were established to cure grave defects in our o'd
system of banking and currency. They know that in abnormal times money panics have played havoc with business and the Reserve System was designed to prevent
recurrence of these troubles.
But how many realize that
to cure these evils the business community must itself create the kind of commercial paper the Federal Reserve
Banks must have available in time of stress?
lUisiness

in

time of money
1-anics.
It is to their interest to do everything possible to
eliminate such panics in the future. While other countries
suffer from commercial (lei)ressions, they do not have
money panics like ours, because their currency systems
are based on liquid short time, two-name, commercial paper.
Much of this paper can be created by large concerns. The

Large concerns suffer with small ones

in

Federal Reserve Banks must have such paper to fulfil their
main function of stabilizing and regulating the amount of
currency, in the country, according to l)usiness conditions.
All business houses large and small should ])atriotically
do their share in this good work and really energize the
Reserve Banks, incidentally rea])ing many advantages that
will accrue to themselves.
have dealt most largely with the interests of the
I
seller because any solvent merchant sells more merchandise
on open account than he buys in that manner. His sales

include not only the material he buys,
pays out in salaries and expenses and

but also what he
what he gets in

In asking for acceptances in his own interest as
a seller he will, of course, be willing to give his own acIn this
ceptances to those who furnish him with goods.
way each will do his part to change old customs. Banks
profits.

I

should help

by passing along to

sellers for acceptances the

low discount rates made possible by Reserve Banks. Sellers
should show acceptances buyers that prices reflect some
Acceptances
of the advantages the seller has obtained.
should be taken for small accounts as well as large,

and

banks should discount small pieces without discriminating
in rates.

Trading Stamp Legislation Vetoed in Massachusetts
Thousands of women who are collectors of trading
stamps and coupons, as well as merchants
who are
inter-

ested in the subject of premium advertising,
both pro and
con, will find food for thought in the
action of the Legisla-.
ture of that State in sustaining the
Governor's veto of a bill
which had for its purpose the elimination by
excessive takation of co-operative profit-sharing in
the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. This action, coming as it does
at this time

when premium giving

under ''fire," is a pertinent indicainspired legislation directed toward the disintegration of premium advertising is to be
regarded in the
tion of

Banks' re-discount rate, and this rate naturally attracts business from progressive houses.
Such houses in
turn will seek out the buyer who is wise enough and progressive enough to give acceptances for goods, passing on
to such a buyer some corresponding benefits.
There is no reason why a merchant should not give
another merchant a negotiable acknowledgment of his debt
for goods, as well and as readily as he gives his banker a
note for money borrowed.
The one is no more discreditable than the other.
Manufacturers and wholesalers have
been too obliging in acting as bankers for retailers, without
taking the same sort of evidence of debt that a banker takes
in a banking transaction.
Bankers today who do not take
an active interest in pushing acceptances into general use,
are not doing justice to their depositors, because the acceptance is far safer banking paper than the one-name note.
Bankers are unjust to their stockholders also, if they do not
freely discount and re-discount all the acceptances
they can
get, because by doing this at low rates they will
create immensely larger volumes of banking business than now exist.
In spite of large funds on hand right now, our banks
as a whole are very far from furnishing
all the proj)er
credit facilities that American business
could safely use.
Let sellers initiate the movement and they will
soon find
bankers amenable to reason.
Give a better chance to
competent men of more limited means and you will
create
more sound business for yourselves.
The present system

up the big dealers at the expense
small one and to the real detriment of industry.
A
of good small dealers will sell
more goods than a few

of the

There

is a steadier flow of orders from a
large
number of small dealers, working for themselves,
than from
a few big ones,
whose work is done by employees.
Let every Trade Association, every
Chamber of Commerce, every Bankers'
Association, every Credit Men's Association get into action
on this question. With all such
forces at work,
we can very soon kill ofi:" the pernicious,
inetticient, open-account
system and replace it with the better system
of trading with the 'I'rade Acceptance.

Internal

Revenue Tax Due July

1st

Congress acts quickly in the matter the special
"J^'f
^^^-'^'^-""^ tax which is being collected
from some
I'r.Ti
^•>'»,000
retailers of cigars is due
July 1st.
"^

Ben Hampton Resigns From A.

T. Co.
all his time and energies to his
picture interests, Ben Hampton,
vice-president of

^"*'

'l"-t'ctors'

meeting on Thursday.

his resignation

-

"While the reason is not apparent to me for permitting the issue and redemption of stamps
by the
same party and prohibiting the issue by one party
and
redemption by another, and while on first thought
such
a discrimination would appear to be in
favor of the
large trader and against the small one,
yet due deference to the action of the Legislature and to
the investigations which preceded the passage of the
act would
lead me to waive doubts I might have
upon that aspect
of the subject in favor of the bill. It
appears, however,
to create a preferential class which
should never be
created without a very strong reason. The
objection
which constrains me to withhold
approval from the
bill rests upon constitutional
grounds."

my

The message explained

that the State courts of Massachusetts have always upheld the legality of
trading stamps
and similar instruments. The recent decision of
the United
States Supreme Court, holding certain anti-trading

stamp

legislation of certain States to be valid under
the Federal
Constitution, does not, he says, imply that these
or other

laws are necessarily valid under the individual
State constitutions.
The Supreme Court of each State has always
been accepted as the final interpreter of its own
constitution.
It was pointed out that Article 1 of
the Bill of Rights
o f the Commonwealth of Massachusetts is
quite diflferent
from the Fourteenth Amendment to the Federal
Constitution and expresses the belief that the freedom
of trade guaranteed by the Bill of Rights is quite obviously curtailed
by
the restrictions of the measure presented for
approval.

The absolute fairness of this ruling is significant in that
the proposed legislation was branded as obviously
discriminative and while it is well within the province of
the State
to pass laws regulating any business, these laws
must subscribe to the spirit and intent of the constitution
of that
State.
Oberholz Becomes Jobber
i:rtective

July

1st,

Edward

as a retail cigarist of Kansas
years, will take charge of the

C. Oberholz, widely known
City for the past twenty-four

down-town business for the
Cironeweg-Chalmers Tobacco Company, which concern has
a thoroughly established jobbing trade in Kansas City and
Mr. Oberholz has acquired an interest in the
business to which he is to devote his time.
Since disposing of his interest in the Oberholz & Poinsett Cigar
vicinity.

Company

that business has become
Cigar Company.

order to devote

the7^
mencan Tobacco Company, presented

had been passed and was put up to the

'

as follows:

serve

simply assists in building

bill

Governor for his signature, the attention of the
Legislature
was called to the fact that the bill created a
preferential
class.
The Governor made this very clear in his message

on acceptances are the best class of customers.
They naturally will seek to do business with progressive
banks. Some banks are discounting acceptances at the Re-

.'"

how

After this

business

big ones.

is

future.

some banks do not make concessions in rates on acceptances, other banks will, and the Reserve Banks will
soon find ways to drive the acceptances ahead. Some banks
are wise enough right now to specialize on this business and
Houses progressive enough to do
they are skimming cream.
If

lot

31

The
San

Steele- Wedeles

known

Company, Chicago

as the Poinsett

distributors of

were recently visited by Henry
W^enimer, of the Deisel-Wemmer Company, manufacturers
the

I'elice"

of the cigar.

cigar,
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INCREASED EARNINGS FOR

Cniar

P©(hr©n(l

HE rapid growth of Detroit as a cigar manufacturthe entire
ing center has attracted the attention of
Their brands are becoming better
industry.
knoun every day and their distribution is conThe Detroit "Free Press," makes the
stantly increasing.

1
I

following comments:
at a rate
"Cigar manufacturing in Detroit is continuing
the centers
which has elevated this to fourth place among
the producIf the help were obtainable,
of the industry.
for the demand
tion for this year would reach 40U,0U0,000,
that figure any time the facis sufficient to carry it up to
tories can bring about the increase.
, ^aa nan
1,UUU,UUU
"For some time Detroit has been exceeding
banner year through
a day and 1915 turned out to be the
Detroit-made cigars
the great increase in the late months.
manufacturers are
are sold everywhere in the country. The
for stamps,
paying the Government about $1,000,000 a year
men and women are employed in the

and upwards

of 6,000

factories.

j

•

^

c

tor
"Michigan has been prominent in the industry
climb the ladder.
years, but only since 1900 did it begin to
Now it is fourth among the States, New York, PennsylDetroit is
vania and Florida being ahead in production.
Rapids is prominent,
the principal center, although Grand

and the output

in

some other

cities is considerable.

with an unusual rush this year
"Business
time The
and it has continued, showing growth all of the
be cut short, the big
lay-off incident to inventories has to
demand in Januholiday trade being followed by a heavy
One new factory and several additions have been
ary
of the companies are
buiit in the last year, and some
cigars have inplanning further extensions. Detroit-made
New York and
vaded the territory formerly controlled by
and plenty of them are consumed even in

Jf

Fir(S)dliin(o(ln©i5i

years and enjoy a splendid trade on the
brands, and some of the comparatively newcomers
known everywhere.
"One company started a new 10-center last year
for

many

old
are

to the front in
in the last five or ten yerrs.

the industry have been made
Cigars and tobacco have been manufactured here for a
long time, several fortunes having been built in the tobacco
business in other days, long before cigar making had assumed the volume which now characterizes it.

"Naturally as many leaf tobacco men visit Detroit
any city in the country, owing to the importance of

as
its

that good qualities are in high favor
here, as it is through the use of them that the reputation
of Detroit-made cigars has been built.

known

"The industry helps many other lines here. The cigar
box business has grown until an immense amount of the
The average marketdesirable lumber is shipped here.
able box holds fifty cigars, so that it takes upward of 20,000
of these each day.

"The printing and lithographing on the packages
into a big

runs

sum each year then there is the cartage to and
factories, so that many hundreds are kept at
;

from the
work through this trade.

"Several styles in the cigar trade have developed here
and the manufacturers have been careful as to both quality
and workmanship, which is responsible in part for the
millions of smokers of their product."

Philadelphia,

,

.

from their work.

"The new

,

•

,

•

section of the labor law which raises

^u
the

havoc with the
age of apprentices one year has played
The manufacturers counted on a number of
industry.
and work their way
girls each year to start at the bottom
The change practically cut off one year's
the bench.
to

crop and

as the older girls

who

are skilled workers have
has been hard to balance

the habit of getting married it
up the forces.
"The 'help wanted' signs are displayed at nearly all
business. To make
of the big factories which do a national
preup for the shortage the highest degree of efficiency
for the 'made in Devails, but it hardly meets the demand
land in
cigars which are smoked everywhere in the
troit'

numbers with each succeeding year.
"The factories are among the best anywhere, as the

greater

considered
comfort and health of the employees have been
An abundance of dayin the arrangement of the buildings.
there are rest
light and fresh air is in evidence everywhere,
emrooms for girls and lunch rooms at which all of the
ordinary cost.
ployees can buy their noon meal at less than

"There has been an appreciable increase

Jacob Mazer Calls Attention to Increased Costs

,

.

is a
"The labor condition as it relates to this industry
The day has come in cigar making that a
peculiar one.
To make it
majority of the skilled hands are women.
moved to the northeasier for them the big factories have
girls walk to and
eastern section and now thousands of the

in the

demand

Most of the product here is in the line
for 10-ccnt cigars.
made their way through
of nickel goods and these have
Several of
favor.
superiority over their rivals for public
higher priced goods
the factories have been making the

New

and

"The gains which have carried Detroit

started off

Florida.

Plenty of Smokes— Coupon Bill
Washington Artillery Gets
Out of
May Pass Legislature—Packages From
State Containing Coupons Exempt

has developed into a good seller. Another company is
preparing to put out a line of higher priced cigars, so that
Detroit may become as important in this line as it is in
the field of nickel smokes.

It is

"Everything that goes into the manufacture, handling
and marketing of cigars is costing considerably more than
the
ever before," says Jacob Mazer, secretary-treasurer of
Mazer Cigar Company, of Detroit, Mich. "The wrappers,
the binders, the

fillers,

the twine, paper, labels and

cigar

standing
boxes have all advanced in price, and yet we are
cut the
every bit of this expense ourselves. We will not
financial
quality of our products and would prefer to take a
product.
loss rather than give uur customers an inferior
'How
Not long ago a customer out West wrote us saying,
We recan you put up such good cigars for the money?'
and much
plied that we are satisfied with a small profit
would make
preferred giving our customers a cigar that
is a
them permanent ones. We figure that every customer

boost and our best advertisement.
of a
"Our production for May showed an increase
This is probmillion cigars over the same month last year.
selling.
ably the best example of the way our cigars are
phenome"Our 'Miss Detroit' and 'Hume' brands are
and we are
in every section of the country,
nal

sellers

o
supplying enough of them to
ot o
Of late we have been shipping the bulk
jobbers.
order to get tn
cigars by express instead of freight in
them by t^legr F
to our jobbers, who are begging for
put out x
and long distance telephone. We have recently
and the succ^^^
'Little Dime Bank' brand at five cents,
The sai
feet.
of this has actually taken us off our
We simply can t
far exceeding our expectations.
enough of them."

having great

difficulty in

COMPANY

— Sales

Orleans, June 24, 1916.

Orleans manufacturers are intertobacco crop being
ested in the outcome of the
Mississippi.
raised this year in Jones County,
Information received from E. L. Ring, tobacco
cultivation around Ellisville and Pachuta,

lEVERAL New

it

factories.

A. T.

expert, directing

encouraged over the outlook.
A public demonstration of curing and working tobacco
Pachuta, July 8th. This is the third year
will be given at
been made to cultivate the weed, and
that any effort has
considerable acreage has been planted.
Through the kindness of the Irby Branch of the LigCompany, the several companies of
gett & Myers Tobacco
while awaiting orders to leave
the Washington Artillery

is

that he

for

is

camp on

with several

The soldiers

Mexican border, were supplied
thousand packages of cigarettes and tobacco.
of the batteries were very thankful for the gift.

their

way

looks very
will pass the bill
It

to the

much like the Legislature now in session
known as the Coupon Bill. It places a

premihigh license tax on coupon dealers and those using
ums in the sale of their goods. The act exempts original
packages containing coupons from outside of the State,
merchandise
also samples, when used in the introduction of
Judy.
,
on the market.

Wisconsin Tobacco for Australia
What is said to be the first shipment to be sent direct
from the State of Wisconsin to Australia, was forwarded
The deal has been pending
last week via San Francisco.
for the past six months between J. M. Conway, of Edgerton,
On account of the
Wis., and his customer in Melbourne.
red tape methods required by the land and ocean carriers,
the excessive war risk and marine insurance, and other
The
charges, the cost amounted to nearly $10 per case.
shipment totaled 114 cases and the charges had to be prepaid.

The money to meet these advances, as well as the payment for the tobacco was deposited in a New York bank to
Sending Wisconsin
be paid on receipt of bills of lading.
tobacco to customers three-quarters around the globe is

What

something of a rarity.

the tobacco will cost the

Au

duty must be paid, as in
other English provinces, can well be imagined, quite probable over $1 a pound.
The shipment is to be placed on board a steamer at
stralian

merchant

if

a

good

stiff

Twenty-six Per Cent. Expected on Common Stock
Show Big Improvement

IHE American Tobacco Company

1

prove

its

continues to imearning position, says the "Wall Street

Journal."

Company

About
called

weeks ago Dow, Jones

six

attention

to

conditions and forecasted at least 24 per cent, for the common shares this year as compared w^ith 20 per cent, in 1915.
This forecast was based on the returns for the first quarter
of this year.

Gross and net for April and May ran even better than
January, February and March. On the basis of these returns net for the full year of 24 per cent, appears to be a
conservative estimate with the possibility of a showing as
high as 26 per cent, for the common. Inasmuch as the
American Tobacco Company has $40,242,400 common stock
outstanding 26 per cent, for the common would mean an
increase in net for the full year of about $2,500,000.
year fell off about $5,000,000
Gross so far this year indicates
as compared with 1914.
that this will be made up with the likelihood of $2,000,000
Sales of the

company

last

or $3,000,000 additional.

The American Cigar Company, a subsidiary of the
American Tobacco Company, continues to increase its busiconservative estimate places increased net for the
This is equal to
cigar subsidiary this year at $400,000.
4 per cent, on the outstanding $10,000,000 common stock
and would mean over 16 per cent, for this issue in 1916.
This company only pays 6 per cent, on the common and
an increase in the rate late this year or early in 1917 seems

A

ness.

likely.

American Cigar common outstanding, the American Tobacco Company owns $7,000,000.
Therefore while the actual return to the American Tobacco
Company this year will be only $420,000, if there is no increase in the dividend rate, the equity of the American

Of

the $10,000,000

Tobacco Company

in the subsidiary for the full

Cado Company Seeks Catchy Phrase
The Cado Company, manufacturers of the well-known
"Cado" cigarette which has recently been marketed with
I)atented taper tips, offers prizes of $25, $15 and $10 for
the host phrases submitted to them before July 15th. The
phrase should consist of six words and is to be used in
connection with their advertising.
The Cado Company is
located at 26 Park Place, New York City.

Dead

well-known tobacco dealer at 224
Arch Street, was found dead in the kitchen of his, home,
2512 North Sixteenth Street, on Thursday night
C,as
was flowing from an open jet.
Ratroff. n

year will

be in excess of $1,100,000.

Tobacco Company showed only
$23,000 over its common dividends in 1915 there was considerable talk of a cut in the 20 per cent, dividend rate on
the common shares. The improved yarning position, however, makes a continuance of the present rate practically
The company is carrying a surplus well above
certain.

When

the American

$35,000,000.

Buying Tobacco Far

in

prices will continue to be high next

Jesse S.

betterment of

Advance

That the tobacco buyers are firmly convinced that

San Francisco July 6th.

Jesse S. Batroff

the

&

fall,

with probablv an

increase above the high values now prevailing, is shown
bv the activity in Christian County, Ky., with which some
In some inof them are trying to buy crops this earlv.
stances offers have been made to farmers before the latter
had finished setting out their plants, and at best the plants

have been in the fields only a few days.
According to verified reports buvers are offering from
Thev oronnse to
$7 to $« per hundred for the tobacco.
enter into contracts to take
crop around, when tobacco

it

at this price for the entire

readv for market next November or December. The farmer is also to bind himself
the growing,
to cultivate and care for the tobacco during
cutting and curing periods with the same fidelity that he
wotild show were he expecting to sell the tobacco himself.
is
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CONSOLATION:—4446
by Gegner

14, 1890,

&

(T. L.). For cigars. Registered January
Klinger, Philadelphia, Pa. VV as transferred

to Chas. P. Stanley Cigar Co.,

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
5

For

Sale,

Wanted and

Special Notices

Special Notices.

.

Situation Wanted.

CIGAR BROKER.

186 N.

La

Salle

For
FOR bALE— Remedioa Havana

St.,

SUPERIXTE.N'DENT OK |-()KF.MA\

Chlcaro,

6-17-he

111.

Sale.

short*, pure

clean.

Guaranteed

A.-1

or money refunded.
Fifty cents per pound.
Also Vuelta •hort«. of
the flneat quality. Edwin Alex ander A Co.. 171 Water Street, New York.

A REAL. CHANCE FOR A WORKING FACTORY
FOR SALE— The owners of a longr-established high-grade
cigar
in

First

District

of

I'ennsylvania.

New

mailing

Vuelta; fine aroma.

YuiK.

five-cent

and

Lopez, S53 E. 78th St,
a-l-U

ADLER & MYERSON,

shade of the smoker's pipe were of as much moment as the hue of milady's spring costume the possible
shortage in the meerschaum market might have attracted
as much attention in America, since the beginning of the
war, as has the interruption of our aniline dye trade with
Germany, for the main source of the world's supply of this
earthly mineral lies in the zone of hostilities.
Eski-sehr is a city of 20,000 people which lies 200 miles
to the south of Constantinople, on the banks of the Pursak
Su, in Asia Minor.
Meerschaum, which derives its name from the fact
that particles of it were discovered floating on the lUack
Sea, giving rise to the belief that it was petrified sea foam,
has been dug from the alluvial deposits in the plains near
Eski-sehr for 1000 years.
Here ^<»0 Kurds and Persians, in groups of from 3
to 15, burrow through yard-wide holes to depths of from
?0 to 200 feet. The lumps of mineral clay which they seek
is commercially valuable in n<jdules as small as a hazelnut,
while occasionally pieces as large as apples arc found.

WANTED— Cheap

it

brought U) the surface
has a gi:ayish or yellowish tinge and is so soft that it
is

lirst

can be scraped with a knife. In the summer it is left to dry
in the sun, but in the winter it is placed in ovens, where it
is subjected to a steady temperature day and night for nine
days,

when

it

becomes snow white and loses two-thirds

weight.
After being rui)bed with flannel and p(jlished with wax
it is wrapped in cotton and sent to Austria or America to
be
resoaked in water until it is so soft that it can be cut like
of

its

cheese, after

which

can be sawed into convenient i)ipe
shapes, elaborately carved if desired, and fitted with amber
stems from Germany. liefore the war the value of Eski-

—

Laborers Taken

banded

From

Florida to Connecticut Fields
The .American Sumatra Tobacccj C"onii)any lias taken
about one hundred laborers from Jacksonville. Fia.. and
Amsterdam. Ga.. to its plantations in Connecticut. Many
of them will return after the harvest.

cigars.

Address Box

123.

2.00

Duplicate Certificate,

2.00

—
—

Note A An allowance of $2 will be made to members
registration.
of the Tobacco Merchants' Association on each
Note B If a report on a search of a title necessitates
the reporting of more than ten (10) titles, but less than
twenty-one (21), an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00)
If it necessitates the reporting of more than
will be made.
twenty (20) titles, but less than thirty-one (31), an additional charge of Two Dollars ($2.00) will be made, and so
an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00) will be made for

of

MAN-EMI:—39,759. For

^

^._

he

Missing Salesman
Thus far no trace lias been discinend of Ldward Dexter, the young Allston. Mass., cigar salesman who is alleged
to have absconded with several hundred dollars worth of
funds and jiremium jewelry of the I'nited Cigar Stores
Company, It is understood that the case is now being followed by the bonding company with which Dexter was
of

$29,306 for Tobacco Fund
Contributions amounting to more than $20,300 have
been received to date by officials of the P.elgian Soldiers'

Tobacco Fund. An appeal for more funds was made yesterday by Francis E. Jones, organizing secretary of the
movement.
P>elgian scjldier can be supplied with a tobacco

out-

for 95 cents a

week," the appeal reads. "If 20,000 clubmen in the United States would take this matter up and
each give or collect $10 every month for the rest of the
war. these soldiers could be taken care of." Checks and
cash contributions sent to the offices of Drexel iH: Company, Philadelphia, will be acknowledged.

New
Ehrman

Ehrman

Brothers

San Francisco, who are now distributors of the "Optimo" cigar, have closed a lease on a
P)rothers,

large store in the

Hind Puilding.

at 2'M California Street.
Cabinet makers and carpenters arc busv fitting the store
with the latest conveniences and equipment. They expect
to be in the

new

has become sole proprietor of the
Cigar Company. Peoria. Til., having purcha.scd

John M.
r.ushnell

location liy the end of the month.

the interest of

Stillwell

Walter McCance.

cigars, cigarettes, etc.

May

31,

—
—

—

hard, Reading, Pa.

TWINKLE: —39,769. For

cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco.
Co.. Xew York City.
ELMICO: 39,771. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco.
June 9, 1916. American Lithographic Co.,
York City.
EL
For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and to39,772.
bacco. June 9, 1916. -Xmerican Lithographic Co.. Xew York City.
PUCK: 39,773. For cigars, stogies and tobacco. June
April

1,

1916.

—

The

sphere.

lloskins and Tariff ville, is employing women in the field
on the tobacco setters. Mr. Ketchin says that women who
have worked bitt a few days are as fast and as accurate as
men who had set for years, and he considers the experiment
a great success.
\\

omen have been employed

young

the

plants

and

for years in helping

weed

in the transplanting processes, but

time that they have entered the field to compete in man's special domain. Colored help from the South
is being brought in considerable nuiubers to nearby tobacco
jjlantations. at South wiclc, Suffield, llazelwood and Buck-

this

is

the

first

consignment of negroes from Georgia and
Florida are alreadv on the wav North to work on these plantations, as the Italians and Poles have struck for a higher
wage and fewer hours. It is not believed that the iinportation of Southern labor will prove feasible or profitable, but
large

the effect on other labor may offset these disadvantages.
Over half the tobacco crop is already set, and the largest i)art of the crop in the field. The i)lants are in good condition, although the weather is too cold to suit the growth
of the crop.

Get Heavy Shipments of Tobacco
According to reports, 23,700,000 pounds of tobacco leaf
have arrived in Xew York for shipment to France.
At Hrunswick, Ga.. forty-five carloads of tobacco, aggregating more than a million pounds, have arrived for
shipment to Fngland.
Allies to

Xew

MUNDICO: —

Compania Litografica De La Habana

—

John O'Leary, Xewton, Iowa.
cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco. June
12. 1916.
American Lithographic Co.. Xew York City.
ROOKIE: 39,775. l*"or smoking pipes. June 9, 1916. Manhattan
I'.riar Pipe Co.. Hrooklvn. X. Y.
WHITE CARNATION:— 39.776. For all tobacco products. June
7. 1916.
K. M. Schwarz & Co., Xew York Citv.
ST. A. SPECIALS:— 39,777.
For all tobacco products. June 14.
1916.
Schwarzkopf & Ruckert. Xew York City.
YAMSI:— 39,779. l-'or cigars, cigarettes and tobacco.
May 22,
1916.
.Xornian X. .\iulerson, Haltimore, Md.
BEECH TREE:—39,780. For tobacco. June 10. 1916. W. L.
Tucker Tobacco Co., lAansville. Ind.
lf>,

woman

American Lithographic

191().

VAMP: —39,774. For

Manufacturers of

FINES! OCALirV IMI'OR

Show

C.
I.

H.

Cartis

and Advertising Materials

106

SMITH,

E.

19th

St.,

New York

Tobacco Journal).

1-or cigars.
R egisMeyer. Xew York ( itv.
Rubinoff. Brooklyn. .\. Y.. nu Jauuar V i.^

.S.

by

El)

Sole Agent United State* and Canada

TRANSFERS
(

I

Cigar Box Labels, Bands and Trimmings

GARRETT

WESTMINSTER

23. Habana, Cuba

Oficina Principal, San Jose No

—

tcrcd July 11. 1H,S3.
\\as transferrtrl to

Quarters for

A. Kauffman, Mil-

1.

HUXTER

registered.

31, 1916.

Xathanson Cigar Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
FREE SAMPLE:— 39,761. F'or all tobacco products. May 25,
1916.
J. Ulrich, Milwaukee, Wise.
SPACE: 39,762. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco.
May 6, 1916. American Lithographic Co., Xew York City.
ITEM: 39,763. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco. May
American Lithographic Co., Xew York City.
6. 1916.
BAYONNETTE:—39,764. For cigars. May IS. 1916. ]\. Fisler.
Bayonne, X. J. Was acquired from Muller iJros., liayonne, X. J.,
who have used same for twenty-five years or over.
M. DE MIRAMONTES:—39,765.
For cigars, cigarettes and cheroots. June 8, 1916.
A. M. Leon, Xew York City.
STUTZ :—.39,766. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco.
Jiiiu- 9. 191b.
American Lithographic Co.. Xew York City.
GEO. F.: 39,768. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, stogies, chewing and smoking tobacco, and snuff.
June 5, 1916. Geo. F. Rein1916.

Club ?Iouse," "King of the Desert," "Havana Blossoms," "Lehr's Smokers," "Old Cuba," "Henry Lee" and
"nine Banner."

"A

May

EMPIRE BUILDER:—39,760. For

tate

No Trace

cigars.

VV ISC

\V'3.UkCC

ter-

land.

REGISTRATIONS

"'Tobacco W6rld."

^^.^

--

'

it

meerschaum exports was more than $1,300,000 annually.
"Kansas City Journal."
.sehr's

Transfer,

new

A

has purchased the entire plant and brands of the late George
\V. Lehr, of that city.
The brands which Mr. Weber
secured and which he will manufacture include, 'Toteii-

fit

Tobacco Fields
Simsbury and nearby

large growers have for several
years enii)loyed a percentage of women, as many of the inside ojjcrations could be done more rapidly and more economically by women. lUit this year W. M. Ketchin, of the
Ketchin Tobacco Corporation, with large i)lantations in

every ten (10) additional titles necessarily reported,

INC.,

John Weber ^uys Lehr Plant and Brands
John L. Weber, of Reading, Pa., announces that

If the

meerschaum

24, 1916.

in Connecticut

The tobacco plantations
into a

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Effective April 1, 1916.
$5.00
(see Note A),
Registration
1.00
(see Note B),
Search

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Siftings,
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

Meerschaum Supply Held Up by War

the

Sfan-

Wanted.

factory
ten-cent

'

When

twrlv,- years" experience eooH in
for a position.
AddrpVs*,
-f^aaress

is ..pen

well ac(|iiainted with Southern. Central. Western
and East
ern trade, wants position witli reliable manufacturer. Sixteen years'
exn^rl
cnce.
Reference A-1. Address S. E. W., Box 127. "Tobacco World."

brands with wide distribution, are desirous of selling same, owing to
pressure of other Interests.
Will make a big sacrifice to responsible
parties with sufficient capital to take hold of proposition.
|20,000
needed.
Triflers will receive no attention.
Address in confidence. Box
26, "Tobacco World," 236 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

HAVANA SHORTS— Pure

with

structor and praitical in all brandies,
dard. Box 125. "Tobacco World."

riGAR SALESMAN',

and

CITY

May

ritory in Connecticut are witnessing the entrance of

RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT. THREE CENTS A WORD, WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF FIFTY CENTS
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

MONROE ADLER.

NEW VORK

BEEKMAN STREET

Women Working

on

Hlatt.

Deutsch

^-

hy Diutsch Urothers. of Xew York Citv. successors t(j Matt.
Diutsch «: Meyer, since 1886.
PARLIAMENT:— 39,524 C. R. I'..). I'or smokiiiK' and chewiii g to
'•acco.
Registered January IS. 1916. hy Marry I'". Adams. San
Irancisco. Cal.
Was transferred to I'.ensou & Hodges. Xew
^ork City, on lune 1.^. 1916.
1916,

Cork Bobbins

I

Cork Tips

(

122-222

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY,

Inc.

WEST 18TH STREET

NEW YORK

Perfect Humidifying System in your Sweat Room,
invite
but to Sumatra, Havana and Porto Rico.

The

We

Rooms

Domestic Leaf,
our Demonstrating Plant.

a benefit not only to

you

to visit

PERFECT HUMIDIFYING
THE
*

^
,,
,^
, ,
autlaers
Perfect
of
Stceat

is

Succeeding

ELMER

H.

HOPE

CO.

iiiil

N.

4tli St.,

CO.

lMIII,AnELI*HIA, PA.

=
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-DONALLBS'
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

C«bl«:

F.

THE TOBACCO WORLD

JOHN F. HEILAND & CO.

SAN MIGUEL

SUAREZ &
^ C>

M. A.

CO.

12mi St vki Second

C

liRAUSSMAN Importer
HAVANA
TOBACCO
Water Street
A.

l58

TioDa.cco

C

f
JLcar

•ndDMiorsin
Figurat 39-41,

c«bie

1^

"CUETara" Havana, Cuba

JULIUS MARQUSEE,

af

J4J

Water

Street,

TELBPHONE

rmekar of ant

DtmUr

JOW^

3966

Eatablished 1890

LEAMAN

K.

J.

TRiMMlNGS

i\

THE YORK TORACGO CO.

Leaf Tobacco

In

Offlo* and Salesroom

Correapondence

W. Walnut

St.,

John

Cigar Ribbons, Silk ImiUtion and Mvslinola Ribbon
Printad or Stamped in Gold or Silver
Stock Cmrd:

Give Us t

CARDENAS y CIA

CaWe Address.

"NaadecK"

Awnne. YORK. PA.

MANUFACTURERS OF CIGAR SCRAP TOBACCO
For Genuine Sawed

Co.

Packers and Daalsrs In-

LEAF TOBACCO

We Went Your OytekM

Trial.

LEAF TOBACCO

PA.

&

Nissly

F.

^^" •

Olflce and Warehouse. IS East Clark

LANCASTER,

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS
Label*.

'^XS

Warohoiiaol Bird-In-Hand, Lanoastor Co., Pa.

Solicited

HANOVER, PENNA.

STRAUS & CO.

K.

-->

CHICAGO, 106 WG8T MONROE STRKBT,.
LOUIS O. CAVA, Mgr.

New Ytrk

Packer and Dealer in All Grades of Seed Leaf T9ktm$

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

306 NO. THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA

Ave.,

NEW YORK

IIO-II2

LOEB-NUNEZ TOBACCO CO.

KINDS OF

>few Yo,l

an

Growers, Packers

ALL

l0M^^.mm
Cigar Box Labels

LANCASTER, PENNA.

HABANA. CUBA

100

MANUFACTURER OF

Lancaster County Fancy B's

E«pM:ialidad Tabacos Finos de Vuelta Abmjo
Partido y Vuelta Arriba

37

CIGAR BOXES. Go to

Keystone Cigar Box
Our Capacity

^nd Importers of HA VA.NA
No. 143 Market Street, Lancaster, Pa.

Katabllahed INI

Co., Selleiwille, Pt.

for Manufacturing Cigar Boxes is
for One More Good Customer

MONROE

Always Rooa

D. SELLERS. SELLERSVILLE. PA.

•f

HAVANA AND SUMATRA

Almacen de Tabaco en Rama
SPECIALTY-'V'UELTA ABAJO

LEAF TOBACCO
3*1. 3«1, 3«f

end 3t7 N. Third

St.,

Mw*«»»

oi

134

HAVANA, CUBA— Consulado

151 North 3d St, PhiUdelphia

Kosenivald

145

Bro.
NEW YORK

CD*

WATI:R street

HABANA, CURA

ST.

NEW

YORK, No.

130

Water

rilfiirBihhAlic
VlKal IVIIIIIIiad

Write fir

assortneot of Plaln and

Saijhtord ad PriM

Cohn & Company

Smporiei^ of Halfana and Summfr^ l^itdkefs af 5ee4

Leaf Tobacco and Grovuers

of Georgia Sumatra

142 Water

.

Street,

.

.

New York

Established 1870

Factory

S.

R.

No

79

KOCHER

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and Domestic Cigars
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco
Leading brands— "Volitta," "Quaker," "Nabobs," "1-4-5," "Havana
Cream," "Imperial Beauty," "Little Vara"
Correspondence with wholeaale and jobbing trade invited

Factory and Officea:WRIGHTSVILLE. PA.

list to

TtiffeiAS,

ff,

:

ERNEST ELLINGER & CQ.

'••^

M*ii4etoafc,

,

.

*

IMrORTERS
WAT» STUIET. NEW

,m

Mcnu-1 Alvarez

nfth Ave.,

Prasse

8i

&

Addresai

YORK

&

Co.

^rnzcrter^
H-f

and Packers cf Havana Leat
Puerto Rican Tobacco
^r-^""^^ ""^

S^.N^M?-nJI*''V,
_^MJv.UEL 136

''''^'•'^

R"^** V/«reliou«c:

CAYEY

L.

NISSLY

CHOICE CIGAR
•*i-t

Hou.^
:

^^^
York

Streets

Coaunlssioii Merchants
Leaf Tobacco
Cigars

».

New York

18 Obrapla Street, Havana, Cuba
CaMe "CJNICUlf*
P. Q.

MAXIMILIAN STERN

178

B,ir« slw.,,
S-nple.

(Uid

it

LEAF TOBACCO

chasHd^

.

pUaure

Clavel No.

1.

Hsvana. Cuba

165 Front

Street,

New Yod[

WATER STREET

& SONS

U,»...t.r. Florin.

Havana Tobacco

Office:

GROWERS AND PACKERS OF

New

Duke and Chestnut

MENDELSOHN, fiORNEMAN (U CO
»^yA/^A S09ACC0

E.

MANUFACTURED BY

Leaf Tobacco

Michaelsen

Packers and importers

PMMitSt.

in

and Lancaster

Boston. Mass.

Est. 1851

Maccoboys — *R^apj}ees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWeet and Plain Scotchs
CO., Ill

Cuba

New York Office,133.137

Wsrshottse, Salud IS.

Cor.

RANCK

LANCASTER, PENNA.
Packing Houses: Strasburg

OF HAVANA TOBACCO

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

GEORGE W. HELNE

St.,

Office:

YORK

Lorillard's Snuff,
Est. 1760
:
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825

& Ax's Snu

Cuba - 65 Broad

^.,.,
H^«AIU. AiOtTADM

The Standard s of America
Gail

Cigars
(B,

l>«f«<wmr

WOODHAVEN AVENUE, GLENDALE. NEW

&

Tobacco

Dome^c

RAFFENBURGH
SONS
DUALITY HAVANA

1.

Fmr MMmb

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY
MmnufMcHirers of Bindings, Gidloons,

A;

Leaf

H.

Packer and Dealer

Commission Merchant

Noptuno 6. Havena,

BREMEN. GERMANY

Street

^9<st

115

MILTON

PANTIN

Consulado 142. Havana.

:=Leaf Tobacco Merchant

Havana and Sanwtra and

Packers of Seed Leaf Tobacco
Flnett Retail Department in Pennsylvania

£..

AMISTAD

AND ARTEMI8A

HEINRICH NEUBERGER

& CO.

HIPPLE BROS.
1

Phiadalpkki

LESLIE

Maia Offic.
lo look

,

H.

NEW FACTORY

1677

I9M

W. HEFFENER & SON
Steam Cigar Box Manufacturers

Fiona. P..

o« ou

.dbmitted upon raquet

ftSTABLISHEO

AND MAKERS OF
Patented Wire Bound Skipping Casst

HOWARD

& BOUNDARY

AVE

YORK. PA.

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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BELIEVERS IN PUBLICITY

HEYffooD, Strasser&Voigt LithoCo

These foremost houses of the tr«d« hare reliable fioodU to sell end want ouv
Read their story and when wrltlnil tell them
subscribers to know about them.
:-:
No boilus Adverttslnfl admitted.
you saw It In The Tobacco World«

25- STRELET & 9- AVENUE. NEW YORK

3=

MANUFACTURERS

OF
A

Cigar Box Labels
Bands AND Trimmings
179 West Waihington

322 Chestnut

III.

GIGAR FJ^AVORS^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^

,^ ch.r.ct.r

WN.

F.

and Impart a most palatable flavor

FRIES

SMOKING

FOR

FLAYdRS

A

md CHEWING

BRO., 92 Reade

Street,

27

Street

TOBACCO

New York

mi CommlniM

Street, Philadelphia

MADE ON DAY OF SALE

Coupon

Brothera

fv^ TV
'^'"
*«

q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS,

MOST EFFECTIVE

NEW YORK

Advertising

and are th«

Medium Known

Racine Paper Goods Company
Sole

Owners and Manufacturers

RACINE, WIS.,

.

-

.

.

U.

Cartlenaa y Cia, Haran*
Castro & Co., Pedro, Tampa,
Cifuentet, Pego y Ca., Havana,
Cohn & Co., A., New York

«<
**

*

Cuba

*

•
ft Son, W. F., Fnilaaelplua
Commercial Cigar Ca
Compania Litografica do la Habana.. ..••••••••••

&

CO.

THE MOEHLE LITHOGRAPHJCCO

Dunn
Doya

Co., T. J..
ft Co., H.
ft

Randolph

WSSTEINER.SONS&CO
ETC.

17"*

ST

steiner building

NEW YORK.

LITHOGRAPH!,C SPECIALISTS
CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY

SKETCHES FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

St.

Chicagojul.

GERMAN

p PROCESS «,

li

s%\%myf ft oons« E* M«( flonnf r%* >•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Nitily
Co., John F., Lancaater, Pa.
...••.••..••••••••••

«v

&

Eisenlohr. Otto, & Bro
Ellinger ft Co., Erneat.

'

""

HaTana, Cuba

Leslie,

Tilford
Partagas, Havana, Cuba
Pasbach- Voice Lithographic Co.
Patterson Bros. Tobacco Co

Pncs

A

37

New York ••••••••••«•••••••••••••••• t**********************
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••>•••«••••••••••••******

Brotxicrt
xx«

"44"

Cigar Co
Prtcman, Sidney J

Pendaa

w
^
'

^

•

Gafla Sumatra Co
Guerra, V., Diaz

«..n

Tampa, Fla

—^
5

George W., New York
Heywood, Straaaer ft Voight Litho. Co. of
Hippie Bros. & Co., Philadelphia
Hotel

Co.,

Tuller

&

New York

.,

Blumcnthal,

Ltd.,

Philadelphia

Kaffenburgh & Sona. L, Boston, Jdasa
Keystone Cigar Box Co
Keystone Variety Worke. Hanover, Pa.
Kocher, S. R., Wriehtsville. Pa.
Kraussman, E. A., New York

Lopez
Lopez

&
&

Co.,
Co.,

'~

•

1

40
37

II
36
II
5
**
36

—

Sanchez y Haya, Tampa, Fla
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—

liveliness called

ticeable

''character".

Sun goldened,
-

U)W Virginia

lively,

— that's

melPied-

monts ALL Virginia
No wonder PiedinoiUs satisfy
No wonder Piedmonts'*
smokers.

P. Verplanck

& Co.
New York

263 Fourth Ave.

!

!

jrive

smokers that

they

want— every

You ask

MV,

Made

for

^^

I

character

whift*.

Piedmonts

today —

The Real Independent Factory

in

Havana

and see!

NOTK:— 3 centuries

"PARTAGAS"
is

ii

lonjr

whiU- to b«' ^t^«wln^J tlie one
kind (it lohiu TO. Yet for «»ver
*K) years VirKini'i lobiu-eo bus

Havana, Cuba
Estrella

No.

19

The World's Standard

been e«»ntinuonsly eullivated
VirKiniii is
aiui improved.
man's
tohneeo
known :is"'ll»e
tobiieeo" and experts ajfree
timt it is the highest-grade
cigarette tobacco on earth !

Cigar

m

Manufacturers of the old brands

''SoF'

IE

MTAGASJ C^

and ''Devesa de Murias

YCl

^BMi^

Independent factories

CIFUENTES. PEGO Y CA.,
Havana, Cuba

172 Industria

Our Motto:

Quality, always
a little better than
Havana's Best

ROBERT

E.

LANE

General Representative for
United States and Canada

115

Broadway

New York

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD

5ANCHEZ Y HAYA

Made at our Newark, N.

ROCKY FORD

NICKEL CIGAR

HAND MADE
We also

Tampa.

Factorg

factories,

cigars

Noi

Factories

J.,

and

3 for 5

Fla.

manufacture at our several Pittsburgh
a very attractive and extensive line of
stogies to retail at

cents.

Our

"FAMOUS"

2

5

for

cents,

HAVANA

CIGAR8

I

Lopez

Ar^iiellesp

G Bro.

MAKERS
GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE

and

leaders

and

Tin
Eli A
All cm A
222 PEARL STREET

TAMPA

LEALTAD 129

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

HAVANA

"FLAG HEADS"

Write for full Information

A New

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.

Brand from Old Number
Simples

now rady

1.

for

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE MADE

"IGNACIA HAYA" Brand
These goods are the last word in fine cigars made from the choicest •^uelta Abajo"
tobacco,
under U. S. Goremment bond inspection. 8 sizes onIy_Cigars to retail for 2 for 25c.
to 25c each.'
Package and goods show quality and class in oTery deUiL
-La Flor de Sanchez y Hajra" have always been leaders in their field. Better than erer.

SANCHEZ Y HAYA, Tampa,

m

PITTSBURGH, PA.

Ganeral Offices,

PUNCH

jf Cigar With Hardly a Rival
MANUEL LOPEZ, Proprietor, 28 Rayo St., Habana, Cuba
235 FIFTH AVE., NEW YOM
AUGUST EUTTNADEK, Gticral RepmeiUtifc.

"LA MEGA''

70

in its

that

Florida

you are Putting

Construction

is

Guerra, Diaz & Co., Tampa,

Y.

and Gets the Approval of
Continue Manufacturing and Selling

the Users.

LA SARAMITA

Lead

Arktr,

Pendas

18«7

&

JiUrmU
191

the Lemders

W.*

k tfanitt ^amptmn

4M Slmt.

New Ynk

ria.

'

Alvarez

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

a Great Satis-

faction to the Builders

We

the Very

""im^^

HAVANA CIGARS OF THE HIGHEST
QUALITY AND BEST WORKMANSHIP

ESTABLISHED

Know

Theff

HAVANA BLEND"

24 SIZES

V.

Manufacture a Cigar and
Best of Havana Tobacco

"MILD

HAVANA CIGARS
ROMEO Y l ULIETA
The Leader

CIGARS

in all the

World's Markets

Our Motto: "OUALITY"
Office

and S*Ie»foom,

NEW YORK

801-^03

THIRD AVE.

U. S.

RtpNMRtotiTt:

Wa. T.TajlM, 93

Imd lt,II.Y.ilty.

CITY

^^^

BACHIAS

ADMIRAL, THE SIZE THAT SELLS

HAVANA CIGARS

Original

and Genuine

Union

Cefltral
For Fbn of Heans

With Broad Leaf of the Milder Quality for the Colder.
Soon be a
quarter of a Century since we started this Brand

^^ Shields-Wertheim Co. Cleveland, O.

The

Renowned
Unlformltj

nSMTinei Br the CREEM ANt> OOLV 9ANt>
R. A. BACHIA Jk CO.
47 W«»| m
it St
Hmw Ymtk
I

in

a

New Cut

Pack«d

for

I

Smoking Tobacco
a
Pocket-proof Packaf*
1 }4

ounco*

in

— 5 9mkU

OnM StalH TthMot C«.
ICHHOND.

VA.

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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MADE

BOND

IN

Smoked from Coast

U.S

'•»«r«^

to Coast
San Martin & Leon "
Hoyo de Cuba 99
«
ElBriche"

" Flor de
«

Genuine Clear Havana Brands
-#:..^

0"

Government

Permits the Use Of

• • accx)

Stripping Machines

In Bonded Factories

and Warehouses

Made*in-Bond

.

^

&

Leon cigars are guaranteed to be long filler, hana made by the
Spanish method, manufactured in Tampa,

J*«»?^

San Martin

from tobacco imported from our own
plantations in the famous Vuelta Abajo
Fla.,

HAVANA CIGARS
.

Diaz

&

€•.,

Cuba.

5 The

value

of

these

country.

Tampa,

Universal Tobacco
Stripping and Booking

The
&

G. S. Nicholas
41 and 43 Beaver

DIRECT IMPORTERS

Street,

New York

of ihe highest grades of

Ggari

Independent Factories
all

of

Havana

which are made under the personal control and

•( the oldest cigar manufacturers in
its

own

GSTO CIGAR COMPANY

FOR railTY YmAIIS
TIC IfiUNDAllD

___

By W|iBk CImt ih^m»»

T.

m^lSr»Jmimmi

Cuba, thus

J.

Upon

DUNN
M*K«r«

The

Wtttm tmr Ov«a Twiilun

N«w York OMm: 201 W. BrM^war

F>a>»rr! IC«r.W««t, Pla.

supervision

retaining for ea«h

individuality.

Price List Mailed

New

4-01-405 T^

Machine

Co.

manufactured by the

of

has ruled that the stripping of tobacco is
not a part of the making of cigars. Therefore Tobacco Stripping and Booking
Machines can now be installed and used in

Leon

Tampa, Florida

Fla.

Division of the Treasury
Department of the United States

The Customs

bonded factories and warehouses.

&

San Martin

MADE BY

f GMm,

district in

brands to the
jobber and dealer is demonstrated by their
constantly increasing sales throughout the

Highest Quality
Best Workmanahip

E. H.

.

Request.

<Sl

has literally revolutionized the cigar manufacturing industry of the world. Whereever this machine is in operation it has
proved itself not only a stock and labor
saver, but also a trouble saver. It is used
satisfactorily by the largest and smallest
Cigar Manufacturers of the United States
^this in itself is a clinching endorsement.

CO.

of

Bachelor Ci|ar
91«t Str**t.

N»w

Y«rfc

5c

For further Information Address

Universal Tobacco Machine Ch
79 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Factory,

nEST THAT SKILL. BitKmmr Am» nmmtr

H.

FENDUCH,

CAff

troovce

Umkmr, EYAMSVILLE. IND.

CIGAR

57 Lafai^ette

St.

Newark,N.J.

Catalogue and Prices on Request
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Look!

Stop!
Listen
This

moment

you to begin to use domestic
wrappers.
The condition of the imported wrapper market is dangerous.
If you don't look out you will work another year for nothing,
or at a loss.
$ .85 per pound duty; labor higher than ever; fillers
and binders higher than ever; and imported wrappers dangerously
high; these are facts that spell—
PROFIT FOR YOU.
is

the psychological

for

1

NO

We have
I

some

fancy, light, fine quality

GEORGIA and FLORIDA
Wrappers

I

and

good as any imported wrapper.
They will
make money for you on every cigar that you sell.
Use Florida, Georgia and Connecticut Shadegrown.
The only way that will enable you to make money, is to please
your customers.
Which would you rather be, prejudiced or
prosperous?
It's up to you.
that burn

MERICAN

A LWAYS

taste as

UMATRA

S ELLS

OBACCO

THE

OMPANY

C HOICEST

TOBACCO
142 Water

Street,

New

York,

SB

9

:
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Pipe Selling
Attractive Containers

More

Attractive

Make

Smokes

'Tis true a smoke iiuist contain };oo<lnesH
((uality to enjoy a success, but tlie container
much to do with creating success.

vwa

When You

V"

Wellington Pipe
The man who

has

'

UN VERS

New

PIPE

I

WILLIAM DEMUTH &
230

Fifth

Avenue,

New

CO.

York

—

Once Will Be Considered Cigarette Tax
Reduced to Three Cents Per Ten Thousand Leaf
and Retail Trade Taxes Dropped

—

the effect that no hearings

latest inforniatioii is to

111']

be held on the Revenue IJill by the Senate Coinniittee of Finance, as the leaders desire to push all
IcLnslation as raijidlv as possible, and as soon as the
will

These must be tiled with the sub-committee chairmen, who
They have been
are Senators Williams, .Stone and Johnson.
reciuested to give special attention to certain features of the
bill

in

Streets

which was j)assed by the House, to revamp the sections
accordance with the views of the Senate and to report

expected that these subcunnnittees will be able to complete their work with very little
friction, although it is understood that there will be a numk-r of minor alterations made in the i louse measure.
back to the full comtnittee.

CINCINNATI. O.
"Heekin Can Since 1901"

mk^

It

is

The provisions of that section of the Revenue
lating to

the tobacco

re-

manu-

have to carry the biggest burden.

facturers will

three cents

Bill

industry indicates that the big

An outstanding feature of the
per ten thousand.

It is

hill is

the cigarette tax of

very probable that this will

change at the hands of the Senate.
Leaf dealers and retail tobacconists are eliminated from

suffer

pRAT

olfAde^

burning up the
track because it
represents the utmost for the

law the last

money.

will

is

sales

the hill entirely,

—

lOc auality
lOc quantity
—retails in the Patterson
duo-paper package at

Clear Havana Cigar

Would
Most

& BLUMENTHAL,

JEITLES

cost double in tins.

jobbers are supplied.

day of this year, these branches of the industry

is

very

i)rc)l)able

The

bill,

PatMtMM oi Rlcbmoad, V«.

the

bill

will

suffer changes at

as i)assed by the House, is as follows:

THE NEW REVENUE BILL

That (m and after January 1. 11)17, special
taxes on tobacco, cigar, and cigarette manufacturers shall
bi'. and hereby are imposed annually as follows, the anioimt
Sec.

•

if

;J(>8.

such annual taxes to be
of the

Ltd.
Original

that

hands of the Senate.

l)asis

PHILADELPHIA.

emergency

escape further special taxation.
It

the

so that with the expiration of the

PROVISION OF

5c

computed

in all cases «in

annual sales for the preceding

fiscal

Tax On Manufactured Tobacco
.Manufacturers of tobacco whose annual

the

year:

sales

do not

exceed fifty

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,

Inc.

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES
You Cannot be Mistaken
M. Melachrino

&

II

You Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, 120 Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes throughout Europe

C»ANp
REPOTS OF
gi^lfpnEPOTSOF

M

IMIailiriao
Mnaibrioo

tt Co.. lac.
9t

I

CaiM^iwn. South Akic*

W

C^ieuu.. 10
AlasMtdn*.

^^_^PUc
Chaif

Rm

m THE PRMOPAL CmES OP THE WOMJ>
214-216 WEST 47tli STREET,

AGCHCnB

thcmsand pounds shall each pay $3.
Manufacturers of tobacco whose annual sales exceed
fifty thousand and
do not exceed one hundred thousand
I'Oinids shall each
i)ay v$6.
Manufacturers of tobacco whose annual sales exceed
one hundred thousand and do not exceed two hundred
thousand iMurnds shall each pay $12.
Manufacturers of tobacco whose annual sales exceed
two hundred thousand ])ounds shall each
i)ay at thg rate
"I H cents
per thousand i)ouiids. or fraction thereof.

Co., Inc., are

fL«don.8R«.«»Si..S.

-

MCC UST UPON APPUCATION

NEW YORK

Tax on Cigars
Alamifacturers of cigars

whose

do not ex-

thousand cigars shall each pay $2.
Manufacturers of cigars whose annual sales exceed
'ty thousand
and do not exceed one hundred thousand
*'Kars shall each
pay $:J.
(Cont'mticd mi

IRREGULAR PAGINATION

ainuial sales

^»'fd titty

CAJRO.H««IOfi«MdFMlcry
'
PmIm HmAws. 16-20 ^

15,

1916.

No. 14.

ENGLAND TO ADMIT ONE-THIRD

appropriation bills are ready the Revenue Liifl will be taken up.
llriefs filed ininiediately, however, will receive attention.

Culvert, Sixth

and

READY TO PUSH

Briefs Filed at

ISI

CO.

YORK, JULY

REVENUE BILL WITHOUT HEARINGS

is

Heekin Cans are not stencile<l — TH K Y RE
LITHOtSKAlMiKI). Prompt service <.n all orders.

CAN

SENATE LEADERS

—

The HEEKIN

NEW

Sell the

smoke and he knows it His 35
cents and up brings top value to
him and a fair profit to you.

lithographed with <lesigns that arc truly
artistic and attention-compelling— thus aiding
in an introduction between smoke and smoker,
Sect)ndly. the (luality and workmanship successfully protect the (lavor, aroma and freshness—
thus aiding in tlie wehling of a friendshi[) between smoke and smoker.
firstly are

PHILADELPHIA AND

XXXVI.

Vfl.

offered a
Wellington has no doubts or arguments. He's buying the famous
"weir* feature and a clean, cool

and

HEEKIN CANS
•

is Easier

I'ltijr

iS)

OF 1915 TOBACCO IMPORTATIONS

— Imports Have Shown
Heavy Increase Since War Began — Licenses to Be

Restrictions Against Leaf Modified

Granted Until May, 1917.

1

Board of Trade announce that in view
of the increasing scarcity of tonnage and of the

111"^

I'nglish

position of the tobacco trade in regard to tobacco
bought and i)aid for before the issue of the Proclamation prohibiting its import, they have withdrawn their

proposal to grant licenses for tobacco which had been purchased before February 15th.
They are, however, prepared to grant licenses for the
importation into the United Kingdom between June 1, 1916,
and May 'M, U)17, of a cpiantity of tobacco intended for home
consumption not exceeding in the aggregate one-third of
the quantity so imported in the calendar year I'Jlo.
Regulations under which licenses will be granted will shortly
be issued.
A different arrangement is in contemplation for the
admission of tobacco destined for export abroad or for
despatch to II. M. h'xpeditionary Iwces, and details of
this arrangement will be annoimced as soon as possible.
Since the war began the imports of unmanufactured
tobacco have increased considerably.
15)15
In
they
(><)(»
amounted to •i()5,!K5'>,
pounds, while in 11)13 they were
1 (i*<J,;{()5,!)*<i5
pounds.
In February, a Proclamation was issued prohibiting
as fnjm March 1st the importation of tobacco, unmanufactured and manufactured, including cigars" and cigarettes.
.Subse(|uently, however, a committee was appointed by the
president of the Poard of Trade to advise the Board as to
the issue in special circmnstances of licenses for the importation of tobacco, and early in March it was annoimced that
all consignments of tobacco, manufactured or unmanufactured, which could be proved to have been despatched to
the consignees from the i)lace of origin on or before Feb-

imported on arrival in
This ])roposal, however, is now withdrawn
this country.
by the Board of Trade, which is prei)ared instead to grant
licenses for the importation of x>ne-third of the quantity imruary,

1{)15.

would be allowed

to be

calendar year li)l5.
j-'ollowing are the regulati(ms as issued by the Board

ported
of

in the

Trade

Regulations for the Importation of Tobacco Between June
1,

1916,

and

May

31, 1917.

Licences will be granted for the importation from
countries other than His Majesty's Dominions between the
1st June, P)P>, and the 31st May. 1017, of manufactured or
utnnanufactured tobacco to the extent of not more than onethird of the (piantity imported in the calendar year 11)15.
"2. Licences will be granted only to importers (which
term shall be held to include manufacturers who import
direct) who imported tobacco in the calendar year 11»15.
"3. Such importers (hereinafter called the licen.sees>
will be recjuired to send to the C'onnnittee before the 15th
day of June, ID HI, a statutory declaration signed bv the
inii)orter, or in the case of a company by a responsible
"1.

(ConI'mucii on Piujc iS)

II
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"Cinco'' Float in

15

Admen's Pageant

OMIbADEli

MIA.

"Reynaldo"

ORRIS
a trip over in Jersey the other day
to see how the "I '.old" cigar was standing among the
He reports that they are a "Itcdd" army.
nioS(juito fighters.
(leorge M. Lex, genial
pany, slii)ped

away

to

New

nu-mber of the " 1" Cigar C»»mYork in his new motor car over
1

the I'ourth.

i*^-

the attractive floats in the

that of Otto Eisenlohr

&

Admen's Pageant, held recently on Broad

Brothers, Incorporated.lt

was

a reproduction of

manufactured "Cinco" cigars and showed workmen busy rolling

Detroit Cigarmakers on a Strike
According to estimate, some five thousand cigarmakers
in Detroit have gone on strike.
The majority of them are
women ahhough (juite a few men are out as well. The strike
began when Hve hundred girls employed hy the Lillies Cigar
Company ([uit work. Since, then the strikers have been augmented by workers from other factories.

When

the

.strike

opened the

girls

were unorganized, but

is now here
Chicago,
and
has
enrolled
from
about 3000 in the union. Six
tables
were
set
aside
in
the
long
hall to accommodate the
recruits
to
the
union
ranks.
rush of
The factories involved in the strike are Superia Cigar
Manufacturing Company, San Telmo Cigar Comi)any, American Tobacco Company. Wayne Cigar Company. .Mazer Cigar
Manufacturing Company, Tegge Cigar Company, Gordon Cigar Company, City of the Straits Cigar Comjjany, Lillies Cigar

R.

I

J.

.Stickley,

an itUernational general organizer,

:

Company, Hemmeter Cigar Company.
Starlight Estate Totals $172,376
According to an appraisal recently made public, the
estntc of .Marks Starlight, a member of the firm of Starlight
I>ruthers, Xew NOrk. cigar manufacturers, who died in May,
HMT). totalled $17"^. ;')*<;.

Three sons and three daughters

share the estate in ecjual proportion.

first

M,

was

factory that

this big selling nickel

smoke.

Thieyes recently got away with about .S5(XX3 worth of cigarettes and tobacco and the truck (jii which they stood. The
bold robbery was committed in front of the jobbing house oi
Charles iauss, to whom the goods were consigned, at Second
Street and ( Irand River Avenue. Detroit.
The truck was recovered,
y\n .ancient scheme was used.
in

working clothes stepped

to the curb

the

fellow

Detectives Cotter and Snook were sent from

and after a search of the

found the team and part ot
Mfth and IMum Streets. The

merchandise, which was assigned to he delivered
.several cases

to

of cigarettes and tobacco.

when
The Manila Commercial Company reports that
abo»«
the S. S. "Persia Maru" arrives in San Francisco^

bring a shipment of about
Manila cigars for them;

August

inth.

it

will

744,

Purke reports that during the past thirty days the
retail business on the Pacific Coast has shown marked improvement and he promised to improve it still further on his
return, as he says he will take back some of the prosperity
.Mr.

Company.

Mr. lUirke will spend a few days in Philadelphia, and
then go to Xew A'ork for a week, lie expects to be back in
Los Angeles on August 14th.
The trip is said to be the result of a wager with Mr.
Lipscomb, the manufacturers
Luckett, of Luckett, Luchs
of the "Reynaldo" cigar. It is rumored that Mr. Burke disposed of one million of these famous cigars in eight months.
cS:

with a box as a result of getting the
most hits during a series of games in Los Angeles.

John

II.

firm of Drayton, (iroome, (loddard

I'.urke, for

more than

i<:

ten years with the

Mr. Ackerman, of Y. Pendas
visitor in

v^-

On

P.odie

Alvarez, was a recent

Philadelphia.

was

jiresented

Warner

Searle Expected

Home

This

Week

Searle. representative of the Portuondo brands,
ex])ected h«.nu' this week after a successful trip through

Warner

Ryan

Theatre Ticket .Agency, has recently taken over the stands
in the Hotel Walton.

is

the Middle W^est.

wholesale grocers
of Dayton, )hi(.. have recently oi)ened a cigar department,
and otie of the first brands to be taken on was that of the

The

W

eakley

i'lr

Worman Company,

(

"Portuondo."

Plumenthal are very busy and report that they
now behind on their shipments of "IHor de Jeitles" and
Jeitles ^:

are

headcjuartefs

trip.

Sidney Cahen, of K. Regensburg i^- Sons, is a visitor
this week in Philadelphia, looking after the .sales of the "Admiration" brand. This firm also makes the "h'n I'oga" and
"Tun Tavern" for the ^'ahn i\: McDtnuiell stores.

the

vicinity

the merchandise standing at
stolen

mounted

"live

a recent trip through the mining camps of Arizona,
this hustler is saidto have sold one-quarter of a million cigars
The entire Pacific Coast League basein twenty-four days.
Only recently, "PMng"
ball teams are smoking "Reynaldos."

ofifice.

As McLennan stepped inside
wagon and drove the team away.

is

as John

McLennan, driver for the .Michigan Cartage Company, drove
up to the place. The fellow said he was an employee of the
firm and offered to watch the team while the driver delivered
the bills to the

Dalton

the

Taylor
are featuring the "La Ro.sa de Paris" brand, manufactured
by Starlight i'.rothers, of New York.

(

A man

J.

The new

Thieves Steal Truck and Tobacco in Detroit

Gauss, consisted of

Marks

tlie

Street,

being made in the distribution of
l'hila(leli)hia through the elTorts of the

steady increase

"Mo/.art" cigars in

Among

ocean

P.L'RKl-:,

from the East.

Lipscomb, was
William Luckett, of Luckett, Luchs
noticed on the Atlantic City lU)ardwalk last Sunday.

A

Reaches Philly

wire" booster of "Reynaldo" cigars on the Pacific Coast, with headquarters
in
Los Angeles, reached Philadelphia Friday, but
ki'pt on to .Atlantic City, completing an ocean to

W alters made

M.

L.

Man

"Statesmen" cigars.

Xordon, of the Standard Tobacco Company, has
on the trade in the interest of the
Arcadia" cigarette. Some attractive window displays have
been noticed on the brand.
\\

.

11.

recently been- calling

John

I'.rothers, of Wheeling, \V. ^^a., have recently
opened with a complete line of cigars, cigarettes, smoking
tobacco and <tther accessories in the Ralston P.uilding on
!^<»uth

lM)nrth Street.

<ind retail

trade.

They

will sell to

both the wholesale

Yahn & McDonnell's Twelfth Month in Widener Building
The Yahn & McDonnell store in the Widener Building
Mr. Mcis entering its twelfth month in that location, and
Donnell stated to a representative of "The Tobacco World''
that the business had been very satisfactory. Mr. McDonnell says that despite many adverse criticisms regarding the
location, at the end of eleven months he found that his
belief in the success of the Widener Building stand had been
justified.

Mr. McDcmnell further stated that the credit for the
successful showing of the store belongs in a large measure
to Charles V.. Waters, the manager.

:

:

:
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Address by Hon.
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L. Rogers, Director of Census, given before the

probable that no other American crop has been
surrounded with so much romance as has tobacco. The first Europeans to reach these shores
found the natives cultivating tobacco and using it
In fact, the 'pipe of peace'
in many of their ceremonials.
Its properties were
is a familiar phrase even in this day.
esteemed so highly as to lead to its introduction into Europe,
and the use of tobacco has extended to all civilized counIt was so greatly sought after that its cultivation was
tries.
among the first crops taken up after the establishment of
For a time it was the medium of
the new settlements.
is

exchange, being used in paying the salaries of public

officials

physicians and others, and in the
payment of taxes. It had an interesting bearing on the
permanent settlement of Virginia, the cost of the passage
of many of the first women coming to that colony being paid

and the clergy, the

bills of

with this product.

"Tobacco was one of the first staples produced in this
country and has always been the subject of an important
trade, both domestic and foreign, and reliable information
regarding the tobacco industry is much in demand. The
United States is not only the largest producer of tobacco
rank among the countries in the importation, exportation and consumption of this product.

but also holds

first

various ranufications affects so large a
jKjrportion of our people that it is imperative to have reliable data regarding the tobacco situation.
"To meet this demand Congress has charged a number

The industry

in its

of bureaus in the several departments with the duty of collecting and publishing information on difterent phases of

the tobacco industry. The following summarizes in a general way the activities of each bureau in this connection

—

"Department of Agriculture The Bureau of Crop Estimates publishes first, in July, a report showing the acreage
planted second, on the lOth of each month during the growing season, a report on the condition of the crop; third, in
December, an estimate of the total production and fourth,
each month a statement of the price obtained by the farmers
for tobacco sold during the month.
"The Bureau of Plant Industry carries on experiments
in the growing of the different varieties of tobacco, is engaged in propagating new varieties with special characteristics, and in demonstration work in this culture.
"The Bureau of Soils makes analyses designed to assist
the grower in determining the suitability of his .soil in growing tobacco and in supplying the necessary fertilizers.
"The Bureau of Entomology makes a study of insect
pests which are injurious to this crop and prescribes reme;

Convention of the Tobacco Association of the United

dies for their eradication or control.
"The Weather Bureau collects information as to mete-

orological conditions and makes forecasts which are of great
advantage to the growers and others engaged in the in-

dustry.

as to the quantity

and value

of tobacco

and

its

available, since considerable quantities in

I'^.^^l

14,129,592

733

1«.506

13,352,333

722

650,000,000

pounds;

British

India,

16,098

12,335,608

766

pounds;

Germany, 225,000,000 pounds .Austria-Hungary, 210,000,000
pounds; Russia, 180,(mm),(M)0 pounds; United Kingdom and
France, each 100,000,000 pounds; and Japan, 90,000,000
;

pounds.

Markets and Rural Organization investigates the commercial processes involved in the handling,
marketing, and utilization of tobacco.
"Department of the Treasury The Bureau of Internal
Revenue takes account of the quantity of leaf tobacco purchased, consumed and on hand in the various branches of

of the total for the country, led the States in this culture
in 1909, being followed, in the order named, by North
Carolina, with 138,813,163 pounds; Virginia with 132.-

979,390 pounds; Ohio with 88,603,308 pounds; Tennessee
with 68,756,599 pounds; Wisconsin with 46,909,182 pounds;

and Pennsylvania with 46,164,800 pounds. While the bulk
of the crop was valued at less than 10 cents per pound, the
value of that grown in Connecticut, 1^'lorida,
Georgia, Louisiana, and Massachusetts was much higher.
"Notwithstanding the fact that tobacco was grown in
many localities in the United States nearly one-fourth (23.5
])er cent.) of the entire crop of 1909 was produced in fourteen counties, each of which reported at least 10,000,000
pounds. The names of these counties, the acreage planted,
the production, and the average production per acre are as
follows

average

Avge. No.

—

County and State
Lancaster, Pa
Hartford. Conn
Pittsylvania,

Va

Dane. Wis

the industry, together with information as to the output of
cigars, cigarettes, tobacco, and snuflf, and revenue stamps

Halifax.

used.

Daviess,

"Department of Commerce The Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce collects and compiles information

Acreage

Va

Darke, Ohio

Ky

Montgomery. Ohio
Robertson, Tenn

...

Pounds

New York

32,783

36.892,869

1.125

13,774

24,365.134

1,769

34,201

22,841,161

668

16,789

20,932,967

1.247

27.973
19.129
18.910

18,640,027

16,618,500

666
869

16.322.970

863

22,621

15,291.779
15,110,684

676
856

17.655

I0,973,9o0

m

13,019

10,164,005

781

district

the

of

^^^

'Burley'

district

being next

in

'The exports of American

im-

tobacco during 1913, the
latest year not affected by the war, was 444,371,661 pounds,
Of the.se exports the United Kingvalued at $52,937,894.
dom took approximately 175,000,000 pounds; France 48,000,000 pounds; Italv 40,000,000 pounds; Germany 31,000^000 pounds; Netherlands 29,000.000 pounds; SpainIn ad21()0(M>0o pounds; and Canada. 19,000,000 pounds.
manufactured
tobaccos
were
exported
dition to leaf tobacco,
follows
as
Cigarettes,
2.318.802,000,
of
during the year
leaf

:

vvhich 908,958,000

went to China. 1.073.203,000

to the British

East Indies, and 336,341,000 to all other countries; plug
tobacco. 6.629.379 pounds, of which 2.375,405 pounds went

Oceania; cigars and cheroots, 1.796,000; smoking tobacco, 1,331,708 pounds; and other tobacco products
to British

to the

value of $217,755.

•Notwithstanding

large production of tobacco in
the United States, leaf tobacco, as well as manufactured
'the

The value of the imports in 1913
amounted to $42,417,276. Of this total $36,320,964 represented the value of leaf tobacco and $6,096,312 that of manufactured tobacco. Of the leaf ti.bacco, about one-third is
imported from Cuba and about 30 per cent, from Turkev.
is

also imported.
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manufacturing industry
. ^^;f F""'"'^^'
y^ars
has been very rapid.
'"';'"'
r
i«"o'l
Tri''
'"^'"ea^ed from
"'
iTir^lrn
i^nr^;"- in
a ^7
$11(,
n^631 to ^n6.69.>.104,
and
the ""'"j^er of persons
employed m the industry from 86,053 to 197,637.
''^

.^'^^'

t'»'^^'^^'^^^^

.

.'

According to the annual report of the Bureau of InRevenue, there were manufactured, during 1914,

ternal

H.2»SH!)1.(H7

cigars. 16.S69.520.}63 cigarettes. 156.502,776
pounds of plug tobacco, 15,987.339 pounds of twist, 10,.'Hl.Klo pounds of fine cut. 226,888,866 pounds of
smoking,
and 30 595.640 pounds of snuff. The.se figures are stupendous and indicate the magnitude of the tobacco manufacturing industry
as
no other presentation could.
The
manufacture of the several tobacco products is generally
localized most of the plug and twist being made
in Missouri North Carolina, and Kentucky;
finecut in Illinois
'"

s"i«^'»g '" North Carolina and Ohio;
fennessee and New Jersey; and cigarettes in New

'^^TpJ^^*^^>''

snutt in

t

11

'"''^""^•'^^'*"''^

^'^

very generally disbeing made in Pennsylvania

i:\g'Ars

M f
rihutcd.
the largest quantities

is

•^^

iniring the year

ending June 30. 1915, the receipts
revenue taxes levied and collected on account
tobacco manufacture and sale was $79,764,071.
The

oin internal
!>'

^rgest

amounts were collected in New York and North
these two States combined accounting for 35 per
the total. The following statement shows the col-

arohna
I.

of

13.066,075.79
7,183,829.68
6,610,995.73

j^^^^^

Pennsylvania

North Carolina, and

Virginia.

$14,238,321.88

^orth Carolina

portance.

Lbs.

Per Acre.

Ky

Carolina,

South

tobacco,

"According to census statistics, tobacco was grown in
1909 on 326,919 farms, the total acreage being 1,284,911.
and the production 1.055,704,806 pounds. While tobacco is
grown to some extent in many of the States, a few of them
account for practically the entire production of the country.
Kentucky with 398,482,301 pounds, or 38 per cent,

1^430

.

1

'bright yellow'

countries do
believed, however

480,000,000

.

.

Amount

State

"American tobacco is classified according to the use to
'cigar,' 'chewing, smoking, snuff, and
be made of it into
Of the total production of tobacco in the country,
export'.
the 'cigar' types. New England,
only about one-fifth is of
Pennsylvania, Ohio and Wisconsin each produce about the
same quantity, but the tobacco grown in Connecticut and
Massachusetts is much more valuable than that grown in
Of the 'chewing, smoking, snuff, and
the other States.
amount was produced in the
c.xport' types, the largest

some

not enter commercial channels.
It is
that the w^orld's crop in recent years approximates 3,000(MK),UOO pounds.
The most important countries in this culture, in the order of their importance, are the United States
which produces more than 1,0()0,0(M),000 pounds annually,
or about one-third of the entire amount; British India,
450,000,000 pounds; Russia, 275,000,000 pounds; AustriaHungary and Dutch East Indies each nearly 200,000,(MH)
pounds. Considerable quantities of tobacco are grown also
in France, Germany, Turkey, Philippine Islands, Brazil,
China and Cuba.
"Most of the tobacco-growing countries consume the
greater part of their production in staple. The annual consumptive requirements of the principal tobacco manufacturing countries are roughly as follows: United States,

C

N.

Henderson,

manufactures

imported and exported, during each calendar month.
"The Bureau of the Census collects, first, from the grow
ers, at each decennial census, data as to the acreage in
and
production of tobacco; second, from the manufacturers
at
each quinquennial census, reports covering the operations
of their factories during the census year; and third, from
certain classes of dealers and manufacturers, statistics
of
leaf tobacco held on April 1st and October 1st of each year.
"Complete data as to the production of tobacco are not

Office of

—

Kv

Xbmteomery Tenn.
Montgomery,

States

;

"The

..J..-.

*

IMtt,

T

Ky.

Christian

It

^^ 'ons for the ten leading States in this regard for the
fiscal year
1915

Virginia
Missouri

-

5,985,430.17

5,696,122.69

Ohio
Michigan

5,458,779.78

Illinois

3,395,643.05

Kentucky
"At the

3,006,781.60

3,478,398.95

were registered 381 cigarette
factories, 16,754 cigar factories and 2,432 tobacco and snuff
factories, a total of 19,567 factories engaged in the manufacture of tobacco.
In addition, there were between 3,500
and 4,000 dealers in leaf tobacco. Practically all of these
registries have leaf tobacco on hand and if full statistics
^^ tobacco held by manufacturers and dealers were collected
close of 1914 there

be necessary to canvass' more than 23,000 persons.
obtain
reports from all of these concerns and publish
1°
^he information within a reasonable time was believed a
'^

\\o\\\d

'"^ther difficult

proved April

undertaking and the Act of Congress ap-

required the Director of the Census
on hand from all persons
^^^o accordmg to the records of the Commissioner of Int^''""^^
Revenue manufactured 250,000 cigars, 1,000,000
cigarettes, or 50,000 pounds of leaf tobacco during the precedmg year, and from dealers in leaf tobacco who had an
average of 50,000 pounds on hand at the end of the four
quarters of the preceding calendar year. There are about
^'*'**^* persons affected by the statute and reports are col'^'^^^^ ^!"^'" ^^^ ^^ t^ese at each enumeration.
Of course,
^'^^ statistics of leaf tobacco held on specified dates w^ould
they covered all manufacturers and
S^'"!''^^^''*
"l^ ^^^
V"^''^ \^
^"^'?:^ smce the statistics then would be more complete,
F^«"\the standpoint of local, as well as of official,
^1""^ h^ht^^ev in giving full appreciation
J^**'^^' ^"^ ^
f'^J character. ,t is very gratifying to state
°.^ .*^'^
1"^
'"t""'"
activities
of the Census Office afford very com^^""^ ^^^
data concerning cotton, the great "money crop of a
T'"'^^
large section of our countrv. As a result, reliable and up^o-date information regarding the ginning, handling and
consumption of cotton are placed in the possession of all
concerned and we have established a reputation, second to
^^^ accuracy and promptness in their compilation and
dissemination. It is our desire to bring our statistics conccrning tobacco, another local staple, to the same high
standard of usefulness. In order to more effectually carrv
on the work a new division known as the Division of Cotton and Tobacco Statistics has been created.
This will
result in placing these investigations on a plane commensurate with their importance and adequately provide for the
growing statistical work in connection with these products,
"The actual work in collecting the reports of leaf tobacco held haj^ developed several changes which I believe
should be made in the law. For instance, we are now required to mail the card schedules not less than ten nor more
than fifteen days before the dates to which the reports
relate.
This requirement places the blanks in the hands
of the persons reporting a considerable time in advance
of the date to which the report can be made, frequently
resulting in the misplacing of the blanks and the conse(|uent failure to promptly forward the reports.
It would
seem desirable to mail the blanks so as to reach the concerns reporting immediately before the dates to which the
reports relate,
"The law allows ten days in which to prepare the report.
Because of this provision many undoubtedly delay
making the reports until the last dav. W^ith a few excep30, 1912,

to collect reports of leaf tobacco

.

,

{Continued from Page 13)
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ENGLAND TO ADMIT ONE-THIRD

THE TOBACCO WORLD

SENATE LEADERS READY TO POSH

REVENUE BILL WITHOUT HEARINGS

OF 1915 TOBACCO IMPORTATIONS

W.

MARYLAND TOBACCO PRICES SOAR

W.

New High Record— Foreign

Crop Establishes
Strong

Bidding

— Eighteen Cents for Best Leaf

official,

(Continued from Payc /j)
of their importations during the year 1915, setting

out the quantities

tween goods

in

lbs.

nett weight, distinguishing beMajesty's Dominions (b) from

from I J is
other countries, and excluding goods imported for transshipment and entered in transit. The declaration shall include only goods for which customs entries were passed
between and including January 1, 1015, and December 31,
1915.
The figures will be compared with the Board of
Trade returns and w-hen approved by the Committee the
licensees will be entitled to obtain licences to import between June 1, ]91(>, and May 31, 1917, 33 1-3 per cent, of
such lbs. weight from countries other than His Majesty's
Dominions, unless sufficient reasons are furnished to the
Committee for withholding or otherwise dealing with the
licences for the whole or any part of such goods.
The
(a)

licensees shall furnish, in addition to the statutory declaration aforementioned, such other evidence as the Committee
may from time to time acquire.
"4. In case tobacco is imported by an importer or

merchant

under the obligation in the
first instance to offer his im])ortati<>ns to customers who
purchased from him in 1915 in ])roj)ortion to their purchases
from him in that year, oflfering them as far as practicable
similar types and grades, and shall be free, after the expiration of fourteen days from the date of the offer to dispose
of any tobacco not purchased by the customer as and when
he thinks fit, with this reservation that he shall sell the
tobacco either direct or thnmgh a broker to a manufacturer
who is short of the particular tyi)es and grades in preference
to one who is more fully supplied. In case of any complaint
being made to the Committee of the price .sought to be
charged, or of any nan-compliance with this clause, the
Committee reserve the right to decide the matter in dispute
between the parties and the decision shall be binding upon
them.
"5. No unmanufactured tobacco imported under licence
shall be sold for expf)rt except to customers in r)ritish Possessions or Allied or Neutral countries who have been accustomed to obtain sup|)lies from the British markets, and
then only subject to the provisions of Clause 4, but the
restriction shall not apply to tobacco damaged or unsuited
for manufacture in the United Kingdom.
"fi. Until further notice tobacco the produce or manufacture of flis Majesty's Domini(ms will be admitted with-

Tax on

"7. All

licences will be

subject to revocation at any

time.
"8.

Copies of these regulations and forms of Statutory
Declaration may be obtained from the Board of Trade. De-

partment of Import Restrictions, Tl, Carlisle Place. Londcm.
S. W.. to whom also complaints and other correspondence
be
•Tobacco'."

Manufacturers of cigarettes shall each pay at
of 3 cents for every ten thousand cigarettes, or

the rate
fraction

thereof.

In arriving at the amount of special tax to be paid under
this section, and in the levy and collection of such tax, each
person, firm, or corporation engaged in the mamifacture
of more than one of the classes of articles specified in this
section shall be considered and deemed a manufacturer of

each class separately.

addressed.

T^nvelopes

should

be

marked

Acker, Merrall

&

Condit Get Hotel Cigar Stand

cigar privileges of the

new Hotel Commodore, now

being planned for Forty-second Street and Park Avenue.
Manhattan, have been secured by Acker. Merrall i^- Condit.
that the credit for this stroke of business belongs
to S. P. Coe, head of the cigar department of that firm.
It is .said

The Hotel Commodore

be "some" hotel.
It is
planned for 2500 rooms, will be twentv-eight stories high
and is expected to cost in the neighborhood of $11,000,000.
will

I
jjaltimore,

HE

i

Md.

Maryland tobacco growers are reaping the reward

of a sharp

demand

now

that

prevails for leaf tobacco,

Some of the
country and in Europe.
both in
Baltimore buyers of the Maryland leaf say the prices
coming to market are higher than they ever
for the crop now
remembered, certainly greater than at any time since the
this

War.

Civil

Some good hogsheads of Maryland tobacco have sold
It is true, the
i<S cents a pound.
here in the past week at
which has brought this high figure is limited, perhaps not more than one hogshead from any one planter's
relatively higher this year
crop, but the price generally is
It is by no means unusual for 17 cents
than in many years.
tobacco of a rather ina pound to be paid, and it nnist be
ferior quality which will not command 10 and 12 cents a
quantity

in the

pound

market

also said the

It is

is

demand

for the crop

is

from luiropean buyers, but the inquiry is likewise
from the domestic manufacturers, creating a sharp com-

doubtedly tend to advance the date of publication,
"At present the rej)orts must be sworn to before a
deputy collector of Internal Revenue or some other person
authorized to administer oaths. In order to eliminate the
expense of a notarial fee or do away with the necessity of
\isiting a deputy collector, it would seem advisable to enil)ower postmasters to administer the necessary oath without expense to the person making same.
"Accurate statistics as to the production of tobacco
would be of benefit to all concerned in the industry. A
number of j)lans for ascertaining this information have been
considered.
Representative l»yrns of Tennessee, introduced a bill during the present session of Congress requiring
all persons purchasing leaf tol)acco from the grower to
keep a rect)rd of purchases and to make (juarterly reports
of the same to the lUireau of the Census.
Legislation of
this character would undoubtedly result in i)ractically complete information as to the production.
It must be remembered, however, that growers do not always sell their
tobacco within the year and that conditions and practices
diflfer in the various tobacco-growing sections.
"We have a full appreciation of the importance of the
work placed in our charge. It is our earnest desire to make
it of l)enefit to all. and to this end we solicit the co-operation
Suggestions
of every one having to do with the reports.

improvements in the methods and statistical presentations are invited and will be given the most careful attention.
It is ojily through co-ordination and co-operation
for

maximum

may

be obtained.
"The opportunity to aj)pear before this convention, so
vitally interested in the tobacco industry, affords me great

l)leasure.

which

benefit

Ileing a citizen of the State of

North

Carolina,

enjoys such a pronn'nent position in the industry and

being head of the I'.ureau of the Census, which is engag^ed
in the collection of statistics concerning tobacco, it is only
natural that I should be interested in anything looking to
im])rovements in the conditions surrounding the production, handling and consumption of this staple."

The French (jovernment is in the market and is steadily
seeking all the Maryland tobacco that comes up to its requirements. It has not been this ( Jovernment, however, which
has paid the top prices, though it is admitted that its representative will not neglect the chance to obtain the good tobacco when otTered.
The crop from Southern Maryland, where the bulk of
the .Maryland tobacco is grown, is coming to market (juite
Therefreely, though the movement has almost just begun.
fore,

is

it

the

planters

the benefit of the
It

from

competition

section

that

among

who

are getting

the buyers at this time.

European nations are pressing for
and spare no expense to supply this luxury to

explained that the

is

widely known representative of the
Ilavana-.American Cigar Company, and connected with the
Capital City 'Tobacco Company, of Atlanta, Ga., has resigned
his jx)sition and will enter the jobbing business, hjiving purchased a half interest in the Pinnix Cigar Company, of Charn.

Colton,

a

X. C. This company hereafter will be
Colton-Carter Cigar Company.
lotte,

known

as the

F. M alone, of the Capital City Tobacco Company, has
expressed regret that Mr. Colton will no longer be connected
through his firm with the brands of the Havana- American
IC.

Company.
"Mr. Colton has represented his own company and the
Capital City Tobacco Company with distinguished credit to
the business and to him.self, and he leaves behind him a host
of friends whose good wishes follow him into his new field,"
said Mr. M alone.
"I may state that Mr. Colton devoted esand 'Kelly's liouquet' while
he was with the Havana- American Company in this territory, and it was through his work with the force of the Capital City Tobacco Company that he made so much money that
he is now able to g© into business for himself."
pecial attention to 'Preferencias'

Lancaster Tobacco Crop
Lancaster, Pa.
The weather the past ten days was ideal for tobacco, and
Lancaster County growers are highly pleased over the condition of the fields.

Those which were planted

earliest in the

and escaped the ravages of the cut-worm, making
replanting unnecessary, and have an excellent start.
The.se
fields will in all probability make an even crop, while thoare
in which much replanting was necessary will be marked by
season,

petition.

tions the reports can be prepared immediately after the date
to which each relates and a change in the law would un-

Colton Enters Jobbing Business

so urgent that

niainlv

active

Continued from page ij

B.

at this time.

the buvers frequently pass over some imperfections that would
This demand
ordinarily cause the hogsheads to be rejected.

THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY

that the

The

Cigarettes

for sale, he shall be

out restriction.

should

{Continued from Page ij)
Manufacturers of cigars whose annual sales exceed
one hundred thousand and do not exceed two hundred
thousand cigars shall each pay $($.
Manufacturers of cigars whose annual sales exceed
two hundred thousand and do not exceed four hundred
thousand cigars shall each pay $1*^.
Manufacturers of cigars whose annual sales exceed
four hundred thousand cigars shall each pay at the rate of
5 cents per thousand cigars, or fractit)n, thereof.

It

the tobacco

their great irregularity in the develojMnent of the crop.

Low-grade

leaf tobacco of all kinds is pretty well cleaned

which is also growing scarce. A leading
city i^acker has just completed a schedule of the amount of
!</>; goods held by local packers, and it totals a little less
than 8000 cases, all that is left of 5o,cxx3 cases. It has been
selling as high as \2y2 cents a jwund, but the packers are
now refusing that figure. Penn.sylvania tobacco is once more
in its old place, on top in the trade, and 1913 goods have been
selling as high as 20 cents a pound
uj).

exce])t the 1909.

the soldiers.

buyer here of Maryland leaf tobacco said the soil
of the tobacco-growing counties o{ this State seemed to give
the plant more nicotine than that from other sections of this
.\

country.

This, he explained,

by the French,
of the

was why

who have always been

Maryland crop,

lie said that

it

is

in

such

demand

the largest consumers

when smoking tobacco

or cigarettes are labeled
as full
tracts

assurance that

mixed with

"Maryland" in I'Vance it is accejUed
there are no coloring or flavoring ex-

it.

Bangor Cigar Company
The firm of

(

i.

(i.

to

b'stabrook's Sons, which ever since

been established in its present location at Xo. S
Ifaniniond Street. Uangor, Me., is obliged to again change
location

owing

to

the

expiration of

its

lease,

and after

Sei>tenil)er

ist will be established at 44 Central Street.
he present store, which, owing to its beautiful api)ointments and the wonderful assortment of smokers' novelties,
I

has ac([uired a reputaticm as one
hacconist stores in .W-w I'jigland.

donicstic

'Apartment

comi)any and in the service of their country.

Cnder

smokers' novelties will be increased.

The

citjar

also will receive attention, and several clear
'hivana lines will be added which will interest the high-grade
smoker.

the proposition of the

company

the salary of ab-

sent employees will be j)laced to their credit and interest at

This money will
be paid direct to the employee or to such i^erson or such
member of his family dependent upon him for support as he

4 per

cent, per

annum

will be paid

on

it.

designate or to his administrator in the case of death.
The agreement also i)rovides that the standing of any

such emi)loyee with the company remains unchanged and that
any additional compensation or any i)articipation in profits
due for continuous service or on account of stock ownerincome
shij) be paid to him in the same manner as the other
the .same as though he were in the performance of his regular
duties

of the most beautiful toand this reputation will be

ntained in its new location.
Manv improvements have been
planned for the new .store, and the extensive line of European
«'uul

of directors, has decided to allow employees who belong to
the Xational ( Aiard full salary while out of the service of the

may

Change Quarters

1^75 has

Its

Reynolds Tobacco Company to Pay Full Salaries
The R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company through its board

with the company.

Former Cigarmaker Opens Factory and Store
P.enjamin

Lelyveld. a cigarmaker

who has been

en-

gaged in that occupation for forty years, first with T. Marks,
and later with W'aitt i^' I'ond. of I'.oston. has recentlv
opened a factorv and store in Rockland. Mass. His leading brand will be called "The Town Clerk," a clear Havana
cigar.

m
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Cigar Firm Moves the Clock Up
The Randall-Landfield Company, ciear mannfo *
at 112 East South Water Street^hkag!
Iir
clocks ahead one hour, beginning July
10th. 'on thatT'
all employees began work at 0.30
^^'
A. M. Thev «f^„

1'?^^

at 4.30 P. M., instead of 5.30 P.
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Advertising Manager
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and
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XXXVI
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15,

I9I6

Office.

No. 14

K. I.andfield and
he i,,,t
to the empltn-ees for a vote, which
resulted favoraWv

France Will Accept Parcels for Soldiers
Duty Free
Parcels of tobacco, cigars and cigarettes
addressed

President
Vlce-Pre«ldent
Vice-President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Treaaurer
Secretary

BLOCH. Wheeling W. Va.
JOSEPH F. CULLMAN. Jr.. New York
ASA LBMLEIN, New York
LEON SCHINASI. New York
CHARLES DU8HKIND, New York
A.

New York

Offices, 6

Beekman

Street.

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
FREDERICK HIRSCHHORN, B4th St and 2d Ave., New York. .President
CHARLES J. EISENLOHR. »S4 Market St. Phlla.. Pa.
Vice-President
JOSEPH B. WERTHEIM. Slat and East End Ave., M'hafn, N. Y.. Treasurer
8. K. UCHTENSTEIN, 40 Exchange PI., Manhattan, N. Y
Secretary

THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION

CHARLES FOX, New York
P. M. NEWBURGH, Hamilton. O
GEORGE BERGER. Cincinnati. O
JOSEPH MENDELSOHN. New York

President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
BLOCK, Wheeling, W. Va
F. AXTON. Louisville, Ky
RAWLINS D. REST. Covington. Ky
J.

A.

WOOD

President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

Manila factory rcprcsciitativo complains
crnmcnt jjuarantcc is placed on cij,'ars made of
as well as those

made

of the finer (jualities.

The communication

Cigars

fol

"Parcels containing these articles sent by
donors residing
in foreign countries for the armies in
the tield and the niili
tary hospitals or ambulances are admitted
free of customs
duty, provided they are addressed directly
to the minister of
war, who is to have charge of their distribution.
"The address of the fighting or sanitarv unit to
which
the donor wishes to send the articles, written
thereon by the
donor may be included in the address as a statement
of'donthe military authorities being the

final

judge

as

"Individual parcels .sent by private persons from foreign
countries addressed to military persons forming
part of the
P.nti.sh or P.elgian expeditionary forces
operating in France
will he admitted free of duty."
Kegistered articles addressed to war prisoners and interned civilians in Germany are not admissible, and
are
sent

back to origin by the CJerman frontier receiving officer. All
postmasters have l)een directed to prevent acceptance for mailing of such articles.
The order was communicated by the
postal administration bureau of the Universal Postal Union.
at Berne, Switzerland.

tliat

tlic

(iov-

Schulte Cigar Stores Secure Bridgeport Corner
Pease & ]':iliman. in conjunction with Willard S.

Cur-

rows Company, have leased to the Schulte Cigar Stores Company, for a long term of years the entire building owned by
b:idridge K. Wheeler, and known as Wheeler's Corner, situated on the southwest corner of Main and Flm Streets. P.ridjjel)ort, Conn.
The Schulte Company secured through the same
I)rokers two other prominent corners in Bridgeport, and in
addition have .secured options on thirty-four choice locations
throughout New York, Connecticut. Massachusetts, Michigan,
Illinois and Pennsylvania, particulars of which will be announced at a later date. The Schulte Company. u|)on the exl)iration

of the existing lease, will open a branch

Pease
Elliman and Willard S. Burrows Company
have been api)ointcd agents for the property.

Tie thinks that

pected to do that as long as the retpiirements of the law are
fulfilled.
However, the consumer can be depended on to discriminate for himself.

—

Good Attendance at Asheville More Than One Hundred
Delegates Present T. M. Carrington Re-elected
President

—

X

annual convention of the Tobacco Association of
the United States, held at Asheville on June 29th and
30th, was one among the successful meetings in the
history of the Association, there being about one
accompanied by their wives.
hundred delegates, many of them
The meeting was held at Grove i'ark Inn, the famous rehotel nestling in the foot hills of the Blue Ridge Moun-

sort

Windsor. Conn.

Thousands of
out

this

section

dollars'

resulted

damage

to

growing tobacco

from the severe

storm-

Hailstones as large as walnuts fell in large quantities. Canvas coverings on shade-grown tobacco were set on fire and destroyed, tojrether with the crops thev were shading. Some
estimates place the loss considerablv in excess of $100,000.

Havana, July

UR

monthly

8,

1916.

statistics of the exports of cigars,

from
the port of Havana, according to our custom house

show

returns,

b:xports from June

1

Exports from June

1

the following changes, viz.:
to June 30, 191G,
7,463,494 cigars
to June 30, 1915,
10,859,191

work

for the benefit of the tobacco

meet the increased
appointed to revise the membership
trade a committee was
The committee reported that the dues be 1^15 a year,
dues.

"
Decrease during the month of June, 1916,
3,395,697
According to countries there were the following increases in June, 1916, as compared with June, 1915:

Chile
Australia
United States

which was adopted.
Among the prominent speakers at the convention was an
address by E. H. Mathewson, tobacco expert of the United
statistics,

Canada
Spanish Afi-ica
Brazil

Officers

Egypt

—

President T. M. Carrington.
W. L. Petty.
First Vice-President
Second Vice-President R. P. Watson.
B. P. Eggleston.
Third Vice-President
Secretary

—
—
—
and Treasurer— G.

United States

A.

W.

Venable,

Durham, N.

Colli'

mbia

Total

Webb.
Board of Governors

1,470,263

Decreases by countries

in

June, 1916, as compared with

1915

i

Great Britain

4,749,571 cigars

Denmark
Uruguay

Carrington, Danville, Va.

S. VV.

f

E.

T. Reed,

li.

(j

Italy

Richmond, Va.
A. P. Thorp, Rock Mount, N. C.
W. Z. Mitchell, Oxford, N. C.
John L. Wingo, Richmond, Va.

W.

351,590 cigars
255,900
198,963
173,850
135,495
96,500
83,185
54,690
52,990
34,000
33,000

France
Spain

by Sam.states
uel L. Rogers, Director of the United States Census Bureau.
The following officers and Board of Governors were
elected for the ensuing year

Tobacco

Agricultural Department.

71,000
32,200
31,600
28,222

Portugal
Argentine Republic

C.

L. McGill, Petersburg, V a.
«

Richmond, Va.
Geo. S. Nortleet, Winston-Salem, N. C.
J. I. Miller, Henderson, N. C.
G. O. Tuck, Louisville, Ky.
E. S. Carlton,

11.

E. Spilman, Huntington,

W.

Total
b-xports from January
l^xports from January

T. H. Kirk,

of

William and

gars, cigarettes

the

Cincinnati, Ohio.

••>'ic(l

months
3,764,213

1916,

same period

of 1915:

United States

4,871,444 cigars

Chile

1,190,879

Australia

Argentine
Spain

R('i)ublic.

Canada

779,700
715,993
671,190
472,791
57,750

'

"

Iwan Johns, two young men of Martin's

ci^ar store.

Ralston

The

leading brands of
and smoking tobaccos will be in evidence.

the p(»int of a revolver.

Total

8,760,041

open a

The robber

Decreases.

ci-

Started on the "Schulte" Stores
lone robber recentlv entered the A. Schulte cigar
at 140 North Dearborn Street, Chicag<.. 111., and held
$58.

first six

Denmark

Cigar Store for Martin's Ferry

retail

"P the clerk at

55,534,059

Increases.

Now They Have
store,

59,298,272 cigars

during the past six months of 1916, and as compared with

Ferry, Q., have recently
rented a storeroom in the
block, and as soon as
alterations are comi)lete will

and

,

ten principal countries, which last year iin])<>rted
over one million cigars from us. show the follow ing changes

Walters, South Boston, Va.

New

1

to June 30, 1916,
to June 30, 1915,

The

Phelon, Owensboro, Kv.
O. H. Ellis, Springfield, Tenn.

W.

1

Increase during the the

J. S.

C.

4.912.593

Va.

N. C.
W. G. Rogers, Warrenton, N. C.
J. M. Edmunds, Wilson, N. C.
M. R. Cotton, Louisville, Ky.
J. A. Clark, Bedford City, Va.
Helm Glover, Louisville, Ky,
John H. Hodge, Henderson, Ky.
Ed. J. O'Brien, Louisville, Ky.
E. V. Webb, Kinston, N. C.

A

lil

I

The resources from the membership not being adequate

through-

electrical

Embargo Responsible

British

tains.

wholesale

Storm Damages Tobacco Crop

June Decrease More Than Three and a Quarter Millions

11 IC

establisli-

^'

\xx)v tobaccos

some discrimination; that a
line should he drawn placinjr the jjood brands
on one side and the doubtful ones on the
other.
The Government can hardly he ex-

HAVANA CIGAR STATISTICS

E. B. Ficklen, Greenville,

there should he

Manila

cer

lows

ment.

A

be accepted for mailing under

to the possibility of comj^lyinjr therewith.

TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES.

JESSE

may now

to the

tain conditions, according to information
just received from

or's desire,

JACOB WERTHEIM. New York
GEORGE W. HILL. New York
EDWARD WISE, New York

hi
""^

was suggested by A.

the postal administration of France.

other

"^^""^
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TOBAGGO ASSOCIATION HOLDS CONVENTION

to

WINTZER

$1.00 per

^

^ the

troops in France
Subscription In United States. Postage Paid
Foreign Subscription, Dominion of Canada
Countries of Postal Union
Single Copy

M.

weather.

BOSTON

HAVANA,

^

This move was decided by a referendum
vote of tK
employees. (Jf the sixty-two employees,
forty-three voIh
for It and nineteen opposed it.
The majority won the
^^
gument, and now all of the men are reported
to be
thusiastic about it.
It will give the men
more time fn"
the enjoyment of the beaches and parks
during

The

iH, V

THE TOBACCO WORLD

Great Britain
bVance
Netherlands
Total

I,.")56,6I7

cigars

836.175
157,490
5,550,282

se-

riretaniv.

:

:
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Amsterdam Tobacco Market
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United States, as an outer leaf for cigars.
The S
tobacco growers claim that they can book
no profi^^^

Lancaster County Tobacco Purchased for France
Lancaster, Pa.
had been years since a special
Until a few days ago it
Lancaster County grown tobacco has left this
trainload of
The train, over the Reading Railway, consisted of forty-

,

Most Important Warehousing Article of Dutch Commerce
Sumatra Growers Claim They Made No

—

Profit

on 1914 Crop

last year's crop, as its cost price practically
equals th«
^
^^^ ^^^rage selling figure.

"Java tobacco also suffered heavily on
account of
favorable weather conditions, and the 1!)U
crop has
rated as below middling.
The market during

MSTERDAM

remains the world's principal market for tobacco leaf, says Consul F. W. Mahin, of
Amsterdam, in the "Commerce Reports." Tobacco
is
the most important warehousing article of
Dutch commerce. Mr. Mahin's comments follow:

"The following table will give an idea of the tobacco
transactions. The figures cover the stock on hand in Amsterdam on January 1, liM.j, the imports during the year,
amount sold during the year, and the number of bales unsold December ol, lillT) (the bale averaging al)out 171
pounds)

last

1^^^^
and prices fluctuated considerablv
T
from the Dutch ICast Indies could be
imported intoT
Netherlands without any restrictions, while
that from n
other countries had to be consigned to
the Netherb H
Oversea Trust Company with a guarantv that

irregular

it

be shipped to any of the
quently, Java tobacco was
suit that prices advanced.
restriction

belligerent

much

was

countries

,10^'

Co

demand, with the"^^
In November, however
tW
in

was removed, and tobacco could be

freely in"

ported and exported, which, of course,
resulted
duction in price."

in

Uoniinican
RepuljBorneo Mexico
Java Sumatra Brazil
lie

Havana Manila

Bales

Bales

Halts

Hales

Hales

2.16,373

23,454

22,268

14,942

2,170

Total
421,506 236,i73 23,454 22.268
Sold during the year. ... 402,420 222,675 23,134 22,268
On hand Dec. 31. 1915.. 19.086 13.698
320

14,942

2,710

2,646

2,488

14.942

2.710

2.646

2,488

Bales

Stock on hand January
1915

Hales

Bales

2,646

1,8«8

1,

9.118

Imported during the year,412,388

600

"In addition to the above statistics ^there were 2255
bales of tobacco imported, principally from Venezuela and
Colombia.

a

r^

the following figures
average prices for one-half kilo

it

will be

seen that the

pounds) realized at
the Amsterdam tobacco sales for Sumatra and l>orneo were
higher in ]U\'A and 1!)11 than in 11)15, while Java shows
quite an advance in 11)15 over the two previous years: The
prices are given for I'Jl.}, 11)14, and 11)15, respectively;
Sumatra, 54.4, 5(».H, and .'W cents; llorneo, :{0.4, 2G.H, and
2'6.7 cents; and Java, 10.7, !).5, and 13,5 cents.
"Statistics show that the amounts realized in the Netherlands from the leading grades of tobacco for the past
three years were as ft)llovvs
(1.1

Washington, D. C
review of the tobacco situation has just
been issued

by the Department of Agriculture as follows:
"The total area of cigar tobacco is 187,100
acres, compared with 172,400 acres in 19 15, an increase of
8.5 percent
Tvvo districts, New York, and Cleorgia and
Florida, show
a falling ofif New England has the same acreage
as last year
and all other districts show an increase.
"The chewing, smoking, snuff and export types
show
;

1,192,800 acres, compared with 1.132,000 la.st year, an
increase
of f)o,8oo acres, or 5.3 per cent. The Old '.right.
New Bright
and Louisiana-Peri(iue districts show decreased acreages,
1

Kind

1914

1913

1915

Sumartra
Java
Borneo

$23,919.(X)0

$19,617,000

$14,070,0011

12.220,800

9,752,520

14.190,600

804.000

548.730

538.680

Total

$.?6,943.»00

$29,918,250

$28,799,280

come from the Dutch
East Indies, principally Sumatra and Java. The 1!)14 Sumatra crop, which was sold during 1!H5, was of medium
quality; in fact, part of it was rather inferior, owing to
"l>y far the largest quantities

unfavorable weather conditions,
(ierman, Austrian, and
Hungarian tobacco factories, whose consumi)tion rules
more or less the Sumatra market, as well as the respective
governments, were heavy purchasers, especially of cheaper

and bought large

(juaiitities.

It

is

owing

Caro-

luistern

North Carolina has about the

.same acreage

as

last year,

"In the Old Bright district plants were scarce and weather
dry during the early part of the planting season; conditions
were favorable during the latter i)art of Mav and
June and
the crop was .set later than usual.
In all other districts dry
weather caused no inconvenience at planting time.

"In New York excessive rains and cool weather retarded plant growth and destroyed some fields after
transplanting was accomplished. This in connection with
shorta
age of plants caused the reduction in acreage.
In the
Louisiana-Perique district low prices and slow sales discouraged growers and the area is the smallest of recent years. In
the other districts plants were plentiful, and, while in some instances excessive rains delayed transplanting for a few days.
the crop was transi)lanted in good time. The stand as a rule
better than usual, but cultivation has been delayed
districts by too much rain in June.
is

"The

(leorgia and

crop

in most

being harvested
gives promise of being one of the best ever grown in
l*^lorida

is

and
that

district."

Havaflorida Cigar

to this

Sumatra crop brought a higher
price than would have resulted in more normal times.
"High prices were i)aid for the better part of the crop,
which, however, was limited. American buyers attenijited
to secure all the first and second lengths of light tobacco,
which is the (mly material that can not be substituted by
any other growth, h'or inferior grades of darker description, the American market is no longer dei)endent upon
Sumatra tobacco, it having been displaced in later years by
I'lorida, shade-grown Connecticut, and other seed-leaf tobacco. Sumatra tobacco is u.sed in most cnuntries. iiuluding the
fact that the rather inferior

each of the others has an increase. The decrease
in the Xew
r.right district was caused by a shortage
of plants and dry
weather at transplanting time, '{'he decrease is in South
lina,

Company

to

Open

in Pensacola

IMans are being formulated for the incorporation
llavaflorida Cigar Comj)any, which will establish

of the

a

fac-

tory at Chase and r.aylen Streets. Pensacola. Fla. Tinofficers will be John A. Day. president; \. M. Avery, Jr..
vice-president; and J. C. Clark, secretary and treasurer.

Daniel

Nineteenth Street. Brooklyn.
lie was
vears old. and a Confederate veteran.

low.

I

i

low as 6 and 7 cents a pound, and fully 25,000 cases
were for sale. The demand has sent the prices up to 12, 13
and 14 cents a pound.

Big Shipment of Wisconsin Tobacco for Holland
Janesville, Wis.
Within the next two months Janesville will have shipped
1,250,000 pounds of tobacco, approximately 5000 cases, or 100
cars, to the Atlantic sea coast for transshipment to Holland.
The tobacco is being prepared for foreign shipment by
This is the second shipment of
the F. G. Borden Company.
magnitude to foreign firms within the past twelve months, a
previous shipment by the same company having been sent to
Baltimore and transshipped to Amsterdam for a large Dutch
tobacco importing firm.

the
to

The present shipment has been purchased by agents of
Heinrich Neuberger Company, Holland, and while shipped
Holland at

probably find

will

its

way

various

for its first step in the

Remains

long journey.

Darke County Tobacco Damaged
Darke County
tobacco crop will be very much shortened this year.
Darke
County supplies largely to the packing plants and cigar factories of Dayton,
Dealers and farmers say the 1916 crop
will be no more than two-thirds normal.
Black flea and conrot, are responsible

for the shortage this year.

An

remedy

prevent the insects destroying
the plants is .said to consist of nitrate of soda to be sprinkled
over the plants as soon as the insects appear.
effective

to

Canadian Tobacco Will Be Improved
With the approval of the Canadian government, Oliver
J. Wilcox, member of Parliament for North Essex, will meet
the executive committee of the Kent and Essex Tobacco
drowers' .Association at Windsor, to discuss plans for the improvement of tobacco

grown

Canada.
At present, tobacco producers of the Dominion are not
grading their produce, good and ordinary qualities being sold
at one price.
Manufacturers are willing to pay increased
Ijrices, it is said, if the growers will grade tobacco, as is done
in

the

1

grades

HUS

far the

Fla.,

July

10, 1916.

output of cigars month by month has

means much for Tampa-made cigars.
F. Lozano has returned from New York and is
now
in Havana.
Jerome Regensburg, manager of the factory of E. Regensburg, has gone to New York for a visit.
Jerry Windmuller, of Salvador Sanchez y Ca„ has left
town

for

New

York, where he

will

stop off en

route to

Chicago.

Angel L. Cuesta, Sr., has left on a two months* trip
through the East.
Frank Diaz, of V. Guerra, Diaz & Company, has returned from a vacation spent at Indian Rocks, Fla., and is
now in Havana.
Ernest Berger, of the

back

in

town

Tampa-Cuba Cigar Company, is
Havana, where he made some

after a visit to

extensive purchases.
He states that while the crop is
short, the quality is good.
Prices are naturally subject
to a heavy advance.
Jorge Leon, of San Martin & Leon, is still in Havana.
will

remain for

five or six

weeks.

The

factory of S.

I.

Davis

from Fred Davis, who

visit

is

& Company

is

expecting a

reported en route from

New

York.

There is no let-up in the orders that are coming along
for the Sanchez y Haya brand.
Evidently when the smokers
of that cigar go to the shore or the mountains they demand
"Sanchez y Haya" with the same regularity as when in the
city.
Mr. Torres, the general manager, is highly pleased with
the business that is coming in.
Another factory that is enjoying steady improvement
over the same period last year is that of Salvador Rodriguez.

The demand

for "Charles the Great'' keeps the force steadily

Mr. Rodriguez,
ing for a Western trip.

at

work.

Sr., is in the

North prior

to leav-

Perfecto.

Ontario counties

Western Classification Committee Gives In
The Tobacco Merchants' Association announces that
the W^estern Classification Committee will place cigars
under the same classification as cigarettes, on and after
August IT), lOlfi, in regard, to the use of fibre-board boxes.
After that date the present requirements of strapping and

More than 18.000,000 pounds of this class of towas grown in the Dominion last year, Wilcox stated

sealing, or fastening with staples, or stitching with wire
all openings of fibre-board boxes, will be abrogated.

Cnited States.
variety raised in the tvvo western

With the co-operation of all farmers, who specialtobacco, it is pl apne d to encourage growing of better
and government assistance may be given.

Saturday.
ize in

—

Still

in

hurley.

bacco

—

Months' Trip Jorge Leon
Havana Sanchez y Haya Show
Steady Increase

exceeded that of the same month in 11)15. Figures show a total increase over the first six
months
of last year of more than 14,000,000 cigars.
The
manufacturers are satisfied with the steady increase, which

Becau.se of the activity of black fleas the

which caused the plants to

Two

According to reports, Mr. Leon
Dayton, O.

siderable rain,

in

Tampa,

indirectly into

European countries. .It has been gathered in
From fifty to one
Janesville from all parts of the State.
hundred hands will have two months' work before it is ready
the

IS

eighty-seven

first,

Angel Cuesta Off on

'.jtlMld

When agents of foreign Governments began buying it six
months ago, it being the only cheap tobacco to be had, it was

The

Lyon

Daniel Eyon. a retired wholesale tobacco merchant ni
New York, died recently at the home of his daughter, m
P'.ast

f

selling as

while

"From

qualities,

A

and contained 2000 cases of 1909 tobacco. Its desand Belgium, and it had been bought at
tination is France
ii>4 to 123/S cents a pound.
prices ranging from
six weeks a single New York firm has
\\ ithin the last
This is the topurchased 3600 cases of the 1909 packing.
costly to many Lancaster packers,
hacco that has proved so
because of the attitude of packers before it was cut, and later,
keep down the price. The crop not
while curing, in order to
for years, but the prices were ruinously
only went begging
three cars,

Tobacco Acreage Larger
Iteni

•itv

""'

I

was

23

The Tobacco Merchants' Association
effort to secure a similar ruling

cation Committee.

is

from the

now making an
Official Classifi-

;

u
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To Key West: A. W. Arnold.
Returned —

Muniz, of Muniz llernianos, NorGarcia iK: Conijumy, and of F. Miranda &
hcrt Cueva, of
Company, of New York and Rene Berndes, of J. F. Berndes & Company.
llilario

;

Cigars

)

The overshadowing event has been the lifting of the
embargo upon the exports of our cigars to Great Britain,
and while the restriction still calls for only one-third of
from here, in the calendar year 1915,
the quantitv exported
nevertheless it has given new courage to our manufacturers,
who were almost on the point of desperation. As we are in
the dull season of the year, when orders are very scarce,
our manufacturers materially to bridge over.
it will help
Romeo y Julieta, II. Upmann, Partagas, Punch, Por
Larranaga, and Sol and Devesa de Murias are going to seat

From Our
Exclusive Bureau
Perscveraftcia No. 8

Havana, Cuba.

all

L

more cigarmakers,

in

order to execute their orders for

Great Britain.

Havana, July 8, lyiG.
!ilK sales during the past fortnight have swollen
considerably through the big amount (8UU0 bales;,
taken out of the market by the Spanish Regie,
and if we should deduct it, as in reality this sale
was made some time previous, subject to examination by
the buyers of the Regie, the remainder would show only
moderate operations, during the past two weeks. There
was more demand by American manufacturers, partly
through the arrival of Tampa buyers, and partly through
orders received by our commission merchants from their
American customers.

now handicapped by various
circumstances, among which we may mention scarcity of
tonnage, lack of more suitable goods of last year's crop,
as well as that the new crop might be too high in prices
Exporters for Europe are

admit of larger operations, and tinally, that there is
some serious doubt expressed whether the British government might not construe the revoking of her order of the
23rd of last November, to mean that in future all tobacco
shipped to the Netherlands should be considered as contraband of war, if it could be proven that the shipments
could find their way to the enemy's countries. Nobody feels
safe at the moment, and therefore there is no buying goto

ing on.

during
bales, and which,
538; Partido, 444;
Buyers were:
Sales

latter

half

of

June

totalled

l'i,m
divided, represented: Vuelta Abaju 15-

n,524 shippers to
;

and Remedios, 1U38 bales.
Americans, 3478; exporters
South America, 4GG; and our

'

'

to Europe
local cigar-

ette manufacturers, 1552 bales.

Exports of

from the port of Havana, during the past two weeks, ending with of 4th of
July, totalled 23,079 bales, and which were distributed
to the' following countries, viz.: To all ports of the United States,
13,089 (in this quantity there are included about half
the
number of bales destined in transit for the Netherlands,
but cleared here as being destined for the United States)
to Canada, 594; to Spain, 649; to the Netherlands
direct
from here, or rather via New Orleans, 8117; to the Canary
Islands, 20; to the Argentine Republic, 82G; to Uruguay,
<)0
and to Chile, 24 bales.
leaf tobacco,

;

From

Receipts of Leaf Tobacco

the Country
For the two weeks ending June 3(», 191G. Since Ian. I,
Vuelta Abajo
5,419 bales
43,122

Semi Vuelta

329
660
442
96

Partido

Remedios
Oriente

Vuelta Abajo colas and hojas de semilla, of this year's
growth, are in strong demand by our cigarette manufac-

and as the quantity harvested this year will not be
sufficient to cover the demand, all the low grades of Remedios, as, for instance, the loose leaves of all grades, and
even the third capaduras may be needed to supply the

the

Total

1916.

bales

"

2,910

"

"

],'248

"

"

18,354

"

"

2,902

"

Total

6,846

68,536

turers,

needs of the cigarette manufacturers.
Under these circumstances prices for all such goods are extremely firmly
held, and may reach unheard of figures during the course
of the year.

Partido tobacco enjoys a very good demand, as the
quality, texture, colors, and the burn have met with the
satisfaction of the buyers, who have come here so far. Particularly also as the prices, while higher than last year,
they are, however, not exaggerated in comparison with
Vuelta Abajo and Remedios leaf.

Remedios crop in the Santa
Clara province has been sold at the ruling high prices to
the packers, and there remains only the less desirable part
All the g(K)d part of the

from the inferior districts, which is fetching more moderate
figures, but vvhich may serve only for the purpose of making loose leaves. The escogidas have only commenced to
start up in good shape now.

Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
Arrivals
lYoni New Y»irk: Jose M. iJiaz, president
of the Preferred Havana Tobacco Company; and Max
Schwarz, of Max Schwarz.

—

From Tampa

Moi.ses Bustillo, of M. Bustillo & Comj)any; Phillip Verplanck, of P. Vcrplanck & Company;
Emil Berger, the secretary of the Tampa-Cuba Cigar ComI^any; Manuel B. Pcndas, of Y. Pendas X: Alvarez; Val M.
Antuono, of Val M. Antuono; T. O. Morgan, of the Morgan Cigar Company; and Bornabe Diaz, of F. Lozano Son
:

& Company.

and Mike Friedman, of M. I-'ricdman & Company.
From San Augustine. Fla. Augustin Solla, of
:

the Mi

Elson:

— To

Tampa:

Matt

W.

of loTl

bales of leaf tobacco, in the ]iast fortnight.

Kaffenburgh
Sons sold 1000 bales of Remedios,
mostly second capaduras, to their customers.
.Shippers above 200 bales of leaf tobacco, during the
past fortnight, were:
J. F. Berndes 6c Company, 4501 bales;
Walter Sutter & Company, 4210 bales; Mark A. Pollack,
•Jfi51 bales; Virgilio
Suarez, 1532 bales; Cuban Eand and
Leaf To1)acco Company, 854 bales; Sobrinos de A. Gonzalez. «w;i bales; Leslie Pantin, 562 bales; Perez, Capin &
onipany, 527 bales; Manuel Suarez, 512 bales;
Bernheim
J.
\- .Son. Kil) bales
Hijos de Diego Montero, \'M bales Ernest
I'llmger iS: Conqjany, 427 bales; Havana Tobacco L:xport
( onipaiiy, S37 bales;
Menendez c*^ Company, 380 bales; jo.se
Suarez X: Conq.any, 3.53 bales G. Arrostegui, 311 bales ;"BriT.

iJ^-

31, 1916.
A condition of the license is that leaf
tobacco shall be imported in neutral ships not usually trading with United Kingdom and that cargo space not usuable
for tobacco shall be at the disposal of the British
Government for carrying munitions or other goods at current rates.
A further condition is that any manufacturer of tobacco for
export may obtain similar license on furnishing to the De-

March

partment of Import Restrictions prior to July 15 a statement showing the quantity of tobacco imported by the applicant during the quarter ending March 31, and,
license
having been issued, the tobacco must be carried in ships
provided by the British-American Tobacco Company at the
rate paid by the company for transporting its own
tobacco,
namely $3.50 per 100 pounds (in hogsheads) and $4 per 100
pounds (in tierces). These licenses are distinct from license
granted importers for the importation of one-third of quantity imported during 1915.
The British-American Tobacco
Company will make arrangements as far as possible to accommodate the goods of other manufacturers on reasonable notice in London or Terminal Shipping
Company,
Baltimore.

A. T. Co. Opens Premium Station in Columbus, Ga.
According to an announcement just made, Columbus,
Georgia, is to have a most complete premium department,
which will be owned and operated by branch offices of the
American Tobacco Company of New York.
The station will be located in the building with the
Solomon Company, and will carry a full line of premiums,
which will be exchanged for cigarette coupons of the

American Tobacco Company. There are only three of these
stations in the South, it was stated, and Columbus is
to
be one of the possessors of this concern's departments.
Everything that is carried by the main office in Xew York,
except the heavy furniture and other such premiums, will
be handled by the Columbus premium station.

According to information the station will be opened
July 15 by special representatives of the American Tobacco

Company
of

;

in the

New York

(

persons of Messrs.

Bowden and

Heritage,

City.

test

Western Retailers Plan Convention
Seattle or Spokane are the cities which are in
for the convention of the Western Association

tail

Cigar Dealers which

;

is

a con-

of Reproposed for this vcar, with

;

'lat

I't

Company, 225 bales; Maximilian Stern. 201

bales.

Orctaniv.
Receiver Appointed for

New York

Cigar Dealer

I'ollowing a petition in

bankruptcy. Judge Hand has
John L. Lyttle receiver for llarrv Bremmer, a
"k'ar dealer, at 121 Eiberty Street.
The petition was filed
I'.v the
folh.uing creditors:' (\'irlos Garcia i^v Brother, $200;
^'ivid M. Baum.
$227; Berriman P.rothers. $71. The lia-

M. Antuono, and Manuel

Garcia.

arc placed at $3000.

and assets

of $500.

Aiig«S"

Berriman.

Jose

Corral. Tnso F.scalante. Jaime I'endas. Moises
Bustillo. Phillip Verplanck. Jose M. Diaz. Manuel I!. Pen-

Manuel

das, Val

Pantin is heading the list of our big buyers
again with 30(15 bales of all kinds of leaf tobacco, for account (jf his customers, during the past fortnight.
Jose Menendez has closed out all his holdings of leaf,
during the last two weeks, there remain only a few vcgas
on consignment for sale, until the new crop should begin
to arrive fnjm his escogidas.
Mark A. Pollack was a buyer for account of his clients
Leslie

'"I'tK's

tin Solla.

Cosio,

trv buvcrs.

Importation of Tobacco Into Great Britain
A license has been granted to the British-American
Tobacco Company to import American tobacco during the
year commencing June 1, to the extent of four times the
quantity of such manufactured tobacco (plus 10 per cent,
for loss in weight) that was exported from the United Kingdom by this company during the three months ending

Seattle in the lead for the honors.

Arrangements

will j)rob-

ably be made in the course of the next trip of Secretary
N. E. Nelson, secretary of the organization. Mr. Nelson
will confer with members relative to the proposed California anti-coupon law.
He will also visit the affiliated
California associations.

M»l"»i"ted

From key West: .\. W. Arnold, president of
Favorita Cigar Company.
From Chicago: Nathan Flson, of Grommes &

Departures

Leaf Tobacco
Ernest I^llinger, of the lirni of Ernest Ellinger & Companv, New York and Havana, had been expected to arrive
here, accompanied by Fred Davis, of Sam I. Davis & Company, of Tampa and New York, about July 4th, but the
firm here received a cable informing it that their visit
would be postponed for a short time.
Tomas Benitez is the successor of Ignacio Ganzalez,
and has taken charge of the same warehouse, 15 Monte
Street, with all the former help of the old firm of Gonzalez
& r.enitez, including all of their faithful and trusted coun-

^

Former Ball Player Buys Mansfield Cigar Store
Harry M. Schlegel, formerly third ba.seman
Mansfield Tigers,

for

the

and more recentlv emploved in the cigar
Stecker P.n.tliers. Mansfield. O.. h.'is recentlv pur|-Iias(d the
cigar store of G. IL and H. D. Eowrev. on
•^^Tth Main Street,
that city.
^tore of

Lynchburg Tobacco Market Closed

The Lynchburg,

Va., tobacco market closed July 1st,
for the sea.son, and sales will not be resumed until .September 1st. The sales of the past year amounted to 12.r»fi1.300
l)ouiids." an increase over the previous year of 343,400
pounds.
The quality of the tobacco was hardly^ up to

standard, but the demand was good all through the year,
and the prices were considered fairly satisfactory. A large
crop has been planted, and all reports are that so far it is
doing well, although in a few localities heavy rain has made
it difficult to keep the grass down.
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1^1 Deaths

in the

Trade

3St

Traidl®

J(S)ltitni]D|^@

James F. Hammell
James F. Hammell, a former member of the Hammell
Cigar Company, and for the past few years deputy labor

Wysard, vice-president of the Havana- American
Tobacco Company, was a recent visitor in Atlanta, Ga.

commissioner of Hancock, Mich., with headquarters

H. Thayer has recently purchased the
of Thomas E. O'Loughlin, in Athol, Mass*

in

Lansing, died recently as a result of dropsy.
He was
well known in that section of the country, having traveled it in the interests of the cigar company with which
he was formerly connected.

p. A.

J.

A

by

cigar

store

of incorporation has recently been
filed
the Sterling Tobacco Company, of Scranton. It has
certificate

an

authorized capital of $30,000.
Pa., is named as treasurer.

Henry Winters

Julius Segal, of Scranton

©IS IBir©iidIwaiy

ISI(gii]rdl

born
age.
til

Newark, N. J., but came to Dayton at an early
He engaged in the cigar manufacturing business un-

Thomas

Riordan,

well

known

North Adams
Mass., has recently opened a wholesale and retail cigar
store at 238 Main Street, Greenfield, Mass.
J.

in

He was

well

known

in the trade in

many

of the

surrounding States.
The deceased was prominent in fraternal circles, being
a member of the Elks, Knights of Pythias, and a Thirtysecond Degree Mason. He is survived by a wife and one

Cauley's cigar store, on Federal Street, Boston, recently had a dandy window trim on the "Herbert Tareyton" cigarettes.

Lenz

Gottlieb Lenz, a Civil War and retired cigar manufacturer, died recently at his home, 723 Halsey Street,
Brooklyn, aged seventy-two years.

country from Germany
Civil War came he enlisted in a
volunteer regiment and fought in fifteen battles. At one
time he was active in Republican politics. He was a member of the G. A. R. and belonged to several fraternal orders.
Three daughters survive.

The deceased came
when a boy. When the

to

Benjamin

As he was entering

this

W. Thornburg
the grandstand

of

the

baseball

la., Benjamin W. Thornburg, proprietor of two of Cedar Rapids' cigar stores, dropped dead
from heart disease. He had been affected with the disease
for some time.
Mr. Thornburg formerly resided in Minneapolis, where
he was in the cigar and tobacco business for ten years.
The deceased is survived by a wife.

park at Cedar Rapids,

Michael H. Barlow
Michael H. Barlow, a wholesale tobacconist of Leavenworth, Kan., died recently after a long illness, at the age
of thirty-seven years.
He first opened a cigar stand in
the National Hotel, and as the business grew he opened
a wholesale establishment. He carried a number of special
brands for the army oflficers.
A brother and one sister
as well as his parents, survive him.

Magnus D. Alexander
Magnus D. Alexander, one

of the founders of Alexan-

der Brothers, leaf tobacco dealers in Pearl Street for many
years, died recently at the home of his daughter in East
Sixty-eighth Street, aged eighty-four years.
Mr. Alexander was born in Germany, and came here
Two sons
as a boy. He contributed to many charities.
and three daughters survive him.

George Graf
George Graf, a former resident of Brooklyn, and for
many years proprietor of a cigar store on Broadway, near
Canal Street, Manhattan, died recently at his home in
BriarclifT Manor, N. Y. The deceased was sixty-three years
old and is survived by one son and one daughter.

spending a vacati<jn

is

many

place in

John

W. Merriam

recently called on the trade
neapolis, with results of mutual advantage.

in Min-

While en route to the Tampa factory, E. J. Stachelberg,
of the Jose Lovera Company, paid a visit to the trade in

Leslie Pantin,

who

C. B. Perkins

& Company,

of Boston, have recently

taken on the "Ignacia Maya" brand.
a winner wherever placed.

The brand

has been

has recently arrived

many

Com

Maine.

iuniboldt" cigars occupy
of the better class stores.

friends in

prominent

a

in

New

Water

\'ork.

Street.

Vincent Planc(». (»f Kuy Suare/. vv Company, is oil' for
Cuba, where he expects to purchase leaf for the factory.
P.agner, a dealer in leaf tobacco, at IS.SO

Edward

ingtcm Avenue, has

Cincinnati.

in

J

has been calling on his

daughter.
Gottlieb

pany,

lobaecu

Iloisington, ai the Cayt'V-Caguas

IJ.

"Alexander

in

1913.

1\

made an assignment

m

Weymouth
Meyers Tobacco Company announces
Weymouth succeeds to the position of

Promotion

11!^

Henry Winters, a prominent

resident and business
man of Dayton, Ohio, died recently at his home in that
city, after a year's illness.
Dropsy and heart trouble caused
his death. Mr, Winters, who was fifty-nine years old, was

27

Liggett

that

I*"..

(

for

E.

G.

^v:

\.

head of the

cigarette,

department of that company,

following the death of August Klein.
Mr. W^ey mouth was formerly with the old American
T<d)acco Company, as was Mr. Klein. Following the dissolution, both joined Liggett & Myers. Mr. Klein became
general manager of the cigarette department, and Mr.
Weymouth became assistant. During the long illness of
Mr. Klein. Mr. Weymouth had charge of the cigarette deHis ability as a cigarette exj)ert soon caused
partment.
Mr.
liini to be looked upon as the successor of Mr. Klein.
W evniouth has now been appointed general manager of
the cigarette department.

Lcx-

to Jacob Clark.

extensive window display campaign is being prepared on "Garcia Grande'' cigars by J. Klorfein. the manu-

An

facturer.

Emil Bendy Left $100,000

to

Columbia University

^1

The recently filed appraisal of the estate of Emil C.
Bond v. of the cigar manufacturing firm of Bondy & Lederer,
who died in February. 101,5. shows a total of $1,774,6f52.
the will. C<dumbia University receives $100,000,
while employees of liondy & Lederer and relatives receive
generous bequests.

Under

The William Steinmeyer Company, of Milwaukee, has
recently added the "La Muna" cigar to their line. Tht
brand is manufactured by Gans Brothers.
The Max Roth Cigar Company,

Los Angeles, reports excellent results on the "King's Court" brand, which
is manufactured by Pedro Castro & Company.
of

Grommes &

Elson, the Chicago cigar manufacturers,
have recently incorporated, with a capital of $1'^0,0IH». The
firm name is retajned in the incorporation.

Iv

K.

hristie.

(.

expected in

town

of

in a

the

American Cigar Company,

few days following a

trip to the

is

New

I'jigland States.

W

G. k.

Denuith

iS:

Xorthern

the genial advertising manager of W'm.
Company, is back at his desk after a vacati(jn in
ils<»n.

New

Sally I'.ondy Lowinger. received $;'."i<;, 17!>.
a life estate in S^oO.OOO. and one-third interest in the residuary. Louis C. P.ondy. a brother, received $291.19."'>. a life
estate in $125,000, and one-third of the residuary. Richard
C. Bondv. another brother, received a bequest of $.50,000 in
cash, and a temporary life estate in one-third of the
.\

York.

Jerome Regensbnrg is now visiting in New N'ork. Mr.
Regensburg is located in Tampa, where he is manager of
the factory of IC. Regensburg i\: Son.

sister.

11.

residuary.

Tobacco Merchants' Association Gains Point
Charles L. Stopler, who looks after the interests
the Park & Tilford brands on the Pacific slope, called

on

Manila Commercial Company,
strong demand, lie has been calling

A. Determann. of the

of

reports his

brands

in

New

N'ork City trade recently.

the trade in Seattle recently.

on his friends in the

"El Dallo" cigars are doing fine in Detroit, where their
The brand is
distribution is handled by Charles (iauss.
well placed and a steady stream of orders is proving the

Porciento Company, manufacturers of the well-known "Centrosa" and other brands,
will start on a business trip through New Xark State next
C.

W.

r.oom. of the Cien

for Retailers

The Tobacco Merchants' Association announces

that

the AVestcrn Union

they have completed arrangements w ith
Telegraidi Company for the retail members of the association, whereby they will wire orders for cigars, cigarettes
or t(d)accos. together with shipping directions, and transmit
the purchase i)rice without any cost other than the usual

charge for the transmission of money.

'

duplicating qualities of the cigar.

Nveek.

"Arcadia Mixture" has been a feature of the recent
window displays of the Albert Breitung chain of stores in
Chicago.

M. Gans. of Gans r.rothers. manufacturers of the
I)oi)nlar "La Muna" cigar, has returned to the factory after
a trip through the West, where he found conditions fav<M-J.

able.
of
of Cleveland, distributors
brand, report that the sales are

The Baer-Wolf Company,

the famous "Admiration"
coming along in a most satisfactory manner.

"Cuesta-Rey" cigars formed ati important window
play for William Boucher & Sons. Baltimore, during

di;^-

"Unis" cigarettes, made by Philip Morris k
-»<-'
^""|?.^,J^'j
were the subject qf a recent window display by Sig
Portland, Ore,

Sidney J. Freeman is back in town after a successftil
trip through PennsvU ania.
Me states that business on the
Manila brands of the La i'lor <le Intal factory is very satisfactory.

the

Elks' week.

& Company,

intended principally for the accommodation of
those who may be out of town for their vacations, or otherof
wise, and who niay run short.of their accustomed brands
secure
cigars, cigarettes or tobacco, so that they might

This

is

service of the Western Union
will wire the order, with shipalready
ping directions, and transmit the purchase price, as

same quicklv through the
Telegraph Company, who
stated.

Tobacco Merchants' Association will
this proposibe furnished appropriate signs, announcing
application.
tion. with(»nt any cost, upon

Members

of the

Members may. however, make

their

own

signs, but in

"Sanchez y Haya" cigars are making a good showin
in New iMigland
States, according to Harry Moulsdale.
!'c'nera1 representative of the factory, who is retm'ning to

copy to the
such case, it is suggested that they sul)mit a
Tobacco Merchants' Association, in order to make sure

New

that the proposition

^'ork City.

is

correctly stated.
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Address Before the Tobacco Merchants' Association by Dr.

tobacco industry is very complex and is highly
specialized.
This applies throughout' the various
operations of growing, handling and manufactur-

11

H

moisture,

most anywhere where other plants grow, but no two localities produce exactly the same properties in
the leaf.
The remarkable effects of soil and climate on the properties of the tobacco leaf are illustrated by the
famous tobaccos of the West Indies, the East Indies and Turkey,
and by our many domestic types. We sometimes see two
distinct types of tobacco growing on the same
farm— for
example, the Bright Flue-Cured and the Dark Fire-Cured
types— showing the wonderful effect of differences in soil.
Again, we see the marked effects of weather conditions in
tbe

differences

body, texture, burning qualities, and
other properties of the crops of different years when grown

on the same

in

We

know, too, that we can modify the
properties of the soil through the use of fertilizers and
special cultural methods and by the use of specialized
methods of curing and handling. It would lead too far to
take up at this time the discoveries and improvements in
the use of fertilizers for tobacco and in cultural methods.
soil.

Attention should be called, however, to three important
field diseases of tobacco which we are endeavoring
to bring

under control.

Tobacco root rot is a serious disease both in the seed
bed and in the field in many sections. It is believed
that
a conservative estimate of the damage to the tobacco
crop
of 1J)15 from this disease would be $.>.( Mil). (KM) to $1(),0()«»,()(mi.
This disease

is

prevalent in nearly

all of our cigar tobacco
Hurley section and in several other producWe have found in steam-sterilization an ef-

districts, in the

ing centers.
fective

remedy

for the trouble in the seed bed,

and

it

is

believed that it can be largely controlled in the field
by
obtaining strains of our standard varieties which are able
to resist the disease.
A second malady of importance in
some sections is a leaf spot disease often spoken of as "frog
eye." It has been found that the use of potash
in

amounts

proper

in the fertilizer is a

valuable remedy for this disease.
Finally, there is the Mosaic disease which
occurs
nearly everywhere where tobacco is grown
and is known
by many names, such as "Calico," "Mongrel,"
"Foxy Tobacco." "Frenching," and "^^^'llioon."
have recently
learned a good deal about the disease,
and it has becii
found that it is disseminated largely ])y certain
insects, especially aphides, or plant lice.
Reference may be made, in passing, to a
method we
have devised for saving the seed of desirable
plants so
as to prevent mixing with undesirable
types, which consists simply in covering the seed
head with a paper bag
and mention mav be made, also, of an
apparatus we have
devised for separating the plump, well-developed
seed from
the faulty and chaff in preparation for
j^lanting.
Next, I wish to touch on the subject of
tobacco curinir
have .studied this subject prettv thoroughlv
in its
various phases during the past few
vears. and in a verv
few words it mav be said that proper
curing takes place
only under certain definite conditions

We

We

of temperature

and

W. W. Garner

it is

"

The development and spread of the industry
are ultimately associated with the history of the
Colonies
and the growth and development of our nation. Nevertheless, there can be no doubt but that soil and
climate
are controlling factors in the present distribution of
the
tobacco-growing centers. The tobacco plant will grow al-

ure best for air curing.
Now. if cool weather comes
and artificial heat is used to raise the
temperature un
80 degrees or i)i) degrees the results will
be exactly th
same as when the warm days prevail,

T

provided other con
ditions, especially the moisture
relations, are not
disturbed"
In the same way, excessive humidity
in the barn may
b!"
reduced to the right point by artificial
means and the re
suits will be the same as when these
"
ideal
•

^^.'l

"^*"'-^".>';

'^^1^-

«"Iy danger

conditions n

in

supplementing

air-cuJin,

with artificial means is in going too far
when correcting
unfavorable natural conditions. The two
most highly He
veloped methods of curing are the air-curing
of cigar

leaf
and the flue-curing of Virginia bright leaf,
lloth of these
methods as ordinarily applied, are defective,
however as
will be brought out more clearly
in some pictures tJ be
shown presently. We have demonstrated
that satisfactory

curing

is

controlled

assured only when the conditions are

and neither

of these

methods

in

definitefv

their present

form satisfactorily control both temperature
and humidity
1 he next subject is one of interest in nearly all
branches

of the industry, except, perhaps, as
to chewing tobacconamely, the burning qualities of the leaf.
The chief material forming the frame work of
the leaf. and. therefore
the basis of the actively burning
material, is
essentially

the same as the substance familiar to
all in such forms
as paper and cotton fibre. There are
other constituents of
the leaf, such as the gummy or resinous
substances which
interfere with the burn.
There are. also, certain mineral
elements which injure the burn, chief of
which is chlorine.
On the other hand, there are certain mineral constituents
which are ab.solutely essential for good burning

The most important

Uecause of
of the growers to

we have demonstrated that the burn can be greatly improved by adding to the leaf appropriate compounds of
We have not attempted, however, to
potash and lime.
work out the details of applying these materials in such
way as to cause them to be evenly distributed in the leaf
tissue without in any way affecting the color, the aroma,
or other properties, although there is every reason to believe this can be done in many cases.
The last topic which I wish to mention is black rot,
which causes every year a heavy loss to cigar leaf packers.
The immediate cause of black rot is too much moisture. All
tobacco will rot when an excess of moisture is present, but
some tobaccos will safely stand much
it is well known that
it is a matter of
larger quantities of water than others,
cxijcrience with packers that certain crops when packed
with what appears to be the right amount of moisture
come out of the sweat badly damaged. The reason why
some crops are so troublesome in this respect has not been
The fact remains, however, that there is for
determined.
each crop a certain maximum of moisture which is safe
while any excess over this is almost certain to give trouble.
Hulk sweating is one eftective safeguard against black rot.
but this method appears to be objectionable to many, and
we hope in the near future to perfect a new process for
eliminating the trouble.
I wish at this time merely to call
the attention of cigar leaf packers to a general law regarding the packing of tobacco which has long been recognized
by handlers of all other types of leaf. This law is that, in
jjeneral. no tobacco coming direct from the curing barn and
packed in winter order can be relied upon to keep in souiid
condition.
Hence, the almost universal practice of the
.so-called

reordering

or

Important Request
Our Information Bureau

is constantly in receipt
of requests for information as to
the sources of supply of various brands of cigars,
cigarettes, tobacco,
plug, snufl:', etc.

In order that we may be able to supply
such information, we respectfully ask all manufacturers,
as
well as jobbers or agents controlling
private brands,
to send us complete lists of their respective
brands

and

and also to mail us from time to time,
supplementary or amended lists.

prices,

their

Our Information

lUireau is not only a benefit to
those looking for such information, but it may
indeed
be of untold advantage to manufacturers, jobbers or
agents whose brands are looked for by such inquirers.

Moreover, this Association is endeavoring to establish an efflcient Information Bureau for the benefit
of the entire
for

industry, for

members, and we ask

non-members as well

as

for the co-operation of every

tobacco man to help build up such a bureau by filing
with us a complete list of their brands and prices,
for

which we make no charge.

Tobacco Merchants' Association
of the United States
5

Beekman

New York

Street,

City.

redrying process either

natural or
before the leaf is finally packed in handling all
manufacturing and exjwrt types.
The above law applies
to cigar tobaccos as well as to other types, and it is not
likely that black rot will ever be eliminated until this principle is taken into account.
artificial,

Best Quality

Best

Known

qualities.

of these are potash and lime. Potash
IS the constituent that gives
to the leaf its property of holdmg fire. The character of the ash also depends chiefly
on the proportions of potash and lime present. Potash not

only causes the tobacco to hold fire, but
it tends to give
a firm ash which holds together well.
An excess of potash,
however, is likely to darken the color of the
ash.
Lime,
on the other hand, tends to give a verv white
ash. but
one which is apt to split apart and to be very
As
flaky.

many

of you know, the grain and texture of 'the leaf are
important factors and an open grain leaf usually burns
much better than a denser, so-called close-grain leaf. For
best results as to burning (pialities. therefore,
the leaf should
have an open-grain .so as to allow the air to penetrate the
tissue more freely: there should not be too
much gum present, and the leaf must contain i)otash
and lime in proper
j)roi)ortion but not much chlorine.
The- texture and the
grain develo|)meiit depend larjrely cm soil and \veathcr
conditions during the growth of the croj) and the conditions in the cure.
P.roadly speaking, an open, mellow soil

with a liberal supply of plant food and a well-distributed
rainfall iisiiallv give an open-texture
leaf, while a close,
compact soil, deficiency of plant food and drought generally
result in a stunted and close-texture leaf.
Too much dry

weather is likelv to give excessive gum and thorough
sweating and prolonged aging seem to be the best means
of

when needed.

or the failure
bad weather conditions
meet these requirements, the manufacturer is often conpoor burn. Under these conditions
fronted with tobacco of

important to realize that it makes
no Hirt"
ence whether these ideal conditions
prevail naturaHv
through artificial means.
''
I-or example, let us
sn,
warm days with a temperature of 80 degrees
to !J(. J^IT

ing.

the plant, also lime,

29

eliminating this excess.
Fertilizers or soils rich in
chlorine are to be avoided, while ])otash must be supplied

New

Markets for Brazilian Tobacco
'Ihe Hrazilian tobacco, which is an excellent product
and which would doubtless be susceptible of becoming a
great source of national revenue if scientifically cultivated,
has in the past found its chief market at
home, and with
Hamburg buyers largely for re-export, (iermany, which
ui past years has bought
an average of always more than
five-sixths of

the entire fJrazilian exjKjrtation. is credited
the .statistics of 1!)15 with jmrchases amounting
to only
J>!'!»
worth. The shipments to France. .Argentina. Netherin

lands,
tity

and the United States, however, kept the total quansame as in MM 4,
decrease.

of export in this article practically the
while the value shows a

Porto Rican

The Cigar Without a Peer

Tobacco Crop Less Than Estimate

According to official estimates the Porto Rican tohacco crop windfall far
short of the estimate made during

Calixto Lopez y Cia

the

^m)wing season, and as a consequence the highest to•><icco prices
in ten years are now prevailing.
The present crop will amount to
approximatelv Pi.OOO.OOO pounds
'"Stead of 18,0(10.0(10
or $-.>0.000.000. as previously expected,
rices for sun-grown
tobacco range al)out 'M) cents
pound, as compared with 'iO
cents last year, and about
J •'Cents
for the crop of two years ago.
As a result of
I'resent prices
to])acco men estimate that this vear's crop
jyi
l)nng between .SO.OOO.OOO
and $1,000,000 'more than
year.
The United States purchased in 1015 7.000.000
P<'uiids of
p,,rt,, Rican leaf tobacco, valued at $:{.000.000.
•^"fi 1
'0,(100,000 cigars, valued at $(1,000,000.

Habana

New York Office— 257

Fourth Ave.

H
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
5

For

Sale,

Wanted and

Special Notices

For
HAVANA SHORTS— Pure

MONROE ADUSR.

—

CIGAR BROKER.
La

186 N.

Salle St, Chlcaro,

6-17-he

111.

New

FX)R
th*.

money

refunded.

flneat quality.

I'^aytor^

No. 68

For
jf

five-cent

and

-.Lju ij

House Organ for Mazer Cigar Company Employes
The third issue of "Mazer's Monthly," a house organ
issued for the employees of the Mazer Cigar Company,
Detroit, Mich., has just come to hand.
It contains notes
all,

encouragement

that will bring a
for

better living,

better work, and loyalty to the firm.
The pamphlet is sure to grow bigger and better and
will doubtless make for better, more contented, and happier

employees. There is a note of sympathy for those who have
been ill, and a word of praise for those who deserve it. It
shows the employees that the firm is not unmindful of
their successes or misfortune.

New

England Cigar and Tobacco Company Dissolved
The New England Cigar and Tobacco Company, with
offices at 1() Bank Street, New London, Conn., has recently
filed

articles for the dissolution of the

The

corporation.

business will be conducted in the future by Ludwig Mann,
under the trade name of the New I'^ngland Cigar and To-

bacco Company.

\\

78th
iT
loin bl,
»-l-tt

ahorta. pure

and oImd.

Ouanuit*^T;

Wanted.

factory
ten-cent

ADLER

brands with wide distribution, are desirous of selling same, owing to
pressure of other interests.
Will make a big sacritlce to responsible
parties with sufflcient capital to take hold of proposition.
$20,000
needed.
Tritlers will receive no attention.
Address in confidence. Box
26, "Tobacco World," 236 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

smile, and, best of

E

ju.

for (nsl-classs cigar factory.
Must understand il,.
business in ail branches and be a lirsl-class man. tiive
reference exneri "'
aiKl salary required, in confidence.
Hox 1^9, ca re of "Tc.bacco World."

Sale.

of interest about the employees, jokes

Lop«z, 36S
«•-

WANrKD-.Supenntendcnt

CHANCE FOR A WORKING FACTORY
—REAL.
The owners
a long-established high-grade cigar
District of Pennsylvania, making

SAL.E:
In First

aroma.

Fifty cents per pound.
AJao Vu«ltl .hn?.^"!
Co.. 17t WatiH^StMS/NVw^,?

A

FOR

ttne

Help Wanted.

First District, New_Y(j_rk.

Cedar Rapids Stand Changes Owners
A deal has rtctntly been closed whereby the Dunninghit field Cigar C Onipany, of Cedar Rapids, la., took over

ft

MYERSON,

The new

W

W.

Company, located

at

rtr

"''-'

banded

Address Box
... ,»——

cigars.

123,

REGISTRATIONS

"'Tobacco World."

DOROTHY HANCOCK:— 39,781.

tjf

().

stood .at the door clad in the kilts of "Little I'obbie"
and passed out carnations to all customers.
field

A

has recently been introduced in the lower
House
of the Georgia Legislature tending to
prohibit the sale
of cigarettes in that State to persons under
twenty-one
years of age.
bill

The Tobacco Merchants' Association has

brought this
to the attention of the tobacco people of Georgia,
suggesting that they protest against the passage of such
a measure.
If a law must be passed in Georgia
restricting the
sale of cigarettes to minors, it is suggested
that it should
limit the age to sixteen years and not
twenty-one.

R. L. Stent/, for the past twelve years a cigar salesP»ohe Cigar Com|)any, of Ottumwa,
man for the Stentz
llis term of service
la., has recently retired from the firm,
as a salesman covers twenty-nine years, he having travelled

Morey & Myers Cigar Company

years previous to his connection with Stentz

for seventeen
i*^'

I'ohe,

He

spend the summer months on the Little I'ear ranch, at
Snow P.elt. Mont. Sounds mighty cool and comfortable
when you read about it with the theniionieter standing
around ninety-five degrees in the shade.
will

—39,783.

Schwarzkopf

SOL:
C

—39,784.

Riickort,
I'or cigars.

June

12,

of $lT,5Uy,

Hehrens

19, 1916.

&

1916.

14,

&

Cia, Havana.
Havana, Cuba.

Cia,

1898.)

ML:—39,785. For all tobacco products.
Monday & Sons, brooklyn, .\. Y.
C.:— 39,786.

IJros., .M

Excursion for Mazer Company's Employees
July 2I)th is the date set for the annual excursion of the
enipKnees of the Mazer Cigar Company, of Detroit, Mich.
The party will board the steamer "City of Toledo" at 8.30
A, M. and will proceed to Sugar Island, where there will
be dancing and sports. There will also be dancing on the

City.

June

1,

K. B.

to-

tobacco.

June

tobacco products.

(Originally registered by Hehrens

ui)a.

December
R.

all

New York

&

Final Decree Against Dissolution 6f American Can Co.
Judge John C. Rose, in the United States District
Court, at Baltimore, Md., recently, signed a final decree in
the Government's anti-trust suit against the American Can
Company, lie refused the motion of the Government to
dissolve the company and also dismissed the defendant's
motion for dismissal of the case.
Judge Rose stated that he would retain jurisdiction
in the case and permit the Can Company to continue as
it is unless by its actions it injured the public and made
necessary a decree of dissolution.
"The denial of the Government's motion," says Judge
Rose, "is without prejudice to the United States hereafter
to show in this court by evidence of facts occurring at any
time subsecpient to the filing of the original petition in
this cause, that the size and power of the defendant company are being used to the injury of the public, or that
such size and power, without being intentionally so used,
have given the defendant a domination or control over the
can-selling industry, or over some portion of the industry so
great as to make dissolution or other restraining decree
expedient, and without prejudice to the right of the court to
decree a dissolution of the defendant company or to grant
the United .States such relief as may be right and just.
Jurisdiction will be retained by the court."

City.

cigars, cigarettes and
Cigar Co., New York City.

American
For

1910.

lb,

New York

For

For

all

tobacco products.

June

17,

19,

1916.

S.

boat.

Kniaz

1916.

ilwaukee, Wise.

Enters Cigar and Pipe Jobbing Field
James Mc.Xuliff. formerly of the cigar manufacturing
firm of Kamer cK: Mc.VulifF, of Clinton, Iowa, has recently
closed out his manufacturing interests and will engage in
the cigar and pij c jobbing business, with headquarters in
Clinton. He will i.ature the "Villa Vista" cigar.

A. S. T. Co.:—39,787. For
leaf tobacco, cigars, che-

M. Harris Company
The K. M. Harris Cigar Company, of Detroit, Mich.,
has filed a petition in bankruptcy. The Court has appointed
Henry VVurzer receiver, three cigar stores operated by
the company are aflfected.
The schedule shows liabilities

roots,

cigarettes and
tobacco.

manufactured

May 29, 1916. American
Sumatra Tobacco Co.,
New York City.

No 23. Habana. Cuba

Oficina Prinripal, San Jose

Cigar Factory for Enid, Okla.
I'Ved Ardner, of b'ort Wayne, hid., has recently removed to b'.nid, (Jkla.. where he will establish a cigar factory in the .\nheuser Uuilding.
The lea<ling brand will be
called
The Ardner."

put-

chased the cigar factory of ( )dell X: W anier, in that city,
and has taken possession. William Tanlson. of ( )rnck, will
remain with the new proprietor. .Mr. .Milstead's previuiis

Durham
Liggett

iK:

to

Have Another Big Tobacco
Myers Tobacco Company,

(piarters in St.

en-

For cigars. May 28,
Harry (irossman, .Newark, N. J.
HAVANA RITES:—39,789. For all tobacco products. June 20,
1*'16.
The Moehle Lithographic Co., Brooklyn, X. Y.
ATAX: 39,790. TOr cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco. June
15. 1916.
H. S. Loewenthal, New York City.
HELMUTH VON MOLTKE:— 39.791. For cigars. June 19, 1916.
1'>1(>.

hcad-

or

I

\l

ti s ot

IM

IMI'OU III)

Cigar Box Labels, Bands and Trimming

Show

GARRETT

American Cigar Co., New York City.
REMEMBER IT'S MONDAY'S:—39,792. For all tobacco products.
June 19, 1916. S. Monday & Sons, Brooklyn, N. Y.
FORD HIGHWAY: 39,793. i'or cigars, cigarettes and cheroots.
Jnn, Ml 1916. The ( alvert Lithographing Co., Detroit, Mich.

H.

(^arils

and Ad\

t-riisiiiu

106

SMITH,

E.

M.iit n.ils

19th

St.,

New Yurk

Sole Agent United States and Canad.

—

KEY WESTERS:— 39,794.
1916.

Louis, Mo., have recently awarded a contract for the erection in Durham, N. C, of an additional
l)lant to cost $l()(».(l(Mf.
The building will be used as a sweat
house.
The building will be three stories high, and w'iH
be erected at the corner of luiller and Randolph Streets
It will be 2nr. feet long and III feet wide.
The floors will

be of reinforced c(jncrete.

UNF.S

till

NEWARK TERMINAL CIGAR:—39,788.

in\?

Plant

with

Manufu

\\u

—

Richmond, Mo., Cigar Factory Changes Owners
Roger Milstead, of Richmond. Mo., has recently

La Habana

Compaiiia Litografica De

and assets of $11,211.

I'l'

for the old

June

RAY-VAN-A:

For cigars, cigarettes and

Anu-rican Cigar Co.,

Petition in Bankruptcy for E.

e.xperieiice leads his friends to believe that he will be
tirely successful in the venture.

Veteran Cigar Salesman Retires From Road

June

bacco.

10. 1916.

ANN ELLIOTT:—39,782.

Georgia Cigarette Bill

H>;{

Dunning and Harry J.
bitfield, both well known in Cedar Rapids.
.'Xt the opening of the ston-. nine-year-old Joseph Whitfirm consists

—

every ten (10) additional titles necessarily reported.

INC..

•

the store of the Conway Cigar
.South Third Street, that city.

A—An

allowance of $2 will be made to members
Association on each registration.
of the Tobacco Merchants'
NoteB If a report on a search of a title necessitates
ten (10) titles, but less than
the reporting of more than
twenty-one (21), an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00)
If it necessitates the reporting of more than
will be made.
twenty (20) titles, but less than thirty-one (31), an additional charge of Two Dollars ($2.00) will be made, and so
an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00) will be made for
j^Qte

Buyen of Cuttings, Scraps and Siltmss.
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

WANTED—Cheap

2.00

Sale.

Edwin Alexander *

171 Clymer Street. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Merchants' Tobacco ("otnpany, buyers of cuttings, at i2}jc. per pound; scraps,
at 6c. per pound; siftings, at aj/jc. per pound.
Any quantity. Don't write, buj

ship promptly.

;

2.00

Transfer,
Duplicate Certificate,

York.

SALE— Reinedio* Havana

or

MERCHANTS' TOBACCO COMPANY,

Vuelta

CITY

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Effective April 1, 1916.
$6.00
(see Note A),
Registration
1.00
(see Note B),
Search

RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT. THREE CENTS A WORD, WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF FIFTY CENTS
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Special Noticei.

NEW YORK

BEEKMAN STREET

il

CAP

—39.795.

I'or

l<or

New York

AND GOWN: —39,798.
June

June

smoking tobacco and

Falk Tobacco Co.,

HKareUes.

cigars.

27, 1916.

15,

1916.

cigarettes.

E.

H.

June

13,

Cork Bobbins

Cork Tips

City.

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY, lie

For smoking tobacco, cigars and
Standard Tobacco Co., Inc., New York

WEST 18TH STREET

122-222

City.

Perfect Humidifying System in your Sweat Room,
invite
but to Sumatra, Havana and Porto Rico.

The

"""^tVal'io^n,?"'

We

Succ..Jint

NEW YOWC

a benefit not only to Domestic Leaf,
you to visit our Demonstrating Pknf.
is

CO.
THE PERFECT HUMIDIFYING
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

ELMER

H.

HOPE

CO.

2:J7

N.

4tli St.,

*

i7'i

THE TOBACCO WORLD

3?

THE TOBACCO WORLD
'*DONAIXKS'
ROCHA
Qavana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

Cable:

r.

JOHN F. HEILAND

CO.

RRAUSSMAN Importer
HAVANA TOBACCO
IM Water
Street

Leaf Tobacco
S9-41, Cable "CUETARA" Havana,

Cuba

22Bd St aid

A.

E.

&

MANUFACTURER OF

LANCASTER, PENNA.

HABANA, CUBA

M. A. SUAREZ

CO.

Lancaster County Fancy B's

l apt nia lHaii Tabacos Finos da Yualta Abajo
PartMe 7 Yualla Arriba

SAN HIGUEL IM

fit

JULIUS MARQUSEE, UI Water

mt

J.

Street,

NcwYtrk
Packer and Dealer in All Grades of Seed Leaf
TeUm
TELMtnatm 39m jonn

TOBACCO

Established 1890

CO.

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TORACCO

,..>„

./

..4 ......

K.

126

& CO.

AMISTAD

HABANA, CUXA

ST.

NEW YOM

NEW

YORK, No.

130

Water

fl^^MllJkL^llo
^*0** ^^ " W vIlO

for

Sam«

Carl and Price Ust

U

l^tflMil

& Company

W

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

New York

Lorillard's Snuff,
Est. 1760
:
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825

Established 1870

.

.

.

Factory

.

S. R.

No

79

KOCHER

Maaufacturer of Fine Havana and Domestic Cigars
and Packer of Loaf Tobacco
Leading brands—"Volitta," "Quaker," "Nabobs," "1-4-5," "Havana
Cream," "Imperial Beauty," "Little Yara"
»

I

Correspondence with wholeaale and jobbing trade invited

Factory and Offices:WRIGHTSVILLE, PA.

Gail

& Ax's Snu

WtNEST ELLINGER

ff,

:

Office:

CO.

M-MsWsrshw^Saiad

York

Boston. Maaa.

MENDELSOHN. DORNEMAN

A

137 PWaClt.

ODl

M»^CCO IMPORTERS

Addreeei

&

^

CA.TY

»'h

BA

Havana Tobacco

Co.

and Packers of Havana Leal
And Packers of Pvicno
Rican Tobacco
I3o

Am

MAXIMILIAN STERN

Irnrortfrs

wutL

18 Obrapla Street. Havana, Caba
G^Me 'IfNICUM"
p. e.

CcT*™

iM WATER STRUT. NEW YORK

Manuel Alvarez

Prasse

8l

CcNDDmlssion Merchants
Leaf Tobacco
Cigars

Packers and Importars

Offi ce,

Streets

Michaelsen

TOBACCO
New
IM-

IS.

Cor.

Houses: Strasburg and Lancaster

,

Clavel No.

1.

Havana. Cuba

165 Front

Straat,

New Yoik

WATER STREET

Est. 1851

E. L.

CHOICE CIGAR

& SONS

.

H.

LEAF TOBACCO

Heu..,. LaacasUr.
Fieri..

MANUFACTURED BY

nfth Ave., New

NISSLY

MTABLIIHED

OROWBRa AND PACKERS OP

Maccoboys — K.appees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWeet and Plain Scotchs
CO., Ill

&

RANCK

H.

Dome^c Leaf Tobacco
Duke and Chestnut
L ANCASTE R, PENNA.
Packinf

Cigars

St.,

Raaa

Packer aad Dealer la

Havana Cuba

Cuba - 58 Broad

Always

D. SELLERS. SELLERSVILLB. PA.

MILTON

(EL

avana.

Co., Sellenrillt, Pt.

,

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

GEORGE W. HELME

&

PA.

TOBAOCO

for Manufacturiag Ciff«> Boxaa Is
for One Mora Good Customer

MONROE

YORK

The standa rds of America

Street,

Our Capacity

SCftAP

Y0U,

CIGAR BOXES. Go te

Keystone Cigu Box

nAFFENBURGH
SONS
SlUALITY HAVANA
H

H41AaA. AMTTAO
-«u«^.
AlJ'li'^.^^'^
tS

WOODHAVEW AVENUE, GLENDALE. NEW

Co.

PANTIN

Tobacco

aaJ Warakonaa. 15 Baat Oark Awaaa.

Fer GcBuina Sawad

&

LEAF TOBACCe

MANUFACTTUMU OP CIOAI

OF HAVANA

of HtOmna and Sumatr*. TuJut* «f 5mi
T»iieeo and Growers of GeorgU Smmatr*

142 Water

Leaf

Neptuno 6.

Largest asstrtnieot if Plain aid Faacr

V rite

PA.

CommiMion Merchant

I.

BREMEN, GERMANY

Street

l«a

And Importers of HA VANA
No. 143 Market Street, LjuicMter, Pa.

Consulado 142,

HAVANA, CUBA—Gonsulado lU

Imit» rUn
t,e*j

LANCASTER,

Nissly

F.

LESLIE

SiMufActvrers of BinJinfs, GaUowis, Tsfftha,

A; Cohn

St.,

LEAF TOBACCO

AND ARTBMUA

Leaf Tobacco Merchant

C^ Sro.

WATEK STREET

Addre«,. -Nawtear"

I!:!':^"

Salaaraam

Packers aad Daeriara la

HEINRICH NEUBERGER

151 North 3d St, Philadelphia

145

CaWe

;

THE YORK TORACGO CO.

Leaf Tobacco

W. Walnut

John

Wa Want Your OpIaU*

Trial.

SPECIALTY-'.'UELTA ABAJO

LEAF TOIACCO
3«f a»d 3«r N. ThM St., PhflaMpUa

IVosen'wald

GIva Us a

i

Warahsuaa: Blnl-ln-Hand, Lanaaatar Ca., Pa.

Almacen de Tabace tn Rama

•f Kawna ami SnoMiIra and
Ptidtert of Seed Leaf Tobacco
Finest Retail Department in Pennsylvania

IL,

Stodc Cards.

CARDENAS y CIA

STRAUS k CO.

HIPPLE BROS.

Solicited

Cigar Ribbons, Silk ImiUtion and MMslinola Rlbhta
Priatod or SUmped in Gold or SUror

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Ml, Ml,

M

Offiaa and

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS
Labels.

Cigar Box Labels
M J
i^^mMiNGS.

LEAMAN

K.

HANOVER, PENNA.

THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA

306 NO.

Corre«pood«nce

^^^

ALL KINDS OF

CHICAGO. 105 WEST MONROR STREET,
LOUIS O. CAVA. Mgr.

y.

jf^^

A^^l^

Sectntf A?e.,

NEW YORI

IIO-II2

LOEB-NUf^EZ

33

NEW FACTORY

1877

IfM

W. HEFFENER & SON
Steam Cigar Box Manufacturers

Main Office: RerM, Pa.

AND MAKERS OF
Patented Wire Bound Shipping Caaes

Yirk

SanpU
I

HOWARD

Ic

lOUNDARY AVE.

YOIUC. PA.

;

THE TOBACCO WORLD

IN PUBLICITY

BELIEVERS

Heywood. Strasser&,Voigt LithoCo.

to sell and want our
These foremost houses of the trade have reliable floods
Read their story and when writinit tell them
subscribers to know about them.

26- STREET & 9- AVENUE, NEW YORK

you saw

it

in

The Tobacco >Vorld.

No
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CO.. LTD.

Avenue

New

Cigars

made,

body and

have

Government supervision and

72

OFFICE

Little

are

high standard of quality

Clear Havana Cig^ars

•

End or Cork-tipped

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous
nUdX. MARK

SON

and as Cool
bum

Spanish

character

—A

maintained under

inspection.

Look for the Government Guarantee
Stamp on Every ^ox

York

AND FACTORY; TAMPA, FLORIDA
?M

'!llilillliilllliiiiiii'lii!ii!iiiitii'»ii''''i'?wm

New York AddreM, 437

Fifth

Avcnnt

1

Londres Grandes

Darby
The

&

VETERANO

Finest All
at

Joan
SIZE

Habana Cigar

2 for 25c.

Cigars
ever

is

the

made

having that delicate

Mildness and Fine

by Connoisseurs.

Aroma Sought
Made only by

JOHN W. MERRIAM &
101 Spring Street,

(MERRIAM CIGARS

CO.

Nev^ York

INC., 9\JCCE,SSOn.)

For Gentlemen of Good Taste

San

CIGARS

The

CIGAR MFG. CO.

The Deisel-Wemmer Company

PHILADELPHIA

LIMA, O.

W

INTENTIONAL 2ND EXPOSURE

Felice

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD

2

olfAdc^

Quality Paramount

FlSENLOHR^S

8

CELEBRATED

H.

UPHANN

CIGARS

(

"4 RACE

all

ain't

•*• in gettin' started
first ", as the tarrypin
I

when he passed

said

the rabbit
f
?

5(1;

on the road.

JEITLES

& BLUMENTHAL,

Ltd,

PHILADELPHIA.

The two years VELVET
spends in gettin'

make

started helps to

a winner.

it

^

Strictiy

Clear Havana Cigar

m^^^

Independent Manufacturer
Ji

CHAS.

LANDAU

X/ELVETS

ageingis important!

Sole Agent for United States and Canada

82 Wall Street

^

New York

Board of Trade Bldg., Montreal, Canada

two gears

means the

It

differ-

between *'just
tobacco" and VELVET
thesmoothest Smok-

—

Fanqr Cigar Boxes
made by

Tobacco.

Nature does a
those

two

lot

years.

Henry H. Sheip Nfg. Co.
Columbia Ave. and 6th St.

in

PHILADELPHIA

All

disappears,

harshness

improved,
mellowness is brought

the flavor

%m.

out

to

VELVET

VffiW

r'

ence

ing

.t'4BAt*f"<

\,..

is

the
is

full

— and

the result.

Havana, Cuba
Estrella

No.

19

Clear Havana Cigars
Manufacturers of the old brands

"Sol" and "Devesa de Murias"

Lopez Hermanos

Independent factories
'

Makers

Our Motto:

Quality, always
a little better than
Havana's Best

New York

MURIAS
TOBACCO

Reproduction of a VELVET SMOKING
advertisement appearing in the National Magazines

Office:

250 Fourth Ave.

Factory:

Tampa,

Fla.

1*

i
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THE TOBACCO WORLD
Made at our Newark, N.

It

Will

j^x'^ou To Push

The Larger Tuxedo Packages

J«,

Factories

ROCKY FORD

HAND MADE
We also

is

equal to

making

sell a

90c

Glr.ss

Humidor

ten separate sales of

Tuxedo it
10c Tuxedo Tins!
of

"FAMOUS"

and

Write for

full

G Bro.

MAKERS

manufacture at our several Pittsburgh

a very attractive and extensive line of
cigars and stogies to retail at 2 for 5 cents, and
3 for 5 cents. Our leaders

CIGAR8

Arguellesy Lopez

NICKEL CIGAR

factories,

Every time you

TADEMA

HAVANA

GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE
222 PEARL STREET

TAMPA

lEALTAO 129

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

HAVANA

"FLAG HEADS"
Information

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.

You

get a tenfold result with the

same time and

effort.

You increase your sales, multiply your profit,
make sure your customer doesn't buy nine-tenths of
tobacco somewhere
Start

Isn't that

else.

right in today to see

10c Tuxedo Tins you can change to

Tuxedo

that

requests for
Quantity sales.

your customers how much time and bother the
quantity package will save them, and the extra enjoyment
and satisfaction they will get out of it. A big percentage
Just

OJraljam Oloitrtn^g

and

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE

MADE

PUNCH

worth while?

how many

PITTSBURGH, PA.

General Offices.

"MILD

Ji Cigar With Hardly a Rival
MANUEL LOPEZ, Proprietor, 28 Rayo St., Habana, Cuba
AUGUST KUTTNADEI. Gcicnl RepraeiUtlTC,

235 FIFTH AVE.,

Lead

Thei;

"LA

MEGA"

F.

Guerros Diaz & Co., Tampa,

Y.

Go
it's

Tuxedo 90c Glass
Tuxedo 50c Glass
Tuxedo 80c Tin
Tuxedo 40c Tin

Pendas

&

it

Alvare

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA
-

80 J -803

42iul Street.

New

Yoilc

The Leader in all the
World's Markets

Our Motto: "OUALITY''•t
and Salesroom,

W«A

HAVANA CIGARS
ROMEO Y l ULIETA

CIGARS
Office

3S

$c dnnJitt CUnrnpatig

Fia,

1867

THIRD AVE.

U. S.

ReprMMUtift: Wn. T.Tayler, §3 Brtad

St.,lf.Y.Cit7.

NEW YORK QTY

Humidor
Humidor
Humidor
Humidor

The

BACHIAS

tiou\

CENTRAL
UNION

Central
in

Renowned

NEW
CUT
SMOKING

Uniformity

R. A.
*7 We,t

AND COLD BAND

BACHIA & CO.

%x%mmA

St.

a

New Cut

Packed

for

f^CJ^Tinci BY THE CREEJV

Union

Smoking Tobacco

For Hon of Means

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

Orig^inal

and Genuine

HaTanaCigtri

and keep right at itpaying others and it will pay you
to

Arktr, iM^rrall
1

Cff^arette

1 he tiitniher and variety of Tuxedo
Quantity Packings and their attractive
appearance will help you a whole lot.
Display these Tuxedo packings prominently where your customers cannot fail
to see them.
If a man doesn't want the
big 90c Tuxedo Glass Humidor or 80c
Tin Humidor, then suggest the 50c ^or
40c Packings. You'll be pretty sure'to
land him with ojie of these 4 handsome
Packings of this popular tobacco.

The
The
The
The

^iSSi!^

HAVANA CIGARS OF THE HIGHEST
QUALITY AND BEST WORKMANSHIP

ESTABLISHED

The Perfect Tobacco for Pfhe ami

the Leaders

26 SIZES

way you can

increase your sales so fast arid so easy.

f>

NEW YORK

tell

of them will see the point, and there's no

L

HAVANA BLEND

N«w York

Y'
'

t^FACYFORUSt
tNfi'PCfJF?

riGARETTE

in

a

Pocket-proof Package
1>2 ounces

— 5 cenU

"^

J

United States Tobacco Co.

RICHMOND.

VA.

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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The Exceptional Cigar

Look!

Stop!
Listen
This

is

the psychological

The

wrappers.

moment

for

you

to begin to use domestic

condition of the imported wrapper market

is

danger-

you don't look out you will work another year for nothing,
$1.85 per pound duty; labor higher than ever; fillers
or at a loss.
and binders higher than ever; and imported wrappers dangerously
PROFIT
YOU.
high; these are facts that spell—
ous.

If

NO

BUSTILLO BROS. & DIAZ,

Inc.

We

GENERAL OFFICES

New York

267 Fourth Avenue

City

"44" Cigar Co.

!

Wrappers

BAYUK BROTHERS

&

41 and 43 Beaver

DIRECT IMPORTERS

Street,

Co.

of the highest grades of Cigars

manufactured by the

Independent Factories
FIVE CENT CIGAR

of
all

of

Havana

which are made under the personal

of the oldest cigar manufacturers in

PHILADELPHIA

its

own

G2CTO CIGAR

FOR rOITY YEARS
THE ITA^DARO

COMPANY
Wl^h

Bx

T.

Clear Havana

C^can Are Judsed

Cuba, thus

J.

Upon

DUNN
MaK*r«

The
Writ*
Factorr:

hr Op«B Tarritory
Kay We«t.

Fla.

Naw York Offica; 203 W. Broadway

and

and

taste as

good

as

supervision

retaining for each

individuality.

Price List Mailed

K. H.

control,

any imported wrapper.
They will
make money for you on every cigar that you sell.
Use Florida, Georgia and Connecticut Shadegrown.
The only way that will enable you to make money, is to please
your customers.
Which would you rather be, prejudiced or
prosperous?
It's up to you.
that burn

I

New York

light, fine quality

GEORGIA and FLORIDA

Philadelphia

G. S. Nicholas

have some fancy,

FOR

New

401-403

Request.

<a CO.

of

Bachelor

E. 91«t Straet.

Naw

OBACCO

LMATRA

MERICAIN

A LWAYS

T HE

S ELLS

Ci(ir

OMPAINY
C HOICEST

TOBACCO

Yark

Water

New

Street,

York,

9EST THAT SKILL. EJ^ERGY AND MONEY CAy PRODUCE
kBUSHCD 1860

H. FEINDRICH. Maker, EVAISSVILLE. IND.

QG

3G

3QG

;
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Smoked from Coast
Attractive Containers

More

Make

a

and attention-conjpelhnf;— thus aictin^
in an intnxhiction between smolie and smoI<er.
Secondly. the(|uahty an«l workmanship successfully i)r()tect the llav«»r, aroma and freshness—

Heekin Cans are not

LITFKHJRAPHKI).

stenciled

KV

'

^

K

I'romj)! service on all <.rders.

New

San Martin

district in

CO.

^

The

Vuelta

Streets

Abajo

turers are also

these

sales

;(o()ds

&

Leon

Pvcry crumb of FR AT
bacco
to

quality

To-

tradi-

unique
profit-

I

sharing

Would
Most

the result oi these offers as far as toconcerned? In answer (i. M.Cales. jiresi-

:

cost double in

jobbers are

tins.

supplied.

"Over 100.000 packages of 'Stag' and 'Tuxedo'
tobacco.
over ..oo.oon of our own brand
of cigars, over .3,(HK).000 'Lord

P*H«r«m«

o(

nichmond, Vj.

You Cannot be Mistaken

If

You Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes

to

&

Ink"

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, 120 Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes throughout Europe
GRAND DEPOTS OF

M

A Co., lac.

MWUdiriDO

AGEMCnS

IN

f

London. 8 Resem

St.. S.

(Cape*->wn. South Africa

W.

Goverameat Place
Alenndlm. Rue Chetiff Paoha

Calcutto.

WOMD
47th STREET,

THE PRMCIPAL CffES OF THE

214-216

WEST

1

cpi(,tes

Mr.

('.ales

regarding the

.sales

"Kumlanientally. the object is advertising."
said
he sale is always a big

^

.a«-s.

Mr.

I

advertisement.
If we
by a method which will get a lot of
people into
stores t«> buy
goods at prices which leave us some marU..^sonuu-h the better-and
we accomplish this with ..ur
a

advertise

tn,(]nr

Co., Inc., are

to

That means that the sales increased from
nearly
more than six and one-half times the
normal

.'^^'

M. Melachrino

I-eonirf

^'^^^'

'"""'*''

'T,

''"''

''' ^'*""^'

?'

'^ '^'^"

^'"'

•'^P'^iifli'l

*'^^'

'^•"^^

^^^lv for

US to in-

brands-thousands of
^'"'"^^
^'^1^'. and

<*""trolled

ml
we l,r -'""T" V"*"'"'"^'''^
Ikt

'i

t''"^'

'^

thereof afterwards.

Again.

CAIRO. Htmd OAce

aad Factvy
Hamburo. 18-20 GroMc BackentraiM

RICE LIST

UPON APPUCATION

NEW YORK

been

commented

upon by an
London, as

"The

oflficial

regulations for the importation of tobacco

between June 1st,
issued, and there

191(1.
is

and

little

May

in

.{Ist,

11M7, have

now been

them with which our readers

are not already familiar. The document leaves the
power
in the hands of the committee to withhold
licenses, or to
deal with them as regards the whole or part of the

goods

for

which a license

asked.
This tight control will be
a safeguard against improjjer use of licenses, and will
tell
favor of imp(jrters acting strictly in accordance with
the other i)rovisions of the regulations. 'Lhe power to r*^
(|uire any further infcjrmation beyond that included
in the
return of importations in 1015 is also on the side of keepinjj
matters in the proper grooves.
"Some light is found in the regulations as to the prc^,
ess by which the tobacco will filter thnmgh the hands of
the importer into those of the manufacturer, when the latter
is not himself also the importer.
In substance, the regulations provide for the preferential sui)ply of customers who
have purchased from particular importers in 10L5. If the
importer's offer of similar types of the 101.", purchase is
not accepted he may sell to others, with the reservation
that he shall sell to those who are short of the particular
is

m

The committee will receive any complaints as to
price or as to the supplying to those who are really short
of a certain tyj)e. and the committee will decide the matter
types.

in dispute.

"Now

this

rect importation.

goes on

in

•iVinter.s'

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES

have

""nnal.

I'indlay

amount.

Inc.

Their

sav that the investigation
the last sales, including <,ne hundred and
'orty-eight .stores, sales
increased from V.!l to (i.d more than

Mr.

tlircc

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,

Against

a general statement of Avhat ought to
occur, the i)osition having once been made into a regulation that the importers still import, and that manufacturers
who did not import in lOl.'i are not now to start with di-

Salisbury' cigarettes."

^howed that
Origiiul

will

products is
dentof the Louis K. Liggett C'omi)any jx.ints
to the follow"ig sales in forty stores during
a three davs' campaign

Exceedingly Better "

Philadelphia, Pa.

it

1

l»acco

5c

keeper

is

Xow what was

duo-paper package at

store-

it

"lo-cent 'Murat' cigars. '> for II cents." "lO-cent
'2
'.^tajr' tobacco,
for 11 cents." -I.j-cent 'Lord Salisburv'
cigarettes, -i fur
(i cents."

JOc quality— I Oc quantity
—retails in the Patterson

for the

if

cents."

tions.

proposition

sound

exert a great influence.
I'urther it is not a |)atent of the drug trade and
the cstahlishnient of the fact that such sales are sound business may cause their si)read to other lines, and in that event
every retailer in the country will be affected.
In these sales the smoker is taken care of with such
offers as the following: **10-cent 'Tuxedo' tobacco,
2 for 11

fully measures up

Patterson

that the idea

Safeguard

follows

a current issue ot

from

be

luiglish contemporary, "Tobacco", of

Ink."

that

death;

Tampa, Florida

"Lord" Cigar

'fi^^^

in

all sides Mr. bindlay
merits the careful attention of
everyone interested in general advertising,
lie i)oints out
that if the plan is not a sound one it will die a natural
cniiclude.s

Write for exclusive agency for the

Kingdom

manufacturer of branded

by Paul I'indlav

After review injj the subject

N0W2»!5t

HENRY'S CIGAR CO.,

di.scussed

is

Will

recentliy published official regulations regarding the imi)ortation of tobacco into the United

The (juestion of the effect of these

used.

Licenses

111'^

.

San Martin

•*

ill

on the product of the outside

••rrinters'

"Heekin Can Since 1901"

with a

sales

on such products.
C)f course the .sales are used to introduce the private
brands of the coni])any. but the brands of other manufac-

country.

CINCINNATI, O.

— Effect on Branded Goods Discussed
11.)

NEW TOBACCO REGULATIONS.

Improper Use— Those Who Did Not
Import in 1915 Cannot Begin Now

the country liavc creattvl
>ne-Cent Sales" of the
such a furDre as the
The
1. i^j.jett- Hiker- II ej^eman chain of druj^ stores.
j^^cjods
branded
are
introduced in these
fact that
question
of
aroused
the
the
effect
of these sales
has

sales

brands to the
jobber and dealer is demonstrated by their
constantly increasing sales throughout the
of

Control of

*'(

Cuba.
value

OF THE

Them as Good Business — Others See No
Them — If Sound May Spread to Other

K( )^.AI'.I>^'

&

plantations in the famous

Culvert, Sixth

and

Lines

Leon cigars are guaranteed to be long filler, hand made by the
Spanish method, manufactured in Tampa,
Fla., from tobacco imported from our own

l>e-

It

Virtue in

Made-in-Bond

The HEEKIN

CAN

ElBriche"

Genuine Clear Havana Brands

artistic

thus aiding in the welding of a friendshi]>
tween smoke and smoker.

No. 15.

AN ENGLISH CONTEMPORARY'S VIEW

"ONE CENT"

VIEWED BY MANUFACTURERS

SALES

Some Endorse

«k'sij;ns that are Irtily

— T If

EFFECT 0FLI6GETT

"HoyodeCuba"

HEEKIN CANS
hthopraphed with

& Leon"

"Flor de San Martin

"I'is true a smoke miis( contain {jcxKlnesN und
(|uality to enjoy u success, hut tlie container has
much to do with creat in j; success.

firstly are

1916.

1,

to Coast

Smokes

Attractive

AND NEW YORK, AUGUST

PHILADELPfflA

XXXVI.

Vol.

'"^^^
Unn' 'T"
"^'' not

with.drugsr
'''''"'

r-'plied:'"

^'^''

^''-•'^ ^^^''^t.v of goods we handle
usually associated in the public mind

'''""'^

^''*"

'"t-1''"'^-*-

(Continued on Pant'

objection

J.S)

.Mr.

(

lales

is

The whole

princi|)le of the regulations
that you must have imported in lOlT) or you Will not be
able to import now.
It is too late to enter into the pros
and cons. The matter was discussed fully in our columns
is

long before the regulations were framed. Now the trade
know that no fresh importers will be allowed, and that
in their dealings with merchants who buy for reselling to
them they will be under the l)enevt)lent protection of the
committee.
"The wi>rk of the committee, as a judicial body, will
be most important, because they will have to decide where
two firms want the same t<tl)acco which one shall have it.
T-'or if a small man is very short of tobacco and a|)plies to
a merchant who insists in selling the exact tvpes the little
man wants to a larger firm, who will pay a higher price,
business interests may conflict with the meaning of the
regulations.

The committee

U

have to decide as to
price in such a case, and will, inorcfjver. have to say who
shall have the tobacco.
There will be, of <-ourse, keen
for
competition
leaf, and just how the committee will step
will

(Continued on Page i8)
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Cuba's Second Industry Far

From

THE TOBACCO WOBLD
No Working Agreement Among Big Companies

Satisfactory

The

result of the year's business in Cuba's second
The
dustry, that of tobacco, were far from satisfactory.

in-

and manufactured tobacco were valued
at only $24,413,778, a decrease of $1,854,815 in leaf and
$1,218,112 in manufactured tobacco. This slump, however,
entirely attributable to the adverse effects of the
war, as the excessive rains of the winter of 11)15 wrought
havoc with the crop in most sections, and the industry was
already considerably depressed at the beginning of the war.

the growers of tobacco suffered but the thousands of tobacco workers in the cities keenly felt the depression. But these adverse circumstances may serve to bring
ajjout a healthy readjustment in the economic affairs of the
Many tobacco growers are now devoting their
country.
lands to cane and other food crops. The Department of

When

Rotarians

—

ing excellent work in this line. I'xperts are also engaged in
demonstrating the use of modern machinery and agricultural methods direct to the farmers in some sections, more
particularly in the tobacco districts of Western Cuba.—
"Commerce Reports."

In former years practically all tobacco exports passed
through Puerto Plata, but owing to the condition of the

railway connecting this port with the interior, about onethird of the total was shipped via Sanchez in 1915. In spite
of the increase in exports the 1915 crop was the smallest in
many years, amounting to about 75,000 seroons (115 pounds
each), or less than half of a normal yield. The increased exports were due to shipments of the 1914 crop, which, owing

European war and to internal difficulties, had been
held in storage. Because of the shortness of the crop, prices
advanced steadily throughout the year, and in view of the
lack of transportation facilities, both rail and ocean, circumstances were not altogether to the disadvantage of the tobacco interests. The loss of the German market has been
more or less compensated for by new relations with IIol
land and other European countries.

to

Cincinnati, O., July

cigar

prices

And

speaking of cigarettes the "Fatima"

brand

is

about as well advertised locally as any in a long time.
livery local stand handling the brand is displaying the at-

Company

furnishes a

good

line

on

)thcr

Two

falling off;

and

transients

into

the

and they helped the local sales considerably. Tlie
dealers for the most part had a noticeable increase in sales.
And one of the most popular Rotarians was Angel L.
Cuesta, Sr., who came to the Convention accompanied by
his wife and daughter.
city

"Spanish Tips" are three for five cents smokes that
are being introduced about town by the J. B. Moos Company. C. F. Roper, of Columbus, O., is the manufacturer
and he has come to town to conduct a campaign on the
brand.

has returtied

George

Brown, president of the J. B. Moos Company,
to town from a visit to New York.

W.

Hill,

vice-president of the .\merican

bacco Company, was a recent visitor who stated his
ism regarding the condition of the tobacco industry.

To-

optim-

other districts

sales force of

jobbm?
cover the local territory and Central States for the
department. He was formerly with S. Frieder & Son.
at
Charles Krohn, who has been spending a vacation
busines?
Powell, Wis., is back in town in fine fettel for fall
wa^
Henry Wemmer. of the Dciscl-Wemmer Company,

a recent visitor with the

T

.ima delegation to the Rotary

Convention.
Boulevard Cig^r Company is the name of
stand recently opened at 123 Fast Sixth Street.
ducted by Joseph Rey and I. Roth.

the

iHi

Louis.

company has been located at its Battery
Street address. It was at one time bought out by the American Tobacco Company, but upon the dissolution of that
company came under the wing of the Liggett & Myers inSince 1907 the

terests.

During the past several months

has been necessary
conduct the various departments in separate buildings,
l)Ut in the new building all will be housed under one roof, including offices, warehouse, shipping department and factory.
The exterior design is along classic lines, giving dignity to the structure and taking it out of the ordinary
factory class. The entire building is of reinforced
concrete of
the flat slab

it

type.

The windows

afford

ample

light for

manufacturing and office purposes. The interior walls are
all lined with white
glazed tile, adding to the light and en-

wash rooms, rest rooms and kitchenettes are
The building is completely equipped with ele-

Showers,
l)rovided.

is con

It

John Bollman Company in New Home
The John Bollman Company, San l-'rancisco, Cal.,
widely known as manufacturers of tobaccos and cigarettes,
removed recently from their old quarters, 331 Battery Street,
to its new building at Fourth and Braman Streets.
These
quarters comprise one of the most complete and up-to-date
tobacco factories in the country and the largest west of St.

suring absolute cleanliness.

m«

vators, shoots,

general rule regarding consigntuents for the Netherlands
in the case of tobacco, which was not required to be con-

signed to the trust.

stores in the city.

imum.

^

A

.

.

,

'

^^^^

.

intercommunicating telephones, signal systems, etc. Semi-indirect lighting
is i)rovided and steam heat
furnished, all to add to the comfort
and efficiency of the employes. An automatic
sprinkler system and fire-alarm system has been installed, reducing
the insurance rate to a min-

-^^^

a
has the same average as last year,

show an

increase.

The chewing, smoking,

to

Rohde & Company, of East Pearl
will
has been augmented by Julian Fishback who

The

all

New
New England

snuff and export types show
1,132,000 last year, an increase of 60,800 acres, or 5.3 per cent. The Old Bright, Newl,192,«oo acres,

The Rotarians brought about 5000

J.

F

total area of cigar tobacco is 187,100 acres, compared with 172,400 acres in 1915, an increase of 8.5 per cent.
districts.
York and Georgia and Florida show

tractive poster.

Gerson

II

The

this.

Journal."

Jo^nstow^
Daly & McGuire to Act as "United" Agents in
Arrangements have recently been made whereby
act as
McGuire. Johnstown cigar dealers, are to
i<t
\ne to
agents for the United Cigar Stores Company.
opening has been set for August 5th.
The Daly & McGuire firm, composed of <^'^''''J
Dalv and Frank McGuire was organized "^^^'y.^^f •:. „
ago! After being engaged solely in the "i^"".*f ;"' , ,n^
considera.^.
cigars for nearly a year, they branched out
*"^
opened a cigar store. From time to tune.
^ ,„(!
branched out since then, adding f^r.st a ^'"'''^^^J^
jt^as
tin
^.^^^
then a i)remium department to the establishment
promin
most
become today one of the largest and

IRREGULAR PAGINATION

Cigar Stores

departments of tobacco manufacture are not far beImportant interests are now taking sales of 22,000,hind.
(i()(i,()(H) cigarettes by the American companies this year as
compared with about 18,000,000,000 in 1IM5.— "Wall Street
(

to the

Shipment of Tobacco to Netherlands
All tobacco, except that from Dutch colonies, must
now be consigned to the Netherlands Oversea Trust. The
British Government formerly made an exception to the

the season, of 1,060,587,000 pounds indicating an
increase
for the current season of 130,739,000 pounds, or
about 12 per
cent. The condition of the crop of July 1st, in
practically
every section of the country, was better than the same date
last year, and the prospects as a whole are exceedingly
good
for the harvesting of a full crop.

Liiited

the brand.

Per Cent.

Published reports of a combination.
ur working agreement, affecting the American Tobacco
Company, United Cigar Stores and Tobacco Products are
absolutely without foundation.
Cigarette sales in this country continue to show big
Rapidly expanding business of the
<,rains over a year ago.

1

should be a big year.

it

8.5

information as yet although the directors of the parts of
Company acknowledge that this
tlie old American Tobacco

25, 1916.

are talking about
cigarette manufacturers

which retails at ten cents a package of twenty. The dealers
do not see their way to pass the raise on to the consumer
and they are not keen about standing it themselves as
is a fact that there is little enough profit in cigarettes anyway. While the advertising and demand keeps up, however, it is not likely to result in any of the dealers dropping

Than Last Year— Cigar Leaf

Area Increases

low of last year.
There are reports of further developments pending in
Little can be secured in the way of
the tobacco industry.

the
have been busy and the result is an increase of ten
cents a thousand on one of the big selling brands

raising

General Conditions Better

tobacco crop of the United States in 1916 will be
larger than that of last year according to all official
Government data obtainable upon the planted area
and the probable production, the estimate of w^hich
is based upon the condition of the
growing crop, July 1st.
The estimate of a yield of 1,191,326,000 pounds, 'compared
with a final estimate of the 1915 crop at the same time
of

IIILE the cigar manufacturers

Street,

Dominican Republic's Tobacco Crop Small

Come

L. Cuesta a Popular Visitor

Not only

Agriculture is making great effort to interest the farmers
in the tobacco sections in the growing of fruits and vegetables and other food products so greatly in demand in th^^
home market. A glance at the importation figures shows
the necessity for this movement food products of a total
value of nearly $54,000,000 were imported in 1915, and of
these probably not more than 50 per cent, consisted of
products not easily grown at home. The necessity for these
imports is, of course, brought about by the specialization in
agriculture on sugar and tobacco. The high cost of living in
Cuba is largely the result of such specialization, in the face
of a high tariff* on practically all imports.
In the case of land devoted to cane growing, crop diversification is, of course, not possible, as cane occupies the
land the entire year, but in tobacco it is quite different, as
only selected areas of land are devoted to the crop, and even
this land is occupied in tobacco growing only less than half
Some farmers have succeeded in growing two
the year.
crops in addition to tobacco on the same land in a given year.
These cases, however, are exceptional. I'ut, as stated, the
Cuban Department of Agriculture is endeavoring to bring
about a change in this system. 'IMie central agricultral experiment station and the district stations and schools are do-

— Sales Jump
Town— Angel

Price of Cigarettes Boosted to Dealers

was not

Tobacco Crop Will Be Large

The improved earning position of the various tobacco
companies has resulted in marked advances in the price of
subsidiaries of the tobacco combinathe shares of former
Since July 1st Liggett & Myers common and Lorillard
tion.
Tobacco common have sold at record high figures. Ameritwenty points above
can Tobacco common has advanced
30th, and more than thirty from the
the quotation of June

total exports of leaf

13

spur track on the property will affcjrd direct facilities
I'T shipping,
which will be augmented bv auto trucks, ar'^npod in such a way that the raw
material will enter one
<nd of the building
and come out a finished i)roduct at the
other end, ready for
distribution to the customer.
Ihe corporation officers are:
president. George W.
\\hitaker; vice-presidents,
C. F. Pitts and R. D. Frisselle
secretary-treasurer, T.. M. Gilliam, and
auditor, R. F. I'oote.

Bright

,.../'• ^- Paine has
\^ '"son, at
Fontana,

purchased the cigar business of
California.

J.

R.

and

Louisiana-Perique districts show decreased
acreages, while each of the others has an increase. The
decrease in the New Bright district was caused by a shortage
of plants and dry weather at transplanting time.
The decrease is in South Carolina. Eastern North Carolina has
about the same acreage as last year.
In the Old Bright district plants were scarce and the
weather dry during the early i)art of the planting season
conditions were favorable during the latter part of May and
June and the crop was set later than usual. In all other districts dry weather caused no inconvenience at planting
time.
In New York excessive rains and cool weather retarded
plant growth and destroyed some fields after transplanting
was accomplished. This in connection with a shortage of
plants, caused the reduction in acreage.
In the LouisianaPerique district low prices and slow sales discouraged growers and the area is the smallest in recent years. In the
other
districts plants were plentiful, and, while in some instances
excessive rains delayed transplanting for a few days, the
crop was transplanted in good time. The stand as a' rule
is better than usual, but cultivation has
been delayed in

most

by too much rain in June.
The Georgia and Florida crop is being harvested and
gives promise of being one of the best ever grown in that
districts

district.

Throughout Kentucky the crop seems to be in better
condition than last year, and there will probably be an increased yield in both the burley and dark sections of the
State.

Making

Sales of Manila Leaf

Horace R. Kelly & Company, sole representatives in
the United States of the "Helios'' Manila cigar, are doing
some business with Manila leaf. Several eastern cigar
manufacturers have made purchases with the idea of
developing a permanent business with blended Manila leaf,
if

their first efi'orts prove successful.

New

;

-,

compared with

Cigar Factory for Stillwater, Minn.

The Michaelson Cigar Company has recently opened
a factory in the Foster i^- Withrow Building, North Main
Street, .Stillwater, Minn.
Mr. Michaelson removed to that
from River Falls, and brought several families with
him. About a dozen hands will be employed at first.
city

1.
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low much time

spent hy a salesman in ex])laining
the character of the j^ockIs he is selling; and the facts about
It is safe to assume that a
the company he represents?
very larj^e proportion is used for educaOne of the functions of a
tional work.
Salesmen's
trade paper is to do this educational work.
Time
Trade paper advertisinj,' which really educates the reader saves the salesman's time and the firm's
I

money.

The most

is

successful linns

employ

this

OFFICE
BOY'S

end?

you trying to accomplish something with your
life, trying to get somewhere, trying to be somebody or
something worth while?
You either have an ambition to advance, or you are

Or

are

satisfied
If

to stand

COLUMN

still.

you have no ambition, excuse

me

for

breaking into

your slumbers.

me encourage you

DID IT EVER HAPPEN TO YOU?

Not every one who climbs gets to the top, but the
man who keeps clindjing keeps getting nearer the top.
The man who does not climb dies in the rut he might

Sniokin' after dinner often
Makes a woman feel like sinnin'.
When the men folks light short-fillers
And burn up her table linen.

your

to

of contributions.

you have ambition,

to stick

If

let

effort to climb.

Keep it in your mind that you are going to be something more than an average business man, that you are
going to get your head at least a little way above the heads

Effects of the Thrift Habit

Thrift is the foundation of character. The employee
who learns to manage his personal affairs so that he may
save some part of his earnings, will use, after the habit is
once formed, the same care in saving his employer's time
and material. As his savings account grows, he becomes interested iiv his town. The fact that he has a few dollars in
the bank soon gives him a feeling of security, which in turn

of those

come back determined to dig
E.

method.

tories in the

Berengher to Expand
cigar
For the purpose of extending their business the
Oleanj
manufacturing hrm of Keguera tS: IJerengher. Xew
wy
La., have recently apjjlied for a charter to incorporate
in bu>
r,asi)er ( Ireco. well known
cai)ital stock (jf $'20.()(K>.

&

•

admitted to the firm and
^>*^^"'"J^'
vice-presidei
president. Joseph W.'lU-rengher is named as
treasurer o
while lulward Reguera becomes secretary and

new company.

its

No doubt due to the fact that when he
wet territory he always fills up with enough liquid
nourishment to carry him across dry districts. This emblem
ought to go to those who live in dry territory, but who do
not neglect to lay in a healthy stock of "wtt goods" to last
them between trips to the s(jurce of supplv.
leaves

tJnited States.

and

will

been widelv

probably retain the old
known in .\ew York for

a generation.

Cigarette

Smoker Dies

at the

Age

of 107

Abraham Rosenberg. lo7 years old. died recentlv
a his home
m Pittsburgh, following an illness of a few days.
ir. Rosenberg
was born in Russia and came to this countrv
Israel

years ago.

Mr. Rosenberg attributed his
longevitv to an abundance
>• exercise, early
rising and the smoking of cigarettes. He
"fver rode in a street
car in his life, and his trips downtown
^vere

always made

is

tnrori
•

"%

hy the

af<.ot.

the

P.ull

family

we submit:
John

The other

fellow's.

'^"'"

AFTER FORTY YEARS
"Lee Chancellor, rejjresenting the .\merican Tobacco
Comi)any, is demonstrating one of their newest products,
'Sweet Caporal' cigarettes,
Prazil this

week."— From

boldface

ours.

is

— Ed.)

among

the business houses in

the Prazil, Ind., "Times."

(The

AND HE WAS RIGHT AT THAT
this

Not so long ago a negro was burned at the stake in
State by infuriated citizens. There was a loud clamor

and conviction of those responsible for the act.
bred Morgan, the widely known cartoonist of the *Tn(juirer," responded with a cartoon of Justice with a sword in
her hand. The caption ran, "Let Justice Be Done."
The morning the cartoon appeared Morgan rushed into
the news roc^m and inquired if anything had l)een said about
the cartoon? He was told there had not been.
"Don't you see anything wrong with it?" he asked.
for the arrest

The reply was in
"Good Heavens,"

the negative.

Morgan, "Justice has the sword
m her left hand." And sure enough she had.
The upshot of the v.hole matter was a coat of whitewash for all those involved.
After the news came that the Irand Jury had refused
to render any indictments, Morgan came into the news room
and said in a relieved tone of voice
said

(

°" "I'aramount" cigars, manufac-

I

.Mendelsohn Companv, is reported bv the
^nke Drug Compa.iy, the
Kansas City distributors.
1

in

J.

a^ a sei)arate institution,
'inn name which has

thirty-tive

For membership

Durham

Reorganization of G. S. Nicholas & Company
Following the recent dissolution of the firm of G, S.
Nicholas (k Company, caused by the withdrawal
of the interests represented by (irosvenor
Nicholas, it is announced
tbat the tAd firm will continue
as before. The cigar dei)artnient will not be affected.
(irosvenor Nicholas will enter the wine and spirits trade

j

the

Party has selected the camel as

Prohil)ition

end)lem.

in.

Stachelbcrger Enters Leaf Trade
F. J. Stachelbcrger, who has been connected with the
Jose Lovera Company as leaf buyer, has recently severed his
connection with that firm. Mr. Stachelberger will remove
to Havana, Cuba, where he will engage in
the leaf business,
It being understood
that he will represent a number of fac-

time for clerical work of some member of his office force,
can induce and help a percentage of his employes to save,
of helj)is he not securinc: the nucleus of a steadv class
men and women who can be depended on to stick, m
be o.
larger their bank account grows, the surer he may
tw
their services. If you had an important place to fill and
knew
applicants for the job, of e(pial ability, one that you
had a savings account, and one that you knew had nothing
\\^se to
ahead, which would you emi)l(jy. Would it not he
yo«f
make an effort to lift all your emidoyes to the level of
choice?"

that citv

find yourself settling back,

See what others are doing and how much worth while
they deem it to keep trying to be something better.
You will get a renewal of ambition in this way and

or slack time they cannot pay their bills, and as soon as they
use up what little credit they have many jump to a new
town, often just when the tide turns and the shop is getting
busy. The argument is that they owe so much money it will
take all their wages for scnne time to come to pay old bill>.
Ik;
It is to steady this class of labor that saving should
made easy. If an employer, by the expenditure of a little

<.f

The

wider horizon.

subject of thrift is one that is interesting employers in every line, and the tobacco industry is no excepMr. Corry says further:
tion.
"The man with a bank account is able to stay with a
concern during a period of depression, or when the shop
has a dull season and is working only part time. According
to statistics, 'JS per cent, of wage earners spend every cent
they make between pay days. As soon as they have sickness

ness affairs

HO! HUM! WHO'S A CAMEL?
official

taking it easy,
thinking that perhai)S after all it is not worth while to
struggle so hard to get ahead, just take a day or a week off
and get out, away from home, in touch with some of the
people who are doing the bigger things, living the lives of

The

Reguera

around you.

When you

>

J.

THE

better die in a trench.

July.

JACOB WERTHEIM. New York
GEORGE W. HILL. New York
EDWARD WISE, New York
A.

head the

the

makes him a safe man. As his mind is tm his work, the
work improves, and accidents diminish.
Thus writes R. P. C!orry in "American Industries" for

TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES.

JESSE

I'rominent in the list of gifts is
tosmoking tobacco and pipes have
cigarettes,
bacco. Cigars,
l)een contributed in large quantities.
Manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and consumers have all helped and are still
Committtees are being organized to maintain a
helping.
steady supply of cigars and tobaccos for the soldiers while
they remain at the front. The Great War is establishing
precedent regarding the use of tobacco by soldiers and
needs no comment.
In trouble and disaster the nations of the earth have
always found America generous in her help and contributions. Throughout the war now raging abroad tobacco has
been given freely by the people of this country. And now
that our own soldiers are feeling in part the privations and
restrictions of service it is not surprising that tobacco should

I'JIG,

;

1916

JOSEPH F. CULLMAN, JR., New York
ASA LEMLEIN, New York
LEON SCHINASI. New York
CHARLES DUSHKIND, New York
New York Offices, 5 Beekman

by Frank Farrington.
What are you trying to do?
Are you just jogging along, earning your pay, taking
vour income as it comes in, satisfied to save a little money
each year and all the while to keep edging along toward
Copyright,

for them.

|2. 50 per Year
15 Cents

Entered as Second Class Mail Matter December 22, 1909, at the Post
Philadelphia, under the Act of March 3, 1879

Vol.

the mobilization of our troops proceeds, the
ge
erosity of the people of the United States becomes mnr
and more evident. In every city and t»)wn from which
troops have been moved the people are
giving generously of luxuries and necessities
Tobacco for

other

ADVERTISING RATES MAILED UPON APPLICATION
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As

Troops
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"Well, that cartoon was
Justice anyway."

all

right.

It

was left-handed

;

:
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Weyman-Bruton Co., New
Geo. W. Helme Co., New York.

Jonathan Peterson,

T. M. A.

TO ESTABLISH A TRAFFIC

DEPARTMENT ON SEPTEMBER 1ST
Committee— More

Wertheim Heads Arbitration
Members Added to Board of Directors— Executive

Jacob

Committee Appoints Twenty-one Standing
Committees

requires a great deal of technical
knowledge, a special traffic committee of experts in the
C. S. Keene,
traffic line have been appointed, consisting of

As such a department

:

The American Tobacco Company, New York, chairman;
Philip Croxton, traffic manager, P. Lorillard Company, New
York;']. L. Graham, traffic manager, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C. Ernest Wolkenstein, traffic manager, United Cigar Manufacturers Company, New York; T. T. Snow, traffic manager. Tobacco
Products Corporation, New York.
Secretary Dushkind statesthat at a meeting of the executive committee of the Tobacco Merchants' Association, held
on Monday, the following additional directors were elected
of R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company; Arthur
J. L. Graham,
M. Eisig, treasurer of Metropolitan Tobacco Company;
Condon, president of American Snuff Company.
Martin
;

This brings the board of directors to

its full

Traffic

nolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem. N. C; Ernest
Wolkenstein, traffic mgr.. United Cigar Manufacturing Co.,
New York T. T. Snow, traffic mgr.. Tobacco Products Co.!

number,

York.

secretary also announces the appointment of a
standing arbitration committee to arbitrate all disputes,
conflicts and controversies in regard to the ownership, priority or infringement of trade-marks, in accordance with the
plan announced some months ago. The president regarded
this committee of such paramount importance, that he accepted the chairmanship of the committee himself. While
the committee consists of seven members, only three of the

The

seven will be sitting in any particular case. Mr. Dushkind
is now preparing a set of fixed rules to be submitted to the

committee for their consideration.
Altogether twenty-one standing

named by

the president for 1916-1917.

committees were
Mr. Dushkind says

that there is enough work mapped out for the association
to keep these committees quite active and busy.
The following is a complete list of the standing com-

mittees

:

Committee on Finance
Asa Lemlein, of E. II. Gato Cigar Co., New York, chairman; George L. Storm, vice-pres., Tobacco Products Co.,
New York; Edward Wise, pres., United Cigar Stores Co.;
A. M. Eisig, treas., Metropolitan Tobacco Co., New York;
Benito Rovira Co., New York.
Committee on Arbitration

P.enito Rovira, of

A. Bijur, of E. Rosenwald
& Co., New York C. A. Whelan, of United Cigar Stores Co.,
New York Benito Rovira, of Benito Rovira Co., New York;
Frederick S. Luccy, secy., Philip Morris & Co., New York;

Jacob Wertheim, chairman
;

;

;

;

Maximilian Stern, New York; Julius Lichtenstein, pres.,
American Sumatra Tob. Co., New York.

Levin, of Louis J. Levin, Brooklyn, N. Y. Louis Offner, of
Louis Offner, New York; Morris Schachter, of Morris
Schachter, New York.
;

Committee on Burley Leaf

W. H. Winstead,
boro, N. C, chairman

W.

H. Winstead, Inc., GoldsB. Smith, of S. B. Smith & Co.,

pres.,
;

S.

Council of Supply Houses and By-Products Auxiliary
O. J. Gude, of O. J. Gude Co., New York, chairman:

Laban Phelps, of Louisville Tobacco Board
Charles T. W. Argue, of Nosof Trade, Louisville, Ky.
worthy & Argue, Henderson, Ky. G. O. Tuck, of G. O.
Tuck & Co., Inc., Louisville, Ky. Charles M. Jones, of
Charles M. Jones, Maysville, Ky. J. W. Edmunds, pres.,
Ky.

Mayfield,

;

Harry Porter, of Harry Porter Co.; C. A. Speakman, of
American Lithographic Co., New York; Carl Kaufman, of
The Federal Advertising Agency, New York; W. C. Bastian, of Manhattan Briar Pipe Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Paul
Seeler, of American Foil Co., New York; E. M.
Hunter,
secy.. The Cardwell Machine Co., Richmond, Va.
Joseph
Katz, of Katz Bros. Leather Cioods Co., New York
J. A.
Voice, secy., Pasbach- Voice Litho. Co., New York Ernest
DuBrul, of The Miller, DuBrul & Peters Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, Ohio; Isaac Steiner, of Wm. Steiner Sons
& Co., New
^'ork M. G. Bryce, pres., United States Glass Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Harry A. Ford, of The Haeusermann Metal Mfg.
Co., New York; George G. Fries, of Fries & Fries, Cincinnati. Ohio; O. L. Deming, of The American Can
Co., New

;

chairman;

Amos J. Mace, mgr., Gaston, Williams & Wigmore, Inc.,
New York; Ery Kehaya, pres.. Standard Commercial To-

New York

G. O. Tuck, of G. O. Tuck & Co.,
Inc., Louisville, Ky. ; Samuel E Landau, of M. L. Herzog &
Co., New York ; Benoit Wasserman, of B. Wasserman Co.,
Inc.,

York; Isaac

J.

;

Bernheim, of

J.

Bernheim

&

Son, New

York.

;

;

W. Edmunds &

J.

Co., Inc., Danville,

Va.

Committee on Wholesale Trade

;

;

A. M. Eisig, treas., Metropolitan Tob. Co., New York,
chairman Joseph Simon, pres., Bennett, Sloan & Co., New
Russell Co., Chicago, III.
York William Best, Jr., of Best
Chas. Schavrien, of Chas. Schavrien, New York C. L. Con-

;

;

;

&

;

;

Committee on Cuban Cigars
vice-pres.. Park & Tilford, New York,
J. W. Buchner,
chairman T. Gales, of Henry Clay & Bock Co., Ltd., New
York Robert E. Lane, of Tobacco Salesmen's Assn., New
York; S. P. Coe, of Acker, Merrall & Condit Co., New York;
;

;

A. H. Gregg, vice-pres., G. W. Farber, Inc., New York; H.
Mooyer, of G. S. Nicholas & Co., New York; Chas. B. Perkins, pres., Chas. B. Perkins Co., Boston, Mass.

Committee on Clear Havana Cigars
A. L. Sylvester, pres., American Cigar Co., New York,
chairman Asa Lemlein, of E. H. Gato Cigar Co., New York;

Old Dominion Tobacco Co., Inc., Norfolk, Va. S. B.
Goldsmit, of L. Goldsmit Bro. & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. Frank
W. Miller, pres., New Jersey Tobacco Co., New York.
Committee on Retail Trade
l'!d\vard Wise, pres., United Cigar Stores Co., New
York, chairman D. A. Schultc, pres., D. A. Schultc, Inc.,
radt, of

Marcelino Perez, of Marcelino Perez

&

Co.,

New York; A.
New York;Al-

V. Jockel, vice-pres., Ruy Lopez Ca., Inc.,
varo Garcia, of Garcia & Vega, New York Mortimer Regensburg, pres., E. Regensburg & Sons, New York; A. L
Cuesta, pres., Cuesta, Rey & Co., Tampa, Fla.
Committee on Seed, and Seed and Havana Cigars
Charles J. Eisenlohr, pres.. Otto Eisenlohr & Bros., Inc.,
Philadelphia, Pa., chairman ; A. L. Sylvester, pres., American Cigar Co., New York Roger G. Sullivan, of R. G. Sullivan, Manchester, N. H. George H. Hummel, vice-pres., P.
;

;

;

Lorillard Co., New York ; Samuel Bayuk, of Bayuk Bros.
Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Moritz Haas, of Haas Bros., Cincin-

Ohio; Theodore Werner, pres., T. J. Dunn & Co., New
York; Abraham I. Lewis, of I. Lewis Cigar Mfg. Co., NewNew
ark, N. J. D. Emil Klein, pres., E. M. Schwarz & Co.,
York; John H. Fendrich, of H. Fendrich, Evansville, Ind.
Committee on Stogies
PittsG. P. Waidely, pres.. Union American Cigar Co.,
burgh, Pa., chairman Howard Ilazlett, of Augustus Pollack,
Wheeling, W. Va. A. M. Jenkinson, of The Jenkinson Co..
nati,

;

;

;

;

York.
Retailers' Council,

New

Win. A. Ilollingsworth, chairman; Nicholas I':hrlich,
secretary; II. M. Miller, of II. M. Miller. New York City:
IUmij. Simpson, of Benj. Simpson, New York
City: Herman
Stern, of The Stern Co.. New York City
A. S'obel, of .\.

Nicholas l^hrlich, pres.. Retail Tobacconists'
r.rooklyn, N. Y. Wm. A. lollingsworth, of Win. A.

^'()rk;

.\ssn..

;

I

New York; M.

ll(.Ili^J,^>^\V(»rth.

J. McDonnell, of Yahn & McJoseph T. Snyder, of Joseph T.
Louis G. Deschler, of Louis G.

Donnell. Pliiladcli)hia, Pa.;
.^nyder,

Buffalo,

Deschler

i.'t

N. Y.

;

:

Sobel, P.rooklyii, N. Y.

of

Wm.

Stake

&

;

;

Committee on Cigarettes
George W. Hill, vice-pres.. The American Tobacco

New
P. Lorillard Company,

chairman B. L. Belt, vice-pres.,
Cor..
York; George L. Storm, vice-pres.. Tobacco Products
New York Frederick S. Lucey, secy., Philip Morris & Co..
ReyLtd., New York; W. N. Reynolds, vice-pres., R. J.
nolds Tob. Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.
Committee on Manufactured Tobacco
WheelJesse A. Bloch, vice-pres., Bloch Bros. Tob. Co.,
«\
William T. Reed, pres., Larus
ing, W. Va., chairman
l^agBrother Co., Richmond, Va. John N. Bagley, of Jno. J.
Loveii
ley & Co., Detroit, Mich. Rawlins D. Best, secy.,
Dill, pres.,
Buffington Tob. Co., Covington, Ky.; Adolph
Joseph G. Dill, Inc., Richmond, Va.
Committee on Cigar Leaf
New Yotk,
Joseph F. Cullman, Jr., of Cullman Bros.,
chairman; A. Bijur, of E. Rosenwald & Bro., New
;

;

;

;

;

.

Henry

\'.

;

;

;

Co., Inc.

;

Committee on Trade-Marks
Frederick S. Lucey, secy., Philip Morris & Co., New
\(»rk. chairman
E. Kleiner, of E. Kleiner & Co., New York;
Asa Lemlein, of K. II. Gato Cigar Co., New York;
A. \'.
;

Jockel, vice-pres.,

Ruy Lopez

of

New
New York.

Turco-American Tob. Co.,

for

;

time establish a reputation for good quality in all such
merchandise, Chairman Kitchin, of the Ways and Means
Committee, has introduced a bill in Congress in which a
general trade-mark is provided for. It is to be suitable "for
affixing in

any manner whatsoever

factured in the United States."
Deisel, of

proi)erty

The Dci.sel-Wemmer

facturers

Lima, Ohio; Peter N. Jacobseii, of Peter N.
lacobsen.
I'aveiiport, Iowa; Theodore
Photiades, of TheodoVe Photi:uk-.s. New
York George W. Van Slyke, of G. W. Van SJyke
vV llorton, Albany.
N. Y. Joseph Mendels<.hn. (,f Meiulelo.,

I.ornc-mann

KcKstT

,\:

&

Co.,

New York; Emanuel

P.oasberg, of

P.oasberg. Buffalo, N. Y.

General Membership Committee
Kdward Wise, pres., United Cigar Stores
Co., New
."rk chairman; George
W. Hill, vice-pres.. The American
""•C a, New York; George II. Hummel,
vice-pres., P.
"Hllard Co., New York;
Jonathan Peterson, pres., Wev•''.inn-i.ruton Co., New
York; Julius LichtenstHn, pre.;.,
Anioncan Sumatra Tob. Co.,
New York; George L. Storm,
'^i'-pros., Tobacco
Products Corp., New York [. W. Buch^""'^ '"^ ™'''^' N^^^ York
A." L. Cuesta,
re; T'^'"''-;.
Prts..
Cuesta. Rey
Co.. Tampa., Fla.
Membership Committee on Retail Tobacconists
;

;

.^-

^Nicholas

Khrlich. pros.. Retail Tob. Assn., Brooklyn.
"'"^"' ^•'^^ ^^^''^^"' «f ^^^^ ^^"sen. New York;
Sn„,.;'i^r
'^"Hicl lurner, of
Turco-Amer. Tob. Co., New York;
II

tt)

any merchandise manu-

It will

be a])plicable to

all

now recognized by the Trade-Mark .\ct. Manuwho are already depending upon the merits of their

product for business success regard the bill as a protection
against the continued production of shoddy goods, often
misrepresented by the sales department and thus injuring
the trade of the reliable manufacturer.
With the passage of the bill the plan would be to make
the "Made in U. S. .A." trade-mark as famous as was "Made
in Germany" previous to the war.

;

^olin.

Sam

view to obtaining further extensiveness in the
inarketing of domestic manufactured goods, and at the same

Committee on General Welfare

New Haven. Conn.; Henry

Uncle

^\ ith a

New

York; Charles
York Samuel Turner,

Ca.. Inc.,

Schavrien, of Charles Schavrien,

Trade-Mark

;

Co..

of

;

;

Stogie
Pittsburgh, Pa. G. Henry Schmunk, of Pittsburgh
The
and Cigar Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. S. B. Goldsmit, treas..
Standard Cigar Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Henry V. Goldberger,
;

;

P.eiinett,

;

Goldberger, New York City;' Louis
J. Levin, of Louis ].
Levin, Brooklyn, N.. Y.
Max Sontag, of Sontag Bros*.,
Brooklyn, N. Y. T. J. Bannagan, of Bannagan Store. Hartford, Conn.; Herman Friedlander, of Herman Friedlander,
Brooklyn, N. Y. L. R. Townsend. of Broadway Smoke
Shop, New York City Wm. Patte, of Patte, Underwood
&
Daboll Co., New York City Nicholas Ehrlich, of Nicholas
Ehrlich, Brooklyn, N. Y. Wm. A. Hollingsworth, of Wm.
A. Hollingsworth, New York City.

Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Committee on Insurance
Charles Fox, of F. Miranda & Co., New York, chairman Louis P>ehrens, of Cullman Bros., New York; O.scar
Reinach, of Oscar Reinach, New York; Albert W. Kaffenburgh, of I. Kaffcnburgh & Sons, Boston, Mass.; Wm. H.

;

;

Board of Governors

;

;

;

thirty-six.

;

;

Committee on Exports and Imports
A. Bijur, of E. Rosenwald & Bro., New York,

New

Berman, of H. Berman, New York Ike Boss, of Ike Boss,
Passaic, N. J.; Morris Sena, of Morris Sena, New York:
Meyer Blumberg, of Meyer Blumberg, New York Louis ].

;

J.

;

C. S. Keene, traffic
Co.,
traffic
Croxton,
mgr.,
P. LorilNew York, chairman ; Philip
traffic
mgr.,
Graham,
L.
R. J. Rey.
lard Co., New York ; J.

bacco Co.,

Bernheim, of J. Bernheim & Son, New York C. H.
Spitzner, of C. il. Spitzner & Son, New York Alfred S. RosMaximilian Stern, of
sin, of S. Rossin & Sons, New York
Isaac

;

mgr., The American Tobacco

New

etc., etc.

J.

Committee on

York;

;

ECRETARY Charles Dushkind, of the Tobacco Merchants' Association announces that on or
before September 1st, a Traffic Department will be
established in accordance with a resolution passed
The department, says Mr. Dushat the last convention.
kind, will be fully equipped to render such services as may
be necessary from time to time to members of the Tobacco
Merchants' Association in connection with the daily problems and difficulties arising from the physcal shipment and
receipt of goods, including information concerning rates,
routes, classifications, methods of packing, validity of
claims, forms in which claims should be presented, rules
and regulations in regard to the terminal facilities and
charges,

Utis Smith, pres.,

pres.,
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"Kings Court" Cigars Are Made by the Hernsheim Company
In the last issue of the "Tobacco World" mention was
made of "Kings Court" cigars as being manufactured by
Pedro Castro
Company. This was in error as the brand
is
manufactured by the Ilcrnslicim Company of New
)rleans.
Pedro Castro ^"^ Companv arc the manufacturers
of the "Kings Club" brand.
t*^-

(

Justin Seubert. Inc.. manufacturers of the "Red Cross"
five-cent cigar, are busy as usual. The brand has recently
made its appearance in Syracuse with a band.

11

AN ENGLISH CONTEMPORARY'S VIEW
OF THE NEW TOBACCO REGULATIONS
{Cuntinuvd from Pafje 11)
in to the auction-room, so to speak, and say which bidder
is to have the lot on offer will depend upon circumstances.
The committee have taken full powers to get at the facts,
and we think may be relied upon to see the spirit of the
regulations carried out. Their function will be to prevent
the shouldering out of the firm without very great resources by a more powerful competitor.
This shouldering out, the possibility of which would
have been obviated by the manufacturers themselves hav-

such manufacturers had
handed the licenses to a merchant. T.efore the regulations
were actually printed we believe, a last effort was made by
certain manufacturing interests to get permission inserted
in the regulations for manufacturers themselves to be
granted licenses. Since their i)roposal has hot been incoring

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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the

licenses,

even

though

porated in the regulations, it follows that the Tobacco Committee have had additional responsibility placed upon them.
Their function now is to see fair dealing on a basis of the
actual urgent requirements of manufacturers. The refusal
to grant manufacturers licenses could not have been one of
It seems to have been more a matter of
principle simply.
the most prompt and energetic action of the leaf interests
at an early stage having given the mould to the procedure.
There were two basic ways of i)roceeding, and the existing
importers' side of the argument is now upheld by the reguIt was not, as said, a matter entirely of principle,
lations.

because the export houses will get their requirements by
way of license, and there was no reason, as a plain matter
of principle, why other manufacturers shoiild not have had
licenses.

ulations,

However, the present point is defined by the regand manufacturers will have to do their best on

the facts of the situation.
"The high prices for tobacco which neutral countries
are readv to pay will put a great temptation in the way of

importers, and which would have been obviated if it had
been decided to allow manufacturers themselves to be the
do not think this temi)tation would be
licensees.
yielded to in the face of present-day conditions, but the
regulations in clause H state that no tobacco brought into
this country under license is to be sold for exjM^rt except
to I'ritish possessions or allied or neutral countries, who
have been accustomed to obtain supplies from the British

We

markets. The matter is one in which the committee will
do great service by acting vigilantly. Otherwise, the British trade would be benefiting foreign markets at its own
Indeed, if price hunting on the Continent were
expense.
allowed a gross misuse of the licenses would be existent.
It is up to the committee to see that primarily the restricted
import gets properly allocated to those who really want
The ])ower of revoking licenses is a
it within the empire.
great one, and should be fearlessly used if necessity arise.
Such acti(m taken on ade(|uate grounds would be endorsed
by the trade and by the whole country. Tliere does not
ap])ear anything in the regulations separately about the import of tobacco required for the export trade to the troops.

Decatur County Expects a Million for Tobacco Crop

While exact figures as to the acreage are not available.
3000 acres are in shade
it is conservatively estimated that
tobacco this year. The average yield will surpass looo
and in view of the excellent (juality of the
year prices averaging around GO cents per pound

pounds to the
leaf this

acre,

will be received.
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TirsQdl® JJ(S)(Klnii^s
J. J.

McCormick and D.

L. J^lster have sold the
Club
Williamette Street, luigene, Ore

Cigar Store, at 811
K. S. Fox.

May Be Revoked — ShieldsHome for Summer Confer-

Dice-Shaking Ordinance

to

Wertheim Salesmen
ence Fred Witte Takes on "Juan de Fuca"

—

Mr. Waterman, of \\ aitt & I»ond, IJoston manufacturers of the "lUackstone" cigar, paid a recent visit to New
York.

July 2.3, 1916.
lOT weather has struck Cleveland with a vengeance
the past two weeks, which has undoubtedlv hurt

M. Ilartman. formerly with the United Cigar Stores
Company, has purchased the Lieb cigar store, at oil Penn

the retail

E.

Street,

of the larger dealers have never returned to the practice of shaking, so it
will not affect them any.
I'.ut with a good many stands

means a decrease in business.
The outside salesmen for the Shields- Wertheim Company are in for their midsummer meeting and to map out
their fall campaign.
They are all very enthusiastic over
the outlook for the balance of the year and expect this
to
be their banner year.
The firm is away behind in their
orders owing to the scarcity of help.
\ new cigarette has made its appearance in this territory, called the "Arcadia."
It is being introduced by
Win. Ilallamer, of the Melachrino Company, and it is
taking a hold fine owing to the short time it has
been on the
it

cigar factory and store opened recently at 2:5
l''merson Street, Haverhill, Mass., under the proprietorship
The "Lily" cigar will be the principal
of I'Vank Laffan.

new

brand manufactured.

A new

addition to its present factory and various other
changes are i)lanned by the Fendrich Cigar Company, of
Increasing business demands more exEvansville. Ind.
tensive quarters.

hopes to

raise

an additional

$1(1,000.000

year by raising the ])rice of cigars, cigarettes and
per cent. The tobacco industry in
an average of
is a government monopoly.
:».")

Certificate of incorporation has been filed by the Reach
Cigar Company, of Dallas. Tex., with a capital of $100,0(i(i.

tors are E. E. lieach, F.

W.

P.each,

The

of the Va\did Rowling and Rilliard Parlor, says business is very good
for this time of the year, as he usually looks
for a shaking
uj) during the warm months.

Austria

Street.

cigars.

Dan Mahoney, manager cigar department

tobacco

Xolan. Steubenville. O.. has disposed of his
retail business to Thomas McGarry and Harry Slagle. He
will retain his wholesale business at 205 South Fourth

merchandising

market.

this

F.

incorpora-

jack Rosen, city man for the
J. II. Moos Company, informed the writer that his business has been
good all' this
month.

Fred Witte has lately taken on the *'|uan de l-'uca" line
of the .Morgan Cigar Company.
Mr. Pylo, formerly of the
VyV'k .Allen Company, is the factory representative.
Tom Lloyd, Superior .\venue cigar dealer, has been on
a few weeks' vacation trip
and is back on the job again.
Mr. Calally, cigar buyer at I'.uclid R-each.
informed the
writer that their cigar business
this vear will be the bigge-^t

m

their history,

luu-lid lU-ach is one place where a
can get his favorite brand, as
they carrv nothing

and H. R. Grant.

smoker

but high-

goods, and

J,'rade

.\

permit has recently been issued

in

Hartford. Conn.,

erecto the Griflfin-Xeuberger Tobacco Company, for the
Street
tion of an addition to their warehouse on Commerce

make

it

a point to keep

them

in

i)erfect

condition.

Mr.

manager of the cigar department of the
tandard Drug Company, reports
their l>usiness is (Ui the
increase.
Mr. Dielil was for a number of vears connected
with the L'nited Cigar
Stores and has a host of friends,
who now make the cigar stand
of the Standard Drug ComI'-i'iy. in the
Leader-Xews I'.uilding. their stopping place.
Hie R.
j'. Cjjrar Shop
opened the past week in the
•^bles Theatre
Ruilding, on Huron Road, and seems likelv

additi«)n is to cost $10,000.

Cedar

The McDonnell & Mentzer Company,

of

have recently incorporated with a

capital

Rapids.

stock

ot

Fred
$10,000^ to deal in cigars. The incorporators are
McDonnell, Earl H. Mint/.er. and John H. McGuire.

A.

la.,

reof Indianapolis, has
deal nj
cently incorporated wHh a capital of $50,000. to
b'")'
cigars and tobacco. The directors are Eeo X. Smith,

The Progress Cigar Companv,

D. Claycombs and Clinton

11.

Givan.

Certificate of incorporation has been filed by

v\:

to

of prow
trona Tobacco Companv. to engage in the business
'''/'"';;
ing and selling tobacc.',. Capital. $25,000. The '"^'
S. (
tors are T. V. Wetherill. Jr.. James H. Winslow.
hr. all of Philadelphia. Pa.
'

cago.

stopi)ed off here en nmte to Havana.
h:nnque Peiulas. vice-president of the HavanaIII..

American Company, has g(jne to Havana and expects to be there for some time looking over the new crop.
Ren Cosio. of the Jose Lovera factory, has returned
from a trip to

New

York.

Frank Diaz, of \'. (iuerra. Diaz ,\: (.ompany, has departed for Havana, where he will remain .several weeks.
h'austino Lozano, of 1". Lozano, Son c\: Company, who
left for Havana on the !»th. has returned to this
citv. While
in Havana he made some extensive purchases of
new leaf.
The i)urchases included sonu' riiie \ egas of X'uelta Abajo
and totalled some son bales.
lunil Rerger. of the Tampa-Cuba Cigar Company, was

among
and

who have

tho.se

recently returned from Havana.
The building occupied by the Havana Cigar Company
the Xinate Cigar Company was recently destroyed by

fire.
Roth c(jinpanies are said to have their losses covered
by insurance.

Celestino \'ega has just returned from an automobile
tour with many i)leasant memories.
He says he had a fine
time and is in trim to do some hard work.

Manuel

iarcia, of

Perfecto

iarcia

Rrothers, left on
Havana. He is going to look over the new
crop and exi)ects to remain in Cuba several weeks.
F. A. Torres, of Sanchez y llaya, is now in Cuba and
while there will probably close .some large orders for leaf.
the

'l'M\

(

(

iX:

for

The Jose L(jvera factory is i)reparing to install one of
the \-Ray sterilizing machines which has been a feature
of the Cuesta Rey
C(jmpany factory for some time. It is
c\:

underst<»od that several other factories are contemplating
a similar step.

Manuel
the
in

'l'M\

Corral, of Corral.

WOdiska y

West

as Denver.

for a trip as far

the nature

gone about

a

(»f

a vacation

He

month.

and
will

Ca.. left

The

town on

trij)

will be

Corral expects to I)e
doubtless call on some of
.Mr.

the firm's jobbers,

Rrother are among the manufachave received some shipments of the new crop.

.\rguelles.

turers

who

Lopez

i\:

Perfecto.

prove a popular j)lace.
K.

C.

Meyers, bookkeeper f(.r the Shields-Wertheim
has just returned from his summer vacation.
Recent visitors were: .Mr. Dillingham, of
A. Rigbv
|.

'-nipany.

^•""pany; Hi
the Na-

IHa., July 25, 191G.
PALI-:V, of the Congress Cigar Company, Chi-

AM

Diehl,

•

The

1'ampa,

Some

allowing shaking will be revoked.

\\ IManton has recently purchased the cigar and
confectionery store on I'orest Avenue, Atlanta, Ga. Mr.
lllanton was formerly employed in Leesburg.

for the purpose of

them have noticed

on the fence in regard to dice
shaking, as some of the newspapers have started a little
So it is hard to tell when the order
crusade against it.

Z.

John

of

Retail dealers are all

Reading, Pa.

.'\ustria

some

X-Ray Machine— F. Lozano
Son & Company Get Some Choice Leaf— Manuel
Corral to Take Vacation in West— Emil
Berger Returns From Cuba

a falling off in their receipts.

Carlos Garcia S<. Company, manufacturers of the "Marie
Garcia" clear Havana cigar, have removed to more commodious quarters at 50 Lispenard Street, New York City.

.'\

dealers, as

Jose Lovera Factory Installing

""•'^'

Hammer, of Corral, Wodiska Coinpanv; and
Ruv Suarez Companv

llanco, of

i

T!nshgens
lave recently

ton Street.

i^-

Rirdsall. cigar

removed

/|C k.

manufacturers of lola. Kan.,
their factorv t.. Mo South W ashinir'

Property of E, M. Harris Concern Sold
Sale of the property of the bankrupt 1^. M. Harris
Cigar Company, of Detroit. .Mich., was recently made by
L. L. joslyii. referee in bankruptcy.
The property which
was appraised at $5500. sold at $5(U<i. .\ first dividend of
15 per cent, was ordered paid to the creditors.
According
to the referee, it is probable th.it the coinpanv will pay
between ^50 and lo per cent, of its indebtedness before the
alTairs are clo.sed.
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^

Ahsmt Town ^©ssnp

31^

of Corral, W'odiska y Ca.,
ing displayed in the Kvans Drug Stores.

The "Mutual"
some nice sales

cigar, a tive-center, has
for

Terry

&

is

Frank

be-

Jf

Charles
ber

Duncan.

&

Lopez llermanos, has been

Rollins, of

|)HIbAt)El2§>HIA.

calljn

on the trade during the past week.

been productive

Walters have recently increased the
space of their factory at 37 North Second Street.

Halpern

Harry Moulsdale, the Sanchez y llaya representative,
was in town recently and found Sanchez y llaya cigars in
good demand.
F. D. Vetterlein, of the "Saborosa" factory, has recently returned to the office after a trip through Western

ICisenlohr

J.

out of his offices

is

until Septeni-

1st.

Rosebro, of M. Bustillo, was

^Ir.

floor

Albert Falk, of the A. Falk Tobacco Company, stopped olT in the Quaker City recently.

in the interest of the firm's

in the city recently

brands.

Victor Lopez has been here looking after the
Grande" business of the J. Klorfein factory.

"Garcia

Perfecto Garcia & Brother were represented in town
recently by Jose Garcia who came over from New York

"El Yutan"

is

& Company.

loe

making
Both

in

showing a steady

sales are

"Lord" Cigar Has Profit-Sharing Plan for Dealers

showing with Dusel, Goodthis city and Wilmington the

a big

XI"A\'S PAPIER

rumor

the trade that John Boltz will
again enter the cigar manufacturing business with a shade-

grown

persists in

M. Goldberg, Se\enth and Arch Streets, is
two windows to the display of his "Kawana" and

devoting

"Panama

Al Korn, representing the factory of S. Furgatch &
Company, was in town recently gathering orders on the
famous "Vega del Rey" brand of the factory.

Santaella

i\:

McDonnell report a good business on
Company hand-made smoker which

the A.
retails

for five cents.

G. H. P. Cigar Company is securing a healthy
distribution on their "l*'l Producto" and "Vincello" brands

The

The demand

for "Flor de J cities",

"Masterpiece" cigars
factories

is

keeping the

J

"Royal Peer" and

cities ik

lilumenthal

among

Dan Ostrow,

Seventh and Chestnut Streets, is
featuring the "La Nacida" and "La Verdad" brands of

Simon

&

IJatt

at

through the recent
Regan Cigar Company.

city

Harry F, Adams, vice-president and sales manager of
the Cameron Tobacco Company, manufacturing the "Jefferson" and "Utopia" brands <»f smoking tobacco, secured
some splendid orders for his firm while in the Quaker City.
Durbin Acker, manager of the cigar department of
Finley Acker Company, left Saturday for a two weeks
vacation at Buck Hill Falls in the Pocono Mountains. He
made the trip by motor.
J.

& Company

report a good business on the
recently introduced "Mozart" brand for which they are
They also state that satisfactory orders are
distributors.

coming

T-

to

Dalton

hand on the "Lozano" and Gonzalez

&

Sanchez

brands.

&

Moorehead. cigar distributors, for many
years located at T)*;!) Chestnut Street, have recently closed
a lease for the first floor and basement at 722 Chestnut
Street and will occu])y their new location about October

Duncan

1st.

The Locust Smoke Shop on South Fifty-Second Street
always has a neat and attractive display on some brand of
smoking tobacco or cigars. Their stock is most complete
and it is hard to lind a well-known brand that they do
not have.

S.

B.

Moriarity

this

of the

cigar.

(|ualities

indicates that the

<|ualities

of the brand.

consumer

is

impressed with the

Morris D. Neumann, of the firm of Neumann & Mayer,
is combining business with i)lcasure on a trip through the
West. Mr. Neumann is expected to return about September

«vcry effort of the factory they are
unable to

mand
(S:

Brothers re|)ort a steady increase

"Admiration" cigar, made by
which they distribute.

for the

.S)ns,

\l.

in

the

de-

Kegensburg

1st.

nu-nts in sufficient quantities to

The

Peermont Cigar Company,

store of the

and Market Streets,
"Herbert Tareyton"
pipes is also shown.

is

"Serene"

featuring

An

cigarettes.

(if

T.

attractive display

oi

the

town

II.

represeiitatnf

•

Horn Cigar

Store, at

iMlty-second and .Market
a high standard for the retail stands in that
The window rlis|)lays are always neat and attrac-

treets. sets

s|ctroii.

tive

and are changed frequently.

yigarettes
in

is

Draco Cigar Manufacturing Company
is

a

shade-grown

.stock of cigars

the countrv.

pi^^*'

in

this

"Ricorf>" cigars are the window
features of the Cnited
'k;.ir Stores' di.sj.lays.
'I he sales have
increased bv a verv

according to

city

Two

Per Cent. Discount

have been notified by the

American Cigar Company that hereafter the
monthly two per cent, rebate is discontinued.

They have also been notified that one-fortieth
wood will be hereafter accepted only at an advance of two dollars a thousand. It is intimated that even

orders in

advance they are not anxious for the orders for
these packings.
Some jobbers have already placed orders
for one-fortieths in tins for the Christmas trade.

at that

The discontinuance of special
l)ractically means an increase in

deals and extra disccmnts
price and jobbers realize

that under present conditions other manufacturers will be
compelled to raise their prices.

The

jobbers, however, are unable to see just how they
are going to pass an increase along to the dealer unless the
dealer in turn can collect it from the consumer.

Death of John

John

J.

Shea

Shea, for more than seven years sales manager
Bayuk Brothers, and one of the best known and most
popular men in local cigar trade circles, died suddenlv at
his home, 43 North Robinson Street, on Mondav morning,
July 21th.
J.

for

Mr. Shea's health had not been of the best for some
time past and he had often been sent away to recuperate.
Bright's disease was the immediate cause of his death.
During Mr. Shea's connection with Rayuk Brothers,
he was held in high regard by the salesmen. As a mark
of their respect and esteem at the annual banquet tendered
the salesmen at the close of 1913, he was presented by
them with a handsome gold watch and gold penknife.
Mr, Shea always prized this token highlv.
In personality he was jdeasing and likable. No friend
of John .Shea was ever denied.
No matter how busy or

how deep

in office affairs,

shake hands. On March
with Bayuk Brothers.

The Havana Ribbon

he always found a moment to
last he severed his connection
P.oosters,

composed

of the local
sales force attended the funeral services in a body.
They
sent as a floral token a blanket of white roses which

covered the entire casket.

rejiorts.

Solemn Requiem Mass was celebrated

i?

brand
their "Rutherford"

ceiving some nice orders on
This
out-of-town customers.
goods that is taking well.

The

and
large and comprises most of the leading brands

satisfactory percentage,

Fl

meet the orders.

Street

T. W. Hall. Western and Pacific Coast
onipaii}^of the Juan F. Portuondo Cigar Manufacturing (
campaign n
has started on another trip and will begin a
Portuondo cigars in the Dakotas early in August.

The

ship-

"Kl Vendura" cigars are prominently displaved
in the
window of !«:. L. ! rey's cigar store, at 41
South Seventh

Hart & Company, is out of
He is spending the time in the Maine am
the
Canadian woods. He is expected back in town about
middle of August.

T. II. Hart,
on a vacation.

make

at Fifth

nn'xture and

|C)P.B1{RS

dealer

"Pennsy" Brand a Good Seller
The "Pennsy" brand, distributed by Dusel, (jcnjdloe tS:
Ci.nipany. is enjoying a heavy demand far in excess
of
any previous sales. Its sales have more than doubled over
the same period last year, and in the month
of lune the
sales exceeded thijse of any single
nickel brand in the
history of the company.
The Invincible size is in strong demand and despite

Company.
l'>ing

M.

of

visit

in

the

LKjuiries regarding this feature of
the deal are being received every day.
The fact that the cigar has shown strong duplication

working to capacity.

King Cole" cigars received an impetus

"Lord"

ing the

local retailers.

"( )ld

for

American Cigar Company Cancels

consumer and a

which has for its slogan, "I-^xceediiigly Better." That the
brand is one of merit would be indicated by the fact that
in the past six months the sales have tripled.
The manufacturers report that from many outside
stiurces (lemands are coming in for the brand aiul that this
interest has been created no doubt in part by the profit.sharing plan in which the dealer participates.
This plan
has been most favorably received by all those who are sell-

cigar.

&

for the

have been of
considerable service to the Henry Cigar Company
of this city in launching their new "Lord" cigar,

Ribbon" brands.

Yahn

campaign

profit-sharing j)lan

increase.

Pennsylvania.

A

21

BV BERT

The "Regreso" brand

of
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Church
of
of the Rosary at Id o'clock on Thursday
morning. Interment was made at Holy Cross Cemeterv.
Mr. Shea was in his thirty-eighth year. He is survived by a wid«)w, Katherine F. Shea, and four children.

Our Lady

J'^J
'
_

.I<jhn

Witter,

(.f

Xcwmanstown.

:'I'«ned

a large cigar factorv in the

'"R. at

Adamstown, Pa

has recentlv
O. K. Ilartman BuildPa.,

at the

1

'
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Chicago: -Sam Paley, president of the Congress

Cigar

I'loin

Toronto, Canada:

Coiiipaiiy.

m-

1

^^v>'. ,/V.'

..*

TBn©
^^,^.-.

;.^

-.-,

..

^_
.

--:•'•»

^^^^^^amLsgmj^i,i^jg^ "l^^H

•7'v

Departures

ConfeaiiQ

York:

Tuero

J.

& Hnos

of fine old vegas

Max

Schwarz, and Rene

To Chicago: Nathan Prison and Mike
To San Augustine Agostin Solla.
To lloston Walter A. Kaffenburgh.

resagos and

I'^riedman.

To Spain: Antero Prieto, senior partner of .S(»brinos de

r

Perseverancia No. 8

1
'

USIXESS

:^4,

lUlG.

during the past fortnight has l3een more

moderate, as far as the vohnne of transactions is
concerned, and taking into consideration that there
are hardly any stocks of last year's cro]) unsold
and in its great majority the new leaf is not fit yet for the
manufacturers to take h(jld of. nur leaf dealers have reason
to be satisfied. The outlook for the future is certainly more
cheerful than it was three months ago. when there was
some doubts in the minds of most dealers whether the new
crop at high j)rices might mit prove to be unsaleable
later un.

Now

has all changed: according to good, reliable
estimates, from trustworthy sources the cpiantity of the
whole tobacco crop, of the Ixejjublic of Cuba, is calculated
to l)e barely three-fifths of a normal one (."»(»0.()(M) bales),
and as there are no longer any old stocks to fall back upon,
the situation is a serious one f(rr our smaller manufacturers,
as well as for the .\inerican cigar manufacturers, who
may not be well provided for with old goods. The
next crop to be made in 1017 is an unknown factor, it may
be good and large in quantity, or it may be small again,
which appears more likely, as too many tobacco fields have
been diverted to the cultivation of sugar cane, and which
crop is giving more reliable returns to our farmers, at
least as long as the luiropean \\ar should last.
P.ut never
mind whatever the next crop might amount to, it cannot
be available for the cigar manufacturers until the month
of r)ctol)er, or November. 1!H7 (excepting some wrappers
and light fillers eventually) therefore we have at least
fourteen or fifteen months before us, that we must rely
this

upon the 10 lO growth to supj)ly our own wants, those of
the United States. Europe and South America.
Under
normal circumstances, we consume at least '^"iO.OOO l)ales,
but owing to the war our cigar industry has been crippled,
therefore we will figure only 150.000 bales.
This would
leave for the American manufacturers less than I.IO.OOf)
bales, becau.se a little leaf might be sold to luirope and
South America, although it may not be a great deal,
fhe
United States need at least 'v^)0.0(lO bales, so there would
be a shortage of 100.000 bales or more, and the cpiestion is,
whether there is this cpiantity hidden somewhere to be
made use of. To stop the demand, prices are bound to
soar skyward, unless some miracle should happen to relieve
the tension.

There might be some relief in sight for the United
might get some substitutes, for instance
in the moving of the
Drazil cro]). which formerly was
shipped i)rincipally to iermany, but owing to the war reStates, as they

(

mained

in

storage at

to ship

it

to the

I'.ahia.

and as there was no

The

.\etherlands.

tonnage

better grades

of

this

tobacco might do for a while, upon a pinch, as even by paving
cents duty per pound, and high freights, it might
still be cheaper than our leaf is going to rule.
Xaturally
;{.'»

quality the
tobacco.
in

leaf is far inferior to our Kemedios

llrazil

To show

our cigarette manufacturers artin. we beg to mention, that they need at least KHi.ihni
b.-iles,
while there are* in sight not over ."irj.iMHl hales of
\ uelta Abajo colas, and perhaps the same (juantity of the
low grades of Remedios. .s<» there is an apparent .shortage
nt .'»(i.(M)(i bales, which could only be made up bv using flatrolled stems of tobacco, and which was done in the vear
1S!)S. when there was a severe shortage of leaf, owing tu
our war of inde])endence.
Sales during the i>ast fortnight totaled r),8;il bnks,
which consited of: N'lulta .\bajo, :{,OSS Partido, l,sr.;!,
and Kemedios, SS(» bales.
Huyers were: Americans. ,'],.-)<).); exporters to Europe,
."ioO; shij)pers to South America, 014, and our local cigarette
manufacturers, 1,003 bales.
the

plight

;

From

Receipts of Leaf Tobacco

two weeks ending July
\'uelta Abajo
CS'/o
Semi X^ielta
I,nsn

I'or the

Partido

TIT,

kemedios

\:.Vl\)

lOKi
K).
bales

II,

"
"
"

the Country

Since

Ian.

If).!),-)!

1, l!il<i

hales
1

;5(il

industry

is

suffering, as after

still

all

is

once to his

home

in

New

^'ork.

The

II.

Upmann

A. Alexander, the representative of Ea Flor de A.
IVrnandez (Iarcia factory came up(jn a flying trij) from New

went at once hence to (iuantanamo, to see his friends,
the paymasters of the United States Navy,
secured some
g«>od (.rders. and will leave tomorrow,
homeward bound,
^

ork.

home in New 'S'ork.
Romeo y Julieta has good orders from iMigland, the
Pnited States, South .\merica, and Canada.
for his

Punch is also doing a better business, through
fair
orders from the United Kingdom,
being obliged t(^ seat
more cigannakers. D(,n Manuel Lopez
returned from the
\ uelta .\bajo last week,
where he completed the purcha.se
about

bales of some of the most renowned
vegas.
Por Earranaga has also been favored
with fine orders
tn.ni Creat P.ritain,
and increased the number of its cic^ar'^

«<

1 ,!)(;3
it

'>2,CyA:i

and Devesa de Murias is fairlv busv,
having revived lately better orders from
the principal inarkets of the
Sol

ti

() tal

:},;ni

Potal si,sr)0

world.
during

from the port of Havana,
the past two weeks, ending with the ITth of July,
totaled ll,;5i; bales, and which were distributed to
Ex])()rts of leaf tobacco,

l'-^''''

the

following countries, viz.: To all ports of the United States.
s,!):{7; to Canada, 415; to the Netherlands, \Xu'h to Spain,
50: to C.reat P.ritain, 30; to the Canary Islands, in; and to
the .Argentine Republic, 200 bales.

Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
I'roni Tampa: T'austino Lozano, of I*Conii)any Colonel .Mvaro (larcia, with

Buyers
.\rrival.s

zano. Son

—

v^-

'•"

hi>

;

Garcia ^: \'ega and l*.nn<|Uf
Pendas. vice-president of the TTavana-.American C'onipany.
b'rom New A'ork Vincente IManco. president of the
Rnv Suarez Conipanv Sidnev (ioldberg. president of
P.att
Company P.arney Davis, of P. (i. Davis cS: Company:
and X'ictor Toledo, of Victor Toledo.

nephew. bVancisco

(iarcia, of

;

:

•

:

iS.'

:

aper. of the

Kentucky

°^ ^'^'^'"-"ton, traveling representative of
Company, while in Paris. Ky the
other day. told tobacco men that
he had never seen in
Central Kentucky a cleaner, more
uniform or more promising crop of tobacco at this
season of
^^^,'^:
P
l.urley
obacco
^]'

.1
tlie

I

the year than he

had noticed on his travels through
the district.
Mr. Clark has just returned from
a swing around the
district composed of the leading
tobacco counties in the
Seventh D,stnct--P.ourbon. Favette,
Scott, Owen. Grant,
Woodford, Jessamine and Franklin.
Tie says that while

it is true that the
hemp industry
has been revived to a great extent
in Central Kentuckx'.
and that many farmers have increased
their acreage of
his crop for this season,
nevertheless the acreage of tobacco has not been materially
diminished, and that the
1016 erop of the weed bids fair to
be an average crop in
*
both rpiabty and quantity.

Emil Kellner Becomes Rockford Manager
of Fay Lewis Co.
Eniil Kellner. for twenty years
with the sales force
of the Fay Lewis .^' brothers
Companv has recently been
made general manager of the Rockford. Ill
office'
Fav
Lewis, senior member of the firm, has
retired and it is

understood that Mr. Kellner purchased a
substantial block
of the company's stock from his
employer. Mr I ewis will
retain a desk in the Rockford office
to'welcome his friends
and to transact such business as may require
his personal
attention.

Leaf Tobacco
j-rne.st

sti'irr
^tdl
by

of

S

Houston, a director, and assistant general
ur.uxHenry Clay & P.ock .^- Companv, Ltd., returned
-'^t week
rom his vacation in the United States,
and is
now on deck again.
I*-

in

;{.(MM>

niakers materially.

:]:i{\:\

'

Expert Reports on Tobacco Crop

working well.

P.

Tobacco Export Com-

Maximilian Stern,

Oretaniv.

factory

Robert Iv Pane, the representative of the Partagas factory for the United States and Canada, came here last
week, in order to perfect the plans for the coming fall camPartagas is very busy in all directions.
l)ai}4n.

l-llinger arrived

T

">'

the "*'V'''"'"
strike in their

here two weeks ago, but bVed
>'*• ''''y ''^^''>' >'^''".'^' detained

New

^'ork fact<;rv.
''-''''' -^''^^''^-^
of hn\^i bales of Vuelta
\U.'u''T-^
^"'.ijo.
during ^r'the last fortnight.
Walter Sutter .^ Company
were buvers of l.Sn.'J bales
'<.i» t(,I,acco
for account of their
customers
^^'^'"P'-^"-^- ^old 1.0.50
WnlTv artub,
I^';^^''"''"
and Kemedios leaf, in the
^'^'

^"•W^>-

•'"^'" purchased
acco.r off his
•^^tount
customers.

!I57

bales

r,f

bales of \^,<dta
last

two weeks.

R-af tobacco, for

•

;

Charles Landau, the representative of the II. Upmann
factory, for the United States and Canada, arrived here the
week before last, but stayed only a few days, and returned
at

Pollack, 3,327 bales

.^'

going to forward more liberal orders for the coming holidays, so as to recompense us a little for the severe losses
in our exports to England.

ot

;},!»00

t«

Oriente

)ur cigar

bales;

A

1.075 bales- I
F
Company, 021 bales; f. Pernheim & Son 632
bales; Luban Land and Leaf Tobacco
Company, 575 balesnermann Diehl. 566 bales; H. Upmann .^^
Company. 457
ba es; Allones, Ltd., 420 bales;
Menendez & Company, 402
bales; Walter Sutter cK: Conipanv,
365 bales; Havana Tobacco Stripping Company, 30 ^ bales;
Perez, Capin &
Company. 264 bales; M. A. Gunst
Companv, 248 bales
Manuel Suarez, 246 bales; Rodriguez.
Menendez & Company, 222 bales; Ernest Ellinger
& Company. 200 bales.

the
I'jiglish orders are small, are given out by turns, and the
average selling prices are too low to admit of making anv
money for our cigar manufacturers, so the hopes of being
able to bridge over the dull season have not been realized
yet. Our few large factories are better supplied with orders,
but the smaller ones have reason for complaint.
It remains to be seen whether the American importers are
(

Havana, July

2,0S0
P.erndes <Jt

j)any,

Cigars
Havana, Cuba.

Leslie I'antin. I.7(>:} bales Mark
irgibo Suarez, l>.S-.><; bales; Havana
;

\

A, (iunzalez.

1

fillers.

Shippers above 2(H) bales of leaf tobacco,
from the
port of Havana, during the last fortnight
were:

:

Bureau

(jf

Company bought annmd SOO bales
X^ielta Abajo, and some new Partido

iK:

Manuel A. Suarez c^- Company dis])osed of 625 bales of
\ uelta Abajo and Kemedios tobacco, to their customers,
in the ultimate two weeks.

:

1

Lozano Son

F.

zano and Bernabe Diaz.

From Our
Exclusive

New

Tuero, of

To Tampa: Emil Perger; T. O. Morgan; Eaustino Lo-

5

1
r

— To

|.

berndes.

Maurlkd

jjl

1

Jose F. Rocha was a seller of (574 bales of V'uelta Abajo
and Partido leaf, during the past fortnight.

Company.

»

J.

23

Cruickshank Cigar Company Petitioned in
Bankruptcy

An involuntary

petition in bankruptcv has been filed
the United States Supreme Court at .\tlanta.
Ga., against
the Cruickshank Cigar Company of that
city.
W. A.
Fuller was apprunted by the court to act as
receiver for
the company under a bond of !?;2500.
in

The

were: I. N. Hirsb. who alleges that he
due nioney U.aned the firm in the sum of $7000; Russell
Electric Company, open account of $1.70; Cuesta-Rev
&
Company, open account of $16.S2.50.
is

i)etitioners
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A. Santaella is among the week-end visitors at Atlantic City where his family is domiciled for the summer.

The

R. Steinecke

Company

now

is

located in

its

Victor Thorsch, of T.
visitor at headquarters.

Whelan, of the United Cigar Stores Companv
sojourning at Lake Placid.
John

& Company,

is

spend-

ing a vacation at Liberty, N. Y.

Horace R. Kelly, the veteran Manila importer,
spending the summer at Seabright, N.

is

J.

Charles Landau, representative of the H. LTpmann factory, is expected back from Havana this week.

Furgatch v\: Company, has returned to
the factory following a trip through the West.
S.

J.

Robert K. Lane

J.

William Frisch, of A. Santaella

Al Korn, of

trad

is

Dunn & Company, was a recent
He has returned to Chicagtro.

in

is

Cuba on a

visit to the Partapas

factory.

Sidney Goldberg, of Simon liatt \- Company has
returned from Havana after making some leaf purchases

department manager of Acker, Merral iK: Condit, has returned to his desk after a trip
through
the W^est as far as Kansas City.
S.

P. Coe, cigar

Max

Schwarz, manufacturer of the "La Priniadora"
cigar, has returned from Havana.
He will open his new
store at 1153

Broadway, August

1st.

Henry Ottenberg has purchased
Albert Worch, of the Wayne Cigar ComiKiny. Detroit,
was noticed among the many out-of-town visitors.

Harry Spingarn,

Company, who has
Amsterdam, is expected

P. A.

Tobacco Company.
back after a trip to Washington
JAlbert Freeman is home from a trip
and Baltimore.
through the Pennsylvania oil fields.

Freeman

stock

Tntal" factory,

He

has since

Matthew Rerriman.

of

"El

He

se-

fine sizes.

Meyer, president of Kuenzlc

"La Flor de

the

the

from the Boltz-Clymer Company.

cured more than 300,000 of the

the Imperial.

E. A. Kline, formerly connected with the Lovera Company, has joined the selling staff of the American Sumatra

Sidney

Palencia'' cigars

of E. Spingarn 6c

been attending the inscriptions at
to arrive home about August 1st.

was

left for

Streiff, owners

of

recently registered

at

v's:

abroad.

Perriman P.rothers, who
been spending a vacation at his Canadian camp, is
pected back at the office this week.

is

C.

W.

P)Ooni. of the

of

ex-

Cien Porciento Cf»ni|)any. is hack
through Northern New York and

at his desk after a

trij)

some

Western

of the Middle

ha-;

More Leases

to his offices at Thirty-fifth

Street and Sixth Avenue. He spent part of his vacation,
like a true philosopher, with a hook and line.

have leased to the Schulte Cigar
J':AS1*:
Stores Company a portion of the large plot at 2780
Webster Avenue. The property is covered by a
one-story building, which will be extensively altered and occupied by the Scliulte Company for a branch of
The location is at one of the most important
its business.
trafitic points in the Bronx Borough.
Pease & Ellman have also leased for the Realty Associates to the Schulte Cigar Company, in the i)roperty at the
junction of Flatbush Avenue and Fulton Street, Brooklyn, the entire ground floor and basement space known as
Nos. 30-3UA Flatbush Avenue, extending through to 317;il7A Livingston Street.
The lease is for a long term of
upon
years, and
completion of alterations Schulte Cigar
will
Company
open a branch establishment.
Douglas Robinson, Charles S. Brown Company have
leased to the Schulte Cigar Company for a long term of
years, at an aggregate rental of approximately $400,000, the
entire property known as the Waterman Building, at No.
173 Broadway, northwest corner Cortlandt Street.
The Schulte Company, upon possession of the leased
premises.

H. S. Michaels, southern representative of the CayeyCaguas Tobacco Company, paid a brief visit to the home
office last

week.

The .American SnufF Company
cruits to join the forces of the

is

among

the latest re-

Tobacco Merchants

William Luckett. of Luckett, Luchs i^- Lipsconih, was
a recent visitor in New York.
He came over from the
(Juaker City with Morris Burke who has recently heen
api)ointed Pacific Coast representative for the factory.

Roman

Company, has recently resigned

Diaz Sc
tion with that firm.
Ciuerra.

his posi-

John J. Waner, representing the
through them.
tors.

factory,

is

Ellis, of

woods.

is

F.

G.

Collins, assistant sales

this

prominent downtown corner

important and desirable addition to the Schulte

The Schulte Company have recently leased, in New
^'ork City, Brooklyn, Newark and
Queens, twenty-two
stores for branch establishments in
addition to having secured options on thirty-six locations in
Bridgeport, Chiand throughout the States of
vania and Massachusetts.

cago,

M. Schwarz

Feist

&

Feist, Incori)orated.

working

Vork, the two-story

Rosenwasser to

located

on the

New

York, Pennsyl-

& Company Rent Newark

of A.

manager

J.

Havana ToJose M. Diaz, president of the Preferred
Ih' r|
bacco Company, was a recent arrival in New ^ ork.
ports that the
fill orders.

cxi)ected back the latter part of August.

W.

of

distrihu-

wiH
Guerin, the humidor manufacturers.
iUibeck
>'!>th.
hold their 'JVnth Annual Duting an<l Picnic on the
The affair will be held at /email's Park, North Bergen.

N.

Rosenthal, sales manager of the "Van Dyck"
brand, after returning from a trip through the West, left
shortly afterwards on a vacation in the Maine woods. He
E,

alterations

system.

throiijjh-

v'^:

M.

make extensive

will

Factory

has rented for the estate

M. Schwarz & Company, of New
and basement brick factory building
southeast corner of Morris and Thirteenth
1^.

avenues,

the Tobacco Products Corporation, is
enjoying a vacation with his family in a camp in the Maine
R,

a very

E.

The Sanchez y Haya brand is in good evidence
out the city. The B. Wasserman Company act as
Dolber. for years eastern representative of V.

1917,

1,

The acquisition

.Asso-

ciation.

May

and open a branch establishment.

States.

Oscar Veit has been doing some sjilendid work on the
"La Muna" brand in this section. The Gans Brothers'
representative has opened some fine accounts recently.

for Schulte Stores

& ELLISUN

is

Dave Saqui has returned

of

P>ondy

25

Perfecto (iarcia & Pnjther are represented in
Ne
York at present by Jose Garcia who is calling on the

new

quarters at 1895 First Avenue.
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Tampa

factories are

workng

to capacity

Newark, N. J. The property has a frontage on
Morns Avenue of eighty-two feet and on
Thirteenth Ave-

nue of ninety feet.

The building occupies the entire plot.
the Schwarz Company
will now have
under operation. Their main plant is located in New York City,
and comprises a reinforced conI

<^rete

^vlo

Lederer, has resigned his position with that firm and will
Mr. Arbe succeeded on August 1 bv T. E. Arl)uckle.
buckle has been on the road for P.ondy i1' Lederer for

Ca..
A. V. Tockel. vice-j.resideiit of Ruy Lopez V
was aincentlv left on a vacation for the .Adirondacks
Coinpan}
companied bv Charles Fox. of F. Miranda &

fifteen years.

The

trip is

being made

in

Mr. Jockel's new

automobile.

building, ten stories high.

Their other plants are located at Newburgh, N. Y.,
Bohemia, L. L, and Tampa, Fla.
After extensive alterations
are made, which will include
a modern elevator
and humidor of the latest type, they
\vill

I'l'

his is the fourth factory that

take possession.
I

'Icnt.

he Schwarz

0. Fniil Klein,

three-legged race.

At

six o'clock dinner

was

served.

This was followed

by the presentation of the prizes to the winners of events,
by J. A. Voice, secretary and general-manager of the firm.
On behalf of Mr. Pasbach and himself, Mr. Voice expressed
thanks and ai)preciation for the faithful services rendered
by the employees, many of whom had been with the firm
from

its

inception.

Heirs of Heert Estate

Win

Fight for Accounting

Surrogate Fowler has recently granted the application
of the heirs of the late Henry II. Heert, wealthy cigar
manufacturer, to compel the executors and trustees of the
estate to file another accounting of the estate held by them.
The first accounting revealed a shrinkage of $32,000 in a
trust fund of $150,000 created by Mr. Heert for the benefit of his three grandchildren.
The trustees of the fund in explaining this shrinkage
said they had been compelled to dispose of the decedent's
interest in the firm of Henry M. Heert & Company at a
price considerably below the appraised value.
The heirs,
however, charge that the executors allowed one of their
number, acting through a "dummy," to purchase some of
the pro|)erty for less than its actual value.

More Members

for the T.

M. A.

Secretary Dushkind reports that the R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company and the Metropolitan Tobacco Company have joined the Tobacco Merchants* Association,
also the New Jersey Tobacco Company, and that in the last
three weeks the T. M. A. has gained sixty new members.

represented by the presi-

and secretary, Louis Kahn. The Rosestate was represented by the executors, Dr.
harks A. Kosenwasser and Anna R. Platky.

(-nwasser
<

Company was

Pasbach- Voice Outing at Seacliffe.
11 F Pasbach- Voice Lithographing Company
Benefit Association had a merry day
on the 22nd, when
they went to Seacliffe for their annual outing and
games. The affair was confined strictly to the emjiloyees and their guests, and at that some
two hundred
climbed into the big sight-seeing busses at Twenty-fifth
Street and Eleventh Avenue about 9.30 A. M.,
on Saturday morning.
The party reached Seacliffe about noon, and the appetites of the hungry were soon satisfied with an
elaborate
breakfast. This was followed by a nine-inning baseball
game between picked teams.
The sports which came after included the 100-yard
dash, half-mile run, potato race, fat men's race and a threelegged race.
In the first event Mr. Richter was placed
first.
Mr. Levine was the winner of the half-mile run.
Mr. Koch had the honor of winning the potato race. The
fat men's race was won by
Mr. Prochaska.
Messrs.
Stettler and Schlendwein romped home winners in the

Duncan Walker,

of the Cadillac

Can Company, was a

recent visitor in New York.
He has been
eastern cigar manufacturing centers.

visiting the

^

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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Fhrmann Brothers & Company, has left for a trip thro
^
Oregon and Washington.
Henry Frey, one of the live men in the traveling for
of M. A. Gunst & Company, of San Francisco, is
one of
the lucky ones this week.
The firm decided that the su

27
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Preparedness Parade Brings Many Visitors A. Santaella's
Representative Off for Oregon Emil Judell

—

Taking Life Easy

at

Lake Tahoe

San Francisco, July

2\,

11)16.

ETTING

ready for the preparedness parade has
been a considerable feature of the week, though
&.i2 the enthusiasm for making another general
holiday at this time was by no means unanimous.
However, most of the cigar dealers came out very well with
the celebration, particularly those along the Market Street
highway, for the visiting crowds had a big business. The
parade had been well advertised not only in San Francisco
but in the surrounding cities and towns, and in fact
throughout central California and as a result a lot of outsiders were present to enjoy the festivities.
;

The vacation season

on city
business, though there are now more people coming into
town than are leaving and the prospect is for a gradual
improvement from now until the real opening of the fall
activity, a month or six weeks hence. San Francisco wholesalers report that business in most parts of the interior
has been a little quiet owing to the hot weather and haris

still

having

its

effect

vest time.

Major Frankel, senior member of Frankel, Gerdts &
Company, San Francisco manufacturers, is now taking a
run over the company's territory preparatory to leaving

buying trip to Havana. He is now in Los Angeles
and other Southern California points; but will return in
about a week for a few days at home before starting for
New York and Cuba.
for a

H. H. Manley, Pacific Coast agent for the American
Cigar Company, with headquarters in San Francisco, has
returned to this city after a week or two in Los Angeles,
where he found the trade in good shape.
Lee Schwartz, the spectacular robber, whose career
in that line came to an end about a month ago, when he
was captured while trying to rob one of the United Cigar
Company's stores here, is now believed to be insane, and
will probably go to an asylum instead of to prison.
H. L. Judell, senior member of H. L. Judell & Company, who is usually called on when real work of a i)ublic
Parade. For some days preceding the event Mr. Judell was
the Committee on Arrangements for the Preparedness
character is wanted, was naturally chosen as a member of
largely occupied with the business of the committee, but

he reports that business at the Front Street store kejjt up
well in spite of this diversion.
D. Peganini, head of the wholesale house of Peganini-

Uricca

Company

of this city,

had his hand broken and was
an automobile accident a few

otherwise badly injured in
days ago. The friend with whom he was driving was
killed,
Mr. Peganini was at the time returning from an
outing in the country with his family.
Henry Meinccke, manager of the cigar ancf tobacco de-

partment of Wellman, Peck i^ Company, distributors (if
the lines of the Jose Lovera Company, lias completed his
mountain vacation tri]). and is again in .San I'rancisco preparing for the fall campaign in the interest of "Ijandero"
cigars.
He believes that the outlook for the remainder of
the year
T.

T.

taella Sc

is

excellent.

Hess, representative in this territory of A. .SanCompany, who has been spending some time with

Frey were deserving of some
add'
tional equipment, and he has been placed in charge
of
brand new automobile in which he is expected to
gov
ground more quickly and send in even more orders
than
in the past.
Mr. Frey is now trying out the new machine
in a trip to the north, where he has many friends
in the
trade and from which section he sends in a lot of business
E. M. Elam, who has been spending the spring
and
summer in the Fast in the interest of the ''Pandora" line
of the Ehrlich Manufacturing Company, has returned
to
San Francisco, and will put in a few months here and
at
other points on the Coast looking for new connections and
Improving old ones.
VV. Hargrove has bought out the cigar and tobacco
business of T. A. Roberts, at Los Angeles, Cal.
Milton Fsberg, one of the directors of M. A. Gunst &
Company, is back in San Francisco, after a vacation at
Santa Cruz.
cessful efforts of Mr.

The John

llollman Conii)any. extensive manufacturers
of cigaretts, fias completed the removal of its manufacturing plant and wholesale offices to its fine new building on

Fourth Street, said to be about the
nlanufacturing jilant on the Coast.

finest

and best

appointed

Emil Judell of H. L. Judell & Company, and Mrs.
Judell are at Lake Tahoe, in the high Sierras, this week,
on vacation bent. Mr. Judell has just completed a business
trij) through the dry sections of Nevada and the cool air
of the mountains is a pleasant relief.
F. S. IJaker, of Los Angeles, Cal., has sold out his
business to G. H. Grefc, of the same city.
C. W. McCormick, who looks after the western business of V. Pendas & Alvarez, is now at the eastern lieadcpiarters, where he will remain for a month or more arriving on the Coast again about the first of .September.
Morgan Gunst and family have joined the vacationists
and are now enjoying themselves at Klamath Falls, in
.Southern Oregon. They will be awav from town until well

The Abuse

Effects of Tobacco in the Philippines

of Price-Cutting

has been said in this jom-iial and, in fact, in
di'voted to the cigar and tobacco indus(•verv trade paper
regarding price-cutting, but the practice has become
Miu-li

trv

so c<Jtnni()n

and

results are so disastrous that

tlu-

we do not

said regarding this evil.
The price-cutting war is not one which either adds to
(li'niitv or contributes to the solidity of the tobacco

think too nnich can

the

industry.

much

()f

l)e

form of competition that smacks too
the retaliatory spirit and resembles too remotely
It

is

a

kind of competition

the

that

is

proverbially

the

life

of

trade.

generally conceded that there are times and
bicahties where a si)ecial inducement in the way of a
.shaded price might be beneficial to the Inisiness man and
Any merchant may occasionally find his
the consumer.
shelves (»verloaded with a certain kind or brand of goods
under conditions that make it profitable for him to stimuIt would be imlate their sale by a slight price reduction.
possible to enumerate all the conditions which might arise
to warrant special prices, but suffice it to say that there are
a great many very natural and logical causes that occasionally make it advantageous for a store-keeper to stimulate his sales in a particular kind or class of goods by applying just such extra sales impetus as reduced prices.
If this trade stimulator had been used only on such
occasions and for such ])urposes, no one could have anyIt is not
thing to say regarding the evil of this practice.
the use of price-cutting which has created the animosity in
some quarters but the abuse of it.
It is only the past decade or so that objection has been
made to the practice, and the objection was heard only after
price-cutting had, in many instances, been made to depart
from its original purpose.
repeat then that it is the
abuse and not the use of the special inducement idea that
has dragged the ethics of it into controversy, and those
who believe in its efficacy and desire its legitimacy commit,
in (mr ()pini(jn, a grave error in judgment by permitting
|)ricc-cutting to assume the appearance of competitive warIt

is

(|uite

We

fare.

—"Canadian

Cigar and Tobacco Journal."

into August, according to jjresent plans.

The labor troubles which have been getting more and
more .serious in San hVancisco and other i'acific Coast
centers for a month or more, are now easing uj) a little hit,
San h'rancisco, where most of the troubles
have been settled. The danger of a more or less general
strike or Icjckout now appears to be over, and the outlook
for a settlement (if the entire tnmblc is better than before.
i"
P. R. Ford, of Rio \ista, Cal.. has been visiting
San I'rancisco this week, lie rejiorts a good spring and
summer in his section with prospects of a good fall 'i"^

especially in

winter.

Formed in Springfield, Miss.
Proto be known as the Cigar Stores
was recently formed in Springhel

Retail Association

An

organization
tection Association
protection
Mo. The objects of the association are nuttual
retai
and the advancement of the best interests of the
the
The following were represented at
cigar business.
Cotter,
first meeting of the organization: Stahl &

Fred Zulkuhlen has recently opened a cigar factory in
Hotel I'.uilding, Madison, 111. His brands' include "Xight Cap" and "Dixie Fiver," which will retail for
the Darling

cents,

five

will

Smith. Chinn

1

all,"

a ten-cent leader.

also (tpcn a retail store.

I

'.lock

Cigar

W.

Lam-

j.

—

;

—

—

F. 11.

".
•I

^

Lcjehman, former head of the cigar (lej)artment of
I). IVters
Company, Monticello, 111., is i)repariMg to open
'gar factory on ICast Main
Street, that city.
I'rank

••l'«n

and

.\lbert Stead, of the We.st

a cigar .store

A'-rnstown, Pa.

on

West Marshall

Alterations arc

End,

will shortlv

Street, near Chain,

now being made.

Company.
O. H. Stahl was elected president
and Ralph Crover was made secretary.

"Literary Digest" (juoted in its columns
from Dr. Albert II. I'.urr, in which he asserted that the
longer lives of women, which the census seems to establish
beyond controversy, are due to their abstinence from t(jbacco.
P>ut according to Dr. \\'. K lleatty, De])Uty Chief
of the Division of Sanitation in the City of Manila. P. I.,
Dr. liurr's is one of the ill founded conclusions condemned
by the editor of "American Medicine". Dr. r>eatt\
writes to the "Literary Digest" to say that in the Philippines, where women are longer lived than elsewhere, if
anything, they are almost universal users of tobacco.
He
says in his letter
"I have made an exhaustive survey of vital statistics
for the Philij)pine Islands with that tend in my mind com
])letely
to
controvert the
results
ai)parently
hastilv
sufficiently explicit. For instance, he admits that 'this ratio
in favor of the males steadily increases for each succeeding five-year group with only two slight exceptions, up to
fifty years, when it reaches a maximum in the group fifty
to fifty-four inclusive, showing a ratio of 1,000 females to
LISS males.' Yet he fails to make an analysis of this; he
fails to tell the public that the higher ratio of deaths for
females up to forty-five years of age, or thereabouts, is due
to the child-bearing period, and that after the menopause
has been passed this danger is eliminated entirely; he also
fails to state that, while women are everywhere engaged
in gainful pursuits, as a general rule only work of a light
nature is entered into, and also that, taking everything in
the large, men are still trying to make the living for the
family in whatever manner possible that the male is up
to the time of his death bearing the burden of dangerous
work for a livelihood, and as a general rule his life is not
a ])rotected one, guarded from danger.
"Statistics arc at my command, but as they are at any
one's disposal it is not worth while to quote them they will
be furnished by any Government Health Office upon request.
Sufficient only to state that while in the main Dr.
Purr's facts are correct that tobacco has any influence
upon shortening life, T am not convinced, and would prefer
better proofs. In the Philippine Islands women probably
use tobacco to the same extent as men, or to a greater extent, and yet the number of females reaching ages over
ninety is greatly in excess of that of males.
If tobacco
tends to shorten life, how is this explained?
"The fact of the matter is that the remaining old people,
at least in the Philippines, have all their lives from a very
tender age been constant itsers of tobacco; this is far from
a proof that tobacco tends to prolong life, but at the same
time it .neither proves nor disproves the influence of tobacco upon longevity. Nothing is proved except perhaps
that tobacco is a very mild sedative or that tobacco-users
are normallv rather more prone Cfrom having received
stronger bodies from healthy ancestors) to indulge in excesses than those receiving a sub-normal inheritance.
I
think it is a general observation that what we term 'sensible
people of the general run, who are not following
j)eople'
especial
any
fad
are the really long-lived ones."
A])ril the

;

Ihc stock and fixtures of the Washington
^tuiv. I'.ay City, Mich., have
been purcha.sed bv
bert and removed to his
store.

•

Sc

1

The Egyptian Trail Cigar Company, of I)u Quoin, 111.,
havf recently renn.ved to new (piarters in that city. They

.

Rice. H. H. Cole, Chas. l-erguscm, Old Mission. ^^^^^^^
Cig
Cigar Company. P.runswick, Crover

and "Red

Last

organizatio
of the

The Halifax Tobacco Shipping Conipany. of Halifax,
have been forced to close down their plant
owing to
their uiability
to secure sufficient girls to operate.
a.,

Ex ports of Manila Cigars for
He rewith is a comparative

First Five

Months

statement showing by
months the number of cigars and cigarettes exported to the
United States during the first five months of 1916:
Month
Tatuiary.
l-Vhruary,

Nfarrh.
\i)ril.

^^av.

Total,

Cicars
IQIS

1916

1916

A[onth
Tniniarv.

o.i?n.4S7

4.^06.224
9.8^7.680

Ffbniary,

7.0O4.88r.

=;,fi19.?46

Marrh.

61^^00

140.000

.3.soo.9.^s

7..'^r)0.6.in

Ai.ril.

.ir»i,roo

7ir..?';o

.3,r.98.659

7..S8 1.07.3

May.

4r.r..800

500.2.S0

27.9^4,^SS

.34.9.13,862

2,168.900

2,799,250

4.?10.'^0S

Total.

191.=;
1

''nnoo

''s;';nno

987 7^0

—

'

EFFECT OF LIGGETT "ONE CENT"
SALES VIEWED BY MANUFACTURERS
from Page ii)
"No such objection can hold. As each

where the sale is held; and on these we get
introduct'^'^'^
work which is so eft'ectual that we can afford to T»av ^?i
'^y
r
tor It by means of a price concession.
'i1uis the

article

is

our regular price, the elTect is
minds of consumers our usual price.
\\ hen nianu
facturers understand this
when they realize what we offer
the manufacturer
they are usually willing' to make price
concessions on quantities. Any one who hesitates is asked
.

—

—

would mean to him to liave his «»-oods sold in 40,00')
new homes in seventy-two hours. Then he stops, thinks
and usually decides to co-operate. These are really manufacturers' sales staged in good setting, managed witli
good merchandizing skill. Realizing this fact, over twenty
who did not join us on our last sale have offered us their
goods for our July sale.
"As an example of economical and effective introduction, take *Lord Salisbury' cigaretttes.
We do not control
the brand anybody can sell it. We sell it for fifteen cents
same as everybcjdy and the price is fifteen cents during
a sale; only we give an extra i)ackage for one cent.
The
biggest expense of a cigarette maker is sampling he gives
away literally millions in samples. So he can well afford to

what

it

—

—

—

—

make us

'time,

a concession to enable us to sell, as

;J,O0(»,0(i(i

we

did last

and over."

Mr. I'^indlay says: "Now let us see what others have
to sa}' about one-cent sales.
Manufacturers who join in state that they feel they can
overlook a sale which only runs three days, four times a
year, when many lines are included so their goods are not
specially singled out for offering. They cite the no-delivery
feature as an effective check on large (piantity buying.
"So, the interpretation of such manufacturers is that
the sales are really sampling campaigns, with the advantagf
on the side of the sampler. Sampling expense is usually
heavy. \ow, if a way can be found whereby the consumer
pays for the sample and comes for it herself, such a way
furnishes much greater efficiency and vast economy or
operation.

"Again: The sample for which the consumer pays carries its message more effectively than one she gets free
just like anything el.se.
She tries it carefully, with some
regard to directions and some intelligent attention to its
use, etc. hence it goes much farther in establishing the use
of the goods in her home.
"One manufacturer says that these sales are great aids
in raising the unit. A shaving soap may have been sold in the
10-cent size, (hanged market conditions may render that
size very difficult or impossible to make at a jjrolit hence he
wants to switch the demand to a '^.'i-cent size.
;

;

"If Liggett sells a customer two of the sticks for ^^(5
cents, two great things are done for the manufacturer: birst.

Muely use the two

make

VV(*iI

1

•

Li ^^^^^

a small margin,

even on the sale basis'
'Now. to give you an idea of w hat such
paid
sampling can mean to us, let me say that one
of our J^
vious sampling campaigns in (ireater Xew^
York cost
upwards of $;j80,000 in hard cash. 'J'hat article is
enjovi.r
a large demand. It was not featured in the
one-cent sale'?
and will not be featured there at any time.
hit for a
fr

sold at
clearly to establish in the
.

r

1

"

( Continued

.

I

ne

article— why this plan strikes me "as being just
about tk
right thing for a manufacturer.
It is ritrht for the ,„
ant, too, if you analyze it carefully.
J«or if the consumer
likes our goods and learns the price is the
same in every
store except during sale i)eriods, she is more
than

buy them in the local store near her home.'
"Another said: A\'e have not made any

apt

"

special allow-

limited

which we have used it. it follows that there
has
been no objection on the ])art of retailers.'
"Again A\'e looked upon the Liggett sales plan
as a
merchandising proposition backed by advertising.
We succeeded in having many people try our goods
who had

be applied to ink for the ink makers are fmding the
five-cent size absolutely unprofitable and are trving hard
to switch demand back to the lo-ccnt bottle.
;

"One manufacturer who co-operated with Liggett gave
his

views as follows:

never purcha.sed before.

.

.

.

Like a canvass,

it

placed

the goods right in the homes and the public
realized
it was simply an advertising plan.'

"Another: AVe believed that by placing our

"'We
thing.

We

watch

how we go

into that kind of

and supply only such amount
of goods as we feel reasonably sure will be suU\ during the
sale, so that stock will not be left over, taken in on a special
])rice. oil which cut i)rices could be maintained later as a
matter of policy with prolit to the Liggett people, .^o. to
it

clijsely

Anheuser-Busch

lUiilding, Knid, Okla.,

The World's Standard
Cigar

"^

1
in

IE

PARTAGAS X/A
YCf

^BAH^

have begun the

manufacture of cigars and Avill soon be producing J5,000
to 20,000 a week.
The cigars will be sold under the "Arford" label and will range in price from five to fifteen
cents.
Mr. Arford has been a cigar manufacturer for
years and was located formerly in Mik-s (it v. Mont.

goods

the one-cent sale we would helj) small retail
grocers,
as every chain store is featuring something of
similar character which they sell continually, day in and dav
out. at a

price less than the cost to the retailer.
sold through the chain stores, and

Our i)roduct is
we considered

it

a

sand new consumers by having them purchase our pxids
through the one-cent sale, we shall be establishing more

The

who

can

sell

our goods

at a

profit.

retailers that are

our steady customers did
not find fault with the jilan. The retailers' that do not sell
our goods, or give us very little support, were the ones that
.

.

.

in the

CIFUENTES, PEGO Y CA.,
172 Industria

Havana, Cuba

::

Edwin

C.

Frank E. Macdonald Heat Victim
Frank E. MacUonald. a well known tobacco dealer (tf
Detroit. Mich., died recently at his home, a victim of heat.
The decea.sed was forty-four years old. and had lived io
Detroit about twenty-five years, spending this time in the
and tobacco business.
was the manager of the P.
-Michigan

Avenue.

He was

E.

LANE

General Representative for
United States and Canada

Way

Edwin C. Way, president and director of the ScottenDilloii Tobacco Company, of Detroit, died on Friday last,
in Marshall, Mich.
Mr. Way was sixty-five years old,
and a bachelor. He accumulated a fortune in the tobacco
business, and leaves an estate estimated at $1,000,000.

cigar

ROBERT

Trade

m.t

splendid oi)portunity to push the sale through a channel
that was not competitiye. Tf we can gain five or ten thou-

business for the retailer

|#| Deaths

that

in

Broadway

115

Meet me

New York
For Vtlue^

at the

Service,

Toller

Home

Comfort

the time of his death he
i). Collins' cigar stand at Tr
a member of the b:iks.
.\ wife
.\t

and daughter survive.

kicked.'

".Another man. thoroughly up to date and successful,
who is in position to speak with ample authority, hut whom
T may not identify more closely, said:
" 'So far as the manufacturer is concerned.
T am positive that he gains nothing in the way of permanent increase
in his demand even in this restricted territory.
.\s for

—

other location.^ how is the grocer in Kokonio. Muskegon
and F.mporia going to feel toward the Van Camp people
when he learns that their 10-cent can of tomato soup wa«
sold at

ny./.

per-

Tie

health.

cost

Mr. Brown formerly belonged to the Old (iuard, the
N'cw Ycjrk Athletic, Manhattan.
Suburban Driving, and

is

"From another manufacturer:
about selling goods into 40.000 new

argument
homes would be very strong

were based on fact: I)M*
You canit is based on fallacy, for the goods are not sold.
not sa\- a thing is sold when the customer gets it for pracif it

.And solid experience demonstrates that
inv view is sound, as may be seen from the following incident: .\ short time ago those people inaugurated one of
tically half price.

Robert C. Brown Dead
Robert Campbell i;rown, former head of the Owl C ommercial Company, and a director of the
l-:xcelsior .Savings
I'-ank of New
N'ork. died recently, at his home in (irand
Avenue. Xewburgh. X. ^^. in his .seventv-fifth
vear.
He
was horn in Coshocton, X. ^^
Mr. Brown started in the cigar business in isso,
and
was sole distributing agent for Straiton cS: Storm,
the business later being merged into
the Owl Commercial Company.
I'ifteen years ago he retired on account of failintr

sale.

going to sell some other soup
And the same applies to the small-town druggist in connection with all the other items listed in that sale.'
" 'The

are very careful

the

Havana

:

from the canners.

become

ex-

tent to

may

he will ver\

Company Opens in Enid, Okla.
The Arford Cigar Company who have rented space

in

"PARTAGAS"

to

ance on (his original brand). We did, at the
time of the
mtroduction of (second brand), make a small
allowance of
free goods to get this brand well j)laced on
the market. We
do not make a practice of this, and owing to the

so accusttiUied to the larger size that thereafter he will use it exclusively.
Right now this examjde

likely

sticks, second,

The Real Independent Factory

Afford Cigar

cents a can in drug stores? V(»u cannot
suade him that the Liggett people lost money on the
Therefore, he is going to ask why he cannot get such a

the shaver will

on.

territ

•

and to have some goods which they could sell
on the "one-cent" basis at a prolit of such a character as to
also "sweeten up" the sale, they asked us to put up an
W^e
entirely staple preparation under our own brand.
would not do that, nor would we give them any of our wellknown preparations, b'inally, we did consent to give them
the goods under a new name and we imprinted each package in very plain type with our name as "manufacturers."
Altogether we delivered to them 120,000 packages of the
Every package was sold during the sale. Naturally,
item.
liut
every package carried our well-known name with it.
only one single call for those goods resulted, and that was
some months afterwards and from a concern located over
;}00 miles from the locality of the sale..
" AVhich shows that w hile "yellow dogs,"
as we call
sell
easily
ends
under such pressure, they do not
odds and
that
one-cent
and
sales
repeat,
do not create business.' "

29

those sales,

safeguard our regular distributors, we select
articles
which we have little or no distribution in the

stores

^
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i^ress

Clubs, being a

ganization.

He was

lifr

also a

•To IS

Detroit, Michigan
Cen.er of business on Grand Circus Park.
car, get off at

member of the last-named orformer member of the Colonial,

Omiberland. Pequod. and Phoenix Clubs, and was one of
tlie organizers
of the Order of the Mystic Shrine, his numIht therein being 120.
Tn addition, "he w^is a Mason and
^"ight Templar.
Mr. Brown was secretary of the Owl Commercial Company of New York and Florida at the time of bis death.
survived by his wife and one daughter.

HOTEL TULLER

New

Take Woodward

Adams Avenue

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
200
200
100
100

Rooms, Private Bath,
••

"
"

"

••

"

$1.50 Single, $2.50
"
2.00
3.00
"
"
2.50
4.00
•* 3.00
to 5.00 "
4.50
••

Up Double
"
"
"

Total 600 Outside Rooms
ALL ABSOLUTELY OLIET
Two Floors— Agents*
New Unique Cafes and
Sample Rooms
Cabaret Exellente

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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THE TOBACCO WOBLD
Albany Cigar Dealer Bankrupt
Fred L. llamon, a Lackawana fireman, has

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
For

Sale,

Wanted and

imtary petition
5

Special Notices

K)K SALh— A

MONROE ADLER.
CIGAR BROKER.

186 N.

La

Salle St., Chlcaro.

6-17-he

111.

MERCHANTS' TOBACCO COMPANY,
171 Clymer Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Merchants' Tobacco Company, buyers of cuttings, at i2]/jc. per pound; scraps,
at 6c. per pound; siftings, at 2yjc. per pound.
Any quantity. Don't write, but
ship promptly. FjulOQ, N'.'- 68^ First District, Ngw Vprk.

HAVANA 8HOKTS — Pure

Vuelta

or

.

fine

aroma.

R

Lopez. 353

™

shorta. pure

and

clean.

Wanted.
ADLER & MYERSON,

In
First District of Pennsylvania, making five-cent and
brands with wide distribution, are desirous of selling same, owing to

,°'-

&

i

nf

Tort

INC.,

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Siftings
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York city.

pressure of other

WANTED— Responsible
factory.

Write

J.

jobber or dealer

to

VV. .Shelley, 51Mj .North

2.00

Duplicate Certificate,

2.00

Lancaster, Pa,

•

Consternation was created last week among the Lancaster County holders of the 1909 leaf tobacco by the orders
given to representatives of the foreign governments, who
have been buying these goods for several months past, to
cease buying.
In several instances orders already given
were canceled. The only reason given is that mure goods
have been bought than are needed, which is not credited as
'

C.

un.sold.

Warm

weather and plenty of rain are doing wonders
for the new tobacco crop, which is growing with an evenness unusual in recent years.
It is predicted by the old
gnnvers that unless very unfavorable weather sets in this
will be the biggest crop Lancaster County has ever ha<l and
one of the finest.

tobacco products. June 27,
lyiO.
The Alochle Lithographic Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
CENCI:— 39,800. For all tobacco products. June 30, 1916. George

Calnan Joins Martin Cigar Stores

Calnan, of Linton, has located, in Davenport, la., where he will take charge of the wholesale business of the Martin Cigar Company.
Mr. Calnan will be
(ieorge Martin's assistant and will help him in his work
of caring for the ten stores in the tri-cities.

until recently in

charge of the United

Cigar Store at Aurora. 111., has become traveling sales manager for the "L'nited" Company. His territory will include
Rockford. Moline, Waterloo and Dtibuijue, la., and S«juth

Our Information

bons,

FLOR DE

LUireau

is constantly in receipt
requests for information as to the sources of supply of various brands of cigars, cigarettes, tobacco,

1916.

cheroots,

Heineman

Bros.,

J

we may

gcco.

^'^'''

tobacco man to help build uj) such a bureau by fil>»g
with us a comi)lcte list of their brands and prices,

which we make no charge.

VOLUN'tEERS:-39.810.

July

12,

1916.

July

5.

For cigars and stogies.

^°' I'ittsburgh, Pa.
For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and toAmerican Lithographic Co., New York

I

^'«^ *^'K^^«'
mo^^ T^^,^^,?,^^^^=T;^^'»^5^'' ^Vitt. Tampa, Fla.

cigarettes

For cigar's. July 12. 1916. Green
'^- ^''^•*'" ^ovc Springs, Fla.
rAD^'AT'M"^*^*\T.'>'''"'i
CAPTAIN PAUL KOENIG:-39.817. For cigars,
cigarettes and
:-39,816.

July

IH. 1910.

The .Moehle Lithographic

''^^'''

h?:~i^.^'Vo^,-.
''r
July
12. 1910.
.Xmencan

cheroots and toLithographic Co.. New York
^'K^^^'ttes.

ShOLOMALEICHEM .-39,796.
I>ac CO.

lune 2.V

191(..

lor cigars, cigarettes and
.\niencan Cigar Co.. .\ew York City.

They have rented space

T

T

•*

,

W

^

Wood

Building.

George

difficult

France. A nickeled cigarette case
holding twelve cigarettes which could be retailed
for two
gourdes (forty cents) would prove popular; also a line
of
low-priced^ imitation amber and silver-mounted
cigarette
holders, with cases.
Several varieties of automatic pocket cigar lighters,
operated by pressing a spring or drawing a piston over a
flint, would prove a taking novelty, as
matches are somewhat expensive. A line of cheap pipes made to resemble
the $1.50 quality, bowls of imitation brier, stems of imitation amber or black rubber, and trimmings of bronze or
nickel plate, in assorted shapes and sizes,

would

find

a

market.

A

and cigar factory at Port au Prince, owned
by American capital and maintaining numerous retail depots at various places on the island, is interested in the
foregoing lines and would be glad to hear from manufaccigarette

turers of the above.

It

preferred to deal direct with

is

manufacturers rather than through middlemen.

— Commerce

Reports.

Cork Tips
122-222

Cork Bobbins

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY, Inc.
WEST 18TH STREET
NEW YORK

Compaiiia Litografica De

La Habana

No 23. Habana, Cuba

Oficina Prinripal, San Jose

ManiifaclmiT.s of

Cigar Box Labels,

I

V IMIH)K

I

Fl)

Bands and Trimmings

11. 1916.

New

Curtis

and Adverlisinn MateriaLs

Stand

'"to the cigar store of T. llovv•.ri
Lm e'"'
r^l. «n
Stnninit .^treet. Toledo, O.. and
robbed it of more
^'" ^'x thousand
cigarettes, several cartons of tobacco,
f^^'irs
and a small amount of money.
Mr Howard savs
""'%'h goods were taken
to stock a new stand.
^

the

in

MXK.Sr QCALI

Dayton. Ohio, on July

J.

•

P*

city.

in

Smokers' Articles in Demand in Haiti.
Moderate-priced cigarette and cigar cases are

to-

or^cigar.s.
^if^ai n.
Registered
ixt-jsiaici
eu jiiiiuary
January 10.
^'°- '^''^ghamton. .\. Y.
as

Rob Toledo Store of
Enough Good to Start
City.

Thomas

to the home factory to prepare for the shipping of raw materials to Enid.
As soon
as the supplies arrive the factory will be
opened.

Show

New York

$200;

and Ben Alcock have returned

TRANSFERS

ra„;f,rr..rr','
iranstirred
V"'V''''?
to ^)"'T'<
Jos.
Schaefer,

Association

Illch,

Co.. Brooklyn.

•'"'' S'^ars. cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco.
^^nlv^?^o77^^'^v^®Lithographic Co.. .\ew York City,
Gi<A riklrn
.n'iVn"^^V~

bacco
gc^co.

$300; Muhlfelder and

Branch Cigar Factory for Enid, Oklahoma
George Cunlifife, of the General Wayne Cigar Company, of Wooster, O., is in Enid, Okla., making
arrangements for the opening of a branch factory in that

and che-

^^^^'m™'otI^^JI^'
NEW GEORGIAN

'''''''"^'>

I'eekman Street,

14, 1916.

cigars, tobacco and cigarettes, etc. July
^ ^'o- ^"""^ York City.
IpamtI^W^^",';,^''^'''""''
cigars, cigarettes and tobacco. July 17.
'®^^low
Vi c
.^'V
"''^^'^'"^•'^•' •^'^w York City.
ADiiwT.'i;,^,f

•^.'••a^Lco.

•

^''^^

Rir UPAT^
DIG
HEAD:— 9128 U. S
vys;
\If

of the United States
5

For cigars, cigarettes,
American Lithographic Co.,

^""''^

inquirers.

as well as
of the entire industry, for
for members, and we ask for the co-operation of every

11, 1916.

<^Oy I'ittsburgh, Pa.

^^f 'inf?^^Al~^^'?^^'

Inftjrmation Bureau is not only a benefit to
those looking for such information, but it may indeed
be of untold advantage to manufacturers, jobbers or

Moreover, this Association is endeavoring to establish an efficient Information I'ureau for the benefit

July

^'«^'"
Qiici^ro'DAl^A^^'^''''''
SUSURRADAR:-39,811.

Our

agents whose brands are looked for by such

AMERICA :-39,807.

IN

^'8^''
Ji^'o
PITTSBURGH

be able to supply such information, we respectfully ask all manufacturers, as
well as jobbers or agents controlling private brands,
to send us complete lists of their respective brands
and i)rices, and also to mail us from time to time,
their supplementary or amended lists.

for

MADE

i'o'" a" tobacco products.
July
H.^H?^A^^=~-2^'^®8Ihe .Moehle Lithographic Co., Brooklyn. X Y
PITTSBURGH GULF:-39,809. For cigkrs and stogies.

plug, snuff, etc.

of the United

States Revenue Department, and Ferdinand Welter, a onetime prominent wholesale liquor dealer, both of Grand
Rapids, Mich., have recently formed the F'ostock- Welter
Cigar Company, for the manufacture of cigars. They will
be located at 115 Island Street. S. I'.., (Irand Rapids. Mich.

1916.

6,

Pa.

cheroots and tobacco.
-New \ork City.

ot

In order that

iJair,

1

employ

8,

1916.

For all tobacco products. July 5, 1916.
Wadsworth-Campbcll Box Co., Detroit, Mich.
ED. GEERS:—39,805. For all tobacco products. July 5, 1916.
Wadsworth-Campbcll Box Co., Detroit, Mich.
KRE-GLE:— 39,806. For cigars. June 16, 1916. H. F. Kohler &

Important Request

Tobacco Merchants'
K. LSostock. formerly in the

July

30,

PAUL REVERE:—39,804.

i>end, Ind.

W^

City.

.smoking and chcwuig tobacco.
Baltimore, Aid.

non-members

William (VXeil,

Xcw York

all

SEMEN TA:—39,801. For all tobacco products June
(jcorge Schlegcl, New York City.
SACHARIN:—39,802. For all tobacco products. July
Schwarzkopf &. Ruckert, New York City.
ONCE IN A WHILE:— 39,803. For cigars, cigarettes,

J.

creditors include Ralph P. Branche,
$1000,
L. and Leo Branche, $1000, in litigation
P f'

and manufactured

REGISTRATIONS

.Schkgcl,

Charles

the real one.

Six months ago, before these agents began buying,
there were at least 15,000 cases of 1909 goods held by Lancaster city and county buyers, and it was selling as low as
5, 6 and 7 cents a pound.
While the extensive buying for
the foreign governments was in progress prices rose fast,
until the tobacco was selling as high as 12 cents.
Only a
week or ten days ago one Lancaster dealer refused 14 cents
for 900 cases, this tobacco having stood him up to the
prt'scnt time about 21 cents.
Unless the foreign agents begin buying again the bottom is likely to drop out of the
market for the 1909, of which about 7000 cases still remain

J.

was as an individual and as
Company, a partnership conSteuben and James Streets.

to obtain in Haiti.
About the only classes of these articles
to be had are unduly ornate and expensive,
made of leather

take output of small Clear Havima

Ninth Street, Philadelphia, Pa

liabilities

Farrelly, $261.

every ten (10) additional titles necessarily reported.

MUNICIPAL PIER:—39,799. For

Foreign Buyers Notified to Discontinue

McGowan,

—
—

9;H{
Guarant«./i i

money refunded. Fifty cent.^ per pound. Alio Vuelta
Ldwln Alexander A Co.. 17» W afr Strtet, New

Transfer,

a volof $0452 and
filed

assets of $125.
The petition
a member of the Ideal Cigar

and Walter

Note A An allowance of $2 will be made to members
of the Tobacco Merchants' Association on each registration.
NoteB If a report on a search of a title necessitates
the reporting of more than ten (10) titles, but less than
twenty-one (21), an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00)
If it necessitates the reporting of more than
will be made.
twenty (20) titles, but less than thirty-one (31), an additional charge of Two Dollars ($2.00) will be made, and so
an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00) will be made for

78th c7"
"

finest quality.

factory
ten-cent

Interests.
Will make a big sacrifice to responsible
parties with sufficient capital to take hold of proposition.
$20,000
needed.
Tritleis will receive no attention.
Address in confidence. Box
26, "Tobacco World," 236 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

FIFT\ CENTS

For Sale.
net m the cigar

New York.
KOU SALE — Keniedios Havana

bankruptcy with

The Albany

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Effective April 1, 1916.
$6.00
Registration (see Note A),
(see Note B),
1.00
Search

'

Sale.

A REAL, CHANCE FOR A WORKING FACTORY
FOR SALE —The owners )f a long-establi&hed high-grade cigar

lo

CITY

in

ducting a cigar store, at

business quick. The owner i
cigar business, established tliiity years ago in one of the snl)url)s
(if uJJPa., making high-grade 5c. and l(,c. brands, is desirous of selling
the same
lo pressure of othor interests.
Help plentiful. Very little raw materiil nn T'"."
$25(:0 needed.
A good chance t,. .|ni.i hnyer. .\d.lress l!,,x 1). T,S„\"vl
l'!'^

th>^

For

good chance

NEW VORK

BEEKMAN STREET

I

RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT. THREE CENTS A WORD, WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
Special Notices.
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^'^'>^^'

GARRETT

H.

SMITH,

106

E.

19th

St.,

Sole Agent United States and Canada

New York

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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THE TOBACCO WOELD
GakU: "DONALLBS"
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

JOHN F. HEILAND

F.

LANCASTER, PENNA.

7 yiMlta Arriba

HABANA, CUBA

SAN MIGUEL IM

nRAUSSMAN Importer
HAVANA TOBACCO
Water
A.

E.

&
SUAREZ
C>

M. A.

(8.

FigMr&t 39-41,

Cable

CO.

New

Street

168

22nd St

md

^

Second Ave.,

NEW YORK

of

lODaCCO

*'CUETARA" Havana,

Cuba

JULIUS MARQUSEE,
Packer and Dealer

Water

141

Street,

J.

NewYwk

All Grades of Seed LeafTebaoeo
TELEPHONB 3956 JOHN

.

in

Established 1890

TOBACCO

CO.

LEAMAN

K.

Packtr of and Vealar in

THE YORK TOBACCO CO.

Leaf Tobacco

Labels.

mi

Amd PMkM**f

LANCASTER.

Give Us s

Stock Cards.

We Waat Your Optaiss

Trial.

CaWe

Address, "N.«lac«^

F.

PhHad«lpbla

126

AMISTAD

HABANA,

ST.

For Genuine Sawed

Co.

Our Capacity

& CO.i

Leaf Tobacco Merchant

Importors of Havana and Sumatra and
'.*
Packers of S^d Loaf Tobacco
Finest RetaU Department in Pennsylvania

HAVANA, CUBA— Consulado

151 North 3d St, PhiUdelphia

R.osen'wald CD. Bro.

£,.
143

NEW YOKK

WATER STREET

A;

Cohn & Company

Impo^e^i of Halfdns
Leaf Tobacco

142 Water

dtid

5iim«o«^ backer* af

and Growers

Street,

of Georgia

Seeif

Factory No. 79

S. R.

KOCHER

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and Domestic Cigars
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco
Leading brands— "Volitta," "Quake7,"'"Nabobs," "i-4-5," "Havana
Cream," "Imperial Beauty," "Little Vara"

130

Water Street

(Sl

Cuba

- ftft

BREMEN, GERMANY

Broad

ERNEST ELLINGER & CO.
Picf nrPiKKanc

\^1^8ri\lDD0IlS

^^^^^

List to

DepartnK V

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

HAiAMA. AMISTAD 95

Est. 1760

Gail

Est. 1851

:

Est. 1825

GEORGE W. HELME

8TIIEET.

&

Michaelsen

SAN M?c.?r?"V,c
MIGUEL 136

W— ho««:

Co.

CAYEY

N*w York
,78

Addressi

18 Obrapla Street, Havana. Cuba
GoMe '*tJNICUir'
P. •. Aoa aa

II

MAXIMILIAN STERN

Havana Tobacco
Clavcl No.

I,

ESTABLISHED

NISSLY
Florio.

H.

B<*«> •Iw.H Snd
k

^pIm rU iiM^

.

pUwi«

xJbiailtMl

Havana, Cuba

165 Front

Street.

New Yotk

o«,

our iw^ik.

ivon nc,mtL

I9e4

Steam Cigar Box Manufacturers

Offl.. : n.,fa. P..

to loot

NEW FACTORY

1877

W. HEFFENER & SON
AND MAKERS OF

,

NewYir*
CO., Ill nfth Ave.,

Prasse

WATER STREET

CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO
P^'^^
•«M H««. U«..u,.
M«n
:

Sl

Offic:

&
SONS
OROWBRS AND PACKBRS

L.

Streets

Commission Merchants
Leaf Tobacco & Ciffars

NEW YOWC

Importers and Packers of Havana
Leaf
And Packers of Puerto Rican
Tobacco
^"""' •*""

Duke and Chestnut

CO

CO.

OF

Toasts

Strong, Salt, SWeet and Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURED BY

WATW

Manuel Alvarez

E.

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maccoboys ^ *R.appees — High

,.«

Hani—

Cor.

Strasburg and Lancaster

YORK

:
Lorillard's Snuff,
Rail Road Mills Snuff,

ff,

Officc,133-137 ftwrtSt.
Lattto A.

RANCK

H.

LANCASTER, PENNA.
Packing Houses:

Packers and Importers

HAVAf^A TOBACCO IMPORTERS

The Standards of America

& Ax's Snu

Office:

Boston. Maee.

V-—,».,_,__
MENDELSOHN.
BORNEMAN

S^Anufa.cturers of Bindings, Galloons, TAffetss,
Satin and Gros Grain

WOODHAVEN AVENUE. GLENDALE. NEW

New York

15.

Always Room

Dome^ic Leaf Tobacco

OF HAVANA TOBACCO
H>T«a>WTshou«e,Salud

assortment of Plain and Fancy

Write for Saaple Card and Price

St.,

Sellemille, Pa.

Packer and Dealer in

Tobacco & Cigars
G)nsiJado 142, H avana, Cuba
RArrENBURGH
SONS
SlUALITY HAVANA

Neptuno 6. Havana.

YORK, No.

Correspondence with wholesale and jobbing trade invited

Faolorj and OfficestWRIGHTSVlLLE. PA.

115

Sumatra

... New York

Established 1870

NEW

I.

Co.,

D. SELLERS. SELLERSVILLE. PA.

MILTON

PANTIN

Leaf

HIPPLE BROS.

YOBK, PA.

Eetsbllahed ItM

for Manufacturing Clgtm Boxes Is
for One More Good Customer

MONROE

Commission Merchant

HEINRICH NEUBERGER

CIGAA BOXES. Go to

Keystone Cigar Box

^nd Importers of HA VA. NA
No. 143 Market Street, Lancaster, Pa.

CURA

LEAF TOBACCO

MANUFACTUKEKS OF CIOAI SCBAP TOBACCO

LEAF TOBACCO

LESLIE

l«

of

Oiflce and Warehonse. IS Bast Clark Av«nae.

&

Nissly

aad loUbeia

AU Gradea

PA.

Packers and Dealers in

SPECIALTY-\1;ELTA ABAJO and ARTEMI8A

LEAF TOIACCO
St..

John

Almacen de Tabaco en Rama

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
mkd 3f7 N. Third

St..

asia

Wareheuae! Bird- In- Hand, Laneaater Ce., Pa.

Ribbons, Silk Imitation and MMsUnola Rlbbsn
Printad or Stamped in Geld er Silver

CARDENAS y CIA

STRAUS & CO.

311. 3f}, 3«i

SolieiM

W. Walnut

HANOVER, PENNA.

THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA

I»»>rtw

Correspoadtnce

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

K.

Cigar
Box
Labels
AND TRIMMINGS.

Ytit

IIO-II2

306 NO.

KINDS OF

CHICAGO, 103 WEST MONROK STREET,
LOUI^ O^ CAVA, Mgr.

Office and Saleareom

LOEB-NUf^EZ

ALL

«n

LiCai

andDMlertin

MANUrACTURER OF

Lancaster County Ffincy B*s

B«pMlidMMl Talwcos Finoa de Vuelta Abajo
Partido

£l CO.

33

Patented Wire Bound Shipping Cases

HOWARD

«(

BOUNDARY AVE.

YORK.

PA

a

•

THE TOBACCO WORLD

36

Heywood. Strasser &.V01CT LITHO.CO

BELIEVERS IN PUBLICITY

26- STREET & 9- AVENUE, NEW YORK

These foremost houses of the trade have reliable lioods to sell and want our
subscribers to know about them.
Read their story and when writind tell them
you saw it in THE TOBACCO WORLD.
.-.
No borfus Advertising admitted.

MANUI ACTIJRFRS OF

Cigar Box Labels
Bands and Trimmings
WESTERN OFFICE
179 West Wathington

St.,

Acker, Merrall & Condit Co.. New York
Alvarez & Co., Manuel, New York
American Cigar Co
American Lithographic Co., New York

%
33

Cover IV

Chicago,

322 Chestnut

III.

Street

4
\

A

|

&

Bacbia

Make tobacco mellow and amooth in character
and Impart a most palatable flavor

and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for List of Flavors for Special Brands
BBTUN. AROMATIZES. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS

a

SMOKING

BRO.. 92 Reade

Street.

«

7

Manila Advert.aing Agency

Co.. R.
Bayuk Bros., Philadelphia
Behrens & Co., Havana, Cuba

Brothers
Boucher Cork & Machine Co., Inc
Branboff Mfg. Co.
Business Opportunity
Bustillo Brothers & Diaz, New York and

Istabltohed IIM

CIGAR FLAVORS

FRIES

W

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPORATING

FOR

Loveri

3(5

,

American Sumatra Tobaccu Co
American Tobacco Co., The, New York
Arguelles, Lopez & Bro

(
%

Bobrow

FUYORS

'•!•

Manuel

Lopez,

New York

WH.

F.

COFHY & SON
27

AnctiwHw nd

South Second

CoiMniMisa

31

_

'''',
.'...'!.*!

30
6

!!!!!cove'r'

IV

Tampa

*•••••*•

M

&

Co.,

Michaelson A^rasse, iikvana
Mi FftToriu Ci»«r Co., Inc.

1

t«*a«««**c

.!!

«

New York
:*.::::

,i
^
«
*

.*.'.".'."

Moehle Litographic Co., The, Brooklyn
Morns & Company, Philip

'.*.*.'..

*]

Mwbih

Street, Philadelphia

REGULAR WEEKLY SALES EVERY THURSDAY.

Caver IV

Marquessee, Julius
Melachrino & Co.,
Mendelsohn, Borneman

y CJa, Havana
Castro & Co., Pedro, Tampa, Fla
Cifuentes, Pego y Ca., Havana, Cuba
Cohn & Co., A., New York
Cardenas

CIGARS. TOBACCO

SMOKERS' ARTICLES, SPECIAL SALES OF LEAF TOBACCO CON
SIGNMENTS SOLICITED. ADVANCES MADE. SETTLEMENTS
MADE ON DAY OF SALE

32
29

.

••••••••••••••••••««
Philadelphia .. •••••••
*•••••••••
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the psychological

you to begin to use domestic
wrappers.
The condition of the imported wrapper market is dangerIf you don't look out you will work another year for
ous.
nothing,
or at a loss.
$1 .85 per pound duty; labor higher than ever; fillers
and binders higher than ever; and imported wrappers dangerously
high; these are facts that spell—
PROFIT FOR YOU.

The Cigar Without a Peer

is

Take Woodwara

We have some

Adams Avenue

fancy, light, fine quality

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
200
200
100
100

New York Office— 257

$1.50 Single, $2.50 Up
"
2.00
3.00 "
"
•'
2.50
4.00 *•
•* 3.00 to 5.00 "
4.50 *'

Rooms, Private Bath,
"

•'

"
"

*•

"

Double

"

I

Total 600 Outside Rooms
ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET
Two Floors Agents'
New Unique Cafes and
Sample Rooms
Cabaret Exellente

Fourth Ave.

GEORGIA and FLORIDA

—

Wrappers
that burn

and

good

any imported wrapper. They will
make money for you on every cigar that you sell.
Use Florida, Georgia and Connecticut Shadegrown.
The only way that will enable you to make money, is to please
your customers.^
Which would you rather be, prejudiced or
prosperous?
It's up to you.

SANCHEZ Y HAYA
^^^^^H^
Tampa.

taste as
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Fla.

A

Ne'w Brand from Old
Samples

now

Number
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MERICAN
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lUMler

fine cigars
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the choicest ''Vuelta

THE

C HOICEST

S.

SANCHEZ Y HAYA, Tampa,

TOBACCO

bajo'' tobacco,

Gorernment bond inspection. 8 sizes only Cigars to retail for 2 for 25c. to 25c.
Package and goods show quality and class in mwerj detail.
"La Flor de Sanchez y Haya" have always been leaders in their field. Better than ever.

U.

OMPANY

ready for

"IGNACIA HAYA" Brand
hete goods are the last 'word in

OBACCO

Florida

each.

142 Water

Street,

New

York.
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Smoked from Coast

Besides the tobacco—

What

to Coast

Characterizes

a Good Cigar?

—

AROMA

''

—

Q

all orders.

San Martin

The

u

6c

I

value

of

country.

San Martin

"HteXin Can Since 1901"

pRAT

&

Leon

growers and manufacturers in the Philippines is reviewed in a recent issue of the "Commerce Reports," by J.
F. Boomer, the Manila correspondent.
The growing importance of the Manila cigar business in the United States
is of sufficient importance to warrant the publication in part
to the

co-value-giving

limit

sky-

—

lOc quantity
lOc quality
retails in the Patterson
duo-paper package at

—

5c
Havana Cigar

Would

cost double* in. tins.

Most jobbers are

5<b

supplied.

Ltd.
Richmond Va.

OrigliMl Pattanons ei

PHILADELPHIA.

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,

which follows
"The promote the growing of a better grade of thj
product and more of it, the Director of Agriculture is given
the power to regulate the planting, the kind of seed to be
used, and the methods of cultivation and curing.
"The Director of Agriculture may, whenever he deems
it necessary, order the
purchase and distribution of seed
from well-developed tobacco plants.
This seed must be
thoroughly cleaned, and must be distributed gratuitously
by the agents of the Bureau of Agriculture, care being
taken that the distribution is made impartially and proportionately among the growers.
"All curing of the leaf nuist be done in a building or
curing shed constructed in accordance with
specifications
issued by the Director of y\griculture.
This provision is
applicable only to growers who raise tobacco
for the marand
not
exclusively
J-et,
for their own consumption.
To
facilitate compliance with
this provision the Director of
Forestry s obliged to issue free of
charge to any tobacco
producer a license to cut timber of
the first group for the
purpose of constructing drying or
curing sheds in conformity with the official specifications.
This provision for gratuitous license to
cut timber is to last for three years.
"To comply with the obligations laid upon it
by this
act, the Bureau
of Agriculture is provided with special inof the article

did one
thing, viz: raise the tobaccertainly

high.

Inc.

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES
YouCaHnot be Mistaken 1! You Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes

spectors for the

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, 120 Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes throughout Europe

AODICIB

IN

Co., Inc., are

THE PmNCIPAL

214-216

WEST

Sl. S.

W.

>^mU
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AloMMMft. Rm OmhC
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47lh

STREET,

PUm CAiRO. HmJ Qfioe •md
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Faolary

18-20 Gro»e Baokawtf i

MCI UBT UPON APPLICATION

NEW YORK

:

tobacco provinces.

subject to the rules
of the civil

They

are not to be

service, and shall not remore than $50 per month, with the provision
of $1 per
«ay for service
outside the municipalities in which they
"'«iy be
officially stationed.
Such inspectors are to be
losen, so far
as possible, from the provinces in which they
e to serve,
and must be persons of "great influence and
oven knowledge in
matters relating to the planting and
•roduction of f.bacco."
Their pay will also include their
•iinai aiKl
necessary travcing expenses.
As a further iiutuis of
stimulating the production of
(Continued on Page i8)
ceive

.»

Revenue

co-operate with the collector in matters relating to
the production and improvement of quality of the leaf.
This matter, which is of vast importance in a recent

Tampa, Florida

M<A<U

i

law passed by the recent legislature of the
Philippines providing for the inspection of tobacco
grown on the islands did not become effective until August 1st, following the postponement by the

shall

& BLUMENTHAL,

YORK, AUGUST

15, 1916.

No.

16.

CIGAR PRODUCTION SHOWS HEALTHY
INCREASE DURING THE FISCAL YEAR
Approximate Estimate Shows Increase of More Than 240,000,000 Cigars— Cigarette Production More Than
21,000,000.000— First District of Pennsylvania

HE

methods of production and the quality of tobacco grown
on the islands. The enforcement of the provisions of the
law is placed in the hands of the Collector of Internal Revenue, but it is provided that the iJirector of Agriculture

these

and New Sts.
Cincinnati, Ohio

ORANp DCPOTI OF

—

tor the Philippine Islands.
By this law all tobacco for export from the islands is to be
The law seeks as well to improve the
officially inspected.

Culvert, Sixth

&

OF PHILIPPINE TOBACCO

Governing Leaf Inspection Effective August
Director of Agriculture Has Power to

Collector of Internal

brands to the
jobber and dealer is demonstrated by their
constantly increasing sales throughout the

fl

The
P^^^^Hr^
Heekin Can Co.

M. Melachrino

TO INSURE

Regulate Planting, Seed and Methods
of Cultivation and Curing

Leon cigars are guaranteed to be long filler, hana made by the
Spanish method, manufactured in Tampa,
Fla., from tobacco imported from our own
plantations in the famous Vuelta Abajo
district in Cuba.

All Sizes— All rthai>es.

JEITLES

NEW

Leads Country

not only keep cigars, stogies and tobacco in i)erfect condition ihdetinitely, but due to the attractive Uthographed
(NOT stencile<l) designs, they add a selUng jxiwer that is
of inestimable vahie.

on

1st

Made-in-Bond

Heekin Cans

service

PLITY

Genuine Clear Havana Brands

i)ro-

and preserved?

Prompt

PHILADELPHIA AND

Regulations

Do you
ably

XXXVI.

OFFICIAL INSPECTION

"ElBriche"

CLEANLINESS

jxipular.
think it wise io see that these (|ualities are

tected

& Leon

"Hoyo de Cuba"

Without them, your smoke cannot be
not

Flor de San Martin

FRAGRANCE

FRESHNESS

Vol.

•

ITll possibly one exception, the calendar year of
VJl:], the production of large cigars bids
fair to
establish a record in 1916.
From such statistics
as are available the production of large cigars for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1916, will exceed 7,300,000,000 cigars, exclusive of those made in bond. This is
an increase over the fiscal year of 1915 of more than 245,000,000 cigars. Despite this enormous increase it is doubtful if there has been a proportionate amount of profit to
the manufacturers, owing to the increased cost of production.

The

cigarette production

fulfills

all

predictions, wild

may have seemed when they were made. Approximate figures show that the production for the fiscal year
totals more than 21,000,000,000, fulfilling George
J. Whelan's prophecy, made early in the year. This is an increase
as they

of

more than

4,330,000,000 over the production of the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1915. If the output for the first six
months of the year is maintained the total for the calendar
year of 1916 will total more than 22,000,000,000.

Herewith we append the production of cigars and
cigarettes for the fiscal year of 1915-16.

They

include

all

Porto Rican products, but do not include the Manila imports.

1915
July

August
September
Octobj^r

November
December

.

Cigars

1915

609,266,563
625,491,820
639,128,296
671,160,773
683,527,043
580,299,916

July

1,723,316,395

August
September

1,736,008,700

October

1,725,074,599

November
December

1,752,491,776

1916

January
February

March
April

May
June

Cigarettes

1,635,574,272

1,443,731,971

1916
510,786,983
538,922,640
603,782,523
551,571,190
643,507,113
646,621,120
7,304,065,980

In this connection

January
February

1.664,744,953

March

1,773,675,272

April

1,576,107,984

May

2,070,955,752

June

2,312,412,384

1,658,717,681

21,072,811,739

interesting to note that according to an announcement made by Collector of Internal Revenue, l^phraim Lederer, the P^'irst District of Pennsylvania
leads the country with a production of 801,662,700 large
cigars, which represents an increase of more than 50,000,000 over the previous year. The Ninth District of Pennsylvania is said to be second, with a production of 677,025,473. The Third District of New York is given third place,
with a production of 499,564,110.
Little cigars show a falling off over the previous year.
Manufactured tobacco and snufT show an appreciable increa.se over the production of the previous year.
it is

Durln'n Acker is back from his vacation in the Pocon<»s where he spent considerablt; of his lime on the links.
J.
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conies the riinior that several of the large

pack coupons with their cigarettes,
and (|uickly following this comes an announcement that
such a rumor is without foundation, as regards several of the concerns mentioned.
"Dropping
The fact is, however, that coupons are beThe Pilot"
ing discontinued with certain brands of
cigarettes manufactured by ditlerent C(mcerns.

coinpanifs will cca.se to

We

have

in

mind

brands of cigarcents and twenty cents, respec-

tw<j large selling

ettes, retailing for lifteen

THE TOBACCO WORLD

package of ten, that apparently have reached
their
enormous sales on merit backed by judicious advertising
Naturally, the fifteen cent brand outsells the twenty
cent
brand, but neither have reached the maximum of their
sales
because neither brand has ever been extensively advertised
until recently. They are smoked because of their intrinsic
qualities, and coupons would not add to their popularity
On the other hand, there are brands selling at ten and
fifteen cents the package of tw'enty, with coupons,
which
have also attained enormous sales. Coupons are also packed
with some nickel brands. We have observed, however, that
regardless of the price the coupon is as a rule most care-

15

tively, the

fully preserved.

Statistics

show

that

all

kinds of coupons

and trading stamps are showing higher percentages of redemption than ever before. Where the price of the cigarettes have been the same certain classes of smokers have
been observed to select the goods containing the coupon.
Despite the cry that the consumer pays for the coupon
premium,
or
he has yet to be convinced of the fact sufficiently to throw^ the coupon or trading stamp away. Ask
"United" salesmen what percentage of the customers fail
to take their coupons with their purchases. You will find
that the number failing to do it is small.
While we have no available figures we feel very certain
that once the smoker becomes acquainted with a cigarette
j)acking the coupon he is quite likely to continue smoking
it as long as the coupon is there.
And we also believe that
advertising featuring the coupon in the package has time
and time again brought very favorable results.
The collecting of coupons is distinctly an American
habit and there is no disputing its effect on sales. Whether
or not a man actually smokes more in order to increase his
hoard of coupons we doubt very much. But we believe the
coupon is a lure of no mean sales value.
We understand that the United Cigar Stores Company
has not even discussed the advisability of discontinuing the
coui)on, and as this concern was not among those originally
mentioned in the rumor we can see no reason why they
should.

In a strict sense they are not manufacturers and do
not pack coupons, but give them away with purchases.
While the more discriminating can be appealed to by service,
quality, environment and the condition of the stock, we
doubt if these features alone would maintain the enormous
sales of that concern if they dropped the coupon.

The

increasing cost of production in the cigar and cigarette industry presents a serious ])rol)lem to the manufacturer
and undoubtedly the redemption of coupons cuts some
healthy figure with suri)lus and dividends. It is stated by a
financial journal that the saving to one concern during the
first week of the discontinuance of c(nii)ons packed with certain brands would equal on a yearly basis a G per cent, dividend on the common stock.

When

the value of coupons redeemed reaches, with one
concern, such a figure as intimated above it is hard to believe that the coupon has not been a decisive factor in the
upbuilding of sales on certain brands.
cannot but feel
that the elimination of the coupon will have an immediate
effect on the brands affected. In six months' time it should
appear just how many of that brand were consumed because of the coupon and just how many because of the actual
cigarette value.

We

With such heavy redemptions the sales must have
enormous and we wonder if the coupon will prove to
been the

pMIbADEl2«>MIA.

pilot to a successful business, in these

been

have

.specific cases.

Neumann Banquet Guest in Dayton
T is not an uncommon thing for a cigar manufacturer to be asked out to dinner when on the

Morris D.

road but it does not happen every week that a
jobber gets up a regular banquet in honor of a
gentleman of the above-mentioned calling.
An exception to this statement, however, was found
in Dayton, O., recently when Morris D. Neumann, the
genial head of the Neumann & Mayer Company of this
city, was tendered a banquet at the Haynes Hotel by G. W.
Weakley, president of the Weakley-Worman Company,
who are the distributors for the ** Bella Mundo" cigar.

The banquet was sponsored by G. W. Weakley, and
was attended by the entire selling staff of the firm. While
the speeches were being made the diners smoked the Bismarck size of "El Tellos" and listened to the plans for
making "Bella Mundo" one of the big selling nickel brands
of the Middle West.
Mr. Neumann, Mr. Weakley, J. H.
Keough, head of the cigar department, and T. E. Laukhuff,
general manager, all responded to the request for "a talk."
Also did C. J. Geyer and B. B. Geyer, of the Geyer-Dayton
Advertising

Company.

Plans were discussed for a new selling campaign for
the "Bella Mundo" cigar with a view of educating the
smoker to its many excellent points.
The increased distribution of the brand will make necessary a revision in
sales methods and it was for a discussion of
the matter that
Mr. Neumann went to Dayton.
Among the diners were Dan Kunz, D. O. Sanders, E.
L. llowett,

H.

W.

O. Leslie, E. A. Kiefcr, C. H. Gillaugh, O.
Wnidon, A. W. Ryman, R. E. Muma, and U. B. Neu-

brand.

needless to say that Mr. Neumann was quite surprised by the banquet
and that he deeply appreciated the
It is

comphment.
'jualities

the

I

IE cigar store on the northeast corner of -Eighth
and Chestnut Streets, in Green's Hotel, vacated
some months ago by the United Cigar Stores Com-

pany, has recently been leased for a term of years
to D. A. Schulte, Incorporated.
This apparently w ill be the pioneer store of the Schulte
chain in Philadelphia, although negotiations are pending
for at least six other locations.

If*

The leasing of the store to the Schulte chain is significant inasmuch as the "United" gave up the location rather
than stand for the rental asked. The lease was negotiated
by Mastbaum Brothers & Fleischer, representing the Continental Equitable Trust Company, and there is every reason
to believe that the concessions as far as rental is concerned
amounted to very little. It is understood that the "United"
had been p^iying $10,000 a year for the corner, but that when
their lease expired they concluded that the locaton was not
worth that much. There are very few cigar stores in the
city the rental of which exceeds $10,000. This location was
one of the first taken by the "United," when the chain invaded Philadelphia.
Terry

& Duncan

in Involuntary

I

Bankruptcy

On August

11th an involuntary petition in bankruptcy
was filed against Albert W. Terry, Jr., trading as Terry &
Duncan, located at Tenth and Chestnut Streets. The petitioners were Sanchez y Haya Company, San Martin & Leon

and Antonio, Roig & Langsdorf. Judge Dickinson appointed William D. Duncan receiver under a bond of $12,500, with instructions to continue the business for thirty
days.
rehearing is set for August 26th.

A

It is

was

a fine appreciation of the many sterling
of character of Morris D. Neumann to make him
It

Schulte Gets Store in Green's Hotel

total

less

understood that the assets of the company will
than $10,000, while the liabilities are likely to

reach $30,000.

guest of honor on such an occasion.

The

VVm. R. Bullock, manager of the Mitchell, Fletcher

t^

^ompany Cigar Department, at Twelfth and
Chestnut
treets, is spending
his vacation in New England and the
'"Waine Lake
District.
I [e is expected back the latter
part of
the

month.

Samuel Bayuk, of liayuk

Brothers, is spending his
I^umor has it that he is fast beKmungan expert with the hook and
line.

firm has been established in that location about
seven years. William D. Duncan, a former partner, and
now receiver of the company, withdrew from the firm
several years ago.
Jiesides the store at

Tenth and Chestnut

concern also had the cigar privileges
low Grove.

in the

Streets, the

Casino at Wil-

vacation at Atlantic
City.

recently comj)iled statistics, the Cigar'
makers' International L'ni(jn has, during the past thirty-s"'
years, spent more than $I'^,(MM),(MM> in caring for its sick,
destitute and unemployed members.

According

to

ijeorge King, proprietor
of the Eraser cigar store on
enter Street,
l',aker City, Ore., has s..ld the business
ss to
^- ^. Case.

The

Blumenthal are reported extheir attempt to catch up with orders be-

factories of [cities

iS:

ceedingly bu.sy in
fore the fall season begins.
The demand is concentrating
at present on the national size of "Statesman" and the new
"Masterpiece."

'•
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3ft

brief vacation in

A. J. Lachman, of the West Indies Cigar Company, is
expected home this week, after a trip through the South.

those recently returned from Havana is Robert
E. Lane, who has been visiting the Partagas factory.

T. A. Wysard, vice-president of the Havana-American
Cigar Company, has left his office for a brief vacation.

Justin Seubert

is

back again after a

Massachusetts.

Among

Albert Falk, of the Falk Tobacco Company,
the

West on

Is

now

William Taussig,

in

of Chicago,

visitor in

-

the leaf district.

business.

was a recent

Matthew W. Berriman

is

back from his Canadian

Schulte Secures

popular Manila man, has
J. Freeman, the
making the rounds of the* trade in New England.

been

Harry Spingarn has returned on the "Noordam"
Holland, where he attended the Sumatra inscriptions.

from

Sidney

i

camp, where he spent a brief vacation.

&

Company,

now

R. M. Glenn, of Seidenberg
West looking after the interests of the firm's brands.

to
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is

in the

corner

Harry Moulsdale, Sanchez y Haya representative, came
town recently from Philadelphia.

Reuben Ellis, of the Tobacco Products Corporation, has
returned from his vacation and is again at his desk.
has recently connected with Park &
Tilford, and hereafter will represent that well-known house
in the Central West.

Roman Dobler

cern.

Marc A. Brummer,

list

weeks.
E. F. Ames, of the Publicrty Department of the United
Cigar Manufacturers' Company, is taking a vacation from
his strenuous labors and is seeking a rest in the White

Vincent Planco, of Ruy Suarez & Company, has returned from Havana, where he made some selections of

Mountains.

leaf for the factory.

E. R. Lincoln, of Pohalski Brothers, left recently for the
Pacific Coast where he will give an impetus to the "First

has been ill for several weeks has
recovered sufficiently to be at his office for a short time each

Consul" and other factory brands. L. A. Lincoln has
turned to the office from his vacation.

day.

re-

Americanpresident of the
Sumatra Tobacco Company, has recently gone to Connecticut to look after the interests of the company in the new
Julius

Lichtenstein,

crop.

Paterno Brothers have recently leased to the United
Cigar Stores Company the store located at 2945 Broadway
and as soon as alterations are completed a branch will
be opened there.
Alasl After sending A. V. Jockel away in his new
touring car, accompanied by Charles Fox, for a vacation in
the Adirondacks, he failed to make good, and instead is still

working away

in his office.

A. Detcrmann, of the Manila Commercial Company,
anticipates the arrival of 870,000 cigars on the S. S. "Nip^
pon Maru," due in San Francisco about the first week in
September, and 770,000 on the U. S. S. Transport "Sheridan," due at the same port about September 15th.

Julius Klorfein,

who

Alfred Esberg, vice-president of the United Cigar Manufacturers' Company, has recently left the city for an extended trip through the West.

After a brief visit to New York Samuel Kingsbaker,
of the Kansas City jobbing firm of that name, returned
home after securing among other new brands Regensburg's "Admiration."

D. H. Byrnes, of M. A. Gunst & Co., who recently returned from Honolulu, is filling the position of wholesale
manager in the absence of Louis Cheney, who is on his
vacation.

A

recent visitor to New York was J. D. Walsh, manager of the Fort Pitt cigar stand, who has been entertained
by S. P. Coe, of the cigar department of Acker, Merrall &
Condit.

two-story addition

is

Sixty dollars a square foot is said to be the price paid
by the United Cigar Stores Company for the renewal of
their lease of the store at Madison Avenue and Forty-

being planned for the factory

many

years.

The Schulte Company

Flatbush Avenue and Fulton Street, Brooklyn,
and upon Completion of extensive alterations to the building
will open a branch establishment on the corner portion of
the property leased. The Schulte Company have been very
active in leasing property in this section and only a week
ago leased through Pease & Ellinian in the building owned
junction of

by the Realty Associates, a large ground floor and basement
space extending from Flatbush Avenue through to Livingston Street, and in addition operate a store at 589 Fulton
Street, at the corner of Flatbush Avenue, extension and also
control 575-77-79 Fulton Street in addition to a Flatbush
Avenue extension of the same property, on which the
Schulte Company recently erected a one-story building.
They have also leased through Pease & Elliman, the
KIcinian cigar establishment at No. 754 Broadway, Brook
lyn, at the junction of Broadway, Flushing and Graham
Avenues, being one of the important transfer corners. The
lease is for a term of years and on or about August 10th,
the Schulte Company will open a branch establishment.
This

the latest of a series of

important leases recently
iiog:otiatcd by the Schulte Company for branch establishment locations in Brooklyn and New York City.
is

"Harmony Pipe Blend," I^^ew Liggett & Myers Offering
Liggett & Myers have recently put on the market a
new

smoking
niend." which

tobaco
retails

mixture called "Harmony
two ounces for fifteen cents'.

Pipe
This

hrand will also appear in
'

"Smokarol" form. It is stated by
that "Harmony Pipe Blend" is the result
almost two hundred experiments in the blending of
fine

'Rgctt

of

& Myers

smoking tobacco

A

leaf.

big national advertising

campaign

is

to be started

Ihc brand is suj)plicd only in drop shipments,
the
dealer receiving a
free deal of one-half pound in five.

H. Furgatch, of S. H. Furgatch & Company, reAl Korn is sending in some good orders for the
ega del Rey" and other
brands. Mr. Furgatch was a recent purchaser
in the Sumatra market and secured some

According to O. Osterloh, president of the Standard
Tobacco Company, the "Arcadia" cigarettes, recently pu^
on the market, are taking well with the consumer, and
there is every indication that the brand will i)rove a big

and Eleventh Avenues.

seller.

excellent leaf.

New

Record for Store Rental

NEW record was set for Forty-second Street rental
values when the United Cigar Stores Company
closed a contract with August Heckscher, agreeing to pay about $60 a square foot for a small store
on the southeast corner of Forty-second Street and Madison Avenue.

About four years ago the United Cigar Stores Company rented the store on this corner, containing about 375
about $27 a square foot
from Walter J. Salomon, who held the entire premises under a twenty-one year lease, given by the Fleiss Estate.
Some months ago Mr. Heckscher bought this leasehold
feet at a rental of $10,000 a year, or

as well as the adjoining realty as a site for the structure
now in course of erection.

The United Company

realizing that the corner was one
of the most valuable in the city for one of its stores, immediately opened negotiations with Mr. Heckscher and finally
signed contracts recently, agreeing to pay a rental of $15,000
a year for the corner store in the new building. This store

have a frontage of 11 feet 9 inches on Forty-second
Street, and 27 feet on Madison Avenue.
Despite the fact

will

somewhat smaller than the old store, the company
agrees to pay $5,000 a year more rent, or about $60 a square
that

it is

foot.

H. Duys

& Company

Receive Additional Sumatra

With

the arrival of the steamer "Noordam" from Holland there was received for H. Duys & Company, the wellknown Sumatra importers, 688 bales of Sumatra. The
purchases of this house at the various inscriptions thus far
total about 8,500 bales.

Tobacco Merchants' Association to Issue Year-Book
A year-book containing more than two hundred and
fifty pages, devoted to the history of the Tobacco Merchants' Association and other matters of interest to the tobacco industry, will shortly be ready for distribution. The
matter on various subjects will be prepared by experts.
A. Determann Sends "Yebanas" to Deutschland Crew
A. Determann, of the Manila Commercial Company,
showed his appreciation of the valor of the crew of the Unterseeboote Deutschland by sending to Baltimore a consignment of cigars equal to fifty for every member of the
crew.
The cigars were sent to Captain Koenig, asking
that they be distributed by him among the crew with the

compliments of the Manila Commercial Companv.
tain Koenig sent a personal letter of thanks for the

Ca[)gift.

Sumatra Inscriptions
Notice of the fall Sumatra inscriptions at Amsterdam
and Rotterdam are given in a recent notice from J. II. A.
Gebing, Amsterdam, Holland, as September 15th and September 21st at Amsterdam, and September 23rd at RotFall

S.

ports that

American Tobacco Company at 531 W. Twentysecond Street. The plans were drawn by Paul C. Hunter.
The American Tobacco Company occupies the greater part
of the block on the north side of the street between Tenth
of the

entire building

on the brand.

second Street.

A

have leased
from the Waterman Pen Company for a long term
of years the southerly portion of the ground floor
in the property at 189-91 Broadway, southwest
of Dey Street, and will open a branch establishment.

recently
leased the Broadway and Cortlandt Street corner and sublet same to the Louis K. Liggett Company, owners and
operators of Riker-Hegeman Drug Stores.
The Schulte Cigar Company has also leased a large
portion of the ground floor and basement in the building
formerly occupied by the Latimer Furniture Company at the

Weeks, of the Smoking Tobacco Department of
the American Tobacco Company, has been on the invalid
list, but is at work again.

John Locker, the w. k. Brooklyn jobber, is on the sick
and will probably be absent from his office for several

HE SCHULTE CIGAR COMPANY

by them for

C. A.

R. L. Henry, of the cigar leaf department of the P.
Lorillard Company has been elected a director of that con-

'United" Sets

was recently leased by the Waterman
Pen Company, and on May 1, 1917, the pen company will
vacate the Broadway and Cortlandt Street corner occupied
The

Sidney Goldberg, of Simon Batt & Company, has returned from his trip to Havana, where he made extensive
purchases of leaf.

of E. Regensburg & Sons, will leave
shortly on a trip through the West. The sales force plans
to make this a big year for the Regensburg brands.

Prominent Broadway Location

terdam.
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to be borne by the Insular Goverinnent out of the fund
created by the fees charged for inspections.
"The regulations provide that all tobacco shall be first
classified according to the province of its origin. That
is

OFFICIAL INSPECTION TO INSURE

fiOAUTY OF PHIPIPPINE TOBACCO
(Continued from Page ij)
the best tobacco, the Director of Agriculture is authorized
to classify planters as first and second class, and to grant
diplomas to growers for the excellence of product.
"In order to find means for combating the pests and diseases that afflict the growing plants and the harvested
product, the collector is authorized to announce contests for
the discovery of remedies for diseases, and methods of eradicating the pests, and to pay out of a special fund rewards
to discoverers or inventors of such means.
also provides that no leaf or manufactured tobacco shall be exported from the Philippines to the United
States until it shall have been inspected by the Collector of
Internal Revenue or his agents and found to be of the stan-

"The law

dard established for export. The provisions of the law are
not applicable to waste and refuse tobacco when it is invoiced
and marked as such. The act seems to be directed primarily toward giving Philippine tobacco a good standing in
the market of the United States, for the section prohibiting
exports of tobacco that shall not have been examined and
approved by the Collector of Internal Revenue, specifically
mentions the United States as the place of destination, although a provision forbidding collectors of customs to permit the exportation of tobacco uninspected is general and
mentions no destination.
"The Collector of Internal Revenue also has authority
to make regulations governing the classification, marking
and packing of the product for domestic sale. He may require inspection of, and the affixing of inspection labels
tobacco before it can be removed from the province of
origin to another province.

to,
its

"To make

the inspections and classifications, special
agents may be employed or the ordinary agents of the
bureau may be used. A schedule of fees for the work is
established, and it is provided that these fees shall constitute funds for defraying the expenses of inspection, for promoting, in various ways, the production of better tobacco
in the Philippines and for providing prizes and rewards to
be given those who discover means of eradicating tobacco

from the Province of Isabela shall be known as "Isabela tobacco," and so on throughout the provinces on the Island
of Luzon.
The tobacco grown or produced south of the
San Bernardino Strait shall be known as "tobacco of the
V'isayas." This classification designates the groups to which
the tobacco belongs. Within each group there are six
classes
first, second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth.
AH except the sixth are determined by two tests the length of
the leaf and its soundness.
"Leaf tobacco to be classified as first class must be not

—

than

M

—

4L5 centimeters

length (centimeter=0.39
inch) that of the second class not less than ;]2.5 centimetersof the third class not less than 2'^ centimers and of the
fourth class, not less than KJ centimeters.
Leaf tobacco
having a length less than IG centimeters shall be classified
as fifth or sixth class. A margin of one centimeter is allowed
for each class.
"From the standpoint of soundness no tobacco shall be
classified as first class, no matter what the length of the
leaf, if the leaf is l)roken or worm-eaten to the extent of more
than 10 per cent.; tobacco of the length for second class, if
broken or worm-eaten to the extent of more than 15 per
cent. that of the third class, if broken or worm-eaten more
than 20 per cent. Tobacco having the requisite length for
first or second class, and too much broken or worm-eaten to
be passed under either first or second class may be classified
under No. 4. if it be not broken or worm-eaten more than 50
per cent. Tobacco that may not be ])laced imder any of the
classes mentioned, no matter what its length of leaf, may be
classified as No. 5, if it be not broken or worm-eaten more
than 10 per cent. It is presumed that tobacco of the fifth
class will be made up principally of suckers. Class No. 6
will include all other tobacco that may not be included in
any of the higher grades. The first, second, third and fourth
classes only will be regarded as standard and permitted to
be exhorted to the United States.
"The regulations provide a procedure by which the person presenting tobacco for inspection may protest against
anything that he considers injustice or error in making the
inspection."
less

in

;

;

;

We41 Say This Would Make

First Six Months' Exports of Manila Cigars to U. S.

AIb(2)iicft

United States,
of Internal

it

trade in Philippine tobacco in and with the
is provided in the law that the Collector

Revenue

shall ai)point not

more than two agents

United States, whose duty it shall be to inspect shipments of tobacco upon their arrival in that country, when
recpiired or requested so to do, and to assist manufacturers,
exporters, and dealers in tobacco in disseminating information regarding the Philppine product. Such agents, when
re(|uested, are also to act as arbitrators between the exporters in the Philippines and the importers in the United
States in disputes arising between as to quality, sizes,
in the

When

classes, or shai)es shippe<l or received.

acting as ar-

governed by the law relating
the locality where the dispute

bitrators, the agents are to be

to arbitration and

award

in

arises.

Patterson Cigar Co. Leases

Lower Floor

of

Hood

Herewith is a comparative statement, showing by
months the number of cigars and cigarettes exported to the
United States during the first six months of 1915 and 11)10,

T®wiffl (S®^snp
BY BERT

Building

The W.

G. Patterson Cigar Comj)any has leased the
lower floor of the Hood Puilding,, at Third Avenue and
Twentieth vStreet, P>irmingham, Ala., now occupied by the
Patton-Popc Drug Company, and will open a handsome
cigar store and large soda fountain there in the fall. The
lease becomes effective October 1st, and the lower floor of
the building will be thoroughly remodelled and improved.
This location has been occupied by the Patton-Popc
Drug Company for a number of years, though the cigar
stand there has been recently operated by the W. G. Patterson Cigar Company. The building is owned by Frank Nelson, Jr., Richard W. Massey and Carl Steiner. The Patterson Cigar Company, which began business here several
years ago, now has five retail cigar stores in the city.

respectively.
C.

Saunders, of

the Cortez
the recent visitors to the trade.
\\.

aiiioiij,^

Paul lln)gan, secretary of Dusel,
is

out of the otilice

i\V()

a

M.

A.

wmdows

store uf

hrand of stogies

Goodloe

& Company,

on his vacation.

attractive

kft Streets

Cigar Company,

is

Yahn

i\:

appear in the Juniper and MarMcDonnell.
)ne is devoted to
(

and the other to pipes.

Schwar/.

advertising manager of llobrow
be noticed on the I'.oardwalk at W ildwood,
on Sundav.

ISruthers, will
•\- J-.

come worm-eaten within

sixty days after arrival in the
United .States, the agent is to inspect such cigars or cigarettes at the request of the importer or dealer, and cause
them to be reconditioned if practicable if not, and the importer or dealer so desires, they are to be returned to the
;

Philippines.

The expenses incurred

reconditioning the
shipment or in transporting back to the Philippine Islands
fn

Among
Cigar Vending Machine

Company

at Pensacola

There has recently been incorporated under the l«iws
of i'Morida the cigar Vender and Sales Company of Pensacola, which states that the general nature of its busmess
will be to manufacture, buy, sell and acquire the rights on
patents for cigar vending machines. The capital stock i"
given as $10,000. The incorporators are Mose Iralson,
Thomas K, P>ird and Alex. LeischkofT.

the attractive displays in the business section
in the Ledger Central and across the street in the

arc tht»se
^11111

plaices

i\:

McDonnell store

are featuring

'"and of Luckett.

<'.

in the

W

idener lluilding.

I'.oth

shade-grown "Reynaldo"
Lipscomb.

the fauKJUs

Luchs

Cunningliani.

.\:

Cigars

Month

1915

191(1

lanuarv

l,-il9,;i!>8

4,5UG.X^21

I'ebruary

9.1'.n>,487

March

T.094,88()

9,857,089
5,619,240

April

:!.,S(l().9v'S

7,309,o:jo

May

;;.<;98,(j5!)

7.581,07o

54,5-^9

7.958,154

:!1,;?8S,887

42,892,010

J

"Whenever

cigars or cigarettes bearing the standard inspection label required by the law, arrive in the United
States in a worm-eaten, musty or moldy condition, or be-

Mouthful

A. A. Patterson built this cigar for Jarvis & Jackson, Everett, Wash., who handle the "Reynaldo"
brand in that city. The smoke effect is from real tobacco.
The cigar itself is twenty-eight feet six
inches long, while the height from the ground to the top of the band is fifteen feet. Some smoke!

pests.

"To promote

a

secretary of Otto ICisenlohr's &:
J<•rothers.
Inc.. is back at his desk after a pleasant vacati on.
IMSMiig xve pause to
note that his coat of tan is quite
lie hnest
we have seen this suninier.

une

Total
Increase

:?.4

11,50;{,129

Cigarettes

Month

1915

1910

January

rv^n.odo

255,000

I'ebruary
.March
April

(105.250

!>87,750

()15.',>00

May

MKi.SOO

340,000
710,250
500,250

June

50'i.5(Mi

5(>,00(>

•^«ir 1.10(1

2.8 19,250

:{(n.(;50

|,

Tcital

Increase

177,850

—
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making a short visit with the home office W
^^
j)orts a good outlook in the South, where
business is
^"""
ning well ahead of last year month by month.
Morgan A. Gunst, of M. A. Gunst & Company,
retur
^^1
early in the week from a two weeks' vacation
atKla
and

1

•[

li

i^

Sana

iF'imisKgfe^©

^
—

Campaign Planned for Lovera Brand 'Gene
Stolz Lands Some Good Orders for "Palo" Cigars
Kraus & Company's Representative Busy

Billboard

THE TOBACCO WORLD

is

'^

Falls, Ore,,

where he did a

San Francisco, August 5, 1916.
)^'V of the schools and colleges in and about San
i'ntncisco opened last week, and others will be

and resting
T. W. Harris, president of the Tobacco
Companv
California, who has been in the East for some timp ;.
"-""c, IS now
on his way home andJ is expected to reach San
Franc'
within a day or two, if nothing happens to delay him
Edward Wolf, local representative of H. Anton
B
\- Company, of New York, has placed the
"Don Antonio''
Importellas of that house with Haas Brothers,
prominem

opening

wholesalers of this city.

1

•

little

•

1

,

Marcelino Perez,

fishing

few days. This is bringing the vacation season to a close and the summer absentees are
rapidly returning to the city. Due partly to this and partly
to the cooler weather the smokers are out in larger numbers
than for some time, and the retailers are enjoying their best
business in more than a month. There is some difference of
in a

opinion as to the outlook for fall but the general opinion is
that the last half of the year w-ill show up better than the
;

latter part of 1915.

The election seems to be having no effect on trade, and
not much interest is yet being taken in anything but the
proposed prohibition amendments to the State constitution.
The movement of*^the labor unions in favor of prohibition
taken by large capitalists, including large liquor interests, in the open shop anti-labor union
movement here is viewed with some uneasiness, though
with less than would have been the case two years ago
when prohibition had not been tried out in a number of
neighboring States. Though the bulk of the cigar men are
naturally opposed to prohibition as an infringement on personal liberty, it is thought by many that the results in Oregon, Washington and Arizona show that the cigar business
is not seriously dei)endant on the liquor trade.
Joseph Michalitschke. of Michalitschke Brothers &
Company, wholesale cigar men of this city, is away this
week, taking a short vacation in Monterey County. He is
due to return about the middle of the month.
S. Bachman & Company are now getting things lined
up for the early opening of the fall business. With them
the vacation season is about over, and the traveling men are
now either out on the road or at the home office, getting
things lined up for a start within the next week or two.
Joseph Eiclnvald, a wholesale tobacconist of Shanghai, China, was married here on July 31st to Miss Violet
Cameron McKillop, of this city. He sailed with his bride
the following day for the Orient, where the honeymoon
will be spent. Mr. and Mrs. Eichwald will reside in Shangin retaliation for the part

Stolz, Pacific

business will be instituted throughout the territory. The
"Bandero" has had a big run during the first seven months
of the year, and Major Burrows is planning on a further
boost to business during the remainder of the year.
M. A. Gunst & Company received eighty-three cases of

"Alhambra" Manila cigars this week on the steamer
Darien Maru. The "Alhambra" brand has recently had n
great vogue, especially in the country districts of Califortheir

nia.

}/[.

H. B. Fakin, manager of the Los Angeles branch of
A. Giinst i*^ Company, came up from the South this week

expected to

re-

week.

spent at

Mt. Kineo, Maine.

Merrall

& Company,

The Reynolds-Lindheim Cigar Company of Nashville,
Tenn., reports a steadily increasing demand for the "Portino" and "El Toro" brands which they distribute.
The United Cigar Stores Company has secured a location in the New Hotel Cleveland, to be erected in Cleveland, Ohio, on the site of the Poorest City House.
The cigar store at the north end of Petroleum Bridge,
Oil City, Pa., operated for some time past by
C. Blatt, has
been sold to J. H. Smith.

California street wholesalers. S.
Blake, head accountant, has returned from a short stay in
the mountains of Mendocino county, w'here he found plenty
of opportunity for roughing it, as well as plenty of chance
for rest and recreation.
I.

H. H. Manley, of the San Francisco office of the American Cigar Company, who has spent a week or two in Oregon and Washington, is back in San I'>ancisco this week
He will. howev<*r, soon be out on the road again after more
business.

Abe

Israel, of the

Sam

Israel retail emi)orium

spent his vacation at Lake Tahoe, coining and
his automobile.

city,
in

F.mil Judell, junior

member

of II. L. Judell

&

in this

going

Coe,

West.

Arnold Pollak, western factory man for Kraus & Coml)any, of Baltimore and other lines, returned this week from
a little trip to the South, taken mainly for pleasure,
but
which nevertheless brought in some good business. He
spent, a part of his outing at the old mission town of Santa
Barbara, on the Southern California Coast.
The vacation season is coming to a close with Ehrnian
Brothers

manager of the cigar department of Acker.
& Condit, has returned from a trip through the

S. P.

it.

Raymond

Berry will

B.

future conduct the cigar
Connecticut Mutual Building, Hartford, Conn.,
due to Everett K.
Hawley retiring from the concern!
which was formerly known as the HawleyBerry Company.
in

stand in the

The Suffolk Cigar Association, Inc., is the
latest firm
in Boston.
It has incorporated for a capital
stock of
$l",OOU.
The incorporators include A. F. Power, Morris
Werthenn and Raphael Block.
Fred Berry,

who

many

for

years conducted a cigar
111.,
will re-enter the cigar business
that city on August .15.
He has leased a store

has also returned from a two weeks' outing at Lake Tahoe,
where he stopped on his way back from a business trip

store

m Waukegan,

•igain

ni

through Nevada.

tm

W ashington

Street.

Allen.

Charles

Alleging that

the

late

Edwin

C.

Way,

Marshall,

Mich., millionaire and former president of the ScottenDillon Tobacco Company, of Detroit, is her brother, Mrs

H. C. Moore, of Horton, Mich.,

is

preparing to

Knubel, western representative of "Charles
and ahso f(,r the "Centrosa" and other
brands
recent visitor in Denver.
Mr. Knubel's headquarters
II.

n^ 'Teat,
U.S a

of

claim

the

more than a million dollars.
Mrs. Moore says that Mr. Way was not the son ofthe
late Mr. and Mrs. James A. Way, of Marshall, but that he
was an adopted son. She says that when he was ten ^ear^
old he ran away from the parents' home in Stockbridgf.
Mich., and was not heard from until six years ago, when a
letter was received by Mrs. Moore's parents, Mr. and Mr=
Henry Fish, saying that he had been trying for years to
cate his parents, the letter was signed "Edwin C .^^^y
entire estate of

lo-

•^reniSan I-rancisco.

The John Brothers
tobacco shop in the Ralston Build•'^^'""*' ^^^'t'"'^ ^'^'^y^ W- Va., has
'
rcnitK
w"'^^^
It
> opened for business following
a complete renova-

tion

"1

of the store

th

l-as

lair".*:^,''^''"*"'^
;;"''^'"^'' «"

lJ„

^''

t^x»k
^

inin
n'r .
"""if'diate

•^*''*'J'''

^avis & Morrison,
Procter Street, Beaumont, Tex.,
P'randstetter.
Mr. Brandstetter

^A^-'^''

^*o^^

<^f

possession.

Fish."

Mrs. Martha Cirou, one of the town's oldest inhabi
^'^^
tants, says she distinctly remembers when Mr. Way
born and whs one of the first children who saw the new
baby,

*"^''''"
J

'a.

— David

Prices

Straus Back

From His Vacation

V:

aret-rV'''^'''"'

InVs

C!

^"Wition

(^r

T

isV'"
^*'"''^*'''

temher 1st

""

"^^""fa^^turers, of Ncwmanstown,
three-and-one-half story addition, 50
'''^'''"' factory
in Lebanon, Pa.
The

*''

'''*

''^"'^^y

^^'^

occupancy about Sep-

August 11, 1916.
the "El Yutan" cigar

If5l

Cincinnati, O.,

S reported

in other cities

is

making a hit with smokers here. J. B. Moos Company handle the line and it is worked by Henry
Adler, the local representative of the American
Cigar Company.
Charles Krohn, of the C. N. Krohn Company, has been
suffering from a strange illness ever since he returned from
his vacation.
He is convalescing, however, and hopes to

fiM

be about this week. The firm has recently taken on the
"Lucella" cigar.
Despite the fact that business is slow with the jobbing
houses these days, S. Frieder & Sons are quite active.
Their jobbing business is showing a steady increase.

The "Admiration"
Brothers & Company,

cigar,

which

is distributed by Straus
well placed throughout the city
and the house states that the demand for the brand is more
than satisfactory.

is

The

stogie manufacturers have advanced the price of
their goods, and Louis Kusnick, who does a large
business
in stogies, has unhesitatingly advanced the price
of some of
his goods to the consumer.
There is no falling off in his
business.

One

new advertisements of the ''Truly Spanish
House," Cuesta, Key & Company, is being shown by John
of the

Davis & Company. It is a painting captioned "Purveyors of the Royal Court of Spain." It is attracting much
C.

attention.

David Straus, of Straus Brothers & Company, has returned from the Jersey Coast resorts and looks as if he
enjoyed every minute of his trip. Business is going along
splendidly with the house.
An additional store of the "United" chain is to be
opened in the city shortly. It will be located on Sixth
Street, near

Company,

Claims Kinship to Dead Millionaire

Consumer

to

m
Trade— Stogie

New

{„

for

"El Yutan" Makes a Hit in City

Advanced

Fred Hirschorn, president of the United Cigar Manufacturers' Company, has returned to the city after a vacation

brand of cigars,

hai.

Major B. F. Burrows, factory representative of the
Jose Lovera Company, and Wellman, Peck & Company, the
San Francisco distributers for the same house, arc now
getting busy with the fall advertising and promotion work
for the "Bandero" brand, the five-cent specialty of the Jose
Lovera Company. A big bill-board campaign will be carried on throughout ithe central and northern part of the
State, most of the larger cities and towns coming within the
scope of the work. At the same time a lively campaign for

this

is

The firm of A. & B. Levinson, tobacconists of Newburgh, X. Y., have recently filed a petition in bankruptcy
with liabilities of $1567 and no assets.

Coast representative of the
"Palo'
is again in San E>ancisco working
ujth
Joe Rinaldo, his San Francisco distributer for a still further
placement of the "Palo" line. The reorders are comii,.r
nicely, and both are confident of a rapid growth in
the demand. While away. Mr. Stolz covered all the northern
end
of the coast, where he knows everybody and where
he had
no trouble in making a big initial placement for his new line
He believes that he has one of the best things put on th»
market in a long time, and his friends are taking his word
J.

Havana,

Burnett, of the R. D. Burnett Cigar Company,
York.
Birmingham, Ala., was a recent visitor to

of

l

E.

is in

R. D.

.

,

who

some time

turn to his offices

'^^

(
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Main.

The stock

H. Lucke Cigar Company was recently sold at auction, and Charles B. Wittrock, the receiver,
expects to wind the affairs uf the concern up shortly.
Albert P'alk, of the P^alk Tobacco Company, stopped off
here recently and found "Herbert Tareyton" cigarettes
of the

J.

hi

••1

moving nicely.
The "Knowledge" cigar, manufactured by Samuel
Greenwold, is beng distributed by Horwitz Brothers, who
have worked up a very healthy business on the brand. It is
a nickel cigar and seems to have "made good" with those
who have smoked it. A special deal to the consumer is a
box of ten free with every purchase of a box at two dollars.
Michael Ibold, the manufacturer, is well pleased with
the way his "Sonada" brands are making good.
Almost
every "live" store in town has some in stock, and the factory
is quite busy with duplicate business.
"Raincoat," a race horse well known on Western tracks,
was so badly injured at Hamilton, Ont., that it was necessary to kill the animal. Charles Straus, who owned him.
has felt the loss keenly.

The rumor

current that Lilienfeld Brothers are looking for a factory in this city or vicinity. In fact, it is said
that several Detroit manufacturers would like to establish
branches elsewhere.
is

Itan.

I

;
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Here

is

Pa.,

August

8, 1916.

Sir:

writer would like very much for you to please
outline which would be the best way to visit the townon the list attached, that is the first one and so on the
best way to make connections, the time of train's arrival and next one's departure, the number of

The

THE
OFFICE
BOY'S

dgar

manufacturers in each town, and their rating if possible
Also if you know of any of the towns nearby which have
a few good cigar manufacturers in it, advise us and include in list. What towns would be best to stay overnight in and what hotels do you recommend?
Please rush reply as we want to start our man out
on this trip as soon as we get your letter.
Trusting to hear by return mail, 1 remain,

COLUMN
HOW TO DO
No coupons

with

my

Yours

makes me very sad,
"flivver" 1 had planned

This puts
I

my

to get

plans "in bad."

me

;

until

it

From chimney, crack and door.
And false alarms have been turned
lly neighbors by the score.
If

in

steady effort brings success,
That car is sure to come,

Fw

now we chew, and chew, and save
The wra])pers from the gum.

his office for his close friends.
to have a cigar or
come to this conclusion at least after reading an appraisal of his estate, which included cigars at the Wall

two about

We

valued at $8639. The anti-tobacconists will no
doubt point to this as evidence that Mr. Morgan would have
died a rich man if he had not spent so much money on cigars
Street office

!

WHY

EDITORS GO MAD
and attached

editor received the following letter
Failing to hear
list last week and took it home to i)repare.
from him after three days, we sent a messenger to his home
learned that on the night of
to discover the trouble.

The

We

the second day he was found wandering the streets in his
pajamas. After being taken to the station house he was

unable to give a coherent account of himself and kept repeating what seemed to be a combination railway timetable, liradstreet and hotel guide. He had a grip containing
thirty-seven maps, twn) hundred and twelve time-tables, a
United States Baedeker, fifty-four resort bureau hotel
guides of Pennsylvania and a cigar manufacturers' directory
dated 1002. Under his right arm he carried a 11)0!) edition
of R. G. Dun & Com])any. He was removed to the Observation Ward of the I'.lockley Hospital for the Insj^ne.

Now

if

some kind subscriber can work out

the answer
believe that the

forward it to us we
knowledge that this letter has been satisfactorily answered
will restort- our (alitor tn his right mind.
to this letter

and

will

why he

did not open a store.

The Armenian

replied

Mohnton

F-dge Grove

Norristown
North Wales

Ephrata

Hanover

Perkasie
Phoenixville

llazleton

best customers.

Pottstown

Holtz

Pottsville

1

Quakertown

Lebanon

Reading

Lititz

Richland Centre
Robesonia

Littlestown
Lock laven

luist Greenville

Lansdale

Easton

Oley

that he

F!ast Prospect

The poor Armenian's trade grew rapidly and he sold
Turkish cigarettes to most of the crowned heads of

Hallam
his

Europe.

.ancaster

Sinking Springs

Oxford
Rertmstown
Red Lion

Womelsdorf

Schaeft'erstown

Adamstown

Sheridan

Akron
Bethlehem

Windsor

a

Bittersville

Yocumtown
Yoe

Haven

Elizabethtown
Gettysburg
1

1

McSherrystown
Manchester

Manheim
Mansfield

larrisburg

Hellam

Newmanstown

Schwenksville

New

Sellersville

We

i)ause Ui note a few of the

citv.

Tobacco Crop Estimate August 1st
The tobacco prospects improved nnjderately during

York

July in the northern tobacco States (except Ohio), also in

^'(^rkana

Kentucky, but declined in Virginia and South Carolina.
The August 1st forecast for the United States is 1,197,0(1(1.000 pounds, which, if maintained, will be the largest
crop produced; last year's crop was 1,001,000,000 pounds,
and the average of the preceding five years is 993,000.000
pounds. Larger crops than last year are expected in practically all cigar districts and in Kentucky and Tennessee,
but somewhat less in Virginia and the Carolinas.
Of the
total forecast this year, nearly 20 per cent, is cigar
type and
per
cent.,
is smoking, chewing, snufT. and export.
^0
This

famous Johns:
The Baptist
D.
Merriain

Demi.

Shanghai Tobacco Merchant Takes Bride

in 'Frisco
uj

wholesale tobacco merchant
r^h.uighai, China, recently paid a visit to this country,
while in San Francisco was married at the St. Francis -^
Thv day fo|l'J\|^"^!!
tel to Miss Violet Cameron MacKilh.p.
Josei)h

"United" store in that

Wrightsvillc

Blue Ball
Centennial
Craley

Eichwold. a

IS

close to the usual proportion.

3|5

their marriage the couple sailed on
for the Orient,

.Shanghai.

where they

will take

the steamer

up

At the moment

appears likely that the three largest
cigarette manufacturers of this country will do away entirely with use of coupons. The Lorillard, Liggett & Myers,
it

and American Tobacco Companies started the

ball rolling

such a decisive fashion that entire elimination of this
inducement to buyers of cigarettes seems likely. On basis
of coupons eliminated by American Tobacco Company during the first week ot the change of policy, the saving to this
concern amounts to $200,000 a month, or $2,4U0,0UU a year.
'Jhis is ecjual to G per cent, on the common stock.
Further elimination of coupons by this company will
mean an increased saving of $100,000 a month additional.
This would add 3 per cent, more to earnings on common
in

shares of American Tobacco Company, or a total difference
Figuring that the American Tobacco Comof 9 per cent.
j)any is a consistent 25 per cent, earner for common shares
with use of coupons, this would mean that the company
can show in the neighborhood of 35 per cent, on the common stock with coupons eliminated. The saving to Liggett
& Myers and Lorrillard concerns will be in proportion.
The step looking toward elimination of increased cost
falling upon tobacco concerns was initiated by the Liggett
Myers Company with dropping of coupons on the "Fatinia" brand.
Total .saving to American Tobacco, Lorillard and Ligget & Myers concerns will probably be between $8,000,000
and $10,000,000 annually. "Wall Street Journal."
«!<:

—

;

"United" Plans Big Store for Jacksonville
O'Neil, vice-president of the United Cigar Stores
J. H.
Company, was a recent arrival in Jacksonville, Fla., for the
It is underpurpose of looking over a location for a store.
stood that a special representative has been in the city for
some time "clocking" various corners.
According to the report, articles of lease have been
prepared for the location at the northwest corner of Main
and Forsyth Streets, and that the "United" contemplates
opening the store there next summer.
It is said that the
])lans for the store include a soda fountain, which is a
feature of the Southern stores of the chain.
Mr. O'Neil is expected to continue to Tampa, where he
will also make observations as to the feasibility of opening

Schuylkill

EVEN IF HIS FRIENDS WERE, HE WASN'T
We observe that the late J. P. Morgan always managed

—

quired

Dallastown

Denver
Dover

Little

poured

was never exported at
grows tobacco so fragrant that it
recently, but was consumed entirely by the Turks
ill until
including the Sultan himself. Such tobacco
of high rank,
pound five Turkish uras.
would bring as high as $^5 a
that it was through the late King
It is a peculiar fact
Edward of England that Turkish tobacco became famous
Forty-five years ago a poor
over the rest of the world.
Armenian, who made a scanty living in London by making
cigarettes received a visit from a stranger who had heard
a club friend. They had a chat, and
of his cigarettes from
leave congratulated the
the stranger as he was about to
Armenian on the excellent quality of his tobacco, and inhad not the necessary capital.
'Oh, that doesn't matter," replied the stranger cheerGo and take a shop." And then
fully; "here's my card.
he walked out. The poor cigarette maker smiled and shook
He underhis head, until he happened to glance at the card.
stood then that his visitor had been the Prince of Wales.
With the Prince's card he had no difficulty in raising
the necessary capital, for a big trade was assured him and
until the day of his death King Edward remained one of his

Allentown
Boyertown

to a tear)
And I, my wife and children three
Could do it in a year.

We've puffed and smoked

that you

1

only need ten thousand more
(It drives

— To

insure promi)t receipt suggest
send letter by specia delivery.
Here is the list:
P. S.

'J'his

A

truly,

IT

cigarettes!

Cutting Out Cigarette Coupons

Who

the letter
,

Dear

Did Discover the Turkish Cigarette?
Turkish
As some cigarette smokers may know, the best
in what was formerly European Turkey,
tobacco is grown
country, southern Macedonia, where the Bulgars
in that
and Serbians are now tramping the fields
and the French
Up
mire, says the "New York Sun."
into blood-soaked
that separate southern
among the rocks of the mountains
district, there is soil in which
Albania from the Monastir

23

their residence)

Pennsylvania Tobacco Crop Heavy
Reports from the diflFerent sections of the State give
UHlication that the tobacco crop this year will be a heavy
one. Ml fact one of the
largest in years. Tn Lancaster County
alone it is estimated that the farmers
will net $1,000,000.
'

About Courtesy
To some Courtesy may seem a Lost Art, little worth
bringng back. But it is not. Courtesy is one of the Old
Line Arts that dies only with the Man or the Business.
For the rise of many a Man and Business has started
with it.
Take time to be Courteous.
Emerson once wrote: "Give a boy address and accomplishments, and you give him the mystery of Palaces and
Courtesy is of more value
F<jrtunes wherever he goes."
to a man than a thousand letters of written recommendar
tions.
Courtesy is an asset of more power than Money
or Influence.
Take time to be Courteous.
A few years ago, a young man by the name of Wallace,
stood behind a Railroad office window in Oil City, Pennsylvania, as a Ticket Agent. But he didn't stay there ALL
the time. When he saw a chance to render a Courteous
favor by delivering tickets direct to a customer, he delivered the tickets. Also, he sought out new ways of giving
Business grew. A bigger job came after him.
service.
Then a bigger one. Today, still a young man, he is General
Passenger Agent for the entire Erie Railroad. He may
be its President some day. All through Courtesy.
Take time to be Courteous.
Courtesy lightens the burdens of toil. Courtesy demands respect. Courtesy is a little brother to Opportunity
and follows her around through the hours of the busy day.
Courtesy always leads a man higher up.
Take time to be Courteous.
The Courteous Office Boy, the Courteous Clerk, the
Courteous Stenographer, the Courteous Manager, the
Courteous Leader at big tasks whoever heard of such a
one not growing, not climbing into bigger things? Think
over these things. For it is tremendously worth while to—
Take time to be Courteous. "Evening Bulletin."

—

—

U'agner

i^-

Surendorf. proprietors of the Columbia cigar

store at Logatisport. Ind.. have recently

ness to a

new

store on

Broadway.

removed

their busi-
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considerable net profit in handling a line at no
more than his average cost of doing business.
The wholesale dealer is perhaps the clearest example
there

Tlln© MauaonfFucteircgirB

anndl Biramadl^dl (S(2)®dls

I^(B(lfiSIl©ir

merchandise phenomenon. Let us take a wholesale
grocer with an average cost of 7 per cent. Suppose that he
at 5 per cent, and tea at 12 per cent.
If he
is selling sugar
average
his
cost
of
doing
business to these
were to apply
his
call
salesmen
together
might
and say "Do not
lines he
for
orders
sugar
than
more
you
can help. We lose
take any
all
the
sugar
which
on
you
sell.
But push tea.
2 per cent,
make
we
our
profits.
where
make 5 per cent.
That is

Address by C. C. Parlin before the Associated Advertising Clubs

—

of both.

Manufacturers necessarily contest among themselves to
divide a market, and retailers also of necessity contest
among themselves in the division of a market. To be sure,
the result of this contest may be the development of the
market so that there is an increased volume to divide, but
nevertheless the contest between manufacturers or between
retailers is inevitably a contest for the division of the market, be it stationary or growing.
But between manufacturers and retailers no such contest is essential
for each
handles in turn the same merchandise and each may secure
the whole that is, manufacturers' selling and retailers' selling are fundamentally not antagonistic, but are simply two
steps in the same selling problem.
There may be some
rivalry over the division of the profits, but over the mnrU-i
there should be no contest, for the interests of both demand
that the market be held together.
In the contest among manufacturers those who adopt
national advertising tend to gain the major portion of the
;

;

market.

Jn the contest

among

retailers those who unite
their selling force to that of the manufacturers' advertising
are the ones who in turn tend to win the larger portion of

the retail market.

That

where national advertising is eflfectively used the advertisers and those dealers who
co-operate with the advertisers secure the greater portion of
the market.
Thus national advertising plus co-operation
between manufacturer and dealer makes at the same time
strong manufacturers and strong dealers.
is,

in a line

There are two ways to establish a retail business. One
is to found it on private brands and sell on the
reputation
of the store. The development of a business in this way is
at best slow, involving hard and persistent eflFort, if, indeed,
the day be not already past when a new mercantile establishment can be founded on private-brand merchandise and
within a decade attain leadership in a city's retail business.
The other method is to found a business on the selling of
branded merchandise. This leads more quickly to volume

and to a profitable

basis.

quickest way to establish a business today is with
advertised lines, evidently the quickest way to expand an
Tf the

of this

I

HE

manufacturer and the retailer represent two
phases of the same selling problem the problem
of moving merchandise from the factory to the consumer. Sometimes these two factors in this great
selling problem have been in conflict. Some manufacturers
judged by their acts, have seemed to say: "We will put
the power of national advertising behind our goods and the
dealers will be forced to carry them. What care we whether
the dealers be pleased with our margin of profit or with our
selling method, so long as they carry our goods?"
Some
retailers, on the other hand, by their acts have seemed to
say: "We are the judges of what merchandise our community should buy. We will not be dictated to by the
manufacturer. We will buy and sell what we please."
In this contest each has attained a certain measure of
success. The manufacturer has created a powerful demand,
has forced dealers to carry his line, and has moved some of
his product.
Dealers, on the other hand, have persuaded
patrons to take some of their private brand goods in place
of the manufacturer's nationally advertised merchandise.
Thus each has seemed to attain a success. As a matter of
fact, neither has been really successful.
They have divided
a market which might have been held together for the profit
I

existing business is also in pushing nationally branded
merchandise, and the surest way to hold existing volume
against
the attacks of competitors is also vigorous selling of

:

those

For the store that wants to become great and
store that is determined to remain great, nationally
lines.

merchandise ofJers the best foundation for

tised

A

store

for the

We

adver-

on

success.

is

Whenever,

for

any reason, a

store's cost of doing
likely to be unfriendly to advertised lines ; and when, for any reason, a store's cost of
doing
business is low, it is likely to be friendly.

business

is

high, the store

As

a matter of fact, the wholesale grocer more frequently sells sugar at 3 per cent.
Considering the frequent

sugar and the ease of sale with an average cost
of 7 per cent., some wholesalers probably break even at 3
per cent.— that is, break even, selling an article at less than
half their average cost of doing business.
Second, he makes a mistake on tea.
His tea stock turns
less than twice, and he puts the very best efforts of the
salesmen on pushing tea.
It costs him, therefore, more
than 7 per cent, to sell tea in fact, it costs more than 12 per
cent, and he is actually losing money selling tea at 5 per
cent, above his average cost of doing business.
That is, an average cost of doing business is a mechanical thing, obtained by averaging things that are necessarily
above, against other things that are necessarily below.
The
general, any brand that approaches the tea proposition is
which to judge the profit of an individual line.
Not only do costs of selling vary according to lines, but
they vary according to brands within a line.
An advertised
brand on which quicker turns can be made and which
move
with less effort costs less to sell than its
competitive unknown brand of slow turns requiring vigorous pushing. In
several points above the average cost
of doing business,
likely to be sold at a loss, although
it bears a margin of
several points above the avoreage cost
of doing business,
and the brand that approaches the
sugar proposition can be
sold at a profit even though
its margin does not exceed the
store's cost of doing business.
turns of the

distance from the market. The greater the distance the higher the cost. Stores in the Central West and
South run about 1 per cent, higher than in the East, and on
the Pacific Coast 6/2 to 7 per cent, higher. About half this
difference is due to freights— which are included in the cost
figures. The rest is due partly to carrying charges, the
merchants being obliged to carry larger stores, and partly to
higher wages, greater delivery expenses, etc.

;

of merchandise.

In general, the higher
the grade of merchandise the higher the cost, for the highgrade store frequently has a more expensive building and
fixtures, more expensive store services, gives more
liberal
credit, and carries more display goods.
4. The attitude of the store toward advertised lines.
The merchant with a high cost is apt to say "My costs are
:

so high that

I

cannot afford to

advertised lines." Let
illustrate
A certain article bears a gross profit of 30
per cent. A store in a minor city with a cost of about 20
per cent, would make 10 per cent, on perhaps three turns,
or 30 per cent, on the capital used. A store in a larger city
with a cost of 25 per cent, might make 5 per cent, on six
turns, or 30 per cent, on the capital used.
But if a store had
a cost of 30 per cent., how many turns would be necessary
in order for the store to make anything?
The merchant
thus argues that he cannot afford to carry advertised lines
because of the narrow margin of profit. But, in turn, because the store does not carry advertised lines, its volume
of business tends to be restricted and its costs therefore tend

me

sell

:

Thus the argument works itself around
and private brands, restricted volume, and high

to be higher.
circle

in a

The

problem for the retail grocer to determine,
then, is not what brand
bears the longest margin over the
store's cost of doing
business, but rather what line, considenng Its rapidity of turn and
ease of sale, bears the longest
first

net

margin over its own sales-expense.
The average retailer is in the position of
a certain mill
that manufactured
four products and made no monev.

pon analysis it
^o umc this mill

was found that on one product of large
made monev: on the other three of smaller
^'•lumc l)ut apparently
higher price, it lost monev. So the
ctailor. if he will
make a close analvsis of his business, is
'Koi> to find
that he is making most of his monev on
lines
n iich give him
larger volume, quick turns, and case of
*""""
^'^sipating these profits bv trving to
1"
so nf
lines that have
large margins, but which have small
«^

cost

tend to be linked together, while advertised brands and low
costs are a congenial pair.
Certainly one cannot criticise a merchant for testing an
advertised line on the basis of margin of profit. lie is in
the business for profit, and it is not only his privilege but
his duty to test every line to determine whether it contributes to his profits.
But in this test the store's average
cost of doing business is not an infallible measuring rod.

We

sell."

business.

The

The grade

you

per cent, a considerable part of his net profit is made by
selling sugar at 2 per cent, below his average cost of doing

Store costs in department-store lines vary according
to four factors: The size of the city. In general the
larger
the city the higher the cost, varying in the East from
an
average cost of 20 per cent, in places under 10,000 to an
average cost of 263^ per cent, in major cities.

3.

the tea

;

is

1.

2.

all

But a wholesale grocer who makes such an argument
makes two mistakes.
First, he makes a mistake on sugar.
The stock turns
times
thirty
a
year,
and
he
than
uses
no
sales effort to
more
therefore,
It,
does
not
orders.
cost
him
get
7 per cent, to
and if he can get 5
sell sugar, nor does it cost 5 per cent.

apt to judge the net profit of a line by comparing it with the store's average cost of doing business.
This means that a merchant's attitude toward nationally
advertised lines will vary with his own cost of doing
business.

may be

asked above if a store's cost was 30 per cent., how
many turns an article bearing a gross of 30 per cent, must
the dealer get in order to make any net profit whatever?
The answer is, that if the merchant can get enough turns

'"^
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Extra Dividend for "United" Stockholders
United Cigar Stores stock has been stronger of late,
approaching its par value of $100 per share. The net earnings for the

first six months made an increase
over last
year of more than 40 per cent. The gross business
has
mcreased at the rate of about $5,000,000 a year. Cigar
people figure that every new dollar in gross business
insures a gain of at least ten cents in the net.
Tobacco

people deal upon this basis; they will buy good-will
in
tobacco brands or new business on a basis of ten
cents
profit in every dollar of gross business.
It is believed that the business of the
United Cigar
Stores, which for some years has been stationary
between
$30,000,000 and $35,000,000, is now on the

wav

to

$50,000,000.

I

New

business begets new business, and if earnings hold
at the present rate of $5,000,000 gross gain
for 1916, there
should be another gain of $6,000,000 in 1917, and in'
a few
years a gross of $50,000,000.

United Cigar Stores is now in a fair wav to become
again popular in the stock market.
It practically disappeared for a time when on a ten dollar par value basis
and
now only needs a few annual extra dividends to make it
popular with investors as a regular 7 per cent, stock
with
extras at a

premium value over $100 per

share.
directors of the United Cigars Stores Company
next meet for dividend action, it is understood
they will
give serious consideration to the payment of an
extra disbursement. Predictions as to the amount range from
U4
to 2 per cent. Two years ago an extra

When

on the

common

pavment was made

stock.

Sales continue to .show improvement. The
installation
of soda fountains in a number of the stores
has been a profitable venture.

July showed the largest sales of any Julv in the history
company and the net earnings for the first six Jiionths
of this year increased 47 per cent.
of the

"Upper Ten" Finds Favor With Syracuse Smokers
A few weeks ago, W. A. Davis, one of the leading jobbers of .Syracuse. N. Y.. introduced a new
10-cent cigar
under the label of ''Upper Ten." Within a week after
the

box was opened and the goods ofi'ered for sale, it is
stated that more than two hundred retail stores in
the business zone of Syracuse had the brand on sale. In
addition
Mr. Davis is constantly in recei|)t of repeat orders.
The
brand has an Havana filler and a Connecticut wrapper.
first

Buyers Anxious

for Broadleaf

Crop

Ti.bacco buyers galore .seeking the l!H6 broadleaf crop
have invaded the Connecticut tobacco belt during the past
week, and a number of sales or "bargains" are reported
at

])rices

above the average and very gratifying.

It is

learned

on what is considered reliable authority that prices ranging from 32 to 35 per pound have been paid
While the
majority of the buyers are local men. they represent some
of the largest tobacco j)ackers in the country.
It is

Havana

learned

in

other circles that nearly,

.seed raised in this

if

not

all

the

immediate vicinity has already

been sold.

'unies.

slow turns, and require strong
sales effort to move.
^^^"^^^
problem
is volume.
^^
Volume is just as imnnrftar;
as margin.
For net profits are those obtained bv
1

uitiplying

^\v.T
&>ve
the

margin by volume, and

"''''

same

'^'''

^n"«illy

result.

So

anv multiplication
important— 3 by 5 and 5 by 3

it is

in

in

merchandising.

There has been a noticeable change in the tobacco during the past week, and growers and buyers agree that the
crop is up to the standard in every way.
Tobacco has
now reached a stage where one can get an excellent idea
as to its quality which is undoubtedly responsible for
the
sales which have been made.

I
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Tobacco Crop Conditions
tobacco is 187,100 acres, compared with 172,400 acres in 1915, an increase of 8.5 per cent.
Two districts, New York, and Georgia and Florida, show a
falling off; New England_has the same acreage as last year,
and all the other districts show an increase.
The chewing, smoking, snuff, and export types show
1,192,800 acres, compared with l,i;}2,000 last year, an increase of G0,800 acres, or 5.3 per cent. The Old Bright, New
Bright, and Louisiana- Perique districts show decreased
acreages, while each of the others has an increase. The decrease in the New Bright districts was caused by a shortage
of plants and dry weather at transplanting time. The deEastern North Carolina has
crease is in South Carolina.
about the same acreage as last year.
In the Old Bright districts plants were scarce and
weather dry during the early i)art of the planting season;
conditions were favorable during the latter part of May
and June, and the crop was set later than usual. In all
other districts dry weather caused no inconvenience at

The

5

NEW

BEEKMAN STREET

VORK CITY

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Effective April 1, 1916.
Registration (see Note A),

Search

$5.00
1.00

Note B),

(see

2.00

Transfer,
Duplicate Certificate,

2.00

A—

An allowance of $2 will be made to members
Note
of the Tobacco Merchants' Association on each registration.
Note B— If a report on a search of a title necessitates
the reportirig of more than ten (10) titles, but less than
twenty-one (21), an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00)
will be made. If it necessitates the reporting of more than
twenty (20) titles, but less than thirty-one (31), an additional charge of Two Dollars ($2.00) will be made, and so
an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00) will be made for
every ten (10) additional titles necessarily reported.

REGISTRATIONS
For cigars, cheroots and stogies. July
Greenville Cigar Manufacturing Co., Greenville, Ohio.

1139:--39,820.

1916.

8,

NATIONAL HAND MADE LONDRES GRANDE:—39,821.

For

Neumann & Mayer

cigars, tobacco and cigarettes. July 26, 1910.
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
-,4
j
,n,,
39,822. For tobacco and cigarettes. July 24, 1916.
( harles F. Springer, Mineral Point, Wisconsin.
For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco.
39,823.
York City.
.\merican Lithographic Co.,
6,
1916.
June
\ ork
(Originally registered by American Lithographic Co.,
,

RED TRUNK:—
TEXT:—

New

New

Citv,

November

29, 1897.)

^

.

„

For cigars. July 31, 1916. Selak &
Hoffman, Inc., Wilmington, Del.
LpNDONETTE:—39,825. For all tobacco products. July 27, 1916.
Contopoulo Brothers, Inc., New York City.
smokmg tobacco.
MONEY BACK:—39,827. For cigarettes and
N. C.
Winston-Salem,
Co.,
Tobacco
Reynolds
1916.
R.
1.
July
J.
TRUFFLER'S:—39,828. For all tobacco products. July 31, 1916.

BIG PBRFECTO:—39,824.

C.

!•:.

,

,

Haskell, Leipsic, Ohio.

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and toAmerican Lithographic Co., New York

REMINGTON.—39,829.
July 20, 1916.

bacco.
City.

PRIMERA GARCIA:—39,830.
bacco.

July

31, 1916.

I.

For cigars, cigarettes
M. Bohana, New York City.

and

to-

TRANSFERS
U. R. B. For cigarettes. Registered OctoLithographic Co., New York City.
American
by
1912,
ber 16,
Was transferred to Nectar Cigarette Co., New York City, on

ARABESCA:— 37,808.
August

3.

1916.

,,

,^,

,^^,

.

T. J. Registered May 10. 1901, for
cigars, cigarettes and cheroots, by E. G. Haehnlcn & Co., PhilaWas transferred to The Natrona '1 obacco Co.,
delphia. Pa.
on July 27, 1916.
Pa.,
Philadelphia.
,
,
June J.V
PARADA:— 12,121. Tobacco Leaf. Registeredtransferred
Was
189(). for cigars, by D. Snader & Co., Akron. Pa.
to John P. Snader, Akron, Pa., on August 5, 1916.

LA NATRONA:—24,180.

.

U.

.

S.

.

THE

Richmond Manager Joins Danville Firm
lowers, for the past five years manager
11.

G.
kichniond,

I*

of the

department of the Export Leaf Tobacco
Company and one of the best-known mannfacturing tobacco men in that city, has resigned his position to become
associated with J. E. Hughes & Comi)any, leaf tobacco
dealers of Danville. Mr. Elowers has acquired an interest
\'a..

planting time.
In New York excessive rains and cool weather retarded
])lant growth and destroyed some fields after transplanting
was accomplished. This in connection with a shortage of
In the Louisianal)lants caused the reduction in acreage.
discouraged
growI'erique district low prices and slow sales
years.
In the
ers, and the area is the smallest of recent
while
and,
in
some
other districts plants were ])lentiful.
ior
transplanting
a
few
instances excessive rains delayed
days, the cro|) was transplanted in good time. The stand
as a rule is better than usual, but cultivation has been delayed in most districts by too much rain in June.
The Georgia and Florida crop is being harvested, and
gives promise of being one of the best ever grown in that
district.

Winston-Salem in Lead as Tobacco Manufacturing Center
Winston-Salem has jumped far into the lead as the
greatest tobacco manufacturing city in the world. According to internal revenue figures, Winston-Salem's tobacco
industry is almost twice as large now as that of St. Louis,
whch was for years the world's leader in the line of tobacco
manufacturing.

The Winston-Salem revenue collections on tobacco
were $7,844,331.43 for the year ending June 30, 1915. On
the basis of this showing. Collector A. D. Watts declared
some months ago, "Winston-Salem manufactures more tobacco (all tobacco products are taken into this statement)
than any other city on earth, big or little."
The enormous lead of today is indicated in the fact that
year,
collections have increased nearly $5,000,000 in the past
.

being
the figures for June 30, 1916 (practically all tobacco),
$13,083,854.88.'
The Treasury Department figures regarding the tobacco collections in Winston-Salem and in St. Louis show
distnct

the Winston-Salem
that tobacco collections
collec(fifth North Carolina) are nearly twice the tobacco
tions in the St. Louis district.
The figures for the fiscal vear ended June 30, 1916for

show

announced.

those for St. Louis.

collections

at

Winston-Salem

$12,683,854.88.

nearly
arc tobacco collections.

This is not the case
where approximately 48 per cent,

collections are represented by tobacco.
While exact figures are 'not available for
officials of the internal

for

Leaf Looked

Winston-Salem

revenue

are a little

office state that

more than twice

in

the .1

Tobacco Agent Greatly Pleased With Increased

Important

Sales

few years the iXitch tobacco market has become more and more of a world market,
not only for tobacco from the Dutch colonies, but
For some
for that from foreign countries as well.
of the war all tobacco from foreign
time after the outbreak
countries had to be consigned to the Netherlands Oversea
Trust, but in November, 1915, the I5ritish Ciovernment removed all restrictions upon the importation of tobacco into

As

a result of the early restrictions imposed upon tol)acco from foreign countries, the general demand for supplying other foreign countries concentrated
Netherlands.

the

upon the Java and Sumatra crops, which caused a rapid
The Java crop was
increase in the j)rices of these brands.
of
the
preceding one. The demand
!i(i,()00 packages short
and consumption of belligerent countries was exceedingly
On November ^'i, the rise in i)rice of Java came to a
large.
stop as a result of
to

rumor that tobacco would be allowed
Netherlands. There have been rumors

the

pass freely to the

Turkey and Uulgaria will prohibit the exportation of
tobacco to other countries than (Jermany and Austria.
A
presented in the Dutch Parliament for the
bill has been
levying of a tax on tobacco.
The Sumatra crop bad been estimated at 23(»,000 packbut the total importation into the Netherlands
afjcs.
that

amounted to

<J5(;.H07

which

])ackages, of

arrived at
The i)rice at the sales prior to .August reached
$)A'^ per 1.1 pounds, as against $0.(51 in 19J4.
It is estimated that the l!n5 crop will amount to about '^*^!>.00(>
•^3.8<;3

Rotterdam.

The

Java cn)p aggregated 191,000 packages, being
!m;.(MMI packages short of the preceding
year. The average
price was $0.13 per 1.1 pounds.
This brand was the leadinj(

total

as large

as

The tobacco from

one during the year.

llesoeki

was

of

and brought a higher price. In the
bej]:inning of 1915 there was a sui)ply of 21, 0(H)
packages of
I'.esoeki leaves on hand. 18.500
at Rotterdam and 2,500 at

a .superior

(piality.

-\msterdam.

The

(|uantity as well as the price of liorneo

At Amsterdam

satisfactory.

an average price of $n.21
the

per

was un-

packages were sold, at
pounds, as against $0.27

14.!)42
1.1

previous year.

The Manila brand was of particular importance to
the
Dutch market. The IIMI crop
from Cagavan was not exaptionally good, but that from Isabella
was better, although
the price was too
high.
It is reported that the 1915 crop
\vil
not hv at all favorable,
and that it
will disappoint the

Scalers greatly,
^inall

the

more

,so

one.

During the

first

months

as the supplv
on
'

hand

is

a

no transactions
tobacco, but in the beginning of
•M)nl monthly inscriptions
were held for .some thousands
packages consigned to
the Netherlands Oversea Trust
inat
t'X'k

place in

of the year

Ilra/.ilian

'•

sold readily.

ShiijpiTs of .Xnierican
''""''

ub.r'n'\
tobacco
"--''

.,./" ail

'''''

tobacco experienced

^'""^'^^li'it

relieved

in

manv

diffi-

November,

vwi.iu
could

be
,H- iinp(,rted
iiiiporied withcmt
wiinout restrictions.
11
•^'*'''>''^"^>' '^^-''tueky. and Virginia
'
remained
Minir'T
'Maryland was again in great
,|.j_demand in I-rancc.
,

.

in Philippines

Causes

I>.

POW'ICLL,

Philippine

tobacco agent, after

visiting the princi])al cities

between .^an l-rancisco
and New York, sailed from San Francisco for
Manila on the fifth inst.
Mr. Powell exj)ressed himself as well pleased with the
prospects of a steady jjermanent increase in the sale of
Manilas to the smokers of the United States. Continuing
he said "A number of big jobbers and retailers are beginning to get behind Manila cigars in the Middle West, where
the field is as yet almost untouched.
Some remarkable
sales are being made by department stores, especially in
Chicago, where one store sold over 50,000 Manila cigars
in one day.
Everywhere J found the IMiilippine tobacco
products being received in fine condition and many large
dealers report sales 20 per cent, in excess of last year.
"Recent reports received from Manila show the numl)er of cigars exported from there to the United States from
January to April, 1910, considerably in excess of the number exported during the same period of 1915. The factories
in Manila arc learning how to pack and ship cigars and
meet the demands of the United States trade, and this, together with government control of export, guarantees the
steady improvement of the quality and condition of Manila
cigars, under which treatment they are gradual! v being
established in the favor of the dealers and consumeis
throughout this country. Announcements t(j the dealers
through the trade journals for the year beginning July,
191(1, has been arranged for and general publicity through
the metropolitan newspai)ers to attract attention of the
:

consumer

is being considered.
firmly believe that there
better grades of Manila cigars
soon as they are more generally
quite a large sale of these goods
**1

will
in

be a big sale (jf the
the United States as

offered for sale.
I
found
in New ^"ork while there
last June.
The Manila pai)ers of last .\pnl report a leaf
tobacco exhibit on display at the Rureau of Internal Revenue in Manila, at which the Agricultural College of the
Philipj)ines

demonstrated what can be done

in

the

way

growing fine wrapj)er tobacco there.
)ne light colored
wrapper known as the Tirona hybrid, a cross between
Connecticut wrapper tobacco and Cagayan tobacco, was
pronounced by tobacco connoisseurs to be of exceptionallv
fine quality.
Other varieties exhibited were \'uelta Abajo
(Cuban), Connecticut-Havana, Cagayan, Sumatra. Texas.
Cuban, and Lowland Turkish. The leaves were remarkable
for their size, color, fine texture, and j)liabilitv.
"The early spring rejxjrts from the Cagayan Valley,
where the famous Isabella tobacco gnnvs. from which the
of

(

Manila cigars for export to the United States are made, indicated that an exceptionally fine quality of tobacco was
produced there this year, as weather conditions had been
ideal and the early tobacco, which was being picked when
these reports were received was very high grade.
This
promises well for the quality of 19i7 Manila cigars."—
"Western Tobacconist."

1

^'^"^^

futurr"^^''

the ^g^^^-

— Conditions

L'1\1N<' the last

of the tota
publication^

POWELL ON MANILA CIGARS

Satisfaction

Cor-

$11,291.responding figures for the St. T>ouis district are
that
708.80.
Treasury officials explained to me. however,
9G per cent, of the total collections at Win.ston-Saleni

T>ouis district,

— Philippine

Shortage of Java Leaf
Upon as

A. B.

packages.

Danville firm.
Before the formation of the Export Leaf Tobacco Company, Mr. Elowers was with the P.ritish-American '[V>bacco
lie came to Richmond in 1011 from Durham.
Coni|)any.
N. C. His resignation became effective immediately, and
he will leave for Danville next week. Besides being connected with various Richmond business organizations. Mr.
Flowers is a member of the Cotmuonwealth Club and the
Country Club of Virginia. His successor as local manager
of the Export Leaf Tobacco Company has not yet been

in the

THE DUTCH TOBACCO MARKET

total area of cigar

'27

^'^'"

'^"''

'^''^"

^"^P^'^'t^'^l

t« rise in the near

Anglo-Indian tobacco arrived in
!'''^ London and.
notwithstanding the high
prices
'"'^''./''''''''^-^' ^*'''''
"'''"^' to the demand fur cheaper
varich'oc
varieties.
"('
onmierce Reports."

Joseph Marks, formerly manager of the Saginaw Cigar
C(mipany, has opened a cigar factory of his own at (los Totter Street, Saginaw, Mich.

''"'^"^'t'^-^ ''f

the

Xetl''T
^"^

'^"^

Charles

Hansen, the Menominee, Mich., distributor for the "Clover- Land" cigar, reports that he is doing a splendid business on the brand.
L.

!.i.i

;

'
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Cigars
to sickness, or

Owing

perhaps the clerk being on a vaca-

we have have not yet received the monthly statistic*
cigars from the port of Havana, and therethe exports of
deprived from submitting them to the readers of
re are
World." F>om the partial returns at hand we
•The Tobacco
that July has turned out better than we
surmise, however,
Great Pritain is taking some cigars, aldared to expect.
are issued in rotation, not all of the
though as the permits
manufacturers are working, or at least some are receiving
others for the time being. This will be
larger orders than
arranged, however, by and by, as no favoritism is practiced.
Romeo y Julieta has seated 100 cigarmakers additional
proves that business is better, and that
last week, which
The owners of Romeo y
there are enough orders ahead.
some
time
ago the cigarette factory
lulieta had purchased
they will not continue this brand, and,
of "La Verdad," but
on the contrary, will launch the cigarettes under the same
name of "Romeo y Julieta" upon the market as soon as they
ton
f

Tib©

'y^:^-

"^

.?^|i\

Cmilbaiiia

f

II

Miirlkd
From Our

^

»

..'
.

.

Exclusive Bureau
-'

Perseveraficia No. 8

'\'

,

1

'^
I

'J

1

v'o

VJ*f.

Havana, Cuba.

'

have completed all the details to

Havana, August

m
'

8,

1916.

USINESS during the ])ast fortnight has shown more
animation, although the i)rinci])al increase has been
through the heavier purchases of the local cigarette

manufacturers, who evidently are taking time by
the forelock to cover their i)rospcctive wants of the raw maOf course this refers principally to those concerns
terial.
capital to lay in large stocks of leaf for

that have enough
the next six or twelve

Cuban Land

months to come, 'i'he
and Leaf Tobacco Company, which is the i)urveyor for all
the cigar and cigarette factories of the Henry Clay & Bock
& Company, Limited, here (also for the avana- American
and American Cigar Companies in the United States) has
been the principal buyer of Vuelta Abajo colas, as well as of
the low grades of Remedios. However, as there is no competition by the exporters for luirope upon these classes,
1

and, on the contrary, arc generally ready to meet them hall

way.

American clear Uavann.
cigar manufacturers from Tampa and other ports of the
United States in town, as well as some leaf dealers from
New York, and the chief demand has been for the new Partido leaf, which has met with universal acceptance on account of its good taste, fineness of texture, good colors and
a

number

and Remedios. •;?ir)l bales.
Americans. .3807; exjwrters to Europe.
IJuvers were:
shii)i)ers to South America, 781, and our local cigarette

'A2\\,

171

;

manufacturers, G468 bales.

For the

2

of

good burn. Prices are higher than last year, but as this cannot be helped, it is no use to lose many words about them.
Some vegas from the Vuelta Abajo have also been sold to a
few American manufacturers, but as the bulk of the cnjp
had been secured already by our large factories, direct from
the farmers in the country, there is not much left for export
to the United States, and naturally i)rices are higher than

From

2.s.

"

5,879

"

1.921

-

:5.S8

1

"

ll.:n7

"

.'U.OOO

"

Oriente

479

*'

3.742

"

Total

27.512

*•

Remedios

Total

lo9,:}92

t*.

to

Uruguay.

10,

and to Chile, 20

bales.

Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
Arrivals— From New York: S. Ruppin. of S. Ruppin.
Incorjxirated; Otto Sartorius and his son. Otto Sartonus,
Marcelino Perez, of Marcelinu
Jr., of Sartorius & Company
Perez iS: Company: Kduarclo C.uedalia, of Guedalia & Company, and Lcnnie Greenhall, of Greenhall brothers.
From Tami)a Francisco ;\rango, of V. Arango & Conipanv; hVancisco R. Diaz, of V. Guerra. Diaz & Company:
;

:

Lovera.
.Manuel Garcia, of Perfecto Garcia i^' Brother; Jose
ega
of lose Lovera Company Celestino Vega, of Celestino \
de
Antonio Rico, of Antonio Rico, and Jose
iH: *Comi)any;
Armas, of Jose de Armas.
From Chicago Matt Wengler and Archibald Wciigler.

Prices are therefore entirely
of October, or November.
nominal at present. However, there is one ray of hope for
the American buyers, and which is. that if our ])ackers and
dealers should be al)le to sell all of their low grades at the

ruling high figures, then the cost ])rice of their second and
first capaduras might be reduced somewhat, so that the selling figures may not reach to the altitude which was talked
about at the beginning of tlic crop year. Another point in

:

Mandell A. Kerr, of Kerr ^^ Company.
Wengler
Departures— To New York: Sidney Goldberg
Rene IVrndes.

of

i^-

and

.

Gonzalez.

Canada and Great Britain.

and Deveso de Murias has felt the impulse of better
and has been obliged to seat more cigarmakers.

Leaf Tobacco
Kdgar J. Stachelberg had resigned his position as leaf
huyer for the Jose Lovera Company, of Tampa, and is now
on the point of establishing himself under his own name as
a leaf dealer commission merchant in the City of
lavana.
He is looking at present for a suitable warehouse. Owing
to the number of friends, and also as he is a thorough
judge
of all kinds of leaf tobacco, there is no
doubt but that he
1

will

be successful in his

iManuel A. Suarez

new

&

undertaking.

Comi)any were

sellers of 1)95 bales

Abajo and Remedios leaf during the last fortniirht.
A'slie
antm purchased f<ir account of his customers
!'')« bales
of all kinds of leaf during the ultimate two weeks.
Jose F. Rocha disposed of 75:? l)ales of X'uelta .\bajo,
I'artido and Remedios
to his clientage in the last fortnight.

It'll*
I

& Company

VValter Sutter
gave us their purchases as
having amounted to 1271>
bales of leaf tobacco, for account
"'their customers, during the

past fortnight.
Puente & Companv sold 100 bales of Partido.
Knnedios and \uelta Abajo in the la.st
two weeks.
Theodore (iarbade, partner of H. Upmann iK: Companv,
Jo.se

Shippers above 200 bales of tobacco during the past fortnight were: Maximilian Stern, 1151 bales; Cuban Land and
Leaf Tobacco Company, .S!JU bales; Menendez & Company,
S8;j bales; Jose F. Rocha, G37 bales; Manuel Suarez, 605
l)ales J. Bernheim tSc Son, 54G bales
Hijos de Diego Montero, 413 bales; Jose Suarez & Company, 411 bales; Leslie
Pantin, :VJ{y bales; M. A. Gunst & Company, 388 bales; Walter Sutter & Company, 378 bales Manuel A. Suarez & Company, 210 bales.
;

;

;

Oretaniv.

Tobacco Industry in Germany Benefits from War
The cigar and tobacco manufacturing trade of Germany
is not suffering any particular difficulty according
to a recent report from Consular Agent W. Bruce Wallace, from
Markneukirchen, .Saxony. He says:
"An industry that has been benetited by the war is the
manufacture of cigars at Schoeneck. This is both a domestic
and a factory industry, and all, whether makers or manufacturers, are fully employed, princii)ally with army contracts,
lunployment is thus offered at good wages to those rendered
musical i-nstrument industry.''
Among other references in the report of Consul Harry
G. Seltzer, at Breslau, Prussia, are the following statements
"The manufacture of tobacco and cigars has advanced
steadily, and, although supplies of leaf tobacco have been
difficult to obtain in some cases, there appear to be sufficient
supplies of tobacco and cigars for all classes of the population.
Prices of cigars and tobacco have advanced from 15
to 20 per cent.
"The quantity t>f leaf tobacco that may be sold in the
Breslau districts after the war is uncertain, due to the organized movement of German manufacturers to eliminate certain competitors.
It has also been proposed to make the
manufacture of tobacco a government monopoly aft«r the
war. In 1913 the Chamber of Commerce reported that about
S()8 metric tons of tobacco ])assed through the bonded warehouses in Breslau. Prices have been increased on cigars, and
cigarettes by about 32 per cent., and both manufacturers and
dealers are awaiting some definite action by the Imperial
idle in the

.

Government which

shall clear the situation."

George Herrmann to Build on Main Street
George Herrmann, the Evansville, Ohio, cigar manufacturer, has torn down his old store at 709 Main Street,
where he retailed and manufactured cigars, and will erect
on the same spot a new three-story building of face brick,
terra cotta and stone. The interior will be steel and stone
construction, with tile floors.
The contract calls for the
building to be erected in three months, so that Mr. Herrmann will probably be located in his new building by November. The estimated cost of the store which Mr. Herr-

mann

will install, is $1(;,000.

C.

Basement Cigar Stores Closed in Columbia, Indiana
The P.oard of Health (jfificer of Columbia, Ind.. notified

rt'turned last

week from his vacation in the United States,
l^iKh surely must have been of a verv pleasant nature, a.^
H- was
acc(jmpanied by Mrs. ;arl)ade, although when he left
i"e h(. ^vas alone
We congratulate the iu«wlv wedded
(

with our best wishes
•-eshe Pantin.
Jr., arrived here during the past fortnight
•"1" his
vacation in the .\orth, and has been at work again

the cigar dealers

Washington

who maintain shops

in the

basements on

they must close at once, the stores
being in violation of a city (irdinance which requires that
the rooms have ventilation in the rear.
The shops were
.Street that

!

•"

Francis^"

To Spain: Manuel Aluniz, of Muniz Hermanos.
To Toronto, Canada: J. Tuero.
To Chicago: Sam Pale v.
To Kev West l^rank and T. H. Gato.
:

also

f'Hiple

:

To Tampa: C"olonel Alvaro Garcia. Francisco
P'nrique Pendas, Jose Lovera, Manuel Garcia, and
R. Diaz.

working with increased forces, as more
have been received of late from the United States,
is

of V^ielta

;

ever before.
The time for the sale of the upper grades oi Remedio.s
has not arrived yet. as first of all they have to come in from
the escogidas, and then the tobacco has to undergo the sec
ond fermentation process in the bales, which usually is not
complete until the first northers should strike us by the end

orders

;

;

1';

Antonio Padron, besides a number of San

H. Upniann is doing as well as ever at this period of the
year, as the factory is never lacking orders from one country

times,

tobacco fnmi the port of Havana during
the past two weeks ending July 31. 1910, totaled 10,259 bales.
and which were distributed to the following countries, viz.:
To all ports of the United States, 877(5; to Canada, 528;
Norway, 120 to Great P.ritain, 51 to the .Argentine Repub72

vega of Jose
Juan y Martinez.
the

Sol

l^xi)orts of leaf

lic,

Partagas is working in very good shape, the same as
Cifuentos, Pego & Company, the owners, purheretofore.
chased about 4000 bales of V^ielta Abajo, among which are
the renowned vegas, E\ Retiro, La Llanada, E\ Corojo, and

Punch

1.S8!)

Partido

first

every respect.

class in

the Country

IDH;. Since January 1. 1910.
(n,S87 bales.
"n,9;{(; bales.

weeks ending July

\'uelta Abajo.
Semi \^ielta

the cigarettes

or the other.

Receipts of Leaf Tobacco

1

Our leaf
prices while steady, have not further advanced.
dealers on the other hand, knowing well enough that it is
preferable to sell their merchandise as (piickly as the same
arrives from the country, thus being paid for the fresh
weight, are putting no obstacles in the way of the buyers,

We have had quite

favor of the American manufacturers would be, that the
heavy quality of this year's growth would permit them to
mix a larger (juantity of substitutes.
Sales during the past fortnight totaled 11,290 bales, and
which divided consisted of: Vuelta Abajo, 5628; Partido,

make

29

the

meantime. Welcome home.
Kodnguez. Mcndez .K: Companv

Made-in-Jacksonville Cigars on Seaboard Restaurant Cars

have Ixmght some of

/'H'st

lowland vegas of the Vuelta .\bajo. from such
"He (listncts as .San
Luis, P.arbacoas and San luan y .Mar''"
'' ''"^*' ^^""'''*
"^ ^^^''^'' '''^''^^ already to some of
their'

^.

tUstonuTs,
MS, no matter

whn

closed.

arc alwavs clamoring for the fnu-st
what the price's should be"

The

menus issued on the restaurant cars of the
Seaboard Air-Line show the addition to their list of cigars
of brands made in Jacksonville.
leretofore the menus have
listid Tampa-made cigars but the new cards shows the
name of Jacksonville's most popular brands at the top of
latest

I

the

list.
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The demand

"Admiraticm" cigar throughout the
country is attested to by the factory here in 'Pampa in fact,
it is intimated if the increase remains steady, E. Regensburg ik Sons wnll probably find it necessary to secure additional cjuarters by^ erecting an addition.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
For

Sale,

Wanted and

;

Harry Culbreath,

manager of the "La Mega" factory of V. Guerra, Diaz & Company, who was recently operated on for a minor trouble, is convalescing rai)idly, and he

Special Notices

RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT, THREE CENTS A WORD, WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF FIFTY CENTS
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

is

For

Special Noticei.
La

Salle St, Chlcaro,

store humidors, show cases, shoe store stand, and
news
("leveland Store I'ixture Company, 4^)49 St. flair Avenue, Cleveland,

Clymer Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Merchants' ToI)acco Company, buyers of cuttings, at la^ic. per pound; scraps,
171

per pound; sif tings, at 2'/iC. per pound. Any quantity.
ship promptly, fcjictory No. 68^ ^'irst |Ji ^trict, N^w ^V^i^rk.

Don't write, but

at 6c.

HAVANA SHORTS— Pure

Son & Company

I

r

or

money

refunded.

Edwin

the finest quality.

Lopaz, S6S E. 78th
.

COXSTAX'i'

Tampa — F.

New

Lozano,

Sanchez y llaya, has returned from

after

new

crop.

the

making some purchases

Jose Lovera, of Jose Lovera
vana.

Quarters

ADLER

|20,000
sufficient capital to take hold of proposition.
Address In confidence. Box
Trlflers will receive no attention.
26, "Tobacco World," 236 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

with

ft

MYERSON,

|uly

INC.,

factory.

Write

J.

jobber or dealer to take output of small Clear Havana
Shelley, 3136 North Ninth Street, I'hiladelphia, Fa.

W.

is

Hartford, Conn.
The tobacco crop of Connecticut this year will be worth
about $8,000,000, according to the estimates made by
leading growers and dealers. About 90 per cent, of the toin the State is raised in }Iartford

County.

points to a banner crop this year. The season started as unfavorably as a tobacco season could start,
but in the past three or four weeks the weather has iml)roved and ])resent indications point to a crop that will be
superior in (piality and weight to that of last year.
The average weight of the crop last year was about 1200
pounds to the acre this year the weight will be in the neighI'A'ery thing

The
conist,

&

of fine selections of

Company,

is still in

Ha-

IJetween 3500 and 4000 acres are given over to the
raising of shade-grown tobacco, which is grown under cloth,
and between l."),000 and 20,000 acres are devoted to Havana
There are about .5,000 acres this year on
seed tobacco.
which Connecticut broadleaf tobacco is grown.
.Some sales are reported of broadleaf at prices ranging
from is t(j 23 cents a pound. This is the average price.
Hundreds of acres of the broadleaf variety have been contracted for in the field. It is said that one-third of this crop
already has been bought up. Few sales of the shade-grown
tobacco have been made. The price this year, it is expected,
will be between To and 75 cents a pound.
The harvesting of shade tobacco is going on. The
leaves are picked as soon as they are ripe. Considerable of
the broadleaf tobacco will be harvested within a few days.
This is about two weeks earlier than usual, but the rapid
growth of the last three weeks has made the early harvest
possible. The tobacco must all be harvested and in the
sheds within six weeks.
Tobacco men have never found it so difficult to secure
They have been
lal)<»rers for the harvest as this year.
obliged to bring in help from faraway points. Some of the
laborers are negroes brought from the South. These laborers have exceeded all expectations and have done exceedingly well in the fields, especially with the shade-grown tobacco, with which they have had experience.
Connecticut easily leads New iMigland in raising toHacco, the total acreage for New England being ;{0,000. Of
this Connecticut has 20,000 to 25,000 acres.

sister,

Angelina

.Sandel, of

1IJ25

Hazel Avenue,

is

given $2000 outright.

Company Has Good

Year

For the year ending June ;}0, last, the Porto RicanAmerican Tobacco Company reports sales amounting to
ii5,705,12U as against sales of $5,;{S(>,207 for the previous

The

net earnings are stated to be $5;{r>,2M5 as compared
with $45(>,1;{H for the year 11)15. After deducting dividends
from net profits there remained a surplus of $278,520, which
combined with previous surplus made, a total surplus ol
$5,705, 12J) as against sales of $5.:{S(;,207 for the previous

The company has declared
per cent, on its
holders of record of .August
1

trip

Pendas has returned from Havana, where he
been looking over the leaf market and making pur-

has

chases.

Faustino Lozano

now

is

in

Xew York

attending to

business matters.
I'Vanci.sco R.

back

in

the city

Diaz, of V. Guerra Diaz

& Company,

is

from Havana.

The addition to the factory of F. Lozano, Son & Company, now IxMiig complete, the firm has removed its offices

Porto Rican-American Tobacco

dend of

is

Enricpie

the widow, (jrace Clark Monroe, 71 (J Kencsaw Ter
race, is left the real estate and household goods. Tc tli
two minor sons, William F. Monroe, Jr., and I'aul C. Monroe, are given securities of the W. \\ Monroe Cigar Company upon their arriving at legal age.

year.

back after an extended

Tampa-Cuba

trip.

in real estate.

;

1(500 ])ounds.

of the

estate consists of $11,00(» in personal property

To

A

manager

William F. Monroe, the Chicago tobacdied June 2;}rd, was admitted to probate re

The

and $45,000

10, 191G.

through- the
Middle \\ est, following his visit to Cincinnati as a delegate
Mr. I'.erger visited Louisto the Rotary Club Convention.
ville, Milwaukee, Chicagcj and
Xew* York, while on the

will of

who

cently.

general

I'erger,

Company,

Cigar

Will of Chicago Tobacconist Filed

$8,000,000

August

Also the Customs House receipts for the fiscal year
ending June :Unh, show that the total impcjrtaticm of tobacco
had an increase in value of $.)45,;UG over the figures for the
fiscal year ending June .Jo, 1!M5.
ICrnest

Connecticut Leaf Crop Estimated Value

Fla.,

being made

is

J!)15,

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Sif tings,
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

WANTED— Responsible

gain

in the cigar production here and Tampa is surely establishing her
j)()sitioii as the leading clear Havana cigar city in
bMgures just made j)ublic for
the I'nited .States.
show an increase of more than ;),000,000 over July,

Wanted.

—

borhood of

in

Tampa,

St.

shorts, pure and cImui.
Ou&rantM4 1
Fifty cents per pound.
Also Vuelta aliorta )^
^Alexander 4k Co.. 17t Water Street. New Toil

Sale.

REAL, CHANCE FOR A WORKING FACTORY
FOR SAL.E The owners of a long-established high-^ade cigar factory
In First District of Pennsylvania, making five-cent and ten-cent
brands with wide distribution, are desirous of selling sanrte, owing to
Will make a big sacrifice to responsible
pressure of other Interests.

bacco grown

Industry to

—Movement

Havana

the trade shortly.

Perfecto.
Vuelta; fine aroma.

New York.
FOR SALiE:— Remedios Havana

A

parties
needed.

among

expected to be out

Ohio^*^

6-17-he

111.

MERCHANTS' TOBACCO COMPANY,

For

New

Plans to Bring

Sale.

FOR SALE— Cigar

CIGAR BROKER.

186 N.

sales

F. A. Torres, of

Tampa Cigar Production Shows Steady Gain

MONROE ADLBR.

for the

regular cpiarterly divicapital stock payable to stockH>,

ecjuipment is most modern and
complete, and the outlook for business indicates that additional hands will be taken on as soon as possible.

7.

building.

telestino \'ega, who has recently returned with
family from a vacation, has left for the leaf markets of
vana. He expects to be gone about two weeks.

Among

of

Big Cigar Company Locates

in

Reading

The
Dibert

P>erkshire Cigar C(-»mpany has recently leased the
P.uilding at 2;n Washington Street, Reading, Pa.,

and opened with some two hundred hands. This company
is a branch of a million-dollar concern with factories in a
number of other cities including Tampa where the headcpiarters are said to be located.
The concern will manufacture only high-grade goods retailing at ten cents and

A

man has been secured as shop superintendent. The parent company is said to have been in business since 1852 and when described as a million-dollar conupwards.

local

cern

its position in the cigar nianufacturng field
sets are said to be onlv mildlv stated.

and

its as-

Sioux City Headquarters for Liggett & Myers
It is understood that following the change whereby
the Liggett & Myers Tobacco Comj)any took over the
Spalding-Merrick Company, Sioux Cit;-, la., will become
the headquarters for the district comprising a part of Iowa,
a part of Nebraska, and all of South Dakota.
F. \V. Moss,
who was division manager for the Spalding-Merrick Company at Des Moines, will become manager of the Sioux
City headcjuarters. Fifteen men at present will travel out
of Sioux City for Liggett & Myers.

Its

After a vacation at bVench Lick Springs, Val Antuono,
manufacturer nf the "C. H. S." cigar, is back at his desk,
prei)ared for the fall rush of business.

its

on Sej)teniber

new

to the

Branch

was

the recent visitors

lork leaf dealer, en route to

ICmilio Suarez, the

George Kumpf has recently purchased 'the cigar factory
of George \'ogelsang, Pekin. 111. Mr. Kum|)f has been emj)lc)yed in the Vogelsang factory for several vears.

his

Ha-

Cork Tips

New

Javana, where he expects to
make some extensive purchases. Mrs. Suarez accompanied
her husband.
I

122.222

Cork Bobbins

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY,

Inc.

WEST 18TH STREET

NEW YORK
fe

,

"Jake" Beck Opens

New

Cigar Store

"Jake" I>eck, well known to every one in the East St
Louis stock yards, announces that he has taken over the
old Union Cigar Store, at l.'il Collinsville Avenue. As soon
as it has been renovated Heck will place his brothers, David
and Mannie, in charge of the new store. "Jake" has been
more
in business at St. Clair and Collinsville Avenue for
than eight years.

lampa "Morning Pribune" has won undying fame
movement to raise a fund of $250,0(M> to be

he

I

starting a

'>y

"sc'd in

assisting local factories.

It is understood that the
enctjurage the industrial growth of the city in
other than cigar manufacturing, it being held
that th.-

'"H's

i)rosperity will be much enhanced bv
b'lvmg more than one
industry to depend upon. The idea
'^that if the fund is rai.sed.
it is tt) be invested in stock com-

whuh may

I'anus

IH'

Incorporaticm papers have recently been
Dersch Cigar Company. 2X\ S. Adams Street, Peoria. IH
'^
Robert E. Schroeder
Capital .stock is listed at $50.0oo.
listed as owning $l!).7oo and one share each is held by 0.
I'.urton, 1-:. P.entley Hamilton and Chester O. Fischer.

Oficlna Prinripal, San Jose

j^tahihty of the city's

be induced to locate in Tampa. The
Trade and other commercial bodies have given
movement their support, and a number of individuals

•oard of
the
filed for

Compaiiia Litografica De

La Habana

idea IS to

'I'lve

\vli«' is factory manager for A. Sanout of town on a vacation.
le is said to have
to the mountain^
of North Carolina to get a brief ivfrom his responsibilities.

^'^i'*^'^-.

K<'ne
=^1"^

Vlaniifaclurcr.s of
I

INKS

I

OUAiriY IMPOR

IF.I)

Cigar Box Labels, Bands and Trimmings
Sliow Cards and AdxertisinR Materials

already ofi'ered to subscribe.

.ii.^''''^'?'"*.*
<'i
^ a. is

t-*'^'

No 23, Habana, Cuba

y

GARRETT

H.

SMITH,

106

E.

19th

St.,

I

Sole Agent United States and Canada

New York
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GiM«: **DONAlXB6"
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

LANCASTER. PENNA.

HABANA, CUBA

SUAREZ

M. A.

&

MANUFACTURER OF

Lancaster County Fancy B's

ptaialiiatl Tabscoc Floos 6m ViMlta Ab«jo
Partldo 7 ViMha Arriba

SAN HIGUEL IM

& CO,

JOHN F. HEILAND

F.

CO.

!

KRAUSSMAN Importer
HAVANA TOBACCO
Water
A.

E.
148

New

Street

22mi St tid Second

Leaf Tobacco

^^"^mLa!!!!^
I.

i

FIfwras S9-41,

Cable

Water

141

Street,

Cigar Box Labels
A?e.,

as:::

Yoit

New York

LEAMAN

K.

THE YORK TOBACCO CO.

Leaf Tobacco

faektr of mn4 Vtmttr in

in All Grades of Seed Leaf Tobaoco
TELEPHONE 3956 JOHN

AM

Offiee and Saleareem

W. Walnut

IIO-II2

St..

LANCASTER,

LOEB-NUr^EZ

TOBACCO

CO.

306 NO.

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS
ImiUtien and Muslinola Ribbon
Printed or Stamped in Gold or SiWer
Stock Gwds. Give Us s Trial. Wa Want Your Oplatea

Labels.
t

K.

John

CARDENAS y CIA

STRAUS & CO.

CaWe

Address. "N.«1.o«"

MANVPACTUKEKS OP CIOAI SCKAP TOBACCO

126

PhMadalyhki

143

HAVANA, CUBA— Consulado

St, Philadelphia

Rosen-wald O. Bro.
WATER

NEW YOBK

STREET

NEW

YORK, No.

131

Water

Cohn & Company
S^

h p0fim^

of Hdtans ^nd SumMirm, f^M^jrj of
Leaf Tobacco and Grofvers of Georgia Samafra
i

142 Water

Street,

.

.

.

New York
Factory No. 79

Established 1870

S.

R.

KOCHER

Street

"1-4-5,"

Leading brands— "Volitta," "Quaker," "Nabobs,"
Cream," "Imperial Beauty," "Little Vara"

CorrespoiitleiKc wilh wholeialc and jobbiiiR tra<le invited

Factory and Office.tWRIGHTSVILLE, PA.

"Havana

&

Tobacco

PiffarfiikkAnc

^'^^

I.

Our Capacity

BREMEN, GERMANY
ui

FMiy Wtton

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

MONROE

YORK

The Standards of America
:

&

:

Est. 1760

Cuba - 8d Broad

ERNEST ELLINGER
Mwaa Warahoute, Salud

Cigars

& rO

St..

Office:

Cuba

Cor.

Streets

Packing Houses: Strasburg and Lancaster

Michaelsen

P.cker. .nd importer.

CD.

HAVA^fA C09ACC0 IMPORTERS

AMUTAD

18 Obrapia Street.

New York OfBca,133-137 RMnta*.

15.

IM WATBI tTKUT.

05

&

Manuel Alvarez
Imporlers and Packerr, of

And Packers
Hr.vann Office-

II«W

I

SAN MIGUEL 136

CAYEY

New York
ViH

H

•

GtoMo 'tlNICUM*'

Caba
P.

O.

MAXIMILIAN STERN

YORK

Co.

Havana Leaf

Puerto Rico W.rehou*,-:

Prasse

CO.

Puerlo Rican Tobacco

of

8k

Commisalon Merchants
Leaf Tobacco & Clears

Boston, Maaa.

MENDELSOHN. BORNEMAN

Havana Tobacco
Clsvel No.

I,

Hsvaiuu Cubs

165 Front

Street,

New Yoik

Offic:

WATER STREET
ESTABLISHED

Est. 1851

MANUFACTURED BY
CO., Ill

RANCK

H.

Est. 1825

Maccohoys — K.appees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWeet and Plain Scotchs

GEORGE W. HELME

D. SELLERS. SELLERSVILLE. PA.

Dome^c Leaf Tobacco
Duke and Chestnut
LANCASTE R, PENNA.

5aMi And Gims GtAtn

""^Lorillard's Snuff,
Rail Road Mills Snuff,
Ax^s Snu ff,
Gail

Always Roaai

Packer and Dealer la

CSl

•UlAIIA.

of Bindings, GtJloons, TAff^as,

WOODHAVEK AVENUE, GLENDALE» NEW

Co., Sellersrille, Pa.

for Manufacturing Ci8:ar Boxes ia
for One More Good Customer

MILTON

HAFFENBURGH
SONS
StUALITY HAVANA

Neptuno 6, Havana.

115

asserlmeit of Plain

BsaiMMiad IIM

*

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and Domestic Cigars
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco

Keystone Cigar Bex

OF HAVANA TOBACCO

3Ijinufjicturers

A.

Leaf

Conaulado 142, Havana,

Leaf Tobacco Merchant

hnporten of Havana and Sumatra and
*.*
Packers of SomI Lm^ Tobacco
Finest Retail Department in Pennsylvania

E-.

HABANA, CUJU

ST.

CIGAA BOXES, Go to

lii

Commission Merchant

HEINRICH NEUBERGER

& CO.

HIPPLE BROS.
151 North 3d

AMISTAD

Co.

PANTIN

LESLIE

LEAF TOBACCO
St.,

&

Nissly

And Importers of HA, VA.NA.
No. 143 Market Street, Lancaster, Pa.

Sr«CIALTY-\'UELTA ABAJO AND ARTEMISA
Ml. Ml, 3tf «ul 307 N. Third

Far Gaauina Sawad

LEAF TOBACCO

Almacen de Tabaco en Rama

HAVANA AND SUMATRA

F.

Packars and Daalara

Ciffar Ribkons, Silk

THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA

LEAF TOBACCO

CorrMpoad«nc« SolidiH

IIM

HANOVER, PENNA.

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

JabiMffa iM
SvMlaa af

oa anJ Warahoaaa, 18 East Oark Av«n«a. YOSK» FA.

PA.

Wareheua*: Ird-ln-Hand, Lanaaatar Ca., Pa.
Eatabliihed

TRIMMINGS.

CHICAGO, 105 WE3ST MONROK STRBBT,
LOUIS O. CAVA, Mgr.

•(

Packer and Dealer

"CUETARA" Havana, Cuba

KINDS OF

ALL

NEW YORK

J.
JULIUS MARQUSEE,

33

nfth Ave., New Yirk

E. L.

NISSLY

& SONS

GROWERS AND PACKERS OF

CHOICE CIGAR LEAF
'*^*^ Ha«.a.:
^^"^^^

Laaoaator. Fiona.

Buren alwai.

£n<l

it

TOBACCO

Maia Officai Heria, Pa.

a plaaaure lo leak a««r our miivIh

Samplat cheerfully Mi>nriMacl upoa request.

H.

NEW FACTORY

1677

1904

W. HEFFENER & SON
Steam Cigar Box Manufacturers
AND

MAICERS OF

Patented Wire Bound Shipping Cases

HOWARD & BOUNDARY

AVE.

YORK.

PA
ill

t4

.
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STRASSER&VoIGT llTHOCo.

HEYffOOD,

BELIEVERS IN PUBLICITY

26- STREET & 9- AVENUE. NEW YORK
MANUFACTURERS
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MORRIS &

Avenue

CO..

LTD.

New

York

Avennt

Londres Grandes

have

— Manila

hand made,

all

body and

high standard of quality

is

Government

and

supervision

Cigars

rigidly

bum

Spanish

character

—

maintained under

inspection.

Look for the Government Guarantee
Stamp on Every *Box

Darby
The

&

Joan

VETERANO

Cigars

SIZE

is

the

Habana Cigar ever made
2 for 25c. having that delicate

Finest All
at

Mildness and Fine

by Connoisseurs.

Aroma Sought
Made only by

JOHN W. MERRIAM &
101 Spring Street,

(MERRIAM CIGARS

CO.

New York

INC..

SUCCESSOR)

For Gentlemen of Good Taste

San

Felice

CIGARS

\

\

INTENTIONAL 2ND EXPOSURE

CIGAR MFG. CO.

The Deisel-Wemmer Company

PHILADELPHIA

LIMA. O.

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD

Quality Paramount
CELEBRATED

UPNANN CIGARS

H.

Made at our Newark, N.

Factories

J.,

ROCKY FORD

NICKEL CIGAR

HAND MADE
We alio

manufacture at our several Pittsburgh

factories,

a very attractive and extensive

cigars

3

and

stogies to retail at

for 5 cents.

Our

"FAMOUS"

2

line of

cents,

for 5

MAKERS
GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE

and

leaders

and

HAVANA
TADEMA CIGAR8
Arguellesp Lopez G Bro.
222 PEARL STREET

TAMPA

LEALTAD 129

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

HAVANA

'FLAG HEADS"

Write for full loformafion

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
PITTSBURGH. PA.

General Offlcps,

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE
Strictly

Independent Manufacturers

A

Sole

Cigar With Hardly a RiVal

MANUEL LOPEZ,

Rayo

Habana, Cuba
235 FIFTH AVE.. NEW YORK

Proprieto'-, 28

St.,

Agent for United

States
-

and Canada

New York

-—-

-

26 SIZES

MEGA

"LA

33 jdyiJ>E i]W

'BOND

Ark^r,

HAVANA CIGARS OF THE HIGHEST
QUALITY AND BEST WORKMANSHIP

Board of Trade Bldg., Montreal, Canada

V. Guerra,

Diaz & Co.,
ESTABLISHED

Y.

Pendas

Tampa,

Qlonhtt Qlnmpattg
Street.

New

York

Alvarez

HAVANA CIGARS
ROMEO Y J ULIETA
The Leader

CIGARS

Havana, Cuba

^

Fia.

1867

&

Ifi^rrall

135 Weit 42nd

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA
No.

HAVANA BLEND"

They— Lead the Leaders

LANDAU

82 Wall Street

Estrella

"MILD

PUNCH

AUGUST KUTTNAUER, General RepresenUtive,

CHAS.

MADE

in all the

World's Markets

Our Motto: "OlJALITy

19

Office

and Salesroom,

NEW YORK

80t-803

THIRD AVE.

U. S. RepreicnUtiYe:

Wm. T.TayUr, 93

Braad St.,N.Y.City.

CITY

Manufacturers of the old brands

"'SoF'

and ''Devesa de Murias''

The

BACHIAS

and Genuine

Independent factories

CENTRAL
UNION

Havana Cigara
Our Motto:

Quality, always
a little better than
Havana's BestS

Smoking Tobacco
in

Renowned

BY THE GREEJ^ AND COLD 'BAND
'

BACHIA & CO.

*7 We«t Sixteenth St.

V
\

New Cut

a
Pocket-proof Package

NEW
CUT
SMOKING

Uniformity

R. A.

a

Packed

for

f^f^^TinEV

Union

Ceotral

For Hen of Means

HUBIAS

Original

New York

HtAOYFORUSL

14

ounces

in

— 5 cents

',

L^lNPIPEORCIGARETrEj

United States Tobacco Co.

RICHMOND. VA.
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w

w%

3'sfy-'l".v.
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V-.

5S?V

->i-/''-^^5iS^'

.K*.:

WILLIAM FAVERSHAM

REX BEACH
Famotu Author,

FtunouB Actor, Maya :

»ay» !

havevmoked Tuxedo in sub*
Arctic Alaska, at Panama and everywhere—would not smoke another
kind"—
**l

/Q/^^B^,

M'A pipe of Tuxedo keeps me feeling physically fit and in good spirits,
and, because it is mild and doesn't
bite, it is pleasant to the throat and
»
keeps my voice in good tone.*'

CARUSO

JOHN PHILIP SOUSA

WoHd' famous Tenor, aaytg

The March King, nay* :

'Tuxedo completely satisfies mj
tobacco taste. It is mild and has a
delicious flavor. Most important of
all, from a singer's standpoint.
Tuxedo does not irritate my throat.'
€i'

"Mydkagrance
andndiiDoiiiniL
Tuxedoilthe most
lati

M«

'Tuxedo gives an^bsolutely satisfying smoke, fragrant, mild, and
pleasant."

^j^lHJi^

x^tM^^I

mU^tp^Cji*'i$H4i^^,

m

*'*'•

The

P(^ Pipe and Cigarette

>w««^

/

y

and

HARRY LAUDER
World -ftunoua Scotch Comedian, tayts

"Tuxedo

for mildness, purity
fragrance,
tobacco for

THE

With my pipe

TUXEDO,

filled

and
me.

with good old

my troubles go up in
my world-wide travels

all

smoke. In all

WATCH

I've yet to find its equal as a slow^
burning, cool-tasting, sweet-flavored
tobacco.
satisfies me
completely."

TUXEDO

the

men

that smoke Ti

you'll find they're

ting
all brainyl

lows, full of the old "get - there"

spint

feeling bully all the time.

Money can't buy a better tobacco
Tuxedo — made from thecreafflo
Burley crop, chosen

reated

by the

out

fne

famous "Tuxedo Process,"

every particle of bite

"Tuxedo Process"

Dwt.

is

and

sting,

the original

Don't be sidetracked

by any
Nions that have come along later and
™ to be "just as good." Nothing that's

m" »stasgood"iseverthe
best.
for its superb

MAURICE COSTELLO
Famoua Moving Picture Actor, says :
''The great thing about Tuxedo is
the fact that it gives full fragrance
and flavor together with extreme
mildness. I find Tuxedo not only the
height of pipe enjoyment but a distinct benefit because it gives just the
proper degree of relaxation. Tuxedo
is

undoubtedly an exceptional

tobacco.'*

S^^iMy/^uAjCeiL^

i

TIGHT BINDING

TEXT CUT QFF
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The Exceptional Cigar
»

Look!

Stop!
Listen

BUSTILLO BROS. & DIAZ,

is

the psychological

GENERAL OFFICES

New York

City

"44" Cigar Co.

41 and 43 Beaver

DIRECT IMPORTERS

Street,

Wrappers
&

Co.

of the highest grades of

Ggan

Havana

of

which are made under the personal control and

of the oldest cigar manufacturers in
its

own

H.

GATO CIGAR COMPANY

T.

Br Wbich Clear Havama
Cisan Ara Judcad

Upon

DUNN

J.

MaK«r«

The

Write for Open Territory
FackMT: Key West, Fla.

New Yorh Offtca; 203 W. Broadway

plAMO^ID JO^

taste as

CSTABUSHED I860

New

A0\-A05

Request.

<a CO.

of

Bachelor

E. 91st Street.

;^.t'A'ii<i;gi;&»ii:«w^'>/i;»^j<v>&?yw^;'. r''-'.a- ' -'

!

BEST THAT SKILL, Ef/ERGY AND MONEY

H.

as

retaining for each

New

MERICAN

A LWAYS

CAfI

OBACCO

UMATRA

OMPANY

THE

S ELLS

C HOICEST

Cigar

TOBACCO

YorH

'^w?aB

142 Water
•AR FACT

good

individuality.

Price List Mailed

FOR FORTY YEARS
THE STANDARD

Cuba, thus

superviaon

and

any imported wrapper. They will
make money for you on every cigar that you sell.
Use Florida, Georgia and Connecticut Shadegrown.
The only way that will enable you to make money, is to please
your customers.
Which would you rather be, prejudiced or
prosperous?
It's up to you.
that burn

New York

Independent Factories
all

fancy, light, fine quality

Philadelphia

manufactured by the

of

some

GEORGIA and FLORIDA

G. S. Nicholas

E.

for

NO

Inc.

We have
267 Fourth Avenue

moment

you to begin to use domestic
The condition of the imported wrapper market is dangerwrappers.
If you don^ look out you will work another year for nothing,
ous.
$1 .85 per pound duty; labor higher than ever; fillers
or at a loss.
and binders higher than ever; and imported wrappers dangerously
PROFIT FOR YOU.
high; these are facts that spell—
This

Street,

New

York.

PKOVUCE

FENDRICH, Maker. EVANSVILLE, IND.

3E

aiaie

THE TOBACCO WOBLD
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THE TOBACCO WORLD

going to sell. Prepare for the
To
guarantee the sale of
We
yours.
not
risfc,
our
at
demand
or more every day or every
pound
a
get
can
You
ounce.
every
factory to your store. Order
week, delivered direct from our
j^sff^oj^^^eaccoOr.
NOW.
jobber
your
from
Retail Dealers :

\

9

Harmony

is

(l.2:>^^^tffr'^^^

Clear

Havana

Cigars

Lopez Hermanos
Makers

In 6x cream-cdhred.

r

n

nirf-bnJtcrji tin

im

»

Mil"

?•

"^dnatum flumr
without the

New York

Tampa,

250 Fourth Ave.

slioU \

est harshness.^

Factory:

Office:

l
*

i

m^

^

l!j)'-.

t*r

Fla.
^"^

*

^
Meet

me

For Yiloe

at the

TjgmvfiM

^:^^

j-

'

•"-•

-

'-

\i

-—-»

i

Service, Beie

TuUer

Comfort

Cy^nounce'mentc^S"nThai''i*c'
NEW

It has
in smoking tobacco,
complished something
succeded in so intimately blending (or harmonizing) several
different choice imported and domestic tobaccos that it has
in reality produced a new, more delightful smoke-flavor
absolutely <without a trace of discord.

Each

of these

Harmony

of

business on Grand Circus Park.
car, get off at

100

Rooms, Private Bath,
•
"
"

"
"
"

'*
'*

Adams Avenue

'•

$1.50 Single, $2.50

"
2.00
•'
2.50
3.00 to 5.00 •*

flavor.

part

One

in
is

giving

used for

one

for

"fruity" richness— one for its

its

pungency—one because
its full, mellow ''body

of

its

unusual s'kfeetness— and

.

new, more delicious flavor— it might be
called "rich mildness" so delicately does the rich savor of
these tobaccos shade into mildness. But only your own most
cherished old pipe can really reveal to you Harmony's
perfectly balanced taste.
^^^^^<tjfyu^u05£a^er.

The

result is a

Take Woodivard
"Backed Solidly

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
200
200
100

and characterful

own

delicate

for

^A. PIPE

Detroit, Michigan

Cener

cool

its

— one

exquisite aroma

ON Y
HARMBLENDc^

HOTEL TULLER

New

its

tobaccos plays

its

3.00
4.00
4.50

By

Adhertising.

Advertising in the

Up

following

We have
list

of

so

much confidence

publications,

and

Double
Saturday Evening Post
Life

•*

"

Total 600 Outside Rooms
ALL ABSOLUTELY OLIET
,- «,
unique Cafe?
NewV Unique
,,
^Two Floors-Agents'
Exelleote
Cabaret
Sample Rooms

Collier's

Weekly

Metropolitan
Hearst's

Scribner't
Literary Digest

Century
Munsey's
Outlook

McClure's

American
Red Book
Everybody's
World's Work

in

others,

HARMONY
having a

that

total

we

are backing

circulation

Popular Mechanics
Illustrated

World

Current Opinion
Review of Reviews
System

it

with National

of Over 9 Millions:

Judge

Puck
Leslie's
Scientific

American

Popular Science

>\
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Important Request
Our Information Bureau

constantly in receipt
of requests for information as to the sources of supply of various brands of cigars, cigarettes, tobacco,
is

THE TOBACCO WORLD

KILLEBREW & MYRICK'S

"TOBACCO LEAF"
The Leading Authority

and

and also to mail us from time
supplementary or amended lists.

prices,

their

Our Information Bureau

to time,

All about

Tobacco From

500 pages,

cloth

bound— $2.00 by

The Tobacco World

industry, for

made by many

Agents
-

non-members

for

members, and we ask

for

which we make no charge.

dealers in

Corporation

CIGARETTES

is

236 Chestnut St.

Sales

mail, prepaid

Philadelphia

-

since

Moreover, this Association is endeavoring to establish an efficient Information Bureau for the benefit
of the entire

are

the Plant to the Finished Product

Selling

not only a benefit to
those looking for such information, but it may indeed
be of untold advantage to manufacturers, jobbers or
agents whose brands are looked for by such inquirers..

2S^ to 75^ Increased

Book Form

in

plug, snuff, etc.

In order that we may be able to supply such information, we respectfully ask all manufacturers, as
well as jobbers or agents controlling private brands,
to send us complete lists of their respective brands

11

A

our big Outdoor Painted advertising campaign started

Favorite

with the

as well as

for the co-operation of every
tobacco man to help build up such a bureau by filing
with us a complete list of their brands and prices,

BEST
Cidar

Stores

Painted Bulletins like
the

Restaurants
(!tirsritea!ia*|[3i?ni&iia

Tobacco Merchants' Association

left

Hotels and

one shown
are

and from 25
long.

of the United States
5

Beekman

New York

Street,

Clubs

£^jjet<ii

ed

PEDRO CASTRO & CO., Tampa, Fla.
New York

LOUIS G. SMITH

&

to

50 feet

are paint-

striking

colors

eled thoroughfares in
the

Distributers

CO., 52 Beaver

They

and are placed along
the most heavily trav-

Manufacturers
City.

in

to the

12 feet high

ity

Street

immediate vicinof dealers' stores.

Stcide^
The Real Independent Factory

in

Havana

We have

"PARTAGAS''

that

The World's Standard

& BLUMENTHAL,

Ltd.

PHILADELPHIA.

.

—

-

by concentrating their Wall and Bulletin Advertising

in the dealers'

im-

mediate neiuhborhoods, that their dealers will sell
more Sweet Caporal
Cigarettes, and incidentally increase profits to
their mutual advantage.

Clear Havana Cigar

JEITLES

proven conclusively to the American Tobacco Co.

Every dealer will benefit by this campaign.
have a long
term contract which guarantees
permanent advertising through the biggest
and most dominating advertising
medium it is possible to secure.

We

Cigar

'WIE

Every dealer can lay in a fresh stock,
knowing that he will receive plenty of

IM PAR'DIGAS

assistance in selling

U7\

it.

YCl

A4BAH^

Ask Dad, he knows

CIFUENTES, PECiO Y CA.,
172 Industria

Havana, Cuba

::

is

the slogan.

You've seen

it.

'

ROBERT
Fanqr Ci{ar Boxes

Columbia Are. and 6th

PHILADELPHIA

St.

LANE

General Representative for
United States and Canada

made by
Heiry H. Sheip Nfg. Co.

E.

115

Broadway

New

York

CHICAGO

jTios.(usack

(ompany W NEW YORK

Largest Advertising Company

in the

NATIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR

87

World

PRINCIPAL CITIES

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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"Besides the

What

Remarkable Leaders

tobacco—

—

Characterizes

CLEAR HAVANA BRANDS
These

FRAGRANCE

FRESHNESS
not think
tected

and

pojjular.
it wise to see tliat these <iualities are
i)reserved?

are

Made — In— Bond

cigars

smoked from Coast

— CLEANLINESS

Without them, your smoke cannot' be

dealers for "Repeat"

Do you

I

C.

and

Great Protest

calls.

cate, as is testified

by

the steadily increasing

San Martin & Leon
consumer.
to

Do

sales.

r ll's^ate

the

failing

in stock.

San Martin

Ohio

at

Washington

the rates until December
The Commission suspended
determine their reasonpending the investigation to
•i«,th
September 1st.
They would have been effective
eniss
on fruits, vegetables, dry goods
The increases proposed were
commodities. More than (;(M) shippers were
,„d

New Sts.

eon^merce Commission

further investigation.

cigars are favorites with

not lose trade and profits by

have these goods

freight
increases in tnms-continental
and
to inter-nu.untain territory
rate^ frc.ni the luist
the I'^'-ist which it was
f;om the Pacific Coast to
railroads about ^J*,estimated would bring the
revenue, have been suspended by
„0„U0() a vear additional
for

KOroSFI)

Jobbers and Dealers have not been slow to appreciate the value of Clear Havana brands that dupli-

The
Heekin Can Co.

Compelled Public Hearing-Proposed InHigher Than Any Rates Applied to
Similar Traffic for Years

"Hoyo de Cuba"
"Flor de San Martin & Leon"

All Sizes— All Shapes.
Prompt service on all orders.

manv other

& Leon

the increase.

i)rotested against

and

recently
represented at the hearings

^-

•

•

1

with the C ommission by
and ugene Morris, agents for
R 11 Countiss. C. C. McCain
assumption that they were acting in
the railroads, upon the
.

These advances had been

Tampa, Florida
"HeeXin Can Since 1901"

.

,

tiled

I".

Member, Tobacco

Merchants' Association

Commission, which held
accordance with a decision of the
n.) water competition through
that inasmuch as there exists
cuasts there is no reason for
the I'anama Canal between the

Qoing
Not

big -bic:ger-biggest!

Write for exclusive agency for the

simply here and
there but everywhere. What?

"Lord" Cigar

FRAT.
JOc quality— I Oc quantity
—retails in the Patterson
duo-paper package at

proposition
for the

\

profit-

li

5c

store-

keeper

sharing

Would

cost double in

tins.

reducing the coast-to-coast rates.

Sepold transcontember 1st, proposing not only to restore the
which had previously
tinental rates but to increase the rates
This applied to what are known as Schedule

The roads thereupmi

tiled

new

tariffs,

cft'ective

been in effect.
C commodities, which

embraced articles which were carried
Prominent among the Schedule
largely bv the water lines.
Pacific
C conimodities are iron and steel articles, which the
EastCoast interests obtain fn)in the Pittsburgh and other
Increases in the eastbound rates
ern producing centres..
were to apply on sugar, dried and canned fruits, barley, cerecanned fish, cigars, tobacco, etc.
So great was the protest against the proposed increases,
which were declared to vary from '^o per cent, to 200 per
cent, in excess of the existing rates, that the Board of Suspension of the Commission felt compelled to grant a public

als,

Most
" Exceedingly Better "

HENRY'S CIGAR CO.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

jobbers

are supplied

This hearing lasted from August
Mth to the 10th. at which time shii)pers fnmi various parts
of the country appeared.
At that time it was declared that
unless the Commissicm suspended the rates the shippers
would go to court and request an injunction against their
application. It is understood that a intition for such an injunction filed in California was denied the other day.
In acting upon the recpiest of the ship])ers and suspending the advances in the trans-continental rates at this
time, the Commission does not desire to be placed in the
light of prejudging the (piestiou.
The rates have been
suspended until the end of the calendar year merely to give
the Commission an o])p(>rtunity to iiKpiire into their rea-

hearing before acting.

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,

Inc.

EGYVriAN CIGARETTES
I

You Cannot be Mistaken II You Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes

&

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, 120 Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes throughout Europe

M. Melachrino

Co., Inc., are

understo(»d that the ])rime consideration
which prompted the Commission to suspend the rates was
because they were advances in excess of any rates ap])lied
to similar traffic for many years past.
The Commission

sonableness.

GRAND DEPOTS OF

M

fLomlM.8

St. S.

W.

CalenMa. 10 Go*er«a«fil

PUe*

IN

THE PMNOPAL OTBS or

214-216

CAIRO. H«mJ Office Md
HMBbws. 18-20 GroMe

MkUAvtoo'* Co.. lae. iCapa^wm

AGDMaBS

No. 17.

1916.

WORLD

MCE

LIST

Factory

Baokentraa

UPON APPUCATION

WEST 47* STREET, NEW YORK

DISCUSS

enjoy-

"El Briche"

(NOT

unique

1,

EFFECT OF TOBACCO EMBARGO

RATES UNTIL END OF THIS YEAR

'

should stock at least one of these brands:

You

of inestimable value.

with a

YORK, SEPTEMBER

NEW YORK EXPORTERS

SUSPENDS HIGHER COAST

crease

ably pro-

not only keei> cigars, stogies an(i tobacco in i)erfect condition indefinitely, but due to the attractive lithographed
stenciled) designs, they adtl a selling i)ower that is

Cincinnati,

—to —Coast,

C

ing an enviable reputation among

Heekin Cans

Culvert, Sixth and

NEW

among

a Good Cigar?

AROMA

PHILADELPHIA AND

';^^[''^^^,

It is

(Couthiiii

il

on

Pitflc

IS)

Holland-America Line Notified to Stop ShipmentsGrowers' Protest Justified Say Leaf Men Prices
Will be Lower is View

—

liW \UKK tobacco exporting concerns have expressed various opinions on tne embargo recently
placed by ii^ngland on tobaco shipments trom this
country to Holland and Irom tliere to Germany
ihe exporters say that the recent protest
and Austria,
of the Kentucky growers was justified. In further discussing the subject, the "Journal of Commerce" prints the fol-

lowing
"Although only five per cent, of the total number of
pounds of tobacco exported from this country will be included under this embargo, it is generally conceded that
such an act will tend to lower the prices because of a decrease in demand. In the opinion of tliC: majority of officials the Kentucky growers, who have sent a delegation to
Washington to aski^ithe I'resident to bring prcissure on
Ihese growers
Cireat liritain, are justified in their protest.
raise the dark fire tobacco almost exclusively and this is
the type that predominates in the exports to European
:

countries.

shipments to Holland during the ffscal year
ending June iJOth were about GO,OUU,UOU pounds. This tobacco comes almost entirely from Kentucky and is about
five per cent, of the total tobacco exports from this country.
"Mr. Bressler, of the Kremelberg Company, tobacco exporters, said, 'This embargo will undoubtedly lower the
price of tobacco and it is for this very reason that England

"The

total

Prices at present are fairly high.
has taken the action.
The Kentucky farmers have greatly increased their acreage upon rise of prices and upon the announcement received
last spring that tobacco would not be placed under an emTobacco has always been considered nonbargo.
contraband.

'The Kentucky growers have on their hands an extra large crop this year and they are now ready to cut their
harvest. At this time the embargo comes extremely hard
to them. They raise the dark fire tobacco, for which there
If they are successful
is i)ractically no domestic demand.
"

getting the President to take action, I firmly believe
that he can force ICngland to withdraw the embargo.'
A representative of another firm said that the prices
would (mlv slightly be affected. The kind that is generally

in

used through(jut the United States would probably not be
changed, and though the embargo was vital to the Kentucky men, in general it would not have a marked effect
on tiie tol)acco trade, in the opinion of this official.

"Another exi)orter was confident that matters would
found for
take a good turn and that some market would be
tobacco at present on hand.
at this exi)orting
has been notified

Word was

received yesterday

house that the Holland-American Line
not to take any more tobacco on its

ships.
(Continued on Vage

IK)
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DETROIT

who

has been summering at
City, paid a recent visit to New York.

is

show-

I

"LA SARAMITA"

Atlanti-

Cigars in Cleveland

After making an exhibit in Boston, the display of cigars
of Henry Clay and Bock & Company, will come to
Philadelphia, where the choice sizes and packings will be shown

Wi

N. F. Eberback, of the jobbing house of A. B. Cunningham & Company, on North Second Street, was noticed on

Broadway

recently.
Fifty-fifth

$1.00 per

and

Tear

other
$2.50 per Year
15 Cents
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Victor Lopez, of J. Klorfein, was in town recently
looking
cing over the "Garcia Grande" business. The brand ha<?
a healthy demand in this city
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While there has not been any concerted action regarding the increase in price on cigars, not a few local manufacturers have begun to increase the prices on their goads
Prices

Going
their

Up

Sumatra

is

The Juan Portuondo Cigar Manufacturing Company

Alterations have been begun on the old "United"
stand in Green's Hotel, at Eighth and Chestnut Streets.
The Schulte chain will open its first store in this city in this
location shortly after the first of the month.

Charles E. Waters, manager of the Yahn & McDonnell
store in the Widener Building, states that the summer business at this location has been one of unusual briskness.
Mr. Waters will leave next week for his vacation which will
be spent in Atlantic City.

The new fifteen-cent smoking tobacco made by Liggett
& Myers and sold under the brand title of "Harmony" is
to be displayed in a number of Chestnut Street stores.
The daily newspapers in this city are also carrying copy
relating to the brand.

W. W.

Roscbro, representing M. Bustillo & Company,
was a recent visitor in Philadelphia having come from the
West to close some accounts in this section. "La Flor de
Bustillo," a clear Havana cigar made in Tampa, is the
firm's leader.
Mr. Rosebro states that conditions in the
West are excellent.

direct state that the increased cost in this

the Phillies well up in the race and good crowds
attending the games at liroad and Huntingdon Streets,
the ".All Alike" and "Sintoma" brands of J. 1'. Portuondo

list.

IRREGULAR PAGINATION

M.

With

Cigar Manufacturing Compajiv are cnjoving a heavy
at the Phillies Ball Park.

sale

^

TauMipa

—

Promises Record Year Many
Orders on Hand for Sanchez y Haya E.
Stachelberg a Recent Visitor
Output

Cigar

—

Holiday
J.

Tampa,

i

1

Fla., August 2G, 1916.
cigar industry bids fair to establish a new high
record this year, the figures of the output for 1916
1

1'^

exceeding the same period last year by 50,0-^5,000 cigars.
It is estimated that if nothing happens to disturb the i)rosperity of Tampa, the output this
year will exceed 3'^5,O00,O00.
The strides that Tampa is making is al.so shown by its
to date

from eleventh to seventh place in the list of customs
ports of the country.
One of the first firms to show a big list of orders for
holiday goods is the old reliable Sanchez
y Haya factory.
rise

Mr. lorres

by discontinuing certain discounts. Others
are pre})aring to do the same.
Manufacturers after going over figures could do
nothing else.
Manufacturers who buy

alone, during the past year, runs into tens of thousands
Dealers are beginning to realize that there are
of dollars.
some cigars that will have to come off the six-for-a-quarter

^

has received its first orders for one-fortieth packings for
the holiday season. The demand is for both the "Sintuma"
and "All Alike" brands.
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displayed in the winat 1105 Market

featuring his "Golden Rule" brand in
an attractive display in the store at .Sixth and Chestnut
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^•^^njTA^

five-cent cigar

Peermont Cigar Company,

Street.

1916

II.

^^-^HjHNk^

the

of

Company

are the manufacturers
of the "La Saramita" brand.
theim

The "Bella Mundo" brand of Neumann & Mayer features a window display in the Juniper and Market Street
store of Yahn & McDonnell.

dow

SEPTEMBER

and Euclid Avenue,

Cleveland.

Subscription In United States, Postage Paid
Foreign Subscription, Dominion of Canada
Countries of Postal Union
Single Copy

XXXVI

Street

The young man standing
in the doorway is the store manager,
The Shields-WerNorman Polster.

Representative

Vol.

LS good-looking

display of
"La Saramita" cigars recently
appeared in a window of the
store of Edvy. L Polster, at

II

back from Havana, where he secured sorno
choice leaf, and is now at work
in earnest.
The salesmen
nave evidently caught the prosperity
spirit, for orders arc
connng to hand daily that indicate
a very healthy interest
is

on the part of dealers
goods.

and jobbers

in the

Sanchez y Hava
-^

-^

Among the recent visitors was lames Byrne, of the
'jonzales & Sanchez Company,
of Jacksonville.
Manuel R. Pendas is in Havana looking after
some leaf
'or Y. Pendas
& Alvarez. Also Jaime Pendas, of Moreda
& Company, is in Cuba giving the new crop a careful
examination.

Celestino

Vega, who has been in Cuba with his familv.
onibuimg pleasure
with business, has returned. Mr. Vega
look li,s
automobile with him and reports a plea.sant
trip.
^^^.^^^^''^^rg. who has recently entered
the leaf
•

hiKin"
wiH,

m'

V

^^^''•'^"''^'

['a

ever to Tampa for a few days
He has since left for the North

^'-^'"^

'"c
'^^''^^^^'"'^''•k^

^"*"^'"';' ef the C.

(uh.
"^a ftor a couple
of

'

H. S. factorv. wlm has been in
weeks looking after some leaf for his

factory, has returned to his desk.

i'Vank Diaz, of V. Guerra, Diaz
Company, who has
been in New York on business, is expected back the coming

&

week.

Harry Culbreath, the well-known representative of V.
(iuerra, Diaz & Company, who has been
incapacitated by a
minor operation for several weeks, is preparing to leave
on
a long trip about the first of the month.
Business is going well with F. Lozano, Son
pany, who are now located in their new factory.

& ComNot cnlv

a splendid factory to work in, but the landscape will
be
much improved by the work which is being done on the
surrounding grounds.
Jose Escalante, of Jose Escalante & Company, has
is it

gone

to

several
crop.

Havana on

weeks and

business.

He

expects to be gone for

will give his careful attention to the

new

Harry Moulsdale of Sanchez y Haya, has been in town
making plans for the fall campaign and getting his stock
of

new

samples.

He

has since

left

on a

trip

over his territory.
Perfecto.

Aid Promised Tobacco Growers by Lansing
Full support t)f the Government has been
promised
by Secretary Lansing to seventy-five planters of
\'irginia.
Maryland, North Carolina, Kentucky and Tennessee,
wh<i
were in Washington, D. C, to protest against
Great
Britain's action in renewing restrictions upon tobacco
shipments to neutral countries. A demand that the restrictions be removed probably will be sent by the State
Department shortly.
The planters, accomi)anied by members of Congress
from their States, called at the department and presented
a petition declaring the cflfect of the British order would
be far reaching and disastrous, and urging that the Secretary use his best efforts to have it rescinded.
Tn event
of failure, they asked that steps be taken "to impo.se proper
penalties on the trade and credit relations of such foreign

countries as unwarrantably seek to interfere with .shipment
to neutral countries of our non-contraband product."

!
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DISCUSS
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RATES UNTIL END OF THIS

intimations that Great
and be prepared
Britain may be trying to 'corner' tobacco,
war. Marion Letcher,
to dispose of it at the close of the
Department, has notiForeign Trade Advisor of the State
department has investigated the
fied the growers that the
regarding the emquestion and had presented its views
British Government,
bargo in a vigorous manner to the
which decHned to modify the order.
expressed the opin"Senator James, of Kentucky, has
are

there

Company had sought

Tobacco
ion that the British-American
an investigation was being
the em1)argo. Mr. Letcher said
between the
made to see what relationship, if any. existed
what effect the
company and the British Government and
havd on the company's financial opera-

water competition has compelled the roads to
apply very low rates from coast to coast. The important
point to be decided is whether or not the present cessation
of water competition through the Panama Canal is temporary and, therefore, not an adequate reason for making

and chewing
of cigars, cigarettes, smoking
for July 101 G with comtobacco, and snuff, for the country
as furnished by the
parisons for the same month of 1015,
herewith
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, is printed

The output

Products.
Cigars (Large), Number
Cigars (Smain, Number
Cigarettes (I^rge), Number

^^^rlt
i.23.S,-03

July, 1916.
6i2,739.5-'3
77,097,600
2.T04.400

1,722,614,904

2.410,746,9^^4

V^^o^^l^-

%'S2'??^

Cigarettes (SmalH. Number
Snuff. Manufactured. Pounds
Tobacco Chewing and Smokuig.

I

ounds,

33,,

'TA
99,510

NoTF.-Porto Rican imports July, 1916. included
were as follows.

2,34« gallons

2,530,947

-'^

.

rum:

I4..=;ot.72o

in

above statement

large cigars; 500 large

received),
^''^"pSpi^e'SnTim^^^^^ for July, 1916 (report not yet
statement.
August
the
will be shown in a footnote on

eign

comparison of these imports may be made
tobacco-import
from the table below, which gives the
1015:
statistics for the years 1013, 1014 and
KinH« nf Tohacco
^«"^<^''*'-

A
llntnanufactured
,

1914

\^\i

Pounds.

Pounds.

Pounds.

1033.910

924.240
^j
3,^

564.079

2.269

2.%.261
18.109

114.671
1.R43

55.026

51 ,667

S2.3o9

jjj ^jj.

y.^"^-:
n^^I^'^and

have gone into

effect

September

M^H
bMJ

.',.....'...'

IIooicahV.V.V.V.V.V.V.V.-.V.-.

.311,'635

796^9

'
'.

Ma"n1f actu;e;i' VNoI Otiie;w'i se rie;cH bed)
'

'.

".

'.

'.

The unmanufactured tobacco imported into the Union
tobacco by a few imis made into cigarettes and cigarette
wellportant and numerous small firms. Nearly all the
known English and Egyptian brands of cigarettes are sold
South Africa, but in small quantities.
South
It is stated by the manager of one of the large
.\frican tobacco manufacturing firms that despite the shortage of the domestic crop he docs not believe there have been
additional purchases of tobacco from the United States.
Most of the local comi)anies have maintained supplies on
hand in anticipation of cro]) failures, such stocks being sufficient to tide them over in the event of a serious shortage.
The high import duty, moreover, tends to discourage the
purchasing of large supplies in other countries.
It is believed that the large South African tobacco companies purchase on the open market when desiring .American
supplies. Such firms usually have their American agents or
have arranged with coiuenis in the ITnited States to act a*^

in

their rei)resentatives.

— "Commerce

Reports."

;

production oi germ less cigars,
representing M. IJustUlo ^ Lompany,
\V. \V. Rosebro,
iie
route eastward,
several days here recently en

which

1st.

the last

is

word

in the

spent

M.

] boosting the "i^a Flor de

American Tobacco Company Shows Gain
Sales of American Tobacco Company for June

certain

subsidiaries

making

tobaccij

and
the

Ligar

jobbers tor the

to at least $y 4 a share on the comwith $->o in 1915. Results up to .\u-

101(5. ecpial

make

gust 1st

this forecast practically a certainty, with

a

possibility that the full year's results will run considerably

above that figure.
Retailers Still Fighting

Coupon

The latest step in the fight of the Independent Retail
Tobacconists' Association of .\merica. Incorporated, against
sending
the use of coupons in the tobacco industry is tiie
text
out of i)riiited ])amphlets to the trade containing the
toof the cfmi)on-taxing law of the State of Washington,
gether with some general remarks on

the subject

company's brands

*

.September *^nd will mark the opening of the new estabhshment uf Charles Keyer, who does a retail business,
as

well

as

repairing

Street.

that
pons. The chief feature of the law in question is
and
puts a tax of .i^COO. in the form of a license, on each
is rfevery seller or user of ccmpons. A separate license
does busi
(|uired in each countv wherein the seller or user
to the
.\fter telling why the association is opposed
ness.
it

prove,

The

store which

formerly

now

includes \Tll Main
It has been remodeled and renovated, and it will
when completed, one of the unique stores of the

consisted of

of cou-

pipes.

Vtlh

Main

Street,

"New Bachelor"

The

oinpany,

cigar,

made by T. J. Dunn &
window of the drug store

being featured in the
;it I-.ighth
and Main Streets.
D.
J. Westernian, who recently ])urchased a controlling
interest in the O'Dell Cigar Company, of Louisville, Ky.,
will become
president of the concern and will also take

use of coupons in business the pamphlet goes on to ^^X^
introduced^
the independent retailers in many States have
the coubills in the difi'erent legislatures to tax or prohibit
brought ui)
pon. All measures of this kind that have been
in Congess have been defeated.

'>ver

is

the active

&

Blumenthal
^au'

varicms factories of Jeitles ^: lUumcnthal
the
very busy, according to a statement by one of
^^
bers of the firm, wlm adds that orders for the ^j^^"^"^„

The

size of

heavy deniaml.
^^^^^J,
"Mor de Jeitles" and "Tungs

"Statesman" cigars

from western points

for

is

in

cigars are kee])ing the full force busy.

August

Xew

1

lampshire

Vermont
Massachusetts
Connecticut

Xew

\\>rk

'm-nt of State

from the American T^mbassy at London conhrms the information
received from the Commercial AdViser of the
British Kmbassy with reference to shiiMiients

"tobacco to neutral countries, but jdaces the date before
^Jhuh the tobacco must have been bought and ])aid f(.r at
^"kMist

1

instead of

August

1.

August

Pounds.

00
87
DO
DO
75

13,252,000

30,763,000
3,885,000

50,565,000

UO
85
88

21,111,000
139,926,000

W

\ irginia

144,375,00«»

9,831,000
198,400,000

55

ie()rgia

\)'i.

1,196,000

1,496,00(1

lorida

\)'l

2,907,000

3,549,000

86,024,000
13,635,000

73

583,000
53.611,000
2,650,000
156.606,000
85,357,000
105,000
95,000
1 36,000
288.000

84,330,000
11,310,000
595,000
36,900,000
3,150,000
356,400,000
69,675,000
100,000
126,000
100,000
300,000

84

1,106,659,000

l,060,587,OoO

t

arolina

71)

South

C

arolina

1-

6,280,000
42,390,000
16,280,000

11,788,000
196,577,000
20,163,000

est

.\orth

(

140,000
130,000
8,030,000
29,970,000

102,000

Maryland
irginia

Pounds.

171,000

iS7

\

1915.

1st.

Lennsylvania

Ohio

7()

Indiana
\\ isconsin

83
85
80

Missouri

Gl>

Kentuckv
Tennessee

8J>

Illinois

87
70
85
80

.Mabama
Texas
Arkansas
L'nited

.'^tates

Banner Week

A

Shipment of Tobacco to Neutral European Countries
A cablegram dated .\ugust 'i'l received by the Depart-

1st,

Per Cent.

management.

!.
Business Good With Jeitles

;

Louisiana

city.

^

—

;

in this territory.

The "R. B." cigar received attention recently through
is
a visit of Julius Riesenberg, of Rosenthal Brothers, who
Francisco.
c-n route to San
The "Judge Wright" cigar is receiving the attention
it is prominently featured.
of the Dow Drug Stores,
"Harmony I'ipe Hlend," the smoking tobacco put out
by the Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company, has been about
town for nearly three weeks, and the dealers find that it
\V. P. Adams has
is
taking well with the consumer.
been made district manager in charge of the distribution
of "Harmony" in Kentucky, Tennessee and Alabama.
Al Korn, of S. 11. Lurgatch ^ Company, was a re"\ ega del Key" and the other Lurgatch
cent visitor.
brands came in for some good boosts.
(jerson J. Rrown, president of the J. B. Moos Company, has recently returned to the city, following a trip to
olumbus and ClevelanU.

of the first quarter of this year Dow, Jones &
estimated net of American Tobacco Company,

compared

Lucke has been retained as the head of the

Herbert, vice-president of the Lnited Cigar
Manufacturers" Company, is among the recent visitors. He
was a visitor at the headciuarters of Henry Straus, the

At close

stock,

ii.

I'reston

Ameri-

ago.

mon

John

factory.

consideration

can Cigar Company, subsidiary of .\merican Tobacco Company, is about l(M),(MMi.(M)() cigars behind orders, and regular fall business has not yet started to come in.
The cigar subsidiary has had considerable trouble with
labor for several months. During the last few days all of
the strikes have been settled, except in Detroit. While
labor troubles have hurt earnings of .\merican Cigar Company, the net so far this year has held up even with year

year

during July in the- northern tobacco States (^except Ohioj,
also 111 Kentucky, but declined in Virginia and South Carolina.
The August 1st forecast for the United States is
.l'.i.,iH)(>,uut» pounds, which, if maintained, will be the largest crop produced; last year's crop was 1,OG1,OUU,OUU pounds,
and the average of the preceding five years is 1)9:3,000,000
pounds. Larger crops than last year are expected in practically all cigar districts and in Kentucky and Tennessee,
l)ut somewhat less in \ irginia and the Carolinas.
Of the
total forecast this year nearly ^0 per cent, is cigar type
and so per cent, is smoking, chewing, snuff and export.
This is close to the usual proportion.
The largest yield of tobacco reported is 3000 pounds
from one acre in h.tiingham County, Ga. the second largest, ^oOO pounds per acre from two acres in Jefferson
County, Ind. and next follow two ;3300 pound yields from
one acre in Washington County, \'a., and from one acre
in b'orsythe County, X. C.
Yields of 2000 pounds per acre
are reported also as from eight acres in St. Marys County,
Md.; from six acres in Montgomery County, Tenn. and
from one acre in Montgomery County, Ohio.
Condition
Forecast
Final Est.
;

.

recently in
The factory of the J. 11. Lucke Company,
Lilies
hands ot receivers, has been taken over by the
Company, of Detroit,, who will operate a branch

here.

accessories.

Uustillo," a high-class clear

Havana product.

luly increased about $-i,00(>.()00 over corresponding months
This gain was about equally divided between
iast year.

the two months.
This gain in business does not take into

lUlO.

2b,

Pjp.|||.:

A

191.^

c

to

August

products of Cuesta, Key ^ Company are rcceivyfltl „|g attention at the hands oi btraus Urothers &
Company who are carrying on an educational camp^jgu 111 regard to the X-ray sterilization leature

,

cents per hundred jwunds for such loading and unloading,
a charge which would have materially increased revenues

for full

norAlthough the production of locally-grown leaf in
amounts of formal times is fairly large, yet considerable
Africa
tobacco are imported into the Union of South

each year.

1st

i

Cincinnati, O.,

make

and which was

Company Open Branch Here— Preston
a Trade Visitor— "Harmony" Pipe
Blend Taking Well

a charge for loading and unloading shipments of
The roads proposed to charge 1'.^
less than carload lots.

to

Companv
South Africa's Trade in Foreign Tobacco

Herbert

The Interstate Commerce Commission recently suspended until December oOth a proposal of Western roads

tions."

1916
of Cigars, Cigarettes, Etc., for July,

rail rates.

great increases in the

Cigar

Lilies

realizes that

embargo would

Output

August

he best growing conditions prevailed in Georgia and
I'lorida, according to the appended table of statistics ofhcially announced by the Go\ eminent.
According to the
report issued by the Lniled States Department of Agriculture the lUJG tobacco crop prospects improved moderately

YEAR

{Continued from page 15)

{Continued from page 15)

Washington

for

i

EFFECT OF TOBACCO EMBARGO
"In

Tobacco Crop Report Estimate

SUSPENDS HIGHER COAST

G. C.

I.

19

37,700,000

for "7-20-4" Cigar

made

production of thi"7-20-!'' cigar, manufactured by Roger G. Sullivan, of
For the week ending August 19th.
Manchester, X. II.
new^ record has been

in the

As this is a tenthe i)roduction totalled 1,010,000 cigars.
cent smoke it would a])pear that prosperity has encouraged
some people

b;is

to purchase a l)etter

grade cigar.

The Xelson Cigar Company, of Milbank, South Dakota.
recintlv added more hands to enable them to care for t'r

orders nn "Yellowstone Trail" and "Tri-State" cigars.
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JST

]Em(oIk(irlb©^Ik©ir°g ®ir©adlwiiy JcDfillnia^g

JSt

The exhibit of the goods of Henry Clay and Bock
Company, has been taken to Boston.

&

Sidney J. Freeman is again on the road gathering the
orders on the La Flor de Intal factory brands.

Canadian woods

C. A.

R. M. C. Glenn, vice-president of the Seidenberg
pany, is back from a trip to the West.

Com-

Louis Klein was a recent visitor in New York, Mr.
Klein is manager of the J. B. Moos Company, of Cleveland, O.

Henry Ottenberg,

the Manila importer, has returned
from a visit to Saratoga Springs. He was accompanied

who
came

into

town with

a well-filled order book.

Sojourning on the outskirts of
diska, of Corral,

York is H. G. Alces,
Company. Mr. Alces

New York

is

Ed.

Wo-

&

Wodiska

been hanging up his hat at

Company. Mr. Wodiska has
the Gedney Farms Hotel.

ffi

vacati °"

to

New York

after a Western

has

Day, ofifice manager of E. Rosenwald &
Brother
has resumed his duties following a visit to Cuba.
Victor Thorsch, of T. J. Dunn & Company,
has
turned to his labors, following a brief vacation.
E. P. Cakes,
igar Company,

Western representative of the E. H.
was a recent visitor to Broadway.

re-

Gato

John F. Whelan, of the United Cigar Stores Company,
is back in town after a vacation at his summer
place at
Lake Placid.
It is atmounced that Horace R. Kelly & Company
are
about to open a branch oflfice in Chicago.

chased
nists.

The property comprises an area of about sixteen lots
and was purchased from Gottfried Knoche, an architect,
who recently acquired it from the American Malting Company, which not long ago also disposed of its holdings in
the east side of Avenue A, from Sixty-third to Sixty-fourth
Street, to George Ehret.
The Lorillard Company will erect a ten-story cigarette
factory, 200x200, to house S. Anargyros, Inc., which employs about two thousand operatives.
The new structure will be designed by Mr. Knoche, the
seller, who will, it is said, incorporate many innovations not
heretofore included in modern manufacturing plants.

F. R. Hoisington, of the

Asa Lemlein, the
Cigar Company, is out
a chance on there

The

manager for the E. H. Gato
of town on a vacation. He is taking
being no sharks at Asbury Park, N. J.
sales

Harry Bremmer at 124 Liberty Street, has
hcvn rc-opened by Adolph Rothenberg. Mr. Bremmer has
l)een employed as a clerk.
"Tadenia" brand in New York City
very pleasing to Arguelles, Lopez & Brothers, who

The

is

store of

call

for the

nutiic the increasing

The

amount

Cayey-Caguas Tobacco Company, has returned to the city after a vacation spent in
Maine.
"Reynaldo" cigars have been recently featured at the
store of Wallach Brothers, Thirty-third Street and Madison
Avenue.
John W. Merriam left recently on a trip through the
West. He attended the opening of the new Hotel Deschler
in Columbus, C, en route.

of duplicate business.

V'aljcan" cigar, manufactured by
Sa(|ui, continues to enjoy a steadily growing trade in
York City.
"Jt^^"

Dave

New

Homer Theocardis, the well-known cigarette manufacturer who has been located on 108th Street, has removed
his quarters to 10

The brands
.Tunis Brothers, of 404 Broadway, manufacturers of
the "Garcia Fama" cigar report business good with an
excellent outlook for fall orders.

West
Some

is
is

& Company,

is

in the

looking after the interests of the "Lucella" brand.
nice orders have come to hand for the brand.

The "El Arabe" brand of Benito Rovira & Company,
making headway in the New York trade. W. W. Weeks
doing good work on the brand in local territory.
M. Hallenbeck,

pany

is

on a

terests of the

Havana Tobacco Comtrip through the South and West in the in"Alexander Humboldt" brand which is showof the Preferred

ing a steadily increasing

sale.

Street.

of the Waldorf-Astoria Cigar Company

B. McKitterick, president of

M.

are

York

Melachrino &

Comi)any, is spending a vacation in Northern New York
where he is enjoying the scenery from an automobile.
the
:J. M. Dixon, of the cigarette leaf department of
Tobacco Products Company, is among those resting from

their labors on a so-called vacation.

August Kuttnauer, general representative of
"Punch" cigar, is displaying his goods at the present
in the

Cayey-Caguas

Company

to

Open New York Factory

The Cayey-Caguas Tobacco Company, manufacturers
of the "Savarona" cigar and other brands of Porto "Rican
tobacco, will shortly open a factory at 434 East Seventyfirst Street where
they will manufacture some of their
brands.
The factory will be modern throughout and the
equipment and sanitary arrangements will be such as to
production of a first-class product.
With
the increasing fall business it is expected that the new
factory wmII assist materially in caring for the increase in
facilitate

the

orders.

Schulte

Company Gets Important Brooklyn Location

The Schulte Cigar Company after negotations coverone year, have leased from the Interborough
Rapid Transit Company, a portion of the triangular block
at the junction of Flatbush
Avenue, Atlantic and Fourth
Avenues. Brooklyn. The Schulte Company will
erect upon
the leased premises
a one-story building and open a branch
establishment. This location is the most
important traffic
l>"int in the Ilorough of
P.rooklvn, as it is surrounded bv the
niani depot of the
Long Island Railroad, the entrance to the

the

time

Middle West.

Robert E. Lane is showing the buyers
cigars a lot of new packings and new sizes for

of "Partagas

new Fourth
of the

Subway

Interborough

railroad

to

Coney

Subway

Island, the principal station
to New York, the elevated

stations of the Culver
and eight surface
car lines.

and Sea Beach

divisions,

Kaufman Brothers & Bondy Take Big Lease
Kaufman Brothers & Bondy, the well-known
pipe
"manufacturers, have recentlv
taken a lease of two floors in

7

"^

'"^^-^^

^-'^^t Eighteenth Street, comprising
40 000 square feet of floor
space.
The lease is for
term of years
at a rental aggregating $100,000.

;";.

•''*

'>out

the holiday

trade.

Alexander Herbert and C. A. Thompson, of Phih'p
Morris Si Company, are enjoying the landscape from an
automobile. These gentlemen have left for Montreal and
will call on dealers en route.

'^"^^^'^^"

Fonseca & Company, has
Cul)a where he expects to remain for six or
F. E. Fonseca, of F. E.

for

weeks.

sai led

Sumatra Tobacco Companv has deregular semi-annual dividend of three
and onecent, on the preferred
stock, payable September 1.

ch'^^en
^r\\
the
^

eight

P^r

S.
If

Monday & Sons

Raise Prices

IE w^ell-known "Hunter Dog" little cigars, manufactured by S. Monday & Sons, no longer contain

ten cigars to the package, but only eight.
Thus
the firm has found a way to meet the increased
cost of production which is worrying so many manufacturers just now.
These goods have been retailing at a
nickel a package but it w^as found that profit was almost

impossible selling them at that price with ten in a package.
Rather than reduce the quality of the goods they chose
to decrease the number of cigars in the package.
That
the consumer may understand just w^hy this has been done,
S. Monday & Sons have placed a printed slip in each box
stating the reasons w^hy this change was necessary.

Tobacco Merchants' Association Year Book

The

Is Issued

year book of the Tobacco Merchants' Association of the United States, just oflf the press, represents
to all intents and purposes of an interested trade the first
book of the Iliad of tobacco trade organization. It is not
to be doubted that, as in the case of Homer's epic, succeedfirst

ing chapters of this history in years to come will reveal
still more amazing accomplishments of the Tobacco Merchants' Association as the first national and fully represen-

body of cigar, cigarette, manufactured and leaf tobacco men.
Even those who are most intimately familiar with the
progress of the Tobacco Merchants' Association from its
inception, and in the year book the gentlemen of the trade
tative

press are credited with possessing this complete familiarity
must be astounded at the wealth of detail and comprehensive trade benefits involved in the daily work of
the organization, as revealed in the year book. The oflficial
publication is all the more commendable in its content because it is evident that the compilers have not strained
themselves to magnify inconsequential happenings into
matters of great import. They have rested their case upon
a recitation of the principal achievements of the organization, and there is enough of such matter to fill some 250
pages in justification of the liberal support the trade has
granted to its first national association representing every

—

ing a period of

securing an improved distribution in Greater New
through the efforts of C. C. Hood.

Leonard
Louis Altman, of R. Gangemi

West Twenty-ninth

Ten-Story Cigarette Factory
X important water-front improvement will soon be
launched in the block front in the east side of Avenue A, between Seventy-first and Seventy-second
Streets, and the East River, which has been purby P. Lorillard Company, manufacturing tobacco-

Lorrillard to Erect

tri^

J. J.

«.

those returning to New
sells cigars for Simon Batt &

an

in charge.

A. L. Sylvester, of the American Cigar
Company
leturned to New York after a trip to Chicago.

•

by Mrs. Ottenberg.

is

Penn, vice-president of the American
Tobacc

Company, has returned

for a brief vacation.

Among

Louis Krause

John H. Duys has been taking a well earned
by taking a tour through New England.

Berriman Brothers, has gone to the

C. A. Stroud, of

^

J!^

The Cameron Tobacco Company has opened
at 112 Fulton Street.

21

interest.

A

highly informative table, showing where additional
Governmental taxation is not only nigh confiscatory in
its bearing upon the trade, but indeed defeats its own ends
in that the Government would lose revenue by higherscaled levies complete accounts of the technical addresses
upon tobacco cultivation, the advertising of the finished
product, the use of trade acceptances, the relation of the
trade press to the trade, the speeches of United States
Senators and representatives and other features that made
the first annual Tobacco Merchants* Association convention an inspiration and a most interesting account of the
inception and several meetings that led up to the formation of the Association only eight months ago comprise
the principal topics of a volume thnt should be invaluable
to the members both as a record and a reference work.
:

;
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to give a complete transmatters under consideration. One of the
Ttion of all the
to celebrate an interview with our
niportant matters was
necesof State, in order to convince him of the

ews although

we have no time

Secretary
establishing a regular direct line of
lltv of

,

From Qui

Egypt

trying to get a definite promise from the
to establish forthwith two branch
Secretary of Agriculture
Vuelta Abajo,
experimental stations of agriculture in the
of the leaf in the Vuelta Abajo,
to improve our quality

Brazil

The president

\^sc.ciatioii is also

according to science.
1

Perseveraficia No. 8

Kaffenburgh

&

Sons sold 350 bales of Remedios, low

bales of leaf tobacco for their cigar
factories during the past fortnight.
Shippers above 200 bales of leaf tobacco,
i;-.'

(.f

Havana, August 23, IOKj.
HE market has kept up its activity, during- the past
fortnight, and business has been better distributed
among buyers from the Unite<l States, exporters
for Europe (the Swedish and French Regies), shippers to South America, and our local manufacturers of
cigars and cigarettes. Prices have been steadily maintained,
and while the figures are stiff, there is no chance of a dethe present.
On the contrary, it looks more
likely that certain grades are bound to fetch higher prices
still, as the season advances, as the total crop of our island
is too short to fill the normal inquiries from all sides.
For this reason the demand has to be checked, and all
the surplus stocks from previous years will 1)0 necdi-d
to tide us over until the next crop in 1917.
One manufacturer was telling us that he thought by the month of
December prices might be lower, provided by that time the
prospects of the growing plants should be such as to give
us a large and good crop.
are sorry to say that we cannot share his opinion for the following reasons: Tn the
Vuelta Abajo there are too few vegueros left, owing to a
heavy emigration to the eastern provinces in the last few
years, and besides many fields have been devoted to the
growing of sugar cane, therefore, even under favorable
weather conditions, the crop cannot be a large one. The
planting of sugar cane in the Partido section, as well as
in the Santa Clara province, has found much favor with a
number of vegueros who formerly planted tobacco, as the

Canada. M'i

We

former crop is less subject to damage bv hurricanes, and as
long as the European war continues, leaves large profits.
Under these circumstances we cannot safely count upon a
large crop in 1917. Formerly we considered a normal crop
500.000 bales, now we shall need at least fiOO.OOO bales to
meet the larger consumption of our leaf all over the world.
Taking all these matters into consideration, we fully believe that high prices are bound to stay for some time to
come. During the last years the vegueros have been selling
their crops below the cost of production, and as all neces.saries of life have greatly increased in value, tobacco leaf
has to follow suit as a natural consequence.
Sales during the past fortnight totaled 11.021 bales,
which are represented bv
A^ielta Abajo. 4.501
Partido.
3.709 and Remedios. 2.751 bales.
Buyers were: Americans. 4.200; exporters to Europe.
2Mi; shippers to South America. 50fi and our local manufacturers of ciirars and cigarettes. .T.9.T1 bales.
Exports of leaf tobacco from the port of Havann, diu-ing the past two weeks, ending August Ifi. 1910, totalrd
14,094 bales, and which were distributed to the folIowiuL':

:

;

;

U> Spain, l,oll

;

to

Sweden,

Argentine Republic, 375; to
the L'uited States of Colombia, 1 bale.
to the

('.(Ml;

I'or

1,78-i; to France

Chile, 130, and

to

Receipts of Leaf Tobacco From the Country
three w eeks ending Aug. 18, 191G. Since January 1, 1916.
\ uclta Abajo
;eo,G94 bales
82,581 bales

for

cline

;

ports of the United States, 9,346to

all

[

Havana during the

last

two weeks were:

2,889

"

8,768

"

I'ollack.

Partido

6,488

"

10,372

"

."^uarcz

17,824
1,029

"

51,824

"

hacco

"

4,771

"

48,924

" Total 158,316

Oriente
Total

from the port

Pendas

— l""rom

Tampa: Manuel

B.

Canada

C

"astn

M.

Piustillo &:

Y.

pany

Company, and

Jose

».

From Chicago: Manuel Vega,

of

Manuel Vega &

and Jacob Benner. of Benner Brothers.
•l-'rom New ^'ork J. J. I3ay, of E. Rosenwald &

Com-

Hccrease during the
Brother.

West: A. W. Arnold, president of Mi
Company.
Departures To New York: S. Ruj)pin. Otto Sartoriiis

I'Vom Key
I'avorita Cigar

—

and

Marcelino Perez, Eduardo Guedalia.
Lennie Greenhall, and J. J. Day.
To Tanq)a Celestino Vega, Antonio Rico, Jose de
.\rmas. and \'al. M. Antuono.
To Chicago: .\. Kerr, IVLitt. Wengler and Archibald

I'-.\i)orts
:{1.

of cigars

good during the past month

31,

month

of July, 1916,

from januarv

1

to July

from January

1

to Tulv

cigars

1915,

66,131,774

CJtto Sartorius, Jr.,

\\ engler.

Tn Key West:

A.

W.

Arnold.

Leaf Tobacco
We ha\e seen some very choice vegas of this years
\ lU'lta .\bajo crop at the big warehouses of Manuel A.
Suarez \- Comj)any.
Figuras 39/41, and which are not
surpassed in aroma even in the famous 1905 crop. This
tobacco is far enough advanced to be workable within a
months.
Leslie Pantin was one of our large purchasers again
hi^
in the last fortnight, having bought for account of
customers, 1,595 bales of leaf tobacco of different kinds.

couj)le of

Jose F. Rocha was a seller of 602 bales of Vuelta
and Partido leaf during the last two weeks.
The directors of tlie Association of Eeaf Dealers.

and

Growers of Leaf Tobacco held
nionthlv meeting last week, which was full

their

Abajo

during the

first

6,845,120 cigars
"
739,230

(jreat IJritain

France
Netherlands
Total

Romeo y

109,490

"

7,693,840

"

as busy as the present times will
allow any factory to work, in fact, we think there is no
Julieta

is

second factory in Havana which has more orders on hand
at present from all the chief markets of the world.
Partagas has no reason to complain, as orders are constantly arriving from the United States, Great Britain,
South America and other countries.
H. Upmann & Company are working normally at this
season of the year, making good-sized shipments right
along.

Punch is in the vanguard of our important factories,
which never lack orders from one country (jr the other,
therefore, working with a large number of cigarmakers.
Por Larranaga has phenomenally large orders from

seven months

of 1916.

as

2,464,386

"

Increases by countries, during the inonth of July, 1916,
compared with the month of July, 1915:
United States
419,293 cigi
Italy

158,000
122,230
107,895
100,000

Spain

Argentine Republic
Russia
France

Canada
Xetherlands

Norway
Henniark
French Africa

Sweden
Africa

Chile

•

96,915
86,725
48,000
0,500
29,750
27,350
24.000
16.560
'1

1

6,528

regular

of interesting

Decreases

globe.
fncrea.se

I'ritish
Pack-

9,368,128

Great Pritain at present, besides doing an excellent business with the United States, South America, South Africa,
and having large calls for their tiner regalia sizes all over
our island.
Sol and Devesa de Murias are doing a steady business
with their customers, who are distributed all over the

1,299,727

68,596,160

19|(;.

I-.xports of

:

ers

Culjan Land and Leaf To-

under the abnormal circumstances we are still in,
and which can he seen from the monthly statement of the
exports of our cigars, from the port of Havana, as per our
official custom house returns, and a comparison with the
same period of last year, as follows, viz.:
Pxports from July I'to July 31, 1915,
10,597,715 cigars
h:.\l)orts from July 1 to July 31, 1916,
9,297,988

:

:

;

of Inly,
of

Alvarez; \'al. M. Antuono, of \'al. M. Antuoiiu;
Jose ICscalante. of Jose h!scalante & Company; Fred Davis,
of .*^am. T. Davis ^K: Company; Jaime Pendas, of Moreda &
L. I'.ustillo, of

has been fairly

I'.usiness

Pendas,

Total

bales; Mark A.
226 bales; Jose

Cigars

iS:

Conqjany;

Company. 20(1 bales
Company, 203 bales.
(S:

809,450
779,385
595,021
541,653
144,475

Australia

Company, 623
Manuel Suarez,

Orctaniv.

Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
.\rrivals

242 bales;

1,207,407

&

& Company, 283
L Kaffenburgh & Sons,

Rodriguez. ]\rendez

Chile

Argentine Republic
Spain

M. Velez & Hno., 600 bales;
518 bales; Perez, Capin & Company, 512 bales; G. Arostegui, 411 bales; Y. Pendas & Alvarez, 362 bales; Walter
Sutter & Company, 321 bales; H. Upmann & Company, 313
hales;

5,290,737 cigars

Denmark

Virgilio Suarez,

hales; Carlos

Semi-\uelta

Remedios

Menendez

I'erndes Sc Ca., 1,427 bales;

United States

and cigarette

:85 bales: Swedi.sh Consul General, 1,784 bales; Sobrinos
de A. Cion/.alez, 1,054 bales; Leslie Pantin, 1,466 bales; J.
F.

"

Increases

]

To

countries, viz.:

"

"
Total
2,606,993
Statement of the ten principal countries, which last
year imported from us over one million cigars, during the
seven months of 1916, and comparison with the same period

Wengler & Mandell purchased 1,237 bales of Vuelta
Abajo and Partido.
The Cuban Land and Leaf Tobacco Company bought
;;

"

of 1915.

grades.

Havana, Cuba.

174,340
63,500
42,200
38,450

Australia
Canary Islands

steamers be-

^o as

Exclusive Bureau

Decreases by countries, during the month of July, 1916,
as compared with the month of July, 1915.
2,288,503 cigars
Great Britain

of the

the Netherlands.
tween Havana and

23

Total

1,293,776

Large
According to a report from The Hague, Netherlands.
eiHirmous dividends are expected to be declared by the

Dutch Tobacco

Profits

planting companies.
Many of the leading companies have already sold their entire cro]). in a number of cases at double and more than
double the average price recorded last year. So great is
the tobacco hunger that fabulous prices have been paid
for the most inferior sorts, even for almost imworkable

Netherlands

East

Indian

tobacco

material.

that for a long time past tobacco has been
arriving in Holland from countries which never before sent
It
to the Dutch market, or only in very small quantities.

The

result

came from

is

.\frica. British India,

North and South America

and Ireland, until at last the British Government notified
the Netherlands Oversea Trust that in future all tobacco
save that from the Netherlands East Indies must be consigned to the trust, which means it must not be exported
to

enemy

countries.
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Firiiisi€ng(S(0)

reports the

Bondy

&

Lederer lines as moving

through his territory.
iiarney Jacobs has sold out his business
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at Oakland
'

Cal.

A

Strikes

Disrupt

Tracje—"Open Shop"

War

Threatened

—

by Chamber of Commerce Candidate Hughes
Aroused Little Enthusiasm Among
Trade Republicans

San Francisco, August

HE general

run of the local

18, 1916.

retail trade is

improving

more or less as the vacationists return to
wonted haunts in this city, though particular

their

deal-

ers are suffering considerably because of the culinary workers strike, which has closed up a large number
of restaurants and some of the clubs. The various strikes
have also put a good many men out of work and some of
the dealers are perhaps feeling this. If the threatened "open

shop" war is precipitated by the Chamber of Commerce and
employers, the effect will naturally be disastrous to dealers
catering to the working classes, but the feeling is gaining
ground that the proposed labor war is not wanted by the
bulk of employers, and will probably be obviated.
Certainly wholesale and retail cigar men are not looking for
trouble, however much they may feel that San Francisco
has a little too much unionism for its business welfare.
Politics has

summer and

made hardly

fall.

number

of

Angeles trade.

M.

a ripple in the local trade this
It attracts less attention than the Eu-

ropean war, though the latter is now a two-year old
wonder, and it does not compare in interest with the
threatened railroad strike. Mr. Hughes is here this week
making talks in San Francisco and Oakland, but, though
the trade is very largely Republican, no very great amount
of interest has been aroused.
Alfred I. Esberg, of New York, vice-president of the
United Cigar Manufacturers' Company, and for many
years a resident of San Francisco, where he is heavily interested in M. A. Gunst & Company, is spending his vacation in California. Mr. Esberg has a fine summer home
at Los Altos, where he and his family will make their
headquarters for several weeks.

Emil Judell, of H. L. Judell & Company, San Francisco
cigar distributers, and Herman Moss, Pacific Coast representative of the S. R. Moss cigar factory, of Lancaster, Pa.,
are members of the Chamber of Commerce trade extension
excursion which left for the North a day or two ago. The
trade extension excursion will visit California points as far
as the Oregon line, and will extend into what is known
as the Southern Oregon territory, a region for which San

Francisco and Portland wholesalers both put forth trade
The excursionists expect to return some time next
week.

claims.

The S. Gessler U. S. Patented Cigar is being introduced now to San Francisco trade by Ed. Marshall, who has
added this line to his Sig. Mayer & Company lines. The
new goods are reported to have taken well all over Southern
where they are being distributed by Skinner &.
Knccht, of Los Angeles. Mr. Marshall will look carefully
over the local situation before placing the Northern anM
Central California distribution of the S. Gesler goods. Mr.
Marshall also reports a good business with the "Rey Oma"
and "El Wadora" lines of Sig. Mayer & Company.'
California,

Joe .\rbuckli'. Pacific Coast agent for the Rondy &
Ledcrer branch of the United Cigar Manufacturers' Company, spent last week in San Francisco calling on the local
trade and sizing up the situation. This week he continued
his trip to the North, making stops at Portland and Seattle.

minor changes are reported

in the Lo
P. Bressler has sold out a half
interest
in his cigar business to Barry Redmond, of the same
city
J. F. Blair has succeeded to the retail business of V. Lontre

and

25

Butwell has taken over the business of Fred Burch'
E. T. Durgin, president and treasurer of the Northwest
Grocery Company, wholesalers of Tacoma, Wash., died
at his home in that city a few days ago.
Tillman & Bendel, of this city, distributers of the
Sanchez & Haya cigar in this territory, received this week
their first shipments of the King size of the Sanchez cigar
which goes to the trade at the same price as the Queen

By

J.

So far as shown the new
trade and smokers.
size.

size is well received by both

The Testa Cigar Company,
recently began to operate on

local manufacturers, who
a considerable scale at 235

Clay Street, have now filed articles of copartnership, the
partners being P. Testa, G. Grasso and G. Capurro, all ol
San Francisco. The company has built up a considerable
trade in the Italian quarters of the city.
Lex Ehrman, of Ehrman Brothers
Company, California Street wholesalers, has been spending his vacation

&

Southern Oregon, where he has been enjoying fishing
and other out-door amusements. He is due to return to
San Francisco in a few days.
Major Burrows, western representative of the Jose
Lovera Company, reports a good start on the fall distribution of the Bandero line of five-cent Havana goods turned
out by his house. As for many years past the distribution
of the Lovera lines is in the hands of Wellman, Peck &
Company, large wholesale grocers of this city. These
people have made a good start for fall and expect to close
the year with the biggest record of Bandero sales yet made;
Louis Cheney, of the wholesale branch of M. A. Gunst
& Company, of this city, is back in San Francisco again
this week after a pleasant outing in the mountains of Mendocino county, where he found excellent shooting. On this
trip he was accompanied by James Leary, well known in
in

the retail trade of this city.
R. W. Warham has bought the retail cigar and tobacco
business of P. M. Stedwell, at Oakland, Cal,
E. F. Pick, a cigar
citv last

man

of Northport, Ore., died

men are in business for protit
and also that there are many men in business who
do not make a prolit by being in it. Some make
make a little over a
a living, others fail, some
living
and others manage to not only make a good
must

IE

living

all

admit that

something back into the business toward
improvement and to lay aside in investments something

but also to put
its

rainy day.
The latter result

for the

is

but the big question

for
'

man

is

to accomplish

it.

that which each
is

how

many reasons given

There are

as to

how

to

anxious

make such

and excuses as to failure in doing so.
There are, of course, many reasons why, other than the
all, the one great big
ability of the individual, but, after
reason is that the man in charge of the business has fallen
short in some way as to the necessary requirements, in him-

a success

for success.

self,

I

not attempt to give

shall

all

the reasons

why

success

more general, but shall deal only with one phase of
the question, and that is lack of nerve to ask a protit and
do things which are in the interests of the individual busiis

not

ness.

comes to doing the thing that the man knows
must be done to bring his business to a successful outcome
the average man loses his nerve and follows the line of
Arguments which he makes to others
the least resistance.
and to himself always tend toward explaining why it is

When

it

necessary to sell without a satisfactory profit in order to

accomplish the desired result.

Men who make
qualities: The

a profit in business possess, principally,
two
first is common sense, and the second
is nerve
without these all the modern up-to-date dope on
how to succeed is useless.
It is common sense that makes it clear to a man that
net profit is the result after deducting all expenses from
:

and that the total gross profit is made up of the
of individual profits on individual items.

gross profit

sum

in that

week,

V. L. Price of the National

total

With

this cold fact staring the

man

in

business in the

he needs nerve more than anythng else to force himcarry out the necessities in the face of competition
and other causes which he has convinced himself must be
reckoned with.
face,

Allen.

self to

It

Havana Cigar Company to Open in Miami
is understood that the Havana Cigar Company

will

shortly open a cigar factory at 537 Tenth Street, Miami,
Fla.
The new com]>any is composed of George A.
Saunders and J. L. \\'ells, both experienced cigar men.

John Gould Purchases Keyes Cigar Store in Peru, Indiana
John (Jould, formerly of Peru, Ind., who removed to
Amherst, Neb., returned to his home town recently and
closed a deal whereby he acquired the Keyes Cigar Store
at the corner of Third and P.roadway, Peru. The location
is one of the most desirable in the city.

Rock Island
The
Rock
at the

Retail Cigar

Island.

111.,

and Tobacco Dealers' Association

Rock Island House.

treasurer.

ings until further notice.

but

laziness,

it is

found four very frequent reasons for their falling short of
success.

The one

is

through following

false theories, the

other on

account of non-constructive effort, another because they won't take the trouble
to find out what really
can be done, and the last is
because they lack the nerve to
do these things which
their common sense tells them are

Judgment cannot always be relied uj)on for getting the
out of an effort, because it is so often tempered by

"lost
fear.

selected

and W. I'. Harris was made secretary and
Meetings will be held regularly on Friday even-

as chairman

work and

though each has its
between the power of nerve and the acts it
inspires and the weakness of fear and doubt.
I have carefully observed
men in business and have

effect,

of

held
at a recent meeting

H. E. Ilerpelinck was

nor between hard

necessary to success.

Retail Dealers Organize

was organized

The difference between just average every-day good
results is not the difference between wisdom and ignorance

Reason

useful because

it directs energy and prevents
but even reason often fails at the dividing
point between
getting what reason dictates and what possmilities would
permit because the reason hasn't the proper
hackhone behind it.

foolishness,

is

Candy Company

The man who

upon

judgment and experiences in establishing selling prices and recognizing competition will find in exercising them that fear or suspicion
will creep in and bear down just enough to make the difference between ordinary profits and big profits.
If we could sit down and figure at the end of the year
relies entirely

his

between what we received for our goods and
that which we could have obtained if we had put behind
our judgment a little more nerve we would find in the answer an added profit that would put us in the successful
the difference

class.

The competitor we ought

up and take notice of
is the man who can get business away from us at the same
or higher price and not the fellow who takes it away by
to sit

cutting prices, but the habit is to follow the man who cuts
the price and to use all arguments toward convincing ourselves that that is the thing to do.
In every line of business there are price cutters, makers
of good goods, and givers of poor service working right
along beside those who get top notch prices, give good
quality, and give good service.
The price cutter will always exist, because he figures
that it is the way to exist, but he never has nor never will
be able to drive out of business or take away success from
the man who asks a profit and backs the asking with quality

and service.
Chasing the

down

game

that has been
played in business for many years, and there are still men
who believe it to be the thing to do. They follow their
false theory to the end with always the same result
failure.
price cutter

is

a

—

The big concerns in any industry are the ones who
make a profit; and though outside gossip may state that this
comes from efficiency or natural advantages, yet the
.truth is that it comes from good, sound business principles.
When you come to the point of deciding whether you
shall sell your goods at a profit or not and your judgment
fails you, forget your judgment and use your common sense
and your nerve.
profit

Any man

familiar with his business can judge very
closely the selling value of his products.
He knows what

expenses are and what profit it is necessary to get in
order to cover those expenses and leave a net profit, but
there are a lot of men who, knowing this, figure out to
themselves that they can get by by not getting the profit
which they know is necessary. They are ready to blame
conditions and competition, but seldom are they willing to
admit that their decision was against their own best judgment and due to fear or, in other words, lack of nerve.
his

When we

rely

upon our

fear of

what the other fellow

might do and haven't the nerve to stand pat on the thing
that we know is the wisest for us to do, we canot blame
anybody but ourselves if we fail to succeed.
Nerve has been diagnosed by prominent business specialists as the difference between getting what's coming
to us and giving it to the other fellow.
My advice is to depend more upon your nerve, back up
your judgment with it, try sometimes to do the thing which
you know is right, but that you think cannot be done.
You will find that doing this will convince you that the
big need in business today is a little more nerve behind the
action which wisdom, obtained from study and ex|)erience.
makes clear as the thing to be done.
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businesses throughout the country which show
the most noticeable progress are those where
proper consideration is shown clerks.
Your clerk is the most valuable asset in your
business,
lie can bring you success or he can bring you

|HE

failure.

Treat your clerks as partners, and not simply employees. Confide in them. Be courteous and kind to them,
thereby setting an example of the courtesy and consideration, you wish them to show your customers.
Show them the fundamental principles of business and
help

27

Estimate of Paraguay's 1916 Tobacco Crop
Under date of July 14, Consul Samuel Hamilton Wiley
of Asuncion, reports that the official estimate of production
of tobacco in Paraguay from the IDIG crop places
the
amount at 2:i,04U,U0U pounds, as compared with 15,7U4 Ho
pounds produced during 1915.
Albert Lea Cigar Store Changes Owners
W. J. Voight has recently purchased the Opera House
Cigar Store in the Broadway Theatre Building, at Albert
Lea, Minn.
The store was formerly operated by W. A
Irvin, and is one of the finest appointed stores in that city
Its location is good and it has always enjoyed a splendid
trade.
Mr. Voight announces that advertised brands will

have

first

them progress.

Attend your association meetings regularly and take
your clerks with you. Oftentimes points are suggested
which your clerks can use to splendid advantage in imjjroving your business.
Let your clerks visit other stores and gain ideas how
to improve the appearance of your store.

A
in business today are due to
clerks venturing into business with a false conception of
profits.
This is not strange when considering that the clerk
has never been shown how small the profit on a great many
great

goods you

The

many

failures

sell is.

clerk stations himself behind the counter

day in
day out, and doesn't become familiar with anything but
the receipts.

He

not to blame for that. You are to blame, because
you haven't taken the trouble to explain to him what it
costs to run your business.
is

Familiarize your clerks more fully with the merits of
the various goods you carry and give them talking points
to sell them.
If you can not do this yourself, then you
should insist upon the salesmen who sell you explaining
the merits of their products to your clerks.
I am in favor of manufacturers packing a circular in
their cases explaining the merits and giving your clerks
talking ])uints on their products.

Aside from quality, service, and courtesy, being thorouj^ly posted and able to explain the merits of the goods
you sell appeals to the customers more than anything else.

your clerks to sell your customers additional
items to what they ask to buy.
Don't let them feel that they are simj)ly statione4 in
your store to hand out what people ask for.
There are lots of items in your line which your clerks
would sell and which your customers would buy if they
were j)roperly suggested to them.
I-'ducate

Single out certain items, give your clerks special talking points, and ask them t(t feature them.

Analyze your accounts and see just what items your
customers are and are not buying of you.
If necessary, oflfer your clerks an extra inducement to
get this particular business.

your telephone a bulletin listing certain
specials and ask your clerks to feature them when taking

place on his counter.

Daniel Catlin

Daniel Catlin, a capitalist and retired tobacco manufacturer of St. Louis, Mo., died recently at his summer
home at Dublin, N. H. He had been ill about three weeks.
The deceased was in his seventy-ninth year.
Mr. Catlin was born in Litchfield county, Conn. He
removed to St. Louis in 1850 and received his education
in the public schools of that city.
Mr. Catlin started on
his business career in 1851) as manager of his father's tobacco factory, which was established in St. Louis in 181U.
The business was incorporated in 187G as the Catlin Company. Mr. Catlin was president of the company until 1898,
when it was merged with the American Tobacco Company.
Since that time Mr. Catlin \yas engaged in the management

Last, but not least

:

Show

the ])roi)er interest in the

advancement of your clerks. Keep them satisfied and help
them to progress.
If you will follow these suggestions you will effect a
healthier condition in your business and make better salesmen and business men of vour clerks.

Houses Said to

F. W. Williams
V. \V. Williams, a salesman of the R.

J.

Reynolds To-

bacco Company, of Winston-Salem, N. C, was drowned
recently at Danforth, Me., when he fell out of a canoe.
The deceased was twenty-two years old. 1 le is survived
by his parents who reside at Winston-Salem.

James H. Brown
James Huston Brown, for many years connected with
American Tobacco Company, died recently at Stamford,
Ct>nn.. after a

long

illness.

He

is

survived by a widow and

a sister.

Morris Jacobs
Morris Jacobs, well known as a cigar manufacturer m
New York and Brooklyn, died recently in the Jewish Hospital in New York.
He was forty-nine years old. A widow
and one son survive.

Jacob D. Landis

many years a cigar manufacturer.
died recently at his home in 'Marietta. I'a. The deceased
was eighty-three years old. He was born in Lancaster
Jacob D. Laiulis. for

and served

in the Civil

War.

Four children

survive.

—

Importing
Organizes Opposition
Disapprove of Amendment— Mail

Order Business to Consumer
Be Possible

interested in the bill.

Mr. Dushkind says that every importing
posed to the

position of
the

Chicago.

111.,

<'

Side cigar mannfacturcr
died recently at his home, 52o N. Trnv Street.

Frank H. Beck,

a

West

house

is

op-

amendment.

one of the letters sent out explaining the
the Tobacco Merchants' Association as regards

Herewith

TRANSCONTINENTAL FREIGHT RATE
INCREASE LIKELY TO BE HELD UP
Contention That Interstate Commerce Commission Acted
Without Authority Multitude of Shippers Raise
Mighty Protest Against Increase Tobacco
Industry Affected

—

is

1

1

hearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission that has been going on since August 14th,
of protestants against the proposed increase of
transcontinental freight rates to the Pacific Coast,
\\

announced
wound up

amendments to Sections 2804 and 3402 of the revised stat-

ing,

utes.

know at whose solicitation or upon whose
amendment has been inserted in the bill. It

do not

same provisions were embodied in a bill
recently introduced in the Senate by Senator Ransdell of
l.ituisiana. that said bill was referred to the Committee on

appears that the

we now

new

provisions in the Revenue
liill as rep(trted by the Committee under Section 58.
"My the proposed amendment the existing statute is
changed by eliminating the minimum quantity (»f cigars
that may he imported, which is IMnU), S(» that under the
jtroposed act cigars may be imported in any quantity, and
it also contains
a new provision tending t(» facilitate the
importation of cigars by mail or parcel post thus opening
lip the parcel post and
post office channels of distribution
for cigar manufacturers
in Cuba.
find

we do not know at whose solicitaupon whose request the Committee on Finance has
undertaken to facilitate the opening up of a mail order
business for Cuban cigars.
Surely, no American cigar manufacturer could have made
such suggestion and certainly
"•Mmportor or retailer of imported cigars crmld have asked
the Government
of the Ignited States to ])lacc its Post
'ffice Department
and its parcel post machinery at the disposal of cigar
manufacturers in a foreign country.
"Wc respectfully submit that the proposed amendment
'^ '"^f'fcnsiblc.
it cannot possiblv result in any good to the
j'"""try hut on the
contrary, it may lead to the extermina.""1 of American cigar
importers besides that it mav work
tion

last

on September

already stated,

or

'"calculable injury to
^ ores and
lu.tel

the thousands of retailers, dubs, drug
stands selling imported cigars and it is
"t"getlu-r likely
that the American manufacturer of highmnv cigjirs and the farmer
of high-grade leaf will sufTcr

by ccmpotition on the part of Cuban manu•^"rers conducting
a mail order business in this country.
(Continued on Page 29)

1st,

was

finally

week.

resent.

and Cigarettes,
Tobacco, cut,
Tobacco, plug or twisted,
'i'obacco,

'*.\s

into effect

Rate.

'"We have taken the liberty of wiring you today in
regard to Section 58 of the Revenue Bill as reported by
the Senate Committee on Finance, which section contains

and

come

Article.
C igars

linancc,

to

The hearing was held before the
Suspension Board of the Interstate Commerce Commission, consisting of Messrs. Crosland, Jones and Oberg.
In
the whole history of the Interstate Commerce Commission
no other hearing ever held by it called forth as large a
representation of indignant and protesting shippers as appeared before that Suspension Board. There were present representatives of shippers from all parts of the United
States and of every industry.
The tobacco industry would, indeed, be very much affected by the proposed increased rates for freight moving
to the Pacific Coast, as is shown by the following figures:

matter:

request this

—

arc

^^Hucnscly

Frank H. Beck.

Would

no loud cheers among the cigar trade
tollowing the reading of Section 58 of the new
revenue bill which seems to have for its object
business
the establishment of a mail order cigar
manufacturers. This would enable consumers to
lor Cuban
llavanas, from the manufacturer in
import their favorite
AH of which is not for the best
Cuba, direct by mail.
the United States.
interests of the trade of
The eagle eye of Secretary Dushkind, of the Tobacco
Merchants' Association, gleamed with excitement as he
revenue bill, and in a short time
read Section 58 of the new
working into the late hours sendthree stenographers were
to United States Senators and
ing letters and telegrams
various members of the Tobacco Merchants' Association
|1I1':KI'>

"We

After retiring from the tobacco business he became a
director of the St. Louis Union Trust Company, the State
National Bank and the Security Building Company, of St.
Louis.
He was a member of the Commercial Club, the
University Club, the St. Louis Club and the Noonday Club,
t)f St. Louis.

Dushkind

Secretary

of private interests.

Install beside

telephone orders.

m

Deaths in the Trade

m a opposes bill to authorize
impj)rtation by mail
coban" cigar
t

smoking or cut
in

$3.00

plug,

Proposed

2.60

$3.70
3.70

2.20

2.65

2.60

3.70

2.50

3.20

2.50

3.20

2.60

3.70

smok-

bales,

Tobacco, smoking or cut plug, smoking in barrels,
!^nioking in boxes.

Tobacco, smoking,

etc.,

in

bales.

submitted by .Mr. Dushkind, as counsel
the Tobacco Merchants' Association, he sets forth as
In the petition

for

lollows:

To

the

Honorable the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Sirs:

The

petitioner

is

a voluntary corporation

whose mem-

bership consists mainly of persons, firms and corporations
engaged in or comiected with the various branches of the
tobacco industry: that the said Association has been organized for the promotion of the welfare of the tobacco industry, and that it is within the functions of said .Association to protect the tobacco industry from unjust, unfair and
e.xces.sive freight rates and transportation charges.
That your petitioner, on behalf of its. members, protests against the proposed increase of transcontinental
freight rates moving to the Pacific Coast, on cigars, cigarettes, and all kinds of tobacco products, as announced by
the railroad companies to go into effect on September 1st,
next, pursuant to the order or orders made in the premises
by the Honorable the Interstate Commerce Commission.
.And your petitioner respectfully prays that the Honorable the Interstate Commerce Commission suspend the
operation of the proposed new schedules until a full hearing shall have been had in the premises and until the fairness, justness, propriety and the legality of such increased
rates shall have been duly determined.
A'om- petitioner respectfully submits that the freight
or transcontinental rates now in force were 'fixed by the
carriers pursuant to authority granted to them by this
Honorable the Interstate Connnerce Commission, on the
(Continued on Page 28)
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The expansion

Schulte Stores by First of Year
policy of the Schulte

TRANSCONTINENTAL FREIGHT

Company

conby the Schulte

tinues to be conducted in a vigorous manner
agents, Pease & Elliman and the Willard S. Burrows Company. Additional locations have been secured in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Portland, Maine, and also five other

(Continued from Payc 2j)

"Moreover, open up the post office and parcel post
a
nues for the transportation of Cuban cigars direct from
manufacturer to the consumer, and you will at the san
time provide unlimited facilities for defrauding the Amer
can consumer, for surely, there will soon spring into existence in Cuba, a great many unscrupulous manufacturers
producing cheap grades of cigars and advertising them
this country as the real Cuban article, where, as a
matter
tti

the properties secured. E. A. Schulte, president of the
Schulte Company, with Mr. S. J. Tankoos, manager of
Pease & Elliman, his personal representative, and Mr. C. C.
Nichols, Jr., secretary of the Willard S. Burrows Company,
real estate brokers, will shortly make an extensive inspection tour of properties located in the various cities in which
options have been secured for space.

T.

M. A. Pushing

in

consumer would be getting a cheap article such
as he can buy in American stores at a nickel or so on
which he would pay a fancy price because it is a cigar made
in Cuba and known as a Cuban cigar.
"We appeal to you therefore, that you oppose the
amendment referred to and that you take such steps as you
of fact, the

(or

Protest

The Tobacco Merchants' Association

is

may deem

advisable to secure the elimination of that amendment from the Revenue P)ill.
"Thanking you n advance and assuring you of our
highest appreciation of whatever you may do in the interest
of the American cigar industry, we are.
Respectfully yours,

pushing along

the campaign against the Parcel Post provision of the new
Revenue Bill in most energetic fashion. Every tobacco
trade organization in the United States has been wired to,
last week, by the Tobacco Merchants' Association, asking
their support in this campaign and suggesting that they

TOBACCO MERCHANTS'

wire their respective Senators and Congressmen, urging
them to vote against the proposed measure.
Mr. Dushkind has spent some time in Washington
last \veek, interviewing some of the leading Senators, and
demonstrating to them the vice of the proposed measure.
Mr. Dushkind left for Washington again Tuesday night. Before leaving Mr. Dushkind stated that while,
from the various reports received by the Tobacco Merchants' Association, he has every reason to believe that
the Parcel Post feature of the Revenue Bill will be eliminated, he nevertheless regards the matter of such vital importance to the cigar industry, that he prefers to be in
close touch with the situation while the bill is being con-

ASSOCIATION OF THE
By

A

for

sale of a large quantity of

from one of the National forests

in the

laurel

roots

southern Appala-

is

The mountain
French

brier,

laurel root is similar in

American Tobacco Company, which growers

appearance to the

which the majority of pipe smokers are

said

white heath or
The French brier is
"bruyere"; and on. account of the present scarcity and high
prices of FrencH brier, a number of pipe manufacturers
in the country have been on the lookout for substitutes, and
the forest products laboratory has conducted experiments
to determine the availability of other woods.
Considerable amounts of the laurel roots are being
used, and officials expect to make further sales.
the root of the

thi'

(k-

|)ounds. or two-thirds of
Western Kentucky goes into

l(»0,o(iO.()0(>

Tobacco Prices Soaring in Manila
Newspaper dispatches from Manila, V. 1..

''tate

tna

cigar manufacturers of that city are asserting that a
bacccj corner is in operation. .\n appeal to the fiovernnif
has been made to intervene. The j)rices of tobacco are?

tc>-

ing.

The Governnient

(luf to a

a

officials

world shortage of

The Liggett

•^

v^'

regular f|uartcTly

•WHU September

1,

AUTHORIZE
H A OPPOSES BILL TO
IMPORTATION BY MAIL
cijBAN CIGAR
f

say they believe

Myers Tobacco Company
dividend on

common

has

declare^

stock, pav

in

is

&

monthly report

the

of tobacco stocks

rendered by Edwards,
Company to the "Southern Tobacco Journal":
Liverpool, England, July 30, 191G.

England on July

(joodwin

England

1916, as

31,

Hds.

because of existing competition
by water, and that the order of the Honorable
off carriers
Commerce Commission authorizing or dithe*^ Interstate
increased rates now announced and published
eting the
was erroneous and
into effect on September 1st
[o come
of such carriers

a nlication

without legal authority.

that relynig upon the reAnd your petitioner shows,

force, your petitioner's members
duced rates now in
their products accordingly and
adjusted the prices of

have
have

agreements and extensive business arrangetransactions and based upon such
ments involving large
that the increase of such rates as anreduced rates, and
financial loss to them.
nounced would work incalculable
Wherefore, your petitioner prays for the suspension of

Stock, 30th June, 1916
Imported in July, 1916

as aforesaid, etc.

said rates

TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSN. OF THE U.S.

& Tcs.
121,406
13,790

Total

134,196

Delivered in ditto

7,954

Stock, 31st July, 1916
Against 1915
Ditto 1914
Ditto 1913

entered into

126,242
138,402
134,700
109,641

Deliveries

From
From
From
From

January to 31st July, 1916
58,878
1st January to 31st J.uly, 1915
54,052
1st January to 31st July, 1914
42,356
1st January to 31st July, 1913
39,649
Exported in July, 1916
424
Of which to Scandinavia, 265 Rotterdam, 50 Africa,
50; Dunkirk, 26; Malta, 20; Channel Islands, 9 Alexandria,
1st

;

reducMr. Dushkind contends that inasmuch as the
were voluntary acts on their
tions made by the carriers
that they had at
part by reason of the water competition

making the reductions, due to the use of Panama Canal, the Commission has no power to permit, order
or direct the railroad companies to increase their rates
merely upon a showing that the water competition has since
been eliminated as a result of the withdrawal of the ships
time of

the

operating to the

Panama Canal because

business in other directions

able

of their

more

;

3; Isle of

Man,

P>oard of Trade returns for the United Kingdom,
(Pounds weight of unmanufactured tobacco delivered)
Month Ended 30th June.
:

Home Use
Export

due mainly to the war

Total

conditions.

1915

1914

10,282,576

9,370,670
1,381,014

9,097,645

1,574,781

11,857,357

10,751,684

9,490,314

392.669

in

Ended June
1916

Home Use
Export

30th.

1915

1914

64,789,194
8,605,178

62,573,389
4,804,380

56,269,514
2,000,047

73,394,372

67,377,769

58,269,561

be suspended.

will

Total
National

Campaign

to Protect

Premium Trade
the National Premium

Harry B. Haines, secretary of
Association, has issued a statement, in Xew York, in which
he announced that the organization is about to institute
an educational campaign to bring to the attention of the
public from coast to coast "the real truth" about the premium industry, and that the organization did an aggregate

annual business exceeding $1(>0.(»00,000.

The statement continues
rather to

:

"The association does not

battles of any special interest, but
constructively organize throughout the country

comprising this enormous industry and work
such legislation as will properly regulate the use of
premiums and i)rotect the ])ublic against
any and all impositions or
fraud in the issuance of trading
stamps, coupons or any other profit sharing
tokens.
'The association is organized for the pur])ose of 'protectmff and promoting the
interests of the premium indusan
industry
representing an aggregate gross annual
try,
Imsmess exceeding $10().0()0.(M)()
and furnishing employment
to tens of
thousands of skilled and high-i)aid workers

Remaining

assets of

The

exceed $2100 with
cigar store conducted bv Mr.

liabilities are said to

about $1700. 'iMie
one of the oldest in the city.

'f'odman is

240,512,000
251,693,000
235,131,000
210,005,000
190,867,000

Tobacco Sales

in

Amsterdam.

A summary
in

Amsterdam

of the results of the public tobacco sales
up to July 14th shows a great increase in

comparison with the corresponding
The quantity of Sumatra tobacco sold this
sales in 1015.
year was 203,408 j)ackages (packaget=rl79 pounds), at an
average price of 1.92 florins ($0.77) per half kilo (1.1
pounds); in 1915, 181,743 packages, at 1.05 florins ($0.42)
per half kilo. The quantity of Borneo sold this year was
6462 j)ackages, at an average price of 1.57 florins ($0.63)
quantity and prices

in

per half kilo; in 1915, 11,053 packages, at 0.63 florin ($0.25)
per half kilo.

Cigar Dealer is Bankrupt
Koss fioodman, for
many years proprietor of a cigar
pore in Roseburg.
Ore., has recentlv filed a petition in
'ankruptcy.

Bond 30th June.

During July the first imports under license for sale on
this market took place, and some little business was done
towards the end of the month at firm prices.
Edwards, Goodwin & Company.

the (passage of

tnroujrhout the land."

in

1916
1915
1914
1913
1912

the interests
for

1916

Six Months

Washington last week, Mr. Dushkind has interviewed some members of the Suspension Board, and he
feels contident, as he states, that the proposed new tariff
While

1.

protit-

this to

leaf.

The following

in

(Continued from Payc J?)

purpose to fight the
the

the
tobacco grown in
export trade, much of it going to Germany and AustmHungary. Chjsing of these markets, it is asserted, will
bring ruin to thousands of farmers and dealers.

baccos, of Monessen, Pa., has recently incorporated with a
stock capital of $10,000. The officers are: Nick Berbatis.
president and treasurer; Peter A. Caloyer. vice-president;
William Pappas, secretary, Tn addition to these men the
following are members of the Board of Directors: T. TToward Kelly, James Giallas, and Cleo Economy,
^,

buyer for the corporation.

embargo.
Approximately

(lark

Monongahela Valley Supply Company Incorporates
The Monongahela Valley Supply Com])any. wholesale
dealers and jobbers of cigars, cigarettes and smoking to-

will act as

said had

tained a concession from the British Government to shif
this year four times as much tobacco into Great Britain a?
was shipped during the last quarter of last year, had sought

to prefer.

Nick Berbatis

Embargo

Representatives of 75 Southern tobacco growers conferred in Washington Monday with Senators and Representatives protesting against the renewal of British embargu
against shipment of American tobacco to Germany and
Austria. The eml)argo will begin August 31. It was proposed that the State Department take prompt measures.
R. E. Cooper, of Hopkins ville, Ky., said the embargo
meant "absolute ruin" for tobacco growers. "It eliminates
the Central Powers and European neutral countries, our
heaviest purchasers of tobacco," he said. "It means a serious
depression of prices. England intends to depress prices and
get our products."
Senator James expressed the opinion that the British-

reported by officials in charge, at Washington,
D. C, who say that the roots will be used to make pipes.

chians,

Charles Dushkind,

Kentucky Growers Protest Against Tobacco

Pipes

mountain

U. S

Secretar\-,"

sidered.

Mountain Laurel

Tobacco Stocks

RA||

INCREASE LIKELY TO BE HELD |

prominent transfer corners situated through upper Manhattan and the Borough of Brooklyn. Other negotiations
are being rapidly conducted by the Schulte agents, and it
is contemplated prior to January 1st for the Schulte Company to have in operation one hundred or more stores. At
an early date in the near future publication will be made of

29

The higher prices this year were due to active competition among bidders and to the excellent quality of the
tobacco, it being much superior to that sold in 1015. The
com—"Com-

reduced quantity of Borneo tobacco sold this year
parison with 1015 was due to the smaller supply.
merce Reports."

in

"

THE TOBACl

30

;
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& Son Plan More Factories
Gem Theatre Building, at Ironton, O.,
of John II. Swisher & Son, cigar manu-

John Swisher

The

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
For

Wanted and

Sale,

NEW YORK

BEEKMAN STREET

Special Notices

RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT. THREE CENTS A WORD, WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF FIFTY
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

For

CENTS

Note A),
(see Note B),

$5.00

(see

Registration

Search

1.00

2.00

Sale.

store humidors, show cases, shoe store stand
and ni.w.
Cleveland Store Fixture Company, 4049 St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland
Ohio

,

Situation Wanted.

Clymer Street^ Brooklyn, N. Y.
Merchants' Tobacco Company, buyers of cuttings, at izV^c. per pound; scraps,
171

per pound; siftings, at ay^c. per pound. Any quantity.
ship promptly. F.actoj-^ No. 68, First District, New York.
at 6c.

For
A

REAL.

—Kemedioa Havana shorts, pur* and
money refunded. Fifty cents per pound.

New

ABLER & MYERSON,

>f

Edwin Alexander
Vuelta

;

St

Co.. 17t

fine

or

'

Wanted.

ifXJH &>ALa!}

HAVANA SHORTS— Pure

sui)eriiiteiident

Sale.

a long-established high-grade cigar factory
I'ennsylvania, matcing tive-cent and ten-cent
brands with wide distribution, are desirous ot selling same, owing to
pressure of other interests.
Will make a big sacrifice to responsible
parties with sufHclent capital to take hold of proposition.
|20,000
needed.
Trltters will receive no attention.
Address in confidence, Box
26, "Tobacco World," 236 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
SALlE:
In First

or
the finest quality.

foreman, hand or suction »
Understand business thoroughly. Now employed with large concern
W
change. JJest references. Address Jinx IM, cart of "Tobacco World

CHANCE FOR A WORKING FACTORY

—The
owners
District of

FOR

Don't write, but

rtXSlTlOX WA.NTFIJ— As

aroma.

Uuax&ntesd A-l
Also Vusita shorts, of

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Siftings,
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

WANTED— Responsible
factory.

claan.

Water

Btrsst,

New

York.

Lopez, 363 E. 78th

York.

St.,

Write

WANTKD— By

J.

W.

Note A An allowance of $:^ will be made to
Association on each registration.
of the Tobacco Merchants'
Note B If a report on a search of a title necessitates
less than
the reporting of more than ten (10) titles, but
twenty-one (21), an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00)
If it necessitates the reporting of more than
will be made.
twenty (20) titles, but less than thirty-one (31), an additional charge of Two Dollars ($2.00) will be made, and so
an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00) will be made for

—

jobber or dealer to take output of small

REGISTRATIONS.
lor
HOME:—
39,835.
IT
BRING
BACON—
August

Clear Haviu

Shelley, 3136 North Ninth Street, Philadelphia,

making goods
Hox 131, care of "Tobacco World."

cliewing
Orleans, La.

New

Dismcts
Address

BERYLOID:— 39,838.

The export

of

filler leaf

hattan

Tobacco Cultivation in Argentina

tobacco from Salonika to the

United States during 1915 amounted to ai)i)roximately
6,000,000 pounds, while that of the preceding year was
about 10,000,000 pounds. The lack of shipping facilities
partly accounts for the decrease.

In 1914 the Macedonian tobacco crop was below normal
in quantity, amounting to about 22,050,000 pounds, and the
quality, in general, was inferior.
Prices were lower than
usual, averaging IG piasters per oke ($0,249 per pound) paid
to the planter. I'ractically all of the crop was bought uj) by
merchants and speculators during the season. Since October, owing to heavy losses occasioned by the sinking of
several vessels carrying stock abroad, there was unusual
activity on this market, buyers and merchants taking nuuh
more than their accustomed quantities. In this respect the

was the Italian Government Monopoly, which
purchased upward of some 4,410,000 pounds, principally of
the lower qualities, while American concerns took practically the whole of the medium and better qualities.
The 1915 crop, which was only medium in quality,
amounted to about 20,000,000 pounds, most of which has
largest buyer

been

Prices were above normal and
about 24 piasters gold per oke
"Commerce Reports."

sold.

planters

pound).

—

Consignment of Tobacco

The Commercial Adviser

averaged to
($0,377

per

to Netherlands

of the British

Embassy has

informed the Acting Foreign Trade Adviser of the Department of State that he received a cablegram stating that tobacco shipments bought and i)aid for prior to August 1 may
go forward without interference to Holland uj) to August
31, without consignment to the Netherlands Oversea 'iVust,
and that guaranties by the British I'Lmbassy would not be
required with reference to applications for letters of assurance for shii)ments of tobacco to Scandinavia for the

same

—"Commerce
period.

Reports."

HUGH

The

chief of the Industrial Section of Tobacco of the
Argentine Department of Agriculture has recently made a

report on the cultivation and manufacture of Argentine
tobacco. This report, as quoted in the Revista de Economia
y Finanzas of July 20, states that in spite of the inferior
quality of the native tobacco it always finds a market, being

used by domestic factories in the proportion of oO or 5J
per cent, for the manufacture of cigars and cigarettes. Its
market value, however, is much less than that of the imported tobacco, statistics showing that in 1911 of the total
amount expended by domestic factories for raw niatenal
25 per cent, was for the native tobacco and 75 per cent, for
imported tobacco. \n view of these facts, the .Argentine
official urges domestic growers to adopt improved methods
of cultivation, in order that a better (piality of the weed
may be produced and profits correspondingly increased.

As
of a

"Trade Opportunity" submitted by the

POULIANIS: —39,840.

G.

sulate

general,

whose annual

a

new tobacco

factory in North

con-

Africa.

15.

.Man-

V.

.\.

lor

1916.

\'.

.\'.

\'elv

.\ugust

cigars.

10,

For

August

tobacco products.

all

SAXON:—

•.

I'a.

PASHA:—39,844.
Xicholas

1916.

I..

TRISTAN:— 39,845.
1916.

August
X.

in

August

books.

.Marcoglou, .Xew ^"(»rk (it v.
I'or cigars, cigarettes and' tobacco.
(

O..

LE COQ FRANCAIS:— 39,846.
\\ iiistoii-Saleni.

paper

I'or cigarette

Havana- American

paper books.

(

Xew

July

29,

R.

.

cigarette i)aper Itooks.
August
( !>..
\\ instun-.SaleU). .X. (

J.^.

cigarette i)apers and
L Reyiudds Tobacco

I'or

|')lf,.

\i

.

KISSERLI:—39,848. lor cigarettis.
.Marcoglou. Xew ^ Ork ( itv.

\ugusl

I.\

Nicholas

I<»U..

1'^.

PARANTZEM:— 39,849.
Ilostou.

l-or cigarettes.

August

15.

vugust VK

lor cigars and

Co.. Cincinnati.

PRESS:—39,851.

lor

\'ahan

August

tobacco.

)hio.

(

tobacco

all

.\merican Lithograi)hic Co..

1916.

191<..

Mass.

The Dow Drug

1916.

ASSOCIATED

outi)Ut will

TRANSFERS
o«T..«
COINS WORTH:— 30,831. W r..bacc.. W ori.l.

products.

Xew York

City.

i^

'J

Imports in Antung Province, China, Increase
The imports of cigarettes during 1915 amounted t"
52,053 thousands, a gain of over 100 per cent. This large
increase was due principally to the fact that while Japanejc
linns formerly manufactured their cigarettes for the Ma"'
cluirian market in Manchuria, owing to the reduction'"
duty at Antung they found it cheaper to manufacture
japan or Chosen and pay the imi)ort duty at .\ntung ratif
than to pay the likin, (jr Chinese internal tax, on cigarettf^
made in Manchuria,

1915. for cigars,

adaotSS^^^C'TED PUBLICATION OF TRANSFER
AKABLSCA:—
37,?08.
Inited Registration I'.ureau. for cigarettes,
"ngnially
graiWiic

registered

Co

October

Xew York

!(..

191J.

bv

American

Lithc»-

Hy various

transfers was ac<piired
'>y
.\.
K. .Marcoglou.
Was retransferred to .Xectar Cigarette
'o., .New Nork City,
on Ai.ril 1<>. l<>Ui. l)v X. K. .Niarcoglou.

Carl
Owiii^r to

_

•'»

0).sh(Kton,

City.

Tell a Cigar

The average smoker
means a strong cigar, and

By Looks

dark wrapper
a light wrapper a mild one, and
he is absolutely wrong. There is no coimection whatever
between color and strength, sijueezing cigars and smelling
believes

that

a

them are equally fallacious as tests of quality. So, too, is
the color and lirmness of the ash
the notion that the
whiter the ash and the longer it stays on the better the
cigar is altogether erroneous.
The best llavanas burn
with a clear, steel-gray ash, and its duration and length
are mainly deternn'ned by the size of the pieces used in
the fillers.
Then, again, the men in Havana insisted to
me that a spotted cigar meant hss than nothing so far
as (|uality, whether good (.r bad, was concerned; that the
barometer afiVcts cigars far more than the thermometer;
that the silky-looking wrai)per is as much to be avoided as
the veiny one or the one that is oily in i)atches; that cigars
should neither be .so soft as to yield readily to the pressure of the fingers nor so dry as to crackle that most of
the talk about "condition" is pure ignorance, the Ameri-

cans being right

preferring a moist cigar, and the English e(|ually right in preferring a drier one
the vital point
in each case being the proper period of recovery from the
.sea sickness that cigars contract as easily as their smokers, a period that varies with the length of the voyu^e
that. excei)t for the expert who has given his whole life
to the business, there are virtually no outward indications
that can be relied upon in choosing a cigar; and that for
the average man, anxious to find out whether a given
lavana is of good quality throughout and will burn well,
the only test is to smoke it.
in

—

I

Cheney

ill

Sells His Cigar Factory
health. Carl Chenev, a cigar manufacturer

().;

'Town, (.wtuT and

has rrcently sold his factory to Louis
manager of the I5rown Cigai^ (()mj)any.

Cheney will rnter a sanitaritim in
"< iK'pcs his
health will be resttired.
'Mr.

Few Can

;

Registered March
cheroots and stogies, bv Acton ik McKisson.
belmont, (). Was transferred f. The Kildow-Lvnn ( o.. I'.ariie«iville. O.. on August 14. 1916.
ODIN:—20,995. V. S. r.)bacco Journal, for cigars. Registered
March 1. 1X99, by Calvert l.itho. Co.. Detroit. .Mich. Was trans''ranklin .MacWagh «: Co.. Chicago. 111., on April 2H,
ulu
i^
1911
Retransferred to Lubetskv I'.ros. »i Kleiner, (irand Rapids.
•^'Hh.. on August 7. 1';14.
-.."'.

Stone-Ordean- Wells Company explains these
facts to their customers that they may understand why the
prospects are that the difficulties of supplying the demand
mav increase rather than decrease.

;

cigarette"papers and cigarette
Reynolds Tcdjacco ("<»..
J.

i'or

I'Mh.

_V>.

17.

N'ork Citv,

THE FRENCH ROOSTER:— 39,817.

he!)o(»kjian.

of cigarmakers.

17,

ROMERO:—

ALI

(

1916.

QUOTE:—

York.

Stone-Ordean- Wells Company Oversold on Two Brands
According to an ainiounceinent recently sent to the
trade by the Stone-Ordean-W'ells Company, with headquarters in Duluth, Alinn., their business on the "'Charles
Denby" and "Class'' cigars has doubled in the past year.
This popularity has been observed in other sections of the
country on these brands, and as a result the factories are
millions behind in their orders.
)ther added features of the situation include the high
cost of materials, difficulty in securing same, and scarcity

^ork

.\e\v

I'.ev,

fied their willingness.

(ia.

.

be about 1,500 tons, is to b*
entirely ecpiipped with American machinery. An expert
to come over shortly to superintend its installation. It
believed that, as a consequence of this sale, there will soon
be an important demand for American machinery in the
North African tobacco factories.
Cigarette

'

19U).

Citv. \. ^^
lor cigars. July 25. 1916.
American Litho39,841.
graphic ( <).. .\e\v ^'()^k ( it\. X. N'.
lor cigars. August 14. 1916.
LA FELIPPA
39,842.
l^dward L. Welch i\: ("o., Minneaixdis, .Minn.
(
l"or
Gable.
cigars.
Atigust S, 19U,.
S.
39,843.
1916.

24.

Reports

Marseilles

Atlanta,

I'etit,

TAMPA TROPICS:— 39,S50.

for African Tobacco Factory

a result of the publication in "Commerce

I'.rooklvii.

S,

.\ugiist

For smoking pipes. August

t'o.,

l'ii)e

DORSEY:—39,839.

M.

Abelardo

(

American Machinery

I'.riar

pipes,

siuokiiig

I'or

Pipe Co.. I'.rooklyn.

l'>riar

cigar factory will be opened by the same firm at
F'razeysburg, O., if the support of forty hands can be secured. It is understood that thirty-five have already signi-"

The

LAKEWOOD:— 39,831.
.Maiiliattan

in Greece

tobacco products.

-Moilik- Lithographic Co.. I'.rooklyn, X. Y.
Kor cigars, cigarettes, smok39,837.
tobacco, .\ijgust S. 1016. Charles E. .Sloan.

ing and
liusiness-gettting brokers, f.Tctories in the First
from $16 to $28 per M. Can assure good business.

live

all

The

HM6.

9,

REGULAR DEMOCRAT:—

Pa.

8-1-tC

The Tobacco Trade

A

every ten (10) additional titles necessarily reported.

INC.,

II.

Street.

2.00

members

FOR SALE— Cigar
6-17-he

CITY

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Effective April 1, 1916.

Transfer,
Duplicate Certificate,

Special Noticei.
MONHOK ADLBR.
CIGAK BROKER,
186 N. La Salle St, Chicaro. IlL
MERCHANTS' TOBACCO COMPANY,

Swisher,
facturers, has been confirmed.
It is understood that $";I500
will be spent immediately on improvements.
JMr. Swisher
paid the full appraised value, $0500.
This firm is also making arrangeirients to open a branch
factory in Columbus, O., that will employ from lOO to 150
hands, according to reports. For this purpose space has
been leased in the I'eter I'owers Building at 4:'6 W. Long
to

5

John

sale of the

Cork Tips

Vt-wark. O.. whei'-e
122-222

Cork Bobbins

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY, Inc.
WEST 18TH STREET
NEW YORK

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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"DON>aXBS"

ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

CaM«:

F.

MANUFACTURER OF

JOHN F. HEILAND
LANCASTER. PENNA.

Flnot de Vuelta Abajo
Partido 7 Vu«lte Arrib*

SUAREZ

M. A.

&

f

22iid

CO.

HlRAUSSMAN Importer
HAVANA TOBACCO

E. A.

Water

168

Lcaf ToDacco

in

Figwras 39-41,

Cable

^'CUETARA" Havana,

St iid Second Ave.,

New

Street

CHICAGO, 105 WEST MONROE STREET,
LOUIS O. CAVA, Mgr.

.{

Y«it

JULIUS MARQUSEE,

Water

\A\

Street,

New York

TELEPHONB

Offioa anil Salaaroom

JOHN

39»4

THE YORK TOBACCO CO.

IIO-II2

aM aad ]*bbara
AU Gradaa •i

Leaf Tobacco

faektr of •nrf 1)0ot»r in

Packer and Dealer in All Grades of Seed Leaf Tobaen

Cpba

LEAMAN

K.

J.

(S. flu C.>

''"ZdMers

Labels
Cigar Box
AND TRIMMINGS.

NEW YORK

HABANA. CUBA

100

CO.

Lancaster County Fancy B*s

p^dalidad Tatmcoc

SAN MIGUEL

£i

W. Walnut

St.,

Established

TOBACCO

CO.

IMO

LANCASTER,

PA.

LabeU.

Give Us a

Stock Cvds.

CARDENAS y CIA

STRAUS & CO.

Wa Want Your Opiaiaa

Trial.

Cable Addre^. ..N-dacar-

343.

Mi and

3«7

N. Tklrd

PhlMUlphla

St.,

13^

AMISTAD

I.

Leaf Tobacco Merchant

ka|MMfi«ri of HaTMia anci Sumatra and
Packers of Seed Leaf Tobacco
Finett Retail Department in Pennsylvania

Ul

North 3d St, Philadelphia

NEW

YORK, No.

130

Water

115

BREMEN. GERMANY

Street

6,

Havana, Cuba

IVosen-wald

It.
145

Wl Bro.

NEW YOBK

WATER STREET

A.

Cohn & Company

Importef* of Ha^bans and SumMitrm, ^Mcker* ofS^ed

Leaf Tobacco and Grcnvers

142 Water

Street,

.

Georgia

of
•

.

Factory No. 79

S.

R.

KOCHER

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and Domestic Cigars
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco
Leading brands— "Volitta." "Quaker," "Nabobs," "1-4-5," "Havana
Cream." "Imperial Beauty." "Little Vara"*
Correspoiuleiice willi wholesale and jobbing trade invited

Factory and OfHces:WRIGHTSVILLE. PA.

Writs for

iutik

UN ai4

PtIm

Ltit

&

&S Broad

ERNEST ELLINGER & CO.

u Ufuinui W

Michaelsen

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

(D.

HAVANA S09ACC0 IMPORTERS

MABANA. AMISTAD 95

A.

Ift

YORK

II

The Standards of^Amerlca
Est. 1760

:
Lorillard's Snuff ,
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825

Gail

& Ax^s Snu

ff,

:

SAN MIGUEL 136

P

.erio Riro W«rehou»*«-

CAYF^

New York

Ija

E.

'*'*^
Critical

Yirk

Obrapla Street, Havana, Cuba

GnMa

NISSLY

Hou«a«: Laaaactar, Fiona.

Buren alwaya End

it

P.

O.

RA

Havana Tobacco
Clavel No.

1 ,

Havuuu Cuba

1

65 Front Strwt,

Naw Yeik

Office:

WATER STREET

SONS
CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO

L.

**«NICtIir'

MAXIMILIAN STERN

E3TABL1SHBD

CHOICE

MANUFACTURED BY

Hfth Ave., Hew

Co,

8c

OROWCRS AND PACKERS OP

Maccoboys — K^appees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWeet and Vlain Scotchs
CO., Ill

Hfvann Office

Prasse

CO.

Importers and Packers of Havana Leaf
And Packers of Puerto Rican Tobacco

Est. 1851

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

GEORGE W. HELME

&

£i

B*ni«BMa

IM WATEX STKUT. I«W YOWC

Manuel Alvarez

PENNA.

«

S^Anufacturers of BifuHn§s, GAUoons, TAffttms,
StMn And <Sf$ GrAht

WOODHAVEN AVENUE* GLENDALC, NEW

Streets

Commission Merchants
Leaf Tobacco & Ci|{ars

'»p°"«':«

L«um

Duke and Chestnut

R,
Packing Houses: Strasburg and Lancaster

York Office, 133-1 37 IVaatSt.

MENDELSOHN, BORNEMAN

RANCK

H.

LANCASTE

Cuba

P''?-^55?_?"<'

Cor.

Office:

Boston. Maaa.

Iwtyk M«a4«lMka

R

Packar and Daalar in

Cigars

St..

Alwaya

D. SELLERS. SELLERSVILLE. PA.

MILTON

OF HAVANA TOBACCO
New

Co., SellersTille, Pa.

for Manufacturing Cigar Boxat is
for Ona Mora Good Customer

MONROE

Mbbooi

Samatra

New York

Established 1870

CigarRibbons

-

B««aMtah*4 IIM

I>ome^c Leaf Tobacco

CO.

Ha«aaaWar«liouse.Salud 15.
Largest asMrUntni if Plain and Faicy

Keystone Cigar B«x
Our Capacity

SONS
nAFFENDURGH
StUALITY HAVANA

N«ptuno

HAVANA, CUBA— Consulado

Tobacco

Consulado 142, Havana,

HEINRICH NEUBERGER

& CO.

HIPPLE BROS.

Leaf

CIGAR BOXES, Go to

in

Commissioii Merchant

HABANA. CUBA

ST.

Co.

PANTIN

LESLIE

LEAF TOBACCO
$H,

&

Nissly

And Importers of HA VA NA
No. 143 Market Street, Lancaster, Pa.

AND ARTEMI8A

SPECIALTY-'.TJELTA ABAJO

For Geauin* Sawed

LEAF TODACCO

Almacen de Tabaco en Rama

HAVANA AND SUMATRA

F.

Packan and Daalara

Cigar Ribbons, Silk Imitation and Muslinola Ribbon
Printed or Stamped in Gold or I^Itot

306 NO. THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA

K.

John

HANOVER, PENNA.

of Sumatra and Havana
fackers of seed leaf tobacco

im1K>rte:rs

LEAF TOBACCO

MANUFACTUIIERS OF CIGAR SCRAP TOBAGCSO

Correspoodance SolidlH

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS

!

Oliloa aod Warahoaaa. 13 Eaat Clark Av«nne. YilBH, PA.

Warahauaal Blnl-ln-Hand, Lanoaatar Ca., Pa.

LOEB-NUi^EZ

KINDS OF

ALL

H.

ow

otir

Stmjpiu okacrfuJIy n^wvitlMl upoa raquest

%ut^Jk»

IfM

W. HEFFENER & SON
Stemm Cigar Box Manufacturers

Maia Offieai Flofm, Pa.

a pUatfure lo ieok

NEW FACTORY

1677

AND MAKERS OF
Patented Wire Bound Shipping Cfteee

HOWARD

Ic

BOUNDARY AVE.

YORK, PA

>
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HEYffOOD. STRASSER&.VOIGT LITHO.CO.

BELIEVERS

26- STREET & 9~ AVENUE, NEW YORK

Cigar Box Labels
Bands and Trimmings

A
Acker, Merrall & Condi t Co., New York
Alvarei & Co., Manuel, New York
American Cigar Co :..^.....
American Lithographic Co., New York
American Sumatra Tobacco Co.

3

Cover IV.

St.,

American Tobacco Co., The,
Arguelles, Lopez & Bro

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

Chicago,

322 Chestnut

HI.

New iork

....10,4,

CIGAR FLAVORS

EsUblUhcd

Co., R. A.
Bayuk Bro»., Philadelphia
Co.| nAVAnAf CriiDft ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«
fichrcnB

WM.

u .In character
k
.
smooth
Make tobacco mellow
and impart a most palatable flavor
^
and

27

FRIES

FOR

8l

SMOKING

BRO., 92 Reade

Street.

Auctioneera and CommiMiflM

South Second

W«Aa«^

Bobrow Brothert
Boucher Cork & Machine Co., Inc.
Brankoff Mff. Ca.
Busineis Opportunity
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Copenhagen

Prindpe

Snuff
To Be

ABSOLUTELY PURE

WE

Copenhagen Snuff is made from the whole leaf
Tennessee and Kentucky Tobacco scrap (pieces of tobacco)
guarantee

—

3 de

of
is

not used in it.
guarantee the sweetening and seasoning and flavors and scent, in fact
everything that is added to the tobacco or put on the tobacco, is pure and
may be used freely in food under the United States Pure Food Laws.

OLD STANDARD

We

HAVANA- CIGARS

OUR OFFER
THAT and know
every

user

safe

of

that

Copenhagen Snuff can
he

is

A BRAND WITH A WONDERFUL
feel entirely

using a pure tobacco,

we

RECORD

offer to

employees) Five Thousand
Dollars who will show our guarantee to be incorrect, or to any
man who find* in Copenhagen Snuff as manufactured and shipped
by us anything used in the tobacco or on the tobacco that may
not be used freely in food products under the United States Pure

any man (including our

Gales

own

X

X\

AN UNINTERRUPTED SALE FOR
MORE THAN 60 YEARS

Food Laws.

A STANDARD OF VALUE
AMONG HAVANA LINES
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Smokes Them Says
"It

is

BEST CIGAR

the

Leading Features

VALUE IN THE WORLD
•t 5c."

That

is

Mail Order Scheme for Imported Cigars
Killed in the Senate

the reason the

John Ruskin

Reprisal for Tobacco Embari:ro Sought
Under International Law

one of the
World's Biggest

Cigar

is

Sellers.

John Ruskin

THEY COULD BE SMALLER-bUT NOT BETTER

Tobacco Industry Fares Well in New Revenue Law Through Efforts of T. M. A.

That ^^BOLD'' Cigar

f^
^^^

its

John Ruskin Cigars
made and
is

the

are hand-

Havana tobacco used

mild— Big and Fragrant,
Voucher
on the Band of Each John
Ruskin Cigar.

I.

Profit

Famous

^m

Sharing

ji

LEWIS CIGAR MFC^COMPANY
NEWARK,

N.

its

famous

quality

Connoisseurs Delighted With Cigar Display of Henry Clay and Bock & Co.

and

"Re>Tialdo" Display at Ledger Central

"Above AH"

the choicest grown. They're

Valuable

famous for
workmanship*

today;

is

J.
Largest Independent Cigar Fartciy in the World.

for its jobbing

a point that

we

About Town Gossip

connections^

are justly proud

to

Knickerbocker's Broadway Jottings

advertise.

We are proud of our jobbers just
our jobbers are proud of ^^BOLD

Bobrow

Bros.,

as

/

Trade Letters of Vital Interest From All

f

/

Sections

X

.

Latest Reports
Latest
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Cuban Market
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Tobacco Markets
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of the

Registration of

New Brands
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Cigarettes, Tobacco, Etc.
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Wellington Pipe
The man who

is

offered a

Wellington has no doubts or arguments. He's buying the famous
"well" feature and a clean, cool
smoke and he knows it. His 35
cents and up brings top value to

—

him and a

fair profit to you.

yis Mild
F.

C.

bOZANO

LOZANO

F.

UOZANO, SON
U

S.

»H-

1'-

S. Pat.

OlJke

as a breeze from the sea

«•

CO.

perfectly

"F.

Government

— Manila

burn

Cigars

made, Spanish
have body and character—
are

all

high standard of quality

Lozano" Brand

is

hand

rigidly

maintained under

supervision and inspection.

Look for the Government Guarantee
Stamp on Every ^ox

Clear Havana Cigars
OFFICE AND FACTORY; TAMPA, FLORIDA
New York AddrMS, 437

— They

method— They

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous
TRADE MARX

and as Cool

Fifth

AT«nac

De Luxe Se^ars
THE C ALIDAD SIZE RETAILS FOR A DIME

Wonderful Value
CLEAR HABANA-FULLY MATURED
MADK BY

JOHN W. MERRIAM &
101 Spring Street,

IMERI^IAM CIGARS

For

n

Gehdemen

CO.

New York

INC..

of

SUCCESSOR

I

Good Taste

San Felice

CIGARS

The Deisel-Wemmer Company
LIMA, O.

A

THE TOBACCO WORLD

Pipe Selling is Easier
Sell the
You
When
WD

%t*Thc Cigar that Wins

^ Wellington

TMDE

The man who

ALL ADM RE THE QUALITY
S.
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C.
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CO.

F.

UOZANO, SON
U

S.

TRADE MARK
C

S. rat.

offered a

m

fair profit to you.

jis Mild

"F.

as a breeze from the sea
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CO.

OFFICE

Government

Lozano" Brand

bum

Cigars

are

all

supervision

and

inspection.

Look for the Government Guarantee
Stamp on Every ^ox

AND FACTORY; TAMPA, FLORIDA
New York AddrMt, 437

— Manila

hand made, Spanish
method— They have body and character—
high standard of quality is rigidly maintained under
perfectly— They

Clear Havana Cigars

ilflM

and as Coot

LOZANO

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous
III-

him and a

MAKERS. TAMPA FLA

V
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LOZANO

Pipe

Wellington has no doubts or arguments. He's buying the famous
"well" feature and a clean, cool
smoke and he knows it His 35
cents and up brings top value to

I

The net¥ mild

is

MANILA CIGARS

Fifth A^

>

Londres Grandes

De Luxe

Se^ars

THE C ALIDAD SIZE RETAILS FOR

A

DIME

Wonderful Value
CLEAR HABANA-FULLY MATURED
MADE BY

JOHN W. MERRIAM &
101 Spring Street,

[MERRIAM CIGARS

CO.

New York

INC.,

SUCCESSOR

1

For Gentlemen of Good Taste

a

San Felice

CIGARS

The Deisel-Wemmer G>mp«ny
LIMA, O.

INTENTIONAL 2ND EXPOSURE

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD

Quality Paramount
CELEBRATED

H.

UPNANN CIGARS

Made at our Newark, N.

J.,

Factories

ROCKY FORD
uAKH MADE

NICKEL CIGAR

-

several Pittsburgh
alio manufacture at our
attractive and extensive line of
factories, a very

We

cigars

3

for

and

stogies to retail at

5 cents.

Our

"FAMOUS"

2

for 5

cents,

MAKERS
GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE
I2S

and

leaders

and

HAVANA
TADEMA CIGAR8
Argiiellea, Lopez G Bro.
lEALTAD

222 PEAKL STBEEI

TAMf A

NEW YOKK

FLOBIDA

HAVANA

"FLAG HEADS"

Write for full Information

CO.
UNION AMERICAN CIGAR
PITTSBURGH^

Ge-er.l Offices.

Strictly

(HABANA)

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE

Independent Manufacturers

ji Cigar toith
MANUEL LOPEZ, Proprietor,

CHAS.

LANDAU

PUNCH
Hardly

AUGUST

MTTRAOER, Cweril

.

New York

Board of Trade Bldg., Montreal, Canada

a Rival

Rayo

Habana, Cuba

St.,

235 FIFTH AVE..

R«nt«e«UtiYe.

''LA

MEGA''
THE

HIGHEST
HAVANA CIGARS OF
WORKMANSHIP
QUALITY AND BEST
Co., Tampa,
V. Guerra, Diaz

ESTABLISHED

Y.

Pendas

1867

&

and ''Devesa de Murias''
Independent factories

;1

Alvarez

m

Our Motto:

Quality, always
a little better than
Havana's Bestj

New

Street,

York

HAVANA CIGARS
pOMEO Y J ULIETA

It

in all the

World's Markets

and Salesroom,

NEW YORK

801-803

THIRD AVE.

0. $. RtprtMitotiTt:

W«. T.Tiylir. %%

Brt tdi

St..!f.Y.«ltT.

nnr

CITY

The Ori^nal

BACHIAS
For Hen of Neans

and Genuine

Renowned
for

Uniformity

Smoking Tobacco

&

a

New Cut

a
Pocket-proof Package

Packed

1

n>EfirTinB9^Y the greej^ and cold band
CO.
R. A. RACHIA
4T W«t SfatlMBih St.
New York

Union

Central
in

HURIAS)y

(Unmpatig

1*1^'

The Leader

HiTana Cigtri
M.

$c (ttntibtt

'»»

Office

''SoF'

Ark^r, mUrrall

Our Motto: "OUALITY'

19

Manufacturers of the old brands

Thep Lead the Leaders

ria.

CIGARS

Havana, Cuba
No.

HAVANA BLEND"

135 Weft 42Bd

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA
Estrella

"MILD

NEW YOM

""i^^^^

&

MIf.

MADE

26 SIZES

Sole Assent for United States and Canada

82 Wall Street

28

PA.

^/i

ounces

in

— 5 cents

United SUtes Tobacco Co.

IICUMOND.

VA.

5
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The Real Independent Factory

in

Two

Hav ana

money-makers!

"PARTAGAS'^
<^^?^^ ^

The World's Standard

GIRAR

Let one of them

'

work

Cigar

%

^reat

m

you

for

Stephen Girard, patriot and merchant, was a

IE

J PARTAGAS

money-maker

quality and the greatest

C/Q

man of /ne

of his time.

YCi

The

/lAB^^

Girard cigar

known by smokers from
CIFUENTES, PEGO Y CA.,
172 Industria

you

Havana, Cuba

::

We

coast to coast.

and cents that the Girard

in dollars

hs quality

a worthy namesake,

is

is

is

can prove to

a great money-

maker.

And

ROBERT

E.

LANE

Broadway

New

no

proof involves

We

want you

to put the

Girard cigar

in

your case at our risk and under our guarantee.

York

We
BROKER

The

What

Girard

is

keep on coming back for

with every Girard cigar.

magazines of

This

copies

If

Havana

phenomenal success?

this

Smokers who

it.

Our guarantee

Our

circulation

it

once

oj satisfaction

goes

try

it

striking

has

And we

says.

Girard

made

live

up

publicity

countless

the

in

of

iiMUPii

fliBI3BiHi&. Q-?

Vast with

Girards

a circulation of

are ad-vertised continuous^,

in

the strongest

mediums

in

w

the United .States, like the

Digest with Us 47b,0VU
more than 2,000,000 copies e-very -week, and the Literary

every iveek.

you do not handle Girards now.

we want you

to

line today.

drop us a

Let us write you the

particulars of our

We

are sure you will thank us for this later on

just as

That

will

thank

us

for

thank us for urging
is

why we

bringing
it

this

unusual

on you as hard as

opportunity

to your attention.

we know how.

say

Fla.

Just drop us a line today

Antonio Roig
P.

Established 1871

New

hundreds of dealers are

thanking us now.

ADDRESS DEPARTMENT

Verplanck & Co.
263 Fourth Ave,

?^

it.

thousands

You
You will

Tampa,

PI

"Safety First" Proposition for the Dealer

Cigars

in

to

Da

and the Girard k^eps them.

no one-week circus stunt.

Saturday Ebening

Clear

national

the Girard

is

a positive

a mild, full-flavored smoke that never

This means what

Third— Good Advertising.
friends for

It is

it.

Second— Square Dealing.

great

for

Doctors recommend

your nerves.

or\

the reason

is

The

First— Quality.
gels

the Girard will do.

know what

winner wherever shown.

Actual Size, 10c.

Made

on

risk

your part.

General Representative for
United States and Canada

115

this

York

&

H

Langsdorf
Philadelphia
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To

Harmony

Retail Dealers:

going to

Prepare for the
demand at our risHi, not yours.
guarantee the sale of
every ounce. You can get a pound or more every day or every
week, delivered direct from our factory to your store. Order
froin your jobber NOW.
-&H^<^^A%«oa
is

sell.

We

ll

n

HAVANA CIGARS

Inthecreamrcdlcmsd.
nyt-bviS(ani tin

Highest Quality
Best Workmanship
MADE BY
Y.

GiMTt, Diaz

ft

Co.,

Ttmpa, Ha.

BAYUK BROTHERS

"44" Cigar Co. Philadelphia
G. S. Nicholas
41 and 43 Beaver

DIRECT IMPORTERS

NEW

absolutely tvithoat a trace of discord.

Each

of these tobaccos plays its own part in giving
Harmony its cool and characterful flavor. One is used for

—

The

Advertising
Saturday Evening Post

Ufe
Collier's

Weekly

Metropolitan
Hearst's

in

By

Adbertising.

the following

We have so
list

Scribner's
Literary Digest

Century
Munsey's
Outlook

much confidence

of publications,

nVE CENT CIGAR

in

HARMONY that we are backing

and others, having a

total

circulation

McClure's

Popular Mechanics

American
Red Book

Illustrated

Everybody's
World's Work

Review
System

World

Current Opinion
of

Reviews

it

of the highest grades of Cigars

PHILADELPHIA
E.

H.

GffTO CIGMR

FOR FORTY YEARS
IVBL

STANDARD

its

of

own

individuality.

Prrce Li^l Mailed

COMPANY

T.

By Which CIsm Havm*
Ocan Arc Jaac*«l

N«w Yorh OIBe«: 203 W. BrMdwar

J.

Upon Request.

DUNN
M«K*r«

The
Wffc« for Op«a TMTilory
FMlRfT: K«y WMt. R..

Havana

which are made under the personal control and supervision
thus retaining for each
•f the oldest cigar manufacturers in Cuba,

all

/»

<^A PIPE

"Backed Solidly

of

—

HARMBLENDc^
ON Y

New York

Independent Factories

new, more delicious flavor it might be
called "rich mildness" so delicately does the rich savor of
these tobaccos shade into mildness. But only your own most
cherished old pipe can really reveal to you Harmony's
perfecdy balanced taste.
^ ^ -Vi*
v'
result is a

Co.

manufactured by the

exquisite aroma— one for its "fruity" richness—one for its
delicate pungency one because of its unusual sweetness— dXi^
one for its full, mellow *'body''.

its

complished something
in smoking tobacco,
It has
succeded in so intimately blending (or harmonizing) several
different choice imported and domestic tobaccos that it has
in reality produced a new. more delightful smoke-flavor—

Street,

&

New

401-405

<a CO.

of

Bachelor Cigar

H. 91»t Street.

with Narional

New YorK

5c

of Ooer 9 Millions:

Judge
Puck
Leslie's
Scientific

fROVUCE
*EST TUAT SKILL. EftEMGY AND MONEY CAM

Amencan

Popular Science
1060

H. FENDWCH. Maker, EVANSVILLE, IND.

CIGAR

il
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Best Quality

Best

Neet me at the

Known

9

For Vilae

Tuller
Comfort

Look!

Stop!
Listen
The Cigar Without a Peer

HOTEL TULLER

New

Habana

car, get off at

is

the psychological

high;

Take Woodwara

these

Rooms, Private Bath,

IH

New York Office— 257

Fourth Ave.

Two

"

••
**

**

"3.00 to 5.00"

Floors

—

"

2.50

•'

4.00
4.50

that

facts

spell-NO PROFIT

FOR YOU

fancy, light, fine quality

"

**

Total 600 Outside Rooms
ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET
New Unique Cafes and
Agents'

Sample Rooms

are

We have some

$1.50 Single, $2.50 Up Double
"
2.00
3.00 "

"
"

"

for

Adams Avenue

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
200
200
100

moment

1

Detroit, Michigan
Center of business on Grand Circus Park.

'ill'

you to begin to use domestic
The condition of the imported wrapper market is dangerwrappers.
nothing,
If you don't look out you will work another year for
ous.
$ .85 per pound duty; labor higher than ever; fillers
or at a loss.
and binders higher than ever; and imported wrappers dangerously

This

Calixto Lopez y Cia

'

I

GEORGIA and FLORIDA

Cabaret Exeliente

SANCHEZ Y HAYA

Wrappers
any imported wrapper. They will
make money for you on every cigar that you sell.
Use Florida, Georgia and Connecticut Shadegrown.
The only way that will enable you to make money, is to please
Which would you rather be, prejudiced or
your customers.

that

'^vntSS^^W
Tampa.

bum and

prosperous?

Fla.

good

taste as

It*s

up

as

I'

to you.

)!i

A

Ne^v Brand from Old
Simples

now

Number

1.

MERICAN

ALWAYS

ready for

UMATRA

S ELLS

"IGNACIA HAYA" Brand
hete goods are the latUword

1

1

fine cigars

'

S.

T HE

OMPANY

C HOICEST

TOBACCO

made from

the choicest "Vuelta bajo" tobacco,
Cigars to retail for 2 for 25c. to 25c. 6scii.

Government bond inspection. 8 sizes only
Package and goods show quality and class in erery detail.
La Flor de Sanchez y Haya'' have always been leaders in

under U.

OBACCO

142 Water
their field.

SANCHEZ Y HAYA, Tampa,

Better than ever.

Florida

Street,

New York.

'
I
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Are these

"Yes, surely.

were packed

I

just opened 'em

and besides, they

among

a

in

CLEAR HAVANA BRANDS

CAN

HEEIIIN

These

Cans Always Keep

These

Smo%es
A

Remarkable Leaders

cigars fresh?" asked the customer.

are

cigars

^»»

Fresh'

salesman PREFERS selling fresh aromatic smokes for he knows they'll satisfy.
If you pack YOUR cigars, stogies or tobacco in
Heekin Cans, salesmen will not only prefer selling
them, but customers will ask for them because
every Heekin Can is handsomely lithographed with

dealers for "Repeat"
You should

Prompt service on all
orders.
Send for sample

to ap-

duplisales.

tobacco

& Leon

Co.
San Martin

New Sts.

& Leon

Tampa, Florida

O.

Member, Tobacco Merchants' Association

QUESTION: "Why

auAde^

^

officials, Great
iKcn admitted by administration
export of American
liritain's ^interference with the
question of violainto neutral countries raises a

tion of the

lej,N'il

rii-hts

& BLUMENTHAL,

pAHERSONlS

—

retails

neutral countries
prevent exportaticm of tobacco into
defended by England under
and Germany would have to be

blockade or of contraband.
England can establish the
It is believed that unless
can establish legal right for
Ic^^ality of her l)lockade or
cannot defend her right
dta-larin^ tobacco contraband, she
of American leaf into
to interfere with the importation

Would

cost double in tins.

jobbers are supplied.

Pattcnani

Richmond. Vt.

of

countries.

The amendment to the Revenue P.ill oflfered by Senator
against countries violatnes. places the power to retaliate
citizens, in the hands of
iatinj? the lethal rights of American

lems are involved.
to neutral countries, and to Germany.
tobacco
Kn<,'land's ri^dit to prohibit the importatlion of
prevent
into the United Kingdom is recognized, the right to
importation of American tobacco into Germany is taken care

tobacco contraband.
The United States has already declared the British
blockade illegal. The point to be established is whether or
If
not tobacco may rightly be declared contraband of war.
it is proven that tobacco cannot be so listed then the United
States will ])rotest and threaten reprisals unless England

clare

FORPIPE-CKARETlE
m.

ceases to interfere

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,
If

Inc.

You Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, 120 Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes throughout Europe
)

THE PRINCIPAL

CITIES

"^^

CWa.tu.lOGa^.a.«..PJ.ce
Ale«,drU.

OF THE WOULD

Rm

Ch«ri« P.<iu

ftiCE

CAIRO. H«d Office

..d F.cocy
hUmbyti. 18-20 G.o«e B.cker«,.«e

UST UPON APPUCATION

WEST 47* STRECT, NEW YORK

become

a

law

it

would have un-

m

doubtedly worked grave injustice to importing trade
inroads on
this country and would no doubt have made
the industry in the United States.
Both Senator Fletcher and Senator Smoot made forceThe Florida
bill.
ful and convincing arguments against the
Senator, among other things, said:
"Mr. President, I want to strongly object to the adop-

amendment offered by the comm'lttee. It is ena new proposition. The objections which T make to
based mainly upon two grounds:

tion of that
tirely

are

such a law would very seriously detract from and injure the great tobacco industry
of this country. It is an industry from which the Treasury
cusof the United States derives revenue in the way of
toms duties and internal revenue tax to the amount of
$110,000,000 annually. It is an important industry in my
own State. Shade-grown tobacco is now beting developed
to an extent where it is an important competitor of SuThe cigar manufacturing industry of
matra wrapper.
Tampa is a very important one.
"The annual output in manufactured c^ijrars amounts
dolin value to something like twelve and a half million
"First,

lars.

if

put into

effect,

There are manufactured

in

Tampa and West Tampa

together over 250.000.000 cigars annually. There is paid
for internal revenue stamps at that office an amount exThe customs duties paid in
ceeding $900,000 annuallv.
Tampa amount to over $2,000,000 per annum. Key West
is

another large manufacturing center.
"This provision, if it should become a law. would have

be for the protection
of American rights under international law.
It has been
stated that the use of the ])ower of reprisal in any other
way would eventually lead to a trade war and embargoes by
the .Allies against raw materials necessary to American industries.

of feeling that the

reprisals

it is

understood that

it

in

tW"s

making

will

commenting on the position of the Presndent
matter, the Xew York "Herald" says:

Tu

in

appears to be fully recognized in administration
circles that the vesting of this vast power of reprisal in
the hands of the President is bound to place before him a
very difficult situation.
For instance, when the American
"It

tobaccf) interests,

coming from States

of

(Continued on Page 15)

IRREGULAR PAGINATION

the provision

the effect of advancing the interests of manufacturers in
Cuba to the great detriment and injury of manufacturers
facilitating
in this country; and there is no need now of
that competition by enabling the Cuban manufacturer to
lay on the desks of consumers in this country cigars by
There is a sort
the box, 50 or 100, as the case may be.

With regard to the policy to be followed

Co., Inc., are

M*MeUchS^P(2''l».
M
MeUchrino A Co.. Inc. !r'"^-®fe'iV^
Capetown, South Afnc

with the export of American leaf into

neutral countries.

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES
You Cannot be Mistaken

^

The

Had

it
_

bv the recent embargo placed by Germany on the importaThe right to pretion' of tobacco from the United States.
vent the exportation of American tobacco to neutrals, however, has not been established either by proving the legality of the lilockade, or by proving the legal right to de-

Ltd.
OrigliutI

ni'Utral

of

5c

PHILADELPHIA.

214-216

right

tobacco embargo, distinct probThere is the right to export to England,

FRAT

Most

IN

The

citizens.

Tn the matter of the

ANSWER:

Clear Havana Cigar

AGENCIES

American

extreme

political

•

energetic campaign of the Tobacco Merchants'
Association and the National Cigar Leaf Tobacco As'^ociation had much to do with the defeat.

killed.

to

is

JOc quality
JOc quantity
in the Patterson
duo-paper package at

&

of

the President.

cleaning up?"
"Biggest value
in smoking tobacco world."

—

M. Melachrino

parcel post measure in the Revenue Bill failed
to make good in the Senate, and after protests
had been made and elaborate arguments presented
by Senators Fletcher apd Smoot, the provision wa.s

IHE

legal right to declare an embargo
tobacco 'imported into Great Britain has

the laws of

"Heekin Can Since 1901"

JEITLES

—
—

l<:ni,-laiKl's

a^^aiiist

cigars are favorites with the
consumer. Do not lose trade and profits by failing
to have these goods in stock.

HeeKin

MILE

—

Senators Fletcher and Smoot Kill Amendment Protests
Made Short Work of Scheme Entire Trade Up
in Arms Against Proposal T. M. A. Did
Good Work in Short Time

Position— Very Probable Violation
American Citizens' Rights— Must Determine
Whether England Has Right to Interfere
With Such Trade

of

No. 18.

PUT TO DEATH IN THE SENATE

LAW

Difficult

President in

Leon"

Jobbers and Dealers have not been slow

San Martin

CINCINNATI,

&

preciate the value of Clear Havana brands that
cate, as is testified by the steadily increasing

and see the quality.

&t

calls.

1916.

15.

MAIL ORDER SCHEME FOR CIGARS

EMBARGO

SOUGHT IN INTERNATIONAL

stock at least one of these brands:

"For de San Martin

AND NEW YORK. SEPTEMBER

and

"El Briche"
Ml
'Hoyo de Cuba"

attractive designs.

Culvert, Sixth

REPRISAL FOR TOBACCO

smoked from Coast — to — Coast, enjoy.
ing an enviable reputation among

cigar

Can

Made — In — Bond

PHILADELPfflA

-^^^^^^^^^;7

cigar is of superior quality, and
Cuba has a well-deserved reputation for producing the finof ciest tobacco grown in the world for the manufacture
But Cuba also produces poor tobacco, and Cuban
gars.

Cuban

manufacturers also manufacture sorry cigars. The consumer in this country, however, basing his choice upon the
reputation of Cuba, would be prompted to r.rdcr his cigars
from Cuba instead of from the manufacturer in the United
{Continued on page

18)
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LAWTON KENDRICK.

PLAn

Data and Convincing Arguments Saved Industry
p"^""^

Heavy Tax— New Law

Felt to be Equitable—
Test

Telephone— Lombard 1768
Keystone Telephone— Main 1824

New

Organization

Bell

LAWTON KENDRICK
HOBART BISHOP HANKINS
J.

raOHE

Ment^ng Editor
Advertl«lnc Manager

tBBM
[JJJ]

BUREAUS OF SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE
CHICAGO
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
KEY WEST
TAMPA
MILWAUKEE
LANCASTER CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
LOS ANGELES
SEATTLE
8,

CARLOS

M.

and

manufacturers of cigars, cigarettes and

Annual Output.
Not exceeding 50 M

WINTZER

fi.oo per

just passed abolishes
the an
""al license fees or special tax upon
retailers and
leaf dealers and continues such annual
tax upo
tobacco on

Cigars

Repreaentatlve
Subscription In United States, Poataare Paid
ForeiRn Subacriptlon, Dominion of Canada
Countries of Postal Union
Slnrls Copy

new Revenue Act

a different scale, to wit:

BOSTON

HAVANA, CUBA, OFFICE-PERSEVERANCIA

50 M. to 100
100 M. to 200
200 M. to 400

Tear

other

Over 400

$2 50 per Year
15 ^ents

M

M
M
M

y^^
$ 2 on

.'.*.'.'."!"

3 00

[[]'"

g QQ

12 00

at*5cVper M
Cigarettes and Little Cigars Weighing Not
More Than
3 Lbs. Per M.
Annual license fee or special tax is 3c. for every

ADVERTISING RATES MAILED UPON APPLICATION

10,000

Entered as Second Class Mall Matter December 12. 1908, at the
Post
Philadelphia, under the Act of March 8. 1879

Tobacco
Offlca.

.

Vol.

XXXVI

SEPTEMBER

1916

15.

No. 18

JACOB WERTHEIM. New York
GEORGE W. HILL. New Yortt
EDWARD WISE, New York
JESSE

A.

BLOCH,

Wbeellns.

President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Vice-President
Vlee-Presldent

W. Va.

Annual Output.
Not exceeding 50,000

^ax
lbs.

50,000 to 100,000 lbs
100,000 to 200,000 lbs

.

.

.

.

:

**'.'"

$

3 qq
g 00
12.00

Exceeding 200,000 lbs
at 8c. per 1000 lbs.
license fee on cigars at the rate of 5c.
per M
on an output exceeding 400,000 and on tobacco at
the rate
of 8c. per 1000 lbs. on an output exceeding 200,000
lbs. may
appear to be somewhat high, but a comi)arative analysis
of the old and the new tax law will show
that, whereas
the large cigar manufacturer who has been paying
$2496
a year if his output had overreached 40,000,000 cigars,
under the new law of 5c. per 1000, he will pay less unless he

Treasurer

SecreUry

produces over 49,920,000 cigars in a single factory
indeed, very few factories that produce

Street

there are,

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

President
Vice-President
Treasurer

tion failed in its efforts to abolish this special tax altogether
it feels, nevertheless, that considering
the situation, where

LICHTENSTEIN.

40

Exchange

P!..

Manhattan, N. Y.

Secretary

SecreUry

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
BLOCK, Wheeling, W. Va
WOOD F. AXTON, Louisville^ Ky.
RAWLINS D, BEST. Covlnffton. Ky

J.

A.

President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

A

pipe manufacturer remarked the other day that with
the enormous increase in cigarette sales, and the remarkable demand for cigars, the sales of pipes have not suffered.

Pipe

He

stated, after

going over

statis-

that for the first six months of the
Sales
year the firm's pipe sales had exceeded
any previous figures for a similar period.
By comparison the sales in each successive month this
year have established new records. He does not think that
there are more smokers, but rather that smokers are smok-

ing more.

tics,

its

T!Jem

manufacturers shall be,

on tobacco, cigar, and
and hereby are. imposed

the amount of such annual taxes to be
nnuallv as follows,
on the basis of the annual sales for
computed in all cases
fiscal year.
the preceding
,
j
not*
do
annual sales
''Manufacturers of tobacco whose
,

thousand pounds shall each pay $3
"Manufacturers of tobacco whose annual sales exceed
hundred thousand
thousand and do not exceed one

exceed fifty

fifty

pounds shall each pay $6
"Manufacturers of tobacco whose annual sales exceed
and do not exceed two hundred thouone hundred thousand
pay $12
sand pounds shall each
"Manufacturers of tobacco whose annual sales exceed
shall each pay at the rate of
two hundred thousand pounds
pounds, or fraction thereof
8 cents per thousand
"Manufacturers of cigars whose annual sales do not exeach pay $2
ceed fifty thousand cigars shall
"Manufacturers of cigars whose annual sales exceed
not exceed one hundred thousand cififty thousand and do
;

each pay $3
"Manufacturers of cigars whose annual sales exceed
thouone hundred thousand and do not exceed two hundred
sand cigars shall each pay $6
"Manufacturers of cigars whose annual sales exceed
two hundred thousand and do not exceed four hundred thou;

sand cigars shall each

pay $12;

"Manufacturers of cigars whose annual sales exceed
four hundred thousand cigars shall each pay at the rate of
5 cents per thousand cigars, or fraction thereof
"Manufacturers of cigarettes, including small cigars
weighing not more than three pounds per thousand, shall
each pay at the rate of 3 cents for every ten thousand cigor fraction thereof.

arettes,

"In arriving at the

of special tax to be paid

and collection of such
firm,, or corporation engaged in the manu-

under this section,

each person,

amount

and

in the levy

more than one of the classes of articles specified
section shall be considered and deemed a manufac-

facture of
in this

15

REPRISAL FOR TOBACCO EMBARGO

SOUGHT IN INTERNATIONAL LAW

408
special taxes
Hnndred and seventeen,

tax.

THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION

K.

CHARLES FOX, New York
F. M. NEWBURGH, Hamilton. O.
GEORGE BERGER, Cincinnati. O.
JOSEPH MENDELSOHN. New York

lil

that

reasoning applies to the $2496 class of tobacco manufacturer. Instead of paying $2496 upon a production in excess of 20,000,000 lbs., under the present rate
of 8c. per 1000 lbs. they will pay less unless thev produce
more than 31,200,000 lbs. in a single factory.
However, although the Tobacco Merchants' Associa-

FREDERICK HIRSCHHORN, B4th St and 2d Ave., New York. .President
CHARLES J. EISBNLOHR. 984 Market St. Phlla.. Pa.
Vice-President
JOSEPH B. WERTHEIM, 81st and East End Ave,, M'hat'n, N. Y.. Treasurer
S.

income,
income.
Revenue Bill, as passed by the
oart of the new
"Th^t
mat part
tobacco industry is as follows
relating to the
t
nineteen
That on and after January first, nin

and

many cigars.
The same

that the revenue

almost double the amount of

^lv«;
oavs is

gars shall

The

TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATEa

JOSEPH F. CULLMAN, Jr., New York
ASA LEMLEIN. New York
LEON SCHINASI, New York
CHARLES DU8HKIND, New York
New York Offices, S Beekman

^^^^^

much overtaxed and

^^'Sec
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of Efficiency for
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.
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(importance to the Democratic party, go before the President to urge the use of reprisals lin forcing England's hands,
the tobacco exporters, it is not denied, can hardly be expected to restrict their demands to a request for such markets as the public law entitles the United States to demand
They wlill demand all markets the right to export to Eng-

—

Germany and

land,

all

neutral countnies.

"The necessity then
resisting their pressure

will confront President

of national interests,

of

of restricting his action to the

and

Not without

limits of linternational law.

ment

Wilson

it is

serious impairadmitted, could the Presi-

dent make a wholesale demand for all markets and rush
headlong into reprisals, regardless of the legal right of
Great Britain.
"In all probability, it is foreseen, the President will
make enemies at home and lose politically, perhaps, if he
adheres strictly to a sound international policy. In these
circumstances the development of his policy in employing
His powers of reprisal will be watched with keen interest

and anxiety."

.

The Origin

of

A

rather interesting Eastern legend aims at establdshing a date for the birth of the tobacco plant. "Mahomet,
passing through the desert in the winter, found a viper
frozen on the ground. He placed it in his sleeve so that
No stK)ner was the
the warmth would restore it to life.

poked forth

head and told the
Prophet it was going to bite him. An argument ensued,
Mahomet naturally persisting that the viper had no right
to bite him, since he had done the snake good aftd not harm.
Rinally, the viper said, 'But I must bite you. I have sworn
At the Holy Name the Prophet
to do so by the Most High.
no longer opposed the snake, but bade him bite on in the
name of God. He pierced the wrist of Mahomet, who shook
him oflF, and. placing his lips to the wound, sucked out the
poison and spat it on the ground. From these drops." the
legend states, "sprang forth that wondrous weed, which has
the bitterness of the serpent's tooth, quelled by the sweet

reptile revived than

it

its

may

of the

originally contemplated imposing on this industry.
The handling of the tax situation was the first real hip
test of efficiency and usefulness of the Tobacco Merchants'

Cigarette Manufacture in India
When the cigarette habit first gained a hold among the
people of India, says the Manchester "Guardian," of August
24th, the supplies came mainly from the United States
and Japan.
Neither the English tobacco firms nor those

Hutchins Cigar Company, of Marietta, Ohio, is
opening a new cigar and stogie factory at Fairmont, W.
Va., which will materially increase the output of the company in all its lines. They have leased a large building at
that point, have rearranged it. and their ecpiipment is being
put in position this week, preparatory to beginning opera-

Association, and

estahlished in India

tions.

enough to

factory will manufacture a complete line of
cigars and stogies already made by the company, and a
number of new lines are to be added. J. S. Ilaggerty, one
of the best known stogie and cigar men in West Virginia,

speaks for

it

was

a supreme test, indeed.

The

result

itself.

Tt is gratifying to

know

that in the carrying on of this
campaign for fairness and justice to the tobacco industry.
the Tobacco Merchants' Association was met by the legislative powers with uniform and pleasing courtesy so that

was

to do its work in a quiet and dignified fashion
without stirring up inuhir agitation and without creating tinit

al)le

by procerding. with forceful argument supported by facts, figures and official data, to convince the framers of the revenue law that the tobacco mcalled for uneasiness, but

saliva of the Prophet."

Hutchins Cigar Company Opens Factory

The

court."

were able to turn out a cigarette cheap
meet the need of a population with very little
spend on luxuries.
Today the Tndian-made

money to
article seems to be
beating its competitors out of the field
if we
may J^'^^^^
jusl
judge from
just
11\JII1 C^VJlllt
official figures
Ilf^Ulv.
startling \_/lllVlC*l
some ^laiLIMlK

in

Fairmount

C.

The new

,'

published.

The

largest supplying centre in Bengal is at
Monghyr, where a large factory turns out incredible v,««..
quant^'ties

daily.

tory 4.510
's

From

the railway station adjoining this factons were despatched during the year 1915. This

estimated to vjeld about

arettes.

one and one-quarter

billion cig-

III

'

the Government has found itself in need of over $200,000,000
of additional revenue, the Tobacco Merchants' Association
well be congratulated upon its successful eflforts to
save the tobacco industry from the imposition of $20,000.000 of additional taxes as the framers of our tax law had

:1

Tobacco

each class separately.
"Every person who carries on any business or occupation for which special taxes are imposed by this title, without having paid the special tax therein provided, shall, besides being liable to the payment of such special tax, be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
thereof shall pay a fine of not more than $500, or be imprisoned not more than six months, or both, in the discretion

turer of

+

will be superintendent of the factory.
It is

the intention of the

company

employ between
the start and the

to

seventy-five and one hundred people at
factory will start with an uutput of at least ten thousand

gradually increasing this amount. The company will continue to operate its Pittsburgh plant.

stogies

da'ily,

J'
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Connoisseurs Enjoy ExHibit of Fine Cig'ars
Slio'^n by Henry Clay and Bock (Si
PERSON who

might mean the

can appreciate the best in sculpture
will never pass by the Winged Victory in the
Paris Louvre
a connoisseur in gold, silver and
bronze work will spend hours enjoying the ex-

of dollars annually.

exami)les of Benvenuto Cellini's skill, which are
to be found in Italy and France and lovers of art will gather
in the galleries of the world and pay homage to their favThese people who have the artistic sense,
orite pictures.
and the gift to detect the difference between the true and
false, have developed inherent qualities which have added
much to their enjoyment of the finest works of art^ and
which can be appreciated only by those who know a great
deal about such matters.

maker

There will be those who will deny that there is art
cigar making. Those of this opinion will find little to

In

—

Others who know the difference between good tobacco and poor tobacco, between expert workmanship and
the other kind, between exquisite packages and the ordinary cedar box or tin can such men as these would have
found their cup of joy filled to the brim.

—

to

whom

the

is

a family

heirloom and tradition to be maintained, and entailed in
the will by a wise and prosperous ancestor. And while it
may sound flat to mention art in connection with cigars,
brands with more than a century of experience in cigarmaking behind them must have obtained by this time
something more than mere reputation to enable them to
retain the patronage of our landed and moneyed aristocracy
and the nobility and royalty of Europe.
Briefly, good and l^ad tol)acco are grown in Cuba, as
elsewhere. The Vuelta Abajo district is, as is well known,
the
the finest tobacco growing section in the world. In
Vuelta Abajo district are certain vegas or farms which
have produced better tobaccos than others and the growers, year after year, have sold their crf^ps to the same factory. This insures to some extent a maintenance of qualSome companies, as is the case with
ity and character.
Henry Clay and Bock c*^ Company, own their own vegas.
but these do not produce sufficient crops to su])ply the
needs of the factories. Other vegas are de])ended ui)on.
and men are paid large salaries to do nothing but buy
tobacco that meets the requirements of certain brands. For
the blend of a certain brand of cigars to vary in aroma,
burn or bouquet, might mean disaster to the cigar sold imder that label. When it is known that these cigars may
range in price from $200 a thousand to $1000 a thousand
one can appreciate what it tnight mean to the factory to
have a single shipment go out that is below standard. It

at

of fine cigars

and

b

it

th

is

])lays

most cases the makers

of these special shapes and

making

of a single size i)asses from generation to generation, father teaches son and so on. And the art of making that special shape is as closely guarded as the methods

facts i)eculiar to this

a certain size of a certain brand

e

returning tu their bench as soon as a new order arrives.
These men are artists, they would not spoil their eye hv
making a shape other than the one to which they have I)een
accustomed, simj>ly to have steady work. In many casts

past few days at the Bellevue-Stratford.

and

H

sizes devote their entire time to only one size. When there
are no orders on hand for their size they take a vacation,

them in the exhibit of the products of the factories
Henry Clay and Bock & Company, Ltd., shown for the

interest

the factories
men who are

factories can well afford
to
their t(4)accos when so much

an important part. Every cigar must be identical.
Care nnist be used to see that the length and shape
do not vary. In the shaped sizes the utmost care must
be used to see that the tobacco is evenly distributed in
the tuck that it may burn true.
Careless workmanship,
not easily detected by the eye, may prove expensive in the
end. Connosseurs do not care to smoke or distribute to
their friends cigars that burn badly.

Max-

Cuban industry
consideration before commenting on the
and sizes shown at this exhibit. It must be
that the more expensive cigars exported by
u( Henry Clay and Bock & Company go to
really and truly connoisseurs of good cigars,

The

absolutely essential
that
peculiar
the flavor,
to each brand, l)e maintained. And
so
there is the blender who commands a high salary and
who
must be a master of his calling.
^\'llen the more expensive sizes are reached the cigar-

field Parrish.

many

to thousa

is

consumer

Nearly everyone can go into the Knickerbocker bar,
and sink down in a leather cushioned stall, and enjoy Old
King Cole's joke with him. but not all who laugh can find

There are
which deserve
various brands
borne in mind

Ltd.

After the tobacco reaches the factory it must
blended. The difference in blends is easilv detected bv

;

of

buy

amounting

17

stake.

quisite

in

exi)orts to.

l)loy

;

joy in the colors, lights and contrasts of this typical

loss of business

•9

AVORLT)

.

of recording the voice for talking machine, records.
After the cigars are made up they must be arranged

by color for packing; claro, Colorado claro, Colorado, Colorado maduro. maduro and oscuro. Bear in mind that in
each of these colors there are about twenty variations.
can be readily understood that the gentleman who
sorts the colors and shades for ])acking also 'is an artist.
and he too commands a very respectable salary. Further.
he works only in the morning in a north light, and onlv on
clear days.
When one considers that cabinets containing
ten thousand cigars of a certain size have been shipped to
Europe, and that every cigar was a perfect match for the
other, the h"gh point of development of this character ot
the work can be understood.
It

.And so as ojie considers the ex(|uisite productions of
the Cuban factories he sees the touch of the tna.ster hand
throughout. The buyer, the blender, the cigarniakcr. and
the packer every one of them artists in the true sense.
May one not truly refer to the artistic in a cigar produced
under such conditions?

—

The beauty

of these cigars

is

still

further enhanced

which they .are sold. The most
expensive pack'ngs in the world are used for Cuban ci,gar>,
and these are manufactured on the Island of Cuba, for the
most j)art. Inlaid mahogany, inlaid maple and cedar, polished, boite nature and eliony are all used. Here is another
industry which has attained a high state of development.
and which enhances the art'stic (|ualities of Cuban cigar*^by the splendid jjackiugs

in

Bearing these facts in mind it is easy to understand
how importers and club buvers. and even consumer-'
(<""'
slipped into this exhibit of llenrv Clav and Bock &
i)anv and sta\ cd for an hour and slipped away ann
came back ajj^ain. and even again. How some of these

of the biggest sellmg size ot the
^n unrioht biMte nature cabinet containing two hundred and fifty
This packing was
Havana brand in the world--Corona" Coronas.
„u,.t widelv'sold imported clear
Henry Clay and Bock & Company, Ltd.
shown in tile recent exhibit of the products of the factories of
>tuod lur long
tUc

minutes holding a 0..x to the

unvarying color, the artistic

light,

workmanship

admiring

ol the size,

to
beauty ol the label, and perhaps bending forward
brand.
breathe in the aroma troin this or that choice
Here laid out belore them were some two hundred odd
oldpackings of the finest sizes and brands of some of the
The -'Cabanas" brand, for inest factories in. Havana.

the

unbroken record of more than one
There arc subtle points of
hundred years of production.
blend and workmanship in this cigar which have been at-

stance,

represents an

century of persistent effort.
The "Cabanas" Kscalas, a packing containing two hunA polished cedar box
dred cigars, could not be passed by.
inUiid with maple, with hinged sides, enclosed ten small

tained only after a

bo.xes of fifty

cigars each, arranged five

boxes on a

side,

opposite directions like a pair of steps.
Certainly the. lover of "Cabanas" would not hesitate to exl)end S^U for such a thing of beauty.
Then there were "Cabanas" Non Plus Ultra, and Berfectos. in patented cedar-lined tins.
These packings conwhich swing out

tained
are so

in

packings
perfect that the cigars will keep for a year in any
fifty

cigars

each.

It

is

said

that these

'Coronas" are also ])Ut in in similar packings,
Ijoth the Corona and Berfecto sizes.
Without doubt the cigar that attracted the most attention was the Kohinoor size of the "Meridiana" brand,
t'mr in a box. retailing for $«».
This cigar was made especially for the late
The size is made by
iM organ.
J. B.
practically only one oigarmaker and he can turn out but
about twiMity-live of thrse a day.
Into these cigars go the

climate.

tobaccos and the finest workmanship. In shape and.
color it is one of the most beautiful cigars in the world.
Another cigar of the same brand, which was smoked
<xtensively by Mr. .Morgan, is the "Meridiana" Selectos,
fuu'st

smaller cigar in i)ackings of ten ri-ta'ling at ."^f^.
'I'hc
Kohinoor shape, however, was Mr. Morgan's after-dinner

<'i

and a friend of his is said to have seen him smoke
one evening.
Still another beautiful size of the same brand is the

s'uoke

si'ven in

I'.'uicy

Tales of Smoke.

These arc packed one hundred in
For this packing the retailer would

box of mahogany.
^^K $\o and surely
make a bargain for such an exquisite
^'k'ar and handsome
case.

fl

The most popular imported clear Havana cigar in the
^vrld is the "Corona"
brand, and of this brand the Corona

the most widely sold. The "Corona" Corona rein this brand a variety of packtails for fifty cents each,
ings are shown.
New York millionaires have a penchant for the upright boite nature cabinet containing ten bundles of twenty-

shape

is

Every bundle matches perfectly, and
every cigar in each bundle is a true mate in color and size.
This represents an investment of $115 and it is said that
five

cigars

each.

supplying the demand for this packing.
A unique Christmas packing of the "Corona" is found
in the Menocales size, a long cigar tapering at each end,
wrapped in foil, and packed in individual boite nature boxes.
Ten of these are contained in a package which sells for
$10. The Todod Tenemos (meaning "We Have All") packing of "Coronas" is an attractive boite nature package conFor $18.50 one can
taining four sizes of straight shapes.
enjoy these at his leisure. The packing contains fifty cigars. There is also a mahogany packing of "Corona" Coronas containing one hundred cigars, similar to the "Meridiana" I'ancy Tales of Smoke, wdiich can be had for $50.
This is one of the best selling packings of this brand.
In addition to these were many expensive and artistic
packings of the "Villar," "Henry Clay," "Bock," "La Carolina" and "Manuel Garcia" brands, each worthy of paragraphs in themselves.
One also noticed a B.ock brand, "Regio Extra Choice."

there

is

difficulty in

IN

which bore the crest of the Emperor of Germany. The .Sublimes Xon Fins Ultra size is his favorite, and he secured
packings of twenty-five at a cost of $22 for the box.
Bhiladelph'ans who saw the exhibit conceded it to be
the finest of its kind that has ever been showm in the city.
Bractically every importer and club buyer in Bhiladelphia
visited the B>ellevue-Stratford. and most of them left not

them

in

only praise, but orders.
Messrs. Hicks and Gonzales, who had charge of the exhibit, have been much pleased with the interest showm thus
far. and indications point to a very healthy increase in the
Henry Clay and Bock 8z Company business in the United
.States this year.

which goes to prove that money has not depreciated the tastes of smokers of fine imported goods. And
of the remaining
it is safe to assume that a large number
smokers would quietly develop a taste for such goods, if
they had sufficient quantities of United States money
All of

to afford the indulgence.

itI
I;

:
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resenting the tobacco merchants of this country
and
reading a portion of this letter I do so simply as a
sam
of other protests from other parties against this

MAIL ORDER SCHEME FOR CIGARS

POT TO DEATH IN THE SENATE
{.Continued

from page

13)

he obtained them at something like the same price,
and consequently that trade would drift away from our
own manufacturers to the Cuban manufacturers.
"The injury would be felt also by the mliddlemen, the
clubs, and other agencies of distribution in the United
States.
It would mean an enormous sacrifice on the part
of our own industries for the benefit of forelign manufacturers.
The sacrifice is not called for today. Cuba was
never more prosperous. Both her sugar industry and her
tobacco 'industry are flourishing as perhaps never before
in her history. There is no call for any extension of benevolence or philanthropy on our part to Cuba just at this
time, and this provision would have the sole effect of, advantaging competitors in our own industry, those competitors being in foreign countries.
Cuba already has the
great advantage of a 20 per cent, reduction on tariff duties.
That law or convention it may be worth whiile to look into
to see whether or not it should be continued, but it is an
advantage to Cuba, and it seems to me we are not at this
time called upon to extend additional advantages to our
competitors in that country.
States

if

"The next proposition

that the provision will not
raise one dollar of additional revenue.
This is a revenue
bill.
It is not a bill proposing general legislation for promoting the parcel post, of extending it or opening the way
for parcel post conventions with other countries. This provision will not add one cent to the revenue if (it should

become a law

of the land,

is

and therefore

it

has no place

revenue bill. We are
attempting here to raise the revenue which we need and
require; but this provision does not raise one dollar of
revenue, and therefore I contend that upon that ground it
ought not to be adopted.

As

in this bill.

I

have

said, this is a

understand, Mr. President, that the proposal was
submitted to the House Committee, and that that commit"I

h

tee

practically

conviction

unanimously determ'ined against

it.

My

the Senate should agree to this amendwould not be held in agreement lin conference. I
have every reason to believe that the House conferees will

ment

is

that

if

it

stand by their previous determination, and that this provision, even if agreed to in the Senate, would go out in conference. For that reason I am not going to elaborate upon
the arguments which might be made against it. I have a
firm faith that the House will stand by its position with
reference to this proposal, and that this amendment could
not be agreed to in conference, even though the Senate

should adopt it. Therefore I am not going to take the time
of the Senate with further discussion of it, relying upon
that faith and that conviction."
Senator Smoot elaborated his argument by quoting extensively on the letter that he had received from the To-

bacco Merchants' Association.
tor

\
1!

had to say:
"Mr. President,

This

is

what the Utah Sena-

think this is a very unwise provision
and entirely out of place upon a revenue bill. I havp received protests against this provision from every State in
the Union. I am not going to take the time to go into the
details of a discussion of this subject, but I do want to
call attention to a few of the objections raised by the extensive correspondence I have had in relation to the proviI

sion.

wish to call attention to a letter from the
Tobacco Merchants' Association of the United States, repFirst,

I

•

i"

prooo^J

amendment
"

*By the proposed amendment the

existing

stat

ute is changed by eliminating the minimum
quantit
of cigars that may be imported, which is 3000,
so th \
under the proposed act cigars may be imported in
an
quantity; and it also contains a new provision
ten/
ing to facilitate the importation of cigars by
mail o
parcel post, thus opening up the parcel post and

Messrs.

visitor

for Buffalo,

&

Snyder

auto, trip

from
with

Mathias.

department of
at present with the cigar
connections there on the
llotel. will sever his
the \delphia
McDonnell.
the forces
15th and join

Dan Horn

of^m

&

representing the Juan F. Portuondo lines
where he is giving a good acnow on" the Pacific Coast,

W

T

is

Hall

Ben Wasserman, of New York, was in town on
Wednesday. He brought some friends over to view the exbrands at the
hibit of Henry Clay and Bock & Company
Bellevue-Stratford.

Venturo Blanco, the cigar manufacturer on Arch Street,
Arch for a
above Fourth, has broken ground at Fifth and
new building, into which he will move his present factory,
on completion.

The newspaper advertisements on "Harmony" have
of dealnot been without results, judging from the comments
to feel that the brand has certainly attracted
a lot of attention in a short time.

ers

who seem

count of himself.

to

be

deceived and misled by paying fancy prices for a cheap
grade of cigars upon the strength of being "Cuban cigars," but you can readily see the injurious effect that
such practice will have upon the American cigar industry, as well as upon the American farmers raising
high-grade tobacco to compete with Cuban cigars.
" 'The proposed provision is, indeed,
indefensible.
There can be no excuse for our Government placing its
postal and parcel post machinery at the disposal of
manufacturers in foreign countries to come here and
compete with our own industries.'

Lopez & Brother came
George Becker, of Arguelles,
some nice orders for the
town the other day and landed

"Tcidema" cigar.

cent visitor.

Harry Hilbronner, of Hilbronner
town for a trip to the Pacific Coast.
nbout eight weeks.
T

B Ennis,

business on the

Mr. President, a Cuban dealer
in cigars may send to this country a single box of cigars to
any purchaser in the United States. It comes to the purchaser through parcel post through the collector of customs at the city or the district to which the cigars are

H. B. Grauley, Sixth and Chestnut Streets, is displaymade on
ing the "Selwyn" brand. A special offer is being
this

five-cent-straight cigar,

it

being sold at present six

for a quarter.

assumed an important
Herbert Coe, who has recently
Products Corporation, was a reposition with the Tobacco

this provision,

of the C^ien Porciento

&

Jacobs, has left
The tour will take

Company, boosted

"Centrosa" brand duning his recent

visit

new
Fixtures and equipment are being installed in the
at 722 Cheststore to be occupied by Duncan & Moorhead,
quarters on
nut Street. The firm expects to occupy these
or about the 15th of this month.

"Girard" cigars are going bigger than ever

in this

town,

sales in
and the factory reports a general improvement in
A retailer who ought to be a good judge of
all sections.
and
says it is the biggest selling cigar of its character
sales

Quaker

quality in the

City.

here.

a recent visitor
Ren Strauss, of A. Santaella y Ca.,
received
who called on the trade. "Optimo" cigars have
favorable attention from Philadelphia smokers.

was

shipped."
Secretary Dushkind was delighted last Friday when he
received a telegram from Senator Fletcher, advising him
of the rejection of the proposed amendment by the Senate.
Mr. Dushkind said that while the proposed measure was so
wrong and indefensible on the face of it so that there
should have been no difficulty in defeating it, he was nevertheless fearful about the measure, because both the Secretary of the Treasury and the Postmaster-General were
behind it, making every effort to have it passed.

Sol Cans, of
dealers, is at

Sons, the Water Street leaf
on a short trip to the Tampa

Max Gans &

present

away

markets.

Philadelphia Saturday, en
he did some
route to Baltimore and Washington. As usual
Flor de Intal
nice business with his "Magellanes" and other
Si'dnev

J.

Freeman was

in

factory brands.

and Baltimore Ave"Hoffman
nue, has an attractive window displav on the
House" brand. The stand has one of the largest assortFoehl's drug store, at Fifty-fourth

& Duncan

Receivership
An extension of thirty days has been allowed Joseph
Mellors, of the Drexel Building, referee in bankruptcy for
Terry
Duncan. Several parties have considered buying
the business, but as yet no definite announcement has been
made as to the probable purchaser.

ments of cigars in that section.

&

A. H. Gregg, vice-president of G. W. Faber, Inc., has
gone to Chicago to take charge of the sales organization
pending the appointment of a successor to H. E. Coe, who
has recently become connected \»iith the Tobacco Products
Corporation.

town

make a three-hundrcd-mile

^vhence he will

the real Cuban article delivered direct to the consumer
by mail or parcel post, duty paid, at inviting prices,
with the result that the consumer would not only

Rise of Price of Tobacco in England
The English manufacturer's position for the future is
precarious,
says
All tobaccos
"Tobacco"
(London)
used for manufacturing purposes in England have advanced
in price, which means that no manufacturer can replace any
of the leaf that he is using today at the same price. The
increases vary from 20 per cent, to 200 per cent.

has left
llarrv Moulsdale

n

channels of distribution for cigars manufactured
in Cuba.
" 'The customs duties required to be
paid on imported Cuban cigars will not afford sufficient
protection if the Cuban cigar manufacturer should be
able
to send a single box of cigars direct to the
consumer
by mail or parcel post. Such facilities will, no doubt
soon lead to the production of a cheap grade of cigars
in Cuba and advertising them in the United States
as

was a recent

Philadelphia.

in

office

Extension for Terry

Balbin Brothers,
Ernest Berger, of

(

post

"Under
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Tobacco

Harrv Adams, representing the Cameron
Company, stopped off in Philadelphia recently.^^en route
Mr. Adams found "Eutopia
to the factory at "Richmond.
smoking mixture taking well with the consumer.

Max Schwarz. representing the United Map Company,
has been calling
\

Htv

with

an

on the jobbing and

attractive

retail

trade in this

proposition in connection with

C'-gar sales.

Broad
Sterner's cigar store, in the Lincoln Build^ing,
of the most atStreet and South Penn Square, has one
The
central section.
tractive assortments of pipes in the
the
demand is largely for the more expensive ones, and
these.
store has a large and varied stock of
call, ac"El Yutan" ^is a ten-cent brand with a heavy
The "Pennsy"
cording to Dusel, Goodloe & Company.
than ever before and
cigar, a nickel seller, is going bigger
shipments fast enough to meet
the firm is unable to secure

the

Dalton &
The Fifth and Chestnut Street store of M. J.
by the
Company is featuring the "Mozart" cigar, which,
exception is
way is going big wherever introduced. No

grade brands are
found here, and the smokers of better
showing a decided liking for "Mozarts."
recently opened on
r.bove Fifty-seventh
Catharine Street, at the corner of Alden.
a ^'^, ^"^ '*
seventh. While the stock is not
'^f^ff Yf.^
Philadelphia
" "Bold," "Havana Ribbon" and
"Cinco
that
displayed while
Hand-Made" are among the nickel brands
ten-cent leader.
the "Girard" cigar is the

Forman's

Street,

The Pcci>rmont Cigar Companv. at 110.5
brands.
is featuring the "Mi
Sclecto" and "Generalidad"
Tbe former at tlircc for a quarter and the latter at ten cents
straight.

is

a

new

cigar

store

of FerAlexander. United States representative
the last ten days down
nandez V Garcia, of Havana, spent
Uncle
Roads looking after his h,g trade xvith

B F

at

Market

demand.

Hampton

Mr. Alexander
business and his resu ts have
has specialized on the naval
attention to this end
seemed to fully warrant his rnrcful
Sam's naval

officers

of the business.

and the

fleet in general.

'

r,
1'

II
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^
Hyman

^sm

and Albert Marx File

H. L. Judell

W

FirauiiKcnsc®

& Company

New

Partnership Petition

Brand

to Carry "Savarona"

San Francisco, September

6,

1916.

the railroad trouble without the anticipated big- strike has attracted a lot more attention recently than the political campaign, or
even the European War. Out in this section nowas looking for trouble on the railroads. The scarc|IirC settling of

body

girls, on September
Uth th
proceeds being turned over to the association for
char'^
table purposes.
B. Ilersch. formerly located at 1303 Fillmore
Stre
has bought out the Spiegel cigar store at the corner
of Van
Ness Avenue and Sutter Street. He reports a good

new

ocean transportation and the consequent high freight
rates have given local houses a decided appreciation of
the needs of some sort of transportation and a decided relief is manifest now that the strike danger is over.
Locally,
a few minor labor troubles continue to agitate the community; but, on the whole, the outlook is rather cheering.
General business is coming along nicely for fall and while
the cigar men are by no means swamped with orders, they
are doing fairly well.
Several rather important agency changes are to be
noted, and one or two others are yet to come. The "La
Prueba" Manila line, manufactured by the La Prueba Cigar
Factory, of Manila, which was for a number of years carity of

'

He

trip.

go as

will

far as Bakcrsfield in

four business days in the week,
several of
men are taking advantage of the situation
extra in the way of vacations. Several

to

do

in the

a little

country

are

:

and

few have gone to Sacramento, where

a

the California State Fair

Marx have

filed

new

Brothers, wholesale and retail
dissolved
and Hyman and Albert
:

articles of partnership

and

will con-

tinue the business.

S.

full

swing.

Messrs

Bachman & Company

brands

at the Fair.

Advices from Seattle. Wash., are to the effect
the wholesale house of Dwyer
Company has been
i<l'

that
dis-

solved.

A^anderwatcr

Noonan have succeeded

i^-

cigar 1)usiness of C.

to the

Crefe. at Los Antreles.
retailer of IH Hiird Street,

retail

TT.

Cliarlcs Annie, a
""t bi^ business to Pothscbild
'•^ ii- n.Mv firm
uns fornierlv

of Twentv-ninth ntid
.wM,<„nnor^ distributor,

l^^s sold

WhUn.

Mr. T?*>t1i«r1i;M
with H. Bloom, n snh-Iohher
Mission Streets: and Mr. AVhite a

who
a
.

.^'

will

menre the

whoU'snlr and
died at his

latter busines.;

retnil

home

in

nVnr

rnan

that citv a

few davs ago.

man for Theobald vS: Onnenhpimrr.
San Francisco tbi«; wfok after a lonr absence in the
Pacific Northwest and in Tdaho and Montann.
Cbnrlos Knnbol. fnrtorv rrnrpspntntive in thi-s tprritorA- for Salvador Podn>tif^<?' "Chnrlp^
tb^ Grp.nt" Brand.
'« in town
acrai" nftor n «;bort vi«;it to his Snn Tonmiiti
^''nllov ranch.
Afr. Knnbel rerontb- mad^ n vi^i't to T os
\nrrplf'«: .nnd otbrr noint*; in Snnthprn
California, where
E. C. Hull, western

in

ho

fniinrl

tbinnrs

.^'

T

this

rdemr

trn^-oIJnpr rpnrp«;pntntiA'p of tlio Bntir^r

factorv. is calling on the

San Franri<;co

week.

Cincinnati Factory Planned for

La Azora Cigar Company

The Goldberg

before.

troit.

A
a

day

San Francisco will be "Cigarette Day,"
aside by the San Francisco Association for the

novelty
set

Blind for the

in

.selling of a half million

"Imperialles" cigarrecently donated to that organization by the lohii
P.ollman Company, makers of the "Imperialles" brand.
The cigarettes will be sold throughout San Francisco hv
ettes,

left

This firm was one time in Kalamazoo. Mich., and
that city following a disagreement with the union.
r.enito

RuNij-a

\ Company nport

excellent husiness

on tlicir "La Cnnfcsion" oigar in the west. Denver. Kansas
City and San h^-ancii>co are among the cities with a heavy

demand

J.

for the brand.

who

charge of "Rameses" cigarette sales, has opened headquarters in Philadelphia, at the
Stephano lirothers' address, on Walnut Street.
I'y coming here Mr. Michaels will be able to keep in closer touch
with the factory and with the sales staff as well.
Mr.
Michaels spent several years on the Pacific Coast.
is

in

Robbers Pay a Visit to Narrigan's Smoke Shop
While H. D. Narrigan, the tobacconist of 118 North
I>ixth Street, was enjoying
Labor Day afternoon as a vacation, robbers paid
a visit to his store and loaded about
?400 worth of goods on a wagon and drove away.
One
lock on the door
was cut off and evidence tended to show
that a key had
been fitted in the other lock to open the
door.

Charles

Michaels Locates in Philadelphia

C. J. Michaels,

& Schmidt, at Willows, Cal. Mr. Schmidt will continue
both the retail cigar business and the billiard parlor as

Zumwalt

C.

trade

Brothers, proprietors of the La Azora
Cigar C(>m])any, of Detroit, are said to be planning a big
factory in Cincinnati. O.. in order to care for the heavy
orders for their goods. Shii)ments have been delayed and
a shortage, of goods developed, by the recent strike in De-

ington,
E. Schmidt has succeeded to the business of

This display of "Reynaldo" cigars recently appeared in the Ledger Central, at Broad and
on
Chestnut Streets, and evoked much enthusiasm among smokers. At the same time a display
just across the
the same brand appeared in the Widener Building store of Yahn & McDonnell,
street.
Luckett, Luchs & Lipscomb are the manufacturers of this big selling cigar.

mnndino- «ntisf,nrtonlv.

Tot;onh Arblirklr

Danziger, a well-known manufacturers' representative of this city, left for the northern end of the Coast last
week with the samples of his "La Yebana" Manila brand
and his other lines. He will be away for several weeks,
and will cover the important points in Oregon and Wash-

in

and Kenneth Baillie. factory representative of
the
"John Ruskin" brand, are among those who are enjoying
themselves at Sacramento. Aside from pleasure, they
are
also bent on boosting the S. Bachman & Companv

stock.
I.

now

force

i«?

Plans for the liquidation of the old firm of Charles
Mattheas & Company have left several good lines without
agencies for distribution in this territory, and a good deal
of interest is manifested "in the placing of these.
One of
them, the "Savarona" brand of the Cayey-Caguas Company, has already found a place with H. L. Judell &
Company, who will hereafter carry the "Savarona" in

is

Loverich and Dannenbaum. of the

The

cigar men, has been

mining
^

the local cigar

Samuel Friodmann.
of San Bernardino. Cal

Marx

oil

With only

into the cirrar business.

old firm of

the

district.

a longer

continuous service in the wholesale cigar business
of the Coast than any other man.

Fine Display of '^Reynaldo'' Cigars

start

location.

;

by the Edward Wolf Company and
which has recently been jobbed locally by the factorv
branch at Front and California Streets, has now been placed
with the M. Blaskower Company, one of the old-time retail
and jobbing houses of this city. Kurt TTosaeus. of the
"La Prueba" factory, who looks after the American business of the company and who has also for some time attended to the San Francisco distribution, will not hereafter
carry stock, but will maintain offices in San Francisco, and
devote more attention to the Eastern end of the "La
Prueba" business. Solly Siebenhauer, who has been assisting Mr. TTosaeus. will retire from the trade after having had

A

Milton Heineman, of the house of Heineman
Brothers
Baltimore, came up from' the South a few days
ago t
take a look at the San Francisco situation.
Louis Erdt, Pacific Coast representative of
the Tobacco Products Company, is back at his San
Francisco
headquarters after a long trip through the Pacific
Northwest. His newest pet is the "Arcadia" cigarette.
E. Sadlis, traveling for Glasscr Brothers,
San Francisco jobbers, is now in the San Joaquin Valley
on a short

;

ried in this territor>^

21

women and

three hundred

in his

Milton Heinemann in the City
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S.

Vander Porten

Charles S. Vander Porten, a cigar manufacturer of 91
Ralph Avenue, Brooklyn, and a leading member of the
Socialist party in that section, died recently of uraemic
poisoning and complications, which followed a stroke of
The deceased is survived by
paralysis about a year ago.
a widow, one daughter and one son.

Orrison Cigar

Company

to

Move

to Marion,

Ohio

Wilson, president of the Orrison Cigar Company, which is to open a factory in the Jones factory building in Marion, O., announced that they would be ready
The company manufacfor work about September 15th.
tures stogies. About fifty hands will be employed at first,
but it is hoped to increase this number to more than one

W. W.

hundred.

if

ti
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which consists in
method of treating tobacco,
currents having a
A.cnmr it to the action of air
and a humidity ot
75 degrees I'ahrenheit
M'he

1

^''^ '

HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS, MR. BULLOCK!

tnre ot

approxnnately three
^
shows a change ot color, then
f^^'''
nr uutii the tobaccu
having a temtL It to the action of air currents
Fahrenheit and a humidity ot irom
'"'^tnre ot iUU degrees
^''
continuing the temperature
75 per cent., and

lullowing specitication of Letters Patent No.
i,il>i,oji lias recently been granted to George Hiilard JJenjamin, a iNew York industrial engineer
and patent agent, and is descriptive of a "Method

|liE

ut

Mr. Hillard states that the method set forth in the patent has been tully tested out, and with entire success.
brietly stated, consists in taking the to-

bacco irom the held, nitroducing it into a dehydrating apparatus, and subjectmg it to the method described tor a
period ot approximately six days, alter which the tobacco
liy reguIS removed and is ready for the secondary sweat,
lating the temperature and humidity, the color of the leaf
can be lixed, as desired, light, medium or dark. Further,
the stretching characteristics can be determined. This tobacco can be cured for use as a wrapper, tiller, or for pipe
purposes. The method is adapted for all types of tobacco.
The experiments have been continued now for over
two seasons. In no instance has there been any loss of
material, and the product is much superior to barn or flue
dried tobacco.

Regarding the method, Mr. Benjamin

sets forth the

following

"Aiy improved method has for its objects: first, to
remove the major portion of the normally contained moisture, and second, to develop the color and aromatic properties of the tobacco.

"To

my

invention into effect, 1 proceed in the
following manner: The tobacco leaves as taken from the
lields, are suspended in any suitable dehydrating or curing apparatus and therein subjected to the action of large
volumes of heated air of derinite temperature and humidity,
until a certain proportion of the normal water contents of
the tobacco has been removed, or otherwise, until the tobacco shows a change of color; then to the action of large
volumes of air of relatively higher temperature and lower
humidity, until a further proportion of water has been removed then withdrawing the tobacco from the dehydrating apparatus, packing and treating it in the usual manner to set up fermentation to effect curing.
carry

;

"In practice
tion of

moving

prefer to subject the tobacco to the acair currents of large volume, heated to ap1

proximately 75 degrees Fahrenheit and having a humidity of
approximately 85 per cent. The action of the air currents
should be maintained for anywhere from three to five days,
depending somewhat upon the nature of the tobacco treated.

"Tobacco, as
of the leaf, that

is
is,

well
its

known, varies as to the character

texture,

amount

of water, nicotin,

oils, acids, etc.
With leaves of coarse texture
(which, to use a trade term, sweat easily), the duration of
the treatment will be somewhat less than will be the case
with leaves of finer texture. The treatment as above described, should be continued until the leaves have a distinctly yellow color. After the treatment as above described
has been continued for the required time, the temperature is raised to approximately 100 degrees Fahrenheit, and
the humidity lowered to between 70 per cent, and 75
per cent., and the treatment continued until all of the original water contents of the tobacco is removed with the
exception of approximately 20 per cent., which amount is"
found to be that necessary to co-act with the enzym present to set up the fermentation required in the curing of

essential

"it will be observed from the above description,
the method, so far as described, consists essentially in

approximately three days, or until the
'^riumidity
original moisture content has been
luired amount ol the
brittle.
and the stems become
lor

removed

lirst

hr.t

subjecting the tobacco to a comparatively low temperature with high humidity, and then to a higher temperature
with lower humidity. In practice it has been demonstrated
that by using a low temperature with high humidity, the
original extraction of moisture is slow, whereas in the subsequent treatment, by using a higher temperature with
lower humidity, the extraction of the moisture is compara-

of treating tobacco, which consists
having a
to the action of air currents
degrees Fahrenheit, and a humidity ot

The method

-5

that

subiecting

it

temperature ot 75

continuing the action fur approximately three
tobacco shows a change of color, then
days or until the
action of air currents having a temsubiecting it to the
Fahrenheit and a humidity of from
perature of lOU degrees
tempera75 per cent and continuing the
70 per cent, to
for approximately three days, or until
Uire and humidity
original moisture conapproximately 80 per cent, (^f the
then removing the tobacco out of
tent has been removed,
setting up
of the air currents, packing it, and
85 per cent.,

tively rapid.

"In the treatment of various grades of tobacco, it is
sometimes necessary to repeat the steps before the final
extraction is completed. That is, the tobacco is first subjected to a low temperature with high humidity, then to
a high temperature with low humidity then to a low temperature with high humidity followed by a high temperature with low humidity.
"In this application I have described the time of continuation of the temperatures and humidity as approximately three days for each treatment, but with different
grades of tobacco the time may be shortened or lengthened.
Further, the temperatures and humidity may be somewhat
varied. In every case the temperatures should be such as
not to produce coagulation of albumin in the tobacco plant,
or any chemical change in the structure of the plant, or
destroy the enzym present.
"In my prior application. Serial No. 854,598, above
mentioned, I have generally described the treatment of
vegetable substances with air currents of various temperatures with various percentages of moisture, and have
pointed out in such application that my intention was to
produce exosmotic effects upon the material treated by the
action of air currents of various degrees of temperature
and moisture, thereby efl'ecting the extraction of the required
percentage of moisture without in any wise altering the
chemical characteristics of the body acted on or affecting
its physical structure.
Having thus described my invention, I claim:
"1. The method of treating tobacco which consists in
subjecting it for a sufficient time primarily to the action
of air currents of low temperature and high humidity, continuing the treatment until the tobacco becomes yellow,
and then subjecting it for a sufficient time to the action
of air currents of higher temperature and lower humidity.
"2. The method of treating tobacco which consists in
subjecting it for a sufficient time primarily to the action
of air currents heated to ajiproximately 75 degrees Fahrenheit and having a humidity of 85 per cent., continuing the
action of the air currents for a definite time until the tobacco becomes yellow, and secondarily to the action of
air currents having a temperature of 100 degrees and a
humidity of from 70 per cent, to 75 per cent.
"3. The method of treating tobacco which consists in
subjecting it for a sufficient time to the action of successively applied moving bodies of air, one body having
a temperature of 75 degrees Fahrenheit and a humidity of
85 per cent., and the other a temperature of 100 degrees
Fahrenheit and a humidity of between 70 per cent, and 75
per cent.

If

cent to

r

treated.

Dehydratnig and Curnig Tobacco."

Ihe method,

the tobacco, or otherwise, until the stems of the tobacc
become brittle. The action of the air currents should be
maintained for anywhere from three to live days, depending, as before stated, upon the nature of the tobaccu

lor

contmunig the action

^'"'^'rTeiit

the action

ii

fermentation to effect linal curing.

Consumption Tax on Tobacco in Hongkong
bill
The Hongkong Legislative Council has passed a
consumed in the
providing for the taxation of tobacco

;

'This
taking effect July 13, 191G.
entering the colony
tax is' the second one i)laced un goods
Britain in 1842,
of Hongkong since its cession to Great
established in
the tax on wines and spirits having been
colony,

the ordinance

and increased about 20 per cent, in March, 191G. The
meet the
tax on tobacco is instituted to i)rovide revenue to
extraordinary war expenses.
The clause in this ordinance that is of special importance to American exporters of raw tobacco to Kongkong
for the manufacture of Chinese cigarettes provides that
such tobacco shall be liable to duty at the rate at which
originally
it would have been liable if it had been imported
It is understood, however, that
in its manufactured state.
the duty will be levied on the manufactured article rather
11)11

than on the tobacco in its

the

the

raw

state.

The following duties are provided for in the ordinance,
amounts in jiarentheses representing American gold,
conversion being leased on the demand buying rate of

48^4 cents to the
(a)

pound,

Hongkong

dollar:

Cigars valued at not less than $2.20 ($1.0G) per
and snuff of whatever value, per pound, $1.50

valued at less than $2.20 ($1.06) per pound
but not less than ($0.77) per pound, $0.70 ($0.34).
(c) Tobacco and cigarettes valued at not less than
(b) Cigars

per pound, and l',gyi)tian. Russian and Turkcigarettes of whatever value, per pound, $0.70 ($0.31 j.
(dj Chinese. Indian and Javanese tobacco, other than

$1.00 ($0.77)
ish

and cigarettes, valued at not less than $25 ($12.or.;
per i)icul of l;;:5 1-:? jMmnds. .^Hi ($l.s:{) i)er picul.
(e) Chinese. Indian and Javanese tobacco, other than
cigars and cigarettes, valued at less than $25 ($12.0fi) per

cigars

picul. $(i

wide acquaintanceship among smokers and is a Mason of
high degree. The "Tobacco World" joins with other members of the trade in extending their hearty congratulations
to

($2.89) i)cr picul.

Tobacco, cigars and cigarettes of any other kind not
herein otherwise provided for. per pound. $0.30 ($0.14).^^
"Commerce Reports."
(f)

—

Mr. Bullock.

Tobacco Crop of Dominican Republitc
Practically all the 191G tobacco crop has now been gaththe
ered, and the greater part of it has been brought to
towns for sale. While there are no exact figures available,
evident that this year's yield will be over 200,000 se115 pounds) or about three times that
roons (1 seroon
Due to lack of shipping facilities, not more
of last year.
than 30.000 seroons have been exported up to the present,

it

($0.72).

.

years
Friday, the 15th, marks the completion of thirty
Bullock with the cigar
of service on the part of William R.
department of Mitchell, Fletcher & Company. The entire
Twelfth and Chestnut Streets
l)eriod has been spent at the
"Fl Fcuador," a private brand of the firm, also
store.
marks its thirtieth year on the market at this time.
Mr. Bullock is probably one of the best known, as well
He has a
as one of the most popular, cigar men in town.

is

=

have been shipped to the Netherlands
at a freight rate of about $5 per seroon.
growers and merchants this large crop
with the highest prices known for years.
Conditions in luirope. and competition among buyers, have
been responsible for this. The country people have re-

nearly all of which
in chartered vessels
b'ortunatelv for the
has Ijeen coincident

seroon. Although prices now
show a tendency to case off from the above figures, they
are still highly satisfactory in comparison with former
vears when growers have often had to sell for $2 and $3

ceived

in

per seroon.

The

Yocum

Brothers, cigar manufacturers of Reading, Pa.,
have recently opened a cigar factory in the Stork Building.
It Adamstown.
Pa.
Charles K. Stork is foreman of the
1

'ranch factory.

some cases $9 per

this year's

tobacco

to bring prosperity to a large

part of

results being obtained

crop can not

fail

from

commercially dependent
upon the towns of Santiago, Moca. and Fa Vega.— "Commerce Reports."
this district, especially the regions
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3St

3ft
Sidney

He

trfp.

J.

ESim€lk(girIb©(oik©iF°g

Freeman has

Ohio and Southern

left fur his

Broadlwaisf J®Mnia^s
Julius Klorfein

tobacco

expects to be gone about three weeks.

fields.

shade-grown

M. Gans,

J.

regular

fall

One

trip

of the

Gans brothers, has

of

windows

of

tine

a recent visitor to the Connecti
reports favorably on the quality

of th

leaf.

G. R. Wilson, genial advertising manager of
Demuth & Company, spent a portion of Labor Day en
from Binghamton, N. Y.

W

&

Uenson

He

was

the city on his

left

through the Middle West and West.

Avenue, contains a display of

has

25

Hedges, on Fifth
humidors.

C

route

W. W.

The Christmas packings of the Waldorf-Astoria Cigar
Comj)any are now on exhibition tin the Waldorf-Astoria

left

Hotel.

Rosebro, representing M. iiustillo & Company,
for a trip tiirough the South and Southwest.

N. R. Humler Joins Merriam Staff
has secured an addition to
lOlIX \V.
his sales force in the person of Nolan R. Humler,
wella son of I>ert Humler, of Humler & Nolan,

Monday

Sons are building a four-story addition

»&

manager

sales

again at his desk
Asbury J\irk, N. J.

pany,

Brooklyn factory.

to their

Asa Lemlein,
is

of E.

follo\i(ling

The
Ky.
ripe age of twenty-two
voung man, who has reached the
Ohio Valley for John W. Merriam
vcars!^ ^vill cover the
and if his past record is any criterion there
S: Conipanv,
the manner in which that section
will be no question about
Mr. Humler has been employed by the
will be covered.
American Tobacco Company an the same territory, for the

LL Gato Cigar Coma vacation spent

at

•

F. E. Fonseca has

gone to Havana to look over the

leaf

situation there.
F. C. Niles, of
Nliles

&

Kansas

Moser, was

City, a

member

of the firm of

in the city the first of the

Matthew W. lierriman has

left for tlie

month.

South to attend

to business.

W.
town

G. Alces, representing Simon Batt
after Labor Day for a long trip.

Following a short Western

John

trip,

& Company,

left

W. Merriam

is

again at his offices in S])ring Street.

George

Becker,

representing

Lopez &
conduct a campaign

Arguelles,

Brother, has gone to New England to
on the "Tadema" brand.

T. C. Gales, a director of Henry Clay and Bock &
Company, has returned to New York, following a trip to
Fioston. where the firm's brands have been exhibited prior
to visiting Philadelphia.

Max Mendelsohn,

Stachelberg. widely known as an expert on tobacco leaf, left on the r)th for Tampa, en route to Havana,
where he has established himself in the leaf business.

W. Boom,

a portion of

of the Cien Porciento

Labor Day on

chuistened the "Centro.sa."

his

Company, enjoyed

motor boat, which he has

.

Sidney Goldberg, of Simon T'att & Company, has left
headquarters for a western tr'ip, which will take him to
the Pacific Coast.

The Creme de Corona
gars has a steady
clubs and hotels.

call

"Charles the Great" cawith discriminating smokers at the

the South.

successor to Grausam Sc Sachs, manufacturers of fine humidors, has moved their offices to the Furniture Exchange in the New Grand Central Palace.
J.

O.

Mr. Merriam has also secured the "La Sonia" brand
which, until the discontlinuance of the factory a few weeks
Company, of Louisago. was made by J. A. Lancaster

&

Conipanv,

Ky. This cigar had a good demand in that section,
Merriam its reputation
Init under the leadership of John
will, no doubt, grow and its ])Opularity spread.
ville.

Schulte

the

Company Secures Prominent Times Square Corner

hollowing a series of important transactions in which
Schulte Cigar Com])any have leased, in New York

and llrooklyn, a number of prominent corner ])roperties for branch establishments of -its business, announcement is made that the most recent) acquisition to the
Schulte chain stores is in the Times Square distnict, covering a large portJion of the ground floor at the northwest
corner of Broadway and Forty-third Street, owned bv the
Estate of John Jacob Astor, and now occupied as ShanIcy's Cafe.
The lease is for a long term of years and upon
completion of extensive alterations and improvements the
Schulte Companv will occupy the premises as its central
mid-town branch and the installation of equipment and
I'xtiires for the Schulte Company will be most elaborate,
as it is contemplated to have the leased
prenii.ses as a
show-place of the Schulte stores svstem.

Freeman & Sons,
through the Hudson River

M. Freeman, of Sidney
last for a trip

left on

J.

Vermont and New Hampshire.
about two weeks.

He

towns,

expects to be gone

Liggett & Myers Tobacco
Company there is a well-founded susjuicion that "Harmony" smokiing tobacco, which is being extensively advertised, is making a hrt.
of

A. V. Jockel, vice-pres*ident of the Ruy Lopez Company, states that the outlook for the season is most encouraging. Orders on hand indicate that it will set a new
record for the factory.

Sach<5.

Harry F. Adams, representing the Cameron Tobacco
Company, stopped oflf in New York recently, en route to
the factory at Richmond, Va.

i^

fore

him.
'

ment

will

be welcome, as the

October

1st.

This

ship-

uch of the

factor(ies are oversold.

is

t'lRas

David Straus Makes Assignment

com-

.

Havana

factory.

that

enjoyin?

an increasing business. One of the hustlers for the
pany is Harry Prochaska.
disThe good news of "Partagas" cigars is now being
makes
tributed across the continent as Robert E. Lane
way toward the Pacific with the new sizes and shapes
he brought from the

we have

seen are even a
than anything that has come out of the Parfactory -in years, and that is saying a lot.

'

The Pasbach Voice Lithograph Company

new goods

jvcc bit finer

,.

i

Vacations are ending in Water Street, and among
those who have recently returned to their offices are John
H. Duvs. Benno Rosenwald and S. H. Bijur.

Mr. Lane has not failed to get them good in every
he has thus far visited, and if he keeps on. bv the
time he reaches
the Coast all records wtill have fallen be-

Company, represented in this country
Company, expects the arrival, in the United

States, of 2,250,000 cigars about

Cayey-

which

concern has
aided so materially in popularizing high-class Porto
Rico cigars through their "Savarona" and other
brands, is particularly optimistic as to the present outlook in their business.
He says that for the first time in three years the exports from Porto Rico showed an improvement during the
past fiscal year, and that his concern has added some astonlisbingly good accounts during the past thirty days.
Jig orders from new sources, are recorded from the Pacific
Slope, Chicago, the Southern States, and all through the
I'iastern and New York territories.
With orders running
around half a million a week, it can easily be seen where
the Cayey-Caguas Ct>mpany will need their branch factory
which ^is to be opened shortly in New York City to take
care of certain brands.

Mr. Jockel Takes a Belated Vacation
A. \ Jockel. of l\u\ -Lopez, has been |)romising himself a regular vacation for fifteen years past, and he now
rej)orts that the deed has 1)een done, and the result was
worth waiting for. Starting from New York on August
•^r»th he drove his own car up through the Catskills, Green
•Mtjuntains, and the lake regions, a distance of over one
thousand msiles, and when he returned to New York on
.

.September 7th he was as fit as the pro\ irbi.il fiddleMr. jockel leaves on September Hitli for a three week's
trip over the .Southern territory, which will take him as
far as San Antonio, Texas.
lUisiness. he says, is wav ahead
of last year, with good orders ccjming -in daily.

Park

&

Tilford Featuring Imported Bances
.Since taking exclusive distribution of the new imported
brand of Havana cigars. La h'lor de J. A. P»ances, some
two months ago. Park i\: Tilford have met with an instantaneous success, and they are now showing these excep-

goods lin some thirty sizes.
During the ])ast few days they have received from
Havana the holiday samples on these goods and the whole
line is now one of the most interesting of the many lots
of fine goods *in which this house s])ecializes.

that
t^ity

Philippine

by Bowring

to Pacific Coast

of

at $50,000.

'J'he

Lane En Route

Robert E. Lane and his Ivig array of holiday samples
Partagas clear Havana beauties were reported as clean"1? up in Chicago dur-ing the past week.
His office states

Fire recently destroyed six large sheds of the Amercan Sumatra Tobacco Company at Simsbury, Conn. The
sheds were filled with tobacco and the loss has been esti-

mated

Caguos Tobacco Companj-,

of the

tional

R. E.

size of

Harry A. Levy, representing Lincoln & Ulmer, manufacturers of the "Rodcna" brand, has left for a tr'ip through

Louisville,

City

At the headquarters

C.

of

HOLSINGTON,

I

Herbert W. Coe, formerly with G. W. Faber & Company, has assumed a poalition with the Tobacco Products
Company. Mr. Coe is a brother of S. P. Coe, manager of
the cigar department of Acker, Merrall & Condit.
E.

J.

Mendelsohn Cigar

tobacconists,

past four years.

manufacturers of "E\ Symphonic," "Rligoletto" and "Decision" cigars, recently paid a viafit to the New York office.
He has since returned to Cleveland.

Monday
E.

of the

RI':S1U1':NT F. K.

MERRL\M

known

S.

Porto Rican Cigars Coming Back

Bavid
^

Straus,

sole

survivting

member

of

Gwynn,

^ Company, cigar manufacturers, with office's at
-roadway, has made an assignment
to Josejdi Kohler.

1^

firm

has been

in

existence about fifteen years.

S. T.

Company

Julius Lichtenstein, of the American .Sumatra Tobacco
Company, is highly elated over the ])resent crop of Con-

wrappers, which w'ill be harvested
He says that never in the history of the
in a few weeks.
industry in the United States has the soil given the trade
the same (piality of goods both as to looks and quality as
Scientific
that which \\<\\\ be known as the crop of lOlG.

necticut shade-grown

growing have demonstrated the wonderful resuits whiich can be obtained in producing shade-grown
wrapp{»rs, and the vast popularit\ <»f the shade-grown
wrapped cigars has proven many of this com])any's claims

methods

mT
^-

Great Connecticut Crop for A.

of

for their tobacco.

ili
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Leaf Tobacco Prices and Politics
Anyone who has ever g»iven the matter any thought
the
realizes that politics has absolutely nothing to do with
price of tobacco, but the claim was made quite frequently
by some people last winter that the low price of tobacco
was due to the fact that the Democrats were in charge of
Of course, the claim was absurd— and
the government.
yet there were some who really believed this was the cause.
Actual figures, taken from the records of the local
Tobacco Association, reveal some very interesting figures
The records sho wthat the
if they are carefully perused.
lowest average the Winston-Salem market has ever made
was in 1899, when the crop average was only $6.11. This
was a lower average than any year during the so-called
"Cleveland panic." The highest average ever made was in
1913-1914.

Going back for twenty-three years (as far as there
are any records) we find tobacco averaging as follows under each

national

administration

^jj^g.

Cleveland, Democrat
1897-1901— McK'inley, Republican
1901-1909— Roosevelt, Republican

1893-1897

during that period of
Aver. Price.
$ 7.21
).

.

7.26

.

8.61

10.92
X
Republican
ll-'^3
1913-1916^Wilson, Democrat
It will be seen' from these figures that, if politics really
does "cut any figure" in the price of tobacco, the present
incumbent, Mr. Wilson, has made the best record of any

1909-1913

^Taft,

Only three
president in the past quarter of a century.
crops of tobacco have been sold under the Wilson adminyear,
istratrion and the chances are now that this, his fourth
will find tobacco selling higher than his three years' average, thus making his showing even more creditable.—
Winston-Salem "Sentinel."

Germany Declares New Tobacco Embargo
The Department of State has received a cablegram
•

from the American Ambassador at Berlin, Germany,
which states that the German Government has prohibited,
until further notice, the importation into

Germany

of to-

bacco, tobacco products, not including Oriental and simiExceptions to this prohibition are permissible
lar tobacco.
for consignments which were shipped to Germany from
abroad by mail or rail prior to August 7th or to oversea

shipments purchased by firms residing in Germanv, which
arrived in' Europe before August 7th.
In the latter case an appropriate certificate is required
from the German consul at the place from w^hich the tobacco was shipped.
Secretary Lansing has made public the text of a cable
dispatch received from James W. Gerard, the American Ambassador at Berlin, sent under date of August 28th and just
received, giving information about an embargo just established by the German Government against the further importation of tobacco into that country. The embargo has been
established to prevent the importation of most tobacco and
tobacco products into Germanv on the theory, it is arffued, that tobacco is a luxury with which the German peopie can dispense.
According to Ambassador Gerard's dispatch, how^ever,
the prohiWition against the importation of tobacco is not
to apply to Oriental tobacco, and it is assumed that this is
intended to permit Turkish tobacco to continue to find its

way

into

Germany.

The Eleck Cigar Companv.

•

of Reading, manufacturers

"Rose-O-Cuba" brand. reDorts that it is ovcrsobl
despite everv effort to meet the heavv <leman<l for tluse

of the

eigars.

'

'
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Joseph Stamper
Joseph Stamper, one of the oldest merchants on Broadway, Brooklyn, died recently ui diabetes, in the Bensonhurst Sanitarium, aged seventy-eight years. The deceased
was born in Germany, and settled in Williamsburg fifty.
seven years ago. For many years he was a manufacturer
of a brand of cigars sold all over Brooklyn. Mr. Stamper
is survived by live daughters.

be Record-Breaker— Ernest Berger
Away on Business Trip Record Shipment

to
Season Bids Fair
I

—

by Railroad Embargo

Spoiled

September

Thomas Charak

Tampa

maker

record

m

the cigar and tobacco
well kiunvn
trade in Greater lioston, di^-d recently at his home in Cambridge, Mass. He had been in poor health for several years,

but was able to attend to business until about

facturers are
are

fact(jr:cs.

I'.rothers

are

among

those

who

find orders in

Cuba.
& Comj^any. has returned
some days looking over leaf.

short trip he will return to
laiine Bcndas. of Moreda

ter a

from Havana, where he s])ent
a vacation.
F. C. Lo/.ano is back at the factory after
He is quite pleased with conditions, and found the addition

working order. Business is showing a
steadv increase with V. Lozano, Son & Company.
Angel L. Cuesta. Sr.. has returned from his trip North
to the

retail to-

factory in

and brought optimistic repr>rts of conditions.
I'rank Diaz, of \'. Guerra. Hia/ iS: Company, has returned from a business trip whicli took liini to the New

bacconist in Adrian, ;Mich., died recently as a result of
paralysis, with which he was stricken about a year ago. He
was active in politics, but never as a candidate. He had
a reputation of never receiving pay for his work, or seeking office. A widow and three daughters survive. The de-

York

office.

The defeat «»f tin- anieii«lnient to permit the importation of Havana cgars by parcel pttst was pleasing to the
manufacturers hen-. Senator Duncan I'. IHetcher received

ceased was fifty-seven years old.

Eleven Stores in Eleven Years is G. H. Martms Record
George H. Martin, the popular proprietor of cigar stores
in Davenport. Moline and Rock Island, who has been m
business eleven years, has just opened his eleventh store
at Second Avenue and Nineteenth Street, Rock Island.
The new store is one of the finest of the chain, which means
much, as all of the Martin stores have high grade equipinent. Courtesy and service to all customers have paidgond
dividends to the Martin chain. They pay dividends in any

share of praise

his

Tampa

for the

work be did

in

behalf of the

factories.

Arango has vetnnu-d from Cuba wliere he
lie had been on the
made some large |)urchases of leaf,
He has
Island for several weeks looking over the crop.
since departed for the Xortb to be gone some time.
r)nc of the

was to bring

in

to

to

ca])aa:ty

efiects

of the

anticipated railroad strike

woTked
embargo
go<Kls en route before the
railroads.
As a result of the embargo

a lot of hurry orders.
get

The

was applied by the
there were (piantities of orders held up.

be-

it.

for this

Elisardo Perez
Elisardo Perez, a cigar manufacturer of 31o Bevern
Road, Brooklyn, died recently iti the Swedish Hospital m
The deceased was fifty years old^ He b
that Borough.
survived by a widow, three sons and three daughters.

factories

Had

not been
the shipments for that week would have reached
it

an amaz'ing total.

Llaneza has returned to the factory from Havwhere he has l)een for a few days. The deniaiid for
"Charles Coniiskey" brand, which they i)roduce, is very
Hellin

ana,
the

satisfactorv.

Charles E. Buck

Orders for the "Juan de I'uca" brand keep the bands
I'Usy at the factory of the Morgan Cigar Company.
The
dstribntion of this brand is growing amazingly, to the
iireat satisfaction of the proprietors.
Perfecto.

.

u

Charles E. Buck, a well-known cigar manufacturer
folln\^Utica, N. Y., died recently at his home in that city.
ing an illness of three years.
^^.
Mr. Buck was born in Worthingtnn. Mass.. in
a ^^^
In 1900 he moved to Utica and 1)ecanie cmidoyed as
^_^^^
eling representative.
At one time he was connecte ^^^
Martin Lutz. the cigar manufacturer. Later he bcRa
iau^_^
manufacture of cigars himself, and after opening a
.

went on the road
lu^alth

began to

to sell tlicm.

fail

the business.

The deceased

is

rm<riic

About

five >'^^'!^

was rmnpclled

to

^||Jj,„„,
di?('f>'

krnther
dk
survived by one sister and one

Hie

"New York

Globe.'

Frank Crane.

a wicked man 1 meet every now and then.
He is entirely reprehensible and very interesting.
The other day he gave me his views on tobacco,
which are quite shocking. I pass them on to you,
that you may see how dreadful some men can be.
Tobacco, he said, has added much to the pleasure of
human exi.stence. Perhaps it is true, as some say who
profess to know, that it has at the same time shortened it.
If so. it has wrought a double blessing.
I never understood why people want to live so long anyw^ay.
The desire to keep on living after decrepitude has set
And if we are conin is little more than a bad habit.
demned to live long after our faculties have failed, surely
our brightest lamp of consolation is tobacco.
When the joys of the flesh have deserted us, and we
can no longer eat, drink, and dance, what is left for us
save the calm satisfaction of the spirit? And tobacco is
a dissipation of the mind. It is not an animal indulgence,
but purely human. It excites no heats, kindles no lusts,
is conducive to no manias.
No man comes rolling and beats his wife under the
influence of tobacco. The spirit of the w-eed is opposed to
violence.
It is a peacemaker and fertile in meekness, and
hence has title to the claim of l)eing blessed.
And why is tobacco called a vice? .*^urely its influence
on the mind is the very essence of virtue. It makes one
mild, gentle, and indisposed to quarrel.
Every man lays
down his pipe when he begins to fight and it is of primitive ritual, even from the veriest children of nature, the
iK^ble red men, to compound difficulties and come to compromise, smoothing out all the wrinkles of hostility, under
the spell of "the pipe of peace."
How many a bitterness has gone uj) in blessed smoke!

|Hb2RE

is

;

how many

an angry thought and poisonous
grudge has vanished like an exhalation
TIow^ many a
soul's wound has been healed by its balm
And yet the
sin hunters must needs sharpen their arrows against so
.'\nd

therein

!

!

l-"rancisco

111.

lieves

experiencing a

where he was a buyer in the leaf market.
came over from
Torge Leon, of San Martin & Leon,
AfHavana recently and spent some time at the factory.

three sons survive.

in business

The clear Havana manusteady demand and those who

cigars.

Jose

cigar factory in Boston. Prior to his death he disposed of
all his interests except the Cambridge store,
The deceased was a member of the Cambridge Lodge
of Elks and the Putnam Lodge of Masons. A widow and

man

year will prove a

Ernest r.erger, of that firm, lis out of town for a
some business matters that may give
few days attending to
the output.
an added imi)etns to
Escalantc has returned to the factory from Cuba,

Mr. Charak was born in Odessa, Russia, forty-eight
years ago. Twenty-three years ago he came to this country and after learning the tobacco business opened a small
store in Cambridge in 1898. Later he opened branch stores
in Somerville and Boston, and also became interested in a

business for that matter, but not every

this

plenty.

ago.

a

Tampa

for

Xo doubt

making shade-grown goods are equally busy.
Balbin

six months

Fred G. Schwartz
Fred G. Schwartz, for twenty-seven years

fi.

generally, are busier than for
The Christmas orders are already on hand
\cars.
goods are being produced at
in <iuantties and the

IIM':

record speed.

Thomas Charak,

11, 101

in

good a

friend.

bad for the. nerves, the stomach,
the heart. Possibly. If one finds it so, let him give it up.
Some there be who cannot eat pork, or sugar. They have
our sympathy. But shall we close up all packing houses
and salt down all sugar plantations for their sakes? We
should treat the "weaker brethren" kindly, but should we
let them rule the house?
Onr nice opponents sav tobacco stinks. To them, yes.
But to me the franginanni and jockey club on the lady*s
kerchief is disagreeable, and so is the smell of mutton on
It is .said

Lubetsky Brothers to

Open Branch

Ludington
l.nbetskv I'rothers. cigar manufacturers of Grand
•rapids. Mieli.. liave
neentlv signed leases to open a branch
'•i^'t.M-y
in
r.ndinglcn. ATirb.
VU\y girls will bo put to
\'^<»n< the first
we<-k. and in the near future it is expected
"';|t between
.nie limubed and one hundred and fiftv hands
wdl be emploved.

in

is

the table.

who

thing
thev like. De gnstibus non disputandum. Let us go our
Let those who like the air in
separate wavs in peace.
•stufFv meeting houses attend them. Let those who dislike
the air of the smokincr car eo to the ladies* coach.
No. Tobacco is the friend of harmless dreams and

Tobacco, to those

nuiet meditation, of
iitid'^''«:tandinfT.

•

tobacco

like

it.

harmonv and

is

iust the sort of

peace, of forgiveness, of

and of tolerance.

conversation to Miss Prinele of
the ^\'"f)innn'<; "Vntiotinl Piiritv As<;oriation. the veins in her
tpin'>l'' «;^\'ell^d. nnd ^^be exclaimed:
"V^nien T rono.ntrd tbi'?

"Tbr ben^t!"

No benst smokes."
rctnrnrd. "von foro-rt
To ^^birb <=-ho nn^twerrd. "Ob! Ob! Oh!"
Than which there was no more to be said.
"Bnf "

T

,

I
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l<i-um

Key West: iVntonio Artolozaga,

l^-roiu

bt. Paul,

^^

of G.

W.

Nich-

Minn,: U. Alurphy and VV. llolman, of

&

Murphy.
of h rankel, Gerdts
From San 1' rancisco David h rankel,
^ Company.
Departures To New York: Arthur Schwarz, Sol Cane,
VV. Nichols.
Ted Smith and Harry
To Tampa: Jaime Pendas, Leopoldo Bustillo, Jose
Llancza and Jose Escalante.
Castro and Delhn
To Key West: Antonio Artolozaga.
To Chicago: Manuel Vega, Jacob Benner and FranHart

:

Tib©

Cmilbgiiiii
^

Miiirlk(gft
From Our
Exclusive Bureau
Perseveraficia No. 8

—

cisco

Bolano.

Cigars.
Business has been about the same as previously noted,
although there have arrived more holiday orders from the
United States for future shipments, while on the other
hand the English importers of our cigars have been send-

Havana, Cuba.

Canada continues dull, and the demand
from South America is not as active as during the month
keenly watching the progof July. Our manufacturers are
ress of the parcel post amendment in Congress, and are
wondering whether the great opposition on the part of
ing fewer orders.

Havana, September

USINESS

9,

1916.

during the second half
of August has been even better than during the
previous fortnight, as we have had quite a number of American buyers in .town, who provided
themselves with fairly large quantities of our leaf. Under
more favorable circumstances, if we should have had a
large crop and prices more reasonable, imdoubtedly thecr
purchases would have been larger, but taking everything
into consideration our dealers have no reason to complain
so

in the leaf market,

far.

cigar manufacturer was complaining that business in their line was not as good as it had
been formerly, and that the shade-grown Connecticut leaf

One

clear

Havana

had made great inroads into their

Whether

trade.

this

tvery respect, we do not know, altlinngh we havt! also heard that the Tampa manufacturers,
who [)roducc such cigars are doing a rushing business
while the clear Havana cigar factories are not so well
supplied w ith orders. It may be that our Havana wrappers
have been to blame for this state of affairs in some years,
when the burn was not of the best. But our large planters have woke up to the fact that something has to be
done in order to assure us the same, always good, burning
qualities of the Connecticut shade-grown leaf, and as our
Association of Leaf Dealers, Packers and Growers of Tobacco of the Island of Cuba is actively at work to better
the existing conditions, with the help of our intelligent
Secretary of Agriculture, we have no doubt but that in

assertion

is

tnu-

in

future by ajjplying the same scientific measures which are
in existence in Connecticut, we shall have no further comWhen this stage has
plaints in future on this account.
been reached then we shall undoubtedly regain our su-

premacy

of ])roducing the finest leaf in the world, as

we

have the soil and the climate, which nature has bestowed
upon Its as a gift, in preference over all other coimtriies.

United States, as well as some smokers, who
may prefer even the less costly shade-grown wrapped ciThere is room for everybody in this world to suit
gars.
and follow his own taste according to his pocket or to his

made

in the

American importers of cigars, as well as the clear
Havana cigar manufacturers in the United States will be
powerful enough to kill this progressive move. If it should
be enacted into a law it would benciit our small cigar manufacturers, who thereby would have a chance to bring their

the

individual personal taste.
Our cigarette manufacturers have continued to purchase fairly liberally of Vuelta y\bajo colas, and of the low
grades of Remed'ios. The latter, if consisting of the com-

mon

grades of loose leaves, are a trifle lower in price, as
the local manufacturers have no competition on the part
of the exporters to luirope, and as the Trust is momentarily
not in the market, ow.ing to the sickness of the head foreman of their cigarette factories. This may change, however, at

any moment.

manufactmers of cigars and cigarettes, G386 bales.
Receipts of Leaf Tobacco from the Country
Since Jan. 1. 1916.
For two weeks ending Sept. 1, 1016.
05.017 hales
i:i,:{;in bales
s
\^ielta Abajo
«
11.048
2.280
Semi Vuelta
15,372

Remedios

13,71(1

65,570

841

5,612

35.203

Total 103.519

Oriente
Total

«
«
((

«

from the port of Havana, during the past tbree weeks, ending September 5, lOlfi. totalled
18.351 bales, and which were distributed to the following
Exports of

leaf tobacco,

To

all

due respect to the matter of

taste, as far as

smoker is concerned, we consider, however,
the Sumatra wrapper superior to the Connecticut shadegrown one. and above all towers the good burning and
tasting Vuelta Abajo and Partido wTappers. I^he cost of
the latter is greater, and if there was no recognized merit
in them, there w^ould be no demand for them in the United
States, and no high duties could be collected by Uncle
Sam on the raw material, or on the finished product, in the
shape of cigars.
There will be always smokers of our
the individual

all

;

legitimate
States,

Havana

and there

cigars,
will l)e

when imported

into the ITnited

smokers of clear

Havana

cigars

{k

;

O.mpanv; Ted Smith,

of Hinsdale. Snvith

&

Company;

Jose
Richard Sichel. of P.. Rosenblueth Jose Menendez, of
Menendez and Fmilio Suarez. of Emslio Suarez.
From Chicago: Francisco P.olano. of F. Bolano & ConiWohl.
panv; TIarrv Landfield. of Landfield & Steele; Peter
of John
of tiie Wohl-Comstock Company; and Fred Meyer,
;

;

II.

Mever
Companv.
From Tampa: Delfin IJaneza.
t^'

of Delfin Llaneza.

Julieta, Partagas,

1

day orders for later .•shipments.

Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
Arrivals— l>om Xew York: Arthur Schwarz. of Max
Schwarz Sol Cane, of Cane Brothers Manuel Rodriguez,
of Manuel Rodriguez; TIarrv W. Nichols, of G. W. Nichols
;

Romeo y

H. Upmann, Pa )evesa de
Murias, Por Larranaga. Sol. Hoyo (le Monterrey, Punch,
liclinda, and Ramon Alloncs are wdiking under a good
headway, with sufficr.ent orders on hand for immediate
shipment, as well as having been favored with fair holi.

;

With

denied to them

facturers eventually.

ports of the Un'ited States. 13,325;
to Canada. 1<>86; to Spain. 2778; to the Netherlands, 187;
to Algiers. '.^30; to the Canary Islands. 31 to the Argentine
Republic. 5f1l to Uruguay. ilO; and to Chile. 10 hales.

countries, viz.:

is

they might make as good cigars, they
The parcel post provision
are unknown to the public.
would remedy this to some extent, and they might have
We remema chance to do some advertising with success.
ber when Manila cigars were first talked about to be admitted free of duty, that there was a great howl, how business would be killed for the low-priced domestic cigars.
The same was said when Porto Rico cigars came in free
of duty, and after all nothing of what was said took place.
The consumi)tion of cigars has kept pace with the tremendous increase in poi)ulation, as well as with the general
welfare all over the United States, therefore the few extra
millions of cigars which our small manufacturers might
he able to ship in a year will play no role to speak of, and
cannot possibly hurt the pockets of the large importers,
nor the clear Havana cigar manufacturers in the North,
while it wcnild alleviate the sad position of our small manu-

local

5,000

as to the

goods, and wdiile

;

Partido

retailers, as Well

by the large importers, who arc only pushing the few
The
well known brands, which have a ready sale always.
small manufacturers cannot go to the heavy expenses of
keeping an agent, or traveling salesmen to introduce their

Sales during tlu- ultimate two weeks totalled 11,800
bales, which divided, consisted of: Vuelta Abajo, 834fi;
Partido. .'iOC.!); and Ktniedios, '.'(ICr. bales.
I'.uyers were: Americans, T(H9; exporters to Algiers.
*^"50; to the Canary Islands. lU
to South America, 44; and

our

knowledge of the
consumers, and which at present

brands directly to the

'

Leaf Tobacco
The yearbook of the Union of Manufacturers of Cigars
and Cigarettes of the I.sland of Cuba, which has just been
published, has treated in a masterly manner the work done
hy the directors during the
past year, and also contained
some very interesting statistics about the crop of leaf to'^acco and exports
to the different countries, which were
compiled by Ramon La Villa, a recognized authority in
these matters,
and who is the editor of the trade journal
Tahaco." .Some tables go back as far as the year 1000.
'^P
Hi(^ newly
elected officers are: KauKm Arguelles, presi-

29

dent; Eustaquio Alonso and Florentin Mantilla, vicepresidents; and Jose C. Beltrons, secretary.
Fred Davis, of Saml. I. Davis & Co., of New York,
Tampa and Key West, is still here, actively at work to
collect enough leaf for the ensuing year to provide sufficient raw material for their three factories.
Some of the important sellers were Camejo La Paz,
1777 bales; Leon, Delgado & Company, 1389; Selgas
Company, 1182; Manuel A. Suarez & Company, 800; Jose
C. Puente & Company, 735 Jose F. Rocha, 683
Muniz
Hermanos, 658 Rodriguez, Menendez & Company, 525
I. Kaffenburgh & Sons, 200; and Jose Menendez, 739 bales,
of all kinds of leaf tobacco.
Some of the important buyers were: Walter Sutter &
Company, 1128 bales; Leslie Pantin, 931; Hinsdale, Smith
& Company, 913; Wengler & Mandell, 781; additionally,
Mark A. Pollock, 725; M. A. Gunst & Company, 477; H.
Upmann & Company (for export), 214; Allones, Ltd., 240;
and the Cuban Land and Leaf Tobacco Company, 2658
bales of leaf tobacco.
Shippers above 200 bales of leaf tobacco, from the port
of Havana, during the last two weeks were Virgilio Suarez,
1666 bales Sobrinos de A. Gonzales, 1493 bales Maximilian Stern, 1181 bales; Leslie Pantin, 927 bales; Menendez & Company, 732 bales Walter Sutter & Co., 723 bales
Cuban Land and Leaf Tobacco Company, 682 bales Ernest
Ellinger & Company^ 594 bales; J. Bernheim Sz Company,
516 bales; Manuel Suarez, 458 bales; I. Kaffenburgh &
Sons, 394 bales; Jose Suarez & Company, 320 bales; M. A.
Gunst & Company, 322 bales; Manuel A. Suarez & Company, 275 bales; Allones, Ltd., 240 bales Sucesores de
Juan Lopez, 230 bales.
Oretaniv.
:

&

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

Swiss Tobacco Company Formed
A corporation has been organized in Basel, Switzerland, under the name of The Tobacco Export Company
of Basel, Switzerland, and Clarksville, Tennessee, with a
paid-up capital of 1,000,000 francs ($1 93,000 j.
The head
otitices are in Basel and a branch office is located in Clarksville.
The capital has been provided by Swiss and Dutch
subjects.
The president and organizer of the corporation
has for many years been an importer in Basel of American
tobaccos. The purpose of the corporation is to buy direct
and import Tennessee, Kentucky, Mjiryland and Virginia
tobaccos of the heavy, black kind from which cheap cheroots (locally called stumpen) are made.
The smoking of these stumpen is very general among
the industrial classes and frequently among the well-to-do.
For a long time the heavy sea-island tobaccos were
imported by Germany, made into stumpen and distributed
throughout Europe. This trade has gradually diminished
while the trade in Kentucky and Tennessee tobaccos has
augmented. This has been brought about largely by the
superior quality of the American tobaccos, which are better grown and cured and do not reach the European market in the state of fermentation which so frequently happens to tobaccos imported from countries where there are
no facilities for housing, curing, bulking and packing.

Sioux City Tobacco

Company Foreclosed by

Creditors

Tobacco Companv. 915 South Fourth Street, .Sioux City. la., has been
thrown into bankruptcy wMth the filing of a suit by three
creditors, the Union Match Company, the Sterling Gum
Company and Weisert P.rothers' Tobacco Company. The
Union Match Company claims an account of $2400; the
Weisert P.rothers,
.Sterling Gum Company. $102; and
.'^am

$30.22.

Moscow, trading

as the Sioux City
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Good

Lancaster, Pa.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

About
5

For

Sale,

Wanted and

For

Special Noticei.
MONROE ABLER.
CIGAR BROKER.

6-17-he

111.

Clymer Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Merchants' Tobacco Company, buyers of cuttings, at i2^c. per pound;
per pound;
ship promptly. Factory No.
at 6c.

68,

First District,

For
i>'OR sjALJi

or

Any

New

quantity.

York.

Sale.

Havana short*, pure and
— Kemedlos
Fifty cents per pound.
refunded.

money

the flneat quality.

Edw in

scraps,

Don't write, but

Alexander

A

Co..

171

Guaxanteed A-l
Also Vuelt* •norta, of

clean.

Waf r

Str—t. New

k

owners of a long-established high-grade cigar factory
District of Pennsylvania, making five-cent and ten-cent
brands with wide distribution, are desirous of selling same, owing to
Will make a big sacrifice to responsible
pressure of other Interests.
parties with suflflclent capital to take hold of proposition. |20,000
Address in confidence. Box
Tritters will receive no attention.
needed.
Chestnut
Street,
Philadelphia,
World,"
236
"Tobacco
Pa.
26,
First

WANTED

HAVANA SHORTS— Pure
New

Vuelta

;

INC..

St..

9-1 -tl

Situation Wanted.

WANTED— As

superintendent or foreman, hand or suction
Understand business thoroughly. Now employed with large concern.
change. Best references. Address Box Hi, care of "Tobacco World."

POSITION

B—

every ten (10) additional titles necessarily reported.

Chicago.

igar I'acturv.

cigarette

Lopez, 353 E. 78th

aroma.

2.00

work.

Wc

buy for cash any quantity of second-hand
I'anetella shapes from 5 in. to 5'/j in, Londres shapes, 4*/^
will

prefer the

regular quarterly dividend of Ij/j per cent, has
been declared on the preferred stock of the American Tobacco Company, payable October 2nd, to holders of rec-

The

ord September 15th.

The Weyman-Bruton Company has

declared the usual
quarterly dividends of 3 per cent, on the common and
1^4 on preferred stocks, payable October 2nd, to holders
of record Sej)teniber IGth.

G. W. llclme Company has declared the regular
quarterly dividends of 1^4 per cent, on the preferred and
2y2 per cent, on the common stocks, payable October 2nd
to holders of record September loth.

The

or

used cigar

in.

to +>4 in.

following:

Write us about whatever you have, stating condition

of

OKKISON ClUAR COMPANY,

molds and

molds,

UuHni,

quantity.

Bcthesda, Ohio.

object of the Asst)ciation is to ensure clean pool rom
business. While the membership at present is contiiud to

The

The following

officers

solicit

were elected

the regular quarterly div^ldend of lj/2 per cent, on the preferred
stock, payable October 2nd to holders of record Septem-

membership

in all

P. Lorillard

& Company

:

president,

.\lex.

!•:.

\}'4 per
terly dividends of 3 per cent, on the
cent, on the preferred stock, payable October 2nd to stock
of record September loth.

The American Snuff Company has declared

the regular quarterly dividends of 1>S per cent, on the preferred
and of 3 per cent, on the common stocks, payable October
2nd to holders of record Septem1)cr 15th.

At a

sale of goods, taken in the recent

Revenue De-

partment raids in Chicago, one hundred and thirteen thousand stogies were knocked down at $5.75 a thousand.
Seven thousand pounds of tr»bacco were sold to S. J. Colin
for $300.

Alarmed by Tobacco Embargo

tobacco, r.nnounced by tlie London
expected to have a serious effect on the

is

tobacco shipments out of I'.altimore and on the

tobacco

The embargo is directed principally at
trade generally.
shii)nients to the European neutral countries and will have
no effect on the imjjortation through French, British I'f
other allied ports. Holland will recwive the heavie.st blow.
More than
land.

Stogies Sold at Auction

Office,

CAROLINA PALMETTO:— 39,860.
August

Joe G. (ireene y

30, 1916.

THE CLAYTON:—39,861.

outgoing tcjbacco has been sent to Holthree weeks Holland alone has received

pounds.
A part of this was Virginiia tobacco.
vSome plug and some stems, .\bout no per cent, was MaO'
land growth,
llaltimore records show about ll,Oi>0 hog>heads in stock. A l)ig crop is reported from the tobacco
^"
sections and an estimate made by the State Inspector
fice places the yield at 25,000 hogsheads.

(l.4(K>.oo()

For

all

tobacco products.

Greenwood,

Ca.,

September

For cigars.

Lithographic Co.. .\'ew York City.
Witsch & Schmitt, Xew ^()rk City.

ican

2,

S. C.

1916.

Amer-

Originally registered by

AXWORTHY:— 39,862.

LEE

lUnsihel .Mfg.

(

()..

HERVIDA:— 39,863.

For cigars. August 25. 1916. C. H.
Wis.
.\l ilwatikee.
lor all tobacco products, .\ugust 17, 19U..

.\nurican Fithograitbic

FERRY BAR: — 39,864.
etc.

I'o.,
l-'or

.\ugust 31,

PHIL. J.— 39,867.
igar

(

(

()..

BELMONT

New York

City.

cigars, cigarettes, cheroots, snioking
1916.
Louis .Schtiiderman, I'.altimore,

For cigars.

.\ugust

16,

V)\(y.

Tampa-C uba

lanipa. Fla.

\V.

i:.

A.

iWtts.

Au1916.

Hannibal, .Mo.

WILLYS-KNIGHT:—39,870.
September

2,

191(,.

]•.

.M.

For cigars, cigarettes and tobacco.
Howell & Co., Flmira, N. Y.

TRANSFERS
HERMITA:—27,985
cheroots,
10,

stogies,
1909.

(Tobacco World). For cigars, cigarettes.
chewing and smoking tobacco.
Registered

by Central Lithograph. Co.. Cleveland. Ohio. Was
Lithographic Co., Xew York City, on

R. (Trade-Mark Record).
For cigars.
KcK'stered lebruary 3, 1894. by Sanchez & Haya, New York City.
\\as by various transactions transferred to A. G. DiDia &

ompany, Tampa.

FRANCISCO DE

I'la.,

on .May

15,

1916.

QUEVEDO:—

For
18,285 (Tobacco World).
ngars, cigarettes and cheroots.
Registered on .\ugust 3, 1909.
">.v
Wni. Steiner Sons & Co., New York City. Was bv various
transactions transferred to A. G. DiDia & Companv, Tampa, Fla.,
on May 15, 1916.

To Open Cigar Factory
•

taking.

\\

to-

pers and 3 to 5 cents for fillers.
The cigar industry is brisk in the Ninth Internal Revenue District. The receipts from cigars in August were
$198,492, as against $170,932 in August, 1915.

Tobacco Industry in Bristol, England
Many small factories and independent companies were
formerly engaged in the' tobacco industry in the Bristol
district, but when the American Tobacco Trust indicated
an intention to enter this territory they combined into one
large corporation, embracing most of the leading firms in
the Kingdom, under the name of the Imperial Tobacco Company of Great Britain and Ireland.
The British-American Tobacco Company has also an
extensive plant in Bristol, which confines its activities to
Record Year

for

Two-thirds of the stock
the export branch of the trade.
of this company is reported to be owned by the American

Tobacco Company, and one-third by the Imperial Tobacco
Company.
The companies now employ many thousand hands,
and the manufacture of tobacco is the leading industry in
The duty paid on tobacco during the calendar
the city.
year 1915 was $37,952,227. This is an increase of $7,706,044
over the previous year. The value of tobacco imported
during the calendar year 1914 was $1,971,555, but these
figures are in no way an indication of the volume of trade
or the importance of this industry, as most of the leaf used
by the tobacco factories in Bristol comes through indirect
channels.
year's trade in tobacco is reported to have been
Bristol
well maintained, and the factories were kei)t busy.
manufacturers continue to receive large orders for the army
Bonding accommodation, which has hitherto
and navy.

has been considerably extended through
private enterprise, and the docks committee has built a
third warehouse for the storage of tobacco.

been

insufficient,

Move Factory to Grand Rapids
Dornbos. who has been manufacturing cigars

Peter Dornbos to

Oand
Oand

Haven, Mich,

is

in

in

expected to remove his factory to

Ra])ids as soon as possible.
Mr, Dornbos has leased space in the Mads block on
I'ulttjn .Street, near Division avenue, and as soon as changes

have been made and the equipment installed, will begin
work. He expects to employ about twenty hands at first.
Mr. Dornbos was influenced in his move by the Grand
Ra])ids Association of

Commerce.

Benton Harbor

Alkrton and .Solon Cribbs are members of the
'frrien County Cigar
Companv. which was recently orf^anized in I'.enton
Harbor. Mich., and wW.ch will shortly
^•pfn head(|uarters
on I'.ritain .Avenue, near Fair. Roth arc
men (jualifud by experience
to make a success of the under\

new

bacco crop has been bought up, but not more than fifteen
Many growers are refusing to
per cent, has been cut.
sell at prevailing prices, 15 cents for wrappers and 4 cents
A good many crops have been sold
a pound for fillers.
for IG and 5 cents, a few for 17 and 5, and high-water
mark was reached when Daniel Shum^n, residing two
miles from Lancaster, sold to a Philadelphia cigar company
for 18, 8 and 2 cents a pound.
Calculations on the value of the new crop to the growers place it as high as $6,000,000. The estimates are based
on a 20,000-acre crop, averaging more than 1600 pounds to
the acre, and prices ranging from 15 to 17 cents for wrap-

Peter

GREAT DUKE:— 13,250
<

sixty per cent, of Lancaster County's

'i'he

1:— 39,868. lor cigars, cheroots and stogies.
Kust 22. 1910.
II. \\. Lewis Cigar Co., liclmont, Ohio.
MISSOURI JACK CIGAR:— 39,869. For cigars. August 31,

half the

In the last

New York

transferred to .\nierican
\uK«st 28, \[)\G.

The embargo on

War

Spiegel,

BROADMOOR:—

Jime

r.altimore

Max

,

an^'

Md.

;

has declared the usual quar-

common and

One Hundred Thousand

,,

For cigars. August 21, 1916. The
Co., Denver, Colo.
.\Urcantile
Charles ilumburg
August 24, 1916. The
cigars.
For
39,857.
Colo.
Denver,
Co.,
.Mercantile
Humburg
Charles
39 858. For cigars. August 24, 1916. The
THE
("harks lle.mhurg .Mercantile Co., Denver, Colo.
EASY-STRIDE:— 39,859. For cigars, stogies, cheroots, cigarettes
Union-.American Cigar
and smoking tobacco. .August 31, 1916.
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

t()l)acco,

Weir; vice-])resident, Paul Dunn; secretary, C. A. Ellniore;
and treasurer, II. 1). .^ne'lt/.er committee on by-law.s. Jolin
Winters, R. E. Walsh and Alex. Weir; directors, (iretrk'
Kottman, John Gasduri.
Cockeville. lohn W inters, M.
John OT.rien. U. L. W hite, I). C. Curry, R. E. Welsh, Ford
Hoover and K. .\. I'A'kenianl) membership soliciting committee, M. K. Kottman. John O'r.rien, Paul Dunn, G. C
Curry, (Jrcgg Cockerille and II. D. .^neitzer.

ber 15th.

Seeley

For cigarette paper booklets

.August 30, 1916.

;

The American Cigar Company has declared

23, 1916.

BROADMOOR:—

or any

Altoona Tobacconists Plan Clean Pool Rooms
Imitial steps toward a county organization oi tobacco
dealers were taken recently at a meeting held in Altoona, Pa.

Altoona dealers, it is planned to
the towns of the county.

paper tubes,

August

cigars.

GOODMO RE:—39,856.

American Cigar Mold Company numbers,
duplicate of these shapes, 55(i.?2, 55l>57, 4/048 and 48148. -Also the .Miller,
& Peters Company, Durex No. 538C47.

We

Want

Tobacco Dividends

ii

For

111.

NATIONAL CLUB:— 39,854.

brokers, factories in the First Districts,
M. t";in assure good business. Address

fine

Duplicate Certificate,

An allowance of ^2 will be made to members
Note
Merchants' Association on each registration.
of the Tobacco
If a report on a search of a title necessitates
Note
than ten (10) titles, but less than
the reporting of more
twenty-one (21), an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00)
If it necessitates the reporting of more than
will be made.
an additwenty (20) titles, but less than thirty-one (31),
will be made, and so
tional charge of Two Dollars ($2.00)
made for
an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00) will be

(

York.

2.00

CHICAGO PIER:—39,853.

Second-hand or used Cigar Molds
live busincss-gettting
nlaking goods from $16 to $28 pt-r
Box ii\, care of "Tobacco World."

Transfer,

REGISTRATIONS

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Siftings,
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

WANTED— By

1.00

Torfc.

Wanted.

ADLER & MYERSON,

Note B),

A—

Sale.

FOR SALE — The
in

(see

Search

A REAL CHANCE FOR A WORKING FACTORY

171

per pound.

CENTS

store humidors, show cases, shoe store stand, and
news r
Cleveland Store Fixture Company, A('A') St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland,
Ohio

MERCHANTS' TOBACCO COMPANY,

CITY

"Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Eft'ective April 1, 1916.
$5.00
(see Note A),
Registration

FUR SALE— Cigar

186 N. L.a Salle St, Chlcaro,

siftings, at s'/ic

FIFl Y

NEW YORK

RFFKMAN STREET

Special Notices

RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT. THREE CENTS A WORD, WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

Prices for Lancaster Tobacco

.

Cork Tips
122222

Cork Bobbins

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY,

Ibc.

WEST 18TH STREET

NEW YORK

"I

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD

32

"DONALLBS"
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

Cable:

F.

JOHN F.

22nd St tnd Second

CO.
&
SUAREZ
C>

M. A.

(S.

Figurat 39-41,

c«bie

A.

E.
168

"CUETARA'* Havana,

liRAUSSMAN Importer
HAVANA TOBACCO

Water

New

Street

Yoit

Cuba

\4\

Water

Street,

New York

PacUr

Of

and D^aUr

TOBACCO

CO.

Correspondence

and Muslinola Ribbon
Printed or Stamped in Gold or Silver
Stock Cards. Give Us a Trial. We Want Your Opinion

Offlo* and Salsaroom

W. Walnut

112

St.,

STRAUS & CO.

K.

Imawtw*

of

John

And PMkara

LEAF TOBACCO
311, 313, 3#i

«id 307 N. Third

St.,

HIPPLE BROS.

126

PhHadalphla

& CO.

AMISTAD

YORK, No.

130

Water

BREMEN, GERMANY

Street

Rosenwald OL Bro.

145

NEW YORH

WATER STREET

CigarRibbons

Write for Sasple Card and Price

DepartMti

and Gros

The Standards of America

Tobacco

142 Water

Street,

.

Georgia

.

.

Sumatra

New York
F^^tory No. 79

Established 1870

S. R.

KOCHER

^Lorillard's

Snuff

,

:

Rail Road Mills Snuff,
Ax^s Snu ff, :
Gail

&

Est. 1760

"1-4-5,"

Leading brands-" Volitta," "Quaker," "Nabobs,"
Cream." "Imperial Beauty," "Little Vara"

Correspondence with wholewle and jobbinR trade invited

Factory and Office«:WRIGHTSVILLE, PA.

"Havana

Cuba

- ftS

Broad

ERNEST ELLINGER & cO.

Cuba

St..

Dome^ic Leaf Tobacco
Office: Cor. Duke and Chestnut Streets
LA.NCASTE R, PENNA.
Packing Houses: Strasburg and Lancaster

Michaelsen

Office.133-137

8i

Prasse

Commission Merchants
Leaf Tobacco & Ci|{ars

f'^^t^ell!???!!"?

New York

IS.

RANCK

H.

Arf^raaai

18 Obrapla Straat. Havana, Cuba
P. O. A*a
OBUa ••UNICUN"

Loui* A. BvrnaiaMi

MENDELSOHN. BORNEMAN OL CO.
HAVAp/A TOBACCO IMPORTERS
1»6

WATER

STREET.

&

Manuel Alvarez
Importers and Packers of

And Packers
Havana Office-

SAN MIGUEL 136

MAXIMILIAN STERN

NEW YORK

of

Co.

Havana Leaf

Puerto Rican Tobacco

Puerlo Rico W.rehou.e:

CAYE"'

New York
I78

Havana Tobacco
Clavel No.

I,

Havana, Cuba

165 Front

Street.

NewYodc
i'J

Office;

WATER STREET
ESTABLISHED

E.

NISSLY

& SONS

CHOICE CIGAR LEAF

MANUFACTURED BY

Ave, New

L.

GROWERS AND PACKERS OW

Maccoboys *R,appees - High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SbJeet and Plain Scotchs
CO., Ill Fifth

Always Ro«ai

Packer and Dealer in

Boston, Maaa.

OF HAVANA TOBACCOPMmtSt.

Est. 1851

-

GEORGE W. HELME

la

D. SELLERS. SELLERSVILLE. PA.

MILTON

Cigars
CO.

HavamWarekoutcSdud

Boxes

One More Good Customer

Est. 1825

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and Domestic Cigars
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco

MONROE

Grain

of Seeti

of

Co., SellersYlUe, Pt.

for Manufacturing Cigar

for

SONS
RAFFENBUKGH
QUALITY HAVANA

HABANA. AMISTAD 95

WOODHAVEN AVENUE. GLENDALE, NEWYOWC

Growers

&

loMph McndatooiiB

Cohn & Company
and

Batabllah«4 IIN

V

SHjinufiLcturers of Bindings, Galloons, Tsffti**,

Importe^i of Hia>anA dtid SumMtf^M, Jacket*

tfi

WIAoi

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY
SaHti

A;

List to

Our Capacity

PANTIN

Tobacco

Neptunn 6. Havana.

Largest assortment of Plain and fancy

E-.

Leaf
I.

115

CIGAR BOXES. Go to

Keystone Cigar Box

HA VA NA

Consulado 142, Havana,

:=:Leaf Tobacco Merchant
NEW

Co.

Commission Merchant

•in

St, Philadelphia

YORK, PA.

Street, Lancaster, Pa.

Market

No. 143

AND ARTEMI8A

HAVANA, CUBA— Gonsulado

LEAF TOBACCO

MANUFACTURERS OF CIGAR SCRAP TOBACCO
For Ganuln* Sawed

&

Nissiy

F.

LESLIE

HABANA, CURA

ST.

'^IS Sl'-tJ" "

PA.

LEAF TOBACCO

HEINRICH NEUBERGER

Importer* of Havana and Sumatra and
Packers of Seed Leaf Tobacco
Finest Retail Department in Pennsylvania

151 North 3d

Cable Address, -Nasdec^-

SPEC1ALTY-\'TJELTA ABAJO

•<

M

i">

Packers and Daalara In

Almacen de Tabaco en Rama

HAVANA AND SUMATRA

l

CMIloa and Warehonse. IS Eaat Clark Av«nne.

LANCASTER,

jind Importers of

CARDENAS y CIA

Mi

THE YORK TOBACCO CO.

^Q^f TobSCCO

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS

Labels.

m'r r T w

1

Solicited

Cigar Ribbons, Silk Imitation

306 NO. THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA

^t

Warahous*: Bird-In-Hand, Laneaatai* Ca., Pa.

HANOVER, PENNA.

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

In

Packer and Dealer in All Grades of Seed Leaf Tobacco
TELEPHONE 3956 JOHN

Established 1890

ALL KINDS OF

tipi jiiiii

Labels
Box
Cigar
AND TRIMMINGS.

LEAMAN

K.

J.
JULIUS MARQUSEE,

i

CHICAGO, 105 WB8T MONROK STREET,
LOUIS O. CAVA, Mgr.

of

no

L0EB-NU5iEZ

^

Ave.,

NEW YORK

an

Leaf Tobacca

"-rir^tt

BP-^i j

LANCASTER, PENNA.

HABANA, CUBA

100

MANUFACTURER OF

Lancaster County Fancy B*s

B«p«ci«lid«d TalMico* FInoa de Vuelta Abajo
PutMo 7 Vu«lt« Arriba

SAN MIGUEL

& CO.

HEILAND

33

YorK

Packing

HouMi:

(Unheal

Buyen always

Lancaster, Florin.

find

it

TOBACCO

Main Office: Fiona, Pa.

a pleamre to Icok ower

ow

Samples cheerfully mbmitted upon request.

samplet

H.

NEW FACTORY

1877

1904

W. HEFFENER & SON
Steam Cigar Box Manufacturers
AND MAKERS OF
Patented Wire Bound Shipping Cases

HOWARD & BOUNDARY

AVE.

YORK, PA

s

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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HEYWOOD. STRASSER&.VOIGT

BELIEVERS

LITHO.CO.

These foremost houses of the trade have reliable lioods to sell and want our
Read their story and when writinii tell them
suhscrlbers to know about them.
No boiius Advertisinii admitted.
you saw it in THE TOBACCO WORLD.

26^ STREET & 9- AVENUE, NEW YORK
MANUFACTURERS

OF

Cigar Box Labels
Bands AND Trimmings

Acker Merrall

A&"«

Co...

AiT»rc»

Cover IV,

Tobacco Co.. The,
Lopez & Bro

New York

Chicago,

322 Chestnut

Ul.

Make

k
*
in character

WM.

F.

CONLY & SON

and Impart a most palatable flavor

27

and CHEWING TOBACCO
FUVeRS
Write for List of Flavors for Special Brands
a«TUN. AaOMATIZEE. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENEKS

FOR

FRIES

6l

SMOKING

BRO., 92 Reade

Street,

New York

Street

Co.. R- A.
Bros., Philadelphia
Co., Havana. Cuba
Behrens

Bachia

&

Aoctionecra and CommiMioa

3

•;

IV

<^over

«
-JO
—

Tampa

M
~~

y Cia. Havana
Castro & Co., Pedro, Tampa, Fla
Cifuentes, Pego y Ca.. Havana, Cuba
Cohn & Co.. A.. New York

REGULAR WEEKLY SALES EVERY THURSDAY.

CIGARS, TOBACCO
SMOKERS' ARTICLES. SPECIAL SALES OF LEAF TOBACCO, CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. ADVANCES MADE. SETTLEMENTS

MADE ON DAY OF SALE

Son. W. F..
Coounercial Cigar Co.

Comly

&

4

M

Philadelphia

36
-"

Habana

*»

Comptnia Litografica de la

Deisel-Wemmer Co., The. Lima, O.
Demuth & Co., William
Dunn & Co., T. J., New York
Duy» & Co.. H

Neuberger, Heinrich. Havana
Nicholas & Co., G. S., New York
Nissly ft Sons; £. L^ Florin, Pa.
Nissly ft Co., John F., Lancaster,

1

7

—

RACINE, WIS,,

.

-

-

-

U.

1«7

Bra.
Eraeat,

A

CO.

ITHE MOEHLE

Clarendon Road^EastSTL^ St.

Formerly of

CAUXTO LOPEZ &

BROOKimN^

Friei & Brother,
Fendrich,
"44" Cigar Co

H

New York

.h^m********************..*.

*

W
7
7

Gafla Sumatra Co
Guerra, V., Diaz

&

12

3

—

—

—

Heiland

&

H

ft

Bros.. E.,

—
Tampa, Fia

I

—«.

—
12

SS
32
33

Co.,

33
II
33

Corey 11
3
S

•

33

•
Sanchez y Haya, Tampa, Fla.
San Martin & Leon

•

New York

Monroe

33
33

Pa.
Sheip Mfg. Co.. H. H., Philadelphia
Shields-Wertheim Co.. Cleveland, O
Sellersyilli,

D.,

—
—

Steiner, Sons ft Co., Wm., New York
Stem, Maximilian
Straus ft Co., K.. New York

Suarea.

M.

Taylor,

Wm. T

A.,

8
12

36
33
33
33

Havana

—
New York

Tuller

36
32
8

&

Blumenthal, Ltd.. Philadelphia

12

Kaffenburgh 4 Sons. I„ Boston, Mata
Keystone Cigar Box 6»
Variety Works. Hanoyer, Pa.
Kocher. S. R., Wrightsyille,
Pa.
Kriussman, E. A., New York

33
33

Hotel

Covet

New York

7

John P., Lancaster, Pa.
Helme Co.. George W., New York
Henry's Cigar Co
Heywood. Strasser ft Voight Litho. Co. of
Hippie Bros. & Co., Philadelphia

1

36

Rodriguez, Argueiles & Co
Roig & Langsdorf, Antonio

Rosenwald

Co.,

»..••

Racine Paper Goods Co., Racine. Wis.
Ranck, Milton H., Lancaster, Pa.
Regensburg ft Son. .. New York
Rocha, Jose F.
Redrignea, Salyador

Schlegel, Geo.,

Jcitles

BRANCH OFFICE
Randolph

W5?STEINER.S0NS&C0
257-265
WEST
db f -ZK>1> v^est

SI

17^1/ ":>!.

CIGAR BANDS
SHOW CARDS //J

steiner building

YORK.
wlvvtuimv.
NEW

SPECIALISTS
LITHOGRAPHIC
FOR THE
FOIDINO WXIS./ CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY
"^-

St.

ChicagoJll.

^y.CLUS/k^

•

^H ON

Union American Cigar Co
United Cigar Manufacturers' Co
United Map Co.
United States Tobacco Co., Richmond,

Upmann,

H..

3

"

*=*''^-^i

°^'"''''*

^ PROCESS e.

K»"i, Charles, New York
New York
lL™.
*°T"t^7
{*«»*".
J. K..

Lancaster, Pa.

1U«.« i

S*"

Manufacturing Co.
Tobacco Co.
Tobacco Co

H»Pm.*
J^bNunei^?r"?
l^Vtt

mt

&
ec

Co.,
to,,

Calixto

Hcrmanos,

New York and Tampa

Va

3

1
•

~"

»
S
«
&

Co..

MANUFACTURERS
//

—3
-

Havana

Universal Tobacco Machine Co.

Verplanck

-^SKETCHES FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

^REG ULAR P

4

—

m

S*®"

"

33
—

o

no West

\\

Pa

CO.

teA«il»wBAcc»s 90 Wall St., New York

HIGHEST QUALITY^

32
7
33
33

Co

New York

Hmlltoa CtamratloQ. Tie
Heckin Can Co
Heffener & Son, H. W., York, Pa

LITHOGRAPHICffl:

—
36
—

Cuba

Havana,

Perfect Humidifying

Sellers,

Telephoa*
John 1942

1

33

Pasbach- Voice Lithographic Co
Patterson Bros. Tobacco Co
Pendas & Alvarez

&

Eiaenlohr, Otto,
Ellinger
Co.«

Gate Cigar Co., E.

S. A.

33

Tilford

Racine Paper Goods Company
Owners and Manufacturers

12

Por Larranaga
r«rt«oodo CigM Mfg. Co.. J«aa F.

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

Sole

1

31

Havana, Cuba

Leslie,

&

Partagas,

Cigar Pockets

AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

u

lii

F

1

Freeman, Sidney J

&

ci' '..V.*.V.\\\V.\\\\\V.V^\V.V;.*.\\V.*.'.V.V.'.V.V.\\" V.Vciwif

M
Cardenai

q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and are the
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known

M. LOPEZ

I

MmAnt.

Parmenter Wax-Lined

VORK

P

M

Park

yv

3»

Marquessee, Julius
Melachrino & Co.,
Mendelsohn, Borneman ft Ca, New York
Merriam Segars, Inc
Michaelson ft Praase, Havana
Mi Favorita Cigar Co., Inc
Moehle Litographic Co., The, Brooklyn
Morris ft Company, Philip

/

Bobrow Brothers
Boucher Cork & Machine Co., Inc
Brunhoff Mfg. Co
Business Opportunity
Bustillo Brothers & Diaz, New York and

South Second Street, Philadelphia

Coupon

3

M.

k

Panttn,

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

Co.,
Co.,

Manila Advertising Agency

Eatabltohed 1834

.

ft

iTtM* ft

•

&

CIGAR FLAVORS
^
.u
tobacco mellow and smooth

Manuel

Lopes

*

Bayuk

OUR HIOB-ORADE NON-EVAPORATING

Lopez,

L^llar*

3

M
4
^
M
-"

.,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

WESTERN OFFICE
St.,

& Condit Co., New York
Manuel. New York

•••••
Cigar ^o. ••••'••
Lithographic Co.. New York
Sumatra Tobacco Co. ••.•..

American
Americtn
American
American
Argueiles,

179 West Washington

IN PUBLICITY

»
4
J3

P

4

w
Wicke Ribbon Co., Wm., New York
Weyoann'Bniton Ca

M
••••*•••

Covor IV

Coyer IV
6

U
—

Y«k Tobuwo

Co.,

The, Yorit. F*.

»

THE TOBACCO WORLD

36

(t

BELIEVERS

Strasser&Yoigt LithoCo,

HEYffooD.

IN PUBLICITY

\

26^ STREET & 9- AVENUE, NEW YORK

These foremost houses of the trade have reliable (ioods to sell and want our
Read their story and when writini^ tell them
subscribers to know about them.
.'.
No bofius Advertising admitted.
you saw it in THE TOBACCO WORLD.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Cigar Box Labels
Bands and Trimmings
St.,

Acker. Mcrrall

i& &

^S

Chicago,

322 Chestnut

111.

OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPORATING

Street

EstablUbed

BacWa

&

in character

WM.

F.

COMLY & SON
27

FUYORS FOR SMOKING and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for List of Flavors for Special Brands
BBTUN. AlOIIATIZER. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS
8l

BRO., 92 Reade

Street,

c-VlV ^
:

New York

iT^-

UH

South Second

Street, Philadelphia

&

*

Havana, Cuba

Co.,

&

••

•

Co.,

•:•••

\

<-«vcr

..-J
IV

—
»i
—

•••

REGULAR WEEKLY SALES EVERY THURSDAY.

CIGARS, TOBACCO

SMOKERS' ARTICLES. SPECIAL SALES OF LEAF TOBACCO. CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. ADVANCES MADE. SETTLE.MENTS
MADE ON DAY OF SALE

Ct«, H«v«n«
jr
Castro & Co., Pedro, Tanipa, Fla
Cifuentes, Pcgo y Ca., Havana, Cuba
Cohn & Co., A., New York
Coroly & Son, W. F.. Philadelphia
Qmimercial Cigar Co.
Compania Litografica de la Habana

•

•

•...••

32
~~
4

«
—

Eitenlohr, Otto,
Elliofer h. Co.,

1
1

1

—

h Bnx

& Brother,
Fendrich,
"44" Cljar Co.

Friet

H

New York

3i
1
7

—

J.

.

.

-

-

U.

S.

4

A.

Pantin, Leslie, Havana, Cuba
Park & Tiltord
Partagas, Havana, Cuba
Pasbach-Voice Lithographic Co
Patterson Bros. Tobacco Co

H
—

Pendas

CO.

CAUXTO LOPEZ &

Heffener

Clarendon Road&East 37^=^ St. Brooklyn,

Formerly of

4
~13

Alvarez
Perfect Humidifying Co
Por Larranaga
rortaoado Cisar UIg. Ca.. Jomi F.

—3
—

Racine Paper Gooda Co., Racine. Wia.
Ranck, Milton H., Lancaster, Pa
Sagansburg ft Scm. ., Nav York

36

1

Cmwm

Rocha, Jose F.
Sodriguaa. Salvador
Rodriguez, Arguelles & Co
Koig & Langsdorf, Antonio

M

E« New York

Bros.,^

ft

Covor

33
II
33
11
3
S

7

—
Fia

f

Sanchez y Haya, Tampa, Fla
San Martin & Leon

««. 13

& Son. H. W.. York. Pa.
& Co., John F.. Lancaiter, Pa

He-.land
Co..

Helme

Henry's Cigar Co
Hey wood, Strawer ft Voight Litho. Oi, of
Hippe Hroi. & Co., Philadelphia
Hotel

3S
33
33

New York

George W.,

New

Monroa

Shields- Wertheim Co.. Cleveland.
Steiner. Sona ft Co.,
Stern, Maximilian

Straua

8
12

33
33

Y'ork
Sclleravill:, Pa
IL. Philadelphia

D.,

Sheip Mfg. Co., H.

»««Htoa teeratloo, Tfc«
Heekm Can Co

&

33

&

Schlegel, Geo.,

ITHEMOEHLELITHOGRAPHICffl:

7
33

o
Cato Cigar Co., E. H.
Cafla Sumatra Qa, ...,.»...
Guerra, V., Diaz
Co., Tanipa,

Owners and Manufacturers

33

Rusenwald

a

LOPEZ

»•»•••-#«•«

Neuberger, Heinrich, Havana
Nicholas & Co., G. S., New Y'ork
Nissly & Sons; E. L., Florin, Pa.
Niasly & Co.. John F., Lancaster, Pa

Sellers.

M.

36
a* «-# • • « a •

t

Racine Paper Goods Company

1«7

—

M

New York

Erneat,

9
Freeman, Sidney

RACINE, WIS.,

ita

1

33

31

Pockets

q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and are the
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known

Telephon*
John 1942

12

33

36

Deisel-Wemmer Co.. The, Lima,
Demuth & Co., William
Dunn & Co., T. J., New Y'ork
Duys & Co., H

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

Sole

1

33

M

«

Inc

New York and iampa

Diaz,

11

Urn

Marqueasee, Julius
*....
Melachrino & Co.,
Mendelsohn, Borneman ft Ca, New York
Merriam Segars, Inc
Michaelson & Prasse, Havana
Mi Favorita Cigar Co., Inc
Moehle Litographic Co., The, Brooklyn
»••••« #a aa
Morris & Company, Philip

-

Cardenai

AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

NEW VORK

.Cmm

Ca.

Anctioneers and CommigsioB Herclmti

Coupon Cigar

me/'/mn

ft

*

I

*

A.
Philadelphia

Bobrow Brothers
Boucher Cork & Machine
Bnanhoff Mfg. Co
Business Upportunity

Parmenter Wax-Lined
BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

3

36

3«

D

CIGAR

....

Co.,
M.
Co., P.

^
—

Co., R-

lirus..

Bustillo Brothers

and Impart a most palatable flavor

FRIES

LiSrapiuc-

3

nVw" •Y^;k " ;:;v.-::.-.v.v. v:' ;:;:.-.v

CO-

Manuel

Lopea ft
Lonll*r4

Manila Advertising Agency

Behrens

Make

& Condit Co.. New York
Manuel. New York

American Sumatra Tobacco Co.
Americau Tobacco Co., The, New York
Arguelles, Lopez & Bro.

Uayuk

CIGAR FLAVORS
tobacco mellow and smooth

Co..

Lopez,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

WESTERN OFFICE
179 West Washington

A

—
—

O

Wm., New York

36
33
33
33

New York

Suarez.

Co.. K.,
M. A-. Havana

Taylor,

Wm.

ft

—
Kew York

Tttllcr

36
32

8

T.

CO.
I

?8g?A"*Ll7n^c?5)s

90 Wall

St.,

New York

JelUtt ft Blomenthal, Ltd.,

BRANCH OFFICC
170

West Randolph

St.

Philadel^im

ChicagoJll.

..

=

.„...,

I.,

Boston,

Cn

Uau.

Works. Hanover, Pa.

^HIGHEST QUALITY

CIGAR BANDS
SHOW CARDS
FOLDING BOXES.
ETC.

257-265 WEST

17"

ST

steiner building

NEW YORK.

SPECIALISTS
LITHOGRAPHIC
FOR THE
CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY

M

Upmann,

MAN

H..

GERMAN

Landau, Chartes N*.^ Vn,-!*'
i-»ane
Robert E« Ne«B VrtrW

PROCESS^c,

nONAL

Liggett ft

M*" "^""^^""""8

J-WD-Nuncz
t^pc*

1^

&
at

Co..
K.Q.,

Tobacrn

4

f*j»

3

„.....„...

2

—

Universal Tobacco Machine Oe,

Co.,

P.

W
Wicke Ribbon Co., Wm.. New York
Weymann'Bruton Ca

33

.Cover

IV

Cover IV

M
A

C^ltXtA

Hermanos,

—

Richmond, Va

tH
12
12

>

Ca,

Co.,

Havana

%

OF

—3

Co.

V«r^anck &

FACTURERS

SKETCHES FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

RREGUhAR PAGINATION

Map

United States Tobacco
13

if!)^fc
Kocher,"'e^i""f
S. R. WriffhtaviU*
P«
I^I^USSman. E. A. New Vnrfe

Union .American Cigar Co
United Cigar Manufacturera* Co
tJsitcd

s
Kaffenburgh & Sons,
iveystone Cigar Bok

W!?STEINER.SONS&CO

12

New York and TanpA

«»

Vork Tobacoo

0>..

The, York, Pa.

.... a*a»a

••«««

(••aaaeaa«**a«a«««

^

ii^ai

XPOSUR

J..

WE GIJ4R4NTEE

Copenhagen

SNUFF

k:

'^##

Snuff
•••

rincipe

To Be

ABSOLITTELY PURE

WE

Copenhagen Snuff is made
Tennewee and Kentucky Tohacco.
guarantee

the

from

whole

leaf

de Gales

ot

We

guarantee the sweetening and seasoning and flavors and »cent, in fact
is pure and
everything that is added to the tobacco or put on the tobacco,
Law*.
Food
Pure
States
United
the
under
food
in
freely
may be u»ed

>^

>^>$->

HAVANA- CIGARS
A BRAND WITH A WONDERFUL

Copenhagen Snuff can feel entirely
every
safe and know that he u using a pure tobacco, we off«r to
any man (including our own employees) Five Thousand
Dollars who will thow our guarantee to be incorrect, or to any
man who findi in Copenhagen Snuff a« manufactured and shipped
by us anything used in the tobacco or on the tobacco that may
not be uied freely in food products under the United States Pure
Food Laws.
of

user

RECORD

AN UNINTERRUPTED SALE FOR
MORE THAN 60 YEARS

A STANDARD
Weyman-Bruton Company
50 UnlM Square
New York

^^^:
y^"/^

pneaiDENT

Who

t.>

V'

OF VALUE

AMONG HAVANA

LINES

OCTOBER

HAVANA AMERICAN

in

Tke Nan

<%

Kt?J?-

OLD STANDARD

OUR OFFER
THAT

'^«

CO.

HFTH AVENUE

NEW

1916

YORK

Leading Features

Smokes Them Says
"It

is

BEST CIGAR

the

VALUE IN THE WORLD
ftt

Local Manufacturers Increase Price of
Nickel Brands Following
"Oinco** Advance

5c."

That

M

the reason the

is

John Ruskin

Adolph FraiJcau

Pipe Factory on Long Island

one of the
World's Biggest

Cigar

A Company to Operate

is

Matches Duo for Another Price Increase

Sellers.

Effect of Tobacco on Health

John Ruskin

THEY COULD BE SMALLKR-BUT NOT BKTTER

John Ruskin Cigars
made and
is

the

the choicest

I.

Famous

famous

quality

Manufacturing Growth in the United

and

States

Broadway Bits

we

are justly proud

Trade Letters of Vital Interest From All

to

Sections

advertise*
.'L^:

J.

Largest Independent Cigar Factcfyl in'the World.

We are proud of our jobbers
Bros.,

Latest Reports

just as

our jobbers are proud of ^'BOLD

Bobrow

/

Boy's Column

Office

jobbing connections^

^^t

LEWIS CIGAR MFG. COMPANY
N.

for its

a point that

Sharing

NEWARK,

its

its

is

**Above All"

Havana tobacco used
grown. They Ve

Voucher
on the Band of Each John
Ruskin Cigar.
Profit

famous for
workmanship*

today;

are hand-

mild— Big and Fragrant,
Valuable

^
\^

That ^^BOLD'' Cigar

Latest

.

PhiladelpW

From

the Cuban Market

American Leaf
Tobacco Markets

News

of the

Registration of

New

Brands of Cigars,

Oigarettee, Tobacco, Etc.

Vol.

•^iBUBHKD IMl

PUBLIOATIOM OrriOBS:

236 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

XXX \]

No. 10

TIIK T015AC('()

WORLD.

MANILA CIGARS

F.

F.

UOZANO, SON
a

S.

le|.

I'.

S. Pal. Office

arettes
8*

CO.

Plain

"F.

End or CorkTirpcd

as a breeze from the sea

"The

Little

— Manila

burn

Cigars

hand made, Spanish
method— They have body and character—
under
of quality is rigidly maintained

Brown Box'

are

all

high standard

Lozano" Brand

Government supervision and

Clear Havana Cigars

PHILIP

OFFICE AND FACTORY; TAMPA, FLORIDA
New York

Mild and as Coot

perfectly— They

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous
TRADE MARK

As

^ VL LOZANO

LOZANO

C.

72

Fifth

MORRIS &

Look for the Government Guarantee
Stamp on Every 'Box

CO.. LTD.

New

Avenue

inspection.

York

'

Addrett, 437 Fifth Avtnne

r"!

"

I

I'lM,"":,

i!:.'llilMIJ^:!'.^iil;lffllllil!l!ili^::^:i;.^L:.:

l|.]|

),

,

ni.ijl.....J

Londres Grandes

Darby
The

&

Joan

VETERANO

SIZE

Cigars
is

the

Habana Cigar ever made
2 for 25c. having that delicate

Finest All
at

Mildness and Fine

by Connoisseurs.

Aroma Sought
Made only by

JOHN W. MERRIAM & CO.
New York

101 Spring Street,
(MER.R.IAM CIGARS INC.. SUCCESSOR.

1

For Gentlemen of Good Taste

San Felice

CIGARS

V)

The

CIGAR MFG.

CO.
PHILADELPHIA

The Deisel-Wemmer Company
LIMA, O.

THE TOBACCO WORLD

MANILA CIGARS

The Cigar that Wins

ALL ADMIRE THE QWAyTT
The

new mild

Tamps Ct^ar

F.

S.FERNANDE2 &

CO.

nr

MAKERS, TAMPA FLA

LOZANO

C LOZANO

Worlds Oldest

F.

1.0ZAN0,
U

S.

M

•

»•

"F. Lozano'*

CO.

OFFICE

End or Cork-Tipped

*The

Little

Brown Box*

Cigars

burn

-They

are

all

high standard

Government
PHIUP MORRIS &

AND FACTORY; TAMPA, FLORIDA

72

Fifth

sea— Manila

hand made, Spamsh
method- They have body and character—
under
of quality is rigidly maintamed

Brand

N«w YoA AddrMt, 437

as a breeze from the
perfectly

Clear Havana Cigars

C- S. rat. OfflM

Cigarettes
Plain

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous
TRADE MARK

SON

Hi^tgrade Turkish

Mild and as Coot

As

Fifth

Avenue

LTD.

CO..

New

York

supervision

and

inspection.

Look for the Government Guarantee
Stamp on Ever? 'Box

Armnw

I

Londres Grandes

Darby
The

&

Joan

VETERANO

SIZE

Cigars
is

the

Habana Cigar ever rnade
2 for 25c. having that delicate

Finest All
at

Mildness and Fine

by Connoisseurs.

Aroma Sought
Made only by

JOHN W. MERRIAM &
101 Spring Street,

(MERB.IAM CIGARS

CO.

New York

INC..

SUCCtlSOR)

For Gentlemen of Good Ta«te

San

Felice

CIGARS

•i

o/^c/crJuK

CIGAR MFG. CO.
PHILADELPHIA

INTENTIONAL 2ND EXPOSURE

The Deisel-Wemmer Company
LIMA, O.

THE TOBACCO WORLD

(the

Quality Paramount

Made at our Newark, N.

CELEBRATED

UPHANN

H.

I

CIGARS

J.,

tobacco world

Factories

ROCKY FORD

NICKEL CIGAR

HAND MADE

manufacture at our several Pittsburgh
extensive line of
factories, a very attractive and
for
at
5 cents, and
2
cigars and stogies to retail

Wc alio
3

for

Our

5 cents.

"FAMOUS"

TADEMA

HAVANA

CIGAR8

ArgUelles, Lopez

O Bro.

MAKERS
GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE

leaders

"FLAG HEADS"

and

3

222 PEARL STBEET

TAMPA

LEALTAD 129

NEW YOKK

FLORIDA

HAVANA

Write for full Information

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

General Offices.

(HABANA]
Strictly Independent Manufacturers

^

PUNCH

Cigar With Hardly a Rival

MANUEL LOPEZ,

CHAS.
Sole

LANDAU

Agent for United

82 Wall

Street

States

^

ADfiOST

Proprietor, 28
iUTTNAUER. GMtnl Repwwititlw,

Habana, Cuba
235 FIFTH AVE.. HEW YOM

Rayo

St.,

New York

"LA MEGA''
^^J^J^
THE HIGHEST
HAVANA CIGARS OF
QUALITY AND BEST WORKMANSHIP

Guerra, Diaz & Co., Tampa.

They Lead the Leaders
m

Y.

&

Pendas

Alvarez

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA
19

Yoik

HAVANA CIGARS
pOMEO Y l ULIETA
The Leader

CIGARS

Havana, Cuba

N«w

III Walt AikmA SirMt.

Fia.

ESTABLISHED 1M7

No.

HAVANA BLEND"

26 SIZES

V.

Estrelia

"MILD

and Canada

Board of Trade Bldg., Montreal, Canada

%m

MADE

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE

in all the

World's Markets

Our Motto: "QUALITY"
Office

and Salesroom,

NEW YORK

Manufacturers of the old brands

"Sor and

-

80J-«03

THIRD AVE.

U. S. RtpNMititiTt:

Wm. T.Tayltr, IS

CITY

''Devesa de Murias''

The

BACHIAS

Independent factories

HiTana Clgtri
Our Motto:

Quality, always
a little better than
Havana's Best

For Hen of Means

Smoking Tobacco

Unifonnity

WmI

Br the cree/^ anv cold banv

BACHIA & CO.

SfaciiMBtf. St.

a

New Cut

Packed

for

47

Union

Central

Reoownsd

R. A.

Original

and Genuine

in

/t)cjvTiriir©

Brt td St.,N.Y.CIt7.

N«w York

in

a

Pocket-proof Package
1

1/2

ounces

— 5 cents

United Sutes TobMco Ct.

ICHMOND.

VA.
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The

To Push
WiU
The Lar^ Tuxedo Packa^s
It

Every time you
is

sell

Humidor of Tuxedo it
sales of 10c Tuxedo Tins!

get a tenfold result with the same time and

Isn't that

else.

Start right in today to see
•11

I'

how many

Havana Cigars

and

Lopez Hermanos

that

worth while?

10c Tuxedo Tins you can change to Tuxedo

K

Clear

effort.

You increase your sales, multiply your profit,
make sure your customer doesn't buy nine-tenths of
tobacco somewhere

Cigar

a 90c Glass

equal to making ten separate

You

Girard

Makers

You

requests for
Quantity sales.

can have the smile

I'll!

your customers how much time and bother th^
quantity package will save them, and the extra enjoyment
Just

and satisfaction they will get out of it. A big percentage
of them will see the point, and there's no way you can
increase your sales so fast and so easy.

8

plus the profit!

tell

New York

Factory:

Office:

The Girard

Tampa,

250 Fourth Ave.

Fla.

^

Jlil»;«»<iiiiiii»»**^i'

>1^'^:'.

JW*^'-

^m-

-a»^

cs^-SCi-.

\i

PATTERSON'S

PATTER Sons

IS
TOBACCO

TOBACCO

r-r:f

:fe

'"'^'y'

^'I WIO
^^.mtt^tifstlMsi^mimmivM^
.I

t.;

•

fact.

our "Dealer's Safety first
Proposition" and you'll see why.
This gives you the opportunity to try
the
out to your own satisfaction one of

send

for

best-known and best-selling cigars in the
country— w/Moa/ one cent of cost to you.
take all the chances.

We

The Girard is the

best advertised fO-cent

proves a senshown.

cigar in the country, and it
sational hit wherever it is

The
in The Saturday Evening Post and
Literary THgest with their millions of cir-

man

Cigar

inculation every week among the most
Then you will realize
telligent readers.
why so many high-class smokers call for
the Girard Cigar.

doesn't want the
big 90c Tuxedo Glass Humidor or 80c
Tin Humidor, then suggest the SOc^or
40c Packings. You'll be pretty sure to
land him with one of these 4 handsome
Packings of this popular tobacco.

The
The
The
The

If a

Tuxedo 90c Glass
Tuxedo 50c Glass
Tuxedo 80c Tin
Tuxedo 40c Tin

m

And Girard

IE

M >ARTAGASJ

(!%<!!?^'?

GIRAR

'

'

A

No theory about

CIFUENTES, PECO Y CA.,
Havana, Cuba

::

I

and satisfying smoke that never
friend-maker
gets on your nerves.
every time.

^bah^
172 Industria

^y2||m|ii^

quality keeps them coming.

A mild

C«l

YC?

Humidor
Humidor
Humidor
Humidor

Go to it nou\ and keep right at
paying others and it will pay

The smoker

Just look at our striking advertisements

this.

We have had to

double our capacity. Now we're ready.
And we want to prove to you that Girards
will be the biggest asset in your case.

Remember, the proof
you a

doesn't cost

cent.

it-

you.

ROBERT

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

C"

a

The World's Standard

it*s

^•^-^JC

variety of Tuxedo
and their attractive

It's

Quantity Packings
appearance will help you a whole lot.
Display these Tuxedo packings prominently where your customers cannot fail
to see them.

ir-a-i&hi^

Havana

"PARTAGAS'^

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

The number and

in

no myth.

it

Just

The Rear Independent Factory

is

The dealer gets it
from the mild, full flavor.
couldn t lose
because the Girard is a money-maker. You
out on Girard cigars if you tried.
gets

y

smile

E.

LANE

General Hepresentative for
United States and Canada

115

Broadway

New York

.

Just

drop us a

line today*

Address Department

Antonio Roig

&

H

Langsdorf

Philadelphia
The -Broker"
E«tablUhed 1871

Actual Size, 10c.
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^

the
T^^tail Dealers: Harmony is going to sell. Prepare for
guarantee the sale of
We
yours.
not
ris%,
our
at
demand
or more every day or every
pound
a
get
can
You
ounce.
every
factory to your store. Order
our
from
direct
delivered
week

The Exceptional Cigar

from your jobber

NOW,

:Ss^^M^^.. .&..

In the cTxxim-ccknvd.

.-•

Twt-btrMiitiJi

BUSTILLO BROS. & DIAZ,

Inc.

GENERAL OFFICES

New York

267 Fourth Aveniie

City

"44" Cigar Co.

Philadelphia

i
1

BAYUK BROTHERS

&

G. S. Nicholas
41 and 43 Beaver

DIRECT IMPORTERS

Street,

Co.

New York

NEW

Independent Factories

nVE CENT CIGAR

all

of

Havana

which are made under the personal control and

of the oldest cigar manufacturers in

raiLADELPHIA

its

own

G. H.

GATO CIGAR COMPANY
WUOi
HavaM

FOR FORTY YEARS
THE STANDARD

By

.

T.

Cl«iv

cCitn

Am iwGi

Cuba, thus

J.

Writ* for Open TMritory
pMlofy: K«r WMt. Ra.

N*w York CMHc*: 20S W. BrMdwar

Each

retaining for each

of these

<a CO.

of

Bachelor

H. 91st Street.

New

its

cool

tobaccos plays

and characterful

York

'B.cked Solidly

o

By

Adberlising.

Advertising in the following
Saturday Evening Post
Life
Collier's

Weekly

Metropolitan

BEST THAT SKILL, CJHEMGY AM9 MONEY
SHEB 1860

H.

FENDUCH.

CAfi

PRCMUCE

Maker. EVANSVILLE. IND.

CIGAR

own

flavor.

part in

One

is

giving

used for

for

for

its

pungency— one because
its full, mellow **body'''

"fruity" richness— one for its
of its unusual s'lUjeetness—BXid

—

new, more delicious flavor it might be
savor of
called "rich mildness" so delicately does the rich
own most
these tobaccos shade into mildness. But only your
cherished old pipe can really reveal to you Harmony's
perfectly balanced taste.
.g^^^^^M^'U^^o.^ar.

The

result is a

ii

^A. PIPE

Cigar

5c

its

one

aroma— one

ONY
HARMBLENDc^

Upon Request.

DUNN

New

401-^05

It has
in smoking tobacco.
complished something
succeded in so intimately blending (or harmonizing) several
different choice imported and domestic tobaccos that it has
in reality produced a new, more delightful smoke-flavor—
absolutely ^without a truce of discord*

Harmony

MaK«r«

The

supervision

individuality.

Price List Mailed

exquisite

delicate

manufactured by the

off

its

of the highest grades of Cigars

Hearst's

We have ,o much
list

HARMONY

confidence in
a
of publications, and others having

Scribner's
Literary Digest

McClure'a

Century
Munsey's
Outlook

Red Book

American
Everybody's
World's Work

with rational
total c.rculafon of Over 9 Mdl.ons.
that

we are backing

Popular Mechanics
Illustrated

World

Current Opinion

Review of Reviews
System

i.

Judge
Puck
Leslie's
Scientific

American

Popular Science

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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8
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THE THEATREn^

Remarkable Leaders
among

CLEAR HAVANA BRANDS
These

are

cigars

Made— In— Bond

I

and

—

smoked from Coast to — Coast, enjoying an enviable reputation among
dealers for "Repeat"
You

calls.

should stock at least one of these brands:

"El Briche"

rt|^B

"Hoyo de Cuba"
"Flor de San Martin & Leon"
Jobbers and Dealers have not been slow to appreciate the value of Clear Havana brands that duplicate, as is testified

by the

steadily increasing

San MartiA & Leon cigars are
consumer. Do not lose trade and
to have these goods in stock.

San Martin

sales.

favorites with the
profits

by

failing

Twenty

Million

Likely Card Players

& Leon

Tampa, Florida
Member, Tobacco Merchants'
11

will see the national advertising of

Association

t

A

PLAYING
CARDS

BICYCLE
CONGRESS

Favorite

with

the

BEST

H^

Cidar

Stores

Restaurants
|(!|3?3rifo?aiI3#^in^P

^___Z1^

'^ll!-.^!!.,!^

2

Hotels and
Clubs

Manufacturers

CO., Tampa, Fla.
&
PEDRO CASTRO
New York

magazines during the fall, winter and spring. This
advertising will appear in such widely read publications as The
Saturday Evening Post, Literary Digest, life, Cosmopolitan, Vogue,
in their

Vanity

favorite

Fair,

Harper's Bazar, Theatre Magazine

and MacLean's

&

CO., 52 Beaver

Street

and

who

all

are likely to play cards in the future.

Every reader of these publications

will

see these advertisements

and practically everyone will read them because they will be
the

human

interest peculiar to cards

and

full of

c^ird-playing.

Every advertisement will be entirely different from the advertising

Acknowledged Leader

we have used

for several years.

Attractive drawings from

Havana Cigars

compel the reader's

attention.

life

in

your window so passers-by

will see

them.

you do not handle playing cards there is no better time than
now to begin. Start at once so you will enjoy in your town the beneAs a trial order have your jobber sen«l you,
fit of our advertising.
Bicycle and Congress assorted
for instance, a dozen packs each of
If

among

the following be^t-selling backs:

Bicycle—ThisUe,

New

we shall
us your name .nd address and jobbpc's name and
^^J
\«l^^
'.""/^'ZTJ^y
your local use.
helps for
advertismg
and
backs
mailing Ust and send you announcements of new

THE
CINCINNATI,

U. S. A.

U.

S.

Fan,

Fountain. Muse,
Acorn, Lotus. Rider, Racer. Congress— Mutter.
The investment is practically nothing.
Vista, Sappho, Orpheus.
The profit to you is unusually good.

'END

amon^
Mild SumatraWrapi

Large space will allow for convincing presentation of the Bicycle and Congress qualities.
This advertising will send customers to your store if you will
handle Bicycle and Congress Cards and let people know it. If you
will

carry these cards in stock make sure that you have an adequate
packs
supply for the opening of the card-playing season and put a few

These publications go into four million homes and are read by
twenty million people. They are the kind of magazines that reach
card players

CARDS

now

Magazine (Canada).

Distributers

LOUIS G. SMITH

PLAYING

PLAYING CARD COMPANY
TORONTO, CANADA

THE TOBACCO WOKT.D
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25^ to 75^ Increased Sales
are

made by many

dealers in

Mr. Cigar Manufacturer

CIGARETTES

This

since our big Outdoor Painted advertising campaign

started.

Painted Bulletins

one shown
are

to begin to use

Use

Florida,

domestic
is

danger-

We have some

will

fancy, light, fine quality

to the

to 50 feet

are paint-

GEORGIA and FLORIDA

ed in striking coiort
and are placed along
the mo.^t heavily trav-

eled thoroughfares

in

1

Wrappers

immedifl'e vicin-

ity of

you

12 feet high

They

the

for

work another year for nothing,
Georgia and Connecticut Shadegrown.

you don't look out you

like

and from 25
long.

If

moment

condition of the imported wrapper market

The

or at a loss.

9

left

the psychological

wrappers.
ous.

th«.

is

dealers' stores.

that

bum and

taste as

good

as any imported wrapper.

They

will

>

We have proven conclusively to the American Tobacco Co.
that

by

concentrating their

Wall and Bulletin Advertising

in the dealers' im-

I

mediate neighborhoods, that their dealers will sell more Sweet Caporal
Cigarettes, and incidentally increase profits to their mutual advantage.

prosperous?

We

have a long
will benefit by this campaign.
term contract which guarantees permanent advertising through the biggest
and most dominating advertising medium it is possible to secure.

Every dealer

Every dealer can lay
assistance in selling

in a fresh stock,

knowing

you on every cigar that you sell.
The only way that will enable you to make money, is to please
Which would you rather be, prejudiced or
your customers.

make money

that he will receive plenty of

for

It's

MERICAN
A LWAYS

it.

up

to you.

UMATRA

S ELLS

OBACCO

T HE

OMPANY

C HOICEST

Ask Dad, he knows
is

CHICAGO

the slogan.

You've seen

TOBACCO

it.

^os.(usack (ompany

142 Water

NEW YORK

Largest Advertising Company in the World

NATIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR

87

PRINCIPAL CITIES

B

Street,

New York.

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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"Are these cigars
"Yes, surely.

were packed

in

a
I

A

cigar

Smoites Fresh'
salesman PREFERS selling

fresh aro-

Send

and see the

LOEWENTHAL

all

quality.

S.

LOEWENTHAL

Loewenthal

S.

sample

for

Importers of

B.

&

Havana and Packers

LOEWENTHAL

Sons

of Leaf Tobacco

MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

123

HeeKin
Can

Co.

Culvert, SixtH

SIDNEY

J.

FREEMAN,

123 Liberty Street

Write for exclusive agency for the

pRAT

burning op the
sales track because it
represents the utmost for the

"Lord" Cigar

is

money*

with a

proposition

unique

for the

profit-

store-

sharing

keeper

JOc quality— I Oc quantity
—retails in the Patterson
duo-paper package at

5c
Most

cost double in tins.

jobbers are supplied.

" Exceedingly Better "

HENRY'S CIGAR CO.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Origiaal

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,

P«tMTMoa ol RIchnNnd, V«.

Inc.

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES
You Cannot be Mistaken

3«.. Inc.

\(;encies in

(

Co.,

London. «

'

'ap<^->Wi.

the PRiNciPAL

214-^16

the name of Adolph Frankau & Company, Incorporated, to manufacture the famous A. Frankau &
Company, Limited, pipes at College Point, Long Island.
This means that the Frankau pipes such as B. B. B., Vulof
canite and Briar will be manufactured in America, and
as
the same quality material and identical workmanship
those now produced in England.
Attention is called to the rumor that has gained credare
ence in some quarters, to the eflfect that B. B. B. pipes

Sole Agent in U.

New

&

S.

York

A.
City

jobbers
like the
that the
a much
the
needed step that put the burden on the consumer, for
columns
daily newspapers announced in their advertising
be asked
that hereafter the smokers of "Cinco" cigars would

"Cinco" brand from $35 to $37.50 per thousand,
But
and dealers groaned and said, 'Tt's come."
Bishop they became optimistic when they found
It was
supposed disaster was no disaster at all.

cents straight.
As a result of the increase in price on the "Cinco"
brand many of the big Philadelphia factories will have advanced the price on their nickel brands, proportionately,

to

pay

five

by October

2.

noteworthy in this connection that the local brands
on which prices have been advancedare the big-selling cigars
lastes in
which have established a reputation for merit,
cigars differ but there is no discounting the factor of quality.
One blend may make more appeal than another but,
comparatively, the better grades of tobacco go into their
raised their prices hesitated to do so because they feared a loss in sales, but as
one man remarked, "We much prefer selling only half the

Some manufacturers who have

number of cigars we do to-day at a profit, than to continue
at the present rate and face a loss."
The advance benefits the retailer for in most cases his
profits will really be larger in the end.
By selling the widely
more money

You Stock the Easiest sold Cigarettes

If

at five cents straight the dealer will make
than on the cheaper brands at the old price

of six-for-a-quarter.

The demand

for the leaders

is

about

Inc.. are

one and the dealer turns his money on the^ many
times before he turns it once on the less popular brand.
The public knows more or less how the prices of tobaccos and everything else has risen.
He finds that in

W

purchasing other necessities that the prices are steadily
advancing. He, therefore, cannot question the integrity of

R^nH *

fifteen to

.

S.

South \incA

crriEs

WEST

CalculU. 10 GovoriHMBt

VIosM

«ii«.

Ruf ZhenS

of the world

47th

STREET,

PIPES ON LONG ISLAND

interest to the pipe trade in America is the announcement of the formation of a company under

fearing paralysis, said
S the Bishop, who had been
when he pinched several times and felt no sensaThe comparison
tion, "Ifs come, oh! it's come."
out that
does not end here for, happily, it turned
been pinching.
his own leg that the Bishop had
it was not
its cost and
The entire tobacco trade has been watchmg
time, and groaned inwardly and outprofit figure for some
ahead like a jack-rabbit
wardly when it saw costs jumping
stricken aeroplane.
and profits coming down like a
advanced
Every one knew that prices would have to be
that neither the jobber
but at the same time they also knew
Like the Bishop they
could bear the burden.

known cigars

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, 120 Clubs and 360 Regimental Mes&es throughout Europe
4 V|«i.ehHno %

J^

Factory to be Established at College Point— To Produce
Same Quality of Pipes as Now Made in England
Will be Ready to Market in 1917

manufacture.

.

1«*\ND tCPOTS nf

No.

1916.

FRANKAO & COMPANY TO MAKE
B. B. B.

It is

Would

&

A.

with fear and
have awaited the first indication of disaster
And when the news was given out that Otto
trembling.
Brothers, Inc., had advanced the price of their
Eisenlohr

"MAGALLANES"

O.

"Heekin Can Since 1901"

M. Melachrino

FOLLOWED BY

IS

nor dealer

& Ne-w Sts.

CINCINNATI.

L

1,

F

H.S.

service on

ADVANCED

Otto Eisenlohr & Brothers, Inc., Followed
Steo Taken by
Manufacturers— Long Delayed Move
by Many Local
Jobber and Dealer—
Finally Made— Will Benefit

attractive designs.

orders.

YORK, OCTOBER

INCREASE ON MANY OTHER BRANDS

matic smokes for he knows they'll satisfy.
If you pack YOUR cigars, stogies or tobacco in
Heekin Cans, salesmen will not only prefer selling
them, but customers ^vill ask for them because
every Heekin Can is handsomely lithographed with

Prompt

((

CINCO"

Cans Always Keep

These

NEW

just opened 'em and besides, they

I

HEEniN CAN
M^

PHILADELPHIA AND

';^^[^^^,

fresh?" asked the ci stomer.

PUee
'^aciia

CAIRO. HmI Oftee
hUmlMirg. 18-20

PRICE LIST

mmd Fadory

GroM« Bac^entr

UPON APPUCATION

NEW YORK

a

manufacturer

a profit unless

I

when he

says, "I, too, cannot

get more

money

for

my

(Continued on Page 2o)

do business

goods."

at

and
already being made in America, shipped to England
imthen returned to this country for sale as the genuine
repreported article. C. C. Clark, American and Canadian
as an
sentative of the London Company brands this rumor
tradeuntruth and states that no American-made pipes
B. B. B. have ever come into the United States

marked

trade of A. Frankau & Company.
Among the interesting things Mr. Clark had to say
would
about the new company was that the new factory
used by the
use exactly the same quality of briar as is now
factory at
English factory. Further the machinery for the
shipped to
College Point will all be made in England and
The man who will have charge of this new
this country.
a close study
factory is now at the English factory making
methods of manufacture. Employes in the College
of their

of producing
Point factory will be taught the English style
quality and
pipes thus assuring the trade that the high
workmanship will be retained in the products of the Amer-

ican factory.

of this factory will enable the compipe in this
pany to produce and market the same grade of
taxes will be
country at a lower cost than formerly. Certain
shortage will be
avoided and the question of labor and
suffered from
overcome. In England the company has also
establishment of the
shortage of raw material. With the
disnew factory the company hopes to overcome the recent
the United
advantages under which it has worked to supply

The establishment

States trade.

that the EngAttention is directed to the announcement
to manufacture the B. B. B.
lish firm reserves the right
pro"Own Make" pipe, and that this will continue to be
to this
only in the English factory and exported

duced

„

country.

.

.

factory at College Point
ready to manufacture early in 1917.

The new

is

»
^
^
u
expected to be

Boss Form Cigar Firm
and Leonard Boss, two well-known KalaJ Breen
partnership
mazoo cigarmakers, have recently formed a
manufacturing of cigars at
and will open a factory for the
103 East Kalamazoo Avenue.
grade
The Breen & Boss Company will make a high

Brcen

&

M

five-cent cigar to be

known

as the

"B

&

B."

llll
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wise would have been gobbled up by some manufacturer
of war orders whose profits did allow him to pay a big price
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profess to see still higher prices
coming and predict the sixj-cent cigar as the solution.
Certainly if we observe the soaring quotations on cigar
leaf types the outlook is not very cheerIf anything prices are still going
ful.
Hilghcr
Prices
up and there is no sign that they will
Other industries have
ever go down.
taken the increases and handed them back to old reliable
Mr. Consumer. The cigar manufacturing industry needs
a contribution from Mr. Consumer as much as any other.

says,

remember

"Dealer

Headline in contemporary
quick! All the dealers
(.imme the pasteboards,

very
do with lately have been

Passes.''

we

ve had

prompt with a

raise.

Yes, all of 'em.

And speaking

of "passes"

we

are beginnirig to take

World s
Column

Series.

in those connected with
a proper interest
called this a Sporting
Gee, if we had only

working

innings the agonizing efAfter watching for several
overcome a six-run lead handed
forts of our home boys to
we decided to take our nap
the enemy in the first inning
When w-e told our
among more cheerful surroundings.
much length and closed for
friend this he began to argue at

well to

class comprises a big majority of the consumer

When

orders are scarce the laboring classes feel it
first.
Factories are closed and soup kitchens opened. In
such time many manufacturers, themselves, have no easy
job in trying to hold on to their property (in order to work
it again when orders are more plentiful) with taxes to pay,
depreciation on machinery, interest on investments in raw
materials, buildings, equipment, etc.

In a neighboring city strikers, unable to attain their
demands, have practically threatened to starve out a city of
three million people.
Another body of men has bnxight
the Government of the United States to its knees. It does
not take great foresight to anticipate a crisis greater than
any of these.
Arbitration has joined the Hague Peace Tribunal in
exile.
It seems apparent that laws will have to be enacted
that will take the adjustment of differences between employers and employes out of the hands of both.

Pictures that we see to-day, and which some of us
experience, of belligerent labor and embattled capital, give
promise of more serious difficulties to come.
Without our industrial attainments there would be no
need for such multitudes of labor, and no cause for such
uneasy situations as are being faced by many industries

There is much to be said in behalf of the employe,
but not enough to warrant the destruction of those institutions which have made him the highest paid of his class
throughout the world.

Any

readjustments of industrial conditions In this
country, following the end of the European war, will fall
heavily upon the employe.
There are manufacturers in
business to-day who will be able to close their factories
their
at the end of the war and live on the income from
investments, but these are not for the most part in staple
lines.
been
labor in factories filling war orders has not
paycreated. It has been lured there by offers of higher
from staple lines. The staple industries have had to create
after
their labor and they will not, wilingly, cast it aside,
it has become profitable, to make places for deserters.

IRREGULAR PAGINATION

The

1

DID IT EVER HAPPEN TO YOU?

the affirmative

best Swedish
old store and secure a dozen boxes of the
safety matches for a carelessly thrown jitney.
six
But times have begun to change. First we paid
a poorer grade
cents, then they began asking eight for
than formerly.
of match and a good many less in a box
Now we are asked to separate ourselves from a "thin one
Some of the
for a dozen boxes of these fireless safeties.
are so poor
brands of imported matches now in circulation
pocketful of parlor
that we know smokers who carry a
"blue tips" to set the safeties on fire with.
disBe that as it may, the glad tidings have just been
including thin, fat
tributed that matches of all descriptions
dry and wet, safe and
tall, short, strikeless and fireless,
before the
ones, are due for an advance in price

dangerous

that the increase in wages
does not keep pace with the increase in living costs. When
prices go up the answer is, "Put it on the consumer." It
can't be helped. There is no one else to stand it. And the
it is

to-day.

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

THE GREAT AMERICAN GAME.

for labor.

pipe-smoking time to lighting matches; this
But all of us
is also true of some cigar smokers.
we have
to keep well supplied with matches unless
their

who carry them for us.
Time was, before the distant war put up the price of
in at any
shaves, shines and sundaes, when you could stop

COLUMN

to

to be

friends

of a

cigar increases from twenty to two hundred per cent, there
is a serious problem to face.
solution has been found by
raising the prices of cigars to both the jobbing and retail
trade, depending on them to collect from the consumer.
The raise in wages in the cigar industry was not due
to the increased profits of the manufacturing business but
was necessary in order to retain the help which other-

family.

Vol

like

OFFICE
BOY'S

'I

and all
Following the recent agitations in the First and Ninth
Internal Revenue Districts of this State, many manufacturers have voluntarily raised wages, and others are
planning to do so.
Labor is a vital factor in production costs. But when
is

PUBLICATION OFFICES

m.

THE

goods

they must make shipments or lose
both
business and prestige. In most cases
th
strike never comes off, the wage
increase
is again lovely for a time.

Outdone by Cigar Manufacturers
\TCHES are used for a lot of things and also by
of
smokers. Some smokers devote a large part

Match Men Not

As soon
giving work

The Labor
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by saying, "Stay and

see,

they

11

come back.

our weariness
Whereupon we replied with fitting spirit that
of not only staywas due entirely to a prolonged session
our experience
and seeing" but also "raising" and that
ing

"come back
was not such as to lead us to indulge in the
Our judgment was vindicated by the final score.
illusion.

violets

bloom

again.

wood, blue, potash, phosthe boxes are
phorous, and even the paper from which
Demade have succumbed to our old friends Supply and
well out in
mand. This would indicate that Demand if
that if he finished
front with Supply trailing so far behind
machines.
third he would pay $98.70 on the mutuel
matches
Smokers have a friendly feeling for Swedish

The reasons

for this are that

not shipping as many
but, according to report, Sweden is
every once in a
matches- here as formerly. Then, again,,
lays a friendly
while one of John Bull's floating arsenals

matches, mails

hand on a Scandinavian steamship carrying
shooes it into
and other things to some American port, and
service examine
Kirkwall where officers in His Majesty's
mail, cargo and passengers at leisure.
And for this friendly interest on the part of Cousin
accordingly. When
John the users of imported matches pay
stocks get low prices go up.
known
is
The Diamond Match Company, which
matches have
throughout the United States, explains that
war. There has
advanced about fifteen per cent, since the
jobbers
no advance on their part recently. However,
,

They call us the "Unconscious City,"
From which hope has already fled.
But we read of New York with pity,
The home of the unburied dead.*

.

,

a shortage, raised
and dealers with low stocks, anticipating

the ante.

SEE

WHAT

,

been

* Giants.

NOW

.

YOU DONE, CARL!

were walking along Canal Street, in the big town,
tobacconists
recently, when we happened to glance at a
window where we read the following sign
5c Cigars 10c.
Right away w^e knew the proprietor had been reading
money
editorials about how the retailer ought to get more
for his cigars.
We hurried back to Philly to see if any
damage had been done here yet. As soon as we got into
Broad Street Station we saw a sign "5c Sodas 10c." Then
another: "10c Sandwiches 20c." As we crossed Chestnut
Street to get our trolley we saw in a brightly lighted win-

We

-

.,

,
that a further
however,
indicates,
corporation
big
This
of the sky rocketing of
increase may be necessary because
As menStocks are low.
the prices of raw materials.
Demand, is much in evitioned above, that jovial booster,
kings men
"All the king's horses and all the
dence
undertrained friend. Supply, up to
can't seem to drag our
of saying that any advance
the mark Which is another way
accumulation of
will not be forestalled by the

in

prices

such thing."
stocks because "there ain't no

:

dow:

"$3 Hats $6."

When we

sat shivering in the car

we

amid a vast window display: "$15 Overcoats $30." This
made us shiver still more. After awhile we saw the elecWe groaned and
tric sign of our
favorite Coat Man.
shivered a couple of times more and tried to read the sign,
but before we could do so an unattached suit case fell off
the rack and then followed a brilliant display of shooting
stars.
When we opened our eyes we saw a lot of people
dressed all in white, and then framed and hanging on the
wall, this: "Free Dispensary, $1."
promptly returned
to our pastime of counting the shooting stars.

read

We

Exchange Cigar Co.
Sixth Portland Stand for Railway
Exchange
The fifth lease for a store of the Railway
has recently been closed
Cigar Company, Portland, Ore.,
and Washington Streets. This
for the location at Sixth
A. Gunst & Compaiiy. The
store is being vacated by M.

new

tenants have taken a five-year lease.

Company

the Railway Exchange Cigar
secretary
president, and J. E. Donovan,

The

officers of

are, F. S. Stanley,

and manager.

of Gallup,
Miller, the well-known tobacconist
from Railroad Avenue to
N. M., has removed his store
Second Street.

H O
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Election Situation Causes no Alarm in Trade Circles—
"Palo" Line of Siknon Batt & Company Going Well—
M. A. Gunst & Company Raise Wholesale Price List.

San Francisco, September 20, 1916.
IGARETTE DAY in San Francisco came off as
planned last Thursday and with the help of about
three hundred women, the quarter of a million
cigarettes were profitably disposed of for the benefit of the blind sufferers from the European war. Moreover,
the local trade seems not to have felt the increased com-,
petition, since the past two weeks have been about the best
the San Francisco dealers have enjoyed in several months.
The Eastern "prosperity" about which the Coast trade has
been hearing for so long seems at last to be pushing its
way out here, general business conditions having shown
considerable improvement since the close of the vacation
;

m^

season.

The

larger wholesale houses and those smaller ones
that have kept pegging away in spite of the slim pickings
that were reported some months ago, report that the buying

more

now

than for more than a year
past.
The Californi'a trade appears to be quite far from
anything in the way of scare as concerns the general election in November.
Locally, nobody seems to be taking
much interest in the national election, and no fear is manifest that business will go to smash whichever way the
voters may decide.
The prohibition election is another
matter that two years ago caused a lot of uneasiness. This
time, however, the prohibition "Bogey" has had its teeth
pretty well drawn. Most of the cigar men are lined up with
the "drys" in sentiment but the experience of the trade of
Oregon, Washington and Arizona has co'nvinced the local
dealers that as a cold business proposition prohibition has
in the

country

'is

free

;

no

terrors to the cigar trade.

E.

J. Stolz,

Pacific Coast representative of the "Palo"

back this week from his Southern Californ?a trip. He brings with him Mr. Goldberg, who is out
from the factory for a tour of the Pacific Coast territory.
Messrs. Goldberg and Stolz and Joe Rinaldo, the San Francisco distributor, will spend the next few days interviewing the local trade and laying plans for the future. It is
claimed that the 'Palo" has made the greatest hit of any
brand introduced here this year.
Frank Ewan of Fresno, Col., has been spending the
week ?n San Francisco visiting his old friends in the cigar
trade. Mr. Ewan was formerly with the local stores of M.
A. Gunst & Company, but has had a store of his own in
Fresno for several years. Mr. Ewan says that Fresno is a
great town and that the "raisin belt" is in a prosperous state
line of cigars, is

this fall
I.

owing to the good

prices for fruits of all kinds.

Carlson, traveling representative of

M. A. Gunst

&

Company, who devotes most

of his time to the Southern
Coast D?strict of California as far south as San Luis Obispo,

season is opening very nicely in that
territory. Mr. Carlson spent a few days at the San Francisco headquarters last week.
A number of changes in the Los Angeles retail trade
are reported this week. JuHue E. Sahland has taken over
the business of L. E. Noble M. C. Borresan has sold out a
half interest in his business to Joseph Hayek J. H. Stephens
has bought out the cigar and confectionery business of J.
H. Crowley, and F, A. Crail has succeeded to the business
of N. T. Bartlett.
M. A. Gunst & Company of San Francisco put a new
wholesale price list into effect this week in which a number
reports that the

fall

made. The greatest advance is
fiftv
cents per thousand, which is the advance on
"Chesterfield "
and "Van Dyck" ponies. M. A. Gunst & Company's
whof
sale department is a little short of a number of
popular «•
in a good many lines outside of the clear Havana list.
of small changes are

^

Firamacnscs®

Th
however, spreading out all available stocks among
thtl
customers so as to keep anyone from being altogether
o
of goods. In the mean time new shipments are
comine in
a little better all the time and it is believed that from
now
on the shortage will grow smaller all the time. Alfred
I
Esberg of this house left early in the week for his home
in
New York after a stay of a month or so on the Pacific
are,

m

Traidl©

Coast.
I.

ers

Ellison, traveling representative of

& Bondy

has been visiting

He

Kaufman

Broth-

San Francisco this week
pipes on the way out, more

in

reports a good demand for
business having been done than in a

number

of previous

trips.

E. Sadlis, traveling representative of Glaser Brothers
local wholesalers of cigars and tobaccos, reports a good

down

the San Joaquin Valley as far as Bakersfield
where Glaser Brothers conduct a live branch store.
"Harmony P?pe Blend," a new line of pipe tobacco, was
put on the California market this week by the John Bollman
Company, known to the trade as cigarette manufacturers.
The new tobacco is to retail at fifteen cents for two ounces.
Hugh Dixon, representing the Manhattan Pipe Company, spent last week in San Francisco looking after the
pipe needs of the San Francisco retail cigar stores.
John Chokas of San Jose, Cal., has bought out the
business of George Mastor.
liesides cigars, a side line of
confectionery is also carried.
The cigar trade will be well represented in the "Path
of Gold" festival, which will be held in San Francisco this
first week in October.
Milton Esberg, of M. A. Gunst &
Company; H. L. Judell, of H. L. Judell & Company, and
Arthur Bachman, president of S. Bachman & Company, are
on the committee. The carnival will begin in the evening
of October 4th and continue several days.
Some of the
Market Street retailers are counting on doing a good big
business while the festivities last.
partner
J. T. Brown has bought out the interest of his
in the firm of Neel & Brown, at Gridley, Cal., and will continue the business under his own name.
M. Falkenstein and H. Hausmann, of S. Bachman &
Company, of this city are now in Idaho visiting the trade.
trip

Allen.

Faulstich

C

T

is

East
enlarging his cigar store at

f

Jry

With

Wren

1020/^ Amsterdam AveMnlnh Baum, a cigar dealer at
creditors, to
for the benefit of his
re^ll^^lya-igned'
nue,
Samuel Geduld.

has sold his bowlT u
AT T ticas Waterbury, Conn.,
MocU to
business IA the Good WU.
and
;t;
,,
October 2.
Sayers who takes possession

dP

George A.

cigar store on Front Street,
The Thomas McCauley
C. Rusrecently been sold to Andrew
F,r<ro N D. has
well-known in Fargo business c.rcles.
Lss Mr. K^-e^^ '=

years at

American
one of the founders of the
of fifty-seven
died recently at the age

Sterry,

Complnyf
his home in Salem, Conn.

have leased to the
Brokers for F. P. W. Schmitz,
as
corner store in what was known
Schulte Cigar Stores a
Flatbush Aveat Fulton Street and
the LattiJfer Building,
nue,

Brooklyn.

A

record price

Winwas recently established on the

average
tobacco market when the
was $18.08 a hundred pounds.

quotation

ston-Salem

will personally

conduct

the stand.

his new cigar
William A. Irvin has recently opened
in Albert Lea, Minn^
store next to the B. B. theatre lobby
opened in
cigar store' that Mr. Irv.n has

This

is

the third

Albert Lea.

House

of Crane

Has Heavy

Call for Manilas

E. E. Crane, of the House of Crane, 126 South Meridan
Street, Indianapolis, Ind., says that good Manila cigars are
appreciated and smoked extensively in the United States.
As proof of this he points to the fact that they have contracted with the factory in Manila supplying them with the
"Manila Stubs" brand to increase the output from one mil-

one million and a quarter a month.
Mr. Crane says that this brand, which sells two for
five, is a strictly hand-made cigar with long filler tobacco
manufactured under the strict Government inspection laws.
The above brand is owned and controlled by the House
lion to

of Crane.

Alpena Wholesaler Secures

New

Quarters

David E. Levyn, a wholesale and

retail tobacconist
at

of

H

Alpena, Mich., has recently leased the property
River Street, and will remove his business to this location.
The fixtures and retail stock in the store in the Opera
House block will be sold. Mr. Levyn will devote his time
to the wholesale business in the future.

years Hartford
John J. Simmons, for the past eight
been appointed
manager of the United Cigar Stores, has
and lower Massadistrict sales manager for Connecticut
chusets.

Company,
The Haas Brothers Cigar Manufacturing
cigar factory at
of Cincinnati, has leased the old Fendrich
there soon.
Kvansville, Ind., and expects to open a factory
It is

said that they

may

York.

Made-in-Tampa Week

erect a factory there later.

a capital stock ot

has recently been incorporated with
tl.
$25,000.
The incorporators include Philip Nordeck, G.
Smedley.
Doppes, J. F. Faulkner, O. F. Bryant and C. W.

taken over
John DeVoe and Andrew Johnson have
Elmer
the Fund du Lac Cigar Store heretofore managed by
United
Little.
Mr. Johnson has been connected with the
DeVoe
Cigar stores in that city for the past three years. Mr.
has been with the T. E. Ahern store for the past eleven
years.

starts to-day.

manufacturers have prepared exhibits.

^

More than forty
To-morrow night

all kinds of industries
the big parade. While this includes
of cigars will be
some of the progressive manufacturers
will be a masked carnirepresented. Thursday night there

is

val

and

street dancing.

Company, has arrived at
He came down from New York headquarters

Sanchez, of L. Sanchez

L

&

the factory.
for a brief visit.
looking over
Angel L. Cuesta, Sr., has been in Havana
He will probably return in
the crop for the past few days.
time for the Made-in-Tampa celebration.
Sons. Their
Business is brisk with E. Regensburg &

not fast enough to keep pace
tables are filling up rapidly but
continue to increase.
with the volume of orders which
Regensburg brands.
This will be a big year for the
share of the ^all busiSanchez y Haya are getting their
for their brands. Orders
ness and there is a good demand
holiday season will be
coming to hand indicate that the

some time

past.

since my last
Stachelberg has returned to Havana
has
his recent trip to the States
letter 'l understand that
degree. He will act as purbeen successful in the highest
T

'

We

wish him
large factories.
chasing agent for a number of
every success.
^
• ,
i
his vacation and looks
from
back
is
Regensburg
Jerome
around the very busy facready to do his share of work
^actories^
Wodiska v Ca. are among the busy
but
all possible speed
Shipments are being made with
keep piling up. The outorders come in so fast that they
oversold.

^'''^Corral,

they still remain
put is steadily increasing but
remedy soon.
This condition they hope to
Vega & Company, is
Celestino Vega, of Celestino
from Cuba, ^r Vega
among those who recently returned
A
Island, and his automobile.
hTs h!d his family on the
the visit.
pleasant tour was made during

to show a
a brand that continues
an
The Morgan Cigar Company reports
brand, for imof large orders for the

"Juan de Fuca"
steady increase.
unusual number
mediate delivery.

Cincinnati,
The Cigar Manufacturers' Mold Company,
O.,

Ca.

the
and he seemed very well satisfied with
returned to New
results he obtained before he

E

Mrs.

and

Y

here,

better than for

has recently purchased
Mrs. C. B. Severn, of SrTouis,
Keystone
in the lobby of the
the Keystone Cigar store
Severn is ^^^^^^^e exHotel in Springfield, Mo.
perienced in the cigar business

Wodiska

Orders for

Tampa, September 25, 1916.
the
OL GANS, of Max Cans & Son, was among
He has some excellent accounts
recent visitors.

^

Tobacco

& Sons— Many

cigar.

possession.

T Hunt

E. Regensburg
Corral,

Mr. Mays took immediate

East Liverpool, O.

in

Brisk
Made-In-Tampa Week Being Celebrated— Business

111.

recently purchased the

Mays has

John

TuiMipii

J(2)(kftiiffiiis

Market Street^ankakee,
Broadway and

;

;

;
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Perfecto.
I

Location
Coraza Cigar Company to Change
report the Coraza Cigar
According to a newspaper
shortlv close

Company M^aukee. Wis., will
Wis.
TnTatTitv and remove to Stoughton.

,ts

factory

Stoughton

...

.s

belt
heart of the leaf tobacco
said to be due to a
The removal of this factory is
company s
in effect agamst the
strike which has been
Members of the -.armakers^^un.on
actorv for some time.
as an evidence of their success.
are said to view the move

in the
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"CINCO" ADVANCED IS FOLLOWED BY

INCREASE ON MANY OTHER BRANDS

not upon what might happen in the future.
"The following notice will appear on the front
each box of cigars marketed by us, commencing Mo

day

they will fully appreciate his efforts
'44' cigar one of exceptional quality and
to have the
five cent cigar.
continue as such for a

Mr
f

would have the
continued rather than manuquality and workmanship
smaller and quality lowered.
facturing the cigar

Public Notice

generally conceded that the biggest advertising
campaign in the world backed by the finest crews of salesmen cannot put over, permanently, a poor cigar. It would
seem, therefore, that one proof of the quality of the leading
brands will be in the maintenance of the sales of their cigars

" 'Higher cost of

It is

at five cents straight.
Following are letters sent out by Philadelphia cigar
manufacturers regarding the increase in price on their

'44'
suggest to the trade that they offer the
at five cents straight rather than
cigar to the consumer
which has been in force for some time
six for a quarter,
we believe, will appreciate the posipast. The smoker,
and will offer his co-operation
tion of the manufacturer
for the '44' cigar at five
the dealer by preference

manufacturing and

maintenance
ciear
profit

to the dealer.'

"Believing you will appreciate the justice

we have

taken,

we

therefore, feel that the trade

"We

of quality has necessitated a raise in price on this
Retailed at 5 cents straight assures but a small

step

B. Lipschutz,

"We

:

{Continued from page 15)

to

of the

are,

straight with

cents

"Very truly yours,
"Bayuk Brothers Company."

"Very
" '44'

sand, the terms remaining as heretofore.
"The cost of our raw materials, the prices of our
supplies generally, and increase of wages just made to
our cigarmakers, have greatly increased our cost of
production, and we have borne these higher costs for
as long a period as sound business policy will permit,
and this advance is made because the burden of these
increased costs is too heavy for us to bear alone, and

should be shared by the consumer.
"From a canvass which we have made, we have found
that it has been a custom of most retailers to sell six
'Cinco' ciga,rs for a quarter. It is our intention, on account of the advance in price, that the *Cinco' cigars
shall be sold absolutely at five cents straight, and we
are convinced that the average retailer will receive a
profit at least as great, and in most cases greater, than

he had when quite a part of his sales were made at six
for a quarter.

brand has always
been its high quality, and it is proposed by us to maintain same, and we are confident that the smokers of the
'Cinco' cigar, who have been buying them at six for a
quarter, would rather pay five cents straight, than have

"The

chief merit of the 'Cinco'

the quality lowered.
"Your earnest co-operation for your

own

benefit

therefore, requested in maintaining for the 'Cinco'
cigar the price of five cents straight, and a price by the
is,

box of ^.50 per hundred (100) $2.25
;

for fifty (50)

$1.15 for twenty-five (25) in tins.
"Assuring you of our full appreciation

;

and

of your

&

Brothers, Incorporated.

Philadelphia, September 22.

"To

your consideration the revised wholesale price on 'Havana Ribbon' and'Philadelphia Hand-Made Perfecto' cigars, to take eflFect on
Monday, September 25th.

beg

;

facturing cost were overcome

economy

in all

by practicing the

strict-

departments, but late developments

the way of further substantial increases in cost of
materials and labor has made longer delay impossible.
"We wish to make it clear that the increase above
outlined is based entirely upon what has already happened in the way of increased manufacturing cost, and
in

now

reached a point where we are,
through sheer necessity, compelled to change our list

have

follows
"100 to 450 lots— ($35) net (no discount).
"600 or more ($35) less 2 per cent.
"There are few who are not already acquainted
with the policy of this house, that of producing and
marketing the utmost in quality nickel cigars, and an
even broader-minded policy of selling these goods at a
price worthy of the support of the dealer, both from
his own and the smoker's viewpoint. That our policy
has met with success is attested to by the fact that
'Bold' is the undisputed leading nickel cigar on this

that

"To

us to take the step.
"The quality of the 'Counsellor' will be maintained
absolutely, guaranteeing the stability and safety of
sity forces

your business upon

your past patronage
and looking forward with pleasure to your favors of
the future,

part

with best wishes,
truly,

Allen R. Cressman's Sons."

filed

is

being erected.

amendment has recently been
Bright Cigar Machine Company, of Philadel-

certificate of corporate

by the

Cigar Manufacturer Protests Against Invasion

The Fendrich Cigar Company has lodged a protest
with the Evansville Chamber of Commerce and Manufacturers' Association against the proposed opening of a new
cigar factory in that city by Haas Brothers, Cincinnati

our manufactur-

I

ana
"Mr. B. TJpschutz, president of the company
douM
the originator of the '44' cigar has, as you no
know, been in direct touch with the manufacturing
numbe
of the *44' cigar, and as there are quite a large

a personal acquaintance

wi

from $100,000 to

•

Morris D. Neumann, of Neumann & Mayer, is in the
West looking after the sales of "Bello Mundo," "White
Knight" and "El Tello." The factory is handicapped in
filling orders by lack of help but it is expected that this
condition will shortly be remedied.

Joseph Way, of the

Way-Meade Cigar Company, has

recently resigned as president

and director

of the corpora-

connections with it. W. Harry
Jones has been elected to fill the vacancy created by Mr:
tion

and has severed

Way's

all

resignation.

of the daily papers are carrying attractive adThey
vertising relating to the "Old King Cole" cigars.
McDonnell.
are distributed in this city by Yahn

Some

&

Finley Acker

.

manufacturers.
John Fendrich, president of the company, states that
there are not enough girls in Evansville to fill the orders
that his factory is receiving, and that could use five hundred more girls in the Evansville plant.
He points out
that in view of this situation help secured for the new
factory would come from plants already located in Evansville.

The Fendrich Cigar Company has been established
years, and meml^ers of the firm feel that it
should receive the first
consideration at the hands of the
Chamber of Commerce.
thirty-three

Company

Celebrating Thirty-fifth Anniversary

The Finley Acker Company

celebrates the thirty-fifth
anniversary of its founding on the Fifth of October. The
cigar department under the management of J. Durbin Acker
of their special brands of cigars. Attention is being directed particularly to their "Colossals" and
"Club Especiales" brands, both manufactured in Key West.
is

featuring

some

The "Colossal"

is

a

little

larger than a blunt while the "Club

Especiales" resembles the perfecto shape but

is larger.

Bondy & Lederer Put Dance Floor in Allentovm Factory
That the Bondy & Lederer cigar manufacturing company is extending every effort to provide means of pleasure and comfort for its employes has been made known recently by one of the officials of the company connected with

He announced

the completion
of a fine dance floor, the installation of another pianola
and tentative plans for the placing of a modern restaurant
for the convenience of their workers.
The dancing pavilion is on the second floor of the
the

30, 1916.

cent.

who have

are,

for

"Yours very

Brothers."

have reached the
us
ing cost both as to material and labor that compels
eflFect on
to advance the price on '44' cigars to take
Monday, October 2nd, as follows
"Quantities of 450 or less $35 per M. net.
per
"Quantities of 500 or more $35 per M. less two

in the trade

we

you

cigar

point in

new two-story building

it.

"Sincerely thanking

the trade:

"We

we

have the sincerest regret that the necessity

which forces this change does exist.
"Where it is not absolutely necessary to raise
prices as in the case of the 'Flor de Manuel,' we have
not done so and will not do so unless absolute neces-

that Philadelphia has stood for in our success, and we
wish to assure you that we are ever aiming to have a
continuance of your confidence and patronage.
"Trusting that our action shall meet with your
consideration, we remain,
"Most friendly yours,

"Philadelphia, September

of Price

;

this action.

are thankful for the

Change

"These prices are effective to-day.
"We wish to assure you that we have withheld
increasing our prices as long as possible that present
manufacturing conditions absolutely compel the increase; that the increase is as small as possible; and

market.
"In view of our consideration of you, in permitting
a time allowance before the increase, we must prevail
upon each and every dealer to refrain from ordering
more than his regular order before the raise. We are
sure that you will appreciate our efforts to please all

"Bobrow

&

Fleisher have recently leased to
the United Cigar Stores Company, for ten years, the southeast corner of Broad Street and Girard Avenue where a

Mastbaum Brothers

days

—

we

States.

1916.

"Under 500 lots $35 per M., no discount.
"Over 500 lots $35 per M., 2% 10 days.
"Under 1000 lots $35 per M., 3^0 10 days.
"Under 2500 lots $35 less 3^0 per M., 2^0 10 days.
"Under 5000 lots and over $35 less h% per M., 2% 10

by eliminating entirely the discounts on the
smaller quantities, and the 5 per cent, on quantities
above five hundred (500). Thus, on and after Monday,
October 2nd, our price list on 'Bold' cigars will be as

heretofore,

New England

'Counsellor' as follows

price

by

of

28,

"The increased cost of labor, tobacco and all other
our cigars,
things entering into the cost of producing
makes it necessary for us to advance the price of the

to submit for

"In quantities of 450, or less, $35 per M., net.
"In quantities of 500, or more, $35 per M., less 2%.
"Every possible effort has been made to avert a
raise in price on our products earlier increases in manuest

"Announcement

safely could.

the Trade

"We

"September

and now tobacco has reached a high-water
We have stood this increase in prices just as

"We

home

$1,000,000.

steadily,

we

at the

representative of the
office for a brief visit,

delphia, to increase their capital stock
25, 1916

the Trade
"For the past year or more prices on all commodities used in the course of our manufacture have risen

mark.
long as

is

well-known

following a successful campaign in the

A

Cigar Company, Incorporated."

Searle,

Portuondo brands,

truly yours,

"To

"As ever

friendly interest in our goods, we are,
"Very truly yours,

"Otto Eisenlohr

"Philadelphia, September

workmanship and quality main-

Warner

tained.

brands
"Philadelphia, September 15, 1916.
"We hereby advise you that the list price on our
'Cinco' cigars, after this date will be $37.50 per thou-

21

AUentown,

Pa., factory.

factory and covers an area of 40 by 60 feet. It is of finely
polished maple. The interior walls of the dance auditorium
have been covered with a white enamel and the interior

equipped with comfortable chairs.
The piano is the second to be purchased by the firm
The two instruments
for the pleasure of their employes.
and a recently bought Victrola will furnish the dance music,
the records for the latter and music rolls for the playerpianos being furnished by the company.
same floor
It is planned to place the restaurant on the
as the dance hall, the equipment to consist of a large
refrigerator, gas cooking stoves and the necessary supply of
kitchen utensils in the cooking department and tables,
chairs and linoleum in the dining room.
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MaiBQnffaistoirniai

statement of the general results
of the census of manufactures for the United
States has been issued by the Bureau of the Cen-

i'RELlMlNARY

It consists of a
sus Department of Commerce.
summary comparing the figures for 1909 and 1914, by totals.
The figures are preliminary and subject to such change
further
and correction as may be found necessary from a
examination of the original reports.
The census of 1914, like that of 1909, with reference
the building
to manufactures, excluded the hand trades,
account
trades, and the neighborhood industries, and took
system.
only of establishments conducted under the factory
were
In the last census also, as in that for 1909, statistics
the
not collected for establishments having products for
census year valued at less than $500, except that reports
were taken for establishments idle during a portion of the
census year, or which began operation during that year,

and whose products for such reason were valued at less
than $500.
The word "establishment" as used in the census reports may mean more than one mill or plant, provided they
individare owned or controlled and operated by a single
or operator,
ual, partnership, corporation, or other owner
and are located in the same town or city.
The reports were taken for the calendar year ending

December 31, 1914, wherever the system of bookkeeping
permitted figures for that period to be secured, but when
the fiscal year of an establishment differed from the calendar year a report was obtained for the operations of that
establishment for its fiscal year falling most largely within
the calendar year 1914.
The population of the United States at the census of
1910 was 91,972,260, and
781,000 on July 1, 1914.

it

is

estimated that

it

m

©r^wfti

was

98,-

there are included the cost of
fuel
null, supplies, and rent of power and heat.
The cost ol
materials, however, does not include unused materials and
supplies bought either for speculation or for use during
for the census year

shown.
In the order of their importance, from a percentage
standpoint, the increases for the several items rank as follows: Salaries, 37,2 per cent.; capital, 23.7 per cent.; sal20.7
aried employees, 22 per cent.; primary horsepower,
per cent; wages, 19 per cent.; materials, 18.3 per cent.;
value of products, 17.3 per cent. value added by manufacnumture, 15.8 per cent. wage earners, 6.4 per cent. and
;

he census inquiry does not include amounts paid for
miscellaneous expenses, such as rent of offices, royalties
insurance, ordinary repairs, advertising, traveling expenses'
or allowance for depreciation.
1

manufacturing

enter])riscs.

Head Frankau Label Department
in the cigar
lAKRY PROCHASKA, well known
assumed

to
Harry Prochaska

has
A. t rankau
-.-^ & Company, Limited, who have recent y become
Voight^
of Heywood, Strasser &
selline representatives
Fifth
of the Frankau hrm, 129
At he headquarters
be carried to meet the immediate
Avenue enough stock will
The new arrangemen wd
demands of their customers.
Company to carry accounts in the
enable A Frankau &
business were carried on direct with
same manner as if the

United States,
label trade in the
department of
charge of the cigar label

he value of products was $24,240,323,000 in 1914 and
$20,U7;;i,05;^,000 in 1909, the increase being $3,574,271,0U0,
or 17.3 per cent. The average per establishment was approximately $88,000 in 1914 and $77,000 in 1909.
1

he value oi products represents their selling value or
price at the plants as actually turned out by the lactones
uuring the census year and does not necessarily have any
1

relation to the

amount

of sales lor that year.

Ihe values
received for work

under this head also include amounts
done on materials lurnished by others.
1 he value added by manutacture represents the difference between the cost of materials used and the value oi
The value added
the products manufactured from them.
by manulacture was $9,878,234,000 in 1914 and $8,5^9,;it)l,
000 in 1909, the increase being $1,348,973,000, or 15.8 per
cent.
'Ihe value added by manufacture formed 40.? per
cent, of the total value of products in 1914, and 41.3 per
he salaries and wages amounted to $5,367,249,000

1914 and to $4,365,613,000 in 1909, the increase being

as

a year are eligible.

of

wage earners was

and 6,615,046 in 1909, the increase being 42V^91, or
6.4 per cent
Ihe maximum number of wage earners (7,242,752) for
1914 were employed during March, while the maximum
number \7,006,853) for 1909 were employed during Novem-

employes.

in 1914,

ber.

The minimum number

of

wage

earners

In the final bulletins

reports the rental paid for such property will be

and

shown

separately.

The cost of materials used was $14,368,089,000 in
1914, as against $12,142,791,000 in 1909, an increase of $2,The average cost of mate225,298,000. or 18.3 per cent.
1914
rials per establishment was approximately $52,000 in
and $45,000 in 1909. In addition to the component materials which enter into the products of the establishment

,

the public

7,036,337

,

.

._

,

new plan are to
All employes who subscribe to this
At the end of
pay for their stock $1 per share a month.
add $2 per share
each year the United will gratuitously
with the usual
toward the payment and credit the employe
employe around
dividends. This makes the stock cost the
five
complete payment covering a period of

(6,640,284)

$60 a share,

reported for 1914 were employed during December and the
minimum number (6,210,063) for 1909 were employed during January.

pears.
at 102,

recently
This stock was quoted on the exchange
and annually pays 7 per cent, dividends.

Government Modifies Tobacco Regulation
AmerAccording to a cablegram recently sent by the
British

Ontario Tobacco
Ontario tobacco farmers grow some 7,000,000 pounds
durOl the soothing weed a year, and the rapid expansion
of
ing the last tew years has necessitated the appo.ntment
the
tobacco experts thoroughly familiar with all branches of
industry. The Dominion Experimental Farms Tobacco Dibel
vision has appointed three experts from the tobacco
One will take charge of the laboraof the United States.
the intory at Ottawa. A second is specially charged with
disvestigation of the tobacco soils of the various tobacco
and curtricts, and with problems of culture, fertilization,
regarding
ing of the tobacco crop. Making investigations
marke,
the varieties best suited for Canadian climate and
the ^°"^
the best methods of handling tobacco crops under
ditions existing in Canada, and investigating all P''^''^'"^
the ca^
connected with the production of tobacco will be
of the third.

able to

The

any farmer.

assistance of these experts will be

avai-

for

the

'

American growers had declared that the original reguThe original regulations
lations would ruin their business.
governing imports of cigar tobacco between June 1, 1915,
and May 31, 1917, were based on the amount that the imimports
porter had received in 1915, a war year in which
were small. The new order, according to the Department
normal
«jf Commerce officials, give authority for practically
imports of American tobacco into Great Britain.
Fire rcjcntlv
r.rothers, at 28o'

$300.

damaged
North

of the Tobacco Products
for a visit to Richmond.

recently

Corporation,

Lachman, of the West Indies Cigar Company,
away to Porto Rico for a brief trip.

trade was C. H.
recent visitor to the Cincinnati
widely known humidor
Guerin, of Bubeck & Guerin, the

A

manufacturers.
Sons, leaves Octoin the interest ot
for a trip through Pennsylvania
Flor de Intal brands.

Albert Freeman, of
ber

1,

the

La

S. J.

Freeman

&

Ruy Lopez ComV. Jockel, vice-president of the
business trip which will take
pany, has left on an extended

A

him

as far as the Pacific Coast.

Harvey Hirst, the
Brothers, was confined

genial
to his

sales

manager

home with

of

Bayuk

a slight indis-

position the early part of the week.

on a Western trip in the interests
Muna" is proving a good dupliof the firm's.goods. "La
according to retailers who handle it.
Toseph M. Cans

is

cating brand,

George A. Georgopula

&

Company,

cigarette

manu^

Broad Street. ^^^
facturers for many years at 108
South
basement bmlding at 15J^^^^J
leased the four-story and
William

Street.

importations of

Consul General regulations
and May
tobacco into Great liritain between June 1, 1916,
importers of cigar to31, 1917, have been amended so that
average
bacco may obtain import licenses based on their
only.
imports for 1913, 1914, and 1915 instead of for 1915

ican

Tampa,

factory.

than a thousand
The company feels that with more
country it will be better
stores scattered throughout the
the business-that
represented by actual stockholders in
with the
and the company will benefit along

number of salaried employees was 964,217 in 1914,
compared with 790,267 in 1909, making an increase of

in

of the Cans
Oscar Veit's efforts about town in behalf
healthy orders to the
Brothers' brands are bringing some

to subscribe to an
^^^^The employes are to be allowed
nor more than 50 per
amount of not less than 25 per cent,
All receiving less than $5000
cent, of their annual salaries.

$1,-

J.

has sailed

According to an announcement
success of the business.
the
treasurer of the company, shares ot
of Georee Wattley,
a partial payment
common stock will be made available on

he

The average number

A.

Company will
of the United Cigar Stores
ed
a new profit-sharing plan adop
be the beneficiaries of
will enable them to share in the
by the corporation, which

001,636,000, or 22.9 per cent.
'1

left

Employes

in

M. Dixon,
town recently

J.

Clerks
Profit-Sharing Plan for "United"

cent in 1909.
1

Matthew Berriman, who has been
returned to Broadway headquarters.

the lithographers.

;

ber of establishments, 2.7 per cent.
The capital invested, as reported in 1914, was $22,over
790,880,000, a gain of $4,362,610,000, or 23.7 per cent.,
$18,428,270,000 in 1908. The average capital per establishment was approximately $83,000 in 1914 and $69,000 in
In this connection it should be stated that the m1909.
quiry contained in the census schedule calls for the total
amount of capital, both owned and borrowed, invested in
the business, but excludes the value of rented property,
plant, or equipment which was employed in the conduct
of

II

a subsequent period.

The summary shows

;

OiaSft^dl Sftaite^

173,950, or 22 per cent.

increases at the census of 1914,
proas compared with that for 1909, for all items except
is
prietors and firm members, for which a slight decrease

23
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the c gar store of Jacobstein

Street. Rochester.

The

loss

was

&

Sons, will
of Sidney J. Freeman
October 9th, for a Western trip. The
nicely accordthis firm are duplicating

E M. Freeman,

town about
brands handled by
ing to S. J. Freeman.

leave

Broadway, has
The Manila Commercial Company, 45
cigars

has shipped 1,995.000
been notified that the factory
The steamer is due to
on the U. S. Transport "Logan."
about October 15th.
arrive in San Francisco
manufacturers, have
Helbron & Miller, New York cigar
the privilege of buying at
leased from George Nies with
factory building in Denver. Pa
the end of four years, the
Company. A large force, of
recently occupied by ImhofT &

hands

is

expected to start work immediately.
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school of medical men,
the Italian
exaggeration in their
miitted of slight
f

j^^^dCTj

ilK

^^bJ
I

on the health is a subject that
widely discussed. The antis try

effect of tobacco

has been and is
N'iiR'n to prove that to use tobacco is the shortest way to
a halo or a pitchfork, the reward depending entirely upon the manner in which we conduct ourselves and
our affairs in this sphere.
Manufacturers in the tobacco industry make no
such broad claims on behalf of their favored product. The
sensible ones realize that if they operate sanitary factories
and use good materials, the harm done by smoking will
J

depend largely on the physical make-up of the consumer.
None of the manufacturers in their advertising urge
incessant smoking. They are not anxious to benefit the
undertaking business at the expense of patronage. The experience of thousands of smokers is that moderate smoking
has very little effect on the system.
Doctors have mixed themselves up in the controversy
to a very large extent. Those interested mainly in getting
in the public eye emit grave warning; those scientifically
disposed spend more time in the laboratory and less at
dictation, and thereby fail to get their name in twenty-fourpoint bold-face. The conclusions of the latter are generally
less radical than those of the former and many of them fail
to find sufficient evidence to warrant any attack at all. Not
a few have found that tobacco has its virtues as well as its
faults.

Those eminent authorities on the Divine Right of
Kings, Empefor William of Germany and King George of
i^ngland, both appreciate and smoke good cigars. For the
Kaiser has his favorite cigars made in an Havana factory at
a cost of ninety cents each, while King George of England
secures his from the same source at a cost of about sixty
cents each.

Among

the connoisseurs of cigars will be found hundreds of doctors. Many of them do not smoke ; not because
they think it is harmful, but because it is not always pleasing to certain of their patients.

One

point that the antis never

fail

to

make

the
Believing
is

dreadful effect of nicotine on the human system.
that there might be something in this, several governments

have authorized experiments to see if the amount of nicotine
in tobacco could not be reduced.
This work has resulted
in the production of plants bearing leaves with only a fractional amount of nicotine present, but this method has not
yet succeeded in eliminating it entirely.
However, there have been methods found by which
the nicotine can be artificially removed. In discussing the
effect of tobacco on the system, the New York "Sun" has
the following to say
"The latest experiments, so ably conducted by Garginale, demonstrated beyond doubt that 'denicotinized' tobacco produces effects in animals that are similar to those
of ordinary tol)acco. His exact words are: " 'No difference
is observable between the action of ordinary cigars and
cigars which have been deprived of their nicotine.'
In
both cases, he adds, no injury to the organs of the body
could be discovered.
It appears, however, that excessive
smoking has a deleterious effect on the blood, producing
anaemia but here again no difference between the two kinds
of tobacco could be established.
"Putting aside forebodings as to the future of the
race, it is quite evident that some clear thinking is required.
A wave of real abstinence in alcohol is passing
over the world, but it does not need much economic insight
to realize that the force expended is transitory and is likely
to be succeeded by a severe reaction. From a sanitary point
;

view the prohibition of alcohol has promoted the
leeit
mate consumption of tobacco. This fact is the more
in
pressive because governments and manufacturers
have
found that the drawbacks to the plant can be
lar^el
obviated by a good tobacco and a good environment
for
workers. A similar conclusion will probably be formed
bv
those who study the manufacture of cigars and cigarettes
"To one curious to understand later developments in
the science of nicotine no work could be more instructive
than the study of the health of tobacco workers, for if
is
a study of tobacco from start to finish, of tobacco in
its
green and dry state, a series of professional experiences
tne most real of all, from the lives of a huge body of
men
and women workers variously sensitive to the effects of
the plant in its natural and manufactured stages. In short
such a study consists of a sequence of facts not resting upon
far reaching theories with regard to the future of humanity
nor upon hypotheses which cannot be satisfactorily settled
except by greater knowledge than we now possess. The
effect of tobacco upon workers is a matter of which all governments must take cognizance, when tobacco is being consumed on an unexampled scale and when the lives of
workers are the life of a nation.
of

"The inquiry resolves itself into three divisions: (1)
the number of workers, (2) the factory conditions affecting
the health, and (3) the measures, in addition to the maintenance of a flourishing industry, by which the quality of
tobacco can be secured and the dangers of nicotine avoided.
Under the first head are included such questions as the age
and sex of workers, the kind of employment, cutting, sorting, handling, rolling, &c., and the proportion of women
workers, for it is often asserted that the health of women
is more affected by tobacco than is the health of men.
"According to Kober, the Federal authority, the number of tobacco workers in the United States in 1905 was
159,408, of whom 67,174, or 42.3 per cent., were women,
and 5,274 or 3.9 per cent., were children under 16 years of
age; 130,318, or 85 per cent, of the workers, were engaged
the manufacture of cigars
manufacture of chewing and
the manufacture of snuff.
in

and cigarettes, 23,044
smoking tobacco, and

in the

946

in

"In France the proportion of women employed is much
higher.
In the Government factory at Issy, out of 1200
workers 1000 were women. Dr. Dowling, an American
physician, has described the excellent health of these
women, which he contrasts with the anaemic appearance
of so many American workers.

"Formerly nothing was more characteristic of the effects of tobacco than anaemia, but even this alteration of
health is becoming less and less common with the improve-

ment

of manufacture.

The employment

hibited by the I'Vench (iovernment.

of children

It is, of course,

is pro-

a pity

employ young children in a tobacco factory; they are
more easily affected by the fumes of drying tobacco than
to

adults.

II

who

cannot be acaccounts of the ef-

on the female organization.
fects of tobacco
Einfluss der Erwerbs"Thiele in his recent work ('Der
md-Arbeitsverhaltnisse der Tabakarbeiter auf ihre Gesund1913) has conclusively shown that the modern
heit' Berlin,
manufacture have greatly dicircumstances of tobacco
The older figures are
incidence of disease.

minished the
the statistics of the Austrian Government
also refuted by
fur Gewerbe-Hygiene,' 1909,
nublished in the 'Zeitschrift
The death rate among 39,000 workers
Vol 16, pp. 1 to 49.
0.83 per cent., as compared with a
from 1904 to 1906 was
Sick
cent, among all other workers.
death rate of 0.89 per

Beyond doubt the low
average.
reports were below the
hygiene.
mortality is due to better
"On this subject a complete and trustworthy report
Government a short time ago.
was published by the Italian
the authors of the report, show
Dr. Celli and Dr. De Blasi,
The
how a modern factory is organized and equipped.
might be expected is plainly a
chief source of danger, as
Dust, another danger, is obvinicot;ne-laden atmosphere.
ously closely related to the first.

found that a certain proportion of humidity in
daily by experts in the
the air, a proportion determined
or lessening
laboratory of the factory, is a means of avoiding
A special apparatus
the quantity of nicotine and dust.
carrying
invented by Kastner in France, a system of tubes
and ventilators is
air and moisture, and turbine atomizers
"It is

used.

"Briefly,

it

the proportion

was proved that by the action of these tubes
of humidity' was kept at the desired level;

the barometric pressure, temperature in summer
As regards humidity
and quantity of carbonic acid gas.
two preliminary difficulties must be overcome.
"There must be a definite relation between the humidlittle more than 70 at 25 C. degrees
ity and temperature.
a little less
of heat is both unhealthy and uncomfortable
so,

people, especially the women, were robust and
healthy.
He noticed no signs of anaemia. He writes:
'In neither the French and Spanish factories nor in those
of Great Britain have I witnessed anything to lead me to
regard the manufacture of tobacco as an unhealthy occupa-

These

('Diseases of Occupation,' p. 263.)
In French factories 16,660 workers were employed, of whom 15,000 were
women. The fine physique of these women was striking,
and is wholly at variance with the theoretical observations

|#| Deaths

A

;

in the

Trade |^|

Paul Schulte
Paul Schulte, a cigar manufacturer at 47 Cedar Street,
Brooklyn, died recently in his fifty-seventh year. The deceased was born in Germany. He is survived by a widow

and

five

daughters.

Samuel

W. Dayton

Samuel W. Dayton, a cigar manufacturer of New
He
Orleans, La., died recently in the Tuoro Infirmary.
was widely known as an independent cigar manufacturer.
His factory was located at 1521 Canal Street, New Orleans.
Stephen O. Black
Black, a cigar manufacturer of Three
Rivers, Mich., was instantly killed, recently, when an automobile in which he was riding struck a telephone pole and

Stephen O.

turned over, crushing him beneath
Mr. Black was thirty-four years

it.

old.

He

is

survived

by a wife and four children.
Charles A.

Weymouth

Charles A. Weymouth, a pioneer settler and resident
of Detroit for more than half a century, and for many
years in the tobacco business in that city, died recently
after an illness of about a

ci^ar

month.

1852 and opened a
the present site of the
Later he became associated with D. M. Ferry

Weymouth came to Detroit
store on Woodward Avenue on

Mr.

too,

Siegel store.

in

&

Company.
The deceased was eighty-four years
vived by two sons.

workers unprotected or insufficiently protected.
Healthy limits are between 62.2 and 76.8 of humidity at

old.

He

is

sur-

leaves the

ordinary temperatures.

"Though tobacco, or rather tobacco smoke, has a proagainst disease, as, for example, during
the cholera epidemic at Hamburg, in which no cases occurred among tobacco workers, it must be admitted that
machinery is the best method of regulating the quantity
Machinery is the greatof dust and humidity in a factory\

tecting influence

protecting the health of tobacco workers machinery reduces the dangers of absorbing nicotine through
dust, through sorting, blending, fermentation and rolling

est factor in

;

Adolph Herman
Adolph Herman,

for

more than

forty-five

tobacconist of Davenport, la., died recently at his
that city as a result of cancer of the stomach.
ducted a wholesale tobacco business and traveled

years

a

home

in

He

conmuch of

the time.

The deceased was born in Jastrow, Germany in 1846.
He came to the United States in 1865. He took up his
residence in Davenport in 1871.
A widow, three sons and one daughter survive.

of the leaves.

"In America now the work of granulating, shredding,
packing and dust removal is mostly done by machinery.
rolling of cigars and cigarettes once presented many
difficulties of a sanitary kind, and the health of workers,

The

cigarmakcrs, suffered in consequence. But now
fi5 per cent
of the cigars m&nufactured are made by machinery. Thus the improvements which have Heen put in
force in modern factories have been successful in improving
the health of workers.

especially

"Dr. Dowling's observations are confirmed by those
of Sir Thomas Oliver on British and Spanish workers.

tion.'

m
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Cigar Store

Company Guarantees Eight Per

Cent.

The Menke Cigar Stores Company, recently incorporated in Delaware, doing business in Paris, 111., is offering its stock for sale at $10 a share according to a newspaper report. An advertisement in a local newspaper calls
attention

that the articles of incorporation
guarantee a dividend of eight per cent.
It is planned by
the company to open a number of stores similar to the one
doing business in Paris.
to

the

fact

Ferdinand Klene
Ferdinand Klene, a pioneer business man of Quincy,
of cigars, died recently
111., and a well-known manufacturer
at his home after a long illness.
Mr. Klene was born in Hanover, Germany, in 1835.
He came to the United States in 1852. In 1869 he began
the manufacture of cigars at 127 South Fourth Street,
Quincy, and has continued at that location ever since.
Associated in business with him were his two sons, FerdinA.,
and, Jr., who died about two years ago, and Harry
.

who

continues the business.

One son

survives.

Fire which started from an unknown source recently
damaged the cigar store of Mclnerny & Doran, 126 West
Washington Avenue, South P.end.. Tnd., to the extent of
Cigars,
$25,000. The loss is partly covered by insurance.
tobacco and perishable stock located in the basement were

ruined by either smoke or water.

"

.
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Tlh® Tolbacc® Cir®ip

crop proTobacco, after cacao, is the most valuable
year formed about 25
duced in this district, having last
Brazil. Bahai is the only
per cent., of the total exports from
to any extent, producState in Brazil that grows the plant
Exports
entire output.
hig 95 per cent, of the country's
pounds, worth between $5,alone average about GO,000,OUQ
countmg the
UOOOOO and $0,000,000 per annum, without

consumed within the country. The total progreater than
is about the same as or

large amount
duction, therefore,
from that island, it is
that of Cuba and, after the tobacco
for blending and
regarded in Europe as of higher quality
world.
use as filler than any other in the
cigars
from the leaf exported, about 60,000,000
;

Apart

manufactured in
and 400,000,000 cigarettes are annually
Of these about 37,000,r.razil for domestic consumption.
were shipped to othei
000 cigars and 17.000,000 cigarettes
parts of Brazil in 1915.

harvested between August and January;
levied on any leaf exbut since double export duties are
the harvest), in orported before March 1st (succeeding
ripe, well-cured stock,
der to insure the exportation of only
quantity and
shipments begin only after that date. The
Bahai during the last
value of leaf tobacco exported from
table:
five'years are shown in the following
Bales of
Value.
154 pounds.
Year.

The crop

is

1911
1912
1913
1014
1915

259,360

$3,621,511

''^39.240

4.382,118

362,198
374.038
377,929

5,074,767

4.613,674
3,675,107

market,
values are for tobacco in the Bahai
duties and
and not f. o. b. vessel after payment of export
Bahai crop in
shipping expenses. The f. o. b. value of the

The above

was

$5,436,393.
40 per centIn normal years, before the war, about
State was shipped to
of the tobacco exported from this
ArHamburg. 40 per cent, to Bremen, and 17 per cent, to
bales of 154
In 1914 and 1915 the quantities in
gentina.
follows:
pounds sent to different destinations were as

1915

Exported

Other

States in Brazil.

Uruguav

i

to.

Argentina
United States
Great Britain
Spain
France

.

.

1914.

1015.

Bales.

Bales.

Netherlands
Portugal

Sweden
Germany
Total

St

as to a large extent in the case of cacao, due to the fact that
markets that had formerly, been supplied from Hamburg
and Bremen this year received the leaf direct.
Tobacco merchants say that consumption is larger
than ever before, and prices therefore high, owing in great

part to the fact that
of military duty, use

men

in the armies,

under the

"Commerce Reports"

in

for

January

^^^

162
970

61,065

11.696

48,746
^,000

299,649
374,038

377,929

pracShipments in 191 \ were normal, as the crop was
of the year.
tically all disnosed of during the first half
^
United
the
to
sent
tobacco
the
of
all
that
Tt is believed
storage,
States during the last two years was for temporary
here, and to await
to avoid the tobacco worm so prevalent
ndvnntageous conditions for re-export to other countries.
were.
The large increases in the exports to other countries

slightly; in Ohio it improved
North Carolina it declined
best; in Indiana the condition
materially, the Burley being
sections sufferthe crop being spotted, some
is unchanged,

been housed

hieh figures, the

housed.

Chansky

as proprietors.

somewhat prematurely where moisture

Factories Increase Output

ma-

Twenty-eight additional cigarette manufacturing
been inchines and a force of 150 extra operators have
factory of the American Tobacco
has
Company. The manufacture of the product in Durham
outincreased 150 per cent in thirty days and offers are

stalled

in

the

Durham

standing for 150 inexperienced or seventy-five experienced
helpers.
Express consignments of machinery have been

Lancaster, Pa.

The Waltham Smoke
Moodv Street. Waltham,

It

Durham Tobacco

Lancaster Leaf Prices Soar

Shop has recently opened
Mass., with Morns and

sections of that State report

was lacking.

as pos-

at j^l

all

One-Sucker, Burley and Stemming districts

although ripening

;

sixi^^^

While

given. In districts
show degrees of excellence in the order
plant is said to be smal
suiToring from lack of moisture, the
Its condition is phenomenal
but producing a heavy leaf.
moisture supplies. In the
in sections favored with proper
poorest last month,
western section where conditions were
plant. The gain
showers and heavv dews have improved the
occurred in Kenreported this month for the United States
rapidly
In Tennessee the crop is being
tucky principally.
crop,
has a good appearance and is a superior

rough pipe tobacco from the
supplied with
state once a week but they have not been
They say the first
cigarettes at all for manv weeks past.
prisoners who
thing thev do w^ith the Russian and Italian
pockets
happen to fall into their hands is to search their
on the prisfor cigarettes, and this hope of finding some

giving

barn
under conditions ideal for curing, no

burn being reported.

are getting a kind of

and eight cents for fillers. The packers are
P^ces.
and seven cents, but they are bulking at higher
satisfactorilytobacco in the sheds appears to be curing

The Wisconsin crop was

the best for
improved, being particularly fine and
districts, though not so good in
vears in the more northern
percentage has
In Kentucky an unusually large
the south

localities
at fifty cents a dozen, and only in few
places peoare they obtaim'ible at that price, while in other
The shortage
ple have paid $2.50 for a dozen cigarettes.
the front,
of tobacco is a serious th"'ng for the soldiers at

sold reLeaf tobacco grown in Lancaster County was
because of tne
centlv for twenty-two cents a pound, and
figure will De
scarcity of all goods it is predicted that this
of this years
exceeded. Local packers are buying heavily
crop »ias ')een
crop. Fully seventv-five per cent, of the new
most of it na
contracted for in some form or other, and
fifteen cen
been cut. That sold a few weeks ago averaged
for fibers, d
a pound for wrappers and five cents a pound
seven cents. Ma
last week's sales averaged sixteen and
holding tne^
growers refuse to sell at these figures and are
wrappers and se
cron for eighteen and twentv cents for

of local showers.

slijjhtlv

sell

•

improving under the benefrom drought and others

ficent effects

Last week it took three hours of
have to go without.
search in one case to get ten cigarettes, but this week one
might spend the whole day in finding that number. The
twelve
cigarettes which a few months ago cost six cents for

106,796
28.571
3.292
22.088

England, but the

damage was
crop there made dur-

little hail

;

the ordinary way in Hungary for the last
three weeks, and most of the tobacconists h;^ve closed their
In order to get cigarettes with any certainty,
shops.
one has to be much in the favor of the state factory, but
that is the i)rivilege of the few, and ordinary individuals

44.987

New

Some

and is now near
and August a phenomenal growth
crop is much improved by the warm
normal' The New York
August and will make a fair crop if
weather and showers of
The Pennsylvania crop is late and has
not caueht by frost.
The early crop in
hail.
en hurt some by drought and
The late crop suffered
M.rvland was fine and is harvested.
and the leaves are short. In
some from dry, hot weather
Carolina the crop held its own in
Virginia and South

unobtainalile in

who

prac-

nlr lulv

ing

sible.

»''*»2

exnerienced in

Budapest correspondent mentions an inconvenience
the shortage of tobacco. Cigarettes have been practically

now

now

Conditions for harvesting and curing

V a certaintv.
exceptionally good.
have been

A

in

for this crop, is

show the bumper record

Hcal

in

Hungarian Cigarette Famine

3.204

81 ,444

would

10, 1916.)

9.260

36

Tnte of'thc report,

$4.25 at the end of the year. These prices were maintained
until April and May, 1916, when they rose to around $6.25
per arroba, or 19 cents per pound.
The 1915-16 crop, now being sold, may not exceed
250,000 bales, but this small amount is being largely compensated for by excellent quality and very high prices.
(An article on the Brazilian tobacco industry appeared

oners stimulates their ambition to catch as many

2.328

I.

ordinary civilian pursuits.
The first sales of the 1914-15 crop were made at the
rate of about $2.50 per arroba of 33 pounds f. o. b. vessel
at this port, from which they rose gradually to $3.75 and

9,300

2,782

improvement noted last
Tobacco has continued the
its growth and in
hivine been generally favored in
fii
The September 1
curing.
'"'lions fo? harvesting and
1,224,000,000 pounds, 27,000,000
Teca t B for a crop of
on August 1, 163,000,000 pounds
nds more than estimated
crop and 232,000 above the five-year
excess of last year's
harvested on the
\s much of the crop had been
"\riire
year
last month's probability, that this

strain

more tobacco than when engaged

2,168

Denmark
Norway
Belgium

m Mskm

from
gramme.
billed

New York

city to supply the expansion pro-

Authorities of the "Rull" factory would not confirm
the story that the New York plant of the American ToEsbacco Company would be transferred to Durham.
the story claimed that the company, rather than
submit to the demands of 7000 cigarette strikers, would de-

sentially,

l)rivc

New York

Durham and Richmond

the removal scheme.
Durham will likely share in the general increased
manufacture of cigarettes placed upon it by troubles in the
New York office. Rush shipments, consigned by express,

were the cities
I

of this big plant.

named

in

by the "Bull" factory for additional
helj) are
coincidents which have- evidently started the
The
rumor of New York's plant coming Durham ward.
f^urhani factory is working overtime to supply the extra
demands placed upon it.

and an advertisement
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WISCONSIN TOBACCO CROP

Condition of Tobacco Crop

^

A

THE TOBACCO WORLD
(Special to

Tobacco World.)
Janesville, Wis., Sept. 21.

this

Southern Wisconsin tobacco growers have been busy
week harvesting their frosted crops. Conservative

estimates place the amount of tobacco which was damaged
by three successive hard frosts, the last one on Sunday
night, September 17, at 3000 acres.
Although many fields were badly blackened by the low
temperatures, practically all of the damaged leaf will be
purplaced in the curing sheds. Most of the crops had been
Amerchased previously, a large majority of them by the
contracts under
ican and United, under so-called blanket
to
which the buyer takes the risk. Prices ranged from ten
Since the frost the
twelve and fourteen cents straight.

how
buyers have been covering the country telling farmers
them in most
the crop should be handled and assuring
lived up
instances that the terms of the contracts would be
to strictly.

.

,

,

j

i

for this year's leaf is so brisk, that dealers
not been
have been out buying up frosted crops which had

The demand

which had
previously contracted for, although the acreage
unusually small for
not been sold prior to last week, was
Prices for frosted tobacco purthis season of the year.
cents.
chased lately are said to have been as high as ten
year,
Wisconsin tobacco is exceptionally sound, this
twenty-four
with a heavy leaf averaging around twenty to
safe in the sheds
inches in length. Eariy crops which were
and with good
before the frost struck, are curing rapidly
according to persons
color and will be in big demand
Practically all of these
familiar with the tobacco market.
crops have been purchased at high figures.

and 12,000
Present indications are that between 10,000
in Janesville this
cases of Wisconsin leaf will be packed
Edgerton. The bulk
winter, and an amount about equal in
probably be shipped out of the
of the Wisconsin crop will
G. L. M.
indications.
state for handling, according to

Columbus Loses Out To Tibetans
tobacco was unknown in
It is generally supposed that
discovery of America. But
the old worid until after the
was known and used in
there is excellent evidence that it

to an article in the
Tibet as eariy as 377 B. C. In a note
of the Field
Geographical Review Dr. Berthold Laufer
follows:
Museum of Natural History, Chicago, writes as
English
"Among the many curiosities of the Tibetan
Sarat Chandra Das, the
dictionary, published in 1902 by
and explorer of
well-known Bengali student of Tibetan
tobacco (in Tibetan thaTibet we read that the evil drug
100 years after the
ma-kha) appeared in ancient time ^bout
yield the date 377 B. U.,
death of Buddha, which would
made of tobacco also in the writings

and that mention is
twelfth century, AD.
of a lama who is dated in the
of spending several
"In 1908 I enjoyed the privilege
Das. in Darjeeriing,
months in Lassa villa, the house of
course of a learned conversaand when one evening, in the

this
ventured to draw his attentiori to
post-Columbian introducchronological anomaly and the
and Asia he replied. This is
tion of tobacco into Europe
to the passage in his
your tradition, and that (pointing
our traditions certainly are
dictionary) is our tradition, and

tion with him,

as

good as

I

yours.'

dealer of Detroit,
Walter C. Krout, a wholesale cigar
His
filed a petition in bankruptcy.

Mich., has recently
schedule of liabilities totals
listed at $670.

some $6700 while

his assets are
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From Los Angeles, Cal. Ben S. Jarrett, presiident of
San Elmo Cigar Company.
Departures To New York: Richard Sichel, Manuel
:

the

—

Tlk©

Increases by countries hi August, 1916, as compared
with August, 1915
Denmark
412,000 digars
275,523
Australia
148,763
Gibraltar
53,500
Sweden
34,800
China
33,100
Canary Islands
24,366
Uruguay
20,500
United States of Colombia 17,875
France
13,650
Greece
13,500

Pablo Perez.
Antonio Allones and

To Tampa: J. W. Roberts.
To Chicago: Harry Landfield, Peter Wohl, Fred.
and Julius Fernbach.
Meyer, Ben Rothschild
To St. Paul, Minn. D. Murphy and W. Holman.
To San Francisco, Cal. David Frankel.
To Los Angeles: Ben S. Jarrett.
To Key West: Fred Davis.

Cnnlbaiii

:

From Our
Exclusive

:

Bureau

"

Argentine Republic

Ernest Ellinger,

Charles Kaiser,
Rodriguez, Emilio Suarez,

29

Perscveraftcia No. 8

"

"
"
"

"
"

"
"•

"

Leaf Tobacco

Davis & Company, of Tampa,
York, has purchased as extensively as

Fred Davis, of Sam.

Havana, Cuba.

Key West and New
ever, during his stay here.
Herman Upmann, the senior partner of H. Upmann &
Company returned from his trip to the United States, in
health

the best of

USINESS

in

Havana, September 23, 1916.
our leaf market has kept fully up

to its previous activity during the past fortnight.

Particularly American manufacturers have operated
well notwithstanding the prevailing high prices for
our leaf. This evidently shows, that there are not many
old stocks in the hands of manufacturers or dealers in the
North. To be sure, business has not come up to the standard of former years, when the crop was larger and prices
were lower, but this w^as to be expected. Our cigarette
manufacturers have not stocked up as much as during the

past previous fortnight, but this signifies only, that they
are in no hurry to accumulate enough of the raw material,
to supply all their w^ants during the coming twelve months,
as there is no competrtion on the part of the European exporters this year. The sale of Oriente leaf for the Spanish
Regie was made some time ago, but not having been reBusiness for the
ported, we had to write it off this time.

South American republics is only moderate, although more
so on account of the scarcity of the suitable leaf, than for

want of any inquiries.
During the month of October, usually the trade in the
heavy qualities of Vuelta Abajo and Remedios starts in, but
it remains to be seen yet, whether the manufacturers are
prepared to come here early this year, or whether they may
delay their coming, thinking possibly, that by so doing they
might purchase more advantageously later on 'in the season. As far as Vuelta Abajo and Partido is concerned all
escogidas will finish next month, w^hile Remedios may not
be all packed until the month of December, as there is a

cloth and many other articles, which the veguero needs,
therefore taking into consideration everything, the cost of
l)roduction is bound to be higher than ever, and it would be
folly to dream of lower prices to any extent, during the
corrting year,

the culture of sugar cane, and that there is a great scarcity
of labor for the tobacco planters.
To plant sugar cane is a surer crop and which leaves
large profits, while tobacco is always more or less uncertain, owing to the uncertaihty of the atmospheric conditions, during its growth and while in the cuHng sheds.
planters arc paying higher wages, and this in
combination with the exodus of the poor people from the
Vuelta Abajo to the eastern provinces, during the last few
years, and the opening up of copper mines, has caused a

The sugar

great scarcity of labor for the remaining vegueros. Besides
the cost of fertilizers has advanced considerably, also cheese-

if

Nature should empty her

horn

is

at 125

J.

at 05

Cuba

Street, although his

warehous"

The principal

of,

'iW;

sellers

were

:

made

Leon, Delgado

&

and others of less importance.

&

Company, 350 making a total of 2550 bales
Walter
the Cuban Land and Leaf Tobacco Company, 2500
Sutter & Company, 1068; B. Rosenblueth, 800; J. W.
Roberts & Son, 750; Kaiser & Klug, 450 bales, and some
ticld,

Steele

;

others.

;

,

Receipts of Leaf Tobacco from the Country

Remedios

13,526

804

Oriente

during the last

12,943

((

79,096

((

6,416

«

Total 228,373

34.854

Total

1, 1916.

110,820 bales
19,098

^

J

,

,

J

Ernest Ellinger made some heavy purchases for his
customers, while here, and the chief one of them was Fred
Davis, although we could not ascertain the exact quantity.
Shippers above two hundred bales of leaf tobacco,

4445 bales.

3,726

Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
of Kaiser

Arrivals— From New York: Charles Kaiser,
& King S. Ruppin, of S. Ruppin, Inc. Henry Oppenheimer.ot
and Eladio Tejeira,
of H. Oppenheimer & Company

two weeks were

J.

W.

Roberts, of

J.

W.

Roberts

&

bon.

Rodriguez

Jose Lovera, of Jose Lovera Company Salvador
the reand S. Ronchazo. of Salvador Rodriguez (owner of
o
nowned Charles the Great factory). Angel L. Cueste,
;

of tr^n

Rcy & Company; and Francisco Arango,
cisco Arango & Company.
u h ^
From Chicago: Julnis Fernbach, of Julius Fcrnbacn
torn
Companv; Ben Rothschild, of Rothschild, Sons &
Cuesta,

S:

^ompa

panv; Benito Martinez, of Benito Martinez &
Celesti
and Celestino Puente, of
("El Contesto")
"El NoDie
Puente & Company (makers of "El Pinto" and
cigars.)

Exports from Jan.

Cigars

_

August

has not been as good, as durthe same period of 1915, as we lost in our exports nearly
'•<)(),()()(j
cigars, and further details of which can be readily
seen by the statistics,
as published by "El Tabaco" semimonthly, and conden.sed by us for
each month. While we
had
l^till
a surplus of a trifle of over one and one half million of cigars
at the end of August, as compared with the
eight months of
last year, we fear however, that 1916 will
">e behmd
1915 upon the thirty-first of Deceml)er.
Lxports from Aug. 1 to
Aug. 31, 1916
8,535,268 cigars
"
"
"
1
31, 1915
9,425,479
I) ecrease
during August, 1916
890,479

ing?

last

1 to

"

1

Increase during the
of 1916

Aug.

31, 1916

*'

31, 1915

"
first

eight

77,131,428 cigars
"
75,557,521

months
"

1,573,907

Increases of the ten principal consuming countries,
which last year imported from us over one million cigars,
during the first eight months of 1916, as compared with the
same peWiod of 1915:
United States
4,737,125 cigars
"
Denmark
1,221,450
"
Chile
1,195,507

Argentine Republic
Australia

Spain

Canada

Sobrinos de A. Gonzalez, 1555 bales; Walter Sutter &
Company, 975 bales; Leslie Pantin, 868 bales; hirnest Ellinger & Company, 776 bales; Virgilio Suarez, 677 bales;
Cuban Land and Leaf Tobacco Company, 625 bales; Manuel
Suarez, 545 bales; Allones Limited, 354 bales;
J. Bernheim
Son,
&
338 bales; Manuel A. Suarez & Company, 319 bales;
G. Arostegui, 315 bales; Jose Suarez & Company, 278 bales;
I. Kaffenburgh
& Sons, 264 bales; M. A. Gunst & Company,
255> hales; Michaelsen
& Prasse, 248 bales.

iKialiness in

Tcjeiira.
:

1,917,461

1,054,908

690,416
556,716
95,925

"
"
"
"

:

;

From Tampa

Total

Total

9»562,0T4

Decreases during the same perfod:
Great Britain
7,849,891 cigars
•'
France
725,580
"
Netherlands
195,515
Total

Romeo y Julieta

;

:

Eladio

Chile

Rodriguez,

—

Buyers were: Ameritans, 7510; exporters to Europe
(Spain), 1555; shippers to the South American republics,
744 and our local manufacturers of cigars and cigarettes,

Partido

Spain

Company,

;

<(

48,550
45,500
31,825
31,000
28,305
11,900

Peru

his ap-

The principal buyers were: Mark A. Pollack for his
customers Frankel, Gerdts & Company, from 1200 to 1300
bales; Hart & Murphy, 500; Ben S. Jarrett, 450; and Land-

bales.

Since Jan.

Canada

i

tS:

:

Eor two weeks ending Sept. 15, 191G.
14,903 bales
Vuelta Abajo
"
1,895
Semli Vuelta

76,000

Italy

his family, arrived here

Mendez & Company, 1500; Selgas
Company, 1314; Muniz Hnos, 1105; Aixala & Company;
lull; Jose C. Puente & Company, 600; Jose F. Rocha, 591;
Manuel A. Suarez & Company, 250; I. Kaffenburgh &. Sons,

15U6 bales;

Bolivia

British Africa

accompanied by

on Friday evening, while Leslie Pantin, Jr.,
pearance a few days earlier already.
.

banking busi-

Prado.

Leslie i'antin,

of

in fine spirits, as thetir

ft

Stachelberg returned here this week, and has

otifice

1,047,577

Decreases by countries in August, 1916, as compared
with August, 1915:
Great Britain
1,044,771 cigars
United States
553,585
Netherlands
86,025

as flourishing as ever.

taken an

there being not a bale
first hands, of last year's
crop, long before the next new crop could reach our market,
and we should not be at all surprised to see much higher
prices all round early next year.
Sales during the past fortnlight totaled 14,254 bales,
Vuelta Abajo and Semi Vuelta.
which are represented by
4318; Partido, 5151; Remedios, 3230; and Oriente, 1555

Everything speaks in favor
of tobacco left over unsold, in

is

Edgar

plenty, this coming season, upon the laborious veguero.
Lower prices could only be looked for after two large crops
in succession, and when there should be a large remnant
of leaf unsold in our warehouses, or in the hands of farmers.

scarcity of labor in the Santa Clara province.
While a good and large crop will be sorely needed

during the comiing year, we beg to warn intending buyers
not to make themselves any illusions that this is going to
happen for sure, even if the vegueros feel bullish and may
intend to plant a large crop, owing to the prevailing high
As far as Vuelta Abajo and Partido is concerned,
prices.
the facts are that a good many fields are now dedicated to

even

ness

and

Total

I.

.

8,770,986

has seated another hundred cigarmakers

additional in its factory, and is now making a daily average of 75,000 cigars, thus showing that business is as good
as ever, during the approaching holiday season.

w(jrking normally at this season of the
year, as there are enough smokers that always prefer an
11.

Llpmann

Upmann

is

digar.

Punch does not complain, as orders have arrived
better shape during the present month.
Sol is getting its share of the business,

had

at the

which

is

in

to be

moment.

Por Larranga has still good orders for high-priced
cigars from England, the United States and South America.
Oretaniv.

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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f

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

5

For

Sale,

Wanted and

Special Notices

NEW YORK

or..KMAN STREET
Schedule of Rates for

ii

Ass®(ski(l5®iiQ

M®irAsiffiifts'

@lbii(£<s®

tax-paid tobacco
products, as indicated by the sales of various stamps and
from
receipts from certain sources of revenue, is obtained
the
the statement of internal revenue collections for

CITY

month

MONROE

ADLJ:R.

CIGAR BROKER,

186 N.

La

'«-17-he

Salle St, Chlcaro, HI.

MERCHANTS' TOBACCO COMPANY,
171 Clymer Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
per Pound; scraps
Merchants' Tobacco Company, buyers of cuttings, at isj^c.
Don t write, but
quantity.
Any
pound.
per
ay^c.
at
siftings.
pound;
at 6c. per
York.
New
District.
First
68.
No.
ship promptly. Factory

FOR SALE— Manufacturing
presses, molds, etc.

Sacrifice.

KOR SAL.K— UenieclioB Havana

business-gettting brokers, factories »n the Fust Districts,
Address
making goods from $16 to $28 per M. Can assure good business.
Box 131, care of "Tobacco World."

New

;

fine

shorti. pure

We

Lopez. 36S E. 78th 8t,

aroma.

9-1-tf

York.

will

buy

for

cash

Panetella shapes from S

in.

any quantity of second-hand
to 5j4 in, Londres shapes, 4'^

used cigar
to 4J4 in.

molds,

prefer the following: American Cigar Mold Company numbers, or any
duplicate of these shapes, 55032, 55057. 47648 and 48148. Also the Miller, DuBmi

We

Situation Wanted.

&

foreman, hand or suction work.
Understand business thoroughly. Now employed with large concern. Want
World.
change. Best references. Address Box Hi, care of "Tobacco

POSITION

WANTED— As

superintendent

or

The Tobacco Monopoly

in

of molds and quantity.

ORRISON CIGAR COMPANY,

Bethesda. Ohio.

gross receipts of the Estanco del Tabaco, or tobacco monopoly of Peru, in 1915 are stated to be $2,281,831.
The monopoly, which has existed since 1904, has been administered since 1909 by the Campania Recaudadora de Impuestos (National Tax Collecting Company), under contract

The

For Ytlne

Meet me at the

Service, ftone

Coortrt

The

pany during 1915. It would appear that our American
manufacturers could compete with this Italian product.
The Estanco del Tabaco manufactured during 1915
369,299,052 cigarettes, which cost on an average 74 cents
American gold a thousand. It also manufactured 152,100
cigars of an ordinary quality. The American exporters of
tobacco who may be interested in this business should take
up the matter directly with Dr. M. A. Espejo, administrador
del Estanco del Tabaco, Lima, Peru.— "Commerce Reports.

1916.

Pasbach-Voice

„

Tw'o-IN-ONE:—39,875.

For smoking

JEAN NIGOT:—39,876.

For

.^

etc

New York

September

pipes.

Manhattan Briar Pipe Co., Brooklyn. N. Y.

c

9.

1916.

u

,

beptember
cigars, cigarettes, etc.
Litho. Co.. Inc., New York City.
*

September 6,
For all tobacco products.
City.
^'ork
.W'w
Co.,
graphic
„

DE SUPREMA:— 39.878.

CLASSA

Xcw York

1916.
6,
Citv.

•

.

..

hor cigars, cigarettes,
Pasbach-Voice Lithographing Co.,

*.,
etc.
inc..

^
For cigars, cheroots and stogies.
,

,

.

Tobacco

By
Registered November 10. 1896. by Schumacher & httlinger
\o.
Wasserman
&
various transactions was acquired by Chas.
Was transferred to Frank J. Bartunek, Long Island City. N. \ ..
on May 17, 1912.
LA MEDITA:—26.681 (C. S. Tobacco Journal), hor cigars, cigRegistered February 26. 1903. by
arettes and cheroots.

Wm.

By various transactions
Steiner Sons & Co., New York City.
Was transferred to
was acquired by Chas. Wasserman & Co.
Frank J. Bartuiiek, Long Island City, N. Y,. on September 25,
i9n.

Net»

Tobacco Journal. For
cigars, by Lichtenstein liros. Co.. New York City, on December
14, 1885.
Was transferred to .American Lithographic Co., by

STRONGHOLD:— Registered

HOTEL TULLER

Cen.er of business on Grand Circus Park.
car, get off at

Taice

Woodwari

Adams Avenue

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
200
200
100
iOO

Rooms, Private Bath,
"
'•

"

"

*'

"
"

*•

•*

$1.50 Single, $2 50
3.00
"
2.00

"
2-50
3.00 to 5.00 "

4.00
4.50

Up Double
"

S.

Cigar

Manufacturers

Co..

AND Go WN :—39.798.

For cigars, cigarettes and smoking
tobacco.
Registered by Standard Tobacco Co.. Inc., New York
City. Was transferred "to fieorge C. Knight, Chicago. 111., on Sep-

CAP

'*

Total 600 Outside Rooms
ALL ABSOLUTELY OLIET
and
New Unique Cafes
Two Floors-Agent.'
Exellente
Cabaret
Sample Rooms

U.

successors to Lichtenstein
Retransferred to .\merican Cigar
l5ros. Co.. on April 8. 1916.
Co., bv American Lithographic Co.. on .April 10. 1916.
ANIMATION:— 11,108 (The Trade-Mark Record). For cigars.
cigarettes and tobacco.
Registered November 27. 1891, by Emil
Was transSteffens Litho. Fng. & Print. Co.. New York City.
Retransferred to
ferred to Maryland Lith. Co.. Baltimore. Md.
Haltimore Cigar Co., F.altimore, Md., on September 19, 1916.
United

Detroit, Michigan

by

tember

in

put

is

it

be

known

as the

Midway Cigar

Store.

South Africa

small, not only in the Cape
proProvince but throughout the Union as well. The local
fell
duction of Turkish tobacco was greatly reduced and
of tobacco have
far short of the demand. The better grades

The crop

for 1915

was

been realizing good prices.
Reports indicate that the tobacco industry in the TransThe treatment of tovaal is progressing satisfactorily.
tobacco is similar to that in the United States, American
the crops.
bacco experts being largely employed to deal with
at presSouth African tobacco is not extensively exported
consumed locally.
ent, practically all of the product being

The Tobacco Trade

in Gibraltar

in any
Gibraltar's trade in tobacco has not been affected
new
way excepting that higher prices have been paid for
profits
Freights have also been higher, and the
stocks.

reduced.
of all dealers have consequently been
Prior to the outbreak of the war this

market was
was large and
largely supplied by Austria; the demand
quality of the
steady owing to the cheapness and mild
the Adriatic.
Austrian product, helped by low freights from
purpose of
Austrian tobacco was imported for the
Philippine prodblending it with American, Brazilian, and

in order to manuucts (which are of a higher quality)
known as "picadura,
facture the chopped tobacco, locally
of 2, 4, and
which is pressed and packed in small containers
mostly for Spanish con8 ounces and 1 pound and sold

sumption.
,,
1915 would
during
States
United
the
from
Purchases
the large stocks of tohave been larger had it not been for
years.
bacco remaining on hand from previous
and large
The demand for tobacco of all kinds is steady
Buyers,
States
purchases must be made from the United
some difficulty in
however, believe they will experience
high prices for their remaingetting supplies and are asking
ing stocks.— "Commerce Reports."

Cork Tips

19, 1916.

will

Br^iitish

increasing.

The cigar store formerly owned by Oscar Willmarth,
Battle Creek, Mich., has been sold to Harry Hall. Here-

after

in

Large foreign firms have established tobacco factories
amounting
in Cape Town with an investment of capital
A large business is
to between $5,000,000 and $6,000,000.
done annually, and great quantities of South African tobacco are utilized. The business is prosperous, and the out-

The House

1916.

U. R. B. (Ignited Registration Ru-.
rtau).
For cigars. Registered January 28. 1910. by C. h. .-Xcton,
Was transferred to John 1". Bolon Cigar Co..
Belmont. Ohio.
lUthcsda. Ohio, on September S. 1910.
LORD RECTOR:— 17,228 (The Trade-Mark Record), hor cigars.

cigarettes

to the large Italian colony here, considerable quantities of Italian cigars of ordinary grade are yearly
imported, 160,000 being purchased from Italy by this com-

6,

CORALLO DEL MAR:-39.874.

.,

.

.

h or cigars, cigarettes,
Litho. Co., Inc.,

NUT GLEANERS:— 35.628

Habana

Owing

SeptcMuber

,,

TRANSFERS

cigarettes are imported each year in
paper packages containing 20 each, which are sold here for
About 8,800,000
24 cents American gold per package.

pounds.

City.

.\ugust

the former district and 421,600 pounds from Tumbes in
Imports during the year included 596,445 pounds
1915.
from Ecuador and 82,895 pounds from Honduras. A large

2,707,358,984
2,604,658

74,339,213
1,983,128

39,811,887
35,156,235
Lbs.
Note— Porto Rican imports August, 1915, included in
above statement were as follows: 15,758,080 large cigars;
100.000 large cigarettes; 510,000 small cigarettes.
Philippine Islands imports for July, 1916 (not in-

SECONDS:—

territory in

were bought during 1915, and 31,099 Habana
English and Egyptian cigarettes to the number of
cigars.
28,583 and 1166 pounds of English smoking tobacco in tins
were also purchased by this company during the year. Chinese tobacco, put up in packages of 200 grams each, was
imported during the last year to the quantity of 28,935

all

of Crane. Indianapolis, Ind.
I'or cigars, cheroots and stogies.
39,834.
MANILA
Crane. Indianapolis, Ind.
of
August 30. 1916. The House
and stogies
cigars, cheroots
For
MANILA SUBS:—39,885.
Ind.
Indianapolis,
Crane.
of
House
The
30. 1916.

is

quantity of

New York

August 30

grown chiefly in the Provinces of Huancabamba
and Tumbes, about 019,490 pounds being purchased froni
bacco

tobacco products. SeptemThe Mochlc Litho. Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
1916
h^r
l<or all tobacco
ARKIN BRILL CO.'S TWI-SA-WEEK:-39.873. L.tho. Co.. Inc.,
September 2. 1916. Pasbach-Voice
products

For

MANILA bTUNTS:— 39,833.

which the cultivation of tobacco is permitted is designated by law, and the
importation and sale of cigars, cigarettes, and all forms of
tobacco are in the hands of this company. The native tofor a period of years.

Two

September

Taller

1,734,872,016
2,755,249

cluded), were as follows: 9,528,607 large cigars; 2:(>,928
small cigarettes; and 9>4 pounds manufactured tobacco.

necessitates the reporting of more than
be made. If it
less than thirty-one (31), an additwenty (20) titles, but
Dollars ($2.00) will be made, and so
tional charge of
of One Dollar ($1.00) will be made for
an additional charge
titles necessarily reported.
every ten (10) additional

P IQlf) Pasbach-Voice
COMPANY'S MONOCREST:-39,877.
WESTERN GRO^^
American Litho1916.

Peru

656,711,340

will

Peters Company, Durex No. 538047.

Write us about whatever you have, stating condition

630,433,847
89,984,027
1,800,100

smoking

1

or

Aug., 1916.

Lbs.

TRADE CUSTOM:—39,872.

in.

Aug., 1915.

Snuff,

REGISTRATIONS

Second-hand or used Cigar Molds

'

Vuelta

motor,

last.

manufactured
Tobacco, chewing and

1.00

Note B).

2.00

WANTED

live

HAVANA SHORTS— Pure

power and foot-bunching machines,
219 N. Second Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

very

INC..

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Siftings,
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

WANTED— By

outfit,

clear

and clean. Quarantetd A-l
Also Vuelta horta. of
Fifty cents per pound.
or money refunded.
Water
Street. New Tork.
Co..
171
Alexander
A
Edwin
the flneat quality.

Wanted.

ADLER & MYERSON.

quantities of labels and bands to match. Suitable for
Havana, shade-grown, domestic, Manila and Porto Kico cigars. Prices
low. Address Box 137, care of "Tobacco World."

FOR SALE— Large

August

of

DupHcate Certificate,
An allowance of $2 will be made to members
Note
Merchants' Association on each registration.
nt the Tobacco
search of a title necessitates
Note B— If a report on a
more than ten (10) titles, but less than
the reporting of
charge of One Dollar ($1.00)
wenty-one (21). an additional

(see

$6.00

A—

show cases, shoe store stand, and news rack.
Cleveland Store Fixture Company, 4C49 St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
store humidors,

of

Products

2.00

FOR SALE— Cigar

August

No.
No.
No.
No.

Transfer,

Special Notices.

of

Cigars (large)
Cigars (small)
Cigarettes (large)
Cigarettes (small)

Search

Sale.

Month

The following comparative data

Trade-Mark Services

Effective April 1, 1916.
(see Note A),
Registration

CHARGE OF FIFTY CENTS
RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT. THREE CENTS A WORD. WITH A MINIMUM
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
For

Statistics for

Cork Bobbins

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY,
122-222

WEST 18TH STREET

Inc.

yORKNEW

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD

32

CtMm: **DONALLBS"
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

JOHN F. HEILAND

F.

1,

&

CO.

Figurat 39-41,

KRAUSSMAN Importer
HAVANA TOBACCO
Water

Cable

''CUETAra" Havana,

HEW YORK

A.

IM

Lcaf TODaCCO

andDealmm

Street

•

JULIUS MARQUSEE,

•

Water

141

•

•

New

Yoit

TELEPHONE

J.

New York

Street,

Packer and Dealer in All Grades of Seed Leaf Tohaon

Cuba

CHIOAOO, 105 "WWBT MONROE STRIBKT,
LOVI8 G. CAVA, Mcr.

of

TQcktr

JOHN

3956

TOBACCO

CO.

306 NO.

Labels.

of

MS

«<l 3«7 N. Third

Ph«Ad«lphia

St.,

126

AMISTAD

^^^'^^

^***»'^

^"«*-«"

NawM

aiid SMMira •md
of
PadcM« of Seed Leaf Tobacco
Finest Retail Department in Pennsylvania

NEW

YORK, No.

130

Water

Street

Rosen-wald OL Bro.

E-.
145

NtW YOBK

WATER STREET

I.

115

BREMEN, GERMANY

fir Saipto etrd iid

PtIm Us(

to

A.

Cohn & Company

MMm

D«hi1miI

W

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

knportm^M of HiLlf^nn 4nd SamMtrtt. ^/LdkerM of Seed

Leaf Tobacco

and Growers

142 Water

Street,

•

of Georgia
.

.

Samatra

New York

I

Factory No. 79

Established 1870

S.

R.

KOCHER

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and Domestic Cigars
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco
Leading brands— "Volitta," "Quaker," "Nabobs," "1-4-5," "Havana
Cream," "Imperial Beauty," "Little Vara"
Correspondence with wholeaale and jobbing trade inviled

Factory and OfficestWRIGHTSVILLE, PA.

Snuff^:

Rail Road Mills Snuff,
Ax^s Snu ff, :
Gail

&

ERNEST ELLINGER & CO.
ll«w.»WM.hottw. Salad

Importers and Packers of
Hevonn

Office-

of

STREET.

&

Manuel Alvarez

NEW YORK

Co.

Havana LeaF

Puerto Rican Tobacco

Puerto Rico Warchou**;:

SAN MIGUEL 136

C

AYF."

Packer and Dealer in

New
17H

Cor.

Office:

Leaf Tobacco

Duke and Chestnut

Streets

R, PENNA.
LANCASTE
Strasburg and Lancaster

Packing Houses:

Michaelsen

Sl

Prasse

Commission Merchants
Leaf Tobacco & Ci|{ars
Ail4r*e>i

18 Obrapla Street, Havana, Cuba
^' O. IUb 2M
C.W*. "VWC.DM"

MAXIMILIAN STERN

Havana Tobacco
Clavel No.

I.

Havana. Cuba

165 Front

Street,

New York

^ ork Offics:

WATER STREET

Est. 1825
ESTABLISHED

Est. 1851

E. L.

& SONS
OF

CHOICE CIGAR LEAF
(^•cldBf

MANUFACTURED BY
Critical

Rfth Ave., New

NISSLY

GROWERS AND PACKERS

Maccobops — 1i.appees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWeet and Plain Scotchs
CO., Ill

IM WATDI

RANCK

H.

CO.

(Sl

HAVAJ^A eO^ACCO IMPORTERS

Room

D. SELLERS. SELLERSVILLE. PA.

MILTON

""* '"p"""*

N«w York

IS.

MENDELSOHN, BORNEMAN

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

GEORGE W. HELME

''"=''«"

OF HAVANA TOBACCO
OtBCT.H»-l»T FWatSt.

And Packers
Est. 1760

MONROE

St.. B«»»toii.

YORK

The Standards of America
Lorillard's

(O.

Cuba - »» Broad

HASANA. AMISTAD 95

SMin Mnd Qro$ GrtUn

WOODHAVEN AVENUE* GLENDALE, NEW

Cigars

SONS
StUALITY HAVANA
M»»».

liAFFENBURGH

N.ptuno 6. H«-»«n».

9iMwfieturtrs of Bindings, GAUoons, Tsff^AM,

»

'J

WrtU

&

Tobacco

Leaf

Boxes is Always
Customer
for One More Good

Dome^ic

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba

Largest assortment of Plain and Faniy

CigarRibbons

PANTIN

Co., Sellersville, Pa.

for Manufacturing Cigar

Our Capacity

HAVANA

B««*bltoh«d IMt

CIGAA BOXBS. Go to

Keystone Cigar Box

jlnd Importers of
No. 143 Market Street, Lancaster, Pa.

V V

151 North 3d St, Philadelphia

Co.

Commission Merchant

=:Leaf Tobacco Merchant
HAVANA, CUBA— Consulado

MANUFACTUREmS OF CIGAR SCRAP TOUACCO
r«r G«nuin« Sawed

&

Nissly

F.

LESLIE

HABANA, CW^K

ST.

FA.

LEAF TOBACCO

W« Want Your Oplnlaa

HEINRICH NEUBERGER

& CO.^

HIPPLE BROS.

LANCASTER,

LEAP TOBACCO

"

and Warehoaaa. IS Eaat CXmA Avanne. YOIK, PA.

Packers and Dealen In

SPEC1ALTY-\'UELTA ABAJO AND ARTEMISA

LEAF TOBACCO
i$h

John

Almacen de Tabaco en Rama

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
3«1,

GlTcUasTrtsl.

Stock Gwils.

CARDENAS y CIA

STRAUS & CO.

K.

St.,

loe

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS
Ciffar Ribbons, Silk Imitation and Mtislinola Ribbon
Printed or Stamped in Gold or Silver

THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA

W. Walnut

Seleereem

IS SU'-'tr

Wareheuae: Bird- In- Hand, Laneaater Ce.. Pa.

Solietled

HANOVER, PENNA.

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

112

THE YORK TOBACCO CO.

Leaf Tobacco

Office and

Correapoodence

Vdtabliahed 1890

LEAMAN

K.

ofmndn»aUrJm

no

LOEB-NUP^EZ

AND TRIMMINGS.

llai St aid Scctid Afe.,

E.

SUAREZ

M. A.

LANCASTER. PENNA.

HABANA, CUBA

SAN MIGUEL IM

ALL KINDS OF

cii^& Cigar Box labels hk

Lancaster County Fancy B's

AMo

MmfdaMdrnd TabMO* Flaoa d« ViMlte
PartMo J VMltft Arrib*
•

MANUFACTURCP OF

CO.

£i

33

Yerl

Housm: LMicMter,

Buren always

Florin.

TOBACCO

Main Offieei

H.

NEW FACTORY

1677

I9M

W. HEFFENER & SON
Steam Cigar Box Manufacturers
AND MAKERS OF

Florin, Pa.

Patented Wire Bound Shipping C«8C«
find

it

a pleasure to leak o«er our

Samples cheerfully nihmitted upon requoL

HOWARD

«c

BOUNDARY AVE.

YORK. PA

THE TOBACCO WORLD

36

"^

BELIEVERS

Heywood Strasser&Voigt LlTHOCo.

PUBLICITY

These foremost houses of the trade have reliable (ioods to sell and want our
Read their story and when writinii tell them
subscribers to know about them.
.*.
No boi^us Advertisinii admitted.
you saw it in THE TOBACCO WORLD.

26- STRE.ET & 9- AVENUE, NEW YORK
MANUl ACTURFR5

IN

OF

Page

Page

Cigar Box Labels
Bands AND Trimmings

New York

Acker. Merrall & Condit Co.,
.............
Alvare, & Co.. Ma|u.el.New^ork
Alvarei
^^^^

Manuel

Lopez

ft

,.

M.

Co.,
Co.,

Lorillard

3

«

Cigar ^„
Luhographic Co.. New \ork
Sumatra Tobacco Co. •.•••
Tobacco Co., i.ie, New \ork
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Pipe Selling is Easier
WP When You Sell the
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MARK

MANILA CIGARS

Wellington Pipe
The man who

is

offered a

Wellington has no doubts or arguments. He's buying the famous
"well" feature and a clean, cool
smoke and he knows it His 35
cents and up brings top value to
him and a fair profit to you.

—
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F.
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C LOZANO

F.

LOZANO, SON
U.

S.

Reg. I.

S.

Pal. Olilif
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WILLIAM DEMUTH

CO.
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Fifth
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&

CO.
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BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous
TRADE MARK

&•

ML LOZANO

"F. Lozano''

as a breeze from the sea

— They

— Manila

bum

Cigars

method— They have

hand made, Spanish
body and character—

high standard of quality

is

Government

and

perfectly

are

all

supervision

rigidly

maintained under

inspection.

Brand
Look for the Government Guarantee
Stamp on Every ^ox

Clear Havana Cigars
OFFICE AND FACTORY; TAMPA, FLORIDA
New York

Mild and as Cool

Address, 437 Fifth

Avcnne

Londres Grandes

De Luxe

Se^ars

THE C ALIDAD SIZE RETAILS FOR A DIME

Wonderful Value
CLEAR HABANA-FULLY MATURED
l^ADE BY

JOHN W. MERRIAMYork&

CO.

New
MERRIAM CIOAR* INC., SUCCEMOR
101 Spring Street,

,

1

For Gendemen of Good Taste

Sail Felice

CIGARS

CIGAR MFG.

CO.
PHILADELPHIA

X%^ofiHMykA^^7fy^

The Deisel-Wemmer Company
LIMA, O.
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Quality Paramount
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ROCKY FORD
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UPNANN CIGARS
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factories,
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manufacture at our several Pittsburgh
a very attractive and extensive line of
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Our
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for 5
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ji Cigar With Hardly a RiVal
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things
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''SoF'

and ''Devesa de Murias''
Independent factories
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Quality, always
a little better than
Havana's Best3
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HAVANA CIGARS
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In all the
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Best Quality

Best

Known

Remarkable Leaders
among

CLEAR HAVANA BRANDS

£BE«r

These

are

cigars

Made — In — Bond

Mr. Cigar Manufacturer

and

smoked from Coast —to — Coast, enjoying an enviable reputation among
dealers for "Repeat"
You

The Cigar Without a Peer

calls.

This

should stock at least one of these brands:

"El Briche"

wrappers.

"Hoyo de Cuba"
"Flor de San Martin & Leon"
Calixto Lopez y Cia

Jobbers and Dealers have not been slow
preciate the value of Clear Havana brands that

Habana

cate, as is testified

the psychological

is

by the steadily increasing

ous.

If

for

to begin to use domestic

you

condition of the imported wrapper market

The

you don't look out you

Use

or at a loss.

to ap-

moment

work another year

will

Florida, Georgia

is

danger-

for nothing,

and Connecticut Shadegrown.

dupli-

We have some

sales.

fancy, light, fine quality

San Martin & Leon
consumer.
to

Do

cigars are favorites with the
not lose trade and profits by failing

have these goods

in stock.

San Martin
New York

Office—

GEORGIA and FLORIDA

& Leon

I

Tampa, Florida

257 Fourth Ave.

Wrappers

Member, Tobacco Merchants' Association

SANCHEZ Y HAYA

that

bum and
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The
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only

taste as

for

way
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any imported wrapper.

you on every cigar
that will enable

customers.

prosperous?

good

It's

that

you

to

Which would you
up

you

They

will

sell.

make money,
rather

be,
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to please

prejudiced

or

to you.

Fla.
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New^ Brand from Old
Simples
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Number
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S.
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C HOICEST
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made from

sizes only

the choicest "Vuelta bajo" tobacco
Cigars to retail for 2 for 25c. to 25c. each.

Package and goods show quality and class in every detail.
''La Flor de Sanchez y Haya" have always been leaders in

n
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their field.

SANCHEZ Y HAYA, Tampa,

Street,
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York.

Better than ever.

Florida
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25^^

to 75^ Increased Sales
are

made by many

A Larger Profit for You
The 15c tin— the New Leader

dealers in

CIGARETTES
since our big

Outdoor Painted advertising campaign

highest' class

clubs and hotels

Painted Bulletins
the

i

left

~

'

started.

QAk Dad. he knoiox

one shown
are

like

At Our Risk

to the

12 feet high

and from 25

to 50 feet

They

are paint-

long.

In the creamcolored, nutbroTvn tin

Let ns prove

ed in striking colon
and are placed along
the most heavily traveled thoroughfares

We

in

To Tobacco
tractive

feature for you

profit

There

Retailers:

is

an

Harmony Pipe

in

by concentrating

their

Wall and Bulletin Advertising

in the dealers'

more Sweet Caporal

mediate neighborhoods, that their dealers will sell
Cigarettes, and incidentally increase profits to their mutual advantage.

Every dealer will

benefit

by

this

campaign.

We have a long

term contract which guarantees permanent advertising through the biggest
and most dominating advertising medium it is possible to secure.

Note

of every

sale

to take

assistance in selling

in a fresh stock,

knowing

that he

it

and refund

in

<(%<J»r/ \

cash the

to send our

There never was a cigar
made good more consistently.
that
Never a cigar backed up by fairer,
squarer dealing.
Just look at our striking publicity

Order From Your Jobber Harmony
:

you

or

more.

in

drop shipments

Order from your jobber
so.

if

'^jM^^j^ I

— one pound
you

Saturday Evening Post with its
big national circulation of more than
2,000,000 copies ever^ week- And
in the

not

Sent fresh from our

shipped like any other tobacco.
factory direct to

is

in the

haven't

Literary Digest with

its

475, 000

copies every Week-

^

The Girard Cigar

will receive plenty of

of thousands of
smokers read this advertising and demand the Girard. After that its quality
holds them, brings them back and
makes steady customers of them for
the dealer who carries the Girard.
Don't take our say so. Just drop
us a line today and get on the inside

Hundreds

it.

HARMONY
BLENDc^
^A

Ask Dad, he knows
is

the slogan.

You've seen

PIPE

it.

Backed by Advertising In addition to using
Saturday Evening Post, Harmony advertisements
:

CHICAGO

a card to-

tised cigar.

price paid.

aheady done

Every dealer can lay

of

letter or

Later you'll thank us for urging
you to put the Girard in your case.
There never was a better adver-

:

back any part

a

dealer's **SafetY First'' proposition

Guarantee We guarantee the
ounce of Harmony and stand ready

this

us

day and ask us

at-

Get our
Blend not to be had in any other tobacco.
price list from your jobber showing our offer.

that

'

Drop

dealers' stores.

We have proven conclusively to the American Tobacco Co.
im-

one

cent of cost to you, that you can cash in on the
quality and popularity of the Girard Cigar.
take the risk of the proof. You take the profit.

the immediate vicinity of

satisfaction without

to your

^os.(usack (ompany

the

NEW YORK

Largest Advertising Company in the World
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lies
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a
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the leading magazines and

total
It
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pay

you

of
to

for yourself.
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it

you a

cent.

weekAddress Departmeni

OVER NINE
push

cost
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hard.

H
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MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

MAKE THE BEST
for cigars, stogies,

11

chewing or smoking tobacco.
They're

and

air-tight

SIDNEY

dust-

DLiX/aUiJLi

FREEMAN,

Sole

Agent

A

Ci|{ar Stores

Restaurants
Hotels and

it.
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i I THE HEEKIN CAN COMPANY
New

Clubs

StreeU

CINCINNATI, O.

Manufacturers

"Heekin Can Since 1901"

& CO., Tampa, Fla.
PEDRO CASTRO
New York

I

I

%

Diatribaters

LOmS

G. SMITH

£i

Sccicie

CO., 52 Beaver

gvcry crumb of

Street

FRAT To-

bacco fully measures up
to Patterson quality traditions.

—

lOc quality— lOc quantity
rctatfs in the Patterson

duo-paper package at

5c

Clear Havana Cigar
Would

5(fe

JEITLES

^TNJjs»rr'"!

& BLUMENTHAL,

Proof Asked That They Were Paid For Before August
4th United States Shippers Face Heavy
Loss Consignments Also Held
Up in Danish Harbors

—

—

Prompt

to

Raise.

Most

cost double in

tins.

jobbers arc supplied.

Ltd.

PHILADELPHIA.
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M. MELACHRINO & CO^

Inc.

MGYVriAti CIGARETTES

Original Pjttfrson* o\ richmond. Va.

from the business section of this city indicate that but few of the retailers have raised their
prices to five cents straight on the brands on which
the prices have been advanced. There is one exception, and the dealers are all asking five cents straight
for this brand, but for the most part, the other cigars
can still be purchased at six-for-a-quarter.
In the outlying residential section the dealers have
advanced their prices, and are asking five cents straight.
Sales are fewer so that there is no volume to take care
of the advance in price.
There is considerable grumbling and some dealers
have refused to handle certain brands at the advanced
As has been frequently pointed out, the retail
prices.
Some have
trade needs education, and needs it badly.
been heard to remark that the advance in price will give
manufacturers a larger percentage of profit than ever
before.
Any one who is familiar with conditions, knows
that this is not true.
In fact, it could not possibly be true
with prices where they are today.
They seem to worry
more about the manufacturer's business than they do about
their own.
Everyone knows that the average retail cigar store is
not a big money maker.
And this would lead to the conclusion that dealers would be anxious to make additional
profits whenever possible.
They are face to face with the
opj)ortunity right now, but few are taking advantage of it.
In the case of standard brands sold at six for a quatrer
the profit has been very small, and with the advance in
the cost of these goods the profit will be less.
Just where
they figure to make it up is not explained.
It is pointed out that the chief reason for the failure
of the retailers to meet the requests of the manufacturers,
in the matter of selling their goods at five cents straight,
is due to
the fear that their competitors will not raise.
This is probably true, but the more money the cut-price
dealer loses, the sooner he will be eliminated.
Philadelphia is probably the hardest market in the
United States ?n which to establish a trade on nickel goods.
It is very
probable that the conditions here do not apply
elsewhere. It may be that conditions here will change for

the

the better.

Just prior to the increase in price, manufacturers

ToiCiHOt toe Mistake! I! Yoh Stock the

Easiest Sold Cigarettes

swamped with orders for goods.
Retting their

M. Melackrino

&

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, xto Clnbc and 360 Regimental Messes throughout Europe
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way

Some were

were

fortunate in

orders at the old price, and this may account
for the retailer continuing to sell at the old

price.

A

lot of

^s yet,
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City

BEST

May We

Culrert, 6th and

Afraid to Raise to Consumer Fearing Competitors
Will Not Burden Falling Heaviest on One or
Two Brands Dealers in Other Sections

A.

Favorite

produces the most striking, attention-attracting
containers. Designs and trade-marks reproduced
or originated by our art department

I

S.

with the

color lithographing

send a sample?
Your name on a postal brings

DETAINED IN PORTS OF ENGLAND

[EPORTS

clean and aromatic.
They are attractive and dis-

process of

special

U.

fresh,

tinctive.

Our

in

New York

123 Liberty Street

proof.

DpP A f TCP They kaep your product

J.

TOBACCO SHIPMENTS TO NEUTRALS

FIVE

CENTS STRAIGHT IN THIS CITY
Retailers

"MAGALLANES'^

CONTAINERS

MANY BRANDS SOLD AT

NOT

effect
<^<iuse

failed to raise their prices

but conditions indicate that

so before

A

manufacturers have

many

of

them

will

do

long.

story

goiiig the rounds of the retail trade to the
that one manufacturer refused to raise his price bc-

he

is

is

making between two and three
(Continucd on Page 18)

dollars a thou-

LIE failure of shippers to furnish proof that large
consignments of tobacco for neutral countries
were paid for prior to August 4th, is said to be
responsible for many cargoes being held in London, other English ports, Scandinavian and Danish harEollowing the embargo placed by England on
bors.
tobacco shipped to neutral European countries an arrangement was finally made whereby shippers in this country
might ship leaf as late as August 30th, provided, however,
that all goods so shipped were paid for prior to August
4th. As can be seen from above, many cargoes have been
prevented from proceeding to neutral destinations because
proof of the date of payment is lacking.
Many American tobacco shippers who have their own
representatives in Europe with whom they do a wholesale
business shipped to them under the impression that the
new order would permit such action. The Government,
however, contends that proof must be furnished that the
cargoes were paid for before August 4th by the actual
luiropean buyers.
An "Associated Press" dispatch on the subject, from

Wi

Washington, comments as follows
Great Britain's detention of American tobacco shipments is expected here to cause heavy losses to members
of the trade in this country unless a modification of the
The State Department alBritish ruling can be secured.
ready has made informal representations, and officials said
tonight they hoped to clear up the misunderstanding to the
satisfaction of

American

interests.

Besides the consignments reported held in London,
American tobacco valued at more than $1,500,000 is detained aboard British ships and in warehouses at Danish
ports, on the charge that its shipment violated the shipping arrangement.
The interpretation applied to the arrangement by British officials was as much a surprise to officials here as it
was to the American shippers. In previous agreements
for passage of shipments through the blockade lines, it
was declared tonight, Great Britain never attempted to
apply the doctrine of ultimate sale. The understanding
here was that only a bona-fide sale to European wholesalers would be required in the case of the tobacco consignments.
The regulation which stopped American tobacco shipments was issued on July 15th by the British Trade Department under general authority of the Orders in Council.
It prohibited the importation of tobacco to Germany or
to German dealers in countries contiguous to Germany.
serious disruption to the American tobacco industry resulted, and the State Department finally secured an agreement under which all tobacco bought and paid for before
August 4th and shipped before August 30th was to be
admitted to Denmark and other neutral European coun-

A

(

Continued on Page t8)
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A

feature of the recent night pageant during the Centennial celebration at Indianapolis was the float of Bobrow Brothers, manufacturers of the "l>old" cigar.
Victor Newman, who has charge of the territory for

the factory, assisted by Neal Conwell, according to all
accounts, put across a clever stunt in the pageant^ and
presented a picture that will long be remembered by those
who witnessed the parade.
snow-white horse, with a girl jockey astride, led the

A

Bobrow

White

ribbons led from
the horse to the float which followed. A searchlight on the
float, which was really the new Chevrolet car of Bobrow
Brothers, outlined the horse and jockey in a brilliant light.

way

for the

The

float

itself

—
"l»old" "Above

float.

told
All,"

message in three words,
and these were flashed from the

the

the evening.
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July
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Month
.^
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•

42,422,304

Total
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23,130,586
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jobber and dealer

is

concerned.

January
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March
April

May
June
Inly

August
Total
Increase

05,558,802

"

Secretary-Treasurer

great dearth of cigarniakcrs, an unusual demand
beyond
for cigars, occasional strikes, and other difficulties
will be a
the control of manufacturers, indicate that there
shortage of cigars at the holiday season.
heavier than
( )rders already coming in are
A Cigar
more
f«»r some years ])ast. and there are
Shortage
Most (»f the big manufacturers
f)f them.
acarc working to the limit of their capacity already, and
cording to the MMitiment of the manufacturers, it will l)e
as the
a case of the early order getting the goc.ds as far

Those with factories

THE
OFFICE
BOY'S

for sale or lease, will be interested

advertisement of a well-known Eastern manufacturer,
a cigar factory capable
who is willing to buy, complete,
to 100,000 cigars a week.
of producing up
Manufacturers seeking branch factories will be atof a Lancaster firm ofTering
tracted by the advertisement
in Lancaster in a good
sale or lease a cigar factory
in

the

COLUMN

for

location.

Correspondence

is solicited.

are looking for a medium-priced brand
shortage, will be interested in reading the
to supply their
offers a suradvertisement of a cigar manufacturer, who
and Havana, Sumatra-wrapped
plus stock of 60,000 seed
He is willing to duplicate
net.
cigars, at $25 per thousand,
is exhausted, but the price will
the order when the surplus
Jobbers,

the

"ASK DAD, HE KNOWS"

who

$30 per thousand.
something to buy or sell, watch
If you are looking for
World."
Business Opportunity page of "The Tobacco

October
deer editur:
in the west,
i am a pore retaler hear
no fur a
i
is bein razed on cheep smoaks.
of them seegars dont cost no moar then
maik. Theese seegar manofaktorees dame
maik no muny at theese prises, i no haf
i

The Salesman
confronted with a question to which you canfavor it is best to connot make a strong answer in your
than no answer
cede the point, as a weak answer is worse
to turn
If forced into a corner, admit it, then try

When

at all.

v.

120,000
605,250
61 5,200
361,650
466,800
502,500
320,500
085,500
3,086,100

255,000
087.75(»

3 10,000

716.250

an uncomfortable corner you can retire more
Let him
(iive the prospect a chance to talk.
gracefully,
When he
state his side of the case and listen attentively.
which can
has concluded, cull out those of his objections
Perhaps the answering of
be answered most eflfectively.
touching
these will prove your case without the need of
Let
on those which cannot be answered so effectively.

500,250
50,000
025,000
330,250
1.104.500

118,100

prises

fakt that

most

i

i

saved 110$ in ate yrs. wen ytm tcl me whoo
anser qwik.
or retaler, i
git the moast, wether manofaktorees, jobbir
putt my hole amt. in saim lyne.
yoors,
i

A RESULT OF REDUCING THE TARIFF

Headline in contemp. says, "Paris In New^ York."
We've spent considerable time in both places and regret to
We're ime of these "America First"
report, no interest.
domestic inguys, anyway, and b':'lieve in supporting our

answer for each objection.
Make your answers as mild as possible. Make your
Never show by your answers or your manpoints gently.
Always play for
ner that you have the prospect cornered.
his good will.
When arguing politics you can raise your
voice and gloat when you have the other fellow tied up,
but when arguing politics you may have no interest in
your opponent's good will. This, however, is not the case
when talking to a prospective customer. It is sometimes
advisable to let the prospect think he is getting the better
of you.
You can well afford to suffer apparent defeat when

know

the ultimate, the real victory,

is

getting the order

signed.

The average salesman may use a

lot of

energy

in so-

he does not study territory conditions or the wants of his prospective customers he will
not apply the energy effectively.
"Merely busy-ness isn't business or a pig's tail would
orders, but

most

if

efficient i)art of the pig."

that he is working in
harmony with the eternal laws of success, just as soon as
he is convinced that the thing which has made others successful is the thing he can do, he will work with greater
certainty, and without the ])aralyzing dread of that unJust as soon as a

man knows

known preventable thing which he suspects
wait along

every road he travels.— E.

St.

is

lying in

Elmo Lewis.

»

dustries.

him
your prospect talk until he is finished, for if you cut
will have to
off at the end of each of his objections you

he the

how

and thought

yourself in

liciting

sea

into another direction.
well never to be too positive, for should you find

the line of talk
It is

10, 1016.

25$ or 26$ to
how they cant
to pay 35$ fur
Now prises is razed, i pay moar
theese saim seegars.
My jobbir says he cant maik talcs meat at eny prises.
yet.
mr editur no dam well dont git no graft' enuf to smoak
smoakrs dont
evin stoges in my kase. i hoap ytni no my
whoo in hel doz git it.
git no profut frum theese razes,
i

you

Month

A

is

Day is coming.
And many wives will fight
With wanderlusting husbands,
Election

have an

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
J.

months

of 1915

Cigars

lanuary
February

;;,"

showing,
exported

101(5.
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THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
CHARLES FOX, New York
F. M. NEWBURGH. Hamilton. O
GEORGE BEUGER. Cincinnati, O
JOSEPH MENDELSOHN. New York

and Washington.

The following is a comparative statement
by months, the number of cigarettes and cigars

. .

LICHTENSTEIN.

New York

sS^taS
aecreiaiy
Street.

seeker

S. jarrett, Charles

the customs channels in Los Angeles,

thnmgh

for the op-

Cuban

Trippet, of a stipulati m for the dismissal of the proceedings involving seventy-one bales of Cuban leaf tobacco,
upon the payment by the "St. IClmo" Cigar Company of
the duty amounting to $G820.52.
This will end the litigation that for more than two

years went

some are waiting

always watching the Business
and often he
Opportunity page of "The Tobacco World,"
is^ looking for.
finds what he
unusual opportunities are preIn this i'ssue some very

The

nortunity

Weber and

"''''r^T^l

.President
FREDERICK HIRSCHHOHN. 54th St. and 2d Ave.. New York.
Vlce-Prealdent
CHARLES J. EISENLOHR 914 Market St. Phlla.. Pa.
Treasurer
JOSEPH B. WEItTHEIM, Slstandl^astEnd Ave.. M'hafn. N. Y.. Secretary
Y

K.

Benjamin

of

Allen Rossiter, doing business as the "St.
h:iino" Cigar Comjjany, has been settled in the United
States District Court of Los Angeles, by the entry by Judge
B.

are seeking and

then be

d!nt
^ d^n

CIGAR MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

S.

Ended

on a question of duty levied upon a shii^ment

leaf tobacco, the property of
Office.

Litigation

The long drawn out contention between the government and the "St. Elmo" Cigar Company, of I.os Angeles,
Cal.,

Some

real

sides of the float in electric lights.
It was declared one of the most attractive features of

"St.

ADVERTISING RATES MAILED UPON APPLICATION

Vol.

silk

Year

J2.50 per Year
15 Cent*

Entered as Second Class Mall Matter December 22. 1909. at the Post
Philadelpliia, under the Act of March 3. 1879
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Who stayed out

half the night.

HAVE YOU HEARD THIS ONE BEFORE?
A

well-known member of the cigar manufacturing

in-

We

haven't heard it
a true story.
before, so we will try it on our readers.
of the
Last Sunday, Willie, aged seven, who is fond
After
movies, was about to say his prayers before retiring.

dustry says that this

is

thinking over
getting down on his knees he evidently was
decided to questhe subject matter for his devotions, and
tion his mother before committing himself.

"Mother, will I go to Heaven when I die?," he asked
"Yes. darling," she replied, "if you are a good boy."
queried
"Will you go to Heaven, too, Mother?", he
again.

"Yes. if I am good." was the answer.
urged.
"Well, how alxnit Daddy, will he go. too?", he
good."
"Yes." replied the mother i)atiently." if' he is
Charlie
"But! Mother, dear." came the query, "will

Chaplin go to Heaven?"
And once more mother answered. ^ cs. if he is good.
Whereupon the inquisitive S(m startled his mother by
when he sees his
saying: "My. Mother, won't Cod laugh
^

big feet!"

f

St

1

TnnrMsIla

Totoaes®

HE

situation regarding Turkish tobacco stocks in
England is apparently more serious than has been

I

supposed according to an editorial article in the
current issue of "Tobacco" (London), which says

as follows:

"Last month

we had

to record the prohibition of export of 'tobacco' to neutral European countries. As was

pointed out the prohibition was much wanted.
Raw tobacco was being exported to Holland in such quantities as

no doubt that Germany was drawing supplies from
the outer world through neutral channels in spite of the
blockade.
The prohibition was, however, too sweeping,
for the term 'Tobacco' included cigarettes made of;. Eastern
tobaccos the so-called Turkish cigarettes, and in these
there has been built up of recent years a vigorous trade
left

—

with Holland and the Scandinavian countries. The enterprise has been instrumental in creating a new export trade,
which it is, of course, desirable to continue and extend
rather than to prohibit. However, if cigarettes so sent to
the neutrals constituted a supply to Germany, not only the
outsider but the very manufacturers interested would have
been content to see their efforts of years thrown away
in the patriotic cause.

—

happens not by chance, but by the facts of
geography and the course of German trade that the Germans, hard up as they are for many things, are not short
of Macedonian tobacco, nor the manufacturing facilities
and business push necessary to sell these cigarettes in
neutral Europe. There sales of this commodity took place
side by side with the sales of the British-made article.
Germany and we were competing in the same markets.
To shut us out would, of course, have left the territory
in the hands of the enemy.
Now this is the last thing
which should be the aim of any prohibition or other act
of the Government.
The facts of the matter were perfectly clear to the manufacturers interested, and were
by
them brought to the notice of the War Trade Department.
As a result of the representations made by these manufacturers, the Goveriiment made an exception in the
case
of cigarettes composed of Turkish tobacco.
"The production of Turkish cigarettes was never, perIt so

—

more parlous state with regard to raw materials.
What is going to happen no one knows, but the fact is
that no supplies are coming forward. The position, always
haps, in a

the world-war extended to the Balkans, the
apex of the trouble has now been reached. The ground
having been cleared for export trade in cigarettes owing
to the removal of the Government's embargo, the
quesdifficult since

tion
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now

How

manufacturers get the leaf? And
goes much deeper than the shipping problem.
As reported in 'Tobacco' the British-American Tobacco Company struck a bargain with the Government so
as to provide for the shipment of American
tobacco to
this country without interfering with the restricted
carrying power for commodities of a less essential nature.
"The tobacco for export trade was allowed to come
over in neutral ships, and a certain percentage of the
cargo was to be for the non-British-American or independent traders. This arrangement was quite a good one,
as
proved by the fact that manufacturers, who have no inborn
love for the British-American or for any of the great combines of capital, acquiesced in the proposal, which oflfered
them advantages which they could not otherwise have
is,

will

this question

obtained.

"The Government view of the arrangement, which indeed made it feasible, was, no doubt, that the encourage-

Slk®irllai^®

m

ISs^iadl

DEPRECATE

of export trade is the second article in the creed
state at war, the sinews of war strengthened by

Whitehead, president of the American School of
Business, speaking recently before the Boston
Salesman's Club.
"Salesmanship does not consist of overpowering another with your personality so that he buys your goods

being only second to the tirst essential materials
such as shells. That being the view, the application
of
any means to bring the raw material to this country is
a
practical move, and one worthy of such extension as
would
cover the whole of the materials used in the export
trade
"A certain portion of that useful export trade, more
considerable in value than in bulk, is in "Turkish cigarettes.
iUit how could facilities for leaf from America help
the
firms whose export trade was in cigarettes of Macedonian
tobacco? Not at all, of course. To help them on the same
lines the British-American would have had to charter
another ship to bring over the large stocks of leaf owned
by
people on this side and lying at Kavalla or other Grecian
ports; or, facilities might have been given for other ships
which trade from the Levant to British ports to pick up
some tobacco en route.
"This aspect is, however, quite eclipsed by the rapid
events of the last few weeks.
It is no longer shipping
facilities which are the want.
Now what manufacturers
want is some news about what is happening or has happened to the stocks at Kavalla, Seres and Drama. Cable
communications had been already cut off for over a week
on September 2tnd, when our representative made enquiries.
When communication with Kavalla will be reopened no one can tell.
"'The Bulgar-Boche element having thrust its rapacious tentacles into Greece leaves a field for speculation.
Either the tobacco has been seized, has been transported
goodness knows where, or destroyed.
Destruction can
come from a retreating army, who do not wish to leave
supplies of any sort in the hands of their opponents, or it
can come in the hazards of fighting on land, or by shelltrade,

irrespective of their fitness for his needs. It is rather the
fitting of the goods to the requirements of the customer,
then making him see those requirements,'*

Mr. Whitehead spoke on the development of salesmanship instruction in education.

This display of "John Ruskin" cigars was

shown in the window of H. Haberman's store
It aton Washington Street, Bronx, N. Y.
tracted much attention in that section and resulted in an increased

The cigar
facturing

of

manufacture.

They claim

in

the

first

place, they are

due to the fact that they are manufactured by machinery, no hand comes in contact with them,
in the making.
Secondly, the cigarettes are manufactured
at Durham,
N. C, practically one might state, in the
"famous Old Belt section" of the \Mrginia and North Carolina tobacco belt.
Thirdly, the i)aper utilized by the manufacturers of the "Sovereign" is declared to be the best, in
that it has no objectionable odor, is tasteless and leaves
no dryness in the throat.
Also when burned, it leaves no
ashes.
The value of these combined attributes may be

blissful

may be one

the demonstrators, when they
state that no matter how splendid the quality of tobacco
forming the body of a cigarette, the blend cannot give the
maximum amount of enjoyment to the smoker, unless the
paper in which it is wrapped measures up to the standard
recognized,

truly

of the

declare

enclosure used by the manufacturers of "Sovereign"

cigarettes.

Oklahoma City
Retail tobacco dealers at Oklahoma City, Okla., met
ncently, and agreed upon a new price schedule for cigars.
Prices

In the

to restrict supplies."
1

'
J.

made by the I. Lewis Cigar ManuCompany, Newark, N. J.
is

absolutely sanitary,

ignorance of the
of the last they will
smoke for some time, or that it is one of a quite limited
stock. Manufacturers are n<jw waiting to kncnv the best or
the worst that may have hapj)ened.
"When information is to hand the state of suspense
they are now in will be relieved. The value of the tobacco
has already gone up by leaps and bounds. "You cannot
buy it," said a manufacturer. What has changed hands
has done so at prices ]00 ])er cent, in advance of what the
tobacco was worth not so long ago. An advance of prices
to the public will inevitably ensue unless good news reassures the holders of existing stocks. And already is taking sha[)e in some minds the eventual necessity of having
fact that that cigarette

Up

ill

future discount will be allowed only on cigars sell-

Smc^king tobacco
packages of twenty-five or more
and cigarettes are not affected, nor are they expected to be.
''if(

in

H. Pulschen Buys South Bend Store

H. Pulschen, who has been in business at 1«09 South
Michigan Street, South Bend, Ind., has recently purchased
the established cigar and tobacco business of Sidney Unger,
atlin East Jcflfer.son Boulevard. .South Bend. -Mr. Pulschen
was employed by Mr. Linger for some time prior to his
establishing the Michigan Street store.

fo analytical criticism.

"If salesmanship

for the brand.

At Fort Worth, Tex., recently, there arrived three representatives of the American Tobacco (Company, for the
purpose of demonstrating the advantages which accrue
from smoking the American Tobacco Company's "SovStress was laid on the character of the
ereign" cigarettes.
tobacco which formed the cigarette and the quality of the
Large cnnvds were atpaper in which it was wrapped.
tracted by the demonstrations, which were held in various
According to the demonportions of the business section.
strators, "Sovereign" cigarettes are different from any other
brand of cigarettes manufactured, by virtue of their process

existing stocks with the eyes of men who possess no magic
power of increasing it.
"'We are told that about a year's supply of this class
of tobacco is in this country.
Meantime smokers calmly
in

"In teaching salesmanship, it is not sufficient to give
the student merely lectures, but laboratory work as well.
Students of the future courses will actually sell in various
capacities and then report the results of their experiences

means

fitting

merchandise to the buy-

needs, the salesman of the future must know more
than certain bare facts about his goods. He must be able
to tell his customers how to sell them again, or how best
er's

to use them.

from the sea.
"There is, at the time of writing, no precise information, all is unsettled, and until some definite news comes
through manufacturers can only hope and look at their

Turkish cigarette

demand

Boosting "Sovereilgn" Cigarettes

fire

their

the idea that salesmanship is the
of another man's will," said Harold

down

beating

of a

export

J.

A

^

ment

puflf

IT

W.

Dierdorf Takes Over Crescent Store
C. W. Dierdorf has taken over the retail cigar business
f>f
Hodges i*^ Allen, at 128 Crescent Street. Grand Rapids,
^'ich.
Tn the future the store will be known as the House
f^f
Dierdorf.
Mr. Dierdorf announces that he will inauguC.

rate

a profit-sharing

coupon system.

"He cannot sell his goods with greatest success unless
he knows how the goods are made and where they come
Therefore he should have a knowledge of comfrom.
mercial geography.
"The results of a salesman's work are shown by debits
and credits. If the salesman wishes to be judged by actual
results and knows those results for himself, he requires

some knowledge

of accounting.

should know something of transportation problems. He should know— but it is difficult for me here to
Suffice briefly
explain all that a salesman should know.
to say that the salesman's fund of knowledge should comprise all that a successful business man should know.
"The teaching of salesmanship requires more careful
planning than at present. I should like to see some of our
wealthy business men endow chairs of salesmanship in our
leading universities, such as Harvard and Boston Universities, to enable the teachers of that subject to have the
necessary time and money to investigate selling problems
from an impartial standpoint.
"Many business houses, it is true, have investigated
and analyzed selling problems, but the principles and policies formulated as a result of them have not always had
a universal application, because the conditions existing in
that business alone have been taken into account."

"He

Mr. Whitehead stated that he would like to see persons
required to pass an examination for proficiency before being allowed to practice business for themselves. "Doctors
and lawyers and dentists," he said, "have to pass an examination. This is in the public interest. If a law were
passed making it necessary for men and women desiring
examination
to go into business for themselves to pass an
some deto test their fitness to conduct the business with
It
gree of success, it would also be in the public interest.
would unquestionably tend to reduce the cost of living,
manufacturers now
for the two per cent, or more which
add to the cost of their goods to cover bad debts would
the
be materially reduced and this saving would benefit

consumer.
"Train men in salesmanship and business along the
broad lines I have indicated, and business life as a whole
profitable."—
will be sounder, more economical, more
"Printers' Ink."

i
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NOT MANY BRANDS SOLD AT FIVE

TOBACCO SHIPMENTS TO NEUTRALS

CENTS STRAIGHT IN THIS CITY

DETAINED IN PORTS OF EN6UND
(Continued from Page ij)

And

ho is satisfied with that profit. The price
V>f his brand is considerably under that of the big selling
cigars in this locality. There is no disputing the increased
cost of everything connected with cigars and cigar manuif this manufacturer can stand the increase in
facturing,
l)rice and still make two or three dollars a thousand, some
of the retailers are

tries.

A

Most

released.
it

of

it

developed that Great

at once was
ports, when

I»ritain interpreted the agreement

to apply, not to transactions in this country but to

final

transactions in Europe.

ventured the suggestion that

Indications are that this situation is not true of other
sections of the country, but it looks very much as if the
brunt of the ])rice increase is falling on one or two brands
only, as far as Philadelphia is concerned.

Kewanee Dealers Agree on Five Cents

Straight

agreement between the proprietors of cigar, confectionery and drug stores of jthe business district of Kewanee. 111., all o-cent cigars will be sold on a straight 5-cent
basis and the cigar machines upon which the customer has
heretofore had an opportunity to get more for his money,
have been eliminated. This action of the dealers in cigars
was deemed necessary on account of the advanced price in

Tiraidle J(Q)iKlSi]Dgs
"Bud" Callendar
Toulon,

will shortly

open a cigar

factory

in

111.

IJen Straus, of A. Santaella y Ca., has
taking up the merit of his cigars.

been

in the city

The tobacco shop

James Robins,
was recently destroyed by fire.
of

of Oskaloosa,

by practically every dealer in cigars
in the down-town district was circulated by Dave Gamble,
of the firm of (ianible v\: Son.
Mr. (lamble states that the
proposition was favorably received by all the dealers, and
that while many of the dealers had been in favor of disposing oi the wheels for some time, none were willing to
have them taken out until all had done so. From October
II

th

on

in the

5-ccnt cigars will be sold for 5 cents straight

all

places of business which signed the agreement.

Five Hundred Hands for

New Mazer

Factory

According to report, the new cigar factory of the Mazer
Cigar Manufacturing Company, to be established in Columbus, 0., will employ five hundred hands. The branch
factory is to be six stories high, and will be located at Wall
and Chestnut Streets. Operations for the construction of
the building were begun October 15th.

George E. Piche
George

manu-

home

in that

facturer of

Newark, N.

city at the

age of

of

Newark

and

all

J-.

died recently at his

fifty-one.

of his

life.

The deceased was

a resident

lie retired from business in 1014,

past six months has been seriously ill.
Desurvived by a widow, two sons and two daughters.

for the

ceased

is

James L. Hargitt
James Lee

Tlargitt. for

He was

years a cigar manufac-

died recently at his home in that
sixty-five years old. The deceased was born

turer of Springfield,
city.

many

111.,

Indiana and later removed to Springfield, where he has
since
resided.
The deceased is survived by three
daughters.

in

It is

shipi)ed in white

Alexander Herbert, vice-president of Philip Morris &
Company, is at present on a business trip through the
West.

,

,

,

,

Handled for American manufacturers largely through
York commission houses, most of the best meerXi.u
It arrives in
b:uro])e.
schaum is brought from Turkey in
0/ kasten. within which each separate piece
little chests,
substance is ft)und .securely wrapped in cotton. Such
the

nt

Curi(msly
nicerschaum is paid for by the number of pieces.
to large, since it
cmmt;h the dealers ])refer small pieces
know bow to cut such with minitaki's^'an expert cutter to
meerschaum cutters out of
immi amount of waste. Skilled
ji)i)

are n(>t easy to find.

—

meerschaum— the

first

step in pipe

manu-

done with an ordinary saw. .\ good workman
for i)erhaps two dozen i)ipes from the
cixu cut the forms
As cut, these rough
raw material in a single working day.
In the water
to soak.
lurnis are thrown into cold water
desired is cut up and the man
thoy are left until the supply
(•.j^-tur.

is

go on with the i)ipes.
Rudely assembling the ultimate pipe, each form is taken
Into this
hand and a h(»le /billed into the pipe head.
on a nearby
h(»U'— the future bowl of the i)ipe— a plug,
W ith the embryo jnpe mounted on this,
hithi-. must lit.

rtadv to

the

Murphy & Koehle have recently secured by purchase
cigar store of Luther Wean, on North Main Street,

Urbana, O.
Michael

Thomas has completed

his store building

Superior, Wis., and has put in a complete line of
and confections.

T.

cigars

W.

Hall has recently completed a campaign in Colorado on the- Portuondo brands, and reports that success

attended his

efforts.

Harry Boston gathered some good business on

He
Company, and many

cent trip here.

were waiting

his

ill

begun.
The next step in the process, old-fashioned rushes are
pipes.
„sed— cut into slits and employed for i)olishing the
They imIsuallv the rushes are moistened for such use.
otherwise obpart a' polish which, it api)ears, cannot be

shaping
at

re-

handles pipes fon Wm. Deniuth &
orders for the "Wellington" brand

for him.

pipe
Xeatlv sliai)ed and iHilisbed. ycmr meerschaum
The pipe is
must be subjected to still another process.
meerschaum
huiltd in common beeswax, because no piece of
state will "color" as smokers re(|uire.
to cool. Iheii
.\fter this boiling the i)ii)es are permitted
with cotton
tlu'v are given another polishing -this time
prepared chalk. I'Aen that does not suf-

"Turabo," a new brand of the Cayey-Caguas Tobacco
Company, has recently been added to the cigar stands of
the Einley Acker Company.
They are also showing a
5-cent size of the "First Consul" cigar.

raw

the

in

iKc.

-1

sheets and

There must

still

go

iu that pipe a final

hand

polishing.

with alcohol.
I'rom the time of starting a jnpe until its completion
is
half-day's steady labor of the most skillful workmen

<I«»iu'

a

U(piircd.

A. S. Weiler, who has been conducting a cigar factory
at Fort Atkinson, Wis., has recently sold his equipment
to the Leutz Cigar Company, of Jefferson, Wis. Mr. Weiler
will become connected with the "Mi-Lola" factory in Mil-

The Majestfc Cigar Company,

of Louisville, Ky.. has

recently been incorporated with a capital stock of $15,000.
The inIt will deal in cigars, tobacco and news|)apers.
corporators are John N. Burford, C. W. Montzendorf and
11.

M. Rogers.

According to J. H. Holtan, leaf dealer and lessee of
the tobacco warehouse of the American Cigar Company,
at Stoughton, Wis., the girls em])loyed in the factory

Wexler's Cigar Store to be Remodeled

Having secured a vear's lease on the cigar st(.re which
Wexhe now occupies. Svdn'ev W exler, doing business as
ler's Cigar Store.
.Monroe. La.. i)Ians shortly to remodel
moistcigar cases with automatic electric
niers. comfortable settees and an attractive soda fountam
Mr. Wexler started in
•ire included in the improvements.
but
I'usiness alu.ut eighteen months ago <»n a modest scale,
he has
li;is by attention
to business and the service which
more
"•ndered, increased his business t<. such an extent that

cated in the building, are learning rapidly, fie
it will not be long before they will be receiving regular
wages. The hands at present employed number fifty. Ten
additional are expected shortly.

New

the store.

"p-to-date

accommodations are necessary.

and
incorporated with capital stock of S•^^no. to buy
The mcigars and tobacco at wholesale and retail.

Rule, I*..
C. Spencer and S. W. Strang.

^••rporators
J-

are:

I.

R.

P.

Knle,

(

War

ocean traiis])ortation and a restoration of
i:uroi)ean competition in neutral markets.
"2. European export and import combinations under
the supi)ort of various governments or groups with the
possibility of preferential tariff and navigation alliances.
**3. A revival of luiropean manufacture stimulated by
of

condition

()f
the disbanding of the armies in the field and the return
vast numbers of men now serving with the colors to agricultural and industrial pursuits.
"4. .\ revival of luiropean investment in neutral mar-

kets as a

of reclaiming trade and re-establishing
commercial relations which have been inter-

means

and
rupted by war."
financial

Cuba's Trade in Playing Cards
nba's imports of playing cards in the fiscal twelvemonth ended June oO, V.iU\, reached a higher figure than
;i734 gross, as
in anv of the three preceding years, being
C

against '.'SP.* gross in 1!M l-lo, '-iSS!) gross in PJK5-14, and
of these cards approximately 1000
;;;;.) -i gross
in i:»l'^-P;.
gross came each year from the Inited States.
Spain is the largest exporter of cards to Cuba, its exAll
per annum.
p,,rts auKmnting to -^r.no to :{ooo gro.ss

1

and
cards exported from Spain have the Spanish faces
American
they arc in general use all over the island, the
principal game.
faces being used in clubs where poker is the
imported
There are three grades of Spanish playing cards
Formerly
into Cuba, known as Sol. Loba. and lleraldo.
but since the
there was a large sale of the first of these,
of 5 cents on each
iiiil)osition of an internal-revenue tax
They are of the very
off.
iftick importations have fallen
strawpoorest (|ualitv. crudely lithographed on a cheap
about evenly
board. At the present time the imports are
but the latter
divided between the Loba and the Heraldo.
growing in ])opularity. The prices per gross paid

board is
factory in
by the Havana exjuirters for these cards at the
Spain are: Sol. $1.(50; Loba. $5.50; Heraldo, $11.56.
representatives
The Spanish cards are sold by traveling
factories who visit Cuba every two years.
..f the Spanish
visit Ha\merican cards are sold bv representatives who
supplied by
vana annually. Merchants in the interior are
the

Havana

jobbers.

of inip(.rters of playing cards in Havana
of Foreign and
be obtained bv addressing the lUireau
\

list

I

Commerce
file

or

No.

its district

and co-operative

offices

may
Doand

1<»I1.1

Teiin.. has re-

^nitly
^<11

After the

;

mestic

The C.rand Cigar (om])aiiv. Chattanooga.

May Be Expected

A. A. Ilousmaii .^ Company, of New^ York, in their
current circular, discuss the conditions that are to be expected after the war ends. The vital element in the great
industrial revival, the most remarkable movement in the
annals of any land, centered, they urge, around the overseas trade and this continues as the great sustaining force;
not the only impulse, of course, for other factors have
come into play, but the situation prevailing abroad which
stimulated this activity must still be reckoned upon. "Without subscribing to the extreme view that the cessation of
war will jilunge industry back into the unhappy condition
that prevailed before the outbreak it is only reasonable to
look for readjustments, and jjcace assuredly will bring to
pass in time s<mie if not all the following changes:
"1. .\ curtailment, if not the cessation of the abnormal
demand for munitions a reduction in prevailing high prices
lor foodstuffs and raw materials; a more nearly normal

referring to

lo-

states that

Readjustments That

is

tained.

tlami

waukee.

K. Piche. for thirty-eight years a cigar

be bought.

at

lint the substance is considresembling ivory.
the usual elephant tusk is and very nuich
orablv whiter than
meerin fact, the lightness of a given block t)f
li.rhtcr.
astonishing, comments the 'Popular Science
is

Cutting the

la.,

cigars.

petition signed

may

from others

it

blocks

a

I'.y

A

and pipe makers get

Monthlv" for September.

if

and refuse to place their goods with any retailer who does
not sell leading brands at five cents straight. This would
l)rotect the dealers who want to increase but who are
afraid to, and would prevent competition from those who
selling the specified brands at less than five cents straight.

trade has stopped,
j^^^,^ie__xvherever it

^chaunl

wondering how much he was making

the cigar
manufacturers wanted to enforce the five cents straight
price, they could easily do so.
His plan is that manufacturers who have increased their prices should get together
retailer

American tobacco
had reached European

large quantity of

prior to the period of high prices.

One

i„.r

Ihc

(Continued from Pac/c 13)

sand, he says.

About Making Meerchaum Pipts
Meerschaum pipe-making is one of the most interestprocesses of the American mid-West. In normal times,
meerschaum comes from abroad. Just now that export

i.

I.

McCarty.

and tobacco business for fiftyCity, has sold his
nine vears, Henry J. Wieneke. of Iowa
Rapids. la.
store to Mil(J Doefler. of Cedar
\ftcr being in the cigar

n
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By Frank A.

most important economic factor in industrial
organization today is the equipment with which

aims

men work, the machinery, the material
plant.
The mechanical plant multiplies

j)rotecting

man's capacity over and over.

industrial

the workin industry we

Everywhere

see the process of increasing the productiveness and easing
the toil of labor by providing better tools. This improve-

ment of industrial plants is clearly in the common interest.
f a community
Every man works for the common fund.
were hiring a man to cut its w ood, it would not deliberately
send him out with a dull axe. Just as truly is it of importance to the national community to be equipped with
I

industrial plants of the highest efficiency.

work without a

No man

should

a tool can be devised to increase
his capacity or reduce the expenditure of effort to attain
tool

if

a result.

But tools cost money. Before they can be had,' there
must be a command of capital. They represent savings.
It is the new savings, the new capital, which pays for the
experiments, develops new machinery, builds the new industrial plants, and thereby creates the additional demand
for labor and increases production.
Now in this connection. I should like to make a point
that I believe would be of great national significance if it
were generally understood. Every time a workman puts
a dollar in a savings bank he has contributed to increasing
With the new cai)ital thus created there
the wage fund.
will inevitably be additional money to ])ay out in wages.
H we will but trace the process, we will see that its action is automatic, certain, inevitable.
Now we are in a period when the destruction of the
world's capital is going on at an appalling rate. Is it not,
then of the greatest importance that every effort should
be made to replace this destroyed capital ? There will be
great need for capital in the years to come when recon-

going on.
While a dollar saved by a workman helps to give to
some workman a job, so does every other dollar of savings,
whether it comes from wages, or interest, or profits. The
economic effect of a dollar saved and invested is just the
same, whether the owner is a wage earner, an employer or
an heir of inherited wealth. If the savings are devoted to
reproductive purposes, it makes no difference whether they
struction

is

are the savings of the

workman

or the millionaire.

demonstrates that there is a
fundamental unity in society which no power or conspiracy
can do away with. Individuals may be selfish, they may
scheme for personal and temporary advantage but wiiatever gains they make, insofar as they are saved and turned
into reproductive capital, react to the benefit of the whole
community. If there is such a fundamental unity in society, then any class conspiracy to gain advantage for that
class is futile. The employing class is dependent upon the
wage-earning class for a market. The farmer cannot eat
his own crop, or employers trade goods with each other.
If

that view

is

sound,

J1

m

Mdm^ihry

Vandcrlip, President. National City Bank,

HE

3r

New York

men

qualities

is

of vision

to be disastrous in its

economic

effects, in just the propor-

it is

successful.

Inefficient

duction of the most efficient methods does make a great
fortune where none existed before, who really profits by it?
The answer is that society will get all of it that he does
His savings, just as much as the
not eat or wear out.
savings of his humblest employees, must find their way
into reproductive employment. The industrial plant somewhere will be increased.
Production will iij turn be
cheaper and society will be the gainer.
«

believe in the essential unity of society the world
over, but T hold it to be no unworthy sentiment to have a
special interest in the development of a sj)irit of unity in
1

my own

country.

We

cannot be one people without

a

knowledge of our common interests. The war with all its
horrors and burdens for the people engaged in it, is not
an unmitigated evil, and one of the benefits is the growth
There is
no doubt that if all class misunderstandings are not cleared
away, at least there is better knowledge and greater mutual
They have seen each other show the true metal
respect.
and make the supreme sacrifice, and the extremes of society are nearer together there than they have ever been
before.
It will be easier for them to discuss their difFereiiccs than before, while in this country on the other hand
there is danger that the antagonism which vexes and obstructs industry will be intensified by the conditions during
and following the war. "American Industries."
of the spirit of national unity in these peoples.

—

Firm of Lewis Bremer's Sons Withdraws

Pent Brothers.

The business was founded in 1825 by Lewis P>remer,
grandfather of Harry W. Liremer.
Harry W. Premer has l)een connected with the above
He has always been an active
firm for nearly thirty years.
worker, and the firm has always stood in the first rank.
Mr. Bremer has purchased the interest of A. V.
Pent, of Pent Prothers, who have a factory at Souderton,
and offices and headtpiarters at Thirteenth and Sansoin

John H. Boltz to

Open Factory

According to report, John

& Company,
The

town, Pa.

is

to

II.

Norristown

in

lioltz,

formerly of Poltz,

open a cigar factory

location of the factory

is

in Norris-

said to be in the

where the new company
will occui)y the first, third,
The
fourth and fifth floors.
concern will be run under the name of the John II. Poltz
<^igar Company.
Klston

Puilding, on

Main

Street,

J.

Finley

it

There was a marked

of leaf tobacco for July of this year as compared with
corresponding month of last year, the increase in value being api)roxiniately $500,000. This gain, however, was due
the

Company,

"Reynaldo," the principal brand of the company, has
acquired a wide distnibution in the East as well as on the
Pacific Coast.
The brand has met with much favor
wherever introduced.
It is understood that a corporation will be formed by
1'^ M. .Schwarz & Company, known as the Reynaldo Cigar
Company, and that the former business of Luckett, Luchs
Lipscomb will be operated under this title, under the
(!<:

was

M. Schwarz

direction of E.

& Company.

bers of the firm, has stated to a representative of "The
Tobacco World" that he would become connected with the
Richard A. Foley Advertising Agency, in which he has
been interested for some time. This firm will shortly open
a Xew York llranch. but it has not been decided who will

have charge of

it.

Duncan & Moorhead

in

New

Quarters

old-established jobbing house of Duncan & Moorhead, located for a number of years at 5^29 Chestnut Street,
is now in their new home at 788 Chestnut Street, where
they have one of the most commodious jobbing quarters

The

the city.

A new

addition there

humidor has been installed, holding 2,000,000
which is said to make it the largest in the city. In
is

an excess vault with a capacity of 1,000,000

cigars.

Xat Rosenheim, of San Martin iS: Leon, came to the
liuaker City recently.
He gathered in some nice repeat

the cigars exported during July. 1015,
$1.'5 in July of this year.

a transaction whereby E. M. Schwarz &
will acquire their business, brands and factories.

house.

There was an even greater difference in June,
July, 1915.
101 f). as compared with the same month of last year; dur-

compete with enterprising and capal)1e managers of business is a dangerous sort of freedom. Any system which

We

ik

l)leted

cigars,

George Krause has been calling on the trade in behalf
the "La Preferencia" brand.
The demand for these
goods continues strong.

latter $154.50.

LIPSCOMB,

manufacturers
of the "Reynaldo" cigar and other brands, with
factories at Gilbertville, Pa., have recently coni-

Frank Lopez, of Garcia & Vega, has been going the
rounds of his customers, taking orders for this well-known

largely to the shipment of accumulated stocks during the
month. The prevailing higher prices also contributed to
the increased value.
The average value per ton for leai
tobacco for July, lOlG, was $1G0 as compared with $146 for

$15.50, against

is

[UCKETT, LCCHS

in

increase in the Philippine exports

Luckett to be Active in Advertising Agency

William
Luckett, a widely known figure in the cigar
manufacturing industry, and one of the most active mem-

.%eets, this city.

Clvmer

S.

.S.

Durbin .\cker, of the cigar department of
Acker Company, is taking a rest at Atlantic City.

Philippine Exports of Tobacco and Cigars

William

I'Tl^R fifty years in business as Lewis Bremer's
Sons, Harry W. Bremer, sole surviving member
of the firm, has announced the withdrawal of this
house from the leaf tobacco business, and he has
purchased an interest in the cigar manufacturing firm of

J.

ing the former it was $'*51.50 and during the
Cigars also show an increase of nearly 100 per cent, in
the number exported during July of this year, as compared
with the same month last year. The value of the exports,
however, only increased a little more than 45 per cent. This
fact is accounted for by the chea])er grades of cigars exof
ported for July, lOlfi. The average value per thousand

there

|i*

employers are not the
ones who raise wages.
They could not raise wages if
they would. The ini])ortant thing in our industrial life is
not that any particular individual or concern shall be kept
in l)usiness, but that business shall be so conducted that
production goes on in the most economical manner. We
frequently make the mistake of putting too much emphasis
ujjon the division of present i)rofits and too little emphasis
upon the development of industry. Suppose a man of
superior skill with the aid of large capital and the intro-

tion that

increased production, it must go to the only
possible consumers, the masses, and none can be so interested in every movement that will increase production
as the masses.
have heard a good deal about a new freedom. 1
tell you that any new freedom that seeks to make conditions where inefficient managers of business can successfully
ii

pMIbADEIi«>MIA.

and capable, circumoriginality
and
for the purpose of
supporting
othtr
and
men who lack those
only
in
not
vicious
its morals, but is bound

at hanqjering the enterprising

scribing
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''usiness

"Hi"

among

the trade.

Hammer,

of Corral,

Wodiska y

Ca.,

was noticed

several of the cigar stores adjacent to P»road Street
'^ig ago.
As usual, he was gathering in orders.

J'l

not

While the firm makes a si)ecialty of imported -goods,
they have a special cigarette department. .Shipping depart-

ment facilities are unusually good.
The store has been completely renovated and the equipment has been brought up to the most modem standards.
Indications point to the
prosperity.
E.

IVankau

Victor

Lopez, of J. Klorfein, manufacturer of the
Grande," has been looking over the trade in this
lie is well pleased with the popularity of the brand.

•arcia
^'^v.

&

entering on a

new

era of

Murray, P'astern representative of Adolph
Comi)any. Limited, was a recent visitor.

reported that II. Petrosky, now on Thirteenth
.*>treet, below Market, has acquired a lease on the store at
M8T Chestnut Street, and that he will open for business
It

^

J.

firm

al)out

is

October 25th.
%

It
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Ralph Cans, of Cans brothers, was a recent
the trade in Louisville, Ky.
Morris Levy, of
to

TWV: TOBACC O

New York

S.

caller

on

•'l-0-!»."

Lilies Cigar

New \ork

Company,

1

faya,

of De-

City.

Mendelsohn, has been rehome;
ceiving congratulations on the arrival of a son at his
cS:

"Natural" cigarettes have been the sul)ject of heavy
readvertising matter in all of the lulwin Cigar Stores

re-

president
back again at head-

Percival

American Tobacco Company,

is

H-Jj I

UBK

Hill,

quarters.

l-"Sl

\aljean" continues to keej)
It

is

in

the public eye

certainly bringing

the South and West.
Philip Verplanck, of the IVeferred Havana l^obacco
Company, has been calling on the trade in Xew N'ork.

new

product.

American West Indies Cigar
Company, has returned from a trip to Port.. Kico, where
A.

J.

Lachman,

of the

he inspected the crops.

I

The smoker who has determined

for himself the

differ-

brands, will not give up his
for a
favorite simply because he can no longer get six

ence

in the (pudity of different

Wasserman Company, cigar importers at I": C himI',.
holiday seabers Street, report a splendid outlook for the
to
Mr. Wa.sserman has recently left on a brief trip
son.
Washington,

1).

C.

Lane. Partagas representative for the
trip
Cnited States, is back in Xew York after an extended
He is very well jdeased with hiisiacross the continent.
iiess that he secured.
Genial Robert

i:.

advertismir

Weeks, for the ])ast four years
lumanager of the Tobacco Department of the .\nierican
His future plans have a>
bacco Company, has resigned.
.\.

vet n(»t been divulged.

purchases of Sumatra

S.

S.

-Kyndam."

II.

Dnys

leaf.

Alexander Herbert, of Phili]) Morris
on a visit to French Lick, and. following a
•
proceed to the Pacific Coast.

i«l:

Company,

is

rest there, will

tri])
Albert Freeman has returned from a successful
through the coal regions of Pennsylvania, where he secured

some very

attractive orders.

Companv.

'has recentlv left the city

and

sailed

f""'''"

'

.,,

W bile in Manila. Mr. Moss
I-rancisc'o for Manila.
visit the jdantations as well as the factories.

Nicholas i^ Company, was pleasantly surprised not long ago when the officers and employees of (i. S. Nich(das cS: Company presented
him with a gcdd watch on the day which would have marked
Mr.
company.
his thirtieth year in the emi)loy of the
feelCharles is now with Charles i\: Company, but the fine
hun by
ing of appreciation and friendship that is held for
apparent not only in the
(;.*'s. Xicholas i\: Coini)any was

is

l

in

the speech of presentation by C. S.

Max Schwarz

Company Enlarge Quarters

The Pasbach-\'oice Lithographing Company. Twentyplaced
Street and h:ieventh Avenue, have recently
lifth
1(».(MI(I scpiare
orders for additional eipiipnuMit to occui)y the
The
recently added.
feet of floor space which they have
to the eleventh
offices are being moved from the ninth

laving estal)sacrifice the
lished a reputation for merit, he refuses to
trade to pay
(|uality of the brand, and instead, asks the

means

more

floor.

be of great assistance tt) the
orders which confirm in turning <mt the heavy v«dume «.f
country.
tinues to pour into th -m fnun all parts ol the

The new machinery

goods or higher

prices.

1

brand.

for the

I-

store of
i:noch ^hi>U\ has recently purcha.sed the cigar
red Conrad. Jr.. in IWmlder, Col.

W.

II.

laiiman have leased to the Schulte tigar
S'io.ouo
C(mii)any for a term of years at a rental aggregating
Park at
the e.xclusive jMivilege ftir the sale of cigars in Luna
Coney Island. Included in the si>ace taken by the Schulte
Company is a large st(»re on Surf .\venue. at the entrance to
entrance.
the ])ark'. a large booth on the interior (.f the park

Ct)e.

with

.M.

calling on trade in

l)re.sent

Melachrino & Company,
the Middle West.

is

at

cS:

and space for stands at the dance pavilion and the cafe.
The Schulte Company, after extensive alterations and im-

May

1.

P.M:. will

open branch

The .Schulte Company, thnmgh Pease
establishments.
Elliman. have leased at Coney Island two other i)rominent
iK:

corner locations, one opposite the Culver
adjoining the new West I'md Depot.

J.

either inferior

will

Schulte Gets Coney Island Location
Rea.se

Raises Prices

Max

Opens

Depot and one

Office in Singer

M. C.recn.

who

Popper, of F-. Popper iK: Company, manufacturers
through the West.
of the "h'amosa" brand, is now on a trip
!•:.

P.ock &
T. C. dales, a director of Henry Clay and
Companv. was a recent visitor in liuftalo. following a visit
to Chicago.

The cigar store on Orange Street. Redlands, Cal.. forover by
merly owned by Tarra & Harris, has been taken
P.ranam was originally
C. .v. P.ranam. of Los Angeles. Mr.
in

Building

will

promises to be a banner one for the imi)()rters. and according to Mr. (ireen. he is having more than usual success
In addition to
in the sales of the finer "P.elinda" sizes.
gathering in some good orders. Mr. C.reen has shown his

the tobacco business in Indianaimlis.

hundred men and women, employed as cigarmakcrs
L. 1.. rebv the Di Xobili Cigar Company, Ravenswood.
demanding thirtycently went on a strike for higher wages,
Six

live

Sidney Coldberg. of Simon P.att ^: Company, is now
on the Pacific Coast, where he is covering a number of
cities with luigene Stolz, the Pacific Coast representative
of the firm.

cents a hundred, instead of thirty cents.

been filed by
Certificate of incorporation has recently
N. J. They will
the :\locha Pipe Comi)anv. of Newark.

and tobacco. Capital st.)ck is $ir).0(H). The mand Cecib.a Dietz.
cori)orators are C. M. Smith. L. J. Dietz.

deal in pil)es

by adding several new and attractive accounts for

h»>>)

^
I'.very effort
Zinda" and "La Murieii" l)rands.
ou
made to catch up. but orders still keep ahead of the

but also

Xicholas.

Company has
The Delta Cigar and X'ending Machine

the factory.

-

of

Schwarz. manufacturer of the "La Primadora"
October
and other brands, has notified the trade that after
the "La Primadora" will be
:)th. prices on certain sizes of
Like other manufacturers. Mr.
subject to an increase.
Schwarz knows that the increasing cost of production

ability

•^

After spending some time in Chicago. Peter XVelcher,
cigar.
of Welcher P»rothers, who manufacture the "Cyro"
has returned to the factory.

firm

their success.

^^

a
Ad(dph Hirtenstein. who is tucked away in
reports that
little store at XM\ l-ourth Avenue,
'^'Y-^^'la
his
on
was never in receipt of so many heavy orders

with the

gift itself,

II.

large shipment of their recent

recently

the character of the leaf grown under their
provement
The increasing demand for their leaf and the
supervision.
story of
growth of the shade-grown cigar industry tell the

represent the Havana factory
manufacturing the "I'.elinda" brand, has recently opened
This year
oftices in the Singer P.uilding on the tenth floor.

i^

until

S.

(,;.

in

"Belinda" Representative

With the arrival of the
Company expect to receive a

for

Tobacco Company, in Connecticut,
and IHorida, is indicative of the decided

imjvements. to be conimenced

Charles

George L. Storm, vice-president of the Tobacco Prodtrade in
ucts Corporation, has been calling on the jobbing
the New England States.

the

CHARLIES,

A.

shade-grown wrappers
plantations of the American-

demand

Pasbach-Voice Lithographing

ever.

(piarter.

A. V. Jockel, of the Kuy Lopez Company, returned
thnmgh
to the city recently after a most encouraging trip

(jt-orgia

Former Co- Workers Remember W. A. Charles

Wrappers

Co.'s

results, for the office reports that orders are heavier than

brands.

tory the past week.

Sumatra

on

American-Sumatra

in

next week.
Schinasi, vice-president of Schinasi lirothers. Interricorporated, has been off on a trip to Xew l-.ngland

I

produced

company

II.

ProdL. B. McKittrick, vice-president of the Tobacco
trip
ucts Corporation, is expected back from his Western

offering a

I

increasing

Lewis, who travels in the West for Adolph
I'rankau iS: Comi)any. Limited, was a recent visitor to the
New York offices. He has since returned to his territory.

W.

M. Preeman has left ftn- a trip thnmgh Xew YorkHe exi>ects to gather
State. Michigan and Xorthern Ohio.
)e Intal" bramk
in some good-sized orders of the "La IMor

Leon

''

'

for

the character of these goods, says PresiMr. Lichtenstein has lately redent lulius Lichtenstein.
beddings of his comturned from a tri]) to the Connecticut
the new crop. This
pany, and is most enthusiastic abcmt
has spared no endeavor to make constant im-

!•:.

I

'

improvement

through newspaper advertising.
trip,

Demand Increasing

h'ollowing a trip to Chicago, James Ztibian. well-known
advertising man ior the "Pliilip Morris" cigarettes, is hack
at his desk, prejjared to produce some more excellent copy.

'•'lean

cently.

of the

to

MQ^I

Mendelsohn, of Mendelsohn, IJornemann &
Company, has gone to Havana to look over the leaf market.

Following a two-weeks'

Sal-

According to Secretary Charles Dushkind. the Tobacco Merchants' .\ssociation t>f the Cnited States now has
a membership <»f four hundred and twenty-five.

Joseph

Meyer

o-cent brand from the factory of

iJv

D. Harry Moulsdale, representing Sanchez y
was a recent visitor in Nev/ York City.

of

new

3!t

Company
The new label department of A. Frankau
Mr. Prochaska states that he had
is making a fine start.
closed some excellent contracts during the past week.

after a sales trip.

Ben Meyer,

the

3^

vador Rodriguez, is growing in demand, according
ports from Broadway head(|uarters.

L Davis & Company, has returned

Samuel Goldberg, of the
troit, was a recent visitor in

J^ftftninij

1>3

WOULD

Ohio, with a capital of
recentlv been incorporated at Delta.
'
of
Thev will engage in the manufacture and sale
$r,()0()
Thomas P.ird,
vendng machines. The incori>orators are
R. O. OrR. Packard. W. P.. P.arendt and

H.

J.

willer.

Packard.

M

—

'
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are not as prosperous as an outsider might
The high prices and the scarcity of stocks at
suppose.
present are also a great stumbling block for the small
manufacturer who wishes to compete with the larger ones.

ters in reality

Tib© ConIbaM
!

i'lK.

[aiirlk(e(l

^-

-/-

T

......

Exclusive Bureau

**
I

Perseveraftcia

".k

No. 8

> '•.
\

»

4.

I*

imports of our cigars, and therefore the cable, which
had been published by our daily press a short time ago,
imports of cigars and
that the Board of Trade would allow
imports during the three
leaf tobacco upon the basis of the
years of 1913, 1911 and 1915, must have been a hoax.
H. Upmann has been making some very heavy shipments last week to the United States, and is working also
at present with all hands.
Partagas has exported large (juantities of cigars not
the

From Our

'

of State informed the Union of Cigar
Manufacturers that he had received a reply from the Cuban
Minister at London, stating that the P.ri'tish Government
had not made any change in the existing arrangement of

Our Secretary

Havana, Cuba.
'J

'.i'i t?^?5^^

United States, but also to Great P.ritain, the
Argentine Republic and Australia.
Punch haS' been receiving Christmas orders from its
representative in the United States, Don Augusto Kuttnauer, and is also busy working for England.
Hoyo de Monterrey, Por Larranaga, Belinda, Sol,
Eden, Ramon Allones. and Devesa de Murias, arc busy, and
this cannot be said of a good many of our other factories.

alone to the

Havana, October

URING

T,

transactions have
been even somewhat larger than during the previous one, although while there was a slight falling
the past

the

fortnight

American manufacturers,
the local cigar and cigarette manufacturers have been considerably more active.
The clear Havana manufacturers from the United
States have not hesitated to pay the prevailing prices, and
secure enough goods to tide them over until the coming
crop, while on the other hand the few leaf dealers that
have come here so far, have not operated as much as formerly, being scared by the present high prices, and as
they fear, that there might be a greater reaction during
the coming year. However, we catmot share their opinion,
as evidently the stocks are far below the normal demand

demand by

otf in the

the

from the United States. As we feel convinced that all of
our stocks of this year's crop will be needed, we would
virtually enter the next crop here with no stocks on hand
worthy of mention.
As we have stated already before, citing the reasons
why we could not raise a normal crop during the year
1917. even if weather conditions should be all that could
be desired, we are sure that prices are bound to rule high
'for the 1917 growth, and the demand eventually might exceed the supply.
Nothing can

1)e

said yet about the

coming

to start the planting until

month,

it

is

the

useless to guess of

l.')th

to 20th of this

what might be

in

store

for us.

Sales during the ])ast fortnight totalled 15,008 bales,
which are divided into: X'uclta Abajn and Semi Vuelta,
r>47(j bales; Partido. I()79 bales; Remedios, A^)&\ bales, and
Orientc, 392 bales.
Buyers were Americans, (5780 exporters to Europe
and Canary Islands. 402; shippers to South .America, 3(50,
;

:

and our

local

manufacturers of cigars and cigarettes, 7400

Receipts of Leaf Tobacco from the Country

For two weeks ending Sept. 29, 1910, Since January 1, 1916.
14,172 bales
Vuelta .M)ajo
124,992 bales
((
"
2100
Semi Vuelta
15,109
Partido

Remedios
Oriente
Total

2035
10,S24

«<

40

(<

29,2 13

21,133
89,920

"

0,402

"

Total 257,010

tobacco from the port of Havana, dur-

ing the two weeks ending September 30, 1910, totalled
S392 bales, and which were consigned to the following
countries, namely to all ports of the United States, 7756
bales; to Canada, 319; to the Canary Islands, 90; to the
Argentine Republic, 207, and to Chile, 20 bales.
:

Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go

—

Arrivals From New York: Joe Diaz, president of the
Preferred Havana Tobacco Company, and Joseph Frankfort of Calero & Company.
From Tampa Colonel Alvaro Garcia, of Garcia &
\'ega; Manuel Garcia, of Perfecto Garcia & Brothers; and
Mortimer Regensburg, of E. Regensburg & Sons.
F^rom Key West: Vivian M, Meyers, vice-i)resident of
the Cortez Cigar Company.
F>om Hamilton, Ont., Canada: William Presnail, of
the Harper Presnail Cigar Company, Limited.
Departures To New York: Simon Ruppin, Henry Op:

penheimer and

"

Leaf Tobacco
of the old timers in the leaf l)usiness
sorry to learn of the death of FMmund Meyer, at

Some

To Tampa

:

Salvador Rodriguez, with his foreman, S. Ronchazo.
To Chicago: P.enito Martinez and Celestino Puente.
To Key West: Vivian M. Meyers.
To Hamilton, Ont., Canada: William Presnail.
Cigars
liUsiness of late in our cigar factories has been very
good as far as our large factories are concerned, although

we

are sorry to say that the smaller factories have not
particii)ated in this improvement, and in fact, as one of

our larger cigar manufacturers stated, in an interview with
a reporter of our local trade paper, "l^l Tobaco," it seems
that the large factories have captured the business which
some of our smaller factories have been doing. Of course,
while this seems to be a great hardship for the smaller
manufacturer, it agrees, however, with Darwin's theory
rule in

all

and which seems

to be the

trades, as well as in all countries.

we have
month of

not received our reports
.September, according to
of the exports for the
our custom house returns, although from an incompleted
advance sheet we had noted that the exports to the United
States, as well as to Great Britain have increased considerably during the last fortnight, as compared with the
same period of last year. While according to the exports,
those manufacturers who have done a large Inisiness ought
to be making some money, it is. however, a fact that according to the high prices paid for this year's leaf, matare sorry that

be

Bremen,
Ciormanv, and which news came by wireless last week,
having been received by Leslie Pantin, his brother-in-law.
The deceased had been connected for some twenty-odd
years with the house of H. Upmann & Company, and during the latter ])eriod had the power of attorney conferred
on him. He was of a very jovial character and very frank
in all his transactfons, thus having made many friends during his stay here.
in

He

retired with his family to

Bremen

1904.

[\iblo

Perez,

the

i)resident

of

Havana Tobacco

the

Company, returned here last week.
Juan Diaz Ynguanzo, of the "El Rey

Mortimer Regensburg, Jose Lovera and

of the "survival of the fittest,"

may

Stripping

I'Llaidio Tejei'ra.

CHARGE MONOPOLY

IN

MANILA LEAF

Claim Made That There is a Corner in Philippine Leaf
Two European Firms Said to Hold Bulk of Crop

[RESS dispatches have indicated that there is a feeling among Manila cigar manufacturers that there
an attempt on the part of some persons to corner
the leaf market. Discussing the situation the correspondent for the "Associated Press" writes:
"Smaller cigar manufacturers of Manila— and they are
legion, ])rincipally Chinese— have appealed to the Government to break what they call a corner on leaf tobacco
which has forced the ])rices of this article to a famine level.
is

Two

European firms which have put close to two million

of
dollars into the purchase of leaf tobacco are accused^
being back of the corner. One of these firms is exporting
extensively to T Tolland while the other is holding its stock
locally for big prices.

"The new^ Philippine National Bank, in which the
Philippine Government is the largest stockholder, has come
in for criticism at the

hands

of a section of the local press

one
for financing the alleged corner, but it is known that
Directors
of the firms involved is not a client of the bank.

bank furthermore declare that if evidence can be
deduced that any loan made was to foster a corner, the

of the

—

We

bales.

<<

leaf

crop, al-

though there might be some seedlings ready for transplanting very soon, but as the cautious vegueros do not
like

Exports of

lUlU.

25

del

Mundo"

here from his vacation in the United
States, during the past week.
From reliable information we have learned that Leslie
Pantin made some i)urchases for account of his customers
during the last two weeks totalling 2008 bales of all kinds
of leaf tobacco, both in the city and country.
Mortimer Regensburg shall have made some very

cigar factory, arrived

heavy purchases during his stay here for his firm of E.
Regensburg
.Suns, of 'I'ampa and New York.
Walter Sutter cS: Company during the past two weeks
have purchased for account of their customers 1384 bales
i*^-

of leaf

tobacco.

Salvador Rodriguez, of "Charles the Great" fame, has
made some fair purchases of fine vegas of Vuelta Abajo,
as well as some Partido leaf, although we understand that
he still carries enough stocks of the fme crop of 1914.
Shippers above 200 bales of leaf tobacco, during the
last two weeks, were: \'irgilio Suarez. 1717 bales; Walter
Sutter <\: Company, 103S bales; Manuel Suarez. 859 bales;
liernheim i\: Sons, SOO bales; Leslie F'antin, 709 bales;

loan will be cancelled forthwith.
"Director of Internal Revenue RafTerty. w^ho is the
Government official closest to the tobacco industry, declares that the unprecedented demand in the United States
for
for leaf tobacco and the increasing American demand
Philippine cigars, were responsible for the record-breaking
purchase and prices in the Philippine tobacco trade.

"TTc pointed out that up to Julv 15th there had been
an increase of 440 per cent, in the shipments of Philippine
This indicated the imleaf tobacco to the United States.
mense demand and was a reason for high prices and scarcity
Competing buyers from Manila are flockof tobacco leaf.
into the tobacco-producing provinces and offering the

ing

in
planters double the price paid last year. Never before
crops
the history of the tobacco business in the islands have
been disposed of so early in the season.
"The boom has spelled prosperity for the tobacco
planter— a prosperity doubly welcome because of the de-

pression which followed the outbreak of the European war
and cut oflF the consumption of Europe, one of the biggest
buyers of Philippine leaf tobacco.
"P.ut the cigar manufacturer has not shared in this
Raw materials of every kind have gone up
prosperity.

enormously. The
.American demand keeps his plants busy but at a loss, since
of cigar.
the greater part of his export is a cheap grade
In the higher grade cigars, he makes money.
"A number of cigar manufacturers have appealed to the
Collector of Internal Revenue, pointing out that high prices
and cut-throat competition are forcing ruin on many Manila
The Collector's statement suggests combination
factories.
to regulate competition and intimates that if the present
in

price

and tobacco

leaf has advan^ced

ruinous conditions arc allowed to continue, the Government

may

intervene."

.1-

Company,
''TR hales; Sob. de A." (ionzales,
!!>(; bales; M. A. Gunst &
Company, ;5(;| bales; ICrnest l*'llinger & Company, 350
hales; Maximilian Stern, 338 bales; Calixto Lopez & Company. 291 bales; Mark A. Pollack, 270 bales; Cuban Eand
and Leaf Tobacco Company. 208 bales; Manuel A. Suarez
Sons, 229 bales.
Company, 200 bales; L Kaffenburgh
Mcnendez

•ft

iS:

G<Mnpanv. 010 bales; jose Suarez

^r

t^-

Oretaniv.

Cabaret for Los Angeles Retailers
Retail Cigar Dealers' Association of
Southern California, Los Angeles. Cal., this year celebrated
National Cigar Day by holding its third annual banquet on

The Independent

the evening of October 12th. The affair was held at the
This
Hotel ITollenbeck. and included a cabaret show.
l^roved to be one of the most interesting features.
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CnsKsniaisiaiffi

Most

of Up-State

Crop Sold
l.ancasttr,

Pa.

Nine-tenths of this year's tobacco crop has been sold
at prices averaging al)out sixteen cents for wrappers and
six cents for fillers, (irowers who have not sold are asking
from eighteen to twenty cents for wrapi)ers and six to seven
Packers generally say sixteen
cents a pound for fillers.

to Neutral Countries

W.

P..

Kennedy,

of

^ee

stock.

Xot only

this,

difficulty is

experienced

"""'

Retailers are now paying for cigars an
securing thein.
increase of $2 per thousand. W bile prices to the consumer
have not gone up, the "six-for-a-quarter" is doomed. Herecents straight. This will be necesafter the price will be
Cigarettes are
sary if the dealers are to come ((Ut even.
In future
also to feel the efiect of prevailing conditions.
l.'»

wimh

XraulUs, l.opoz

i.

is

l.rancls

lu-V

Weinberger states that his
these cigars from Tampa average

tlu-ni in -.•ttnit; o.it

.\lvaro (iarcia. of

Havana,

is

looked

for.

nuct-

tinned

S<i">
which are sold by the manufacturers at
ot
th<msand are not to be affected. In sjjeaking

costs
the increased prices, it was stated that tobacco stock
pf""
from •^"» to .»<> ]>er cent, more, molds from ."io to 1<'<>
than a
cent. more, gum tragacanth ."ioo per cent, more

•.

ol'

hv

llif

IVistjil

I,;i\vs

Pasadena

P».

handling cigars.
Wise has been made temporary chairman of

association, and

K.

I.

P.onner, secretary and treasurer.

S.

A. W(.lf. Stvi-nth

among

I

4."

,

,

working

to

A

^"M''\ f^;*^'['\:';;
indicate that ant.ther
Frnest P.erger is back fron
have a reccnd-breaking year.
was a most successful
his trip North, and states that it

ders

coming

in.

& Company, who

^^.^^J^^^
P"^^^

^h^
states that the increases ^n

brands have been received

dealers.

"San Felice"

is

now

in

$37.50,

good part by the
and "El Verso is
.

,

•

J

city, re
Alvarez was represented in the
gathered in some
of Ed Ackerman, who

Pendas &
cently* by the visit

"Webster" is a good seller
uice orders among the trade.
track.
across the river at the Latonia
with the advance
Cut^rlce dealers are not pleased
dealers can no longer afford
the price of K"ods. and other
and three-for-atoTer cifraPs at the old six-for-a-quarter
n, Pr.ces. the
In addition to the boost
narter prices.

m

Th.s

and getting more
clerks have been asking
profits.
also nuts a crimp in the
Moos Company were recently
'-.ranch n.anagers of J. P..
conference at l^^^f l""*^'^^,,, ,j
called to town to attend a
to attend the \\ odd
\,nong those who left the oty
Straus^
Isadore ^t"«s of Henry
Series l,asd,all ganu-s was
opened
Stores Company have just
Ihe United figar

Sixth Street.
were given a boost recently by
'"•,, a intergradad- cigars
Winkler, who represents Charles
Fred
of
appearance
tbe
manufacturers.
S Morris & Company, the
Straus has lost no *'"- <" P""
I-be house of Henry
"f
price
the increase
foUowmg
effect
into
list
price
a new
the
er jobbers, as well as
banchez,
1-.'-^^"-'^'^^/^
Gonzales & Ta'ch"'
Charles Baswit^, representing
in some nice orders.
«-,s -1 recent visitor who took
Straus, of Straus Brothers

•,

"

new

store at

1

15 I'-ast

m

'

O

"Ne«"

&.5°-P-/don't

gone on a belated vacation to^.A*'-*- f'time
^'^ .^^^.^Z^c
in Atlantic
all his
know whether he has been spending
and threatened
the World Series bug
City or not
'"

He

has

'VVe'dgTsrore a^.^f^st
Tony Mnssio. has recently been

-

Fifth Street, conducted

by

sold.

^^^^

Factory in Evansville
Englehardt Brothers Open
manufact.irers,
bnglehardt Brothers, cigar

who have

I

\

and Sanson)

Sts..

I'lula..

I'a.

Perfecto.

(Signed)
this

tin-

to

snlisiiilied ln-fori- nie
d.iv of (U toiler. l"M(i.
lOlIN' M. II<)I.T<>.\.

and

„{

p^r

''.'•'''."* v„ne
Known iM.n.lholdfts. wminAtiws and otlicr security holders,
other securities, -j.
ifiit. or moit- of total amount of l.onds. '>''\rtKaKcs. or

Sworn

of the druggists
1'".

Havana

re-

Petei..

.

'Retail dealers in Pasadena, Cal.. have recently met and
formed the Pasadena Retail Cigar Dealers' Association.
Practically all of the local retail dealers have joined as have

many

.s

llav.-jua leaf .narket.

is

^

ami

KcKnl.ilixiis.
Hv lli<- Act of AiiKiisi 24, l'»12.
>
Natni- of K(litor-|. L.Twlnti Kin.liick. 2M> Clu-slmit St.. riiil.i
>•
rliil.i.,
St.,
nut
J.U)
lust
(
Ktinlruk.
l.awloii
MiuiaKinK Kflilor^?.
;i.
HiiMiifss Maiiamr-1!. M. Uankins. 2M) Clu-stnut St.. I'liila
lula.. '
.^
l'iil)lislHr-T..l.atc.. World Coi iioiation. 2M> (best nut St.. I
,
f..
R'-i-"
Owneis-I. l.awtnn Kcndrick, K. C. Kendrick. 2M> ( lieslnut St., and
Kiiliiiicd

-

II.ADLU m-^

Urother

factory
some large purchases of leaf. The
coming to hand.
capacity, and orders are constantly
reports many orders
The Tampa-Cuba Cigar Company
with other orshipment. These, together
fc.r immediate

year ago.

cents.
in

.

&

rf^,facthe Great
"Charles
the
of
Rodriguez,
Salvador
Mr. Kod
trip to Havana
torv. is back at his desk after a
summer, but he states
ri^uez has been out of town all
the winter at the factor)
that he proposes to spend most of
Havana and will soon
Karl euesta has returned from
I'Morida for tlu- factory
start out as a salesman, covering
from C uba where he made
lose F.scalante has returned

cent cigars

i

Tan.pa
to Havana.

to

ca>nc

1

KT(

has

ol.acco C onipany,
a short stay, conlast week. and. after

lose Diaz, of the I'refcrred

It
prices of tobacco stock and other materials for cigars.
was decided that the ruling of "no discount after :?0 days
enwould hereafter prevail in the selling to retailers.

I'll

He

1

per
ing held recently, raised the price of $:{<> cigars to $:5'-i
in
thousand. This' was done in order to prevent advances

STATKMKNT <)l- IIIK OWNKKSHU'. MANACiK.MIiNT.
TOKAiVO WOULD-. ITHLISIIKI) SKMI MONTIM.V Al

as

the leaf marke
lor a to,.
larcia \ \ ega. has left

Manuel Garcia, of Terfecto Garcia
dmse who have recently loft for the

STO a

ns.

lie canie here

I

Formed

<

&

money.

orders.

reccUly fnnn New N ork
s
at the l-tory followns
.\n>;el fuesta, Sr.. is hack
.mse ''•l""-*^ ^^;"
lavana. The "Truly Spanish
visit to'
mad. .ind that a record
„rders are co.nin;; to hand in every

„,

season

to

tlicir

sccunng

sl.m-ncss in

Krohn

of these

Y

Havana h.okin^ over

in

l,oen

month.

.

Retail Association

tlu-

.V S.
Kejr.t,sl,urK'. of I-.. l«-Kc;"slmrK
to the factory.
!,„„ in tlu. citv for a l.ri.f visit

shii)ments of
5(MM) a

l.ut

DuBrul

$72.50 the thousand.

orders

for

Miller,

of Charles N.

'a:atrKfohn,

Wemmer Company,

<l,fhc«1ty

The .U-mand

I'.n.tlur.

S:

of

Verso"
distrdnit "sIn Felice" and "El

,

same

,\l„rtinu.r

This display api)eared recently in the window of 1. Weinberger's cigar store at '.^•-iS North
Spring Street. Los .\ngeles, Cal. The cigar is
It is made by the
sold for straight five cents.
Tami)a Morgan Cigar Com])any, of Tampa.
Mr.

..x,Kvi.nci,>s tl.e

^ratifyins:,

„.„st

handicaps

is

'"^J^'Dul^ru^,

''

are

\„,,tlu r fnn,

has

far

home
surgical operation at his
centlv passed through a
permit of h- removal
^condition being too precarious to
to
the shock, and is reported
to a hospital. He withstood

owing to the fact
not as jubilant as otherwise,
the benches
are scarce. They are filling
tllat cigarmakers
at every opportunity.

."i

the Id-cent package will retail at

'"

factories indicate that this

in

The attendance thus

naturally the sales^ of
been unusually heavy, and
Cuesta-Rey is
very good.
cigars and cigarettes has been

for lost time.

Alvarez report a heavy increase

Y Pendas &

Init

Green Bay Manufacturers to Increase Price
Creen Pay manufacturers, (ireen Pay. Wis., at a

in

tor the track stands.

except one. Most of the workmen
Of course, orders have
their places yesterday.
be put
strike, and the factories will

up

1916-

track, Cincinnati
the opening of the Latonia
orders for cigars
jobbers were in receipt of heavy

of the factories,
in

IL

nil

Orders coming in to the
coming to hand
vear. Holiday orders are
,vill be a banner
exand the number of cigars asked for
earlier than usual,
years.
ceed those of previous
been in Havana on business,
lose Lovera, who has
for New
city, and has since left
recently returned to the

per cent, of their net proceeds to the war budget."

but much

PHd.

10.

1

been held up bv the
to make
to their utmost

no legal right to stoj) us but she is doing it just the same.
The Cnited States has threatened her with an embargo
on stuff now going to luirope if she does not raise the
I-'ngland also has stopped out tobacco
t<»bacco eml)argo.
business to France. Italy and other allied countries, because she is retpiiring her tobacco merchants to pay about

the reason, manufacturers stating that it is well-night impossible to keep some of the sta])Ie brands of cigars in

all

b

embargo. Mr.

.\t Morris. 111.. intiniati<jn was given recently to smokers of Morris and Crundy counties that they w ill be called
upon shortly to ]jay for their smr)kes higher prices than
Labor troubles are given as
have prevailed heretofore.

October

Fla..

factories

,n,n ise.

among

111.

Operation

'

Kennedy said
"That embargo is going to hurt us Kentucky growers
I'ngland has
if we do not succeed in getting it raised.

Prices to Rise in Morris,

to

have settled their differences
giving an increase ot
with the mold workers by
is considerably
about a dollar a tlumsand. which
-- less than the average demanded. After a seemthe atmosphere is clarified by the
i„dv hopeless situation,
understand, has been agreed upon
'„
which.

yearly millions of pounds of hurley tobacco, including the
curing and the getting of it ready for exportation to forHe is at present negotiating with Holland
eign countries.
for a contract for the next fiscal year, but the embargo
which has been placed by I'.ngland on .\merican tobacco
entering lldlland is causing delay in the confirmation ot
It appears to be the contention of iCngland
the contract.
that Holland is permitting the tobacco to go out of her

oi)

Factory— Many Visitors
the Havana Leaf Market

ST' of the

51

to foreign countries, tobacco val-

In speaking of the

Rodriguez

at the

Tampa,

ued at approximately Slo,(M)(i.(MM). lie himself does an annual export business approximating $;},0()0.00(l.
Mr. Kennedy, who is Kentucky's largest independent
tobacco dealer, a short while ago concluded a contract wi^h
Holland for a period of one year, calling for 2.Mn) hogsheads
lie has seven factories which handle
of 1.(MM» pounds each.

back door to (iermany.

Their
Factories-Salvador

Cincinnati, Oct.

the largest tobacco dealers of that State, acctunjjanied by
Mrs. Kennedy, was a recent visitor to Indton. Mo., as the
guest of L. U. Nickell. his cousin. When seen at I'ulton,
Mr. Kennedy stated that the growers of his vicinity of

Paducah export annually

at

Many

Again

Hurts Kentucky

Paducah. Ky., numbered

for

Year

cents is the limit.
Seventy-five per cent, of the leaf tobacco raised in
York County this year has been sold at prices which are
liean advance of 100 per cent, over those of last year,
cause of the unusual demand, four cents a pound is being
paid for filler and twelve cents a pound for w rapper.

Embargo on Tobacco

Back

Ciearmakers

Business to CHy
Opening of Latonia Track Brings
Price—
Jobbers-Clerks Also Ask for Raise in
Napoleon DuBrul Recovering from

Benches-Record-Break^ng

J.

I..A\\ l<>.N

M!..>L'»^»'-

T:eo

Mann,

Norwich, N. Y.,
sale store in the

rcn oved to
Newton, N. J- bas recently
and wholeand has opened a cigar factory
Street.
IHanagan P.lock ou F.ast Main

of

„„,

is

year through.
promising steady work the

4tli

(Seal)

(My commission

Notary

I'ultlic.

expires March

1,

VJl').)

11

I

J
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conspiracy to force them to pay the highest posIt would
for articles sold under such a system.
sible price
prices of general commodities would
seem that the present
opinions and it would also seem
orove the absurdity of such
time is the time above all others to point
that the present
that, while this is a period of the highest
out to the public
in the standard lines of necesnrices ever known, especially
articles marketed under so-called price maintensities, the
seldom necessities, can still be
ance systems, which are
regular advertised prices of the last
largely obtained at the
a subtle

is

''A
By

Bmi Mum©"

Eldridge Reeves Johnson, President Victor Talking Machine Co.

"Price Maintenance," has done
the cause of "Fair Trading" a little more harm to
date than the total of all effort has accomplished
in the matter of educating the public to the fact

ilE ill-chosen

title,

that the standardization of prices in any one
bearing the same maker's name, is a sound, honest, worthy
business policy and not an insidious method of raising and
far better title would
maintaining prices unduly high.
be "The Standardization of Fair Prices."
From the "Code of Hammurabbi" to the Sherman law,
legislators have been trying to produce laws for the satisline of articles

A

factory regulation of trade, but it is a bit discouraging
when we learn that while there are over 50,()()0 such laws
in active operation in the United States, with many more
to come, we are no nearer success than was this old Babylonian king with his wonderful Code of over 400U years

ago.

Since the Standard Oil decision, this same class
of
misinforined people, dangerous, and not to be ignored
because of their number, have raged like hungry wolves
deprived of their prey for laws that would overcome everything reasonable in the Sherman law. Every business enterprise, no matter how worthy or how well conducted
must
face this unreasonable persecution, once it seeks to improve
its business methods, by departing from the methods of
destructive competition of a thousand years ago.
The future of the greatest industrial development that
the world in its long history has ever been in a position to
achieve is being delayed and threatened wMth destruction
so far as the United States of America is concerned (Europe,
however, is making no such mistake) by selfish, narrow
conceptions of trade which have come to us as an inheritance from the Oriental originators of trade. These old,
half-civilized ideas still hold a large portion of the public

It is an interesting fact that the oldest trade agreement, which authentic history records, was made in the

mind

Hammurabbi between the patriarch Abram and
kinsman Lot. They found that their enterprises were

The theory they preach is that each purchase must
made a desperately selfish bargain, and the opportunity

reign of

his
in-

terfering and they divided certain pasture lands between
them, thus establishing the following co-operative agree-

ment:
unto Lot, Met there be no
strife, I pray thee, between me and thee and between
my herdmcn and thy herdmen for we be brethren. Is
not the whole land before thee? separate thyself I pray
thee, from me if thou will take the left hand, then
will go to the right, or if thou depart to the right hand,
then I will go to the left.' " Gen. xiii, 8-9.
Could anything have been more fair, sensible or prac-

"And Abram

said

I

:

Can we

ticable?

play?

It is

afford to

abandon

not recorded that

this old policy of fair

Hammurabbi objected or that
up, but Abram and Lot could

the price of mutton was i)ut
have been called to account under some interpretations of
the Sherman law.
No lasting peace in any industry is possible when cooperation is frowned upon as a conspiracy and manufacturers are compelled to fight it out along destructive lines.
The ultimate winner (generally the one with the greatest

who in the fight
may eventually find

resources),
petition,

reduces or eliminates comhimself charged with main-

taining a monopoly.
the statute books a
quarter of a century ago, just about the time the United
States of America emerged from a purely agricultural

The Sherman law was put upon

country and entered upon its boundless industrial career.
Mr. Roosevelt used the law as a curb to the monopolistic
enterprises of a certain class of business men with unsound
ideas.
It is evident that Mr. Roosevelt never thought the
law perfect, and. no doubt, intended to secure intelligent
amendments, but misdirected public opinion took the matter out of his hands and general business has suffered confusion never dreamed of by Roosevelt or the framers of the

Sherman law.
Opposition to intelligent interpretation of the Sherman law, is very

Matters arc on the mend, but very slowly.

great.

Something

like

consternation prevailed

among

that

clamorous class of people, who believe that nothing is too
unreasonable or severe in dealing with the ever-increasing
problems of business regulation, when the Supreme Court
read into the Sherman law the word "reasonable."

in

bondage and are

still

advocated by misinformed

legislators.
be
of

indulging in such bargains is looked upon as a sacred personal right. The right to buy at the lowest figure that the
most cunning mind can conspire with circumstances to
wring from a fettered industry is still thought good business.
Starve, if you must
This is all I will give
Your losses
are none of my business! I am not my brother's keeper!
lUisiness is business! No sentiment in l)usiness, etc.!
The reactionary character of such i)olicies becomes apparent on the slightest thought, but laws and decisions
that are so framed as to deprive trade of all the benefits of
co-operation, to strengthen the grip of price cutters and
sweating practices, that have the effect of increasing the
cost of production and forcing down the compensation to
both labor and capital, are still urged by a misguided but
l)owerful class of legislators, both national and state. Of
!

!

course, the real trouble is the lack of public understanding
and supj)ort in fair trading, and this difficulty can only yield
to constant effort in the matter of analyzing and explaining
the truth to the public.
livery business man should study John Stuart Mill or

Adam

Smith and subscribe to several responsible publications which are devoted to Uusiness and I^'inance, Social
and Political F.conomy, in addition to the regular magazines
and newspa])ers. Ihisiness men, as a rule, neglect all educational reading on the subject of lUisiness and Political

Economy.
.\ membership

Ignited States Chamber of Commerce will also be useful in the matter of keeping well inin the

formed on what Congress

doing. The weekly bulletins
turnishcd to members contain just the kind of condensed information a l)usy man needs, and it is reliable.
ItKlustry and thrift are in grave danger in the United
.States of America.
Write a short article for a trade paper
once in a while on the benefits of the standardization of
Every
prices, fair trading, business regulation, taxes, etc.

honest and intelligent

is

article helps quite a little.

ent social and industrial problems can
with fairness to all.
Scientific treatises can
is

still

in

meaning

its
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of price

do

little

all

The

pres-

be worked

out

public

;

many understand
maintenance, but many still believe that

P>,

C's.

Of

course,

the ])olicy of price maintenance or standardization of

the

prices

in
of automobiles, the wages paid or working conditions
automobile factories. 1 he public -gets the automobile that

pay for. Some are high priced and
some are astonishingly low priced. Most of them are worth
all that is charged and are astonishingly efficient.
1 he fact is that the general condition of the automoit

is

business from the standpoint of public worthiness is
decidedly better as a whole than any other line, and this
against
fact would seem to be an unanswerable argument
the theory that a price which is maintained to a standard
fixed by the manufacturer has the effect of maintaining

also evident that in the few cases where prices
sold under a system
have been raised on articles that are

maintenance, the increase has been forced by an
are not sold under
increase in prices of raw materials that
maintenance policies in other words, in
the so-called price
the standardization of prices has
the lines of goods where
in many other
been achieved, the prices have not risen, but
this policy prices have risen
lines that are not regulated by
Labor, lumber, iron,
ever known.
to the highest point
increased tremendbrass, copper, leather, shellac, have all
watches, cameras,
ously, but talking machines, automobiles,
or even lower prices.
etc., marketed for the same
price

prices unduly high.

The wonderful Lord

;

The proper

retail prices

prosperous public

do most

would seem that we now have sufficient experience
would
to enable us to devise an entirely new set of laws that
take the place of the more than 50,000 Federal and State
laws which are causing so much confusion to the business
world by their use as a basis for intolerable persecution.
Certainly such an undertaking is worthy of a special commission composed of the greatest thinkers and practical
It

;

very encouraging in the line of future developments. This law and the proposed Webb Export Bill
mark a sharp and favorable turn in the drift of business
legislation.
The Webb Export Bill is unquestionably good
so far as it goes, and certainly the public will soon reach
unavoidable conclusion that, if trade agreements benefit
foreign trade, the same kind of co-operation must benefit
domestu; trade, as foreign trade and domestic trade are

the

identical in their

is the best line in

which

to

The automobile business
P.ecause of its unusual
study modern business tendencies.
rapid development and its youthfulness, it is bound down by
no customs or traditions;
half a generation from an

even such an organization
could compile a perfectly practical code of laws. Absolute
satisfaction can never be accomplished by any set of fixed
laws because of the rapidly changing conditions, but ceraccomplished,
tainly a 91) per cent, improvement could be
and if such laws were enacted, the enforcement of the same
or
could be intrusted to the Federal Trade Commission
some modification of that organization. The effect of sucn
It is doubtful,

has burst forth in less than
atom to a giant in the full vigor

however,

if

satisfactory rea policy would, in a few years, give fairly
in need of.
j^iilts— a condition that business is now sorely
of fixed
It has been charged that intensified advertising

•

an article
prices can fool the public into paying more for
advertisthan it is worth but a firm investing large sums in
compeing soon finds that it is creating a demand for its
a reasonable
titors to supply if its prices are not fixed in
;

proportion to the cost of production. Very few business
men try to fool the public nowadays. Misrepresentation
brings
advertising is a weak, foolish policy and always
in

Every honest enterprise can be tremendously
developed and economized by advertising which increases
method. Many
the turnover at less cost than by any other
worthy enterprises fail from lack of advertising.

disaster.

would seem that a Federal Incorporation

Law

for all

a
corporations doing an interstate business, compelling
and
standard method of estimating costs, keeping accounts
making reports, would simplify the problem of business
in
regulation and gradually establish public confidence

it

business.

public confidence in business and business
methods once restored, the future industrial development
assured and many of the
in the United States would be
vitality
grievous burdens and miseries now eating in to the

With

youth.

the automobile manufacturers can always control the retail prices
of their individual i)ro(luct. but the prices of automobiles,
which were very high indeed at first, have not been main-

On account

business minds of the world.

It

fundamental principles.

a real

than ever before.

poor suffer most
are too low, many more suffer, and the
hunbecause of the curses of lack of employment namely,
ger, cold, disease and crime.
Fair and remunerative prices must necessarily accomProsperity based on high
pany any lasting prosperity.
The world will be much
prices is always of short duration.
agreebetter off when some system of co-operative trade
ments becomes the universal practice as certainly it must
'Jhe farmer would need no special credit
sooner or later.
legislation if he were insured a paying price for his product.
Railroad rates are protected and standardized by law.
Telegraph and telei)hone companies are protected in their
charges by the circumstances of their organization, as are

particulars, is

is

;

prices

many other lines of business, such as systems for the distriunder a
i)Ution of product through sole agents or branches
common control— mail-order houses, chain stores, leasing
contracts, etc.
Hut the greater portion of business has no
This is
protection against the worst form of price-cutting.
unfair; all should have an equal chance to make a fair profit.
A farm that does not pay is a public nuisance. A business
that does not pay is a danger to public interests.
The Clayton Act, although weak and imperfect in many

economy

problem in its present form it is new in some particulars,
and a satisfactory solution is a much more urgent necessity

a certain

When

sells its cars for

destroy the efficiency of the organization and the
of production.
The matter of trade regulation in general

should be ascertained and fixed

of the complaining.

wages
would be

enterprise pays the highest

the lowest prices, but this
impossible were the company not able to maintain a standIf the Ford
ard price among its distributing agencies.
company could not control its agents, there would soon be
developed an internal price war that would most certainly

and

proportion to the cost of production, and no
ascertain these
one but the manufacturer is in a position to
When prices are too high, the public suffers, but the
costs.
at

willing or able to

bile

It is

of

good the general

although they have been maintained to a
standard lixed by each maker independently.
No reasonable complaint can be made either in the price
high,

tained

ten years.

of

29

of the circumstance^ of

trade,

of the nation

would be eliminated.
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Turkish Leaf District Ravaged

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
5

For

Special Notices

Wanted and

Sale,

NEW YORK

BEEKMAN STREET

For
FOR SALK— Surplus

186

Effective April 1, 1916.
Registration (see Note A),
(see Note B),
Search

FIFTY CENTS

Wanted.

^

U/TT

T

OUT a comolete factory
nt "foCco W^^^^^^^^

niTV

Add?«s Box

prices paid for work,

to KJO.OOO cigars per \vxcj<.
giving'full particulars regar.l.nK output.
or suc tion work.

'•Tohacc(»

with output up

and whether hand

INC.,

;

fine

aroma.

Lopez. 3B3 E. 78th

St.,

9-1-tr

York.

presses, molds,

etc.

outfit,

Sacrifice.

FOR SALE — Remedlos Havana

work

superinlendeni or foreman, hand or suction
large concern.
Understand business thoroughly. Now employed with
Tobacco World.
change. Best references. Address Box 133, care of

POSITION WANTED-As

short*, pure

and

Hesl location in
(oi re^poiulcnce confi

the

very

motor,

New

Mr. Campbell was for years a sales manager of the
American Tobacco Company, while Mr. Mathers was division manager for the same company in Alabama.
The new concern will specialize on Key West and
Havana brands. "Florida Widow" and -(.ath" will be

fSr

York.

September

cigars.

Kavala without difficulty.
P.ulgarians were driven out of
factories or
No attempt was made to destroy the tobacco
Probably the Bulgarians felt
to pillage the warehouses.
Company, of Great Britain,
that as the Imperial Tobacco
were the richest proand the American Tobacco Company
preserve discipline amongst their
prietors, it was politic to

towns of Drama and Seres,
troops, for in the neighboring
practiced.
the vilest cruelties were
fertile country,
"The Drama road runs through a very
as with valurich tobacco farms, as well

23, 1916.

dotted over with
itself there is at this moment
able corn fields. In Kavala
tobacco leaves and
probablv a million pounds' w'orth of
feeling the pinch of poverty, so
as the Central Powers are
raid
it is probable that this
far as cigarettes are concerned,
tobacco
purpose of obtaining supplies of
is more for the
than for any serious military reason.
^n
full swing, and in all
in
now
is
harvest
-The tobacco
their advance have requiprobabilitv the Bulgarians in
tobacco-producing country
sitioned every leaf in the richest
for
The loss to Greece will be enormous
in the world.
tobacco fields were ceded to
two-fifths of the old Turkish
of Bucharest and the
Greece under the terms of the treaty
from the one port of Kavala
value of the tobacco exports
annually. It is,
alone averaged $12..V)0,(.00
^[l^l'^^^^n
companies, foreseeing the Bulgarian
sible that the tobacco
to export all the lea
advance, have taken the precaution

J.

Sepcigars, cigarettes, etc.
City
\ork
New
Pasbach-Voice Litho. Co.. Inc.,
cheroots and
--39,892. For cigars, cigarettes
I-ranc.sco,
San
Vicente Nieto,
1916.

1916.

^\^fIiIo

S^^mhJh

ROUND

MOON:-39,893.
September'

I'or

^l^afco

Eptembe;*

Al£'bALLED
Sliffka Bros.,

and
For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots
New
Co.,
L.tho.
Pasbach-Voice
1916.

22,

TTOAPOSO—39 894

For
22!

cigars,

UP:-39,895.
Guttenberg, N.

cigarettes,

cheroots

pksbach-Voice L.tho.

1916."^

For

cigars.

September

and

,

to-

Co.,

New

27,

1916.

J.

TRANSFERS

)ne man guaranteed
one year.
;}r) by
the buiUPiig if others would guarantee the rent for the first
Several men (|uiekly guaranteed the rent. .\t the
year.
end of the first year the cigar company is to either jmrchase the factory or sign a lease for it. The company alsd
agrees to employ fifty to one hundred workers it tluy

their leaders.

'6

^?oY^?o

1\

50 feet, rent free for

tween

VTCENTENIETO

Reichard, of York; W. L
J.
Tooniey, of Dover, and Joseph Swartz, of Cleveland. ().,
These men recently
Dillsbur^^ is to have a cigar factory.
met tne business men of Dillsburg, and laid a proposition
before tnem whereby a factt)ry will be opened in Dillsburg
baseniont.
if the city will provide a one-story building and

Throui^h the elTorts of

For

ARKIN 'brill' CO. :-39.890.

Cigar Factory for Dillsburg

Jobbing House Opens in Atlanta
Wright Campbell and W. L. Mathers, two well-known
recently
cigar and tobacco salesmen, of Atlanta, Ga., have
under
opened a jobbing house at 8 Peters Street, Atlanta,
the name of Campbell & Mathers.

panies the population of the new
all.
town Turkish, possibly some 30,000 in
Kavala was
-During the first phase of the Balkan war,
without any opposition on
occupied by a Bulgarian force
the outbreak of the war bethe part of the Turks, but on
of 1913, the
Greece and Bulgaria, in the summer

be made to members

8-40-2:—39,889.

i

Street,

of the tobacco comtown is Greek, of the old

REGISTRATIONS
cigars, cigarettes and tobacco.
SALVADOR RICO;— 39,888. For
SeptfnTer 18, 1916. Salvador Rico & }-; J^'^P^'ii^'^iniingto.,
U. liiningio^,

Guarnntetd A
Also Vuelta thortt, of

money refunded. Fifty cents per pound.
finest quality. Edwin Alexander A Co.. 171 Watsr

few hundred cosmopolitan employees

an
titles necessarily reported.
every ten (10) additional

clear

clean.

2.00

$5.00

of One Dollar ($1 00)
twenty-one (^21). an additional charge
of more than
If it necessitates the reporting
will be made.
than thirty-one (31) an additwenty (20) titles, but less
so
Dollars ($2.00) will be made, and
tional charge of Two
will be made for
additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00

feet.

power and foot-bunching machines,
219 N. Second Street, Philadelpliia. Pa.

or

Want

New

among

These

cases, shoe store stand, and news

FOR SALE—Manufacturing

Situation Wanted.

listed

turn.

FOR SALE— Large quantities of labels and bands to match. Suitable for
Havana, shade-grown, domestic, Manila and Porto Rico cigars. Prices
low. Address Box 137, care of "Tob acco World."

.

Vuelta

(luick

size),

rack.
store Ininiidors, show
Clevelaiul Store Fixture Coinpany. 4<;4') St. Clair .'\veinie, Cleveland, Ohio.

t>'sj »ctsbusiness-gettting brokers, factories in the I-irst
Address
business.
good
assure
Can
M.
per
making goods from $16 to $28
Box 131, care of "Tobacco World."

New

lor

1.00

gooa
to the west of Kavala affords
squadron, and along its
anchorage and shelter for a limited
factories, the property ot
shores stand the various tobacco
has been for many years the center
all nations, for Kavala
With the exception of the
of the Turkish tobacco trade.

An allowance of $2 will
Note
Association on each registration.
01 the Tobacco Merchants'
necessitates
NoteB-If a report on a search of a title
than ten (10) titles, but less than
the reporting of more

World."

FOR SALK— Cigar

live

HAVANA SHORTS— Pure

cigars

liigh-class

SAl.K OR RKNT— t igar tadory liuildijig. l-'5 x .>(>
Fine opportunity to open a branch,
Lancaster, Pa.
l$ox 145, c are of "TqIliccq World."
dential. Aildres

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Siftings,
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

WANTED-By

(^MXH)

(slaiulani

FOR

^^^

ABLER & MYERSON,

of

h>n|.;

CITY

2.00

A—

Sale.

genuine Sumatra wrapped, seed
cigars arc
Havana
to each thousand.
highcl.i>s
Price $J5
of
worth
tilled;
$4
and Havana
lie sohl at price named.
will
tlu)usand
sample
A
All
samples.
No
net.
per M.
Duplicate orders will cost the johher $.«> per .M. after surplus
light colors.
Ad<lress, Mfg., Hnx U.\, care of
stock is sold. Twenty-live years' experience.

6-17-he

111.

stock

inches

4'4

many tobacco wareKavala, which has along its shores
companies, has probably
houses for the different tobacco
to a correspondsuccumbed to the ravages of war, according
who writes:
ent in the "London Times,"

Services
Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark

Transfer,
Duplicate Certificate,

Special Notices.

(

Ar»TNA._j»0Q17 (U

T

S

Tob. Journal).

For cigars

cigarettes.

W.

liigletield e.xpects to

P.oulder. Col., this

store in

retail

that city.

P..

open a cigar
week.

factory and

The 1916 Lancaster County

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT ON TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS— 1914 CENSUS
Census.
1914.

Number

Chewing,
Smoking,
and Snuff.
43^

of Establishments

Manufacture
Proprietors and Firm Members
Salaried Employees
Wage Earners (Average Number)
Primary HorsetK)wer

Persons Engaged

Capital
Services
Salaries

5'55i

ii-'7i

'".'.
'.'.

\yages
•

•

(

KS-^-^-'

210.894

197A^7

'[j.^^^

.

152.892
1 7,464

I7.<\U
13,193
ibb,^\n

I5.2(X)

178,872
3^-737

Increase

//^vS 4
•

—

per cent,

82.676,(X)o

99,98o,o(X)
22.i24.o(m)

86. i 34,(M)o

16.1

i6,77().(xx)

31-9

9.55f^.o"0

68.3o6.o(X)
3o.53o.(M)o

77,856,()(X)

12.3

207. 34.(X)()

6().355.ooo
yy, 86.(xh)

314.884.000

4()().i65,()(M)

4i6,695,(X)o

17.6

i

1

1

18

35-9

7,304,000
7.754.ooo

16.9

1

of

ii

and 6

*A

!84,354.()(K)

minus sign

(

—

)

283,f)3i,(K)()

denotes a decrease.

23(j,5(mj.(XX)

1

8.

J

cut.

The

prices are the h'g'^^^t

cents

are holdn,g
remains unsold, and the owners
good for gettmg .t.
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Factory No. 79

Esublished 1870
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R.

KOCHER

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and Domestic Cigars
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco
Leading brands—"Volitta." "Quaker," "Nabobs," "1-4-5," "Havana
Cream." "Imperial Beauty," "Little Vara"

ff,

:

OfHcMtWRlGHTSVILLE, PA.

Est. 1851

CO.
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Havana Tobacco

Co,

Importers and Packers of Havane. Leaf
And Packers of Puerto Rican Tobacco

CHOICE CIGAR LEAF
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CO.

GROWERS AND PACKERS OF

Maccohoys — H^appees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, ShJeet and Plain Scotchs
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OF HAVANANewTOBACCO
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MS,
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Cigar Ribbons, Silk Imitation and Mualinola Ribbon
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'
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•
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make money for you on every cigar that you sell.
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to please

prejudiced
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PLACING

CARDS
The number

customers which these
advertisements will send to your store depends upon yourself. Carry Bicycle and
Display them in
Congress Cards in stock.
your window. Let people know that they
always can get from you the deck of Bicycle
or Congress Cards they want and your playSend your name and address, and
of

you posted on the

THE
CINCINNATI, U.

S.

U.

A.

ing card stock will do

much

to influence

throughout your store.
Every dealer who sells cards should have
the following backs in stock: BicycleThistle, New Fan, Acorn, Lotus, Rider,
Racer. Congress— Mutter, F^ountain, Muse,
The investment
Vista, Sappho, Orpheus.
is nominal
the profit worth while.
sales

—

your jobber's name, and

latest ideas in playing cards
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S a result of the Supreme Court decision regarding
anti-coupon laws, it is stated by
F. Spitz, of
New York, who is counsel for several coupon com-

A.
Oily

State

A

I

BEST

I

Gi|{ar Stores
I

send a sample?

Your name on a postal brings

Restaurants
Hotels and

it.

THE HEEKIN CAN COMPANY
New

Favorite

with the

color lithographing

Clubs

Streets

Manufacturers

CINCINNATI, O.

11

"Heekin Can Since 1901"

II

&
CO., Tampa. Fla.
PEDRO CASTRO
New York
Distributers

LOUIS G. SMITH

tlO..

pRAT

Write for exclusive ageocy for the

certainly did one
thing, viz: raise the tobac-

"Lord" Cigar

co- value- giving
high.

»

&

—

Consumer
comes back
T
or more

limit

sky-

lOc quality— I Oc quantity

in the

retails

Patterson

duo-paper package at

to

enactment of detrimental laws in the various
Legislatures rather than devoting so much work to

52 Beaver

Street

the courts.
In an interview with a representative of the "Journal
of Commerce," Mr. Spitz pointed out that the Supreme
Court decision, holding that laws prohibiting the use of
coupons, or taxing them so heavily as practically to prohibit
them, are not in violation of the Federal Constitution, will
undouhtcdly be followed by minor Federal Courts. While
this does not affect the supremacy of the State Courts over
the State constitutions, he feared that little relief could be
obtained from the courts in the future aj^ainst anti-coupon
In this case, he said, the chief defense of the compan>
acts.
ies against agitation nuist be conducted in the legislatures,
informing the public of the merits of the coupon plan and
persuading the legislators from passing the measures.
Reports current in the retail trade recently have been
that in consequence of the Supreme Court decision the
Sperry & Hutchinson Company, probably the largest trading stamp concern in the country, had determined to give
up its merchandise stamps and issue only gold stamps, redeemable in cash or in merchandise at the store of the issuing company.
This report was based on the paragraph in
the decision intimating that while State laws prohibiting
merchandise stamps were not in violation of the Constitution, such laws as applied to the gold premium slips might
be so held.

On
Would
Most

cost double* in tins.

jobbers are supplied.

" Exceedingly Better "

HENRY'S CIGAR CO., Philadelphia,

made

legal battles in

i

5c

Pa.

Original Pattcnoni of Richmond, Vj.

_

M. MELACHRINO & CO,

Inc.

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES

this point the

Supreme Court

said:

avoid misunderstanding,
that the redemption in the first scheme is 'sometimes by the
payment of cash or allowance of credit on account of purchases or for or on account of a certain amount having been
purchased of the merchant by the customer.' We are not
concerned with a statute directed solely at such method ot
redemption or a business so confined. The Florida statute
imposes its license tax on coupons, etc. (redeemable in
premiums). And. therefore, whether any other method of
redemption be it by giving a discount or an allowance of
credit simply
would be amenable to objection, we express
no opinion. In all of the schemes other methods of redemption are used and are attempted to be justified."
W. G. Hamilton, vice-president of the Sperry & Hutch"It is well here to observe, to

—
—

Company, denied the report of a change of policy.
He said that while the company has recently issued more

inson

You Cannot be Mistaken H You Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes

stamps than usual, this has been a result of repeated
requests by retail dealers and customers, and not because of
the Supreme Court decision.
Another factor causing a
greater willinp^ness to do this lies in the enormous advance
in the cost of
premiums in the last year, said Mr. Hamilton.
"e stated that the company will continue to push its pre-

Rold

&

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, lao Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes throughout Europe

M. Melachrino

Co., Inc., are

London. 8 Regent St.. S. W. Calcultt. 10 Governmrnt Place
GRAND DEPOTS OF
Alexandria. Rue Cherifl Pacha
M Melachrino Co., Inc. Capetown, South Africa
PRICE
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WORLD
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IN PRICE OF

TURKISH

CIGARETTES SEEMS TO BE NEAR

—

Shortage of Raw Leaf Predicted Blockade of Turkish
Ports Help Shortage Some Firms Fortified With
Large Stocks Twenty-five Per Cmt.
Advance Expected

—
—

T

is

freely predicted

among independent Turkish

cigarette manufacturers, as well as

1^^.

prevent the

i

Culrert, 6th and

TO FIGHT ADVERSE LEGISLATION

panies, that in the future efforts will be

produces the most striking, attention-attracting
containers. Designs and trade-marks reproduced
or originated by our art department.

Mas V'

of Leaf Tobacco

NEW YORK

123 Liberty Street

They keep your product fresh,
clean and aromatic.
They are attractive and dis-

process of

special

ADVANCE

COUPON COMPANIES DETERMINED

"MAGALLANES"

tinctive.

n

Sons

Companies Stronger, Says Counsel

chewing or smoking tobaccoThey're air-tight and dust-

YORK, NOVEMBER

LOEWENTHAL

—

proof.

0£l\/i^UlJu

&

NEW

PHILADELPHIA AND

XXXVI.

Less AttenWill Work to Prevent Laws Being Enacted
Sperry & Hutchintion to Be Given to Courts
son to Push Coupon Business Premium

CONTAINERS

Dpr" K ITCP

B.

Havana and Packers

123'MAIDEN LANE,

MAKE THE BEST
for cigars, stogies,

S.LOEWENTHAL

LOEWENTHAL

by

dealers, that

not far off when prices on Turkish
cigarettes will be materially advanced. The blockade of Turkish ports, the seizure of Turkish leaf stock in
Kavalla and other important centers by the Bulgars, and
the depletion of both English and American stocks stored
in the respective countries, offer no delusions as to the
the time

is

situation.

large manufacturer stated that his firm was able
to care for their trade at the present and that he hoped
they would be able to do so indefinitely. When asked if he
was short of stock he replied that he did not care to divulge
the situation as everything w^as very uncertain. He said he

One

thought they would be able to get along all right and that
something might happen which would improve conditions.
The whole course of the interview indicated that a great
amount of dependence was being placed on "something
happening." At the same time, and despite the studied attempt at vagueness, the impression was created that the
future was not as secure as might be desired. When conditions are promising, manufacturers, as a rule, are very
willing to assure their trade.

neutral world has been waiting for more
No one can
for "something to happen."
deny that there have been a large number of these incidents
but it may be observed in passing that they have not resulted in improving the conditions which have been highly
unfavorably to neutral trade and industry. As a matter of
fact the lines are constantly being drawn closer and it daily

The entire
than two years

becomes more. uncomfortable for neutral trade.
Last year it was announced that the majority of large
manufacturers of Turkish cigarette manufacturers were
supplied with enough leaf to last from two to three years.
has been made to accumulate as much
stock as possible since then. But accumulations have not
been very rapid. A number of large cargoes have been
lost, many have been seized and others are unable to secure

Of course every

methods

effort

of transportation.

have jumped enormously. Proportionately the pure Turkish cigarettes have
enjoyed this prosperity along with the blended brands.
This means that stocks have been consumed more rapidly,
and it is scarcely to be credited that surplus stocks have
been accumulated during this period.
It is pointed out that Turkish cigarette manufacturers
who are running short of stocks, and who are buying in the
present market at increased prices, will necessarily have
to increase their prices to the jobber and dealer, and probably to the consumer.
Financial firms who have made some investigation of
the situation claim that the increase must amount to twentyIt is also predicted that when this advance
five per cent.
In the

meantime cigarette

sales

(Continued on page

i8.)
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ANOTHER INCREASE ASKED
Cigarmakers

The
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&

and the firm
l*orto

with

Rican

Porto

Sons,
is

shown

I'orto Rico.

business

of

S.

showing steady growth

importing stripped

Rican scraps

is

is

leaf

fillers

in large quantities.

and

Here-

Factories

Swamped Says

P. A.

stuflfs.

This w\is opened at the begin-

Headquarters report a nice

for English Army
According to very remarkable figures just published,
the English have suddenly become a nation of gum-chewers,
and the leading manufacturers are ^ble to claim that within
monthly sale from
six months they have increased then
s been suggested
three million to 'twenty million bars. It

Chewing

Wysard

vice-president of the Havana-American
Premanufacturing "Antonio." ''Cleopatra," "^a

P A Wysard,
Companv.

off
"Kelsey Bouquet," and other brands, stopped
New York office. Mr. Wyat \tlanta, Ga., enroute to his
are swamped with
sard savs that the Tampa factories
employed and that
orders, cverv available cigarmaker is
ferencia,'"

their

own

that the habit has been introduced by the Canadian soldiers,
who of course share the American's fondness for chewing
gum, but 1 am assured that they have nothing to do with it.
The spread of the habit is purely a triumph of natural weakness and advertising. The most enthusiastic adherents—
but soldiers
a good word— are said to be not women clerks
munition workers, with the navy a fair third. It seems

behind on shipments.
,
^
fine shape in the
such
in
business
seen
never
have
"I
be plenty of
South " said Mr. Wysard. "There seems to
isolated
money evervwhere with the exception of a few
been
where the crops, for local reasons, have not
•

4.1

and

sold at
that for the past four years chewing gum has been
army and navy canteens, but it was not till this last great
advance that it was issued as an army ration. The soldiers'
theory is that it steadies his nerves to have something to

places

compared to the big volume of
good, but
the southern
business everywhere piling up throughout
this is negligible

states."

certainly keeps his otherwise parched throat
man
moist in times of stress. There is a story of a wounded
a
kept alive for five days by the saliva-inducing gum, and
good yarn about a flying man who used his wad to plug a
Lonbullet-hole in his petrol tank— not an advertised use.
don retailers tell me that for years they have had a steady
men, and
sale among English people of all classes, chiefly
they do
that the demand has increased greatly this year, but
slaves to the
iu)t think our civilians have as yet become

chew

One Cigar

a

Day

in Austria

The Austro-Hungarian tobacco monopoly within

a few

exclusively

days will issue orders to its stores, which
monarchy, forbidding the sale
all' tobacco dispensed in the
customer. The
of more than one cigar daily to the same
persons under sixteen
sale of tobacco, cigars or cigarettes to
sell

years of age will be forbidden.

Advertising Saves

on,

habit.

Money

salesman was traveling for a company in the
West. One day he went to the manager and said: "T am
costing
not getting any more money than 1 should, yet I'm
the house too much."
The boss carght his cigar before it fell. "Well, what's
the answer?" he asked.
"I have been keeping records lately and 1 find that

and

I

my time explaining
who my house is, and why

to

my

prosi)CCts

our 'products are
who I am and
can't
really worth hearing about. It takes a lot of time. I
get time to close up the deal get the order."
The manager appreciated that the trade was not thor-

—

oughly acquainted with the house nor the goods. "Well,
what can be done?" he asked.
"This," said the salesman: "Do my preliminary work
for me by telling my prospects all about the proposition and
Let them know what nnr
the house before I get there.
claims are. ^lake them know us."
It was done and the efficiency of the selling for that
house was materially increased. Thereafter salesmen wert
enabled to dispense with generalities— they could dig d(jwn
to partictilars (piickly.
Ideas.
result.

—

Increased business was the natur:ii

it

— Manchester

A young

spend two-thirds of

Gum

•

million cigars
factories are, nevertheless, several

$2

throughout the State are organizing for the purpose of making a demand for more
money in order to meet the present living conditions brought about by the high cost of food-

Sc^

increase in business during the present season.

Tampa

— Believe

IGARMAKERS

the firm's warehouse at Caguas,

ning of the year.

Throughout State Organizing
Advance Will Come

Guardian.

Cigar Manufacturer a Suicide
Christian G. Singley, a cigar manufacturer, aged fiftyPa.,
five years, committed suicide at his home, in Manheim,
and
recently, by hanging himself. He tied a rope to a rafter
Singley .is said to have been
stei)ped off a wheelbarrow.

drinking heavily for several weeks.
wife
April 17 last, John C. Singley, a son, shot his
killed
twice, seriously wounding her, and then shot and
His wife has recovered frtmi her injuhimself, at Lititz.
Christian Singley is survived by one daughter, Lena,
ries.
His wife died three years ago.
at home.

On

During the past week announcement was made by a
niiinber of manufacturers of an increase in w^ages of $1 per
thousand for all lines of work. A request has been made by
the cigarmakers who are aflfiliated with the Cigarmakers'
lUiie Label League of Pennsylvania for $2 per thousand.
The request has been sent out in the form of a letter
to all the manufacturers with a view of preventing spasAccording to reports received the cigarmodic strikes.
throughout
the .State are reorganizing.
makers
is
claimed
that about 11,000 cigarmakers were beneIt
fited by the recent increase of $1 per thousand, which
amounts to $500,000 per year in wages. The men have accepted the $1 increase, but claim that eventually they will
get their $2

unless living conditions are better and food

prices drop.

The leaders claim that $1 per thousand increase is not
sufficient and view the enormous growth in the membership
of the

union as a

movement among

the

men themselves

to

prepare for the future.

The
State

manufacturers throughout the
by the Cigarmakers' IJlue Label League, is as folletter sent to the

lows:

"Owing

to the increase in the cost of living, the cigar-

makers and packers employed in the cigar industry of eastPennsylvania have practically suffered a reduction in
wages. The dollar of one year ago is worth 75 cents today
in its purchasing power.
With the wages being paid at
present it is impossible for the craft to maintain the American standard of living.
"After a series of conferences covering a period of four
months and a careful canvass of the cigarmakers and packers we have decided to make a request for an increase in
wages of $v' per thousand, over all prices paid July IG, P)l(».
on all jobs, the increase to take effect October 1(] next.
"We believe that most fair men will agree with us that
an increase in wages should be granted, and as far as possible we want to secure this without any interruption in
business.
Wages have been increased in Ohio, Indiana,
New York, New Jersey and Florida in the open shop districts.
Many of the large firms in Pennsylvania have
granted increases ranging from 50 cents to $1 per thousand.
>\e appreciate this voluntary increase, but through circumstances beyond our control we are compelled to ask that
the prices paid be still further increased to equalize the
enormous increase in the cost of living.
"In order to make the movement to secure an increase
'n wages effective,
all of the manufacturers in the first and
uinth districts of Pennsylvania have been asked to grant
fur request for an increase."

ern

Selling Cigar Business
16
family of Franklin ilartman, a cigar dealer at
busiSouth Sixth Street, AUentown, Pa., is selling out the
at
ness because of the continued serious illness of the owner

The

Mr. Hartman has conducted
of *
the stand the i)ast sixteen years and made a success
is uniJut his health has been failing for some time and he

his

home, 511 Union

Street.

able to give the business his personal attention.
and daughters are now closing it out finally.

His

son

I.

13

Weinberger Guest of Honor

—

Independent Cigar Company at 1420 Chestnut Large and
Varied Stock for Every Pocketbook

|OMI^ cigar store!"

prevalent at the opening of the Independent Cigar
Company's store at 1420 Chestnut Street on Tuesday. And speaking by and large it is some cigar
store.
From the standpoint of stock and appointments the
cigar stores in the city that are in its class can be counted
on the fingers of one hand.

Tuesday was opening day and the face of Harry Petrosky, proprietor, might be discerned now and then rising
above a horizon of huge chrysanthemums, beaming like a
harvest moon. The solid mahogany fixtures offered a dee])
contrast to the score of floral offerings, consisting of big

yellow and white chrysanthemums, and white roses. On
the bouquets were noticed cards from Bobrow I'.rothers,
Luckett, Luchs & Lipscomb, "Cortez" Saunders, IJ. Bernheim & Sons, P. Lorillard Company, Lorillard boys, Melachrino

& Company,

and a number

of other well

known

cigar

men.

The day was a big one and there was a crowd inside
and out. The windows, for which cards were prepared bv
the National Window Trimming Company, was (me of the
most

attractive ever seen

on Chestnut

Street.

Among

the

brands on display were "Gjrard," "Topic," "Constancia Garcia," "Mernan Cortez," -Muriel," "Bold," "Petro" and a

number

of others.

The

cigarette display included "Philip

Morris," "Melachrino," "Rameses," "Herbert Tareyton,'
":Murad," "Fatima," "Omar" and "Thenelis Rose Tip."
There was also an attractive arrangement of pipes and
smoking tobaccos.
In the cases inside were "Romeo & Julieta," "La Carolina," "La Corona," "Bo^k," "Partagas," "Iloyo de Monterrey," "Pedro Murias," "Cortez," "Constancia (iarcia,"
"Topic," "Admiration," "Muriel," "Manuel" and many other
popular brands.
It was interesting to note that imported goods had been
heavily sampled and quantities of the shade-grown brands
were sold as well. The demand, however, was not confined
to the expensive brands, as may be noted by the fact that
the first box emptied was the "Bold" brand.
There was
also a very heavy call for "Topic" and "Constancia Garcia.''
In cigarettes and smoking tobaccos the store has a most
complete line, the popular brands being much in evidence.
One of the features of the store is a handsome huinidur
accommodating 150,000 cigars.
The store is located in the heart of a busy section and
the attractive windows seem to act as a "Stoj)*' signal for
smokers. Mr. Petrosky has another store on Thirteenth
Street just below Market.

New

Wholesale Store

The new wholesale and
Racine, Iowa City,

la.,

is

for

retail

Iowa City
cigar

store

of

Fred

expected to open for business

At Washington and Dubuque Streets a force
of workmen are completing the tiled floors and final improvements. Three floors will be utilized by Mr. Racine.
The basement wilKbe used for the wholesale department
and the first floor for the retail department. A billiard room
this

week.

will be located

Weinberger, chairman of the committee which arranged the recent banquet of the Independent Retail Cigar
l^ealers' Association, Los Angeles, Calif., was the guest of
honor at a banquet at the Union League Club, tendered by
•Jther members
of the committee in appreciation of his work
"1 making the Cigar
Day Dinner a success.

That was the exclamation most

on the second

flo^r.

I.

Freeman

&

Son have received the right to the
exclusive distribution of the "Lucella" brand of Gangemi
S. J.

& Company,

in

New

ginia and Michigan.

Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Vir-

¥'

)
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Reynolds Makes Big Contribution.
REYNOLDS, the energetic head of the R. J.
J.
Reynolds Tobacco Company, of Winston-Salem,
N. C, is one of the most enthusiastic endorsers of
President Wilson's administration, and on the
approbation by sending
2Uth of last month expressed his
National Committee a
the treasurer of the Democratic
R.

J.

MIA.

l)HIbAt)El2

check for $10,000.

PUBUCATION OFFICES

15

gift, Mr. Reynolds
in his letter enclosing this splendid
"To make a change of Administration, to my mind,
says
would be nothing short of a calamity to this nation."
Throwing aside all political prejudice, it is always ina definition of his
tensely interesting to have as clear-cut
manufacturer, and we
ideas as is given by this important
expression of
that both Air. i<eynolds' gift and his
:

BcU
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opinion will help his party greatly.

of
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'

Canada and

I

"
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newer

recruits in the

New York Curb

on the

is
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Cents

Company, says the
This company was formed

Copy

ADVERTISING RATES MAILED UPON APPLICATION

of tobacco pro-

the American Sumatra fobacco

in

'

list

to be actively traded
ducers whose shares are just beginning

^^"
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other

of the

in 19i0 to raise, cure and
The corporation has
tobacco.

become a consistent earner.
December 22. 1909 at the Post
Entered as Second Cla«i Mall Matter
187»
Philadelphia, under the Act of March 3,

Office.

be opened in
IMiiladelphia about May 1, 1917. at 911 Market
This store has been leased for a term of
Street.
cluiltc Cigar Lumpany by I'ease & FJliman
years to the
of the Schulte Cigar

merchandise shade-grown
and with
now established itself on a good financial basis
diversified, it promises to
source of production assured and
r

,

j

u

Ladenburg,
This company was originally financed by
Company,
Thalmann & Company and Tucker, Anthony &

Vol.
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XXXVI
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its cultivation
been working for five years to perfect
scientific procedure.
methods in accordance with the highest
the largest cigar
The results have been satisfactory so that
tobacco in their
manufacturers are now using the company's
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up-State Cigarmakers
At a recent open meeting of an
He argued that no
Union a speaker advised against a strike.
a powerfu
strike could be won without
this did
organization and he stated that

Good

not ^xist in that section.

The demand made on manufacturers

manufacturers
previously met by most
for a $2 increase was
has not been consid red
by an increase of $1. While this
been no
the cigarmakers there has
satisfactory to many of
yet.
serious interruption of work as

I'.aking

Company.

The

first

these leases five other prominent corners in this city
Comare now being negotiated for in behalf of the Schulte
tion to

of

This comi)any has just i;icreased its capital stock issue
from $357,000 to $1,500,000 and a broad policy of expansion

acres
The company's property consists of about 34,000
which 10,000 are growland in hlorida and Georgia, of

equipment. Ihe rest of
ing tobacco, with buildings and
be suitable for growing
land is now in timber, but will
acres are owned in
when cleared. In addition about 1250
cultivation. ConservaConnecticut, of which 700 are under
land, building and equipment a
tive estimate puts value of
ot
first-class condition, the expense
$•^ 850,000. all kept in
with
charged to annual cost of operation
the

up-keep being
lands are ot sufticient
ample allowance for depreciation. Its
which is desirable to
acreage to permit rotation of crops,
produce best results in wrapper tobacco.
The company has no bonded indebtedness.

Regular dividends at the rate

'^"^l^rft^^e'a^tdlng June

of Tfc

30. 1914.

per

annum

are

was $256,985. In
The apparent dj

$267,653.
1915 it was $499,134 and in 1916
was due to an unusually small
crease in net for the past year
and to inventorying ot to^
crop per acre in Connecticut
These valuations were made
baccos on hand at low figures.
method of earning calcuia
with a determination to have the

^his year's big

c

Ions on a thoroughly sound
high
tobacco, and the present
of high quality, shade-grown
ov r
for the 1917 year o
market, promises net earnings
last year s net. Competent
$000,000, or more than twice
reached a level whei^ej
feel that the company has
basis,

>

erests

Advice

llardart

pany.
^^

JESSE

cS:

Schulte store will open on the northeast corner of Eighth
and Chestnut Streets, where the fixtures, etc., are now beIt is stated on good authority that in addiing installed.

TOBACCO MERCHAgT|^A|SOCIATION
JACOB WERTHEIM. New York
GBORQB W. HILL. New York•••••••
EDWARD WISE, N*w York

Horn

the

for

net of $500,000

minimum
wouldbT ample

is

assured.

to sustain dividends of

A. Davis Sons

Company Leases

Such

7%

Street,

ployed and

number

it

Factory
^^

O., l^as recent
h.ast Ches

m

cig
and will immediate y open a
b
One hundred and fifty hands are to
is hoped to double
is understood that it

Columbus.

factory there.

on the common.

New

Cincinnati
A. Davis' Sons Company, of
building, at 51
leased the four-story brick

a minimuni

gradually.

().,

be started. In addition to operating new stores the
smaller
0(»in])any proposes to open scores of agencies in
is

to

cities in

the Middle Atlantic States.

the 16th of September, of this year, in Common
i'leas Court, No. 4, before Judge Audenreid. an
injunction was granted Bobrow Brothers, restraining James A. Toll from using a band similar to that

Brothers, on their "Bold"
Some weeks later this injunction was supplemented
cigar.
to cover a band the defendant had substituted following
in

use by the

i)laintift",

Bobrow

the injunction.

On/ October 24th, on attachment proceedings for contempt of court. Mr. Toll was brought before Judge Audenreid again and ordered by the Court to immediately cease
the use of any band similar in color or character to that of
the plaintiff." Judge Audenreid told the defendant that
he did not immediately (;bey the orders of the Court he
would impose a jail sentence.

if

Hi Hammer, of Corral. Wodiska y Ca., gathered
some nice orders for the factory during his recent visit.

Froehlich-Hirschberg.

Miss Ktta G. Hirschberg, daughter of Harry Hirschberg, of the leaf tobacco firm of Julius Hirschberg iK:
Brother, 308 North Third Street, was married on Wednesday evening. October 25th, at the Hotel St. James, to Vx\ward f. I'Voehlich. son of the late Dr. Joseph I'roehlich, of

New York

City. After the
will reside in Philadelphia.

honeymoon

the

young couple

Company,

of

Richmond, are opening a big compaign on
foreign and domestic blend cigarettes, which

brand of
they have named "Relu."

their

a very neat one,
three
in shades of light blue, with dark blue lettering on
and
tobacco leaves, and the Turkish insignia of the crescent

The package

The goods were first introduced into the United Cigar
that
stores in New York City last week, and reports are
they made a flying start in the popularity race. The packand

retails for 10 cents.

Schulte Opens First Store
The first store of the Schulte chain was opened in
Philadelphia on Saturday in Green's Hotel, at Kighth and

Chestnut Streets. There were no cut-price induceuients.
F. A. Ilei-man, manager, stated that the business was very
satisfactorv.

store carries one of the largest assortment of pil)es
the city and this line is being featured.

The

in

N. F. Eberbach, of A.
well

known North Second
trip to

Ben Grabosky,

New

Jacobs, is now on
gathering a sheaf of orders

of Hilbronner

the Pacific Coast where he
for the firm's brands.

is

l'>.

in

&

Cunningham

&

Company, the

Street jobbing house, has been

York.

of the G. H. P. Cigar

Company, manu-

facturers of the "VA Producto" and other brands, is on a
trip through the Middle West. The factory has received a
nice

bunch

of orders

from him.

is

scimitar.

age contains 20 cigarettes

Henry Hilbronner.

on a recent

"Relu"— New Foreign and Domestic Blend Cigarette.
After some months of preparation the Reed Tobacco

to "Bold"

N

will

:

it has

1916

Company,

Band Similar

Toll Ordered to Cease Using

Company Gets 911 Market Street.
XX0CXCI:M1':NT is made tliat the second branch
Schulte

Boston News Bureau.

L. M. Walters, popular representative of Bobrow
Brothers, is again at the factory following several weeks'
He expects to get out on his territory for a short
illness.
time following the general election.

Jacobs, of Jeitles & Blumenthal. has sent in some
sheets from his order book, from Denver, Colo. The facfor
tories are working to capacity to supply the demand
"Flor de Jeitles," "Statesmen" and "Royal Peer."

Mark

William Bythiner, of Louis Bythiner & Co., tobacco
busy
leaf brokers, of 212 North Second Street, reports a
season thus far. Mr. Bythiner says it is not so much the
leaf that blocks
])rice of the goods as the ability to get the

some

of his deals.
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The Clay Pipe Market

Concerning Briar

Writing in '^lie Nabob," the house organ of Kelly,
G.
Douglas, Ltd., the Vancouver wholesale firm, Harold
Jieddeson has the following to say regarding briar:
known
Briar that is used for pipe making is not the bush
of sufficient
as "briar rose," which does not possess a root
word
proportions to produce even the smallest bowl. The
denoting the white
is a corruption of the French "Rruyere,"
It
heather or shrub, the ^'Erica Aborea" of the botanist.
grows wild in all of the countries along the Mediterranean.
Pyrenees mcuntains,
It was first exploited in 1850, in the
and later its use spread along the French coast. Sicily and
of
Calabria were for thirty years or more the chief sources

supply.

Of late years Algeria has supplied the world with a
of
great proportion of the briar used for the manufacture
of
the cheaper grades of pipes. The sandy and light nature
hinthe soil in Africa allows the briar root to grow without

drance, and while the roots are proportionately of much
larger size than those which grow in soil of a rocky nature,
For
the wood is more porous and much lighter in weight.
this reason Algerian briar is never used for the manufacture

famous briars, known as English briars, because they
have been made in England by expert workmen.
The general appellation "French briar" does not necesof the

that the wood has grown in France, but it is a
qualification to distinguish "bruyere" from "briar rose."
Only the root of the shrub is used and the average age of

sarily

mean

the root should be about 100 years in order to have the
close texture and sweetness required of a good pipe. It is
therefore the custom to dig out only the old roots, leaving
the younger shoots to age in the ground.

The supply of old root is naturally rapidly decreasing,
and there are very few left in France. The best and most
expensive briar is now obtained in the rugged mountains of
the little island of Corsica. The strong sunlight burns the
small bush and drives the sap down into the root of the
briar.

These roots grow and

growth being handicapped.
briar root 100 years old, is
rian root of the same age.

strive

between the rocks, their

estimated that a Corsicaii
one-third smaller than an AlgeIt is

The Corsicaii briar never grows more than twelve feet
high and almost half of the root is exposed to the sun and
One often sees the word "g^iarled" in print, but a Corair.
sican briar root must be seen before the full meaning of the
word is realized. As a rule it is about one and a half times
the size of a man's head and frequently very much the same
shape. The root is as hard as iron wood, yet at the same
time most absorbent. The weight of an average root runs
from sixteen to twenty pounds. A deep and accurate knowledge of the nature of briar is essential for the manufacturer
of pipes.

in

More Than Thirty

England

woman

London Police
people do not now smoke clay
that short clays are very much

The statement made by
Court, the other day, that
pipes, has elicited the fact

in

a

at a

More than one well-known English manufacturer

vogue.

declares that if the labor could be obtained they could easily
dispose of three times as many as at present.
Some of the British export merchants who built up a
trade in clays in foreign markets (said one manufacturer)
did so on goods bought from British pipe makers bearing
the name or mark of the merchanting house. Then they subsequently switched ofif on to inferior clays made by German manufacturers to the patterns supplied by the British
export merchants, and bearing the latters' names or marks.

trade has naturally been cut off, and exporter?
in this country, who had relied on Germany, have had to try
to get supplies of clay pipes from English makers.
It appears that churchwarden pipes, twenty -odd inches
long, are not being made just now because the demand for

The German

so great and insistent. Some people, however, are able to get such "churchwardens" as they
need, and one genial old gentleman occasionally orders a
couple of dozen for the use of himself and the old friends

ordinary short clays

who

visit

course of the con-

;

to the briar.
The clay certainly gives one a cooler and drier smoke
than any briar, and some of the English varieties are hardly

most important advertising mediums for a
retail dealer is the show window. It is the face of the store.
The chief means you have of judging a person is by h\9
Strength or weakness,
firmness or vacillation, good or evil, purity or lewdness,
intelligence or ignorance, kindness or harshness, gentleness
or roughness, confidence or doubtfulness, success or failure
face.

It is the

index of character.

are all stamped thereon, and you are instinctively attracted
or repelled. You like or dislike a person by the impression
made upon you by his face. It is just the same with the
"face" of the store. It advertises you and your business,
whether your display is good or poor. It is in your window

you can demonstrate what kind of a merchant you ar;*.
and you will be largely judged by what is done or what is
not done therein.
that

brands.

from expensive calabashes.
All English ])ipes are made from Devonshire clay,
which is moulded and trimmed by girls, and dried and
burnt in kilns. After this they are glazed and packed.
Churchwardens, those with the long, curved stem, so
poi)ular among old smokers, are usually tipped with a little
red or green sealing-wax at the mouthpiece, but with the
short cutty varieties and the fancy shajies this is not now
done. Thousands of short Irish cutties are being sent to
the fnmt, adorned with regimental crests.

Reading Cigar Store Changes Owners
The cigar store and i)ool room, at 55Jl Penn Street,
Reading, Pa., has been sold by G. Samuel Ilantsch to William Leh, a well-known cigar and tobacco jobber, having
stores at Sixth and Franklin Streets and 11 South Sixth

who

will take possession at once, will continue the business at this stand, which is one of the largest

Street.

Mr. Leh,

Reading.

It

was conducted by Mr. Ilantsch

for

some

Marry Nathanson, of i'eekskill, X. V., has recently purchased the cigar and tobacco store of Charles Smith on
South Davidson Street.

J.,

plies, and to manufacture. The incor])orators are Louis (x.
Osborne, William E. Osborne, Harry A. Giltone, Frank

Wanser and George W.
Schickler

Buys

Comet Cigar Company

Carl Schickler, of Aurora, 111., formerly associated in
the retail and wholesale cigar and tobacco Inisiness with his
father, Phil Schickler, has purchased the interest of Joseph
M. Frey Sz Company in the Comet Cigar Company. Maurice
Comet is owner of the other one-half interest. The firm

manufactures the "Red Band" cigar.

Tobacco Pledged

Owensboro, Ky.
The pool of the Farmers' Co-operative Tobacco Association, composed of the counties of Daviess, Hancock. McLean and Ohio, closed last Thursday. It was announced
that ;J0,;}00,()00 pounds of tobacco had been pledged to the
pool. This is the largest pool ever organized in the Green
River district, and one of the largest ever formed in the
State.

This will leave about
pounds for the Owensboro Loose Leaf floors,

double the size of
•iO,()00.()00

])rovided the pool

last year's crop.

is

sold.

Mitchell, Fletcher iV Company, are in receipt of Xmas
The packings are in
packings from the Cortez factory.

mahogany and include three

Green River type of tobacco

sizes.

will

demand

a high price this

year.

H.

S.

Moorhead,

of

Duncan

&

Moorhead, has been

in

Big Tobacco Shipment from Savannah

The
recently looking over the cigar market.
new store is doing a fine business in imported brands.

New York

0(M)

York, has recently been incorporated with a capital of $5000.
The incorporators are, IL Bayles, S. and J. Tause.

Samuel Levinson, head of the Wyandot Cigar Company, Cincinnati, O., has recently announced an increase
for his employes amounting to fifty cents a thousand.
Fire which damaged the third, finirth and fifth floor.^
of the building, at 2() Woodbridge Street, Detroit, Mich..
s\vei)t the plant uf the Independent Cigar Company, located

on the

fifth floor.

A. Transport "Sherman," expected to arrive at San h>ancisco, from Manila, about November 15th,
is carrying a shipment of 1,640,000 cigars for the Manila

The U.

S.

Commercial Company.
Charles M. Lobdell, has recently taken offices in the
Pritchard liuilding. Pittsfield^ Mass., where he will make
his headquarters as the Massachusetts representative of
the

Tobacco Corporation of America.

The C

11

ion- American

quarterly dividend on

Cigar

Company has

i)er

cent.

declared a

preferred stock, of one and three-

(1)4%). payable November
stockholders of record October 31, 1916.
quarter

15,

11)16,

to

The Gross Brothers Cigar Company, cigar manufacturers of Nashville, 'J'enn., is a new firm recently opened
for business.
The firm is composed of John P., Ira A., and
Harry Gross. Th factory is in operation at Eighth and Com-

E. F. Pipe, of the

Compania General de Tobaccos de

has returned to his offices in New York, after a
through the South and West. Mr. Pipe states his trip

Pilii)inas,
trip

was quite successful, and mentions that the factory shipments to this country are showing a steady increase.

The Schulte Cigar Company have leased through Pease

&

Elliman, for a term of ten years, the store at 2 IS
Kingston Avenue, in the Flatbush district of Brooklyn.
This is a jirominent transfer corner and upon completion
of alterations the Schulte Company will open a branch
store.

Unmanufactured tobacco valued at more than $2,000,is to be shipped to France and England through Savan-

near future, according to information received
Tobacco valued at approximately that sum has
recently.
already been shipped to those two countries from here,

nah

in the

destined for the soldiers in the trenches.
The tobacco will be shipped by the Oriental Navigation
Company, which has obtained a contract from the Government of France for leaf tobacco valued at $23,400,000.
The to!t will be shipped to either Havre or Bordeaux.
l^acco will not be shipped in vessels chartered by the company, but will be sent through Savannah shipping firms.
The tobacco to be sent through here is that part of the
contract which is being filled by growers in the extreme
South, it is said, the Virginia and Kentucky tobaccos being
sent in vessels

owned by

the company, from

New

York.

Tribute to Tobacco
the papers left by Richard Harding Davis, the
brilliant American war correspondent and author, his
brother discovered the following messages written appar-

Among

Ilalliday.

Interest in

of

prices have not yet been fixed by the directors of
the association. However, several of the local buyers have
viewed the samples. There is every indication that the

has

recently been incorporated with a capital stock of $125,000.
It purposes to deal in tobacco products and smokers' sup-

Pounds

The

merce Streets.

Osborne Tobacco Company Incorporates
The Osborne Tobacco Company, of Vineland, N.

Million

Tobacco buyers estimate that the crop in the Green
iviver district will run 50,000,000 pounds this year, nearly

to be distinguished

Medium

of the

of the firm's

him.

years.

One

IVank O. Blanco, representing V^enturo lUaiico tK: Company, has been on a trip through the West in the interest

The Fordham Square Cigar Company, Bronx, Xew

Incidentally it was mentioned
versation that many engineers and munition workers who
are drawing big money, are now buying really first-class
briar pipes and that further increases of price would have
to be made owing to the difficulty of getting Italian briar,
mounts, and so forth, and the increased cost of manufacture.
Clays are particularly popular among the soldiers in
the trenches, said another manufacturer. They prefer them

in

Important Advertising

m

Clemons Brothers, have recently opened a cigar and
tobacco store at 150 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

is

in the

17

ently a few days previous to his death: "Men at home who
breathe tobacco smoke as freely as they breathe air. cannot know how much tobacco means to the man in the
trenches, or rather the loss of it means. During the Spanish-American war, in the United States army regulations,
It was
tobacco was officially classed as 'officers' supplies.'
considered a luxury. When I cabled from Cuba that our
soldiers in Cuba needed tobacco my appeal was ridiculed,
and I was asked if our soldiers did not also want silk pajamas and eau-de-cologne. The man who has never gone
without tobacco and who could fill his pouch or case at
It was
the street corner still thought tobacco a luxury.
Sir Frederick Treves, during the South African war. who
made people understand that for the soldiers tobacco was a
necessity. A man can hunger; he can suflFer cold, fatigue
and wounds; these things he can endure if he can smoke.
and I find it so with
I have been a looker-on in seven wars,
each of them and with men of all races. Give them tobacco
and there is no hardship that they will not cheerfully sufftr.
in
So, with the purjKjse of your fund 1. for one, am heartily
accord. If the glorious record of the Canadian troojjs has
been made on short rations of tobacco we may feel confident
that well supplied with it they will in a short time be in

P.eriin."

Mortimer Regensburg has returned
a ten days' visit at the

Tampa

factories.

to

New York

after

:

—

;

^
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ADVANCE

COUPON COMPANIES DETERMINED

mium coupon

ii.)

as before, except in such States as

The

Washing-

fact that the

ton where their use has been prohil)ited.
600
Sperry & Hutchinson Company has about
stores in

all

points of the country, which

premium

would be disconprobably gave

the premium plan were abandoned,
dealers in the report.
rise to the great interest of retail
Mr Spitz said that in several States, Louisiana, Washthe laws proington and in a number of Federal Courts,
Suits are
constitutional.
hibiting coupons have been held

tinued

if

Maryland and Colorado.
A method employed by the Eagle Stamp Company,
retaliating against
one of the largest Western concerns, in
coupons, was outStates which have passed laws opposing
The assumption of the stamp company
lined yesterday.

now pending

is

in

instance of certam
that the acts have been adopted at the

is
Accordingly, in these States the company
ten-cent stores,
using its surplus funds to establish five and
which naturally compete with local dealers.
the premium
In the opinion of Mr. Spitz, the position of
said one
companies is stronger now than a year ago. He
companies has been
result of the agitation against premium
cash redeemable
to drive them to adopt such stamps as the
claims
which are equally as profitable, and which he

retailers.

IN PRICE OF

TURKISH

(Continued from page

be general, so that those who have large
stocks will be able to reap a pleasing profit on their foreIt will also protect the manufacturers who have no
sight.

comes

it

will

was the

story boosted the price of Lorillard common t;o 237 last
Tuesday which represented an advance of 15 points over
the last previous sale.
Lorillard Company is
It is not to be presumed that the
the only firm in this enviable position, but it is safe to assume that there are many whose stocks are being rapidly
exhausted. The general plan as now being w^orked out is
said to call for

an increase in the price of 11- and 12-cent

8- and 9-cent
cigarettes to a flat price of 15 cents and
cigarettes to a flat rate of 10 cents.

Net earnings of United Cigar Stores Company
with
eight months of the calendar year, which corresponds
over
the company's fiscal year, increased more than 50%
for first

a year ago.
Indications

now

point to an increase in gross tor the

year of between ^,500,000 and $5,000,000.
will show
It is expected that net for the full fiscal year
an even greater percentage gain over a year ago than shown
in the first eight months.
The expansion program has the real estate department working at top speed. Agencies are now being opened
at rate of about twelve a week.
About twenty-five agencies have been opened in the
Chicago district. When the plan was confirmed last spring,
full

the intention to confine agency activities to the
East for at least a year. However, demand from middle
western retailers was so insistent that it was decided to go
ahead at once in this territory as well as in the eastern

it

was

September did not show the same
is
proportionate gain over a year ago as in August, this
accounted for by heavy shipments made in the earlier month
by a railto take care of conditions that might be created
road
full

in

strike.

earnings for the
It was recentlv estimated that net
year 1916 should show at least 24% for the $40,242,400

the
stock after allowances for the regular 6% on
pointed out,
$52,700,000 6% preferred. Such a result, it was
six
must be accomplished by big earnings in the closing
Tomonths of the year. In the first half of 1916 American

common

bacco ran about even with a year ago.
and
There is no reason to reduce this early estimate,
shows any change, it is likely
if final report for the full year
figure rather than
to be in form of an increase over the 24%
Earnings of 247r compare with 20% in 1915.
a decrease.
This means an increase over 1915 of $1,600,000.
1914
Gross in 1915 fell about $5,000,000 behind the
will be made up
figures. It is expected that this $5,000,000
possibility that the

this year, with
ahead of 1914.

sales

figure will run

—

Act

for Itself

JOINT

meeting of the Committee on Clear Havana
Cigars and the Committee on Seed, and Seed and
Havana Cigars, of the Tobacco Merchants' Associa-

was

called recently to discuss the resolution
Retail Druggists' Association which re-

tion,

Chicago
quested cigar manufacturers to reduce the sizes of their
products rather than increase prices.
The committees w^hich met brought together Allie Sylvester, President of the Amerjcan Cigar Company
Charles
Eisenlohr,
President
of
Otto
Kisenlohr
& lirothers, InJ.
coi)orated; llenito Rovifa. of the iJenito Rovira Company;
Samuel IJayuk, of liayuk lirothers Theodore Werner, of T.
Dunn & Company Mortimer Regensburg, of F. RegensJ.
burg & Sons; A. I. Lewis, of the I. Lewis Cigar Manufacturing Company
A. L Esberg, of the United Cigar Manufacturing Company; Louis Gahn, of E. M. Schwartz & Company; Asa Lemlein, of E. H. Gato Cigar Co., and Jose Perez,
of Marcelino Perez & Company.
The meeting was presided over by Mr. Sylvester, and
the

of

;

;

;

;

most serious consideration was given to the resolutions
which the Chicago retail druggists presented.
However,
it
was unanimously decided that the reduction of sizes,
rather than an advance in price, was an impractical suggestion.

The resolutions adopted by the Chicago Retail Druggists' Association at their quarterly meeting held October
loth,

were as follows

Cigar Factory for Shreveport

Leopold Bretzfelder, a pioneer tobacco wholesaler of
Springfield, O., died recently from apoplexy at a sanitarium
where he had been ill for about three months. He was
within a few days of being sixty years old.
Mr. Bretzfelder came to this country from Bavaria,
with his family, about thirty years ago, and t\yenty-five
years ago established the business which bears his name.
Mr. Bretzfelder leaves his wife, a son, Samuel, manB. Moos Company, of Dayton and Springager of the
J.

and a daughter, Mrs. M. A.

Stillpath, of Ft.

Wayne.

cigar
Frederick Herbert, whose plans to establish a
received the hearty indorsement
f actor v in Shreveport, La.,
Commerce,
of the P.oard of Directors of the Chamber of
left that
has decided to open his factory in Shreveport. and
stock. Between
city Friday on his way to Cuba to get his
Mr. Herbert
persons will be employed.
fifty

and sixty

Swartz Cigar
was for some time general manager
of the
Comi)anv, of Hamburg, Germany. At the outbreak
to
war he 'left Germany, going first to Cuba and later
of the

Monroe.

Washington, October 25th.
(Exclusive to Tobacco World.)
ECRKTARY LANSING of the State Department,
and Counsellor Frank L. Polk, have been most
active for two weeks past in negotiating with the
British authorities concerning the shipments of
American tobacco which were held up by British orders at
the ports of Rotterdam and Copenhagen, in accordance with
the restrictions promulgated by (ireat Britain as effective
July ir)th last, whereby no further shipments of tobacco
were to be permitted to go through neutral countries with
(Germany and Austria as ultimate points of destination.
American shippers have been making the most urgent
representations to the State Department concerning the attitude of The British Government on these shipments, and
an ugly feeling was being engendered in many quarters, it
being the understanding of the shippers that all tobacco
bought and paid for prior to August 4th, and enroute before
August 31st would not be molested.
Secretary Lansing announced yesterday that the British
Embassy had modified their attitude so that the shipments
now held up will be passed at once, and that the original
understanding to the effect that tobacco shipped before
August .3Lst on contract made prior to July 15th would be
passed.

This means the release of between $2,000,000 and $3.worth of American leaf held at Copenhagen and
Rotterdam and English ports because of failure to comply

(lOd.OOO

Whereas, a number of cigar manufacturers and
jobbers have advanced their prices im cigars, and
Whereas, it is rumored that other manufacturers
intend to advance the prices on their product, and
Whereas, the tobacco trade papers are advocating
an advance in prices on cigars and a reduction in sizes
of cigars, and
Whereas, the retailers of cigars can ill afford to
pay an advance in price
Therefore, be it Resolved, that the Chicago Retail

with the conditions of importation laid dow^n by

Be

The

State Department gave out the following as the
ofiicial ruling from the British Embassy:

"Shipment of tobacco made under bona

ceed in the

must

upon its fulfilment."
This would seem to mark a settlement of the British

;

same manner.
(Signed) Isani M. Light.
Secretary,

llie

ants

reply to these resolutions, by the Tobacco MerAssociation, following the joint meeting of the cigar

manufacturers'

committees, was as follows:
Supplementing our communication of the IHth inst.,
'"t'gard to the
resolution adopted by your Association
(Continued on Page 24)

con-

guarantees in the case of shipments to Scandinavia, provided that the consignments shall have been
put on rail under a through bill of lading for land and
sea carriage, or shipped under a direct steamship bill
of lading before .August 31.
"The British authorities regard as most important
the provision that the goods must have been shipped
on a through h\\\ of lading for land and sea carriage,
or under direct ocean bill before August 31, and they

Further Resolved, that the Secretary of this
Association be and he is hereby instructed to send a
copy of these resolutions to the Cigar Manufacturers'
Association of Tampa, Florida, the Cigar ManuAssociation of New York the Tobacco Merof the United States, and to the
manufacturers of cigars in general and that a copy of
these resolutions be sent to the tobacco trade papers
and that the retail druggists' associations of the various
states be asked to adopt similar resolutions and pro-

fide

tracts entered into before July 15 need not be consigned
to the Netherlands Oversea Trust or covered by

it

facturers'

Great

Britain.

Druggists' Association request the cigar manufacturers
of the United States to reduce the sizes of their products and not advance the j)rices.

;

Leopold Brctzfelder

—

chants' Association

district.

field,

Cargoes at Rotterdam and Copenhagen Released— Contracts Previous to July 15th Respected
Will Pass
No Shipments Made After August 31st
Shippers Aided by State Department

the

A. T. Company September Sales Show Increase
According to a financial bureau, sales of American Tobacco Company in September increased about $700,000 over
month
a year'ago and net showed a gain over corresponding

While earnings

United Cigar Stores Show Big Gain

ManMfacturers Hold Size Reduction Impractical
Solution— Committee of T. M. A. Answers Association's Resolution
Each Branch Must

Cigar

The

of 1916 of a little less than $200,000.

assertion.

SHIPMENTS RELEASED BY BRITISH

remain normal.

stated

semblies,

DRUGGISTS UNANIMOUSLY OPPOSED

choice in the matter.
Company has sufficient
It is stated that the P. Lorillard
stocks of Turkish leaf to last for three years if the demands
publication of the probability of an advance in
Turkish cigarettes brought this fact to the attention of the
public, and Dow, Jones c^- Company, figured that this
would mean an increase on the net earnings of the Lorillard
Company of about $1,500,000 which would be equal to about
of this
ten per cent, on the common. And the publication

19

EMBARGO MODIFIED AND TOBACCO

ii.)

slips,

He
cannot be assailed by antagonistic legislation.
success in their
that the coupon companies are confident of
campaign of pubfight in the Legislatures, and that a great
will solidify their
licity upon which they are embarking
Numerous petitions arc being pre])arcd in vaposition.
of the Asrious States for presentation at the meeting

SUGGESTION OF CHICAGO RETAIL

CIGARETTES SEEMS TO BE NEAR

TO FIGHT ADVERSE LEGISLATION
(Continued from page

THE TOBACCO WORLD

insist

end of the controversy, but the question now arises. What
will become of these goods when they reach Germany?
It
be recalled that only a short time ago. the German
rK)vernment proclaimed an embargo on all shipments. of
tobacco into Germany except shipments from Turkey.
Surely, surely the way of the trader is hard in these
troublesome times. Being a first-class neutral and trying
to tend to our own business of selling our tobacco to anyone
will

who

will

buy

it is

a difficult job.

Thurston.
A. Garten, of A. Garten & Sons, was a recent New
York visitor. His trip was highly successful according to
all accounts.
ii

i

v
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M

communicated from the vessel, or jar, to its
mildew growth
contents, such dampness generating the

a

,

place

it

,

c

r

may

;

from damp growth right

kinds, notably fine cigaret e
other hand some of the lighter
not have been so but-well,
the rules of logic this should
daresay others have had the same
it did happen, and I
trouble.

"It

is

misspent

fife

if

one gets older without getting

and bought experience

wiser,

cultivates clinging

memo-

experpaid a fair price for some of my
those years I don t grudge a
ience, but looking back over

ries

know

T

that

I

now.
an evolu"What is life and progress and success but
mistakes and failures? Of
tionarv growth arising out of

single

penny of

to.

on sheets of paper, and lay them on a corner of
obtain the full benefit
the counter where the heaps will
the shop. Then while
of the air currents passing through
wipe out and polish
the tobacco is aerating I thoroughly

& Tilford's Open
ECENT visitors to the

tents out

be said that the form of
the outcome of certain
deterioration which appears to be
to judge, more
Wther conditions is, as far as I am able
others this being
pronounced in some districts than in
percentage of atmospheric
doubtless due to the varied
Then again, it
districts.
humidity obtaining in diflferent
that only the heavier
has been some people's experience
affected, but as against
kinds of loose tobaccos become
excepthis direction proves the
this my own experience in
regarded as a rule.
tion to \vhat is generally
career T have
"On one or two occasions during my
to be perfectly iminune
fdund the heavier kinds of tobacco
By all
distinctly aflfected.
tobaccos and shags, have been
through the season, whilst on the
first

.

is

"Obviously, then, several remedies suggest themselves.
The first is the one I myself have practised for several
summer and early
l^Iach morning during the late
years.
autumn periods I empty each of my jars, spread their con-

1

on to say:

dampness

referred

Although i
the weather upon loose tobaccos.
previous occasion—
have dealt with this topic on a
to say
it was-what I had
a1)out two vears ago I think
Furthermore
Reiteration now.
then will certainly bear
have l-rnt a fur er
I
since that article was penned
Ihus n rites
passmg on.
wrinkle or two which are worth
Trade Review, who goes
the "Optimist" in the Tobacco
"In the

3^

Hkfts <m Pr^sdir^nisii L®®§©T®feaee®

hears
ENERALLY about this time of the year one
the effects of
complaints from retailers concerning

it

able to begin biiilding on a
course, the other fellow who is
himself much over the
sure foundation doesn't worry
put safety where former!
trouble his predecessor had to
insecurity, pitfalls and
existed nothing more solid than
let us
But he is lucky,, nevertheless. However,

swamps.
practical.
get on to something more
who will swear that
"I have met several complainers
fault of theirs. Oh,
when their tobaccos go wrong it is no
a little' when they received it
no. it must have been 'gone
don't say ^."^^//^^"^
from the wholesale people! Well, T
more ^nc^";^^
*!;^
might not happen, but I am much
/;;
of the
it is more the fault
ten
of
out
times
nine
that

Park

headquarters of Park &
on West l<orty-second Street, New York,
have been impressed with the change wrought in
the entire second floor where the general offices of

of the jars. This
with a dry i)olishing cloth the interiors
during which time
occupies perhaps a quarter of an hour,
In addition to this, if I think
the tobaccos are aerating.

the

is

particularly

humid and

of

made of

fit

it

I

was

consigned to the
a jarful of tobacco has to be
as applied
he fact is that the term cleanliness,
dustbin
preservation of loose tobaccos, is but
to the storage and

when

vaguelv understood.
necessary to '^e exer"Neither is the amount of care
like the extent it should be.
cised appreciated to anything

means the

ex-

'fag'; it
too much trouble, too much
let us see wherein lies all
penditure of too much time. But
precautionary measures necessary
the trouble to adopt the
good condition.
for the preservation of
undoubtedly due to
"The deterioration referred to is
in and around the receptacles
the formation of moisture
of formation being in
containing the tobacco; the cause
the material from which these
turn due to the fact that
of adjusting itself to the surare usuallv made is incapable
This may not be scien irounding changes of temperature.
wil
of explaining it. but perhaps it
ficallv the correct way
At any rate the result is that
serve to show what I mean.

It is

all

Manager Buchner

of the company located his
the center of the floor, and he is now in a
to observe the workings of all departments with-

General

desk directly in
position

the

extremely simple remedy, and, so

the floor into the open.
A clean sweep was
the private offices with the exception of Presi-

all

Frank Tilford's.

dent

an effectual remedy against
a layer of
damping. That is to line tobacco jars with
disc cut out to
grease-proof white paper, together with a
an
bottom. This certainly has the merit of being

found

private offices,

throwing

speak

friend that he has

corporation are located.
Heretofore, the enormous floor

was divided into nests
occupied by the various heads of departments with their several clerks.
Recently the Executive
Committee of the company determined that more efficiency
could be obtained by eliminating these private offices and

there is a possibility of
overnight, thus permittrouble, I lift the cover of each jar
contents until the followting air to circulate through the
ing morning.
"Then there is another wrinkle that is worth trying.
that of its efficacy I can only
I say 'trying' for the reason
from hearsay. But I have it on the word of a

the air

Counting Room.

Tilford,

moving from his chair. He says that the change has
acted like a tonic on everybody and that he estimates at
least 20 per cent, more efficiency has been unconsciously

emptying and refilhng
entirely the necessity for the daily
Therefore it should certainly be worth tryof the jars.

obtained in all quarters.

ing.

the most precar"It goes without saying that during
pressed into a
ious periods of the year tobacco closely
keep in condition than
jar is liable to give more trouble to
And even tobacco that is loosely
if it is loosely packed.
frequent inpacked needs' to be lifted and turned over at
tervals in order to aerate it.

A
W.

"In

my

cases

He runs

own

sizes.

"Charles the Great"

to them,
^uring the lives of its employes, free of charge
company s pia_^
cording to an announcement. Under the
are asked to designate
all of the comi)any's employes
become tn
writing the pers(m or persons they wish to
coni
beneficiaries the
beneficiaries in case of death. To the
deaths oi
pany has agreed to pay $500 in case of the
J

with efforts being made

.^.

This plan, which
welfare ot its
the big tobacco company to improve the
of the large
ploves. has received the hearty approval
and company sales
of factory workers, office employes
^^^^
is in line

_

la

particularly gratifying to the
position to pr
workers, as many of them are not in a
dependent on them in case of death.
is

in his

I usually

m

'

headway

brands, "Gould's Initials" and "BosStraights," and has built up a very comfortable business
on these goods.
In other directions he specializes on the
Oato products, and shows a full line of all their brands and
his

be un-

ploves.

first-class

ton

Employes
John Bellman Company to Insure
manufactunng
The John liollman Company, cigarette
the plan ot m
concern of San Francisco, has inaugurated
a

for those

J.

Harlem trade.

to
of the brands which I have found
a drver
them
duly susceptible to deterioration, and store
Even if they lose a certain
p(,sition on a convenient shelf.
than for a
percentage of their moisture it is better thus
and decay.
customer to find one's goods in a state of damp

remove several

The insurance plan

Gould has made

wholecigar business, at 147 East 125th Street, corner of Lexington Avenue.
Mr. Gould has been trained in the tobacco
business from his boyhood, and knows every angle of the

are

own case during the autumn months

Live Harlem Jobber.

sale

not nearly so effective as one
If tobaccos
would wish during this season of the year.
and these include
are at all inclined to be unduly moist—
find them go
packeted goods— it is not at all unusual to
wrong simply because no air can reach them.

"Airtight

Don Alonso

Visits

New

York.

ALONSO,

President of the Por Larranaga factory
of Havana spent two weeks in New York recently
and left on the 2ard ult. for a quick trip to cities
as far west as Chicago. He was accompanied by
J.
V. Flanigan, the factory's American representative.
.

Mr. Alonso said that

^their factory

and

goods were
in all the many years that Por
Parranaga cigars have been making their world-wide reputation, and that some of their shapes had been pronounced
its

more popular to-day than

absolute leaders in their class, this referring especially to
their wonderful "Por Larranaga Nacionales," which enjoy
a tremendous sale.

Their factory is crowded with orders for all parts of
the world just at present, and the record of 1916 will no
doubt be a banner one.

out

assured, obviates

opinion

retailer
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Show Big Holiday

J.

Maloney Declares

Company

to Operate Extensive Agencies.

Plans have been perfected by the Schulte Cigar Company to establish after January 1st, throughout the States
of New York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Massachusetts,
Michigan and Illinois agencies of the Schulte Cigar Company.
Numerous towns and cities have already been
selected.
The Schulte Company after a careful analysis
and reports from various cities, concluded to put into active
(operation the agency plan which has been under consideration for some time.
In connection with the development
(»f the Schulte store system the establishment of the
various agencies contemplated will undoubtedly be a great
l)oom to the development of the Schulte system and to the
Mutual Profit Sharing Coupon Corporation controlled by
the Schulte interests.

Sales.

Claude Turner of the selling force of Salvador Rodriguez, manufacturers of the
clear Havana brand of "ChaHes
the Great"
returned a few days ago from an extended
western trip with a choked order book.
Mr. Turner says
that some
makers of clear Havana cigars may have complaints to make, but that
their factory at Tampa, has all
the orders
on hand which they could possibly expect and
"Tghty steady work will be needed to get them out.
T.

Schulte

for Wilson.

The Democratic National I leadquarters in giving out a
'St of
prominent business men who favor the re-election of
'resident Wilson issues the following
about T. T. Maloney:
Jjntil recently, Mr. Maloney was a director in seven-

President Lichtenstein At French Lick Springs
Julius Lichtenstein, president of the

American Sumatra
Tobacco Company, has been out West, at French Lick
Springs for the past fortnight, taking a much needed rest
connection with the curative baths. Franck M. Arguimbau, treasurer of the company is expected home in a day
or so from a two weeks' visit to the company's great
l)lantations in Quincy, Florida, and Amsterdam, Ga.
Mr.
-Arguimbau writes that the crops for this year exceed the
most roseate rei)orts which the company has received in
in

New York

and i)romises that the shade-grown wrappers
j)r(Kluced on I'lorida and Georgia soil will be the sensation
of the coming Spring.

een

companies, including three banks, and for years was
of the American Tobacco Company.
He
'low
President of one of the oldest and best known to[^
"acco companies
in the United States.
President Wilson has done more for the business men
the country
than any President we have had in my
Mr. Maloney is quoted. "To my thinking he is by ail
'"J^.
"as
the greatest man we have to-day, and one of the most
ice-President

'

^'•'^

men

the country has produced."

"56" Cigarettes

Show Steady Trade

Increase

Paul Drucklieb, the active head of the Cadp Co., Inc.,
makers of the *'5G" brand of Turkish cigarettes informs us
that their business is showing a comfortable monthly increase in volume, and that the gains made are being held.
Mr. Drucklieb feels that this is the most encouraging condition possible for his or any other business, and is quite
satisfied.
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Leaf Tobacco

TIM©

Conlbaiia

From Our
Exclusive

HAVANA G16AR EXPORTS GAIN

& Company,

have made large purchases
during the last fortnight, and during the last few days have
purchased some large quantities of Partido wrappers. This
successful houses in the market, as we
is one of the most
have learned from very reliable sources that this house has
bought in seven months of this year, as they begin their
Walter
fiscal year on April 1st, no less than 17,875 bales.
Sutter left last week for a three weeks' rest for New York.
Joseph Mendelsohn, who left last week, bought a considerable quantity during the short stay he made here.

Walter Sutter

Bureau

Max Schwarz

also

made

considerable purchases.

Perseveraftcia No. 8

Hermann Diehl in Business for Himself.
Word is received from Havana that the firm of Nunez,
Havana, Cuba, has been
Hermann Diehl announces that he has taken
dissolved.
over the warehouses and ofifice of the old firm and that jie
will continue in the tobacco business under his own name

Havana, Cuba.

Diehl

& Company,

at

Reina

81,

September Increase Amounts
Millions

Havana, October

2:3rd, liHO.

during the past fortnight have
been very small, and in all the warehouses a lack
Very few
of animation seems to be prevailing.
The uncured condition of
buyers have arrived.
the new tobacco and the total absence of any old tobacco
standin the warehouses makes business, from a speculative
I^Aerybody seems to prefer
point, absolutely impossible.
this
to allow the new tobacco to shrink sufficiently to avoid
extra expense later on, and as the tobacco cannot be worked
yet by the manufacturer, there is hardly any advantage
to be obtained by buying the new tobacco now.
There is no cheap tobacco to be had now of any deEven the Colas, Bote and other inferior grades,
scription.
usually sought by the cigarette manufacturers, are held at
high prices, and the (piantity is diminishing rapidly and
the prices are not likely to go down. Quite on the contrary
(piantity to
it is expected that there will not be a sufficient
supply the regular consumption of our local cigarette manufacturers. Partido is nearly exhausted and the only stocks
that remain are mostly remnant of the crop a lot here and
there, which on account of being held at an unreasonable
price, remains unsold, and everything otherwise may conin
sist of some few lots that are defective in one respect or

RAXSACTIONS

1

;

;

another.

Early in the season some people, mostly manufacturers,
who could not do without buying a certain (|uantity to
supply their immediate requirements, have been down to
Cuba and bought a supply. On account (^f the croj) having been very small, the stocks that remain of X'uelta
Abajo factory V'egaS is very limited, and holders of this
class of tobacco feel with great confidence that they will
later on obtain the extraordinarily high prices which they
are asking.

Remedios tobacco
and the prices reported are said to be $50 and $00 respectively for Second and h'irst Capaduras. These figures seem
very high and will handicap business if holders insist
on prices such as these, but the packers claim they had to
pay too much to the tobacco growers to be able to alTord
to sell for any less. We have warned all along our AmerThere were a couple of

sales in the

ican readers to cxi)ect much higher prices on account of
the fabulous prices paid to the grower when the cro]) was
bought in the country by the packers. However, we did
not expect the figures to be as high as those that are being

asked.
bales,
Sales during the past fortnight totalled 1
which are divided into: Vuelta y\))ajo and Semi Vuelta,
5H1(>: Partido. 2053; Remedios, 4442; Oriente, 115.
•.'.;'.•.'('»

Buyers were:

American manufacturers and

dealers.

HKii).

and cigarette manufacturers.

;i50(;

Receipts of Leaf Tobacco from the Country.
l-or

fortnight ending

(

)ctober PJ, IDIO. Since January

Vuelta Abajo

8,937 bales.

Semi

1.481

with September, 1915.
United States

l)ared

1G,590

"

yi7

"

•'

11,H58

"

214

"

101,778
6,076

"
"

Oriente

23,407

Total
'

13.o:i4 bales,

totals

product will be distributed through the (iato selling force.
The first goods displayed are attractive in every detail of
manufacture and the package is a noteworthy beauty.
Manager Asa Lemlein, of (iato's New^ York office expressed himself as highly pleased with the new addition
to their line, and says that their trade have all placed
trial orders on these goods at the first showing.

Total 281,023

two weeks

i:xports of leaf tobacco during the

which were consigned

past,

to the following

parts of the United States, 11,676;
Islands,
to Spain, 259 bales; to Chili. 20 bales; to Canary
Republic.
119 bales; to Canada, 539 bales; to Argentine
347 bales to I'-ngland. 7 t bales.
Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
h>om New N'ork— I'.illy Levison, of MaxiArrivals:
Co.:
milian Stern; Marcelino Perez, of Marcelino Perez &

namely: To

countries,

all

Daniels Blamed for

Secretary of the Navy Josephus Daniels is being blamed
because thirty-one tons of the finest plug tobacco, purchased for the use of enlisted men, is to be sold as "con-

his son. leaf dealers; Isaac I'-ernof the
heim of 1. Bernheim vK: Son; Paul I'., llirschorn,
Primadora
United cigar Mfg. Co.; Max Schwarz, of La
P.orneiiiann
factory; Joseph Mendelsohn, of Mendelsohn,

Zimmermann and

A.

l""rom

Key West— Erancisco

Eleitas, of E.

&

stores" at the Brooklyn Navy Yard on November
2.
Rear .Admiral Usher, commandant of the local navy yard,
said he believed the tobacco was an accumulation from the
ships.
He thought it was being sold because it was musty

S. Fleitas:

or dry or unserviceable in

;

exi>ert

who made

The navy advertised there were 50,(KM) pounds for
sale, but this estimate was said to be wrong.
The tobacco, it is said, would bring not less than forty
It
cent a jmund in the open market at the present time.
soned.

Cigars
of raising
All our factories are talking of the necessity
the reason that
their prices from five to ten dollars, for
price basis, on
they are losing money on their present
must be pai
account of the extraordinarv high prices that
maa^
Already one or two factories have
for raw material.

attempts

in this direction

by increasing certain

sizes

to

of later on adding

certain degree, with the intention
something to the i)rice of other sizes.

(,f

the

Ramon

course of a few days.

6 Australia

^

'"^I'^l^^^'^ J*'^
the high co.

9

10

Denmark
Sweden

62,500
56,500

Peru
12 French Africa
13 Switzerland

11

j

31,000
24,120

Total
Decreases by countries
ared with September, 1915.
Netherlands
1
2

in

Canada
Egypt

4 British Africa
5 Chile
6

Spanish Africa

I,

Atlanta Jobbing Firm Prospering

cigar firm of
business
(\imi)l)ell iK: Mathers, who recently opened for
at H Peters Street. Atlanta. Cla.. reports that the volume of
business already attained by them is very gratifying. Mr.
Campbell states that their brands are finding rapid favors

Wright Campbell,

of the

new wholesale

with dealers and consumers, and that their stock is arrivAmong the leading
ing in a most satisfactory manner.

brands are "Ruy Lopez." and "b'lorida Widow."

"
4,174.677
September, 1916, as

com-

394,000 Cigars.
"
90,806
87,100
"
80,750
"
44,417
20,000
717.073

Total

"

Statement of the ten principal consuming countries,
above one million cigars in 1915, at the end of September,
1!M6, and compared with the same period of 1915.
1

United States

Increases.
7,128,785 Cigars.

2

Denmark

1,284,950

3 Argentine

Republic

Chile
5 Australia

4

6 Spain
7

1,266,608
1.151,090

"

854,806
772,581

"

"

12,463,939

Total

Decreases.
7,416,347 Cigars.
589.515

Great Britain
9 Netherlands
10 France

Total

Exports from

''

5,119

Canada

8.

New

The

Portugal
8 Russia

7

was bought after samples had been selected by the enlisted
men. who for years had been acknowledged connoisseurs.

<

manufacturer on account of
per t
tobacco averages between eight and ten dollars
then also
sand cigars of the filler tobacco alone, and
of the wrai)i)ers.
is a slight increase on the cost
^^^'^^"^
Antonio \illaniil. proprietor of the Puro
from a tnij^j,
factorv is on his wav to Cuba on his return
^^
manufacturer, propr
Spain.' Antonio Allones. the cigar
m ^^^
Allones brand, is expected in Havana

to the cigar

Prance
4 Argentine Republic
5 Spain

some way.

an examination of the G2,0(»o
pounds of tobacco awaiting sale, declared the product was
better
\n such perfect condition that it was ten per cent,
than when it was purchased, for the reason that it had sea.\n

W.

433,544
298,950
211,700
205,865
164,390
124,800
106,175
63,500

3

demned

Arnold, President of I'erdinand Hirsch Company_
Co..
Departures: Walter Sutter, of Walter Sutter &
Mendelsohn, to Newto New York and Chicago; Joseph
York Morton Morris and Max Schwarz.
A.

Tobacco Waste

2,391,633 Cigars.

(Jreat Britain

3

;

h:

of

Mild Havanas

Imported as most favorable.
The new goods are known as "American Maid" with a
neat little sub-title on the label, "Made in .America" and are
from the factory of the Hidalgo Cigar Company, of Key
West. This concern we are informed has affiliated itself
with the E. H. Gato Cigar Co., of Key West, and the entire

133,1)29 bales.

^^-^.050

Partido

Remedios

1, 1916.

"'

X'uelta

Brand

27, 1916.

Increase during the month of Septem3,483,126
ber, 1916
Increases by countries in September, 1916, as com-

During the ])ast ten days a new brand of mild Havanas
made in Key West, has made its appearance in the New
\'ork markets, and the opening reception of the goods was

bales.

Million Increase in First

Exports of Cigars, from the port of
Havana, during the month of September, 1!)1U, as per our official
11,814,25G Cigars.
customhouse returns
Exports from September 1st to Septem8,331,130
ber 30, 1915

1

New Key West

local cigar

Three and a Half

Havana, Oct.

2

South America, Til;

— Five

to Nearly

Nine Months

at the old address.

lUiyers for export to

23

fan.
•'

1
1

426,630
8,432,492
88,945.684 Cigars.
to Sept. 30. 1916
83.888,651
to Sept. 30, 1915

Increase in 9 months of 1916

5,057,033

Oretaniv.
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SUGGESTION OF CHICAGO RETAIL

NAPOLEON DUBRUL DIES

DRUGGISTS UNANIMOUSLY OPPOSED

Succumbs

to

(Continued from Page 19)

urging cigar manufacturers to reduce or cut

the
overcome the increased cost of
production, instead of advancing prices, permit me to say,
that your resolution has been carefully and seriously
considered by our Committee on Clear Havana Cigars and
our Committee on Seed, and Seed and Havana Cigars,
at a
joint meeting held especially for that purpose.
Furthermore,
in order to deal with the problem thus
presented in a most

OMPLICATIONS

comprehensive fashion, the Committees have sought and
obtained the views of eminent and leading cigar manufacturers other than those serving on these Committees,
and I regret to be compelled to state that there is an absolute unanimity of opinion among all those who
have considered the question, that it would be entirely impracticable
to follow the suggestions contained in the
resolution

of

your Association.
Moreover, as regards the great multitude of brands of
cigars that are made in a variety of shapes and
sizes, sold
at corresponding prices, the curtailment of the
sizes would
in no way change the existing situation, for
it would
tickets

mean nothing

from

else but the shifting of the price
the larger sizes to the smaller ones, thus the

Was

Noah-Foster

smaller sizes would be retailed at the prices usually
charged
for the larger sizes, in other words, the
six for a quarter
would become a five cent straight cigar and the three for
a quarter a ten cent straight and the two for a
quarter a
rtfteen cent straight and so on along the
line.
This would
only amount to a readjustment of the retail prices
which
can be effected by the retailer with the variety of
sizes now
obtainable.

Permit me to assure you, at the same time, that in
reaching that conclusion the Committees have
not failed
to realize the difificulties that both the jobber
and retailer
must necessarily encounter in dealing with the present
situation.
But the cigar industry, like every other in-

dustry in this country, must now under-go a
process of
readjustment made necessary by the advanced cost
of
material and increased cost of labor due to
conditions

IKE"
of pleurisy

Mt. Airy, Cincinnati.
He was a pioneer Cincinnati manufacturer and inventor of the Du
Brul' cigarettemaking machine, one of the most successful if its type.
Mr. DuBrul was President and Treasurer of the
Miller
DuBrul & Peters Manufacturing Company, and a Director
of the Favorite Stove Works, Piqua, Ohio,
Anniston Pipe
Foundry, Anniston, Ala., and the Pyro Fire Brick
Company, Oak Hill, Ohio.

existing conditions, control the resale price
of his brands,
It seems obvious that in the
readjustment of prices, that the
present situation requires, every branch of the
industry
must necessarily act for itself.

Very

respectfully yours,

(Signed) Charles Dushkind,
Secretary."

of a white bulldog

—

was not his fault entirely as he never had a chance until
Well anyhow he got his chance and made good, and Mr.
And
Foster says he would not take $200 for him now.
Mr. Foster says further that he is not a "mutt."
Last Tuesday morning "Mike" got his chance. Two
make a
or three yeggmen broke into the store prepared to
broke
"haul." They tore out the lock on the front door,
open the cash register and found $25 which they apsampled
propriated, took several cartoons of cigarettes and
The safe contained
several fine brands while working.
his
about $600 but "Mike" was back of the gate howling
he
head off for help. He could not get out to attack but
was prepared for action if anyone tried to get behind the

1872 until September of this year Mr. DuBrul
has been actively engaged in the manufacture of
cigar
and cigarette-making machines. He was a native of
St.
(ienevieve, Quebec, a son of French Canadians.
In 1872
he, with his wife Lillose, moved to Cincinnati.
Several
brothers and sisters also moved to Cincinnati at
that time,
but all have preceded him to the grave.
In 1879 Mr. DuBrul, with Frederick C. Miller

and
formed the Aliller, DuBrul & Peters Manufacturing Company.
Napoleon DuBrul was one of the
most successful inventors of his age, and succeeded in reaping great returns from his .labors.
Mr. DuBrul safely made thirteen trips to Europe, beside many visits to Central and South American
ports. The
company, of which he was President, has offices in all parts
of the civilized world, and Mr. DuBrul kept
constant perS. Peters,

"Mike's" belligerent attitude also kept the robbers
the
from the big humidor. That's why Mr. Foster says
dog is no "mutt."
to
John Lonergan. the clerk arrived at 5.50 A. M.
the
open up but he found there was not necessity for that,
A man said he saw a short party
store was already open.
before Mr.
run out of the store and down the street just
Lonergan arrived. There was no question, but what he

came out of the store.
"Mike" was behind the wooden gate jumping and
entered
barking for all he was worth when Mr. Lonergan
When Foster arrived he opened the safe and
store.
the

found the money intact.

Death of

Sir

The

William Benjamin Howring.

in St. Johns, N. F.,

and always

retained particular interest in the quaint little island of his
nativity.
He was made a baronet in 11)07.

Bowring

&

Comi)any's New York headquarters, are
at 17 Battery Place, and they made important headway in
recent years in importing Manila cigars into the United

C. Fusz.

downtown

district

and

fifty

al-

in

the
Cigar system which will also include
throughout the
operation of agencies after January 1. 1917.
further developUnited States, and in conjunction with the
owned and
ment of the Mutual Profit Coupon Corporation
Schulte business
controlled by the Schulte interests. The
twelve months
was established in 1883. and during the past
time has in operahas added forty-six stores, and at this

of the Schulte

States.

Jappa Cigar Manufacturing Company Incorporates
The Jappa Cigar Manufacturing Company filed articles
of incorporation with the Secretary of State at Albany, on
October 21st.
This concern is located at 36 Phelps Street. Lyons,
N. Y., and they will engage in the manufacture of cigars
exclusively. They have an authorized caj)ital of $05,000 and
the incorporators are named as Messrs. D. M.,
O. G. ana

the heart of the

Schulte Company Increases Capital Stock.
D A. Schulte. Incorporated, owning and operating the
York. Brooklyn.
Schulte Cigar stores throughout New
increased
Newark. Philadelphia. Detroit and Chicago, have
to $1,500,000. this
the capital stock issue from $375,000
national expansion
increase being in connection with the

globe.

William was born

is in

to proenough material to make a suit or two in addition
hospital.
viding a patient or two for some Buffalo

Bowring in his eightieth year.
The deceased was one of the most prominent shipping
men of the world, and founder of the long-established house
of Bowring & Company with branches in many
parts of the
Sir

store

^

yards from Main Street.
Some are of the opinion that if "Mike" had been
been
lowed free run of the place the firm would have

about

Cable dispatches from England on the 21st ult. announced the death of the venerable Sir William Benjamin

I

Prices— Many

Factories

have popularized certain
brands of their goods by packing them in tin cans
will have to look sharp in the near future for further supplies of cans, if perchance they are not
covered for some months to come.
Inquiries at the leading factories which turn out cigar
cans disclose the fact that all previous reports concerning
a shortage in tin plate, high prices and inability to turn
out goods are more than well founded, and that it behoove^
manufacturers to protect themselves at the earliest possible
minute.

New

York, is pushed
and
to the limit to take care of the orders now on hand,
without any let-up in sight.
The Heekins Can Company, are operating their big
Cincinnati plant to the limit, but are yet able to take care
of immediate orders.
In a recent report from A. G. Canby, sales manager of
the National Can Company of Detroit, Mr. Canby says,
"Our plant is unusually busy, and the scarcity of tin plate
will no doubt make it diflficult to provide for new business

The American Can Company,

during the

of

half of 1917.

first

The American Tobacco Company, as is well known,
operate their own can factory at Baltimore, and they are
protected in any emergency.

g'^te.

sonal supervision over these.
He was the father of ten children, only four of whom
survive him. All reside in Cincinnati. They are Ernest
F.,
Davilla S., Clarence
and
Telford
A.
DuBrul. Beside the
J.,
four sons and his widow he is survived by a sister,
Mrs.
Amelia Mayer, Montreal, Quebec. He was the eldest and
Mrs. Mayer the youngest of the children.
Mr. DuBrul was a member of the Cincinnati Business
Men's Club.

Plate— High

Tin

ANUFACTURERS who

owned by

At night "IVfike" is put in the back part of the store
behind the woden gate which separates the safe from the
other part. Until last Tuesday morning "Mike" had failed
of grace. This
to show his class and was fast falling out

From

of

Sold Up.

"Mike."

We

sincerely trust that upon giving the matter
further
consideration, the members of your esteemed
Association
will see the impracticability of the plan
suggested. Should
your Association, however, believe that I can be
of any
service in giving further enlightenment on
the subject. 'l
shall be glad to attend one of your meetings,
to present our
views of the situation.

name

Shortage

no

to

is

This readjustment process is by no means an easy
task
but, diflficult as it may be, it cannot be
avoided and every
branch of our industry, and every individual
merchant,
from the leaf grower to the man who stands
behind the
counter, must necessarily adjust prices and
regulate the
business in accordance with the existing conditions.
It is needless to say that our
Association is, indeed,
solicitous for the retailers' interests and is
always ready to
co-operate with the retailer in every lawful
way to 'improve his business and to secure for him a fair
and reasonable profit.
But as the manufacturer cannot, under

the

is

—"Mike"

the Noah-Foster Company, tobacco jobbers and
He is a big ferocious
dealers of Buffalo, N. Y.
appearing animal, but failed so utterly to convince
customers and clerks of his worth that he has been referred
as a "mutt"— a term not applied to high-class canines like

that

are now universal and for which the tobacco
industry
surely in no way responsible.

Scares off Robbers
Longer a "Mutt."

Canine

Seventy
^

and pneumonia on
Monday last resulted in the death of Napoleon
Du
Brul, 70 years old, at his home, Cote
Bonnville,

Henry

THE CIGAR CAN SITUATION

BULLDOG SAVES BANKROLL

down

sizes of cigars in order to

practically

Complications— Noted Inventor
Years Old

25

tion

The

stores.
course of construction a total of 108
largest indepenSchulte Companv is known to be the
plans have been
dealers in the United States, and

and

in

dent cigar
contemplated exdeveloped to proceed at once with the
pansion.
tt* tt
Among the recent visitors in our midst was Hi Hammer, of Corral, Wodiaks Wodiska y Ca.
.

Tobacco Second

The exports from

the

in

Amsterdam Exports

Amsterdam

district to the

United

States during the quarter ended September 30, 19 IG, continued at the usually great quantity and value which
marked the two preceding quarters of this year, the total
declared value being $8,661,164. The value for the quarter
ended March 31 was $8,413,029; and for the quarter ended
June 30, $13,109,513. making a total of $30,183,706 for the
first nine months of this year, which is larger than the total
for any corresponding period in the history of this consulate.

diamonds led in the exports for the quarter
ended September 30, the declared value thereof being $(>,o!)9,154.
The next item in value was tobacco, $1,306,845;
then came cocoa and its products, $209,971 cinchona bark,

As

usual,

;

$207,636; quinine. $162,635; bulbs, $118,341 rags. $109,134;
No other item reached $50,000,
hides and skins, $92,824.
;

the nearest being potash, $48,866.
Comparison of this year's total export and the export
of diamonds and tobacco, the principal articles, with the
exports of several preceding years, appears in the following
table
First 9

months

of

—

Total value, Diamonds.
all

exports.

5^138.068

$6,575,750
7.202,517
8.548.065

5.517,899

1.112.972

16.266.069

8,298.472

$8,525.-339

101.5

$20,485,847
22,523.671
20.574.377
13.284,800

101(5

.30,183.706

1012
1013
1014

Tobacco.

10.407,082

year in comi)arison with the preceding
years is almost entirely in diamonds. The gain in diamonds
chiefly to the transfer
is due partly to increased prices, but
to Amsterdam of the business done at Antwerp before the
"Commerce Reports."
^var.

The gain

this

—

Leo Michaels, vice-president

of Schinasi Brothers, has

returned to headquarters after a brief stay at French Lick
Springs.
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Janesville, Wis.

Manufacturers

Want More Cigarmakers— Napoleon Du

Brul Dead After Brief Illness— Straus Memorial
Dedicated ^Jobbers Anticipate Heaviest

—

Holiday Season

Cincinnati, October 36, 15)16.

APOLEON DUBRUL,

a

successful inventor of
tobacco and cigarette machinery, and president of

the Miller,

DuBrul

&

Peters Manufacturing Company, died here on Tuesday following an illness
of several weeks. Two weeks ago he was
operated on at
his home.
He withstood the shock so successfully that
hopes were entertained for his recovery despite
his age.
His name was known in every part of the world
where
his machinery could be used.
He was prominent in the

busmess

life

of this city and had been interested in

many

philanthropic undertakings.
He is survived by four sons
who occupy executive positions with the firm which bears

name.

his

He was

seventy years old at the time of his

death.

The Jewish Hospital Association has recently dedicated
new Nurses' Study and Assembly Building erected by
late Henry Straus, and his brothers,
as a memorial

the
the

to their mother. Mrs. Fannie Straus.

A. H. Davis & Sons have recently opened
a branch
cigar factory at Covington, Ky.
Steady employment is
offered at the new factory for one hundred
hands.
Frank Blanco, of Philadelphia, representing the
lines
of Venturo Blanco, has been calling on the
trade here.
Straus Bros. & Co., have had a fine window on
display
on the "Admiration" brand. This is one of
the big sellers
across the river at the Latonia track.
Genial "Jack" Merriam was a recent visitor.
have
an idea that he will be hereabouts on the 28th
again.

We

The jobbing houses

report indications of the heaviest
holiday business in their history but express
the opinion
that some one will get left as a shortage
of goods become^
more apparent every day.
Newt Straus has returned from his belated vacation
and says he is prepared for a season of hard
work.
"El Yutan" cigars are showing a steady
increase in
this territory.

Much

credit

is

given Charles Bergen for this

fact.

Isadore Straus is again at his Fifth and Walnut
Streets
store following his return from New York.
Louis Kusnick, of 23 E. 6th Street, is featuring

way"

"Sub-

cigars at prices that are drawing the
smokers to his
store in increasing numbers.

Jerry Baum, of the Herman Baum factory. New
York
has been a recent visitor featuring "El
Cavalo" and "I ord
Carleton" brands.

Joseph Werthein, of the Jose Lovera Company,
was
the cigar men to pay us a visit.

among

Local cigar factories are much interested in
the labor
situation as skilled cigarmakers are in
demand more

than
?ver before and there seems to be none to
be had at any
price. The result is that several manufacturers
have opened
branch factories in other sections of the country.

Announcement that the Rock County Sugar Company
would resume the manufacture of sugar next season after
a
two years' period of idleness, does not worry dealers in
leaf
tobacco in southern Wisconsin. The acreage of sugar
beet
in Rock County has been less than 300 acres
during the
last two years, and during the last years of
the factory's

but

73

be merely a supplementary crop which will
sui)ply work after the tobacco harvest has been
completed.
The early work in the beet field, after planting, is done by
imi)orted foreign laborers furnished by the beet company.
The tobacco crop now^ in the sheds is curing rapidly
and will be ready for stripping within a few weeks should
suitable case weather occur.
The early crops show good
color and indicate plenty of binder stock. The
frosted tobacco shows up as well as could be expected. The weather
has been favorable for curing without the
development of

shed diseases.

A number

of Janesville dealers have been riding the
last month re-writing contracts for the
crops.
Many growers made concessions in

country within the

price but the practice of the United and American
to hold
to their original blanket proposition that
buyers

take

risk has resulted in a higher

average price for damaged

o

>
r

X
>
<
>
z

o

>

all

leaf.

being reported from Edgerton during the middle
of the

"B

month.
There is every prospect for an early opening of the
warehouse season for this sea.son's packing. A possible

5

CO

l)e

O

J=3t3

<»

or

S

o

c
CO

p
n ^

The farmers state that the present crop is curing nicely.
There is much discussion as to the crop for next year and
that the acreage will

>

2.

for leaf,

of other years ran low.
Among the
recently reported sales is 93 cases of 1909 tobacco
to a Red
Lion purchaser.

is

ly

i

Happy

when packings

unanimous opinion

JO

C/3

and cigar manufacturers
working to capacity, the growers have been able to realize
high prices for their leaf, even that which was
frost-bitten
and otherwise damaged bringing unusually good bids.
The packers have not been able to profit very much
by the situation as their stocks have been depleted long
ago and there is no leaf to be had for them to do business
with.
Even the much-maligned 1905) leaf found a ready

the

PI

o 2

G. L. M.

sale

>
n

i

n

shortage of female labor for sorting and grading is
being
guarded against through the efforts of the Janesville Commercial Club, which proj)oses an investigation
to secure a
larger supply of women workers for this city.

With a heavy demand

o ^
o o
^
o
o

z

Most southern W^isconsin warehouses are pretty well
emptied of old leaf, a movement of several hundred cases

Lancaster County Tobacco Growers

o
.

will

o

unusually

large.

O

Southern Ohio Tobacco Outlook Good
\\ ith

cigar factory of E. E. Kahler c^- Company,
Reading
Pa., has been sold to W. K. Gresh Sz
Sons, of Norristown.'
One hundred new hands will be added.

O
O

frost-bitten

a ^ o

r

'

beets,

Ttan.

The

C/3

operation, the raising of sugar beets interfered in no
way
with the acreage of tobacco. There were 5292 acres
of
tobacco raised in the county during 11)16. As a result
of
the high prices paid for the leaf this fall, there
is every
indication that the 15)17 acreage will go to 6500.
There
are a few tobacco growers who will also raise sugar
it

an

a.
OQ

o

tobacco prices on the

rise the growers in Southern
Ohi(^ and Kentucky, anticipate a rich harvest.
The producers are in good spirit and look to this as a banner season. Prices for first grade leaf have reached
16 cents, while
even frost-bitten leaf is bringing 8 cents.

lis

m

3g^^

^sm

g
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The following comparative data

of tax-paid products

as indicated by monthly sales of various stamps and receipts from certain sources of revenue is obtained from
the Statement of Internal Revenue Collections for the

The Exceptional Cigar

month

of

September

September,

September,

1915.

Products.

Cigars (large)
Cigars (small)
Cigarettes (large)
Cigarettes (small)

No.
No.
No.
No.

Manufactured
Tobacco, chewing and
smoking
Playing cards

Packs

in

li)1G.

G3!),128,2!)7

G()

83,50-4,(iOO

1,()<M,550
l,G3t,;};J!),480

2,270,201,680

Lbs.

2,087,321

2,030,928

Lbs.

35,177,913

37.710,202
3,1

79,88

Note: Porto Rican imports September, 1910, included
15,901,950 large cigars;
above statement were as follows
:

00,000 large cigarettes; 8-10,000 small cigarettes.
Philippine imports for August, 1910 (not included in
10,505,803 large
August statement), were as follows:
cigars and 202,888 small cigarettes.
Philippine imports for September, 1910, included in
above statement (report by cablegram), were as follows:
12,921,117 large cigars; 403,008 small cigarettes; and five

Inc.

Tampa, Octo.

67,09(),5(J7

2,012,0(11

pounds manufactured tobacco.

Hew York

267 Ftttrth Aveiie

Rett me

City

For Value

at the

'Service,

.^^^^^:r:'-^^^

Tnller

Bene

Comfort

Figures just published covering the foreign trade of
France for the first seven months of 1910, with comparative
data for the two i)receding years, show that this Republic
imported from the United States 48,390,300 pounds of leaf
tobacco, against 9,807,070 pounds in the like period of 1915
and 42,351,010 pounds in January-July, 1911. These quantities formed 00 per cent, of the total imports of leaf tobacco
into France in the first seven months of the current year,
40 per cent, in the like period of 1915, and 0(5 per cent in

January -July, 1914.
T\\c American share in^the French purchases of foreign
manufactured tobacco is not disclosed by the statistics now
available, but the imports (general commerce) of these
products from all countries for the seven-month period under review totaled:
January-July

f

,t

(^.867,670

48..VA.?6o

CiRars. iiumhcr

48,346,600

811,520

97.?,T20

2,594,620

1.614.885

1,471,585

i,Q34,H3

\\ bile

Take Woodward

Adams Avenue

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
20t
200
III

Rooms,

IM

••

Private Bath, $1.50 Single, $2.50 Up Double
"
"
•*
"
2.00
3.00 "

*«

*•

I.

"

••

••

Two Floor* —

2.50
3.00 to 5.00 "

4.00
4.50

••

*'

"

Total 600 Outside Rooms
ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET
New Unique Cafes and
Agents'

Sample Rooms

8<).

1

36.760

Cabaret Exellente

the I'rcnch tobacco crop of 1910, which suffered

French and foreign tobaccos.) This does not indue the tobacco used for cigarettes, which, at the middle of July List,
amounted to 1,720,100 pounds a cptantity sufficient to make
It should be noted that in 1014
2,141,000,000 cigarettes.
the manufacture of "scaferlati" did not exceed 33,331.000
pounds, and there were jdaced on sale 4,382,800 pounds of
Moreover, up to the end of June, 1910, there
cigarettes.
were manufactured 341,715 pounds of "demilondres" cigars.
The total sales of tobacco in the first half of 1J>1^

—

to $52,002,950; of 1915 to $10.1.38.100; of IHKi
to $50,99(),100, not counting the large quantities of tobacco

amounted

furnished to the

the

tin

25, 1910.

spending some time at the factory, Ed A.
Wodiska, of Corral, "W'odiska y Ca., expects to
leave for New York this week. This firm has been
getting in an enormous volume of orders on their
clear Havana brands, and are sold up to the limit.
Hi
Hammer sent in a big batch of orders last week from Philadelj)hia, Baltimore and Washington.
Salvador Sanchez, y Ca., are j^reparing to market a
new brand under the title of "Leonora."
The firm of San Martin & Leon is doing a splendid
business according to Jorge Leon, who has just returned
from Havana.
Some very satisfactory jobbing accounts
have been opened and more are contemplated. 4'he clear
Havana brands of this firm continue to duplicate in ever

In the creamnut-

colored,

broTtin tin

increasing numbers justifying the confidence which the
jobbers have placed in them.
Sol Gans, of Max Gans & Sons, the New York leaf
dealers, spent a week here since my last report.
He left

New York

few days ago with several good sized
orders tucked away.
No settlement has been arrived at yet with the workers
at the C. H. S. factory.
a

& Co., left recently
a trip through the North and West.
Mr. Cuesta expects to call on only a few of their big customers and hopes
to return to the factory by the first of the month.
A. L. Cuesta,

Sr., of

Cuesta,

Rey

for

Regensburg

&

Sons have been compelled to open
another factory t(j care for their orders on the "Admiration"
brand.
They have leased a building at 21st Street and
Tenth Avenue, where they expect to be able to seat at
least loo cigarmakers.
Mortimer Regensburg has returned to New York after a visit of about ten days.
Cigar Day was observed here by the Rotary Club.
l'>nest Herger, of Balbin Bros., was chairman of the committee having charge of the affair. A luncheon was given
at which Jaime Pendas, of M. A. Gunst & Co., outlined the
growth and importance of the cigar industry in Tampa.
Matthew \W Berriman, who has been North for some
time is expected to reach the factory about the first of the
month. The factory is usually busy and has difficulty in
keeping up with orders.
A. Santaella & Company are working to capacity trying to catch up with back orders.
The strike made quite
a dent in their shipments, but they are working harder
than ever and are optimistic over their ability to care for
E.

To Tobacco
tractive

list

be had

to

:

of

it

at-

Harmony Pipe

in

Guarantee We
ounce of Harmony and

back any part

an

is

any other tobacco.

this

of every

to take

in

There

from your jobber showing our

Note
sale

you

profit feature for

Blend not
price

Retailers:

Get our

offer.

guarantee the

ready

stand

and refund

cash the

in

price paid.

From Our Factory to You.

Direct

.

spring rains, will ])rol)ably not exceed 20.150.000
pounds, it is believed there will be no perceptible shortage
During the first
in the supply available for consumption.
seven months of 1910 there were manufactured in France
'18,894,100 pounds of "scaferlati'' (the usual mixture of

Detroit, Michigan
car, get off at

1

"->'6

fr«»m

HOTEL TULLER

Center of bustnaas on Grand Circus Park.

-5.4 3.5/0

J0.f;6o,8oo

Other manufactures, pounds

New

ri4.-'^.4'^

-'8,i85,(XK>

tlKarittcs. pounds

•^,-A^

i9<5

4j.351.010

,

Ji.

lOM

Tobacco and manufactures.
Lea f pounds
liiitcd States, pounds

A Larger Profit for You
The 15c —
New Leader

FTKR

for

French Supplies of Tobacco.

GENERAL OFFICES

Factory for E. Regensburg & Sons— Rotary Club
Observes "Cigar Day"— Sol Gans Gathers in
Some Orders—Jorge Leon Back from Havana.

1,082,110

;

BUSTILLO BROS. & DIAZ,

New

last.

Snuffs,

29

for September.

Revenue Report

—
army. "Commerce

Reports."

Harmony
to

Harmony

Globe Tobacco Company. The McHie•*^ootten Comj)any state that they will maintain the high
standard of quality that was conceded to the brands when
produced by the Globe Conqjany.

full

of

You

getting

original fresh flavor.

its

<^A PIPE BLEJSTDc^
Backed by Advertising

Perfecto.

recently dissolved

—one pound or more.

HARMONY

new factory enables them to care for their fast growing
business, which has been uiuisually large this year.

f>f

drop shipments

^^^ffxut^jKyc/tsoc^ac^ Oct.

Alvaro (iarcia, of Garcia & Vega, has left for New
^ork following his return from Havana.
Jose Lozano, of V. Lozano, Son & Co., has returned to
the factory after a trij) through the North and West.
The

In the future of the McHie-Scotten Tobacco Comj)any,
Detroit, Mich., will maiuifacture the brands of the

in

can thus assure your customers of always

their trade.

McHie-Scotten Company to Manufacture Globe Brands

you

be sent fresh from our factory direct

will

the Saturday Evening Post,

are appearing in
lies

having

a

MILLIONS.

all

Order from your

In addition to using

Harmony

advertisements

the leading magazines

total
It

:

circulation

will

jobber.

pay you

of
to

and week-

OVER NINE
push

it

hard.

I
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A New
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

NEW YORK

BEEKMAN STREET

5

31

Brand

of the

Congress Cigar Company.

CITY

<

For

Sale,

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services

Wanted and Special Notices

Effective April

A MINIMUM CHARGE OF
RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT. THREE CENTS A WORD, WITH
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
For

Special Noticei.

WOULD

bacco World."

-

Wanted.
up to 100,000 cigars per wctk.
particulars regarding output.
Address Box 141, "Tobacco World." giving full
work.
suction
hand
or
whether
and
work,
for
paid
prices
a complete factory with output

ADLER A MYERSON,

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Siftings,
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

WANTED-By

lJ[stricts.
business-gettting brokers, factories in the First
Address
business.
good
assure
Can
M.
from $16 to $28 per

live

making goWs
131, care of "Tobacco World."

Box

HAVANA SHORTS— Pure
New

Vuelta

;

flne

aroma.

Lopez. 863 B. 78th SL.
9-1-tf

York.

150

These
stock of (^000 high-class cigars for quick turn.
wrapped,
Sumatra
seed
genuine
size),
cigars are 4'4 inches long (standard
tln.usaiul.
I'rice
each
to
$23
Havana
high-class
and Havana lilled; $4 worth of
price
naimd.
All
sold
at
be
will
thousand
sample
A
per M. net. No samples.
Duplicate orders will cost the jobber $.K) per M. after surplus
light colors.
Twenty-five years' experience. Address, Mfg.. Box 143, care of
sold.
stock is

dctitial.

superintendent or foreman, hand or suction
Now employed with large concern.
thoroughly.
Understand business
Tobacco World.
change. Best references. Address Box 133. care of

WANTED— As

work

Want

Fine

Box

145.

tnr\-D

ttATj

B«fw<lina

A«.v»ji«.

Sale.

Best location in
feet.
factory buildipg. 125 x
Correspondence
conlibranch.
open
a
opportunity to
care of "Tobacco World."

horf. pure and

cImui.

Guaranteed A-l

the filled

SSLlS

New Law

of July

1,

K. N. K.:

the intended

of
domestic cultivation of tobacco favorably. The share
the domestic
the total tobacco consumption furnished by
liiOOproduction actually decreased from 20 per cent, in

prices
1909 to 24 per cent, in the years following. Average
except in
for domestic raw tobacco also failed to advance,
1910 when a temporary rise occurred.
The new law provides an increase in the internal tax
to
on leaf tobacco of domestic production from 28.50 marks
per
35 marks per German hundredweight ($6.15 to $7.56
foreign
100 pounds) and an increase in the import duty on
per tJcrman hunleaf tobacco from 42.50 marks to 65 marks
ad
dredweight ($9.17 to $14.03 per 100 pounds), plus an
per
valorem duty which is increased from 40 per cent to 65
The additional burden represents in round figures
cent.
and
one-fourth of the former tax on domestic tobacco
toljacco.
three-fourths of the old tax and duty on imported
industry
Jpar greater protection is thus afforded the domestic
by the new law than was the case under the old law.

In
that, in

German tobacco-growing

circles

it

is

now assumed

view of the present extraordinarily high prices

for

will be inover-sea tobacco, the German cigar industry
increased exclined to use domestic tobacco to a greatly
will necessarily cause an
tent, and that the heavier demand
lies a
advance in the price of domestic tobacco. Herein
cultivation of
Strong inducement for farmers to expand the
has proven
tobacco in Germany, especially as the product
The intent of the law in
a valuable link in crop rotation.
probably be accomplished.—
this respect will therefore

commence

American markets

for

to

show the

York

in the

LA CANDIDA:— 27,999.
Indies

(

marked improvement

T.

door-mat of yourself, people are sure to wipe their feet
cm you.
There is no disgrace in failing, if you have done your
But
best, and if you are still facing toward your goal.
your failure will be a disgrace if your back is turned tow^ard
your goal.
Trust your employers, and they will trust you believe
in them and they will believe in you.
Have nothing to do with people who dramatize their

I'or cigars, cigarettes

and

J.)

For cigars, cigarettes,

Re-transferred to Cien Porciento Co. on September

13,

woes.
"Radiate a sunny self-trust, and make whatever you
touch luminous."
It is grip and grit that concpier success; not alone
Exchange.
the vigor with which one goes to work.

—

(Trade Mark Record) for cigars,
Registered January 23, 1906, by Wm.
Steiner Sons & Co., New York City. Was transferred to .\mericaii
West Indies Co. Re-transferred to Cien Porciento Co.,

New York

cheroots.

on September 13. 1916.
(Trade Mark Record.) Registered May 24.
1902. for cigars, cigarettes and tobacco, by .American LithoTransferred to Cnion .Atnerican
graijhic Co.. Xew York City.
C""itv.

BESTOVAL:— 26,844.
<

i^ar Co., Pittsburgh,

BESTOFALL:—26,843.

Pa.

(Trade

Mark Record.) Registered May

24, 1902. for cigars, cigarettes and tobacco, by .\merican LithoTransferred to Union .American
graphic Co.. Xew York City.
Cigar Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
2839. (U. S. Tobacco Journal.) Registered
November 29. 1S84. for cigars, by Witsch & Schmitt. Xevv York
City. Transferred to Union American Cigar Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.,

THE BEST OF ALL:—
by
to

LA

.American

Witsch

&

Lithographic

Co.,

Xew York

City,

successors

Schmitt.

MATURA:—28,675.

For cigars,
by George
Registered June 29.
cigarettes and tobacco.
F.ox Co.,
Chicago
to
Transferred
Schlegel. Xew York City.
(Trade

Mark

Record.)

1903.

Chicago,

Fanqr Cigar Boxes
made by

111.

Heiry H. Sheip Mfg. Co.
Columbia Ave. and 6th St.

I

Paselk

sold at

after

o.

cigarettes,

I

three cents apiece have now descended to "weeds"
cigars
one cent, while the smokers of the cheajjcr brands of
ami
and cigarettes have in many cases taken to the pipe
The journal conclude^
the coniinonest kind of tobacco.
outlook
by saving that "the i)osition is disastrous and the
pri"
hopeless, because the tinancial condition of (lermany

S.

some far-away scheme, which you will probably
never see and which is absolutely beyond your control?
If you consider yourself as a wortu of the dust, you
If you make a
nuist exi)ect people to trample on yoti.

invest in

PUERTO CAPELLA:—31,716.

pre-

the (ierman tobacco industry is
dicted by the "Tabak Zeitung." the organ of the combined
points
tobacco manufacturers and dealers in Germany. It
been
out that the sale of cigars and cigarettes, which had
minidiininisliing steadily since the end of 1!)1 K sank to a
nutm (hiring August, !>!(). The trade organ comi)lai"S
least
that men who formerly smoked cigars costing at

C.

(

money is so slippery that you can hardly keep hold
of it when you are watching it all the time, how can you
expect to get some enormous return for money which you

19U).

Predicted

of

ill.

;

Registered December 11. 1903. by Wm. Steiner Sons
cheroots.
\'
Was transferred to .\merican West
Co.. New York City.

country can not rely on receiving any of it.
At the outbreak of the war nearly every manufacturer
least.
of Turkish cigarettes, was protected for two years at

cludes the possil)ility of any
the war."

—

1916.

this

ruin

—

Registered I'Vbruary 12, 1909, by \Vni, .Steiner Sons
& Co., Xevv York City. Was transferred to .American West
Indies Co. Re-transferred to Cien Porciento Co. on September 1.^,

position to send any to the United States.
As far as the present year's crop is concerned, it is
believed that it must be very small and badly cared for.

Total

cigars,
Edward F.

l<or

cheroots.

consumers of Turkish tobacco.

German Tobacco Industry

PANTELAS:—39,906.

EL HUJIM: — 17,206. (Tobacco World.)

i

Total Ruin of

CA.

TRANSFERS

Since the Ihilgars took Cavalla little information has
reached the IJnited States concerning what disposition
was made of the stocks of Turkish tobacco in that important center. It is believed, however, that in many ca.ses
if the
the tobacco merchants' fled and left stocks and all.
r.nlgars do not destroy the tobacco they will not be in

and

City.

TOBACCO

pinch

Co.. Versailles. Ohio.
.Adrian Kenk,
9, 1916.

October

For cigars.

ARKIN

Situation.

first little

For smoking tobacco. October

October 13, 1916.
cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco.
Welch & Co.. Minneapolis, Minn.
BROS. CO.: 39,907. For all tobacco products. October
I'asbach Voice IJtho. Co., Inc.. New York City.
H). 1916.
ISLE: 39,908. For all tobacco products. October
Moehlc Litho. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
1916.
The
10,

of the close students of the Turkish tobacco market
expressed himself a few days ago as believing that next
\\'\\\

—39,902.

ERNESTO GARZA Y

One

Spring

This is one of the new registered brands placed on
the market by the Congress Cigar Coiupanv, of Chicago,

If

I'or all

The Home Product Tobacco

1916.

4,

quantities of labels and bands to match. Suitable for clear
Havana, shade-grown, domestic, Manila and Porto Rico cigars. Prices very
low. Address Box 137, care of "Tobacco World."

The Turkish Tobacco

1916, increasing^ the domestic tax
the
and import duty on tobacco, not only has for its object
act
production of a larger revenue but is also intended to
cultivation in
as a direct inducement to a greater tobacco
Germany. The old law of July 15, 1909, failed to provide
protection in sufficient measure to afifect the

The law

39,899.

EHRHART'S SPECIAL:— 39,901.

store stand, and news rack.
I'OK .SALE -Cigar slme bumiilois, show cases, shoe
Cleveland, Ohio.
Avenue,
Clair
4047
St.
Company,
Fixture
Store
Cleveland

Encourages German Tobacco Industry.

but less than

Ohio.

FOR SALE— Large

AIM Vuelta ahorta. of
Fifty cent, per pound.
or^n^^^ed
Edwin Aleiaader A*^Co.ri7l Water Street. New Tort

titles,

tobacco product.s. September 27,
,\nicrican Lithographic Co., Xevv York City.
1910.
EHRH ART'S SCRAP:— 39,900. For scrap chevying tobacco.
October 4, 1916. The Home Product Tobacco Co., Versailles,

.\evv

For

(10)

REGISTRATIONS

M

KENT— Cigar

more than ten

Nuggets

STATEWIDE:—

Pa.

Addres

—
—

every ten (10) additional titles necessarily reported.

"Tobacco World."
<)U

2.00

twenty-one (21), an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00)
If it necessitates the reporting of more than
will be made.
twenty (20) titles, but less than thirty-one (31), an additional charge of Two Dollars ($2.00) will be made, and so
an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00) will be made for

Detroit, Mich.

HJU SALK

2.00

Note A An allowance of $2 will be made to members
the Tobacco Merchants' Association on each registration.
Note B If a report on a search of a titl.e necessitates

the reporting of

fac-

days.

Lancaster,

Situation Wanted.
POSITION

Sale.

FOR SALE— Surplus

INC.,

1.00

Transfer,
Duplicate Certificate,

toliacco cutters, packtory trucks, licorice agitators, hot and cold water tanks,
lie sold in thirty
must
Everything
benches.
wringers,
ing machinery, dryers,
Call or write, R. C. .Silver, (Ilol.e Tobacco Company, Bnisli and Fort
.Streets.

$5.00

(see

Search

ENTIRE EQUIPMENT-GLOBE TOBACCO COMPANY.
FOR SALE— Boilers, engines, motors, shafting, licltiiig. M) sets scales.
(30)

1916.

Note A),
(see Note B),

Registration

CENTS

of

size (hand, mold "^ suction)
1^"^^,^;^
BUY CIGAR FACTORY,, any Address
lo
Capital, Box 147, care ot
Cash transaction.
in Philadelphia.

WILL BUY OUT

Firi Y

1,

& Tegge Get

Marysville Factory

Tegge, cigar manufacturers, are said to have
accpiired a lease on the dray-Court lUiilding in Marysville,
O.. and will t)i)en a cigar factory there.
This building was
Paselk

used as a cigar factory
elevator,

PHILADELPHIA

iK:

some years ago.

It

has a freight

and needs but the necessary ecpiipnient

for

Cork Tips

the

manufacture of cigars to enable the manufacturers to begin
work at once.

122-222

Cork Bobbins

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY,

lie.

WEST 18TH STREET

YORKNEW

A

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD

32

^^-^^ -donaixiw
ROCH
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

JOHN F. HEILAND

F.

Lancaster County Fancy B*s

piolalliad TabMo* Ftaoa 4» VimIui Abftjo
Partl^o

SAN HIGUEL

MANUFACTUPER OF

CO.

Sl

lUi

HABANA. CUBA

A.

£.

SUAREZ &

CO.

IfEW

liRAUSSMAN Importer
HAVANA TOBACCO

Water

148

New

Street

Lcaf Tobacco

FigiMTM SO-41,

Cable

JULIUS MARQUSEE, UI Water
Packer and Dealer

Street,

Yoit

New York

Packar of and Dealer

LOEB-NU5iEZ

TOBACCO

CO.

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

306 NO. THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA

K.

STRAUS & CO.

W. Walnut

307 N.

Tkird

St.,

151 North 3d St, Philadelphia

143

IVosen-wald (Q. Bro.
W^ATEK STREET

NKW YOBIl

- - -

W« Want Your

Trisl.

CaWe

li6

AMISTAD

Address. -Nasdecr-

YORK, No.

130

Water

CigarRlbbons

LtfffiK
Vilto

fv

assmaiat

Neptuno

SMph

Car4

iN

u

lipvtnMt

Cohn & Company

ImfpmHmm of Halfans and Samsinm, ^ukst§ of 5mi

Lot4 Tobacco and Gro<wers

142 Water

Street,

.

of GeorgU SomMtra
.

.

New York
Factory No. 79

Established 1870

S. R.

KOCHER

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and Domestic Cigars
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco
Leading brands— "Volitta." "Quaker," "Nabobs," "1-4-5," "Havana
Cream." "Imperial Beauty," "Little Vara"
Corre!i()otKleiice

St..

NavuM Warehouse, Salud

Dome^c Leaf Tobacco
Duke tnd Chestnut
LANCASTE R, PENNA.

l<iMph

MENDELSOHN. DORNEMAN

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

Michaelsen

!•«

WATER

The Standards of America

St.
I

STREET.

Lorillard's Snuff,
Est. 1760
:
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825

Gail

& Ax's Snu

ff,

:

SAN MIGUEL

Maccoboys — fi^appees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWeet and 'Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURED BY
CO., Ill

nfth Ave., New Y«rk

Puerto Rico WarehoM«e:

CAYE^'

136

Co.

New York
178

II

E.

L.

NISSLY

Houms:

Critical

Biqren alwaya fcnd

Lancaster, Florin.

it

•.

»K

^n

Clsvel No.

1,

Hayans, Cubs

165 Front

Strast,

New Yofk

WATER STREET

GROWERS AND PACKERS OF
Packing

p.

Office:

& SONS

CHOICE CIGAR LEAF

'HlPIIClIir'

Havana Tobacco
B8TABLISHBD

Est. 1851

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

GEORGE W. HELNE

Office-

G»Me

MAXIMILIAN STERN

NEW YORK

Importers and Packers of Havana Leaf
And Packers of Puerto Rican Tobacco
HBvnn«

Obrapla Straet, Havana. Cnlia

Ift

CO.

CD.

&

Manuel Alvarez

Prasse

Commission Merchants
Leaf Tobacco & Ci|{ars

Ortiin

WOODHAVEN AVENUE, GLENDALE, NEW YORK

Sl

L«ate A.

HAVANA S03ACC0 IMf*ORTERS

HABANA. AMISTAD 95

Streets

Packing Houses: Strasburg and Lancaster

(-Q, Packer. .Dd Importer.

MeadctMote

Cor.

Office:

Boston, Maaa.

New York Office,! 33-137

1 5.

RANCK

H.

Packer and Dealer in

W

with wholesale and jobbini; trade invited

Factory and Offices:WRIGHTSVILLE, PA.

&S Broad

Alwaya R*«ni

D. SELLERS. SELLERSVILLE. PA.

MILTON

Cigars

OF HAVANA TOBACCOFWat

9hmufMkir«rs of Bkukn§€, GAlUons, TAffttta,

A;

-

ERNEST ELLINGER &

aU Fucy MMon

Prfc« Lin

Havana, Cuba

(»,

Co., Sellenrille, Pa.

Pa.

I\AFrEN5URGH Ol SONS
QUALITY HAVANA

I.

BstsMlalied INt

for Manufacturing Cigar Boxaa la
for One Mora Good Cuatomar

MONROE

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba

115

if PliiR

&

CIGAR BOXES, Go te

Keystone Cigar Box
Our Capacity

PANTIN

Tobacco

Leaf

BREMEN, GERMANY

Street

Co.

Gommission Merchant

Leaf Tobacco Merchant
NEW

&

Nissly

LESLIE

HEINRICH NEUBERGER
HAVANA, CUBA— Gonsulado

F.

Qark Av«naa. YOIK. Pa.

MANUPACTUIBma OP CIOAR SCRAP TOBACCO
Fer Gcauln* S«w*d

^nd Importers of HA. VAlNA.
No. 143 Market Street, Lancaster,

HABANA, CUBA

ST.

PA.

LEAF TOBACCO

Oplnioa

SPEC1ALTY-\'UELTA ABAJO AND ARTEMI6A
PhmUalpkim

LANCASTER,

Packers and Deal art In

Almacen de Tabaco en Rama

of lia^«Mi
INnliwi of Seed Leaf Tobacco '.*
Finest Retail Departmoit in Pennsylvania

E-.

G1t« Ua a

Stock CanU.

CARDENAS y CIA

& CO.

HIPPLE BROS.

John

Ofar Ribbons, Silk Imitation and Muslinola Ribbon
Printed or Stamped in Gold or SilTor

LEAF TOBACCO
Mf wid

St.,

War«h«uaa: BIrd-ln-Hand, Lanoaatar Ca., Pm.

Solieiled

HANOVER, PENNA.

Lftbela.

THE YORK TOAACCO CO.
S ^^rT- " LEAF TOBACCO
eilloa aaa Warahonae. IS Eaat

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS

HAVANA AND SUMATRA
Ml. Mt,

LEAMAN

Offlo* and Salaaroom

IIO 112

CorrMpondencc

:d

Leaf Tobacco

in

in

Established 1190

YORK

CHICAGO. 105 WEST BIONBOE 8TRKBT,
LOUIS O. CAVA, Mgr.

Alt Grades of Seed Leaf Tobaoeo
Tm^EPHONE 39»6 JOHN

"CUETARA" Havana, Cuba

^^

A?e.,

af

J. K.
andD«ih»in

St tad Second

KINDS OF

ALL

Cigar
Labels
Box
^^/^
trimmings.

LANCASTER, PENNA.

7 Vuslta Arriba

100

33

TOBACCO

Main Office:

1904

W. HEFFENER & SON
Steam Cigar Box Manufacturers

Pterin, Pa.

a plaaMwe lo leok cRcr our •ainf4M

Samples cheerfully nibiniMed upon requoL

H.

NEW FACTORY

1877

AND MAKERS OF
Patented Wire Bound Shipping Cases

HOWAFU)

li

BCMJNDARY AVE.

YORK. PA.

THE TOBACCO WORLD

36

aoB

HEYWOOD, STRASSER&.V0ICT

L1THO.C0.

BELIEVERS

STREET 5:9- AVENUE, NEW YORK

2G^^

MANUrACTUPFRS

IN PUBLICITY

These {oremost houses of the trade have reliable i^oods to sell and want our
subscribers to know about them. Read their story and when writinii tell them
.'.
No bo^us Advertisinii admitted.
you saw it in THE TOBACCO WORLD.

OF

Cigar Box Labels
Bands and Trimmings

Page

A
3
33

Cover IV,

179 West Washington

St.,

Chicago,

322 Chestnut

HI.

^
,u
Make tobacco mellow and amoofh

K
*
In character
.

WN.

F.

CMLY

and Impart a most palatable flavor

27

and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for Llat of Flavors for Special Brands
MVHN. iUIOMATIZBB. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS

FRIES

A.

SMOKING

BRO.. 92 Reade

I

Co., R.
Bros., Philadelphia
Co., Havana, Cuba
Behrens

@i6ar flavors

Street.

New York

ft

MR

5

&

Bobrow Brothers
Boucher Cork & Machine
Brunhof! Mfg. Co
BuBineas Opportunity

^^"tmmui

liniihcr.-.

liustill.i

l»

vV

2
•

Co.,

31

Inc.

—
30

N u

\'i<\k

,

.

CoTer IV

and Tanifia

CIGARS.

SMOKERS' ARTICLES. SPECIAL SALES OP LEAF TOBACCO. 60H.
ADVANCES MADE. SETTLEMENTS
SIGIVMENTS SOLICITED.

Cardenaa

y

Castro

Co..

ik

Havana

Cia,

Pedro, Tampa. Fla

Cifuentes, Pego y
V'Oiltl

at

Ca.,

W.

Son.

10

»..,,.,,,..

Havana, Cuba

XMCvv
F..

^^t

x.^.f

&

Comly

MADE ON DAY OF SALE

32

X OiK
•••••••••••••••••»••••••••»••••••••••••••••••«
Philadelphia

Commercial Cigar Co.
la

4
wa
36

Parmenter Wax-Lined

Deitel-Wemmcr Co.. The. Lima, O.
Demuth \ Co.. William
Dunn & Co., T. ]„ New York
Duys & Co., H

Coupon Cigar Pockets
&

Eisenlohr, Otto,

&

EUingcr

Fries & Brother,
Fendrich,
"44" Cigar Co

Sidney

Mi Favorita Cigar
Morris

LOPEZ

M.

&

CO.

S.

A.

•

CAUXTO LOPEZ &

^S&AOSlSfc^! 90 Will

CO.

.•*.,.

St.,

New York

no

&

iiRTia. v..

&

Diaz

&

Hippie Bros.

H

26
S
5
10

—5

Co.. Tatiipa, Fl.n

3

BAND

Co.,

—
10

»

&

Jcitles

Pendas

CIGAR BANDS
SHOW CARDS
FOLDIN6 BOXES,
ETC.

steinerbuiloing

NEW YORK.

SPECIALISTS
LITHOGRAPHIC
p^% B T M
CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY
E.

Kocher.

isox

v.igar
S.

R..

10

Alvarex

—3
—

1

m
Rocha, Jos« F.
Salvador
Rodriguez, Arguelles

Mass

Pa.

New York

MANUFACTUaCKS

JS
v.)

32
32
32

L
Landau. Charles, New York
Lane, Robert E., New York
Leaman, J. K., Lancaster, Pa.
Lewis, L. Cigar Manufacturing

GERMAN
pPROCCSSc,

LiKKt^it

& Mvcrs

T..liacci

\-

\<'<\H

L.iuk'mIiii

^

&
&

Co., Calixto
Co.. Ilermanos.

33

Cover II
|2

Rosenwald

& Co

Bros., E.,

ft

Cover

II
3

—

.Xntonio

1.

Hay a,

.Sanchez y
.S.in

New York

32

Tai' pa, 11

^-

;i

& Leon
Geo., New York

Martin

Schlegcl,

Monro*

.MlK.

(

o.,

5

33
JJ

D., Sellersvi 1j, Pa.
H. n., Pliiladelphia

il

—

Shields-Wertheim Co., Cleveland, O
Steiner, Sons & Co., Wm., New York
Stern. Maximilian

&

.Straus

Suarez,

Co..

M.

36
33
32
32

New York

K.,

A.,

Havana

T
Taylor,

Wm. T

3

Union American Cigar Co
United Cigar Manufacturers'
United Map Ca
.S.

Pl.iyiiiK ('.iid (ninpaiiy

wl^iuAnnf XI 'f XI ft

Tim

&

Co.,

Co

Cover IV
29

Ca

P

,.

C
I
]

—

—

w

4

(o

,

••••••••»•«•••••••••••••••*•••••«••«••*«

Universal Tobacco Machine

Verplaiick

33

—3
—

Ca

United States Tobacco Co.. Richmond, Va.

2

Loeb-Nunes Tobacco Co
Loewenthal & .Sons, S
Lopez
Lopez

36

Radrigiici,

I'.

•••............••...•.••..«..•..*•.«...•.••..........

x^o.

Wrightsville,

Kraussman. E. A.,

SKETCHES FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

4RREGUT ,AR P KIMIlgKlMLtUffl

—4

o
—

K
•.eystone

257-265 WEST

&

33
—

Perfect Humidifying Co.

28

Keystone Variety Works. Hanover, Pm.

17"* ST.

36
S2

Philadelphia

Sons, I^ Boston,

5

33
33

Pantin, Leslie, Havana, Cuba
Park & Tilford
Partagas, Havana, Cuba
Pasbach-Voice Lithographic Co.
Patterson Bros. Tobacco Co

10

New York

Blumcntlial. Lid.. I'hiladrlphia

&

32

P

I

Kaffenburgh

^ highest (HMH.ITY^

1

32
32

Tulkr

Hotel

BRANCH OFFICE
West Randolph St. ChicagoJll.

W!!!STEINER.SONS&CO.

36

•

Co

Hamilton Corporation, Tlic
lle«km tan ("
HefTener & Son, H. W., York. Pa
Heiland & Co., John F., Lancaster, Pa
Helnie Co., George W., N. w York
Henry's Ciiiar Ci
Heywood, Strasser & Voight Litho. Co. of

STHEMOEHLE LITHOGRAPHIC (.0^

CIGAR LABELS

—
Brooklya

Neubei^er, Heinrich. Havana
Nicholas & Co.. G. S., New York
Nissly & Sons, £. L., Flonn, Pa.
Nissly & Co.. John F., Lancaster, Pa.

Sellers,

Clarendon Road&East37L^ St. Brgoklyn.N^

Formerly of

i

33

Racine Paper Goods Co., Racine. Wis.
Ranck, Milton H., Lancaster, Pa.
Rcgensburg A Son, E., New York

H
John 1»42

33

Philip

('.impaiiy,

iS:

Havana

Co.. Inc
Co., The,

Moehle Litographic

.SlKMi.

1S7

Co.. New York
...•...............................«..............*......

33

J

Gate Cigar Co., E.
Gafla Sumatra

U.

oegars. xnc.
& Prasse,

Michaelson

10

&

o

Owners and Manufacturers
-

SI

2

New York

Racine Paper Goods Company
-

Co..

Por Larranaga
Portvondo Cigar Mfg. Ca. Joan F.

New York

H

Irfcm.iii.

.

—
—5

,

F

q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and are th«
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known

.

1

Bro

Co.. Ernest,

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

RACINE, WIS.,

&

32

Mendelsohn, Borneman
aacrriam

1

Juliiu

^

1

AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

Sole

Martjuessee,
Mclaclirino

-*

Habana

D

NEW VORK

M

N

Compania Litografica de

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

II

28

South Sec«ad 9tn%U PkiladeipUa

REGULAR WEEKLY SALB8 EVERY THURSDAY.

Cover

Manila Advertising Agency

A

&

Bachia

—

& Co

3

m

OUH HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPOHATING

FaR

Bro

Street
Hayuk

FUYMtS

&

Arguelles, Lopez

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

WESTERN OFFICE

Lorillard
Lovera, Jose
Lozano, F., Son

—7

New Vurk

The.

<•..

(

4

3
36
2

Co.,
MCo., P.

36

American Sumatra Tobacco Co
luliaccn

&

Lopez

Acker. Merrall & Condit Co., New York
Alrarex & Co., Manuel. New York
American Cigar Co
American Lithographic Co., New York
Aniericaii

Page

Manuel

Lopez,

Wicke Ribbon Co., Wm., New York
Weymann-Bruton Ca

32

Cover IV

32

—27
New York and Tampa

4

Y
York Tobaeco

Co.,

Th«. York. Pa.

a

•

•

THE TOBACCO WORLD

36

^

r=
HEYffOOD. STRASSER&.V0ICT LITHO.CO

BELIEVERS IN PUBLICITY

26- STREET & 9~ AVENUE, NEW YORK
MANIUIACTUPLRS

These foremost houses of the trade have reliable ^oods to sell and want our
subscribers to know about them.
Read their story and when writing tell them
.'.
you saw it in THE TOBACCO WORLD.
No bo^us Advertising admitted.

OF

Cigar Box Labels
Bands and Trimmings

Page

A
Acker, Merrall & Condit Co., New York
AlTarei & Co., Manuel, New York
ATiicricaii Cigar Co.
American Lithographic Co., New York
American Sumatra Tobacco to.
ihaicn i >'.. The, ^ew Vark
Anicr.ian

,...

...Cover IV,

,

179 West Wathington

St.,

Chicago,

322 Chestnut

III.

Bachia

&

Jiayuk

Ihiis.,

FRIES

SMOKING

FSR

6l

BROo 92 Reade

Street,

F.

COHLY
27

and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for List of Flavors for Special Brands
MTON. AaOMATIZER. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS

rUY#RS

WN.

New York

ft

SON truUmmut

South Second

(^rdenas

CIGARS. TOBAOQ9
SMOKERS' ARTICLES, SPECIAL SALES OF LEAF TOBACCO. CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. ADVANCES MADE. SETTLEMENTS

..,,,.
.........•..•.>>

Machine

v^o.

Havana

3
|
3
31

^^

30
28

33

^ew

&

MADE ON DAY OF SALE

Detsel'Wemmer Co., The, Lima, O,
Dftiiinh A: in. William
I>unn & Co., T. J., New York
Duya & Co.. H. ....................

Coupon Cigar Pockets

iO
4

9S
3S

&

Elienlohr, Otto,

&

EUinger

.Mum-

Fries

&

CIGAR BANDS
SHOW CARDS
FOLDING BOXES.
ETC.

257-265 WEST

Sidney

,...,,..,.,..,....,
............
.,....,,..

,,.,,,..,

36

....,,,.

1

.

-

-

U.

S.

33

Pantin, Leslie, Havana, Cuba
Park & Tilford
Partagas, Havana, Cuba
Pasbach- Voice Litbographie Co,
I'attcrson Bros. Tuljacco Co.
Pendas & Alvarez
..»,••••
Perfect Humidifying Co. »*«•,••

33

>

S

kill;

10

..
,*..._.<..,.,....,,
.*....
4. .*....
uplift ^tiniAtfS ^O* tc»«w«*«««««ts*«4**«aa«a****«*««»«i* ••«•*•••**«••«•••««•»•«
tJutsrra. V., iJiaa
C.... TnHua. rUu

^^

)

Neuberger, Heinrich. Havana
a* • t*t*»tt9*» 8 a
Nicholas & Co., G. S
New York
Nissly & Sona, E. L., Flonn, Pa.
•••aa*i
Nissly & Co., John F., Lancaster, Pa.

S
,,,...,..,

,.

Gato Cigar Co,j E, H*

A.

,

*

Corporation, The ..•..•...........•..•....•......•.,.•.,....•...•••
l!(,kin I an Ci. .,,........,
.....,,.,..,..,,...,
Heffener & Son, H. V^,, York, Pa. .......,,... ....... .,,.,,,..,..(.,(*..
Heiland & Co., John P., Lancaater, Pa. .........

THE MOEHLE LITHOGRAPHIC^

CIGAR LABELS

Helme

Co., George W., N. w York
.................................
tijiar Co.
Ciuar
t

&

A

Voipbt Litho.

Co.,

Philadelphia

Heywood, Strasser
Hippie Bros,

ft

Tnlirr

BANDS

&

Jcitle*

steiner building NEW YORK.
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Snuff
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guarantee Copenhagen Snuff is made from the whole leaf of
'^"
1 ennetsee and Kentucky Tobacco.
guarantee the sweetening and seasoning and flavors and scent, in fact
everything that is added to the tobacco or put on the tobacco, is pure and
may be used freely in food under the United States Pure Food Laws.
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HAVANA- CIGARS
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Snuff
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using a pure tobacco,
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Dollars who will show our guarantee to be incorrect, or to any
man who find* in Copenhagen Snulf as manufactured and shipped
by us anything used in the tobacco or on the tobacco that may

Food Laws.
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^e Big Four
Made by the Makers
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24 standard shapes a shape
Here's a full line of
for every customer.
Genuine French Briar Pipes with Rubber Bits
that you can carry in a relatively small stock
quality Pipes W.DX. Pipes. And they are beinjS
heavily advertised in the big national publications.

Each conies in
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that this Holiday Season

stock of
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get.
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And remember
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TOBACCO COMPANY
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Mild and as Coot

as a breeze from the

sea— Manila

Cigars

bum

method— They have

hand made, Spanish
body and character—

high standard of quality

is

Govemment

and

perfectly— They

are

supervision

CIFUENTES, PEGO Y CA..

HAVANA CIGARS

172 Industria

Havana, Cuba
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all

rigidly

Highest Quality
Best Workmanship

maintained under

inspection.

ROBERT

y.

Gmm,

Diaz

&

Co.,

LANE

General Representative for
United States and Canada

MADE BY

Look for the Government Guarantee
Stamp on Every Sox

E.

Tunpi,

Fit.

115

New York

Broadway

"44 Cigar Co."

Philadelphia

BAYUK BROTHERS

&

G. S. Nicholas

SANCHEZ Y HAYA

41 and 43 Beaver

Street,

Co.

New York

DIRECT IMPORTERS of the highest

grades of Cigars

manufactured by the

Independent Factories
of

Ikmpa.

nVE CENT CIGAR

all

of

Havana

which are made under the personal control and supervision

PHILADELPHIA
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own

New Brand from Old Number
Samples

now

H.
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GHTO CIGHR COMPANY

FOR FORTY YEARS
TWL STANDARD

Clear Haftw*
C\%mn Am* haitmd

The

Brand

tobacco
These goods are the lasfword in fine cigars made from the choicest "Vuelta Abajo"
for 25c to 25c. each.
under U. S. GoTemment bond inspection. 8 sizes only_Cigars to retail for 2
Package and goods show quality and class in erery detail.
Better than ever.
field.
••La Flor de Sanchez y Haya" have always been leaders in their

SANCHEZ Y HAYA, Tampa, Honda

Writ* for OpMi T««Tiloi7
r:

K«r WmI,

Naw York Offfica; 203 W. Broadwar

Fla.

each

J.

Upon Request.

DUNN
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ready for

"IGNACIA HAYA"

T.

By Wliich

retaining for

individuality.

Price List Mailed

A

Cuba, thus

of the oldest cigar manufacturers in

Fla.

New

401-405

Z:.

<a CO.

of

Bachelor Cigar
91st Street.

New YorK

MOND

5c
9EST THAT SKILL, E/^ERGY AND MONEY
I860
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CAf>f

PRODUCE

FENDRICH, Maker, EVANSVILLE. IND.
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Mr. Cigar Manufacturer

SPECIAL

CHRISTMAS
CIGARETTE
PACKINGS

This

the psychological

is

wrappers.
ous.

If

The

ready

now

for the holiday trade that

Use

every line have experienced for years

1

Embossed Metal Humidor
in imitation bronzt" rontains KX)
KQiiptienvc Struiiilita oiuarotiiw:
M) are pai'ked in an
nttnictivf, hiK'ily eoaliil orirdliOHnl coi,tninwr, an<l 10 cipar-

2 — The

Omar Christmas

December

These special packings of

silk

rouiul, highly coated card-

ribbon wrapping i«Koin»ito

bijT winneramonK cijraret te
smokers for ififts this coming
!>*

and

Cigarettes
feel

that

are

The smoker was
a

finer,

more

or

never offered

attractive

4-The Pall Mall Library

from which to make

mas

his

bum and

some fancy,

taste as

your customers.

group

a

season.

for nothing,

Georgia and Connecticut Shadegrown.
light, fine quality

good

as

any imported wrapper.

make money for you on every cigar that you sell.
The only way that will enable you to make money,

very proud

of them.

board packintf, containinf; 100
Lord Salisbury ciaarettea with
its decorative and ornamental

work another year

danger-

Wrappers

PALL

EGYPTIENNE

STRAIGHTS
beautiful.
We

The

will

is

MALL, OMAR, LORD SALIS-

100 citfarftltw. Ttv little touch
of holly »n<l tho ri'd silk riblMm
wrap|>in>?, make up into oni- i)f
the most effective fhristmas
oonibmations imaii?inable.

3 — Lord Salisbury
Christmas Packing

than

you have ever known before

BURY

Packing

greater

for

IB

a beautiful colori'il coatol
cardboaril piickauc contai^in^r

profit

total

etttM arc psioketj in tlif rojji'lar
Euuplienne Siraiglits lOspackintts.

and

draw
— The Beautiful

to begin to use domestic

GEORGIA and FLORIDA

th is a "Cigarette Christmas'* and so
to yourself a sales

Florida,

We have

Reports from all sides
ahead of you.
from all parts of the country, point to the biggest Christmas buying that merchants in prac-

Make

you

is

just

tically

for

condition of the imported wrapper market

you don't look out you

or at a loss.

AKE

moment

Christ-

prosperous?

selections.

It's

Which would you
up

rather

be,

They
is

will

to please

prejudiced

or

to you.

Packing
contains 100 ci jni ret tes— either
plain or cork tips. The packin>r is identical with that of Iho
MaRnum packing shown below.

5—The Pall

Mall

Magnum

contains 100 plain and 1(>0 cork
tippt-d. The packatfe is ma«le up
in the usual I'all Mali reil and
gold,
in a

and otherwise decorated

way which makes

it

is all ready for instant delivery
as a K!ft, to which the ^iver
merely has to attach his name,
with attractive ('hin!=tma» card

What coidd irivc
plea.iiire in the (rivinR
vTi \V T joy to riceive.

attached.

more
Ik?

a

These

cause

nothing

cigarettes

—

so

sellers, be-

attractive

in

in well-advertised, well-

known brands

—

has been prepared

MERICAN

the

most Iwautiful cigarette packBRe ever offered to the trade-. It

or

They're going to be

for the Christmas trade in cigar-

ALWAYS

ette history.

UMATRA

SELLS

sell

on

C HOICEST

no extra charge for these packings.

GUARANTEED BY

ViA^^^t^CL^t^^

(/<r1^^^
/^^f>-'

I

TOBACCO

sight, because they

answer that question as to what-to-give that friend.
is

T HE

OMPANY

Order from your jobber immediately, not tomorrow, do it now.

beautiful packings will

There

OBACCO

I

142 Water

Street,

New York.
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Demands

Progress

among

So cans are rapidly taking the place of
wooden boxes for packing cigars, stogies, smoking and chewing tobacco.

CLEAR HAVANA BRANDS
These

progressive

cigars

Made — In — Bond

ing an enviable reputation

Most of them

containers for their products.

are

I'

smoked from Coast — to — Coast,

manufacturers now
realize the decided advantage in using cans as
of

dealers for "Repeat"

specify

HEEKIN CANS

You

because they are recognized as quality containers.
They're dust-proof, sturdily built and handsomely
lithographed in colors.

Any design

and

enjoy-

on a postal brings samples.

San Martin

by the

"Heekin Can Sinct 1901"

LOEWENTHAL

S.

&

Loewenthal

Havana and Packers

Importers of

123

B.

LOEWENTHAL

& Leon

Qoing: big

bigger- biggest!
Not simply here and
there but everywhere. What?

Sons

of Leaf

FRAT.

Tobacco

lOc quality— I Oc quantity
retails in the Patterson
duo-paper package at

MAIDEN LANE. NEW YORK

—

5c
Would

"MAGALLANES"
SIDNEY

J.

FREEMAN,

Agent

Sole

in U. S.

New York

123 Uberty Street

Most

cost double in tins.

jobbers are supplied.

course, give the

OrtgiruU Pjltcnons of Richmond, V.i.

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,

Inc.

M. Melachrino

&

GRAND DEPOTS OF

j

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, 1 30 Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes throughout Europe
M.

Melachrino

&

AGENCIES

Co-. Inc.

IN

)

Co., Inc., are

London. 8 Regent St S.
Capetown, South Africa
.

THE PRINCIPAL

214-216

CITIES

WEST

W.

C.lcutu, 10 Government Place
Alexandria, Rue Cherifi Pacha

OF THE WORLD

47th

STREET,

CAIRO. Head
Hamburg,

1

Officr «nd Factory
8-20 Grouse B*cker»tT««8e

PRICE LIST UPON APPLICATION

NEW YORK

close

and careful attention

of

to the

portance.

"The

daily, routine affairs of classification,

methods

of

packing, rates and routes are often, in themselves, a burden to the man who has not at hand a full set of railway
tarifTs or ade(|uate guides and who has not the technical

You Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes

It

same

"will,

needs and rights of the industry in general as is given by
the other departments of the Association, but the nature of
its work will obviously throw it into closer contact with the
individual member and the majority of its efforts will have
a touch of intimacy which will raise it to the highest im-

EGYVTIAN CIGARETTES
You Cannot be Mistaken

this

iiiembers of the .\s.st)ciation individuallv.
"The Traffic P.ureau." said Mr. Dushkind,

A.
City

Convention of the Association, upon the
of President Wertheim, who, in the

magnitude, I submit,
should maintain a Traffic Dei)artment for the benefit of
its members who may not have such departments of
Our traffic manager should be an expert
their own.
and ready to serve our members whenever required.
He should exert constant vigilance over the carriers and
see to it that our indwstry shall receive every privilege
and every advantage to which it is entitled. I strongly
recommend that such department be established."
The Traffic T.ureau will be under the management of
Mr. Walter J. Swift, who is thoroughly familiar with transportation matters, having been connected with the Traffic
Department of 1'. Lorillard Company for a number of years.
With him will be associated Mr. Howard L. M. Jones,
whose traffic knowledge was secured through actual workwhile in the service of railroad companies.
The Association has, in the past, supplied information
to the trade in regard to transportation proiilems. but the
growth of this branch ui its work has been so great, its service so popular, that it has been found necessary to perfect
a definite organi/^ation for this ])urpose in line with the
president's recommendation.
Secretary Dushkind. in making this announcement, says
cm])hatically that this 'JVaffic lUireau will undoubtedly de
veloj) into the most important department of the Association, owing, not alone to the incalculable good that it ma}bring about for the tobacco industry in general, but, more
j)articu]arly to the special service that it may render to the

Tampa, Florida

S.LOEWENTHAL

Lessen Trade Restrictions
Regard to Shipping

to

course of his address said:
"An Associatitju of

Member, Tobacco Merchants' Association

S.

Work

recommendation

& Leon

San Martin

— Bureau to

—

—

HE

raw materials rise and fall with crop
shortage and crop over-production. A surplus of
raw materials means lower prices a shortage
means higher prices. Labor shortage and surplus

f

knowledge to dig out the desired information. The Traffic
iWireau of the Tobacco Merchants' Association will supply
the (leficiencv and will cheerfully supply its members with
rclial)le information and expert advice.
"The collecting of freight claims is indeed a very troublesome and sometimes vexatious problem.

"Do

the facts establish a valid claim?

(Coutiiincd on

Pac/f^

t8)

prices of

—

at the last

HEEKIN CAN CO.
O.

Statement by President of Cigar Manufacturers' Association
Heavy Demand for Raw Leaf and 1915 Shortage
Boosts Market Everything Higher for
Cigar Manufacturers

Company,
Help Members With

Swift, of P. Lorillard

lUireau of the Tobacco
1^^'' IN Novcml)er 15th the Traffic
Merchants' Association, will be opened and in full
operation, in ])ursuance of the resolution adopted

steadily increasing sales.

Str€0t.

to Head Department
Traffic Details

J.

in

cigars are favorites with the
consumer. Do not lose trade and profits by failing
to have these goods in stock.

THE

MAKE PRICE ADYANGE INEVITABLE

calls.

should stock at least one of these brands:

cate, as is testified

Write today.

H

No. 22.

15, 1916.

ON ORGANIZATION'S ANNIVERSARY

Will

Jobbers and Dealers have not been slow to appreciate the value of Clear Havana brands that dupli-

Your name and address

CINCINNjITI,

YORK, NOVEMBER

PRESSING PROBLEMS OF INDUSTRY

A TRAFFIC BUREAU OPENED

M.

among

"Hoyo de Cuba"
"Flor de San Martin & Leon"

or trade-mark

T.

W.

"El Briche"

reproduced on them.

CatVrt

NEW

Remarkable Leaders

Improved Containers

Scores

PHILADELPHIA AND

XXXVI.

also have an influence.

In making clear the application of these principles to
the cigar industry, Fred Hirschhorn, President of The Cigar
Manufacturers* Association of America, summed up the
difficulties which now beset cigar production in this counHis statements reveal the facts which are responsible
try.
for the advance in prices which has already been quite generalh' made to the retail trade, and in some cases to the

consumer.

The demand

for

raw material, that

is.

tobacco

leaf, is

greatly in excess of the supply today.
Mr. Hirschhorn explained that according to the best
information available this is the third year in which Germany and Austria have not planted tobacco for their own
consumption. It is a fact that Germany, in particular, has
very busily purchased tobacco leaf in this country, taking
all the surplus leaf in the market.
She has also* bought
heavily in all other countries which produce tobacco leaf.
The world's tobacco market today, including, of course,
that of the United States, is on a hand-to-mouth basis, there
being buyers for every bale of leaf produced by the growers.
This is one cause for the reduced supply of tobacco
leaf and the increased demand, meaning, of course, higher
prices.

more important condition has existed.
The 1915 crop of tobacco was one-third below normal in
volume. This is the tobacco, a large portion of which is
being turned into cigars and other forms of smoking this
Another

still

year.

The

net result of this contraction of supply of raw mahas
terial
caused the cigar manufacturers to pay this year
50 per cent, to 00 per cent, higher prices for their tobacco
Also Cuban tobaccos are being
leaf than in normal times.
sold at sharp advances, prices being at least one-third higher
than normal.
The best judges of the future trend of the tobacco leaf
market say that a return to normal prices for tobacco leaf
It is hoped that by
is not likely for at least three years.
that time the war will be over, and normal production of
tobacco leaf will b,e restored in all tobacco-growing countries.

The

labor difficulty in the cigar industry is briefly this:
Many vast American industries are now getting greatly
enhanced prices for their products because of the war and
In these industries the scale
the demands of the Allies.
of wages has been raised so high as to attract large numbers of workers from their industries, in which the wage
The cigar industry has been
scale is necessarily lower.

one of the worst sufiferers in this respect.
makers have gone to other trades.
(Continued on Page t8)

Many

cigar-

—
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Strange as it may seem, the great tobacco industry has
never in a strict sense been governed by the same economic
laws which apply to other American industries. Classitied
as it is as an industry producing a luxury, cigars and tobacco have always borne an exceedinly heavy burden of
taxation at the hands of the Government, which burden is
ever increased and never lessened, and yet there has always
been a sub-conscious thought in the industry that no matter
what the stress, the manufacturer dare not meet his increased cost by advancing the price of his finished product.
But this bugaboo has been laid by the heels, and necessarily so.

almost needless to recount the tremendous ad\ ances in the cost of every article entering into the manufacture of cigars, of whatever quality. Primarily, the shortage of labor in the United States and the heavily increased
scale of wage in every department has been acutely felt by
cigar manufacturers in all sections.
This, of course, has
been reflected in the cost of growing and marketing the
tobacco leaf in the United States, as well as in Cuba, where
extraordinary conditions prevail, to which we have already
It is

called attention.

other
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Street

As

a result of the price increase

on nickel brands some

misguided retailers have refused to jiandle certain wellknown and widely advertised cigars. They have argued
that a man wants a six-for-a-quarter cigar
One Viewpoint and he don't care what label it is sold under.

Cigars that

sell fur five

cents straight

are not wanted.

We

CI
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venture to predict right here that if the war continues there will be still further increases coming. In fact,
one well-known jobber stated that he would not be surprised to see certain five-cent brands selling at $10 a thousand.
He based his prediction on the fact that old prices
could not be maintained without a change in the quality
of the cigar.
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he quite prepared to pay an
ajjpreciahle advance all along the line within the near future.
The recent action of Eisenlohr & Brothers in advancing the
price on "Cincos," coming from such a careCigars Must ful and conservative house, had peculiar significance, especially as far as the domestic
Go Up
simply
five-cent field is concerned.
It
meant that the time has come when manufacturers must
take measures to ])rotcct themselves against the abnormal

Dealers

advances

in cigars sliould

in all sorts of

raw

materials.

IRREGULAR P

TIO

of

the

retailers

doing this thing that they have the wrong perspective.
This particular man says that by raising the price
manufacturers have done the retailer a lot of good. In

the
the

place price-cutters will not be able to sell these fivecent brands at six. seven and even eight for a quarter. Tlv
public has been advised that the price is five cents straight,
and they expect to pay it. The new wholesale prices do
not permit price-cutters to do business on the old basis, except at a loss and they are not looking for losses.
This, says our friend, oflFers a big opportunity for the
first

—

retailer

who

The man who presented this argument convinced more
than a dozen retailers, who had discontinued certain brands,
that they had made a false move, and as a result they reinstated the cigars.

Uncle

Sam Wants

a $5000 Tobacco Expert for $1200
The United States Civil Service Commission announces
for December ti at the New York Custom House an examination for assistant in tobacco investigations, for men only,
to fill two vacancies, at salaries from $840 to $1200 a year
in the Bureau of Plant Industry, Department of Agricul-

The headquarters

of one position will be in

North
and the appointee will carry on this work in that
State, and the other will have headquarters in Washington,
D. C, and will conduct his experiments in Virginia and the

Carolina,

District of Columbia,

The

duties will be to conduct experiments in improved methods of tobacco breeding, tobacco
culture, fertilizer tests, and crop-rotation tests.
For this
work it is essential that the appointees must have had expert training in tobacco work. Competitors will be exam-

ined in practical questions in tobacco culture, general education and training, with special reference to agriculture,
experience in growing, curing, and handling tobacco. At
least one year's experience in growing, curing, and hand-

tobacco is a prerequisite.
Applicants must have
reached their twentieth but not their forty-fifth birthday
on the date of examination. Further information may be
obtained from the Commission, Washington, D. C.
Any man with the qualifications described above who
is willing to work for the salary named must, in our opinion, be sadly deficient in some direction. It seems a crying
shame that an industry which turns in the millions which
the tobacco industry does should be left to the care of men
who are rated as worth only $100 per month by the United
ling

5^tates

Government.
Trifles

Sometimes Lose Customers

once lost an old and valued customer in a peculiar
way a customer whom I had grown to look upon almost as
a personal friend. Not only did he withhold his patronage,
but on one or two occasions he gave me the cut. Naturally
his actions were, to say the least of it, very disquieting; the
more so as I could recall no occasion upon which we had
differed in any way.
Determined to find the solution, I
took into my confidence another old and respected customer, who was on exceptionally good terms with the individual in question, and begged him to use what diplomatic
powers he possessed towards getting at the root of the
trouble. This he did, and the answer was brought to me
that upon a recent occasion the aggrieved one had heard,
through a third person, that I had inadvertently and
wholly unintentionally spoken a trifle disparagingly of this
individual's
don't laugh sweet peas, the growing of which
was to him more of an obsession than a hobby.
1
daresay you will smile at such a display of childishness, but believe me, it is perfectly true, and goes to show
not only how careful one needs to be, both in word and
deed, when discussing another person's affairs but upon
how slender a thread hangs a customer's patronage. "Optimist" in The Tobacco Trade Review.
I

who have dropped certain
brands from their stock, we know a man who has no personal interest in any of the brands affected, but who never
loses an opportunity to point out to the retailers who are
Apropos

per cent.

ture.

boxes and wood boxes have increased
in cost, all sorts of labels, paper and printing materials are
up, in some cases over 100 per cent., and the manufacturer
must get more for his cigars or go out of business. The
myth of enormous margin of profits in cigar manufacture
has long been exploded, and the industry is entitled to receive more money for its products from the consumer.
Get your customers in training for an advance, for it
is sure coming on all brands.
Cigar boxes,

more cigars and pay the straight price, because there is no
longer an advantage in buying at one particular place.
How true this argument is we don't know. It sounds
We do know that the best goods generally comall right.
mand the highest prices, and we believe that it also holds
true in the cigar field. Here is an opportunity for the live
retailer to put his higher priced nickel goods out in front
and boost their sales on a quality basis. In addition, on the
new basis, his profits are increased from twenty-five to fifty

holds up prices.

Now

chance to put these
brands in front and push them. Thereby he gets larircr
profits and at the same time new customers.
He gets nc\v
customers, because these brands can no longer be secured
at cut prices and, therefore, it matters not at all where the
smoker buys, the price is the same. If the customer has
been buying from a price-cutter and he comes into a store
and sees his favorite in front, he is very apt to take one or
is

his

—

—

—

—
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A SUCCESSFUL C16AR DEALER
W.

H. Bailey Does Big Business With Manila Brands
His Trade Shows Steady

Growth

HILADELPHIA

and surrounding territory consumes a larger quantity of Manila cigars than one
would think. In fact, many would say that the
business amounted to very little. For definite information on the subject see "Billy" Bailey at Second and
Arch Streets. This unpretentious store does the largest
business in Philadelphia on Manila goods of the better
class
the only kind that the authorities want shipped to

km

—

Besides a very satisfactory retail business
Mr. Bailey also acts as a broker and jobber. His average
stock of Manilas runs between 200,000 and 300,000. Just
at this time stocks are low, and Mr. Bailey is taking orders
this country.

now

for

February delivery.

Mr. Bailey also carries stocks of seed, seed and Havana, and clear Havana goods. He also carries a good line
of smoking and chewing tobaccos, and cigarettes.
One of the biggest sellers of his Manila line is the
"Puntacima" brand. This is obtained through Sidney J.
Freeman, United States representative of the La Flor de
Intal factories. A number of brands of other Manila manufacturers are also enjoying a heavy demand.
Apropos of his Manila business Mr. Bailey said that
he absolutely refused to handle poor goods. He stated that
every Manila cigar sold by him was guaranteed to the
retailer and the consumer, and that he stood back of that
guarantee whether there was a claim for one cigar or a
case of them. He added that he attributed his success in
business to the fact that he made every effort to handle
only established lines of good quality. Knowing the character of the goods and the reputation of the manufacturers,
he says he has no hesitancy in guaranteeing his cigars. If
by any chance he should be called upon to make good on a
lot, the manufacturers are just as anxious to "make good"
as he is.
The business of this store on Manilas, says Mr. Bailey,
has doubled and almost tripled in some instances during
the past year.
He attributes this to the fact that the
Manila manufacturers have had an awakening and are sending to this country only the better qualities of cigars. He
has made it a point to handle only the best of the Manila
brands, and so his customers are able to overcome the
prejudices of the smokers, who for a number of years have
viewed any cigar with a Manila label on the box with a
suspicious eye. Mr. Bailey says that if the manufacturers
in Manila will maintain the high standard that they have
started with it will not be long before they will find their
business going ahead by leaps and bounds.
Mr. Bailey has been in the tobacco business for more
than thirty years. He is thoroughly^ acquainted with the
cigar business from the raw leaf to the manufactured prodHe has maintained an establishment at Second and
uct.
Arch for about seven years. During that time he has risen
rapidly in the esteem of the trade and today he enjoys an
enviable reputation because of his many sterling qualities.

—

—

New

Wholesale Cigar House

A new

in

Wichita

wholesale cigar house has been opened in
Kan.,
Wichita,
by Lewis B. Solomon. It is located at 110
South Emporia Avenue. Mr. Solomon has been in the
cigar business for twenty-five years. He recently gave up
travelling on account of his health.

—

^
New

s^

l.,mmp&i

Cigar Firm in Old Boltz, Clymer

— San

Martin

& Leon

& Company

Building

—

Get Export Business All
Factories Working to Capacity October Record

Month

for

—

W. AIORRS COAll'ANV opens

6,

1916.

for business

today

formerly occupied by Boltz, Clymer & Company, on Cleveland Street, in West
Tampa. It is one of the oldest business buildings
in the old factory

The members of the new firm are G. W.
Morrs and Julius Diaz. The firm will manufacture cigars.
About 100 hands will be employed.
The trade papers that have been urging our factories
here to get after some of the export trade will be glad. to

in that section.

learn that an order for 10,000 cigars has been received by
San Martin
Leon from a large jobber in Uuenos Aires.

&

This company has been endeavoring for several months to
secure some orders in the South American markets. The
efforts are now bearing fruit. Jorge Leon, president of the
company, says that this order is only a starter, and that
many more will follow. San JMartin & Leon manufacture
only clear Havana goods, and operate in bond. When these
goods are exported, the import duties on the raw tobacco
are refunded.
This act of the Government places those
manufacturing in bond in a very favorable position as regards competition from Cuba.
Salvador Sanchez y Ca. are experiencing a heavy demand for their "Dulce" brand. Jerry Windmuller says that
the reason

is

There

is

the quality

and character

of their cigars.

a great shortage of cigarmakers, and the factories are working to capacity.
Many orders for the holidays will be partly filled instead of wholly, due to this
situation.

Among

who

working for the interests of
their customers is Arguelles, Lopez ^ Brother, who are
working their men overtime in an effort to catch up with
orders.
It seems as if no more cigarmakers are available.
The "Charles The Great" factory is moving toward a
record year. Orders are continually piling up, and Salvador
Rodriguez says that he has been compelled to delay some
shipments. For that matter, the number of factories shipping orders out promptly are growing fewer each day.
Luis Guerra, of V. Guerra, Diaz & Company, is covering the South for the factory. He expects to get home
prior to December 1. Harry Culbreath is en route to Denver and Salt Lake City. He hopes to get to Tampa for the
holidays. Here is another factory working to capacity and
the firms

are

with overtime.
F. Lozano, Son Company have enough orders on hand
to keep them busy the rest of the year. As a consequence,
some of the road men are taking a rest. J. M. Lozano is
at the factory and will not go on the road again until after
the holidays. F. C. Lozano is also at the factory substituting as factory manager for Mr. Foley, who is taking a vaca-

New

York City.
Internal Revenue receipts

tion in

month of October
The total amount
was $109,965.12. The best previous month was November, 1915, when $108,614 was collected.
October 31. 1916.
was a record day for the sale of revenue stamps, the local
for the

were of a record-breaking character.

office

receiving $15,799.71.

Gustav

F. .Aue, a

^
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—

Shortage of Cigars for Holidays One-Fortieth Packings
Few Manila Cigars Increasing in Popularity
Mecca Cafe not Likely to Pay Anything

—

member

£)HIbADEL2«>MIA.

Aue
Novem-

Son, cigar manufacturers, of Bloomfield, N. J., died
ber 11th at his home there, in his seventy-sixth year.

Cincinnati, Nov. 10, 1916.
serious conditions which exist in the cigar and
stogie industries are reflected in an announcement

HE

by the J. B. Moos Company, to the
effect that owing to the constantly changing conditions prices are subject to change without notice.
The
announcement adds, "All orders are shipped with the disjust issued

understanding that they will be billed at prices ruling
on day of shipment." There are very few in the trade who
do not expect to see still higher prices as to cigars and
other tobacco products.
Many jobbers predict the oddtinct

cent cigar as a general thing if the war continues.
Apropos of the holiday business, the first thing is that
there will undoubtedly be a shortage here on a number of
popular brands which are far behind in shipments to local
jobbers.
Indications are that the manufacturers will not
be able to catch up in the few intervening weeks. Another
disappointment to the dealers is that where the manufacturers heretofore have allowed a certain number of onefortieth packings in proportion to the retailer's purchases,
they are now notified by some that this practice is discontinued. Some offer to supply the one-fortieth packings,
but at an advance of $2 a thousand over the present price
for one-twentieths.

Meyer Schwed, of E. Regensburg & Sons, stopped off
here last week on a hurry-up visit to the trade.
Max Straus, who travels for Straus Brothers & Company, is on a final trip of the year over Kentucky territory.
Belated holiday orders are being handed him in growing
numbers, but how many of them will be filled in full is
not answerable at this writing.
Manila cigars are growing in favor in Cincinnati, as is
indicated by the frequency of shipments arriving in the
city.
Among the latest to arrive was a large order for J. S.
Hill & Company.
They are of the two-for-five-cents class.
The. saddest sight about town on Thursday was a number of red-hot Republicans who had collected their bets on
I-ilection Day.
Tuesday night it looked like a landslide,
and some of the Democratic sports allowed their stakeholders to pay the bets at midnight.
This was done, and a
"good time was had by all."
The apparent Democratic
victory means that the bets will have to be paid over again.

There were many

visitors in town on election night,
and the cigar stores did a wonderful business. Most of the
stores had their full force of clerks on until closing hour.
While the campaign was a quiet one, there was plenty

shown in the returns.
The Deisel-Wemmer Company have used

of interest

v*<:

local newspaper space to advise the public that hereafter "San Felice"
cigars will be sold at five cents straight, and not six-for-a-

quarter.

Receiver Shannon of the Mecca Cafe intimates that
the liabilities of the concern, amounting to $18,493, will
I)robably have to be charged off by the creditors to "profit
and loss," as there will be no dividends paid at all. Some
local jobbers are among those who will help hold the l)ag.

Cargoes of tobacco have to be discharged on the

ing.

and

left there, as it is

ings.

Yahn & McDonnell

piers

impossible to obtain sufficient cover-

Sell

Two

Stores

Stogies

&

Cigar Stores Company.
the transfers

Upon

to

the

United

the completion of the sale

were immediately made and "United" men

took charge.

The store at Juniper and Market Streets was said to
command the highest rental per square foot in the city,
$11,000 a year

is

said to have been paid for the space about

15x30 feet. It is understood that both leases had several
years to run.
E. J. Smith, of the Delaware Avenue and Market Street
store, has been transferred to the Widener Building store
of Yahn & McDonnell.
For eleven years he was with A.
Runge at the former location, and when the business was
purchased about two and a half years ago he joined the
forces of his present employer.

Mahn Withdraws from New York Firms
Godfrey Mahn announces that on November 1, 1916,
Godfrey

he severed his connections with the Barkmahn Company,
Limited, of New York, in which he was a director, and from
the New York business operated under the name of Godfrey S. Mahn. He states that he will confine his efforts to
He is featuring
his Philadelphia stores and his factory.
in his Chestnut street stores the "El Delicardo" brand. This
is a cigar with a Vuelta filler and a fine Connecticut shade-

grown wrapper.

to

Get

from stogie centers to the effect that in
addition to an advance in price, there would be a
reduction in length are credited among the trade

of the big surprises in the trade last week was
the sale by Yahn
AIcDonnell of the stores located at Juniper and Market Streets and at Dela-

ware Avenue and Market Street

Hard

UMORS

XF

city, although no shipments have come
through, nor have notifications been received as to reducing
the length.
Prices have advanced.
Certain well-known
brands have advanced on "two-fers" to three for a dime,
while the three-for-a-nickel becomes a "two-fer."
Charles A. Krull. 12'^i') .\rch Street, who does a large
jobbing business in cigars, stogies and tobacco products,
states that stogies have advanced from $1 to $2 a thousand,
and that this has compelled the retail trade to advance their
prices.
In addition, Mr. Krull called attention to the fact
that despite the high prices, stogies are growing scarce,
and a jobber who is able to get all he wants is fortunate
This would indicate that the retail trade will be
indeed.
short on stogies before long.
Mitchell. Fletcher & Comi)any. handling the "Phoebus"
brand of stogies, report an advance, but say that this has not
as yet been passed along to the retail trade.
Should another advance be made, the price will be immediately increased to both the wholesale and retail trade, and in turn

in

this

to the consumer.

"High Life" New Shade-Grown Brand on Acker Stands
"High Life" is a new shade-grown wrapped clear Habeen added to the cigar
The brand is carstands of Finley Acker i^ Company.
ried in seven sizes, and retails for ten and fifteen cents

vana-filler cigar that has recently

each.

Court Ratifies Sale of Terry

& Duncan

Stores

bankrupt business of Terry & Duncan,
operating cigar stores at Tenth and Chestnut Streets and
111 South Broad Street, and having the cigar privileges
at Willow Grove Casino, has been confirmed by the court,
and it is understood that a company known as Leach &
Company will be formed to operate them.
IT. IT. Leach will be the active head of the firm and will
have connected with him D. IT. Moulsdale, who made the
purchase of the stores. Mr. Leach has been connected with
Seidenberg & Company, in Baltimore, and was formerly
with Lilly, Dungan & Company. The Tenth and Chestnut
Streets store will be headquarters for the nrm, and will
be renovated and remodeled both inside and out.

The

Tobacco Left on Rotterdam Piers
According to a dispatch received by "Commerce Rejiorts." the warehouses of Rotterdam are full and overflow-

Perfecto.

of the firm of C. F.

1

17

^

Revenue Receipts
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sale of the

Freeman, representing the Flor de Tntal factory in the United States, was a recent visitor. He booked
some good orders on the factory's brands.
Sidney

J.

.Sanchez y TIaya goods are receiving the attention of
n. Harry Moulsdale. who is making his last round-up of
holidav orders.

Warner

Searle. of the I^ortuondo

Company,

is

ing his entire territory on a final trip for the year.
sending in many late holiday orders.

Duncan

&

Moorhcad. 722 Chestnut

cover-

He

is

Street, are featur-

ing "Roderick The Great" cigar in Corona, Blunt and Perfecto Extra shapes. This brand is a Havana-filler with a

Connecticut shade-grown wrapper.

A band

of twenty-five pieces

and the

entire city bat-

terv of deliverv cars of Bobrow Brothers were a feature
of the recent parade of the Tioga Business Men's parade.

and served
All."

to

demonstrate the slogan that "Bold"

is

"Above
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PRESSING PROBLEMS OF INDUSTRY

T.

MAKE PRICE ADVANCE INEVITABLE

THE TOBACCO WORLD

BUREAU OPENED
ON ORGANIZATION'S ANNIVERSARY
M. A. TRAFFIC

(Continued from Page 13)

"Is the proper evidence in

hand?

Mr. Hirschhorn

"By whom and how shall claim be presented to the
transportation company?
"The Tobacco Merchants' Association Traffic Bureau
only answer the questions, but, if desired, will take
the claim in hand, see that it is properly filed, followed up,
will not

and

satisfactorily adjusted.

"In the same way, questions regarding both the physical handling of freight and the abstract problems arising
therefrom are included within the scope of the Traffic Bu-

paid

(Continued from Page 13)
stated that the wage scale

"Advantage

will be taken of every opportunity to fur-

ther the interests of the tobacco industry in connection with
the transportation of their commodity to lessen, to as great
a degree as possible, the innumerable restrictions under
which the trade at present labors, and to secure to it every
;

now

being

the highest in the history of the industry.
The cigar industry, like every other, has had to suffer
from advanced prices in all forms of minor materials, which,
in the aggregate, seriously increase the expense of manufacture. Cigar boxes and tin cans, as instances, have made
a big advance. Paper used in lining the cigar boxes and in
packing, also labels, cost much more.
Day labor, coal,
wood and other items that enter into a factory's expense
are all much higher.
is

privilege, every advantage,

which the industry may prop-

erly claim.
I

"The

i

#i

Bureau to the tobacco trade
will be readily recognized and it is hoped that the use of its
services to facilitate the shipment of tobacco and tobacco
benefits of the Traffic

products will become universal, with a resulting reduction
in the perplexities w^hich must be expected to be of constant
occurrence in an industry which pays an annual freight bill
of approximately $10,000,000."

difficulty after another has confronted the
cigar manufacturers of the country, until they have been
compelled to take the same action as all other industries
similarly affected
namely, advance their prices so as to
cover a portion of the greatly increased cost of production.
;

The advances which have been made

in the prices of

and consumer have been relatively
as compared with advances that have been made in

cigars to the retailer
slight

the cost of foods, metal products, shoes arid other articles
of daily use and consumption.

Month.
January
February

1915.

1916.

4,319,398
9,120,487

4.506,22!

9,857,689

March

7,094,886

5,619,246

annually.

April

3,800,928

7,369,630

May

3,698,659

7,581 ,073

June

3,454,529

7,958,154

July

5,702,993

1

be seen, therefore, that Mr. Hirschhorn is in a
position to speak for the cigar industry both privately as
an actual producing factor in that industry, and also as an
official having the confidence of his associates and com-

August
September

5,330,424
6,257,460

10,181,510
13,051,677

48,679,764

78,610,569

1916:
Cigars.

Total
Increase

2,485,366

March

'.

April

May
June
July

August
September

;

It will

petitors.

Tilman

&

Bendel

Official

Gets Message on U-Boat

29,930,805
Cigarettes.

Month.
January
February

1915.

120,000
605,250
615,200
361,650
466,800
502,500
329,500
985,500
545.000

1916.

255,000
987,750
340,000
716,250
500,250
50,000
925,000
330,250
435,000

Just prior to his departure from San Francisco on a
trip to the East, C. H. Schmidt, vice-president of Tilmann
& Bendel, received a wire from Milton Heineman, of Heineman Brothers, Baltimore. Md., advising him that through
influence and acquaintance he would be able to send a message for him to Germany, through the kindness of Captain
Koenig, on the merchant submarine "Deutschland."
Mr.
Schmidt immediately wired a message, and also a bank ex-

change for Christmas
Germany.

'gifts to his sister at

Braunschweig,

4.531 .400

4,639,500
8,100

Three Thousand Hogsheads of Tobacco Bum
Fire in a warehouse of the American Tobacco Company at Richmond, Va., recently destroyed 3000 hogsheads
Only slight damage was
ot tobacco valued at $330,000.
done to the building. The origin of the fire is unknown.

This has no reference to railroads,
In this case the "Big Four" refers to

colleges or cigars.
four pipe brands, made

by the makers

of the

famous Wel-

Incorpo-

Lyons, N. Y., the incorporation of which was mentioned in the last issue of "The Tobacco World." is an old
business, which manufactures among other brands "Three
Blacks." "Dr. Grouch." "O. G. F. Handmade." and the tenrated, of

cent leader "La Prutzer."
The firm advises that it still has some open territory,
and that this will be assigned to live jobbers.

ing the Retail Druggists' Association appeared to arrange
for co-operation of the two organizations in an effort to
maintain a rigid standard of cigar prices throughout the
six-for-a-quarter nickel cigars, or three-for-a-quarter dime cigars," is the object of dealers, in an effort to meet
recent advances in their wholesale or jobbers' quotations,
without being forced to boost prices to 6 and 11 cents on

two

cigars.

bits.

These are genuine French briar pipes, with rubber
bits, and more than that, they are quality pipes.
They have
of
them the workmanship and quality that have made
back
Demuth
Wm.
& Company's pipes famous the world over.
On another page will be found an advertisement showing the "Big Four." Jobbers and dealers will be particularly interested in the fact that these pipes are

being heavily
advertised in the big national publications. In order to secure prompt shipment of these goods it is advised that requests for further information, and orders, be forwarded at

city.

"No

It

was announced

A
This

Different Pipe for

Every Week-Day

man

has a different pipe for every week-day in
the year, his collection totaling more than 300 pipes, but
if you asked him which one smoked the best he could not
tell you
because he does not smoke.
N. A. Court, manager of the Chittenden Hotel in
Columbus, O., is the owner of this unique collection. He
gets his pleasure from looking at them and handling them.
Fach one identifies itself as the gift of a frend or of some
strange experience. In othef words, they all have a "past."
There is one, a beautiful colored meerschaum carved
with a coat of arms, that was one time the property of
Count Longay, remembered as the husband of the Princess

—

Stephanie, whose first husband was the ill-fated Crown
Prince Rudolph of Bavaria.
.Another is a quaintly carved
bowl and stem that gave solace to a member of one of the
families in the highest circles in Japan. Its owner went the
nnite via hari-kari.
.\ long Indian pipe, easily identified in the collection,
claims to have been the possession of the famous Sitting
Dull who planned the fatal surprise party for Custer and his
men. .\nother, the only corncob in the exhibit, was presented by one of the pioneer manufacturers in the industry.
Mr. Court claims as the most valuable of all his pipes
a big black meerschaum, more than one hundred years old,
and an heirloom of a prominent American family.
Besides the ordinary garden variety of pipes, there are
pipes from Russia. Germany. China. Turkey, and many
other parts of the globe, all testifying to the universal use
of tobacco.
There are several pipes which are claimed as
examples of the mound builders' period.
Mr. Court holds the collection to be worth more than

Low

Price at Government Sale

bid for thirty-one tons of plug tobacco, of
which onlv 400 pounds were in poor condition, was 19
cents.
This was sold by the United States Government

The highest

the demand for these special
brands. The Government originally paid 36 cents a pound
for the tobacco.
The item was the largest in the annual
sale of condemned stores held last week at the New York

because of the falling off

Xavy Yard.

in

^

V

*
1

at the meeting that posters, explana-

tory of the stopping of "six and three fer" price scales
are being prepared and will be distributed for display in
the cigar stores and stands of the downtown district.
The tobacconists plan several weekly luncheons, at
which the problems of the trade will be discussed.
This
luncheon was attended by representatives of nearly all the
retail cigar stores and companies of the downtown business
district.

once to Wm. Demuth & Company. This is going to be &
big season in the smoking line, and the wise jobbers and
dealers will get their stock early.

Plug Tobacco Brings

The Joppa Cigar Manufacturing Companv.

At a weekly luncheon of the Minneapolis Retail Cigar
and Tobacco Dealers' Association, a committee represent-

Anticipating the heavy demand at this season for pipes,
VVm. Dcmuth & Company have prepared for the trade the
"Big Four," each of which comes in twenty-four standard
shapes. The "W. D. C. Handmade" retails for $1.00, the
".Stratford" sells for 75 cents, the "Windsor" can be purchased for 50 cents, while the "Brighton" can be secured for

$1000.

Joppa Cigar Manufacturing Company an Old Business
Total
Increase

No, you are wrong.

That these advances have not already been greater is
due to two causes: First, the utmost ec9nomies are being
observed throughout the cigar industry second, the cigar
industry is sharing increased costs with the trade and public by operating on a profit basis much below normal.
Mr. Hirschhorn, as President of the Cigar Manufacturers' Association of America, repre'sents manufacturers
who pay into the United States Treasury over $25,000,000
of revenue annually. The members of this association employ over 130,000 people.
Mr. Hirschhorn thirty years ago was himself an apprentice at the bench, and has been a student of every phase
of cigar production in the course of his career. Today he
is the President of the United Cigar Manufacturers Company, which itself produces over five hundred million cigars

Nine Months' Exports of Manila Cigars
Herewith is a comparative statement, showing by
months the number of cigars and cigarettes exported to the
United States during the first nine months of 1915 and

Minneapolis Organizations to Hold up Cigar Prices

lington pipe.

Thus one

reau.

The Big Four
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Stogie Prices Advance and Size Reduced
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Manufacturers announce that beginning on December
1st, all Wheeling Stogies will be reduced from seven inches
to six inches in length, and will be increased in price to
the schedule requiring that retailers charge ten cents for
five stogies instead of five cents for three as heretofore.

Manufacturers say that stogies are rolled on the scale
base of $1 per thousand per inch, the seven-inch stogie costing $7. Higher tobacco cost, they say, has to be met by
cutting an inch oflF the stogie, as well as by increasing the
retail price.
Ohio factories are expected to adopt the same
system.

Former President

of C.

Peper Tobacco Co.

Sells Interest

Nicholas M. Bell, former president of the Christian
Peper Tobacco Company, of St. Louis, Mo., and now vicepresident and treasurer of the concern, has disposed of his
interest in the company for a sum said to be $208,000. The
.sale was consummated through the Mercantile Trust Company.
In 1012 Mr. Bell was retired as president of the company, but it is said that his resignation was followed by a
falling off in business, and he was asked to return as vicepresident and treasurer.
Mr. Bell's wife was a daughter of the founder of the
company. Of the stock sold $100,000 belonged to a daughter of Mr. Bell. $50,000 to a son, and $58,000 to himself.

Schulte Cigar

Company Re-Lets Bridgeport

Store

&

Elliman. in conjunction with Herbert Hecht
Company, have re-let for the Schulte Cigar Company, for
a term of ten years, the three-story building on the corner
of Main and Elm Streets, in Bridgeport, Conn. The lessee
is the Aimwell Company, dealers in ladies' apparel, who on
Tune 1st will take possession of the property and make exThe Schulte
tensive alterations for its own occupancy.
Company recently leased through Pease & Elliman this
property and have secured through the same brokers, in
conjunction with Charles C. Nichols. Jr.. another prominent

Pease

&-

Bridgeport corner, which on May 1, 1917, will be opened
as a branch of the Schulte Cigar Company.

Hubley, manager of Benson & Hedges, is said to
have placed an order for 600,000 cigars with A. Santaella y
Ca. They are to be delivered for the holiday trade.
S. P.
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A. Bijur, of E. Rosenwald & Brother, sailed recently
on his annual fall trip to Havana.

to this city,

&

Company, recently returned
following a successful Western trip.

Al Korn, of

S.

Furgatch

THE TOBAC CO WORLD

]Bir®iidlway J®ftll2iais
The Mutual

St

3^

Coupon Corporation

Profit

21

is

now

issuing

a trading stamp in the line of a service proposition.

The "Cado" salesman in Greater New York,
known Jack Weinstein, reports that he finds the

the wellcigarette

continually growing in favor.

E. R. Lincoln, of P. Pohalski & Company, has returned
from a successful trip which took him as far west as Kansas
City
of Y. Pendas & Alvarez, has returned
to his offices, following a successful trip through the Southwest.
J.

M. Alvarez,

Rosenwald & Brother, is at
Porto Rico, whence he has gone on his regular

Benno Rosenwald,
present in

of E,

Ruth

&

"7-20-4" cigar

New York

Driscoll,

made by

two weeks behind on

distributors

for

R. G. Sullivan, state that they

the

War Prisoner in Siberia Wants a Wellington Pipe
ILLLAM DEMUTH & COMPANY are frequently

are

orders.

in receipt of inquiries

Pendas & Alvarez, was a recent
J.
caller on the New England trade, where he landed some
fine orders on the "Webster" brand.

M. Pendas,

regarding their Wellington
pipe from all parts of the globe, but the organization was unusually interested in a communication

of Y.

which recently
Siberia

fall trip.

^

Eustaquio Alonzo, head of the Por Larranaga factory,
left New York on the 2d for Key West, whence he will return to Havana.

This has been a fine year for the "Partagas" brand, says
Robert E. Lane, who has taken some record orders during
his recent trip through the United States.

possible,

I,

Davis, of the well-known cigar manufacturis

seriously

ill.

He

is

at

Lopez

&

Company, manufacturers

"Tadema" clear Havana cigar, report
the demand for this brand. It is well

of the

a steady growth

in

distributed through-

out the United States.

Following a trip through the South, A. Schneider, vicepresident of Seidenberg & Company, is again at his offices
attempting to keep track of the tremendous volume of business.

The New York Times restaurant

at Forty-third Street

and I)roadway has recently been adorned with a handsome
sign advertising the "Palo" cigar.
It was presented by

Simon Batt

Company, has returned

to

his

offices

following

through the West, w^hich included a few days

at

a

<^

trip

French

Lick.

Among

those who have sailed for Havana leaf markets is Paul Hirschorn, of the United Cigar Manufacturers'
Company. He is manager of the leaf department of that
corporation.

Godfrey S. Mahn announces that on November 1, 1916,
he withdrew his interests in the corporation trading under
the name of Godfrey S. Mahn, of New York City, and that
he is not now connected with said corporation.

John H. Buys, of the famous Sumatra house of H. Buys
& Company, has been on a trip through the Middle West
telling his customers about the 9000 bales of Sumatra and
Java they secured in the Amsterdam market this year.
Maximilian Stern, president of the Cuban Land and
Leaf Tobacco Company, has arrived in New York from
Havana. Mr. Stern is also head of the leaf departments
of the Havana Americn Company, and Henry Clay and

Company.

Sidney

J.

Frrcnian

&:

!^ons

have

in transit to

Now York

Tliey
62 cases of Manila cigars destined for the trade.
expect to receive about the last of the month 22 additional
cases now cnroutc from Manila. La Flor de Intal brands
are having a big sale, and Mr. Freeman says he can't get

enough

of them.

litigation over the rights to the

"Rev

Kduardo"'

and trade mark for cigars has l)een decided by the
United States Patent Office in favor of Park i\: Tilford.
are given the exclusive right to the

of these pipes or more,

again in

Germany

I

you would be so
will pay you all or
if

ALBERT LANGER,
of

War,

Tischita,

Siberia,

Russia,

one year at his own expense."
Needless to say, William Demuth & Company are sending to this party a couple of Wellington pipes, and Mr. Wilson, who favored us with this interesting letter, adds that
he thinks anyone, no matter where their sympathy lies,
will not begrudge this unfortunate mortal the pleasure and
solace he will derive from smoking a Wellington pipe.
soldier serving

More Schulte Leases
Pease & Elliman have leased to the Schulte Cigar Company for the O. B. Potter Properties, Incorporated, the
large corner ground floor store at the southeast corner of
Trinity Place and Rector Street, in the Empire Building,
also for the same owners the large store at the southeast
corner of
a

Broadway and Astor

term of ten years.

Both leases are
Both corners will have stations
Place.

for

'

"Jockey," retailing at five cents straight; "Sports," at six
cents straight, and "Straights," at six cents straight. The
sales of the brand to date indicate that the cigar is making
an unusual appeal.
"Tanforan" is not a shade-grown product. It is, however, a mild cigar, and those who have smoked it claim that
it is of exceptional quality.

Acker, Merrall

bankruptcy has been filed against the
Cascan Restaurant Corporation, which operates the "Castles
Tn The .\ir" atop the Forty-fourth Street Theatre, and a
branch at Long Beach called "Castles By The Sea." Its
liabilities are said to be about $80,000.
petition in

and upon completion of alterations and
improvements, the Schulte Company will open a branch
establishment.

E. A. Hallenbeck Joins Advertising
"Fifth Avenue" union-made Turkish cigarettes continue
in popularity, and at present the factory of L B. Krinsky
has an unusual number of large orders at hand. Morns
Krinsky, the popular manager of the company, is doing
his best to care for the growing trade.

The Newlander Cigar Company, manufacturing

the
of

"Zack 1\iylor" cigar, have Itoeii compelled on account
their rapidly growing business to seek larger quarters.
Tliev are now in a modern and strictiv sanitary factory at
Third Avenue and Seventy-second Street, having rcnioveci
from 137 Fourth Avenue.

store of Acker, Merrall

Firm

Hallenbeck, general manager of the Preferred
Havana Tobacco Company, and to whom much credit is
given for the way in which the "Alexander Humboldt"
cigar has been introduced and advertised, has resigned his
position with that firm and on November 1 became vicepresident of Picard & Company, advertising and merchandising counsel, of New York.
Mr. Hallenbeck is fiteed by experience for the work
which he has undertaken.
He has many friends in tradepress circles, and their knowledge of his abilities leads them
to predict that
he will be successful in his new work.
Joseph M. Diaz, Jr., becomes the new general manager
of the
Preferred Havana Tobacco Company, and he will
^^evote most of his time to the further exploitation of the
E. A.

"Alexander

Humboldt" brand.

&

Condit devoted exclusively to

and tobacco.
the brands featured are "La Corona" and "GraCourtney." All standard brands in the tobacco line

cigars,

cigarettes

Among

hotel stands.

district,

1

cigar store.

branch establishments.

Broadway

Store

by Acker, Merrall & Condit as a
The stands in the Manhattan Hotel were also
taken over by this firm at the same time. This is the first
opened on November

will

and directly adjoining the entrance to the Nemo Theatre.
The location is one of the most prominent in the uptown

Open Manhattan Cigar

Condit

cigar store on the

new subway lines in process of completion. The Schulte
Company will open, upon completion of improvements,
The same firm has leased to the Schulte Cigar Stores
Company for a term of years the store at No. 2830 Broadway, on the east side, between 109th and 110th Streets,

&

ground boor of the Manhattan
Hotel, Forty-second Street and Madison Avenue, formerly
owned by the United Cigar Stores Company, was formally

for

the
title.

Joseph M. Diaz, Jr., is the new general manager of the
".Mexander Humboldt" cigar, which is being exploited
in all parts of the country.
Mr. Diaz is an energetic worker
and additional activity may be looked for on the brand.

h

&

two

recommend your pipes.
With greatest thanks, yours,

titk-

who

a

The

N. Maaskoff, the well-known retailer, has purchased
the cigar stand in \\'esis's drug store, at (»7 Wall Street.
Mr. Maaskoff will have the stand reniodolcd and a "hustler'
put in charge. He promises sonic big doings.

The

in

& Company.

I.

Alexander Herbert, vice-president of Philip Morris

war

your Wellington
without payment if

beg you to send me

German Prisoner

ing firm of S. I. Davis & Company,
present in a private hospital.

Bock

I

HI am

kind.

trip in Pennsylvania.

Samuel

and

pipes,

withdrawn from the firm of Carlos
Garcia & Company. This firm makes the "^laria Garcia."
The business will be continued by Carlos Garcia.
Arguelles,

of

"I read in the 'Literary Digest' of

Julian Llera has

Nathan Garten, of A. Garten & Sons, well known in the
Manila cigar field, is expected back this week from a short

camp.

came to them from a prisoner
Here is a copy of the letter:

"Tanforan" a Coming Trade Leader
ISTRIBUTORS who have had an opportunity to try
out the "Tanforan" cigar, retailnig for five cents
straight and odd cents, claim that it is a coming
trade leader. Anyway, the factory of the Tanforan
Company (Y. Pendas & Alvarez, owners), at 801 Third
Avenue, is working to capacity to supply the demand.
One thing that is proven by this is that the trade is
favorable to an odd-cent cigar. "Tanforan" coming on the
market when the retailers' profits were shrinking, immediately filled the niche reserved for a brand that would retail
at odd cents and still leave the dealer a fair profit.
At the present time "Tanforan" is made in three sizes,

ham

be carried.

G.

L Evans

is

manager

of the store

and

Steiner Banding Machines in Operation

Messrs.

Henry and Isador

Steiner,

of

Wm.

Steiner,

Sons & Co., have recently returned from a trip to Detroit,
where one of their banding machines has been installed
Cigar Company, Forrest and
Hastings Streets, Detroit, Mich. This machine, Mr. Steiner
says, is now banding packed cigars at the rate of approximately 2500 per hour. It is the first machine of its kind
in the factory of the

installed in the

Lillies

West.

Three such machines, however, are in operation in the
York factory of Otto Eisenlohr & Bros., and the Messrs.
Steiner state that any cigar manufacturer in the vicinity
of York, Pa., or Detroit, Mich., will be at liberty to see the
machine in operation at either of these factories.

Secretary of American Tobacco Company Resigns
Josiah T. Wilcox, secretary of the American Tobacco

Company

for

many

years,

and a member of the Board of

Directors, has presented his resignation as secretary of the
company, but retains his membership in the Board of Directors. The resignation of Mr. Wilcox was accepted at a
recent meeting of the Board, and S. C. Neiley has been ap-

pointed as his successor. Mr. Wilcox became associated
with the American Tobacco Company in 1884.
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From Toronto, Canada

:

Benigno Tuero, of

J.

Tuero

&

Hermanos Company.

From Tampa:

Barnabe Diaz, of

F.

Lozano, Son

&

Company.

itti

^^Ku^

.A.

Tk® Cwhmsi

•

1

From Chicago: B. Spectur, of Spector Brothers.
Departures— To New York: Maximilian Stern, William Levison, Marcelino Perez, Dave Simmerman and his
son, E. A. Simmerman, R. (iutierrez, Ladislao Menendez
and

Fr<mi

CXu

Perseveraficia

f

•
.

:

:

Bureau

Exclusive

Romon Argiielles.
To Boston
William Waterman.
To Key West I'Vancisco Fleitas and

A.

W.

Arnold.

Cigars

No. 8

.••V
t

.'

sparingly participating, and unless the large factories have
raised their prices sufficiently, there is no hope for the
latter to make a living, as the cost of the raw material is
militating too severely against them.
Orders from Great
Britain are beginning to reach their limit with many fac-

Havana, Cuba.

M

'

tories,

Havana, November

8, 1916..

U Si NESS during
liiuderate,

uuyers

the past fortnight has been only
principally on account of the few

town, although our commission merciiants have nevertheless operated upon orders
iroiu tneir clients in the United States, as well as
elsewnere, to a moderate extent. The Cuban Land and Leaf
iouacco Company has not ceased accumulating the needed
ni

supplies lor tneir ditterent factories here, as well as in the
^soiui, and our local manulacturers of cigars and chiefly
cigarettes have also contributed their share. The elections
in our island, as well as in the United States,
have also
ueen responsible in restricting business to some extent,
ciicrciOie we are looking forward to a renewed activity in
tne near tuture. As our crop this year has been very small,
nigiier prices are justified, and as the outlook for the

^w..iing crop is

bound

to give us another quantity

normal standard, even

below

the weather conditions hence.orth should be all that could be desired, high prices are
re to continue during the year 1917.
The European War
to be blamed for the rising prices of all necessities of
d as long as our sugar industry continues to be as
iuspcrous as it has been so far, we cannot look for any

tile

if

,

crops of tobacco, as too many former tobacco fields
.ave been planted with sugar cane, and besides there is a
great scarcity of labor, and wages for the remaining hands
have risen double what they were before.
Under these circumstances manufacturers of cigars and
cigarettes must prepare tor the emergency and raise their
wi..,ai

prices enough, so that the
shoulders of the consumer,

As wages have

risen,

burden shall be thrown on the
where the same justly belongs.
there is no real hardship for the con-

smoker, as his individual share will amount to only
a few cents per day, which he ought to be gladly willing
llrnied

to pay.

We

have noted, with pleasure, that manufacturers and
retailers in the United States have taken the bull by the
horns, although, we think, they have made a mistake in
not raising the price at once sufificiently, for if we are not
greatly mistaken, they will be obliged to make another
raise before very long, and this might cause a kick on the
part of the smoker.
F'erhaps the manufacturers are guided by the saying
that it does not hurt the dog as much to cut off part of his
tail at a time as to make one radical cut once for all.
We
cannot judge correctly about the future of the American
''i>nr leaf, but for those manufacturers who are using our
l-^n/ in their mixtures, they have to be prepared to see high
prices for next year, and possibly another year thereafter,
or longer still, if the European War should not terminate

has the appearance at present. The present
prices for vegas, or larger lots, are:
Vuelta Abajo punAmarillu and l«a, $G0 per bale, and goodtillas, $10 per qq.
sized, clean fillers, as high as $100 per bale. Heavy, quality
tillers for mixing jjurposes run from $G5 to $75 per
qq.
Prices for Semi \uelta are almost as high as for Vuelta
Abajo. Partido hllers cannot be bought lower than $15 to
$50 per qq., and there are only very few small stocks left unResagos are very hard to find, and the lucky holders
sold.
are asking very stifY figures for them. There are some high
class wrappers, which, however, are only used by our manufacturers, as .\merican manufacturers could not afford to
pay the prices asked for them.
As far as Remedios is concerned, we have learned of
one sale having been made of $G5 for first capaduras, and
$53 for seconds, and as we did not believe that these figures
had been paid, the seller showed us a copy of his invoice, in
order to convince us. Of course, this was a choice escogida,
and could be worked soon. I'or vegas, which are not carefully packed, lower figures might be entertained.
Sales during the j)ast fortnight totaled 10,612 bales,
and which divided rei)resented
X'uelta Abajo and Semi

sooner than

it

;

:

Xuflta.

(i!)n

;

and Remedios,

Partida. 'l\X>,

P^fiO bales.

Puyers were: .\mericans, 1.S8!) exporters to luirope
and the North Coast of Africa, 1109, and our local manufacturers of cigars and cigarettes, 4(511 bales.
l^xi)orts of leaf tobacco, from the port of Havana, for
the past two weeks, ending October 2H, 1916, totaled 9.;U»0
bales, which were distributed to the following countries,
viz.: To all ports of the United .States. 7291
to Canada,
372 to the Netherlands. 703 to Oran, 106 to Brazil, 1 to
the Argentine Republic. 571. and to Chile. 13 bales.
Receipts of Leaf Tobacco from the Country
For two weeks ending Oct. 27, 191(;.
Since Jan. 1, 1916.
Vuelta Abajo
10,251 bales
U1,1S3 bales
"
Semi Vuelta
"
1,712
18,302
"
Partido
358
22,408
;

,309

Oriente
Total

23,633

— From

New

:

Bond, Inc.

their

be very few

orders left unfilled after the turn of the year.
Canada is
still ordering only small quantities, and the trade to South

America has fallen otif, so if it was not for the good holiday
orders from the United States, we should be in a bad fix.
Romeo y Julieta is working at top speed, having more
orders on hand than could be executed, owing to the scarcity of enough skilled cigarmakers, which is a drawback
just at present.

Partagas

doing as well as usual, shipping large quantities of cigars every week, as heretofore.
H. Uppman is having plenty of orders from all of the
consuming countries, therefore working with good forces.
Punch is doing the same steady business, as Don Manuel Lopez does not believe in rushing orders.
Through the return of Don luistaquio Alonso, the
president of the Por Larranaga factory, the latter has received a large number of orders of high priced sizes (.\acionales and others), from the .\merican importers, and
this addition to the other orders on hand will keep the
factory busy for some time to come.
Don Eustaquio speaks
in glowing terms about the kind recei)tions accorded to
him by the American importers that he visited.
Sol, lloyo de Monterrey. Ramon .\llones, as well as
I'clinda and Devesa de Murias, are very busy just now on
is

holiday orders.

Leaf Tobacco

Cuban Land and Leaf Tobacco Company has made
some heavy purchases last month, as its sales amounted
i'he

"

6,676

"

X'uelta .Xbajo colas for their cigarette

Total 304,656

York: R. Gutierrez, of the Gene\\il Cigar Company: Antonio Rocha, of Antonio Rocha
and Frank Suarez. of Frank .Suarez,
From Boston William Waterman, president of Waitt

&

may

"

:

Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
Arrivals

English importers, there

113,087

;

•'

1 1

Trade should extent

"

;

Remedios

to the

limit

of

6533 bales of all kinds of tobacco.
Manuel A. Suarez <!^ Company were sellers of 1021
bales of \ uelta .\bajo, Partido and Remedios tobacco.
Leslie Pantin bought for account of his customers 1585
bales of leaf tobacco, from the choicest districts of the
\ uelta .\bajo, Partidos and Remedios sections.
lose C. Puente iK: Companv .sold 1307 bales of leaf
tobacco, of all kinds, to their customers.
Calixto Lopez tS: Company purchased 825 bales of

;

;

and unless the Board

to

ing purposes.

Sons sold 150 bales of Remedios leaf,
from their selected ])ackings, during the last two weeks.
Shippers above 200 bales of leaf tobacco, from the port
of Havana, during the two weeks ending with the 2Sth of
Kaflfenburgh

t1-

November

for

Tobacco shows some decrease in the size of the crop
below the estimate of 1,203,000,000 pounds on October 1,
yield reports

now

indicating that the total crop this season
will be 1,145,530,000 pounds.
This, nevertheless, remains
the high record, being 85,000,000 pounds greater than last
year, and 42,oo(»,0(M) higher than the previous record crop
of 1,103,000,000 pounds produced in 1910. It is more than

150,000,000 pounds greater than the five-year average.
The crop is much greater than last year in the States
of Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania,
It is a trifle larger in

Con-

necticut.

markedly smaller, however, in Virginia and South
Carolina, and slightly less in North Carolina.
Of the
smaller producing States, New York shows a moderate decrease, XX'est Virginia an increase, Georgia and Florida a
It is

slight increase.

In quality the crop ranks high, 88.8 of a normal, this
being the highest figure reported since 1907, 6.2 better than

year and

bet^r than the ten-year average. The
quality of the crop in New England runs between 92 and
95, with nearly a full yield, which cured finely under very
last

2.(5

favorable conditions, about the only deteriorating factor

being some
In

hail.

New York

the crop

only fair, having obtained a
late start and suflfered from drought, but being favored with
fine weather at the close of the season.
F^ennsylvania is
good in quality, though some lots were damaged by hail or
frost.
The Maryland crop is reported as curing nicely,
though the leaves are not large. In Virginia the crop is
inferior in quality, 80, compared with 87 last year, as well
as short in fpiantity.
In Xorth and South Carolina, to the
contrary, cjuality, while not high, is reported somewhat better than last year. 80 and 70 compared with 78 and 66.
In
North Carolina the early crop cured finely, but the unfavorable weather late in the season has made the late crop
light in color and weight and inferior in appearance, with
little gum.
The South Carolina crop, while not good, is said
to be i)rovng better than thought earlier.
In Kentucky the perfect stand and uniform and full
development of the Burley crop is notable. However, all
types there were good, ripened thoroughly and were harvested in a dry spell favorable to adding weight. These
factors offset the low weight per plant resulting from the
fine, light texture of the leaf.
The quality of 94 is strikingly
high comi)ared with last year's quality of 84, but justified

by the

fine, light

is

color and weight of the

P.urley,

by the

dark types have a large proportion of brown
and light brown grades, and that there is very little low
grade tobacco in the State.
fact that the

Quincy Store Changes Proprietors

who

formerly conducted a cigar store
at 528 Hampshire Street, Quincy. 111., has purchased the
stock and fixtures of the XX'^olf Cigar Manufacturing Company at 215 North Fifth Street, that city, and will conduct
a wholesale and retail cigar business at that location.
F. A.

Metzger,

factory.

Jose F. Rocha was a seller of 581 bales of X'uelta Abajo
and Partido leaf to his customers.
Salvador Rodriguez, of Charles the Great fame, always
keeps two years' stocks on hand, but nevertheless, ui)on
his last visit, he added 280 bales of choice vegas from the
X'uelta Abajo. of this year's crop, to his holdings, for blendT.

Tobacco Crop Report

Maryland and Massachusetts.

Business in our large cigar factories is good, as far as
orders are concerned, while the smaller factories are only

i

23

October, were: Mark .\. Pollack. 1267 bales; Walter Sutter
I't Company. 1117 bales; Ernest Ellinger & Company, 1056
bales \. J. van den Corput. 703 bales Menendez & Company, 512 bales; I. P.ernheim & Son, 458 bales; Leslie Pantin, 398 bales; Manuel .Suarez, 368 bales; H. Upmann &
Comj)any, 247 bales; Sobrinos de A. Gonzalez, 235 bales;
Diaz. 225 bales; Hinsdale, Smith & Company, 220
.^ierra
bales; M. A. Gunst & Company, 216 bales; Allones, Ltd.,
211 bales; Rodriguez. Mendez i*t Company. 202 bales.
Oretaniv.
;

;

i*l'
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F more
tion

than passing interest

of

the

is

Havana Commercial Company

to

register in Great Britain the title "Cubanola" for

1 he title was in use in England, but under
circumstances so unusual that at iirst thought it would
seem to indicate the right of the applicant to be granted
cigars.

However, the registration was refused.

registration.

and why

is

How

explained in a review of the decision in the

current issue of "Tobacco" (London).
Herewith we reprint the article:
**In the Chancery Division of the High Court on
Thursday, October 19th, Mr. Justice Peterson had before
him an appeal in the matter of the trade mark No. 365,888,
from the refusal of the Comptroller to register it as a trade
mark of the Havana Commercial Company, on the opposition of George Wilks, Ltd., of Tunstall.
"Mr. Walter, K.C., said the application was to register
the picture of a lady, together with the word 'Cubonola,' as
applied to Havana cigars.
The applicants were a very
large company, having a great deal to do with the exportation of Havana cigars to this and other countries.
The
marks were opposed by Messrs. George Wilks and Company, Ltd., on the ground that they or their predecessors in business had for upwards of fourteen years used
the word 'Cubanola' as a mark for their cigars, and that it
had become known to the public as denoting their cigars,
and the registration of the word by the Havana Company
was calculated to injure them in their business and cause a
confusion in the trade. The applicants did not admit that
the respondents had used the word 'Cubanola' or that it
had become associated with their goods. The word had
been used on boxes of cigars, but with the name 'Lorenzo
& Co.' and with the pictures of Havana factories and
scenes and the Havana coat of arms, the object being to
indicate that the cigars were Havana cigars.
It
as true
that now Wilks & Company produced a box with the
word 'Cubanola' on it, together with 'made in Great
Britain.*
This, however, he (counsel) suggested was an
afterthought, anW was not adopted until after these proceedings.
Evidence was given before the Comptroller by
various people, including a publican, a brewer, a grain
merchant, and others, to the effect that they had known
Wilks & Company's cigars as 'Cubanolas,' but he (Mr,
Walter) submitted that there was no real use of the word
'Cubanola' for British cigars that would justify the opposition.

"The Registrar

Designs and Marks,

giving his
decision, said
'In their counter-statements the applicants
deny the allegations and submit that the word "Cubanola,"
when applied to British cigars, suggests Havana origin,
and is fraudulent and contrary to the provisions of the
Merchandise Marks Act, 1887. Whatever use has been
made of the word 'Cubanola* has been upon cigars purporting to be the manufacture of a spurious and non-existing firm of Lorenzo & Company, and such use has been by
the opponents in the course of a fraudulent and deceptive
trade, the goods purporting to be of Havana origin, whereas
they were of British manufacture. In such circumstances
it is submitted the opponents are not entitled to rely upon
any use which they may have made of the word "Cubanola," for the purpose of opposing the present application.
"'At the hearing, which took place on January 17th.
1910, Mr. McKenna, solicitor, appeared for the applicants,
and Mr. Courtney Terrell appeared as counsel for the
opponents. Since the hearing I have had an opportunity
of reading the evidence carefully, of examining the various
exhibits, and of considering the case generally.
:

of

" "This is a

the recent applica-

in

very

difficult case,

and so

far as

oisii

nn

sKUl^

know

of
applicants are desirous of regis1

an
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the hrst impression. The
tering a mark, on which is the

'

word "Cubanola," for Havana cigars. The opponents have fur some years, according to the evidence, been packing cigars in a box tsuch as is
marked "T 5." "T 5" is covered with pictorial lies, to use
the expression of a late distinguished judge.
upon it the brand "Cubanola Superiors" and

"De Lorenzo

"De Lorenzo y Ca." suggests another

inexactitude.

y Co."

It

has also

pure fiction. There never was such a firm. The
cigars packed in the box were made by Messrs. Wilks, or
for them, and it is not to be doubted that they were British.
Messrs. Wilks being a limited company, this use of the
name Lorenzo & Company was quite against the spirit, if
not the letter, of the Companies Act. Moreover, short of
saying in so many words that the cigars in this box were
manufactured in Havana, Messrs. W ilks have done everything they can to suggest that the cigars sold in such a
It is a

BIG

REASONS

Why You

Should Adopt the

Universal Tobacco Stripping and Booking Machine

box as "T 5" were Havana cigars. It is quite clear that
in these circumstances, if they had attempted to approach
the High Court with a view to getting the applicants restrained from using their mark, Messrs. W ilks would have

1

Affords Immediate Solution of Labor Troubles

One Machine and one

they could hardly be held to come into court with
clean hands.
failed, as

hand

operator will strip as

of plaintiffs,

able features from the labels and boxes, and make it clear
that the cigars were manufactured in this country.

"'Can

therefore,

Saves StocksStrips clean, cutting the stem out and leaving no tobacco on stem.
and partly mutilated leaves stripped without increasing the tear.

and

in the position of defendants, because the applicants are coming forward to stop Messrs.
Wilks practically from continuing to use the brand "Cubanola." I have evidence that some of the persons who have
bought these "Cubanola" cigars from Messrs. Wilks in the
past have actually known that the cigars in the box were
not Havana cigars, but I'.ritish cigars, and Messrs. Wilks
gave evidence of their intention to remove the objection-

Makes no
You get full

I

in

your stock

thus insuring a decided

—

Produces Increase of Cigars Without Cost
By removing selvage on wrappers leaving clean outer edge, it eliminates
cigar maker's extracut, thus enabling him to roll 35 to 50 more cigars per day.

Shows 75

—

100 Per Cent Investment
because of labor and stock saving.
to

Books Perfectly

Messrs. Wilks, being not in petitoris, are absolutely debarred from being heard, even though their hands may not
be clean. Therefore, while taking the strongest view about
the impropriety of the conduct of these opponents, and of

—

putting your stock in better shape, leaves open throughout, booked edge
to edge, butt to butt, or tip to tip.

which the case was brought before the applicants in the first instance, and persisted in in the evidence
in chief, I think, on the whole, I am bound to refuse registration, though I do it with regret.'
"Mr. George Lawrence Wilks, managing director of
the opposing company, in cross-examination, said his firm
sold about ?00 boxes of these cigars a year.
Since the addition of the words 'manufactured in Great Britain' they had
sold thousands of boxes.
in

Only Requires

7

—

a demonstration, with your

own

supervision.
It is

up

own

Same may
you

to

stock, in

your own factory and under your

be had without the slightest obligation.

to investigate,

demanding

satisfactory proof of

each and every one of the above reasons.

CATALOG AND PRICE LIST SENT ON REQUEST

"Mr. Courtney Terrell, for the res])ond(Mits, submitted
that the Havana company's position was that of a highwayman who said 'You can't complain of me stealing your
goods, as you stole them from someone else.*
"His Lordship, refusing the application, said the evidence showed that for twelve years George Wilks, Ltd., or
^Continued on Page 26)

affords,

4

5

I

way

benefit of all that

increase of the yield.

api)licants the exclusive right to use the

the

Tom

3

Scrap —

these circumstances, give the
word "Cubanola,'*
and so possibly deceive some of those who were formerly
buying Messrs. Wilks' goods? This point has caused me
very considerable doubt, and I cannot even now feel confident that
am right in giving even the smallest eflfect to
the use of the opponents.
But I think on the whole I am
bound to take notice of it, and that I cannot say here that
1,

tobacco as two or three

2

'The question, however, here is whether their hands
are so unclean that they ought not to have any attention
paid to them in this office. Now that is quite another point.
in the position

much

Strippers.

"

Here the applicants are
Messrs. Wilks are so far

—

UNIVERSAL TOBACCO MACHINE CO.
79 FIFTH
Factory^:

1lll][i]|i

m

AVENUE,

57 Lafayette

ilslO

Street,

NEW YORK
Ne'kfark,

Ne<w Jersey

m
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SHADEGROWN

(Continued from Page 24)

had been selling what were described as
'Cubanola' cigars, but up to the time the present application
was made they sold these cigars, which were British-made,
in boxes which had printed on the label 'Cubanola Superior
Lorenzo y Ca.' The sale of these Britsh-made cigars in the
boxes that were used up to July, 1915, was a case of fraudulent trading, of passing off by the opponents of British
their predecessors

cigars as

Havana cigars, that was to say,
Under these circumstances it was

cigars

made

in

Havana.
said the opponents had no right whatever to object to the registration
of the proposed trade mark by the applicants, and it was
said in fact that they had not any distinctive trade-mark
in existence, because they had been selling up to the
time of the present application cigars on the basis that
they were the product of the firm of Lorenzo y Ca. That
was a perfectly fictitious firm, and therefore it was impossible for the opponents to say that these goods had become
associated by the public with their name. Under these circumstances it seemed to him (his lordship) that the opponent's claim to the mark had no merit whatever, and if it
depended solely on their ownership of the mark he would
have no difficulty whatever in the case. But there were
two things to be considered. First, the opponent was not
necessarily a person who was aggrieved, and second, he
need not be a person interested in any existing mark. It
must, therefore, be open to the opponents to take the view
that the course of his trading might have on the trade or
public, and the Comptroller is bound to consider the public.
It was from the point of view of the public that he must
consider the present case. From the point of view of the
public, said Mr. Walter, the trade done by the opponents
was insignificant on the evidence it was about 10,000 of
these cigars a year.
So far as the evidence showed, the
sales seemed to have been made mainlj- to publicans and
grocers, and he (his lordship) supposed in the case of the
publican the cigars would not be sold in boxes, but he
would have open boxes out of which he would sell one or

—

two cigars at a time.
"Though the trade was only 10,000 cigars a year, the
persons who bought these cigars might be a very considerable body in number, though the amount of each purchase
might be comparatively small. It was true the 'Cubanola'
cigar was not associated with the opponent company, but
he thought what the public required was a 'Cubanola' cigar
that was to say, a cigar of the kind they had been accustomed to. If the present application succeeded, the result
would or might be that members of the public who had
become accustomed to 'Cubanola' cigars, or the British
cigars that had been known as 'Cubanola,' would be led to
suppose that the cigars sold by the applicants under the

name

were those they had formerly bought.
It might be that the cigar they would get was superior to
the one asked for, but on the other hand there might be
of 'Cubanola'

who

preferred the flavor of a British to a Havana
manufactured cigar. It seemed to him that he could not
say that it would not be likely to tend to confusion in the
minds of the public if this application was acceded to. He
therefore came to the conclusion that he could not properly
interfere with the discretion of the Comptroller, but having regard to the conduct of the opponents, and the fraudulent trade they had carried on. he did not propose to give
them any costs in the present application."

persons

Frank Billin^heimer, proprietor of a cigar stand
New York Consolidated Stock Exchange Building for

Connecticut Valley Acreage Almost Doubled over Last
Year Quality Fine

—

three years, died on Saturday. November Uh, at his home,
54 Morningside Avenue, in his seventy-first year.

~^A
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TOTAL

prospective product of nearly 30,000 bales
of shade-grown tobacco, gathered from over 4700
acres under cloth in 1910, is giving the growers
of the Connecticut Valley much satisfaction at the
of
their
end
sixteenth season. It compares most favorably
with the little more than 1G,000 bales gathered from the
3850 acres that were put under cloth last year, in the face
of a demand that required three or four times as much of
the best grades of shade-grown as the Valley could then

^^

*.,:•

furnish.

The

quality of last year's crop was inferior, and the
producers who could show a net profit of six per cent, at the
end of the season thought themselves fortunate. Only tne

V

i**

remarkable demand from the cigarmakers of the country
for the new tobacco which was manifested last winter
could have induced the growers, after such a poor crop as
that of 1915, to go on putting yet more land under cloth in

,»

1916.

W^f^
Ambassadore??

but the higher price of the cotton cloth used for the "tents"
and the higher cost of fertilizers also added largely to the
amount of capital required for shade-growing this year.
As a consequence the growers say that they must obtain
from the manufacturers $.3 to $3.25 per pound for the best
grades of shade-grown this year, as compared with $2.25
and $2.50 last year. As 21/' pounds of this tobacco supplies

HAPPYLAND
We

wrappers for a thousand ten-cent cigars or at the rate of
three-quarters of a cent for each wrapper, it is not necessary to argue that the manufacturers can and will pay
the higher prices that are to be asked this year.
At three dollars per pound, the native shade-grown tobacco still is much cheaper than the Sumatra wrapper on
which a duty of $1.89 is levied, and the Sumatra growers
and the Amsterdam tobacco merchants who handle that
product are subject to the same cost-increasing conditions
that have affected the American producers.
And there is something more than relative cost on the
side of the Connecticut Valley shade-grower. The smokers
of the coimtry have begun to manifest a marked preference
for the new American wrappers on their cigars.

Corporation,

cigar privileges in

EL

•^v^

Falk Tobacco Company in this
city received an impetus last week through the visit of A.
Falk, who made the rounds of his customers.

Happy-
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Modern merchandising

"Roitray" cigars form the feature of a window display
in Dan Ostrow's popular cigar store at Seventh and Chestnut Streets.

The business

travel this

who

&:

Harry Boston, representing William Demuth tS: Company, is in our midst with the "Wellington" pipe, and also
the brands of the "I>ig Four" combination.

we

who smokes

land for him

is

Condit have recently acquired the
the Hotel Bond, Hartford, Conn.

leads

as

Verily, Fellow-pilgrims, Life

vice-president of the Tobacco Products
at present on a trip to the Pacific Coast.

Acker, Merrall

Good Things

road that

Ellis,
is

Let us partake of

but once.

live

Earth's

Most
Reuben

.^
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Another difficulty that presented itself this year was
the enhanced cost of production, resulting from the European war, amounting to not less than 33 per cent. The
dearth of efficient laborers on the fields during the summer and in the sorting houses since the crop was gathered
was the principal cause of this increased cost of production,

in the

forty-
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The Window and Advertising

Eight O'clock Closing Hour for London Tobacconists

The Home

Office

Order

for shops in Great Britain to

(except Saturday), and
9 o'clock Saturday, has caused a stir in the tobacco trade.
Many tobacconists, especially those in suburban areas, are
fearful lest the new Order spell ruin to them. Others take
One thing is certain, which is
a more optimistic view.
that tobacconists should make a personal appeal to their
customers not to forsake them. The window bill given to
our readers as a supplement with this issue will be useful.
close at 8 o'clock every evening

Order were issued by the Home
Secretary under date October 24th as follow^s, but where
the Order states 7 o'clock this should now read 8 o'clock
in accordance with a concession made by the Home Office.
Another alteration is allowing tobacco to be sold with meals

The terms

of the

after tobacconists' closing hours.

In pursuance of Regulation 10 B of the Defense of
the Realm (Consolidation) Regulations, 1914, I hereby
make the following order:
1.

From October

30th, 1916, to April 30th, 1917 (both

Every shop

shall be closed for the serving of

customers not later than 8 o'clock in the evening on
Friday, 9 o'clock in the evening on Saturday, and 7
o'clock in the evening on every other day, and in the
case of a contravention of this provision, the occupier
of a shop shall be liable to a penalty; and
(b)

Any

person

who

carries

on

in

any place not

being a shop any retail trade or business after 8 o'clock
in the evening on Friday, 9 o'clock in the evening on
Saturday, and 7 o'clock in the evening on any other

day

shall be liable to a penalty;

Order shall not prevent
(1) the serving of a customer where it is proved
that the customer was in the shop before the closing
hour, or that reasonable grounds existed for believing
that the article supplied after the closing hour to a
customer was required in a case of illness; or
(2) the sale after the closing hour of
(a) meals to be consumed on the premises or
newly-cooked provisions to be consumed off the
Provided that

this

premises;
(b) intoxicating liquors to be
off the

consumed on

or

premises

medicine or medical or surgical appliances,
so long as the shop is kept open and lighted only
for such time as is necessary for serving the cus(c)

tomer

have more than once likened the shop window to
advertising space, says "Tobacco World" (London)
so
much depends on what you put in it. There it is, fair,
square, and above-board.
How are you going to treat it
to get results? It is unavailing to merely show the goods;
they want talking about. The goods themselves are to the
window what illustrations are on paper, but how much
better truer to themselves than any picture can be. It remains to place them correctly, not too numerously, and to
introduce explanatory reading matter in the shape of showcards. It is always an advantage to be able to state prices,
for if fair value is offered the price will be a determining
factor in making a sale
the goods that remain unpriced
create an expensive atmosphere, and especially in view of
the present-day enforced economy such goods are apt to
be left severely alone. But even if they are expensive goods,
if the price is there, and not left to the observer's imagination, value is likely to speak louder than expense.
If the
goods are inexpensive, a price ticket is assuredly necessary
to emphasize the fact.
It is advisable in a shop window

—

(3) The transaction after the closing hour of
any post-office business ; or shaving or hairdressing

Acknowledged Leader

in a barber's or hairdresser's

shop up to 8 o'clock

in

the evening.

Wrt

The

expression "shop" and "retail trade or business" in this Order have the same meaning respectively
as in the Shops Acts, 1912.
2.

This Order shall not affect any obligation to comply with the provisions of the Shops Acts, 1912 and 1913,
or any order made thereunder, or any other Act, order, or
regulations restricting hours of sale or the hous of trans3.

action of business.

In the creatrh
nut-

colored,

brovm

tin

information as possible to the prospective
customer respecting the goods, and in this connection the
price card is essential. There may be, however, a few isolated cases where exclusiveness makes price tickets undesirable.

The manufacturer is realizing more and more that the
effective shop window is one of his best advertisements.
The

chief difficulty

from his standpoint

is

in getting the

retailer to put in specific displays of his goods. Window
display contests have met with fair success, but all fall
short of the desired mark because the contest never gives

thorough distribution.

A

better plan is to get the dealer
interested in proprietary advertising matter.
It is useless
to send this matter to the dealer in the top of a packing case.

wants introducing properly why not assure yourself that
it is treated with due respect?
Get the dealer to ask for your window advertising matter by interesting him in it, and he will use it.
He will
most likely be glad to know how you propose it shall be
It

;

used.

To Tobacco
Blend not to be had
price

list

in

you

in

any other tobacco.

Guarantee : We
ounce of Harmony and

back any part

of

it

time they

quickly

is

showcase

—

advertised.

call.

And

the

way

to

Harmony
to

you

in

will

be sent fresh from our factory

drop shipments

doesn't matter if the smoker was never in that store
before.
When he sees old friends lined up before him in
It

the

showcase he

make him

is

going to

home you

feel at

home, and when you

apt to get him again. If
he feels like a stranger in a strange place, when he goes
out the door he is apt to be gone for keeps.
feel at

are-

full

.You.

of

direct

—one pound or more.
always

of

You

getting

original fresh flavor.

its

<^A PIPE BLENDd^>

—

strange place.

cash the

HARMONY

friends

show smokers a row of old friends in the
cigars they know about cigars they have seen
Then the smoker won't feel like a stranger in a
to

in

From Our Factory to

Direct

Harmony

make

ready

stand

price paid.

There is nothing that a dealer wants more than a large
number of steady customers. Almost any dealer will have
a fair size acquaintance he can count on.
Those smokers
will come in because they know him.
But he is after new
smokers. He wants to enlarge his list of steady customers.
The way to do that is to make friends with them quickly
first

*

guarantee the

and refund

can thus assure your customers

— the

at-

Get our

otfer.

this

of every

an

is

Harmony Pipe

from your jobber showing our

Note
to take

There

Retailers:

profit feature for

tractive

sale

In trade papers w-e endeavor to pass on window dressing plans to the retailer, which we find are frequently
adopted by our subscribers. Use some of your advertising
space in trade publications to show the dealer how to display your goods, and offer to supply advertising cards and
extra stock, if necessary, to assist him in making the display effective.
Occasionally treat the retailer as a seller
instead of a buyer.

To Make Steady Customers

or other necessaries required by any naval or military authority for His
Majesty's Forces, or required for any ship on her
arrival at or immediately before her departure from
a port, so long as the shop is kept open and lighted
only for such time as is necessary for serving the
customer; or

the

tin

much

(d) newspapers
stores,

1

;

;

(e) victuals,

A Larger Profit for You
The 5c —
New Leader

—

to give as

days inclusive)
(a)

We

Backed by Advertising
the Saturday Evening Post,

are appearing in
lies

having

a

MILLIONS.

all

In addition to using

Harmony

advertisements

the leading magazines and

total
It

:

circulation

will

Order from your jobber.

pay

of

week-

OVER NINE

you to push

it

hard.

1

30
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(Trade-Mark Record). For cigars, cigarettes
New
and tobacco. Registered July 22, 1903. by Emil Steflfens Co City,
York
York Ciy, and transferred to Cien Porciento Co., New
on October 18, 1916.
* ,«m
^ cigars. d
Registered
TAMINA:—23,231 (Trade-Mark Record). For York
TransCity
September 14, 1900, by Henry Drucker New
Re-transCity.
York
New
ferred to American West Indies Co.,

BANGORA:—28,761

3&

K

,

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
5

For

Sale,

Wanted and

NEW VORK

BEEKMAN STREET

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Effective April 1, 1916.
Registration (see Note A),
(see Note B),
Search

RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT. THREE CENTS A WORD, WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF FIFTY CENTS
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

$5.00

•

1.00

For

Union-made cigars from
mission basis.

Address W.

$20 up,
E. R..

ADLER

ft

in

Eastern territory, manufacturer

and non-Union cigars from

Box

153,

$13

to

$18.

of

Com-

care of ^'Tobacco World."

FOR SALE—24

Miller,

DuHrul

&

suction

tables,

For a quick sale a very low price will be accepted.
of

in

iieifcct

Address Box

condition.
151, care

"Tobacco World."

Situation Wanted.

MYERSON, INC^

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Siftings,
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

rOSITION

WANTED—As

superintendent

foreman, hand or suction
employed with large concern.
or

Understand business thoroughly. Now
Best references. Address Box 133, care of "Tobacco World."

work.

Want

change.

WANTED— By
I

live

business-gettting brokers,

making goods from $16 to $28 per M.
Box 131, care of "Tobacco World."

HAVANA SHORTS—Pure
New

factories

in

Can assure good

Vuelto; fine aroma.

the

First

business.

Districts,

Address

Lopez, S5S B. 78th St,
9-1-tt

York.

For
FOR

SALiE

or

Sale.

Havana shorti. pure and
— Remedloa
Fifty cents per pound.
refunded.

money

the flneat quality.

Edwin Alexander *

Co.. 17S

claan.

Ouarantaad A-l

Aiao Vualt* ahorta,

Watar

Straat,

New

Note A An allowance of $2 will be made to members
registration.
of the Tobacco Merchants' Association on each
Note B— If a report on a search of a title necessitates
less than
the reporting of more than ten (10) titles, but

& Myers Open Headquarters in Lincoln, 111.
The Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company, have recently

opened headquarters in Lincoln, 111., and Charles G. Walsingham, territorial manager for the district, has been transferred from Quincy to Lincoln and hereafter will make his
headquarters in that city. He will have charge of the sales
in Logan, Mason, Pratt and DeWitt counties.
The Liggett & Myers brands, including "Velvet" smoking tobacco and "Chesterfield" cigarettes, are being advertised by special window displays arranged by Mr. Walsingham in Lincoln stores. At the George H. Scheid cigar store
he has arranged a general Liggett & Myers window display,
and for Jacob Stuckel a "Velvet" display. Other local merchants' windows would be decorated but for the fact that
Mr. Walsingham has been unable to procure sufficient
printed matter. The war has made it impossible for Liggett
& Myers to supply their managers with all the display material they require.

"El Roi-Tan" Cigars a Big Leader

in Nashville Territory

of Nashville, Tcnn..
one of the largest cigar distributing houses in the Middle
West, reports that demands for "¥A Roi-Tan" cigars are

The Phillips-Trawick Company,

A

member of the
parts of the territory.
firm states that the increase in the demand for "El RoiTans" is showing a steady growth. Retailers report that
coming

in

from

all

the sales and profits are curtailed on account of not being
able to keep this brand in stock.

GUMLESS BANDS
SANITARY AND EFFICIENT
FINEST IMPORTED

Ci^ar Bands and Labels

at 2 milreis (about 50 cents United States currency) per
kilo, and yielded gross receipts of 17 contos (about $4250
United States currency). The profits amounted to 12 con-

R

SMITH

Decatur Cigar Business Changes Owners
Albert Anker, has purchased the retail cigar business
of Frank McConnell, of Decatur, 111., and has taken possession of the same. The wholesale business will be reThe stand will henceforth be
tained by Mr. McConnell.
known as the Anker Cigar Store and Billiard I'arlor. Mr.
Anker has lived in Decatur for a number of years and has
proven his ability to conduct a clean place of business.
Marietta Cigar Store Changes Owners
After sixteen years as manager of the Scott & Ward
cigar store on Putnam Street, Marietta, O., A. H. Scott
has given over the management of the store to Ray M.
He will conduct a drug store in the same stand.
lieagle.
The new store will be known as the Beagle Drug Company. It is an incorporated concern in which Messrs. Scott
and Ward still own an interest. Mr. Scott expects to go
to Florida to spend the winter months.

James

F.

Sullivan has recently leased the basement

of the Clary Block in Seneca Falls, N. Y.,

whoesale tobacco business there

in

and

will estab-

connection with

his retail trade.

Uniied State* and Canadian Representative

Compaiiia Litografica de la Habana, Habana, Cuba
106 EAST 19lh STREET, NEW YORK CITY

of a purely aca-

demic sort has been given to ascertaining whether the
Turkish or Chinese tobacco would grow in Brazil. Both
of these types are extensively used in the making of cigarettes of the so-called "Egyptian" type here; but the prevailing impression is that Brazil, like the United States,
will always produce a dark, heavy, aromatic tobacco.

lish a

GARRETT

some attention

Cork Tips

TelephcMM, Gramercy 4880

122-222

Co.,

For

New York

City.
cigars.

EQUITY EXCHANGE:—39,930. For
Hart & Murphy, St. Paul, Minn.
LITTLE ENGLISH:—39,931. For pipes
October

26, 1916.

tober 26, 1916.

&

Geo. Melhado

SAN KENSON:— 39,942.
W.

A.

October

For

cigars,

Kennedy

&

^

^

October

19,

Sons, Chicago,

.^i/;
1910.

and chewBar Cigar

Record). For cigars, cigar1891, by George fchlegel,
April
16,
ettes and tobacco. Registered
was acquired by tne
transactions
various
New York City. By
West Indies Co., New York City, and re-transferred to

MI CORAZON:— 10.419 (Trade-Mark

New York

Cien Porciento Co.,

EL PLANO:—

21,721

City.

.,

(Trade-Mark Record).

^
For

.

.

..

,

cigars, cigarettes

American Litho.
and tobacco. Registered November 4, 1899, by
acquired by
was
By various transactions
Co.. New York City.
re-transand
City,
York
the American West Indies Co.. New

ferred to Cien Porciento Co., New York City.
cigarettes, cheEL PATIO:—33,396 (Tobacco Leaf). For cigars,
American Litho.
roots and tobacco. Registered May 17, 1907, by
acquired by
Co New York City. By various transactions wasre-transferred
the'American West Indies Co., New York City, and
•

,

to Cien Porciento Co.,
:-n22,954

New York

City.

(Trade-Mark Record).

to Cien Porciento Co., New York City.
30,274 (Tobacco Leaf),

.

^or cigars cigarRegistered September 8, 1905, by

MUSIC MASTER:—

ettes, cheroots and tobacco.
transactions
AmeHcan Litho. Co., New York City. By various
York City,
was acquired by the American West Indies Co NewCity.
York
^nd re-transferred to Cien Porciento Co., New
MUNDO:-30,271 (Tobacco Leaf). For cigars,
AGUILA
Registered September /, ivua,
citrarettes cheroots and tobacco.

DEL

By.vanous
by American Lithographic Co.. New York City.
Indies Co..
West
American
the
transactions was acquired by
Co..
Porciento
Cien
the
to
re-transferred
New York City, and

For cigars, cigarby American Litho^
ettes and tobacco. Registered March 7. 1900.
by
Co New York City. By various transactions was acquired
re-transand
City,
York
the' American West"^ Indies Co.. New
York Uty.
ferred to the Cien Porciento Co., New
For cigars^ agarRecord)
FEDERALUS:-29.253 (Trade-Mark
1903, by National
November
4,
Registered
ettes and tobacco.
acquired

LA^VIVEZA:— 22,410

(Trade-Mark Record).

was
Cuba Co.. New York City. By various transactions
and
(T.ty,
York
New
C^..
Indies
by the American West

re-

Pat^eSr oS^'o'^^^^For cigars.
visTt hIViSc^'saS^O 87Tlu.^°s'^
Schmidt 8. Co New York City.
''Re^gtste'^eTMa''r?h''

1,

1904.

by

the American VVest InBy various transactions was acquired bythe
Cien Porciento Co.,
to
dies Sales Co.. and re-transferred

Cork Bobbins

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE CONPANY, Ibc.
NEW YORK
WEST 18TH STREET

Record). For cigars. Registered
New York C^ity. ^y various
Schlegel.
Gcorge
nrtnbrrS" 19o'-> bv
West Indies Co.. New
American
the
Pra^sac ion was a'^qu'r^
Porciento Co., New
York CUy aVd re-transferred to the Cien
City.'

New York

•

City.

**

*^
,,
(Tobacco Leaf). For cigars, cigarettes and toWest Indies
bacco. Registered October 17. 1901, by American
West
American
to
transferred
Was
City.
York
Trading Co., New
PorCien
Indies Co., New York City, and re-transferred to the
^^

EOUALO:—22,044
ciento Co.,

New York

^

City.

•

.

j

,,,
t^
j\
t^
(Trade-Mark Record). For
Registered October 1. 1900, by American West Indies
cigars
American
Trading Co., New York City. Was transferred to the
the Cien
to
re-transferred
and
West Indies Co., New York City,
Porciento Co.. New York City.
..
a
cigars, cigarettes and
ALVAGAR:— 18,021 (Tobacco World). For
Registered June 17, 1909. by Alvarez & Garcia. Was
cheroots.
Cien Poracquired by the Sola Cigar Co.. and transferred to the
ciento Co.. New York City, on October 20, 1916.
For cigars, cigarettes
FLOR DE LUIS:— 19,610 (Tobacco World). by
Alvarez & Garcia,
and cheroots. Registered February 5. 1910.
Co.. and transCigar
Sola
New York City. Was acquired by the
October 20,
on
City,
York
New
ferred to the Cien Porciento Co.,

FLOR DE COMPTOLA:—23,298

,

,

,

•

cigars, cigarettes,
JOSE GARCIA:—20,218 (Tobacco World). For
May
19. 1910, by AlRegistered
tobacco.
cheroots, stogies and
Was acquired by the Sola
varez & Garcia, New York City.
PorciCigar Co., New York City, and transferred to the Cien
ento Co., New York City, on October 20, 1916.
cigarettes,

(Tobacco World). For cigars
Registered April 18, l^H. dV
cheroots, stogies and tobacco.
the Sola
Alvarez & Garcia, New York City. Was acquired by
PorciCien
the
to
transferred
and
Cigar Co, New York City,
1916.
October
20.
on
ento Co.. New York City,
(Tobacco \yorld). For cigars,
DUKE OF GERONA:-21.180
November 30. 1910. by The
Registered
tobacco.
cigarettes and
Moehle Litho. Co.. Brooklyn. N. Y Was transferred to Alvarez

RAGALVA:—22,121

Cigar Co..
Garcia, New York City, re-transferred to the Sola
City, on
York
and re-transferred to the Cien Porciento Co.. New

&

October

20. 1916.

„
„
J^
(Trade-Mark Record).
1899. by Henry Drucker.
,

COMPTOLA:—21,896

t.

For

•

cigars.

tj„„:.
Regis-

Was transferred to
tered December 8.
and re-transferCity,
York
New
Co..
the American West Indies
City.
York
New
Co..
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Cn,. Pedro.
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Bros. Tob.icco Co. .;......
Pendas & Alvarea ......
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Perfect Humiditying Co,
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q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and ar« thm
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known
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Coupon Cigar Pockets
AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

Havana, Cuba

L«»lte,
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MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE
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...................................
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New York

Scblegel, iieo.j

Wmrmk*

T«U»hoa«
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JoliB

M. LOPEZ

&

1M2

CO.

Formerlj of

CALIXTO LOPEZ & CO.

»AlJilT(RSS?cJ!)s

90 Wall St, New York

\in'Tiii'm

5THEM0EHLE LITHOGRAPHIC CO
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<
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ft

Heltne Co..

Clarendon Road&East 37^:^ St. Brooklyn^NY.

CIGAR LABELS

&
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H/ W., Yorfc' I'fc V.'.
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Steinef, Soni
Co Win., New
Steni. M««iinitian ...,.,,....
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m

New York
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257-265 WEST ir ST. STCniiRftiHU)m6ll£W,Y0RK.
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BOXES.
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.i
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LITHOGRAPHIC
SPECIAUSTS
FOR TME
CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY
sketches furnished upon request
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Chicago, III.

^%CLUS/^^

.....
...

Siraua ft Co., ^. New York
buarea, M. A., Havana .....

laylof,

K

FOLDtM

OhitftUa.

>«. ....

BRANCH OFFICE

no West

CIGAR BANDS
SHOW CARDS

-

D., Selittaviii,
Co., H. H., Phils
eriheim Co..
iewelind.

5[;

J$

Co.,

.-,.........,..,.

Monro«

Selieri.

KaJirnburgh A- Son*. l„ Boiton, Mfeti. .
KeyBtone Cigar Hox Co. ...............
Keyatone Variety Worki, HattoTer, Pi
Kocher,

S.

R.,

Wrighttville,

KrauBiman, E. A.,

New York

P*.

..

I.

S.

Pl.unirf

C.,,d

t'oHwaiiT

Ps« ¥*tiiistss«s4

..

a

Lpmann,
I

rnvcr^.il

H.,

Havana

^

...........

United States Tobacco Co., Riehnion4 Va,
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.........
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^ PROCESS ^
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Landau.

Charles,
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Co0enha&en

EiPrindpe

Snuff
To Be

ABSOLUTELY PtRE

WE

»^

Copenhagen Snurt is
eimeusee and Kentucky Tobacco.

guai.iniee
1

horn

whole

the

leaf

3
of

OLD STANDARD

^^ m

We

t«el
guarantee the sweetening and seasoning and flavors and
is pure and
tobacco,
the
on
tobact
the
to
added
that
is
everything
may be used heely in food under the w.m.d States Pure Food Laws.

HAVANA- CIGARS

*

OUR OFFER
THAT and know

A BRAND WITH A WONDERFUL
RECORD

Snuff can feel entirely
pure
Jpbacco, we offer to
thai he is using a
safe
any man including our own employees) Five Thousand
Dollars who will show our guarantee to be incorrect, or to any
man who find* in Copenhagen Snuff as mani^aclured and shipped
by us anything used in the tobacco or on th« tobacco that may
not be used freely in food products under the United States Pure

every

user

of

de Gales

Copenhagen

i

AN UNINTERRUPTED SALE FOR
MORE THAN 60 YEARS

Food L^ws.

A STANDARD OF VALUE
AMONG HAVANA LINES

Weyman-Bruton Company
50

tnlon

Square

New York

^^fe;

^W^

PRCSieSNT

HAVANA AMERICAN

Ill

The Man

Who

CO.

AVFNLK

NEW

YORK

Smokes Them Says—
"It

is

BEST CIGAR

th«

VALUE IN THE WORLD
ftt

Leading Features

Sure

'*>\

5c."

That

is

the reason the

John Ruskin
one of the
World's Biggest

Cigar

is

Sellers,

J

John Ruskin

THEY COUL0 BE SMALLER-BUT NOT

John Ruskin Cigars

BETTEp^

"Returns

are hand-

My!
ones

"*

You

L LEWIS CIGAR MFG.
NEWARK, m
Independent Cigar Facie* y

To

Care for Growing Business Bobrow
Brothers Purchase Fifth Street Factory

Revenue Commissioner Issues Regulations for Annual Inventory

like that.
avoid that iificertaintyi that

Ecuador Establishes Tobacco Monoploy

whyn vou sell 'BOLD
Ytm know POSITIVELY

suspense,

The Retailer and the Trade Paper/

no other nickel cigar can beat
The results always prove 'BOLD

that
it.

€€
M.M^

C/i

A

wK*-.

^>

a jolt some
the real re-

received when
turns came in; and my, how
happy others became.
But the suspense was awful— truly
we don*t want any more ** close

d,

mild-^Big and Fragmnt,
Valuable Profit Sharing Voucher
on the Band of Each John
Ruskin CiKar.

Annual Report for Calendar Year of 1915
Issued by Revenue Department

Oh, my! what

cigiirs.

made and the Havana tobacco used
b the choicest grown. They re

LjirgMit

FIFTH

The New

11**

i,

''Cinco" Centerpiece .Display

"Wellington" Pipes

in

Trade Letters of Vital

Interest!

the

Philippines

From' All

»>*

Sections

>ROW BROTH

v.^

Latest Reports

PHILADKLFHIA

Latest

From

News

the

Cuban Market

of the American Leaf

Tobacco Market

m

ibe

Registration of

New Brands of Cigars

Cigarettes, Tobacco, Etc.

ESTABLISHED 1881

Vol.
PUBLICATION OFFICES:

236 Chestnut Street, PhiladelphiA

XXX\I

No.
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MANILA CIGARS
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By Special

TotheLaleKing

Appointment

Edward

VU

•tl •
I

Pll

orns

Worlds Oldest (I
F.

Jb

LOZANO

C.

F.

LOZANO, SON
U

S.

IH-

LOZANO

OFFICE

[arettes
Plain

*T. Lozano''

CO.

and as Cool

End or Cork-lippcd

perfectly
•The

Little

Brown Box"

— They

method-- They

72

AND FACTORY; TAMPA. FLORIDA

Fifth

MORRIS &

Avenue

CO..

Cigars

burn

all

have

rigidly

is

Government supervision and

Brand

Addrett, 437 Fifth

— Manila

hand made, Spanish
body and character—

are

high standard of quality

PHILIP

New York

J^s Mild

as a breeze from the sea

Clear Havana Cigars

D. S. Pat. ftfflci

V\j 1!

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous
TRADE MARK

&•

ML

Highgradc Turkish

maintained under

inspection.

LTD.

New

York

Look for the Government Guarantee
Stamp on Every) Sojr

Avcnne

Darby
The

Joan

VETERANO

Finest All
at

&

Cigars

SIZE

is

the

Habana Cigar ever made

2 for 25c. having

Mildness and Fine

by Connoisseurs.

that delicate

Aroma Sought
Made only by

JOHN W. MERRIAM &
101 Spring Street,

(MERRIAM CIGARS

CO.

New York

INC.,

SUCCESSOR)

For Gentlemen of Good Ta«te

J

San

Felice

CIGARS

The Deisel-Wemmer Company
LIMA. O.
J

A
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MANILA CIGARS
1

Worlds Oldest
F.

I ML LOZANO

C LOZANO

F.

LOZANO, SON
U

S.

ut.

Plain End

"F. Lozano''

OFFICE

CO.

perfectly
"The

Little

Brown Box"

72

Fifth

MORRIS &

Avenue

437

Fifth

Cigars

burn

method— They have

hand made, Spanish
body and character—

high standard of quality

is

are

all

rigidly

maintained under

inspection.

CO.. LTD.

New

York

AND FACTORY; TAMPA. FLORIDA
Address,

—They

— Manila

Government supervision and

Brand
PHILIP

New York

Mild and as Cool

as a breeze from the sea

Clear Havana Cigars

0. s. rat. Oftlu

^s

or Cork-Tipped

BONDED CIGAR MANUFACTURERS

Makers of the Famous
TRADE MARK

&•

'arettes

Hi^igradc Turkish

Look for the Government Guarantee
Stamp on Every Box

Avenue

Londres Grandes

Darby
The

&

Joan

VETERANO

SIZE

Cigars
is

the

Habana Cigar ever made
2 for 25c. having that delicate

Finest All
at

Mildness and Fine

by Connoisseurs.

Aroma Sought
Made only by

JOHN W. MERRIAM &
101 Spring Street,

(MERRIAM CIGARS

CO.

New York

INC.,

SUCCE^SSOR)

For Gentlemen of Good Taste

,

San Felice

CIGARS

The Deisel-Wemmer Company
LIMA, O.

J

TIQNAL 2ND EXPOSU
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t4-^

Made at our Newark, N.

Quality Paramount

,\yJt>ma:w-<

CELEBRATED

'RLOFfR

V".^

'

1

H.

Factories

ROCKY FORD

HAND MADE

UPNANN CIGARS

J«,

NICKEL CIGAR

TADEMA

CIGARS

ArgUelle»p Lopez

G Bro.

MAKERS

We alio

manufacture at our several Pittsburgh
factories, a very attractive and extensive line of
cigars and stogies to retail at 2 for 5 cents, and
3 for 5 cents. Our leaders

HAVANA

GENERAL OFFICE FACTORY WAREHOUSE

"FAMOUS*' and "FLAG HEADS"

222 PEARL STBEET

TAMPA

LEALTAD 129

NEW YORK

FLORIDA

HAVANA

Write for full Information

UNION AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
PITTSBURGH. PA.

General Offices.

A
'*^a^

GAPii

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAVE MADE

(HABANA)
Strictly

LO N D R E C

1

t

PA WET

"

E

[

A

c^

i

i

1

,PH[LAD

r

p

Sole

Agent

for United States and

82 Wall Street

J
1

LANDAU

/-\

1

^

235 FIFTH AVE.,

Gtnerti Representative,

Restaurants
Hotels and

NEW YORK
,>-v

SAMPLES

Free!

Free!

Ask and You Will Receive

Canada

....FIFTH AVENUE....

New York

A

Union Made Cigarette of

Board of Trade Bldg., Montreal, Canada

Qualitjr

FOR PACKAGE

lOc

Stores

Cifiar

Ji Cigar With Hardly a RiVal
MANUEL LOPEZ, Proprietor, 28 Rayo St., Habana, Cuba

Independent Manufacturers

CHAS.

BEST

PUNCH
AUGUST KUTTNAUER,

CCjW: c\

Favorite
MTith the

Clubs

<»fc

Manufacturers

&
CO., Tampa, Fla.
PEDRO CASTRO
New York
Distributers

LOUIS G. SMITH

of 10

&

CO., 52 Beaver Street

Mouthpiece, Coik or Plain Tip

«

mt-

I.

B. Krinsky, Mfr.
LIVE DISTRIBUTORS

xm,

,«760;

STA

EVER- LASTING -LY

^if^^

Havana, Cuba
Estrella

No.

19

in

Y.

''Sol"

and ''Devesa de Murias
Independent factories

Our Motto:

Quality, always
a little better than
Havana*! Best3

The Leader

and Salesroom,

-

NEW YORK

80J-S03

Wn. T.Taylfr, IS BrtU ft.N.Y.CItr.

THIRD AVE.

CITY

line.

The

BACHIAS
goodness!

—Biggest

in

—Biggest

in quaiity!

—Biggest

in value!

in all the

World's Markets
U. S. RtpriifitatiTt:

Office

HiTana Cigan

CENTRAL
UNION

Smoking Tobacco
in

Renowned
Uniformity

n>^TiriB9 BY THE CREEJ^ AND GOLD BAND

R. A.
47 We*l Wiitmlii

BACHIA
St.

&

a

New Cut

Packed

lor

STAG!

Union

Central

For Hen of Neans

pays to recommend

Origrinal

and Genuine

II

It

HUBIAS)|

HAVANA CIGARS
ROMEO Y JULIETA

Our Motto: "QUALITY"

156 years of leader

STAG is the biggest thing
we ever put out in the tobacco

Alvarez

Sl

CIGARS

bi

ship.
Manufacturers of the old brands

Pendas

18«7

WEBSTER
CLEAR HAVANA

GOOD

We've put over some
things

ESTABLISHED

ZIC T?.

WANTED

CO.
New York

NEW
CUT
smokinS

a
Pocket-proof Package
\^/4

ounces

in

— 5 cents

United SUtes TobMCO Co.
afed9

ICHMOND.

VA.

"

and

I

all

dealers

through

were

tl

bew|eir

shortsightedness

which left them io supply the demand
for Tuxedo Chrisirs.

It

tPjat toag last Cfirigtmasi!

Hon't

let it

MAKE SURE
going

i)appcn

tfjisi

pear.

now

that this Holiday Season
to have a big, plentiful stock of
you're
Tuxedo Christmas Jars on hand to supply every single
right

call

you

get.

—

Order from your jobber today and order enough to
till closing time Christmas Eve.

And remember — the demand

for

Christmas will be double that of

Tuxedo

Jars

last

this

last year.

Because the Tuxedo Holiday Packing is the most
beautifully decorated and most attractive ever handled
by the trade and supplied to the public.

A word to wise dealers — " Prepare
THE AMERICAN
TOBACCO COMPANY

riGIIT

BINDING

!

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD
The Real Independent Factory

A Larger Profit for You
New Leader
The 5c —
the

tin

1

in

Havana

Remarkable Leaders

"PARTAGAS^

among

CLEAR HAVANA BRANDS
These

broTvn

dealers for "Repeat"

mm

You

tin

/tABk^

should stock at least one of these brands:

Jobbers and Dealers have not been slow to appreciate the value of Clear Havana brands that dupli-

CIFUENTES, PEGO Y CA.,

cate, as

Havana, Cuba

::

calls.

"Hoyo de Cuba"
"Flor de San Martin & Leon"

YCl

172 Industria

and

"El Briche"

IM PARTAGAS iC«

nut'

colored,

Made — In — Bond

—

Cigar

In the cream-

cigars

smoked from Coast — to Coast, enjoying an enviable reputation among

The World's Standard

—

are

is

testified

by the steadily increasing

San Martin & Leon

sales.

cigars are favorites with the

consumer. Do not lose trade and profits by failing
to have these goods in stock.

ROBERT

E.

LANE
San Martin

General Representative for
United States and Canada

Tampa, Florida

New York

Broadway

115

& Leon

"44 Cigar Co."

Member, Tobacco Merchants' Association

To Tobacco

profit feature for

tractive

Blend not to be had
price

list

Get our

it

Neet

me

Philadelphia

For Value

at the

Service,

offer.

Taller

BAYUK BROTHERS

Aome

Comfort

in

41 and 43 Beaver

Street,

Co.

New York

ready

stand

and refund

&

G. S. Nicholas

guarantee the

:

of

at-

Harmony Pipe

in

Guarantee We
ounce of Harmony and

back any part

an

is

any other tobacco.

this

of every

to take

in

you

from your jobber showing our

Note
sale

There

Retailers:

DIRECT IMPORTERS

cash the

of the highest grades of Cigars

manufactured by the

price paid.

From Our Factory to You.

Direct

Harmony
to

you

in

will

drop shipments

full

of

be sent fresh from our factory direct

— one pound or more.

can thus assure your customers of always

Harmony

Independent Factories

of

its

FIVE CENT CIGAR

You

getting

of

which are made under the personal control and supervision
the oldest cigar manufacturers in Cuba, thus retaining for each

its

own

all

PHILADELPHIA

original fresh flavor.

of

HARMONY

COMPANY
CIGaR
GRTO
POR FORTY YEARS

Ne^

the Saturday Evening Post,

are appearing in
lies

having

a

MILLIONS.

all

advertisements

the leading magazines

total
It

In addition to using

Harmony

circulation

will

Order from your jobber.

pay

you

of
to

and week-

OVER NINE
push

it

hard.

The

Detroit, Michigan
car, get off at

Take Woodward

Adams Avenue

Write fer Open Territorr
Factorr:

K«r.WMt,

J.

Upon Request.

DUNN

(Si

CO.

M*lL*r« •!

HOTEL TULLER

Center of business on Grand Circus Park.

T.

»'*a*-fte!fcBK

THE &TANDARO

<^A PIPE BLENDc0»
:

individuality.

Price List Mailed

K. H.

Backed by Advertising

Havana

N«w York Offfic*: aOS W.

Fla.

.dwar

New

401-403

Bachelor Cigar

H. 91st Street. Ne^

YorK

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
200
200
100
100

Rooms, Private
"
"
"

"
'•
••

Bath, $1.50 Single, $2.50 Up Double
"
"
2.00
3.00 *
"
•*
2.50
4.00 ••
*' 3.00
"
to 5.00
4.50 '•

^

MONO J O^

5c

Total 600 Outside Rooms
ALL ABSOLUTELY ULICT
T>vo Floors Agents'
New Unique Cafes and
Sample Rooms
Cabaret Exellcnte

—

BSJT TUAT SKILL. KftSMGY A$n MONEY
USV'A BIMHL U I660

H.

FENDUCH.

CAfi

PRODVCE

Maker. EVANSVILLE. IND.

CIGAR

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD

8

fn

^'7>:

rIfIS

American Sumatra
Tobacco Co.

advertisement will be seen by

practically everi;bodp in i)our sec-

wherever i)ou maybe, because it will
appear in all these leading magazines:
tion,

(

.

if-

The Saturday Evening Post
The Literary Digest

A Beautiful

Life

Cosmopolitan

Inexpensive Gift
T

Vogue

'

(,

'TT^O remember your friends at Christmas time with something that will
make them remember you time and
again for months to come to send

/

Vanity Fair

Harper's Bazar
Theatre Magazine and
Mac Lean's Magazine

—

a token of regard that isat once beautiful and useful
to select a gift that
reflects your own good taste and compliments the artistic appreciation of the recipient
yet costs but a nominal sum
send a deck or two of

—

—

9

LARGEST PRODUCERS OF
SHADE TOBACCO IN

—

CARDS
Confess Cards arc made to l>e admired, Tluir liarks are reproductions in full color of great canvases by master artists. Their
edges are gilded like a rare volume de luxe. They ha\ e a faultless
air-cushion finish. Some are in the small, dainty I'renrh size.
They are p icked in telescoped boxes stami)ed in gold. Vt-t so reasonably priced hat one dot s not hesitate to buy them and usothem.
Many new backs now ready for the holidays. Ask

THE WORLD

t

>our dealer.
Bicycle Playing

Cards— For

Iminia and clubs ever>-\vlicro.

Club indexes.

A Book

Rcncral plav.
Favorites in
Ivory or air-cushion finish.

Everybody Who Plays CiU-ds
Tliu
—
Ruks of Curd Games.
pages.
for

Lcarn

(

)i!ici.il

Just ruvisi d.

THE

Dept.-

—

or

Send

U. S.

1 .'c

for u

copy of

this

Wants

to

250
new edition tO

.S()0

games.

PLAYING CARD CO.

Cincinnati, U. S. A.

Toronto, Canada.

Our 1916 Crop

Cash in on
THIS

YEAR

the people in your section will

Congress Playing Cards as Christmas

They

before.

all

know

by everybody, and they
the

advertisement

to your store a

Why

not

Cards

that Congress

gifts

Why

above.

than ever

are appreciated

will gladly follow the

reproduced

buy more

suggestion in

not

attract

goodly number of these Congress buyers?

make your

share of these ready sales and have the

Now,
stock and

SHADE WRAPPERS

Suggestion

this Gift

of

all

times,

it

is

If

you already

be sure that you have the following new backs

French

size for the

If

in

sell

the

them

Florida

new

There

will

tions,

be a persistent demand

you have never carried Congress Cards have

your jobber send you an assorted

The

opportunity of interesting these customers in other holiday

mentioned.

goods as well?

the profit good.

investment

is

lot

and

Connecticut,

Georgia

Plantaera in the

a new
history of the industry.

Christmas trade; Mutter, Fountain, Muse,

Vista, Sappho, Orpheus.
for them.

grown upon our

decidedly to your interest to

show Congress Cards.

of

containing the backs

mark

^

nominal, the turnover quick,

The

BICYCLE'^*^"'*'
CARDS

increased sale of playing cards at this season is not confined to the art designs. Many
people will give their friends two or three tlecks of Bicycle Cards for general play. So don't
overlook this opportunity to attract Bicycle buyers to your store.

THE
CINCINNATI,

U. S. A.

U.

S.

PLAYING CARD COMPANY
TORONTO, CANADA

(I

AMERICAN SUMATRA TOBACCO CO.
142 WATER STREET, NEW YORK

..I

—

:

THE TOBACCO WOELD
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M

S

1

OEWENTMAI.

Importers of

123

B LOFWENTHAL

&

Havana and Packers

chewing or smoking tobacco.
They're

BOBROW BROTHERS SECURE NEW

of Leaf Tobacco

MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

and

air-tight

SIDNEY

dust-

J.

FREEMAN,

Sole

Agent

in

Building Acquired at Fifth and St. James Streets Contains 60,000 Square Feet of Floor Space—Will
Occupy New Quarters About January First

U.

Demand
S.

New York

123 Liberty Street

A.

NE

City

special

P $

color lithographing

process of

produces the most

striking, attention-attracting

ary

containers. Designs

and trade-marks reproduced

ters will

or originated by our art department.

May We

ary

New

Streets

CINCINNATI, O.
"Heekin Can Since 1901"

^^^

of the interesting activities in local real estate

be established on the
firm will

remove

to the

expected
quarters about JanuIt is

first floor.

new

1.

The new building contains 60,000 square feet of floor
space, is modern in every respect, and contains its own
power plant. There will be installed tobacco sweat rooms
and commodious humidors.
The building has a frontage of fifty-two feet and a
depth of two hundred feet. The factory abuts the new Penn
Mutual Building and has a most attractive outlook upon
Washington Square and the Curtis liuilding.
With the occupation of the new factory, Bobrow Brothers will discontinue their factories at 135 Arch Street, 126
South Second Street and 114 South Second Street.
The rapid growth of Bobrow Brothers to a position

it.

THE HEEKIN CAN COMPANY
Culvert, 6th and

I

Write for exclusive ageocy for the

QUESTION:

^ FRAT

"Lord" Cigar

''Why

among the leading nickel cigar manufacturers of the counThe firm
try is one of the surprises of the local industry.
had its modest beginning about nine years ago, and for several years the progress of "Bold" was slow, although its
output showed steady growth. Within the last four years,
however, the sales of their nickel brand have increased
enormously. The smokers of the country have continued
to show a preference for "Bold" cigars to such an extent
that for more than a year the factories have been working
At present, as is the
to capacity to supply the demand.

is

cleaning up?"
''Biggest value
in smoking tobacco world."

ANSWER:

—

JOc quantity
JOc Quality
—retails in the Patterson
duo-paper paclcage at

Consumer
comes back

5c

For

Would

case

cost double in tins.

with other large manufacturers, they are heavily over-

sold.

Most

Just what the output for their fiscal year will be cannot be stated definitely, but the figures will not fall far
short of one hundred million at the present rate of produc-

jobbers are supplied.

" Exceedingly Better "

HENRY'S CIGAR CO..

Philadelphia, Pa.

Oriftnal

Pitunoni

of Richfnan<l,

Vj.

tion.

was only a few years ago when the office force consisted of Messrs. Charles and Harry Bobrow, A. M. Schwarz
and Miss Rose Bobrow (now Mrs. Harry Petrosky). ToIt

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,

Inc.

M. Melackiino

You Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes

I!

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, lao Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes throughout Europe

GRAND DEPOTS OF
M.

9l Co., Inc., are

j

London. 8 Regent St S.
Capetown, South Africa
,

W.

Government Place
Alexandria, Rue Cheriff Pacha

Melachrino & Co.. Inc.
AGENCIES IN THE PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE
(

214-216

WEST

47th

Calcutta. 10

WORLD

STREET,

CAIRO. Head
f-famburg,

1

Office and Factory
8-20 Grouie Backeritraite

PRICE LIST UPON APPLICATION

NEW YORK

hum/ with the clicking of half a score of
typewriters and adding m'achines, and the force is continually being augmented.
Another indication of their growth is seen in the necessity for larger quarters.
Certainly "Bold" cigars continue
to sell at a whirlwind pace.
day the offices

HGYVTlAfi CIGARETTES
YoMCainot b< Mistaken

No. 23.

i

New Wholesale Headquarters

for

Yahn & McDonnell

Because of the rapid growth of their wholesale department Yahn & McDonnell have found it necessary to lease
double store, at 1311-131.3 Sansom Street, to which this
hranch of the business will be removed. The lease covers
the

the

first

years.

floor

Collector or Deputy to
Classes of Tobacco

—

and basement, and

is

for

a

term of

Make Personal Examination

—All

Must Be Weighed Separately
Oath Must Be Taken as to Correctness of Declaration

1.

that the

send a sample?
Your name on a postal brings

1916.

RULES FOR ANNUAL INVENTORY

"Bold" Cigar Keeps Growing

been caused by the purchase by Bobrow
Brothers, manufacturers of the "Bold" cigar, of
the property at Fifth and St. James Streets for
The building consists
a sum said to approximate $5iOO,OUO.
It will be immediately renoof five stories and a basement.
Office headquarvated and equipped as a cigar factory.

tinctive.

Our

for

circles has

They keep your product fresh,
clean and aromatic.
They are attractive and dis-

1,

REYENUE COMMISSIONER ISSUES

FACTORY TO CARE FOR BUSINESS

proof.

MJmJX/IWJ^mJ

AND NEW YORK, DECEMBER

Sons

"MAGALLANES"

CONTAINERS

Dp/^ A f TCp

PHILADELPfflA

XXXVI.

Vol.

—

MAKE THE BEST
for cigars, stogies,

LOEWENTHAI.

Loewenthal

S.

HEEKIN
CANS

S.

five

A'STRUCTIONS

were issued last Wednesday by
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue at Washington, calling for an inventory to be made by
cigar and toljacco manufacturers on January 1
This law
next, in accordance with the provision of law.
requires an annual inventory by manufacturers of tobacco,
snutif, cigars and cigarettes, upon the penalty of a fine of
not less than $500 nor more than $5000, and imprisonment
of not less than six months nor more than three years.

The Commissioner

stated
"These statutes also require that the collector or his
deputy shall make personal examination of the stock sufficient to satisfy himself as to the correctness of the inven-

tory and shall verify the fact of such examination by oath
to be indorsed on the inventory.
"The making of true inventories is of the greatest
Too much stress cannot be laid upon the
importance.
necessity for their accuracy. No claim of failure to make a
in which certain tobacco was not included
true inventory
submitted in response to notice to show cause against

—

—

assessment for omitted tax on apparent deficiencies shown
in an examination of a manufacturer's account, will be
entertained.

"In making the required inventory on January 1 next
manufacturers should observe carefully the following instructions
"1. All tobacco material in the factory should be segregated according to the classification provided in the in:

ventory blank.

weighed separately,
and all unstemmed tobacco stored off the bonded factory
premises for which permission has been granted by the
Commissioner, must be included in the inventory. Each
entry made in the inventory blank should be compared
with the entry made of same in the manufacturer's revenue
book, which should correspond.
"3. Tobacco dust, si f tings, sweepings and waste on
hand shall not be included in any class of tobacco except
that in cigar manufacturer's inventory, Form 70B; same
may be reported under the head of 'waste' only.
"4. A list should be made of the weight and marks of
each unopened hogshead, case or bale, or other package of
tobacco, and all broken packages or loose tobacco within
"2.

Each

class of tobacco should be

the factory should be included in such list, with a sufficient
description of same for identification by the deputy who
will call to verify the inventory, and also of all unstemmed
tobacco stored off the bonded factory premises. Such list
should be made on the back of the inventory form or
preserved on separate sheets of the same size and attached
thereto.

An

accurate record should be kept of the quantity
of each class of tobacco (in the condition in which inventoried) used after the inventory is taken to the date of the
visit of the deputy calling to verify the same.
"5.

{Continued on Page t8)
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We

know

NOW

that

F you

these brands are still sold at six-for-a-quarter there is
an appreciable decrease in profits. Certainly no retailer
will claim that there is a sufficient increase in sales, with a
proportionately quick turnover of capital, to keep the ratio
of profits where it was before the increase.

goods increase and the retail price remains the same, and the sales remain the same, profits
must be less. If living expenses are twenty to twenty-five
per cent, higher, and you are making less money, how long
can you remain in business?

1916

Office.

No. 23

must get more money for his goods. It
costs him more to do business, and more to live, than
formerly. The retailer must get a larger profit than ever
before. He will better his class of trade, and stand higher
retailer

he conducts it on a business basis.
There is no assurance that the cost of five-cent brands
will not be subject to a further increase.
In fact it is a
probability.
The dealer will be compelled to get at least
five cents straight then.
Why not be "safe and sane"
and get it now?
Don't sacrifice your business because you fear your
competitor. The more business he does on a "break-even"
basis the sooner he will be out of your way.
Make it a
point to see that you get a fair profit on your goods. Don't
stay in business "for your health." If you do, the time
coming when you are going to "enjoy" poor health.
Put the "five cents straight" sign on your nickel
brands today, and see that you get it. You need it.
in business

want

to increase

ADVERTISE TODAY IN THE TOBACCO TRADE PAPERS. THE "TOBACCO WORLD" STANDS READY TO SERVE ANY MEMBER OF THE TRADE TO THE BEST
OF ITS ABILITY. Don't put it off until tomorrow. TODAY IS THE APPOINTED TIME. SAFEGUARD YOUR PRESENT AND FUTURE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING TO THE TRADE.

needed by manufacturers,

Unquestionably a valuable service has been rendered
to the tobacco industry by Counsellor Dushkind, Secretary
of the Tobacco Merchants' Association, who has recently
published a booklet with the title, "Handbook on Trade-

Marks."

As Mr. Dushkind says

in his introduction, the

booklet

not intended as a law text book or treatise on trademarks it is intended only as a guide, and certainly as such
it will serve admirably.
This iMuchurc has been long needed by the trade and
the information contained therein would have saved and
will save nuich money and litigation for manufacturers.
In this booklet is discussed the requisites of valid trademarks, invalid trade-marks, simulating and infringing
marks, registration of trade-marks, advantages of registraof
tion, foreign registrations, territorial extent, adoption
abandoned trade-marks, assignability of trade-marks, proof
clear
of ownership, etc. These subjects are discussed in a
and concise manner, and will prove of great value to every
;

TOBACCO MERCHANTS' ASSOCIATION
OF UNITED STATES.

JACOB WERTHEIM. New York
OBORGE W. HILL. New York
EDWARD WISE. New York
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President
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40 Exchange

PI..

Manhattan. N.

Y

Secretary

w

Hnn ftlh©

"Oretaniv," our

^

M©ws

Havana correspondent,

calls attention

to the fact that the Argentine Republic is becoming a rival
of United States cigar manufacturers in the purchase of

Remedios

leaf.

For the first ten months of 1916 the imports of cig^ars
from Cuba to the United States have increased more than
seven and one-half millions over 1915. Great Britain has
fallen

oflF

more than nine millions

in the

same

period.

person interested in the subject.
The book is being distributed to members of the Tobacco ^Terchants' Association, and may be purchased by
others for one dollar.

THE NATIONAL CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO ASSOCIATION
CHARLES FOX, New York
F. M. NEWBURGH. Hamilton. O
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JOSEPH MENDELSOHN. New York
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Prealdent
Vloe-Preaident
Secretary-Treasurer

Our meagre

experience in the retail cigar and tobacco
trade leads us to believe that the average dealer has never
had a very large margin of profit to work on, consequently

we have no

To

the

Dealer

millionaire acquaintances in this
line of business.
But when we look about and
find our

many

retail friends still selling

most

M. Hoskins, of the United States Internal Revenue Bureau of the Philippine Islands, is in New York in
Colin

the interest of the Manila cigar and tobacco industry. He
urges the retailers to feature the better grades of Manila
cigars.

President M. A. Suarez, of the Association of Leaf
Dealers, Packers and Growers of Tobacco of the Island of
Cuba, recently called on the new Mayor of Havana, to request that the edict prohibiting smoking on the open electric cars be revoked.
Formerly smokers enjoyed the privilege of the last four seats.

J.

E.

Kinsie,

owner

of

the

South Clark Street, Chicago, 111.,
from R. E. Eberly, an attorney.

Arcade Cigar Store, 30
won an odd election bet

As soon

as

President

of the leading five-cent cigar brands at sixfor-a-quarter we must conclude that their profits are larger
than we supposed, or else they have joined the ranks of

Wilson's re-election was affirmed, the attorney had one
side of his head and one side of his mustache shaved.
Also he wore a Navajo blanket instead of a coat for a
week.
It will take longer than a week for his hair to

the philanthropists.

grow

again.

Elias Spingarn

"Handbook on Trade-Marks" a Valuable Brochure

is

<CTK^^N.
^^TTq^

THE TIME

WE

if

is

IS

16

your business in the cigar manufacturing industry, TODAY is the time to
start your campaign. Cigar manufacturers who can handle more accounts will find many opportunities awaiting them if they make the fact known. This year most of the big factories are already
oversold with no hope of catching up for several months. Jobbers, and others, who have counted
upon certain manufacturers filling their orders for private brands find themselves disappointed. They do
not know where to turn for help. They cannot find the answer in the trade papers. The manufacturers
who are advertising today are building for the future. Most of them are oversold today. They will have
The Tobacco Trade Papers are the big
orders on hand when others are cutting down their forces.
forces that distribute the news of the industry. To the advertising columns of the trade papers every progressive member turns in the hour of need. This is the hour. The jobbers and dealers need more cigars;
the manufacturers need leaf, paper bags, boxes, tin containers, labels, leaf tobacco and MORE HELP. We
CAN HELP in the other matters. If you can manucannot assist in the solution of the labor problem.
facture more cigars, are looking for new connections, or can supply any of the above mentioned articles

when

The

8.

dire need.

If the costs of

CHESTNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA

HAVANA, CUBA. OFFICE-PERSEVERANCIA

—

by the manufacturer because of

THE TOBACCO WORLD CORPORATION
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H. Smith, the well-known representative of the
Conipania Litografica de la Ilabana, with headquarters at
offer106 East Nineteenth Street, New York City, is now
which
ing to the trade his new gumless cigar bands, for
he claims many economic features.
Before proceeding to market this invention, Mr. Smith
has given the band the most thorough tests. After sevfour handeral months of experiment he finds that it saves
bander.
lings in manufacture and four movements of the
spots on cigars,
It also saves leakage from spoiled bands,
which are often due to banding under the old method,
broken wrappers, complaints and spoiled disjiositions.
irritating processes
It protects the consumer from the
wra])pers,
of removing the band, which often result in torn
and so does away with the only argument that the conC;arrett

sumer advances

nesday last, after a two weeks' illness. Mr. Spingarn had
been in poor health for some time but until he contracted
a cold, two weeks prior to his death, there was no indication of a serious illness.

Mr. Spingarn was a native of Austria. More than sixty
years ago he came to America and with a brother established a cigar factory at 5 Burling Slip. This address has
been their headquarters ever since. Both men had a good
knowledge of leaf tobacco and it was only a short step
from cigar manufacturing to the leaf importing business
which they soon entered.
For more than fifty years the firm of E. Spingarn &
Company has enjoyed an enviable reputation in the tobacco
Samuel Spingarn, the brother, withdrew from the
trade.
firm,

medium

is

of a highly sanitary cigar.

management

of

the

business to

Elias

by a widow and four sons, Joel F. Sijingarn, a professor in
Columbia University; Arthur V. Spingarn, an attorney at
nn Liberty Street; Harry J. and Sigmund Spingarn who
were associated with their father in the firm of E. Spingarn

Company.

Mr. Spingarn was held in the highest esteem by his
associates and those who knew him, and for his kindly disposition and many sterling qualities he will be greatly
missed.

Owner

Waterloo Cigar Store
The cigar store in the Leavitt & Johnson Building,
Waterloo, Ind., operated by R. G. Bailey has recently been
sold to Miss Lydia Henry and hereafter the store will be
known as "Lydia's Palace." For three years she was employed at the Ellis cigar stand and for the past six months
has been in the employ of Mr. Bailey, so that she is not
unfamiliar with the cigar business. Miss Henry states that
she will carry a complete line of cigars, tobacco and pipes
and while she does not have the largest stt)re in Waterloo,
she aims to make it the most popular.
Girl Is

unhanded cigars. Thus
preserved and the manufac-

sure to be protected against imitators.
Further, it does away with the use of adhesivcs, and
smoker
thus preserves the l)ander's health and assures the
is

leaving the

Spingarn and two of his sons, Harry and Sigmund.
Mr. Spingarn was eighty years old. He is survived

for his desire for

a great advertising

turer

Elias Spingarn, senior partner in the old leaf tobacco
importing house of E. Spingarn ik Company, died on Wed-

&

The Gumless Cigar Band

Dead

of

Batavia Cigar Store Changes Owners

The Senate Cigar

Store, 44

Main

Street, Batavia. N.

has recently been sold to George N. Wilber. Possession
On January 1, 1917. F. L.
will be given on December 1.
Sager, will remove his barber shop to the same location.

v..
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^'Wellington*' Pipes in the Philippines
The
of

ity

pipe

If

%i,

a

is

national popular-

pine I)and

men

their devotion

Cook's

keeping his hands
warm over the bowl of a
"Wellington" pipe.
Mr.
spot

Wilson
there
pipe

is

confident that

are
"Wellington"
smokers
at
the

North Pole.

John Rothschild & Company, with headquarters in San Francisco, received a letter and
the above photograph from the Augur Barracks, Jole,
P. I., stating that this group of Band, 5th Bn., Philippine
Scouts, are accustomed to using the "Wellington" pipe.
The men in the photograph are: 1, Gumersindo Joaquin
(Leader); 2, Rosendo Ballesteros 3, Gregorio Diaz; 4, Balvino Verona; 5, Jose Pillado; 6, Vincente Agor; 7,
office of

;

Vidal Gunsalez.

The

of

—Corral,

to

Be

a Big Shortage

Wodiska y Ca. Closing

—

Big Year's Business D. H. Moulsdale
at the Sanchez y ^aya Factory.

M

shade-grown workers followed by
the one of the clear Havana cigarmakers has worked much
harm to the industry. The Tampa factories have had an
unusually prosperous year from the standpoint of orders
although their profits have doubtless been much smaller
in proportion to the amount of business done. The Fall and
Christmas orders that came in meant capacity work for
most of the factories if they filled all orders. These strikes
have been a serious handicap to the output and scores of
strike

HE

clear

Fla.,

Havana cigarmakers'

Nov.

25, 1916.

strike is apparently

of the

parts of the country will be short of Tampa
cigars this year. Every effort is being made by the manufacturers to fill all orders, but it seems like a physical im-

jobbers in

Tampa,

all

I

over and the five thousand people who have been
out of work for the past two weeks will return
to their benches on Monday. Mayor McKay succeeded in bringing about a compromise which gives the
cigarmakers an increase of $1 a thousand on long filler
cigars and 60 cents a thousand on short filler goods. These
prices to become effective on January 1, 1917. The cigarmakers demanded an increase of $3 a thousand. The manufacturers agreed to the new scale provided it was accepted
by the strikers. A vote followed and 1394 voted to return
to work while 1266 declared for a continuation of the
strike.

When

the strike occurred the committees representing
bdth sides were unable to agree and the situation became
deadlocked. Then the Rotary Club and Board of Trade officials appointed a citizens' committee to try and bring the

two

Following a

visit to

Cuba Angel L. Cuesta, Sr., has
He made some purchases of leaf

returned to the factory.
while in Havana,
Faustino Lozano and Jose Lozano have gone to New
York and will probably remain there over the holidays.
Ed Wodiska is now in Chicago. The factory of Corral,
\Vodiska y Ca., is just closing a tremendous year's business
despite the many handicaps that have beset them.
D. Harry Moulsdale, of the Sanchez y Haya factory,
is here on a visit.
Matthew Berriman and Jose Cosio, of the Berriman
Brothers factory, are among those who have recently gone
to

Havana.

Jose Garcia, of Perfecto Garcia & Brothers, has been a
visitor at the factory. He has since returned to Chicago.
Perfecto.

It

about a settlement.
of peacemaker with the above

The Great Western Cigar Company,

result.

During the strike many cigarmakers left for other
cities and as there was already a shortage of help it is now
greater.

possibility.

was unable, however, to bring
Then Mayor McKay took up the role

factions together.

•'

Exclusive

;_..

Bureau

!a?>« V^

Perseveraflcia
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No. 8
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H avana

,
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,

Cubi
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tale of the discov-

Eskimo standing on the

Work— Sure

^.

ery of the North Pole is
that Doc failed to mention that he found an

V'

to

Cnnlbaiiin

From Our

to this

make of \\'illiam
Demuth & Company. Mr.
\\'ilson, of the Demuth
Company, intimates that
the only reason he was
not convinced by Doc

Go Back
Tampa Goods

-^ '

>v

testifying

popular

Cigarmakcrs

^

VT

above photograph, which
shows a group of Philipto

The Manila

Tlh©

..,_-' -*.i.*,*fr

*">';^?^:«>'wj

the "Wellington"
indicated in the

of

Mason

City,

one of the growing industries of that place. Its
goods are to be found in almost every town in northwestern.
Iowa.
la.,

is

Havana, November 24, 1916.
L'RING the past fortnight, from November 1st to
November 15th, there has been a further shrinkage in the number of bales which have changed
hands, principally because of the small number of
American buyers who have visited us. The unfortunate
strike at Tami)a has affected our leaf dealers only to a minor
extent, as the leaf suitable for the clear Havana cigar manufacturers has almost disappeared from our market.
The
heavy quality Vuelta Abajo styles are also fast disappearing, as the Cuban Land and Leaf Tobacco Company is hard
at work in accumulating the existing supplies for the needs
of the American cigar factories, and which latter are supplied by the former. Remedios first and second capaduras
have not moved to any large extent yet, although we understand that some commission merchants have made some
deals, with the condition that the goods are to be weighed
next month. As our sellers do not report such sales, unless they are actually delivered, they will be reported in

December.

One

of our contemporaries figured the stocks of first

and second capaduras

open market as being only 23,000 bales, but admitting that the same should be even larger,
as not all of the tobacco from the country has arrived, it
certainly is a fact that there will be perhaps not half of a
normal supply for the American manufacturers. The latter may discard our Havana leaf in the manufacture of
their five-cent cigars, by substituting in the same with
cheaper Porto Rico leaf or domestic tobacco, but for the
higher grades they certainly will have to use our leaf for
blending purposes. American manufacturers must not forget that our packers and leaf dealers are not entirely dependent upon them, as the Argentine Republic is getting
to be quite a rival for our Remedios tobacco, and the consumption seems to be growing from year to year. One exporter told us that he purchased already 3000 bales for his
South American clientage, and which were stored in his
warehouse awaiting the shipping instructions. These bales
had been picked up gradually in small lots, of from two
hundred to three hundred bales at a time. There are quite
a number of exporters for the South .American republics.
Our home consumption in the interior of our island is
growing from year to year, as we had occasion to learn
when a small manufacturer of cigars and leaf dealer of the
village of Bolondron (Matanzas) assured us that he alone
sold and used for his factory 2000 bales per year, and of
which he had purchased already 1500 bales. We would not
have believed this assertion if a leaf dealer, whose veracity
we could not doubt, had not confirmed this statement. As
in the

long as our sugar cane planters are making big money they
are ready to spend more money on cigars and cigarettes.
Sales during the fortnight totaled 8748 bales, which
consisted of 1584 Vuelta Abajo and Semi Vuelta, 918 Partido, and 3246 bales of Remedios,
Buyers were: Americans, 4112; Canadians, 487; exporters to Europe, 147 shippers to South America, 732,
and our local manufacturers of cigars and cigarettes, 3270
;

bales.

Receipts of Leaf Tobacco from the Country

For 2 weeks ending Nov. 10, 1916.
Vuelta Abajo
4,324 bales.
Semi V^ielta
9.53

1916.

148,507 bales.
19,255

"

22,799

"

5,908

"
"

118,995

152

"

6,828

"
"

11,728

"

316,384

"

301

Remedios
Oriente
„

1,

''

r»artido

Total

Since Jan.

Exports of leaf tobacco from the port of Havana for the
two weeks ending November 11, 1916, totaled 9080 bales,
and which were distributed to the following countries, viz.
To all ports of the United States, 7698; to Canada, 482;
to Great Britain, 147; to the Canary Islands, 21; to the
Argentine Republic. 600 to Uruguay, 49 to Chile, 80 to
Brazil, 2, and to the United States of Colombia, 1 bale.
Planting is going on fairly well in the Vuelta Abajo,
Semi Vuelta and Partido districts, while on the other hand,
reports from the Santa Clara province state that the seedbeds were destroyed and had to be made over again, which
would cause a delay of six weeks before planting could
;

;

;

begin.

Buyers of Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
Arrivals From Tampa: Angel L. Cuesta, of Cuesta,
Rev & Company; Jose de Armas, of Jose de Armas; Francisco Arango, of Francisco Arango & Company; Jaime
Pendas, of M. A. Gunst i^ Company, and Matt Berriman
and Jose Cosio, of Berriman Brothers.
From New York: Abe Bijur, of E. Rosenwald &

—

Brother.

,

From

Philadelphia:
Herman Vetterlein and Martin
Broch, of Julius Vetterlein & Company.
From Milwaukee: Celestino Fernandez, of Cirilo Fer-

nandez Company.
From Reading, Pa.

:

William Yocum, of

Yocum

Broth-

ers.

Returned— Walter C. Sutter, of Walter Sutter & Com])any; Manuel Sanchez (El Bolero) and Ramon Argiielles,
of the

Romeo y

Julieta factory.

i
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Departures

—To New York

To Tampa

:

Matt Berriman, Jose Cosio, Angel L.
Cuesta, Jose de Armas and Celestino Corral, as well as Bernabe Diaz.

REVENUE COMMISSIONER ISSUES
RULES FOR ANNUAL INVENTORY

B. Spector.

f) H 1 bAD EU

(Continued from Page 13)

Cigars

Business has continued good so far on account of the
holiday orders for the United States, but they are now
reaching their end, and the outlook for the coming year
is rather doubtful, unless our manufacturers can raise their
prices.
There has been some informal talk among the
manufacturers, and there is a project on foot to raise prices
10 per cent, on all sizes after January 1, as a transitory
measure, provided we have a fairly large crop with correspondingly lower prices next year when all or part of the
If prices continue
10 per cent, might be taken off again.
to rule as high as this year, then the raise of 10 per cent,
would remain in force.
We now beg to submit our customary monthly statistics of the exports of cigars from the port of Havana, as
per our official custom house returns, as follows
Cigars.

Exports from October
Exports from October

1
1

to October 31, 1916. .10,106,100
to October 31, 1915. .11,431,256

Decrease during October, 1916

1,325,156

•

Increases by countries during October, 1916, were, as
compared with October, 1915: Russia, 1,404,849 cigars
United States, 410,916; Australia, 52,850; Norway, 35,000
France, 27,900; Canary Islands, 21,900; Bermuda, 17,950
Panama, 16,852 Peru,^'l 6,000, and Brazil, 13,700, or making
a total of 2,017,917 cigars.
Decreases during the same period were
Great Britain
and Ireland, 1,731,332 cigars; Denmark, 1,133,200; Chile,
313,660; Portugal, 57,950; Spain, 32,645; Argentine Republic, 27,586
Canada, 26,525 British Africa, 17,000, or making a total of 3,339,898 cigars.
Cigars.
Total exports from Jan. 1 to Oct. 31, 1916
99,051,784
Total exports from Jan. 1 to Oct. 31, 1915
95,319,907

"Collectors will detail as many deputies as possible,
and direct them to so arrange their routes for the jntrpose
of verifying the inventories at the earliest practicable date

January 1 next and they should
"(A) See that each class of tobacco has been properly
inventoried and the foregoing instructions observed.
"(B) Determine, from the quantities of each different
kind of tobacco sold and used between the dates of inventory and his visit and on hand and purchased, as to the
correctness of the inventory and require any necessary
amendments to be made by the manufacturer before the
latter makes oath to same before him and before inventory
is

taken up.

"(C) Note carefully the provisions of regulations No.
8, revised July 1, 1910, page 60, headed 'Deficiencies found
by examining officers.' and report each such case found by
him immediately to the Collector.
"Collectors are hereby instructed to cause a copy of
this decision, together with the proper inventory blank, to
be delivered to each manufacturer of toliacco. snuff, cigars
or cigarettes registered in their respective districts, not
later than the 15th day of December of this year, to enable
them to comply with the law in regard to inventory on
lanuarv

1

next."

H. M. Smith Dead
a cigar salesman, of Reading. Pa., died
19. after a week's illness, at his residence,

H. M. Smith,

on November
The deceased was born in
218 North Eleventh Street.
Womelsdorf. and came to Reading thirty-nine years ago.

He was
is

fifty-two years old at the time of his death.

The

first

10 months of this year

.

3,731,877

consuming countries above one million cigars during the year 1915, as compared with the 10
months of 1916, show the following result:
ten principal

Increases
1.

2.

United States
Argentine Republic

7,539,701 cigars.
1,239,022

4.

Australia
Chile

5.

Spain

837,430
739,936

6.

Denmark

151 ,750

3.

906,656
!

Total

11 ,414,495

Decreases
7.

8.
9.

10.

Great Britain
Netherlands
France

9.147,679 cigars.

589.315

398.730
21,406

Canada
Total

10,157,130

Leaf Tobacco

The Association

of Leaf Dealers, Packers

and Growers of Tobacco of the Island of Cuba, issued its year book
of the work done by the directors during its economic year
of 1915-1916, and which is a very interesting synopsis of
43 pages, but unfortunately we have no time to make
any commentaries about the same in this edition. The

He

survived by two brothers.

Don Manuel

A. Suarez. also called upon the
Mayor, in order to have the edict about not smoking in
our open electric cars rjevoked as far as the last four seats
are concerned, and which we had formerly always enjoyed.
hope that the new liberal Mayor when he takes possession upon December 1st, will recognize the justness of
this petition and grant the same in order to support our
cigar industry.
Two members of the above association, the former
broker. Juan Larranaga, and Lorenzo Alfonso Sanchez, an
honorary member, died during the last fortnight, and their
funerals were largely attended by the members.
Harry Pantin, a nephew of Leslie Pantin. was married
on the 20th inst., to Miss Amalia del Campo, and the ceremony was attended by a large contingent of our cigar manufacturers and the trade in general.
Shippers above 200 bales of leaf tobacco, from the port
of Havana, during the past two weeks, were
Virgilio Suarez. 1601 bales; Leslie Pantin, 1031 bales;
Maximilian Stern, 1012 bales; Ernest Ellinger & Company, 756 bales; Mark A. Pollack, 697 bales; Jose Suarez
& Company, 588 bales; Manuel Suarez. 159 bales; Cuban
Land and Leaf Tobacco Coni])any, 138 bales; J. Bernheim
& Son, 350 bales I. Kaffcnburgh 8z Sons. 319 bales Manuel
Garcia. 319 bales; Hijos de Diego Montero. 309 bales; Manuel A. Suarez 8z Company. 303 bales; Walter Sutter
Company, 262 bales; M. A. Gunst
C'otnpanv, 261 bales;
Jose F. Rocha, 242 bales; Allones, Ltd., 210 bales.
president.

Increase during the

Paul Brogan Heads Dusel, Goodloe

lAUL

BROGAN, who

L.

& Company

for the past five years

has

been connected with Dusel, Goodloe & Company,
and formerly with Luckett, Luchs & Lipscomb,
has become temporary head of the well-known
jobbing house of Dusel, Goodloe & Company following the
resignation of Speed Goodloe which is effective December

1.

Mr. Brogan combines executive ability, sound business
judgment and selling qualities in such well rounded proporIc
tion that he is the logical man to succeed Mr. Goodloe.
has many staunch friends in the trade and all hope and
believe that the temporary appointment will be confirmed
I

:

;

MIA.

after

;

;

19

Frank Suarez.

:

To Chicago:

THE TOBACCO WORLD

We

;

;

I'^v:

«,K:

Orctaniv.

and that he will be mfade the permanent head of this progressive jobbing house.
Mr. Goodloe's resignation comes as a surprise to the
trade as it was believed that he would remain permanently
with the company following his return to it some three
Prior to that Mr. Goodloe had been with the
years ago.
company for about six years, when he resigned and entered

business for himself. This lasted more than a year when
as president of
lie returned to Dusel, Goodloe & Company
Mr. Goodloe's plans for the future have not
the concern.
his
been definitely arranged. It is believed, however, that
interest in the cigar

him to give

it

up

tobacco industry is too strong for

and

entirely.

Yahn & McDonnell to Distribute "La Sultana"
The well known firm of Yahn & McDonnell have

re-

added the "La Sultana" brand to their lines for local
The brand has been attractively displayed
distribution.
Chestnut Streets
in one of the windows of the Fifteenth and
The brand although only on the market a short
store.
It is produced by the
time has made remarkable strides.
150
Tobacco Corporation of America, which has offices at

West Fifty-second

Street,

New

City.

The

cigar retails

for a nickel.

William Yocum, of
a

recent visitor in the

Yocum

Havana

Brothers. Reading, Pa.,
leaf market.

"Counsellor'' brand is having a banner year and
the Cressman factories are working to capacity to keep
down the figures in the "oversold" column.

The

"Comal." a clear Havana brand from the factory of R.
Lopez Trujillo. Key WVst. has been added to the numerous
lines of the Finley Acker Company cigar department.
Al Metzger. the representative of Bcrriman Brothers,
was in town recently gathering in belated orders for "Jose
Vila" and other of the factory brands.

handle the "Lord" cigar made by
Henry's Cigar Company, will find their sales greatly helped
by the new sign which the manufacturers are preparing

The

was

is the
Nat Rice, of the American Cigar Company, who
visimanager of the Little Cigar Department, was a recent

retailers

who

for them.

The Cameron Tobacco Company, of Richmond.
was represented among the trade recently through the
of

cently

York

The popular "Webster" cigar is among the brands
which the Evans Drug Store cigar stands are featuring.

Louis

Krause.

"Eutopia"

and

"Jefferson"

Va.,
visit

smoking

tobaccos are the leaders.
Al Korn. representing the lines of S. H. Furgatch &
Companv. is expected in the Quaker City this week. He
orders for "Vega del
is sure to gather in some attractive
Rev" and other of the factory brands.

The Theodore Netter store, at 1215 Market Street is
Batt &
featuring the "La Verdad" cigar made by Simon
Company. Anticipating the heavy holiday demand a large
order was placed with the factory.
front of the Peermont
is quite an
Cigar Company's store, at 1105 Market Street
winimprovement. The door is now in the center with a
at either side, thus giving more display.

The new arrangement

of the

'

dow

tor in the city.

Moorhead.
among the visitors from
IT

S

of

Duncan

&

Moorhead. has been

New

York. Business
removed to
has been booming with this f^rm since they
Nice gains are being noticed in
their new headquarters.
their

this city in

business on imported brands.

States Tobacco
^^aking
Company's "Shag" brand of smoking tobacco are
Genial "Jack'
trade.
their appearance among the retail

The holiday packings

of the Ignited

has headquarters at Second and Arch streets,
is making.
receives credit for the fine showing the brand

Fowler,

who
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Georg^e L. Storm, head of the Tobacco Products Corporation, is the father of another son.

Max Cans, of Max Cans & Son, sailed recently for
Porto Rico where he will remain until January.
Carl H. Schmidt, vice-president of Tillman & P>endel,
San Francisco, has been among the visitors to Xew York.
Parker, of the Parker-Gordon Cigar
St. Louis, Mo., is among the recent arrivals in
J.

11.

Company,
New York

Alexander Herbert, vice-president of the Philip Morris
Company, sailed recently for Havana. "Philip Morris"
cigarettes have a large following in Cuba.

oversold and as a result the
salesmen are being called in for a rest until after the holidays.
factory

On November
an increase

in

TO.

Year, Production Increasing One and
of Five
One-Tenth Billions— A Further Decrease in the Cigar Production
Hundred and Seventy-Five Millions-Little Cigars Fall Off One
Hundred and Nine Millions— Cigar Factories

Cigarettes Continue to

made by

rowing

E.

Popper

& Company. The

distribution

inaugurated
the price of the cigars sold at the Sign of the
Inc.,

Company, of Chicago,
some of his business

Faustino Lozano and Jose Lozano are among the recent arrivals in the city from Tampa. They will remain
until after the holidavs.

Samuel Loew^enthal, of S. Loewenthal & Sons, has returned from a trip to Connecticut where he has been looking over the new shadegrown crop.

M. Hoskins, of the Uureau of Internal Revenue

of

the Philippine Islands, has left New ^'ork for a visit throujjh
the West in the interest of the Manila cigar and tobacco
industry.

The

the recent arrivals from Porto Rico is Renno
Rosenwald, of F. Roscnwald & P)rothcr. who has been visit-

new brands being noticed about town is
the "Viscount", a new shadegrown wrapjxMl cigar being
manufactured by the Martinez Havana Company.

Increase

1,108,722.168

December

One

:11D,75G.

There was an increase of more than three and a halt
11)15.
million pounds of all kinds of material used during
million pounds
in 1911 there was a decrease of nearly five

2.

of the splendid brands of Acker, Merrall

which

&

and about the same decrease for IDlo.
Cigarettes continue on their merry way gaining more
for the
than a billion in production in 1915. In the report
is stated that the gain
fiscal year ending June 30, 19 IG, it
This inl,:325,719,TGO.
for the twelve-months period is
year of J91G
dicates that the cigarette gain for the calendar
phenomenal inwill approximate at least tne billions, a

Con-

haying a steady sale is the "Flor dc Monte
Carlo", an imported cigar. Tt is sold in a number of hand-

dit.

is

The offices of T. J. Dunn & Company and S. F
Company have been amalgamated. Hereafter

Davis

crease.

head-

The Government must be highly

quarters for both concerns will be at Eighty-first Street

paign.

Street car advertising

is

amount about two
is

looking

from special taxes.

cigar cam-

also being used

was a recent
tories are

famous "7-20-4"

cigar,

The United Cigar

Many

of

the

I'ond, the

calendar year

holiday jiackings of "Fgyptian .'Straights," "Omar,"
"Ford Salisbury" and "Pall Mall" that arc making their
appearance in the retail trade are unusually attractive.

&

Com-

is

Lincoln, of P. Pohalski & Company, recently
returned to Broome Street headquarters following a successful trip through the West where he garnered many
orders for the "First Consul" and other factorv brands.
F.

Carl W. Wobbc, of Rose iS: Wobbe, the latest addition to the ranks of the benedicts, has returned to New York
with Mrs. Wobbe, following their honeymoon in the South.

Batt

again at the firm's headquarters in Broome Street
after a most satisfactory trip in the interest of "La Verdad
ruid other of the company's brands.

pany,

The

Alecs, representative of .Simon

R.

I

retail

dealers in leaf to-

sale

of

unmanufactured

leaf

These frauds were made
tobacco, cigars, and cigarettes.
of the law relating
possible bv the lamentable weakness
tu tobacco have been
to dealers in leaf tobacco. Quantities
manufacturers of cigars
sold by dealers in leaf tobacco to

been rei,orted
and tobacco without same having
dealers
In many cases fraudulent leaf
t(, the Government.
opportunity for
have disappeared, and i,ractically every

cigarettes,

Leaf Used for Production of Large Cigars

141,854,038 Pounds

Leaf Used for Production of Little Cigars

4,594,293 Pounds

66,699,013 Pouads

Leaf Used for Production of Cigarettes

tracing the leaf tobacco shown on their reports as on hand
i.r collecting the tax on cigars manufactured therefrom is
To remedy the delects in the law, it has been reconilost.
inended in the annual reports for the past few years that
every dealer in leaf tobacco should be required by law to
give a bond in such penal sum as the collector may deItrmine, based upon the quantum of business done, the sum
oi said bond to be increased from time to time at the discretion of the collector or under instructions of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. A true inventory of stock on
ihe 1st day of January of each year and the rendition of
reports ^of transactions in leaf tobacco, either quarterly,
monthly, or for such periods (and within 10 days after the
close of such periods) as the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue may prescribe, should be required of each dealer

tobacco. Authority should also be given the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to propose and levy assessments for tax on tobacco not properly accounted for.
It is also recommended that manufacturers of tobacco,

in leaf

dealers in leaf tobacco and
l)eddlers of tobacco should be required to register their
name (»r style, trade or business, only on commencement of
business and not annually on the ist day of July, when
special taxes on these occupations are not in force.
there has
It is to be noted during the past fiscal year
been another extraordinary increase in the number of
cigarettes taxpaid weighing not more than 3 pounds per

snuff, cigars,

thousand.

and

cigarettes,

from the sale of stamps during
year ended June 30, 191 G, show taxpayment of

The

receipts

the fiscal
2l,OGG,19G,G72 small cigarettes, an increase over the previ(ms fiscal year of 4,325,719,7G0 cigarettes.
The total number of cigar factories in operation at the
beginning of the calendar year 1915 was 16,754, the number

was
ojjened during the year was 3,506, the number closed
of the year
1,528. and the number in operation at the close
was

15,732.

of cigarette factories in operation at
the numthe beginning of the calendar year 1915 was 381,
closed
ber o])ene(l during the year was 137, the number
of the
151, and the number in operation at the close

The

t(jtal

number

was

tobacco by retail
of little consequence.
dealers in leaf tobacco continues to be
numerous^
The past vear witnessed the disclosure ..f
manufacturers of
and immense frauds upon the revenue by

The

Henry

r
i
i
last*
in operation at the close of the
pro2,285 tobacco and snuff factories, 2,214
tobacco and 71 producing snuff, 3,497

ducing manufactured
dealers in leaf tobacco and 131

high-class

restaurants in the city are
reporting a heavy demand for the "Constancia Garcia"
cigar made by the La Kyma Factory at 00 Prince Street.

by the

There were also

Boston manufacturers of the "Blackstone" cigar, recently leased for a term of years the
Alterations
factf)ry at 110-110 Fast Sixty-eighth Street.
iti the factory will cost about $20,000.
<^-

collected

cigarette factories,
year 1915, 15,7:32 cigar factories and ;{G7
factories and a decrease
this being a decrease of 1,022 cigar
with the previous
of 14 cigarette factories, as compared

P>

this big-selling ten-cent cigar.

Waitt

receii)ts

partment for the calendar year of 1915 follow?
calendar
There were in operation at the close of the

year.

Store at 201 Fast Houston Street,
has been robbed again for the second time in six months.
The haul vielded some $300 which was taken from the safe.

total

Revenue Department from the tobacco industry
amounted to $H8,0G;J,9 17.51.
The reports and tables of the Internal Revenue De-

road way. He states that his facturning out more than a million a week of

visitor to

now

the

The

Internal

to swell

the sales of this brand.

who makes

gratilied to learn that

year ending June
the tobacco tax collections for the fiscal
Oi this
a gain of more than $S,OUO,()()(l.
;{0, 191G, show
and three-ipiarters millions was collected

and East End Avenue.

The Rex Window Advertising Company
after that feature of the "Alexander Humboldt"

in

I

Sell war/- Fo\ era

R. G. Sullivan,

the

17,964,348,272

the cigar production during V.)\') added
gives a total falling olf in the proto the decrease in JIM
1)72,duction of large cigars in the two calendar years of

ing the island in the interest of the firm.

Among

Decrease

The decrease

Fmployees' Mutual l^enefit Association will hold its lOlTi mid-winter dance and general
entertainment at the Terrace Gardens on the evening of

i't

Among

965,135,187

ness.

some shapes.

has been in New York for some time,
left recently for Chicago.
Business at the factory indicates a banner year.

Output of Little Cigars

575,003,866
109.563,916

S the calendar year of lOlO is drawing to a close
and indications jujint to an enornions increase in
l)oth the cigar and cigarette production, the discouraging figures and statistics of the tobacco industry for the calendar year of ISilo can be read with calm-

resigned.

Julius Klorfein has recently made purchases of some
fine lots of Connecticut shadegrown wrappers for his "Garcia Grande" brand.

Ed Wodiska. who

Decrease

who

has been with V. Lozano &
Son & Company, for a number of years representing the
brands of this quality factory in the South and West, has

C.

president of the J. B. Moos
Keiser, has been calling on
friends in the city.

6,599,188,078

Output of Cigarettes

liulldog.

The
Herman

Output of Large Cigars

is

is

Mcrriam Scgars.

Than One Thousand

For the Calendar Year of 1915

steadily.

Joseph Gernsheimer,

Make Gain During Calendar

Decrease More

Charles Schavrien, the well-known cigar jobber, has
taken on the distribution for New York City of the "I-:. P."
cr

The "Muriel"

I

Al Koni; well-known representative of the brands of
S. H. Furgatch & Company, has returned to the city following a successful trip through the New Fngland States.

cigar

City.

INTERNAL REVENUE REPORT FOR CALENDAR YEAR OF 1915 SHOWS
HEAVY DECREASE IN CIGAR PRODUCT ION AS COMPARED WITH 1914

St

'St

21

year was 367.

The

total

number

of cigars

made weighing more than

3

pounds per thousand was 6,599,188,078, a decrease of 575,(in;5,SGG compared with the production for 1914.
more
'rhe total num1)er of cigars made weighing not
decrease of
than 3 pounds per thousand was 9G5.135.187, a
the i)roduction for the
10!). 563,91 G cigars as compared with
previous year.

The

total

of cigarettes made weighing more
per thousand was 15,S1G.2lo, an increase of

number

than 3 ]«mnds
1,921,851 over the previous year.

—

—

»
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The

number of cigarettes made weighing not more
than 3 pounds per thousand was
17,964,348,272, an increase
of 1,108,722,108 over the previous year.
The average quantity of unstemmed tobacco used in
making 1,000 cigars weighing more than 3 pounds
per
thousand was 21.49 pounds; in making 1,000 cigars
weighing not more than 3 pounds per thousand,
4.76 pounds in
making 1,000 cigarettes weighing more than 3 pounds
per
thousand, 5.84 pounds in making 1,000 cigarettes
weighing
not more than 3 pounds per thousand, 3.71 pounds.
Tables Nos. 3 and 4 relate to tobacco and snuff.
There were in operation at the beginning of the
calendar year 1915, 2,432 tobacco and snuff factories.
There
were opened 444 factories; closed, 591; and in operation
at
total

Summary

2c2
.""U

weisliins
more than 3
pounds per 1,000
Cigars weif,'l.inff „ot more than 3
pouniis per 1,000
Cferarette.s weigl/inK more tlmn
's
pounds per 1,000
Cigarettes weighing not more than
3 pounds per I.OOO

Con.snIid;ite<l

statem.'nt.

"'of
01 eKoH*'
cigaiett«'s

'

opciocio-,
965.135.187

si
'^^

irfiipo,^
ir..81fi,210

3.71

17.964.348.272

66.699,013

*"^'

State

X

.'!

»'»"»V<' ..s.d.

1

.

of eigar.-tttm.n.ltr ''*

M

...

Alabama
California

(

c

^^

Mgarettes Manufactured

c c i
tr 5 -o

©
~C— r: o

--I

y.

ali*'.! Ilia

<

I>o
'olora<lo

6

-fi
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U

w

HI

1

|

4

2

J

Z
"

i-j

10
.,

7

4

4

7

Y,ioridii

9

1

4

6

.'.'o

,

.-,

.M:i.ssHchu.sttt.s

....

.Mi<higan

20

37

>o

1
(i

1

New Hamjishire
New Jerse.y
„ •'"^ ork
New

.

1

3

P"
l>o
l>o

Do

...

0'>Jo

3

"oliirado
»

3

-'

."54

3

104

14

12

4

Oregon
....

!)'>

96

6

5

13

1

1

3

2
5

6

1

I>o

186.415
1.646.667.340
1.9,S.S.4 56.S90

3,330.710
11.409,0S0
80.750
790

2.466,621.S9i;

33
.17

1
•>

1
]

5

8

1

1

34

380.200

2

5

Washington

]

2
2

Total

381

137

36.S

i:!7

<':i1endar year 1914,
Increase ...
I )t'crea.se
...

3.190
210.730

1

12
2

2

35

1

Virginia

4.974.620
30.000

1

19
14
43

i

Texas

53, .-.oo

10

37

1

19,593.X5S

1

151
124

1

13

Do

Louisiana
•Mar.v land
.Mas.'saclm.'^etts

123, 98;!. 416
1 88.570.1 9S

3

....
.,

2
2

11.000
15.816.210
13.S94.359

367
3N1

27

1.921.S51

2.412.879.240
666.920
209 S 00
2.753.345.000
2.463.9S1,490
6.500
50,630
81,060.410
6,000
261,7S0
3.039,632,110
2.996,7X0
337.435
17. 964. 34s, 272
16.855.626.104
1. 108,722.16s

14

;>

6
7

Do

X

Michigan

.\yeragf <iuanli(y of leaf tr>bacco u.-o-d per 1.000 largi- cigareltrs.
Averiige ipiantity of leal tobaecn used |.<r i.(m»o sm.ill iigarcHi'S.

Do

4

•Miimesota

•

•

1

i

Do

6

•Montana
Nfbriiska
llainpshiie
i

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

•

1

1

1

....

Virginia

6

Do

.

3.71

Washington
Virginia

Wisconsin
Tolirl.

Faelnries-

Total. ial«-nd:ir y.-ar
Incre.iSf

V.'

I

Classi flea t ion of liu.siucss

3

Registered

as manufacturers for the
purpo-^ie of buying and selling refuse

scraps, cuttings, and clippings ....
as manufacturers for the
puriio.se of disposing of obi stock
of man ti fact u red tobacco

Uegistered

I'rodufed perique tobacco
.Manufacturing plug tobacco exclusively.
-Manufacturing
twist
tobacco
ex-

•Manufacturing

tobacco

1 It 1

0-3-0

£ c c

1.

Manufacturing snuff exclusively
Manufai-turing two or nion- kinds

Oco

C _

45

54

11

16

15

fi7

4

6

65

3

14

109,56:!.9I6

»ec|-eas«^

.

Pound.''

Total

1.908
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7

129
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4,
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£

o ot:

'I
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|M

^

c5 «1(

>^— O.

it?!
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e

cS
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Vejir

Number

Number
4.r.01.2.->(.7S3

7,.'!02.029',X11
t;,isx.9n7,2(;!t
fi,fifi7.774.!tir,

l.oi:!.()L':5..-,.-.:i

(;,sio.o')S.4it;
7.nis.riori,(>:n

3 .^,,
l.2i:!.s:!2..s 10

10.7 12, .154
14,!IS4,493
17.(Hi8.772
1 7.794.1 fi:j
19.:{74,077

7,04 4.2r.7.2:!r.

1,0.-..-,.

7.r.7i.r.o7.s:!i
I

(;,.^99.ISS.<)7S

l.l

1

s.

(,:;.-,

1

in

1.49.'.

9.'.'t.40!t,l i;i

1.o74,ti'(;i.io:',
9r,-,.i

:!.-,.!

s7

17,0.-,S.71S
ir.,t;oo.:!si
1.-.,

Id.-,.

l:t.x9

770

4.:',.-.9

ir..si(;.2io

.-,,742. 832. .'.24

1906
907
1908

t;,SlS,S.^,S,272

19|)'»

4,3:r..io7

1910

.',,2r.r,..-,72.i

s,t;4

1.-,

10. 1(19,321.1
13.1«;7,093,.M.-,
1

i.-.,r..'">r,,fi!t2,t;«i

H!,S.T.">,f,2fi.10|
17.'.m;

Cigars
I.<arge

Number
I

Tobacco Tsri, in
1(»

9S9.7."1.2r,3
1.07 1.0S:;.97«I
1,072..'. 2. a (0

7.147.548.312

191. !M

2~J32

I..eaf

(,3|S.272

1

I'M

I

19)2
1913
I'll 4
1

9

1

5

Small

.

.

21.19

.

4.76

Factories

S3
7

1.771
37

17

127

591

2.285

4

44

4

iz-O

Quantity of

f «2
«

78,000

575.003.X66

1911

w
J*

|2

21
Cl.'issincation of business

Mm

•3

M ANI'FACTURINn

Cai.kvi.au Vkars

Cigar eties
I^jirge
Small

nruiNO THE Past

Tobacco ami
snuff

I'ounds
Pounds Pounds
Poiuiils
136 ,335.003 3.943.68S
99.550 16.011,3X5
142 >54.647 4.971,198 131.23S IS. 198,212
126 .057.483 4.3X2,765 156.488 20.509,133
131 ,259.693 4.410,407 156.55S 23.558,2X7
13( .4 62.219 4,65 1.241 172 994 31,099.325
14 ,6S(»,920 5 236,325 151 X97 3S,4 4 6,231
145 7S1.078 3.909,572 150 910 16,!m;6.201
1 5S 7 5 5.3 5 S
4,230,400 13S 53 1 56.120.:!:!
153 ,95 1.271 4.N03.1S(i
92,400 62.1 16.966
141 .S54.03S 4.59 1.293
92,374 66.6:i!),OI3
I

I

Pounds

Total
Pomid.'i

325.370.6 12 4X1,760.26S
320,729,53s 486.881, X33
1x3,013.50:.
34 1.325.030 504,709,975
:!50.4XO.!MtO 522,S69.679
:U(;.5i 1.032 535,05'. 105
.".31,729..'.3S

350.5 4 9,373 547.357.134
:!:!s.s7o,<;73 55S. 11 5.299
:!33.S,S3,676 554,850.199
3:!S,4 1.S,062 551.6X7.780

3

s

o

a

en
16.707

Small jigars <xclusively
Small rigar»lt<'s xdusively
<

Ijarge cigai»(t<s exclusively
I>iirge cigars and small cigarettes.
I>arge and small cigars and small
cigarettes
Small <igMts and small cigarettes.
laige
and
small
cigars.
Small

3 «

O

Manufacturing
l.argo cigars exclusively

from certain sources of revenue is
Statement of Internal Revenue Collections
of October last.
October,
Products
Cigars (large)
Cigars (small
Cigarettes (large)
Cigarettes (small)

cigarettes

.01

4,534

3

3

95

110

15,67

4

236

1

6

21

ettes

cigarelt«'S

Total

...
...
.

smoking

October,
191(>

7I1.-Vi4.l20

678.2()6,570
9().802,()K)

7 !».23

1,31)0

1,779,575

2.S59,.*)Oi»

1.723,839,408

2,501. .SD.i.'.CjS

Lbs.

2,80<),378

2.T73,l.s2

Lbs.

35,879.2 10

37,561,060

1.339.8S8
4,<»;; 1,188
['acks
Playing cards
Note. Porto Rican imports, October, 1!)1G, included in
above statement were as follows: l.S,P24,o40 large cigars;
20,000 large cigarettes; 210,000 small cigarettes.
Philippine imports for October, 1910, will be shown in
foot-note on the statement of November stamp sales.

—

Substitution

lot

17

1!

IS

15

scheme we know

3.64.1

of

or

fttr

losing businuss.

I'auii

when

it

is

considered advisable to substitute, it should be done in the
A willingness to supply the goods
iiuist tactful niaiiner.
Any effort t»»
called for should always be in evidence.
enlist the interest of the customer in a different brand
P.elittling the
should be incidental to the transaction.
It not
quality of goods asked for is very poor business.
only suggests the idea that you handle ])oor goods, l)ut it
is unconi])limentary to the intelligence of the buyer.
To sum up. we should say that substitution is bad.
irretrievably bad, unless it is primarily in the interest of
the buyer. This jnay be because a passable sul>stitute is
])rovided when the original article is unobtainable, when
a better article is provided for the same money or when as
good an article is given for less money. Unless one or
other of these claims can be made, substitution from the
San Francisco "Grocer."
buyer's standi)oint is a nuisance.

Cigar Store for Central City, Nebraska

103
51

4.679

may

—

1

17.135

may

not be good business. Most
dealers say they haven't time to talk ])eople into taking
We think
a brand other than that they were looking for.
they would be extremely foolish to attemi)t anything of
Talking i)eople into doing anything is the bust
the sort.

New

and large cigar-

I*arge and small cigars
1/arge Hnd small cigars, small and
Ifige pignrettes
large
and
small
eig;irs.
I.rfirge

(

Tobacco, chewing and

eigjil'ettes

Small

No.
No
No.
No.
Xo.

month

for the

1915

.Substitution

CioAR Manufactitrers
15

stamps and reobtained from the

sales of various

36i, 129.446
S4.700

965,135.187
1.074.699.103

Av.ragi' quantity of leaf tobacco used i>er 1,000 largr cigars
Av.rag.' (luai'tity of leaf tobacco used per l.(M»0 small cigais

244

(.

Year

19.500

351,150

6.590.188,078
7.174.191,941

5

0)

2
J;

706

c a

ex-

clusively

Clffarettea

M
O

cc

'^"

21

.smoking

662,800

•3

C

ClOARB AND CiriAnKTTKS MANUFACTfnEn

•J

cab-ndar \far

6.517.391

76.391.41 1
33.676.5 15

1

In

OPKKATIONS OK MaNUFAPTITUERS OP ToBArco

5,4:!S,»;90

17.147,741

2

•»

5..S4

of tax-paid ])roducts

135.667..7 49

South Carolina
Tijincssee

by monthly

Snuff, manufactured.
32.446,226

4.155.SI0

()r«'gon

.

147.046,950

316.240.074
4.6S5.257
9.595.517
1 15.290.952

18

Do

1.066
1.800

14.300

11

Do
Do

404.237,200
7.000

2. SIS. 546

1

10

Pcnn.svlvania

l:',:!5'.i.JI9

of Cigar Industry for October

ceipts

4.81S.S53
6.655.610
12.X4S.780

5

Revenue Report

as indicated

316,820.8X3

4

Do
Do
Do
Oklahoma

I

The following comparative data

120,000
5.150

12
23

21
28

North and South Dakota
Ohio

410.460,S12
3t,S98,407

produc-ed

Internal

<t

14

Do

.

Total

200

453.310.690
125,413,OS3
139,053,707
47.299,323
252.650
15,706,737
11.884,641
170,405,421
155.391.671
111.694.263
212,805.451
4.363,386
6,120,403
741.858.057
619.106.632

3

North Carolina

\\<st

.Snuff

50,658,608

6
1 4,X29.3
Id.oi.j.Odl
2:jl.92i,^2i

Total tobacco produced

250

303.869,165
53.587,746
54,851,420
34.582.085
19,727,881
8,488.837
25.961,213
55,626,637
82.08S,23 4
420.609.626
1.180,864
159,554,S13

1

'I'rxas

INninds

4,000

1

Do
Do
Do

1

Pine-cut chewing tobacco produced
Smoking tobaci.> i)niduced

<•••

•

1

105,492,372
75,490,001
18.330.726
2,002.SS
38,64 6,051
4,801.565
1,X18,S17
31.470
37.335.698

(

Iowa
Kansas

N'l-w

1

Plug tobacco produced
Twist tobacco produced

5.992.S:»5
i:!,S17.S22
5t;, 266. 393

i

1

I'enns.N Ivania

93.620

175.064,091 26,115,285 391,271,522
179,172,512 2 1,175,219 387. 808. 161
192,229,890 24,035,738 407,541.946
202,374,654 2S, 454. 95s 431,354.910
214,05ti,402 31.445.17X 447,292.157
209,367,175 28,94 3.754 424,080,565
217,330.409 31.363.651 4 35,479,949
220,809,688 32,898,056 443,874,56.t
4 40.935,72
228,888,866 30,595,64
234.927,827 31,898.407 142,359,2 19

4

Xi'W ^ol k

1

1

Indiana

.\ll.ssoiii

12,742,345
12.457,917
12.OS6.725
12.481.100
12,857.930
11,027,986
11.006,561
10,934.526
10,961,100
10,045,001

20,663,486

u

8
13
6

]

1

1

2I1.9S.-)

214,35:;,S4

1

Do
Do
Do

o

1.680.674
12.257,022
14,476,730
14,625,975
14. 5 SO. 02 2
13,845,761
15,531,133
14.893.789
15.987.339
14,829,376
1

Total

Pounds

Quantity of Tobacco and Snuff Manufactured

136,664

Illinois

4

1

1

go

13.1ti7.5 IS

5

2

5

•5

SS,946,510
236,831,923

....
....

l''lorlda

a

7.S8.292,7't.-,

]

17
17

- 3"^

16,153.5(»7

'onncfiicut

New Jerse.y
Do
New .Mi'Xieo

1

10
35

2S

North Carolina

2

1

•'•

•,

i^o

32

3

1

.

2
5

11

30

;:

c

11.00(1

3
9

1

2
2

241.3.SO

1

4
1

Missouri
I

20

2

Maryland

4,500

J

1

Ix)uisiana

12.000

•>

3

37

1

a.'

Lj

12,280
278,961.055
368.859
18.700
801.500
10.007.858
159.330
3.454.300

38,260

I

Connecticut
Ulinois

named being

g

1

(orgia

-

be

<D

4,159,765
1,952,1 OS
42.526.129
13,082,185

I

K» ntui ky

£

a

8
3

l

u

Tobacco and Snuff Manufactured
Snuff
Smoking
Twist
Pine-cut
Pounds
Pounds
Pounds
Pounds

Pounds

Alabama

(Jeorgia
lawaii

Mtlf)

c

•=>

"
MC

c— ko

•- -^TJ= .^ ;^

District

6

nunib,.r

'

State

•

.=

(

the

and llu'!"'",'»'V
made
during the calendar year ended
••'

'-'

c a

C c J
it" —0

'

clu8l\el.v

!.

.7,
4.74

Cigar ETTTKR
districts, six.wing

by

C

*-|

imported from any one country and for the withdrawal of
such cigars for home consumption on the payment of the
duty on such tobacct) and the i>ayment of the internalrevenue tax accruing on such cigars in the condition as
withdrawn. These bonded manufacturing warehouses are
wholly under customs supervision and business done by
them is not included in these tal)lcs. which show the operations of internal-revenue factories only.
Reports received
from collectors of internal revenue show receipts from the
sale of stamps to these l)onded manufacturing warehouses
during the calendar year 1915, aggregating $301,264.63.
The stamps so sold, if used during that year, would cover
the tax on 100,421,543 cigars weighing over 3 pounds per
thousand, and tax paid at the rate of $3 per thousand.
The greater number of the bonded manufacturing warehouses are located in the State and district of Florida.

7.17

f;q4 ooo
4
^•''^^-^^

Factories

1913, provided for the establishment of bonded warehouses for the manufacture of cigars wholly from tobacco

1911

fi-Qniaun-o
6..,99.18S,0^8

=;

1911
1912
1913
1914
1915

t;j^

1

3,

1912
1913
/914

9i
io
21.49

374

manufactured
^^-.

1418.'i4
03S
'^^'^^^'^-^^

9'>

Dec«'mljer

31,464,420 pounds out of
a total production amounting to 31,898,407 pounds.
Section IV^ paragraph iVI, of the tariff act of October

1906
1907
1908
1909
1910

ir

<2K

Cigar.'^

105,069.127
159,745,491
164,712,863
173,418,223
174,352,625
160,895,589
160,248.195
164,338.510
156.502,776
150,658.608

1906
1907
1908
1909
1910

"

Arkansas

pounds of twist, and 916,099 pounds of fine-cut
chewing tobacco and increases of 8,038,961 pounds of smoking tobacco and 1,302,767 pounds of snuff manufactured
as
compared with the previous year.
Snuff was manufactured in 22 districts. The district
of Tennessee produced 14,967,810 pounds, the fifth district
of New Jersey produced 8,620,430 pounds, the first district
of Illinois produced 5,866,661 pounds, and the district of
Maryland produced 2,009,489 pounds, the aggregate produc-

0/

.

<

157,963

.-*

2

^'°""''^''

^''""'^^

Cigrars

the close of the year, 2,285.
There was an increase of 8,284,392 pounds unstemmed
leaf, decreases of 1,835,771 pounds
stemmed leaf, 2,477,769
pounds scraps, cuttings, and clippings, and 1,765,521 pounds
tobacco in process, an increase of 593,534 pounds stems,
a
decrease of 1,934,946 pounds licorice, and increases of
2,347,-

CiKiiLs

01

.C-4'
C C 3

Plug
Pounds

Year

Consolidated statement, by districts, showing the number of cigar factories
operated, the (juantlly of toba<co used, and the number of cigais
made during the calendar year ended Dcetuibfr 31, 1915

tw-o

So—

^s=

23

Cigars

S)Oo

J^

BJ

;

tion of the districts

CmAR and Cioarbtte Manufacture

of

Description of manufactures

;

590 pounds sugar and 450,553 pounds of other materials
used in manufacturing tobacco and snuff, as compared with
the previous year.
There was a total increase of 3,662,062 pounds of materials of all kinds used as compared with the
previous year.
There were decreases of 5,844,168 pounds of plug, 1,-
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16,099

R.

O. AIcNurliii. former

])ro])rietor

of

The Calumet

Cigar Store in Central City, Neb., announces that he will
shortlv o])en the .\nditorium Cigar ."^tore in the New Martha
I'.llen Theatre, which is nearing completion.

I

The New

''Cinco" Centerpiece Display Sign

Tfe American Tobacco Compan/

Ik

SPECIAL

CHRISTMAS
CIGARETTE
PACKINGS

t¥» wa*

.'I
-.a*

t

fffa

25

WORLD

THE TOBACC
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|p«

iPft'A

ISBS SPSS'

^'^'^w

W!mM

AKE

ready

now

for the holiday trade that

is

Reports from all sides
ahead of you.
from all parts of the country, point to the bigpracgest Christmas buying that merchants in
years
tically every line have experienced for
just

'

»

J?

t

Make

^^^^^—
I— The

Beautiful

Embossed Metal Humidor

The above is a reproduction of a recent display of the famous "Cinco" cigar which
appeared
window of the Harris Brothers Cigar Company, Atlantic City, N.
Attention is

Window

bronee contains 100

Kaypiienne StraighU ciKar100 are packed in an
ett€«:

in the

directed (although

J.

probably superfluous to do so) to the attractive new
used in conjunction with "Cinco" window decorations.

in imitation

Centerpiece Display Sign which

is

ingB.

being

2—The Omar Christmas
Paiking
a beautiful colored coated
cardboartl packane containing
100 ci^'arettcs. The little touch
of holly and the nil silk ribbon
wrappi'nB. make up into one of
the most effective Christmas
combinations imaginable.

Eisenberger Brothers Secure Stand in

The

recently established cigar department of C. W.
Antrim & Sons, Richmond, Va., is working with the retailer
and for his best interests as may be seen from the following
excerpt from the interesting house organ of that progressive firm

"Every mail brings us letters advising us of advanced
prices on cigars. Almost all of the popular sellers in this
section have advanced to $36.50 or $37.50 per thousand,
thereby eliminating the six-for-a-quarter

"On any

"Suppose the customer does demand his favorite at six
for a quarter. This situation will arise in some cases and

you will want to hold his trade and at the same time you
must make a profit. The solution is sell him a box at a
turn your stock

better condition.

more frequently and keep
loss

main stand

The Pall Mall Library

is

lloldrege cigar factory,

it in

through cigars being

handled by customers until damaged too much to sell. You
will develop a box trade and will, in the long run, make
more profit. Figure this out and see if you don't agree
with us."

owned by

contains 100 cigarettes—either
plain or cork tips. The packing is identical with that of the
Magnum packing shown below.

equipped with

Mall

Magnum

tipp<'d. The package is made up
in the usual I'all Mall red and

and otherwise decorated
makes it the
m a way whichcigarette
packmost beautiful
to
the trade. It
age ever offered
gold,

C.

H. Kings-

bury and Claude Oden, of Havelock, Neb., was recently
sold to J. A. Hopkins and H. A. Davenport, formerly of the
Kipp Cigar Company, of Hastings, Neb. The Holdrege
factory has been operated successfully for four years. The
new ow^ners have been connected with one of the largest
factories in the state and have had long experience in the
cigar business.

They

will

remove

their families to

as soon as residences can be secured
factory at once.

and

will take

MALL, OMAR, LORD SALIS-

EGYPTIENNE
STRAIGHTS Cigarettes are
We feel very proud
beautiful.

BURY

and

The smoker was
a

finer,

never offered

or more attractive group

from which to make
mas selections.

his Christ-

Packing

will be kept in

Havelock Cigar Factory Sold

is all

ri-ady for instant delivery

irlft, to which the giver
merely has to attach his name,
with attractive (^hrinfmas card

as a

What coulil give
attached.
more pleamire in the giving
or be a greater joy to receive.

These

Havelock

They're going to be sellers, because nothing so attractive in

—

cigarettes

in well-advertised, well-

known brands

—

has been prepared

for the Christmas trade in cigarette history.

Order from your jobber immediately, not tomorrow, do it now.

beautiful packings will

sell

on

sight, because they

answer that question as to what-to-give that friend.

over the
(

There

is

no extra charge for these packings.

GUARANTEED BY

sale instead of thirty-five or

You have no

goods

ribbon wmppinKisgoingto
be a big winneramong cigarette
smokHrs for gifts this coming
season.

silk

capacious built-in humidors.

The

These special packings of PALL

coated card-

contains 100 plain and 100 cork

"Think this over, Mr. Retailer; selling at five cents
straight means an increase in profit to you of $5.50.
Are
you going to continue in the old rut longer?

You

the best of condition as the

All

hitthly

boanl packinkf, containinK 100
Lord Salisbury cigarettes with
its decorative and ornamental

S—The Pall

cigars at five cents straight under the new price of $37.50
you make a profit of $12.50 per thousand.

fifty.

and smoking tobaccos.

cigar for which

You make one

Salisbury
Christmas Packing

The round,

before

of them.

3— Lord

Hotel Holden

seller.

you have been paying $35
per thousand you have netted, selling them six for a quarter, a profit of $7 per thousand.
By selling these same

special price.

New

iusenberger Brothers have secured the cigar privileges
for the cigar stands in the new Hotel Holden, Dayton,
O.
Patrick Goonan is in charge of the stands on the floor of
the lobby.
The stands will carry a fine line of domestic
and imported cigars, and the well-known brands of cigarettes

you have ever known

Egyptiennc StraighU lO's pack-

is

Jobber's Advice to Retailers

draw to yourself a sales and profit
total for December greater than

attractive, highly coated cardboiird container, and 10 cigarettes are packed in the rcRular

it is

Christmas" and so

this a "Cigarette

Less Help and More

Wages

Government report relative to labor conshown that in the cigar factories from which
information was sought, there are three per cent, less cigarmakers employed than at the same time a year ago. It
was also shown that despite this fact the payrolls averaged
thirteen per cent, more than the same time a year ago.
In the

ditions,

it

official

is

(/'<rlft^/tir^<^
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Mr. Osterweis is survived by his widow, one son,
Gustav Osterweis, and a daughter, the wife of
Major Louis M.
Ullman. A second son. Max L. Osterweis, died
about five
years ago.

Henry R.

Henry

R. Way, one of the oldest tobacco men in
the
busniess, died recently at his home, 5 Sherman
Street, Hanford. Conn., aged eighty-one years.
He had been an invahd

number

of years. Two weeks ago, his condition
for the past few days, death had been

for a

worse, and
as mevitable.

25^ to 7S^ Increased Sales

Way

became

regarded
born in East Haddam, the son of
John and Caroline (Palmes) Way. He received his early
education there, and. after being in the tobacco
business for
himself for a time, became associated with M.
H. Goodspeed and W. C. Reynolds in the packing of tobacco.
He
remamed in Vast Haddam until 1864, when he came to
Hartford to branch out in his business. He was
married
in East Haddam in 1862 to Miss
Jenny Foster Squire. In

He was

Hartford, the firm was known as Henry R. Way
& Company, and until eight years ago, Mr. Way took
an active
mterest in its affairs. Since then, his son, Ernest N.
Way,
has been manager of the company's business.
He leaves
his wife and son, and. one brother, Oliver P.
Way, of Colchester.

John J. Henegan
John J. Henegan, a former baseball player and a partner in Henegan Brothers, owners of several
cafes and cigar
stores in Newark, N.
J., died recently of apoplexy at his
home, ;};3 New Street, Newark. He was forty-nine
years

made by many

are

old.

William H. Granger,

Jr.

CIGARETTES

William H. Granger, Jr., for many years in the cigar
business on North Howard Street, Baltimore. Md.,
died
recently of paralysis. Mr. Granger was born in l^.altimore
sixty-seven years ago. He is survived by a widow and
a
son.
His brother died about six months ago at the age of

since our big

w

ninety-four years.

Outdoor Painted advertising campaign

wmmmmm^f^

paw

Why are Sweet Caps sold in the
highest' class clubs and hotels?

Frank Crouch, well known as the proprietor

)

of Crouch's
cigar store, at 212 W^est Superior Street, Duluth, Minn.,
died recently of heart disease. The deceased is forty-five

He

is

^

survived by a wife and daughter.

so that his death was not entirely unexpected.
He died
one day after his birthday, as he had just reached the age
of eighty the day before.
Pie was born in Bavaria, Getmany. He came to this countrj- at the age of twelve years,
making the long voyage alone and from that time until the
end of his busy life, he was an energetic worker.
Mr. Osterweis remained in New York for a time and
then went West, finally locating in New Haven about fiftysix years ago. When yet quite a young man, he entered
the
cigar and tobacco business in which he was a manufacturer
for the greater part of his life.
Mr. Osterweis was a member of Hiram Lodge, F. and
A. M. the Harmonic Club, of which he was one of the
founders and many years its vice-president; the Hebrew
;

Cemetery Association, of which he was also one of the
founders, and a member of other Hebrew organizations.
He w^as one of the earlier members of the Congregation
Mishkan Israel and for many years a vice-president. With
the late Max Adlcr. Mr. Osterw^eis was among the organizers of the movement for the building of the fine temple
of the congregation in Orange Street.

Great Barrington Interests of John Swarz

&

1

Painted Bulletins like
the
left

Lewis Osterweis
Lewis Osterweis, cigar manufacturer of New Haven,
and one of the most prominent in the trade in New
luigland. died recently at his home, ,'501 Crown Street,
after
a lingering illness.
.Mr. Osterweis had been suffering from
the effects of a severe cold and had grown gradually
worse

started.

Frank Crouch

years old.

C\)nii.,

dealers in

QaH Odd.

Son Purchased

h>e

one shown
are

to the

12 feet high

and from 25 to 50

know^

long.

They

feet

are paint-

ed in striking colors
and are placed along
the most heavily trav-

Jack Sitzer, of Millerton, N. Y., has recently purchased
the Great I'.arringt(m (Mass.) interest of
John Swarz iK:
Son. ol Albany, N. Y., one of the largest wholesale cigar
houses in that section. Mr. Sitzer is well known in (^.reat
B.arrington, having been traveling in that territory for
twenty years.

eled thoroughfares in
the

immediate

ity of

vicin-

dealers' stores.

Peruvians Study the Tobacco Industry

The (iovernment of Peru has issued an order through
the Department of Fomento commissioning two Peruvian
graduate students to spend a year in Cuba in a practical
study of the cultivation and manufacture of tobacco. The
order,

as
I'eruvian

published

We have proven conclusively to the American Tobacco Co.
that

Peruano, indicates that the
Government believes the expense of this commission will prove a profitable investment.
The tobacco industry is a Government 'nonopoly in Peru, and it is hoped
that with a more scientific knowledge of the raising
and
curing of the weed this industry may add much to the prosin

El

by concentrating

in the dealers'

im-

We

Every dealer

will benefit by this campaign.
have a long
term contract which guarantees permanent advertising through the biggest
and most dominating advertising medium it is possible to secure.

The Reynaldo Cigar Company,

of Gilbertsville. Pa.,
recently filed articles of incorporation with a cai)ital stock
of $5000. Julius Levy, of New York, is named as
the

Every dealer can lay

in-

corporator.

assistance in selling

CIGAR

Wall and Bulletin Advertising

mediate neighborhoods, that their dealers will sell more Sweet Caporal
Cigarettes, and incidentally increase profits to their mutual advantage.

perity of the country.

CHANCELLOR

their

in a fresh stock,

knowing

that he will receive plenty of

it.

Ask Dad, he knows
is

the slogan.

You've seen

it.

(

CHICAGO

1Tios.(usack

(ompany

Largest Advertising Company

in the

NATIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR

87

NEW YORK

World

PRINCIPAL CITIES
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ECUADOR'S

auction of a term of more than one year and not more
than four years, the offers must comply with the preceding requirements, and there shall be increase of at least
10 per cent, in the annual quota during the time of the
contract or concession.
Art. 8. The collection of the taxes on tobacco, as
assigned by special laws and decrees, shall be done directly by municipalities, corporations, or designated

NEW TOBACCO LAW

Industry Becomes a Government Monopoly

— Growers Must

Obtain Licenses

HE

Congress of Ecuador has recently passed a law
providing for Government control of the tobacco
industry, on the basis of concessions to producers
and selling agencies. The privilege of selling tobacco in Ecuador for a period of one to four years will be
sold by the Government to the highest bidder, in accordance
with special regulations which are to be issued by December 1. A translation of the law, as published in "El Telegrafo" of October 21, follows:
Article 1. The production and manufacture of tobacco in the Republic shall be exempt from all fiscal

1

No

authority specified in the regulations of the present
law and in the terms therein prescribed.
Art. 3. Having given the required notice, as specified in the previous article, the tobacco grower shall
obtain the respective license, for which there shall be

January
30 days

Art.

this time.
7.

The establishments

selling tobacco in

any

pay an annual tax of not less than 180 sucres
($87.60) and not more than 9600 sucres ($1672), whicSi
shall be paid within six days after the regular auction
or monthly in advance.
These auctions shall take place between the 1st
and 15th of December of each year, to comply with the
regulations. The basis, terms and conditions shall be
announced 30 days in advance, and the auctions shall
form

shall

be held at the capital for each Province, for all districts or Provinces, before the finance committee and
a notary public, in conformity with the regulations.
In case the Executive should receive by the 10th of
October of any year an offer at least TO per cent,
higher than that fixed in the budget for the auction
in the whole Republic, this offer shall be taken as the
basis for the general auction, which shall be announced
This auction shall take
within 40 days thereafter.
place before the finance committee of the capital of
the Republic, the committee being presided over by the
Subsecretary of the Minister of Finance. For a general

^>.^.?.^^•.-

t>%l

j^^r

to 15, 1917,

and notices

^^'

shall be published
,

W^•-"

in advance.

— Commerce

Reports.

W

^W^-''^'

4.

gross weight.
Art. 5. Tobacco in any form can not be transported from one place to another without the necessary
permit stating the place of production and destination,
the name of the producer, transporter, and consignee,
the net weight of the article, whether leaf or filler, and
the number of cigars and cigarettes in boxes, if it be
manufactured tobacco.
Leaf or filler tobacco can not be transported even
within the town without the permit referred to in the
above paragraph. The lack of this permit for any of
the cases provided for in this article shall be occasion
for contraband proceedings, the tobacco being immediately confiscated without further notice.
Art. 6. All tobacco on hand in the Republic on
January 1, 1917, shall pay a tax of 2 sucres (97.31
cents) for each 4fi kilos (101.4 pounds) net weight for
leaf tobacco, and up to 0.50 sucre ('M.34 cents) for
every hundred cigars of whatever quality and 0.01
sucre (0.5 cent) for each cigarette box of the kind

used at

1

repealed.

Manufactured tobacco shall be free of all
export duties, and leaf tobacco shall pay an export duty
of 9 sucres ($4.38) for every 46 kilos (101.4 pounds)

-*^^

'S;-^

Art. 13. All opposing laws or decrees are hereby

no charge.
Art.

3tm^

Art. 10. Infractions of the present law and its regulations shall be punished by confiscation and a fine
of from 50 sucres ($24.34) to 500 sucres ($243.35),
according to the extent of the infraction.
Art. 11. The present law shall go into effect on
January 1, 1917, and the regulations shall be issued by
the Government before December 1, 1916.
Art. 12. The first auction shall take place from

one shall be allowed to raise tobacco
without having previously given written notice to the
2.

^
":^^;

employees, according to the said laws and decrees.
Art. 9. According to the Penal Code, every citizen
has the right to report any smuggling of tobacco to the
Government, such person being entitled to 50 per cent,
of the quantity of the article confiscated.

taxes.

Art,

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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Successful Tobacco Cultivation in Colombia

There are productive tobacco lands near the coast of
Colombia, South America, and in the Department of San-

Ambalema produces the
quantity of tobacco. The larger

tander, but the district of

Amhass^iotei

best

grade and the greatest
part
of it is used locally for manufacturing cigars and cigarettes,
although the exports have been important during some
years. There was less tobacco grown than usual in 1915,
owing to the expected curtailment of the market abroad.
The invoiced price of exported tobacco early in 1915 was
six cents a pound, which increased to eight cents a pound
in

.^^9'.ffiv:r'?r?

HAPPYLAND
We

November.

The

elimination of Germany from the market in 1915
left the exporters of tagua or ivory nuts in this district
with quantities on hand that could not be disposed of elsewhere. It is owing to the neglect in sorting the nuts according to size and grade that has prevented Colombian
exporters from selling greater quantities in the United
States.

The

was $40 a

Earth's

Good Things

road that

leads

to

as

we

land for him

prevailing local price of tagua during the year

travel this

a Far-off Country.

Verily, Fellow-pilgrims, Life

Happy-

is

who smokes

ton.

Imports of manufactured tobacco into Colombia were
considerably affected by general conditions in 1915 and by
the enforcement of a law placing an excise tax on all foreign tobacco or products thereof. This tax is additional
Even before the passage of this
to the high import duty.
law the retail price of imported tobacco products put them
out of reach of most people.

and American cigarettes

American tobacco

EL
Most
'->;

for pipes,

Cartagena at about three
the United States. "Com-

retail in

or four times the retail price in
merce Reports."

—

Tobacco and Wine Taxation Discussed by Chinese
Chinese tobacco and wine merchants at Shanghai have
formed a union to deal with the question of taxes as a result of the policy of the

Government

in

recent years

to

The "wine"

all

dealers

sell

the

Roi-Tan.

—

The

the

fastest

seller in

the world.

is

calls for
!a>i

Roi-Tan

,•..

«/'

-t

*'^;

VvT"

dealer

does not, hurts himself because Roi-Tan
is more often called for than any other cigar.
Modern merchandising requires getting maximum
efficiency out of capital by quick-turning goods.
The Roi-Tan fills the bill perfectly, because it

Mr. Dealer, count the

referred

the native liquor made from various cereals. Foreign
tobacco and liquors are not subject to these impositions,
and as the import duties are light, the dealers in the native
products feel themselves at a disadvantage.
A general meeting of the union has been held, and the
chairman offered to go to Peking at his own expense to lay
the views of the members before the Government.

ROITAN

who

is

I

establish monopolies in these trades.
to

Let us partake of

but once.

live

^v

1

•,

v^

Ji-y-

•
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For cigars, cigarettes,
(Tobacco World).
Registered
tobacco.
chewing
and
cheroots, stogies, smoking
ork City,
V
New
Co.,
Lithographic
.\mericun
October 9, 1908, by
New
Dixon,
T.
Casper
by
acquired
was
transactions
by various
York
New
Co.,
Porciento
Cien
to
re-transferred
York City, and
City, October 13, 1915.
..
„
cigarettes,
MYRIANA:— 16,654 (Tobacco World). l^or cigars, Registered
cheroots, stogies, smoking and chewing tobacco.
November 23, 1908, by American Lithographic Co., New York
T. Dixon,
City, by various transactions was acquired by Casper
Co., New
Porciento
Cien
to
New York City, and re-transferred
York City, October 13, 1915.
For cigars, cigarettes,
MAN TORA:—17,395 (Tobacco World).
Registered March 6,
tobacco.
chewing
and
cheroots, smoking
City, by vari^ous
York
New
Co.,
Lithographic
1909 by American
\ork City,
New
Dixon,
T.
Casper
by
acquired
was
transactions
City, OctoYork
New
Co.,
Porciento
Cien
to
re-transferred
and

LURIANA:— 16,394

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
For

Sale,

Wanted and

5

NEW YORK

BEEKMAN STREET
Effective April

A MINIMUM CHARGE OF FIFTY CENTS
RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT. THREE CENTS A WORD. WITH
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
For

186 N.

La

Wanted.
INC.,
Siftinfi,
and
Scrapi
Buyers of Cuttinga,
332 East Forty-eighth Streei, New York City.

POSITION

WANTED—As

superintendent

Understand business thoroughly.
Best references. Address Box

^

Districts,
business-gettting brokers, factories in the First
Address
business.
goods from $16 to $28 per M. Can assure good

WANTED-By
making
Box 131, care

"Tobacco World."

SHORTS— Pure VuelU

HAVANA
New

of

live

;

line

aroma.

For

*'^'^

ber

foreman, hand or suction work.
with large concern. Want
care of "Tobacco World.

or

Cien Porciento Co., ^ew ^ o'"''
October
Sola Cigar Co., successors to J. Sola & Co.. on

was transferred

REGISTRATIONS
Wright

Co..

Seattle.

Inc..

The Tobacco

1916.

23,

The Mike

Wash.

most satisfactorily.
While the big cigar manufacturers who were heavy
growers not
buyers of the 1916 crop have admonished the
was necessary
to strip too early, as some real cold weather
stripping has
to put the tobacco in proper condition, some
steadily
been done, and stripping will from now on go

The

MEGA
&

ber

Italy

is

a

2.^

Abra-

13,

10.

1916.

I",

tobacco
Co.,

*
,

r..

Wis.

Manufacturing

ilenschel

^
For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and toMass
Noble Cigar Co.. Westheld.
1916.
November 20. 1916. M. H. tiara.
cigars.

bacco.

October

25.

I'or
6-40-4:— 39,974.
III.
Heights.
hicaRo

Government

(

,

Schwarz &

„
l-or

the
Byrne, who has been connected with
years has
American Cigar Company for the past fourteen
a factory of his
resigned his position, and will open up
Building, on North
own. He expects to locate in the Salter
Diamond Street, Mansfield, O.

John

vember

M

.

Citv
T.

V." F.:

39,977.

November

For cigars and cigarettes.

Preferred Havana Tobacco Co.. New York City.
KRIMARK:—39,979. l<or cigars, cigarettes am all

G.

J.

is

preparing

They

ucts and cigarette Papers.

to

GUMLESS BANDS
SANITARY AND EFFICIENT

November

18.

1916.

18.

tp*^^!^*^"

K.

191b.
'

fT."
Markanan.

FINEST IMPORTED

Ci^ar Bands and Labels

Wooster, Mass.

will em-

TRANSFERS

Sheboygan, Mich., has i*ecently
Gustave
Tweltth
opened his new two-story building on South

M.

24,

W.

,

xp
i
u ini/;
November
«. 1916.
1- -Mcigars.
Co.. New York City.
lor all tobacco products. No39,976.
Co.. New 'i ork
Lithographic
Pasbach-Voice
1916.

RANIER CLUB:— 39,975.

1916.
^

Henschel Manufacturmg

DAIRY FAIR:—39,973.

E. Radtke, of

^.'Karettes
MUSIC MASTER:-30,274 (Tobacco Leaf). For ^^if^';?-'
he
Registered September 8, l^Ox b>
cheroots and tobacco.
American Lithographic Co., New York C ity, by ^f transferred
to ami ""^^J^J'^
actions was acquired by the Cien Porc.ento
..September
Draper. Kingston. N \
to Fitz.patrick
cig.raus
cigars ^-J-J^y^.^^
KING PETER:-25,802 (Tobacco l;^^afL T;or
t'l^;^)
by
190.^
cheroots and tobacco. Registered July 13,
"^J'^^f^"
ity.^
W^est Indies Trading Co.. New York (
^^V^
Vork
Porc^nto
° ;>,
"'\>C v
actions was acquired by the Cien
^^^.^
Y..
Kingston, N. y
and re-transferred to l-itzpatrick & Draper.
September 27. 1916.
t,^
-^...-c
,-;tTar<tt<'<;
SERPINO:-28.916 (Trade Mark ^^'^^^'\]-^.\''' r^nr^;. S-gel
by
and tobacco. Kegistefed August 25, 1903.
,<]^7^^
(LMen
was
transactions
New York Citv, bv various
^'^^'"'^/I^^L.natr
ck
iMtzpatnck
to
re-transferred
Porciento Co.." New York City, and
1916.
& Draper. Kingston. N. Y.. September 17,

GARRETT

Me

I]^

\

H.

SMITH

Uniied Sute» and Canadiim ReprasentatiTe

Compania Utografica de
106

.^-

condeals in wholesale tobaccos. He formeriy
Avenue.
ducted a place of business at 1415 Pennsylvania

EAST

19th

la

Habana, Habana, Cuba

STREET.

NEW YORK

CITY

Talephona, Gramarcy 4880

<^

'BOND

HAVANA CIGARS OF THE HIGHEST
QUALITY AND BEST WORKMANSHIP
Co.» Tampa,
V. Guerra, Diaz

tobacco in

Johnson Cigar Company
open a branch f'actory in Traverse, Mich.
ploy one hundred and fifty hands.

The

Street.

''LA

of

all

Registered by United Registration BuSeptember l^, 1909
reau for cigars, cigarettes and tobacco,
transaction^ wa^^
various
b/AmeHcan West Indies C^o., and by
City. September
York
New
acquired by the Cien Porciento Co.,

cheroots and
MORENA:—39,97L For cigars, cigarettes,
Minncapohs.Mmn.
Wcrnli,
tobacco. November 16. 1916. H. A.
NovemHAVANA THOTS:— 39,972. i'or all tobacco products.
Co.. Milwaukee,

Grow-

boosted as a result of the demand.

33 ]\IjiVE

sale

C. B.

21. 1916.

hor

9.

La' TURINA:-20.410.

A.

LUIS

seventy.

a

G. L.

October
Milwaukee. Wis.

products.

The number of hands in the new factory of the DeiselWemmer Company, at Bellefontaine, O., now numbers

weather, in
ers are now awaiting a prolonged spell of case
Christorder to get their crops ready for market before the
mas holidays. In the meantime, warehouse men are orface
ganizing their forces for packing. Janesville dealers
wages
shortage of female labor, and it is probable that
will be

New 'Sork City.
MINNESOTA SCENIC HIGHWAY:— 39.970.
ham Kopp.

November

For cigars. Registered
DAIRY --6098 (Trade Mark Record).
York City, and
September 24. 1889. by George Schlegel. New
Mass., on Novemtransferred to A. Noble Cigar Co., Westf^eld,

MANUEL CABALLERO:—

of frozen stock

at first supposed.

Pasbach- Voice Lithographic Co.. New York City.
1916.
LA HORINC A:— 39,969. For cigars. November 8, 1916.

monopoly.

in

was

MARIE GRANDE:—39,963. For cigars. October 20, 1916.
Rosen & Kessler. New York City.
GRANDE X:—39,964. l-"or cigars, cigarettes, etc. August

;

peace.

lilies Cigar Co.. Detroit, Mich.,

TRADE

from $1.55
$1.75 to $2.20; that of First Quality Cut Sweet
mouthpiece,
to $1.75 Macedonia cigarettes, with or without
from $3.50 to $3.95, and Virginia and Maryland cigarettes
from
from $2.65 to $3.05. These prices are to be in force
of
October 1, 1916, until six months after the conclusion

A

will be less impaired than

—

Sepa decree published in the "Official Gazette" of
tember 30, the retail price per pound of Superior Maryland
from
Cut and Superior Strong Cut Tobacco is increased

Janesville, Wis.
of Novemspell of moist weather during the middle
in shape for stripber, while not sufficient to bring tobacco
growers and dealping, except in lower outside tiers, gave
texture of the leaf.
ers a better opportunity to examine the
promise
The best crops have cured satisfactorily and give
approval of deal•f a grade of tobacco which will meet the
The condition of frosted crops
ifs and the cigar trade.
which there is considerable interest, is said to be much

.

HENRY

By

Wisconsin Tobacco Market

and the value

For tobacco in all its forms. November 9. 1916.
Rochester,
N. Y.
Xicola Faddeo,
October 30,
all tobacco products.
For
39,959.
PENN-HARRIS:—
Pa.
Harrisburg,
Co.,
Herman
&
C.
1916.
J.
W. RANGER:—39,960. For all tobacco products. November 10, 1916. American Lithographic Co., New York City.
September 22, 1916.
For all tobacco products.
F. H.: 39,961.
American Lithographic Co., New York City.
BANK:— 39,962. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and toNovember 11. 1916. American Lithographic Co., New
bacco.
York City

Increased Prices of Tobacco in Italy

along.

anticipated,

Ga.

ASINO: —39,953.

posed a revenue tax on cigars, cigarettes and snuff. As a
conresult, the prices of the manufactured products were
insiderably higher, but with apparently no unfavorable
estifluence upon sales, and the output of the factories was
mated to have been as great as in the previous year.
Imports of leaf tobacco amounted to tO^'l tons, as compared with 2107 tons in the previous year.

mediately

was

Norway

| '*>'•,

J^
21, 1916.

(Tobacco W^orld). For cigars, cigarettes,
the Amercheroots and tobacco. Registered January 19, 1910, by
to the
transferred
was
City,
York
New
ican Lithographic Co.,
to the Cicn
Sola Cigar Co., New York City, and re-transferred
1916.
Porciento Co., New York City, on October 21,
cigars. Registered
lor
Office).
Patent
S.
(U.
COMPEER:—72,698
HI., was
February 9, 1909. by Lawrence M. Crump, Chicago.
to
re-transferred
and
transferred to the Compeer Cigar Co.,
Clarence B. Kutz. on November 9, 1916.
cigars,
I'"'Leaf).
PLANTISTA BRAND:—34,465 (Tobacco
190/
December
27
Registered
cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco.
the
to
transferred
was
Ind
by Compeer Cigar Co., Indianapolis,
1916.

October 24, 1916.
For cigars.
Bainbridge,
Prop.),
Edwards,
Edward's Cigar I'actory (T. W.

Very little tobacco is grown in Norw^ay, manufacturers
depending almost entirely upon foreign sources for supimplies of raw material. The Government during the year

The weather lately having been favorable, many of
taking their
the Lancaster County tobacco growers are
spite of
crop from the poles preparatory to stripping. In
the tobacco
the complaints made by the packers when
was cut that much of it was not thoroughly ripened, and
prevailed imof the unfavorable condition of weather that
cured
after the crop was shedded, the crop has

better than

Situation in

to

SOLA BELLA:— 19,487

October

For cigars.

...

.

.

Sale.

MILDMAN:—39,944.

_

For cigars, cigarettes,
(Tobacco World).
Registered July 23,
cheroots, smoking and chewing tobacco.
Cxiy. by various
York
1909, by American Lithographic Co.. New
\ork City,
New
Dixon,
Casper
T.
transactions was acquired by
City,
York
New
Co.,
Porciento
and re-transferred to the Cien
October 13. 1915.
,,
,
...
cigarettes,
MI CREENCIA:— 33,908 (Tobacco Leaf). Por cigars
Sola
Registered August 12. 1907, by
cheroots and tobacco.
City, was transferred to the Cien
York
New
Arguellcs & Co..
successors
Porciento Co., New York City, by the Sola Cigar Co.,
1916.
October 21,
to Sola Arguelles & Co., New York City,
For cigars.
Jounial)
Tobacco
S.
(U.
23,550
NASA:—
AGUEY
F. R.,
Caguas.
Co.,
Registered December 17, 1900, by J. Sola &

FLORIDA SPECIAL:—39,945.
Lancaster Tobacco Crop

13, 1915.

VAROLA:— 18,218

twenty-one (21), an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00)
will be made. If it necessitates the reporting of more than
twenty (20) titles, but less than thirty-one (31), an additional charge of Two Dollars ($2.00) will be made, and so
an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00) will be made for
every ten (10) additional titles necessarily reported.

Guaranteed A-1
FX)R sale:— Remedloe Havana ehorta. pure and clean.
Al«> Vuelta ahorta. ef
Fifty cent, per POund.
or money refunded.
New Tort.
the flneSt quLlty. Edwin Alexander ft Co., 171 Water Street,

Lopez, lit B. 78th Bt^

York.

133,

2.00

—
—

Now employed

change.

2.00

Note A An allowance of $2 will be made to members
of the Tobacco Merchants' Association on each registration.
Note B If a report on a search of a title necessitates
the reporting of more than ten (10) titles, but less than

Sale.

Situation Wanted.

ADLER 4 MYERSON,

1.00

Transfer,
Duplicate Certificate,

business wishes
cigar jobbing house having a profitable established
with established
ha ndle one line of goods exclusively. Will consider affiliatingassistance. State
manufacturer of reputation who can use additional capital and
Tobacco
care of
your proposition. Correspondence strictly conl^dential. Box 155,
World."

111.

$5.00

(see

Search

to

Salle St., Chicago,

Note A),
(see Note B),

Registration

EXCLU•SIVE

MORRIS ADLER,
CIGAR BROKER,

1916.

1,

•

.

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services

Special Notices

Special Noticei.

CITY

The

cigar store of Sol

Avenue, Chicago,

111.,

Van Praag.

2222 South

was recently robbed

^^'^'^a^^

of $135.

Three

Jaco
armed men entered the place and ordered the clerk.
took »•
Wolfson, to put up his hands, after which they
from his clothes and $39 from the cash register.

Fia.
^1

*

'

Cork Tips

^

Cork

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY,
122-222

WEST 18TH STREET

lie.

NEW YORK

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD

32

F.

lUmi TakMoa Flaos 4m

ViMltti

HANUFACTURER OF

JOHN F. HEILAND & CO.

"DONAIXBS"

ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

GiM«:

CfH-f^Ilb

Lancaster County Fancy B'a
LANCASTER, PENNA.

AM*

22b4 St

PwtMo 7 ViMlla Arriba

m

SAN MOUEL

HABANA, CUBA

&

SUAREZ

M. A.

CO.

19-4 1,

Cable

A.

LOEB-NUf^EZ

TOBACCO

SM

NO. THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA

JL

Qffar Ribboiu, Silk ImiUtiMi and Mualinola Ribbon
Printed or Stamped in Gold or Silver
Optaio*
Label*. StoekCwd*. Glra U« a Trial. Wa Want Your

CARDENAS y CIA

STRAUS & CO.

^^^'^^ ^^**^"^*' -Nasdecar-

Ml, Mt,

HIPPIE BROS.
•I

Sm4 LmI

& CO.

D«pMrlHMiit in

AMISTAD

V

151 North 3d St, Philadelphia

NEW

YORK, No. «• Water

Street

(EL

Bro.

ClgarRlbbons

•( riiia

IT.Z

uA Fwy

A*.

Rfebons

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY
WOODHAVEN AVINUE; GLENDALE^ NEW YOMC

The Standards of America
l4^ T»t»M0

mnd Growtr* of G*orgU SmuatM

142 W«t«r

Street,

.

.

.

New YoA
Factory No. 79

EiUblilhcd 1870

S.

R.

KOCHER

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and Domeatic Cigars
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco
Laading brands—"Volitta," "Quaker," "Nabobs," "1-4-5," "Havana
Cream," "Imperial Beauty," "Little Vara"
Correspondence with wholesale and Jobbing trade invited

Factory and OfficestWRIGHTSVILLE, PA.

Est. 1760
:
LorillardTs Snuff,
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825
Ax^s Snuff, : Est. 1851
Gail

&

6,

Havana. Cuba

- Sft

St.,

*"**

Toasts

MANUFACTURED BY
CO., Ill fifth Ave.,

Dome^c
Offlo«:

&

Manuel Alvarez
Hnvnnn

Office

•

Pucrlo Ri.o

Nfw

VVniel.oi'»<«-

fA^P"

130

i

.

•<

)

ri»

E. I_

NISSLY

IS Obvapla Straet. Havaaa, Caba
P. O.
QaMa 'IfMIClfir'

iMd,•:
tTI
I

Bt^en alwHis
SmdpUs

fiad

k a pUaaura

Havana Tobacco
Clsvel No.

1.

ckacrfully MibraiMadl

H.

Hsvsns. Cubs

165 Front Skast,

NewYai^

NEW

1177

FACrOIIY IfM

W. HEFFENER & SON
Stoam Cigar Box Manuf acturors
AND MAKIRS OF

Mate OffiMt natia. Pa.
la iaok ewer

BS

I

& SONS

Flana.

Bm

MAXIMILIAN STERN

IBW Y

CHOICE CIGAR LEAF
r,

Prasse

co.

Co.

Vrtl.

WA

8l

Commlaalon Marckanta
Laaf Tobacco & Clears

HTABUIHBD

Critfaal

New York

Michaelsen

Addraaai

Importers and Packers of Havana Li^fU
And Packers of Puerto Hicin Tobaccu
SAN MICUF.L

Duke and ChMtnut SitrmH

Houses: Strasburg and Lancastor

importer.

cd.

fTVIBT.

Cor.

Leaf Tobacco

LANCASTER, PENNA.

MAVA/fA m09ACC0 tMrOMTEMS
IM WATBI

RANCK

H.

Packar aad Daalar la

iW«r«kou*a.Salacl 15.

•

D. SBLLBAS. SELLEMSVILLB. PA.

MILTON

OF HAVANAN«wTOBACCO
York OffMa,lM-lS7

mi:ndclsohn. boinsman

Raaai

Pft«

Bo«t«n, Maaa.

p*'^*"

Co., Sellenrlllt, Pa.

for Manufacturlag CIvav Baxaa la Alwajra
for Ona Mora Good CuataoMr

MONKOE

SONS

Strong, Salt, SWeet and Plain Scotchs

GEORGE W. HELME

Our Capacity

•ROWERS AND PACKERS OF

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

PA.

CIGAH SOZBS. G« «a

Keystone Cigar Bax

Cigars
(U

Broad

BRNEST ELLINGER & CQ.

&

Maccoboys — 'R.appees — High

Co.

aUALITY HAVANA

HABAMA. AMMTAO

Cohn & Company

Par G«auki« fawad

PANTIN

RArrENBURGH

Neptuno

BREMEN, GERMANY

Uifwt MHiHal

E. Rosenwald

I.

115

YMMU

ANUPAGTVaHM OF GIOAK SGAAP TOBAOOO

Consulado 142, Havana, Cuba

Leaf Tobacco Merchant
HAVANA, CUBA— Conaulado

PA.

&

Nissly

Leaf Tobacco

HEINRICH NEUBERGER

P«MU]rhn

LANOASTER,

CommiMion Marchmnt

HABANA. CURA

ST.

F.

LESLIE

• •

•

Tobaeoo

134

St.,

^nd Importers of MA. VANA.
No. 143 Market StrMt, Lancastar,

SPECIALTY- VURLTA ABAJO AND ARTEMI8A

LRAP TOBACCO
Ml and 30r N. ThM St.. PhlaMpbia

LEAF TOBACCO

aaJ Warah*«aa. 15 Emmt Glark Av«aaa.

leaT'tobacco

Almacen de Tabaco en Rama

HAVANA AND SUMATRA

-

Leaf Tobacco

in

W. Walnut

John

HANOVER, PENNA.

TUB YORK TORACGO CX>.

Waraliauaa: airrf-ln-Haiirf, Lanaaatar Oa^. Pa.

Corratpoodanca SoUd*ed

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS

YHK

Ofri«

llO-llt

CO.

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

mnd 99ultr

P««fc«r o/

JOHN
Eatabliahad llfO

Are.,

Labels
box
Cigar
A^^D TRIMMINGS,

LEAMAN

K.

J.

"CUETARA" Havana, Cuba

SMtni

KINDS OF

ALL

OHIOAOO. 105 WB8T MOKROB STBBBT,
LOUIS O. CAVA, MgT.

Street

JULIUS MARQUSEE, \4l Water Street, New York
AuiUr sniD^ler in All Gt^d^ of Seed LeafTobaoco

Mi

NEW

RRAUSSMAN Importer of
HAVANA TOBACCONew York

la Watar

Leaf Tobacco

Z

E.

33

our

Patented Wire Bound Shipping Casee

HOWARD

Ic

BOUNDARY AVE.

YORK. PA.

THE TOBACCO WORLD

36

Heywood, Strasser&Voict LithoCo.
26- STREET

BELIEVERS IN PUBLICITY

9- AVENUE^NEWYORK

8c

These foremost houses of the trade have reliable lioods to sell and want oar
subscribers to know about them. Read their story and when writinfi tell them
.'.
you saw it in THE TOBACCO WORLD.
No boiius Advertisini^ admitted.

MANUrACTURFRS OF

Cigar Box Labels
Bands AND Trimmings
St.,

Chicago,

322 Chestnut

III.

—

Manuel
Lopez ft Ca. M.
Lorillard Ca, P.

24,

31
29

Lovera, Jose
Lozano, F., Son

4, 5, 2S,

27

Lopez,

Acker, Merrall & Condit Co., New York
AWftret & Co.. Manuel. New York

American C ixar Co
American Lithographic Co., New York
American .Sumatra Tobacco Co
Aiiicrican Toliaciu (H.. The, Ne.v York
ArguellM, Lopez & Bro

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

WESTERN OFFICE
179 West Washington

I

Cover IV,

A

t

CIGAR FLAVORS^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^

^^ ch.r.ct.r

WM.

F.

and Impart a most palatable flavor

27

and CHEWING TOBACCO
Brands
Writ* for List of Flavors for Special SWEETENERS
1?ASTE
FLAVORS.
BOX
AROMlxiiER.
BETIJN.

FUV«RS

FRIES

SMOKING

FOR

6l

BRC, 92 Reade

Street,

New York

A»cti«mw nd CMMdidoi ItocbKi

COMLY & SON

South Second

Bobrow Brothers
Boucher Cork & Machine
Brunboif Mfg. Co

CIGARS. TOBAOOO
TOBACCO. CONOF
LEAF
SALES
SPECIAL
SMOKERS' ARTICLES.

ADVANCES MADE.

SETTLEMENTS

MADE ON DAY OF SALE

Cardenas

N

VORK

JO

y

Havana

Cia,

Son,

ft

W.

F.,

Parmenter Wax-Lined
Coupon Cigar Pockets
AFFORD PERFECT PROTECTION AGAINST

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

Racine Paper Goods Company

Ji
3

Deitel-Wemmer
Dcniuth

Dunn &
Duys ft

&

6

»
•
—

Philadel|Aia

Commercial Cigar Co

Sole

H
—

Inc.

Castro & Co.. I'edio, Tampa, Kla
Cifuentcs, I'cgo y Ca., Havana, Cuba

Comly

q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS, and are th«
MOST EFFECTIVE Advertising Medium Known
ENA/^

2
.Corer IV

Buaineaa Opportunity

Compania Utografica d«

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

Co.,

Ca

ft

Cover

II

Manila .Advertising Agency
Marquessee, Julius
Melachrino & Co.,
Mendelsohn, Borneman ft Ca,

M

1

33
10

New York

33

Merriam

Segars, Inc.
ft Prasse, Havana
Mi Favorite Cigar Co., Inc
Moehle Litograpbie Co., The, Brooklyn

1

Michaelson
Morris

&

Company,

33

—
36

I'hilip

1

Str«et, Philadelpkia

REGULAR WEEKLY SALES EVERY THURSDAY.
SIGNMENTS SOLICITED.

7

&

BMablishMl IIM

2

—

J

Co., R.
Bros.. Philadelphia
Behrens
Co., HaTana, Qiba
ft

3
36

,.

V

Havuk

OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPORATING

M

Street
Bachia

Page

Pas*

A

U

Habana

The, Lima, O.
William
Co.,

Co..
Co., T. J.,
Co..

H

1

New York

-

-

-

-

U.

33
13

Paatin, Leslie, Havana,
Park ft Tilford

a
_

I'artagas.

Pasbach-Voice

—

A.

7

Cuba
Co

Lithographic

."!!!.!...!!..!!

Patterson Bros. Tobacco Co

Pendai

&

Por Larranaga
Portaondo Qgar

'...'...'.'.!!"

Eiscolohr, Otto,

EUinger

Co«

ft

Bro.
Ernest.

Ntw York

New York

36
7

7

Cigar Co., E.

—
Jaaa F.

I

31

Freeman. Sidney J

(lato

10

Racine Paper Goods Ca, Racine. Wia.
Ranck, Milton H., Lancaster. Pa.
Kcgeasburg ft Sob, »., New York

s

11

Gafla Sumatra Co
(jucna, \'., Diaz & Co.,

'I'ainpa,

Jg
33

Csrar II

Rocha, Jose F.
Redriguac, Salvadar
Rodriguez, Arguelles ft Co.
Koig & Langsdorf, Antonio
Bros., E.,

ft

j|
.V.VCoref II
,
,

New York

,
'.'...'.'.

M. LOPEZ

&

CO.

Clarendon Road & East 37*=^ St. Brooklyn.NY.

Formerly of

CAUXTO LOPEZ &
yotltaIbaj^Sccos

[THE MOEHLE LITHOGRAPHIC CO;

CO.

90 Wall St, New York

CIGAR LABELS
no

CIGAR BANDS

SHOW CARDS

257-265 WEST

17"* ST.

snmiR building

BANDS

BRANCH OFFICE
West Randolph St. ChicagoJll.

W!!!STE1NER.S0NS&C0.
^ HIGHEST (WUTY

&

NEW YORK.

LITHOGRAPHING SPECIALISTS

FOLDING BOXES.

CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY

ETC.

SKETCHES FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

Hippie Bros,
Hotel Tulkr

Jeitles

&

30

,

Sanchez y Ilaya, Tampa, I'la
San Martin & Leon
Schlegel, Geo., New York

....!.!!!!!"!!!!"]
'.'.'.".'.*.'.

bellers, Monroe D., Sellersvi 1^, Pa.
.Mut|. .MiK. C.
H. 11.. I'hiia.lclphia
Shields-Wertheim Co., Cleveland.

Co.,

O

10

U

33
33
IQ

New York

Stelner, Sons ft Ca,
Stern, Maximilian

Straus
ouares,

& Co^

Taylor,

Wck

M.

K.,

Wm., New York

Havana

A.,

^'.','' '''.'.['''''

_
jj

''.

as

\

New York

',

jj

!.*.'!!.'.".'.*!

32
33

...•.«..•................,,......,,.,

Philadelphia

,

6

T.

.*

I.

ft

B

S

Union American Cigar Co
United Cigar Manufacturers' Co

|

ard

•

!..!!!!'..".*!'.;,'"

39

I

32
33
33

United States Tobacco Co., Richmond. Va.

.

S.

I

l.iviiiK

(

<

uiiiiiany

Upmann. H., Havana
I iiivcr>.il
loliaccfj Machine

<

........'...*..'...'.".'.

o

g
3
]

3

GERMAN

o PROCESS c

.'...'

II

36
33

Sons, I„ Boston, Mass.
«• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••«•«••••••«•••
^ y*^®"^ CI j«r mSox LrO.
Keystone Varietv Works. Hanover, Pa.
Kocher, S. R., Wrightsville, Pa.
ivraussman, £,. A., I^lew York ................................................

Knnsky,

Smith, Garret t

7
31
33
10

Blumenthal, Ltd., Philadelphia

Kaffenburgh

MANUFACTURERS

ft

t»

7

Fla

Hamilton Coiporation, The
Heekin Can Co.
Heflfener & Son, H. W., York, Pa.
Heiland ft Co., John P., Lancaater, Pa.
Helme Co., George W., N. w York
Henrys ( i^ar Co
Heywood, Strasser ft Voight Litho. Co. of

_3

»

.

John 1942

167

_J

2

ft

Fries ft Brother,
Fendrich, 11
"44" Cigar Co

Mf» €•„

—g
10

Alvarez

Perfect Humidifying Co.

Rosenwald

S.

33

Havana, Cuba

1

7

Owner* and Manufacturers

RACINE, WIS.,

Neuberger, Heinrich, Havana
Nicholas & Co., G. S., New York
Nissly ft Sons, E. Lj, Florin, Pa.
Nissly ft Ca, John F., Lancaster, Pa.

w
I-andau,
I.aiH-.

Charles,

Kol.crf

Leaman.
Lewis,

J.

I.,

K.,

New York
Nrw York

K., Lancaster, Pa.
Cigar Manufacturing

Liirirctt
Mvirs Tobacco
Loeb-Nunez Tobacco Cb
l.ocwcntlial & .Suns, S
,K-

W

C<i

2
6

Wicke Ribbon Co., Wm., New York
Weymann-Bruton Ca

m
ir.!!"Covar*

IV

33

Ca

Cover IV
g
32
][)

York Tobacco

Co.,

The, York,

Pa.

^

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD

90

31

LURIANA:— 16,394

(Tobacco World).
For cigars, cigarettes,
smoking and chewing tobacco.
Registered
October 9, 1908, by American Lithographic Co., Xew York
City,
by various transactions was acquired by Casper T. Dixon,
Xew
York City and re-transferred to Cien Porciento Co., New
York
City, October 13, 1915.
MYRIANA:— 16,654 (Tobacco World). For cigars, cigarettes,
cheroots, stogies, smoking and chewing tobacco.
Registered
November 2i, 1908, by American Lithographic Co., New York
City, by various transactions was acquired by
Casper
Dixon,
New \ork City, and re-transferred to Cien Porciento T.
Co., New
York City, October 13, 1915.
MANTORA:— 17,395 (Tobacco World). For cigars, cigarettes
A^"^*^^'"^ ^"^ chewing tobacco.
Registered March 6,
wmn'^u*^'
1909, by American Lithographic Co., New York City, by
various
transactions was acquired by Casper T. Dixon, Xew York
City
u"^ I^'\^r^}\^^^^^^^ *° ^'^" Porciento Co., New York City, Octocheroots

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BEEKMAN STREET

5

NEW VORK

CITY

I

For

Sale,

Wanted and Special Notices

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Effectivv- April 1, 1916.

MINIMUM CHARGE OF FIFTY CENTS
RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT. THREE CENTS A WORD. WITH A
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

Registration

(see

Search

(see

Note A),
Note B),

$6.00
l.oo

Transfer,
Duplicate Certificate,

1

For

Special Noticei.
MORRIS
186 N.

La Salle

St..

Note
An allowance of $2 will be made to members
of the Tobacco Merchants' Association on
each registration.
Note B— If a report on a search of a title necessitates
the reporting of more than ten
(10) titles, but less than

cigar jobbing house having a profitable established business wishes
Will consider affiliating with established
to handle one line of goods exclusively.
manufacturer of reputation who can use additional capital and assistance. State
lobacco
your proposition. Correspondence strictly confidential. Box 155, care of

AI)LER,
Chicago,

111.

World."

Wanted.

ADLER

ft

Situation Wanted.

MYERSON, INC^

WANTED— As superintendent or foreman, hand or suction work.
Understand business thoroughly. Now employed with large concern. Want
change. Best references. Address Box 133, care of "Tobacco World.

business-gettting brokers, factories in the First Districts,
Address
goods from $16 to $28 per M. Can assure good business.

WANTED— By
making

Box

live

For

care of "Tobacco World."

131,

HAVANA SHORTS— Pure
New

FXDR

VuelU

;

fln«

aronuu

Lop«s. S6t B.

I

POSITION

Buyer* of Cuttingt. Scraps and Siftingt,
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

7ltli 8t.,

i-l-t*

York.

twenty-one (21), an additional charge of One Dollar
($1.00)
will be made. If it necessitates the reporting
of more than
twenty (20) titles, but less than thirty-one
(31), an additional charge of Two Dollars ($2.00) will
be made, and so
an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00) will
be made for
every ten (10) additional titles necessarily reported.

Sale.

Ouaranteed A-l
ahorta. pure and clean.
cenU per pound. Al«)yuelt* ahorta. of
Edwin Alexander * Co.. 171 Watar Street. New York.

SALJB— Remedloa Havana

or

money

refunded.

the flneat quality.

REGISTRATIONS

Fifty

The Tobacco

Lancaster Tobacco Crop

having been favorable, many of
their
the Lancaster County tobacco growers are taking
of
crop from the poles preparatory to stripping. In spite
tobacco
the complaints made by the packers when the
was cut that much of it was not thoroughly ripened, and
prevailed imof the unfavorable condition of weather that
cured
mediately after the crop was shedded, the crop has

The weather

lately

most satisfactorily.
While the big cigar manufacturers who were heavy
not
buyers of the 1916 crop have admonished the growers
was necessary
to strip too early, as some real cold weather
stripping has
to put the tobacco in proper condition, some
been done, and stripping will from now on go steadily
along.

Wisconsin Tobacco Market
Janesville, Wis.
Novemspell of moist weather during the middle of
shape for stripber, while not sufficient to bring tobacco in
and dealping, except in lower outside tiers, gave growers
texture of the leaf.
ers a better opportunity to examine the

A

The best crops have cured

satisfactorily

and give promise

approval of dealof a grade of tobacco which will meet the
The condition of frosted crops
ers and the cigar trade.
said to be much
in which there is considerable interest, is
stock
better than was anticipated, and the value of frozen
Growwill be less impaired than w^as at first supposed.
in
ers are now awaiting a prolonged spell of case weather,
Christto get their crops ready for market before the

order

In the meantime, warehouse men are organizing their forces for packing. Janesville dealers face
shortage of female labor, and it is probable that wages
holidays.

a

will be boosted as a result of the

demand.
G. L.

MEGA
"LA
THE
HAVANA

33 J4JiT>E

M.

BOND

V. Guerra, Diaz & Co., Tampa.

ii^

Situation in

tobacco is grown in Norway, manufacturers
depending almost entirely upon foreign sources for supplies of raw material. The Government during the year im-

Very

Fia.

SPECIAL:-39.945.

Ldwards Cgar

Norway

l<actory

(T.

A^INO:--.39,953. For tobacco
Aicola Faddco, Rochester, X.

little

For

^•^'

cigars.

W. Edwards,
forms.

in all its

Y

The Mike

J9J6.

October
Prop.).

24,

1916.

Bainbridge.

Xovember

1916

W

^

November

bacco.
J

ork

1916.

11.

American Lithographic

Co.,

C itv.

MARIE GRANDE .-39,963.
Rosen

&

Kessler.

For cigars.

Xew York

October

Xew

1916

\

City.

ham Kopp, Xew York

MINNESOTA SCENIC HIGHWAY :-39.970.
LUIS MORENA:--39,971.

$1.75 to $2.20; that of First Quality Cut Sweet from $1.55
to $1.75; Macedonia cigarettes, with or without mouthpiece,
from $3.50 to $3.95, and Virginia and Maryland cigarettes

HAVANA THOTS:—

Company,

in the

new

bacco.

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and

vember
C

111.

<S:

Co..

For

cigars.
Xovember «, 1916. F M.
Citv.
39,976.
For all tobacco products XoPasbach-V^oice Lithographic Co., Xew York

Xew York

1909,

15, 1916.

LA TURINA:—20,410.

13,

for

G.

J.

Johnson Cigar Company

open a branch factory
ploy one, hundred and

Traverse, Mich.
fifty hands.

in

is

preparing to

They

will

24.

1916.

Wooster, Mass.

cm-

1916.

John W^ P>yrne, who has been connected with the
American Cigar Company for the past fourteen years, has
resigned his positiort, and will open up a factory of his
own. He expects to locate in the Saiter Building, on North
Diainond Street, Mansfield, O.

GUMLESS BANDS
SANITARY AND EFFICIENT
FINEST IMPORTED

Gi^ar Bands and Labels

TRANSFERS
MUSIC MASTER:— 30.274

Gustave E. Radtke, of Sheboygan, Mich., has recently
opened his new two-story building on South Twelfth
He deals in wholesale tobaccos. He formerly conStreet.
ducted a place of business at 1415 Pennsylvania Avenue.

4

(Tobacco Leaf).

For

KING PETER: — 25.802
cheroots and tobacco.

(Tobacco Leaf).
Registered July

I'or

GARRETT

cigars, cigarettes,

cheroots and tobacco.
Registered September 8, 190.S, by the
American Lithographic Co., Xew York t ity, by various transactions was acquired by the Cien Porciento C"o.. and transferred
to Fitzpatrick i<t Draper, Kingston. X. Y., September 27. 1916.
cigars,

Compaiiia Litografica de
106

cigarettes,

1903. by the American
West Indies Trading Co.,
York City, by" various transactions was acquired by the Cien Porciento Co..
'Sork City,
and re-transferred to Pitzpatrick
Draper, Kingston. X. Y.,
September 27. 1916.

Praag, 2222 South Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, 111., was recently robbed of $135. Three
armed men entered the place and ordered the clerk. Jacob
Wolfson, to put up his hands, after which they took $!)6
from his clothes and $39 from the cash register.
cigar store of Sol

Van

H.

SMITH

Uniied State* and Canadian RepraaentatiTe

EAST

13.

19th

la

Habana, Habana, Cuba

STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY

Talaphone, Gramercy 4880

Xew

The

Bu-

cigars,

—

The

Registered by United Registration

cigarettes and tobacco, September 15, 1909,
by American West Indies Co., and by various transactions was
acquired by the Cien Porciento Co., Xew York City, September

jty.

T. V. F.:—39,977. I'or cigars and cigarettes.
Xovember 18. 1910.
1 referred
Havana Tobacco Co., Xew York City.
KRIMARK: 39,979, For cigars, cigarettes and all tobacco products and cigarette papers.
Xovember 18, 1916. K. .Markarian,

seventy.

9,

25. 1916.

MANUEL CABALLERO:—

now numbers

O.,

Co..

(U. S. Patent Office).

F'or cigars.
Registered
by Lawrence M. Crump, Chicago, 111., was
transferred to the Compeer Cigar Co., and re-transferred to
Clarence B. Kutz, on Xovember 9, 1916.
PLANTISTA BRAND:—34,465 (Tobacco LeafL For cigars,
cigarettes, cheroots and tobacco.
Registered December 27, 1907,
by Compeer Cigar Co., Indianapolis, Ind., was transferred to the
Lilies Cigar Co., Detroit, Mich., November 9, 1916.
DAIRY:—6,098 (Trade Mark Record). For cigars. Registered
September 24, 1889, by George Schlegel, New York City, and
transferred to A. Noble Cigar Co., Westfield, Mass., on Novem-

February

For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and toXoble Cigar Co.. Westfield, Mass.
lor cigars.
Xovember 20. 1916. M. H. Gara,

October

6-40-4:—39.974.
C hicago Heights.

factory of the Deisel-

Bellefontaine,

at

tobacco

IS.

Schwarz

hands

all

'^'

RANIER CLUB:— 39.975.

of

I-or

Henschel Manufacturing

W
DAIRY FAIR: —39,973.

monopoly.

The number

C. B.

^^'^"• '^- Wernli. Minneapolis. Minn.
zjK^r^^i^k ^^^i!.'.''''
f-or all tobacco products.
39.972.
Xovember 10, 1916.
C. It. Jlenschel Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee,

from $2.65 to $3.05. These prices are to be in force from
October 1, 1916, until six months after the conclusion of
The sale of tobacco in Italy is a Government
peace.

Wemmer

Citv.

products. C^ctober 21, 1916.
-Milwaukee. Wis.

(Tobacco World).
For cigars, cigarettes,
smoking and chewing tobacco. Registered July ^3
1909, by American Lithographic Co.. New York City, by various
transactions was acquired by Casper T. Dixon, New York City,
and re-transferred to the Cien Porciento Co., New Y'ork City
October 13, 1915.
MI CREENCIA:— 33,908 (Tobacco Leaf). For cigars, cigarettes,
cheroots and tobacco.
Registered August 12. 1907. by Sola
Arguelles & Co., New York City, was transferred to the Cien
Porciento Co., Xew York City, by the Sola Cigar Co., successors
to Sola Arguelles & Co., New York City, October 21, 1916
AGUEY NABA:—23,550 (U. S. Tobacco Journal). F^or cigars.
Registered December 17, 1900, by J. Sola & Co., Caguas, P. R.,
was transferred to Cien Porciento Co., Xew York City, by
Sola Cigar Co., successors to J. Sola & Co., on October 21, 1916.
SOLA BELLA:— 19,487 (Tobacco World). For cigars, cigarettes,
cheroots and tobacco. Registered January 19, 1910, by the American Lithographic Co., Xew Y'ork City, was transferred to the
Sola Cigar Co., New York City, and re-transferred to the Cien
Porciento Co., New York City, on October 21, 1916

reau

August 23,
?'T^?;^^^- T-?'' '^'*^^'"^- ^-''garettes. etc.
I-'tliographic Co., Xew York City.
t i^u^ix^J'^':'''^""''
LA
HORINCA:— 39,969. For cigars. Xovember 8, 1916. Abra-

By a decree published in the "Official Gazette" of September 30, the retail price per pound of Superior Maryland
Cut and Superior Strong Cut Tobacco is increased from

1915.

13,

cheroots,

ber
20,

^?m?^S

Increased Prices of Tobacco in Italy

ber

VAROLA: — 18,218

COMPEER:— 72,698

9.

^^^?""T^^^i^=~^^'l*^•^''°' ^" *°''^"° products. October 30,
„J9J6. J. C. Herman & Co.. Harrisburg, Pa.
RANGER:-39.960. I-or all tobacco products. Xovemf^^^
Lithographic Co., Xew York City.
« ',o
T?
nf; 'V"^''''*'f
*«.«.:—
For all tobacco products.
39.961.
September 22, 1916
American Lithographic Co.. .Xew York City
TRADE BANK:-39,962. For cigars, cigarettes, cheroots and to-

posed a revenue tax on cigars, cigarettes and snufT. As a
result, the prices of the manufactured products were considerably higher, but with apparently no unfavorable influence upon sales, and the output of the factories was estimated to have been as great as in the previous year.
Imports of leaf tobacco amounted to 2082 tons, as compared with 2107 tons in the previous year.

Ifi

HIGHEST
CIGARS OF
WORKMANSHIP
QUALITY AND BEST

^S

^*^*°^^''"

^''^'"

^Wr?ii!.^r'""f'^'*\
Wright Co., Inc., Seattle, ""i^rt
Wash.

FLORIDA

mas

2,00

A—

Sale.

EXCLUSIVE

CIGAR BROKER.

g.oo

stogies

Xew

&

SERPINO:— 28,916

(Trade Mark Record). For cigars, cigarettes
Kegistei*ed .August 25. 1903. by George Schlegel.
Xew York (ity. by various transactions was acquired by the Cien
Porciento Co., X'ew York City, and re-transferred to Fitzpatrick
& Draper, Kingston. X. Y.. September 27. 1916.

Cork Tips

Cork Bobbins

and tobacco.

122-222

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY, lie.
WEST 18TH STREET
NEW YORK

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD
G«M«; "DONALLB6"
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

& CO.

JOHN F. HEILAND

F.

LANCASTER. PENNA.

•f

rvtUo 7 VMHft Arribtt

m

SAN KIOUBL

HABANA, CUBA

SUAREZ & CO.

M. A.

It^l,

OiibU

'^CUETARA" Havana,

E.

Fk^km^ Mnd DMiler

13^

AMISTAD

151 North 3d St, Philadelphia

Bro.
HCW TOia

(BL

WATtR STKBIT

NEW

YORK, No. IM Water

ClgarRibbons

T.Z

•r

I.

Cohn & Company
T^htm9

142 Wmtsr

md

Gfow4f§ of G^ofgU 3mmsim

Street,

.

.

.

New York
Factory No. 79

Bstabliihed 1870

6,

Havana. Cuba

S. R.

KOCHER

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and Domettic Cigars
and Packer of Laaf Tobacco
LMding brands—"Volitta." "Quaker," "Nabobs,"

"1-4-5,"

Cream," "Imperial Beauty," "LitUe Vara"

Corre«pondence with whole«i1e and jobbing: trade invited

Factory and Office«:WRIGHTSVILLE, PA.

"Havana

Maccobops — V^appees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, StOeet and Plain Scotchs
MANUFACTURED BY

GEORGE W. HELME

CO., Ill

fifth Ave., New York

,

Our Capacity

&

for Manulacturiag Civw Baxaa la
for Ona Mora Good Cuatamar

MONIOE

D.

Sroad

CO.

St.,

Alwaya

SILLMS. SELLEISVILLI. PA.

MILTON

RANCK

H.

Paokar and Daalar la

ic
Oflio«:

Cor.

Leaf Tobacco

Duke and GhMtnut

LANCASTE
Packing

R,

Str«««i

PENNA.

Houtet: Stratburg and Laneastor

SONS

Mlchaelsen

Soat«n. Maaa.

8i

Prasse

CommLsslon Merchants
Loaf Tobacco & Cigars

Packara and Importera

IS Obrapla Siraat. Havaaa, Caba

N«w York Offi«a.lM-lS7 fta^Sl.

MENDELSOHN. BOKNKMAN

CD.

MAVAffA 909ACC0 IMrOMTEMS

M

IM WA1

SAN MIGUEL

I

13-,

E. L.

Rim
(

Clave!

No.

1,

Havana. Cuba

165 Froat

Siraat,

NawYaik

A\r

ITAILUHID

& SONS

CHOICE CIGAR LEAF TOBACCO
fAmmmm

Saanplaa okacrfdty Obraillad

19M

Stsam Cigar Box Manuf actursrt

IfaiB Ofllaat Flarfa, Pa.

a

NEW FACTORY

It77

HEFFENER

•ROWSns AND PACKKRS Or

il

aa

Havana Tobacco

\VMiel.<

NISSLY

CiMaal Bi^rm alwafia &ad

Sm

MAXIMILIAN STERN

Importers and Packe^.o ol Havana }.vr\i
And Packers of Puerto K.c.^n 1 ohacco
Puerto

•.

CO.

Manuel Alvarez & Co.
HfivntiB Offior-

Raaa

Pa.

Cigars
(XL

Co., Sellenrlllt, Pa.

P.

WOODHAVEM AVINUE, GLENDALC. NEW YORK

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL

- ftft

3alud IS.

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

&

CIGAA aOXlf G« la

Keystone Cigar Bax

OF HAVANA TOBACCO
Warahoua^

PHcy RMoni

Est. 1760
:
Lorillard's Snuff ,
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825
Ax^s Snu ff, : Est. 1851
Gail

Co.

PANTIN

BRNEST ELLINGER &

The Standa rds ot America

U^

Par Gaaula* Sawad

&

Nissly

MANUPAGTVaHM OF CIOAI SGEAP TOSAOflO

P;

DUALITY HAVANA

HABAIU. AMBTAO

A;

F.

KAFFENBURGH

Neptuno

aii

Blrd-lii.Haiitf, Lanaaatar Oa.,

LEAF TOBACCO

mmd Warak«aaa. 15 Baat GLmtk AvMaa. YSMI, PA.

PA.

Conaulado 142. Havana. Cuhm

115

mil

LANCASTER,

Leaf Tobacco

BREMEN, GERMANY

Street

-

Gommiaaioii Marchant

HABANA, CUHA

HAVANA. CUBA—Ck>n«ulado

St.,

LESLIE

Leaf Tobacco Merchant

•

Leaf Tobacco

^nd Imporfrs of HA VANA
No. 143 Market Straat, Lancaatar,

Cable Address, "Nasdecar*

ST.

THE YORK TObAGGO CX>.

LEAF TOBACCO

HEINRICH NEUBERGER

tkiP«MM|rhrMMi

145

John

fPECIALTY-^'UELTA ABAJO AND ARTEMISA

& CO.
•

LEAMAN

W. Walnut

Warahauaa:

Almacen de Tabaco en Rama

LRAP TOBACCO
Ml imd aor N. TkM St.. PlOUMykta

E. Rosenwald

IMO

Cigar Box Labels
.D TR;M MINGS.

Atc.,

Ofriaa mn4 Salaaraam

CorrMpoodanca SoUai«cd

CARDENAS y CIA

CO.

%mU LmI ToUmo

of Seed Leaf Tobaoeo
JOHN

Mtulinola Ribbon
Cmr Ribkoiu, Silk ImiUtiMi and
Printed or Stamped in Gold or SiWer
Wa Want Your Opinio*
L«bela. Stock C«d.. GWa Us a Trial.

HAVANA AND SUMATRA

•f

r««lt«r •/ anrf 0#«f«r in

HANOVER, PENNA.

S0« NO. THIRD STREET. PHILADELPHIA

HIPPLE BROS.

GmdM

Street,

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS

CO.

OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

Ml, MS.

All

Water

New York

llO-llt

IMPOItTIIlS

E.

in

\4\

Cuba

TOBACCO

STRAUS &

Street

JULIUS MARQUSEE,

KINDS OF

ALL

OHIOAOO, 105 WBST MONBOB 8TRB1CT.
LOUIS O. CAVA, Mrr.

J. K.

Vatabliahad

LOEB-NUf^EZ

mi SMtid
ICW YHE

22b4 St

nRAUSSMAN Importer of
HAVANA TOBACCONew Ym*

A.

la Wmtar

Leaf Tobacco

Z

HANUFACTURCP OF

Lancaster County Fancy B*a

TbWmm Ftao* 4m ViMlta AM*

33

AND MAKERS OF

la leak
I

Patented Wiie Bound Shipping Giaet
HOWARD It BOUNDARY AVE.
YORK. PA.

THE TOBACCO WORLD

36

%

HEYffooD. Strasser&,Voigt LithoCo
26^ STREET

•
\

9- AVENUE, NEW YORK

8c

BELIEVERS IN PUBLICITY

MAXUIACTURERSOF
you saw «

Cigar Box Labels
Bands AND Trimmings

,„

THE TOBACCO WORLD.
ae

m

I

Lopez,

AiT.rM & Co.. Manuel. New York
American
ixar C.
American Lithographic Co.. New York
American Sumatra Tobacco Co

3,

(

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

WESTERN OFFICE
179 West Washington

Chicago,

St.,

322 Chestnut

III.

rb:Su,tdvert.il!Ja1II..SeT

.-.

Cover IV,

24,

M

.......

Aintrioan Tol.acco Co:,"' The, New' York.'.'.'. '.".....',...'."..'..'..,
Arguellea. Lopez & Bro.

'.

'

Lorerl.
Loxano,
".

29

*

4
2V
^' S
^' ^''

"*«•

Manuel

W

2

aon
Son'4'Ctal
« w».

F..
'.,

—

^^^^^

jj

27
%

Street
Manila Advertising Agency
Havu'iT *rJf:'

OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPORATING

CIGAR FLAVORS
^
.u
tobacco mellow and smooth
Make

B«tabli»ii«d

k
*
In ctaaracter
.

WM.

F.

COMLY &

and Impart a most palatable flavor

27

FUYdRS FOR SMOKING and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for List of Flavors for Special Brands
EBTUN. "eOIIATIZER. BOX FLAVOBS. PASTE SWEETBNBBS

FRIES

BRO.. 93 Reade

6l

Street,

New York

CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

^M^^^mS^^
N

ENA/^

VORK

Behrena & Co.. Hayaaa. Cobs
Bobrow Brothers

liM

SON Autimtw md

South Second

CIGARS.

*^

Michaelson

&

Mi

N«w York

12
*>

Inc.

PVaase?

HiV^*

»

»

FsTorita Cigar Co I*^
**<>«'»*« Litofrmjhic ci,
^"sViUkiVn

Jl

^

^^^^^j^

^

^ Comp^n, Phnip^.. .^ '

%

TOBAOOO

Cardenas

SMOKERS' ARTICLES. SPECIAL SALES OF LEAF TOBACCO. CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. ADVANCES MADE. SETTLEMENTS
MADE ON DAY OF SALE

y

^

Havana

Cia.

Cohn
Comly

&
&

Co.,

W. F.

So;..

\

i

New York

A.,

........

Cbmoani.

-1-

LltflVr-fi«

5

Phifadelphii'

Commercial Cigar Co.

1

wIk':"'

O

.
rt»»«
Eiscnlohr.
Ellinger

MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

q INDORSED BY ALL SMOKERS,
Advertising

-

.

-

Sons. E.
Co..

John

S

Havana

.New

C

York
7

pi

;
Florin,
#.. Lancastw
»-«icaster. Pi*
ra.

..

1

I'artagas.

..

-7

a

»
—

Havana, Cuba
Pasbach-Voice Lithographic Co"
Patterson Bros. Tobacco Co. ...'..
Pendas & Alrarea
Alvarex
.'..V.V.V.
Perfect Humidifying Col
For Larranaga ..^..TT.
Portmondo Cigu Ut^ C^'j^mW

*
^^

-'
"

".'.'.'.

a.

•••••••••••••••••a»«« >••••••••••••••• >••••••

Jp

and are the

m
Fries & Brother,
rendrich. H
"44" Cigar Co.

Company

New York

>*•••••••••••»• «••••

•
•

Freeman. Sidney

^
I
W

•

..'."....'...

J.
•

Kacine Paper Goods Cou. Sacine WU.
Ranck, Milton H., Lancaster Pa.

gWMburg

So^

ft

Rocha, Jose F.

E.. Nsw
.7......

^

YoA

Rodriguez; ArgueUes A C^.".
Roig
Langsdorf. Antonk^ ..V.V.'V

I

Rosenwald

\

-

G.

Pantin. Leslie, HaTana. CuIm
Park & Tilford

Owners and Manufacturers

RACINE, WIS.,

Co..

&

1

Medium Known

Racine Paper Goods

Heinrich,

Nicholas

..

^
AFFORD PERFECrr PROTECTION AGAINST

„ .
Weuberger.
2 "jy *
"issly A

»
-

'^

Detsel-Wemmer Co., The. Lima.
pemuth & Co.. William .".
Dunn & Co., T. J., New York"
Duys & Co.. H.

It

^

Castro & Co.. Ped.o tJ^°'. V\T'.
Cifuentcs, Pego y Ca., Havana Cuba

Parmenter Wax-Lined
Coupon Cigar Pockets

Sole

Merriam Segars.

1

*

Street, Philadelphia

REGULAR WEEKLY SALES EVERY THURSDAY.

MOST EFFECTIVE

-o— -

.

I
*

^^^

Boucher Cork & M;ihVne*"ci*"*i;V
^-^••*'°« ^- I°cBrunhoff Mfa
aiiuioess OpMrtuniti
Business
opportunity

CeMrinioa Meitbiti

Marqueasee. Julius
Melachrino
Co., M. '..'.**!*
m h .- &Borneman
JJendelMhn,
& Ca.

•

\t^^"::::::::::::::r:.

U. S. A.

Gate

agar

Co..

E.

Gafla Sumatra Co.

I

ciucrra.
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San Martin

to face

to feel the ])inch of the higher prices.

'oo.>!^:^:x::z:::;:^^r^\::':z::^zr

not lose trade and profits by failing

have these goods

You have got

W hat

Cigar

calls.

Jobbers and Dealers have not been slow to appreciate the value of Clear Havana brands that dupli-

San Martin

man has begun

cioar

among

&

by the

VERY

The World's Standard

"El Briche'
**Hoyo de Cuba"
Leon"
"Flor de San Martin

testified

m

and

should stock at least one of these brands:

is

A LETTER TO THE TRADE
P^

>»

cate, as

Havana

"PARTAGAS"

among

These

in

CO. INC.

152 Water St., N. Y.

Member, Tobacco Merchants' Association

Wi GUARANTEE

i^

I

Kbow

All" to

Copenhagen

®ur ]^mnhs

Snuff
Te Be

We

extend our sincere thanks for the confidence

ABSOLUriLY PVUE

nVE CENT CIGAR

our products; and the valued

maintained in

W'E
•/

patronage and support accorded us.

We

wish you

a

all

New Year, with

and

GHTO CIGAR COMPANY

THE STANDARD^"^

a most joyous Christmas, and

»'

^i,f'aJ^ ill^^^d*

peace on earth, happiness

prosperity.

New

Yorit Office; 203

W. Broadw.i

I

Inbrnm

T.

Iroa.

J.

DUNN
MaK«r*

The

New

401-403

i:.

the

whole

leaf

of

OUR OFFER
every
THAT and
safe

Writ* for Open Territorr
Futorr: iC«r W«.t. n«.

from

»*": *^cetening and seasoning and flavors
and went, in (act
.i,.*"'""'^
.rerythmg
that ,. added to the tobacco or
put on the tob.cco.Tpu ^
^d
may be u«d freely in food under the United
States Pure Food Uws.

PHILADELPHIA

E. H.

guarantee Copenhagen Snuff is made
lenn«Msee and Kentucky Tobacco.

(a CO.

of

Bachelor Cigar
9Ut Street New York

user

know

of

that

Copenhagen Snuff can
he

is

using a pure tobacco,

feel entirely

we

offer to

any man (including our own employees)
Five Thousand
Uollars who will show our guarantee
to be inc.rrect. or to any
man who Imdi in Copenhagen Snuff as manufactured
and shipoed
by us anything used in the tobacco or
on the tobacco that may
not be used freely in food products
under the United States Pur.
rood Laws.

Weyman-Bruton Company
30 Unlm Square
New Yerk

PRESIDENT

THE TOBACCO WORLD

THE TOBACCO WORLD

To The Trade:

We take this
of offering our

many

for your

we

opportunity
appreciation
favors,

American Sumatra
Tobacco Co.

and

extend to you our sincere

wishes for a Merry

continued

Xmas and

prosperity

in

the

year 191 ?•
"44'^ Cigar Co., Inc.
Philadelphia

LARGEST PRODUCERS OF
SHADE TOBACCO IN

THE WORLD
Our 1916 Crop

"Wisdom

SHADE WRAPPERS

knowing
what to do. Skill is knowing
how to do it, and Virtue is

grown upon our

doing

Florida

is

it."

This has been our
thought, purpose and action
over a period of twentyfive years.

of

and

Connecticut,

Georgia

Plantations, mark a new era in the
history of the industry.

^

That the Trade

appreciates these facts

is

indicated by the continued

growth of

their patronage.

AMERICAN SUMATRA TOBACCO CO.
142 WATER STREET, NEW YORK

THE TOBACCO WORLD
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MADE

IN

BOND

i

A Larger Profit for You
— New Leader
The 15c
the

tin

In the creamnut-

colored,

broiam

tin

HAVANA CIGARS
Highest Quality
Best Workmanship
MADE BY
V. Giienii, Diaz

To Tobacco
tractive

feature for you

profit

Blend not to be had
price

list

any other tobacco.

of

it

Fla.

at-

Get our

For Value

Meet me at the
,,

'Service,

TuUer

Home

Comfort

Greeting

guarantee the

:

back any part

Tampa,

offer.

Guarantee We
ounce of Harmony and

this

of every

to take

in

an

is

Co.,

Harmony Pipe

in

from your jobber showing our

Note
sale

There

Retailers:

&

ready

stand

and refund

in

Harmony

At
From Our Factory to You.

to

you

in

drop shipments

— one pound or more.

can thus assure your customers of

Harmony

of

full

its

always

You

getting

original fresh flavor.

HARMONY
BLENDc^

New

HOTEL TULLER
Detroit, Michigan

the Saturday Evening Post,

are appearing
lies

having

a

MILLIONS.

in all the

total
It

car, get off at

In addition to using

Harmony

advertisements

leading mtgazines and

circulation

will

Order from your jobber.

pay

you

of

to

week-

OVER NINE
push

it

we

We

also sincerely appreciate

our

thanks

for

the

Take Woodward
Adams Avenue

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
200
200
100
100

Rooms, Private Bath,
"

"
"

•
*•

'*

Total

hard.

$1.50 Single, $2.50
"
3.00
2.00
"
"
2.50
4.00
••3.00to5.00 "
4.50
••

Up Double
•'
*•

"

600 Outside Rooms

ALL ABSOLUTELY OUIF.T

Two

Floors

— Agents'

Sample Rooms

Otto Eisenlohr
Philadelphia, December,

Center of business on Grand Circus Park.
:

Yuletide Season,

extend to

all

and express

generous

patronage

given us during the year just closing.

<^A PIPE

Backed by Advertising

this

our very best wishes for a Merry
Christmas
and a Happy and Prosperous New
Year.

be sent fresh from our factory direct

will

Trad

cash the

price paid.

Direct

to the

New

Unique Cafes and
Cabaret Rxellente

1916

&

Bros., Incorporated.

THE TOBAC( O WORLD
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LOEWENTHAL

H. S.

A

Creating

S.

for

YOUR

brand

LOEWENTHAL

Loewenthal

Importers of

Demand

S.

B.

LOEWENTHAL
Vol.

&

Tobacco
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15,

1916.
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HIGH CLASS BRANDS FEATURED IN
DISPLAYS IN BUSINESS SECTION

BUSINESS TO SUCCEED OLD FIRM

cigars,

of

NEW

DUYS & COMPANY INCORPORATE

H.

MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK

123

PHILADELPHIA AND

Sons

of Leaf

Havana and Packers

XXXVI.

cigarettes, stogies or other to-

baccos,

Petition Filed at

Albany for Capital Stock of $1,800,000—
Three Men to be Sole Owners— To be Known
As
H. Buys & Company, Incorporated— Change
Takes Place January 2, 1917

the most important
of your business as
is

phase
you well know, Mr. ManuNo doubt you are
facturer.

window cards,
furnishing the dealer with selling helpswindow pasters, etc. In addition to these you'll find it
container for
extremely profitable to use a distinctive
your product.

"MAGALLANES"
SIDNEY

J.

FREEMAN,

Sole

Agent

123 Liberty Street

A

Lithographed

attract the attention
in beautiful colors and designs, they
making it much
of the consumer to your products,
easier to sell them.
^
ji
, ,
sturdily
Besides being attractive, Heekin Cans are
,

A.

$?3rI|Earca*i3Jifni(&apa

The Heekin Can Company

if

and

NEW STREETS

"
"Heekin Can Since 1901

The news of the incorporation comes as a surprise to
trade.
The decision to take this step is said to have been
made in order that the company might beneht from the ad-

Cidar Stores
Restaurants
Hotels and

and

rfi)resent the interests in

pRAT

is burning up the
sales track because it
represents the utmost for the

duo-paper package at

Heiry H. Sheip Nfg. Co.
Columbia Ave. and 6th St.

Original

PatMnoni

ol

America of the Amsterdam firm as

It is

new year.
The remarkable growth

The Fecrmont Cigar Company store at Fifth and
Market Streets makes a display of "Webster,"
"Mernan Cortez "
"Marta," "Dependo" and "Waldorf."
Maurice Jones, at Twelfth and Filbert Streets has
one
w nulow devoted to pipes to fit every pocketbook,
French
briar, clay, corncob, calabash and
meerschaum. One handsomely carved and colored pipe is priced at
$40.
A display in the Sterner store on Twelfth Street above

its

The Cigar
Mr.

Yea Cannot b8 Mistakew

&

You Stock the Easiest Sold Cigarettes

if

purveyors and supply all the Courts,
Embassies, i«o Clubs and 360 Regimental Messes throughout Europe

M. Melachrino

Co., Inc., are

Situation

president of a large jobbing firm, walked
into the office of the .secretary the other day and said.
!^ay. .Mr. P.rown. have you seen any *I)ot-Dash' cigars

EGYPTIAN CIGARETTES

lilack.

around here lately?"

"Xot for more than

just

M.rown. "but

lake a good look because the factory
says that we will not get any more of them this year.
surmise that this is a rare sight and
would not liavc
vou miss it for worlds."
received.

I

and Factoff
ondon. 8 Regent 5t S. W. C«lcutl«, 10 Government Place CAIRO. Head Office
r RAND DFPOTS OF
Alexandria. Rue Cheriff Pacha Hamburg. 8-20 Grou,e Backer..ra«e
M MeUrSno & Co. Inc. ) Sown. Softh Africa
PRICE LIST UPON APPLICATION
AGENCIES IN THE PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WORLD
(

I

.

1

214-216

WEST

47th

STREET,

NEW YORK

six weeks."

we have orders on tile from our
customers totaling nearly two hundred thousand."
"Well." said the president, "'slip out into the receiving (\vpartment with me and take a look at a case of them we
said .Mr.

I

M.

••(.onzakv-.^anchez" and "La Meta." There
is also a display of holiday cigarette packings
of "Rameses," "Pall
Mall,
"Fgyptian Dieties," "Philip Morris" and "Lord
Salisbury."

Rkhmeni, V*.

Inc.

Mahn

J. Dalton Company in the Chestnut Street
of their Fifth and Chestnut Streets
store are showing packings that should make an
appeal in the financial
district.
Among the brands are "If. Cpmann," "Lozano."

PHILADELPHIA

M. MELACHRINO & CO.,

Godfrey

,s

ilie

of the house of H. Duys & Compresent position among importers of Sumatra leaf
mdicates that still greater things may be ahead for the new
corporation.

jobbers are supplied.

Streets the

displaying a fine line of imported
goods in the
polished cedar and boite nature
packings.
Among the
brands shown here are "P.elinda."
"Punch," "H. Upmann "
lartagas,
"Castenada" and last but not least the
brand
that delights the hearts of all
connoisseurs, the "Corona."

of the

cost double in tins.

"Iloyo de Cuba" and

unulow

I'any to

made by

stcjre

planned that the new corporation will succeed the old
f.rm on January 2, 1917, which will be the first business day

5c
Most

At Thirteenth and Chestnut

ihe tirm of II. Duys & Company has enjoyed the most
successful year in its history, its sales for 1916 having reached
to date more than 9000 bales.
The firm deals in Sumatra and
Java tobacco and it is stated that in the future the house will
continue along these lines without deviation.

lOc quality— I Oc quantity
—retails in the Patterson

Would

several others.

well.

money»

Fancy Cigar Boxes

It is

This famous Sumatra importing hou.se was founded by
llendrick Duys.
The Messrs. Duys of the present company
are his sons. Mr. Xienhuys is the resident buyer in the Amsterdam market and a partner in the hnn. The new company will

CO., 52 Beaver Street

Chestnut

Ihiilding

shells,

said that the stock issue will not be offered
to the public, but that the three officers of the company
will
be the only holders of stock in the corporation.

Distributers

6l

understood that the sole owners of the new corwill be John 11. Duys,
who will be president;
Nienhuys, vice-president; and Henry M. Duvs. secretary
is

treasurer.

to

store of the above firm is
attractively arranged with cedar
can packings of that sterling
brand of Salvador Rodrigues,
-Charles The Great," boite
nature and polished cedar boxes of
"Romeo y [ulieta " "For
l^arranaga," -Ramon Allones"

poration
J. II.

in

Stores— Shortage of Goods Felt by
Many

The Widener

agement by a corporation.
It

Directed

is

displayed in a window of the
Fifteenth and Chestniit Streets
store of \ahn eV McDonnell.
Another window of this same
store is devoted to pipes.

vantages and economies that can he secured in business
man-

Manufacturers

LOUIS G. SMITH

Nienhuys.

tiie

CO., Tampa, Fla.
&
PEDRO CASTRO
New York

CINCINNATI, O.

J. II.

Packings-Attention

Goods—Attractive Windows

Ol.l.Llvb and retailers are entering
upon the last
week ot the holiday trade with a
noticeable shortage in domestic and Tampa-made
goods. The shop
windows, however, give no inkling
of this condition and It IS not believed
that the Christmas trade will
be
a tected as the purchaser
will probably try sojue
other
In and if he cannot
get his favorite.
The feature packing of the trade in
this city is the
imported "Ramon Allones" shell
packing of fifty cigars,

The incorporation is asked for with a capital stock of Si.Soo.ooo.
The incorporators are John 11. Duys, llenrv M. Duys

Clubs

rtitfn-

Street

the leading Sumatra importnig house in this country, have recently hied
articles
of incorporation for 11. Duys <5t Company,
Incorporated, with the .Secretary of State at Albany, N. Y.

Favorite
with the

Fancy

of

Quality

DUVS & COM PAX V,

City

.'T^

.

us a postal today for samples.

CULVERT, SIXTH AND

S.

BEST

other tobacco products
built and keep your cigars or
fresh, clean and aromatic.

Drop

U.

New York

Heekin Cans
provide individuality for your "smokes.

in

Dearth

I

Market Street is attracting much attention. It shows the
Mocha i)ipe which is being marketed by William Demuth &

Company.

The

disj)lay includes the plant on which the nut
the nut in the hull, the kernel, and the stages

grown,
through which the nut passes
is

it is ready to smoke.
The pipes retail at twenty-five and fifty cents. Many
virtues are claimed for them.
Harry Fetrosky on Chestnut Street above Broad Street,

lias his

until

windows

well arranged with such brands as "Consiancia Garcia." "Admiration." "Muriel." "Topic"
and "San

Martin

Leon."

Mr. Fetrosky carries as well a fine line
(»l
im))orted goods on which he is doing a nice l)usiness.
bis new store is proving a success in every wav.
c\:

I

Most

of the

windows

of the smaller stores are

(Continued on Page r8)

showing

;
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Vule log would be dragged to the old manse which was to
be the scene of the festivities and carefully deposited in tlic
clean-swept lireplace.
The "i ule log must always be the foundation log of the
great lire which would give out its warmth and cheer on
Christmas J'^ve. Its glow has often disclosed the halfhidden love-message of some maiden for some sturdy youth
its warmth has olten melted the ice of indili'erence and
neglect on the part ot a stern father toward his wife or hiss
children its cheer has often liitea up a community and
made glad the hearts of the children of men.
Alas! Our open fireplaces are no more, and the Vule
log can not be dragged in covered with its snow and welcomed by shouts of joy and laughter, but its message shines
down the Avenue of Years Gone By and it calls to us at
this time to remember the poor and the afflicted, to purge
our hearts and minds of petty hatreds; to listen acutely
once more and catch the seraphic strains of the angel chorus
bending down over a humble Bethlehem manger, and swelling forth the message of God Almighty,
"i'eace on earth; good will toward men."
if we can catch this spirit, then will our Christmas
season be merry indeed, and the joy of it shall be for a
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Did you ever sit before a ))ig o\)cn lire at Christmas
time and picture to yourself the beautiful old custom of
bringing in the \u\e log?
In days long past, our forefathers as

The Holiday

which compel his mdividual advance. Do not leave it to the salesman to break
the tidings gently and thus open the door to a nullification
of his business trip, but have it understood that come what
may the new ligures must prevail for the reasons set
forth by the firm itself and i)Ut Ijefore the dealer in black
and white.
)ne of the great drawbacks in the cigar and tobacco
trade has been the inelasticity of prices, and if the manufacturer can now honorably establish his right to advance
letter setting forth the special

facts

(

with every just reason for it, the results will be far
reaching and must ])rovc beneficial.
r.y the same token, we believe that, if conditions warrant it in the future, the manufacturers should not hesitate
to cut the price and give the dealer the benefit thereof.
l»ut above all, we earnestly urge manufacturers to adhere to the ])rices they make and thereby prove beyond

forest, strip

it

demands.

Albert Wheeler Establishes

New

Factory in Wheeling

Wheeler, well known in the stogie industry in
Wheeling. W
\ a., has recently opened a new factory on
the South Side, re-establishing a business which his father
carried on for fifty years.
Mr. Wheeler has changed the
brand mune of his i)r(jduct fntni "The )ld Long Xine" to
"Wheeler's Aroma Brand.'' The retail price is two for five
I'Or the i)ast twelve years Mr. Wheeler has been
cents.
identified with labor movements in Wheeling.
Albert

.

(

healthy lads would go out into the

Burglars Like "United" Brands

woods on December '^iJth. and personally hew down some giant of the

Season

of its limbs

and with much pomp and

cere-

loaded down with the
l)rettiest girls of the village, as well as the children, the

mony, and. often times we are

told,

IRREGULAR PAGINATION

your business in the cigar manufacturing industry,
TODAY is the time to
your campaign. Cigar manufacturers who can handle more
accounts will find many opportunities awaitmg them If they make the fact Icnown.
This year most of the big factories are already
oversold with no hope of catching up for several months.
Jobbers, and others, who hate counted
upon certain manufacturers filling their orders for private brands
find themselves disappointed
They do
not know where to turn for help. They cannot find the
answer in the trade papers. The manufacturers
who are advertising today are building for the future. Most of them
are oversold today
T^ey will have
orders on hand when others are cutting down their
forces.
The Tobacco Trade Papers are the bir
forces that distribute the news of the industry. To the
advertising columns of the trade papers every
pro^
gressive member turns in the hour of need. This is the
hour. The jobbers and dealei^ need more
cLarsthe manufacturers need eaf. paper bags, boxes, tin
c ontainers, labels, leaf tobacco and
MORE SeLP We
cannot assist in the solution of the labor problem.
CAN HELP in the other matters. If you can manu!
facture more cigars, are looking for new connections,
or can supply any of the above mentioLd art W^.
needed by manufacturers, ADVERTISE TODAY I
N THE

i

to increase

WE

TOBACTO TRADE prPER^ THE^TO
TO Th"e\eST
of
ttiuit
cat?^
GUARD YOUR PRESENT AND FUTURE BUSINESS BY ADVERTI^mO
TO THE TRAdI
''? ^^^""^ ^^^ "^^""^^^ OF THE^TRaITe
^
Ob ITS rB'^Ll'-T^Y'
ABILITY. 'r'?t°'t''f''ff
Dent put it off until tomorrow. TODAY IS THE APPOTMTFn

I'urglars recently rfibln-d the

stock

room of

the

I'nited

West Superior .Street. Chicago. 111., and
esca])ed with cigars and cigarettes valued at $000. Tt is believed that a wagon was used to get the goods away.
(

igar Store, at 318

IN

Famous Leaf Expert Was But

Was a

^

Fifty-three

Years

to

Old-

Great Admirer of Napoleon

AXL'EL SUAREZ, more
(the

widely

known

December

at his funeral the highest and lowest gathered
their last tribute of affection and esteem.

pay
Hie career of Napoleon Bonaparte appealed
so strongly

to AJr. Suarez, that he

purchased much literature about this
of history.
He gained quite a reputation for his extraordinary knowledge
of Napoleon and conditions which surrounded him.
His books on Napoleon and

commanding

as

"Kl

is dead.
On Friday night,
a complication of diseases brought his
earthly career to an untimely end.
At the age of
tifty-three, and at the heighth of his business career, he
passed
away. His funeral on Sunday, the :5d, offered wonderful
evidence of the affection and high regard which he enjoyed.

Grillo''

And

friends.

HAVANA

many

manufacturers have decided in their own minds that tliey
must advance the price on their cigars for the coming year.
As has been pointed out to the satisfaction of the entire trade, judging from the
No Price
Quibbles
broadest view point possible, the dealer
is prepared to pay more for his goods and
secure more from the consumer.
Now, it is up to the manufacturer to carefully figure out
the lowest amount that he must add to his present list to
cover all contingencies for the coming twelve months, and
then put the matter squarely up to his trade by a concise

INDEPENDENT TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
WOOD

THE TIME

start

MANUEL SUAREZ DIES

cavil the justice of their

J.

F you want

IS

15

great uplift.

l)rices

CHARLES FOX. New York
F. M. NEWBURGH, Hamilton. O

NOW

;

ADVERTISING RATES MAILED UPON APPLICATION
entered as Second Claas Mail Matter December 22, 1909, at the Post Office.
Philadelphia, under the Act of March 3, 1879

THE TOBACCO WORLD

cricket),

ist,

A

widow, four sons and one daughter, survive.
Mr. Suarez was born in Asturias, Spain, and came to
Cuba when but a young man. Here he first became ar-

<iuainted with tobacco leaf by learning the trade of a cigarmaker, liecoming proficient in the art, he came to the United
States and practiced his trade in Chicago.

l^nally he returned to Cuba as a tobacco buyer, representing the firm of A, Santaella y Ca,
About fifteen years
ago, when Sutter Brothers established an office in
Havana,

Joseph Mendelsohn induced Mr. Suarez to become his assi.stant.
Following this, he became interested in the firm of
Mendelsohn, I'lornemann iS: Compaiiy, In 1909 he withdrew
and opened offices for himself. He had a large clientele, and

was not only

the leaf buyer for A. Santaella
y Ca., but a
most intimate ac(iuaintance of Antonio Santaella to whom
the death of Mr. .Suarez came as a great shock.

Jn business Mr. Suarez enjoyed an enviable
reputation.
His \yord was sufficient, and bound an agreement as closely'
as if it had been drawn up according to law.

Mr. Suarez was probably one of the greatest leaf experts in Cuba. His judgment of tobaccos was unusuallv
good,
and his advice as to the purchase of leaf was usuallv taken
and the buyer seldom was in error. His mentality classed
him in one respect as almost superhmnan. As a judge
of
tobacco he would give an opinion as to yield and values
after
a .seemingly casual examination and without the
use of pad
or pencil. The accuracy of these estimates was usually
so
near correct as to cause him to be looked upon as possessing
some secret power.
Personally Mr. Suarez was of a disjjosition so genial,
cheerful and active, as to earn for him the nickname.
"Kl
ririllo," which is Spanish for "the cricket." He
made friends
everywhere. Growers, packers, dealers, warehouse employees
and others of the working class, were numbered among his

his

on

figure

wars are said to constitute one of the largest collections

this side of the Atlantic.

What
yet been
affairs

disposition will be made of the business
has not
decided.
J>rimo Suarez, a brother, will conduct

meanwhile.

R. G. Sullivan Boosts Price

Two

Dollars Per

Thousand

Roger G. Sullivan the largest manufacturer of cigars
England, has announced an increase on the whole-

m New

sale i)rice of his ••r-'^o-i" ten-cent cigar
of

$•>

a thousand.

Dowling. who manufacture another brand of tencent cigars, have announced an increase on the
wholesale
Driscoll

iH:

price of $5 a thousand. As the Driscoll cK: Dowling
product
sold for $3 less a thousand than the "7-20-4,"
the new
schedule will make the prices identical.

Mr, Sullivan said that his action is due entirely to the
remarkable rise in the price of raw material. His output
of 10-cent cigars is now in excess of
1,000,000 weekly, re(piiring a tremendous supply of stock, which it
is becoming

increasingly difficult to obtain. The chief trouble
encountered, he says, is the advance in cost of Havana
fillers and

.Sumatra wrappers.
Scarcity of both w rappers and fillers, as well as the increased cost of labor, Mr, Sullivan says, is responsible for
the wholesale jump,

"United" to

Merchandise

Sell

Merchandise Orders

t>rders

similar to those inaugurated bv
other lines of business are announced by the United Cigar
Stores in advertisements appearing in the dailies of the
large cities.
The orders will be issued in denomination*",
of $2.50 and $5,00, These can be purchased in any United
Cigar Store and mailed to friends in any part of the'country.
The "United" has stores in three hundred cities and the
orders are redeemable at any of the "United" stores in the
country.

"Gift giving made easy," says the advertisement. It
certainly seems so and no doubt this departure will still
further increase the general sales of the corporation.

:
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day's Ward liner to New York, and there
remain only the
orders for the current sizes, we have to be
prepared to sec
duller times. The English orders are also
nearly exhausiea,

Th(B €>mh&M

#

From Our
Exclusive

Bureau

Perseverancia No.

8

Havana, Cuba.

Havana, December

9,

1916.

HILE

the transactions show an increase of nearly
fifty per cent, over the previous fortnight, in the
number of bales which were sold, it is, however,
not owing to a larger influx of American buyers to
our Island, but thanks to the continued purchases of the

Cuban Land and Leaf Tobacco Company, and to some of
our commission merchants, who had orders from their
Among the sales reported of Remedios tobacco
clients.
there were only a few lots of first and second ca^.-aduras
which had been acquired from holders who evidently needed
some money, as the general opinion is that the sellers did
not get their cost price on thesis grades.

The majority

not sell below $(55 per qq. The l)ulk of the Remedios sold
consisted of the lower grades, which brought good prices.
Vuelta Abajo has been in active demand, the clean fillers
for our manufacturers, as well as for scmie American manufacturers, and the colas on the part of our cigarette manu-

At present

it

looks as

patience and endurance

if

the future will depend upon the

of our holders of leaf tobacco

and

American manufacturers of cigars. If the latter could
stoy out of the market for a long time to come they might
win the battle by buying cheaper in the end, but as our
leaf dealers are in a strong position and would not accept
any losses on their purchases or packings, until the newcrop should come to the market, being of a good quality

the

and costing less money than this year's growth, we think
that the American manufacturers will be forced to give in
sooner than our leaf dealers.

Although it is far too early to form any judgment about
the growing crop, the reports are, however, that the early
plantings in the Vuelta Abajo, Semi Vuelta and Partido
regions are developing well, and if the weather conditions
should continue to be favorable, we may possibly have 'i
As less fields have been
fair crop in quantity and quality.
l)lanted, it would be preposterous to count upon a large
crop. The news from the Santa Clara province is to the
eft'ect that at the very best the quantity could not be over
one-half of a normal crop, and as the j^lantings have been
delayed the chances are that we may have again a late crop
of

heavy

weeks ending Nov. 24, 1916.
Vuelta Abajo
3,965 bales

For

'i

vSemi Vuelta

Remedios

quality.

Since Jan.

Sol

receiving its share of the business that is to be
had, and strange as it may appear, when other factories
are
less busy, very often the Sol factory is busier than
ever.
Punch does not believe in rushing orders, and for tn?s
very reason this factory manages tu keep normally busy all
the year round, as the customers in order to obtain the
I'unch cigars allow the owner, Don Manuel Eoi)ez, to take

8,314

1916.

152,472 bales
19,980

"

22,867

"

127,309

"

6,828

"

ii

It

1,

Oriente

his

it

13,072

three weeks from

November

J

2 to

December

5,

viz:

1916, totaled

The unexpected demise

of the late Manuel Suarez, on
the night of the 1st inst., came as a shock to his many
friends here, although the very intimate ones were aware
that he had been suffering from a complication of diseases,
which might terminate his earthly career at any moment.
Manuel Suarez, more widely known as "El GriJlo." had a
\ery successful commission business and a host of friends
here, as well as in the United States, and his funeral on

and were distributed to the following counTo all ports of the United States, 16,172, to

Canada, 613; to Great Britain, 15; to France, 511; to the
Canary Islands, 23; to the North Coast of Africa (Oran),
oO to Panama, 20 to the Argentine Republic, 669 and
]

;

;

;

to Chile, 160 bales.

Leaf Tobacco That Come and Go
From Boston: Albert W. Kafifenburgh, of 1.
Arrivals
Kaffenburgh & Sons; C. A. Bachellor, of the A. C. C. Cigai

—

of

('omi)any.
I'rom Chicago

last

Matt Wengler, of Wengler & Mandell.
From Montreal, Canada: E. H. Harris and Walter
Jjctts, of S. Davis & Sons, Ltd.

(

\

:

l'>om Philadelphia: E. A. Calves, of E. A. Calves &
ompany, and William Oyer, of William Oyer & Company.
Returned: Hilario Muniz, of Muniz Ilermanos, Haana.

—To New York

Abe Bijur, Frank Strater,
r.cnjamin Menendez and Manolo Menendez and family.
Departure

W.

:

To

l>oston: Albert

To
To
To
To
To
To

Tampa: b>ancisco Arango and Jaime Pendas.
Philadelphia: Herman Vetterlein, Martin Broch.
Reading: William Yocum.

Kaflfenburgh and C. A. Bachei-

lor.

Toronto, Canada

:

Benigno Tuero.

Milwaukee: Celestino Fernandez.
Chicago: Manuel Fernandez Corral (Quinto).
Cigars

Business in our large cigar factories has been animated
enough, owing to the good holiday orders from the United
States, but as the balance of them will go forward, by to-

own time in forwarding them at his convenience.
Hoyo de Monterrey, Por Larranaga, Devesa de Murias,

Leaf Tobacco

18,313 bales,
tries,

is

Belinda. Eden, Jose Otero are still having orders to execute,
while the rest of the factories arc rather quiet.

"
Total 329,456
Exports of leaf tobacco, from the port of Havana, for

Total

Sales of American Tobacco Company in
October increased more than $700,000 over corresponding
months of a
year ago. Net increased over 8200,000.

On

basis of returns to date, Dow,
Jones
Co. are in a
position to forecast an increase in sales
for the full vear 19 16
of $8,000,000 over 1915. This means
that the loss 'sustained
in 1915 as compared with
will
1914
be made

&

up with about
$3,000,000 additional.
Net for the year should show an increase
of between
$1,600,000 and $2,000,000 over 1915 figures.
This means
earnings for the year of between
and
$24
$25 for the $40,242,after allowances for regular
$6 on $52,699,700
In 1915 earnings were equal to
$20 on the com-

common

400

preferred.

mon.

The

safety of American Tobacco Company's
20 per cent
dividend appears no longer in doubt.
Earnings of a favorable character should continue into
next year.
In fact because of increased revenue possible through
partial elimination of the coupons, 19
should
show a verv appreciable
17
gain over 1916.

the connoisseurs of legitimate imported Havana
cigars to be ever without any orders from one place
or the
other.

;

a

725
68

Partido

Buyers

facturers.

;

American Tobacco Company Gains

among

Receipts of Tobacco from the Country

of the leaf dealers arc indisposed to part
as the prospects for the new crop are, to

with their goods
say the least, not very promising even if it is still too early
to form a correct opinion about the same. One leaf dealer
told us that he had an oflfer of $G;J per qq. for an escogida
of 7U0 bales of first capaduras which he refused, as he will

American Republics.
H. Upmann also does not complain for want of orders,
as the H. Upmann cigars enjoy too marked a
distinction

Sales during the fortnight totaled 12,{){)2 bales, which,
Vuelta Abajo and Semi Vuelta, 7,408; Paidivided, were:
tido, 789; and Remedios, 4,405 bales.
Americans, 6,098 Canadians, 300 exBuyers were
porters to Europe (French Regie), 511; shippers to the
South-American Republics, 574 ; and our local manufacturers of cigars and cigarettes, 5,119 bales.
:

although a few factories may still have some orders
unfilled!
orders can be executed for Germany, there
remain
only Canada, Spain, and the South-American
Republics to
fall back upon, besides the
American markets, and possibly
a few scattered orders from South Africa,
Australia, and a
few of the neutral countries. The total of this business
will
not be enough to keep all of our factories going
for the
export trade. One blessing, however, is that the
home trade
:s expanding more from year to
year, and as long as our
sugar industry keeps on flourishing, the people engaged
in
this line can afford to spend more for cigars
and cigarettes.
Romeo y Julieta continues to be quite busy, notwithstanding that the holiday orders have been sent off,
and
Ramon Arguelles expressed himself as being satisfied.
Partagas also has a fair share of orders to fill yet for
various countries, notably for the States and the
South-

As no

17

I

Sunday was an immense demonstration

of the affection

and the esteem he enjoyed, during his lifetime. He was
only fifty-three years old. and left a widow and five children, fortunately in very comfortable circumstances.
Wc
have not heard yet whether the business will be carried on
by the widow and one of his brothers, or what other disposition the former is going to make.
Muniz Hermanos sold 1007 bales of \^ielta Abajo and
Remedios leaf.
Berriman Brothers bought 875 bales of leaf tobacco,
during the stay of Matt Berriman.
lose C. Puente 8c Company were sellers rif 950 bales of
A^'uelta Abajo, Partido and Remedios.
Yocum Brothers purchased 1100 Bales of Vuelta Abajo
and Partido leaf.
Benjamin Menendez left for New York by the S. S.
"Alfonso XTT." in order to accompany the remains of his
Francisco Garcia, for final interment in Spain.
Rodriguez. Mendez tl- Company, sold 650 bates oi
Vuelta Abaio leaf to their customers.
T>esHe Pantin was a buyer of 823 bales of various kinds
of leaf, for account of his numerous clientage.
Manuel A. Suarez
Conipanv closed transactions
amounting to 525 bales of Vuelta Abajo and Remedios. duTing the last two weeks.
late uncle,

v'l'

Prosperity of Snuff Companies

Advance of American Snuff common
reflects

to 150, up 7 points
industry.
Despite general'

prosperity

of the snuff
that use of snuff is passing froin
popular favor its
sales are showing enormous increases.
The business of the
old American Snuff Company, a former
subsidiary of Ameribelief

can Tobacco Company, was divided among
three concerns
with splitting up of the old Tobacco
combination
These
companies are the new American Snuff Companv,
George

Helme Company, and Weyman-Bruton Comp'any.
^^ eyman-Bruton and Hclme this week
declared extra
dividends of 4 per cent, each on the common
shares besides
\\.

regular quarterly distributions of
3 per cent, and 2^'. per cent
respectively.
The Helme extra was the same as that of a
year ago. The Weyman-lVuton distribution
a vear ago was
TO per cent, extra, but this company
declared another extra
last June amounting to
4 per cent.
All three companies will show large
surpluses above dividends for year to end December 31st.
American Snuff pavs
3 per cent, quarterly and in well-informed circles there is talk
of an extra early next vear.

The

snuff

business has its big sales throughout
the South
and through the Mississippi vallev district,
although
m the middle Atlantic and New England states total a sales
verv

substantial amount.

Mark

A. Pollack purchased 1391 bales of
leaf for account of his customers.

Other buyers were: The Cuban Land and Leaf
Tobacco Company. .^.500 bales; Romeo
y Julieta. 800; Walter
Sutter

i^

Company. 789;

Julius Vetterlein

the French Minister. 511 Cifuentes. Pego
and various others of less importance.
;

i^l'

i<t

Company, 700:
Company! 475;

Shippers above 200 bales of leaf tobacco, from the port
of Havana, during the past two weeks were
Virgilio

Suarez.

1.235

bales:

Maximilian

Stern.

736

bales; Leslie Pantin. 678 bales; Mark A. Pollack. 53? bales;
the French ^Minister, 511 bales:
Bernheim & Son. 475
J.

Walter Sutter 8c Company. 352 bales Jose F. Rochi.
342: Hinsdale Smith 8z Company. 310 bales; Cuban Land
and Leaf Tobacco Company. ?9S bales; ;Manuel Suarez, 270
bales

;

;

Menendez
Company. 233 bales; Jose Suarez &
Company. 20? bales; IT. l^pmann & Company. 201 bales;
bales;

i*^-

.\lloncs. Ltd.. 200 bales.

Oretanfv.
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HIGH CLASS BRANDS FEATURED IN

Deat hs in the T rade

DISPLAYS IN BUSINESS SECTION
Samuel H. Austin

(Continued from Page 13)

the BlackSamuel H. Austin, one time vice-president of
14th inst., at his home
well Durham Company, died on the
He succumbed to a comcity.
3913 Chestnut Street in this
He was seventy years old.
l)lication of diseases.
Mr Austin's connection with the tobacco busmess began
when he joined the staff of M. E. MacDowell &

about 1874,
In 1879 Al.
Company, wholesale tobacconists of this city.
Durham
E MacDowell & Company, purchased the P>lackwell
vice-president.
Tobacco Company and 'Mr. Austin became
company was again
This position he held until 1899, when the
Company. Following
sold this time to the American Tobacco
retired having amassed a
the change of ownership Mr. Austin

the "Philip Morris" cigarette packing of one hundred and
the appropriately colored packing of the "Pall Mall" Mag-

num.
Duncan

in this

country.

clubs.

r

,

T-i

.

The body
daughter, Mrs. Isaac H. Jones, survives.
interment in the family vault
will be taken to Brooklyn for
1

1

Greenwood.

Richard Weil

Frederick Deutsch
of Chicago, died
Frederick Deutsch, a pioneer resident
Street, at the age
December 12th, at 2615 East Sixty-fourth
By a strange coincidence his wife
of eighty-eight years.
December 12, 1897. Mr.
died nineteen vears ago to the day,
He came to America
Deutsch was a wholesale tobacconist.
1853. Three years later he
from his birthplace in Austria in
home in Joliet, where he
emigrated westward, making his

lived until 1874,
loliet
ried.

is

when he moved

now Cheltenham.

to Chicago
It

and went

was while

to

business and was marthat he learned the tobacco
daughters.
He is survived by three sons and five

old, one of the bestTohn Middleton. seventy-eight years
on the ^th ;ns . in
known tobacconists in this city, died
an operation For almost
St Timothy's Hospital, following
business at 219 Walnut Street,
sixty years he had been in
tobacco store. He had a
where' he established a pipe and
mu
men^ He ca^ie
wide acquaintance among shipping
director of the ColumEngland when a youth. He was a
bodie
a member of Masonic
bia Avenue Trust Company,
of
of the board of managers
and one of the oldest members
the Southern Dispensary.

George

W.

Stinson

tobacco business in BosGeorge W. Stinson. long in the
home in Melrose, where he had lived
ton, died recently at his
Den
Mr. Stinson was a native of
for twenty-five years.
to
Boston when a youth. Owing
Island Me., and came to
business about Hve years ag...
poor health, he retired from
is

North Sutter

H. H. Leach & Company Making Alterations
H. LEACH c^ CO.MPAXA-. suocess.,rs
t..
rcnv \Duncan, are making extensive aUerations
to the store
at Tenth and Chestnut Streets.
'I'he humidors and

a cigar store

Street, Stockton, Cal.

Urbana, 111., has purchased from C. J.
W elch the news and cigar stand that has been conducted
by the latter in the Princess Theatre building.
J.

W. Oldham,

store
real

survived by a widow.

IS

counters are being rearranged and the
fioor of the
being brought nearer to the street level.
This will i)e 'i

H.

Ralph H. Brown, for many years connected with the John
Schaap & Son Drug Company, of Van Buren, has recently purchased the Weaver Cigar Store, at 612 Garrison Avenue, Fort

cigar store to be known as the "Smokehouse,"
Mr. Fox
III.
will be opened by Russell S. Fox, in Belvidere.
will
expects to open for business about January i, IQI?- ^^^

A new

purchase the
Tohn P. Zimmer has made arrangements to
of Watsoncigar store and factory of George Furstenhofer,
Mr. Zimmer. who is an experienced cigarmaker.
ville. Cal.
time yet.
not take possession of the store for some

M. Friedberg

will

ment of the business.

makers

will

Fla..

t..

be employed.

a
P. Stanley Cigar Company has leased
Pine Streets.
storeroom at the northwest corner of Sixth and
store there about
St Louis Mo., and will open a retail
on the store at
Tanuarv 1 1917. The companv's lease
has expired and the location

The Charles

Seventh and Chestnut Streets,
will be given up.

filed a

I

I.

H. Wvavcr for

.^525 alleg-

Patents of Tobacco Stemming Machine Company
Justice Bradford in the United States District Court of
\\ilmington. Del., recently handed down a decision which
declared the jiatents of the Tobacco

Company

valid

Bayuk Brothers

are closing one of the

most successful

in their history.

delj>hia

Both "Havana Ribbon" and "PhilaHandmade" brands are heavily oversold.

Felix Eckerson. of F. Eckerson c^- Comi)anv.
who recently returned from Havana, has gone to
Connecticut to
look over his interests in the Shadegrown
section of Connecticut.

"Topic," the ten-cent cigar marketed bv
Brothers, is growing in distribution continuallv.'
a

good running-mate

for "Bold*'

Bobrow
Tt

makes

which has established

a

sales record this year for the firm.

Morris D. Xeumann. of the firm of Xeumann
Mayer,
expected home this week frf)m a western trip. The firm is
I'l-

File Counter-Suit

Company,

Paducah. Ky.. has
at Fifth and Jones
recently leased a two-storv brick building
About sr-venty-five cigarStreets. Paducah. for the factory.

removing from Bartow^

& Company

counter-suit against
ing breach of contract.

•

Cigar
A. Alvarez, manager of the A. Alvarez
is

now

I

year

result of a lawsuit following a disagreement
over five cases of tobacco the court rendered
a verdict
awarding L IT. Weaver, of Lancaster. $215.28 to be paid hv
the local leaf firm of M. I'riedberg ,K: Company,
who have

manage-

A'ettcrlein. of Julius \>tterlein
& Company is
reported to have secured 700 bales of tobacco
while in the
favana market recently.

Thirteenth and

As the

secretary' nf
Tack Ryan, president, and Frank Herold,
the
Peoria Vlll.) Baseball Association, have purchased
Murphy and
Cigar Store, at 4x5 ^^a'" Street from M. C.

Mr. Herold has taken over the active

at the

"El Vutan." the cigar that has mad. such a
wonderful
advance in this market, has during tl.<- past vear
more
than doubled its sales. "Hoffmann House"
and' "Pnncipde Gales" maintain their popularity with
a good increa.sp
noted in the sales of the former.

his brother George.

TTerman

Mr

Banner Year For Seventh Street Jobbing House
Dusel, Goodloe & Company, the Xorth
Seventh Street
jobbers, are dosing one of the l)igg:est
years in their history
It is impossible for them to fill
any more (.rders on the "La
IVeferencia" brand this year. The business
on "Pennsv" is
tip-tup and sales are climbing skyward.

came the property of John Sheehan.

E. A. Calves, of E. A. Calves & Company,
is at present
looking over the leaf situation in the Havana
market.

is

Bradley was formerly with the "Cnited"

Partnership between Thomas Costello and John Sheehas
han. cigar manufacturers of Windsor Locks, Conn.,
berecently been dissolved. All the assets of the business

which

Leach

will

.Market Streets store.

Puff
Bert Wagoner.

are showing a fine line of humidors

for the holiday trade.

the active head of the company,
fohii
be in charge of the Tenth and Chestmi't
StVeets
store with Mr. Bradley as assistant,
[ohn Gaines will retain
the management of the store at in
South Broad Street
11.

Manigan

the

Vahn & McDonnell

improvement that will undoubtedly ]>enefit sales
"Sanchez y Ilaya" and "Ignacia 'llava.- are

are being given disi)iay and special
attention. The store will be
conducted for high class retail trade and in
addition some jobbing business will be done.

Milwaukee.

have associated with him

wm

I

brands that

E. Phillips has succeeded W. D. Dickman
store.
as the manager of the South r>end, Ind., United Cigar
.Associated with him as assistant manager is R. Hansen, of

living in

John Middleton

He

Tiradl®

Smith, Ark.

years ago.

what

ftlh©

Raymond

firm of Weil
Richard Weil, head of the leaf tobacco
on
& Sons 131 Water Street, Xew York, died suddenly
was entering Jersey
board a' Chesapeake & Ohio train as it
Weil was returning from
Citv last Tuesday morning. Mr.
years of age and is
Mot Springs, Va. Mr. Weil was forty
He was the eldest
survived bv a widow and two children.
firm, who died a few
son of Leopold Weil, founder of the

live in

at 31

m

Campbell and Ozo At wood have opened

^

in about torty

One

at

Clkiiisi^as
(hiy

.

.

PHIbADEIiAjHIA.

cS:

•

have held membership

4

Moorhead, Chestnut Street above Seventh
Street, are showing their "Marcello" brand and the "El
Roi-Tan." A feature size of the latter is the "Fancy Tales''
which is shown in the window.
Every indication points to a banner business for the
high class stores on their imported goods as well as the
high grade clear Havana, and the Shadegrown brands made

comfortable fortune.
^
.1
attention to the
and
time
much
devoted
Austin
l^lr
he was successful is
gathering of a collection of curios. That
one of the finest small
indicated by the statement that his was
collections in the world.
Mr. Austin is said to

19

and no infringement

Stemming Machine

of the patents of the

Stemmer Company, the i)laintiff in the case.
About fifty of its machines are in operation in the factories of the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, at Winston.Standard

Salem, N. C.

William Dythiner. of Louis P.ythiner i<^ Company.
Xorth Second Street leaf brokers, states that the year has
been an unusually successful one for the company.

is

bringing to a close a year of good business on the
"Bella
^rundo." "White In night" and "El Tello" brands.

Despite the fact that the "41" Cigar Companv is closing a record year, no effort is being spared to improve
the
brand. They are now i)reparing a new label for the
"II"
brand. It will shortly go to the trade.

The Finley Acker Company,

at Twelfth and Chestnut
showing the "Flores de Murias." "Henry Clay."
•'Leda," "Carola." "Wissahickon," "La Belle Cubana."
and
"\ ictor Herbert" cigars and are doing a good
business on these

Streets, are

products.

"Flor de Manuel." the high-grade ten-cent product of
Allen R. Cressman's Sons, has w^on the favor of many retailers.
A dealer was heard to remark the other day in the
course of conversation that it had caught* on big as far
as
his trade was concerned and that the calls for it
were on the
increase.
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Kruse, Quanjer
business excellent.

&

Nathan Garten,

M'^^mkmmj

SSisiklk©irIb(S)A(iir°g

Company,

among

are

of A. Garten

&

who

those

Sons, has

left

find

Jaftftniais

Newman and Carl
Newman & Gach, were

Gach, of the Chicago leaf firm
recent visitors in New York,
of
enroute to the Connecticut leaf markets.

Fred

town on

The Griffin-Neuberger Tobacco Company has

a short trip to Cincinnati.

recently

of Cin-

issued five hundred additional shares of stock, making the
total outstanding stock of the company $450,000.

S. H. Furgatch has returned from a trip to Boston,
where he found the firm's brands in good demand.

At Broadway and Forty-second Street there has been a
very attractive display of "Edgeworth" smoking tobacco.
The brand is manufactured by Larus Brothers, Richmond,

K.

Va.

ucspitc

Gerson Brow^n, of the
cinnati,

was a recent

J.

visitor in

B.

Moos Company,

New

York.

Julius Klorfein, of "Garcia Grande" fame, sails
on the twenty-third for the port of Havana.

those recently returned from Havana
ander Herbert, vice-president of Philip Morris &

Among

away

was AlexCompany.

&

Son, Limited, have recently opened
their offices and storerooms at 19 South William Street
Arrival of satisfactory stocks of imported cigars is expected
G. S. Nicholas

shortly.

Good Times
1

in

Savarona Land

Speaking of window posters, have you noticed the
splendid ones Dave Saqui has posted on the "Jean Valjean"
brand?

Henry Ottenberg, the Manila importer, has returned
He found a
to town after a trip as far West as St. Louis.
ready welcome in most cities and sold quantities of his
Manila brands.

J.

Dunn & Company,

has arrived at the offices of the firm to remain until after the
holidays.

A. Santaella, head of A. Santaella & Company, is among
He expects to return in time for
the visitors in Havana.
Christmas.

Sidney Goldberg, of Simon Batt & Company, has returned to New York, following a visit to the Connecticut

Otto Stack has taken over the Hotel Imperial at
Broadway and Thirty-second Street. He has taken a long
lease and will spend considerable money on improvements
and changes.

Philippine Tobacco

IIOISINGTUN,

President of the Cayey-Caugus
obacco Company, is essentially an
optimist, and,
tile

ti-cniendijus luindicaps

winch

which appears elsewhere

President Hoisington calls the special
attention ot cigar dealers to the
unique possibilities of tlieir
brand just at this time of high prices,
and suggests inquiries
and comparisons on the part of
merchants who must make
certain readjustments in their
stocks. "Savaronas," he says
can hll in many places some big
gap not now properly cared

J.

Transport "Logan" due to arrive in San
Francisco about January 15, will bring 1,900,000 cigars and
490 bales of tobacco for the customers of the Manila Com-

The U.

mercial

S.

Company.

With

the holiday

trade fully completed, the
Cayev
^l^eady filling new orders for February,

i^

h^'"P^">'
hn"^"f
IJl., delivery, which

indicates that the wise dealers
know
that a big season faces them,
and are making early provision to take care of their business.

week from Porto Rico show that
the b.
S I'
S f. Carolina landed 120 cases of
Porto Rico tobacco
lor the Cayey-Caugus Company.
r^'"""''.''/' last

leaf district.

Park
Joseph

Mendelsohn, of

Company, has returned

Mendelsohn, Bornemann

&

to his offices following a trip to

Porto Rico.

Henry Kaften, well known representative
Schwarz Company, has recently been elected

of the Harris-

vice-president

of this firm.

&

Tilford have issued a

ing the sizes and prices of their line of imported brands
"Fifty-six" cigarettes, as well
suitable for holiday trade.
as several other brands, are also listed.

Glechman, formerly with the E. H. Gato Cigar
Compatiy, has joined the forces of the Tobacco Corporation
of America and will call on his trade after the first of the

Frank

J.

year in the interest of the "Sultana" cigar.
A. Erdreich, Pacific Coast representative of Samuel
Davis & Company, is among the recent arrivals in New York

from the Pacific Coast.

H. H. Manley, western representative of the American
Cigar Company, who makes his headquarters in San Francisco, has arrived in New York.
Morris & Company,
that the demand for the holiday packings has been so great
that thcv are alreadv oversold on them.
It is stated at the office of Philip

Ernest

J.

Moss, popular manager of the Cigar Depart-

&

Company,

expected to arrived
from Manila a few davs before Christmas.

ment

of

Bowring

is

home

B. Annis. sales director for the Cien Porciento Company, has resigned his position with that firm and will rei)resent new lines after the first of the year.
J.

The Pasbach-Voicc lithographic Company,
ing to capacity according to recent reports.
sive firm has been making rapid strides.

is

work-

This progres-

American Sumatra

handsome booklet show-

Harry Prochaska, the Adoli)h Frankau & Company,
label man, said "Good morning. Judge," recently, and then
paid over twenty-five Iron Men. Harry's liberality was due
to the fact that he had exceeded the speed limit in his new
automobile.

F.

M

Co.'s

Crops Promise

Arguimbau, treasurer

of the

coming

American Sumatra

year.

"Charles the Great" in Big

The New York

Demand

selling headquarters of Salvador

Rod-

Henry Alces, who has been selling for Simon Batt &
Company for many years, has tendered his resignation.
A. Jacques, who represented this firm, is also leaving. New
men has been assigned to the territory left vacant by these
resignations.

call for "Charles the Great,"
in all sections gives proof positive that
the demand for clear Havana cigars IS as lasting as the coming
of the

department manager
for Franklin Macveagh & Company, has resigned and in the
future will represent P. Pohalski & Company, in Chicago
and the Northwest. "First Consul" and "Monte Cristo"
Arial. formerly cigar

The continuous

seasons

shortly after the

Year.

Banner Year

are the firm's leading brands.

The house

F. R. Hoisington. president of the Cayey-Caguas Tobacco Company, has recently been made chairman of a
committee appointed by Porto Rican manufacturers and
importers to fight the i)roposed regulations to exclude Porto
Rican factories from municipalities.

New

for

H. Duys

& Company

of H. Duys & Company, widely
known imSumatra and Java, report that they have
had the
l)iggest year of Sumatra and
Java importations in the history of their business. It is stated
by a member of the firm
that the .sales this year will
amount to more than 900.)

porters of

bales.

interesting event

was the opening of the new
and warerooms of the Philippine Tobacco
Company in New York a few days ago.
This marked the first real recognition
of the
offices

growing demand for Philippine tobacco in the United
States
tor use in manufacturing blended
cigars as well as the pro-

duction of clear-filled goods. A number
of manufacturers
have experimented with Philippine or, as it
is better known
Manila tobacco during recent months and
the results have
been so satisfactory that the demand for
Philippine leaf
has been constantly expanding.
The Philippine Tobacco Company has taken
quarters
at 12'6 Maiden Lane, New York, and
advsies us that it has
now on hand a full assortment of Philippine (Manila)
stripped and book-filler tobacco as well as Philippine
(Manila)
shorts with a number of heavy shipments
from Manila en
route. All it initial stock of resagos
has been sold, but shipments of these will reach here by January
15th
In this
connection it is interesting to note that
the last lot of
resagos, 100 barrels, brought 29 cents
per pound.
The company will be glad to correspond with
any
manufacturers who have raw-material difficulties
and will
cheerfully send prices and quotations upon
application from
accredited cigar manufacturers.
R. A. Bachia, 3d, Enters Business
On December first, R. A. Bachia head of the prominent
clear Havana cigar manufacturing
house of R A Bachia
Company,
at
&
43-47 West 16th Street, New York
announced that he had taken into the business, his
son R
Bachia, 3d and that the young man

A

would commence

at

once to master every detail of the production
of fine cigars.
R. A. Bachia, 3d, has had a fine academic
education is
a healthy, vigorous looking young American
and his career in
the held which his father has so successfully
graced for mainyears past will be watched with much
interest.
R. A. Bachia & Company are closing
one of) the
years

riguez at 1(500 Broadway, report
that they have had an unusually heavy line of orders on
this sterling old clear Havana brand, and that despite the
strike in Tampa they are
bending every eftort to catch up with
the holiday orders.

Arthur E.

Company Opens Warerooms

Much

1 obacco Company, returned recently
from a visit to their
vast plantation down in Florida
and Georgia with the assurance that the company's crops
for the coming year will
be of great magnitude as well as
of a most desirable qualitv.
Packings of the 191G crop will be
fully under way in
a few days and the samplings
should reach the New York
market early next month. The wrapper
crop in both Connecticut and Florida shade-grown
is of such a quality
that
manufacturers will have some royal
stock to work with dm^
Hig

the

N

his coni-

cern has encountered this year, they
are closing a
real big annum, with the sales
of "Savaronas," their famous
1 orto Kico cigars de luxe, way beyond all
records tor some
years past.
In an open letter to the trade,
in this issue,

William Catlin, representing T.

21

best

in their history,

and their product of onlv fine goods,
made in the most expert way, appears to be more
popular
in clubdom and among
connoisseurs than ever before.

Loewenthal & Sons First Showings
One hundred and sixty bales of 1916 new Connecticut
l)rime have already been received at the New
York warerooms of S. Lowenthal & Sons, 123 Maiden Lane,
and the
S.

firm

expecting its full line of new Connecticut
shadegro\yn samples the first week in January.
The firm tells us that it has done a really remarkable
business this year on its importations of
Porto-Rico tobacco,
and, maintaining as it does its own packing
house in Porto
Rico, it is always prepared to show something
a little bit
exclusive in this grade of leaf.
is

Messrs.

week from

Max Gans and

Sol

a brief trip to their

Gans returned home

last

packing plants in Porto
Rico. They brought back some early
samples which give
promise of a big forthcoming season on Porto Rico
leaf.
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Lewis Osterweis Leaves Half a Million
Lewis Osterweis, the well known Xew
Haven, Conn., cigar manufacturer, was recently filed in the
probate court, and the application for the allowance of the
will sets out that the personal property will not exceed
$,-)(»U,(»uu, while the value of the realty owned by Air. Osterweis at the time of his death is not known.
In his will Mr. Osterweis gives to the Cnion and New
Maven Trust Company 1G7U shares of the capital stock of
the i'ennsylvania Railroad, in trust for his grandson, Lewis
M. Osterweis, who is to receive the net income from this
fund during his minority. The will provides that if, in the
judgment of the trustee, and of Gustave Osterweis, and
Major Louis ^L Ullman, the grandson while between the
Hges of :^1 and 30 years is deemed capable of prudently engaging in business, the principal of this fund shall be invested in the business of Lewis CJstervveis & Son for the

The

\alue of too nuiny windows is reduced to zero
during the cold weather by the formation of frost
on the ghiss. Dealers who have been troubled in
this regard during past years should take steps now
against its recurrence. Time and money spent in this work
will prove a good investment in the greater returns that
\i[\i

will

come

in

from a window on which no

frost

forms during

Xow,

before the cold weather, is the time to
make the necessary preparations.
The only permanent method is to so construct the window that the satne temperature can be maintained both
inside and out. This necessitates a current of air warmer
than that on the outside, the moisture from which comes in
contact with the colder glass and is frozen on it. )ccasionally
the winter.

(

very mild weather the air on the outside becomes warmer
than that inside, and frost forms from the same cause outin

side the glass.

To

bring about this

it is

essential that the

background

be built clear up to the top of the ceiling and be as nearly
air-tight as possible. To insure a good supply of light at the
same time, it would be advisable to board up the back oi
the window hve or six feet, and use glass in the rest of the

Well,

will

so invested, then it is to be conveyed
to young Mr. Osterweis to be his absolutely.
If the principal is nut thus invested, however, by the time Mr. Osterweis is 35 years old, then he is to receive the net income
from the fund for his life. If the principal is intact on the
If

the principal

is

death of Lewis M. Osterweis then it is to be given to his
children, if any and if none, then it is to be divided as follows
To Sadie V. Osterweis, a daughter-in-law, so much of
the fund as shall equal the sum of $:;iU,UUO and to Gustave
Osterweis and Mrs. Sophie O. Ullman, a daughter, the
remainder of the fund in equal shares.
The remainder of his estate is bequeathed to his widow,
Mrs. Carolena Osterweis, for her life use, and on her death
the residue is given to the son and daughter, in equal shares.
Major Louis M. Uullman and Gustave Osterweis are named
:

space.

The boards

in

the background

can have a couple of

thicknesses of white unbleached muslin pasted to them or
If white unbleachea muslin, with
a painted background.
two thicknesses, is used, an excellent effect will be obtained
and the muslin can, when desired, be covered with crepe
paper or cloth.
In a city store an original idea has been used. Small
openings have been ])rovided above the plate glass on the

window. The openings are about (5x10 inches,
and are operated from the interior of the windows. They
can be kept open sufficiently to maintain the temperature
inside on a i)ar with that outside. .At the same time, being
on the sides, they are not exjjosed to the dust of the street.
Xeither do they detract from the appearance of the store

in

the will as executors.

sides of the

front.

There are many other methods

in

use.

."^ome

shops

A

Dayton Cigar Factories Busy
Uayton, Ohio, cigar manufacturers are experiencing

heavy demand for Dayton-made cigars for the holiday trade.
During the month of November, the United States
revenue from cigars manufactured in Dayton totaled $1^,I'si8.1().
Many of the factories have operated two shifts,
one for day and the <jther for night. The employes have
worked several .Sundays in an effort to catch up with the

window and comparatively

According to the report of Revenue Collector Murray
for the month of Xovember, receipts from all sources totaled
SOT.I'^^.oS, an increase of $()J0() over that from the same

throughout the
There is considerable expense attached to this, as
dry.
electricity is being consumed all the time the fan is in
motion. The plan, however, is fairly effective.
Rubbing the glass with glycerine has been tried, but
A solution
this method usually leaves the glass smeared.
of alcohol or methylated spirits is also sometimes used, but
here again expense arises. The cost is too high to make
such a remedy general. "Canadian Cigar and Tobacco

air circulating

—

journal."

Milwaukee Cigarmakers Strike
Twentv-four cigarmakers. including banders and strip])ers. have gone on strike in the Cirilo Fernandez Cigar
Company. Manufacturers' Home TUiilding, Milwaukee.
Wis., as the result of a disagreement over wages. Xo conferences have been arranged.
The Fernandez Com])any makes the "Mi Carmen"
cigar. It was a com])lete walkout, all employes taking part

word came from the
the men would not be agreed to.

when

final

firm that the

demands

of

It?

a ranchman,

of Sutter County, Gal
rode to Marysville recently and bought a
plug of tobacco.
On his way home he bit into it and almost lost a tooth
Lxammation showed that he had been trying to bite

99

orders.

month

of last year.

New

Cigar Factory for East

St.

Louis

IVanks, one of the best-known cigarmakers ot
Southern Illinois, has made arrangements to open a cigar
factory in l^ast St. Louis, 111., in the building at 130 IJroad,vav, and has ordered machinery brought from a plant
which has been in operation in lacksonville, and ordered
A.

I"".

lifty employes of the i)lant there to ])repare to move to
b'ranks is now putting on the market
Louis,
l*"ast St.
Kanteria" and '"Mac's IJest" cigars.
The new Last St. Louis factory will have a pay roll,
according to Franks which will amount to about $1(»,(M)n
'

vearly.

It

is

his intention to enlarge the

Fast

St.

Louis

quarters just as soon as the business demands the increase.
The new factory will be put into operation within the next

week.

TsiMipsi
Many Factories Unable to Take Orders for
Delivery This
Year— Sanchez y Haya Closing a Big Year
With
Many Orders On Hand— V. Guerra Diaz

through a diamond ring. The news of the find
spread to
the press, and meanwhile business in
plug tobacco was
booming. About two weeks ago Mr. Hayes
received a letter from Miss Mayme Peetz, who
works in a tobacco fac-

& Company Working To

I

Capacity

To Make Prompt Shipments

tory in Louisville, KyrT^saying that while
at work her diamond engagement ring slipped from her finger and
was
lost.
She described it accurately and iMr. Hayes will
return it.

lampa, Fla., December 9, 1916.
„
usually slacks up here after the
15th of
December, but there will be no let-up
'S'J
on the part
of most manufacturers this
year.
In addition to
bemg behind on orders a number of
factories are
booked with business that will keep
them busy for the next
vvo or three months.
There is no doubt that the strikes
hurt shipments and hurt business,
but now that matters are
adjusted there is no reason why
everything should not go
smoothly from now on.
number of factories have already
advised their trade that it will be
impossible to accept any
more orders for delivery this year.
Ernest Berger. general manager
and secretarv and
easurer of the fampa-Cuba Cigar
Company, has reiurned
from a visit to Havana.
T^CTXTT7cc
USINLSS

1

N. C. R. Introduces Credit File
The National Cash Register Company has placed
on
the market a new device that will
reduce to the minimum
the work of keeping credit customers'
accounts.
J'or many years there has been
an endeavor on the
part of inventors to perfect some sort of
a device that would
adequately protect credit sales slip records so
that the slips
covering past accounts might not be lost or
destroyed
It
is an interesting fact that
The National Cash Register Company, after perfecting a machine to protect
cash sales should
now give to the business world this first mechanical
device
which so completely protects charge records.
The N. C. R. Credit File furnishes the maximum
of
speed in handling the credit transactions
and in addition
It provides a locked
compartment for the storage of sales
slips until the accounts are
settled.
Thus, the proprietor
has complete control over his charge
accounts. This locked
compartment has a glass cover, constantlv exposing
to
the

view of the proprietor and employees the
amount owing
on each customer's account, but the records
covering these
accounts are only accessible to the one who
has the key to
the locked compartment.
A bell rings each time the file is operated and a numl)er counter adds one each
time the glass cover is closed.
he entire file is made of steel and it is
as near fireproof as
I

the largest business in the history of the industry at the
According to many of the manufacturers,
present time.
they are swamped with orders, and in many cases have refused to take any more. There has been an exceptionally

gas pipe extends across the
bottom and front of the window on the inside. This contains several small holes short distances a])art. and the gas
This keei)S the ])late glass on the
is kei)t burning all day.
inside so warm that the moisture of the air does not freeze
on it.
.\nother plan is to use the electric fan. This keeps the
frecpiently use a gas flame.

Jerome Hayes,

of

benefit of the grandson.

What Do You Think About
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construction will i)ermit. Tests, made at the
factorv
subjected the file to a heat exposure equal
to an ordinarv
fire and resulted in no damage
to the .sales slip records it
contained.
its

There are many possibilities in a system of
this kind
Its most important function, however,
is that of giving the
I)ropnetor the same protection in his credit
customers' ac-

c(nmts when he

is

absent from the store as

present.

when he

is

The

protective features are as near complete
as possible.
I he sales slips are placed
in a daily file bv the clerk
or other person who has to do with
the original credit

This keei)s each dav's credit business separate
from the previous day's and furnishes the
proprietor an
absolute check on all these records.
At the end of the day the credit slips are transferred
to
tran.saction.

the locked section of the file where they
are accessible onlv
to the proprietor of the business or
someone to whom this
responsibility has been designated.

The files are made in two sizes to accommodate
the
number of credit customers the merchant mav have. They

may

be used singly or

in units

with equal convenience.

They

offer to the merchants of the world
a protection
on credit records parallel to that which the
cash register
offers on cash business.

William
A\illiam

J.

Hoefner

Hoefner, sixty-eight vears old. a cigar manufacturer of Kansas City, Mo., died recentlv
at his home in
Rosedale. He had been a resident of Kansas City
for twentyseven years. He is survived by a widow, two .sons
and four
daughters.

A

Sanchez y Haya is one of the firms
hard hit by orders.
According to Manager Torres the factory
is about one mil-

lion cigars oversold.
The prospects for the
are bright) and it is quite probable

coming year

that arrangements will be
made during 1917 to care for an increased
business
Guerra Diaz & Company are working
\
to capacity.
Iheir business this year has
.

every

eflFort is

bemg made

been unusually heavy

but

to get orders out. The word at
the factory is to the effect that
most orders will be out on
time, despite handicaps.

Ernest

Stachelberg, the Havana leaf merchant,
has
been a recent visitor. He reports
that prospects for the
coming year are bright.
Ben Lesser, of Salvador Sanchez
y Ca., is expected at
the factory in a few days.
The Erlich Manufacturing Company, is
capacity.

J.

Harry

working to

l^:hriich is

expected at the factorv shortlv

and together with I^nrique Henriquez
Cuba.

will

make a

trip
to
*

^""y ^^°*^^ ^^''" ope" as usual on Christmas
T.
'^^4;J''"?^'''
J)ay.
The cigar display which the hotel stands will
show
will be one of the most representative

that the hotel has

ever carried.
the

The J. M. Martinez factory has booked orders well
coming year. The factory is in good shape owing

into

to the

fact that the

cigarmakers did not strike which enabled the
firm to make shipments uninterrupted.
Mr. Corral, of Corral, Wodiska v Ca.. is
receiving congratulations on the addition of another
member to his
family. It's a girl
I

"Jose Villa" cigars are in such demand that Matthew
says he does not believe it will be possible
to accommodate all the orders
on hand for delivery" this
year.
He hopes, however, to get enough shipments to his
customers to help them out considerably.
The "Charies the Great" factory has been having
a
big year on this famous brand.
Delphine Rodriguez is
A\

.

Bernman

going to New York after the holidays, and will
make a trip
to get acquainted with the firm's customers.
In his absence
Salvador Rodriguez will take charge of the factory.

J.

•

Perfecto.

Sixteen hundred people recently attended the
SchwarzLovcra Employees' Mutual Aid Society entertainment
and
ball, given at Terrace Garden.
The association fund

now

totals $15,000.

I
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analysis is stimulated; in fact,
the reading of the trade
journal makes for the employment
of the mental faculties

"George Walker" Has a Touching Way.
'"^" showing a card on which appears
"Geo.
^r'"^T
W. ^t
Walker,
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company,
212 Fifth
Avenue, New York," is in jail at
Princeton, Mercer County,
W. Va., under sentence of thirty days in
jail and a fine of
i>4o tor obtanimg
cigarettes from the Flat Top
Grocery
Company, Bluefield, W. \'a.. under false
pretenses
He is

developing more systematic and eftective
store conduct
Ihis makes better merchants.
"It is a time when larger
demands should be

w

111

1

between the retailer and
There
the trade paper have often been discussed.
can
are nianv angles from which these relations
the
be viewed, but they are all dependent upon

HE

relations that exist

hypothesis that the retailer does read a trade paper.
rapid growth in circulation, and in advertisnig,
give some
as well as in the growing number of trade papers,
It
indication of the ever-widening horizi)ns of the field.
with this subject the
is interesting to read in connection
Coast
views of John L. Mills, editor of the "Tacoma West
recently printed in "Smoke." The article in part is

The

Trade,"
presented herewith

:

"There is no need to state that there is a strong community of interest between the retailer and the trade jourThis fact is self-evident.
nal.
"These relations are manifold, and are closely interwoven. They are, to all intents and purposes, identical
with those existing between the retailer and consumer.
so the trade
Just as the retailer is the servant of the public,
paper is the servant of the retailer. Just as intelligent,
painstaking service is necessary, if the retailer is to command the respect and support of the consumer, so must
adthe trade journal meet the requirements of the retailer,
vance and protect his interest, if it is to justify its existence
and secure the patronage that is to make its survival permanent and profitable. The retailer who betrays the trust
reposed in him by the consumer must sufYer ultimate displeasure and loss of standing. The trade journal that iden-

with any movement or interest that is harmful
trade
to the retailer soon loses infiuence and position. The
journal, like the retailer, must be jealous of its independence and integrity, must be fearless, honest and progres-

tifies itself

sive.

"That the trade journal is meeting these conditions is
reflected by results achieved. The trade journal has idenactivities
tified itself with the progress of our commercial
and industrial life with the upbuilding of crafts and pro;

commanded

recognition in
raising standards of efficiency; it has advanced the position of our productive and distributive forces as probably
fessions.

The

trade journal has

has no other element.
"The American Newspaper Directory for 191 C shows
a compilation of one thousand, one hundred and forty-five
trade journals, devoted to merchandising, manufacturing,
and
financial or kindred interests in the United States

Canada.

example of development in this connection
While the introducis revealed in the automobile field.
tion of this popular vehicle of today has been accomi)lished

"A

striking

within a decade,
there are now seventy-one trade journals in America devoted to featuring autos, with motor l)oats as an acces-

upon a representative

l)asis.

practically

sory.

"There are eighty-five grocery and general merchandise trade papers in the United States and Canada. These
of
latter publications alone have an aggregate circulation
api)roximately 275,000. Numerically, this is not an imposing showing i)v comparison with magazines and i)eriodicals.
which flaunt 'their claims of from 1,000,0()() to 2,000,000
readers each, but in reality there is exercised through these
trade mediums a commanding influence in our distributive
The average retail merchant is the purchasing
system.
agent for something like 500 peo])le, and a trade journal
with 2000 subscribers has an actual potential selling power
that affects 1,000,000 people. In other words, its effectiveness is multiplied 100 times, as against the newspaper or

of
going to individual households, providing,

periodical

to the trade
course, the retailer gives the same attention
papers and
publication as does the consumer to the daily

#0

made

upon the trade paper, when it should
have a larger utilization, and when there should
be a closer co-operation between the retailer and those agencies
that are working in
his interest. A larger exchange
of helpful ideas, of business
building suggestions, of warnings
against fakes and impositions, through such mediums,
would not only prove mu-

periodicals.

avenues
"This brings up the subject of control of the
in any consideraof distribution, which is a pertinent one
and the trade
tion of the relation between the retailer

Many
directly involves the interests of both.
manufacturers assert that direct advertising to the retailer

paper, for

tually

unwise, consequently wholly ignore him, and through
expendinational advertising mediums make enormous
directly.
tures for the purpose of reaching the consumer
of
have not the slightest desire to minimize the; value
advertiser.
national advertising, nor to criticise the national

We

i

absolutely essential to any camConsumer advertising
comprepaign for creating or sustaining demand upon a
is

hensive scale.

"There are two angles to the situation, however, that
demand attention and remedy. The popularizing of the
products that he handles alongside the glaring announce-

We

certainly of doubtful value to
for
It is an insult to employ publications
the merchant.
and unwarthis purpose that devote large space to vicious
ranted attacks, in which he is charged with responsibility
is

'

with im-

for high prices, indicted for poisoning the people

and pictured as an uncleanly, ignorant parasite.
employed to
It is intolerable that such agencies should be
to
force the retailer to handle merchandise without regard

tem

effect that the
fifty

journal has employed its
promote and forward associated eft'ort among retailers. The
organization movement in this country owes its inception

the contrary, it suft'ers actual loss, both direct
and indirect, where there are repeated failures, it matters not
whether they are resultant from bad management, lack of
system and diligence in collections, or lack of intelligence in
securing a legitimate profit from the sale of goods.
"Observati(jn has also impressed the fact that the most
successful and progressive retailers, individually, have been
those who kept in close t(mch with the developments in
their calling, through reading trade papers. The trade journal assembles the experience of others; it exploits the methods that have been used to secure better results it reveals
tions.

new

On

per cent, of normal.

more than

and silver-mounted toilet-articles in
a RussianHe had only $10.50 in cash. He was perfectly composed and refused
absolutely to talk or to -ive
any informati(.n whatever about
himself.
He made no
eathercase.

defense to the charge of obtaining
cigarettes, worth about
S16, from the Flat Top Grocery
Companv.

Complaints have been received from'other
points about
work and it is not unlikely that Walker
is the man
who has been working the game at all
these places, but
under a different name at different
places.
He seems to
be^a shck worker and it may be
that some of his victims at
other points will be interested
in communicating with
^

similar

The "Dubonnet" cigar continues to grow
The American Exchange Cigar Company
is
holiday business on this brand.

in

popularity.

doing a heavv

R. AT. C. Glenn, president of
Seidenberg & Companv, is
expected in h,s offices this week following
a trip through' the
West in the mterest of "l-J Roi-Tan" brand.

United Cigar Store

sales

for the first twenty-one davs
of November increased $40(^,000
over the same period a year
ago. The common stock of the
company should show between
and
TO
per
cent,
this
year as compared with r/.S per
9
cent
a year ago.

Two

deals each of which is said to
have involved in the
neighborhood of S 100,000 have been
consumated bv Julius
Marqusee. Sixteen hundred cases of Wisconsin
and Pennsvlvama, were sold to R. Feifer & Companv,
approximately the
same quantity was taken by S. R. Moss
& Company.

IS

American Cigar Company Millions Behind

Harry Noble, of the Tobacco Corporation of
America
back in town following a trip through the
South.

Companv

On

Orders
year than

this

a year ago.

However, strike troubles have hampered
the
company considerably, and it is now
considered likely that
the full year will show about
the same as in 191 s, when S12 ;:o
was earned for the $10,000,000 common
afteP dividends 'at
rate of S6 on the $10,000,000
preferred.
American Cigar Company is manv millions
of cigars behind in Its orders. However, labor
troubles have now been

pretty well cleaned up.
just been called off.

The

strike in the

Tampa
i

factory has
.

=>

Important tobacco interests have been
active biddeTs for

American Cigar common for some

;

the pitfalls that have been productive of failure; through
the printed word the habit of thought and of making

silk shirts

Cigar

leaf crop at the best will
not be

According to an estimate the cigarmakers'
strike in Detroit set back the annual
production of that citv about one
hundred million cigars.

to

and advancement largely to the earnest advocacy of the employment of co-operative action for mututal welfare.
"Over a (juarter of a century of close observation emphasizes the conviction that the highest grade of retailers
are to be found in those ct)mmunities in which there is the
closest contact for the elimination of suspicion, friction and
harmful, wasteful elements in competition. Not only that,
but better service and more satisfactory conditions ]>revail
for the consumer when this harmonious relation exists
among the merchants. It is an exploded theory that the
public is profited by incompetency in merchandising opera-

a fine grip filled with expensive
underwear,

Until two or three months ago,
indications pointed toward
better earnings for Amerinan

Prosperity in Cuba due to the
flourishing condition of
the sugar industry is leading to
a greater home consumption
of cigars and cigarettes.

of business conduct.

"The trade

and an expensive

He had

tie

^'
^^ ^^^y^ ^^^troit, paid a visit
^^J^''^'";
to
PrnnI'
I.roadway this week.°M^^'^.
He is looking over the cigar situation

profitable sys-

best efforts

arrested he was exceptionally well dressed; his
clothes were well tailored,
he wore a silk shirt, bench-made
shoes

West

identity
his own preference or interests, to rob him of his
and independence. When such a policy is pursued, it
should not only be openly resented, but combated by putting concerted and concentrated sales eft'ort behind those
products which are marketed with a fair consideration for
the profit and protection of the merchant who furnishes
the capital and facilities for reaching the consumer.
"The trade journal is the faithful exponent of the highIt has
est ideals and the best standards in merchandising.
labored with earnestness and eftectiveness to promote

more economical and

if that is his name, is
about twentv-four vears
and slender, dark hair and eyes
and wears a small
Kaiser-Wilhelm" mustache. When

okl, tall

the
Virginia authorities before his release
from his sentence at Princeton.

l)ure foods,

larger efficiency and a

Walker

efforts

to successfully combat destructive
agencies.
The trade
journal publisher is willing and
conscientious, but he is
neither omniscient nor omnipresent,
and just in the measure
that his work IS appreciated and
profited by, will he be
stimulated to larger endeavor, while
to the degree
in
which he receives the backing and help
of the retailer will
he be enabled to enhance his usefulness
in their service
Better trade papers and better
merchants are urjrent
needs— estimable ends to be striven for.
believe that
progress is being made in that
direction, and that it mav
be greatly accentuated by the
cultivation of closer 'relations between the retailer and the
trade paper "

is

ments of mail order houses

not a representative of the
Liggett cK: Myers Tobacco Company, and ,t ,s because of falsely
representing himself as
such that he got into trouble.

profitable,

but an important factor in developing
concerted action along constructive lines,
and unify

it

25

•supply

time,

but

the

floating

Of the Sio.ooo.ooo common outstanding
Company owns ^7.000,000.
Interests'
^^v7T
•T"^;'"""''
affi
hated with American Tobacco
Companv are generally credited with ownmg most of
the remaining 83.000,000.
small.

IS

only 6 per cent,
recently

.sold

Although

paid on American Cigar
as high as $130 a share.
is

common,

the stock

But for the labor troubles that
handicapped operations
months this year, it is highly probable
that the divi'deiid on American Cigar common
would have been
several

hetore

increased

this.

George Mohr Buys

Two

Stogie Factories

George P. .Afohr, manager of the
George Mohr Company, 232 North Third Street,
Columbus O., walked out the
other morning and purchased the
P.uckley Cigar

Companv

162

Fast

at

Ru.ssell

Street.
Poth plants are manufacturing
The former has a capacity of
10,000 a day and the
atter of 5000 a day.
These additions, says Mr. Mohr

stogies.

bnng

will

the output of his company
up to 25.000 a day. Mr.
Mohr adds that he <-xpects to take over
additional factories
and hat negotiations are already
under way. He is aimincr
to attain an output of 50.000
stogies a day.

i
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Paducah Market Report

J.

John

There is no tobacco left unsold of the old crop in the
of just a fewentire Western District, \vith the exception
am informed that
scattering hogsheads here and there.
this week at
there has been a few bogheads of leaf sold
prices ranging from 10 to 12 cents.
the
There has been a great deal of activity among

lines.

We
but very few crops
somewhere between
there has been sold in Western District
most of same has
25 and 35 per cent, of this year's crop,
prices ranging
been sold in the last week or ten days at
of a few
from 9 to 10 cents a round, with the exception
Practically
wrapperv crops which have sold some higher.
have been riding and buying
all of the buying interests

Labor costs have been mounting, and,

in

fact,

Philippine

a

should
than thev are now.
unfavorable
Weither conditions continue to be very
look for very
delivering of the crop.
for the stripping

M.

Increases
Bridgeport Cigar Manufacturers Grant
Conn.,
The eighteen cigar factories of Bridgeport,
cigarmakers' unions
granted the increases asked by the
with the result
the threatened strike is averted

recently and
for his smokes in the
that the consumer will pay more
increase
The new schedule gives the workers an
future.

new scale
thousand cigars on all kinds of work. The
brands and from SI
pavs $10 to $11 a thousand for five-cent
In cigars that require the
to '$16 for the ten-cent smokes.
has been raised
maker to mix the filler by hand the price
which were made for $17 a thousand

of $1 a

•>

Perfectos
now cost the factory in labor alone $18.
raised by the terms
Prices for packing cigars have been
been ratified. Twenty-hve
of the agreement which has
cigars and thirty-five cents
cents a thousand for five-cent
for ten-cent cigars is the raise.
^
,
^.^
the added cost
As a result of the added cost of labor,
things which go to mainof tobaccos and high cost of all
It is beraise is imminent.
tain a tobacco factory, a price
the factory men that the
lieved bv the more optimistic of
wages, although it
recent jump will cover the increase in
tobacco.
designed to make up for the high cost of

to $17.

,

was

Cigar Store Manager Robbed
Cigar Store, 34^0
Tver Iverson, manager of the Standard
robbed by
West North Avenue. Chicago, 111., was recently
and S6o. The men
three men. who took his gold watch

his money
front door, iiroduced revolvers, took
one minute.
watch, and fled. The action took alwut

is

is

^^5r-

^^^S^^S55SS5SlS^^^v
;J5-.

of the Philippine tobacco
industry has
grown to such a marked extent in the
United States, that we
have just established at the address
below a
York office
and the first warehouse in this country
where cigar manufacturers may obtain

Cigar Stores Chain

superinR. Maryon, who for ten years was general
Cigar
tendent of about two hundred stores for the United
now viceStores Company, with headquarters in Chicago, is
Cigar Stores
l)resident and general manager of the Piedmont
Company of Charlotte, N. C. The company has just been
organized for the purpose of operating a chain of cigar
and tobacco stores in the Carolinas. The first stores are to
Brockenbe opened at once in the city of Charlotte. G. H.

brough

president of the

new company, and

IT.

P..

New

Tobacco Products Corporation Earnings Double
Recent strength in Tobacco Products stock did not come
of the company.
as a surprise to persons cognizant of plans
has recently absorbed
Jt is understood that the management
Tobacco Prodseveral independent companies which, under
substantial source of
ucts management, should prove a very
are
revenue to the company. Other important acquisitions
add to the
planned which are considered certain to further
company's earning power.
this
Earnings are running considerably better than at
rate of bettime last year, and are understood to be at the
year Tobacco Prodter than 6 per cent, on the stock. Last
stock, so dividucts earned 3.3 per cent, on its $16,000,000
those of
end earnings this year are running about double

J's

Philippine (Manila) Stripped

and Booked

Filler

AND
Philippine (Manila) Shorts
^M

This tobacco has been selected
and packed in the
Phihpp.ne Islands by our own experts
under the most rigid
scrunny, and the quality of every
barrel and box is fullv
guaranteed.

a year ago.

Leseure Brothers Add Another Store
111., has
Louis Leseure. of Leseure Brothers, Danville.
firm secures the
recentlv completed a deal whereby the
of Kokomo. liid.
cigar business of the late George Menig.
business will
Mrs. Menig retains an interest and the
Cigar Company, but the constill be known as the Menig
This new store
interest is held by Leseure Brothers.
trolling

ten.

chain up to
brings the number of cigar stores in the
Danville.
Headquarters for Leseure Brothers, are in

111.

Market
Tobacco Prices Break Record of Lynchburg
have
Lynchburg (Va.) tobacco market records which
broken recently when
stood for the last twentv years were
Another lot sold
dark tobacco sold up to $40 a hundred.
The best previous price of
at $32 and still another at $20.
the present season was $26.
Lease
Stickney Cigar Company Takes Ten-Year
St. Louis,
The William A. Stickney Cigar Company,
Mo has taken a ten-vear lease on the five-story-and-basewill conduct its
ment building at 1116 Olive Street, where it
business after alterations
retail and wholesale distributing
improvements are made to the premises.

and

h

Fowler

secretary and treasurer.

now

^f«

The importance

New

to be the best crops in the country,
the common and
realizing the fact that it is hard to buy
afford
medium crops at the prices that they feel they can
to stay clear of these
to pay; therefore, thev are trying
activity in tobacco
crops as much as possible. I think the
been brought about to a
circles in the last two weeks has
of peace and a
considerable extent by the bright prospects
war, which would
possible near ending of the European
Europe. In the event
naturally open the tobacco markets of
soon, there is no questhat the European war should end
on tobacco would continue
tion in my mind but what prices
other hand if the war
firm or might go higher; but on the
may be lower
continue for some time to come, prices

Co

Tobacco

Growers and Packers.

costing more."

what are supposed

and

W

time in the
great scarcity of labor exists at the present
diftobacco manufacturing industry. This is due to the
factories, owing
ficulty of getting workers in the tobacco
Then
plants.
to the allurements offered by the munition
product and the
again, every item going into the finished
marketing of tobacco in its various forms has risen to an
are
abnormal extent. Even the nails in the cigar boxes

District
been a few crops of leaf, throughout the Western
high as 13 cents
suitable for wrappery purposes, selling as
cents for the lugs,
per pound for the leaf and from 5 to <>
figure that
have brought this. price.

filtered the

purchases of large stocks
some lines of goods would be made
in its

January.
Mr. Whe"If conditions do not change for the better,"
on some of the
lan said, "there will have to be higher prices

8 to 12 cents,

E. R.

27

Rise in Prices Near

in

regard to the new
buyers
are in the field
crop, and all interests both large and small
be the best
and are fighting hard for what they consider to
selling from
crops and are paving tap prices for same. Leaf
has
lugs and trash from 1 to 6 cents. There

little

WORLD

F.

of tobacco, revisions in

in

We
and
holidays.
tobacco to be delivered before the

Whelan Sees

been particularly fortunate

I

week or ten days

F.

T0J5AC ro

Whelan, vice-president of the United Cigar
had
Stores Company, said recently that while his company

Paducah, Ky.

in the last

THE

Manila tobacco has been thoroughly
ous American cigar manufacturers
as a

by numerblend and also for

clear

hller

work and

the

results

tested

have been wonderfully

pleasing.

Prices will be of peculiar
interest to cigar manufacturers
at this time, and samples
and prices
will

be submitted

upon

request.

PHILIPPINE

TOBACCO

123 Maiden Lane,
''^si

f^^^m^^mKy^'^..

•^^BFW^A!

CO.

NEW YORH

75^"'
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Manilas Increase Thirty-six Millions in

Interesting Comparisons, 1913-1914-1915
interesting comparisons are shown herewith regarding the cigar and tobacco industry. The figures are
taken from the Annual Internal Revenue Report of the

Some

Herewith is a comparative statement showing, by
months, the number of cigars and cigarettes exported to
and
the United States during the first ten months of 1915

number

greatest

H^Mm

l^ltW^

?:^f2|fe

Sbie,ve>.-::::::::::::::::

IS?:ffi

i??:??l:r;l5

^\litklU

showing the largest production

districts

are
cigars
^

1911

1915

First Pennsylvania

741,858.058

Ninth Pennsylvania

619,106,63.2

For

of

4,219,398

March

7,094,886
3,800,928

5,619,246

May

3,698,659

7,581,073

Special Notices.

June

3,454,529

MONROE ABLER.

August
September

5,330,424

7,958,154
12,485,366
10,181,510

6,257,460

13,051,677

October

4,300,785

11,025,337

9,120,487

'

July

810,475, loO
»u*,«>ii,uo«

The States showing the greatest production of little
thousand)
cigars (weighing not more than 3 pounds per

5,702,993

"

52,980,549

Total

Wanted and

Sale,

Special Notices

RATE FOR THIS DEPARTMENT, THREE CENTS A
WORD. WITH A MINIMUM CHARGE OF FIFTY
CENTS
^.ENTS
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

4,506,224
9,857,689

January
February
Vpril

l'.)13

773.135,!i90
831,^-^, --d

&

1916

1915

Month.

and 1915 are as follows:

Sr^lr ".::::: ::::::::::

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Cigars.

of

producing the
cigars weighing more than 3 pounds per thousand, and the
production of each during the calendar years of 1913, 1914

The two

Ten Months

1916:

respective years.
The four States

7,369,630

For

CIGAR BROKER,
186

N.

I.a

.Salle

Chicago,

St.,

Wanted.

ADLER

ft

MYERSON,

Situation Wanted.

INC.,

Buyers of Cuttings, Scraps and Siftingi.
332 East Forty-eighth Street, New York
City.

89,635,906

TtTo^,io„H
Marjiand

Stw 'jlrseT

The

•'
•'

.

•'

: : : : : : : : : :

•

•

1914
436,757,130
398 111039

i^S^g:'! o

ii9:i29';29o

greatest production by districts

Maryland
First Penns.vlvanla

is

1913
478,545,850
236,486,050
45,145.440
1

'"''

Uniema:^d'^S?s7ALfoZTlv''tw

^"H^Hfi?
^^Hll'Hn

^l^-S'sJ'

u!A%'-4

1915
120,000
605,250
615,200
361,650
466,800
502,500
329,500
985,500
545,000
280,000

Month.
1913

1914

January
February

_

'^s's^^'fisS
40

March

T45 145

April
States of New York, North Carolina, Virginia, New
Pennsylvania, in the order
Jersey, Louisiana, California, and
weighing
named, show the greatest production of cigarettes
not more than 3 pounds per thousand.

May

The

New York

1915
7 KfiS S14 74'
r;oi?326 490

V?,irn«i''"'""^

S'SHSS'.S

-T

.

p^trsey-V-V-VLouisiana
plS^'nia

•:::::::::::::::

I

7 993 533,105
2874 808 840

"

July
Aiignst

September
October

rf&OOlSO

7.843,099.6.2
2,004 921.00<»
2:628,466.670

46,853.755

1.877079982

U^^^

2793^^914

238,277 371
95:810:823

247,087.581
io8.869.556

ll'kdlt

June

1913

1914

New

York produced

the

greatest

number

of
of

large

which

showing a production of 14,821,330,
number 11,409,080 were manufactured in the third district
and 3,330,710 in the second district.
The States of North Carolina, Missouri. Ohio, Kennamed, were
tucky, New Jersey, and Michigan, in the order
of both chewthe States reporting the largest manufacture
manufactured being,
ing and smoking tobacco, the quantity
cigarettes,

in

pounds, as follows:

'HWfA
107'l8S

North Carolina
Mlfsourl
<2h»o,

44

••

Kentucky

34576440
^9q 1848

KJ-T'^^
Micnigran

25:i)90:638

The

districts

Fifth North Carolina
First Missouri
Fifth NVw Jersey
First Ohio
Fifth Kentucky
.

.

.

^^^^

^^^^

'l^-^J^

'VM^^^

40 579.13:.
36 660.811
33.509.899
28.835,794

33,270.930
27,744.025

•

Fourth North Carolina

IP-i?!?'?
5o".t"

688

5rr.5'6S6
oq-rs'm'!
ocofisTifin
26.988,960

1914

?2080
334MO

n^
7''

in

Stitz,

the Irving

who has been
Smoke Shop,

615,000
5,154,500

Smoke Shop Company

associated with John I)e Jaeger
Incorporated, of Waterloo, la.,

has recently disposed of his interest in the company to Mr.
De Jaeger, and will take a vacation for a brief period. The
firm has three stores, one in the Irving Hotel block. anr)ther
store
at West Fifth and Commercial Streets, and a wholesale
The company was incorporated
at 187 West Park .Avenue.
.\t the time of the
in 1914, with a capital stock of $25,000.
.sale.

owned

fifty-three per cent, of the stock.

Mr. Stitz
Mr. De Jaeger savs that there

will

1913

^I'^^fll

-ir'-^is"
^'s"^qo'<»5T
_s,d»0..»Ho

:;o
...i..i.i...

333.21h»

a
Harry McAuley has petitioned for an accounting and
Muncie, Ind. He
receiver for the Office Cigar Store, in

Henegar. and
claims that he was a part owner with Floyd
the store, Henthat following a fire which partly destroyed
half interest in the
egar collected the insurance and sold a
disregard of McAuley's
store to a third party, in total

Pueblo Cigar Dealers Form Organization
of retail cigar dealers in Pueblo, Colo., recently, resulted in the formation of the Retail Cigar Dealers'
The organization was formed for mutual
.Association.

A meeting

l)rotection and includes all the dealers in the city. A meeting will be held the first Monday night of each month.
The officers elected were: Robert Corkish, president:
William IT. Tyler, vice-president, and L. G. Samuel, secretary. Those forming the organization are the Corkish Cigar

Company, W. H. Tyler Cigar Company. Taylor <^ Ste\yart.
Flliott Brothers. Cowen Cigar Company. Dixon c^- Miller,
Samuel. W'illiam O'Grady. Warren Hill, C. L. Crooks, Hayes Sz Parr. Jackson Cigar Compaiiv. Hammond & Whitlow, L. Gray, J. Carthcart. Ed
Shepard. II. Oppcnheiin and W. R. Brattnn.

°'

^''''T"'- u^^"'!

°^

'^"'^''^n

ATd^et^i^ox^L^a. ^cri^o^'^'foltcl^^^^orfdT'"-

w°rk.

^*"'

Address'

in

Costa Rica.

Sale.

The Macedonian Tobacco Crop

A

decision of great importance
to users of unregistered
trade-marks vvas rendered by the
President of Costa Rica
on October 25 1916.
well-known brand of whisky had
been sold in Costa Rica for many
years, but neither the
nanie nor the mark had been
registered. Taking advantage

A

o

this situation, a local

company secured the registration
mark and served notice of its
intention to
prosecute infringements. The
users of the original mark
'''• ^^^'^,^-^-" -"'d -t prevent the
salt

The gathering

of the Macedonian tobacco
crop usually
oegins in July or August and
ends in September. The cui
ing process then begins, and
this may last from two
to six
months according to the weather and
the inherent quality
oi^the tobacco. After curing,
the tobacco is made

up into

of a similar

o^S

h

2

f
"^^'

'"'''

'^^^ '"^'^^^^ '^^'^ "°t identical,
and the ]local company thereupon
applied also for the
registration of the original mark
without variation
''''

In
passing upon the application for
the registration of this
latter mark, the President
held that since it was widely
'^^%I^^^If ^t>' ^^ ^"i^ther company the applicatinnT/
tion
should^^be refused. The President
further
,

ordered that
heieafter no trade-mark should
be registered which is well
known in Costa Rica by reason of
advertising or the sale
of trade-marked articles unless
authority to apply for such
registration is proved. The
practical effect of a strict application of this decision will
be to prevent the misappropriation of foreign marks even
when not registered
Commerce Reports."
.

-

be a reorganization

of the wholesale sales department, and that the surrounding
counties will be thoroughly canvassed by the firm's salesmen.

F.delstcin Brothers, L. G.

business.

'

For

Trade-Mark Protection

-135,0(M)

30.364.0...;

33;252.872
31512.0S:!
31. 431.7)1

"8 12 !'52

Art

^- --- -d

iiest referen^e%^

9-l-tI

987,750
310,000
716,250
500,250
50,000
925,000
330,250

12.5i5.14o

producing the largest quantity were:
1915

rights.

Art Stitz Out of Irving

-

1916
255,000

3^3,100

Increase

:

2',466,621,892.

4,811,400

Total

The three districts showing the greatest production of
Virginia, which produced
little cigarettes are the second
which produced
3,039,632,110: the fourth North Carolina,
and the second New York, which produced
2i753!345,000

Bo:r:^Zr!:t^.^:Z^lZ.^ -^

Cigarettes.

as follows

1915

business-gettting brokers, factories
in the First Districts
^^^nTI'^^""'' ,"7

36,655,357

Increase

Sale.

''Sa'idfe'o^.e fe/e 'of^loL^^^llIl^Jy' ^f^'^^'^ established business wishes
manufacturer of reputafio.i who r^ /"«.' JJ-J-I'^""?"^^'"
•^''^*'"K *"*> established
>.u...oposUion. C^orrpLUetrstri?t!/c^o^na\^^-^t^tcl^fo7^^^^

111.

change,

1915
404 237,260
^64 or' 686

29

"United" Store Clerk Held

Up

Marry Brownstein, who is the
manager of the United
Cigar Store at 4002 West North
Avenue, Chicago, 111., enteramed visitors the other morning shortly
after opening the
store.
The visit cost ,^45. Two men walked
in and fla.shcl
revolvers.
I hey bound the clerk
hand and foot, and put a
gag ,n his mouth. Then they laid
him under the counter
Iwo customers walked in and the
bandits waited on them'
re

.
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the cash

°I'^'"^-d

and

^^45.
departed.
\£^ t hn
About
T"'-' \" Mr.
half an hour aftt-rwards
Hrownstein worked his
bonds
loo.sc

and

'''

On

account of unfavorable weather
conditions, the difmoney, and the declaration of a
moratorplanters wer. forced to sell
their tobaccos grown in

ficulty of raising

mm,

'"''^'''^
"y^'^ ^^""^ °^ '''' ^t modest figures.
11 o 1910
fdi^ crop was affected
Ihe
by the unusual condition! prevailing, and for that reason
was smaller than the preceaHig one
At the same time Asia Minor
tobaccos, which
ordinarily reach the market
through Samsun and Smyrna,
were shut oft. Under these
circumstances the demand ^oi
Macedonian tobacco became abnormal,
and resulted in a
heavy advance in prices. Even the
tobacco of Old Greece
which ,s of inferior quality, was
eagerly bought up.
Cigarettes and Cigars in the Bahamas.
iMiglish

brands of cigarettes, notably
''Capstan," are
the greatest sellers, and it
appears to be difficult to secure
a large market for the near-by
ish

the climate of the Bahamas.

A

few establishments at Nassau,
New Providence,
manufacture cigars to a limited extent,
mostly from material brought m from
Jamaica. High-grade

Mexican cigars also are
tounst season,

Havana and

sold, especiallv

.\niong the

official

during the winter
and higher social class

generally cigars are smoked that
cost two for 25 cents
American tobacco has a small sale, "filler
type"; the leaf is
rather too thick to be used as a
wrapper to suit local taste.

notified the police.

Tobacco Division

''LA

American makes. The En^is most satisfactory in
^

grades are packed in cans, which

MEGA

JJ MyfT)E

IJW

BOND

HAVANA CIGARS OF THE HIGHEST
QUALITY AND BEST WORKMANSHIP

V. Guerra,

Diaz & Co.,

Tampa,

ria.

in

Census Bureau.

A new division— the Division of Cotton and
Tobacco
.Statistics-uhich has been created in
the Census Bureau in
pursuance of a provision contained in
the last appropriation
act, will have charge of the
cotton and tobacco work heretofore earned on in the Division
of Manufactures. The same
act directs the collection and
publication of statistics relating
to stocks of leaf tobacco at
quarterlv intervals instead of semiannually as heretofore.
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NEW VORK

BEEKMAN STREET

CITY

impossible at present to give even an estimate of the crop
of the whole district for the year 1916, inasmuch as the
territory is divided between belligerent forces. This report
is therefore necessarily confined to the Trebizond-Platana

Schedule of Rates for Trade-Mark Services
Effective April

1916.

1,

Note A),
(see Note B),

Registration

$6.00

(see

Search

Transfer,
Duplicate Certificate,

1.00

section.

2.00

In normal times the average annual crop was about
9,000,000 pounds, of which Platana contributed 6,500,000
pounds, or slightly more than two-thirds of the total. The
registered crop for 1910 was 6,251,300 pounds; for 1911,

2.00

—
—

Note A An allowance of $2 will be made to members
of the Tobacco Merchants' Association on each registration.
Note B If a report on a search of a title necessitates
the reporting of more than ten (10) titles, but less than
twenty -one (21), an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00)
will be made.
If it necessitates the reporting of more than
twenty (20) titles, but lees than thirty-one (31), an additional charge of Two Dollars ($2.00) will be made, and so
an additional charge of One Dollar ($1.00) will be made for
every ten (10) additional

necessarily reported.

titles

Nocigars, cigarettes and tobacco,
vembcr 17, 1916. Bayuk Bros. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
For tobacco pipes. November 26, 1915. IMan39,982.
hattan Briar I'ipe Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
November 23, 1916. Norvirich ToL. A. C.:—^39,983. For cigars.
bacco Co., Norwich, N. Y.
For cigarette papers. November 18, 1916.
39,984.
K. Markarian, \\ ooster, Mass.
November 20, 1916. E.
For cigars.
39,985.
For

KOKO:—

GOLDFISH:—

TIPANICKEL:—
VVacgemans

&

Son, Bridgeport, Conn.

WANDA:—39,986.
&

For

November

cigarettes.

20, 1916.

S.

Dycyan

Kalinka, Boston, Mass.

LADIES HIGH GRADES (VOTE FOR WOMEN):—39,987. For
cigarettes.
November 20, 1916. N. A. Calogridis, New York
City.

LORAIN:—39,988.

For

November

pipes.

Briar Pipe Co., Chicago,

27,

American

1916.

111.

DR. PERCIVAL LOWELL:—39,966. For all tobacco products.
November 16. 1916. American Litho. Co., New York City.

PERCIVAL LOWELL:—39,967.
vember

16, 1916.

For

American Litho.

HAVANA ASPARAGUS:—39,968.
1916.

Ramon Azoguc

SOLAX:— 39,797.
Frankcl,

Co.,

For

tobacco products.

New York
cigars.

No-

City.

November

17,

Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

For cigarettes.

New York

all

City.
39,989.

June

30,

1916.

Rosenstein

1916.

George Schlegel.

No-

For

New York

October

21,

1916.

The present year has witnessed violent fluctuations in
At the beginning it was sold
local prices of tobacco.

pound, but dropped to 11 cents at the time
Later, and as has been menof the Turkish evacuation.
at 26 cents a

tioned before, the rights of the Tobacco Monopoly ceased,
and everyone was free to cut and sell his tobacco. The
scarcity of supply, due to the waste of part of the stock on
hand and the failure of the 1916 crop, together with the
Leaf tobacco
recent heavy demand, forced up the prices.
jumped from 11 cents to 30 and 35 cents a pound, and at
present is selling as high as 50 cents. As practically no

being exported these are, of course, only local
Owing to the high prices obtainable, the attention
prices.
of the natives is being directed toward the tilling of the
soil in preparation for the 1917 plantings; but even the most
optimistic do not estimate that the coming crop will exceea
tobacco

all

tobacco

Williatn Peglow, Milwaukee, Wis.

TRANSFERS.

the Trebizond district and 700,000
pounds for that of Platana, or at the most a combined total
crop of 1,000,000 pounds. "Commerce Reports."

550,000

For

all

la,,

recently

announced

the discontinuance of their cigar business and a dissoluA. and C. E.
The partners were
tion of partnership.

W

Roper.

GUMLESS BANDS
SANITARY AND EFFICIENT

&

tobacco products.

Registered

May

FINEST IMPORTED

New

1903, by Tobacco Leaf, by American Litho. Co.,
York
City.
I'y various transactions was acquired by the Theobald
Oppenheimer Co., and by them transferred to O. Schradcr
Co., 644 Melrose St., Chicago, III.

28,

for

Roper Brothers, Fort Dodge,

R. B.)
For cigars. Registered December
Oppenheimer, Inc., and transferred to
1896, by Theobald
George F. Murrav, Utica, N. Y., .N'ovembcr 29, 1916.

FAVORITE SONS.

pounds

—

MILLBROOK:— (U.
11,

is

Citv.

CORRECTED PUBLICATION.
MINNESOTA SCENIC HIGHWAY:—39,970. For
products.

;

;

&

WILLIAM H. CHASE:—
cigars, cigarettes, etc.
vember 27, 1916. Pasbach-Voice Litho. Co., New York City.
PROPONENT:—39,990. For all tobacco products. November 25,
1916.
American Litho. Co., New York City.
NAVA RETTA:^9,992. For all tobacco products. December
2,

pounds for 1912, 5,937,000 pounds for 1913, 4,935,These figures,
(»00 pounds; and for 1914, 5,900,000 pounds.
however, do not include the unregistered tobacco sold as
contraband, ranging from 1,500,000 to 3,000,000 pounds anSince the occupation in April, 1916, the monopoly
nually.
formerly enjoyed by the Tobacco Regie has ceased and now
there is no official registry. The total crop for 1916 is stated
to be not more than 55,000 pounds.
5,230,000

the

REGISTRATIONS

MAPACUBA: — 39,980.

The Trebizund consular district comprises the wellknown tobacco sections ol Samsun, Batra, Erzerum, Trebizond, and Tlatana, which before the war produced one-third
It is
uf the total tobacco crop of the Ottoman Empire.

&
&

Ci^ar Bands and Labels

GOBBO.

For all tobacco products. Registered July 20, 1909
(U. R. B.), by American West Indies Co., New York City, and
by them transferred to W. H, Falkler & Co., York, Pa,

GARRETT

H.

SMITH

Uniied States and Canadian Representative

Company Secure Brooklyn Transfer Corner
Pease & Elliman have leased to the Schulte Cigar Company the large groimd floor space in the property owned
by Welz & Zerweck, brewers, at 032 Broadway, corner
Schulte Cigar

Avenue, Brooklyn, and tipon completion of alterations, the Schulte Company will open a branch establishment.
This location is an important Brooklyn traffic
point.
The Schulte Company recently leased through the
same brokers the store at 754 Broadway, at the junction
of Broadway, Flushing and Graham Avenues, Brooklyn.

Compania
106

Litografica de la

EAST

19th

Habana, Habana, Cuba

STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY

Telephone, Gramercy 4880

of Myrtle

Cork Tips
122-222

Cork Bobbins

BOUCHER CORK & MACHINE COMPANY, Inc.
NEW YORK
WEST 18TH STREET

»c
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GiM«: "DONAIXBS'
ROCHA
Havana Leaf Tobacco

JOSE

F.

THE TOBACCO WORLD

JOHN F. HEILAND & GO.
Lancaster County Fancy B'a

HABANA. CUBA

SUAREZ
^;

M. A.

(S.

o«n««.iw«
cmd P— w in
I

r

&

CO.

Flgwras 39-41,

Cabie

E. A.

New

Street

ciiE^S4 Cigar Box

^^

liRAUSSMAN Importer
HAVANA TOBACCO

IW Water

22ail

of

St aid Sectnd kit.

JULIUS MARQUSEE,
Paeker and Dealer

Water

141

Street,

OHIO AGO. 105 WEST BfONBOB STRK15T,
LOUIS O. CAVA, M»r.

Yfirk

All Grades of Seed Leaf Tohaooo
TSLBPHONE 39*6 JOHN

"CUETARA" Havana, Cuba

J.

New York

in

Labels
TRIMMINGS.

AND

NEW YORK

Mi

Leaf Tobacco

t

MAM«irAC-njRER OF ALL KINDS OF

LANCASTER. PENNA.

foialldad Tabaeo* Fiaos d* VimIUi Ab«jo
Partido 7 Vu«ha Arriba

SAN MIGUEL IM

33

LEAMAN

K.

^atkar of and VgaUr

THE YORK TOBACCO CO.

Leaf Tobacco

In

LEAF TOBACCO

Offi«» and Salearaem

loeb-nuNez tobacco CO.

KEYSTONE VARIETY WORKS

IMPORTERS OF SUMATRA AND HAVANA
PACKERS OF SEED LEAF TOBACCO

HANOVER, PENNA.

CARDENAS y CIA

STRAUS & CO.
LEAF TOBACCO

Mi and

MS,

yHfl

N. Tkird

PhMadatykia

St..

126

AMISTAD

VT

IVosen'walcl CEX Bro.
HCW TOBH
143 WATER »TKK«T
Er.

NEW

YORK, No.

13*

Water

Clg nrfilKKanc

Street

^0^^

Lmf

BREMEN, GERMANY

142 Water

Street,

.

Georgia

of
.

.

WM. WICKE RIBBON COMPANY

Somaira

New York
Factory No. 79

Established 1870

S. R.

KOCHER

Manufacturer of Fine Havana and Domestic Cigars
and Packer of Leaf Tobacco
Leading brands— "Volitta," "Quaker," "Nabobs," "1-4-5," "Havana
Cream." "Imperial Beauty," "Little Vara"

Cub.

N.PH...O 6.

-

88 Bro.a

Co.,

Sellewillt, Pt.
Alway.

H—m

D. SELLERS. SELLERSVILLB.
PA.

Est. 1760
Lorillard's Snuff,
:
Rail Road Mills Snuff, Est. 1825
Gail
Ax's Snu ff, : Est. 1851

St..

-^

PENNA.

Michaelsen

ggg^^er* and

Impo rtera

FtmlkU.

oS CO*""
„. WAT«
Jr™, miw
— yomc
*••
wATi« tTKnrr.

Manuel Alvarez

&

Co.

Importers and Packers of Havana
I.caf*
And Packers of Puerto Rican Tobacco

Prasse

8l

Commission Merchants
Leaf Tobacco & Clftars
»eei

96

Duke and ChMtnut StrMti

^^
racking Houtes: Stratburg and
Lancaster

Bo.fon. M....

MENDELSOHN. BORNEMAN

HAIAHU. AMMTAD

Cor.

la

®,

O ffice. IM-l 17

15.

i

18 Obrapia Siraat. Havana. Caba
OtoMe "VNICVM"
P. •.

MAXIMILIAN STERN

Havana Tobacco
CUvel No.

I
.

H.y«niu Cub.

1

65 From

Sliaat.

Now Yaik

&

ALL OF THE OLD ORIGINAL
Maccoboys — Rappees — High Toasts
Strong, Salt, SWeet and Plain Scotchs

E.

L.

NISSLY

0., Ill

Hfth Ave., New York

SONS

CHOICE CIGAR LEAF
HouM*:

MANUFACTURED BY

GEORGE W. CHELNE

St

OROWERS AND PACKERS or
Laaeaater, Fiona.

Correspondence with wholeaale and jobbing trade invited

Factory and Offices:WRIGHTSVILLE, PA.

B«aiblltk»4 IIM

for Manufacturing Cigar
Boxea la
for One More Good Cuatomar

MONROE

OF HAVANA TOBACCO
New York

HayaneWarehouie.Saiud

The Standards of America

Grcnvers

SONS
S^UALITY HAVANA
H.v.n..

ERNEST ELLINGER & CO.

AdU^ mf Smi

Jtnd

HA VA NA

HAFrENDURGH

Rtbbons

Cohn & Company
Tobacco

Our Capacity

Conaulado 142, Havana, Cuba

WOODHAVEN AVENUE, GLENDALE, NEW YORK

Impotimm of Ht^atiM *nd Suma»^,

Keystone Cigar Box

Office:

Whuwfmthirm* of Bmdtngg, ^aMoohs, T^ffwtmt,

A;

Co.

GMuia* S.w«d CIGAA BOXES. Go to

;^"{l'nPorterM of
143 Market Street, Lancaster, Pa.
,

115

assortment of Plain and Fancy

&

Nissly

F.

Fer

PMker and Dealer

I.

HAVANA, CUBA— Consulado

MANUPAGTirmS OP CIOAI SGAAP TOSAGQO

MILTON H. RANCK
PANTIN
Commission Merchant
Dome^c Leaf Tobacco
Leaf Tobacco & Cigars
p^^^^^^^'T^

Leaf Tobacco Merchant

Importert of Havana and Sumatra and
Packers of Seed Leaf Tobacco
Finest Retail Department in Pennsylvania

151 North 3d St, Philadelphia

HABANA, CURA

ST.

•a aad Warehoaae. IS East Glark
Av«nae. YORK. Fa.

PA.

LESLIE

AND ARTEM18A

HEINRICH NEUBERGER

& CO.

HIPPLE BROS.

^^»^'" ^^^'"^^' -Nosdecar-

SPECIALTY-'.TfELTA ABAJO

LANCASTER.

LEAF TOBACCO

Almacen de Tabaco en Rama

HAVANA AND SUMATRA

St.,

Paokera and Deiriara la

No.

•f

3fl,

John

ImiUtion and Muslinola Ribbon
Printed or Stamped in Gold or S!1
Stock Cards. Give Ua a Trial. We Want Your OpIniMi

Labels.

W. W.lnut

Wareheuae: Blrd-ln-Hand. Laneaater
Oa., P«.

Ofar Rlbkons, Silk

306 NO. THIRD STREET, PHILADELPHIA

K.

ilO 112

CorrMpondanea SoUaMcd

Catablishad 1I90

Meia OMeet

Plette. P«.

ITAlLlfHlD

1877

NEW FACTORY

IfM

HEFFENER
StMRi Cigar Box Manufacturers
AhfD MAJCXRS OF

Ctitical

Bu|r«n aiwaiM find

it

a plaaaire lo l«ok

am oar

SMiplat ekMrfdly tnhnamai i^mm
f«qunt

Patented Wire Bound Shipping
Cases
HOWARD h BOUNDARY AVE.
YORK. FA.
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HEYWOOD, STRASSER&.V0IGT L1THO.C0.
26- STREET & 9^ AVENUE, NEW YORK
MANUFACTURERS

you saw U

OF

Cigar Box Labels
Bands and Trimmings
WESTERN OFFICE
179 West Washington

St.,

Page
Lopez,

American Cisfar Co
American Lithographic Co'.' Ne
i
American Sumatra Tohac'co Co York
American Tol.acco („., The \.m- vAri-'
ArguellM. Lopea & Bro.
.."....l.......^,.

W

"

\

SELLING REPRESENTATIVES
ADOLPH FRANKAU & CO..

Canada

129 Fifth Avenue,

•••••••

w3

'

•••••••••

New York

&

Bachia
IJayuk

City

In character

and Impart a most palatable flavor

WM.

F.

COMLY & SON
27

and CHEWING TOBACCO
Write for List of Flavors for Special Brands
BETUN. AROMATIZES. BOX FLAVORS. PASTE SWEETENERS

FRIES

a

SMOKING

BRO., 92 Reade

Street,

i^?' .^.:::::::::::::::::

i-^era.
Lo«»no,

K

Son

ca

ft

1
U

:::::::::::::::-

..::;.. ....v;.;;;

Corer

Manila AdvertisinK Agency
*

Co., R. A.
J'hilTdelYlVia*

Marques.ee,

JJros..

Business

CIGAR FLAVORS
FOR

Poo.

7

Behrens & Co., HaTana. Oiba
^
Bobrow Brothers
Boucher Cork & Machi n'e 'c o.;
'I'n'c
Bninhoff Mfg. Co.

OUR HIGH-GRADE NON-EVAPORATING

FLAVORS

Manuel

4v

5

gKo^?^

29

^lorris

2
4

New York

Opportunity

^

JuUm

30

•••••••a ••••

'

Make tobacco mellow and smooth

N^b^Sstd^^S a'at 1T

322 Chestnut Street

III.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES
B. B. B. Co., Montreal,

T

THE TOBACCO HORLD.

.n

Acker, Mcrrall & Coiidit Co.,
New York
AlTares 4 Co., Manuel, New
Vork

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE

Chicago,

=1

BELIEVERS IN PUBLICITY

r,

,

h;;;^;;:::::::::-^."::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

-f

••••••••••
i:

{

uinpany,

i'hilip

.

. . .

^^.!:

M

,,"']

Anctimtri MMJ CMMdMioa Mtwhanto

South Second

Cardenaa

y

Cia, Harana
Pedro. TanipaVi'lV
Cayey-Cagnas Tobacco Co.

Castro

Street, Philadelphia

&

10

.

REGULAR WEEKLY SALBS EVERY THURSDAY.

^'''-

TOBACCO

d

cihn"ft'''(£''^V

SMOKERS' ARTICLES. SPECIAL SALES OF LEAF TOBACCO. CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED. ADVANCES MADE. SETTLEMENTS
MADE ON DAY OF SALE

J

w. F!;*Ph^fa'Jtei^ia
*•
r^^'
Commercialf^hf
Cigar Co.

CIGARS.

I

^

^^''^^''''''^"^''^'•^^^'^^l^lllll

Cbmpama Utografica da
Crcssman's Sons, Allen K.

a
»
—

•••••••-»i»^:::::;;:::

*::

._„.:..

U

m

»

Co..

Habai^
.

v*"u'**,'"«*''

H«*«»r»ch.

4
ft

v!!r
Niaaly

Havana

^P"*.*- ^t KoHn, Pa.
Co., John I^.. L«ic^^ pV'
•

•••••

JB

«...

n
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Cover IV

Deiael-Wemmer Co., The. Lima.
Demuth & Co.. Williatn
Dunn & Co.. T. J New"Vnri-'
Duya
ft Co.. H
'
"

Parmenter Wax-Lined
CIGAR BOX LABELS
BANDS AND ADVERTISING

•••••...,,.,..,.,,.,

I

'•*

••

"or
".'.*.*""'*

•••

•••....

...

2
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MOISTURE HEAT AND BREAKAGE

I:r.es

44

&

RACINE, WIS.,

-

-

J.

U.

CJKar

Co.,

\.,

K.

&

A.

Joiin

LOPEZ

M.

&

1942

CO.

THE MOEHLE LITHOGRAPHIC CQi
Clarendon Road&East37L^ St. Brooklyn^NY.

CALIXTO LOPEZ & CO.

CIGAR LABELS & BANDS

?5SL7A'lSiTKcS)s

90 Wall St., New York

no

nM;.S°r-

B.,

cCTam",;."**!'!';;""::::::

^::

'^^

Sellers

_
10

^"'•^ ••"•••••••""::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Hotel Tuller

*;

HIGHEST QUALITY

CIGAR BANDS
SHOW CARDS
FOLDING BOXES.
ETC.

257-265 WEST

steiner building

NEW YORK.

SPECIALISTS
LITHOGRAPHIC
FOR THE
CIGAR & TOBACCO INDUSTRY
SKETCHES FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

S
i

::::::::::::::::::::::::

*

Leon

New York

Monro.

D.,

&

'shlX.
w^- L"' ">,"•• J'h'ladelphia
Sbie ds-Wertheim
Co., Cleyeland
^""O' O

Stnith.

Garrett

II.

A

Taylor,

Wm.

Co..

M.

;:

Havana .^.^'::::^v^:^:\\:•••••••aa

A..

T.

...

•••••.«• aaaaaaa

Blumenthal, Ltd., Philadelphia

S.

Kr?n"skr?'

HinoVir

R.,

VVright.Till"
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B^-
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o PROCESS c.

Landau,

Charles,

^^"•^

•«••••

& Mvcrs Tobacco Co
Loeb-Nunex Tobacco Qi.
I.'KKett

Loewentha!

&

Sons.

S.

..!

.

>••••••••,«•••

J

••..

Universal Tobacco Machine
Co'
•..

w

.'.'^'::::.

L*r;;,.^''T'W''--T
Leatnan,
J. K., Lancaster. Pa.
Lewi. L. Cigar Manufacturing

*••••••••••<

f

Union American Cigar Co
United Cigar Manufacturer.' '
ci
* - «-w
United Map Co

New York
^''^•^^'

»
«
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_
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MANUFACTURERS

GERMAN
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"

'
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item. Maximilian
oiem,
Maxim<N.»
Str.ua
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Cover IV
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Jeitles

Kocher,

17^" ST.
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•••••........,,..,

Kaffenburgh ft Son., I Bo.ton,
Maaa.
Key.tone Cig.r Box io. .....'..""
Key.tone Variety Work..

W!!'STEINER.SONS&CO

;;,vS^::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::^ -5

New Ywk

n

H«^Tc* iai^!52-^:;!(^Vo^

BRANCH OFFICE
West Randolph St. Chicago, III.
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Hamiltoa Corporation. Tha
Heekin Can Co.
Heffener ft Son. H. W., York,'?;.'

Formerly of
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Sanchez y Haya. Tampa, Kla

Talaplic

IMonta 167
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Schlegel,
Geo.,
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